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FIFTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture 

VORUME, XGLV l=1904-05 

INCLUDING THE 

Proceedings of the Annual Meeting 1905, Reports of County and District Societies, 

State Meetings of Swine Breeders, Corn Growers’ Association, Farmers’ 
Institutes, Experiment Station, Farmers’ Mutual Insurance 

Companies Union, State Dairy Association, 
Cattle Breeders’ Associations, Etc. 

TO THE GOVERNOR 

INDIANAPOLIS 
WM. B. BURFORD, CUNTRACTOR FOR STATE PRINTING AND BINDING 

1905 





THE STATE OF INDIANA, } 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 

INDIANAPOLIS, October 13, 1905. ( 

Received by the Governor, examined and referred to the Auditor of 

State for verification of the financial statement. 

J. FRANK HANLY, 

Governor. 

OFFICE OF AUDITOR OF STATE, \ 
INDIANAPOLIS, October 21, 1905. 

The within report, so far as the same relates to moneys drawn from the 

State Treasury, viz.: $10,000 named in the within statement, has been exam- 

ined and found correct. 
WARREN BIGLER, 

Auditor of State. 

October 21, 1905. 

Returned by the Auditor of State, with above certificate, and transmitted 

to the Secretary of State for publication, upon the order of the Board of Com- 

missioners of Public Printing and Binding. 

aay Filed in the office of the Secretary of State of the State of Indiana, Octo- 
~ ber 13, 1905. 

4 ee 
x DANIEL E. STORMS, 

as Secretary of State. 

\ 7, 

aa 
VN Received the within report and delivered to the printer this 2!st day of 

October, 1905. 

HARRY SLOUGH, 

Clerk Printing Bureau. 

IV 28 1906 



INDIANA STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

TInpranavoris, Inp., October 10, 1905. 

To His Excellency, J. Frank Hanty, Governor of Indiana: 

I beg to submit herewith the report of the proceedings of the 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture for the year 1904. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 



MEMBERS 

OF THE 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture 
1904. 

Ist District—JOHN C. HAINES, Rockport, Spencer County. 

2nd District—MASON J. NIBLACK, Vincennes, Knox County. 

srd District—E. 8. TUELL, Corydon, Harrison County. 

4th District—JOHN TILSON, Franklin, Johnson County. 

Sth District—H. L. NOWULIN, Lawrenceburg, Dearborn County. 

6th District—K NODE PORTER, Hagerstown, Wayne County. 

(th District—DAVID WALLACH, Indianapolis, Marion County. 

Sth District—SID CONGER, Shelbyville, Shelby County. 

9th District—W. T. BEAUCHAMP, Terre Haute, Vigo County. 

10th District—OSCAR HADLEY, Danville, Hendricks County. 

ith District—M. S. CLAYPOOL, Muncie, Delaware County. 

12th District—WM. M. BLACKSTOCK, Lafayette, Tippecanoe County. 

15th District—JOHN L. THOMPSON, Gas City, Grant County. 

14th District—JOE CUNNINGHAM, Peru, Miami County. 

15th District—C. B. BENJAMIN, LeRoy, Lake County. 

16th District—JAMES E. McDONALD, Ligonier, Noble County. 

OFFICERS FOR 1904. 

JOHN C. HAINES, President. 

DAVID WALLACE, E. H. PEED, 
Vice- President. General Superintendent. 

CHARLES DOWNING, J. W. LAGRANGE, 

Secretary. Ry Treasurer. 

Executive Committee. 

Messrs. NIBLACK, CONGER, WALLACE, BEAUCHAMP, CLAYPOOL. 
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State Industrial Associations. 

OFFICERS FOR 1904. 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture—President, John L. Thompson, Gas City; 

Seeretary, Charles Downing, Indianapolis. 

Indiana Horticultural Association—President, John Tilson, Franklin; Secre- 

tary, W. B. Flick, Lawrence. 

Indiana Shorthorn Breeders’ Association—President, E. W. Bowen, Delphi; 

Secretary, John G. Gartin, Burney. 
Indiana Dairymen’s Assoctation—President—J. J. W. Billingsley, Indianapo- 

lis; Secretary, H. E. Van Norman, Lafayette. 

Indiana Wool Growers’ Association—President, J. L. Thompson, Gas City ; Sec- 

retary, Howard H. Keim, Ladoga. 

Indiana Swine Breeders’ Association—President, F. P. Modlin, New Castle; 

Secretary, W. R. Midkiff, Shelbyville. 

Indiana Poultry Breeders’ Association—President, Frank Johnson, Howlands; 

Secretary, Jesse Tarkington, Indianapolis. 
Indiana Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Union—President, Aaron Jones, South 

Bend; Secretary. H. L. Nowlin, Lawrenceburg. 

Indiana Jersey Cattle Club —President, M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon; Sec- 

retary, C. C. Topp, Indianapolis. 
Indiana Oorn Growers’ Association—President, D. F. Maish, Frankfort; Secre- 

tary and Treasurer, Scott Meiks. 
Farmers’ Institutes—Director, Prof. W. C. Latta, Purdue University, Lafayette. 

Experiment Station—Director, Prof. John Skinner, Purdue University, La- 

fayette. 

State Chemist—Prof. Arthur Goss, Purdue University, Lafayette. 

State Entomologist—Prot. James Troop, Purdue University, Lafayette. 

State Hereford Cattle Breeders’ Association —President, F. L. Studebaker, Bluff- 

ton; Secretary, C. E. Amsden, Waldron. 

Indiana Angus Cuttle Breeders’ Association—President, Will R. Pleak, Greens- 

burg; Secretary, George W. Henderson, Lebanon. 

Indiana Chester White Swine Breeders’ Association—President, L. A. Hinshaw, 

Zionsville; Secretary, W. H. Morris, Indianapolis. 

Indiana Duroc Jersey Swine B-eeders’ Associatuon—President, W. E. Jackson, 

Knightstown; Secretary, J. M. Phelps, New Castle. 

Indiana Poland China Swine Breeders’ Association—President, Adam F. May, 

Flat Rock; Secretary, W. H. Morris, Indianapolis. 

Indiana Improved Live Stock Breeders’ Association—President, W. 8. Robbins, 

Horace; Secretary, Prof. J. H. Skinner, Lafayette. 

Indiana Guernsey Breeders’ Association—President, John Morgan, Plainfield ; 

Secretary, Oliver H. Mills, Mooresville. 

Indiana State Association of Fair Managers —President, J.J. Insley, Crawfords- 

ville; Secretary, W. M. Blackstock, Lafayette. 
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ACTS OF THE LEGISLATURE GOVERNING THE 
INDIANA STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

As TAKEN FROM HORNER’S ANNOTATED StTatTuTEs 1901, Vou. I. 

(2614) Incorporation. 4. The State. Board, as at present constituted 

and organized, is hereby created a body corporate, with perpetual suc- 

cession, in manner hereinafter described, under the name and style of 

the “Indiana State Board of Agriculture.” 

(2615) Officers. 5. It shall be the duty of the State Board to appoint 

a President, Secretary and Treasurer, and such other officers as they may 

deem necessary. The President shall have power to call meetings of the 

Board whenever he may deem it expedient. 

(2616) Meetings. 6. There shall be held in the city of Indianapolis, 

on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January, annually, a 

meeting of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture, together with the 

president of each county agricultural society or other delegate therefrom 

duly authorized, who shall for the time being be ex-officio members of 

the State Board of Agriculture, for the purpose of deliberation and con- 

sultation as to the wants, prospects and conditions of the agricultural 

interests throughout the State. And at such annual meeting, the several 

reports from the county societies shall be delivered to the President of 

the Indiana State Board of Agriculture; and the said presidents and 

delegates shall, at this meeting, elect suitable persons to fill all vacancies 

in said Board: Provided, however, that said election shall not affect the 

members of the Board present, whose term shall not be considered to 

expire until the IAst day of said session. 

(2617) Annual Report. 7. It shall be the duty of said Board to make 

an annual report to the General Assembly of the State of the receipts 

and expenditures of the Board, together with such proceedings of the 

State Board and reports from county agricultural societies, as well as 

a general view of the condition of agriculture throughout the State, 

accompanied by such recommendations as they may deem interesting 

and useful. 

(2618) State Fairs. 8. The Indiana State Board of Agriculture shall 

have power to hold State Fairs at such times and places as they may 

deem proper and expedient, and have the entire control of the same, 

fixing the amount of the various premiums offered, embracing every 

article of science and art, or such portions of them as they may deem 
expedient and proper, calculated to advance the interests of the people 

of the State. They may employ assistants, receive contributions, dona- 

tions, etc., and unite with a county or district society for the purpose of 

defraying the expenses of said State Fairs, 
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(2619) Expenses. 9. The State Board of Agriculture shall certify to 

the Auditor of State the ordinary expenses of the Board proper, including 

the necessary personal expenses of their attendance on not more than 

two meetings in any one year. The Auditor shall audit the same, and, 

on his warrant, the Treasurer of State shall pay the same out of any 

money appropriated for agricultural purposes. - 

(2620) May Buy Land. 1. The Indiana State Board of Agriculture 

is empowered to purchase and hold real estate, for the purpose of holding 

State Fairs and other uses of the Board, to an amount not exceeding 

two hundred and forty (240) acres; and to sell any real estate it may hold, 

for the purpose of reinvesting the proceeds in other real estate for the 

same general objects. 

(2621) Purchase Ratified. 2. The purchase of real estate made by 

said Board, A. D. 1860, of William A. Otis and others, consisting of 

thirty-six acres of the northwest quarter of section thirty-six, township 

sixteen, range three east, in Marion County, are hereby ratified and con- 

firmed; and the said Board is empowered to hold the same for the general 

objects of the Board: Provided, that nothing herein contained shall 

authorize said Board to hold more than eighty acres, as aforesaid. f 

(2622) Exempt from Tax. 4. The real and personal estate of said 

Soard shall be exempt from taxation; and the County Treasurer of 

Marion County is authorized and required to pay to said Board the 

amount of taxes assessed and collected upon said real estate for said 

county for the years 1862, 1863 and 1864; and the Treasurer of State shall 

refund to said Board of Meriouire the amount of State taxes collected 

upon said real estate for the years aforesaid. 

(2623) Yearly Appropriation. 4. The sum of ten thousand dollars 

($10,C00) annually is appropriated for the use of the Indiana State Board 

of Agriculture, to be expended in the payment of premiums awarded by 

the said Board, to be paid out of the State Treasury upon the first day 

of April yearly, and to be receipted for by the President, attested by the 

Secretary of the said Board. 

(2628a) Lands Exempt from Taxation. 1. That any part, parcel, or 

tract of land not exceeding eighty acres and the improvements thereon, 

owned by county or district agricultural associations of this State, 

organized agreeably to the provisions of *‘An act for the encouragement 

of agriculture,” approved February 17, 1852, shall be exempt from taxa- 

tion: Provided, that when the same shall cease to be used or occupied 

exclusively for the purpose specifically set out in said act, approved 

February 17, 1852, or shall fail in any way to comply with the provisions 

thereof, the same shall cease to be exempt from taxation. 

(2624) Room for Specimens. 2. The Governor is hereby directed to 

select a convenient room in the Capitol, or in any building that may be 
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erected by the State, if a suitable one can be found, and, if not, hire 

one suitable for the deposit and safekeeping of such minerals, soils, ores, 

fossils, maps, sketches, etc., as may be collected and tnade by direction 

of said Board, which room shall be placed under the control of said 

Board. 

(2625) May Borrow and Mortgage. 1. The State Board of Agricul- 

ture is hereby authorized and empowered to borrow the sum of sixty 

thousand dollars, at a rate of interest not exceeding six per cent. per 

annum, and for security of the payment of said sum, to mortgage its 

property in Marion County known as the State Fair grounds, and to apply 

the sum so borrowed to the payment of a like sum heretofore borrowed 

of one J. A. Hambleton, and to take up and destroy all notes, bonds and 

mortgages given therefor. And the said Board shall have power to issue 

bonds to the above named amount of sixty thousand dollars, and to make 

the said bonds payable ten years after date, but redeemable at the 

pleasure of said Board, on sixty days’ notice after five years from date. 

(2626) Deed of Trust Postponed. 2. To enable the said State Board 

of Agriculture to borrow said money, and to execute a satisfactory mort- 

gage therefor, F. A. W. Davis, to whom said Board has heretofore 

executed a trust deed, to secure a repayment by said Board to the State 

of the sum of twenty-jive thousand dollars, appropriated to the use of 

said Board by an act approved March 10, 1877, in section one, item five, 

of said act, is hereby authorized and required to release, satisfy and 

cancel said deed, and reconvey to said Board the interest described 

therein. And in lieu of such deed, the said Board shall execute a new 

deed of trust to said Davis, or, if the Governor and Attorney General so 

advise, to the Auditor of State; which new deed of trust shall be a lien 

on said State Fair grounds next after the mortgage provided for in the 

preceding section. 

(2627) Debt Prohibited. 4. Said Board is hereby prohibited from 

borrowing money, or creating or contracting any further liability or debt, 

on the faith or credit of said property or any other property, or in any 

wise further incumbering the same with any lien or charge, except as 

heretofore in this act provided. 

(2628) Vacancies, How Filled. 1. Whenever a yacancy in the office 

of the Secretary, Treasurer or Superintendent of the State Board of 

Agriculture shall occur by death, resignation or otherwise, the same shall 

be filled by appointment by the President of said State Board of Agri- 

culture, which appointee shall hold said office until some regular meeting 

of the State Board of Agriculture. 
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AN ACT for the relief of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture, author- 

izing it to borrow money to pay off its existing indebtedness and for 

other purposes, and to repeal so much of an act concerning the State 

Board of Agriculture, approved April 14, 1881, as is now in force, being 

sections 2796, 2797 and 2798 in Burns’ Annotated Indiana Statutes of 

the revision of 1901, and other matters properly connected therewith; 

and providing for an emergency. 

(S. 114. Approved February 17, 1905.) 

Whereas, The Indiana State Board of Agriculture is indebted in the 

sum of about forty-five thousand dollars ($45,000) for unpaid purchase 

money on a part of its lands, known as the State Fair grounds, near to 

Indianapolis, in Marion County, Indiana, which sum it is unable to pay 

at the present time; and also needs and will need from time to time 

further sums to be used in erecting and maintaining necessary buildings 

and making other and permanent improvements from time to time, so as 

to enable it at all times to fully perform and discharge its duties under 

the law; and 

Whereas, The indebtedness described in said act of April 14, 1881, 

published in the acts of said year at page 84, have each and all been long 

since fully paid and satisfied; now, therefore, 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 

Indiana, That the Indiana State Board of Agriculture be and is hereby 

authorized and empowered to borrow money at such times and in such 

amounts as may be necessary for the payment of the existing indebted- 

ness now outstanding for a part of the real property of the said State 

Board of Agriculture, known as the State Fair grounds, near Indianapolis, 

Marion County, Indiana; and other sums from time to time for the pur- 

poses of erecting and maintaining proper and necessary buildings and 

improvements to enable it at all times to carry out, perform and discharge 

its duties in giving State fairs and other purposes; and for the security 

and repayment of such loans, with interest, to mortgage its said real 

property, consisting of about two hundred and fourteen (214) acres, situate 

near to the city of Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana, and commonly 

known as the State Fair grounds, together with the improvements now 

and hereafter placed thereon. And the said Board is authorized and 

empowered to apply the moneys borrowed to the payment of a certain 

note executed to the Columbia National Bank in part payment of the 

purchase price of said two hundred and fourteen (214) acres of land, and 

also of an existing mortgage on a part of said fair grounds and premises 

made to Theresa H. Smith; and to take up said indebtedness by whom- 

soevyer held, and to cancel all the notes, mortgages and obligations so 
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outstanding and to use the remainder of any sum so borrowed and other 

sums hereafter borrowed from time to time, in erecting new buildings on 

said fair grounds and in making and maintaining improvements and 

repairs. But the aggregate indebtedness occasioned by such loans shall 

not exceed the sum of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000) at any one time, 

and the pate of interest shall not exceed six per cent. per annum. 

Sec. 2. Any and all notes, bonds, mortgages given, issued or executed 

by said Indiana State Board of Agriculture shall be authorized by a 

majority of said Board in session and signed by its President and Secre- 

tary and attested by its corporate seal. 

See. 3. The said Board shall have power from time to time to mort- 

gage all or so much and such parts of said described Indiana State Fair 

grounds as its Board of Directors may determine in manner and form as 

described in Section 1. To secure such loans and if deemed best by such 

Board, then the Indiana State Board of Agriculture is hereby given power 

and authority under this act to issue bonds, as well as notes, in making 
any loan or loans in such denominations and amounts as the said Board 
may from time to time determine, with interest coupons attached in the 
usnal manner; such notes and bonds to be made payable at such times 
and ou such terms and conditions as may to the Board seem best; and to 
secure such bonds as weil as notes by a mortgage or mortgages upon all 
or any part of said lands. Any and all notes and bonds so authorized, 
bearing such rates of interest as may be determined not exceeding six 
per cent. per annum and secured as aforesaid, the Board may sell from 
time to time at such prices as the majority of the menibers of said Board 

may authorize and direct at not less than par. 

Sec. 4. In case bonds are issued in series or otherwise from to time 
and secured as aforesaid, no bond shall have any priority by reason of 
the time or order of sale over any other bonds of the series secured by 
any such mortgage; but each bond secured by any mortgage shall be 

secured equally and ratably by such security. 

Sec. 5. It is further enacted that “An act for the relief of the State 
Board of Agriculture, appropriating certain moneys for the use and 
benefit of said Board and postponing the lien of the State of Indiana on 
certain lands therein named and prohibiting said Board from further 
encumbering their property,” approved April 14, 1881 (Acts of 1881, page 
84), and set forth in part as Sections 2796, 2797 and 2798 of Burns’ Anno- 
tated Indiana Statutes in the revision of 1901, and all other laws and 
parts of laws in conflict with the provisions of this act are hereby re- 
pealed. 5 

Sec. 6. Whereas an emergency exists for the immediate taking effect 
of this act, therefore, it shall be in force from and after its passage. 
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CHAPTER XXVII. 

AN ACT to exempt from taxation the mortgages, notes and bonds here- 

after issued by the Indiana State Board of Agriculture. 

(S. 115. Approved February 21, 1905.) 

Whereas, The Indiana State Board of Agriculture exists for the benefit 

of the people of the State, in the property of which corporation there is 

no private or individual interest, but the same is held entirely for the 

public purpose of promoting agriculture, and ; 

Whereas, The said Indiana State Board of Agriculture finds it neces- 

sary to borrow money to pay off and discharge an existing debt on the 

State Fair grounds and to make needed improvements on said grounds 

to enable said Board to better fulfill its duties, and 

Whereas, It is beneficial to the State and people that the Board shall 

procure said loan at the lowest possible rate of interest, and in order to 

do so it is necessary to exempt the notes, bonds, mortgages and other 

evidences of the same from taxation, and 

Whereas, The property of said Board is not subject to taxation under 

the Constitution and laws of the State of Indiana, and its securities 

issued thereon for the benefit of the people of the State as aforesaid 

should likewise not be taxable, therefore, 

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of 

Indiana, That any and all mortgages, notes, bonds and evidences of in- 

debtedness hereafter issued by the Indiana State Board of Agriculture 

and secured by mortgage upon its property. known as the State Fair 

grounds, in Marion County and near to the city of Indianapolis, Indiana, 

or otherwise, shall not be listed or assessed, but shall be exempt from 

taxation in this State. 



aE 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture 

CONSTITUTION. 

As REVISED AND ADOPTED AT THE JANUARY MEETING OF THE BoarD, 1891. 

Article 1. The name and style of this society shall be “The Indiana 

State Board of Agriculture,’ its object, to promote and improve the con- 

dition of agriculture, horticulture, and the mechanic, manufacturing and 

household arts. 

Art. 2. There shall be held in.the city of Indianapolis, at such time 

as may be prescribed by law, an annual meeting of the State Board of 

Agriculture, together with presidents, or other delegates duly authorized, 

from each county, or such other agricultural society as may be authorized 

by law to send delegates, who shall, for the time being, be ex-officio mem- 

bers of the State Board of Agriculture, for the purpose of deliberation and 

consultation as to the wants, prospects and condition of the agricultural 

interests throughout the State; and at such annual meetings the several 

reports from county societies shall be delivered to the President of the 

State Board of Agriculture; and the said President and delegates shall, at 

this meeting, elect suitable persons to fill all vacancies in this Board: 

Provided, however, That said election shall not affect the members of the 

Board present, whose terms shall not be considered to expire until the 

last day of the session. 

Art. 3. The State Board-elect shall meet immediately after the ad- 

journment of the State Board, for the purpose of organization and for the 

transaction of such other business as the wants and interests of the 

society may require; and hold such other meetings from’ time to time, for 

making out premium lists, preparing for State fairs, and all other busi- 

ness necessary to the promotion of the objects of the society. 

Art. 4. The State Board-elect -shall consist of sixteen members, 

chosen from the following districts: 

Ist District—Posey, Vanderburgh, Gibson, Warrick and Spencer counties, 

(13) 
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2d District—IKnox, Daviess, Martin, Pike, Dubois, Crawford and Perry 

counties. 

24 District—Harrison, Washington, Orange, Floyd, Clark and Scott 

counties. 

4th District Jackson, Lawrence, Brown, Monroe, Greene, Owen, John- 

son and Sullivan counties. 

5th District—Jefferson,. Switzerland, Ohio, Dearborn, Franklin, Ripley 

and Jennings counties. 

6th District—Bartholomew, Decatur, Rush, Fayette, Union and Wayne 

counties. 

7th District—Madison, Hancock, Hamilton, Henry and Shelby counties. 

Sth District—Marion County. 

9th District—Clay, Vigo, Parke, Vermillion and Fountain counties. 

10th District—Putnam, Morgan, Hendricks, Montgomery and Boone 

counties. 

11th District—Delaware, Randolph, Jay, Adams, Wells, Huntington and 

Blackford counties. 

12th District—Carroll, White, Benton, Newton, Tippecanoe, Warren, Jas- 

per and Pulaski counties. 

18th District—Clinton, Tipton, Howard, Grant, Wabash and Whitley 

counties. 

14th District—BHlkhart, Kosciusko, Fulton, Cass and Miami counties. 

15th District—St. Joseph, Marshall, Starke, Laporte, Porter and Lake 

counties. . 

16th District—Allen, Dekalb, Steuben, Lagrange and Noble counties. 

Chosen ‘for two years, one-half of whose terms expire every year, to 

wit: Those representing the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Seventh, Four- 

teenth, Fifteenth and Sixteenth districts expire at the annual meeting of 

1860, and those representing the Fifth, Sixth, Highth, Ninth, Tenth Elev- 

enth, Twelfth and Thirteenth districts expire at the annual meeting to be 

held in January, 1861. To be chosen by ballot. 

Art. 5. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all meetings, 

conduct the business in an orderly and parliamentary manner, and offi- 

cially sign all vouchers and drafts upon the Treasurer (except for pre- 

miums), and all other instruments requiring the same, and call special 

meetings in cases of emergency. \ 

Art. 6. The State Board-elect shall, at the annual meeting after the 

adjournment of the delegate meeting, proceed to elect one of their number 

President, who shall hold his office for a term of one year, and until 

his successor is elected and qualified; and one of their number for Vice- 

President. whose term shall be the same as President, who shall act, and 
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for the time being huyve all the power, as President, whenever the Presi- 

dent is absent from any regular meeting. They shall also elect some 

suitable person as Secretary and some suitable person as Treasurer, and 

a General Superintendent, who shall hold their offices each for one year, 

unless removed for incompetency or neglect of duty. They shall also 

‘elect four of their number who shall, with the President, constitute an 

Executive Committee, who shall have power to act in cases of emergency, 

where loss would result by waiting till a regular meeting of the Board, 

but shall have no power whatever during a meeting of the Board. 

Art. 7. It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to safely keep the funds 

belonging to the society, pay out the same on orders or drafts drawn 

by the Secretary, and report annually to the State Board, and as much 

oftener as he may be called upon by the Board, and shall give bond for 

the faithful performance of his duties. 

Art. 8. It shall be the duty of the General Superintendent to take 

care of and carefully keep all property belonging to the society, ave the 

eare and control of the fair grounds during the recess; have the super- 

vision and oversight of such improyements or additions as may be 

directed by the State Board, and, under their direction, procure materials, 

contract for labor, and shall be, during the continuance of the fair, the 

chief marshal and head of the police. The members of the Board shall 

employ all the necessary police and gatekeepers. 

Art. 9. The Secretary shall keep a true record of the proceedings. 

He shall conduct all correspondence on behalf of the society, except when 

otherwise directed by the President. He shall, by himself and assistants 

by him appointed, arrange the details of the entries, tickets and enroll 

the names of committees and judges of the State Fair, receive and record 

the yarious reports of the awarding committees, fill out and deliver all 

diplomas and certificates. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to con- 

_dense the county agricultural reports for each year into one volume and 

superintend the publishing of the same. He shall audit and file all ac- 

counts against the Board; draw orders in fayor of proper persons on the 

Treasurer for the amount; but orders shall not be drawn payable to 

order or bearer, but to the name of the party alone or his agent. He 

shall make an annual report, showing amount of all orders upon the 

treasury, and shall perform such other duties as the best interests of 

the society may demand; but he is at all times subject to the direction 

and control of the State Board. 

Art. 10. At the annual meeting of the Board the salaries of the 

Treasurer, Secretary and Superintendent shall be fixed for the ensuing 

year; Provided, That said Board may, in their discretion, at any meeting 

of said Board, make said ‘officers an additional allowance for extra 

services. 
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Art. 11. That no compensation shall be allowed to delegates attend- 

ing the annual meetings of the State Board; nor shall the members of the 

State Board-elect be paid any sum of money, as compensation or other- 

wise, except by order of the Board-elect. 

Art. 12. The State Board may adjourn from time to time, or they 

may be called together by the Secretary, by order of the President, by a 

written notice to each member, enclosed by mail, and a notice of such 

meeting published in two or more newspapers of general circulation, in 

the city of Indianapolis; and all meetings so held by adjournment, or 

calls, shall be deemed regular and legal. 

Art. 13. Any alteration or amendment to this Constitution may be 

made at the annual meeting of the State Board, two-thirds of all the 
‘ 

members voting for such amendment. 

Art. 14. The following standing committees shall be appointed by the 

President, to whom all matters of business coming up for reference under 

their particular heads shall be referred, unless otherwise specially directed 

by the Board: 

1. Finance and Claims. 

2. Rules and Regulations. 

3. Fair Grounds. 

4. Unfinished Business. 

5. Geological Survey—Executive Committee, ex-officio. 

6. Premium List. 

AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION. 

At the May meeting in 1851, certain rules, embracing ten sections, for 

the government of county agricultural societies, were adopted by the 

Board of Agriculture, as required in Section 1 of the statute laws enacted 

by the Legislature of Indiana for the “Encouragement of Agriculture,” 

approved February 17, 1852. 

At the February meeting of 1868 the rules were found inexpedient and 

were repealed, and the following resolutions, submitted by the Committee 

on Rules and Regulations, were adopted: 

Resolved, That all county and district societies shall be organized and 

governed by the laws of the State of Indiana in regard to agricultural 

societies, and especially under the act passed by the Legislature and ap- 

proved February 17, 1852. 

Resolved, That all societies so organized will be entitled to send dele- 

gates to this Board (State Board of Agriculture) at its annual meetings, 

and will be received and acknowledged upon the presentation of their 

reports and credentials, and compliance with the laws as legally organized 

societies. 



Minutes of the Board. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, AUGUST 4, 1904. 

On August 4, 1904, the Executive Committee of the Indiana 

State Board of Agriculture met pursuant to the call of the Presi- 

dent at the office of the Secretary of the Board in the State House. 

The following members were present: Messrs. Haines, Conger, 
* 

Beauchamp and Claypool. Mr. Niblack was absent. 

Mr. Fesler submitted a proposition to place an advertisement 

for the State Fair in the Marion County Mail, a newspaper pub- 

lished in this city, of a quarter column from this date until after 

the fair for seventy single admission tickets to be used by corre- 

spondents of his paper. 

Mr. Wallace presented and moved the adoption of the following 

resolution, which was seconded by Mr. Claypool and unanimously 

adopted : 

(Resolution not on file. ) 
JOHN C. HAINES, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, SEPTEMBER 1, 1904. 

The Executive Committee of the Indiana State Board of Agri- 

culture met pursuant to the call of the President at the office of 

the Secretary in the State House. 

There were present the President, Hon. John C. Haines, and 

Messrs. Niblack, Conger, Wallace, Beauchamp and Claypool. 

The President announced that the object of the meeting was to 

close up the matter of the purchase of the 134 acres of land held 

2—Agri. (17) 
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by the Board under lease and option to purchase from Mrs. 

Theresa H. Smith on the proposition of Mrs. Smith, made through 

her attorneys, Hawkins & Smith, which proposition is as follows: 

Mrs. Smith is to convey to the Board by warranty deed the 154 acres 

of land now held by the Board under lease from ber with option to pur- 

chase for the sum of $40,200, with the accrued interest thereon from 

January 23, 1902, at 6 per cent., amounting to the sum of 

and also the amount due for rent with the accrued interest thereon, 

amounting to $ , Iaking a total of $49,628.96; sixteen 

thousand five hundred and sixty-eight dollars and seventy cents of which 

is to be paid in cash, and the Board is to execute two notes for the 

balance: one. for $16,530.13, due October 1, 1905, and the other for 

$16,530.18, due October 1, 1906, with interest at the ‘rate of 6 per cent. 

per annum from date until paid, secured by a mortgage upon the 154 

acres of land purchased. And in addition thereto the Board is to pay 

Hawkins & Smith the sum of $500, the Board to pay the costs in the case 

of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture vs. Theresa H. Smith et al. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the propo- 

sition of Mrs. Smith as above set out was accepted, and the Presi- 

dent and Secretary of the Board were directed and empowered 

to sign notes and execute a mortgage to secure the same in accord- 

ance with said proposition. 

In accordance with the order and direction of the committee, 

the President and Secretary of the Board reported that on Sep- 

tember 1, 1904, they paid to Mrs. Smith in cash the sum of 

$16,568.70, and delivered to her two notes, each calling for 

$16,530.13, due October 1, 1905, and October 1, 1906, respec- 

tively, with 6 per cent. interest from date, without relief from 

valuation or appraisement laws, and providing for attorney’s fees, 

and executed a mortgage upon the 154 acres of real estate so pur- 

chased to secure the payment of said notes. And the President 

at the same time delivered to Hawkins & Smith an order on the 

Treasurer for the sum of $500, and thereupon Hawkins & Smith, 

attorneys for Mrs. Smith, delivered to Mr. Haines, President of 

the Board, for the Board, the following warranty deed: 
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WARRANTY DEED. 

This indenture witnesseth, That Theresa H. Smith, unmarried, of 

Marion County, in the State of Indiana, conveys and warrants to Indiana 

State Board of Agriculture, a corporation organized under the laws of 

the State of Indiana, of Marion County, in the State of Indiana, for the 

. sum of forty thousand two hundred dollars ($40,200), the receipt of which 

is hereby acknowledged, the following real estate in Marion County, in 

the State of Indiana, to wit: Part of the southwest fractional quarter 

and part of the southeast quarter, all in section eighteen (18), township 

sixteen. (16) north, range four (4) east, in said county and State, described 

as follows: Beginning on the west line of said section at a point thir- 

teen hundred and twenty (1,320) feet north -of the southwest corner 

thereof, and running east parallel to the south line of said section twenty- 

six hundred and eighty and twenty-five hundredths (2,680.25) feet; thence 

south parallel to the west line of said section thirteen hundred and 

twenty (1,820) feet to the south line of said section; thence east, with 

said south line, to the center of Fall Creek; thence northeastwardly with 

the center of Fall Creek, to the west line of the Peru Railroad right-of- 

way, now called the Lake Hrie and Western Railroad; thence north- 

wardly with the west line of said right-of-way to the north line of the 

south half of said section eighteen (18); thence west with the north line 

of the south half of said section to the northwest corner of the southwest 

quarter of said section; thence south with the said west line of said 

section eighty (80) rods, more or less, to the place of the beginning, except 

a strip forty (40) feet wide on the west side of said section, heretofore sold 

to the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago Railroad Company; containing 

clear of said railroad strip, one hundred and thirty-four (134) acres, more 

or less. 

In witness whereof, The said Theresa H. Smith, unmarried, has here- 

unto set her hand and seal this sixteenth day of July, 1904. 

(Signed) THERESA H. SMITH. 

Thereupon, on motion, the committee adjourned to meet on the 
call of the President. 

JOHN C. HAINES, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 
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MEETING OF BOARD, FAIR GROUNDS, SEPTEMBER 12, 1904. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in the Adminis- 

tration Building at the Indiana State Fair Grounds for the pur- 

pose of conducting the Indiana State Fair for 1904, 

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. John C. 

Haines. 

Upon the roll being called, all the members responded to their 

names. There were also present, J. W. LaGrange, Treasurer ; 

Charles Downing, Secretary, and E. H. Peed, Superintendent. 

The following resolution was offered by Mr. Niblack, seconded 

by Mr. MeDonald, and upon being put to a vote by the President 

Was unanimously adopted: 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Niblack, it was 

ordered that all helpers’ tickets be honored at the gates when 

endorsed by an assistant superintendent. 

The members of the Board assumed the charge of their differ- 

ent departments and the fair was declared formally opened. 

The Board adjourned to meet tomorrow at 9:00 o'clock a. m. 

JOHN C. HAINES, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF BOARD, SEPTEMBER 16, 1904. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in its room in the 

Administration Building at the Fair Grounds, Friday, September 

16, 1904, pursuant to the call of the President. 

The President, Mr. Haines, called the meeting to order, and 

upon the roll being ealled all the members of the Board except 

Messrs. Porter and Benjamin responded to their names. 

On motion of Mr. MeDonald, seconded by Mr. Niblack, the 

inatter of the claim of F. M. Barnes of Chicago, on account of the 
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special attraction of Dare Devil Tildon, was referred to the Presi- 

dent, Secretary and Mr. Wallace for adjustment, with power to 

act. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Beauchamp, the 

matter of purchasing the show cases and other material at the 

World’s Fair in St. Louis was referred to a committee composed 

of the President, Secretary and Mr. McDonald. 

Mr. McPherson of Fairfield, Iowa, an exhibitor at the fair, 

presented a grievance growing out of the awards in prize numbers 

54, 58 and 221. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Thompson, the bill 

of E. J. Craig for $70.30, the amount of the contract price for 

constructing the trestle for Dare Devil Tildon’s performance, was 

allowed and ordered, to be paid. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Blackstock, the 

Board authorized Mr. John L. Thompson to collect evidence in 

the claim against the U. S. Government. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Claypool, the 

Secretary was authorized and empowered to issue warrants for 

all unpaid premiums and claims founded on contracts on account 

of advertising and putting on the fair. 

On motion, duly seconded, all unfinished business was referred 

to the Executive Committee. 
JOHN C. HAINES, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 20, 1904. 

The Executive Committee of the Indiana State Board of Agri- 

culture met pursuant to the call of the President at the office of the 

Secretary of the Board in the State House. 

There were present the Hon. John C. Haines, President; David 

Wallace, Vice-President; and Messrs. Niblack, Claypool and Beau- 

champ. 
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Mr. E. J. McGowan was present and presented a bill for extra 

expense in connection with the diving horses contract. On motion 

of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Niblack, $114.60, being one- 

half of the extra expense incurred by Mr: McGowan in preparing 

the pit so that it would retain the water and on account of filling 

same, was allowed and ordered to be paid. 

Messrs. Lieber, Vonnegut and Stechan appeared before the 

Board in the interest of the North American Gymnastic Union 

and requested the use of the fair grounds for the week of June 21, 

1905. .On motion of Mr. Niblack, seconded-by Mr. Beauchamp, 

the Board granted the North American Gymnastic Union the free 

use of the fair grounds for the week of June 21, 1905, subject to 

the rights of the horse trainers and persons having privilege con- 

tracts with the Board. | 

Mr. Hoover, secretary of the Commercial Club, presented a 

statement of State Fair tickets subscribed for and sold by the 

Commercial Club of Indianapolis. On motion of Mr, Wallace, 

seconded by Mr. Beauchamp, the Board ordered that the tickets 

unsold by the Commercial Club be redeemed by the Treasurer. 

Mr. Wallingford of the Civic Improvement League of Indian- 

apolis addressed the Board on the subject of improving and 

beautifying the fair grounds. 

Letters from several persons who made entries in the speed 

classes, requesting the return of entrance fees paid, were read by 

the Secretary. On motion, duly seconded, the Board ordered that 

no return be made of the entrance fees and that the Secretary 

require persons making entries to abide by the rules of the Ameri- 

ean Trotting Association. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Niblack, it was 

ordered by the Board that the Treasurer pay the note of $5,000 

given to the Columbia National Bank. : 
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On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Secre- 

tary of the Board was instructed to have the show cases donated 

by the World’s Fair Commission to the Board, crated and shipped 

with the glass jars loaned the commission. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Claypool, the Sec- 

retary was instructed to settle all premiums awarded according 

to the report of the judges in the award books. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Niblack, the bills 

of Wild & Co., the Union Central Trust Company and C. N. 

Willams Co. were referred to Mr. Conger for adjustment, with 

power to act. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Conger, the Board 

ordered that the building of the road around the east end of the 

track be postponed. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Niblack, the Presi- 

dent was authorized to appoint a committee to ascertain the cost 

of resurfacing the mile track and report same at the next meeting. 

The President appointed Messrs. Claypool, Beauchamp and Down- 

ing. 

There being no further business, the committee adjourned to 

JOHN C. HAINES, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 
Secretary. 

ANNUAL MEETING—1905. 

The fifty-third annual meeting of the Delegate Board of the 

Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in the rooms of the Indi- 

ana State Board of Agriculture in the State House in the city of 

Indianapolis, Indiana, on Tuesday, January 3, 1905, at ten. 

o’clock a. m. pursuant to the law governing the Indiana State 

Board of Agriculture and the published notice and program. 
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There were present: Hon. John C. Haines, President; Hon. 

David Wallace, Vice-President; Hon. Charles Downing, Secre- 

tary; Hon. J. W. LaGrange, Treasurer; Hon. E. H. Peed, Super- 

intendent. 

Upon roll call the following members responded to their names: 

Ist District—John C Haines « 2.00. fons se sicleenciacg tale Rockport. 

2d District—Mason J. Niblack.................--.. Vincennes. 

6d District—E..S.) Tnells soo. oss se ee ete see Corydon 
4th District—Jehn Tilson <i oa itte oo aris outer Franklin. 

Sth: District—H. Wb Nowlin <. 5 <>. 2. ene ee alee Lawrenceburg. 

6th District—Knode Porter: . 5.\5../s:.% <2 us icine Sas Hagerstown. 

7th District—David Wallace.) £)25.5/5s0 asrie ore ee Indianapolis. 

Sth District—Sid Conger: ...7-.0..5.52-. einen eee Shelbyville. 
Oth) District— W.. L. beaucham priser eeepc eit Indianapolis. 

10th District— Oscar Hadley. i. i002 5-s0e ose nee e Plainfield. 

Lith Distriet—M. S2\Clay pool cacie;-c ai see es meee wes Muncie. 

12th District—Wm. M. Blackstock ........... ...... Lafayette. 

13th District—John L. Thompson-........ 2-2 2....-.5: Gas City. 

14th District—Jos; ‘Cunninghamin. oe. eee ie a cieiiie eee Peru. 

15th District—C. B:. Benjamins. sien 25 occas 2h tn ote Leroy. 

16th District—Jas. EB: McDonald... 7.21. .0):5 202 pose teen Ligonier. 

There were also present a number of delegates representing agri- 

cultural and horticultural societies throughdut the State, who 

presented their certificates of election. 

When the meeting was declared open by the President, the Hon. 

John W. Holtzman, mayor of the city of Indianapolis, who was 

present by invitation, was introduced by the President and ad- 

dressed the meeting as follows: 

MAYOR HOLTZMAN’S ADDRESS. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—When I am introduced to an undience 

of this kind with the announcement that I am going to deliver an address 

or welcome, I am always impressed with the word “address”. The word 

“address” would indicate that I am going to say something of imper- 

tance, and I am afraid you will be disappointed. 

I take great pleasure in welcoming you for the second time to the city 

of Indianapolis. I know of no association of men who do more for the 

city of Indianapolis than you do; and I hope that the members of the 

Legislature of the State of Indiana will realize that you are doing as 
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much as any body of men to build up the State as well as the capital, 

and that you will be given such assistance as you think you ought to 

have in making the State Fair even a greater success than you have 

made it in the past. 

' The city of Indianapolis is always open to you, and the people here 

are sincerely grateful to you for what you have done to break down the 

feeling that used to exist between the State outside of Indianapolis and 

the city. There used to be quite an antagonistic feeling toward Indian- 

apolis; but I believe the day has come when every Hoosier is proud of the 

capital city, and you have done much to bring about that feeling. We 

are grateful to you for that. 

I was asked this morning whether I was a farmer, and I told the 

young man who asked the question that I was a winter farmer, and that 

this was a good time for me to talk of things of that kind. I said I could 

probably do as much sitting around the stove in a country store and 

talking as the average man. I am sorry the weather is not just as 

perfect as I wanted to make it for you; but I want you to bear in mind 

that the administration in Washington is not in full accord with me 

politically, and that I have an adverse council in Indianapolis. For that 

reason you must bear kindly with me. I hope, however, that your stay 

here will be enjoyable and that your business meetings will be attended 

with success. I also hope that your “influence with the incoming Legisla- 

ture will be such that you will get what is needed to make the State Fair 

the success’ which you have made it in the past, and which I know, if 

you are given the proper assistance, you will make it in the future. 

I again extend to you a cordial welcome and assure you that all the 

good things in Indianapolis are yours. The city and all that is therein I 

tender to you during your stay in our city. 

After the address of Mr. Holtzman, Mr. Wallace, Vice-Presi- 

dent, was called to the chaif by President Haines, and President 

Haines delivered his annual address as follows: 

MR. HAINES’ ADDRESS. 

It is my pleasure to briefly review what has been a glowing year in 

the affairs of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture and the State Fair. 

Circumstances, which no body of men could have controlled, made it 

necessary in the other years of our history to bring to the annual meet- 

ings of this Board gloomy reports of our enterprise, but during the last 

twelve months every member of the Board has been energetic in its 

behalf, and they have been ably supported by outside influences, backed 

by favorable weather during the State Fair, and all these have combined 

in making a season of unusual progress with us. 
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The most important thing accompiished by the Board, not including. 

the fair itself, has been the purchase of 134 acres of land which has been 

under lease for fair purposes, giving us a total of 214 acres of most 

valuable land. The purchase price of the 134 acres was $40,200, and I am 

strong in the belief that the Board will in years to come find it a wise 

investment, although we now have to bear the burden of indebtedness 

for it. Time has shown that the State Board made no mistake in taking 

the fair to its present location. The city of Indianapolis is expanding in 

that direction and in time promises to entirely surround our grounds, as 

it did years ago when the fair grounds were nearer the heart of the city. 

That this later move was a good one has been evident by the fact that 

land surrounding the present grounds has been selling at from $500 to. 

$1,000 an acre, a good deal of it haying been cut up into small tracts, 

upon which pretentious suburban homes have been erected. 

The fair now has a,home where it can be expanded for fifty years 

without outgrowing its location. I believe the people of Indiana this 

year more than ever showed their faith in our enterprise, showed their 

faith in it as an industrial and agricultural enterprise, and made it eyi- 

dent that they feel its force as an educational institution. This evidence 

came through the remarkable attendance, the highest with the exception 

of 1876, when there was an extraordinary attraction; in addition to this 

public support, we had the backing ‘of an unusual number and class of 

exhibitors. The newspapers of Indianapolis and over the State showed 

their good will in their generous support. To the Indianapolis Commer- 

cial Club and the Merchants’ Association of Indianapolis we owe much 

of the support given the last fair. ‘There is no doubt but these two busi- 

ness associations wielded a wide infiuence in our behalf and made it 

evident that with their continued support we can accomplish still greater 

results. oT am strong in the belief that we can not do too much toward 

promoting the closest relations with the business men of Indianapolis. - 

For many years the most perplexing problem in connection with the 

fair was that of transportation, but through the energy of the Indian- 

apolis Traction and Terminal Company this problem reached a perfect 

solution last September. The service every day of the fair was highly 

sati8factory. The interurban lines gave fine service and aided the people 

of the State to get to the fair with speed and comfort. Fine as this 

transportation has been, there is every indication that it will hereafter 

be better. By the next fair the bridge over Fall Creek at College avenue 

will doubtless be completed, which will give the street railway ona 

three distinct lines to the fair, instead of two. 

All conditions of the fair have reached a point where the enterprise 

must be materially broadened in scope. With a fine location, the fair is 

now ready for permanent improvements, and this is one of the most 

serious problems which the Board must face in the next few years. For 

many years the Board has been burdened and worried with debt. The 
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success of one year has meant that its profits must go to make up the 

failures of a former year. What the Board has gained has been only 

through economy and the stress of dark days in its business affairs. I 

believe that the time is ripe for the State of Indiana to give this fair a 

helping hand through the Legislature. I believe the people of the State; 

and especially the live stock breeders, realize that this time has come, 

that the State Board needs this help, and that they are more than willing 

that it should be extended. I believe that the coming Legislature should 

through an appropriation pay for the tract of land which we lately pur- 

chased, lifting the yoke of the principal and interest from the shoulders 

of the Board and leave us free to take up other pressing problems. I 

believe that the Legislature should follow this action in later years by 

appropriations that will enable the Board to work out the problem of 

permanent improvements and help us to lift the Indiana fair to the plane 

of the fairs in Ohio, Lllinois, New York, Iowa, Minnesota and other 

States. Without this aid from the State Legislature, the Board can not 

hope for relief from the worries which have beset it and held it back in 

the last fifty years. We need buildings of brick and steel that exhibitors 

may have ample protection. It is only with buildings of this character 

that we may hope to induce‘the merchants to make displays and expand 

the fair in this direction. We need a coliseum for our live stock shows—a 

building of magnitude and on pretentious scale. We need permanent 

improvements in the way of walks and drives. None of these things can 

we hope to develop unless aid comes from the Legislature, and this aid 

will not be given unless the live stock breeders and exhibitors assist the 

Board in securing the same. 

I recommend that the Board delay no longer in resoiling the race 

course. This should have been done a year ago, and the need of this 

improvement, becomes more urgent. It is only by resoiling it that the 

race course can be brought to the high standard which marked its earlier 

years. At the close of the World’s Fair at St. Louis I bought show cases 

and similar equipment for the Art Building on our grounds, paying $700 

and cost of crating and freight for them. This equipment will be found 

desirable for exhibition purposes at our fair, and the purchase price was 

about one-tenth what it would cost from the makers. 

The presidents of this Board find from year to year that they must 

lean upon their associates. I have found this to be true, that I have 

found no shirkers among the officers of the Board. The Executive Com- 

mittee is commended for its constant zeal and earnest effort in upbuilding 

the affairs of the Board. They have given the Board and its affairs the 

same careful judgment which they bestow on their private business. It 

is to these officers that you owe more obligation than you do to your 

President in the last twelve months. It is through your persistence, 

caution and growing faith in the purposes of this Board, in your untiring 
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efforts to move our enterprise to a high point of development, that you 

will in the end accomplish all purpeses for which the State Board was 

created. 

At the conclusion of President Haines’ address, Governor Dur- 

bin was introduced and addressed the meeting as follows: ‘ 

GOVERNOR DURBIN’S ADDRESS. 

I am here for a moment only to extend to you the executive greeting, 

and wish that the future of your organization may be even more pros- 

perous than in the past. 

There is one thing I want to suggest to you for your consideration. A 

commission provided for by the last Legislature is looking for a site on 

which to erect a new building for the school for the deaf. That commis- 

sion is composed of the members of the institutional board, the Attorney- 

General and myself. Our attention has been attracted to the land im- 

mediately north of the fair grounds, but there appears to be a decided 

objection to that location on account of your barns, used, I believe, by 

the trainers. It has occurred to myself and. to‘the Attorney-General that 

if that objection was removed the State might buy the land and erect a 

school] there. You can see for yourselyes that those buildings are not 

very inviting to look upon. That is the feeling of the commission. I 

don’t say that the commission will select that land; but I am prepared to 

say they will not do it while those buildings are there. If your Board 

could see fit to say to this commission that the barns will be removed, I 

would at least venture to say that it would receive great consideration 

by this commission, and they might buy the land and erect buildings 

there for a school for the deaf. 

I wish each and every one of you health, happiness and prosperity for 

the coming year. 

At the close of Governor Durbin’s remarks, Attorney-General 

Chas. W. Miller, J. E. MeDonald, Robert Mitchell and others 

made remarks on the question of removing the speed barns from 

their present location to meet the views of the committee from the 

Legislature, who had in charge the matter of selecting a site for 

the Girls’ Reform School, as tollows: 

Attorney-General Miller was introduced by President Ilaines, 

and said: 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—-I can add but little to what the 

Governor has said in connection with this matter. I went over the land 
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the Governor has spoken of with the members of the board of the Institu- 

tion for the Deaf and Dumb. The serious objection that was made by 

the members was on account of the barns spoken of by the Governor. 

They are located near the place where the buildings would be erected if 

the land was selected. It seemed to the members of the commission that 

this was a very desirable tract of land for their purpose if it were not 

for the fact that the outlook was unfavorable by reason of the barns 

located on the fair grounds. I can only corroborate what has been said 

by the Governor, that we do not want it understood that we will pur- 

chase this land even if we know the barns will be removed, but I do 

want to say to you that the location was looked upon as a very favorable 

one. All the conditions seem to be very favorable except the location of 

the buildings we have referred to. 

I came here merely to make this statement as a member of the com- 

mission. I am pleased to see you all here, and hope to see you all per- 

sonally in the future. 

President Haines: You have heard the remarks of the Gov- 

ernor and of the Attorney-General. We would now like to hear 

from the members of the Board who are present if they have any- 

thing to say upon this question. The matter is open for diseus- 

sion. 

Mr. J. E. McDonald: I do not exactly grasp the situation. I 

think if the fellows out here who have the land for sale and the 

people in that part of the country who are interested in having the 

institution moved in that direction, and possibly the State Board 

of Agriculture, might get together and agree upon a plan for re- 

moving the objectionable buildings. I don’t see how this Board 

can act. In the first place, those barns were put there for a pur- 

pose, and put there in good faith. They may not be there per- 

manently, but they are in good condition and the cost of removing 

them or rebuilding would be considerable. J do not think this 

expense should be borne by the State Board of Agriculture. I do 

not exactly understand where the returns will come in for any 

expense the State Board may be put to in removing them. 

Mr. Robert Mitchell: Why could not the State Board sell them 

a piece of land on the northeast of the fair grounds? There is 

more land there than is absolutely needed for State fair purposes. 
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The price you would get for that land would liquidate the debt 
and make some improvements. I speak of the high land on the 

northeast. That would give the institution a good view and would 

not necessitate the moving of any of the barns. I make this merely 

as a suggestion. A building of that kind out there would increase 
the value of the land held by the State Board of Agriculture. 
There are thirty acres of land there that is not used for anything 

but a cornfield. I think this is a matter the board might take up 

for consideration. 

Secretary Downing: Perhaps Mr. Mitchell does not under- 

stand the situation. The commission wants about eighty acres of 

land. The land the Governor spoke of is north of our grounds. 

They also have an option on eighty acres of land owned by Mr. 

Johnson, which corners with ours on the northwest. The amount 

of land we have in the northeast corner would not avail them at 

all. It is not enough, and if they located on our grounds they 

would want us to move all our buildings. A member of the com- 

mission spoke to me about this matter the other day, and asked 

me if I thought the Board would remove the speed stables if they 

bought the land. I said I did not believe the Board would, but 

if they bought the land I thought the Legislature would make an 

appropriation to build new buildings near the Lake Erie tracks. 

They have not bought any land yet. They are looking at a number 

of pieces. I think it will be time enough to negotiate for the re- 

moval of the barns after they have made their purchase. I don’t 

believe the barns would be a very great obstacle. One member of 

the Board said they would have them declared a nuisance, and 

have them removed in that way, if they bought the land. I said 

they could hardly do that if they bought the ground knowing the 

present surroundings. I think if they buy the land they might 

compensate us for moving the buildings, or build new buildings 

for us in some other part of the grounds. They have not been very 

generous with us at any time, and I think they could afford to do 

that. 
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The Civic Improvement Association, of Indianapolis, sent a 

committee over here some time ago with a view of interesting the 

State Board of Agriculture and the Legislature in improving the 

State Fair Grounds and making them a beautiful park. They are 

willing to assist us in every way. We told them we were powerless 

to do anything in that line because we did not have the means. I 

said if they would assist us in getting an appropriation from the 

Legislature we would co-operate with them and go to the furthest 

extent in making the grounds beautiful. If we could get the 

assistance of the Legislature in beautifying the grounds and get 

an appropriation to move the buildings if they purchase the land 

spoken of, it would be a good thing. But until they have some 

definite sort of a proposition to make I think we are firing in the 

dark. I think they prefer the Johnson tract, and if they get that 

their buildings will be on Central avenue and our barns could not 

under any conditions be a nuisance to them. We ought to hesitate 

about atacking the barns until spring, anyhow. 

Mr. Johnson: The difference in the prices’ of the two pieces of 

property referred to by Mr. Downing would not begin to pay the 

State to remove the barns. They have an option on the Johnson 

property and also on the Allen property; but the difference in the 

prices of the two tracts would not begin to pay for the removal of 

the buildings by the Board or by the State. The Allen option is 

four hundred dollars an acre, but there are some conditions in that 

option that are very objectionable to the commissioners. | There is 

a road laid out there by transfer through the center, and it can 

not be removed ; it will always hove to stay there. The tract the 

option is on lies east and west. They are negotiating to change 

that and let it run north and south. That would run it along the 

Monon, and the barns would not be so objectionable in that case. 

Our option is one thousand dollars an acre. 

President Haines appointed the following committees: 

On President’s Address: Mason J. Niblack, John L. Thompson 

and Sid Conger. 
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Auditing Committee: Oscar Hadley, Ed. S. Tuell, John Til- 

son. 

On Credentials: James E. McDonald, David Wallace, M. A. 

McDonald. 

Secretary Downing read the reports of the Secretary and Treas- 

urer, which are as follows: 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

Indianapolis, January 2, 1905. 

To the President and Members of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture: 

Gentlemen—I hereby submit a report of the receipts and disburse- 

ments of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture for the year ending 

January 2, 1904, as follows: 

Receipts. 

3alance in Treasurer’s hands January 5, 1904....... $3,355 91 

JO (UES es meet, ant PEC RRR Pipes erat deg ea eA) ek Ct $17,520 00 

AVPrOpriation trom the States. -sn1k-.... sae eee 10,000 00 

Rents from track, stable and grounds............... 2,129 15 

Stall ANd Yen LEWES? "1c. eithus wt ote we iceneien bee eines 1,323 00 

PRE UV LO POS: aeons, oto roas ohare Son cen eee eae en a eee 4,605 50 

INCI PEE CS ict 1 re peck fo, ore ora eke cette et Sead rae er ee ee 4,193 75 

HISOADILOTS” TICKetS 1 ah. > boda htee slew ee ee ee 762 00 

Admissions, grand stand and reserved seats....... 338,805 50 

SpecIAl DLEMIUMIS 4 5.550 so sete sedis rere as atetovche ee eeeteaetene 98 50 

MGS COM AMCOUS 2 hes sea aie tos se hone dee reenact re Rene eat 15 00 74,552 40 

PTO EEE) SM assahelo’ ota'er cerns she ac ivtete Se eae ea Rae eh Mere tele ete $77,908 31 

Disbursements 

Members’ sper? :diem 23). sieves 2 ie) cate cc oa eee kee $3,588 90 

PwUlaries OL « OMIGELR. si.0) sits yc ete Seeds Rast need ea anal 3,172 50 

Construction, labor AnGsrepalls, nia cit ences ie ae 4,524 43 

UMS UP AIIGO Sy oe sigccsdido, urntnesrofehe gee IEC tie tote abe ST eaeee aie ECE 1,588 40 

LGAN Si PREM ATA vais 15s 5s haar eee e tte ottoas eleiacee ahaa emanates 6,489 02 

First payment of Smith land purchase.............. 16,580 13 

Postage, telegraph and telephones............:..... 680 26 

Hreeht sd sOSpP regan an AiG ete waclorcmes aie cck ancneiece eee 51 93 

Prinwnug; Stationery BDO “BUPDIESTL .c...- cuca ete eames 1,000 60 

ACIVOL UIST. 3 sk, A iat aee och ote ea MeN stale hans iirc keen ren a 4,829 44 

EOL CO peroin esesne cin His ORE [elec eicinis conde re cae dals ie ieoe nieces Mae 372 40 
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Assistant superintendents and judges............... 2,769 

HAUTE SUP PLES mwspet eo geet ae cide onshore tho ore favoeia ec eee ee 1,627 

FE CUAL SA eete natant Aor aac fare A ehoioes ote ots rate aie beaver: ais, OL OO 

Ree nla ELEACEIOHS! -y ahic soa Teene doves Lee nee hw 1,697 
Speciwasticketsme redeemed jac. o<ne.sie cee ae ca oh 60 

IVI S Ceres sepe de meee yates coe oho mance. a ometoue Lusvoxe Mae atone oils 540 

Mle harness yal denwe SONS sce. es niece oe sie esis ote 1,021 

Miaver Seed. ale. SCCU* OATBs sic. cn. b0s reo oe wists ae 86 

EAU CIS se ca ese yes Rane Weis) atest Popes RVG cand ayeintvs  Besineval ooo fs 435 

HESPEN See OleswialeiGlalMNyc.8 sow © ciate citisie cates ode tle EA 360 

AVI SECU AM COMB Fewer Pr ae one soioeg sare tebe arcs aaers sos cosine 1,310 

all ATCO meg tee icte tere rene ete Vacate nate tases «Sean ee ee tle 4,106 

68 

62 

00 

80 

00 

00 

my 

95 

08 

00 

05 

44 

Bia) 

$77,908 31 

The following 1s a complete list of all warrants outstanding and 

unpaid at this date: 

1692. Middletown Farmers’ Advance.............. $2 

Wed et SITs b Urey 62) | a Oy = ane eee Be 1 

sires Pe ees GANTAPE MD ESSIIE ECU 720.02 ara restore Lalo oda wines sk es 3 

jas, /Winehester Republican jc... osc ee sea e'e c's 1 

Lfestis Medel Mt Oca Ws. C2 8 016 (2) iar eee On EN ae | a ae 140 

WT Soeman sleet LOK ATMEL. 8-1 Ja) iol lctccssasstaalsho ak Cs be ec 200 

1795. Central Union Telephone Company.......... 8 

Live. stave: Hlorist, Association. ...: [.0e8sse8 0. 25 

1BUD Tes LEA W ayer) Ge INU: oS. oes) slew = ou 'e sic 2 

a2805 Columbia “National: Bank’. i... 23230222822. 75 

Tred oe Ma) Pete's MET GIGI a 0 (070) Meee ene i oe ai eee Ae 48 
1812. Remington Typewriter Company............ 2 
1813. Federal Union Surety Company............. 10 

Mie eR TOU De SLADIOS. 20s. st els Sav. fee eee Pom i) 

1815. Indianapolis Sentinel Company.............. 4) 
nels ee OLMIS DOW RENE sore, os Season oo kore Onis. ae ok 342 
Taian BA UrlOrdaes: . oe os Sols Leek has 21 
sicMe a wid ies 8175) (Pel ot Te Ys (eee a ae ae an cag 125 
Pei a Oe Age EEAATIGS/ ic in/dy. & Secale oie: doses kom he igen ii7(7/ 
A mee: CONSOLE Ved el Gees be. ere L es kas 78 

Ro taller rhea ras nr tae web) SLO be ca endl Ue 

STATEMENT OF FAIR OF 1904. 

Receipts. 

Admissions, grand stand and reserved seats........ $33,305 
RVI OR) toy stoke Seer cre ota Ristori epee soi aveisits 3). 4,605 
LOTS Se OSES ie cppee Lea A Paes PRP ee oe 4,193 

3—Agri. 

50 

50 

00 

50 

00 

00 

70 

00 

70 

00 

30 

50 

50 

$1,274 40 
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WXHIDILOLS BUCKETS (SOlO +... 7.22 eeidaterns eiete.cot oie airtel 762 00 

POLE LLCMNTD OTITESTNG ois toe’ he sea hs uate ioe eis mys ain otane Oe pinlate 1,323 00 

DDE Cla LUC RMEaENs te teritcls ais, o wie e els al’ ec tatene dies a Bel teem 98 00 

PLOLN MR terse vo! eave letevaios axorelialcre aivew ais sos bia aie) oe steer Pana $44,287 7 

Disbursements 

Premiums— 

PDECCH BILOLSEB, thy ais, fe: Sass eis icles cthe Ue wine. old Pen $7,150 OO 

PHILO MILTON ESS ttoia silos ascsth' welche hayerete he co) oles ate ers pote ake es ete 2,357 00 

NDEDULGLA sbicgte fess, sretiiel y vies shicarseilesd Si hia te ba shoe eale FRAO ae 4,313 00 

POT O CTIA tater AMET nYedb ene mela Gok ae ane aia edote ys aie Bee ae ee ee 1,718 00 

PVN rower tata ta seh ayeie. a Ghek ovalblicc ayer eicle tayreia lave. aaa) boils MTA ie Meme de pein 1,026 00 

POUL y rete cothe, ale e0s elo pie tain by ave tet, 9 ote ace pete ote oe eee 1,097 00 

SHITE Get tert pars ek, Shes « vollsca. tbe we. ar akelinse owe.a web ako es eae S/eRaee Bel eNom 620 25 

EMOWiCTSme.povielercie sets Oe siale ood, Siena eae aa 483 00 

SOON WAM MOMEY:, tare ave\eie oe lolol aperevatch oe @ oheneteneronererertie 5O 00 

LEVI TOMO CUILCUS <s/oxe oe ceca obi crater Cha pa cee oes teh 172 00 

ATT CUlMUIME Dy locas cate oa Ne siiateh nie oe Che eRe eet 821 00 

1.5 i Ne Geach ARE C Or Ce MO: CR OTC HIT ria Dice oc 1,172 75 

FOL MMRUELGS.§. <oug aieha'ospieittocile eke) caer ciate cae aee 145 00 

SPCC ATURALELLONE! 4a ste oueieceee Morte tue a cuaieieere ye ates 1,697 80 

Members per. diem for the year? ott. .n.enee vs ene 3,988 90 

OIMGOLSA SAIATICHK Praca <del eaeeuare aie tardies ars Ghote 3,072 50 

Postage, telegraph and telephones for the year...... GSO 26 

Dreizht Aandsexpress tor He VerIa.|eetvs cnr. co arene 51 938 

Printing, stationery and office supplies for the year.. 1,000 60 

AAV CLUSIN Gas Aare dice: Cayce, oletialetdiace a ote iaeeclarsco there ers okie eee 4,829 44 

Assistant superintendent and judges............... 2,769 6S 

ROUGE Tecontamobret Sone soe SRE TR OTR SE cr aO At ede 372 40 

Sipplies: Lori ther yar viet. circa cya. clripuevle a duetane even arene 1,627 62 

pEecal, -clekets:: redeemed Wale. Sh ek ae 60 00 

TUG 5 <5 St iae as luke ioc kD Uaeveri re ames n taletehind’e tists ita net es eee D40 00 

PrOnts Ofer LAU. As eh cei crnals, nat claves oS shee aie nants eee S16 18 

OUR Rirsecsn reine Re Sree S ther a Tite toa wee AA TR aL a teee rae $44,287 7 

' Respectfully submitted, 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

D 

5 
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TREASURER’S REPORT. 

To the President and Members of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture: 

Gentlemen—I hereby submit my report for the year ending January 

35, 1905, as follows: 

Receipts. 

Balanceson hand January 5, 1904.22. 246 + c- wee oe $3,355 91 

Keeceived 170M Tey SCCLELATY:. cc caik ani deltec a ccs vem $41,246 90 

HECCIVEC. PrOmealG MISSIONS... ois cite since a ecke cc 33,305 50 74,552 40 
¢ 

BO LAM artes ter acdaulvhe cpanatece el ohcis to cians Besipi saves tievcye. 6 $77,908 31 

Disbursements. 

HEM mae AE LSAT SOs Ley seeia' ain is a ctaiia oye ait ataiateeewar aoe ee bole $972 88 

PAGmwWarranberOL, L90Ls cao eiete ie elders ive cue wicrecuensis 72,527 47 

all ail Gemini GAbr ea SUI vir socicetoelatin sete lseuecverse aera 4,407 96 

LIN CUED peat oeh SPR NT OE eral ease rc RAL Cocca acahots toheuae eran eae $77,908 31 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. W. LAGRANGE, 

Treasurer. 

On motion the reports of the Secretary and Treasurer were re- 

ferred to the Auditing Committee. 

On motion the meeting adjourned until 9:30 a. m., January 4th. 

Wednesday morning, January 4, 1905, the Delegate Board of 

the Indiana State Board of Agriculture met pursuant to adjourn- 

ment and was called to order, by the President, John C. Haines. 
All the officers and members of the Indiana State Board of 

Agriculture were present. Also, all the delegates who were in 

attendance yesterday were present. 

The Committee on Credentials made the following report, which 

on motion duly seconded, was adopted. 

JOHN ©. HAINES, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

: Secretary. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS. 

To the President and Members of the Indiana State Board of 

Agriculture, and Delegates to the Indiana State Board of 

Agriculture: 

Gentlemen—We, the undersigned Committee on Credentials, 

beg leave to submit the following list of delegates, who are entitled 

to vote in this body: 

FIRST DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, John C. Haines. 

Name of Fair. Delegate. Address. 

HOCK port), saree acto aca iocpsepe eee JC. poiainesese.-niee eae Rockport. 

CHEISBEY =) as 5 gist tee sb one JO, EVSInGs cate op ee Rockport. 
MV ANBVULGS P50 shaves tinde wick oe Jc. Haines eee cre iclets Rockport. 

Gibson Co. H. and A. Soc......... Robert Mitchell......... Princeton. 

SECOND DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, Mason J. Niblack. 

WANECENNES 00 eae ac een arene Mason J. Niblack....... Vincennes. 

Sullivan's reyes ie ec es eeiete ete artes Wok Eulett’ 22. 4 ae Crawfordsville. 

THIRD DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, E. 8. Tuell. 

CotyGon so: 2 denen iene metic eee Frank R. Wright........ Corydon. 

PloydiConHevandvAs Soc. -.. caer C:5W Brubeck: < on(socene Georgetown. 

DALOM I sca eeis' tan ter eeiaietareasioks orate nese J... McDonalds isms a.ce Ligonier. 

Floyd Co: Agricultural’. . 25. s./aa0% W. E. McCullock ....... New Albany. 

FOURTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, John Tilson. 

BGOLOrU 2. hin eiscicy te Sue Peery el bee} Robert Mitchell......... Princeton. 

PT RULE 28s pea La sevale ht etgtoperinteions a oie Me i botkerye serie Franklin. 

PRAISING G0 e 5 winie stapes Sins 8 gree rad H,: By Milig so xs nee ete Nashville. 

Johnson Co. Agr. Ass’n........... John Fy Tilsoniiw 255 bs Franklin. 

Edinburg Trotting Ass’n .......... Sid Conger ajacas oe niee Shelbyville. 
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FIFTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, H. L. Nowlin. 

Name of Fair. Delegate. 

RBS OOR er rcienanta aisle eae ete oa. ered Robert A. Cregmile ..... 

MGA WEENCEDULE «) ie. Vs oy eto eves o:din'a 2 eos IEE Lg OWI, ecto aperal's's 

WOMUTAINUB 32 ca icins vs ata serst ssa ahe 370, = 24 !eis H, i, Nowlim......°:: 

BAS ie BMILCRTISC craig 5) 2 ate shes and =a 9 BM Mi Cr oe sre foie otsic ne 

Decatur Co. Agr’l Ass’n.........,. BH: L. Nowlin. 02/24 5..5: 

SIXTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, Knode Porter. 

ESHISLUV IN LG scree wks s 3 soja eather Thomas J. Humes....... 

WA GLEY: setae ka aloes 2 eaitiee oo so Walter Abernathy. ..... 

El erat O Wins) dei esecie @ o<len ae oie 6 Kinode: Borter nes 44 acter 

Wayne Co. A. and H. Ass’n....... Walter S. Ratliff ........ 

SEVENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, Sid Conger. 

Amd ersontsniass hecte nie Eilmalette ore oe Mess Clay poolresore seer 

Red Men’s Fair Ass'n. ...:.-.0.-.- M. A. McDonald........ 

News Wastlen eyo cr c/o xs ere tins Stators + BaP. Modlin coca 

Bilwoodeh ain, saccrsc sen ciaye fatale see Je WeelaGrangenemacere 

SMeridany ers’. ce. 6 fae sion dupes wera Col Sturtevant .-... >... 

DICER em Net techs te als) Mle) oe Se ColeSturtevantie--..2- 4: 

EIGHTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, David Wallace. 

Marion Co. H. and A. Soc F. P. Johnson ... 

Indianapolis Racing Ass’n David Wallace eee ee ee ee AAVIU VY ALIACT. 2 wee e ne 

NINTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, W. T. Beauchamp. 

-_ 

Lot 

Address, 
Osgood. 

Lawrenceburg. 

... Lawrenceburg. 

East Enterprise. 

Lawrenceburg. 

Rushville. 

Liberty. 

Hagerstown. 

Richmond. 

Muncie. 

West Lebanon. 

New Castle. 

Franklin. 

Noblesville. 

Noblesville. 

. Indianapolis. 
Indianapolis. 

CATA er lots a chs horde Sele AG oaye ainr Web Ebulett.2 see eee Crawfordsville. 

PRCRPOMER ULC oo 2 56 cic ania aie. ance Os Wee Bale ti 528 sty «<iep ere Crawfordsville. 

PV OW LOE ascites oe > sis 3 ose Wee lb0 Albert Van Velgen...... Newton. 

LEST TN et ee a ae Weeden in dley, s)42 esi Kingman. 

Woyiniptonae tics ee ctv eo enya. Wak Halett:,.2.e¢%02.. Crawfordsville. 

CA UG Bitraran fh wayace ha Sac, os a a)ah paPhie he) 50 MieAS McDonald@e 2. West Lebanon. 

RC WapGelsts tos praca ue sticks « Wk ersoe MA. MeDonald 2.52. -: West Lebanon. 

earia RacingvA sen: 2. ci. <2 0/8 «isc Woo h., Hilett:s ss iis.2.'s Crawfordsville. 

UVC Seer care pele re wichsfivelate shale, 5 Wie Ebaleti o% so. hss Crawfordsville. 

Wermulliioni@onvAissin se oS crospeyes WSs EuUlette. «2 Y ors.c a2 Crawfordsville. 

1 SAG (73) a TO ee a re eee WH Hinleticc.s 3 2s. 2. Crawfordsville. 
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TENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, Oscar Hadley. 

Name of Fair. Delegate. Address. 

Danny ler. es ciate eee ere ae ape eat eye Vesel cs rel) Dope ole seas oe a West Lebanon. 

Hendricks Co. Racing Ass’n....... C. 1s; Mhoupson. se eee Danville. 

Grawiordsyille t=. sche c+ = WR ein ett oe ae tere Crawfordsville. 

CD ANON yer ecrte hate oke eee Won) Viatntzickie neste mies Lebanon. 

ELEVENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, M. 8. Claypool. 

IM GT ois ESA Metatarsal crn eae @: HeAnthony?, 7. sense Muncie. 

Boptlandiccna tsa se Nernst earettots J. Be Gravesiccs ancaeean Portland. 

Montpelier Racing Ass’n.......... COWs Draviss. saeecase Lafayette. 

TWELFTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, W. M. Blackstock. 

Baswellins: 2 2: cape crse eyaceiove oh erete CaWs mavens. -ciecesoe Lafayette. 

Walwvette secre panos wsiceclt eee sono, MA@ason’ ...2 7068 08 Lafayette. 

Lafayette Racing Ass’n ........... CAEN rea riya corset kia Lafayette. 

Warren Co. Fair and Ath]. Ass’n ..M. A. McDonald........ West Leban n. 

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, John L. Thompson. 

Bainmount tc. tesa s stekguen aoe once John L. Thompson..... Gas City. 
SWAY ZEC x jcloc alate tle sists slemrcys ave John L. Thompson..... Gas City. 

JEhvilshrtoOlon sng Saomeees aaadeeo oes John L. Thompson...... Gas City. 

Miamron (rivine 7Ass1D) eric: John L. Thompson...... Gas City. 

North Manchester co. .0 07/6 <2) wa John L. Thompson...... Gas City. 

FOURTEENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, Joseph Cunningham. 

Kokomo Driving Park Ass’n.,.... EL. Es beach... @ii< xcrenene Kokomo. 

FIFTEENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, C. B. Benj :min. 

BOUL MOUs iciis math atten eats By cW PARR B tras tae atone Bourbon. 

Orewa Te OLING acetate emveiramccioens naa are Fred Wheeler ......... Crown Point. 

EMGOTIE Si oe aan eace ares sekememels J. We" Bowell vs. Veow a ae Laporte. 
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SIXTEENTH DISTRICT. 

Member of the Board, James E. McDonald. 

Name of Fair. Deleg ‘te. Address. 

Bit iaiy mets seret. foe eh is atic ident Wine Bae M iy enrsenpacrataars tere Ft. Wayne. 

TG Ol arp omtsiectcie aieysia lattes oy Clyde U. Carlin .........Angola. 

Reendeallville ice oii s ueint ote a JS Conlortiess seer te Kendallville 

NobleiCos Hiorty Soc seen. s5-ee sas Don K. Hitchcock....... Kendallville. 

Lagrange Agr and Hort. Ass’n....J. OC. Grossman.......... Lagi ange. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. E McDONALD, 

DAVID WALLACE, 
M. A. McDONALD, 

Committee. 

Mr. Niblack,. for the Commitee) on President’s Address, made 

‘the following report: 

To the Members of the Delegate State Board of Agriculture: 

Gentlemen—Your committee to whom was referred the President’s 

Address, beg leave to report that it is full and complete in all its parts 

and that it should be approved and its recommendations concurred in 

in every way by the Delegate Board. ' 

The President’s acknowledgment of the debt of obligation that the 

State Board of Agriculture owes to the Commercial Club and Merchants’ 

Association, and to the business people and newspapers of Indianapolis, 

should be especially emphasized. The interests of the State Board of 

Agriculture and of the business people of Indianapolis are identical, and 

the measure of success that came to the last State Fair, brought about by 

the exertions of botb, show that for time to come neitlier should ever be 

a prey upon the other. 

One of the mottoes of the State Board of Agriculture should be, “Close 

relations with the business interests of the people and the newspapers of 

indianapolis.” 

Respectfully submitted, 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

JOHN L. THOMPSON, 

SID CONGER, 

Committee. 

On motion of Mr. Niblack, seconded by Mr. Blackstock, the 

report of the committee was adopted. 
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Mr. Hadley, for the Auditing Committee, made the following 

report: 

To the President and Members of the Delegate State Board of Agriculture: 

Gentlemen—We, the undersigned Auditing Committee, respectfully re- 

port that we have carefully audited the books, accounts and papers of the 

Secretary and Treasurer of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture, and 

find them to be correct in all things, and recommend that the reports of 

said Secretary and Treasurer be approved. 

Respectfully submitted. 

OSCAR HADLEY, 

JOHN TILSON, 

E. S. TUELL, 

Auditing Committee. 

On motion of Mr. Mitchell, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the re- 

port of the Auditing Committee was adopted. 

President Haines announced the next order of business to be 

the election of members of the Board for the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, 

Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteenth districts, and 

that no nominating speeches should be made. : 

After the announcement of the President the following nomina- 

tions were made: 

dth| District — Hep. Nowlin’ 52°: dcia.. 2 BUR eel ee tee Lawrenceburg. 

6th. District—Knode Porter’... ...s2ce stole db sen Hagerstown. 

Sth District —Sid' Conger (2's. 3s) </cine «alee anyone nid @ siete Shelbyville. 

aE re Charles: 3s. Duffin'... <0 sti wee tigeoiee Terre Haute. 

Geo. W.: Jessup si! 4. cet": wae ao teabn dls Rockville. 

1th Distriet—Oscar Hadley) .-./. 5%... «os apn pole ern er Plainfield. 

11th. District—M,:8, Claypool)... :..n0 sh chee ae eee Muncie. 
L2th District—Caweravas: <h scetss.cewe elon echoed ae Lafayette. 

13th District—John L. Thompson. 3.0. 0.5% ins. os ote Gas City. 

The President appointed the following members to act as tellers: 

Robert Mitchell, Wm. Risk, W. H. Blackstock. 

On motion of Mr. Creigmile of Osgood, duly seconded, the Sec- 

retary was instructed and authorized to cast the ballot of the entire 
body for the nominees for the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, Tenth, 

Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteenth districts, there being no oppo-. 

sition to the nominations from these districts. 
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In accordance with the motion of Mr. Claypool, the Secretary 

east 84 votes for Mr. H. L. Nowlin for member of the Board for 

the Fifth District for the ensuing two years. Mr. Nowlin having 

received all the votes cast was declared duly elected a member of 

the Board for the Fifth district for the ensuing two years. 

Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for Knode Porter for 

member of the Board for the Sixth District for the ensuing two 

years and he having received all the votes cast, was declared duly 

elected a member of the Board for the Sixth District for the en- 

suing two years. 

Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for Sid Conger for mem- 

ber of the Board for the Eighth District and he having received all 

the, votes cast, the President declared him duly elected member of 
the Board from said district for the ensuing two years. 

Thereupon the President instructed the members to prepare 

their ballots for the election of the Ninth District and announced 

that the names of Charles R. Duffin and Geo. W. Jessup had been 
placed in nomination, and ballot was taken for the election of a 

member from said Ninth District, which resulted as follows: 

Total number of votes cast, 81; necessary to a choice, 41. Of these 

Mr. Duffin received 58 and Mr. Jessup 23. Upon the announce- 

ment of the result of the ballot, Mr. Jessup moved that the electjon 

of Mr. Duffin be made unanimous, which motion was duly sec- 

onded and carried, and Mr. Duffin was declared duly elected a 

member of the Board for the Ninth District for the ensuing two 
years. 

Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for Mr. Oscar Hadley 
for member of the Board for the Tenth District for the ensuing 

two years, and the President declared him duly elected. 

Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for Mr. M. S. Claypool 

for member of the Board for the Eleventh District, and the Presi- 

dent declared him duly elected a member of the Board for the 
Eleventh District for the ensuing two years. 
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Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for C. W. Travis for 

member of the Board for the Twelfth District, and the President 

declared him duly elected a member of the Board for said district 

for the ensuing two years. 

Thereupon the Secretary cast 84 votes for Mr. John L. Thomp- 

son for member of the Board for the Thirteenth District, and the 

President declared him duly elected a member of the Board for 

said district for the ensuing two years. | 

There being no further business brought before the Delegate 

Board, the President declared the meeting adjournd, sine die. 

JOHN C. HAINES, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

January 4, 1905. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in the office of the 

Secretary on January 4, 1905, for the purpose of closing up the 

business of the Board for the past year before the reorganization 

‘of a new Board. 

President Haines called the meeting to order, and upon the eall 

of the roll all the officers and members of the Board responded to 

their names. 

Mr. Haines made a verbal report on the purchase of show cases 

and exhibits made from the Indiana Commission of the St. Louis 

Exposition. He also made a few remarks on the successes of the 

Board for the past year and thanked the members for their support 

during the past year. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Claypool, the pur- 

chases made at St. Louis by the special committee appointed for 

that purpose was ratified and confirmed. 
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There being no further business to be brought before the Board 

at this meeting, on motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. 

Claypool, the Board adjourned sine die. 

JOHN ©. HAINES, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

NEW BOARD MEETING. 

January 4, 1905. 

The hold-over members of the Indiana State Board of Agricul- 

ture and the newly elected members of the Board met in the See- 

retary’s office on January 4th for the purpose of reorganizing the 

Board for the year 1905. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, duly seconded, John C. Haines 

was elected temporary chairman of the meeting and Chas. Down- 

ing was elected temporary secretary. 

The chairman announced that the election of officers for the 

ensuing year was in order. 

Mr. Conger placed in nomination the name of Mason J. Nib- 

lack of Vincennes for President for the ensuing year, which nomi- 

nation was seconded by John L. Thompson. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by a number of the mem- 

bers, Mr. Niblack was elected President of the Board for the ensu- 

ing year by acclamation. 

The chairman thereupon declared Mr. Niblack duly elected as 

President of the Board for the coming year and assumed the duties 

of President. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Thompson, it was 

decided to take a uniform ballot for candidate for Vice-President. 

The ballot being taken, resulted as follows: Oscar Hadley re- 

ceived 1 vote; David Wallace received 1 vote; John Tilson received 

1 vote. 
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On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Thompson, the 

Secretary was instructed to cast 15 votes for Mr. John Tilson for 

Vice-President for the ensuing year, which was accordingly done, 

and Mr. Tilson was declared duly elected Vice-President for the 
ensuing year. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the 

President was authorized to cast 15 votes for Chas. Downing for 

Secretary for the ensuing year, which was accordingly done and he 

was declared duly elected Secretary for the ensuing year. 

On motion of Mr. Tilson, seconded by Mr. Claypool, the Presi- 

dent was instructed to cast 15 votes for J. W. Lagrange for Treas- 

urer for the ensuing year, which was accordingly done and Mr. 

Lagrange was declared duly elected Treasurer of the Board for 

the ensuing year. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Presi- 

dent was authorized to cast 15 votes for E. H. Peed of New Castle 

for Superintendent for the ensuing year, which was accordingly 

done and Mr. Peed was declared duly elected Superintendent for 

the ensuing year. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Haines, the Presi- 

dent was authorized and empowered to select an Executive Com- 

mittee for the ensuing year. 

On motion of Mr. Tilson, seconded by Mr. Haines, the Presi- 

dent was authorized and empowered to name superintendents for 

the several departments of the fair for 1905. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, duly seconded, the settlement of the 

claims of C. N. Williams & Co., and the Central Trust Company, 
were referred to the Executive Committee to be hereafter ap- 

pointed. 

On motion all matters pertaining to legislation affecting the 

Board’s interest were referred to the Executive Committee. 
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On motion of Mr. Tilson, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the matter 

of resoiling the race track was referred to the Executive Com- 

mittee. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Thompson, the 

President and Secretary were authorized to make a contract with 

the old telephone company for the use of the small stand occupied 

by the company during the last fair. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, the communication from the Secre- 

tary of the American Breeders’ Association was referred to the 

Executive Committee. 

Mr. David Wallace moved that the Board proceed at once to. 

recommend to the Governor for appointment a suitable person to 

fill the vacancy in the Board of Trustees of Purdue University, 
caused by the death of Mr. W. A. Banks of Laporte, and that the 

Hon. A. C. Harris of Indianapolis be recommended to fill the 

vacancy, and that the Secretary of the Board be directed to certify 

such recommendation to the Governor of Indiana, which motion 

was seconded by John L. Thompson and other members and, on 

being put to a vote, was declared unanimously carried. ~ 

Thereupon the President of the Board declared Mr. Harris duly 

_ recommended to the Governor for appointment to fill the vacancy 

on said Board of Trustees of Purdue University, caused by the 

death of Mr. Banks, and the Secretary of the Board was directed 

to certify said recommendation to the Governor of Indiana. 

On motion of Mr. Haines, seconded by Mr. Tuell, all unfinished 

business relating to the Board was referred to the Executive 

Committee. 

On motion, the Board adjourned. | 

“MASON J. NIBLACK, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 
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February 15, 1905. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met pursuant to the 

call of the President on Wednesday, February 15, 1905, at 10 

o’clock a. m., in the rooms of the Board in the State House. 

There were present: J.C. Haines, Rockport; Mason J. Nib- 

lack, Vincennes; Ed. S..Tuell, Corydon; H. L. Nowlin, Lawrence- 

burg; Knode Porter, Hagerstown; David Wallace, Indianapolis; 

Sid Conger, Shelbyville; Oscar Hadley, Danville; M. S. Claypool, 

Muncie; Chas. W. Travis, Lafayette; John L. Thompson, Gas 

City; Jos. Cunningham, Peru; C. B. Benjamin, Leroy; J. E. 

McDonald, Ligonier. 

Mr. Chas. R. Duftin of Terre Haute was absent. 

There were also present: Chas. Downing, Secretary; J. W. 

Lagrange, Treasurer; E. H. Peed, Superintendent. 

President Niblack called the meeting to order and announced 

that the meeting was called for the purpose of revising the pre- 

mium list-for the coming fair. 

Upon motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Tilson, the 

dates of the fair for 1905 were fixed for September 11th to 15th, 

inclusive. | 

On motion of Mr. Cunningham, duly seconded, the Board pro- 

ceeded to revise the premium list. 

A committee from the labor union organization appeared before 

the Board and requested that all carpenter work of every character 

that was to be done on the grounds during the coming season be 

done by union labor. After hearing the remarks of the committee, 

the whole matter was referred to the Executive Committee with 

power to act. 

The President appointed Messrs. Haines, Thompson and Cun- 

ningham, Committee on Salaries and Fees for the coming year. 
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On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by, Mr. Travis, the rates 

for the use of the grounds and track were fixed for the year as 

follows : 

For the use of track and grounds, $100.00 per day. 

For the use of ground and grand stand, $75.00 per day. 

For the use of grounds without grand stand and track $50.00 per day. 

The rates for training horses were fixed as follows: 

For stables south of track, $2 for one horse, per month. 

For stables north of grand stand, $2 per month for one horse. 

For stables north of track, $1.50 per month for one horse. 
J 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Travis, the Board 

authorized the duplication of all special prizes offered by breeders’ 

associations up to $500, the classification and arrangement of the 

prizes to be subject to the approval of the Executive Committee. 

On motion of Mr. Thompson, seconded by. Mr. Tilson, D. 5B. 

Winchester was employed as custodian of the fair grounds on the 

same terms and conditions as last year. 

Mr. Haines, from the Committee of Fees and Salaries, reported 

the following: 

Which report was concurred in by the Board. 
se 

On motion it was ordered that the complimentary tickets for 

the year of 1905 be the same as they were last year. 

On motion the request of Mr. Wishard for power of attorney 

was denied by the Board. 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Hadley, it was 

ordered by the Board that whatever amount was paid to Mr. 

Wishard for expenses in representing the Board’s interest in the 

claim against the United States Government shall be paid with the 

understanding that it shall be a credit on his fees in said matter 

and that the amount paid to him shall not exceed $100 for this 

purpose. 
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On motion the following claims were allowed: 

The Banner Publishing Company................... $193 50 

EC Mr ONO WIN 32 aictare wate picteletelel sei ovate sve cies ieee eres 10 00 

On motion the Board took a recess until tomorrow morning at 

10 o’clock. 

February 16, 1905, the Board reconvened with all the members 

present except Mr. Duffin. 

The work of revising the list was again taken up and completed, 

and the Secretary was authorized to publish and have printed 

15,000 premium lists for the coming year. 

Mr. Benjamin endorsed and moved the adoption of the follow- 

ing resolution : 

Which resolution was unanimously adopted. 

Mr. J. W. Lagrange, Treasurer, presented a bond for the ensu- 
ing year, which was approved by the Board, and which reads as 

follows: 

Know all men that we, Jasper W. Lagrange as principal, and William 

H. Lagrange, Isaac N. Crowell and E. C. Miller, as sureties, are bound 

unto the Indiana State Board of Agriculture in the penal sum of twenty 

thousand dollars ($20,000), for the payment of which we jointly and sey- 

erally bind ourselves, our heirs, executors and administrators. 

Sealed and dated this 14th day of February, 1905. 

The condition of the above obligation is, that if the said Jasper W. 

Lagrange shall perform his duties as Treasurer of the Indiana State 

Board of Agriculture and shall pay over all money coming into his hands 

as such Treasurer, then this bond to be void, else to remain in full force. 

J. W. LAGRANGE, 

W. H. LAGRANGE. 

I. M. CROWELL, 

BH. C. MILLER. 

State of Indiana, County of Johnson—ss: 

This day personally appeared the above-named Jasper W. Lagrange, 

William H. Lagrange, Isaac M. Crowell and E. C. Miller and acknowl- 

edged the execution of the above bond. y 

Witness my hand and notarial seal this 14th day of February, 1905. 

ORAL 8S. BARRETT, 

Notary Public. 

My commission expires September 3, 1905. 
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On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Cunningham, the 

Board authorized the duplication of any prizes that were offered 

by the Indiana State Dairy Association. 

On motion of Mr. Thompson, seconded by Mr. Cunningham, all 

printing and advertising matter was referred to the Secretary with 

power to make contracts for same. ; 

On motion of Mr. McDonald, seconded by Mr. Travis, the mat- 

ter of resoiling the race track was referred to the Executive Com- 

mittee with power to act. 

On motion of Mr. Cunningham, seconded by Mr. Tilson, all 

unfinished business of the Board was referred to the Executive 

Committee. 

On motion the Board adjourned to meet on the call of the Presi- 

dent. 
MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, APRIL 6, 1905. 

Pursuant to the call of the President, the Executive Committee 

of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in the office of the 

Secretary in the State House on April 6, 1905. There were pres- 

ent Hon. Mason J..Niblack, President, and Charles Downing, 

Secretary, and Messrs. Conger, Claypool, Wallace and Hadley, 

members of the Executive Committee. 

The meeting was called to order by the President. A communi- 

cation from Mr. Theo. Stempfel, secretary of the North American 

Gymnastic Union, regarding the use of the fair grounds and build- 

ings for the meeting of said union June 21 to 24, 1905, was read 

and discussed by the Board. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Secre- 

tary of the Board was instructed to notify the managers of the 

North American Gymnastic Union that they would be required 

4—Agri. 
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to give bond in the sum of $5,000 to the Board, conditioned that 

said union would put the grounds and buildings in the same condi- 

tion they are now in after their meeting of June 21-24, which 

motion was carried. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Wallace, a com- 

mittee composed’ of Messrs. Niblack, Claypool and Downing was 

appointed to investigate the cost of resoiling the mile track and 

report the same to the Executive Committee at its next meeting. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Sec- 

retary was instructed to investigate the cost of turn-stiles that were 

used at the World’s Fair in St. Louis and if same could be pur- 

chased. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Hadley, Scott & 
Scott, attorneys, were allowed $20 for legal services in connection 

with the application for a loan to the Union Trust Company, and 

Elliott & Littleton were allowed $200 for legal services in connec- 

tion with the litigation with Mrs. Theresa Smith. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Wallace, a vote of 

thanks was given to the Hon. A. C. Harris for services rendered 

the Board in preparing bills for the last Legislature. 

Mr. Conger made the following motion: “TI move that the Sec- 

retary be instructed to offer a tract of land from the State Fair 

Grounds to Purdue University for experimental purposes for the 

benefit of the farmers of Indiana and visitors to the State Fair,” 

which motion was seconded, and upon being put to a vote was lost. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the claims 

covered by warrants 1893 to 1917 were allowed, and the Secretary 

was authorized to draw warrants for same. 

On motion the Board took a recess until tomorrow morning. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 
Secretary. 
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MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, APRIL 7, 1905. 

On Friday, April 7th, the Executive Committee of the Indiana 

State Board of Agriculture reconvened, all the members being 

present. 

Mr. Phinney presented a proposition for the Duss Band as an 

attraction for the coming State Fair. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Sec- 

retary was instructed to contract with Mr. Barnes of Chicago for 

five vaudeville acts for the sum of $1,650, to be given during the 

coming State Fair. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Claypool, it was 

ordered that C. N. Williams & Co. be paid $50 in full of the de- 

mands by way of compromise of claim presented by said company. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, it was 

ordered that no repairs be made on the grounds or buildings this 

year except those absolutely necessary. 

On motion the committee adjourned to meet on the call of the 

President. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, MAY 24, 1905. 

The Executive Committee of the Indiana State Board of Agri- 

culture met in the office of the Secretary of the Board on May 24, 
1905. The President, Mr. Niblack, called the meeting to order, 

and upon roll call all of the members responded to their names. 

Messrs. Kipp, Lieber, Stempfel and Vonnegut presented to the 

committee the matter of fixing up the grounds, decorating the 

buildings with flags, ete. 
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Upon motion of Mr. Wallace, duly seconded, the custodian was 

instructed to repair the entrance to the fair grounds, the chairs in 

the grandstand and to whitewash the fences on the south of the 

grounds and around the railroad loop. 

Mr. Fred Phinney presented a proposition to play the Duss 

Band at the Indiana State Fair for the sum of $3,000. 

Mr. Millikan, representing Parke, Davis & Co., offered to fur- 

nish all the disinfectant material required to properly disinfect the 

fair grounds, stables, ete., during the coming Indiana State Fair, 

and to do all the labor necessary, provided Parke, Davis & Co. 

should have the exclusive privilege of disinfectant advertising on 

the fair grounds during the fair, which proposition the Board 

accepted. 

It was ordered by the committee that no advertisements be 

placed on buildings, except with the consent of the superintendents 

of the departments in control of same. 

Mr. Arthur White, representing the United States Lithograph- 

ing Company, submitted sketches for posters with prices, as 

follows: 

Sixteen Sheets, 2 GOLOLS. srcicyeress = toiaie) aleve syerenerene $ 382 each 

One sheet, 8 colors..... ee cece eee e eee eees 35 00 per 1,000 

1S Fact (2) 4 ie NG eee poe PORE Aa. hited eee 65 00 per 1,000 

These posters to be printed on 80-pound book paper and the hangers 

to be printed on 100-pound paper. 

On motion the Board took a recess until tomorrow morning. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, MAY 25, 1905. 

The Executive’ Committee reconvened at the Secretary’s office 

on May 25, 1905. 

All the members were present. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Conger, the Sec- 

retary was authorized to select and purchase posters and hangers 

for the coming fair. 
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Mr. Wallace moved that the Premier Automobile Company be 

allowed the use of the half-mile track for the purpose of making a 

thousand mile run, beginning at 5 o’clock Saturday evening and 

continuing Sunday, which motion was duly seconded, and upon 

being put to a vote was lost. 

Mr. Wallace moved that under no circumstances shall automo- 

biles be allowed on the race track, which motion was seconded by 

Mr. Niblack, and on being put to a vote was lost. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Conger, the bid of 

Mr. Wheelock for his Indian Band was accepted. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the 

claim of the Board against the United States Government was re- 

ferred to the President and Secretary to adjust, with power to act. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Hadley, the Presi- 

dent and’Secretary were appointed a committee to work out the 

details of the bond issue to be hereafter made by the Board and 

that they present same to the full Board at its next meeting to be 

held in Lafayette, June 6, 1905. 

On motion, the Board adjourned to meet June 6, 1905, at the 

Lahr House in Lafayette, Indiana. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 
President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF BOARD, TUESDAY JUNE 6, 1905. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met at the Lahr House 

in the city of Lafayette, Indiana, on Tuesday, June 6, 1904, at 2 

o’clock p. m., pursuant to the following call sent to each member 

of the Board by the Secretary : 

The President directs me to notify you that there will be a meeting 

of the Board on the 6th day of June, 1905, at 2 o’clock p. m., at the Lahr 

House in the city of Lafayette, Indiana, to consider the matter of issuing 
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bonds for the purposes mentioned in and under the authority given the 

Board by the act of the Legislature, approved February 17, 1905, as well 

as any other business which may come before the Board. 

Please arrange to attend the meeting promptly at the time and place 

mentioned. 

The President, Hon. Mason J. Niblack, being present, called the 

meeting to order and upon roll call the following members re- 

sponded to their names, viz.: Mason J. Niblack, John L. Thomp- 

son, Oscar Hadley, David Wallace, Joseph Cunningham, Sid Con- 

ger, H. L. Nowlin, Knode Porter, John Tilson, C. B. Benjamin, 

Chas. W. Travis, M. S. Claypool, E. S. Tuell and John C. Haines. 

The following named members were absent: Chas. R. Duffin 

and Jas. E. McDonald. 

The Secretary, Charles Downing, was also present. 

There being more than a quorum of the members present, the 

President declared the meeting open for the transaction of busi- 

ness. 

On motion of Mr. Travis, seconded by Mr. Thompson, it was 

ordered by the Board that the actual expenses of the members in 

attendance on this meeting be paid by the Board, and the Secre- 
tary was directed to draw warrants in favor of the members for 
same. 

Mr. H. L. Nowlin introduced and moved the adoption of the 

following resolution, which was seconded by Mr. Hadley, to wit: 

Be it resolved, By the Indiana State Board of Agriculture, that for 

the purpose of paying off existing indebtedness now outstanding for a 

part of the real property of the Board, known as the State Fair Grounds, 

near Indianapolis, Marion County, Indiana, and for the purpose of erect- 

ing and maintaining proper and necessary buildings and improvements 

to enaple the said Board at all times to carry out, perform and discharge 

its duties in giving State Fairs, and other purposes, and pursuant to an 

act entitled, “An act for the relief of the Indiana State Board of Agri- 

culture, authorizing it to borrow money to pay off its existing indebted- 

ness and for other purposes, and to repeal so much of an act concerning 

the State Board of Agriculture, approved April 14th, 1881, as is now in 

force, being sections 2796, 2797 and 2798 in Burns’ Annotated Indiana 
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Statutes of the revision of 1901, and other matter properly connected 

therewith and providing for an emergency,” approved February 17, 1905, 

and fully set forth at pages 17, 18 and 19, Acts of Indiana, 1905, bonds of 

the said Indiana State Board of Agriculture be issued in the sum of 

eighty thousand dollars ($80,0U0.) 

Further, that said bonds shall be of the denomination of $500 each, 

with interest Coupons at 3} per cent. per annum, principal and interest 

DOME DAVADLEY aimee arises eens ; interest payable semi-annually and as 

evidenced by the coupons. 

Said bonds shall be numbered from 1 to 160 consecutively, and dated 

October ...., 1905, and signed by the President and Secretary and at- 

tested by the corporate seal of the Board. The principal of said bonds 

shall be payable as follows: 

Bonds 1 to 40, inclusive, shall be payable at any interest-bearing period 

at the option of the said Board after the expiration of nine years from 

date and until the expiration of twenty years from date, at which time 

said bonds shall become due and payable in full, and shall be known as 

the first series. 

Bonds 41 to 80, inclusive, shall be payable at any interest-bearing 

period, at the option of said Board after the expiration of ten years from 

date and until the expiration of twenty years from date, at which time 

said bonds shall become due and payable in full and shall be known as 

the second series. 

Bonds 81 to 120, inclusive, shall be payable at any interest-bearing 

period, at the option of said Board after the expiration of eleven years 

from date and until the expiration of twenty years from date, at which 

time said bonds shall become due and payable in full and shall be known 

as the third series. 

Bonds 121 to 160, inclusive, shall be payable at any interest-bearing 

period, at the option of said Board after the expiration of twelve years 

from date until the expiration of twenty years from date, at which time 

said bonds shall become due and payable in full, and shall be known as 

the fourth series. 

Be it further resolved, That for the purposes of securing the payment 

of such bonds the President and Secretary of said Board are hereby 
authorized, empowered and directed to execute a mortgage on the real 
estate owned by the Board, known as the Indiana State Fair Grounds, 

Situate in Marion County, Indiana, and described as follows, to wit: 

Part of the southwest fractional quarter and part of the south- 

east quarter, all in section eighteen (18), township sixteen (16), 

north range four (4) east, in Marion County, State of Indiana, de- 

scribed as follows: 

Beginning at the southwest corner of said section and running 

east with the south line thereof twenty-six hundred and eighty 
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and twenty-five hundredths (2,680.25), feet; thence north parallel to 

the west line of said section thirteen hundred and twenty feet 

(1,520); thence west parallel to the south line of said section twenty- 

six hundred and eighty and twenty-five hundredths (2,680.25) feet 

to the west line of said section; thence south with said west line 

thirteen hundred and twenty feet (1,320) to the place of beginning, 

except a strip forty (40) feet wide on the west side of said section, 

sold to the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago Railroad Com- 

pany, containing clear of said railroad strip eighty (80) acres. 

Also part of the southwest fractional quarter and part of the 

southeast quarter, all in section eighteen (18), township sixteen 

(16), north range four (4) east, in said county and said State, de- 

seribed as follows: 

Beginning on the west line of said section at a point thirteen 

hundred and twenty (1,820) feet north of the southwest corner 

thereof, and running east parallel to the south fine of said section, 

twenty-six hundred and eighty and twenty-five hundredths (2,680.25) 

feet; thence south parallel to the west line of said section thirteen 

hundred and twenty (1,820) feet to the south line of said section; 

thence east with said south line to the center of Fall Creek, thence 

northeastwardly with the center of Fall Creek to the west line 

of the Peru Railroad right of way, now called the Lake Erie and 

Western Railway; thence northwardly with the west line of said 

right of way to the north line of the south half of said section 

eighteen (18); thence west with the north line of the south half of 

said section to the northwest corner of the southwest fractional 

quarter of said section; thence south with the said west line of 

said section eighty ‘rods more or less to the place of beginning} ex- 

cept a strip forty (40) feet wide on the west side of said section 

heretofore sold to the Louisville, New Albany and Chicago Rail- 

road Company, containing clear of said railroad strip one hundred 

and thirty-four (184) acres, more or less, situate in Marion County, 

in the State of Indiana. 

and in favor of the Central Trust Company of Indianapolis, Indiana, 

trustee, in the sum of eighty thousand dollars ($80,000.00). 

The said mortgage to be signed by said President and Secretary and 

attested by the corporate seal of the board. 

And be it further resolved, That the President of the Indiana State 

Board of Agriculture under and by the direction of said Board shall sell 

all of said bonds, or so much or so many of said bonds from time to time 

as shall be deemed proper and for the best interests of said Board; the 

balance of said bonds, if any, to remain in the treasury of said Board as 

the property of said Board until another amount or lot of them shall be 

directed to be sold by said Board. 
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After some discussion upon the resolution a yea and nay vote 

was ordered to be taken, which resulted as follows: 

Yeas—Messrs. Thompson, Niblack, Hadley, Wallace, Cunning- 

ham, Conger, Nowlin, Porter, Benjamin, Travis, Claypool, Tuell 

and Haines. Nays—None. 

The vote in favor of the adoption of the resolution being unan- 

imous, the President declared it adopted. 

On motion of Colonel Wallace, seconded by Mr. Thompson, a 

vote of thanks was given in favor of Hon. A. C. Harris for his 

hospitality and entertainment of the Board:at the Lafayette Club. 

On motion of Mr. Niblack, seconded by Colonel Wallace, a vote 

of thanks was extended to Mr. Chas. W. Travis for his courteous 

treatment of the members of the Board while at Lafayette. 

There being no further business, on motion made and seconded, 

the Board adjourned, to meet on the call of the President. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTHE, JULY 20, 1905. 

Pursuant to the call of the President, the Executive Committee 

of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in the office of the 

Secretary in the State House. 

All the members were present. 

The President called the meeting to order and proceeded to 

business. 

Messrs. Dugan & Morgan presented a proposition to furnish 

policemen during the coming Indiana State Fair at $2.25 per 

man and detectives for $2.50, which proposition was accepted by 

the committee. 
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Mr. A. W. Wishard appeared before the Board and informed 

the Board as to the condition of its claim against the United States 

Government. 

Mr. W. A. Holt appeared before the Board in the interest of the 

Indianapolis Racing Association. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, duly seconded, the bid of the Indi- 

anapolis Military Band to furnish a band of 20 men for $360 

during the fair was accepted. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, duly seconded, the matter of attend- 
ing the reciprocity conference to be held in Chicago, August 16th 

and 17th, was referred to the President and Secretary, and the 

Executive Committee were appointed delegates to said conference. 

On motion of Mr. Claypool, duly seconded, the claims covered 

by warrants 1953 to 1982 were allowed. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. tas the Secre- 
tary was authorized to purchase 350 chairs for the boxes in the 

grandstand and also 50 settees of the kind heretofore purchased by 

the Board. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, duly seconded, the Secretary was in- 

structed to get prices on the construction of the Monon Line fence 
and the fence around the street-car loop. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, Mr. Conger was instructed to have 

the doors to the chicken coops rearranged and repaired. 

On motion of Mr. Niblack, duly seconded, the matter of buying 

lumber from the Indianapolis Racing Association and adjusting 

the claim of the Board against said association was referred to 

Messrs. Conger and Hadley for settlement with power to act. 

On motion the committee adjourned to meet at the call of the 

President. 
MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 
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MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEHE, AUGUST 8, 1905. 

On August 8, 1905, the Executive Committee of the Indiana 

State Board of Agriculture met pursuant to the call of the Presi- 

dent at the office of the Secretary in the State House. The Presi- 

dent called the meeting to order and upon roll call all the members 

responded to their names. 

The managers of the Indiana Farmer Company presented an 

application for space for a building to be known as the Indiana 

Farmer Building, and upon motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by 

Mr. Claypool, the Indiana Farmer Company was allowed to build 

a building upon lot 106 with the understanding and agreement that 

the building so built shall be removed to lot 115 after the fair of 

1905. 

On motion, duly seconded, it was ordered that a warrant be 

drawn for $100 in favor of Mr. A. W. Wishard for expenses to 

Washington, D. C., to make an effort to procure the money on the 

claim allowed this Board by the authorities at Washington at the 

earliest time possible, said amount of $100 to be deducted from 

the fee of Mr. Wishard in presenting said claim. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Conger, the propo- 

sition of Mr. Zeigler of Cincinnati to put on a night attraction at 

the coming State Fair was not accepted. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Secre- 

tary was authorized and instructed to provide a lunch during the 

fair for the members of the Board from 11 o’clock a. m. until 2 

o'clock p. m. 

Mr. W. H. Hawkins appeared before the Board and made a 

proposition to furnish police service during the fair. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Conger, the Indiana 

Farmer Company was given the right to tise the ground west of the 

ground now occupied by it for experimental purposes. On motion 

of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Claypool, the Secretary was in- 
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structed to notify persons using or occupying stalls at the fair 

grounds for training horses to vacate them one week before the 

fair, unless owners have entries in classes or purses. 

The bids of Thos. H. New, Charles Bailey and Hiram W. Mil- 

ler for straw were ant ail the contract was awarded to Hiram 

W. Miller for 60 to 100 tons of tight baled new wheat straw at $5 

per ton, on motion of Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Wallace. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, duly seconded, the Board adjourned, 

and the committee took a recess until tomorrow morning. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE AUGUST 9, 1905. 

On August 9th the committee reconvened, all the members being 

present. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Presi- 

dent was authorized and empowered to employ an attorney to draft 

trust mortgage bonds, ete., preparatory to issuing bonds. 

The committee then visited the fair grounds. After returning 

from the fair grounds the committee adjourned on motion to meet 

at the eall of the President. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF BOARD SEPTEMBER 9, 1905. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met pursuant to the 

following call of the President: 

To Members of Indiana State Board of Agriculture: 

The President has directed me to notify you that there will be a 

meeting of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture on Saturday morning, 
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September 9, 1905, at 10 o’clock a. m., at the Administration Building, on 

the Fair Grounds. 

Please be in attendance promptly, as business of importance will be 

transacted. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

The meeting was called to order by the President, Mr. Niblack. 

The roll was called by the Secretary and all the members re- 

sponded to their names. 

The President announced that the purpose of the meeting was to 

diseuss resolutions governing the contemplated bond issue. 

J. W. Lagrange, Treasurer of the Board, made a statement as to 

the indebtedness of the Board, which amounted to $42,725.77. 

After some discussion, Mr. Claypool moved the adoption of the 

following resolution : 

Which resolution was seconded by Mr. Tuell. The roll was 

called and the ayes and nays were taken upon the resolution. The 

following members voted for the resolution : 

J. C. Haines, Mason J. Niblack, Ed S. Tuell, John Tilson, 

H. L. Nowlin, Knode Porter, David Wallace, Sid Conger, Charles 

R. Duffin, Oscar Hadley, M. S. Claypool, Charles W. Travis, 

John L. Thompson, Joseph Cunningham, C. B. Benjamin, J. E. 

MeDonald. 

Thereupon the President declared the resolution unanimously 

adopted. 

There being no further business the Board adjourned to meet on 

eall of the President. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 
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MEETING OF BOARD, FAIR GROUNDS, SEPTEMBER 15, 1905. 

The Indiana State Board of Agriculture met in its room in the 

Administration Building on the fair grounds September 15, 1905, 

at 9 o’clock a. m. Upon roll eall all of the officers and members 

answered to their names. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Thompson, it was 

voted that it was the sense of the Board that if there was suttcient 

money on hand after the settlement of all premiums and the ex- 

penses of the Board were paid, that the note of Mrs. Theresa H. 

Smith, due October 1st, be paid. 

On motion of Mr. Wallace, seconded by Mr. Thompson, the 

Board ordered that no bonds be issued for any purpose at least until 

the January meeting. , 

Mr. Conger offered the following resolution : 

Whereas, The receipts of the Indiana State Board of Agriculture from 

all sources is not sufficient to pay off and discharge the premiums awarded 

at the fair of 1905, and the expenses of the fair, to make certain needed 

improvements on said grounds, and to pay off and discharge the indebt- 

edness due Theresa H. Smith on account of the purchase of part of the 

fair grounds, amounting at this time to $17,604.58; and, 

Whereas, It is impossible to sell the bonds of the Board to adyvan- 

tage at this time by reason of the fact that there remains a mortgage 

upon part of said fair grounds, securing a note of $16,530.18, which is 

not due until October 1, 1906, and which cannot be paid and satisfied 

at this time; therefore, be it 

Resolved, That the President and Secretary of the Indiana State Board 

of Agriculture be and they are hereby authorized and empowered to bor- 

row a sufficient sum of money to pay off and discharge the amount now 

due Theresa H. Smith for the purchase of said fair grounds and to make 

certain needed improvements on said grounds. And said President and 

Secretary are authorized to execute notes evidencing said debt and to 

secure the sum so borrowed and do all things else necessary to carry out 

the purpose and intent of this resolution. 

Which was seconded by Mr. Thompson, and upon being put to 

a vote was unanimously adopted. 
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On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the Secre- 

tary and Treasurer were instructed to send a statement of the con- 

dition of the Board’s finances to each member by the 1st of October. 

1905. 

On motion of Mr. Tilson, duly seconded, all unfinished business 

and details of settlemént of the claims connected with the fair was 

referred to the Executive Committee with power to act. 

On motion of Mr. Thompson, duly seconded, a vote of thanks 

was given to the President of the Board for his courteous treat- 

ment and for the success of the fair. 

On motion of Mr. Hadley, duly seconded, the following resolu- 

tion was adopted: 
Parke, Davis & Co. through diligent application of their famous Kreso 

Disinfectant, without expense to the Board, having contributed to the 

comforts of our patrons in attendance and the healthfulness of stock on 

exhibition during the 1905 fair with the following results— 

(a) No disease reported among the animals; 

(b) Comparative freedom of offensive odor from closets; 

(ec) Absence of flies and disagreeable smell in stock stables; 

Therefore, this Board desires and hereby tenders sincere thanks to Parke, 

Davis & Co. for their efficient work during the successful exhibition just 

closed. 

On motion of Mr. Thompson the Board adjourned. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 
Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OCTOBER 2, 1905. 

The Executive Committee of the Indiana State Board of Agri- 

culture met, pursuant to the call of the President, on October 2, 

1905, in the office of the Secretary at the State House. The meet- 

ing was called to order by the President and all the members re- 

sponded to their names upon roll eall. 

On motion of*Mr. Hadley, seconded by Mr. Wallace, the sum of 

$140 was authorized to be deducted from the bill of the Indianap- 
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olis Racing Association, on the condition that the racing association 

would surrender the liens now held by it upon the fair grounds. 

The roll was called and Messrs. Hadley, Wallace and Claypool 

voted yea. Mr. Conger voted nay. Thereupon the President de- 

clared the motion carried. 

On motion, duly seconded, the claims represented by warrants 

2131 to 2424, being the expenses of the fair, were examined and 

allowed by the committee. 

Mr. W. G. Oliver appeared before the Board and made a propo- 

sition to loan the Board $20,000 for one year at 4 per cent. interest, 

taking a mortgage to secure the same, which proposition was re- 

jected. 

The committee took a recess until tomorrow morning. 

MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 

CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 

MEETING OF EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, OCTOBER 3, 1905. 

On October 3d the Executive Committee reconvened. The 

meeting was called to order by the President. All the members 

were present. 

On motion of Mr. Conger, seconded by Mr. Claypool, it was de- 

termined by the committee to borrow $14,000 for ten days from the 

Columbia National Bank for the purpose of meeting the expenses 

of the fair and paying the claims allowed on yesterday. The 

President and Secretary were authorized to sign notes securing the 

payment of same. 

On motion the Board adjourned to meet on the eall of the Presi- 

dent. 
MASON J. NIBLACK, 

President. 
CHARLES DOWNING, 

Secretary. 



INDIANA STATE FAIR, 1904. 

The following is a complete list of all awards made at the Indi- 

ana State Fair for 1904: 

SPEED PROGRAM. 

M. S. CLaypoot, Muncie, Superintendent. 

Rosert N. Newron, Yorkville, [ll., Starting Judge. 

C. W. Travis, Lafayette, 

H. P. Gentry, Bloomington, | dodges, 

W. W. Moraay, Crawfordsville, 

Steriine R. Hort, Indianapolis, 

C. H. AnrHony, Muncie, Timers. 

O. L. Boor, Muncie, 

CHARLES Downine, Clerk of Course. 

RESULTS AND AWARDS. 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13. 

2:30 Trot—Purse $500—Divided $250, $125, $75 and $50. 

John Thomas, gr. g., by Kellar Thomas—M. H. 

Reardon indianapolis wlnds esac alo il 

The Clown, br. g., by Eagle Bird—H. A. Bell, 

CHUL Siva @MaRG yeaa ates teat ae PPA cue et eo elev erate becca 2 

Edna O, br. m., by Truman’s Brother—W. W. 

Ot Mbt ekvus hivalll ean Gites emneraeie eres oele es aaslemee 4 

Nashville, blk. g., by Candidate—William Gerst, 

INaISh Valle eer Me yp bere cars onsosie sei hcke Sune Sie eles 3 

5—Agri. (65) 
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TIME. ‘ 

+ Mile. 4 Mile. + Mile. Mile. 

Hirst sheatse eo pete Pee ae 33 1:06 $535 2:15} 

Seconds Neateracks ses uae seamen Bisky 1:054 1:40 27144 

Hird Heat yaad cesta eer wee eek he 7024 1:06 1:403 2:164 

MOgrth Sheaties fe. .stcce eae opstee to 04 1:07 1:413 2:164 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13. 

2:08 Pace—Purse $900—Divided $450, $225, $185 and $90. 

Bub tO Reilps 2 oD ier cease —Dick Mc- 

Mahony Wexineton\ikyersn. caer eee 1 1 2 2 4 

Larry Ginter, b. s., by Madeyone—C. S. 

bucas; Lowa” City lac. s,s tac eee = 4 2 1 3 2 

Black Pet, blk. m., by Amsterdam—Bun- 

tin & Stevens, Lebanon, Ind.......... 2 6 4 1 3 

Ethel Me, ch. m., by Jersey Wilkes—W. 

H. McCarthy, Terre Haute, Ind....... 6 3 3 4 af 

TIME. 

i Mile. 4 Mile. 2 Mile. Mile. 

Mirst Heat ye cs cts aeeate oe 7304 1:014 1:34 2:073 

SCCONGshea'ts. i. dake ne aeeeer eee =o 1:02 1:343 2:063 

Mira “heat. secs ae csc tue eee 7314 1:044 1:36 2:08} 

WIOULEM GAS coor ehersteee mien eee coo 1:06 1:384 2:10 

1 Rahej ol alg (sys) Peale ot) Osta Ee Hie cae oy 1:08 1340 217 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18. 

2:20 Trot—Purse $700—Divided $350, $175, $105 and $70. 

Dorothea, br. m., by Great Heart—Charles Wilson, Peru 

1 6 00 Dee ee PS Se fre ANd Te PRG CoS mia His ic ie al 1 af 

Ethel W, b. m., by Melvin Wilkes—G. W. Cherry, Prince- 

COT LIM iene. myhia saa lee rave ee Hein eke pecegs, Sika dey aceh ae eee ae ateenrs f 2 Z 

Billy B, s. g., by Caneline Wilkes—Sinclair & Neal, Mont-- 

DEVIST, PETG, 5 Bie piichatoreiartich eka toa go eehare a venaria hoe abree ree eat 2 3 3 

Ozone. b. g.. by Ozanna—W. O. Foote, Dallas, Tex....... 3 aT a 

TIME 

4 Mile. 4 Mile. + Mile. Mile. 

HITSG CAG: nidns arectrses aaah erage wate 314 1:05 1:39} 27154 

Second: Wea ts hc < cairo 324 1:054 1:59 2:13} 

Ab oh hts RB ach ee Reet Ag ete Cote oes c 332) 1:054 1:39 1 2:14} 
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. 

2:25 Pace—Purse $500—Divided $250, $125, $75 and $50. 

Arlington Boy, b. h., by Arlington—J. N. 

Thompson, Terre Haute, Ind.......... 5 alt "i it 1 

Argo Haile, b. g., by Dr. Haile—Charles 

WAISON SE CEUte DING halal aeyer ota atadeane Auecere ce 3 12 il 2, 2 

Arrow Wilkes, b. g., by Gambrel—J. P. 

Haymaker, Indianapolis, Ind......... il 4 5 3 3 

Ed Patch, b. s.. by Dan Patch—Edgar 

BIESSINe wePiELSHOLO NG: ee eee eee eel 4 3 2 a + 

TIME. 

+ Mile. + Mile. + Mile. Mile. 

Mit Staal ealtniy gestae onesie Crore ores 1324 1:06 1:41 2:174 

SCCONG SHEA Lie na. skuchanrore cio tiers Bis 1:07 1:48 2:18 

elniir GCH EAI iar. bictecsneteieue orton, ors 233 1:07 1:41 2:18 

MOU 1aVes Noa) tea ones aloe Roe OZ 1:06 13438 2:20 

Jairo avery ie) mena ol lari eects BEE Gere 7314 1:044 1:373 2:123 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. 

2:12 Trot—Purse $800—Divided $400, $200, $120 and $80. 

Katharine A, by Wiggins — Douglas 

EMO ES ATi Se GY aye and et. See 2 2 1 1 1 

Kirkwood Jr. br. s., by Silverthorn—Jas. 

MeMordine, Leadville, Colo....... hae gat 2 2 3 3 

Crescent, g. g., by Jim Wilson—W. A. 

SLOUie= Indianapolis mds seston = 3 5 3 2 2 

Old Fashion, b. m., by Gladax—Fleming & 

One herrewEaitew line ene ese wee 1 3 5 4 4 

TIME 

4 Mile. + Mile. + Mile. Mile. 

IGS ti el Galbest er ceepe atea ahs cher tere, 3 cire 1324 1:08 1:41 2:144 

NeconGipheait seey. iy hey eae et 7314 1:054 1:3 2:124 

4 DY ctr oo Fa) 1 36211 a ree eA 33 1:072 1:414 215 

I OULE NSM CMe. Acyceaet csr ack ieee Le 1:044 1:38 2:114 

LENIN EC] ar) SKEW eee we a ee tana ene ais Wad 7314 1:05 1:29 pea 3 
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14. 

2:17 Pace—Purse $700—Divided $350, $175, $105 and $70. 

Lady May, b. m., by Commodore Kittson—John Hussey.. 1 1 ah 

Ed Geers, b. g., by Nutwood Chieftain—T. W. Box, Bed- 

7i(oy4(6 Oya B65 eee pearance er Ene Pe ino RAT as CRAM CM GLU ROI < 2 2 2 

Ed C, b. g., by Fairlawn Medium—W. O. Foote, Dallas, 

PISO AG Foie cook tres Sukh oie ttn oath efits beraiad os iaee ota toyebonlire etch che ets Papekae i) 18 2 

Delaware Boy, blk. s., by Huntsman—George Philips, 

ROG INOS, CLINGS. cence we lerete oye nals Parks itteke intel shake tee tel lakats nie 3 6 8 

TIME. 

4 Mile. 4 Mile. © # Mile. Mile. 

IMS PCH base cyetelede tciarete emis, averare too 1:064 1:39% 2:124 

SSECOMGUIMCMLE sfera tus cvele tele ole teeherore 2332 1:05% 1:384 2:123 

PV CANCE su. erence ale Merete trsye alomeneter ens 335° 1:06 1:393 2:13} 

To Beat 2:30 Pacing Record. 

Yoma, b. m., by Gambrel—G. O. Anderson, Rushville, Ind............ 1 

TIME. 

4 Mile. 4 Mile. $ Mile. Mile. 

DUT Ty BLOC Ls rsOorScank wits, otsresezede ew cey sors 2334 1:084 1:48 2A 

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15. 

2:13 Pace—Purse $800—Divided $400, $200, $120 and $80. 

Lady Bellbrook, br. m., by Silent Brook—A. King, Kings 

AVERT SS) CPOs ere¥eila concise a skie to els cbetehels tala fone tesonare tobay atin > terereaete 1 il 1 

Online Jr, b. h., by Online—S. W. Lyon, Columbus, Ohio. 6 2 2 

Elbrino, b. g., by Hambrino—T. H. Porter, St. Johns, 

DT Go nc encreto stevie sas ie) scion wishecnukaeed ey oeiens astohe ei steen ree wie tenete 2 ff 3 

Czarina, ch. m., by Czar—W. H. Marvin, Lafayette, Lnd.10 3 be] 

TIME. 

i Mile. 4 Mile. i Mile. Mile. 

SLES DRL GELS aero a tera s nusig as Meinl Soe Sou 1:05 1:3834 2:12} 

PICCOMC. HEN bis cietic theisie stealer an 732 1:04} 1:38 2:11} 

MPT TMOG be ata'ig sad nea iaietdieysteteieis 731} 1:05 1:38 2:12 
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15. 

2:24 Trot—Purse $600—Divided $300, $150, $90 and $60. 

Blix, b. m., by Chatsworth—John L. Grundy, Lebanon, Ky. 1 

Scarlet Letter, b. m., by Tekmar—Ross & Dickerson, In- 

TAM AD OMS aN phere se te cer Hate el eels, ie aes afe eucarueaats 3 

Donna H, s. m., by Reward—W. A. Stout, Indianapolis, 

LESS y oueraic Io eARic oor ah eeanic emia he ara he iLO 6 BOG Aine bo Bato 2 

Fred C, br. g., by Hindoo King—FKrank Colby, Sheridan, 

NSN Ghee en cteve sve eC oncticieie fala Sree oe os one eevee oxsiin ls Ge ee Behave sea acre +) 

TIME. 

+ Mile. % Mile. = Mile. 

MIPSEPHea been ra avec creneticicinn 234 1:0834 1:42 

NECONG! NEAT. Save ccs cca c insets 334 1:084 1:41 

DING HCA CL serait. one's io Qisdara ote ct overs 34 1:07# 1:41; 
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Mile. 

2:15 

2:1334 

2:144 

Free-for-All Trot—Purse $1,000—Divided $500, $250, $150 and $100. 

Harold H, b. g., by Roadmaster—John Moyse, Winnipeg, 

WUSDINI COL Meare ners tere iis cin ee toercyecai cd Wetaneisoa sale: Bhi bees ai Sake Mee 1 

Edith W, b. m., by Ben Lomand Jr—White River Stock 

HAUT see VEU O ns EM Oe Sects ee otetstcelaiaiclsve erejelers cc chokes as 2 

China Maid, b. m., by McKinney—R. A. Rouse, Dan- 

VAIN eRUil eterpeerey cee eects ene ak eet thers eur eee we tod Rs loos 3 

TIME. 

+ Mile. + Mile. 3 Mile, 

Mins tela Gal ticnetetere tal /ava cus oh coe axereenvs 7303 1:02? 1:35 

DECONdBHeabyee ts sae siees, as osees 7304 1:024 1:34 

Din diehe ata svc seers oc eviels weeie wae 7314 1:02 1:3834 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16. 

bo 

2:15 Trot—Purse $800—Divided $400, $200, $120 and $80. 

Circus Girl, b. m., by Eagle Bird—H. A. 

Bell GouisvillersKcy sess oneal: dios acl: 1 i 3 

Princess Derby, by .......... —T. J. Wil- 

dey; Jackson) Mich. .fscc6. ccc sae ss 5 33 1 

Miss Leo Rex, b. m., by Geleo Rex—W. H. 

Marvin, Lafayette, Ind.............. 2 5 5 

Gov. McCauley, b. g., by Gov. Strong—W. 

OMRoote Dallas TEX. oo .cc.~ oboe ce os 3 bo bo 

bo 
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TIME. 

4 Mile. 4 Mile. % Mile. Mile. 

IMSL SCAT lee. v ec see to eres 330 1:064 1:41 2215 

SCCONO heats. Peso tail here ore 33 1:064 1:403 2:144 

CIMTIT RCAC sfc skovsicle ete ec ae te oeer BE 1:053 1:392 2:13}4 

MOUrEE Heat. eh cet oe 332 1:054 1:40 2:15 

WELT OC abs wo eek ae + otis eevee 343 1:09 1:48} 2:174 

2:21 Pace—Purse $700—Divided $350, $175, $105 and $70. 

Christina Simmons, blk. m., by Simmons—W. A. 

Snyder, Bowling Green, O.................-- il 6 ik 1 

Rose M, by Agricola—J. H. Sullivan, Van Bu- 

TOTEM orl, Sco lencteep a aieeratene: ces le ove ears etapovels oie see tone 4 if! 4 4 

Kruger, s. g., by Mercury—Wm. Gerst, Nash- 

VALU. On OTM state vate lie Si crete aucte axe atotalictoe iets tekoneleioretetats 2 5 2 2 

Chester A, b. g., by Arrowood—G. O. Anderson. .11 5 2 ne 

TIME. 

+ Mile. 4 Mile. # Mile. Mile. 

ESE S WCAG ards bore cdeve te tore neecare 42 2344 1:054 1:39 2:114 

Second sheat..< vue ea ctaee eaave tee 1334 1:064 1:41 27144 

‘AN ob bi(s hea) Y=: Ree aie oRewe Beene ec ces a 1324 1:06 1:40. 2:13} 

IOUGCH CAL. 111- clerete ouereerteie = 733 1:07 1:41} 2:14 

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16. 

Free-fer-All Trot—Purse $1,000—Divided $500, $250, $150 and $100. 

Hall Fry, b. g., by Woodsprite—W. O. 

Foote, Dallas, Tex...........-.--.+5.- 2 2 2 1 1 

Newton A, br. g., by Renown—Anderson 

Bros; Roachdale; dnd) ireccy erie iets 1 al 5 4 3 

Mable Onward, b. m., by Shadeland On- 

ward—White River Stock Farm, Mun- 

Gilet, TG chsh wis look Gress ete ete oles robe ole yennrons 4 | 1 3 | 

Palm Leaf, b. g., by Onwardo—W. H. Mc- 

Carthy, Terre Haute, Ind............% 3 3 a 2 2 

TIME. 

i Mile. 4 Mile. + Mile. Mile. 

MSE MECH Come ook rials ce Meneses ene ate o2 1:04 1:39 2:12} 

BeOCONGLOCRT fo. eileen ms nee on 1:034 1:374 2:104 

PETG MLCH Ue vacrvelsials siaetatens Sesidlans 332 1:05 1:38 2:113 

MOULEH NCAT isn clawertint yy oleic 731} 1:044 1:38 2:104 

Lia logic (20h SAN ee eee Ree, iene ae ween 332 1:05 1:374 27112 
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Rex Americus Stake for Two-Year-Olds—Stake $1,000. 

Rex Orator, b. c., by Rex Americus—W. W. Evans, Lexing- 

EOE GENS oe cre truet a 5 cs evane over aietie fas Oe he eter ake Sen eave otal Seeded Slo atehaete Siete ate 5 +) 

Lady Americus, blk. f., by Rex Americus—S. R. Holt, Indian- 

UVC] Sa inl Cheese ay ence ata ep ah core vere cae teh nied tee aancect oboe a dictate eters: ohare, 2 

Bay Leaf, b. c, by Rex Americus—Dr. J. H. Matthews, 

ES TOTM Gil ga LT eres op chan stare etna ise chrae Sreee tel os lore @ huaKita Cehopor el ates acetal odstonere eke 3 2 

John Sweigert’s Rex, b. c., by Rex Americus—John Sweigert, 

I Wopaven (ere N00 ls es Atel oie Sheer Pe i ie er aire aE Pee ae 4 4 

Hazel H, gr. f., by Rex Americus—Thomas Hawkins, Shelby- 

AN) (ee et Fae ae sc eee Gh EMAL CCR CREST ROCe AP CCIE Ine a nee 1 1 

TIME. 

+ Mile. 4 Mile. 2 Mile. Mile. 

BIE St HEA eee oe hey eee en Ap Eatst (1:18 1:59 2:40 

NECOMNG HOLES fhe 2c copie kee eee 36 1:103 1:464 2 :23% 

HORSES. 

CLASS I—FRENCH DRAFT AND PERCHERON. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— 

Gre Crouch se Son, Watayette, indi sete. 250 hele eee ote eo OO 

(2), des Croueh) éo:Son,; Lafayette; ind): 2.) 22.02: caida et wees 12 00 

(S)cJCLOUCH G SOM what ayebte, UNG sti. oc)s cscs ate ehora otis 8 00 

Stallion 3 years old and under 4— 

Gh) nds, Crouchsés Son iuatay elte, cli Gs e155... cn cartelok «ep aheiee ae elke 15 00 

CZ) Sh rism cere Ga CO WCCAGUE PLING b! 2 oka rite wie oo oie tae eh eee 10 00 

(@)J2Crouch & Sony batayette, Indi: 2.2680 22 os betes ee 6 00 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

(Gade CrouehsaSonWatayettes Indes. 2x. sien vice eke eee Re eee 12 00 

(2S WrSinSerean©On MOCCACHIT LNG: joist tees sick oe een Cee 8 00 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 2 

Stallion showing four best colts under 4 years old— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 
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Mare 4 years old and over— 

2G) Dy MePherson, Mairfield elas ic: cmc cor aot autora phe Tass 25 00 

(2). CSD AMePherson>, Wainheld placer sts sieves or-lorcyerstetenott ol crevs 12 00 

(3) No award. 

Mare 8 years old and under 4— 

iC. Ds MePhersons el ainields Malema ckevetecicceieeeretetatexaie cists 15 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

(Crp eMePhersons Hairield, tlacseimnm incerta cia cicnohe irons 10 00 

(2eC Ds MePherson sh aintield: larvacia cesses eccitictsie ents 6 00— 

(83) No award. 

Mare and two of her progeny 38 years old or under— 

().C3 :D.-MePherson, Mairfields War. .2-. 26 5s rssies sie a tel opeie = aiatene 25 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

CLASS II—CLYDESDALE AND ENGLISH SIRES. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— . 

(1) (Dr-"Geor Sangster, Monticello, indent ac:mtteretemreriahere tne love $ 25 00 

(QeWwHe Dagrangeré& Son; Hramkliny anv arererreteteteiel siete tales 12 00 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 3 years old and under 4— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

(@) C.eDs MePherson) Hairiield sn dctsws coc sie arcane recs 10 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Stallion showing four best colts under 4 years olq— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 
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Mare 4 years old and over— 

(1) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind.................+.. 25 

(2) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind...............--+- 12 

(3) No award. 

Mare 8 years old and under 4— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Mare 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind..................-.- ne, 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind...................- 10 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Mare and two of her progeny 3 years old or under— 

(@) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind.................... Dey 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

CLASS III—BELGIANS. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— 

(fede Crouch’& Son, lafayette; indy yi42 22k dee dee anel eee 20 

(2) pds Crouche & Son, dua fayette: elma ject tec = a leheteletels\ereielle'e) ¥\+l = 10 

(3) SdenCrouehy & Sonhelataryecces elim Gir pepe) yeti) ae ielenalies ale) siete neers 5 

Stallion 8 years old and under 4— 

A) een Croucheeensoneslua fayectes lm Cici-tjorretoicletsi:)ayeicusiaisietels) slaneita 12 

(PAY Lame ee Ce OO.5 JOG nnes Wnls so Oe doe do ononuocconoU oso 8 

(@)) Ieee he (Cos IDEM MhaVls W4'6 on tan cooudacos guy omooo 5 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

(eee Crouch cd: SOne Hun faye thes elim Cie apverceiecs ars lterci ice heteietersieore 10 

(Qyese Crouchtc Son -elia faryettes lm a saicrciey] chelate ois sio ogoretolovole/ one 7 

(3) No award. 

Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

(HSH risincerré (COs sO CCaAtUT slim Gest icyates tele) cbeleyibavecetokeielalovepece orele 10 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Stallion showing four best colts under 4 years old— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

wu) 

OU 

CU 

00 
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Mare 4 years old and over— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare 38 years old and under 4— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare 2 years old and under 3— 

(14) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) No award. f 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare and two of her progeny 3 years old or under— 

(1) No award. 3 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

CLASS IV—CLEVELAND BAY, HACKNEY AND AMERICAN COACH. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— 

() i Crouch & Son} Watay ether lis er sctetoe = ceiees = teint Tr 

(2) M. A. MeDonald, West J.ebanon, Ind......../......sds.3.. 12 00 
(8) No award. ‘ 

Stallion 8 years old and under 4— 

(YS. J. Peabody; Columbias City; indi. ae esse eee 15 00 

(Der. -Geo..-Sanester, Monticellopslindk sri ols - ac) ome ra oteuketele: cra 10 00 

(3), C.D MePBierson; Hairiields Ware. wa cst. ieee a pkeeeeeron 6 00 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. - 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

(oJ. ‘Crouch, &-Son, Lafayette; Lids ots screnictarn che hranietitienne 2 10 00 

(2) .G:aDe McPherson Wairield ram occiwrete wketecststenete ca) career ete 6 00 

(3)-C.2D.. MePherson;) Wairfield selec). citcede ein ere nna cc tistecetethiar tele 4 00 

Stallion showing four best colts under 4 years old— 

(1).0x Di: MePherson;Mairield. Ta... 2.1. Ge sea clon. aaretaneie tons 25 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 
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Mare 4 years old and over 

() eMEwASMeDonalds\West) Lebanon, mdse 5.62... .s.5s 2. oe 25 

(2)kC22D MMePherson Mairtiel dela a seseatn sles avs oot goes esl cle 12 

(S)eCa Db Mckherson Marti eld ailar).ca cs esystesecck cis che ie ciao the 8 C 

Mare 3 years old and under 4— 

Q)pbraG comSanester Monticello; Indice sce so. son ance eee 15 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare 2 years old and under 3— 

CRC De MiGeHersomah aietie) dela .| se epckrerbsesesrciee eo ea ares 12 0 

‘2. No award. 

{38) No award. 

Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

@repraGeo Sangster Monticellosind ssa. eae gee. see 10 

(Z)nC x) SMicehersonieMainrtields dia ae. oa te et le hoe 6 

(8) No award. : 

CLASS V—FRENCH AND GERMAN COACH. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— 

Get Crouch < Son; Latayettes Indi). 03.523. Cee 

@)J2.Crouch?& Son. Matayette,.1nd. sos oe cc hoe te ee i 

(a) deg ¥ sa Ssenhour,, New? Augusta. - Ind sis. sla wate oc ele OR he eeae 8 

Stallion 3 years old and under 4— 

Gy se Crouch & Sone bata yettessInd. 22.0%). ok he Be ee 15 

Gye Crouch’ é&: Son. shatayette rind 2s cho. oe 4o tee ed 10 

(a)7ivCrouch & Son hatayettes Indies, ait. 4 pate eae. Se 6 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

Girl Crouchié&. Soi, hatayette Inds... 2. 002. scot ae 12 

(2) i. CrouchytSon, Watayette, hind.2 oS... Scie ee ae 8 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

Gd Crouch. Sons latayettes ENGs. 2 idA0. ves ccck esa ke 10 
(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

Mare 4 years old and. over— 

CHedCrouchm® son, atayette: Ind. 3... %sc%s0es, «ht oedaco on. 5) 
Cider Craven, ao Son, Wudta veLtes- [Nd wis. )ccc. sock. ins clone. 12 
(3) No award. 

Mare 38 years old and under 4— 

(1) J. Crouch & Son, Lafayette, Ind........ PRET Rt leanne ales CRs 15 
(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

~I Or 

OO 

00 

00 

OO 

00 

00 

00 

OU 

00 

00 

v0 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) J. Crouch & Son, Lafayette, Ind..............---.--.s0e- 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Mare and two of her progeny 38 years old or under— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(5) No award. 

CLASS VI—GRADE DRAFT. 

(M. A. McDonald, West Lebanon, Ind., Judge.) 

Gelding or mare 4 years old or over— 

Mr CDieMePherson; Waihi elas Wei vec siekrepe cierto l a state’ oloteials elm h of e 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Gelding or mare 8 years old and under 4— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

Gelding or mare 2 years old and under 38— 

(iy Dr? George Sangster, Monticello;eind ss 1... retoieneictas 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best span of heavy draft horses, mares or geldings, any breed, in 

harness— 

(DiC. D2 MeP herson;. sWainiie] Oe alae eerckccepn ce ole later eietotebene at ene. ots 

(2) W. H. Lagrange & Son, Franklin, Ind........ 

(3) No award. 

CLASS VII—STANDARD BRED HORSES. 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

Stallion 4 years old and over— 

GDS. J. Hlemine & Son; "LPerre? Ea wte; Gs Son sr eencreuessiete teks 

(Z) eS OR ELOlE SIN GIANNA DOlIS, ANC cst. > crate eters iyo epee caleteis relate tenet 

(3) M. A. MeDonald, West Lebanon Didi ire. .sicss's e's cletoletels oil's 

Stallion 8 years old and under 4— 

CL) S Ria LOE Indlamapolisyy Tin sz re. xeccetelars) ys ter eis) cinta vrais een ens 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Stallion 2 years old and under 3— 

(i) S.. Je Blemine  & Son; TerresHl(aute,elnG ass o> csc iemenetele 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

10 

10 

10 

20 

00 

OU 

00 

S& 
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Stallion 1 year old and under 2— 

(DES eRe Holt Indianapolis elds ses, Seeker ei alaie ete els ors nave ave ays 10 

(2) Cb» MePhersonmy Hartel ds clatsccts vite cca lees otsis ve Sects sa cle 6 

(3) No award. 
Stallion showing four best colts under 4 years old— 

(HUES we Olt indiana poliss sndujsea aocmenler ten cia setice Leese 25 

(2S; der leining & Son; Nerre Haute; Under). sions <j sleioes= <1 15 

(8) No award. 

Mare 4 years old and over— 

CHES ch we Ol Paina arapalisa lider cassie te alts raey are A erste Dol 

(2Z)eChurlesvAc. Wihite <b amvallen:imdh rar tetnlsiattr ct kayerbenel aera kiete 15 

(SVE AS \tebDonalld west lebanon wlmtdeise rss cr «clots aiele cs erete 10 

Mare 8 years old and under 4— 

COHAN eRe weErolt-bireianap olin wlintGher semen n  atacesin so cola. 15 

(ZEN Hlemin ong Sone Merremelauien lm smite aries etsiciee ss 10 

ies MePhersonus Mairtield) Tae Jick vec whe Cee cd vale aes 6 

Mare 2 years old and under 3— 

Disa Jeanleming= Sons erres ante rs lmdeys tre scary ote ch ae 12 

(2) eS oph te eoOltin diantanolisss PNG csc. stare ciene eetateieetaier eccbenererere 8 

GRC 2D oMCehersonysWairtivel dey Mary. cre ee vapors seas cies aie cdalatehe tags teva sate ue 5 

Mare 1 year old and under 2— 

(DPS Revco imaitanap Ol1sselind yey sacle eres eiioieiens etente 10 

(2rCs bs Mebhersonishairtietads Wasi wth sien lovoreere setts) avels ote 6 

(8) No award. 

Mare and two of her progeny 38 years old or under— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

CLASS VIII—NON-STANDARD HORSES CAN COMPETE. 

(IT. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ll, Judge.) 

Gelding 4 years old and over— 

(1) Mrs. Desdemona Redick, Indianapolis, Ind...............$ 20 

(Ay dies Wwe vara oave hema y oe bis oM iivela Sith saciciicda cb eee toc 10 

@)PpriGeorze: Sangster, Monticellosin dagen aeecesac ares ao elsiaes 5 

Gelding 3 years old and under 4— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Gelding 2 years old and under 3— 

CIES PAM ECOUSE a) aim @rca Ells See tee cpeerere ch tatciara tures she ous teinco e+ 10 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

00 

OU 

00 

00 
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Mare 4 years old and over— 

@)o Ste Holt, An dianapolis;, Wale rs jercyerasn | opal el cis diate dont etasahelodntale 20 00 

(2) M. a MeDonald. West mebamons ohn crs e.- s eieeucialeisteie misters 10 00 

(8) W. L. Harris, Crawfordsville, Ind....................--< 5 00 

Mare 3 years ae and under +— 

CPReA Rouse, Damyvalles Tyas rr owetcte: ste letatona tate neie kel oie geste ysieieis hares 12 00 

(2) ROA Rouse, Dam walleye WUE pyar cporeteycteh one tstena: Wel siat4 cleketetele) ico 8 00 

(8) No award. 

Mare 2 years old and under 5— 

@vSiJ.-Plemine & Son, Merre Eelaate, Ty eer crete ie were mie a 10 00 

(2) SRE ASARVOU SE ean TINGS SUI es pey ohn aiercevsica cyaretn anette yereee- rate aie cas nae 7 00 

(SURE AS Rouse, -Damivillll @sah eros esrepee | chek onetele! = etebage cate Watete oi al 5 v0 

CLASS IX—BEST AND BEST APPOINTED GENTLEMEN’S PAIR 

TURNOUT. (DEALERS EXCLUDED.) 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

Pair of mares or geldings, not under 15 hands— 

(1) Lege Re Brown, Gndinmapolis, slid eect erste oeetston et oe $ 20-00 

(BY Aer Se wu Ghotae ihixshehoehoxoliicplboGlansenighooboncoudoomondsuo tor 15 00 

@)ac: a MePherson, mairiel deelamnnpevrsts cis cree mictctte eet eee 10 00 

CLASS X—BEST AND BEST APPOINTED GENTLEMEN’S PAIR 

TURNOUT. (FOR DEALERS ONLY.) 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

Pair of mares or geldings, not under 15 hands— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

CLASS XI—FOR FOUR-IN-HAND 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Il., Judge.) 

For best four-in-hand team (mares or geldings)— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

CLASS XII—FOR TANDEMS. & 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

For best tandem of horses (mares or geldings)— 

(1) William R. Brown; Indianapolis; Ind. 3... . sh vse oe eeiee ae pee uoU 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 
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CLASS XIII—FOR HIGH STEPPURS. 

(I. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, [1]., Judge.) 

Pair of matched horses, high steppers (mares or geldings), not 

more than 15? hands— 

COEWilisini Re row Laima pOLisss TmGere on0.0s sors cues ete coer > $ 35 

Ce dkoSseVLaiiibelim diame olisy wal aareacte sam chevseers a oteccia a elo ios evens 25 

G@uCy DEaMePherson ha irtieladl slain aeostacme tren sterenohare 6.8 ee ote. 15 

Single horse, high stepper (mare or gelding), not more than 15% 

hands— 

CHEN ValitamMeRess ro wal elndiamcapOlisaslncde seine eet. oie see 20 

(2) OraGeorse: Sanester;, Momticello, Img: .. a: ees wees soos ec 15 

(Je Wali elarnis iO rawrordisivalless [ides ons aussie eo cites oo ecverese 10 

CLASS XIV—EQUIPAGES. 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

One-horse, one-seated equipage for lady— 

(1) Mrs. Desdemona Redick, Indianapolis, Ind............... $ 2 

(ZC aD) Se NiGehersonmehaini eld sala see ee ones oneietan echo elacae 15 

(8) No award. 

Vehicle for children— 

(OCP Ee arare. indiana polisolm deem messi nae eee de ce eee 20 

CmOWilliamekt: Brown ladianapoliss ladies...) oes eee ees eae 15 

(6) Cael Mie hersons Mairnield ghar essetes ofr ewe fee eel re 10 

CLASS XV—COACH AND CARRIAGE PAIR AND ROADSTERS. 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

Coach or carriage pair— 

COA Walliammks row inealncianapolisyelmd an. tegen sce 5 $ 20 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Single roadster (mare)— 

CHO WieebesEiarris © raw horndsviller inden aeiae cae sole eee 30 

(AES SES EoOliindivanapolissplnderrer aeticiis ce eee eis oe 20 

(er John Hatt oover, imdiana polis slmdss: ts44s00s25 eee ee 10 

Single roadster (gelding)— 

GligVing esd entonaediiGkam aa. Acst < eistolarycisn cious biel overt see 30 

(2) Dr. George Sangster, Monticello, Ind..................:.. 20 

(G)eJetERWallianmms me Brazile, lade = ea9 se cecatiae roe tats cseiereis Oana toes 10 

Double roadster— 

(l) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3: No award. 

00 

00 

0) 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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CLASS XVI—SADDLE HORSES. 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock ‘Yards, Chicago, Il., Judge.) 

Best saddle stallion— 

(1) George E. Connolly, Madison, Ind............++-+sseeeeee $ 40 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best saddle mare— 

(Dede aw- wbDentons Blooming tops ln Gli cyeysect terete evetareoie koterelotsie eiats 40 00 

(Zed eWieaDentons Bloom im SOs Ss epee 3 ee deial sp uoalio ies  ehetelisrle rele 20 00 

(eb: bh MeCollem Columbus) OI N ee wseyele es oh = eraleietetatels otete = 15 00 

Best saddle gelding— 

(Qe We Denton) Bloomington) slndaeem ce cevers miei ilies sie stenate 40 OU 

(2)"G- Me Bradye Cinemnat, (OiO l= seer am oereielcieletetreeteeirs 20 00 

(8) PH Js EBroCkScChlacersavie valyaeilin Ce cayspestterstopeiene er aieustete tates tara 15 00 

Best ladies’ saddle mare or gelding, to be shown by lady— 

(@)P Miss«Cornelia tA; Allens Invinetom, Minden. «ols chelate ois wleie 40 00 

(2)rJor We Denton, Blooming tons nde ya ceteris ee aerate ate 20 00 

(a)rGeorze H, Connolly, Madison) pind ani cc. ciel) tethers tte 15 00 

Best combined harness and saddle mare or gelding— 

(1) J. W. Denton, Bloomington, Ind...... ee es on oer 40 00 

(ZaGa Me Brady,.Cincinnativ OhiOn.. eee eee te 20 00 

(8) edie We Denton, | Blooming tomy UG er secyeptee tele iste enero terel re (ee 15 VV 

Champion, best saddle stallion, mare or gelding— 

(@)sGeorge-H: ‘Connolly. Madison;, Liners too) ecto tere eeneie) eee 50 00 

CLASS XVII—PONIES (ALL BREEDS). 

(T. W. Bell, Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill., Judge.) 

Pony, 18 hands or under, in single harness— 

(1) sEfelen’ 7A. Donson; Indianapolis, ida. t cteisieeisitet's clots $ 15 00 

(2) (CS i, Hare, Indianapolis elie crore ste ny otes her edetesneyalanete ters 10 00 

Pony, 18 to 144 hands, in single harness— 

(1) Davids C.. Miller, Roasehdales Ingo. cc. 0ce es ehemieroere er ss 15 0VU 

(2)'O. DI McPherson} Mairfleldy ilar ce ca ovine. neeiemini Errore cs 10 00 

Mare and colt— 

(1) (Oi Hare, Indianapolis, Unde tin ere rrccse's cular mauacitetn ss 15 00 

(2) C.2Di eMcPherson, Hairitelay irs retrcte oat procera peterrie st ee 10 00 

Pair of ponies, under 143 hands, in harness— 

(eG. Bidre;, Indianapolis: alma ieee ware le sciata. ietalen spore minreters tree 15 00 

(2) J.. B. Hasselman; Indianapolis, Inds... 0. on. ew eee te + 10 00 
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Ponies, tandems— 

CRC St weare indianapolis. Inde. sea. eee Naa aoe 15 00 

(2) aC Ors MEPhersone Mariel rham ster tt Se ye ers seeks este ae 10 00 

Ponies, four-in-hand— 

Ce CekesEare in dianapoliss inden. cepts. seers veto Seis 15 00 

(2)°C AD AMehhersonwh airtel.) larg sca coe tose ois cairo 10 00 

CATTLE. (Brrr Breeps.) 

CLASS XVIII—SHORTHORNS. 

(John C. Baker, Manhattan, Ill., Judge.) 

Bull 3 years old and over— 

CH hs SOUCES) Walle LMC erses spittrat mack eons ecole Soo pa OO 

(2) WB Christian & Sony Indianapolis, 1nGs o.0cca se ese to oes 15 00 

(O)ediee Ga vODDINSH&s SOUS s FOraces knee. seiiciiniss tenet 5 00 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

Gh) SRira nite Gaelo can uO ulsivilles sly ark cena ae leeesireleneenae 20 00 

(Be GeorsetSahinger, sRockieldsslndmar ear aoe oeieia: 10 00 

(SAC wie GC erlauch Osborn WOO. see ee cee eee 4 00 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

COPS hee Ouick Gu sons, indianapolis lindsey. 4sei eee oni oe 15 00 

(2) J--G.; Robbins: & Sons,-Morace, Tid scenes ao2 sos oe odes 6 00 

(S) MEAG eiocan: VLOUIS ville “Kcysceeyan testcase sees epares ten 3 00 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

@) JaGa robbins réceSons sh orace. vind. 452 se eee ene 8 00 

(2)eHe Wer CockrellscHora ce: lind sss; ties ee aioe See ea aloe 3 00 

@)eirankawe Cotton Mamillaeiinde, spo ae ee eee ae eee 2 00 

Cow 3 years old and over— 

(Gl) PH SHES OLLELS ee VETO M CLT Cie, < ieee he aes ote tiosictae aoa eee seat ee 25 00 

(A) Lierbalte WWV5- Comoe ee heMI eGo ea ee ee 15 00 

(8) W. &. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind..;........c..+.- 5 00 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

(DPE Be SOUCTS a VV ATO: AUN at kescrucita ete nes pe hee Siete ee oe 20 00 

GSH EPASOUCLS, OW ALTE, wind ane ty tts bee tek eh nathan ane 10 00 

(S) EUS An dersos Carthace olnd see aetisic eee Toe 4 00 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(@) Week Christiansé. Son slndiinapolise lndee sss ace emos ees oe 15 00 

(Z) dei AN Sede SONSs eb riamie lim deyaeet rao coe oe 6 00 

(G)eJeaWe Walhams: <aSone Briants Unies. es 2c cies ek 3 00 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

COBH ES OUTS ea LLenle UiNGes. ie ia tetn aiehe a ole eee 8 00 

(Zeb aA Carter cin diaTola, ells sane (eeu ae Be 3 00 

(3) pC Gerlaiuehy Osborn: OhiOe. cts. siacteiertior cision eeetae le 2 00 

6—Agri. 
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Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

()s fC Robbins) & Sons, Horace, nds .1.70 an selene ree 

(2) W:.. BH ‘Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Indie. 4... ee - 

(S)-J. Di Douglass, & Sons} Hope ede --. seer cee ee eee ee 

Two animals, either sex, produce of one cow— 

@ W. FE. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind.............. 

(2)iJ; Weawalliams (& Sons sBriant, inde. un eee eo aeoeeen 

(5). WW Williams & Sons; Briant, winds ase ace ee ieee 

Exhibitor’s herd— 

(GH FH SOUCIS. 5 WHETen: Sin G Joos aie acters recee ere alone cata 

(2) W. FE. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind.............. 

Breeder’s herd— 

Ch) Wik Christan Ss :Son indiana pols, sind siecle eee 

(Zid eGa RODDING, & Sons, eEordce; inde cee cme ie eee ae 

Best fat steer 2 years old and under 3— 

@) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind.............. 

(2) hrank= We Cotton s\lannllare inde. ae eae eee ee eine 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

Best fat steer 1 year old and under 2— 

(Gl) sds Ge VO DDING Tasos ONS, selLOra CGta LG semis cee a mentee 

(2) Week Christian: cco SOn, sim diain ap Olis; eli Gs ye cya eeieicter 

(es) EWI ce eA densonyCanbhaces sums sie sl cintetet tectonic 

() Branks Wee Cotton; Miami lassi as cara ete ctcte oaicceettenerera ers 

Best fat steer calf under 1 year— 

(GSI Wallis Ss Son Sons abs rie poli Citerusisrccacta terete ete tens 

(2)PILW2 Wallidinseda Sons isriant, lime sererers steerer 

(8) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

())  Souers;. Warren, clnd). .sa ie eis ate eerie siete 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

(ik); Souers, - Warren nd .oct. sseccme dete cctak oie bint 

CLASS XIX—SPECIALS BY AMERICAN SHORTHORN BREEDERS’ 

ASSOCIATION. 

(John C. Baker, Manhattan, Ill., Judge.) 

Bull over 3 years— 

(Ch) PE SOULS; AW arren Tints an ve ancceltetetensiele tere nl ereehavene 

(2) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind....... ee os 

(BS) Ge, Robbins a Sons, JElOraGe indi a awe iets =< cle ee 

(4) Adkins & Stevenson, Bement, Ill...................... 

(0) Etilié& Anderson) Garthace, TnGieecs cuca y vice ian 
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Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(G0) UiNenmie(G slat ap a bowiishall ley s Kaue ye eno cis Baia eo eee Nee ly, 

(EG COLZeR Sains OCkiTeldglingd aaeiy es och oie acre oe 10 

(Ss) Ole Geraci nOSWOrn sn OMiO- nay sleet eee cae one as 6 

@iesSyRz Oucks& Sons, Indianapolisy Indes ..24.s es soon ss 4 

(5) ES aWeels OWEN el phites lndtes s chau es, ais aecicy te Seed ciare oitee 3 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) S. R. Quick & Sons, Bt rite | ake ee ees recta ot nas eet 15 

(2) SJ enG alto DINSedzeS ONS Elord COs. 1 ates = oer ye ince oie 10 

(Gj Ihigamalte Er IB Koxerlioy, I OO DaISh aul nM eae Gee Ay peg Wie Roar ae 5 

QrCyieGerlauchn <OsSporie OH1Oma wate soli oe celina 4 

(See a DOULA ic SOlSs ELOPCrm iMG se oie ar ie was oe eee ee 3 

Bull under 1 year— 

Cl) Pea Ger LOO DIN Si dca SONS MEOTa Ce mime ase eel. eee sts cites arses 15 

(2) aH Se Wire COCKECI ST OLACEs HUG ss.cck aie oO ckgoas ceo aioe ea ae 10 

(Ss) miraniaaWies Cobtons Mam ill alin: rsey. crssacere ae crerk chee ies eae 5 

(4) eral eeanderson Carthage. mds st hiscasc elses acne cls ele 4 ( 

(o) Ep JohniGa Gartinké& Sons, burneyaslmdl..-kecsscmce ee anise o. 3 

Cow 3 years old— 

CL HVE ZS OUCES:. Warren. lod s 2. cette eee eee ths, © 15 

(A)eiiramkowe Cotton, eva lla snide at scence ee wisers tee cece: 10 

(8) W..F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind.....:.......... 6 

(Gish AS Carter indian ola Ulla ctesenea ine tect ed cee oe 4 

(©) Jonas; Dininger;, Greenville Ohbioee: =sner. ote eee tse aoe 3 

Heifer 2 years old and under 3— 

QMPE HS SoucrsiyWarrens Inds vis sees Lee ee ee ees 15 

(2) RH Sel eS OUCES CVV ALECT SEM Ge ce iucrtrl eee eRe ot eee ec sie 10 

(GS) PEs. AmdersonsCarchace clin dist: eye eed een ee 6 

(4) W. E. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind../.../..........% 4 

(®)mhranks Ga Ebosans Jol svi llee Kye a eo ete eo ieee ten See 3 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

CP Weske Christianec- Sons tn dinnapoliswinde sa.) e eee 15 

CA) dis AW Wallon Ae SOR IRisbhals Jhoiladehy nA onnneaidss GS oeS e 10 

(S) eda an Walia sikce SONS S Drianites lind see ie ane sais cee 5 

Ar iran VWeaCotton; Manilla inde estes SAO 4 

(5) RCAIe7 Gerlancip Osborn OMOd awa See coe eee 3 

GU) EE) ss SOuerss SWiarnen selon (toners 16 io, aoe aia aevcncronaeaie shesot veel tee 15 

altiAnc@arter. Liaianol asl lls semper: cele e<tofarsiavove, ck ote evs ease 10 

(@)7Cxin-G erlaugch= Oshoriw OHIO: sm ncsteies ctokras oes oe ots 5 

(Qe Week @hrsthan ke Son indianapolis: Minden. sess. ses ce sek 4 

(O) kde GeO DDINSTés SOUS, sEOraAce, IMGs. 2 sc). sos ois eee els 3 

00 

00 

00 
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CLASS XX—SPECIALS BY INDIANA SHORTHORN BREEDERS’ 

ASSOCIATION. 

(John C. Baker, Manhattan, Ill., Judge.) 

Bull dropped between September 1, 1902, and January 1, 1908— 

(DW. E: Christian & Son; Indianapolis; Ind’: .-).. -s.2.---.- 

(2vJe D> Douglass & Sons; Hope, Indiiss. «544-0 6 Veer 

(3) S. R. Quick & Sons, Indianapolis, Ind.........a:isa.a000. 

(4) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind.............:... 

Bull dropped between January 1, 1908, and September 1, 19083— 

(db Gee OD bins & (SON hy EOLA GE, alin eters eicteketeianeies ener aiees 

(2) CR Be SoOuersy Warreny,e linn mest bikes ciisintes Laustaes wlenen ureters « 

(3) PHrankawe Coccons via mill adm Uhre. care eget sonia ete are 

(4) "SHR. Ouick & Sons, Indianapolis; Inds. .-.0cah ose wees 

Bull dropped between September 1, 1908, and January 1, 1904— 

(1) J. G. Robbins & Sons, Horace, Ind 

(2) eee We Cockrell ora ces Tn ds csc amtoutalsneicisrttertie wists aretenonerate ois 

)eSs KR. Quick<& Sons, Indianapolis; Ind.< 25... cs. «ne 6 ae 

(A)e J WV. VW liamMs sk SONS sastiatb, inure eis erste aretai ian ets 

Bull dropped between January 1, 1904, and September 1, 1904— 

(DF rank Wee@otromie lara ole Gites isrene tale eeeee ue ocemet eancnepar a 

(2) Jeo Dowelass Sc uSOnSELOpe sls, ote ere stevens eect erie etee eaetey = 

(3) J. W. Williams & Sons, Briant, Ind 

(4) Bll -& Anderson, Carthacve. and. ok sete ei eee 

Heifer dropped between September 1, 1902, and January 1, 1908— 

(1) JE. BSS Ouers; Warren, Und set. ao ess, We vieiocstea eee ce oaetekene ole 

(2) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind 

(85) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind 

(4)! J:_G.pRobpbins Sons Eloracey Und sie oni te eee eee ieee 

Heifer dropped between January 1, 1903, and September i, “L903— 

(1) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind 

(2) J. W. Williams & Sons, Briant, Ind 

(8) J. D. Douglass & Sons, Hope, Ind 

(4) Boll. & -Amderson; -Cartha ze, pind: ons ccs oe tn atie oleieten ee ete 

Heifer dropped between September 1, 1908, and January 1, 1904— 

(1) J. G. Robbins & Sons, Horace, Ind 

(2). J. Di Dougiass*& Sons, Elope SOmde cis sels ete aie eee een ee 

(3) John G. Gartin & Sons, Burney, Ind 
(4) 2H Souers; Warren, [indi eve arn cs clteisiane Seem eine Mesias 

Heifer dropped between January 1, 1904, and September 1, 1904— 

(i) sh Sovlers; Warren, Wins e5, a0 ease eis lshaicre ciebepetone eae inna eee 

(2) W. F. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind 

(8) J. G. Robbins & Sons, Horace, Ind 

(4) Hill & Anderson, Carthage, Ind 

oa ate 8m & be see ce ele © 

20 00 

20 00 

30 00 

20 00 
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Steer dropped between September 1, 1902, and September 1, 1903— 

(i) Je Geo ODDINS= ka SOnsy ELOrACes Sle series te rcyos)s oereiere olraraare 50 

(2) W. EF. Christian & Son, Indianapolis, Ind................. 30 

(Sa) PEs Andersons Canthagzer vim secntitisie aps/ere ele ols ie ters ore 20 

Steer dropped since September 1, 1908— 

Cle Te aWes wy ALAM Sada SONSe sriamts: Dims 4-1... 5 ae erepcuesber era aioe. 50 

(yy de Wie VAIO, Ca Sooke lesebhare WnGle Aa oo doe bono ade oboGer 30 

(3) No award. 

CLASS XXI—HEREFORDS. 

(John Hooker, New London, Ohio, Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

(i) eSiJeo Peabody, Columbiar City wlndsesace once caine ones 5 25 

(Zev valter.Gseladley.. Damivaller: Wimpy sts ake. «mesa auctaleiateievel hes 15 

(a) eGlemeaGraves! -BinkersEvills ln dyes ecioieerel a sie aiskereiel oie = 5) 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(H)eDavidetea Studi baker» blwittoms (mal Sys scei oe me oni a crereece 20 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

aS eek eabodyar@olumpbtae Citys ulm ever vu eit ee cele ences ie erele 15 

(2)-BrowneweMletcher: Cloverdale, Indias. asain oe ers os seid sce mete 6 6 

(Ss) ClemeGravess-B mk ers nile aim Gis: exarsssters tals a eioterate ish ssc cacts 3 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

(Has eer en bodys Columbiae City, pimdyee se. sles seuet eerie eens 8 

(2) Clem Graves, Bunker Hill, Ind.............. BA eee ee 3 

(o)bavideH aS tudabaker. iB lutetomee Lm des a). cise oe career ciam cles 2 

Cow 38 years old and over— 

(@)aClemeGravess BunkerseillyolMd.eryeum «ees laa a cies a a ete 25 

(Ay AN alli bie iars ere Ohl OKO Clo RS Sah Goda o poe a anlon on Golcows 15 

(Ss) eWaltersG clad leyeanivallens biden ere ro alce «6 dousetectine ¢ 5 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

QeBrownrdéeletcher. Cloverdale: Unde acer ec ceis cele aes 20 

(2) 2 Walliam eKcerbye se WOKOmMO ns NOEs. aie eo ce csdeveve oleloo ohele ehaue 10 

@)eDavidebes Studabaker, sbi toms UCase es cie oftcrstete ae ert ake 4 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

@haClemeGraves Bunker Ebi ln dso, ae cizreors so cigrescinisieees a casio 15 

(2) David E: Studabaker, Bluffton, Ind............5.......2. 6 

(8) Brown & Fletcher, Cloverdale, Ind...................000- 3 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

(1) David E. Studabaker, Bluffton, Ind...................... 8 

(2)eClemuG taves--B unkersEinll ym dl seers ne er oets vole or cteseie lst aieraeaecte 3 

(Sawalliam Sierby,shOkomOs jms). sc) sie aleve os oe) siellersieloleve oteve 2 

00 

00 

OO 

00 

00 

08) 

OO 

00 

00 
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Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

(1). Clem; Graves; bunker? Eni sina ve oa nti cin apoio beds ieteieta ogee 

(2) Brow &/ Miletcher, Cloverdaler slit eee oe tet eieotehteeae) talent 

(CIM AU be ua Seer) ones EG) opeoeKe eI hala s ASM eee ein Apion cio 0 aan oN 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(1) Clem Graves, Bunker Hill, Ind......  atotina sfc loatrepiNere Ass caenenere 

(2) 2Da vid se ScuG a ba Kerbs Lith COM UIs erateeees te eleeetepete re ieeinieks otis 

(oe)! Walia Ter Dyes IMOIOMTOs UI tope piece rp taiay otto ocelot taal elles tel 

Exhibitor’s herd— 

(HaGlemiGraves, -Bunker se Wal m Gee, eee ererevee eta etey holies riet 

(2)) William Serb yAelco om oy iis eicteers otal eiaenchauslelteohensaalenelsantel'a 

Breeders’ herd— ; 

() Clem (Gravess Bunker sia slid eee te relent tenes eee alon er 

(Ze Davide StuaabaAker ws lift LOM elit Oty ei oeraetre eternal. 

Best fat steer 2 years old and under 3— 

() "ClemiGravies-ssuniker soll ine ses, acts cies cieusiiens nedeper erences 

(A) Spade Lehner har Orlinoroyeig Ciuaee IhiVils eet o; Annaoodaaccoaso5< 

Best fat steer 1 year old and under 2— 

(A) ClemiaG raves walkers ela | ool le errr erereretstete tape 

(2) C. EH. Amsden & Sons, Waldron, Ind..................... 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award, 

Best fat steer calf under 1 year— 

() Brown & Miletcher, Cloverdale; Wind ye. ccs oeterareier- = oe 

(2) ‘Clem Graves, BunkereEiail eli ie. ryan eis choir ticket deter oaets 

(8) Brown & Wletcher, Cloverdale, Umdiy. . Fo om cvec ote vsesee == 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

(LyGS deb eabody, aColum pial Citiyee lames. rte cel teeteretere te eietciete 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

() Brown & Pletcher, Cloverdale, Ind... 3c. oo ecw ane 

20 UO 

10 00 

5 00 

25 00 

CLASS XXII—SPECIALS BY INDIANA STATE HEREFORD BREED- 

ERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Best senior yearling bull— 

(1). Clem. Graves; Bunker EQ, {Fmd fee tea 2 ee eee 

(2) “Walliam?: Kerby, Isolkomioy linda tsetse cos wise ens a eny toner ster 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Best junior yearling bull— 

(1) 837d. Peabody;..Coliumbia: City, Indi sa. carotene ores ees 

(2) Brown & Pletcher, Cloverdale, Ind. 4. 0. .snats foes: nee 

(8) °S; Je Peabody; 2ColumbiaOitiy, eh ii. ere ctatete eter inte 

(4) Brown & -Pletcher,-Cloverdaley Ung erage <pe eaters 2 oh eenet 

(6): Clem, Graves; Bunker; Hill, “Ind puta se iow ine seats ele akiaes 
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Best senior bull calf— 

(he ClemnGravess ssimker ell lard sess reage svete one ere Cckeler- oversee ° 12 

(2) C2ahe -AmMSGen ace SONSs Wid lGTOM, LMC iien. nila cieie sts tiere cues a= 10 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Best junior bull calf— 

Ci) tS des eeabody. Columbians City. lm rc) ccc elevctarcicce el ere «ie 12 

QeBrown. écebletcher,. Cloverdale; wWmedirtnas v2. 2, cecil evermore 10 

(SiC EEE AIMS ENs Wa LO POM sek Gl tert steeds ares telnet sietevecis ehiet 8 

G@)RCxeh Aim sdens Waldron, Ems i22 seh craters o ateters) a eats oars, stores 6 

(5) No award. 

Best senior yearling heifer— 

(i)ClempGravess BunkercEVilelmd thes. heats cscs ons ee att reaie acco 12 

(2)ebrownecelletcher Cloverdale; dnd: 4... 2... snes aes eo 10 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Best junior yearling heifer— 

@)itClem Grayes; Bunker Eni; Wand 32a <5. a Me Se alee se are ders 12 

(Ze Walliamm iKerbyen Kokomo, olndiac jstec-e sels <tene ctelatsueicieres eos.e's 10 

@mwalter,G- Hadley Danville in ds ete aac ce orcas cease 8 

(A) CH SeAMSHent &ca SONS, “WiaIOLON: INde = ...7.6 ee)es eles 6 

(5) No award. < 

Best senior heifer calf— 

GyryelempGraves- Bunker EMIS ingles sesh sepa sce cieecn oetelae ee 12 

(@hewalter: Gx Eadley: SDanvilles Im Gites ccs. 25 cisarre coe cts ol 10 

By2CV Hs Amsdenic Sons? Waldron) Wns saree yes ses ae se cle) 8 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Best junior heifer calf— 

(@r@lemeGravess Bunker Seills elm) terete iss. sore cea een eietel es oe 12 

(Q\awWalliamseikerby-gucokomo. Dnt ace tests oe oe cigs Serceo a ecinle 10 

(8) Walter G. Hadley. Danville, Ind........... RAE ee ar ehad aes 8 

(4) No award. 

‘ (5) No award. 

Best herd— 

(i; Clem ‘Graves, Bunker Gull’ ind, 22. jsche eee. ae as tee 15 
(2) Cs He, Aimsdens& Sons Waldron. liedirs cc. ses wens ce crete. « 10 

Best steer 2 years old and under 3— ; 

ChyCGlemeG raves une sell ein Geass cietecs, hc cite en votes ne 12> ¢ 

(Zasedoeeeabody. Colmmbtar City, elnGei niece Seistet ceeeiniees cone 10 

(3) No award. 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

00 

00 

v0 

09 

0U 

00 

00 
00 
00 

0) 

00 

00 

JJ 

00 
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Best steer 1 year old and under 2— 

(3) Clem Graves; Bunker eills slic ei ree casio iceetaioueveleie suntan terete tote 12 09 

(2) CS Ee Amsden ’é& “Sons Wa laronndiete. mo creitcie clerchaelet eter 10 00 

(3) No award. 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Best steer calf— 

(1) Brown & Eletcher, Cloverdale, Ind>:.:.........-.......-. 12 

(2)\Clem (Graves; Bunkers El limo sor oie ee eieral station st are 10 

(5), Brown &- Hletcher: (Cloverdalesy Indt 5 aches seeeieietsieienteteiene 8 

(4) (Co he Amsdens & «SONS Wy ala roms w li epervary terete cle visite reietiene 6 

(5) No award. 

Champion steer— 

(MACleni Graves bunkers Halls olin yar te tareteneiensthoteel atereranetatetene 15 

(2) No award. 

CLASS XXIII—POLLED DURHAMS. 

(C. EK. McLane, Danville, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................+. $ 15 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

()sJe se Martz. Greenville: OnlOrs rea certeny ec ceaclctoe Mie ueneeetote hehe 10 

(2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 7 

(8) No award. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 8 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

(1) i: A Martz; iGreenvilless@biOpesycl.n.o wesc = syed cratolatiniaier eter tials 5 

(2) J. Ee eMiartz)Greenvilles@ ioe wim we. <cucuerelsuriare bis sstiotelcisteters ie 3 

(8) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio....:............ 2 

Cow 8 years old and over— 

(2) SE Martz: Greenville Oniossd mre acccysterkeie semi oetttah sss sels 15 

(2) William .Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 10 

(3) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohbio................. 5 

Cow 2 years old and under 38— 

(Dede Martz; Greenville ODO creer aicicte ot sie) vosiainaie susan «tele 10 

(2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 7 

(8) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 4 

00 

OU 
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Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(iy dan bias Marian Geena ile. Onde 6200s. o ass cave we eke ale occas 

(2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

(8) S. R. Quick & Sons, Indianapolis, Ind........ 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

Oye Martz uGreenvilles'OmMo-s er esd one. cee 

(2) Jppeiee Martz. «Greenvilles@Ohionse sets cee sae 

(8) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

(ab\edhe ie Martz, Greenville; “OhiGs sss. ssc osc ss <8 

' (2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

(8) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

(2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

(8) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 

Exhibitor’s herd— 

Gl) J.) Martz, Greenville: Ohio: .2/o....-....- 

. (2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

Breeder’s herd— 

Qe re Martz Greenville, OlOjeaee sae eee 

(2) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio................. 

Best fat steer 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio... 22. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

(4) No award. 

Best fat steer 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

Best fat steer calf under 1 year— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

(1) William Tossey & Son, Marysville, Ohio..... 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

CG); JB Martz, ‘Greenville; Ohios. veces: ons 02: 

el \s\ke' xe) (ele/_0, 0. si 'esa, © 

OPC Cp OwOn) CROCE 

ee | 

ee 

Cat Pe CeCe ek a) 

ey 

¢ eke) 0) melee @) alee 

este je’ «fd elleiers ae 

Bie) (elie, « (o's) se fe 

ee rr? 

S-0 @ sce) 01 0,0) 9. 0-016 

ee ed 
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CLASS XXIV—ABERDEEN-ANGUS. 

(J. H. Skinner, Lafayette, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

(DO. Walmer N; Foster; Attica, Inde 52.0 a.)...csiaee ater ache oaoe 

(2)) BB Johnsons aSonweAtl antares eee aes 10 00 

(3) Simpson é& Elorie: sVancennes wind. »aiceeeeeenine es see ee 5 00 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(i) pWalmersN. SHostern 7 Attieae: dm Gaer oe ania eaten sraeameay econ ae 10 00 

(2) William eAvery. | Waldron mln Gcctaeictacners inition eos 7 00 

(Ss) David) Hadley acsson- Damivnlles lindane meters 4 00 

Bull 1 year old and under 2 

@); Simpson Hogue; “Vinceunes, And)»: ai. ee eee ren 8 00 

(2) Srendersony& Sons,. bepanontotndens . ose eee ee ie eee 6 00 

(6) SBS Be Johnson & Sons Atlanta nie eerie eine eee 3 V0 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

@) 587082 Johnsons Atlaniay sind Geceeich coseisers Se econ omenate a eration 5 00 

(2) eibfienderson’ é Sons, Webam oma. lind eyscis racine eile eereneeiere eee 3 00 

(3) .Simpsonv&, HogiessVancenmess limi aseenents sere eee 2 00 

Cow 2 years old and over— 

@) Walmer iN: sHoster, -Atticas lndirisc ss snrse ce meter eames 15 00 

(2) Elenderson) .&) Sons; swebanons tindh.m cranes eee eee 10 00 

(3) BB BarsOhnSONUSc as Oly Actl aiat el. ern Cl spnets te ene renee eee 5 00 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

CH) SWalmeroN: Hosters Atiicaly elie. ey cvere tog otetciersiousn Rear eetone tae ena 10 00 

(Z)eSimpson & Hogue Vincennes, sind) .c2. cee eycistee a oils cick 7 00 

(3) Henderson tice Sons) Wenanons snd ney anieeneeeenrereieie aera 4 00 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) Wilmer N. ‘HMoster, Attica, Inde + 2.52262 2: ALI se 8 00 

(2)e Simpson. & Hocwe Vincennes, ind. ses pele re eerie ee 6 00 

(Ss) oDavid Hadley<&!Son, Danivillevulin Gian opus nei mate te eek - 3 00 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

(= Walmer IN. Hosters Attich. EnGes Jc oe nome eee etre one d 00 

(2)2B. 1B. Johnson7& Sony Atlanta dien seats ae tener 3 00 

(3)) BB. Johnson’ & Son) Atlanta: ind awa. ment cee eee 2 00 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

(1). Wilmer N; Poster, “Attics, ind)... .cuulecte stem ate atria ones 10 00 

(2) B. BB? Johnson &.son,, Atlanta Winds ser. elo ereeee eae 7 00 

(3) SINIP SON) Ws, ELOSTICs VaMGCMMeS) LG cic eects ct enencdeee eireie ie aces 5 00 

’wo animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(QO) Wilmer IN. PROStCr SActtiCaaiulintliaversrom s nusecac moe a enter ree atire 10 00 

(2Z)P Walmer aN) Bosters -ActtiGaly .inelacn.iets sia eb ercteree ieieners ete etree 7 00 

(8) No award. 

Exhibitor’s herd ‘ 

(1) “Wilmer, IN Woster,CAttica 70m Gc. se elena eee neice eee 20 00 

(2) Henderson is Sons,;.Websinon, dnds si... asa cianeeie Enea 10 00 
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Breeder’s herd— 

CHEB B JOnNNSoteas SOnSs= pAtlambay Mads 2. kts se, sess ote ele = aes ee 

(2)eElendersonyiso7Sons, WMepanons clmdlaessccds. sie cra ween s de ayers 10 

Best fat steer 2 years old and under 3— 

CE) IE RWie © OOM ard ue NG Ww LO Wl sn Glin = eee crests aie ceers diel eneupauee ciate © 20 

(2) mlb eWwekKeriNGwilOwale LUN lats sitet ove eetsios len sic «ls edererste reich afer suchas 15 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

Best fat steer 1 year old and under 2— 

(OMCharles IE ova a eb Game 7 MG es ake cre sais ayets aenle ction 20 

(2 yee waren aN Cw LOw ll sv lil) cascrlorstay deusy oie 1o2e eit one sys sdue tus ory aust arene 15 

(Slee Wea C OOM ei MING WilOiw ba Mtl (ihe aarers ct evcesrecctre 2 cee gs ctnaye sie 10 

(4) No award. 

Fat steer calf under 1 year— 

Gh sinewalvert.NGwitOw i plum Gist es ole ciareraete cteltrece </olssichattlant cue. 15 

(2) hewedserreNeEwlow ls UNG. cscs scuos sine cacao ecaecole are, dnl eyavace le 10 

(8) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

(@jayaimer N- sHoster: A tlica.Iude az0)), 4 oon). ones a nsoae: 20 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

Ga WilmernsNnecHosters vA Cait Cites secre metal ors ete tare lets ie analy 20 

00 

00 

CLASS XXV—AMERICAN ABERDEEN-ANGUS BREEDERS’ ASSOCI- 

ATION SPECIAL PREMIUMS. 

(J. H. Skinner, Lafayette, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 38 years old or oyer— 

Gi Walimenr AN -eMosters Acta se lt Gin 2 cjcey chore cron a eters srs) ole eec ee sieoen tle! 

(Ai BAB JONNSOne sca SONay AG aliis MINGs crv ci peiseucieliets oils ayovers fore 9 

@)e Simpsons LLOSMeeAVANGENHES: UNG sn iach ic cle gets eels ea - 6 

(@)P Eendersonecés Sons, swebanons InGiacice: cscs cc ss cee coe + 

(5) No award. 

(6) No award. 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

CHBWaAlmersiNe=Hostercse Au Gae alin deste. wrens diet cee sienele) ect dati cle 14 

(Q)pewallliaimiscAsyery-- Wall Goness Din dicns e cce rosie cue.crene rexel shoes ehalers 9 

(ae awideltadleyarc SOMO amyillere Mle ssa) ohaccloie seks ense laa 6 ( 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

(6) No award. 
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Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

@) SSimpsony&: Hosue! Vincennes. Ind s4ce cto eeeeiee tee 14 

(2) Henderson, & Sons; Webanonj sind)... eee eee eee 8 

(S)e 5B. Bb: JOhMson Son eAtianta winger ae ane cee ean ee 3 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

(6) No award. . 

Bul) under 1 year— 

(QY)y 1835 Bd ovonaiyory corso, vq Mrs Ubile AA SAG mea Bancoemonooues 14 

(2) lenderson=& ‘Sons; qebanon. imde so. eee eae 8 

(8) Simpson & Hogue, Vincennes, Ind.................---- ae 6 

(4) David tadley & Son Danville: olndemyp.tce cies ee cies area 4 

(5) No award. 

(6) No award. 
1 

Cow 3 years old or over— 

(1) AWalmersN-wHoster: 2Atticas: ld eae serena Micra ienieeeiens 14 

(2)mElenderson & Sons, Webanons [nde eee eee 9 

(3) 2B J OnNNSONi Gee SON Atl amtapln Ge aeie cl aeienreeiie oie 6 

(4) 95 Bs JOHNSON séo SONs Ad alata ee aoe areeeer eerste 4 

(9) Walmer aN- sMOsSter . Atti Cas lind siamese te ctota erebeeiererehehere ete 3 

(G)ESimpson’ dé Hose sVincennes) nds sean 2 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

(CL) SWilmer IN; sh Oster-eAtttica hinders nae era eee nner 14 

(2) Simpsonec& LOSE aVancennes hn Ge sess ee erent eiereiete 9 

(3) Elenderson és Sons. Webanon. kad: face ascents sie ineoees 6 

(4) Bs 5 JOHNSON ga SOltee Ach lanier li Client parent oes een entation 4 

(S) WalliamvAvery., Wiatldronse Und scm cri ieee ekeeaeiereee eee 3 

(G)eSimpsons&, Hosuer Vincennes sind. erence cee 2 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(Gl) SVvilmers NeeMoster A cuca olndlems nant vac eeieiet tne eer eae 14 

(2) Simpson & sHogue Vincennes. Ingen. c caseeieeion crete 8 

(e)eDayvid saad leva ci SOnes Waive wel Olver wer raracrecie erie otrenere 6 

(4) swWilliam Avery, Waldron silat, ...scicsere siete eatel tien erecta 4 

(0) eB By DONNSON Gc, SOs Aula mite win Gines earer acre elcietaieieienonee aliens é 

(G)i Simpsone&, Hogue; Wincennes;y ind ica.c-o5) oe eiere erence tele rere 2 

Heifer under 1 year— 

(1) Wilmer: IN: “Moster, Attics, Simait. cor suse cle ie ere cae ttolaeiaecemis 14 

(2) Bs Bec Johnsone& Son; 2Aclantacg linden pepe nei eteeinie 8 

(3) B75, Johnson sc) Sony AG amis lic seein et ee arene eee 6 

@) “Simpson & Hosue, Vincennes; ing sacra nicer eae 4 

(a), William “A’very; “Waldron sUmdiitc,. nic etteds eters ais aint) heeepeneeie teens 3 

(G) sElenderson’ & Sonus; hebanony IMGs a... ci ie elena oni 2 
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CLASS XXVI—SPECIALS FOR INDIANA ABERDEEN-ANGUS 

BREEDERS. 

(J. H. Skinner, Lafayette, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

GL ei Wallimer Neethiosters Attia Gs .chc scl aeeprreoreie cieicloiterstsrs co heap eke 

(2) Walliams Averye Waldron Mme so cacsuctac cakes toc cet on eareeke exes 12 

(GVeDavide Ela dleyrses Som Wamvallesp dim Cie. sete celal slots ara oicietal sors 11 

(4) No award. 

(5) No atvard. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(hs Simpson yc lose) VAnGenness Wns iis ctie tent ctele oreiele exod ewe res ote 15 

QeEenderson cc Sons: ebamons MmGs = s72)s ce a os elelssessielelesee 12 

(SPB ma OHNSOMy ae NOMsPAh] a tices Mia Oeisraeeiia le eselacichaleie:eatanaleher 11 

(4) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Bull under 1 year— 

(Gy), 18% 18 dO anomie Web woD- Ibi ag wes ooomoddeoouoood 66 15 

(2) pElendersonmecca Sons; wepanonn InGraannce: e cieirs Grcleieres ae 12 

(S)esimpson’ & Hoeue, Vincennes): Imds jclys.c cs sels a ceisiens ole ial 

(Cr Davade Hadley ccs Son, Danville imds acs. een cirenleoeteieis ier 9 

(5) No award. 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

(lite wWalmenrsNs Hosters cA:thi ca wind wantsci ke nooeie catia ereres eclelors 15 

(2) ESM pPSOm ke LLOSUE SAV CEMMES: elim Giga). snes) ats ce elias: ovale he ee 12 

(3) =Henderson & Sons Webanons Ind 5/4) sie aelies ciclo cee etalon 11 

(@reBoeb JoOhnsonyao sone Atlanitay alm dhys a acabet csecter tales eteuoteie ste 9 

(SO) PNValliamimeAWeryso Nia] GEOMs sbmyGlesrcctecssteyn rane hetere esis oneltereLcpene 7 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(He Walmer Ne mosters Aceica. Ind. vias cate see a cre Cla eine aes 15 

(Q)s Simpson. &e Logue sVin Cenness lndiria sacs awielel ee csicte eels 12 

(>) Davids radleyaéce Sons Lamia elms ses terse aie eneieee ye ae 11 

Ge WalliamrAtery: Nal arom Mlndeceis se, ccueiael o ctticiaeie steelers ale 9 

(O)/M Babs OnnSOnseNb amt line saes ca sce teteneay te eae eal cite clerene 6 

Heifer under 1 year— 

Gh) WalmversNie Rosters oA thicas) Indes ns ohare resus evete sieve ene 15 

(2) Seb LOhnSOn USS OMA tlariia wlInGe: aan. rsiaer nach alaretster oly tere: «le 12 

(2B Ba JOnnsoneen sone vAtlantaeinds. 42510) 5 ce ee eee es ore 11 

()aSimpson;& Hogue. Vanlcenness Inds onc c cles a ceie ces eels 9 

(Oo) PWalliamieAterny, = Vial OLOM clit dsrtaiens crsleccrcnctunest-vase che eves rslal ce sicle 6 

Young herd— 

MaSimpsonwsce LOSIE a VANGENMES win Ger roeie ayer rototeoreersieieh ucts 40 

(2) 1s ee dong Mies Some Gbbele IboOleR esa doanades Soon Oabes 20 

93 

00 

00 

0U 

U0) 
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Steer Z years old and under 3— 

(@) Lew-kerr,; Newtown Lugs 2 hihisce. cies. blo pee aneehe Meee eee 20 

(2) SW Coon; Ir. Newitowals Unde. sees one ee Sores 15 

(3) No award. ; 

Steer 1 year old and under 2— 

@) Charles" Bowman, Hdinbureylnd:).- ~ a. setts celeritete 20 

(2); Hews Kerns Newtown; Ind! 32.5..cc-c cee ee eee eee 15 

(3) -EAW. Coons Ir Newtown: Und)... s..be. osc potas ie ieee oe 10 

Steer under 1 year— 

(Ch) =hew-ikerr, Ne witowills- Tn itsc..:c2.5 species oto eine ee Die ee eeelatee tere 20 

(2) (ews Serr Newto wil Inds 2 ce. eee ene nieces 15 

(3) David Hadley & Son;-Danvilles inde .05-4,--8 ene 10 

Three best steers shown by one exhibitor— 

() shew, Aserr=Newitown; ind es itt oe nai cee are tetorae eeiroctere 20 

CLASS XXVII—GALLOWAYS. 

(C. E. McLane, Danyille, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(S)C25>, Mebhersonm ah aire dtakas ofc enna teeter merece eee ieee $ 5 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) No award. 

(2) (©. «Ds MePhersons Pairfiel dla sens facade nae eee ee ee Ti 

(8) No award. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(1): Cy D>, MePherson; Haired; Tana: stolen aera eae ies 8 

(2) No award. 

(3)cG. DD McPherson. Hairfield sa osc. osiete eee ae oe 3 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

Gl), C.D. McPherson. Wairtieldsalaicc cutter. sueberceis oratee restorer ees 5 

(2) C2 3P., MePherson,) Mairtield silage 2c arecete ieee reteieke 3 

(5) No award. 

Cow 8 years old and over— 

(1) Cs ID. -MePherson, Wairnela lacs. as sek. eye aera ee ere 15 

(2) C.D. 2MeGPherson; SP airnelas clan see cin, need eo ee 10 

(8) No award. 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

(iC. Db. Merherson;sHairtiel dla sis s, ahi 2 a.c,crerer olan eee rere 10 

(2) No award. 

(3) 2G. 3D. “McPherson; Hairfield lay: seuss race kote erence 4 

Cow 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) OD McPherson; sMairhel ay lsc «act eaheiectecss eiaere arenes 8 

(2) CG). De MePherson; Biainield: sso sm cmyerisiae cee chee See ee es b 

(8) No award. 

OO 

09 

UU 

) 

00 
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Heifer calf under 1 year 

ChFC Se VMierherson mi airtel: lasers est mere es Pepe tag. cs «eso 5 V0 

3 00 (2) Cac a MGENerson eH aiietiel ds Mais s aor k ease yee oie efor a oe 

(8) No award. 3 ; 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

Qe] DS MePhersomeHairtiel ds Taesacers sala ore aoe a ike 10 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

QOeC:3b se Verhersom, airtel dala: wakes & seen cote ee 10 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Exhibitor’s herd— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Breeder’s herd— 

@eCw Da MePherson, Waitheld a lamarsesrrk eo te sees ee sade eiws 20 00 

(2) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

(1) No award. 
Xx 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

C)sCww Vie hersons eH dirttel ds ac teehee sbepeicten ae cca ee eee 20 00 

CLASS XXVIII—GRAND CHAMPIONS (OPEN TO ALL BREEDS). 

(John Hooker, New London, Ohio; J. H. Skinner, Lafayette, Ind.; John C. 

Baker, Manhattan, Ill., Judges.) 

Best steer, any age or breed— 

ChaClemeEGravess Bunkerseulise indy cee eee $ 50 00 

(2) ewer INeCLEE SING WiEO Will, v LINC. saan crete ars aeretens alas pale e crake coneuse 25 00 

CATTLE. (Darry Breens.) 

CLASS XXIX—JERSEYS. 

(David D. Mills, Danville, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

CHSER DER Wihentcratt.. Greenwood: sind. syacet eee fates aOLO0 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) H. H. Wheateraft, Greenwood, Ind.........:02..92.2.-5- 15 00 
(2) teWelaylors Cra wrord svillessbndier ase os atictes eens 10 00 

(8) No award. 
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Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(2) D. F. Lee, Zionvsille, Ind 

(8) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

(1) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(8) No award. 

Cow 3 years old and over— 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(3) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind............... 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(3) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(dj) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind............... 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(8) H. H. Wheateraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

(1) D. F. Lee, Zionsville, Ind 

(3) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

(1) H. H. Wheateraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(3) No award. 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(3) No award. 

Exhibitors’ herd— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Breeders’ herd— 

GL) el Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

(2) H. H. Wheateraft, Greenwood, Ind 

Champion best bull, any age— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind................. 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

(1) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind 

= (s\n 8 eke ele: wis sel) 66 in) 

a! Se, ete a steele ete sus 

s)'e erie ce: e's) (¢) oie 9 ew eae 

ee 

ee 

o).6. 6 sie cup 6hs..m sf. « ae evh.e) ¥! & (ew eumiet aie 

(2) D. F. Lee, Zionsville, Ind.............-.eeee ee eee 

a pies) eal where) eee ale. SC 

(2) H. H. Wheatcraft, Greenwood, Ind................. 

Fie bes a) Oe, 6, 2.8 me ee 

(Zod We Lavlor Cra wtordSyalles slicer cr teictelst-ctsaeron 

ws OXGn) bbe We & bles, Bea eS 

00 

00 

0g 
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CLASS XXX—HOLSTEIN-FRIESIAN. 

(David D. Mills, Danville, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 3 years old and over— 

()awesley -Purdum= Chillicothe: Ohio. = 25... = «sc):24-sc0- ssp J 

ep wesley ce urdum,, Chillicothness OHIO shi ae ahercteaets erotic eso atavas im 3 

(8) No award. 

Bull 2 years old and under 3— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(i) Wesley .Purdum, Chillicothe, OHO: 5: 2202.0. eee ~ et aes 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

CHhowesiey. Purdum Chillicothe Oni0s5 <2) 20 oes oe ne - te 

(2) No award. j 

(8) No award. 

Cow 3 years old and over— 

Gly Wesley=Purdum) Chillicothe!) Ohi0w.. 226 2 oss ca te ece an 

ay) Wesley -Purdum,,.. Chillicothe, Ohio <>. 22. sodden eee ae 

(SaewWeslieyeturdunr, (Chillicothe s;Oh1OS5s:..-s act cc San wee sme 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

ch wesleyPurdunt~ Chillicothe OW102 a... 6 onc oc oe tee ee ee 

(2) Wesley -Purdum: @hillicothe.. .ORIO=s 26 soak « nee ce oes ae 

(8) No award. 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

fhewesley. burdum.Ghillicothe. ObIOs ee. oe ei re ac eee 

@)aWw esicy -Purdum: «Chillicothe, OnIO-. <2... sae ws 2 Le eee 

(3) No award. 

Heifer calf under 1 year— 

(hmwesley. burdamj€hillicothe, Ohios. 22. > acs nielsee oe 

yr Wesley. Pordum® -Ciillicothe: ORIG. << 25c< os 6 <jc00-e 2 eee es 

(ss Wesley. -urdun, ©nilleothe: "OnIiog -<o.ok oes dass ach ceet on 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

Ce Weslevy" EPurdum.”~ Chillicothe: Ohio: 2. ocd 25.6 aso oe 

(2) Wesley Purdum, Chillicothe: (Ohio. = 2.3< <6... ok Sos 2k wears 

{3) No award. 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(De Wesley -Purdum:: Chillicothe; \Ohio~ 22-3. 33 3c ea ete 

2) Wesley. -Purdum; Chillicothe, ‘OHIO. + ~ 00. 6 66. ej0 eh on ces was 

(ayo Wesley, Purdum,. Chillicothe, Ohio? 22. as sds 322: Seu (ei 

7—Agri. 

S 

em © bo 

bo tO Ol 

eS s88 rn 
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Jxhibitor’s herd— . 

() Wesley.“ Purdumy: Chilltcothie: Oligo. ee eccceoue bi aietet etal = aie, ce LD 

® (2)e Wesley Lurdum, -Chillicothes Oils acca aie leaner aners 10 

Breeder’s herd— . 

Gl) “Wesley Purdum > Chillicothe sd OniOt. « cctersieets niece eee 15 

(2) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

@awiesley. Lurdum; ‘Chillicothe; OhiOxssten ce see ee 20 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

@owesley Purdum,-Chillicouhess Oli Oras cen ciel eteteretotete rere 20 

CLASS XXXI—AYRSHIRES. 

No awards made in this class. 

CLASS XXXII—GUERNSEYS. 

(David D. Mills, Danville, Ind., Judge.) 

Bull 8 years old and over— 

@)_RsC. and W: D? Phelps, Westerville; Ohiows. .-ae os. ses - eee 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull 2 years old and under 38— 

(4) John: Morgans -Plaimtields Sima iacs. ac cscteregebe ccueucy alonciotetebor enol ererete 8 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) R. C. and W. D. Phelps, Westerville, Ohio............. ae 6 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Bull calf under 1 year— 

QR. Gand W:. DD. Phelps; Westerville; Obior se ays eer ee 5 

(2) JohneaMorsan Plaintields in Ge ryce = ccc aismieiaien aes cleiei te eee ene 3 

(8) No award. 

Cow 38 years old and over— 

(1) R.-C: and W. D: Phelps; Westerville; Ohio-.<. 2.2... wi... 12 

(2)' Re-Cy and W.D> Phelps Westerville, ODIs en erento ee iarene 8 

(3) John Moreen’ Seamed em Gerncne perio aicieh noes eee eee 1 

Cow 2 years old and under 3— 

().-R:2C Sand: W:..Ds Phelps; Westerville; ODOig). sas nee 8 

(2) RexOand W..: D: Phelps, .wWiester-villemODOg. 2-5. acme 6 

(8) No award. 

Heifer 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) Re C. and W.. D= Phelps,2 Westerville. (O10. o% etic eee ne 6 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

OU 

00 

00 

00 

00 

Oe) 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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‘Heifer calf under 1 year— 

(eRe Cate Wee). helps = Westerville: OhiO.<cm.5.05 0s... 

(2) R. C. and W. D. Phelps, Westerville, Ohio 

Cha Sohne Morea a imitel Gs dill Ga ccouene cere e oisia etalsta ms oat e one 

Four animals, either sex, the get of one sire— 

@eReCe. anduwe.Ds-Phelps;, Westerville; (Ohio: ....2.0..5 25 «0s 

(2) No award. 

(5) No award. 

Two animals, either sex, the produce of one cow— 

(2) eJohne MoreanmaPlaimtields. Idea. -yac cc tastes ee eons 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Exhibitor’s herd— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Breeder’s herd— 

(4) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Champion, best bull, any age— 

(1) R. C. and W. D. Phelps, Westerville, Ohio...... cide cw dr 

Champion, best cow or heifer, any age— 

(eR Cyand swe Ds helps. Westerville:*OWiO)s aster. ee oe: 

CLASS XXxXITI—DAIRY AND CREAMERY PRODUCTS. 

(A. N. Slater, Lafayette, Ind., Judge.) 

For 20-pound tub creamery butter— 

(snes reMartine New, Carlisletalindeiv st aseae dss Osacs clases ss ao 

@)eSchiossemebrosseselymolth=selmdeaae ee ice cine atone 

G)lervert Newby. spiceland, Inde 2 5208. cis Sees see nes 

@- Mrs. Jerome Dunlap, Gafayette; Imd..222:.0-. 45.2. -- 

For 10-pound tub dairy butter— 

(GN) Wu bde 1D ee MSI Dyegliies 1D ObNa cba een 1UTCIA Sh a ed cueeo ea eae 

(AE Dams eoesSOwerwhOMen Oley eli Gis es encs nate come sas sera cree 

(S)mVErs ede ererecad baeloawirence smlindi sce. te sesh toe 

(4) No award. 

For 5 pounds dairy butter in 1-pound prints— 

(GO) AV EESE SI Le Diesileqey r=) DYo hall ops ietee) Ma igre ane oe eee mea 

(2)-MeCain & Moore, Efortonville; Ind. .-- 2.2.02. 22.2 2.4; 
@aChasssuamont,-Mooresvallex dnd. sass ot sce scent 

@piMirs* Peters Raabwbawrence: Imdiros2 ss. cases ne ess kos Soleo 

20 

20 

oe 

99 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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Kor 5 pounds dairy butter in 1-pound prints, made by former stu- 
dent of dairy school of Indiana— 

@)-hdithsParsons;. Clayton lind Sayer pene eiasaet-ts erie iret -isistsy oer 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

(4) No award. 

full cream cheese, not less than 380 pounds— 

Q@)Boyd)& Drischel Cambridge (City: lind tenses fem eee eee 

(2) MeCain & Moore; Hortonville; Inds... 32 een. ee eee eee 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

Yor cottage cheese, not less than 1 print— 

GiisMrs. We Bb. Eick: duawRene@e, plitGs csicrieset occ naterencie sere eee te 

(2) Mis “Peters Raaibs wawrenees alder staceiien citer sien niens 

(3) Virs! Jennies broke; SoOuthportcy lm Gea cresierrsts ce aen er tienenecne 

For 7 

For most fancy exhibit of print or ornamental butter work— 

@)sSehlosser Bross ee lym outlet dees re eerste aie aerate rear 

For — three young American cheese— 

(bh) eBoyd & Drischel, Cambridge: City; Inds soe tae ere 

(2) Mic@aineé&s Moores Elortomville ind ane eee serie ise tee 

(8) No award. 

(4) No award. 

SHEEP. 

CLASS XXXIV—SHROPSHIRE. 

(W. R. Weaver, Canton, Ill., Judge.) 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(i) WNiagara=Stock Harm awe wisSton, IN» Ves sic cusicter siete onare oe 

(2) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y ie soe ee 

(83) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y............. 

(4) Re W, Harding. Wakesha- wise cmc nici ercetstecra eteee ei aneisis 

(5) R= Cloyd Stockwell ends spevertey.ateeie eee s tauciretetcleeestoneiet ee cotale 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y............ 

(2) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y............ 

(3) Niagara: Stock Narm, Wewistony sNesYia- - oct sks oe erie 

(4) HoW 2 Efard ins. AW aukeshas IVs scvsrer cis naeitse ctecoteorcharerstaneeenels 

(5) BE Wes ardinge = Wialkesha, © WS cn.ccay eiete tale eretews einisret tes tater 

15 00 

12 00 

me hw 

S o 

OO 

15 00 

10 00 

6 

4 00 

3 
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Ram lamb— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(2) EF. W. Harding, Waukesha, Wis.......:....- 

(8) Niagara Steck Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(4) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(5) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— = 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(2) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(8) DRA Weeklarding= Walkeshas, WiaSss..c<a0.-o< 

(4) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(5) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

Ewe lamb— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y. 

(2) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(8) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(4) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(5) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, Ni Y 

(2) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(3) sR eee Elardinos \Wiawkesha,, WilS. ... osr.- eleere 

(4) Millett & Baltzell, Portland, Ind.............. 

(6) Claud D. Storm, Mooresville, Ind............ 

Breeder’s flock— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

(2) Niagara Stock Farm, Lewiston, N. Y........ 

(8) Millett & Baltzell, Portland, Ind ............ 

(4) Claud D. Storm, Mooresville, Ind............ 

(5) No award. 

Best pen of five rams of any age, to be of same age 

and owned by the exhibitor— 

(HBR Cloy ds Stockwell stn dis os Soares ct tere tence 

(AeMillett.& Baltzelly Cortland-snde ... 2.2. ase 

(5) sElenrya Keinger, mebanons slides ac cle cente a eciece 

(4) Claud D. Storm, Mooresville, Ind............. 

(5) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

() Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

Champion ewe, any age— 

(1) Henry L. Wardwell, Springfield Centre, N. Y 

© a elle se) 6) 6):@ sere 

SLets «6 m 610 «ete. 

ol «018 06 0) ¢ eie.6 
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i 
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wits) @ a; 0. 66) hele) .6e 
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CLASS XXXV—OXFORD DOWN. ; 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

() Wim. A. McKerrow, Pewaukee@; Wiss: o.2.6 so cent. $ 12 00 

(2) Geo. MecKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis.............-.-0:. 7 00 

(8) WalsonyBros., Muncie Sind asec cient. seme ease 5 00 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

@) Wine Ay McKerrows, Pew allkees \WiS sce creel nies 12 00 

(2): Wilson: Bros, (Muncie, and: 4240; 2<c2.8e se Someaie ae 7 00 
(3). Wan "A. MekKerrow;. Pewaukee, “Was se. ce.) sae eerste 5 00 

Ram lamb— 

(1) Geo. McKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis.................- 12 00 

(2) Geo. MckKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis................:- 7 00 

(3) Wane AS Mickerrow.w kb Gwin tlkeen Wiis cus = eyctteic settee eeiens ot eran 5 00 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

d@) Wm. A. MelXerrow, Pewaukee; Wis. 23... 52.26... cere 12 00 

(2) Wm. vA. MelkKerrown 2ewaulkeen Wis secs siees aca eieieciees 7 VO 

(ps) Wailsonr Bros: Wim cre; “Dmel Beselssertenoerehes eee cc cnetae remem eee aes 5 00 

Ewe lamb— : ; 

Gl) Wan AG MeKerrows Pewaukee Wisse acne cic cores ersterenotetere 12 00 

(2) Wim. Ae MeKerrow,, Pewakee;, Wisi e ences sete sieisianie eras 7 00 

(3)) Walson- Bros.” Mummies old essence cis ei cceey eeereke eae yeee ne cae era 5 00 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

@oWwWim. =A. MekKerrow, Pewalkees  WiSeins.cocciemici aeons 10 00 

(eS Walsont Bros Wlumciess Ends sraciciecoletecarehe cae eecreeicrainiee micros 6 00 

(8) No award. 

Breeder’s flock— 

(1) Geo. MeKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis-................. 10 00 

(2)? Wilson Bros... Maincier Wind erreecitec ete act cecte otetanararere eceen meee ete 6 00 

(3) No award. 

Pen of five rams, any age, all of same age and bred and owned 

by the exhibitor— 

(1) Geo. Mekerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis.................«. 10 00 

(2), Wilson-=Bros:,) IMGIn Ciesla in. eine cick cistaton. ee miele enter ee 5 00 

Champion ram, any age 

(), Wim: -A. MeKerrow, Pewaukee Wisi: cicve.orectereretetene ase toieteus ie 10 OU 

Champion ewe, any age— 

(i) Wim AS MekKerrow,- bewallkee ssw iS seccasnereinet-toleieie eter 10 00 

CLASS XXXVI—SOUTHDOWN. 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(i) Wm. A... MeKerrow, Pewaukee: Wiser ss cu eceieie einen $ 12 00 

(2) Geo. McKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis................:- 7 OU 

(3S) WilsSOn? BIlOsa-oNEUINGLes “UNO nsec hrzect cle casthes her ot stern eet 5 00 
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tam 1 year old and under 2— 

Ci) Wiane TAN se Mekerrowa Pewaulkeen \WiSaes nce ss pene ono as 

(2) Geo. McKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis.................- 

(cs) EVEL SOMMeSTOS ee MtHH Che nag bridles 1s, pire ier eeetete tayo ly croc Pwe 

Ram Lamb— 

GO Wan Ac Mekcerrow,. Ce watikee. WAS. cic ts nyse ce coe 

(2) Geo. McKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis...............0- 

CiaWalson. Brose Mineieralnd: «= Jas Sineei oneskeem coe eos 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

CL) Wane 2 An Meckerrowe Pewaukee, =WaSscticiec.c css 6-2 s cisteigces 

(2). Wane A: -MeKerrow; Pewaulkee, Wis...) ...0s 50 eee 

(S) Va SON 520 Gesell en altri leaps aan ts anya or osnpeea tn eae eee 

Ewe lamb— 

Ch eWant AS Mekcerrows seewalkee@n SWilSes ois. «sac + coud lessee 

(Zwaan -A-= Mekiernow. see watllcee, OWiiSs «sss. ciso.ce ic sess Seen 

(GS) RVWAISONSEB TOSS -WVIIM CLE. ell tsicccs ace ces cps rotemacste ce oh toe oe 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

(CLE Wimr sae MekKerrowar bewakee, > Wists... sacs eects a 

(AB WalsonwBros-. ONhUNeCLes Indie saetetss este Soden whee 

(3) No award. 

Breeder’s flock— 

GoraWam= An siVickierrow,) be walllkee.= WiSeiscndi-- acl obit cee 

(eWwalson2-Brose= NMiImeies nde teis tee-se oe = ae sae se ee 

(8) No award. 

Pen of five rams, any age, to be of same age and bred and owned 

by the exhibitor— 

(1) Geo. McKerrow & Son, Pewaukee, Wis............... Beleadts 

(Z) Wall SOnbeEs TOs ee Mita Cle. sellin larvae icracs cis aeuteonene ne oe Sees 

Champion ram, any age— 

Gl) Winer NM clcerrowameewallkee WiAiSee.o sees. eo One le 

Champion ewe, any age— 

he wink A] Mtelserrow, Pewaukee, (Wisi. oe os sso alee ne 

CLASS XXXVII—HAMPSHIRE DOWN. 

00 

00 

00 

00 

(W. R. Weaver, Canton, Il., and Uriah Privett, Greensburg, Ind., Judges.) 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(GD): Oiminaie radios] Marais OR Rian akede INE NC este oor, Ge ie Oa ee a $ 

(2) BIAMES PVVEStae Ont pPelienr auld scteus auc selec ene oan ee 

(3) pOhilmarks Waris OsSsimineeNe Wal oo sew aoe cee 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

(se Chilmari<a Harms OSsimimgs iNs. Vor ser ites nae eee ae 

(2) ees! Wiest. IMOntpeliers: elim G!.-s.1e< «e's co coepcaaers srsteene ete oes -. 

(3) pC hilmarken army SOSsiminios yNs eNo. c 25s): s,c.chscis «ere, ce oaks oe 

be © 

(9) 

ae) 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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Ram Jamb— 

(@)r James swWest;- Montpelier sindie st asc cee crtenacectars eineuetenoere 8 00 

()eChilmarky arm; “Ossininea i Nesyanche ca canoe Ore eae eee 3 00 

(5) James Wiest; Montpelier a lim dette) = te cere cas, reeneicin ce erenettate 2 00 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

(OH eChimarkshanm ss OSSiminic INee oor ace ante tenes aie eters 8 00 

(2)" Chlmark Harms Ossining VNeayve. chine 6 steoo hale ea eee eteees 3 00 

(8) _Chilmark harm, \Ossinings Ni.) Yer .ereraeee see lee a eicreeee ere 2 00 

Ewe lamb— 

()iChilmark: harm; iOSsiminice ING svarss sarerie ster cesta aaiene oletee te een 8 00 

(2) James «West, Montpelier, “India: fase. ae cera teietorsiet te 3 00 

(3)) Chilmark Harm Ossining? SNe, Yajre.. ec ce aeeer cia erence cere 2 00 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

@) Chibnark harm, OSsinminey Ne even. te pece een een er reer 6 00 

(2); Chilmark-Karm,, Ossinine, Ni aYrae ccoeeiceerrseieis since 3 00 

Breeder’s flock— 

(@l) Jamess West, Montpelier SIndts. Sewn tee aie eer keerere 6 00 

(2),James West” Montpelier, Ind@ichr.ne cect nr yet ieee Re 3 00 

Pen of five rams, any age, all to be of same age and bred and 

owned by the exhibitor— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

@_-Chilmark Harm Ossining UN. SY. ckcriectec ees Soci teineaeeaee 6 

Champion ewe, any age— 

@)sChilmark Warm, :}OSsimine INS OY cre ctcerea seta teresa Pianeta epee 6 

CLASS XXXVIII—COTSW OLD. 

(F. C. Phelps, New Castle, Ind., and W. R. Weaver, Canton, Ill., Judges.) 
4 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(1) “Wilson: Bros.) Muncie; Indios ere soteecseabnat tele vaterere eter'efene ys $ 12 

(2) “BSW: -Hardins: > Wankeshass Wi 22 shinies sics. ct eveteie ober retoenene % 

(3) 2Wilson Bross pe Miuncie, HImGh = Ae secon ale Serre eter eae 5 

Ram 1 year old and under 2-— 

(Dee. WwW. -Harding* Waulkeshas GWias? ser, aoe creowete ste ose eee 12 

(2) sWalson Bross, MimnGles winder i- parser veeas ieee taneous T 

(3)) Wilson “Bros; Muncie: siden. wo oe cree aie nerrare rector 5 

Ram lamb— 

(1) We Wie arding: “VW aiice sae Wish ec pecans tateeetete tie te etter eee 12 

(2) Walson Bros: MGUMGle; Mindi. eee incsepeirtelareta re eannettnerirerct 7 

(8) BY. W.. Harding, “Waulkeshay “Wias).: - wien tetetfetenatecere sek nte 5 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

(A), YS Ws Elardin eg: Wake sha ow i8) secs ciate site octet ote eee rene 12 

(2) BW. Hlarding, Waulceeshay sW a8 iso civince olersle terntere rete neces a 

(8) F.. W.-Harding; Waukesha, Wis. ...5...0,e=syaregyy eee ee 5 
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Ewe lamb— 

(GD) Hee Via ER TC Tea Os VV AID KOSI Ae WEL Sioa et ctterovel ola 'cll Malena) 0 lsitare 'alloyic ola, aire 

@yawalsone Bross Main cies sings saves sole a <fste a stages sve ntete isle ae 's.ere 

(BS) PHA Wee ardine Wakes ias WIS, occ a\aceustclel so svclclevelsiet sicker cere 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

GE Weel Ar OUT mW. A UOSIT aly WWal Swe a stcynt. cence orcte seve lerele oto'e ele’: s 

(2) RRS Weeklardinete Wallikeshae WilSierets css ovelcie- cic) oc seveve enero o) diciers 

(S)EaWVal SOMMP EOS: Mim Cleves disre ic tereis c.070 ees e1e's, 5: c00l ove ettepove inte e ers 

Breeder’s flock— 

ChE Walsont Brose Mii Ele fom Geist o.e cise cles «sucks. a2 so oh oie stains) er 

(2) Wal Sones COS Wun Glew emit. Weck ate a occes slew ee tie cp s0t) ie: ons wheter 

(8) No award. 

Pen of five rams, any age, all to be of same age and bred and 

owned by the exhibitor— 

(Gl) aval sonr- Bross MUNCIE ln Gis ears ia wt «have scole ec fishes, overs she nie ote 

(2yimaWalsoneBrosz, Miumeies lige ce nets ccerctsscne Se terete colts ts eter eka es 

Champion ram, any age— 

(CL) RWialSoOnreB ross. Mun GIes. Tan Glee oye cess cielo onters re oie cise eae 

Champion ewe, any age— 

(1) Wilson Bros., Muncie, Ind © .e) 0) mre 8, whe) e).0) 0) @.e ee (= © 01 ‘ele oun dele ele 

CLASS XXXIX—DORSETS. 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(nds owing Mechainicspure OWION. csr ss scree ccreciics ceo 

(2) No award. - 

(8) No award. 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) J. A. Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Ram lamb— 

()) pJaeAr Wants MeChaniespuncs ONO ate cee scales so cesses ore 

(2) J. A. Wing, Mechanicsburg, Ohio 

(83) No award. 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

(Od eAce Wall oeiVe ChamniGsp Ure ONO sr ys.ci rats sve c oecus oe exctele stele 

(Zee Ace Wines Mechantesbure O10. hmastet eieiecoteiere ae 

(SJcdeeAne Wine Mechamespure.” OhiOn a. sence secaie cles crete a crea 

Ewe lamb— 

()ipeACaWwins se Mechanresbures OhiGe canes seteereaereiei chess 

(2) cd ACeWinge-- Mechanicsburg, Ohi0ss.\). 1. as ss os oe eticls as 

(S)cJe A Wine Mechanicsburg. OO... as sicsicrciee csaie sremeaere 

as,e)im, eine) el rele @ 6)! @.,6, ¢) ey 0) ere ec! 6 6) « 

10 00 

5 00 

10 00 

10 00 

8 00 
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Exhibitor’s flock— 

(DoJ: -Ac Wing, Mechaniesburo@hiolsacacetas koe oe 6 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Breeder’s flock— 

(ed. AS Wane. MechamcsburessQhion.. s...c2 ee ute eee 6 

(2)r J. A. =Wine. MechanicsbureOi0s eccrine cee oe 3 

(83) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

Gh) J. Ass Wang: Mechanicsburg: OMO xeric eine oh amie 6 

Champion ewe, any age— 

(jg. cA = Wane Mecha micsbure  OMlO sis wn eo eos ere ee 6 

CLASS XL—RAMBOUILLET. 

(U. C. Brouse, Kendallville, Ind., Judge.) 

Ram 2 years old or over-— B 

(1): SE- Wes Harding ss Wailkesha Wasi... ecccrs eatin Carer teats $ 10 

(2) KW, Ea rdlinio-s “Wiaiikes bh oi Ses.sar > at nace ieee serene eee 6 

(3) - JohnH Webb,* Southport sini. 22.0 ee eee eee t 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

Cate Wis Ebardine.- Walesa WIS oe ao asec erence oe cle 10 

(QQ) 2K) Ws Hardines Wa mkeshas OWiAS:1 sce isl orochae oie oaeteieae ela eteve 6 

(5) JohnH. SWebD SOUL PD Ont UME hela asresevererctors vers renee iereraiereten ats 4 

Ram lamb— 

(Dek aW..> Harding sWiarkeshas OWiscicicre sete musk.c ares ueaare eval 10 

(2): John) ‘H Webb;Southport, nds. -2 2. co sei ae eee ee 6 

(3). 2h Ws -Harding) “Waukesha. Wis. .< cc checisieicure skeen ate ante 4 

Ewe 2 years old or over— 

(i). Johny SWiebbicSouthport-olnd ce, ac cen cise cuueie iene eeeene tele rats 10 

(2) JohnH. Webb, SOULDPOLiG ING. «\- acu) cucie'eictelte sPeteriaparenels 6 

(3): W. “Hardiness Waukesha, WaSi... ts cross steak ioe rede eels 4 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

() JohnH. SWiebD ss SOUtH pO SG oo a cree ene eanete ene erect ee eeerseenats 10 

(2)ia OW blarding= Watkesbaiy Wi 2.2 scccrenciastevorste <cccte etecs erene rete 6 

(5). SW Ehardinge ““Wantkesh an SAVVIS tox. cic, else erebsiers ere preter ier p toate t 

Ewe lamb— 

(1): BE. W. Barding “Waukesha, -WiS:.... .cirtonternen stetnecren ss 10 

(2) Bee We Bard inge. WW aic@STa Wass scireotoine. ste ale eter aleteite see 6 

(38) ES W.- Harding. Waukesha, *WiS.0. nsec oe iettiee eieclas 4 

Iixhibitor’s flock— 

(2) Bs Wil, Elardine ss. “Waulstesba Wiss 3.11 cucteectee stone eee 10 

(2) Jonn H.- Webb; Southport, indy. 2 ace eee eee aes 6 

(3) 8. Wo Harding, “W-aulkesbal (Wisk cc ap.s crests: viel seater remrxcas 1 

00 
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Breeder's flock— ‘i 
CD Baa We Mela Gime Wanless ag es VVEIS . scircts eas cl steyeiennrete seals sp sistscere 10 00 

(2) JohnensswWepbpb; Southport, lms as. oc = chase stale wees etlers 6 00 

(3) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

(1) Wises barr cies Se Wralli<e STi a VAIS lerere's renee) <1<lis. a, sr'olctle. shave) zens. 10 00 

Champion ewe, any age— 

CH ETOHNEE Veber SOUtH DORE clin Gh rcterecetetete «) <cstesloje @ cyerersis vere ee 10 00 

CLASS XLI—AMERICAN MERINOS (DELAINE TYPE). 

(U. C. Brouse, Kendallville, Ind., Judge.) 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(CURD) Wall aml SOMs = NEMA. = ONO ccararstrchetniieaie) staid olaiee rats ote $ 8 00 

(2a eee SeramEnerr in oe OOS accuse tes ate a otetele op sae te clseatonsl «iste 5 00 

(Gi) 1k IDE Awash nono xGemiely. Olina ScloadddaodabcspcG0ooGS 3 00 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

AG een eel Ser serine.» Olid Oger. acreyers efor -tals oieheetnsl ee ecckorsl sc 8 00 

(2) ae eV Valens OTe NCE TA a OAL Or yercictepPetshol av oieustehers ipeiete ack aaa 5 00 

(3) Gee By Ele Sere e Elerisin oO WTO Ree .0cyerccdecetetoachate ehtecss ser oun orer = 3 00 

Ram lamb— 

(Gp Gh 10s Te leleGre, Ja leiann ites ON coco onoscoaUe. coo ua BUDO GoC 8 00 

(Blk IDs Wallin sis Sea mel ONO aoe Gocco cnoc abl ooooeeone 5 00 

(3) Ge BOL eielyesen 18 Kerns AON) 25 aay elo c.cor ado co Cane once pas 3 00 

Ewe 2 years old and over— 

(AU) 18, IOS Wvailitnaas(oiay>-<eiayeis (Olio on apeoodemocouC sous wo cobar 8 00 

(2) AG 1, Vlei elerpehayss, (Olio -cAReocssoos ue ldoo dnomDEOas 5 00 

(GS) Io ID), WwWallie aor, Sees Olan ce Saou acodoo Joc oneconedc 8 00 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

(G0) (Ge TOE Isak ts icine Olin ao sod oscdoctocs Gob Mob ON Op eoo 8 00 

(AY ARS IDE \yvanllnenansrorne SMe ONO), Aes ae dices Acton Siinioueo Pode 5 00 

(@))) Goebe ele Sere Everrimor (ONTO ecteressssiepcuepei si sie oi telele siauesece) erlaeel = 3 00 

Ewe lamb— 

Gi)sG He Eelser!sErlerring, -OWMO © ok sin sao teveisjcnmi vere sieye = = 8 00 

(QGC> hye belserss Elerninio’ ) Oni One ties sp ateyel erase ve SOME Re ape ek eae 5 00 

(SG ere Ser mill Orrin one CTO cietea-terspelcts isonet ayoheae cls = cxsh ena = 3 00 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

(Gh) (Gs Ee Se Gieiswedanales, OMG), Gagct hp proba esooo ones Some 5 00 

(QO) IRS 1D; Aniilliicnmsoiny, Oeiii; TOOL. oessocdavercardobuece je 3 00 

(8) Teyba DY Ws iar SGI eeNC Mert Nl Oia wteistenst-eevayelis sirens fetesacte louse, ailer s 2 OU 

sreeder’s flock— 

(i) RGeeebsclel ser, SElerrin cs OMIOn er. crrdeiescrs.crverietodeie teen sfeke eee <tcus 5 00 

(2) ee Oa. Wallan son eeNenia.. OlMLOS 7.561. steer else kell ori nits 3 00 

(83) No award. 
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Champion ram, any age— 

(l)) Re. DeawWialliamson,: Nenias OMG. ese vsletew aie «tee ctetele lie 8 00 

Champion ewe, any age— 

@) eRe Dea Williamson, -enta) OM erases «sits elie latencies een 8 00 

CLASS XLII—MERINOS. 

(U. C. Brouse, Kendallville, Ind., Judge.) 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

@) eRe DP Williamson: ~xenia-OMoss on sos cose One ete eee eee romOus 

@) Ge Bs Melser, sHerrino OHIO Hei, th art eee ee eee ee 5 00 

(3) (R.2 DS Williamson: Menias (Ohi0 so asscce clea cee ori. 3 U0 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

@) AR. De Walliamson, wentar \OniOn.t..ciceeatee cee een eae 8 00 

(2) Ress Williamson, Xenia. Ohidss.ee ae ee ee ee oe 5 OU 

(6) "Gu relser,. berrino, AO MiOys sce eee sere toe ene ioe ere 3 00 

Ram lamb— 

Ch) RD) Williamson.-Nenia COO: (octet renee 8 00 

(2) Re: Williamson, Xenia Ohio tens tke ee eee 5 v0 

(Ss) RD: Williamson oxenia = ONiOs ae «cee oe eee ei ie ee ee 3 00 

Ewe 2 years old or over— 

Gal) > Williamson eceniae OiOws siesta eect ee ie 8 00 

(2) Gu sh Helser. Berrine-.Ohios +... shee eee ee eee 5 00 

JG) Ds AWalliam son, oxen, a Oni Os rca teats a attet aa ietehentes 3 00 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

@) RD Walliamson;7scenin= Ohoss <0 5. ones cee ee eae 8 

(2)yGio Helser: Herring Ohio. sates ack eee ae eee 5 OO 

(3) G. E. Helser, Herring, Ohio 3 

Ewe lamb— 

e, 9).0)'s "ere selec. s,'s es 6,0, 0 fe.0 6) S Rte) ela) ws ayule 

Qk. ADs sWwilliam sont Xenia: “Ohioft sous see see ake eee oie 8 00 

(2) 52. Ds Wallitmson,, senia, Ohios ac. sates che coe eee eee 5 00 

(a) Ger SH Elelser, -Eerring, -Ohig Pet irc ch ee ee ete 3 00 
. 

Exhibitor’s flock— 

(i) Rs sWwallipmson: exeniay "Ohig.a ne sees 2 oe ae eee 5 00 

(2)1G sh. Eelser, Herring Ohio ee: Me ea Ae Bas othe 3 00 

(8) R. D. Williamson, Nenia, Ohio 2 00 

Breeder’s flock— 

@) Ri De Walliamson, “<eniassObior... seo eee ne oe 5 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

oe) 0 .& Se hd weet is web SOLS Uinie ef elsiar 

(CL) Rg Williamson; -cCnianONniO! so. one open eee eee 8 00 
Champion ewe, any age— 

(DUR D; Williamson; =<enis. “Ohid-7.. <n ee eee 8 00 
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CLASS XLIII—CHEVIOTS. 

Ram 2 years old or over— 

(i)REyeWeelarnelleiWanatee LNG weaves sem stsitit co aie s-o cierde py 8, O00 

ZG aWirearnell® owimcate elm eiiincccere ats stie-e © eielelece evess sere seus 4 00 

(8) No award. 

Ram 1 year old and under 2— 

CrGanWeskarnel anvil Sates Wms cc yates) octave tenets tehovehene shenete tes 5 OO 

(ZAG eWreearnells BWinecaites shim asacied cae cc shore orem apni tes os 3 00 

(GG Wee arnelts svi rate wel tar. eee: oud thedecgvattea al bake cher anctersners 2. OU 

Ram lamb— 

(MEG swe barnes Wan ace son Gia ced acico cio wis ene bi cierene tn we etoloke 5 00 

(2) BG eWee earn ello oWine ate. Slim G'ceies tore afecoooecs trai tenoe oooe eras 3 00 

GEGeeweaearnelles Wan cater andl: scl Soe ohpwctcwiehs wet sbeleee cee aaee 2 00 

Ewe 2 years old or over— 

(CLG ea Wis tare ele aeVV arn ele” Mera ee cea coc, secs st etrecouayisteteldy sus hon oter oils 8 CO 

(wera Wee ornellin Wamleates = LinGlia coe sistent ie cusleetyenoncis & otemonans 4 00 

@)aG wi. Larnell- swingatey Uiidicaas ei 5 siete cocbs state ciese G.0) eele teas 2 00 

Ewe 1 year old and under 2— 

@) G. W. Parnell, Walt akes oli easton gals Crap ene terete sera ioncdecenstare 5° OO 

(AEG AW bane ys Wan eaten: UniGene. s cess ote crertuenestel ee Cre eae 3 OU 

(8) No award. 

Ewe lamb— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

HXxhibitor’s flock— 

CRC AaVVm ern ells mW alin Sacer Mim Mes rote a: cocehetere: oh aucl's (otis etche: stel ope 5 OU 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Breeder’s flock— 

CHRGe Wie Parnell wWamea Ces: sande cae ces tiie ei wveve oe: saleysalovsns s0svss 5 OU 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Champion ram, any age— 

COCs Weaearnell ss Wangatex Min: Sle sects a sjsiose sistas Coals Gewese eres 5 00 

Champion ewe, any age— 

CG eaWesbarnelle WWimeates Ti Ciyncat oo tac cictecrs iso oehonn ceca o si aters 5 00 
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SWINE. 

CLASS XLIV—BERKSHIRE. 

(Lloyd Mugg, Kokomo, Ind., Judge.) 

Boar 2 years old or over— 

(1) EMtzler&— Moses) Decatire aindiss 4 eens oe oe ee eee eee 

(2) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

(3) Stood: -Karm,- Wowell, Massie a ene ee eee 

Boar 1 year old and 

() Hood Sharm: Wow ell) (Masssneeten cee ee See pa ath Bt 

(2) Hood-Warm; Vo well’ Masso. -. eee oe eee eee 

(5) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

Boar 6 months old and under 12—- 

()) 2Bizler"& Moses] Decatur: Ind... 22-1 sere be oe eee 

(2) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, : 

(3)2). 4G Venger Shelby vill er ake yes ee oe he eee 

(4) sEitzlers& Miosess Decait itr Lice. 2 ctre 5 eeetie Scene rane 

Boar under 6 months— 

(@)ehtzlers& GMOses, ) Ceahureelaide eine ce rarciercse enero renee 

(2) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

(8) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

(4) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

Sow 2 years old or over— 

G)-J-#Ge Yeager, Shelby villes Ky: ssc. sake Saree Shee 

(2) J. G. Yeager, Shelbyville, Ky........... WS Pee Re 

(8) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

Sow 1 year old and under 2— 

G) Sood “Hari; ow ellf Masses eo eeghiccuat sare tO aie ee ears 

(2)-Hood.Warm: -owell. =Maisst =... cx seeectn cise oes ete eee 

3) Hood Farm, Lowell, “Mass... see paces ccrinde oReresiae eierere 

under 2— 

Sow- 6 months old and under 12— 

(1) <Eloods Barms. (uo well, “MLass® -awerinc ticle nia cin ue twos ele panee am ereeeeens 

(2) DANS Barker & Son, Chorntow Di Lid seen octane Rian 

(3) 2: ON. -Barker=& Son; Thorntown, und: oa... cence areaemierenen 

(4). Hood *Harm,-Wiowell,  WMassii's so. ciota etch oy aiere ee eee ees 

Sow under 6 months— 

(1) Btzler- & Moses, Decatur; Indie: >> 22a. ade < ote he ete ere 

(2): htzler .c&» Moses, “Deeatur; “Tn wigs. crates becuse clone sie eit weet tone 

(8) I. N. Barker & Son, Thorntown, 

(4) Etzler & Moses, Decatur, Ind 

ow om 

LS) Te ) 
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Boar and three sows, any age— 

Ci POOH ALIN MnO Well, BIAS rc weeccnoiastins eetcie ie eel os ate 20 

(Ge titzlers &-Moses ecw tut ec lird asl owts cen ieee aioe cine ake 12 

(Se ELOod eam, sO wiell eMC ety ere ee sla leale ss obit ono as 9 

GreeNee Barker: & Sons LhorntoywaM, slimes ans cis. nets. 2 soe soe 6 

Five pigs under 6 months— 

(Gjkitzlervs sMoses= Decatur dlimdsecrita sates scat 6 as Geen al, 

(CSiSN. Barker Son, hormtowal lind: occ eset. wae te ale as 8 

(S) wd Grae eager = Shelip yvillleteiKcyac sm sete ss he ions er se 5 

(eieeNe barker) SON. LhOwMbO Waly IMG). = 2c s casa ceeeo ee ce 3 

Pair pigs under 6 months— 

COettizier Moses <Meca tur, slide sa ttlyks esheets ak oeeacs eee ee 2 

(2) I. N. Barker &-Son, Thorntown, Ind....: IGS ory pee es 8 

(Ss) mo eN carers sci SON MOrmbo wil clin dees ct< sess care ee oe 5 

4) et 7lersré MOSes.. Decatur, S'ndiccces-5 oot cies ele oe 3 

Champion boar, any age— 

Gijetitzlere & eVlOses seca tuts nd ts. ctriaitect ae chee cee eee 20 

Champion sow, any age— 

CHprood sh arms HO welle oMiaSSt firsts cere achalctobebionstin Mokectelowee 20 

CLASS XLV—POLAND CHINA. 

(lt. EK. Hendricks, Wilmington, Ohio; Judge.) 

Boar 2 years old or over— 

eel) Locke & WellinetonSReninstomn Inde ok oo. esiewse io. to 

(yy Wants: Ged sergio Srois dy oKorn a bis eye aS at Me ree iy odin Geis oecoie 8 

(Selindleyar ca Butler sR ssiavillesbmd:casc). cei ces bic ael oe 4 

Boar 1 year old and under 2— 

(1) Smith, Ben F. Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 10 

(2) Hunter & Co. and Brown, Morrow, Ohio................-; rk 

(3) ACH S a GLIMOUrECASOle GreensbUres ING. «os. sss ase ce 3 

Boar 6 months old and under 12— 

Gnd. W.- Garin: é.-s0ns;. Burney Inds 62 s-sc asses oe fos eee e 8 

C)grice Nes Shiister semi e ito lind ey yarn eci meer citi oi oon cies 5 

(3) mintIMp heya -bLO Seals tictevelaa dss = teyee: te eds oe tei oe 3 

@jeArbuckles&-Sidener:-clope: ind)... 222s 4. cess esse bas 2 

Boar under 6 months— 

(4) Locke & Wellington, Remington, Ind..............:...... 8 

(2) Reveal & Duncan, Indianapolis, Ind........ Ee et | 5 
(5) eG. com Grins eniin Tons Une es eee ale een a Loe 3 

(4) Ben F. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind..:......... i 

Sow 2 years old or over— 

(1) Locke & Wellington, Remington, Ind.....:..............; 12 

@) Meas Grahan peemineton, salman selene tthe ee oe wee cs 5 

®)eeuMphreyasros:. bULMey, lind semester ee Ag 4 

OU 
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Sow 1 year old and under 2— 

(CL); J. ReHarrod, Hope; sindse.e eee ee eee eee 

(2) AGA Mi dicitt £& "Son, Shelby valle; indice see ae eee 

(8) Harcourt & Johnson, New Augusta, Ind.................-. 

Sow 6 months old and under 12— 
(1) Locke & Wellington, Remington, Ind..................... 

(2)2Bumphrey, Bros; | burmeys Inde pee eas See ee eee 

(3) PAT buckleré Sidener oe Opes ln Gnesi aene ae ee 

(4) Ben F. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 

Sow under 6 months— 

(@) Locke’& Wellington; dvemineton, ohne ovr emulate lene ya ee 

(2) Reveal-& Dunean, Indianapolis) India: sess seeee eee 

(8) Ben F. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 

(4) Diekerson’ & Dickerson, Spencers Ind) joss eee ee eee 

Boar and three sows, any age— 

(iP ocke’& Wellinetonm Remington. mde... seem eee oie 

(2) Ben F. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 

(8) sihocke"& Wellington Reming tony Trig. care ie eee ee 

(4); Arbuckler&Sidener: -Efope; nde eins iolesee aie Ce eee eee 

Vive pigs under 6 months— 

(1) Locke & Wellington, Remington; Undies. secure eee 

(2)eReveal (& Duncan; Indianapolis; Indes sac aces eee ee 

(83) Ben EF. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 

(4)mWi. Os Canaday.é& Sony Anderson, Unde ye.) eee 

Pair pigs under 6 months— 

@)rizockers Wellinetons Remine tons Une nyaciere cet eine eee 

(2)eRevealaé Dunean> Indiana pols line a. ere ene eee ee 

(8) Ben F. Smith, Harmon & Co., Rensselaer, Ind............ 

@e Ww. 0; Canaday <& Son; Anderson; ind. a. opie ee eee 

Champion boar, any age— 

(1) Locke, & Wellineton; Remineton: indaee sac ses soe ee 

Champion sow, any age— ; 

(J. oR. Elarrod: (lope: nds vc cievckecistetens = seaiente eee Scere 

CLASS XLVI—CHESTER WHITE AND CHESIRE. 

(Frank F. Moore, Judge.) 

Boar 2 years old or over— 

(it) Gibsonedé& Son; Muncie; Sind asses wicca o cinertetereeeee niet ene 

(2)°Gibson. .& Son; Muncie; Inds 2.20. ocstest asic oor eee 

(38) HM. Smith) Mooresville;sind i 2 een see cece eee 

Boar 1 year old and under 2— 

(1), Hinshaw iBros:, Zionsville; dindiresin - om eecieie ree oe ete 

(2) JW. Taylor: Grawfordsyille, indices. eet see 

(5) Wood: ‘Bros; . Franklin, ving. sate eutectic senso tata eerie 

= bo S cS 

oo Ol @m 

S 

= 

Go O1® bo 

S o 

20 00 

$ 12 00 
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Boar 6 months old and under 12— 

(1) Gibson & Son, Muncie, Ind........... 

(2) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

(5) Wood Bros; Hrankiin: dnd s3:2.2 5.7 

(4) No award. 

Boar under 6 months— 

(1) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind...... 

(2) H. M. Smith, Mooresville, Ind....... ; 

(8) H. M. Smith, Mooresville, Ind....... 

(4) W. W. Milner & Son, Thorntown, Ind 

Sow 2 years old or over— 

(1) Gibson & Son, Muncie, Ind.......... 

(2) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

(8) Wood Bros., Franklin, Ind.......... 

Sow 1 year old and under 2— 

@)<Gibson” & Son, Muncie; Indi... 02.2 -..: 

(2)e Wood: Bros, oh ranklin, “Inds =. .-sos:, 

(3) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville; Ind.... 

Sow 6 months old and under 12— 

(1) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind....... 

(2) Gibson & Son, Muncie, Ind.......... 

(8) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

(4) Wood Bros., Franklin, Ind........... 

Sow under 6 months— 

(1) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind....... 

_ (2) W. W. Milner & Son, Thorntown, Ind 

(3) H. M. Smith, Mooresville, Ind....... 

(4)) Ted “Russell; Nora, Ind os... 225.%5-2 

Boar and three sows, any age— 

(1) Gibson & Son, Muncie, Ind.......... 

(2) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind...... 

(8) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

(4)"Red! Russell? Nora, nd’: 2.5 6 oes as « 

Five pigs under 6 months— 

(1) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind...... 

(2) H. M. Smith, Mooresville, Ind....... 

(3) J. W. Taylor, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

Ay Ted@hiussell> Noray sEm@e so... sci stejens es 

Pair pigs under 1 year— 

(1) Hinshaw Bros., Zionsville, Ind....... 

(2) Gibson & Son, Muncie, Ind.......... 

(3) No award. 

(4) Led Bussell) Nora, Wd. <2. 5 2sc)s is. 

8—Agri. 

ow we Save 9. pie 2s 6 sp Sele 0:0 

Sa wala ee 6s. s 2) ee eins 

Pe en ee oC ee ee 

See) oats » oe ss, e, ele ss a0 s 0 

ale mals cole le).6) Cin) 01 os) eo Be) Le 

Sia 6) 2 oa wipe ele a © sie wie ale 

esta, ¥e Preka@lel sis 6 aye ea sae le 

pei pret 80) ee ee ys Ney Wat 

OTe ales ate Oe = a sere ideo, 

eye's) «| etets| sis" p, 0, sae) 'a) aah o) =a 

ee 
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Champion boar, any age— 

(ll) Gibsonlé& Son; Miincle mds... ats trees ob oie cree eet aeeeaeae 20 00 

Champion sow, any age— 

(2) sGaibson! SeSony Mince elias etcnetevel s+ a atcters evomeietetenenotsh eu ane ate 20 00 

CLASS XLVII—DUROC-JERSEY, TAMWORTH AND THIN RIND. 

(D. W. Brown, Union City, Ind., Judge.) 

soar 2 years old or over— 

(1) J Ax eter: Renita etOus Lindy iscc ces aie cnsvers cin aro vernts teiee si erameras pees 

(AeCarl Secor, Avon cle, Vm: 005. .ccceus erases tareneweetenehenatonals avon eetenees 8 

(S)*Jie DD. INidlinver, (Decattin, WlDGiirscecercmxe nvstert sta wcities A 

Boar 1 year old and under 2— 

(HJ: Nidlinger, »Decatiury Lindi, cre rashes siete feusiitelaatarantiats 1C 

(2) (Bred Misraschel fc. SOn; sMidcone Wily wisn cuceee tos tstsisnehe slsnenennisieenrs it 

(S)“OarliSCovin, MAUNCLO, S Uterus wihls lew otekare cla claraheteteneindels mnie ervieten eee 3 

Soar 6 months old and under 12-— 

(DOs We. Maye? Remilinictorm, dey cee crete oske ote snaaree teen honenee ate 8 

(Q\ 0, Nidline er, ID eCatui lm cicnssruseta snl ey henenecter ie tantaes 5 

(8) OD. Nidlinger, WeCHtUry LINC. «stertitiakvis «utetn tte serait cenets 3 

(4) Mahan Bross “OSWOrns OIOn 210 sei c) steneus fiery a teeeetativ erat iee 2 

Boar under 6 months— 

(Dros D.. Nidlinger,, Deca tury alma. crravrete ae ae sre ereeeel ae vee om 8 

(2) Mahan GBros;, Osborn: SOIL: <6 ssn atelare cise a tetehem pane mn rete tera 5 

(8) Bred) ersschale ao Son, Macon, UUs h rcs stuetretetsietenn a heretses ol eee 3 

(4) <Ci de Newby é& Cos Carnell. Und. criss sysics aiteieireneibye anarnerene 2 

Sow 2 years old or over— 

Mads De Nidlinger: DP ecaottry, Wn tas cw es earecusst haa tere 12 

(2) Mahan] Bros Osborn, -ON1O. stescncs te Riett o-rdn dale eteeetanerenn cnxts cede 8 

(JE CCR ASI ibal rey pe fopaky Tes Lbdlihaleaoyoyped hb a(ile yim soseen kon aA cna ecarares a 

Sow 1 year old and under 2— 

(i) al wD, Nn eer. Decatur: SLM aeksrsve sn ticles pebecise ei) cee 10 

(2) Mahan Bross, Osborn; ONO Wsceaetirn athe ine ceeieroletanete tran ete 7 

(o) os De Nidlineer, “Decatur, Undies «ancolod sateen euieaens 3 

Sow 6 months old and under 12— 

(Lh) de DW Nidlinger;, De Ghtir mMCAGe fo ote cee cra ttt eee eee 8S 

(2)! teed pUNDCLUIUM SOL. WOCGHILUT. y Lilt «easel cteieabere teiereneyeieae ta a ite 5 

(6)) Mahan Bros.,. OsbOrny \OD1O™ vn sister eretk’s a cleats na berateanter eine 3 

(2) Orv NOW sar OO. RUIN) MLN Gls stalereinie sates tsar ete gt ereneie re reir taine 2 

Sow under 6 months— 

(Du Mahan Bros... Os bomny OlloOrwincn ite srowta cre srancns oieuaieie eairretnien nee 8 

(2)eMahan bros, ‘Osborn, (Ol1O ston vtterc setitn ete one aieheenieenierenareneten 5 

(3) :O..W. May, Remime tome iid! fess tits wrscace sre cae aed Gene enone 3 

(4) Oar! Scott, Muncie; Um sis xiv ie vosren ous cata srveens nin orleans 200 
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Boar and three sows, any age— 

Cri moe Niner,  MCCHbUT, SLM) -y.1ac.scte eles < crtee 

(AeMranie Bros: Osborn, ONO. 2: 2 ecteecie see ec cles 

(sp) eVighigne Los: OSDOLI A OllOn. sinus o civtas cheistece elem cc.s 

CU MOATiES COC MIT GlGs TGs ermdre cic areverte aisinigt sore ehdrece« 

live pigs under 6 months— 

(1) Mahan Bros., Osborn, Ohio........ Reisen aratcek a mare 

(Arde Owe NIOunoer sDeCCHbIT, “lds ssi cs cnt see cud on. 

(o)> Dred icraschal & Son, Macon, Dll’. .....5...-...5- 

Gyr dreA se Deve RGM E COTM LING were, ote cus crcl tio'e x aoe 6 sree 

Pair pigs under 6 months— 

Ca ahane bros sCISDOENACONTO™ «cr. tiateteide, c+ a e.ciuelsisiers « 

(AevViahaniebvose OSDOMM + ONO. ca. «cheat «foie os aces sole 

(OPO pe NiGlinger. IOecatur ING: vieccaeseeenece te 

(A) sbredeicraschals & Son; Macon; Tle. sc cc. cs ge ale ee 

Champion boar, any age— 

(ed cael INCU eT SRC GAULT AC LING le lee clleteters «clare elethale. « 

Champion sow, any age— 

(ie de) NII CT = ICCA GN. cr cee ge w crea lore 

CLASS XLVIII—VICTORIA, LARGH YORKSHIRE 

i YORKSHIRE. 

No awards made in this class. 

Bev] citer Patten 20 

salts fe talaners 20 

OO 

00 

00 

00 

OO 

O00 

OO 

OO 

OO 

00 

OO 

OO 

OU 

OU 

AND SMALI 

POULTRY: 

CLASS XLIX—MEDITHRRANEAN. 

Black Minorca cock— 

Pl) SOD Ente LOS eA OX ATC: NLM Clin. ciate de Arete oa.) cine eheret uals eee OO) 

(2) a EOC nO aston ail Wd atsrscn ot raaiaeets crise hel cers ute arian 1 O00 

(BQ abinvajse Wi (OfshaajajoxbeIOLhebbararovaly oh eX levi hee Rieke ao eace ro ec tibbon 

Black Minorca hen— 

((21)) 1d Wise TR) Be oY DEN 0 FSH Lesage) a0 Vl Nas Ieeie, steel Aachen Semen Cin are Aaecter Teens eh nae 8 00 

(2) Fred Schlegel, Indianapolis, Ind........ BUG OLED OU aera 2 00 

Ac meleethy a OCH OMIT CMC aeitene, alate aie statin ahs cctv Piste eels whe 1 00 

Black Minorea cockerel— 

(CIR ee OG OTIC OUC we MIG sccwate iva Seer iene Sontctin oie serra 3 00 

(2) EvOr es EOC MO MlarOudee LING maven cere tesinicc aerehole save a cxcasieke 2 00 

(SecA Lila, sO LEMLOla, LTC stat a uc ieeicle siecle attrac auevelerereiene.e. ci. 1 00 

Black Minorea pullet— 

Cats ee OCMC ISTON CL aUTIGl. © Wa ashewhclaccoh yl ever Wit cles ftarctd a teats 8 00 

C2) eee seer OC rm @ Soho Ce CUI, where wd croadersere oie ay oeee Poe ione oe 2 00 

(Ee EO Ch CO AITOL Gy ML ce srewerevet aleve: cress Soave arena Sueta en etauenteces 1 00 
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Black Minorca pen— 

()20>Be Poe, ‘Oalkfords lind taesciec ces «kine 2 ee eee cea 5 UO 

(2)/-D. Be Poe, Oakfordy Indes ccs 2s om rig, oc ceo nn» cin caine 3 00 

(3) ethos» Me Campbell wDamtin= toms ding: m1) ccepermice ene teen 2 v0 

White Minorca cock— 

(@). Chas! McClave: “New london Ohiots..- sce ee eae 1 00: 

(2) SON: -Smmiley= Son, sii cam sin eye, stotenn erate el iete ae 50) 

(8) No award. ‘ 

White Minorca hen— 

(C.D: “Westmoreland: sElall, Minds coe cists ale soe erence ete 3 OU 

(2) ‘Chas: MeClave, New London, (Ohion. aki. sar neces ie 2 00) 

(8) De Ne Smiléy-é& Son} Milliean inde se aie ea ie eee 1 00 

White Minorca cockere]l— 

(i) -C. IN. “Westmoreland. Hall Imari este ciecan atenenebe eerie er 1 00 

(2) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio....... sor d ELaterenotecae tote 50: 

(8) Chas MeClave, New dondon} 1OMlOno cicero icine Ribbon 

White Minorea pullet— 

()sC.D: Westmoreland, “hlall Und ix aes Ane syseshelele eiebsioneneionets 1 00 

(2)2€D> Westmoreland: SElally indy is ean s haraue he eine aieie at eer DU 

(3) ON] Smiley o& Sons Minin calm sili veyeeteetotehayeienetetece een rnaeeete tibbon 

White Minorca pen— 

C)2C 1 SVWiestmorelands sila lene rec. erie ree ene ees 3 UO 

(2) CSN Smiley kee Sone Min Hy oem any Gl eects ee ae teers ee 2 0U0 

(5) No award. 

Blue Andalusian cock— 

(i) Es We Meloy, Shelbyville; Windies acc see cie ee een arate 50 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. f 

Blue Andalusian hen— 

(DE OM. Meloy... Shelby vilie; sind itches eet ero eae 3 

(2) Ee MoM... Meloy; (Shelby valleys Endl. cre arate oeickets cuisines siete 2 00 

(3) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind if: 

Blue Andalusian cockerel— 

GQ) iJ A. Elornunge, Greensbure elnd em cca eae ete eee 1 00 

«(2). Chas: MeClave, New: iondons OliOsic.s..e oe cee ce 50 

(3) J.-A. ELOTnung. (Greenspurc, slnGesceeeie se ene ee ere Ribbon 

Blue Andalusian pullet— 

(1) Chas. McClave; New london; Ohio. ja... 2 ae ee eee 1 00 

(2) J; Ap kLormune"Greensbpinoy ln Coane pie ae aaete neneet on enee inane rte 50 

(3). AYP ELOrmUIn 2 ¢G Teens Dll elG aac wens cic aa ane a ie neie canara Ribbon 

Blue Andalusian pen— 

(1)-J. 2A. “Hlornune,? Greensbure: Indesy.ee ee eee ee 3 00 

(2) i. My Meloy, Shelbyville, Indo.seees. eee eee tenis eee 2 00 

(8) No award. 
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Black Spanish cock— i 

(i) J. A. Hornting, Greensburg, ind 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

(8) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind 

Black Spanish hen— 

(1) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(5) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

Black Spanish cockerel— 
(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(8) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio 

Black Spanish pullet— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, 

(2) J. A. Hornung, 

(8) Chas. McClave, 

Black Spanish pen— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

(8) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind 

Greensburg, Ind 

Greensburg, Ind 

POLISH. 

White-crested black cock— 

(1) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

(5) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

White-crested black hen— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio 

(8) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

White-crested black cockerel— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(83) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio 

White-crested black pullet— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(8) No award. 

White-crested black pen— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind 

(2) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio 

(8) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

Silver-bearded cock— 

(1) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind 

(2) No award. 

(8) No-award. 

MEETING. 

New London, Ohio 

f 6 Yelm se ‘a 0 ea ae) a) 0\oun.e) a © 60 6 eo Je 

O10 bes Sande, 6 Bia eie aS fe a8 fo 6 6\'6 

Pla tet ey tN ek a td be et 

S)' 6) Ose) 6 01.0).0,s1 aie) Ave 4 ee .d ais (e160 Tee 

al di Ore edhe, 610.e Ai éiio 4-4 ofal sia Si 0-0, /d 6 

aie ds Maas d od 0 eFia 6 de Ces didie «ae 

Meera padlelatd c'e os 'ev dm 6d sowie e. are 

1 OO 

Ribbon 

Ribbon 

50 

oe, \o) oe) 2) 0)'s' «(0 ©, ofa se .0)' oi s)'s 00) 60s 

BN Glee) s*ele/a. 4.0) ¢)@ s).0) 5 = iese, s\'ein she 

OO 

50 

eiigile.(s, (oe! ae elete.s e's, @ 016, OAs ‘00 ee @ 

1 00 

Ribbon 

Ribbon 

se alere, ows fei wave a6) a8 axe a), ele a © 

Ribbon e/s, «6. 2 0's, 9 ale) en oe wilehs ao; a0. .e. 0 
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Silver-bearded hen— 

@)- hs M. Meloy; -Shelbyaille ylides... s/c. cS aati iene etna 1 00 

(2)-R Me Meloy, Sielbiyyillessbndins;. 5.c) saci cee ea eee eee ees 50 

(S)nEY- MS Meloy. Shelbyville iin dates sac as seis ecekereaeiene ene Ribbon 

Silver-bearded cockerel— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

5) No award. 

Silver-bearded pullet— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Silver-bearded pen— ; 

@ hs ii aMeloy~ Shelbyzville;s tnd nace cy ore ieee eer teenee Ribbon 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

HAMBURGS. 

Silver-spangled cock— 

(Matthew: Hi sPhares Shelbyville; olden se ae cnet coe 3 00 

(2)inES ME Meloy, Shelbyavilles siivdl; <rruckoreresecetela seen tee cie tetera 2 00 

(3) JeeeAS. ELornune Greens buro Mme eeccie ete suerte ieteteeenoe 1 00 

Silver-spangled hen— 

(1) Matthew Hi. Phares, Shelbyville, Ind.:........... ..0..-.. 3 00 

(2) Matthew H. Phares, Shelbyville, Ind.......... Sontetessees 2 00 

(8)i-J. A. Hornunes Greensbure, Dmg ecc oe .octl-tseeerer terete 1 00 

Silver-spangled cockerel— q 

(cd. AS Hornung tGreensbure.e LmGderr cme is eerie ener 2 00 

(2) > WO} Thomas Pittston; Pass eee eee ake are ane 1 00 

3) Matthew H. Phares, Shelbyville, Ind..................... Ribbon 

Silver-spangled pullet— 

(li) Matthew Ek Phares> Shelbyville ind! se. ene crestor creer 3 00 

(2) W:. ©; Thomas, Pittston; Wea ...ce eee ane cre wens Ce eee 2 00 

3) Matthew EE “Phares; Shelbywilles mde cy s.t eer ieteastererels 1 00 

Silver-spangled pen 

(1), Matthew: Ei> Phares. Shelbyville indo. ic «amen cee an ee oe 5 00 

(2) Matthew H. Phares, Shelbyville, Ind............... race anete 3 00 

(3) WO) Thomas, Pittston) Batic. ccs sthenccystercie cts ameer ered ae 2 00 

ILOUDANS. 

Houdan cock— ¥ 

(1) “Chas, McClave, -New ondon,eORiOwera. o rset elena 1 00 

(2). M. Meloy,7 Shelbyville; linden. acts crane ate renter 1 00 

@®)iJ. SS. Smiley: & Son) Milligan; lindis7 ciate nicie eteeetereene ae Ribbon 
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Houdan hen— 

()uChas.-MeChlive New London, Ohio... % cic. «so, nslbed ewe 2 00 

C)ptitneMeEeMeloyvseSitelpiy-villless lim days sci <5 sner-idte ese) a ep esses oe 1 00 

(SB) dea Sa SIL Ve a SOs Mallieams din Goss sehen as co oe eee eta Ribbon 

Houdan cockerel— 

Che Chas = Me Clav em Neweluondon=-Ohiot. = es acca tia die lee 2 00 

(Ze Wink A. Stoliz plndiarapolisis Unda... sh -csese nese 1 00 

(alt SB oe: Omctord: Indes sees & eiatcn te ce een OR Ribbon 

Houdan pullet— 

C)nChas: McClave; New, Wondon, O10. ..2... ces toe 2 00 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind........ Re PA Rote ae 1 00 

@)uChaseMcClave: News London-i@hiOws . oo... os eee ee Ribbon 

Houdan pen— 

@iyeChass MceClavesNew, Londons Ohidws. 0.14... .2ee ek ek ee 1 00 

2odis iss sinikenn Qaisroren ii Gillie nae Gils, oA ana Go qee eis oo aes Libbon 

(8) No award. 

DORKINGS. 

Silver gray cock— 

@ethoss Mo Campbell Darlington Inde). 9. aac see eee 1 00 

(2)Chas, Mc@lave, New: London, Ohio... 3... ....:.0.tscls.0 50 

Gjathoss Vea CanippelleOarlinetonm. inden. oes saneee oeee oe Ribbon 

Silver gray hen— 

C)cChassMcClaverNew Londons Ohionssas..colb.setee eee 2 00 

@)athossM= CampbellasDarline toma ind sasses or: ono ee 1 00 

@)a those Campbells Darlington, ima: -2 scl oatters ebook Ribbon 

Silver gray cockerel— 

c)iChas:. MeClave., New lwondon Ohion.. acces]. ee eee 1 00 

2) thosseMesCampbell. Darlinetomodnds cc 224 a. sos cieee eee 50 

Geihos. MesCampbpelle- Darin tom mimes, tse one Ribbon 

Silver gray pullet— 

(@)-Chas._MeClaye,- New London; Ohio. 205. o.oo... bso ee SS 1 00 

) eehiOs ME Campbell Darlinetoms ind) ascetics. ee. eee 00 

(3) Thos... M.. Campbell, Darlington, Ind.......525 ... ssc »... Ribbon 

Silver gray pen— 

CheRhos evs Camppell-sDarhnaton. mdse >see ce eee ee 1 00 

(Ze Rhose vie Camppels Darlineton winds ase esne. aie Ribbon 
(5) No award. 

Colored cock— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Colored hen— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 
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Colored cockerel— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Colored pullet— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Colored pen— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

ASTATIC. 

Buff Cochin cock— 

(1) Johnson & Potts, Greenfield, Ind. 

(2) Johnson & Potts, Greenfield, Ind. 

(8) Fred Rooker, Martinsville, Ind 

Buff Cochin hen— 

(1) Johnson & Potts, 

(2) Johnson & Potts, 

(8) Warbritton Bros., 

Buff Cochin cockerel— 

(1) Warbritton Bros., Ladoga, Ind 

(2) Johnson & Potts, Greenfield, Ind. 

(8) Fred Rooker, Martinsville, Ind 

Buff Cochin pullet— 

(1) Johnson & Potts, 

(2) Johnson & Potts, 

(8) Johnson & Potts, 

Buff Cochin pen— 

(1) Johnson & 

(2) Johnson & Potts, 

(8) Johnson & Potts, 

Partridge Cochin cock— 

(1) Chas. McClave, New London, 

(2) Warbritton Bros., Ladoga, Ind 

(3) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind 

Partridge Cochin hen— 

(1) Warbritton Bros., Ladoga, Ind 

(2) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio 

(8) Mrs. R. W. Williams, Indianapolis 

Partridge Cochin cockerel— 

(1) Johnson & Potts, Greenfield, Ind. 

(2) Warbritton Bros., Ladoga, Ind 

Greenfield, Ind. 

Greenfield, Ind. 

Ladoga, Ind 

Greenfield, 

Greenfield, 

Greenfield, 

Potts, Greenfield, 

Greenfield, 

Greenfield, 

a eee 

(83) Chas. McClave, New London, Ohio. 

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

@\eNe!ie! se) and asim fello \e kel wie 6) 4) el) Sie are 

Sieve, wie Mate atp ela, Wie eehwis Jani ates 

©, (Oe, @ (a) 6) doa Sele 016) ib" ele lean, eile 

Ce) @, oe (e) ws aes 0 ele eliete eke (01s! slim 

ote lea ia\ (ene el ete! sete s. 6o.atals aetna iy 

@Je)/e). se tu, = +s, By aha eral a a me) eae eo lere 

@ © 00) 0s) # aye Wie) 0 ns) Wee auhveve ly 

, Ind 

Gre (oN 6 0 6:6 6 lee ea be mie of eLe, 8) ew 

Glave > @ O56 af =P Sin ae ee ene Ble n « 

3 00 

2 00 

1 00 

2 00 

1 00 

Ribbon 
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Partridge Cochin pullet— 

CU WGIEMELELOMS EOS, amor) NIG scar aia \ave so ele acave cletate efeleto aloe « 3 00 

(2) mWarbrittons Bros: Wadorale lnde sie i reverie ae echeecwencls erelron 2 00 

()sJohnsony & sorts, -Greentield elim Gd areres eiisi-tke cates acs = fol ee ov 1 00 

Partridge Cochin pen— 

(DEWachrittoneBbross, badoea.: tne ince cmc cia secrel sees on le eerete 5 00 

QrdaS asmileyr& Som, Walliams tml. c-. cess sets cia-steievs chore cle 3 00 

(SED ais -PEOC RODKLOLRG ee ae satiate eae eee cao ohalc ale anos oeeie 2 00 

White Cochin cock— ; 

CE eeB ee OCs Oaklondae ln dcetes ee ett sok an ator oot cies laimesa hae 1 00 

(QZ) Wee Os aswell ATM eo TOM Mind tht, skscelte cueteiwlere sles srere cuerhe 50 

@)pelbee book oe Oaktord ln scooters eee oslo a eee inte cepa: Ribbon 

White Cochin hen— 

AL) ENERO: Suvi SATE SLOT LANG Snereiirctercrs eo ckede otic Suarebe: ohe)'e i arete ees 3 00 

(2) EWarbritton-sbros.. Wadora, lind ss. <cetce te eis ss eels eee es ane 2 00 

PAVE LOS papepnay vec d books co70h a OX) ie oA 6 Aacneeicic ame Arora ces 1 00 

White Cochin cockerel— 

CRW Ol Swan Ar limecony lider. cm oc cwercho clatens wretarciere ate che ere eu 1 00 

(Z) BV Os Swany ATI Te COM sl MG sss sirets srayecuetensle aver oreieteie oe orere 50 

(Sa WatDeLtccont Bros. ladora. line scree js epee cic crete era ciara ererete Ribbon 

White Cochin pullet— 

(14) W. O. Swain, Arlington, Ind...... ah CE ea te eee ie 1 00 

(CVV AaLorbone nos. ad Orase IMGs apie octets ceteclale 2 crete ss 50 

(MWe DETECOM ES TO sea 114.0 OPN irr. ciejece ero oer bia nieve were staveiers Ribbon 

White Cochin pen— 

CDEWeOs Swaine Arlington sy EMGis scr. 2 cietoe + ciate hiclelemia aye net 2 00 

(Cees B OC OAKLORGs cM Gers sean cesar oeis aoe eats oa eee ere eee 2 00 

G)NVarbettton Bross. adore.” Inds cies sactocie © a ocuele cleme srore Ribbon 

Black Cochin cock— 

(GeV arbrittonebross. Wagdogay Minders. 5 eras ce aiscee is erraecs 2 00 

(2) Mrs. R. W. Williams, Indianapolis, Ind.................. 1 00 

(ono, He | Seidensticker Brigchtwood, sind: «. aca. cceace sn a. Ribbon 

Black Cochin hen— ay 

He WailledeeBlackman<is ts liOUlSs svi cae les srecctels ie chalece orel eters 3 00 

(2) iawHes Seidensticker; Brightwood, Ind: -a.2 sc. a. <s-ccaee 2 00 

(So) LLe Seidensticker) Brightwood, India. .o26 26 © sere acters ore 1 00 

‘Black Cochin cockerel— 

GC) SMirsR Wee Williams: Indianapolish Dm. taryess acintcie + sretar 50 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Black Cochin pullet— 

(Ee Warbritton Pe sros.. Wadoca. UnGmary ae eels rena e saele 1 0U 

(2) Mrs. R. W. Williams, Indianapolis, Ind..........: Fern etenut 50 

(8) Mrs. R. W. Williams, Indianapolis, Lads. = ss le pie Ribbon 
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Black Cochin pen— 

(@) “Warbritton: Bros... wadogass ings +. cc.) 

(2) Mrs. R. W. Williams, Indianapolis, Ind.......... 

(8) L. H. Seidensticker, Brightwood, Ind............ 

Black Langshan cock— 

@) Je AC Elornunse. Greensburg ind eeenin cee 

(2) Lindley & Butler, Russiaville, Ind............. ae 

(3) Gow = Wilkins* 2A tlamtas =n Gin sso share eee or 

Black Langshan hen— 

(1) Benj. H. McCracken, Martinsville, Ind.......... 

(2) -Gs Wi Walkins) sActlamitasy slid eric. coerteicriere ers erate eee 

SB) MeCoye: Bross SVINCENMES lin Greets ensue cioierieaets 

Black Langshan cockerel— 

(i) Johnson’ & Potts: Greenfields Indies eeeeeelese 

(2) Johnson & Potts; Greentield) ind. a= teers ee 

@G)eMeCoys-Bros:, avincennes, dindaa. poser 

Black Langshan pullet— 

(1) Lindley & Butler, Russiaville, Ind................ 

(2) Lindley & Butler, Russiaville, Ind...........2.... 

(5)) Johnson ’&) Lotts wGreenticld, ind] sme e eee 

Black Langshan pen— 

() indley 7 Butler, sRussiayvalles imdin=. aor 

(2); Johnson) &-eotts, Greentield indices. 4 eo ieee 

(9) J AS Hormune,) -Greensburcends see oe eciceecisteee 

White Langshan cock— 

(D) Thos: -M: Campbell; Darlington, Ind... -.<sees 

(2) LoNSSmiley scason, Mallioamn eink se. os ctecieerree 

(Sestephen ireharrs Hiwood-s Indaoc. science 

White Langshan hen— 

(Gl) 2is NeeSmiley, Sone Malligams atin cle: ceeteie aeceecn tate ene 

()2C. D: Westmoreland: sia lip eaim der wercr-seiciera cre tere 

(s)"aStephen rebar, Hlwoods: Unease acsacte syeriewsiensrriere 

White Langshan cockerel— 

(1) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind........... fssed & 

(2) C. D. Westmoreland, Hall, Ind.......... Aen PG ie 

(8) Le IN. Smiley: -& Son: Millioan indies acess 

White Langshan pullet— 

(1) Benj. H. McCracken, Martinsville, Ind............ 

(2) (Cs Dy Westnoreland Ela ind tees oc eee 

(8) C. D> Westinoreland, Silallstimdiay ae oe ee eee eee 

White Langshan pen— 

(ft) Eh ON. Similey..& Sons Mullican: simdiekern. ccc cme cetes 

(2) Co" D., Westmoreland? :Efall Sindee see eeisione oe 

(Ore. NN. -Smileys& Sony Millisams mois ieee ere 

3 

2 00 

al 

2 00 

1 00 

Ribbon 
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« MEDITERRANEAN. 

Single-comb Brown Leghorn cock— 

(1) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.... 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.... 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

Single-comb Brown Leghorn hen— 

(Wee O=Swain. Arlington, Ends es s.).-t 

(2) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.... 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio. 

Single-comb Brown Leghorn cockerel 

(abyss, be Tuttle, Naugatuck, Conn....... 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio. 

(8) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.... 

Single-comb Brown Leghorn pullet— 

(1) C. D. Westmoreland, Hall, Ind....... 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

(8) C. D. Westmoreland, Hall, Ind...... 

Single-comb Brown Leghorn pen— 

(1) J. S. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.... 

-(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

(38) S. L. Tuttle, Naugatuck, Conn....... 

Rose-comb Brown Leghorn cock— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

aivahe va; e040) :0, (a 678, o0w "0!.6— 0 0) ale 6. 

ea to'W a) ole) 019) 16 (exe 0, 0, t.ane:'e. = 

CeO et CCM eral ye ni eC a Ce 

Sie, joke ee) vise! 0. wea). 6, 0),6 0.2) 91.6. © 

oer 6 jee) e019 0. @. 01,6).00.6) 6. oede 6 

a) 0 wf end .0, (elaie, 0) 6 6, 0 0) 67a \8\ © aie 

(eS) meer Nee STMT Lever Or gS OMe VEIT ern Talent tatoyetey « enetapatetale layers 

Rose-comb Brown Leghorn hen— 

(1) W. O.. Swain, Arlington, Ind........ 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind..... 

(8) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind... 

Rose-comb Brown Leghorn cockerel— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

(2) W.-O. Swain, Arlington, Ind........ 

@) 2 N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind)... ..%. i... 24+. save n a 

Rose-comb Brown Leghorn pullet— 

@awi- O:-Swains Arhineton;, Ind= 22... 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio. 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio 

Rose-comb Brown Leghorn pen— 

Q@we OF Swain, Arlineton, Imdi 2c. cy. 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio. 

(8) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind... 

Single-comb White Leghorn cock— 

(DsB sr Eells sirdiamapolsj Inds oan... 

(2) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind.... 

(8) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind.... 

ea) v.ja)'e le @. 00s ete © ayes "seks © 

eee. eel ecapa) \ellele) e's) «40 .a le 

wane Joie; fe. a) (et e610) 04/06 r8y 6 66) (a 

ae: €)0) p eralie oheleie epee. ess “s 

o)) Fe) e)aeKe) \wlonul one! eo e)oe oeke is 

2)». sa (elec ee%s'-0\ls; sie)» jeviele lee 

Ribbon 

3 00 

2 00 

1 00 

Ribbon 

3 00 

2 00 

1 00 
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Single-comb White Leghorn hen— 

(1) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind...........----+++-+++++: 3 0U 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..........--++++++++> 2 00 

(83) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind...............-++++-+++- 1 00 

Single-comb White Leghorn cockerel— ; 

(1) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind............+++++e++e++- 3 00 

(2) B. F. Hill, Indianapolis, Ind............-..----++-++--+0> 2 00 

(3) Mascotte Poultry Yards, Morgan Park, Ill.........------ 1 00 

Single-comb White Leghorn pullet— 

(1) B. F. Hill, Indianapolis, Ind.............-.-2.2+++-+eeees 3 00 

(2) Mascotte Poultry Yards, Morgan Park, Ill..........----- 2 00 

(3) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind............---++-+-+--e+0: 1 00 

Single-comb White Leghorn pen— 

(1) William Tobin, Indianapolis, Ind.........-..+..-+ees-eee 5 00 

(2) B. F. Hill, Indianapolis, Ind............-..eeee eee eee 3 00 

(3) Mascotte Poultry Yards, Morgan Park, Ill.............--- 2 00 

Rose-comb White Leghorn cock— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio............-++++++-- 3 00 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind.............-2-++-.+--- 2 00 

(3) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind.................+------ 1 00 

Rose-comb White Leghorn hen— 

(1) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind........ Goch Mane 3 00 

(2) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind................+...-.-- 2 00 

(3) W. O. Swain, Arlington, Ind........-.-....2..0-+----+:- 1 00 

Rose-comb White Leghorn cockerel— 

(1) Oak Hill Poultry Yards, Indianapolis, Ind........ bfeuatsweceaes 2 00 

(2) W. O: Swain, Arlington, Indi yor oe. ir te 2) fenton = =a 1 0U 

(8) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind..................--+-.---- Ribbon 

Rose-comb White Leghorn pullet— 

(1) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind....................+..- 3 0U 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..............+.+.-- 2 v0 

(3) ‘MH: | Phares; Shelbywille, ind). 20m ot a vtanteeeteeeree 1 ou 

Rose-comb White Leghorn pen— 

(1) IT. N. Smiley & Son; Milligan, Ind....................-..- 5 OO 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio.............--..-.-- 3 00 

(8) WW. OF Swain, Arline toms slid ee ecjeteyes nei olan= yw enone nenoesrel= 2 00 

Single-comb Buff Leghorn cock— 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind............++.++ssseeees 2 00 

(2) F. M. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind............... 2. seeeeeeeee 1 00 

(8) Elbert Bros., Alexandria, Ind...............-++.+++-+.+-- Ribbon 

Single-comb Buff Leghorn hen— 

(1) Elbert Bros., Alexandria, Ind...........-.-+-.-+.seeeees 3 00 

2) Warbritton Bros: Wadopa, [nde esr ieeie esis wate ns simi 2 00 

(3) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind.............sesseeeeeees 1 00 
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Single-comb Buff Leghorn cockerel— 

Gh) RAR SAS SELOEMUTMas, GrEENS OUTS olds ~ ss cieraies eaaraiieee ees 1 OU 

(2) SH lbertsrOss we A lexan Gila MiG arer sess wel nists to ona stators) aeclaws Picts tele 50 

(S)piiibert I Brost Alexandria. qld eatrsetort: srersiocs as Sate Mie a aces Ribbon 

Single-comb Buff Leghorn pullet— 

CHeMibertieBros;eAlexandrial Im di. «ae ss clers susie oyneroielore «ayi aioe 2 00 

(ede Ase ELornunc. Greens ple elim Gers cee cuss cueoie as elorers ere aistone 6 1 00 

(a) PE bent Bross eAlexan dria. Ine oem cision .c. cic cts socmele clea Ribbon 

Single-comb Buff Leghorn pen— 

CPE berteBrosseAllexamGdiriake Tams. ge-saetoos Sites cveraro cierace ceeuelenans 5 00 

(DH IDeriEeBLOSs Al Oxi ml Ciniam lI Ce sais acess Mio sioteetera cls cane cies te 3 00 

(AVALON LOSS leadoral, lmnd a. see ec ike cee cle sa ei ecaie ne 2 OU 

AMERICAN. 

Barred Plymouth Rock cock— 

GQ Oalks Elise oulinysvards; InGgianapolis lindanersecics ceiece e o 3 00 

(2) elaine See Carters Sel vaya elma: 5 sens eters ere acercan nenencesee tae 2 00 

(3) alee AL REL OLMIno WG Teens Ours. Midi acm ac cits cea sacs cies eyeke Ovies 1 00 

Barred Plymouth Rock hen— 

@rChariese MeClavessNew london, Ohio... a+c.c6 6 ce sees 3 00 

(2) ele AS Elornune 4G rneensbure nds: or... ere cre cle esis e elete eee 2 00 

(oS) de Ree Murphys Carniel: shind' oie. cose src ae cates s aie ee 1 00 

Barred Plymouth Rock cockerel— 

(i) Ries Hornines Greensburg, slid\ss savers. cca cts oes ole oun eles 3 00 

(2G ecorzesWwe Roppaabranishine Inds o.cec. se nec estoe ce alee = 2 0U 

GlaWeewWeeZikelvMiorristowa Lndieston., 2 coc toe esas ctenrocheck 1 OU 

Barred Plymouth Rock ptillet— 

@)piames PaCarterssshelby. valleys lads. sre aoister. erstoeie ce aie ere 3 00 

(2) James P. Carter, Shelbyville, Ind............ nists wioNe, carers 2 00 

(So) RJEeAS ELornune-(Greensbyre ylides ase. seca sss ae ete cen 1 00 

Barred Plymouth Rock pen— 

(iesamessea Carterwshelipyawille: linda sr. si ee ts aoe cote ora cin inte s 5 00 

(2) ee AS ELornunig. Greens pure yelin Ghs.< wars saictaets cost tals stereos 3 GO 

(oS) BG COLree Weslo. rami eli Giese yusictmniericie esterciotenaion: ore 2 00 

White Plymouth Rock cock— 
Qik Thompson: sElopeys lin dansk as saeckeectoom clatitie-sieis ootee 3 00 

(2) dis Ss Siialen Sea Soual, AY billlbieerinaey Tine le Be tes ao ooo ne oom 6 mb 2 00 

23) fesetel Bie ING a ol OWS EM ecsin TUL 0 hye Oa V0 ee ences Unsere a eer ees ents Mieetic 1 00 

White Plymouth Rock hen— 

(ipa ee VACHS = Harllee ises-t cial ostarcta seeterate om ae keisva revere o.o.aheie 3 00 

(2) idee Eh omp son, velo pes winds Sox tpsicterav ces Se tse sectors Tails os ee 2 00 

(SGD Se SRootss Connmersvilles) Indissicrcs casita emia ae aco 1 00 

White Plymouth Rock cockerel 

(Gl) ADA IR OOS a COMNEES Valles elndirean cnt ease) iota eneitreteeiene ae iets 3 00 

(2) PUEDE Mat his aera mikelaims Ting: eines Saracens seals ores ccclerss.a 2 00 

(SS) Es VOOUS PCONNEES VilllG ys Ghycers ale stele cies corierses cela oats 1 00 
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White Plymouth Rock pullet— 

@)* De“ Roots,- Connersville} inden. . <2 ccisyates stecmeiere aie aisles 3 0U 

(2) JR. Mathis, “Pramkliny An cts ey. ete asenttoro tert sas eiorarorse eres 2 00 

(3) Je sR Mathis; sh rannllim: alin lics a crlecusclareicr elie meaonereensas eter rene 1 00 

White Plymouth Rock pen— 

(i) DoT SReots,, Connersville lin Gow ccaete wie auc iorei ais oieyece ahs) ooeace ones 5 00 

(2) dee. Mating, Hiram kel ines Wal ones cue retewete oie eaten cueuaa eee ence Eee tae 3 0U 

(3) Jie D = Lhompson;: HOpe; Lm Gas see sie kets «sie Piskeiee casio en ee 2 00 

Buff Plymouth Rock cock— 

(1) Ce Ae Paetzelsé: Son; sHlope; Ind 3a e2 oe ee eel ei 2 00 

(2) .G--AvsPaetizelzé Son, Hopenckud x. a scm anise ceeree tee 1 00 

(B)n@:, AssPaetzel’ & Sons Elope; indie ccrcc atu corse ether omens etree eel Ribbon 

Buff Plymouth Rock hen— 

@) (Cy As Paetzel-& Son} Hopes Inds osc c cence eee 3 00 

(2) "Johnson Potts, Greenfields Inds so... e eee 2 00 

(Be) sG A. Paetzelnd& Sons Elopes Unig catacsicis selene ieee 1 00 

Buff Plymouth Rock cockerel— 

GDRs. «Bratton; Ne wSboss, Emde oi eo cre oacestet sess ePonclor stare nee 3 00 

(2) Walliam VA Stolts,- Indianapolis lard Saintes eto eis cietate inet 2 00 

(3) Charles MeClave; -New> London, (Ohio~ 5.6 2. «6 sesso eden ce 1 00 

Buff Plymouth Rock pullet— 

(Ch AssPaetzel & Son, sElope, lng ss. aectepa cnstehs te orc nenepe ius 3 00 

(2): ©. -Aj -Paetzel &=Son ope); sind meriis.senins neers euler 2 00 

(3) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio............... Rae hc 1 00 

Buff Plymouth Rock pen— ; 

()-@: A-Paetzels & Sons Hopes Indic a. stra eo rae 5 00 

(2) ‘Cz AcoPaetzel és Son; Hope nde cs. sea soe eee eee 3 00 

(3) OR. SE Bratton, (New Ross > Inditiiriky. secwicreisestorane senae seston 2 00 

Silver Wyandotte cock— 

@1)_ BME aMeloy, Shel biy: valle slid sas oo ccnct eae seers reemcneie nen Se 2 00 

(2) “TE Ne Smiley cde) Sons Wiliams lm Wetey verte, ere oelstieie esters ete ere 1 00 

(3)' Thomas M. Campbell; Darlington, Ind..-.....2-...5.8... tibbon 

Silver Wyandotte hen— 

(1) “BS ME Meloy? Sheliny valle sav ce sor cnot tere ele or tester tora 3 00 

(2) Ne Smiley <&7Son, Malo sin eel devant reer otonene reine ites 2 00 

(3): Ne SMe ys ace SON jane ams SUT Glacea  teyaveeetel were atonal teen 1 00 

Silver Wyandotte cockerel 

(@) Jz, At. HRormunge, sGreens burg Ui Gir yeaa ae toteacel sesneetetane eee) stat 2 00 

(2). eM. “Meloy. SHellby:vaille; sim Gein as a onccuersnonoratomseie sien tteuet ater 1 00 

(S)id. Ay Elornung, Greensbursy Wid sete erste icone eestor ener Ribbon 

Silver Wyandotte pullet— 

(1): F.=M. Meloy,~<Shelby-villlep Im@s, sin access ee neta eee tenehhole 3 00 

(2)°3.-A} Hornung,” Greensbure: Und ee utsts eiaro ee eee eee 2 00 

(8). J. As Homung, Greenspute. Indisnces atest ciate te renee ae 1 00 
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Silver Wyandotte pen— 

Chi Vie Meloy.s Shelbyville: sm ds ifs cys ete saets terleyte ocho laa e e's * 5 00 

(2) ees AC SEOrnUne 4 Greens DUS lM aicte: steiep cra miecs exec, ese era ee ree 3 00 

(S)p eee Smileys eeu SOD, MO Fan Se rar a 5 oe c= tora tevet clalois ore 2 00 

Golden Wyandotte cock— 

i) heave sMeloy-— Shelbyville; stm oe -1-2 acs sistas sate ies o aise eet 2 00 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio............0...2--:> 1 00 

(®)i- A= Hornung Greensburg) Un@e mos aecoihcialer ols cues @iapnote oo Ribbon 

Golden Wyandotte hen— 

(Gl) FJ=sA* Elornune, Greenspures chica Jen otareie Ses + Gas wens okt eae 3 00 

(2) ASS EVORn in. (Greens Uo s ln Ganga ecgate cake ciexeueyacs chee. ta 2 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio>................2...- 1 00 

Golden Wyandotte cockerel— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio................2+s-: 1 00 

(2) Charles McClave,-New London, Ohio....................- 50 

S\elonmsonacreorts, Greentield, Pnde.tc Au. as scien eects nhs =a Ribbon 

Golden Wyandotte pullet— 

Che Charles McClave: New London; OWi0: 5.22).50 «a ,-6 sine sar 3 00 

(2) edie Ac. ELornin se Greensb Urey Tm Gs x 2% estka vitsrcict characte ara arrose 2 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio................2-00- 1 00 

Golden Wyandotte pen— 

(l) Charles McClave, New London, Ohiow...... 0.0.5. 6.20.065 5 00 

(2) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Indy ess) oo). 2 sis, sinje.-'o> «ae = aie 353 00 

(5) HeeMe, Meloy, eshelby villesIm ds #5: dacetee oc ascisy oie eren ee) soso ts 2 00 

White Wyandotte cock— 

(il) Charles: MeClave; New: london; Ohio. 3.22.2 .25.. 0352.08. 2 00 

(2) SEDs Kendrick: Ervin eto eslin Gate .esartens c.cvetale cls aye,s oa ole 1 00 

(8) Charles. McClave, New London, Ohio. ...............2000% Ribbon 

White Wyandotte hen— 

QRS Ds endrick, dirvain econ eid oto ecwcip eines i aves oye hol erel rete 3 00 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio...................: 2 00 

‘Gals Dye evavebavelte ral baphoy-q torah) la(0 kee eid Gulto soe iclOme roe Sono: 1 OU 

White Wyandotte cockerel— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..................... 2 00 

(2yeCharless McClave, New Wondon > ONI0s.. sae <6. oe octets es 1 00 

(S)pJohnmAS HOers: “Wilntetre. gL sy 255 S sea eyctensy kore, Sie rosehe agarevaicbe Ribbon 

White Wyandotte pullet— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio.................20.0. 3 00 

(2)e Charlies! MeClaves News London, Ohio. 2: .. sss 1.6 cesses 2 00 

(3) Charles: McClave, New london, Ohi0.:. 35; 6220. .4o0 a os ee 1 00 

White Wyandotte pen— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..............2.2....0. 5 00 

(2) Charles MeClave;, New -bondon; ‘Ohio... 22 5 5.03. nos. 08 ees 3 00 

(OM MeAss ROSES. WVLLMettes Miller ees ess ch erereueheve ale o ce lehel elsbeea es 2 00 
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Buff Wyandotte cock— 

AGRICULTURE. 

()i Jc “A. 2Hornunes. (Greensburg, Indi... 2) foe eect nee oer 1 00 

(2) US, B. Lane. Spiceland sind = eee nee pean ae eee 50 

(8) -Elbert+Bros Alexandra, inden es sate eee oes Ribbon 

Buff Wyandotte hen— 

(2S: {Blanes Spiceland:- Indes. aces ae anne aoe eee 2 00 

(2) 8.2 Bs Lanes-Spieeland aide tierce ee eee 1 00 

(8)08:B:siane;sSpiceland 2nd cic enn eae eee Ribbon 

Buff Wyandotte cockerel— 

GS: B! duane; eSpicelands Imdse- eee ae eee eee 1 00 

(2) °S. B-Lane;Spiceland: sind 5) 534.0 sence nee eee 50 

(3)i-S5B-duane Spiceland ind. {se eee eee eee eee Ribbon 

Buff Wyandotte pullet— 

Gi) S:B alane.: Spiceland ind fed: sat tae oe eee eee 2 00 

(2) -Si--B: lane: Spiceland: (ind see aac ot oe Coe eee 1 00 

(eS Bi ebane,Spiceland: indi... eee oe eae eee Ribbon 

Buff Wyandotte pen— 

@) SBSLane;-Spicelands inde e oe eee eee 1 00 

(aS7B hanes Spiceland, indica. oe eee ee oe Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Silver Penciled Wyandotte cock— 

(Cl) Carver & Avey, ColimbiasGity. luda. es) seen eee 1 00 

(2) "Carver. & -Avvey.. Columbia (Citys ind= o--ee ase oa 50 

(3) Carver é& Avey,. Columbia Citys Idee. oes sees Ribbon 

Silver Penciled Wyandotte hen— 

(Gl) \Canyer(& “Avey. Columbia City-nlndacssc te eee eee 2 00 

(2) (‘Carvers& Atvey, Columbia City, inde eee eee eee eee 1 00 

(8) Carver & Avey, Columbia City, Ind..................... Ribbon 

Silver Penciled Wyandotte cockerel— 

(dl) Canyer& ‘Avey, «Columbia Gityseinds 2.20. ee eee 1 00 

(2) Carvers&- Avey, Columbia @ity. Intlaas-. 5 meee eee aye) 

(3) Carver & Avey, (Columbia: Gitysolnd=.- os eae Ribbon 

Silver Penciled Wyandotte pullet— . 

(1) ‘Carver: & Axvey, ‘Columbia® City. Inds. ..-52. ee oan eee 2 00 

(2) Carver. & Avey, Columbia City, Indi nen. ane see eee 1 00 

(os) Carver & Avey,. Columbiar City oindr a... 21 ee eee Ribbon 

Silver Penciled Wyandotte pen— 

@)) Carver & Avey; (Columbia City. Ind. --y 1240 ceue eee 1 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Partridge Wyandotte cock— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..............:.....-:; 2 00 

(2) Caryer, & .Avey, Colunibia) (Gitye ands s: 520k eee eee 1 0U 

hahgra bin o's Gatehateregieeteoke & Ribbon (8) Carver & Avey, Columbia City, Ind 
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Partridge Wyandotte hen— 

(1) J. A. Hornung; Greensburg, Ind... .........6.esee0s- 200% 2 00 

(2) Carver & Avey, Columbia City, Ind....................-- 1 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio...................+- Ribbon 

Partridge Wyandotte cockerel— 

(Qi@arversé& Avey,, Columbia City, Inde oo. 2. 2c meee oe 2 00 

(2)iGanyer & Avey, Columbia «City, Um. he reyare «cies = viele «1 « 1 00 

(8) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind... 2. .5 22. eee eww ene Ribbon 

Partridge Wyandotte pullet— 

(ijmCanvern sk: Aveys Columba City, WMGe re ci scree ce lcteie <a !elelle are 2 00 

(AVeCarvervé.Avey, Columbia Citys Tm. 22). 2. scenes de ae agate’ 1 00 

(6) Chiawae Ce Woven (thoi oe Onin Ibis Senpado ocd oobonoT Ribbon 

Partridge Wyandotte pen— 

(hinCarverusaAwveves COM iam Cit yee lala wtcyate o acne ele ects st cllett stalls 1 00 

(2) No award. 

P (8) No award. 

Buff Orpington cock— 

(Dan. Meloy, Shelbyville, Ind yx. 3-025. seta se wie cise wes = ein 1 00 

(2) ‘Charles: MeClave, New London, @hio........%05...6.0..-- 50 

32) IMoouareis wil, <Obn copa joyeNly IDE Nehiaeqneic es IbsGI so miGnaonmboandocus Ribbon 

Buft Orpington hen— 

(1) Charles Mce@laves News london sOhiOzrcnystacies «2 aie sree erdirte 2 00 

(2) Thorhas M. Campbells; Darlington; Undies. 4. ce esa ere 1 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New .London, Obio...................- Ribbon 

Buff Orpington cockerel— s 

Ge thomassve Campbell Darlington, Inds 22.22 eo. <6. «otro « 1 00 

(2) Charles McClave;-New London, Ohio....................- 50 

(a) Charles MeClaves News Wondons Ohior.-%y..2. i ss 2) oe Ribbon 

Buff Orpington pullet— 

@)iCharlessMeClavem New Wondony OHO ne elem svstetels) «erst et disnelieus 2 00 

(Ap whomassvi. Campbell Warlineton.. Lid yyat.ss a ccfels + ccclete ere 1 00 

(8) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind.................5. Ribbon 

Buff Orpington pen— 

(hi i@harles"McClave: iNew, Wondon; Ohio ss. <5). 0 wierchelevete ota 3 00 

2) wohomas: Ma Campbell; Darlin'etoms Tn). < eras ctsts ne ole eres 2 00 

(S)ebeMeeMeloy-eshellbyvilllely lnidirapvens stan seer ciets eves sterceoat> Ribbon 

White Orpington cock— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

White Orpington hen— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

9—Agri. 
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White Orpington cockerel— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

White Orpington pullet— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

White Orpington pen 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Rhode Island Red cock— 

(1) Mae EH. Butler, Indianapolis, Ind..... a hard LON es fae anaes 1 00 

(2) Mascotte Poultry Yards, Morgan Park, Ill............... 50 

(s)mlueiber és Topin, eindianapolis.s mde cee ace acters Ribbon 

Rhode Island Red hen— 

@) Leiber SaLopiny InGgianapoliss plmGin caer eerie ere 2 00 

(Z)eleiper’ &. Lobin, indianapolis) linden aces eens ete 1 00 

(Seach Butlers sindianapoliss Olnd ses. c sts eee ele aeinares Ribbon 

Rhode Island Red cockerel— 

Gl) Maes Butler Sindianapolis. Wns. sce 4st erecta 3 00 

(2) Mac Butler vindiamapolish inde ycccpciine sneiteeie teens 2 00 

(os) nlbeibertc& lobine InagianapOlise Windy sarneus creisieeteke eeceor seeewene ens 1 00 

Rhode Island Red pullet— 

Gh) sweiber és) Lobin. Maia napolis: md ses cies users erections 3 00 

(PAY Aer oyere ig doy oyumey Ihmobther ovo lliss Nols cane acaneomaoeosonaobe- 2 00 

(io) py Mac K-sbutler, Indiana polisy (mr ci. esis ncn orn eee oro ans 1 00 

Rhode Island Red pen— 

@) heiberscsLobing Indianapolis sandy. cr. cas cvernee ier senshi 5 OO 

(PAV IMEI ID Es Je phe eve ayolistarsy oN Ihiislon, soquoqboosnsoeobee bor 3 00 

(3) Mae VE Butler, indianapolisy id kan myers ele cm seit ever tenet 2 00 

ASIATIC. 

Light Brahma cock— 

@) Hrank PE.) Johnson; Indianapolisslmae teen sicher eects rer 2 00 

Qrhranik) PF yJohnson, indiana polisheim Mer sasensioe cnerkeeet ie reneta ey 1 00 

(3) (G22D. 2Wiestmoreland: seialle Wide cere n cece ces eee eee eae Ribbon 

Light Brahma hen— 

(dL) Drank bP Johnsons indianapolis lind ssc eee ee 3 00 

(2)) Mranis 2. Johnson, dndiansipoliss inde... eieteeets ee 2 00 

(5) ads Samwniiley i Son, Mulligan, Winders eayvsuss steteieesee eee etaenet are 1 00 

Light Brahma cockerel— 

(ip irank Johnson; dindianapolus elma ee. eres cence ieee ene 3 00 

(2) Frank P. Johnson, Indianapolis, Ind..........., 2 00 

(jy Mihizhabenler Kolanaksfoyayy Wiakobe noe haroihiss Ihe ee 5a Ae ban sno Eo es 0 1 00 
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Light Brahma pullet— 

@) Erank (Ps Johnson; Indianapoliswimdess sos. sess. go. ce 3 00 

@2)ybrankees yonnson., lnidianapoliss: Inds... 154.4. nee oe 2 00 

(6) ramicse sohnnson. Indianapolis= Imd.. 2.202 sake oes oe 1 00 

Light Brahma pen— 

G)iiranie We ohnson,, smc ap ols mlm Glee ard. ne ems uate nee es be hs O10) 

(2) Sh rani<eE Johnson: Indianapolis lad sete see tees be cstke sete 5 00 

(Se ranls Py johnson, Indianapoliss smd. 5 1 cshe ee k- 2 00 

Dark Brahma cock— : 

Q@eWarbritton’ Bross adocailinds secre sek chee shacteke ioctl aes 2 00 

(Z)aWianbribtons Bros, lad om alanis eiaae eekieh. cts jues eee 1 00 

(SS) Mrs Re WieeWalliams. indinmapolis) Imideeaeiiie ts. le. Ribbon 

Dark Brahma hen— 

Cl) ei cAS Erormune7Greensbure, Indeuwaenies oe nacit. sees a 3 00 

(Ze War DricOnebrossuwluaAdOcasesn dese sete), eet eyed e ee 2 00 

(Gate NesSmileyacenson.. VMallioaine iimdits eins eoetatinem ese = otis: 1 00 

Dark Brahma cockerel 

(Oita Eornuno. Greensbunes lid aden econ abel. eee 2 00 

(2) Mrs. R. W./Williams, Indianapolis, Imd-... ..5.2..)...Js2... 1 00 

(@)) Wis IE AWE, MGI haneh Jha leno oalict hil asa yAG Re pees nee Ribbon 

Dark Brahma pullet 

(1) J. A. Hornung, Greensburg, Ind...... g2R keris. eine as. 2 00 

(2) 2Jen ACS rlornlnesys«Greensburen mantis cise ie aie ae sta tle 1 00 

(Gat BaPoe) Oakfords Ind ta. jae Aisa peels eluates -e Blo eee Ribbon 

Dark Brahma pen— 

CO RIaeAS ElOornune-Greensbure. tind aisserriete - Secetl. asenie. 3 00 

(aWarbritton: Bros, duadocareind: Weta: eoeien ieee Ade oo. 2 0V0 

(3) MrsR> WeaWilliams. “Indinnapolish md se .-2\08. 54. ade eel Ribbon 

GAMES. 

Black-breasted Red cock— 

G)oWiesley Tanis .Greensbure, dnd... .c6. son cease ee eee 1 00 

@awresleyaluaniismGreenspure sims sacs. seen eae ae 50 

(8) No award. . 

Black-breasted Red hen— 

Cm iesleyuanits se reenshuncy inde oe oe sine os se ee cee ane 2 00 

@)ewesiey anus; Greenspunesclind sen.4 5 fas cep oe 8 heels 1 00 

(8) No award. 

Black-breasted Red cockerel— 

(Cn Wesley wlanitisn GreensbuneyelatGii nt baie see ee ce 1 00 

(Ziavmesleyaluanitis Greensbures lm 4 7 seine aati ae ee mie ce ee 50 

(8) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind................... Ribbon 

Black-breasted Red pullet— : 
CHmWesleveWaniiss Greens puree sss oe ee eee 2 00 

@eWiesleyweanius = Greensburcoilnd-s 42h. e) oe ee eee 1 00 

(8) No award. 
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Black-breasted Red pen— 

()-Wesleyianins; Greensbure, andes 2k....o 45 see ae 1 00: 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award, 

Pit Game cock— 

(@awesley swans! Greensburg inde eee. 4 eee ee oe eet ee Tt 00 

(Z) mG 22D Westin Ore lary setter ela el ere epee ee ee \ 50 

(3), Wesley: Lanins, (Greensburg sind ye. «ce eee eee eee Ribbon 

Pit Game hen— 

(i) Wesley Lanius, Greensbure, Inds-rne. tee eee ae ee ee 2 00 

(2) Mrs. W., Williams) Indianapolis;sIndice eel. tse oi. 1 00 

(S)\2C:= Ds Westmoreland: Hall inde. foe eee oe eee Ribbon 

Pit Game cockerel— 

@) Wiesley lanius; ‘Greensburs, Inde cetee-c2 e-se hee eile 2 00 

(2) Wesley lanins) (Greensbure inde! eoy cele secieeicterio ees 1 00 

(3) CoD! awiestmoreland.. Eval ind teem cela ie tee neta Ribbon 

Pit Game pullet— 

CimvwWesley, Lanius, Greensburg, Ind’ <3... fo Sein ciee eis eee 3 00 

(yavwesley; lanius, ‘Greensbure, Indeee.ceee saci «ee eee 2 0U 

(8) C2 2D Westmoreland: Eta Olney ete ee ne ree ern eis ae ears 1 00 

Pit Game pen— 

(1) Wiesley: anius) Greensburg,, Lindo iti. cee cio es ie oes 3 00 

(2)7C1D; Westmoreland, vELall Lm cere ote leis kore che caeret eine etree 2 00 

(3) Mirsi Ree Woe Williams indianapolis finden. ree cierceee ter Ribbon — 

Cornish Indian cock— 

Gi) Hilbert Bros:, Alexandria; Und= 5 a. e cs -he Sele ae eee 2 00 

(2) CG. 2D: - Westmoreland; Elall singer eet) icrs raat teks stele eet en srs 1 00 

(3)sJohnsonvé Potts, (Greenheld vind see ss ae ee tee ae eee Ribbon 

Cornish Indian hen— 

(@) Wesley Wanius, Greensburg. Unde eic a cee. thet iehe ere a 3 00 

(2) {CDs Westmoreland: srlalll ingress. cys eae eee re 2 00 

(3) No award. 

Cornish Indian cockerel— 

(De Wesley slams; Greensbpurgy slime ete ete eee eee eee i el O0 

(2) Johnson’ & Potts: Greentiel ds slind te. see te ir ae 50 

(s)= Wesley Lanius, Greensburg, indie. non cies cer nee e ene Ribbon 

Cornish Indian pullet— ; 

(@) Johnson 6, Potts; Greenhela yy Emcor pecs ets ene eee 1 00 

(2), Wesley; Lanitis; *Greensburesr lm diicc crerteisssierrs otrcte creteleccutene 50 

(8) 2 Wesley ianius, Greensburg; ndins crt oie scsi eee Ribbon 

Cornish Indian pen— 

(Dewesley Danius,, Greensburg, (nd x. on. oq.) iets pe ees 3 00 

(2).OueD) “Westunoreland, seal; Mend oes. oer mele cite ease ioe 2 00 

(8) No award. 
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GAME BANTAMS. 

Black-breasted Red cock— 

(DmWwiesiev<hanins Greensburs.) lnc. sa scte ve a's oie Ses Sart ores 1 00 

(2) Thomas M. Campbell; Darlington, Ind.................... 5U 

(OIeVV nde eVIECIrIOtGe Mari Onme: Nin (litt. esker. dees cae = OR ioe as Ribbon 

Black-breasted Red hen— 

G“eWiesley “Laniis,7GreensbuUre Mind). oats Vind cd at cee clove 2 00 

(2) Thomas M- Campbell; Darlington, Imdi.)(2. 2.06 sce eee: 1 OU 

(co) OV ie Weber NE CETIO UE MLATHOM,, GLIMGa avcte a atede o eiete stein odorata eater Ribbon 

Black-breasted Red cockerel— 

(GH) RADE SE LOs eA leer Grianeeln Gam crs st ae ek iekck ors nackte: Sree eat 1 00 

(2) EWiesley wang: Greens plure, » Linde 22090) saris cle vctars favebs onece 50 

(Se Dhomas Me Camphell Darlington -Inds 2, a2..26 22 eee. fee Ribbon 

Black-breasted Red pullet— 

qi); Lhomas Me Campbell, Darlington, Imd... 2.2.2. sacaen ee - 2 OU 

(2) Thomas: Me Campbell Darlington; Ts 2.62%. sae e et oeiele 1 00 

(OMVACSEC Va anit G TECH SDUnS.) LNG sf. 12 - mi,e ctaes uoke Sie otteks Sion oie Ribbon 

Black-breasted Red pen— 

(1) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind...... Sh aiecpenese stage 1 00 

(2) Wesley hans, Greensburg, Indi. : 2.24. us22 as ceetece Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Silver Duckwing cock— 

GQ) Je Aa sEtornune.Greensbure,, Indi. 5 was s cia cients ete ew ee 1 00 

(2)eMatthew El Phares. Shelbyville, Indie 2.023. faces se 50 

(s)eMatthew Ee iehanres, «Shelbyville, idity ys .as ee oie Ribbon 

Silver Duckwing hen— 

Gyre Ae MElornunes."Greernspure. Inds 422 srkae pees sist Selene 1 00 

(eMattheweH. Phares! Sheliyyvilles el dls ec, one eyacie a) ce 50 

(s)7 Matthew. Eo Phares, Shelbyville; Ind)..25. -7.22a2.2..5- Ribbon 

Silver Duckwing cockerel— 

(hz Ax Eornunc  Greenspuros Undies «cs beast ase dee ts euelele ¢ 2 00 

(2)eMiatthew sks deharess ‘Shelby villes Underage. kets ee teres 1 OU 

(qua Mathhew Hes Phares Shelpyvalllew mde ss em wen a ames Ribbon 

Silver Duckwing pullet— 

(QA Erormune*Greenspurgs Ima.) oe etter ciel coe eres eae 2 00 

(AuMatthew He Phares, Shelbyville: Winds wan0. 2 m2 sschesieces elt. 1 00 

(8) No award. 

Silver Duckwing pen— 

(li) Matthews esehares, Shelbyville: Ind ssce.. 2-0. scene. cee ol 1 00 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

Red Pyle cock— 

@)erhomaseMen Campbell Darlinetom, Mie yteesssr > eects -iar yee ee 1 00 

(ZW a ViarriOut.; Mia TOM MOGs tc,5 1. .ts le. a aesre al eleaeeneee eter aie 50 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio.................... Ribbon 
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Red Pyle hen— 

(14) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind.................... 3 00 

(2) "Chomas Me ‘Campbell, Danlingtonty indies s--isen ee} eee eee 2 00 

(8) J. A) Hornung; Greensburg ims kins se eel ee - hei 1 00 

Red Pyle cockerel— 

@)"Lhomas: Me Campbell; Darlington; Ind), .32:i5- oer ie ee 1 00 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio.........:..-....2..: 50 

(8) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington,’ Ind... 727. .2....7:..8- Ribbon 

Red Pyle pullet— 

(1) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind:...:......... Se 1 60 

(2) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio........ PERS Sean eee 50 

(8); Fhomas Mi. Campbell) Darline tone ind. sacs rose Ribbon 

Red Pyle pen— ‘ ha 

(1) ‘Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind.....)..........7... 1 00 

(2)? Thomas M. Campbell,” Darlington; Indi i0.2 2-02 e ee. Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Brown Red Game cock— 

Gs Wesley Manius) Greensburg, Under. aac ate ater ret mae 1 00 

(2); Dhomas Me: Campbell, Darline ton; inde eee raters trees ele 50 

(8) No award. 

Brown Red Game hen— 

(1) Wesley anius; Greensbure; inde. hs ee ert oe a ie iaeehs aes 1 00 

(2)" Wesley “ants: <Greensburey, ain ere eet oiater eas ete seen te 5O 

(3) No award. 

Brown Red Game cockerel— 

GQ) Wesley 4aaninus;,Greensbure, mdse. rs ace eee ane 50 

(2) Wesley Landus) Greensburey indie n: ae cierto ered ren Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Brown Red Game pullet— 

@) Wesley “tWanis Greenspunes Mim ste seer suaseasen treater teens 50 

(2) Wesley Lanius, Greensburg, Ind.’........... On ARISE, tee eters Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Brown Red Game pen— 

@) Wesley “Lanius* Greensburg, md ee ci tn otete tele cue eerste Ribbon 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Red Pyle Game Standard cock— 

(DAWesley lanins; "Greens pune Vin G srr teeter ert ere 1 00 

(2) "Elbert Bross vAlexandrias avd: oat. .iepeiahtl= tee a eters iene aia 5O 

(8) No award. 

Red Pyle Game Standard hen— 

(2) We J Marriott, Marion, pln & voor ple desiee i tah eee  ee 1 00 

(2) Wesley danius; Greensburg, Inde... esciecinie eae ee 50 

(3) Bilbert Bross Alexamdmnin,) Und. <© ace). chate sista scseee at aie eee Ribbon 
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Red Pyle Game Standard cockerel— — 

(ie Wesley-lantus Greensburg lid) iyo cyevel els snatsvelapeyers as) Sisponsse 1 00 

(2) Wesley Lanius, Greensburg, Ind... .... +. ..-..,.--.++5.- 50 

(8) No award. 

Red Pyle Game Standard pullet— 

GiewWiesley, Lanius; Greensburg: oln@la.. 2 5 aie 5 5s en crs «2 oe shorn 1 00 

(2) Wesleye AMilUSs: (Greenspunre -UmGs occ cu sie a ks seks gets endl s510 ve 1 00 

(8) No award. 

Red Pyle Game Standard pen— 

(MewWesleyehaniis) Greenspurey Tid oy. sis sect sets slates erase se 1 00 

ZaWiesley wWwaniuss Greenspur cl Goi. sate ae seacteictegecstende eiors Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

BANTAMS OTHER THAN GAME. 

Golden Seabright cock— 

(1) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind................0.... 2 00 

@isbibert= Bros. Alexandriattdindiyss os, 4 ee eee a ee alee oe 1 00 

(SO) eMieCove Brose WAN GEMMES: ibm ti sng tei onan lons ee een eeae eee Ribbon 

Golden Seabright hen— 

(1) Thomas M. Campbell, Darlington, Ind....... 252 Sata heh 3 

(Za Nesmileye& Son. Malltoa mE ds 4 oy. ies sevens fe 3 02 chorea at 2 00 

(3) ia Vie NLelOya Stel byavillen mins: aye-ces closes ccedeysaslone(e aueeetee eae 1 

Golden Seabright cockerel— 

(1) Charles McClave, New: London, Ohio. ..............6...... 5 

(2)McOoye Bross. Vincennes Undies, ay fel eiieiacuitys Daas 2 00 

(S)PMCCOy toss InGcennes. inde t= steps teas eciekers ee eee gene 1 

Golden Seabright pullet— 

(@)) Charles: Mc@lave), New; London; Ohio... 25.2222. 22 i oa en oe 3 

(2) Biber’: Bros. Alexan Grin ING 45 22% <io'sjci% «<i vinn2 seb ghee outs 2 00 

@)uCharles McClave, New Wondon, sOhios ses ss 2) else a i! 

Golden Seabright pen— 

@), Charles MeClave, New London, Ohio.............5...-.--» 5 

(2) DhomassMie Campbell Darling tony: inde oc. .c.- = tance 2 ole 3 00 

(3) SEADEEE Se bTOS ae A lexan Gniam slid seme cesses = be hee Freres be eras 2 

Silver Seabright cock— 

(Dek MeeMecloyershelbyiville, wind eect eens, oss one cme Candee 1 00 

(2) Re vEoMeloy-pshellywilleS snd); ise oc lear ieee tence 50 

()MeNOMmAS Me Camppell a Warlin ston slim Ge v sees ce lies Genesee Ribbon 

Silver Seabright hen— 

Girne Seidensticker, BrightwoOod, Und sac os «cut oes cree 3 00 

(QehomassviCamppell: Darling torioghm Gy ,.2:2 eee ue ete 2 00 

(3) ohh. Vie NelOy,o Shelbyville nies. 2.; seicenetise-ots oRactabote crn ects 1 00 

Silver Seabright cockerel— 

()Stave. iSeidensticekers Brightwoods Ind= cn. s enlaces soe 2 00 

(Aon vi Meloy. -ShelbyvallesInd: a ys ain wsisce na oe eels eels 1 00 

Colt ere EROLUEM 2 TA ECOU SESE, LING c atta a 's1atd'a <a loo orgie ang ca oun ats Ribbon 
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Silver Seabright pullet— 

(i) MoM Meloy, shelbywilles ud: sc-cee o cere eee eee 3 00 

(2)i decd EHlormuncGreensbuie Tine: eet era ener te eee 2 00 

(3) J. AS sElornune. Greenspure), [Ge ee 0 ecete cee arate sre 1 00 

Silver Seabright pen ’ : 

(i) phe vi. Meloy, “Shelbyville: slimes. tase eseriercers scien eee rae ieee 3 00 

(ZA) Rhomas Me Campbell) Darltineton, ladies. see ace ee ee 2 00 

S) we Ace HOrninos Greens DUne: slide ete eer ee oe Ribbon 

R. C. B. African cock 

(OpIe ewe wisr éssony Oame»rona Wir Velo me eer ice cere 2 60 

@) fhomuseMe Campbell’) Darlin tom, sing seater eaci reel 1 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..................... Ribbon 

R. C. B. African hen— 

(2) Thomas MW. Campbell Darlington ind 22s es en een ee 1 00 

(2) TRhomassee Campbell Danlineton wads eyes eters 1 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio....-.......52....4 = Ribbon 

R. C. B. African cockerel-— 

@)-fhomas MM. Campbell, Darlington, Inds -2 .. > teres ee ee 1 00 

(2) Charles McClave, New london; ‘Ohio: .0522.55.-.. Sele. 50 

(5), Charles McClave, New London, Ohio: ...::7....2.0.-..... Ribbon 

R. C. B. African pullet— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio...%................. 2 00 

(2) (Charles “Mc@lave; New london: Ohigv.2. 4 -2ece seer 1 00 

(5) {(Bhomas M. Campbell} Darlington; Indi .ne.secewen. ee te Ribbon 

R. C. B. African pen— ‘ 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio.......:............- 1 00 
(2) Thomase MM. Campbell Darlinetoms Inde. ses adorei Ribbon 

(8) No award. 

Buff Cochin cock— 

(Ll) Wi WeawAlke TMOrriStonvn. Inder. eter gtensss 2 tein tne meee 3 00 

(2) bere Bros: Wilexanadriay Ladi ekraeitancss os 6 ceete eee heme nee ae 2 00 

()eClar ey Johnson RAs ville, Unde ce rerciencte ce an ete nae ears 1 00 

Buff Cochin hen— 

CL) Wi Wis Zilkke; SMLOLristowmn, Lids ys cals cutee cederee sake oeeiee rete 3 00 

(Zid. CA LOrmins, iGreensbpure, Utd wan \tccuds sisters toteee eeepepomtete ere 2 00 

(Bee laite ly JONNSONS AUS Dalle: niet cnet teenie cere eee 1 00 

suff Cochin cockerel— 

GL). W's Wis Zike; Morristown, Inds o32. see anetceietenteen mete eee 3 00 

(2) Wa We “ike. Mornistovwin, Indon ... cen nis crate «teenie eae ae 2 00 

(5) Krank RR. Hale & Son;’Shelbyville; Indi). s+... eee eae 1 00 

Buff Cochin pullet— 

GOW. W...Zailke, -Monristown: Ind. s< dec eink. cate eren eicaeeeee 3 00 

(2) OW... Wie -wilke, Dlorristown, ind emt eros, Aes acne ie ee 2 00 

(3). Wis W.. aike; Morristown; Und i...c51. 36 otee, cree ie eee 1 00 
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Buff Cochin pen— 

GQ AWie Wis Zilces sMOrriStOw Ml! <2 creche erie he ate. saa 5 OO 

(2)AWe We Ale MOLrIS tO, oN: sir. cesvstetsne more a tos er erceialec ere wears 3 00 

(S) eH lbestuBrosseAlexam dirias. (MGiewes sacs ars ys ate taint aes 2 00 

White Cochin cock— 

(Gi) PEberGebros.e Ale xem Orie a de seach cers cise ee ceiota tae, 2 00 

(Q)ehirankssonsarke osmelio yavilles Minds, +0. tits ok ere eae edie 1 00 

(SG) aE NER SITileA cc SOM. Mali oa. Wm.) oc. 2 cptetctemic tans Chciers ots Ribbon 

White Cochin hen— 

“7 (1) Frank R. Hale & Son, Shelbyville, Ind................ hae nee 3 00 

(2) eS ONES TO Gye Com Oneal aime Mule fmcei a, S01 isla aedan ae pay mtn Yes 2 00 

<(@)) LMGNMS IS JSGHe COSI ovelll on Apllicse have ee Me ano cides aig ene odes 1 00 

White Cochin cockerel— 

GC) etiranivekeeLialerds: Sone Shella yaville: slaadhes. yest ones 2 00 

(Aehranks Re Hales &sSon shelby ville. Indi.nc.s oes eae 1 00 

(So) SHA ke Ss Nitie Shel piyavlles, [diese sys cts crerre Metonencreue rete ict one Ribbon 

White Cochin pullet— 

(li) Piranke rR dtalescosonk Shelby wile) Ward oy ese. een eel 2 GO 

@)ybrank HR: Hale & Son; Shelbyville; mde 2.38. 922.625.0000 1 00 

(So) Miiranks SsekGirke= shelf yivill Gaels ac cseteuctces ce cles seetens ee ie Ribbon 

White Cochin pen— 

(Gl) siirankoRe Eales Sone shelby ville, lids -.cnpessteecicoterenoier 3 OO 

(2) phiranice Salsirkanshelinyayill aw lin Ge ey strate sara S areh stare eiencmterate eectee 2 00 

(8) T. N. Smiley & Son, Milligan, Ind............. Radeie sitters EeLD DON 

Black Cochin cock— 

Ch RWillitde BiH ek ane Ste WiOUlS wuvilOnte races. lees chain id ecto: 1 00 

(2) pranks Eialerc Son. ushelby ville; elindiae saeae-leedesie cote 50 

(OME ae Varro tt revit Omni dit. ePhuee.s Ceteperortn frkae ie cueea inch tices Ribbon 

Black Cochin hen— 

Gi hranksRs Haleve sons shelby ville, Mmdecc 130). sre seis | oe 1 00 

(PINES Alp ARSE DAKO Gm Ted Ee KONO es) OOK ete See Rn crak alse et es Seen ee 50 

(S)\ehrankeRe ralerc&oson ss shelbyyrle: lmdisic. Se. lysis eer oe Ribbon 

Black Cochin ecockerel— 

@)pbrank Re Hale wks -Son; Shelbyville, Und: 225 sey... ees ee 2 00 

(AeihranksRerale son, Shelbyville; lnding <. cc ans ieicnecters aes 1 00 

(o) ebrankon ss EH alerdcs sons shellbywilles Wimdr wen. nse eves eee Ribbon 

Black Cochin pullet— 

@) i hrankask Seale & Son, Shelby valle; indi vos. fe elccleses sae 3 00 

(2) Frank R. Hale & Son, Shelbyville; indtte nieces cess Seine ie 2 00 

(@) hrankoR elale:& Son ashel by ville indies asec ciaiee 1 00 

Black Cochin pen— 

G)ehrank Re Eilers) Son. shelby wiles Unde) a) is. asetclee ere 3 00 

(2)eiirank Re taless Son Shelbyville; ind: 2s ats .asse eee ees 2 00 

(Oo) MMrankvR. wale ssaSone Shelbywilles dnd s-54553..6se4scn4s « Ribbon 
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TURKEYS. 
Bronze cock— 

(OsGs WaaWallkkins; 4 Atlamtarelnd= ony oat sere ote oe ete le eee - & 00 

(2) i Nesmiley 76 Son. Million slr se css viene ioere eters 2 00 

(8) G. W. Wilkins, Atlanta, Ind..... SEN Ter a aeD Rey ste hes) teas a Ty, 1 00 

Bronze hen— 

(COG PW. sWalkans:: Ahlan tay, lun deo cycsretons conracaienret toners eecton tne teae 3 00 

@)ZG. We eWialkins* Atlanta solar de jeciss.ceeccn ctouiers nlm aeiersretens eee teat 2 00 

(3) Se DSENee Smileys some Milica slic a ie steers eee te tenes 1 00 

Bronze cockerel— 

Gl) ase Smile y.nk SON. Malic aris mel eacee ee ene rete eee 3 00 

(2) EONS Smiley ic Son, Mualllio aml awe se toe ste tence 2 00 

(5) No award. 

Bronze pullet— 

(SN Sniiley"S /SOngViMiroam nd erence re ee ae 3 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

White Holland cock— 

@)S-3S-“Smileyeé& Son, Milligan indie tee eee eee be 3 00 

(2)e55 Ave Hornuns ‘Greensbure. lind sere ae ae ee eee ate 2 00 

(3) eh Mis Meloy: Shelbyville} imd's)5. eee eine ther eet nee 1 00 

White Holland hen— 

Se) ACsEtornuny, “Greensburg, winds ocs eee oe eee ate 3 00 

(2)J- S- Smiley & Son} -Mallicant imdes) 29s 7s eee ee 2 00 

(S) Pde So SMieye Se SON, Mail oa) wares ee eterna ede 1 00 

White Holland cockerel— 

@) Ee NeSmiley 7& Son} saliva mama ser cee teeta cee eee 3 00 

(2) oN. Smiley7& Son; Milligan inditeryt Sew caesar es 2 00 

(3) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio....................: 1 00 

White Holland pullet— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio..................... 3 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. ° 

GEESE. 

Pair Tolouse, old— 

(1) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio....:.........0..0... 3 00 

(2) J.#A. Hornung, (Greensburg, Ohidmawe: - te see ee 2 00 

(3) “IN. Smiley & Son; Milligany Inds) .\secc. tek eee ten ee 1 00 

Pair Tolouse, young— 

(1) J.S. Smiley7é& Son; Milligan? (Unde ee ee eee ee ieee 3 00 

(2); DN. Similey.& Son; Millican,)Indieis ss...<. ce eestie eens 2 00 

(6) LN, Smiley_& Son Milligan sindiae im eek eee ee 1 00 

Pair Hmbden, old— 

(1) J.-S.-Smiley: & Son; Millican indies sacs tenes at eke 3 00 

(20. Ne osmiley «<&Sony Mallioams Midas eee tere cuneeetence cere 2 00 

(3) J. As -ELornune: ‘Greenspure. ings veers crc ean aeiare a eiatelene eae 1 00 
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Pair Embden, young— 

Det Ssssmrleya ce Sone Mies alr sie ery oc ctark. 6 se eevecsce ele) le se 3 00 

(2g ESS ye ScesOnee Mallia men Myc e0 existe acme e clarciae oc 2 2 00 

Ger, Nosuley & Son, Millican, ind: J). .0s. 5.02 0.- rae fuk 1 00 

Pair Chinese, old— 

(CO eaSNE Smiles SOn. Mali oom Gen newseiay tabs sit oes ele arate <2 3 00 

(2) PAC Eornmune.-Greensbune, elm: a. tote y--32 crerele ee lceas eos 2 00 

(3) No award. 

Pair Chinese, young— 

Ce A ormine Green Sire, EMG 0 \e onreels)- mise ate laine a, ye. OO 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

DUCKS. 

Pair Pekin, old— 

Cee Se smileyecson, Mallar ids. t: o#) fase Gere eae et 3 00 

(Zed aeA SS LOEMINe Greens OUre ING. soc cust e its oe Saker a eweunine 2 00 

(ae MeCoy. Bros Vincennes; Ing “e..3.. sate bel iano See a ee 1 00 

Pair Pekin, young— 

Give Ace Elornuns, «Greensburg, «Mimd sa ece cette «ct parvetl ste ire eeien 3 00 

(2), Charles; MeClaye,. New. London, ‘Ohio -s223)) 222. ae. 2 00 

(8) Charles McClave, New London, Ohio...........:......... 1 00 

Pair Aylesbury, old— 

CL) As Hornung, Greensburg, Gndsteosss ooo ek et kee oes oe 3 00 

Cie eNe Smileyad Sons: Mallicam Tanda aactser ste otter. eee aeatee 2 00 

(3) Lhomas:M., Campbell; Darlington,:Ind! 3. .)2).00.2.. 05%... 1 00 

Pair Aylesbury, young— 

GQ) cine smiley Sout viiihisame TMG a5 sir anes 8o oc ee cee Oras 3 00 

(2) AEN Ge init verde SOM. VI ems Ch ce renee em ne eyes 2 00 

(>) REANIM verec a SOLS Tepes getters ct .caes eget Sieyers ne yey ee 1 00 

Pair Rouen, old— ; 

(Cie IerASmEronnimime.s Greenshuree ln de. ets sm on die) oc ee eee 3 60 

(2) Charles: McClave; New london, -Ohioy . = cscs. ese on oe 2 00 

(8) No award. 

Pair Rouen, young— 

(i) Ie AC SErOrnun S Greens bres, UG sesnes. sicne, seerale cus cases by cena eh cs 3 00 

(PAW dec SraaudWeyake (Sora I DAU ps ao ee Noe nee ie SS J ee 2 00 

(8) No award. 

PIGEONS. 

Best display, ten varieties, all pure bred— 

Cl aGeorzertiwaidss Cincinnati. «OniOnae +4 ses ae is ieee eee 10 00 
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AGRICULTURE. 

CLASS L—GRAIN AND SEEDS. 

(A. M. Stewart, Madison, Ind., Judge.) 

PURE BRED CORN. 

Leaming— 

(Had Die Whitesides: GB ramisbin pela tte sce cei ceme ee cere rorer tens Sack 

(2) W. O. Swain, Arlington, MVC eaten onde cae ae arash ale ee eet eee 3 

(3) L. Marshall Vogler, Hope; “nds os itiyic ae shocietedacteteras eter 2 

Boone County White— ; 

(MHiGM AS Browmny rank lim ian ic cde; we tyne echt e ease cnaeacte ene 4 

(2) ee) Da aWihitesides ss loram klimey incl omer he aero cere eee 3 

(6) Ln 5." Clore; Franklin, 1nd) 22 cates be eae eh t oh aA Tea otc Z 

Riley’s Favorite— 

CG) Wel @O. Swain, cATlineton. Tad: Wee aces ses cease eater cron 4 

(2) iJ DD. Wibitesides,, Wramiklim. -lmden eee ict ee ene 

(5) deg Whitesides, sbiranidin: Ind) peep e-em seen cee es 2 

Johnson County White Dent— 

QJ Ds Whitesides Hranlslime median sameeren wets acute tena pete 4 

(2) Cc Al Browne ranclins: madsen adam ke ee Geers ele een 3 

(a) MILs BusGlore; yBiram elim. Dd hs,.-.12 crs eke aevortne is pe lee e rine. 2 

Twenty ears yellow corn— 

(1) J Da Wihitesides:, Hiramilelin:=) iid yi tres, Sein ees aren 10 

(2). 0. Bs Hollingsworth, New “Aceusta, indo. sec eenete cick 7 

(G) (Ch, AS Browne Mra mislin«y emis’ slate chars cia tenetoee seen nereneis 5 

Twenty ears white corn— 

(MeL Bi Clore Hramislin. onda, ei ccn sweeter oer oboe teee iain reece 10 

S(2) Jey) Wiesides, “iranian, # limes sence 0.05 sete envetercere renee ire ae 7 

(o)isle Marshalls VoOeler: SE Ope; lide tildes ieecth cartel tot erecta D 

Twenty ears any other variety— 

(Dom. Me Santord.. Greentelds indet cdc cc eee pote eeeeiee aoe 10 

(2) John) Warvel) (NG we Ate stassi li dis. hewn tet, cmcutanate eee are acteee 7 

(3) (We iO Swany ATLin SCO LC Su bask ore ecu terete Ree ele teeta meena 5 

Twenty ears white flint corn— 

(1)? JD S-Wihitesides Sb ramiclim vin Cisaseic oer cesar ares One k eae 3 

(Zaina Ds Whitesides: “Wraniklin: aide oot meee clas eee ee 2 

(83) No award. 

One peck white rice popcorn— 

(28) bred few BP Whitesides: “hramiklin lindis tcc eaten ok eter eareenniere 3 

(2) George M.* Rumier: Mohawks Wndiescciccs wi eiee Gin ieicy eevee 2 

(3) (George cM. Rumler, Molva wi,” DniGixis sons s escveteeie pees cicearers at 
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One peck golden popcorn— 

CieGeorse Mar Rumler Mohawike Ende. sinc. one pores eee ee 3 00 

(2). Hea Mian hi pps webs via liaerOllOwe we seas sate ces sepa > eee ne 2 00 

(3) Vober dalle Steeles: Mohawks sind eite cae ee otehciere elec 1 00 

One peck any variety— 

Che Wesley. laninus Greensburg, Indra 6 ces facts one aes 8 00 

(2) 7 Georses Me Rumler Mohawk.» lmdi-y 4 sacs arena enna ne 2 00 

(eGeorvsey Meukumier Mohawks ind saci. sccascm ce. tao ameiticn 1 00 

Six largest ears, any variety— 

CHa NMarshallevioglereELopen lm Gk s-panisnerertaolnete hes tare sicker 5 00 

(2)R@CAS Browns Mramlelin® slime: ya eatsrespaaeenctts sis eeene ceca ete 2 50 

Six most perfect ears corn— 

Ci) mieMarsiialleVviorler;: ELOpes Lm dts seis srarschs sieteyeeis ato ness aici atere 5 00 

(P)) dis IDS \waonivessoress iMiehalkbins Whol cane oashucascapoceosecder ZR 

Best and most meritorious display of corn— 

Ceh- VieSantord AG reenieldy lndmecwecs sree eet erate 50° OU 

(2) avy ite sic os ss Hurt kilns scm elgepere sparse ee a doesent te ere cner 25 00 

(G)e woo Hitesidess  iratllin Didi t cesar. tia crate cteeie sissies 15 00 

Ay eonnwln bakery WValaron, Undies hos 2 vet ss are me oan 10 00 

Best one-half bushel white winter wheat— 

(Cl) edie Me Ckcleyew Marry: Svilles (Oise syevckcacre cas hres Paice roe 4 00 

(2)nde deiseckleye Marysville, ONIO. sta aete-. sucisvs sere cies eee 2 00 

Best one-half bushel red winter wheat— 

Ge die la Keckley, Marysville, Ohio........... Ae vee eer Aspe amet es 4 00 

(2) dielenieckley. «Mamysville: OHIO .5 asks ce = crete cea et ferereneue 2 00 

Best one-half bushel Fultz wheat— 
Gre sleseiveckley- Marysville: Oli Os crstacia cectorss) tsi ecs cle tele eraa 4 00 

(2) alten We chileyseMary Siva fers OHIO 5 arm cicero = eta clerticesiecieiar-1tere 2 00 

Best one-half bushel red spring wheat— 

@) pee KWeckley Marnysvilles Olio as cies cere ony sich actin o) sia bees 4 00 

(2)o devine Weckley. “Marysville; Ohi as cr stetste seis cla uate tees a 2 00 

Best display of grain in the straw 

QpJe bakeckley, (Many Svilless@mnO su ts. scans crs doses ain cts sheets 10 00 

QRS W hip ps7 By balla Old Oj.) fess ysueks, ot st apices soelellars, ahadate erect 5 00 

Best display of meadow and pasture grasses— 

rele keckleva Marva wiles @ bi@esere seis atekel sukuk eet tetera 8 00 

(AYR SINE AVA ong eyo earls, COMM ys oa aig chee diorg ee cle plofac om ue 4 00 

One-half bushel rye— 

Gh) eemtcaiceclsieya, MiarsySvalile<!@ iO ares asnreristeys esp cieva dees eck ee 2 00 

(Qedemuaiceckleva Marysville" OhiOs fcc lesa scsi ts oe eens geen 1 00 

One-half bushel white oats— 

(Qa, ee Keckleys Marysville sy Oils ayea- ave a iais «lea eete = cesta sisy spare 2 00 

(2) ade aleiecisdley. Mary Svilles vOMIO ie iste 2 or oegeiore WoemeUaneiel ofelre, one 1 00 
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One-half bushel black oats— 

(id= i: keckley., Marysville sO nOsyaser- tie meee rie rare aeiorelens 2 

(2) Jodi iKeeckley; Marysville; Ohio. athe phersbs usec ema 1 

One-half bushel silver hull buckwheat— 

Died. A sseckleys Marysvalle; “OMIO I. 2c. snes suseoisten bogie ee te 2 

(2) ‘George’ M., Rumler, Mohawk; Indi s652 cleric sete ee 1 

One-half bushel barley— 

(ll) George M..Rumler, Mohawk, Ind) .t+...39222-28. 5-6 -- 2, 

(2)id- t. Keckley, Marysville, Ohio: 22. swe nee eis ee eee al 

One-half bushel millet seed— 

(Jee keckley..Manysvaille;<OhiOsss fase: he eee eee ee 2 

(2) ESM Wihipps; = Byhallias (OOS: ae a5 raked Be ee ros ehe 1 

One-half bushel timothy seed— 

G) Fg Weekley. Mary syvillesiOnmios ee see conte semen ae er. Pe 

(2) George Me Rumler, Mohawks singh aitsr S2\f2 eae ve toeeecnars il 

One-half bushel orchard grass seed— 

@rGeorge Ms Rumler sWohanwik Wine eo cecicte seeks Steet eras 2 

(2A)rJe dus eckley. Marys vallest@niosen ce - sr scree ae cter dente 1 

One-half bushel Hungarian grass seed— 

(wie pkeckleysuMarysivillle: “ONIO! act creie c seie acacen erase 2 

(2p Mae hipps\Byha lias. Ohio asics ccie cin eee eek. 1 

One-half bushel Kentucky blue grass seed 

(Dae oskeckley. “Marysville OMiOl fe. acc. 2 sie le, eke eetaeeiane sia 2 

(2) Georges ME Rumler! sMiohanwik lid). & scx ie sicuerels eesteus onvens i 

One-half bushel mammoth clover seed— 

(hr George MevRumiler: Mohawks sleet scenes | eee eee 2 

()eGeorvewv Rumiler, Mohawix), Inde. sce ss. ase Skis cine oe 1 

One-half bushel red clover seed— 

-(1), Georze M: Rumler, Mohawike/ind:t -). +: 420 senaeeeee. oee 2 

(2) |< MES (Wihipps,-Byhatlia, (Ohio. ciiiscnnitdem ra ecomereaerae il 

One-half bushel flaxseed— 

@) George ME sRumier;, Mohawk. Sindieecsrer i cen en meee sine 2 

(2) ‘(George M. (Rumiler, Mohawk; dnd ci tiie tt... eee ate i 

Best collection of grain and seed grown by exhibitor, seed of 

1904— 

(George M, “Rumler, Mohawks ting): (ies nee eee eee es 10 

(2)itJi) ey eckley, Marysville, <Ohion. 7.455: occn ate tee D 

Jest display and collection of farm products by any county or 

society in Indiana— 

Gl) J.D) Whitesides: =H ramiklim,, Tivdicl a. ticle ete tain Se eee 60 

(2) Johny Marvel> New -Allgustay Undid So verer ste chert ae vee einer 30 

— 

i 

00 

00 
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CLASS LI—VEGETABLES. 

(U. M. Stewart, Madison, Ind., Judge.) 

Three white egg plant— 

(1) B. F. Whaley & Sou, Shelbyville.- Inds. ).:5 ot Saeco eee 

(2) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind.................... 

(8) F. M. Whipps, Byhalia, SORE oe Meats, earace ofa Sera toot Ae 

Three New York purple egg plant— 

(ney Ee Bradley? south Bend. "ING. ss. ccn 60 cc cokes eee 

(2) 2h ipps, oy ad lise ONTO. ade te tis hs Sree. ie cree bic 

(@)5b.. i” iWhaley & Son; Shelbyville; Ind. /*..........2. 0.522 

Twelve best cucumbers— 

(1) George M. Rumler, Mohawk, 

(2) John Marvel, New Augusta, 

NTO we tions Atte Mop Raters eine me 

1 W100 Ie a aie iene ea RC es an tal Se: 

()" Bs  Whaley’& Son, Shelbyville; Ind: /:.......7.....2 > 

Six cauliflowers— 

(1); Henry Eliwanger,. Indianapolis, Inde...2...2...+..:22+e.. 

(PAMANS Ile idence Jehrlapuitis (Olan) oa bob bibscee ee soe esse 

(8) John Marvel, New Augusta, 

Twelve ears late sweet corn 

A a0 1 es A RR ee tee SEIN A DT ae 

(Uisb sk sWihdleyedason: Shellyvalle: indies... 28s eee ee 

(2) O. P. Hollingsworth, New Augusta, Ind.................. 

(3) Henry, Ellwanger) Indianapolis, Ind) .... 2 2.) .s.s5 22 2S 

Twelve ears early sweet corn— 

(ees Wihitesides: ehiraniciim sInGli. ae. c eee oe cae he ee. 

A)yat eMC W Hips. by halia. “OMIOs.. .2-. osm ae eee Om ete 

3) John Marvel, New Augusta, 

Sib Hubbard squash— 

ne certs stepad oe Sere deka. as ares 

Cl) Siac Nis Whip psa y Naliae. OhiOcascn: vere. ote eee ote eh 

(2) John Marvel, New Augusta, TING tec thers Cees ere oe 

(SO) ROhiia res Balers Waldnron-s Undo ppaeker ee te cae ee ee 

fhree Boston Marrow squash— 

CuGeorservMesRumlers Mohak. sImdise. ene caee eee. oe eee 

(2)eJonnwl baker. Waldron. Indo5.. onc. coer eee 

(3) John Marvel, New Augusta, 

Three Marblehead squash— 

1H 0X0 Gb teks a eich aera heee kis ae Se 

(@) PEE a VES VWihippss. Go ynalis:  @OlMrOwens sera) ae eye ke eee Eee 

(2) Jee DP aW hitesid eseenicaniclim™ lindane stot: | Miele See 

(Pp) pJohMe eBakensswWial drones seein 2: cnet oe ee 

Three Red Hubbard squash— 

(1) John Marvel, New Augusta, in Ghose Be anh ead eek cee 

(2) 2J2eD > Wihitesides: Brankiinm #lmdiee. s+ oases eee eee. 

(8) FE. M. Whipps, Byhalia, Ohio 

143 
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Three Kershaw squash— 

@) J. he Kheckley, "Marysville Ohion 512s eee SEAS oh wae 2 00 

(2) JohnoMarvel> New -Auiststa, mlm) ts) ct ayeleeete eee ere eee 1 00 

(8) Johny AS Walson} (Olneye eee sane e. cee ee ene 50 

Three Summer Crooked-neck squash— 

(QD) iirelie Keekley; “Marysville OhiOe te... ten Se ese pees eee 2 00 

(2). Bo NE Wihtipps,: Bynalia:! Ohio. 5.82 ck ee ee ee i 00 

(os). sohnaMarvel New gAlloustas cling ete se cee eee 50 

Three field pumpkins— 

(I> Whitesides: Hiramiklin: imadey eee se eet ae eee ee 2 00 

(2) Johns Bakers Waldron; Inds ja-c ae tase ee ee ee eee 1 00 

(Side Savi nitesidesss Hiramnic lin ein G ere peers eyes eee chanel eee 50 

Largest squash— 

()ayohbna Marvels sNews: Alicusta. Windies roe elo stat aiefe ie eerere 2 00 

(2): JohnsAy-Walson: 4Olneys Il cease im aera ete, «cans ate ce sear 1 00 

(s)- Johns Baker, Waldron) inden aos aie tel ele eee eee 50 

Largest pumpkin— 

(COS JOR A Manin ao ece I Meueltdina, Ivelo Go Syke kodasanaseesdeuts 42 2 00 

(2) Baby Whalley, & Son. Shelbyville: md? -@ .-5 246-5 eee 1 00 

(3) ee SWihittesidess Hramikiim olin gl ene ccs eis ercyactemer a aire eee 50 

Six Drumhead cabbage— 

(Dida he Keekley, Wtarysyille: Ohiots..\. <2... te ee ee eee 2 00 
(2B Hh oC olessdirg fal oar lind, cists. atiucpe ok ee eeitic ie ere 1 00 

(8) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind.....................-. DU 

Six Flat Dutch cabbage— 

(OARS ME SW hipps: mByhailias «OM Orn t.yesc. worst aie eeerelee nie teuetons fete 2 00 

(2) -Elenny SBillwanger Indianapolis) Indes. 2c... sacle amie 1 00 

(3) ©. -P) Hollingsworth, New Augusta, Indi. 7 ccc . sence es eee 5U 

Six early cabbage— 

@) de Le ikeckleys Marysvilles Ohio; asserts c. cenitied eles enters 2 60 

(2eBo a Coles Lratalear.y Tad caaw ce asietepate cree eater eee 1 00 

(3) JO: By Hollingsworth, New eAugustas Inde ec leee rrr 50 

Six red cabbage— 

(@)Elienry  Hilwanecer:. Indianapolis; wind. co elaine te = 2 00 

(2) SES ME Wihippss WBylalias «Olio. re o-)ycis or. mis ie terial teeta 1 00 

(3) ¢Geos Mi. Roumiler, Mohaaviss indi «ee cto ice ieee ee 50 

Twelve stalks of celery— 

@) eolenry “Hillwanger; Indinnapolis; ind: so. ya eis cee ee 2 00 

(2)- John Manvels New Avesta mds. “ence ccasiees ss ener 1 00 

(Ss): Geo. MM. Rumler; Mobhawis, nds 5 so sewisnie. aoe eee clone aie ere 50 

Best display celery— 

Ch) henry, sHllwanger> Tngiansipolist aki csc climates a tele een ie 3 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 
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One-half peck lima beans, germ. shel]— 

@) >John] Marvelse News AUSUStAy UNG cic ct .2ch siete coe oe 2 00 

(2). kenny. Hllwanger Indianapolism Indias... sj00. ce seen - 1 00 

(SO) PUVA AS Witte Cem Lis ears aus ese ners ophseinvse etic 50 

One-half peck White Marrowfat beans— 

(Cl) eee Ck eyes Mary S ville OM O v4 ste eis reyey stare etic tev sek ei oasis 2 00 

(2) (Geow Mo chumier, Mohawks ind .4 .'.s/20 00% 2, fer Go vie dens 1 00 

(>) BG COs view uml lero hawiker liad yaey ant. etacicie neste ones 50 

One-half peck White Navy beans—- 

(Gb) 385 Whe Spwaniopre lo Garsveymarealol Ibiole se noondanas Gee feche on oe eame 2 00 

(ZrGeom VE Runivlerne Moh arwiace elite. «anit scie tee ee see 1 00 

(od) GeOse VE RUM ere Ivio lacy. DIN. 2:5 vei ite cia cele ee ee oieee 5O 

One-half peck colored kidney beans— 

di) ijohny MarvelyuNews Auousta- st lndl.t..42 4-1-8. chic eeerae ae 2 00 

(2) Geot eM Rumler Miohawile.lmnde 25:40 chee eee ece ete 1 00 

(3) Geo: eMie Raum ler Mohawae? nda.) cere asec cee ote cee 50 

One-half peck white kidney beans— 

(RG com MepRumilers VMohawie Underere theecea ee tees 2 00 

(johns Marvell New: vAwoustaswimdipsp.. cirsciactrts eee ee 1 00 

(=) eG COs Mes ruler san iohayikcew linear eet ee ae een ee 50 

One-half peck garden peas, dry— 

CBE EVER Whipps ss yhaliate Ohioe: seater 1 eek eae (eee ee 2 V0 

(2) eal eieckleyan Marysville @MIOF aaenni ce. seen ae 1 00 

>)NiGeo. ME ruumileroMiot awk. slide ee. 4)stersncu se poneters cote he 50 

Best peck purple tomatoes— . 

(Cl) Paves SantordsGreemielas minds .cleetns oie ts ke siete ee 2 00 

(2B ahs wWihaleyiéc sons Shelbyville. wind escty, bac see ae ae 1 00 

(3)-Henry Hilwanger, Indianapolis, Ind....2.....7....:..... 5O 

Best peck red tomatoes— 

Cie KeckleyeMarysvillewOhiowes. se eee eee ease 2 00 

(2) B..E. Whaley’& Son, Shelbyville, Ind... ...2.....4.5..242 1 00 

(3)pJohny Marvell ye New Aucustas indie. 4 sce 2. oe eee eee cele 50 

Best peck yellow tomatoes— 4 

(Hetenry= Hliwancer:, Indianapolis ind. =s2a2s.eteee oles 2 UO 

(2) inG COme Views Eu) Cis wiVlOnaswikeee Mada ans wees Semen A a 1 00 

C\eh eM Wihippse Byhalias Onion asa5 See sees ee 50 

Collection of tomatoes, ten varieties— 

(mie Me Santord-aGreentieldaslides # eaa: fps. cl cacti oes, 3 00 

(2) John Marvel, New Augusta, Ind......... Bt et een es 2 00 

(3); Henry Eliwanger) Indianapolis, Ind..:............-..... 1 00 

Six largest and best nutmeg melons— 

ai vonn Marvel New -Ameusta lds. ht. wcickrite tse cee 2 0U 

(al nMorWy MipparEyieuline (OHIOL : © iirc te sce et crete Mees. vee 6100 

(3) B._E. Whaley &-Son, Shelbyville, Ind..3.2............... 50 

10—Agri. 
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Six largest and best musk melons— 

() Henry. Hllwanger~ Indianapolis; md: .:')2). 2.02.2 ee ee ee 2 

(2) ch MAW, ipps, ap yh alla Oho sere ster ieee cen eee 1 

(S) {BS Keewihaley & Sons Shelby ville- lund 25... ose ee bee 

Six largest and best Gypsy water melons— 

@)) Henry Ellwancer” indianapolis, Indes -s.s eset dee ee 2, 

2) Min SVWhipps:: Byhalia-wOhOres sce een ae meter ie one 1 

(8) No award. 

Six largest and best Sweetheart melons— 

(@) Eenrya-Mllwanser> Indianapolisa Indios sce. 4) eee eee 2 

(2) Ee Ss Wihipps) Byhalia. OHO). ee ook tem ono ee eon 1 

(8) No award. 

Six largest and best White Icing melons— 

(1) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind...........0.......4. 2 

(2) GES IMesWehippseByhalia-: Ohiozaeh sae Serta oa are eee 1 

(3) B. EF. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind......... oes relate mens 

Display musk melons, not less than six yarieties— 

(@) John Marvel, New “Aweousta: pine aasele creed camisetas 5 

(2) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind...........5......:.. 3 

(5) } Rh avi Wihipps, By halia. (OW1Ocs. meee esnc eee ee ee 2 

Display of water melons, not less than six yarieties— 

@). Henry HEllwanger, Indianapolis, Ind....%.....-..2.....%. 

(2) iS MES Wihipps, (Byhalia. Ohio epee cotee eee ee nee 3 

(8) No award. i 

Largest and best collection of vegetables-—— 

CB Eh Whaley & (Son; shelbyvillesindicy... een et. einer 15 

(2) Me Wihipps: By halia, Ohiowya- «dees. eae eee eee 10 

(3), Henry srllwanger, dindianapoligninGepes. siete ee ee D 

Peck of peppers for pickling— 

@) ©: PB: sHollingsworth, New, Aueusta, dnd. sees se... 2 

(2) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind........¢........... 1 

(3) John, Marvels New) -Alleustal in Gieeege cs ciceichae cero 

Display of peppers— 

(@) Henry Ellwanger, Indiangpolis, Indy... 24 nee cee ee Z 

(2) O. P. ‘Hollingsworth, New Augusta, Ind... 00.52.60. .5.%2. 1 

(3) "Jonn Ay Walson; Olney, eLlllic wnectets n crstereeeee ye aus tee cree es 

CLASS LII—ROOT CROP. 

(U. M. Stewart, Madison, Ind., Judge.) 

Six purple top turnips— 

@) Bol. Whaley: &{Son, Shelbiyivillé, slid yc% scence coment ces 

(2) J: Tk. eckley, Manysville, -Ohio-r.). aicuscntt cs eimeieaer ails 1 

(8) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Imdie.......2........0-6 

00 

OO 

0) 

60 

00 

O00 

00 

00 

OO 

50 

00 
00 
00 

CO 

OO 

OO 

00 

OO 

00 

00 

50 

G0 

00 

50 

00 
00 
50 
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Six any other variety turnips— 

(1) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind. 

(2) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind 

(8) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind. 

Six carrots for table— 

(1) J. L. Keeckley, Marysville, Ohio...... 

(2) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind. 

(8) John L. Baker, Waldron, Ind........ 

Six carrots for stock— 

(1) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind....:. 

(2) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

(S)LJepuiseckley-oMarysvaille OhiOn. 5 * fei aloe eel 

Six roots salsify— 

(1) J. L. Keckley, Marysville, Ohio...... 

(2) John Marvel, New Augusta, Ind..... 

(8) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

Six roots horseradish— 

(1) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind. 

(2) 4. M. Whipps, Byhalia, Ohio........ 

Ofeliel o)e) dpevere. 4 slo, erpye ud 4 <n 

eo) ef e ie! ose) 4! ome, o (0 eins ne' le) a8 a Spa 

4644 hevenie yep ielelin a, ela, © (6 feye, sue: 

(BY AIG pT Roa WAT Yo) ax OUboen e led 0h eee ee loeieles peed Geers ole cine 

Six long red table beets— 

(1) John Marvel, New Augusta, Ind..... 

(By Lake Nis NAY OUT OF ays 5 J Bhayd oz) DESI XO ona ees ars en oiepecanisr eid oisrrold @ Ol ca old's aa 

(3) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

Six turnip beets— 

(1) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind..... 

(2) J. L. Keckley, Marysville, Ohio...... 

(8) John Marvel, New Augusta, Ind..... 

Six sugar beets— 

(14) John L. Baker, Waldron,’ Ind........ 

(2) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

(8) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

Six red Mangelwurzel— 

(ir vonnelseBaker«Waildnrons alin Gee te eto oie.) eel ee 

(2) J. L. Keckley, Marysville, Ohio...... 

(3) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind....... 

Six parsnips— 

@) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

(2) Ee MES Wahi ssoks yalallicies Olio es ceria cretion) aaa peel) crane oe 

(8) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

Six turnip radish, same kind— 

(1) J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind...... 

(2) Henry Ellwanger, Indianapolis, Ind. 

(8) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind 

147 
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Six winter radishes— 

@sBoRe Whaleyrés Son. shelbyvilles ind = sa. sons steele 2 00 

(2)F Mi. Wihipps: Byhalies ONO. 6: ei... ssa we eoe hese sralottte cietees 1 00 

(SB) PIED Wahine sl essere rane keel oir Clisscyeneretsecieict cre te eee seen arene eesti 50 

Six long summer radishes— 

() Baws Whaleysé& Sons Shelbyville. cimdis- sccm = ecm cee 2 00 

(2) Henry Hilwanger, Indianapolis: lirdtse saan ee ere icles ie cies 1 00 

Gis LE \wAicsioese Tenmtdhbny IoVel, S92 ced dado oa sucasoacus 5 50 

Peck of Prizetaker onions— 

(Gl) ere eck. me Maieysivilll en Olt Onscia ste = cere ee arerer areas 2 00 

(2) FP Jom Ay Walsons Olney vlllinese secig e ak cast Sere ee i 1 00 

(@)) LBS IE, A\WVAlabl qyoyss Baars Mb (MOA Se doo singdc cnoc dubs aco nee 50 

Peck of Yellow Globe onions— 

(Ch) sielieieckley. Marysville Onmowss sanoeternone Treen eee 2 00 

@)y BSH Wwihaleyas Son, Shelby villesind:ancr ne oeee eae cee 1 OV 

(S)eJonn WA Wilson: 1Olney a nlless eer. c ek aera ek erecta eres ota 5U 

Peck of White Globe onions— 

Gi) FJ obneAL Wilson: Olmeys alse Rte sec areri ee cee ener Aine 2 00 

(yy elbis ites MAAonhO OS eae Ube, “Olio ss ld does goo dudeoboabodeus 1 00 

(G)) dip beeen IM nia call Ola, Bh oeedco bcos dao mkdsooant 50 

Half peck yellow onion sets— 

(QD ekeroice ADU eho wbalicnaryooylisy= Ibi 54s Gsaansdoodnaudonoc 2 00 

(CAE OY \WiaiiesiG isi ehalidinn bela vodoen daGoudutodes coddscq 1 00 

(3) Bet Wihaley ds Son shelbiy vailllessin dian eee ee seer 50 

Italf peck red onion sets— 

CG) 2B Wihaleve cis ony Shel yavallles snide surrey ieeeereronereie rene 2 00 

(2) Johny vianvel. New: Auieu Star lim dita 3 -)s. cesar einen neretereice 1 0U 

(Gj) GRIDER MW Aonkesieese Joie bol idhbom MnO wea ne aida suog onaobanaan oe DO 

Half peck white onion sets— 

(1) B. EF. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind............. Nae Be 2 00 

A a Ow ay yalabinstsniokeshoalbeshalltdina Male o owiog au.ac ues clotab ua GS oee 1 00 

(eB Ey Wihaleyec& iSsOnse Shel piyavalle@ linn arent aieinernetelane eter 50 

broom corn— 

(Geo Hes Ranmilens IM oh awikem li Gator eesenciets serie te eea ers ere 2 OU 

(2) She i SWihtipp ss; by lealiang OTOP vraag, Sissies tiene sere re 1 00 

(3). Johny Marvel. New: CAIoUIStas, TGs wasnt se ene aes tener 50 

Potato onions— 

()vllenry iclinsers epanmon lad. ccs ct. cite eee minitene tore 2 00 

(2) Ee ME Wiihipps: VB y Dalia Oniosh nares stuitel aon teesetecmestent 1 OU 

(3s) sJohn dis Baker: Waldron lms ccs recteien: sieherche aieecneremeraie tae 5O 

Yeliow Danvers onions— 

Ci) tHenry alin ger- mena non Und. jc ek = icin tec eee eee cee 2 OO 

(2): JOohneA:- Wilson, -Olne@yy A Loe oe cess sverseeherens hare ccke auereanteter seen 1 00 

(3); Be oWhpps By Dalia, Oli. i. inst wicreuces tener wpeinte ai cle coremcn eRe 50 
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Red Weatherfield onions— 

Ch tiohmvAS Wilsons Olney lit aca. nis sheusie a meester roiersesrs 

(2Amlenry waClineers io ebanonm mdm Gant Ve ceaprasiccatersta® cyan etalel se) sree 

(Gio le s Fe en Unuh oy orem Bade nhtel TO lonke amor ek onc a Boe Gn orien hao col 

Display of onions, all varieties— 

(Gr JOh nea Walson-sOlmens cS cry ccyelses oc aallste a cere ster sua ater cpsneys 

Geb He Wihaleyat: Sont Shelbywille Unde. 6 ccc occ srt « 

@)Pelennyemlingrers iebamom: Wade teses cc tpacie ce eld erence aera. 

Largest and best display of root crops, all varieties— 

Chk Iae Op \Winiresidesss Eiraintkaliimes Mima stepsister seers ohare: actemensiehe she 

(2)rblenry, Mliwanger sindianapolissm tinder. a cis o sntiee es) sore 

(So) pba He VWihale vince, SOM Sivelip yale lat Gis cose wscte me > cherie lens ote 

CLASS LIII—POTATOES. 

(U. M. Stewart, Madison, Ind., Judge.) 

Peck Early Rose— 

AN) (Gueroy, salads, MeatuanaMKeTey SN Wop dbinwate ee 1baV6 ue A cen Crom aoe ouan iae toe Ge Aioy 

RISD: VWVihkbesidest. Kraralslim: “id am accers, 3 valotrstels cites sleke ceue 

(oO) Hees Sanmtords «Gnreenields, lads cpa ects as never sree ate eens 

Peck Early Ohio— 

(Crh Wuhitesidess ira midiime sk Geseran ciaslcsvele eke actereteee es tuansrs 

(ake MES VWVihipp sie ylra lias OHIO’ Sats ston bereie cite etetcenaete ere 

@)pJohneManrvel New sAnlousteas mdr :,s ct. cle eiadsielei cers sekeitee sc 

Peck Bliss Triumph— 

ahve Whipp sy eS yhialias i OlMorrs. pak dces sscie a aeetelaets mere 

(Zip dis Wpel<erkllene IMibhaAyShails OO Caen Gakic od eA oe one auto 

(3) ill SAVVbESTO ESR ra Te sms, ober sites peace cyetal cess cueiaiers ohana te 

Peck Uncle Sam— 

(GO) IA I BD sce\ al oni etsiKs (exsee Oven nite bhai Liqcd lene atc cminns ceieetole Ould G Snir OL Or 

(2) dis” Miele Mtoe halo Gael 25a oes ab oemosenoue 

(3) SESS Mea VVihippse Ba yialiassOHiO..;. 27.5 6 ceateciiees beet See 

Peck White Rose— 

(GS Jee Sa Whitesides ram kis 2 lands ae seen by tals tees sierra eee 

(2) ew keckleyas Meany Svilles: OlilOz ssrtecners ce eeekele eisai 4 ners 

@)2GeoueMeehoumiler, “Niol aay kes lm dines. eo, stoty lean cree edsseieks ecto 

Peck White Elephant— 

G)RIRSOp Whitesides! tran lim slide. sys cris sntactans Aster wtrars sie ners 

(2) 2Geos Men Rumler Mohawk ean Gs oo any. tratie-s att ocic ots eae ae 

(eS) cA (Oloind Ibs MetsMiceree Witeukehgopolay NOK Lemmy Ap erchd Shao 6G oeto oes 

Peck Beauty Hebron— 

(Cl) Geom Mears mer Mio nario slim Gisicee 0s eeek a nnctonec al beh rel aah = cote 

(AyIOnn wos Bakers “Vial rom sokmaigey tosis hase carat ae Lederer see 

@GyaGeouw ME Rumiler so MMohaw les limewire sues ey er eae cd sea 

CN me to OF 

Oo 

jy 

i 
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Peek Rural New York No. 3— 

(CH cT DS Wihitesigdes!: Buram kai: > andi ne ane to lspea ence ener ie 

(2) Sh eV OWED ps yaa. ZO MTs ge paneer otek eta seem caer 

(G)tdawbowikeckley. sMarcyisvillen OMI1O. seein ieee aceeateds 

Peck Queen of the West— 

(@) John aBaker Waldron ssn Ger ereciiei eer eater se ee kee 

2) EU MSW hinpsa: es yhe lias Oli Gand k se oie eta mee ee ees 

(SB) Je 1s Keekley, Manysyville:-Ohiowna: =. aise acca erhe eae 

Peck Empire State— 

G) SES evi VWihipps;, caynalia. JONiOc ermaeei: certian eric tane ce 

(2) GeotsMe Raumier, Mohawk Und). enc seress = elabomscmet tice teste 

(3). Geo. Mc -Rumiler, By helia, ONO pe tri. pepo eater pate 

Peck Green Mountain— 

(COMES Dow al ance aie ese th yeh ola lial Gave ere ae bein 5 ea Sites ules a niae 

(2) Be Mr se Webdpp sacs van alias It Occurs peice eee aes atch et ae ease ane 

(2)kG conv Rammer) Mohawks sls stares ae nea erecta en aes 

Peck Early Puritan— 

(Gb) Ero AWG Roney Koloeniyite, Wile es ooasadacoodconn cet nes- 

(2) 2Geo. MeaRumiler Mohawdle vind: scan mes aher eae ase on eee 

(>) ek: OMS Wihipps; “Byhalia; (Ohl. riece io pete ee ae eee 

Peck Early Harvest— 

GinG eo: Me Rimiler, Mio hranwac olin Gtr gse ae cote ie eee eee ee 

2) (0) PP. Hollingsworth, sNew: sAncustas, ind 4. eee eras 

(3) JO s Whitesides. Mra mkdim meee cia erence eteksnate mie eet enene te 

Peck Burbank Seedling— 

(2) 2 Ds Whitesuie, ira nlcline Wid). cee. saan siete emir iiee ete 

(Z)5Geow Me wWumilers Mohalwilk, Sinden etek eaten ea tcee ee = 

(S)) de, I. Weekley: Marysville; sOWO phew beet ae eee ees 

Peck Bovee— 

() Geo SMeaum ler, Moissy kiln tes rsuctce ioe cicitie eke enone ater 

(2), John. Baker, Waldron sind ik bere steel eeeaee ieee 

(3)-Geos M. Rumier Mohaiwis, old tern a eetereetene tei eee goes 

Peck Duchess— 

(ed. DD. whitesides, Hranklin: dnd: ope. 0 se =. ser a eyeenaee eee 

(2), John sia Baker; *Wialdnony lids. soisehic ta. ee cheeeet a aeons 

Ee Greta IGN lea ohaalkey Ded Kolar aydte | heels ey Waa Mle cay Gm urd bel eae cao 

Largest and best collection of potatoes, one peck each 

(i) S.wkes KWeelkley, Marysville: (ODO. : a cuiemcerae ee eens 

(2) Bi <M. Wihipps, <Byhalia: (Olid. Mie aes iar ae ee etme 

(3) (Geo. M.; Rumler; “Mohaiwik, Jindizei tees, tee eo ee ee 

Yellow sweet potatoes— 

(Didi: Keckley.o Marysville: Ono ss -ntaccerte a ncdle eerarees nel were 

(2) GeowM. Rumler, Mohawks alm. s2,. ce ee cae aie ce aha Prarie sree 

(3), BoM Webipps, sy balia,: *Obiote. ew. tente cre cies meee ae 
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Peck red sweet potatoes— 

(Digiaa Mae Santor: Greentelds nlm scte.i.. sets scies ses. 

(2)eJobn Ase Walson, Olney hbo acts cpa oars aes Dts eee 

(a). Jon A Baker, Waldron, Md... 0-22. ssn 

Display of sweet potatoes— 

(Dis Ve OW hippss By halias- OliOcc tana coe oto ees case ee 

(2a eckley. Marysville: @Omior 2s 006 soe sie nee 

(3) B. F. Whaley & Son, Shelbyville, Ind............... 

HORTICULTURE. 

CLASS LIV—APPLES. COLLECTIONS. 

(EH. Y. Teas, Centerville, Ind., Judge.) 

Fifteen varieties for home use— 

(Ch Ae Bootle: Laeranse, Ind iy vais bass cee Ate es on eee 

(AES. Williamson: Keniohtstowm) Ende.) senses. es. eos 

Ten varieties for market— 

Cl) et Eb StOUie rat Al oar iri deme. Wan at stots epee te cee: 

(2) 2s) Hy Bogue. Laerances lide. vcs aoe os sewn oes sme 

Five varieties for culinary purposes— 

(Gl) SASS Ebse Bogie. MASTAN eS UnGies sete nee ge ee aes ee 

(Q)ehivan as wilt ran clin mlm Gey semen eee ey meee lance) cues 

Plate Maiden Blush— 

Cite lek SHeliman yu aonan cous ngewe sels aes eee Le 

(Z)a cise Mies StOUb se Dratall caren Ge tes. eye el tee. tases hak 

Plate Smith Cider— 

Qs sek Colewirata leary Indies tance took Use eee ne 

(2) Joseph Perrine, lebanon, Ind. 6s ice oe ct: Faaae eso. 

Plate Ben Davis— 

(iE ohinycAs MWalSOn wO ING yay Ulla we ks Snes ene bec Ae 

(2) Evan Swift, Hramielins sin ds cacy icrdctersn cece Oso sake 

Plate Roman Beauty— 

(Geog. Ws Burton; Leipsic, | lind 4a ix, ses. ates) a ee een 

(2) ranikce Motch. Camitrelrln Gis. asset eal erree etn a 

Plate Winesap— 

(dl) Geo We” Burton, “ei paic: lid to74isonc gay eae ds Sees, 

(2)e@hris Keine eR astivil emi (ls 5 epithe iee ee aen ve ey 

Plate Rambo— 

CO Geo Wa Burton. wMuelpsic) Inde... aseieiewe ss ace eee 

(2)pAC oe Borie, wacran sen IN ds ced. aeestiatae pee ee 

1 
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_ Plate Yellow Bellfiower— 

(1) No award. 

(2) Mrs. J. 1. Ressler. Brimfield, Ind................-.-...--. 10 
Plate Falawater— 

@) ‘Mre..3. 4. Besser? Benfield, tnd. e 5, = ee ee eee 1 50 

(2) A]. ES Bosue, Tagrange. tal... oot oc a ee ee 1 60 

Northwestern Greening— } 

G@) S. T.-S: Williams, Knighisiown, ind... ...:.2...-..:t-:. 1 Ww 

; (4 A. B BRoene, Larranse, ind: ois 32 aoe cee ee ee ee 1 00 

_ Plate Willow Twig— 
(i) (4S Stet. Veatalour. lid: Joe. oa ee ae ee ee 1 50 

@) Bran Switt Bronkiniy fod. ee ee eee 1 00 

Plate Westfield (Seek-No-Further}— 

(1). Mi: Siest, Aeaiaioor, lat: oo) oo se eee eo ere soe eee 153 

(2) Evan Swift. Franklin, Ind.....: Se ee oe Cee 1 08 

Plaie Wagener— 

(i): ME Sicut, Sratiiour. tid i=. 2 oss 85 eee ore eae 1 Ww 

@) i. 5. Behehnan: Pagrange, ind 255 3. 2 eee ae 1 0 

Plate Gravenstein— : 

i) Mes J.-L. Reseler, Brnafiels, tnd.* .- oo 38 ee aa ee 1 

(2). 32) 30 Binet; rataiear. indo. ee ee ee 1 00 

Plate Red Beitigheimer— z 

3) (AL. Boene “basrainer. lbs. oo een ase ee eee eae iy ee 

2) Ss: <-S. Williams, Kuiphisiown;. tnd.” > 522.2 2b ne - ee 1 00 

Plate Fameuse or Snow— 

(i) A. H. Bogue. Lagrange, Fi a eRe ail pe Bee S 3) 1 53 

2) Mere 3/3 Réeseer.. Brinifield) tnd. Wo et oe ae eee 1 Ov 

Plate Moore’s Sweet— 

(i) SM. Siont, Wrataicar lid? = eee 15» 

(2) 3eyan Switt, ‘Wraukim, ind: >22 5-57. pe ee ee 1 60 

Plate Tompkin’s King— 

(1) -B.-. Cole, tratalorr, ndW. yo ess 2 ote Sa ee A 1 5 

(). Byan Swift, Wrinkiss, Snds. ooo Se eae eo ee ee 1 

Plate Hubardston— 

(i) i MM: Stout: Prestalonr ats ee: ee See a 1 Ww 

@) Prank: Mott ‘Carmel -ind®) 7 ee ee 1 00 

Plate Red Canada— 

(t)-. MO. Stout; ‘Tratsalesr, inde 2 eee oe ae eee 1 

(2) S. T. S. Williams, Knightsfown, Ind...................-- 1 00 
Plate Rhode Island Greening— 

(1) Chris King. Busliville, Sad -* 235 Ges es wt eee eee 1 ww 

2) EL BM Btout,. Trafalgar, tnd >...627120 SB ee. 2 oe eee eo 1 00 

Plate Fall Wine— 

(ij Geo. W. Burton,” Leipsie; Inds. 12-2225 ie ose ee es 1 5D 

(2) 4 Mi. Stout; Trafalesr; Ind. io ea ga. see ee eceee 1 00 
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Plate Duchess— 

(Ss) Sonn ta) Elice Bentinni ING@e te oe ewe Get ene 

(2) C. P. Bradley, South Bend, Ind 

Plate Wolf River— 

iy AC §: | Borne. Smeranre.. Wl. 25 50% as oan ass oe se ee em 

(2) W. L. DeVilbiss, Ft. Wayne, Ind... 

(8) W. L. DeVilbiss, Ft. Wayne, Ind... 

Plate Yellow Transparent— 

hUvA- tH ROene. Tart Se Ts oe Son esis we te ee Re A 

(2) B. ee Gole> Veutgienr ins. os. onto 5 kw ce eb eo 

Plate Bailey’s Sweet— 

Se) pega site, rani sf: oo oe ol ck cece aw name 

[act VM ont: Svratairer, ind. 3..o.2faSi08 sees. cata es 

Plate White Pippin— 

(iyitrant. Mome Carmel ;fnds. 2. 2s. 5 3 See <n chee ee een 

(3 Cans (Kine Rushville: tnd... 222.72 s<c. 425... sete. 222552 

Plate Baldwin— 

hie oe BS Sings, Sraseirar. “Ones. oS Se0 ook tic on a ee ee 

eye SS Wilt. eran. SIME. oS oo ioe 5a Lae Ses oR Se 

Pilate York Imperial— 

Cee ON: SSUGUG. ) heen lar. Fae oe es iL ae oan > aha 

fal-invan “Ss wite, “Hranknn, Nn@ oA a an ae a haeled de oa 

Plate Northern Spy— 

(1) Mrs. J. I. Ressler, Brimfield, Ind.. . 

a nriG mane BSE GIG. PRES ss deca oe os wo A ee 

Plate Grimes Golden— 

(1) S. T. S. Williams, Knightstown. Ind 

Pal eran MNGi earmet. Pent oe te ode oo ee on oe 

Plate Indiana Favorite— 

@ S. T. S. Williams. Knightstown. 

(iA Et) Boene. tacransr Tne s.- 2. bc 2 ot ae Ge 

Plate Belmont—— 

Pope R eS OMe. ere ee PN eo os ache oc wae Sm a we Soe 

(2) No award. 

Plate Jonathan— 

a) ivan. Swit. Rranblin, Ind. . 40°50. 52~ scnee~ 2 Saks eee 

(2) Chris King, Rushville, Ind........ RS Sle ee Re | ee a ae 

Plate Lansingburg— 

GS. ES: Willilams3 Kniehtstowny Mas 5.3... e sca <8 

(2) Mi Sinn. Prafmiour. mG: 2.5 .~+-- Sees A eet ot sy. 

Plate Talman Sweet— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind. .. 

etn te eRheimean  tmerenme “ind 2: <0 o. o. Bao a e 
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Plate Vandevere— 

(l) A> Hs Bosuessluagrange; Ind atc eee ee Seaton 

(2) W.. i DeWalbiss, Ant. Waly ne<clnds | nose nme eee ope 

Plate Twenty-Ounce— 

(1) A UE Boze. ia orange: ING acs. cape Ceeine arte ee ete 

(2) BSR “Coles siratfalzars: Indies... tect see eee 

Plate Rall’s Genet— 

Gr Geo: Wis Burton, eipsieteInG: cts its Shee Decne ere ieee ae 

(2)sD:- Ee Corwin: Spring poro; Ohid.f a,c oo. Sore eee ee eee 

Plate Wealthy— 

@) Chris Kins’ Rushyilles dnd 2275 +s ers ae ees neecee eee Gente 

(2) Mrer Je ti Kessler Brimfield; Inds. s- Aco eee eee ere 

Plate Stark— 

(h)aGeo: W,. Burton), Weipsicy Ind acter ser ces be crane wale eek 

(2). Chris) ine Rush yallles Winds str... -asetee ee ea oe ee ere 

Plate Pewaukee— 

(@) trank  Mofii the Carniel Ind acs ctor m ie apiare tear «cee eee 

(AeMirs sk oResslerBrimnnelahy lndeap etre: roca co ekerteeee ree . 

Plate English Russet— 

CD) SMirs Jb eessiler: ss rimtiel dims sees eee ee : 

(2) eB OR Coles Pra tal rary y lind eereisia cvs osshom nih heh enetade aon caaene eae 

Plate Mann— 

G)shvanisS witht Er rankiine ing tyros sa Sarit eran ee eee 

(2) SES toute clra tooo, Manda. cst casts tenei sere ata eae acto eicae 

Plate Peck’s Pleasant— ; 

@).D rh Corbin Spring bord, (ONIO ar aia ees ae 

(2) cosepheRerrine: Webanon. cin Gia. x:-sevcr sictaeio tes ae an eat ee 

Plate Missouri Pippin— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Plate Gano— 

@)r Mrs: J: ol Ressler Brimteld: ainda aoe erie ee oe 

(2) No award. 

Plate Gideon 

(LE. Mi. Stowsk rafal oar ring ae Sere oe css cite oe eet ah er cae 

(2) AER Bosue, Migerane es mG ikes acre. eteia lone eee etree ne eras 

Plate Benoni— 

(ch) “Chris! “King, > Rush yilles edna... o See ieee ere Ceeeee ere 

(@): bb. i: Hshelman; Mugerange, Inds 7s, antec tes anes oe cette 

Plate Mammoth Black Twig— . 

(1) John =A... Wilson; Olney, chil. rane ae eee rae eis 2 oneness ears 

(2). “Bs (Corwin, Springboro; OhiO-n~.. ates Se cet nee ee 

Plate Newton Spitzenburg— : 

(L) evan. Swift, Hraniklin; Gnd \\.'2.. .ceeeaieieee oats ia cee ts 

(2) A, H. Bogue; Lagrange, Ind. rijvcinee soy eettiny ce cae cle 
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Plate Autumn Strawberry— 

(DS tea ketishel man mbiagrangres ind. esis ccs ccc acle wah etch 10 

(PyOMirerd. 4b oh egsidr. Brinhelds Ind re sc2 sss he4o0 s,s 1 00 

Plate McIntosh Red— 

CHeMrss je eRessler -brimhelds, Indes tcc. Seton cores toes 1 5v 

(race EE Bogue, Lagrange, Indias coe fee ores Soe eee oes 1 OU 

~Plate largest, any kind— 

Gh) ACES B Ose N sna ora oe Mm iss erecstixe Gye ver necn hare oie bosas Chea alo ates) 

(Q2eS7 he SAaWwilliams heme nesto wats linden. os caecctsin eres «teeta ts 1 00 

Plate Shenango— , 

(1) John G. Hitz, Madison, TMG PA evecare ee eee tea oe Benars ae ee 1 50 

(2) 2G eo. We Burton, WeIpSte LNG ce ir eee Poteet are 1 0V 

Plate Arkansas Black— 

(1) No award. = 

(2) No award. 

Plate Arkansas Beauty— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Plate Plum’s Cider— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

CRAB APPLES. 

Plate Hyslop— 

(DEE Ve Stout, nrataloany cn dire. A eters ccwraael chaser ae eetete ae eke 1 OU 

(2A Ee Borues Pacranse sin Ges cece eae eo errs Ge ote otter 5O 

Plate Martha— 

Cima Cole rata | oan sin CO isvsretacnc ita the arya ie rie ea ar ae 1 00 

Plate Whitney— 

Qetiakrishelmansiasrance, bind 22 secs eo se 2 te fees 1 00 

. Plate Kentucky Red Cider— 

EGECO= owe bUrLONs SbClp SiC cn a sett ela cies snare easter eo ca ns 1 00 

(2) No award. 

Five varieties crab apples— 

(SEE eNeyStoute Mratal car ein Cis tercn cea oe ce cre cr ocetevcue cele sloiees sieve aie 2 00 

ZoD> he Mullerss Oscood. Ind oaasce ee ec Rs Std sacra acai oe Re eer 1 00 

PEARS—SINGLE PLATES. 

Plate Bartlett— 

Gin whe Coles Mrataleare ln ds, o.cte ates 5th e reise oe nauelsi esa tanh ae 1 5OU 

(Ze Cx Grossman.Wolecotiville, Tnde ens. se rercs selene ant tees 1 00 

Plate Anjou— 

DMsC ae sbradleya, Southebend.. Indie... ce ere cies reke toate ato 1 50 

(2) RACER Bogue, aera ees iy ise) af fre. sicrsvasyois oes ordenehe aeiete as 1 00 
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Plate Angouleme (Duchess)— : e 

(Hatrank Motte Carmelo Dn ie ae ot tolls = eased oiietonere te ae 1 BO 

(2)? By MSI StouGe ira talear smn iaar en, om aics ciccesccne eater Aneto 1 00 

Plate Flemish Beauty— ; 
C)sG Ne Bradgley,-South, Bendsvindsiss ae eee creer ie tae te 1 50 

(2) AC SEL Bocue na gran ges indie te. cin ceiets cits eee ree eae 1 00 

Plate Howell— 

(REL MT AStouie @rataleare mds, oo. cece se te in ene 1 50 
(2) Evan Swift, Franklin, Ind....... . TAe) aie Pe au sn eneeanedsione te’ rele babe 1 OU 

Plate Keiffer— 

(1) Evan Swift, Mranlolime sid Se cge oo, hie o Ses saith anevensun oteuclerey svete fete i aye) 

(2) RJOSephURerrines Mme pao ladies. ciase eioieaseierteeh enone 1 00 

Plate Louis Bon— 

(GHP hahahah Meeehod in bnOle Oe Ne ac aoa ko aoen sonnets aouss 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Sheldon— 

(Debian Siwatt. Bram keine Gens semavora aetercccesecleteiens eretene iene create 1 50 

(2) 2B ene -Colers Drataloary alin... Aeinsnn roctctut ier emer eee eee 1 00 

Plate Seckel— : 

(i) REE MES toutes bra failora res lr We paccnaiery lec coches te crceeee iene rai cayenne 1 50 

(APB hy Coles Pratall sar sal dee asec cielo herein eee otek 1 00 

Plate Haster Beurre— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Plate Lawrence— 

(CD) giivan Siwittokinamiclime Winds nec eels PC te Cen Oey AG 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Winter Nelis— 

(CHC Ves Bradley; pSoutheBbends sind smriciaccves oe -usiaieteieirei inane 1 5v 

(2) Sivan Swift... vamklim ims ce obvsn cet n ereieaaie erat sticis (teas 1 00 

Plate Vickar— ' 

CP Joseph: Pernine. epanons akin. \peies hetereckacnse sae ee ele 1 50 

(2), Ben = Wie Douglas! Indianapolisalnds tc oa rccne. citeiei-neene cel 1 00 

Plate Arnald— 

(DBS Hee Cole tiraraloar tulad ore cia ens erie el a ee corer 1 50 

(2) -Hrank Mom .Caprmi els: Tnidienre tite shelccs citresmcue cts ietep eet criti tere 1 00 

Plate Garber— 

Q)e Beem. Stout, “rafal oar soln cere c teeter eas ere eee caer ene era 1 00 

(ASS. LSS Walliams: smo tS toa, rile sek ayer siee vem ere cerens 75 

Plate Koonce— 

(DW. Bs DeWilbiss, Pt sWayne:  Tmdwescitie cs eae sake recta 1 0 

(2) No award. 

Plate Bose— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 
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Plate Boussock— 

(LH) sOsSephe erring | Webanon Under er ie Gtalk cele. wise coe 1 00 

(2) No award. 
Plate Clairgean— 

CimB Sh Coles rata ear xr esc se ) scpacua ecto levers ats eaters aisuern ot 2 1 00 

(2)e Josepha Perrine. ebpanonselnd: eememet ree ceils see a ie 

Plate Vermont Beauty— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Plate Worden Seckel— 

(COREE SVISIStOUtie rata oars alm dicen ents ban satel ets cholate 1 00 

(2) No award. 

Plate Idaho— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Five varieties for family use— 

(iC mee bradleys South Bend hs Imdeyeus uk. seiaesciin ols acres 3 00 

(2) PARTE Bogue: Mnasrangcer wind passin coicvieseiete eros ob ciecvctel eels 1 50 

Vive varieties for market— 

CG) (Cea Bradley, South, Bend. indeo. . -.6 ne sci meme. ce oriele 3 00 

(2) eva aS wittae ream kin. clyde sores ote eset sree siete i a che eras 1 50 

PEACHES—COLLECTIONS. 

Six varieties for any purpose— 

QGB 7H Coles Mratalear a lindas stecsteackwehes npeietetatane wieteteteretare 4 00 

(QsClPS Bradley sSouth Bend. Tm .c in ne occ «ois alereieiobate rc jonsere 2 00 

Three varieties for market— 

GC) pEee Mes Stout, eLratalsar. lim dis cyasste wecoie ohorsuch ea cron oracle ence 3 OU 

GreereBradleys Souths Bends vindeyerosc. . 12 02-20 dese tie ae oeree a ai) 

SINGLE PLATES. 

Plate Clings— 

(PEs MesS touts «irate Sara ld) oes Mores cre tcis, feslereneorercyere ofan 1.50 

(eB Coley lira falar Insc sie Sone clara cite foment ears - 1 00 

Plate Free Stones— 

(G0) (Od Bord BS eva li KenTatS Yaya lel old SXe8 NK GI HaKG le Gy oeao omic curses ees Bie oae 1 50 

CApChrisekanos Rishi ville Wards sacs a akettre of tate cete cocloaieteicrore ¢ 1 00 

Plate seedlings, not exhibited before— 

Ch) RE wah Coles Draka Saran Gals se sisi cle oteeionc haere Senne Seen 150 

(2) maOSCDNHeerrine: pave banOnn: TG ars chs lester ttre hte tie 8 aleteen 1 00 

QUINCES—COLLECTIONS. 

Best collection, not less than three yvarieties— 

COW bse heh ail swirl OCC PNG tye rae loys: siahsts = shi aaatisersepia ed ’ 2 00 

(QD wr OllerscOSZOOG selmi arse css ors cael ee ierecevslere oie: aiciomn ¢ 1 00 
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SINGLE PLATES. 

Plate Orange Quince— 

(Q) (C2: Bradley, South Bends Inde vacaest eee eee eee 1 50 

(2) Ds. H: Buller; Oscoodsyindi iinet bittac. cetieiterneiets te atele = eel 1 00 

Plate Meeche’s Prolitic— “ 

@) WB -Biiek; -lawrence,- Inds. Js... o.d.tee en ioe eee 1 50 

(2) 2 bwaneSiwiht era micline Tin di cscs erac) ate eee aee tee eee 1 v0 

Plate Champion— 

@) stivan SS witt,, Mranklin} lds ok 15 4c. a etsmelete ieee en eee 1 1 50 

(2) Eee ME StoutAciratalgars pind: perk: cps aa beet perestess waco ee 1 00 

Plate Missouri Mammoth— 

(GD) TOKO Shas leeoltdina, ING oo asasadaruacs5e ee ©, see EEN 1 50 

(2). We Be Mlickpalbawremcey, Tin dis croets ticks aaseischenee ketene aero 1 00 

PLUMS—COLLECTIONS. 

Best collection of native plums— 

@)eJiosephaPerrine. Mebanom alin tn sacri sere serie ine tera 2 00 

(2) Johny G{sEhitzy Magi Sons mind sects ce nennaie nits ence een rare 1 00 

Best collection of plums, European class— 

@QrJonn GesEitz iad Sonkein diapers eer neti eke ee 2 00 

(2) CoP eBradleyesSoutch Ben dsalnGe. cee csi arkete rial 1 00 

Best collection native plums, Japanese class— 

(1) d.°G:- Grossman, “Wolcottwille; Ind.cceice eee eee eee 2 00 

(2) (CE) Bradley. South! 5 ends winds suis cae ease rere eet 1 00 

Plate native plums— 

@)2 Dare Conwin Sprine boron Ono. e sae eet eaten eee 1 50 

(2) Johne Marvel NeweAnSustanrind) <= caterers nee ee ees eee nee 1 00 

Plate European plums / 

@sC re Bradleys SoutheBends md aes arte ota eke ae eee 1 50 

(2)e John sMarvel NewseAueuUStay eligi ia oe iene eee ere ee 1 00 

Plate Japanese plums— 

(1) PAu. “EI ‘Bosue,; Ligerancesindiaw 20 Nani skies steer eis rien coe 1 50 

(2) dei: Grossman, eV. OlCottville ln Gere. rola ate cena ener 1 00 

GRAPES—GROWN IN OPEN ATR. 

Vive varieties for family use— 

(Ll) We 1s. Munson. Grand, Rapids... MiLGhiwrenianenst atactenete eens 3 00 

(2) °C. -P.. Bradley, South, Bend, sling = jn-.o Wiese ic ee eae aint 1 50 

Six varieties for market— 

(1) Gr Ps Bradley, ‘Southend, Mids sei taec eee) cxamics eee oie ycien 3 00 

(Z)aWie Is Munson) "Grand haps MCh sce tera renee 1 50 

Vive clusters, any kind— 

(OV. is MUISOn. Graig Se DIGS ss MUNG a nits sieteenrn ne neremer een Le 2 00 

(2) (CHPy Bradley. South sends Im se .te ce pers eeeieee reer raee rene 1 00 
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Best collection grown by exhibitor— 

eC Pbradley,psouch Bends Under as sean 

(2) W. K. Munson, Grand Rapids, Mich....... 

SINGLE PLATES. 

Plate Worden— 

(1) W. K. Munson, Grand Rapids, Mich....... 

(2C] ES Bradley South, Bend, Indien. 25 seen. 

Plate Concord— 

(1) Mrs. Jennie Droke, Southport, Ind.......... 

(2) W. K. Munson, Grand Rapids, Mich........ 

Plate Wilder— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

QEClE bradley-ssouth Bends Indes... see ae 

Plate Duchess— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington,,Ind........... 

(ACRE Bradley South Bends hii 5 Aas, vere 

Plate Duchess— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

(2) No award. 

Plate Brighton— 

(Cj) wBradleyzsSoubh BengdsplnGdayees cess} ree 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

Plate Salem— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

(ARC Be Bradley, south eBenGgi winds .s..2 selec 

Plate Lindley— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

CeWeeBbahiieke yMawmences Inde serie. ose 

Plate Pocklington— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

(2). CG) Ee Bradley, South Bends inden aces eee 

Plate Niagara— 

Qicy Be. Bradley, South Bend, Indias: esac. 

(2) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

Plate Diamond— 

(ACES Bradley South Bends ingests sec 

(2) W. K. Munson, Grand Rapids, Mich....... 

Plate Vergennes— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

(2) C3P Bradley.) south-Bends: InGeteeees orecine 

Plate McPike— 

Ch Weeb oo nnek suawrence, Ind gat. cInctase oben 

(2) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind.......... 

© ejahial¢ 10 [ole iwc lete) 0! 'e 

at 

et 

proud» foam 

—_ 

= 

00 

OO 

50 

1 00 

bh 

c= 

00 

OO 

5O 

00 

50 

00 

50 

00 
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Plate Delaware— 

Gi) RWesik<s sMimnson, Grand! Rapids Wich. ccm erste 1 50 

(2) C. P. Bradley, South Bend, Ind....... DS Pata, Snr ied mate arin a 1 00 

Plate Agawan— 

(CEs Bradley.  Southy Bend nlind rari erenecto sine eee rae 1 50 

2), Cae Bradley South (sends lnm tc seine eee errr 1 00 

Plate Catawba— 

(CU Shvbvesiaee dioloiaicoia, Mevabakeqtons IGOGlo wa dod oagodacodankouese 1 50 

(2); BM. Stout, “Lrataloars: Tides cst: csrperare ee eee aie to aie 1 00 

Plate Poughkeepsie Red— 

@)rSylvester Johnson. Invine tons Unde) Seen aioe eee eee teas a nts) 

(2) No award. 

Plate Ulster Prolific— 

(1) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, MG See eee a eee 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Moore’s Early— 

(GO) Weake Mininson.s Grand rapid ssVireherenn erie ete iaie teria 1 50 

(Z)iC = Eee Bradley, hSowth gs end sald ae acetic siete cetera cere 1 00 

Plate Ives— / 

@) Ce Bradley; ssouthy Bend selngdels sei sc vise eee ec eee 1 50 

(29°C PABradiley, (South Bend linger races sleeve a ene 1 OU 

Plate Carman— 

(DeSyilvester Johnson lryvine tome lmdirinee cece ete: Heer 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Mills— 

@ Sylvester -ohnsony Irvine fom lmdisesiecceatare pacientes eaten ae 1 5V 

(2) No award. 

Plate Aminia— 

@)eSylvester Johnson) lirvinleton, lid ers sieieenemetercte crekenieeeeenee 1 50 

(2) No award. 

tlate Woodruff Red— . 

(he CxPa Bradleys SOUth@= Bend aan Gayrceecse cr tersnerstciie sehen 1 50 

(2)asylvestersJohnson, lrevain scone hrc ceemscirebereetcc eve eenenecie ronan 1 00 

Plate Wyoming Red— 

MO Wisk Munson; Grand @Rapid S; Wiehe mencwelcrrreteraae mentee 1 50 

(@osyivester Johnson, irvine tonlndarseeeai ecto Siena 1 00 

Plate Johnson— 

G@) Sylvester Johnson Iimvine tony lm. se seine ceateieeraseieeyeieieieye 50) 

(2) No award. 

Plate Green Mountain— 

@) WK. Munson; (Grand (Rapids: Michie mae cert cite 1 50 

(2) Sylvester Johnson, Irvington, Ind................ Be Le ive oak 1 00 

Plate Empire State— 

(1) © Pr Bradley. South] Bend, Inds, aoce cette cis eaten creer 1 50 

(2) °G.°P. Bradley, “SoutheBends nde re cc ese eee ee 1 00 
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Plate Campbell— 

i (OmSvivesterwohnson sirvwinston wind ete eee fas pycicisid isle ceil enet 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate hothouse grapes— 

(CD aSviveEster LOMNSOM, ¢ lr vaTlo tons, Moni: 2 cecnrsttinlccsvete ee os ceste) oer OO 

(2) No award. 

Plate seedlings, not named— 

@asylvesters Johnsons Eryineston seme ae oe bee ove ees cities er 1 50 

(2) MVETShab Dae lOT Al Gas A GUM DUne wee aa sh pam cha neissace leat corse ats 1 00 

Plate Jefferson— ‘ Y 

(CO isiviveEsten OnnsSOn nym o COM mlm Gees < eo st <ihsse cio aieletss ae 50) 

(2) No award. 

Plate Clinton— 

Cees EAC Bra dieya SOU ECM, Nader s 20s ccc sk ee oka, deccteys etetcn ave ete 1 50 

(2) SpAbiesiieie dolikmsonny IhevaiysiKol sl nls woe nee oie ben oS oomor es 1 CO 

Plate Brilliant— 

Ces vivesters Johnsons Inyineton, md)... 022-5. ss cee sets 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Prentis— 

(Des yimesterohnson.. leovinetom, DMG sta eeme ocrcereks sicleeicsne i « 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Lady Washington— 

@eaSyilvester Johnson. inrvinetons Indie ..ecse seesekiaes A a9) 

(2) No award. 

Plate Cottage— 

COuSyivester Johnsons irvine tom irda sy .14seaet ee ei aeieta creates ib, 51) 

(CE obradley South ebend) eins) -cioe cronies ke ale tntarelener. 1 00 

Plate Hayes— 

@eSylvester Johnson drying ton winds: scl. 4 ae cess eerie hia 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Plate Isabella— 2 

@eSvivestersohnsons Irvineton, Unde esses akc one see: 1 50 

(2) pee Vin eS tout iraraloar ould. oe oes nn scmrskd Sarkar ae es 1 00 

Plate Champion— 

(iG Pes Bradley. South? Bend stmt es eau. oe cre eh 1 50 

(ZW eriels wuaiwrenCen sm, 2 sec ss. cto. nelerert anche slecset orecubies 1 00 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Plate persimmons— 

CRD el ener nO S2OOd soll Gh nee oi ecakiarnteste: oe ilies setae ae 1 00 

(2) seh COles Mra tal oar Gane cee sce cae ee ee ee 50 

Plate pawpaws— 

COD whan lle OSSOOd mils Ay, eis artes ice oe tcoeet srasietecks fae 1 00 

(2eiirankaMomtie Carmel. ain ni. geet sat cone tel ne eels tile 50 

11—Agri. 
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Collection of native nuts, not less than five varieties— 

(Mars, OSE Ressler, Brimieldind2.7 2.354.250 ee eee 1 00° 
(2) Reeves Santord, Greentield gels 2a eee eee sirname eae 50 

CHAMPION. 

Best and most artistic display of fruits by any county society in 

Indiana— 

@) A. H. Bogue, Lagrange; Ind.... ¢: CB Ae Men Paint tea Sy boc 5O 00 

(2) Evans wait. namkslime slindiest acres scuscl erate sencere arenes 40 00 

(S)OoMirs Js lvessler. eB rimitield salina. faves sea ete ieteeas heeeieiaae 30 00 

(ARES W- Eoote;sSouth Bends Imdivs.cy. > aaccm erase eres 20 00 

INDIVIDUAL SWEEPSTAKES. 

Best and most artistic display of fruits grown and exhibited by 

one individual in Indiana, not less than fifty varieties— 

(Dac Ee Bradleys Soubhe Benassi Wie erie s)-t- cs ereheel itera ats 25 00 

(2)eW. Bi Blick? Thawrence,. L1G oc cere reckense i aeiocee cack et neuecenaes 15 00 

CLASS LV—SPECIAL PREMIUMS OFFERED BY THE INDIANA 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

APPLES. 

Six varieties apples for market, Southern Indiana 

@)+Geor ww: Burton, -Weipsie timd? jee eee eee eee OOD 

(Qabiab Buller LOSsoOod nel ie wen cwercie tee cet emer eee re D00 

(8) No award. 

Six varieties apples for market, Central Indiana 

GAS 5 ESS Walliams: Sik St oivae mle ere eleienstenanereue ene ene nets 5 00 
(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Six varieties apples for market, Northern Indiana— 

Gi We Ee DeVilbiss) EG. AW alyae nmi es cheno tensuerssicrersietovsieiers be 5 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Ten varieties apples for home use; Southern Ihdiana— 

(1) DS Beehuller: Oszood indy civic jelterateraets oie sioner teers 5 00 

(2) Geo.” W: Burton,” Lieipsics clmd ken scre see eter eeaeienetererene 2 50 

(8) No award. 

Ten varieties apples for home use, Central Indiana— 

QaSi0. eS. Williams; mie tstony yy Wc secs nee: orci rtenenaie ieee 5 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 
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Ten varieties apples for home use, Northern Indiana 

CHE Woe bos DEN TIDISS SoH bey Wiel ye, LING es or bias or, she ere aie © avn 5 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Largest and best ten apples, any variety— 

(2) wel fou le VAKO La ie) AY Ae Ace Sint me erie Deady cnt Acie fx ne See Pane nas ee ar etn 2 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Ten most beautiful apples, any variety— 

(GD) meV Ee Zi ONS Praest ct oma ctvaravsrs, than srs Geena en eae ED Sareea halve es oe 2 00 

(2) ees le SHOWA NDE cars wd Road an esTRoy ane, ol oY |S aie eines oleeesdioleiinrat nialr 1 00 

(8) No award. 

Best and most attractive bushel box jof apples, packed for ship- 

ment— 

(irdohing GaeHitzaeMaGison, IMGs. oes acct ecere eben c cco oe 5 00 

(Ay tse Goss \Wyailliie nanlses 1kGimiifed estrone, wl Ba a ee ee A aesaa acreas 2 50 

(83) No award. 

Best collection of apples by one grower 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Best collection of apples, open to all regardless of where grown 

(iA Ee Rosie, sla oran gem ds 35 5c dara sis ots aoe ac ne wie has ae 4 00 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Most attractive and best package for exhibiting apples. pears. 

peaches and plums— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

PEARS. 

Ten varieties of pears by one grower— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Ten varieties of pears (regardless of where grown)— 

Cyc Mes SOnin Vrafaleare Id to sae Gch she 2 woe ee Pe ith alee 4+ 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Two varieties fall pears— 

GREE SMES S toute Eratal oar end secon. S 2 ne at tho ces Se cea eh ee ee 1 50 

(2) mB varies S Walt abr et in klci ein ie poe BY S Ae tem eee eei en ee ae WS 

(S) 2D) eH ea era @O So Msn ln ses eeeek ane, Bats ore ee ae 50 
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Three yarieties winter pears— 

@)o Evan +Swilt.sb ranking winter cs aaa sears 

(2)° DE Muller Oszoods vind errs oe i-)os serene eee 

(3) MS Stomtyearatalosres: MinGlee te: = cutoeyaeseiea-t arene 

‘Peck of Keiffer pears— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Peck of Angouleme pears— 

(1) No award. 

(awe Ban Blick, aw rencesy in Cig cast teasers icpone cies 

(3) No award. 

Peck of Garber pears— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Peck of Anjou pears— 

(1) No award. ’ 

(2) No award. 

3) No award. 

Peck Lawrence pears— 

(1, No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Peck Bartlett pears— 

(1) Ne award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Peck Flemish Beauty— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Peck any variety not named aboyve— 

(1) Ben W. Douglas, Indianapolis, Ind...........- 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Largest pears, any variety— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award 

(3) No award. 

PEACHES. 

Best collection of peaches, not less than five varieties, grown i 

the State—. 

(“jeden G. BitzeMadison! Inds sn. kena en nee 

(2) No award. 

(83) Ne award. 

= 

ol =) OF COS 

2.00 
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Best collection of peaches, not less than five varieties, regardless of 

where grown— 

(Cason Ges Etc Mia CuSO. lnc lore sates ta eraicie eye tale sickere suarene = 2 50 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. ° 

Twenty-five largest peaches, any variety, grown in Indiana— 

(1) "John G. Hitz, Madison, Ind... <2... 205 2. wees oe ewe ns wee 2 50 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. ; 

GRAPES. 

Best three varieties black grapes for market— 

Ca Week MunsomsGrand Rapids, IMC ner «elected + cere 26 3 00 

(2)3@ eS BradleyziSouthwBends Tides cc) 2 s:yeisiey at cus oer te Sectatere 1 50 

(de OunmGagEiitZse va disOnerlnGce sree at ee PS emer eK ce 1 OU 

Best three varieties white grapes— 

(UV Ce e ge eanene SOUthPBends Winds: ac gece whee co eevexent he aratelersrevs 3 00 

(2) W. K. Munson, Grand Rapids, Mich................002+- 1 50 
(8) ae G. ERA MEA ISOM DTG ela itere 4 halatoyeittere ucluesatenstare ai atiua cree 1 00 

Three varieties red grapes for market— 

GC r Bradley Southy Bends Lad? io clan ocs. sions a lctel sens oreceiaue 3 00 

(Q\elohnnG. Ekitz, Madison; Inds i.) Jondinioos cece teks acne 150) 

(3) No award. 

Best five varieties grapes for home use— 

(aCe Bradley, ~South Bema ss VII's aero c ake cle ler ate shepefe sats) «tals cape 3 00 

(ZAaWe ake. Munson, Grand Rapids: Mich 7.0% ese. ee - RRs ae 1 50 

(8) No award. 

Largest cluster of grapes, any variety— 

(MMWrake Munson. Grand Rapids) Mich... sec)aeisie 2 cheers 2 1 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Most attractive and best package for exhibiting grapes and 

berries— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(83) No award. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Best peck shell bark hickory nuts— 

(i) PEO Mes S Colt lratall Sar eh iydtctsis -ayelereice nee, sitesi actos cas aerate ie ore 1 00 

Qehe MesSanford, Greenmtields Tnditie cc raise crs o asrsiers stores eho oun > 7) 

(8) No award. 

Best peck bull nut hickory nuts— 

OD IBRA NO Shy au ceed Mee wol A hely 1 GANG LAR ere etre rico OSIrenIe omen eG Ot Oe 1 00 

Qe Mee Samtordes Greemi elaine srtssccessis ors asics ete oh entalerore re 7d 

‘(8) No award. 
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Best peck black walnuts— 

GREE Mes Stout alrakal cars alin Goes cee err oie ae eae 1 00 

(2) sky MES Sanford: (Greenneld: Imdi aes eeer eee soe reer 75 

(8) No award. j 

Best peck butternuts— 

(@) MRE MesSantord-“Greentiel a) sling a.- sei ane eer ene 1 00 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best gallon chestnuts— 

(1) No award. 

(2) Ne award. 

(3) No award. 

Best gallon hazelnuts— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best gallon chinquapin accrns— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best gallon burr oak acorns— 

(RE MegSanitord (Greeneld sind =e cee eee 1 00 

(2) No award. 

(3) No award. 

Best gallon pecan nuts— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best gallon cranberries— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 

Best half peck pawpaws— 

(@) eR sSantord ss Greentiel ds lin gece ers ost eter ae eee 1 OU 

(2)3Er AVE Stout), Drataloar ind eee tee eee en eee 75 

(8), John vG Hitz,. Madison, 0nd yeni ake eee eee 50 

Best collection persimmons, not less than three kinds— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

(8) No award. 
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FLOWERS. 

CLASS LVI—PLANTS. 

(George C. Stelhorn, Indianapolis, Ind., Judge.) 

Ten palms— 

(i) eA INelsom al ndiatapOls. Md) cae atrclst a. sete ote cetera ets $ 10 00 

(4) dalam agora: bore meh colic sits Ggceadocp eons se odibe ooloc 8 00 

Twenty ferns and lycopodiums— 

(Rel eA veINGISON- SMTOTAMADOLIS: « ot seces oc. coe cckle OI ciate hae woke = 15 00 

(2) No award. 

Two specimens of sprengreii— 

ohne kiemant eligi ana POLS om. ee e-ee eiseeicrderee 6 00 

(ARBs smibhs Indianapolis: olndae he teesaalaees oars ven cane 4 00 

Twenty variegated show plants— 

CimiegeAe ed NeISON; pL GIMAapOlS, ENO: 2 acc se Sea ote = 5 oe 10 00 

(2) No award. 

Ten blooming begonias— 

GEES PAL Nelson, Indianapolis, lms oe ses sin) ee eee 6 00 

(2) No award. 

Ten foliage begonias— 

(aD) Tepibie es Sina dey) GaveleworyoKoNicy hah eee) es aes See oe ac ae 7.00 

(ZeSilasRothermel, Indianapolis;, Imds.--5.5-..-.-4.258e..0- * 4 00 

Two vases filled, either iron, rustic or wire 

(Gp hirAcs Nelsons indiana poliss md". c..c.ca ees ciacnias Saree nae 6 00 

(2) eJohne Riemann diamapolis': lords cme foe eee. 4 00 

Best arrangement of plants and fancy basket— 

Gene AtwNelson- kndiama nels: Widtas. acc gare. foes ist onde 10 00 
(2) No award. 

Display and arrangement of show plants— 

GQ) Phe An eNel Sonali gdiameapolis. «indice sce geese socks ee selenniere 35 00 

@ebaurseasmith sindianapolis, [mde s...2 5.4 sce ee eee eae OU 

Two floral arrangements— 

Ch Johnekieman indian apolisa lms 55 seals sete sates el eee 25 00 

(Zen Ae Nelson SIndianapolis. Imds 2 tos eae. ah os eee 15 00 

Two baskets— 

(ohn erTemanrindianapoliss Midis. oe<c0 2 eee ace eee 15 00 

(Z)pHiaeASNelSOn. indianapolisuelndeue .cice sc cic eis att vat ees 10 00 

Collection cut roses— 

CH RWee Wee ColescIcokom@tebndls2: 3. 4.6 ons re ee lneend oS ae 15 00 

(2) hee Aes NelSOne Indiana poligne lndis ssn de heen cnet ee oe 10 00 

Collection cut flowers— 

Gl) HAS Nelson walmdianapolis: wavdiyos vance oe ee ee oe 15 00 

2) SW we Coless IokKOmOs Iitd aac yin. ccatetted os isis ceen 10 00 
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Collection dahlias— 

(@Q)lJohn Rieman, Indianapolis sends: > ..cc ace eieice oes canals 

(2). (Wee W2Coles* Wokomo; Ind? s. . os 7 cece ees eis See 

Collection of cut gladioli— 

G) Johnie man wna nap Olis elie me ele eee iene tener nee 

(2)? We Wr Coles, Isokomoy Lind 25 toss oe bist sre eit eee ae cae 

(ain eA Neon indianapolis, duidicey.. epee emi ee L rae: 

Original show arrangement of flowers— 

(1) John Rieman, Indianapolis: Inde cists c ie sere eee eee rae 

(2) Hy} Ae) Nelsons indianapolis, in d)-terr-niu-le cc cha ceeeles Reeeee 

(8) No award. 

Three bouquets— 

(@) JohneRiemamn, dndianapoliss Mme acres rae ceeretcsts ae eenat awe 

(2) Wee WeiColes; Acolkonio;: Unidhys acthe ote oie oe cs ene eter 

(3) 3H 7A. Nelson> Indianapolis; ind ste ek ey eee oe eee eee 

CLASS LVII—AMATEUR. 

Collection of begonias— 

GD) Mrs Shiranis 2s ohnsonys IndranrrapOliss elim Clens.tscrererereter eeters 

(2) Mrs] Mary Ea Sullivan, Indianapolis; Indo an. Sec ce st ere 

Collection foliage plants— 

QeMrssMary TH: Sullivan! indianapolis, Unde so... tert telnet. 

(2) Mins’ Wi -Baonlicks baw nenee wld j2 sr-)sc- chee creel cceie eeeaeteretehs 

Collection climbing and trailing plants— 

@) Mrs: Mary He Sullivan, Indianapolis, Lmd)s sat cer steuce ee clere 

(AMS Web. Eb lick Waiwtemces In Gira cia siete cactare seienerceer ete 

Specimen of geraniums— 

(Gl) Mrss Mary Sullivan) Indianapolis: Und) sss... tienen 

(2) Paul sKempe> indianapolis Seung e crac uote tee eee 

CUT FLOWERS. 

Collection geraniums— 

(@)) AS Ra Bdmindss Indianapolis Unde sree eer iene 

(2) Mrs) Mary Ee Sullivans sindiamapolis:: Udi. suc cpecicnelere cere 

Collection of cut flowers— 

(1): PaulvKhempe Indiana nolisishnGy: cits uste ieee tasted hee 

(2) NAR Read Di cbaokbharsl= pu balobesharhoxollisy dhatileBasaynyaaiy ood aan so sooo 

Collection verbenas— 

(1) Mrs? WiB> Klick: Tawrence; Ind: thrice cake oes son ike aie ee 

(2) Paul Wempe, Indianapolis; Umi ie tapes aise aise eae ener 

Collection dahlias— 

(i) Paul empe, Indianapolis, (ln ysis ste kon eles ee ene 

(2) Mrs. Jennie Droke,; Southport, Ind: .. . 2.7.7... <as).< tyne 

bo 

00 

00 

00 

00 
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Collection gladiolus— 

@ePanlsicempessindiaa polis.) G3 Sra. tts <3) el aoe) ooo. = 

(2)2 ASR Hdmunds: “Indianapolis, | Unde ys. 00 atete- arc) <2 0. 

Collection cannas— 

(PEA Ice m pe lng aia OLS. PTI ia a tecetct> a) choi ners ieteiat> aloha 

(2) PAGES Haminds: Indianmapolis.s Pndeiyccs ace ts ese es oh 

Twelve carnations— 

Ci PAS Ree Ma munds: ln dianaApOliss Mm dys chtaae es sie ehersrs erste o1 

(2eebaulawWempe, Indianapolis md. 3 51s ti cvl> etexst elec s'ovels, » 

Two bouquets of garden flowers— 

@)ePanui Kempe, UIndianapolishe Uma. < seircirs)> ster> atci-)s oe 

(2) AG CMTS; ni Gianap OllS: Tne se a. iso paler oats oe ae 

CLASS LVIII—BEES AND HONEY. 

(J. C. Kimmell, Ligonier, Ind., Judge.) 

Best display of bees, honey, apiary products, supplies 

appliances— 

(1) George M. Rumler, Mohawk, Ind 

(2) George M. Rumler, Mohawk, Ind 

CLASS LIX—TABLE LUXURIES. 

, (May C. Hitchcock, Brimfield, Ind., Judge.) 

Home-made cheese— 

(1) Mrs. M. E. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind 

(2) Mrs. James A. Norwood, Southport, Ind 

Fancy cheese— 

(1) Mrs. J. B. Powers, Indianapolis, Ind 

(2) Mrs. Jennie Droke, Southport, Ind 

Maple syrup in most marketable shape— 

(1) Mrs. M. E. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind 

(2) Mrs. E. T. Drake, Edinburg, Ind 

Maple sugar— 

() Mrs. E. B. Bryson, Broad Ripple, Ind 

(2) George M. Rumler, Mohawk, Ind 

Bread, wheat, yeast— 

(1) Mrs. W. 8S. Hoss, Indianapolis, Ind 

(2) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind 

Bread, wheat, salt rising— 

(1) Mrs. E. T. Drake, Edinburg, Ind 

(2) Mrst I. M. Porter, Indianapolis, Ind 

seee 

Bele le le, (eee ele! 4(e, wneiaiKe, 6 [ee 

(G)OEEeMey Smith fooresvillesInds.0. 2. ae see sere cic aoe oie 

o © She @ Be 6 6 ele o's,/a, 6 a> 7] js 

1 Ol ao 

©) oe, ae) wit ad. (on eye) e610 a eae eens 

oe te ele alae) sis) e\ lela! viele .e »is\\e 

et ie! wrlelleval.@iat.eljele es 0 'ea%6. ja/\e 

o) Sake “ol a here ee 10 6) 6 ef wie. e! 6-8) le 

eel a) Oe e 6 eels oo ef alle eo 
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Graham bread, yeast— 

(1) Mrs. N. A. Ford, fndianapolis, Ind... 
(2) eMirs<J3- B= Powers, Indianapolis; inde. et ere 

Boston Brown bread— 

(1) Mrs. W. B. Flick, Lawrence, Ind.... 

(2) Mrs. W. 8S. Hoss, Indianapolis, Ind. . 

Whole wheat bread— 

(1) Lina R. Marks, Indianapolis, Ind.... 

(2) Mrs. F’. C. Stewart, Indianapolis, Ind 

Corn gems— 

(1) Mrs. William H. Welch, Indianapolis 

(2) Mrs. E. B. Bryson, Broad Ripple, Ind 

Dozen rolls— 

(1) Mrs. N. A. Ford, Indianapolis, Ind. . 

COUT ALP a eee Ae gee 

ate late \a te’ sii lone (a 2 alee eee) 2 \— 

0) elie fe; 0a [s),0, 6's) sae, » wipe © ese 

(2) binath. Marks, Indianapolis; Und? )-2 2. 1.oe sae acre ers 

Ginger bread— 

(1) Mrs. F. C. Wood, Indianapolis, Ind. . 

(2) Mrs. W. S. Hoss, Indianapolis, Ind. . 

Ginger cookies— 

(1) Mrs. W. 8S. Hoss, Indianapolis, Ind. . 

Pe ee a ee CL Re 

(2)) Mrs) BB. Bryson; BrovdsRipples Ind ayes seer eee 

Fig cake— 

(1) Mrs. W. B. Flick, Lawrence, Ind.... 

(2) Mrs. Jerome Dunlap, Lafayette, Ind. 

Layer cake, caramel, orange— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

(2) Mrs. Jerome Dunlap, Lafayette, Ind. 

Layer cake, caramel, chocolate— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

(2)' Mrs. James) Al; Norwood; Southport; dnd. 07s. eee eee 

Marble loaf cake— 

(i) Mrs. James) A.. Norwood, Southport, Inds. 4. 2c). a oe aerate 

(2) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

White Mountain cake— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

(2) Mrs. James A. Norwood, Southport, Ind..:....:......2..: 

Cocoanut cake— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

(2) Mrs. Jerome Dunlap, Lafayette, Ind 

Sunshine cake— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind... 

(2) Mrs. Jerome Dunlap, Lafayette, Ind. 

Angel’s food— 

(1) Mrs. L. KX. Brown, Indianapolis, Ind 

(2) Mrs. William H. Welch, Indianapolis, 

50 

7) 
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Hickory nut loaf cake— 

(it) PIirsee de vies SMOCK. SOUL POLt NIG yacoe- le aise asesiete cae be 1 50 

(2eMrs= Jerome: Dunlap, Watayette; Inds 225 2% hse. oie es = 75 

Hickory nut layer cake— 

(HevMirs Hye Wood. Indianapolisss lm Gyr se siete rea cievel «cl che 1 50 

(2)eivirs: Jerome: Dunlap jatayertes lima ais s-nieres elec oe cee 7) 

Fruit cake— 

(@)phirs Site Mes eorer sIndidnapols, bn a seer. cia cha -eie tate ees cle 3 00 

(2)eMrs ha Ca Stewart, Indianapolis nds 55 520.- 6-266 as oe 2 00 

White fruit cake— 

(1) Mrs. J. M. Smock, Southport, Ind...... 6 teri oe PEE IE e 1 50 

@aMins= Jerome Dunlap; Matayentes olmds eyes. 2c dense 75 

White cake— 

Gi pMirss Men Smock. SOuULhponrtagltder cine mee tees cie 1 50 

(2) Mires Jeromes Dunlap, matayette,sIndse. ease oocse- +s one 75 

Chocolate cake, layer— 

Ci) evirsSeeivie a SIMO ck. sSouthports. LNG -aeac na ee ieee cme re ace i BO) 

(QEMrstaweebesMlick suawrencessInGssninscen sce eset: ce eee 75 

Chocolate cake, loaf— ; 

(1) Mrs. James A. Norwood, Southport, Ind.......:.......... 1 50 

@Z)eMrsh J. M. Smock; Southport, Ind=...:..-.-- sd, stapes Payee Ae 75 

Crullers— i 

(DeMirss James A> Norwood, Southport. Ind:. 2.52.2 .5...5-.- 1 50 

QeMing eave Porters Iindianapolistas. -seccesnes os soe nee aoe 75 

Cookies— 

Cp MrsS jennie Drokes Southport. <nds \--ei. so. Ie ek sees ee 1 50 

(2) Mis aVWVeer ese tli @ke, sua WiEeMee@x Mm sas a. se eieus cine ss ee tee oon 7d 

Kisses— 

Cipevirs ee VE OnverelngtanapoOlsm lade tne sees see. oe or 1 50 

(AehinssN Ashore sindianapoliss wim zene. she aoe eee nce oe 7) 

Maringues— 

(Ch SvinssNeeASt ord Indianapolis lind tris sas sc. cise oe ato tee 1 50 

(2) eMrcesh Bb Bryson. broad: Ripples lnGs sa ss os.ccl. gestae 7) 

Cheese straws— 

CHV SS OWeos sali Gk sha wren Gents: cielsctnes Sele oe cle lees ee 1 00 

(Z)ahirsssN 2 AU Word. Indianapolisn End's) sjs< sy. tec cra espe ee. 50 

Apple pie— 

(hehehe Cs Stewalh. Ln cramapOlisn Wms Sc) a ss ote cts ceil 1 OU 

Z)oNvirs Jennies Mrokes Southpotteclnd eyo. secccccl eae acts ccs e 50 

Peach pie— 

CevircS NaAL ond. lmdianapolismimdss fe .ce acces cosas ov eee at 1 00 

(Ze VirsH leMniicwOrokes SOUL OL aNd tee oes eee ee ole creo ere 50 

Lemon pie— 

Che tinaska Marks indiana polisselnd 2s sic: ote as cr oce kes ce eee 1 00 

(2) Mrs} BL. GC. Stewart indianapolis; Indic. 2.226. de0% coe oe 50 
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Sugar pie— 

()oMitsINecAs, Nord. Indiana polis} slmde ee piste, to cieleelate=teleele 

(2) ONITS) We iS LOSS Sim drama poOlisy MUI. reece dates oh eteyeteliete teeta 

Pumpkin pie— 

()EMrs: SWS: ELoss: Indianapolis einige bcirencletete <i olel-iay etait 

(2) Mrs. William H. Welch, Indianapolis, Ind................ 

Cherry pie— 

(1) Mrs. William H. Welch, Indianapolis, Ind...:............ 

(2) Mrs. W. S. Hoss, Indianapolis, Ind....... WR cite stents 

Plum pie— 

(QD) INGRS ISAM ISAO MOR Kol aha bells | Me cmatiooscsocuc 

(2) aMirss We S2) ELOSS) slates DP O]IS; Unt ac pere terse ee emai ote oe 

Saratoga chips— 

(GD) AN Ge sped ele etoay eds Ibavohrenar hori hich ihnGles sean ceo ad aot 

(2) Mirs3eky (Gn Wood, indianapolis; Une str cates siekeiee starsat ie 
Spiced peaches— 

(Gl) Mrs sennie broke; Southport,= Uden sccls cieice ole eee eiaters 

(2) VITS sh Oe Stewarts LCT te OLS) elit Clever be ke eyerene = eke terlerernerae 

Spiced pears— 

@ Mrs JenniesEL. Droke;sSouchportg, Undine. . «+ siete aie crere 

(2ieMrs.. DeVGls Wood, Indianapolis; Widnes sta clas see cheie oie prea 
Spiced cherries— e 

(GOS Mrs Ws Be sMlick, Wdanwrence:c Ends fe.cwsciicis ctem eo ceucnetel eaters 

(2)R EM -South; bration: Lr cls sieve obevets bones eas ie fo sue dover etatels iaieaete 

Sweet pickles, collection— 

(@) Mirs! Min vivers: .camprido@esCicy, Wires ansccsse <a aisles nies 

(2)eMrss Jennie: Droke, ‘Southports ld ive... ae oes eet sie Levan 

Pickles, mixed— 

@) ina ah. Marks, Indianapolis: Winds; ch crstevew rics’. teeter stot 

(2)' Mrs: Jennie Droke;*Southport; lias cm. sc ciee oe mievereieiete iets 

Pickles, cucumber— : 

(@)) Mrs BCs Stewart, lndiganapolis;< img: cc... oars ete mene 

(2) Sirs? eM Porter; Indiana polisy lm vt... ums mietete te thateneietanane 

Peach pickles— 

(@) Marsinw. Bo Mlicks iawrencesimdicvcna sesre an teemton ec herereate 

(2) Mrs. F. G. WoodIndianapolis, ndisi.n cus cee ener 

Pear pickles— 

(1) Mrs. F. G. Wood, Indianapolis, Ind 

(2) H. M. Stout, Trafalgar, Ind 

Tomato catsup— 

: (i) eMirs. SW... B.. Wlick,. bawrence;, Inds. cckces sich etc aeeereete 

(2) Mrs. James A. Norwood, Southport, Ind 

Cucumber catsup— 

(HieMrsy W.. Be Mick, “hanwrenGey Tn drictec ays testers ame poceneneees 

(2) Mrs. M. BE. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind 

Pie ee re he) en Be he, 

bo 
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Chili sauce— 

QiMrs sr Ove Porter, Indianapolis, Ind vse soo... 

Gi Minsiewe boa Mitek wlanwrences smd ver sce o acest 

Boston baked beans— 

GQ) irs Webs Blick Sa wreneer indie is fs sist are = 

(2) Mrs? Sh Ge Wood, Indianapolis, Undine. eeu 

Collection French candies, home-made— 

¢h) Mis. Ey. (B:7 Bryson; ‘Broad Ripple; Ind: ..2.....: 

(2) No award. 

Jellies, collection— 

(1) Mrs. M. EH. Myers, Cambride City, Ind.......... 

(2) Mrs. Jennie Droke, Southport, Ind......2....... 

Preserves, collection— 

@) Mrs. M:. H. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind......... 

2) Mrs. Jennie Droke, Southport, Ind.............. 

Fruit butters, collection— 

(1) Mrs.-M. E. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind.:.......... Pere ee 

(2) Mrs Jennie Droke, Southport, Ind... .........2. 

Canned fruit, collection— 

(@) Mrs. M: Hh. Myers, Cambridge City, Ind......:.. 

@) Mrs sennie: Droke, Southport, Inds ss... ...5 0. senses oe ee 

PROFESSIONAL COOKING. 

Best collection of cakes, three or more kinds— 

Cieviairss joe Smock sSOut morta kindle ce cents 3 ck 

(2) NU be. Gon Wood, slndiamspolis': 1mGScasee 2 ren 

Best collection of candies, five or more kinds— 

Che Mrs: vIn oss) Powers) indianapolis: einds. v2 ca. ¢ 

(@)svMrs NevAL Hord, Indianapoliss-Indiissayacss sos s 

Fanciest gelatine dessert—- 

Ch) Virs Js 8. Powers, Indianapolis) Indies...) 

(2) Lina R. Marks, Indianapolis, Ind.. 

Fancy bread for evening refreshments— 

(De Mirs le he Brows.) Imdiana polis telmd secret Ssh. 

@)i Mrs JB. Powers, indianapolis’ Imad: ast ness. 2. 

Fancy dessert for evening refreshments— 

Gi) hirsS ac Brow. Indianapolis, Ind ie sess ss. 

(Zeina she Marks. InGianapolis. Windia. 22 . eee i se 

Fancy relish for evening refreshments— 

(DEMirsssINEeAC Word. ndianapolist Tne. A. G.ts eee 3 

(2) Mrs. L. K. Brown, Indianapolis, Ind....... 64:39 

wUfelene; 018s, 's/0 

bo ts 

bo Co 

ba bS 

08) 
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CLASS LX—KNITTING AND CROCHET WORK. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Infant’s shirt— 

Gh) Mrs. CW Vian celParisnsllleyancecce iu cles Certo tailor 

(2) Mrs. John Hettich, Bowling Green, Mo................... 

Infant’s socks, display— 

Qabinss kare Rud olphssCineimmnaticn OhiOme. esses manent eee 

(2) Mrs, (CF ille, Greensbune. snd eee eee ae eee 

Pair silk mittens, hand-knit— 
(Nits: (CSW. Vian Gey aRaris: oh se eral hen emer hte eee eee 

(2) Mins .C2'G. Burns} Greensburg. ind). wai ola sce seenreaehs eater 

Pair silk stockings, hand-knit— 

@) Mrs" ©) (C: sBurns.Greensbure ts inde. sci eciesiein ence 

(2) No award. 

Infant’s crochet sack— 

(1) Mrs. Minnie Zisiner, Indianapolis, Ind.:.......-...-....- 

(2) Mrs. Kate Rudolph, Cincinnati) sOhio: 4-55 een eee 

Couch cover— 

GD) Mrs eR. A albu. esdinerons sisi oper ais enero ae nae 

(2)eMrss CoC. Burns: (Greenspurey std Serie asraerene ein es oie 

Crochet skirt— 

CD Mirs (Cow. Vance: (Paris. ill 7 cteetic coe ca terceaiene aie eee 

(2) Mrs. OC Dille, "Greensburg: Indie aco cee en eee eee 

Silk purse— 

(@) eMirssiC: WioVance, (Panis, SL titrate si tern eee ecu 

(2) “AS a -Orndorit. Indianapoliss imndeer ste oo ese ene 

Infant’s cap— 

(Hers. Kate idolphy:Cimemmaiay ONO as sere eet ee ee 

(2) (Mrs: CGC: Dille;: Greénsbursynae te wc aa tetris eae 

Ladies’ shawl, knit— 

()) Mrs. CG. Go Burns, Greensburcy UUdk acto i oiteerer eee ence 

(2). Mrs. RD Eee Dal butt liexin stom aieyees-o ersten tee eee 

Ladies’ shawl, crochet— 

(1) Mrs: John EHettich, (Bowling tGmeens Mon... crem eae ee eee 

(2): Mrs-+C.«W Vance, Parish slillcs acicekereres note eee meee ores anes 

Crochet slippers— 

(1) “Mrs; Kate Rudolph; (Cincinatti Obie. .-1s se alee sie 

(2) Mrsi\ R.- Hey DPalbutt;, exinetomy iyi. are anes niet eee 
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CLASS LXI—LACE, HAND MADE. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Lace, Battenburg— 

Chins CCB urnss Greenspuncseltidercasne peta ccc. hui + cree he O, 

(2)MNITnSse © aie ValiCen de ati series tists maa crcmaciok ts eee «atta 1 00 

Lace, point— 

Ch) Sianniey Miners in diamapyoliss lu Geant. ai or cede cei eraye cle ene 2 00 

(2) Mrs. C. W. \ AEN CE UM EW Se 1 GR cas Bench aod Ais evens cpl 1 0O 

Lace, Duchess — 

@) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind.................. 1 50 

(AaMirsi i: A-eMoore, Lerrevhaute mind snes: sce © oes ve cke eens 1 00 

Lace, Honiton— 

(Heeling Cs. Dilles Greensbure, Indes2 sh s2e-a5..c8s tk ees. 1 50 
C)eMrsaiCseWis Vance Parise lll theses: sp alten ts tunics uate oie 1 00 

Lace, Flemish— : 

GP Vvirsmiates Rudolph, Cincinnati Ohio age cee ee eee oe 1540) 

jt S con] (2)p MirssivateuRudol ph, Cincinnatin @hiO.4 sje sense eee 

Lace, Burges— 

CHaMinrsmica te Rudolph Cineimmnaibl. (Ohlone dees. oe eae oasis ae 1 50 

(JeMirss Kate, Rudolph; Cincinnati, Ohios........ce-.22 soe ak 1 00 

Lace, applique— 

(G0) IMeiowuniey MU baer ey IaGlienaey eyoy ish hale Wake ice ouneon ooo obaS 1 50 

(2ZaMrss-CeDilles Greensburcs indict semceen sors ckic ce sees 1 00 

Lace dresser scarf— , 

(Ce MirsssliaeAE Moores Herre: Eratiter inde a. se oes ae sien wcieine 1 50 

(2) EMiTESe@ Wi cenV ala Gere kraut Se Mil (Srte canon have tA aos. oes Nisvar sens ceroreWs 1 00 

Lace table cover— 

Ca MnsselecAR Moorea Nerrew ELauie mlm eis el. tics cacereia teresa: i 8 

(Zens sCs Diller Greenspuboy lms ver sissies gh hen a acti 1 00 

Lace center piece— : 

@)eMrssi<ateshudolphie Cincinmatin OlilOme csccracco. secre ere 1 00 

(Pa) leverquloey> 1B folant. Teavaligioryoyolbiss sl bavol js Me oan his eu era eae alas 75 

Lace sideboard scarf— 

(CHeMrsiCric phurnsGreensburc lmds sk. tesco nidas cca 1 00 

(2) No award. 

Lace collar 4 

(eVins CB eNicols: -Viiskeson= Millie 7.vssea syste sci. tls pee 1 50 

(2) Miss Cowra ava ceaubea ri siebl wane cme tract. Mette a oy as eee 1 00 

Lace handkerchief— 

CiBMirssiieAC Moores Lerresklaute minions teed ee eee 1 OU 

(eMirssok<ate: Rudolph cGincinnatin Ohiow.4s2oos.5eeracn att. res 

Best article not mentioned in this class— 

(i) Mircea.) Dies Greensbums: lm diye spans i. ee ie te a ee 1 5U 

(2yatirs CC burns. Greensburc, imdes fice eee 1 00 
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Best display laces— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Delft— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Jewel— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Iridescent—. 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Cotton— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

CLASS LXII—EMBROIDERY, HAND MADE. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

CC. Be INicols = Miauskeronts Michice ston co-eise siete evar cheer 

Te BA. IMO OLE se LerregELaNltey Li igstctete cot) sredeue Nel aah aiowene ston 

Dre Js Behrens) alndiamayolis; wld rote weraeet oats 

lis Aus Moore érresa ite mG): tres) cro1epsenctetovoiatenetateney tie 

Cob: 

C. C. 

INIcols;=Miusker om. UMC te, sicko eka s cl -\siere aes rer rete 

Burns. Greensbureye Undies csneieker isteach nee toners 

Cy), Mille! \Greenspure: Olidses oes. te alee nee terete eo tenents 

Ce OW Vian Ces PaAtiSiullsess S:cae cnelsieee ele Cacho ner ce eee tee 

Kkensington— 

(1) Mrs. 

- (2) Mrs. 

Arabian— 

CO We Vanee, Pariswidlle 4.) tnt b.ce ce tea ee 

Invade Cpu Delo hat I bemabore (elim hOve oo ay atidoe cau acy ads oc 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Marie Antoinette— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Rococo— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Mount Melich— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Tappissery or flat 

(1) Mrs: 

(2) Mrs. 

Rope silk— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

Roman— 

(1) Mrs. 

(2) Mrs. 

GCaAW ie sVANECS SHS Bariss Ulltsencters stelctic tute setter orate mane hen renaae 

Ty -A.- Moore; lerre Ela ute. dined Sv cr i ney tevace eerie net e 

ee ee Dal DUG iy eI SOM Ncw eine ete eral ce] teat neta 

1. (AL. “Moore 7Rherre Eaten eile coke « cereheiices 

stitch— 

Minniey ZISiner windy nap Oise MmGer wire rerierete crete 

Kate RVC Ol CLiGImMN et © DpOmir . cm melas eicnestneeiaiets 

ate Rudolph, Cincinnati, “Ow. oa) 2 ees ees 

Cows “Vamnee: Baris; Sie yeck sc sittere fui cade let ee 

©; Oy Burns, ‘Greensbures inde she ae Gece cuca atone. 

L.A. .MooreTerre: Hares sindeens sack aera 

Re bo 

lo 

00 

00 
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Embroidery on bolting cloth— 

(1) No award. : 

(2) No award. 

Hmbroidery on chamois— 

(Ch avirs ovary hn Garmer min diam ap Olis (indie a Acta ae kes ee. eels 40 2 00 

(2) ASL 2 Orndorit Indianapolis, Minds. & fats weakens oneal 1 0O 

Queen Anne darning— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Decore— 

QeMirswkeate Rudolph. Cmemmnatin OMOA. sc. ace. sew e fe 1 50 

(2) RVEES Grew: eVia NGG aris wlll Waconia econ cree whole ocertie he wgeta svete me) 

Luneh set— 

Gy Mir sae Ral utie Wwe etom, Wyss wc crete clea oleae tale c 2 0V0 

(2)eMirs 2C ly pilles ;Greensbure alma Vanek ons ase teres, ans esta. ethane 1 GO 

Doily set— - 

COoMrs Karena Olp hve @imemnatin OilO2.), 2. sce scree eer 2 00 

(2) eins a ee Dati) WER eros: Wives oeycet Llc 2 see eles cena 1 00 

Linen table cloth and six napkins— 

(Gi) eMirss C&cDilles Greensburg, Lnds aces oc ess Sarees Sales « cities shale 3 OO 

(Ze MTs AG MOoOre. vrerre vErattheye LmGirk. acu-...cer se meats eae ee oye ikea {0) 

Hostess cloth— 

CIES Cee Vain COM sm AliSes Milliment= cro Jerk anyone ietemeres, rete 2 VU 

(2) Mrs. C: Dille, Greensburg, Ind...-...... te te dais les ts ae ees 1 00 

Tray cloth— 

(Misa Teme O lp helm Gmina tle» OMT Or s\sisie areverseeuse 6 yeie ene 1 50 

(2) 7 irs hee Dal bitte oexime comp iKsyce sa 002 treme cles lee 75 

Skirt, silk embroidery— 

(MaMvMrssCewpillerGreenshures Wide k esos ye etary cheeks ashe 2 00 

ie MirssGreh sy Nicolls eMiske com, tiVitelie ey oe lar ecrtetarevom trae ore 1 60 

Infant’s shawl, silk embroidery— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Infant’s cap, silk embroidery— 

GipMrssSCs 2billes(Greens burg. UmGk ik: oo tre fee sae oe cee Die lees 1 50 

(2) No award. 

Sideboard scarf— 

(Gli) PSII: Sa See Vid NG Ce mee aur Se wl Ipc ye ete Sea Apdo ee 2 00 

(QaMrsiC Diet Greens puree Mme + 5 seein. ss ake sec celeoerene ae 1 G0 

Dresser furnishings, four pieces— 

GaMirsteCloweeVianece, pearissc lilting ters eS thee 2 a ete | 2 00 

nie) Mravle An Moonewherredita ute buds o... pee. sae ek 1 00 

Couch pillow— 

Gi) Virsa Wer Van Gere ariss (lila eeeiatet bet es\cey TRI ly a ape perc, oe 2 00 

(2) Walter E> Ervin, New Avgusta, Ind. 2. .<))-..54.0 546 cet Oe 1 00 

12—Agri. 
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Toilet cushion, new style— 

(CL eivirse sates Rud olphy Cineinsa bis OM1O mc elite tenet an ed eee 2 00 

(2eMrss WC! Stewart, Indianapolisy Imd. s2--)-eee eee ee 1 00 

Table cover— 

(@)eMrs: Kate Rudolph, Cincinnati, \OnO. 2 - = eeeiee 3 00 

(2)UMrs:C.sCs Burns: Greenspurs,, img iar eee ee ee 2 00 

Table center, embroidered— 

(1) Jennie Francis, Indianapolis: inde)... era eee eect nae 2 00 

(2) Mrs. John Hettich, Bowling Green, Mo..:................ 1 00 

Picture frame— 

(1) oMrs? Cw Wai Vanee, Parise Direc ts eave miss cheucenreesronteierontoton 1 50 

(2) Mrs. Dr. T. J. Behrens, Indianapolis, TOs Fis. Mefek WES stele 7) 

Bulgarian work— 

Qalirs "Cy DillesGreensbure. Jind ernie serra ces sciee ee ee 1 50 

@)eMrs: C1Cs Burns, Greensbumne. andi eis crs seit ree 75 

College pillow— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Best specimen not mentioned in this class— 

(@) Mrs='C. Wz Vallee; sPariss Ty, a: cys isret<seieloveniet. situa eta tard oleniens 1 50 

(2-JenniesErancis’ Indian apolise sind ayers tasers cease ents 1 00 

CLASS LXNIJTI—SEWING—MACHINE AND HAND. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

MACHINE WORK. 

Display of ladies’ underwear— 

()- Mrs) C. Dille. eGreensbure; “mdi icin cieiciis cite eee ee 

(2jeMinrss Ebulda (hieldy Greensbure: india eee cee ot 1 00 

Hemstitching, machine— 

() eMirs CW, Vanees (Paris sis aye, on pee) oie sre cere ear eee 1 50 

(2); Mrs.*C: (By Nicols; Muskegon Michie tac.-e. acer oe eee 75 

Best of any article— 

()SMrs, Kate Rudolph, “Cincinnati Ohio... a sen ee earieeseie 2 00 

(2) °MrssiGi Ws Vanes; se ariss Tse oie somes iets ep ace eee 1 00 

HAND WORK. 

Hemstitching, specimen— 

@) Mrs. 2C, Dille Greensburss. Undint ce ear see eee 2 00 

(2) Mirs,“C. IW Vance; ‘Paris’ Tl. Ae ee oe ee eae 1 0U 

Hemstitching, silk, not handkerchief— 

(1) Mrs. William Hl. Welch, Indianapolis, Ind.............4.. 2 00 

(2) No award. 
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Hemstitching, linen, not handkerchief— 

(EMTs Drs Ty beebehrens. Indianapolis: Ina sy4se0. 2c. © oe 

(2)UMrssC-sDilleGreenspuces Enders. os" ata ented cook 

Drawn work, Mexican— 

QeMvinsikeatesRiudolph. Cincinnati, «Ohio: 20.44... oeisc. cee e 

(2) Mass WalliamEe Wieleh, Indianapolis, nde «cs .1.40.- 55: 

Infant’s outfit, complete, most sensible and neat 

GQeMirsiC- Dilles Greensburg IM e ose) ashes ea iets wits oe ke 
(2) eMirsSsEtuldaebield-Greensburcsslndise)14e cae se oe nee eee 

CLASS LXIV—LADIES’ FANCY WORK. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Couch pillow, most sensible— 

CcMre<C:O Ws baten sduatayette, iad. 2: co: 2. ea x. love eees on ee 

2)eMrsiH. 6. Stewart; Indianapolis, Inds i. .2¢..2.5. 52. ee. 

Book cover, linen— 

QrMrss karesivud olpha Cincinatti «Ohions. soos nein 

(Q)eMTS CNV Vian Ceyme arts: Jlllb ve phy ecw ye bie ee 

Lunch set— 

eb sMas. Roney Palbuttbexineton,, Kiyo. os 2.0 2. oney seu. 
(A) MESe Cae Wil. VANCE anise LPs. Nenrs fe c.e on ete e aoe ond 

Doilies, not embroidered— 

Ch) vir se CaaWe usa tehewilun taverte:slnGe: tr 5 ae eee ae 

(2) Mbre2.€> Dille; Greenspure: Ino s. tee feck cite Gok eo ee tae 

Fancy apron— 

C)ehire.C-Dille“Greenspure Undiyscae «sotto aoe. oe 

QeMrss kwateRudolph. Cincinnati; OHIOs. 4.2546 42s. lee 

Ikitchen apron, most practical 

G)eMrs: Kate Rudolph: CincinnatiitOhio... he. oo... 2% os oh 

(2)eMine ecm NGEneey sb aTis (let tcty ne Loe aR Beene a 

Table cover, not embroidered— 

(Mas; CC. Burns. Greensbures vind. osc) oles oes choo. 

(veer ohoemakersstenanonulin dele. eee tee fe ee. ake 

Table center, not embroidered— 

(Dy Mrs» Kate. Rudolph, Cincinnati, Ohio.4.. 2.22500. 2.6028 
(2) ire sy. bs Da Iba Mexaneton a ICy scercae sclked © soe neces oes 

Fancy opera bag— 

Gi) eMirs s Cx WeoVancersParishs lille iar. wise pedis oe ote oxfam a 

2) eA eOrnidorivenln giana Olsiesliancs aie sie ater ane 

Laundry bag— 

Ci VCS Hi GeNWOodselndiana poli siltn deere. aneh. aeetne ae en. 

(2)- Mrs. Kate Rudolph, Cine “nati; ONI0. 6... vce esse h sa esas 

bo 
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Quilt, silk, needlework— 

(DeMrs> Kate Rudolph, > Cincinnati) sOniOs asec eave ee eerie rere 

(2) Mrs: (Co WevBatch; (uatayetter minds oc cee on a tcleeraee ehmelrens ain 

Pateh work quilt— 

(il) VAs CaS edam-alndia nap Oliss- sind ieee sectches eee een 

(2)e TeEnnie Mrancisy indianapolis seem cne = eee pee eaer ele eeetege neione 

CLASS LXV—FOR AMATEURS EXCLUSIVELY. 

(Margaret J. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Best display pictures 34x384— 

@aNeliiexCoutant, (Crawtordsyille;: mde 2cyorn | ae oe eee ee $ 

(2)? Ben W- Douglass, Indianapolis, Indies tna ee ee eee 

Best display pictures 34x4}— 

Gi) GBene We OOuUCIASs. Inga mapOlis slid tsscesesvenie eeeste telkerercteee ae 

(2) Nellie Coutant, Crawfordsville, Ind....... eRe at 93k aed 3 Uae 

Best display pictures 4x5— 
(oben, We Douglass. Indianapolis: pind 4... me cece eee 

()rNelliesCoutant, sCraywitordswille> indices sree le era eis cree 

Best display pictures 44x44i— - 

(i) PBeneWwi. sWousliss “Indianapolis, Inds) cnsae 26 seme cee 

(2eNellie<Coutant. Crawiordsyaille: Indes. pee ene 

Best display pictures 5x7— 

PA SVS: CAI Va mniGe? SATIS: TM sey vate el rare te cee eee ee en Bee 

(2) Nellie ‘Coutant; (Crawtordsyilles Ind! 2 e250 eee eee 

Best display pictures 64x83— 

(DABen Wi. 7Douglass, -Indiama polis: slime ca svcruereiercneierenionee 

CLASS LX VI—DECORATIVE ART WORK. 

(Margaret J.. Craighead, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Wood carving display— 

(Cl) Hila s JeavMurphy, indianapolis: mindy. ene ieee eee ee $ 

(2) Mires "Gah Brittain; Dayton \Ohior a0. 22 eee ee ee 

Wood carving, specimen— 

GQ) will le Murphys. tndianano lis; der, ica oe eee 

@awalter Do Dryin, New Aueusta® nde . cc. eee ree 

Tapestry painting— 

Ce Mins. William ie. Welch Indiamapolisy Ids eames ites 

(2) Helen -M:(Goodwin, New Castle, Indies ve ee nets 

Pyrography specimen, leather— 5 

(Sac te Orngori,, sNGtanApolis; umd «wuts eect een 

(2) No award, 

2 © 

ie) 

ie) 

lo Ol 
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Pyrography specimen, wood— 

d) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis, Ind................... 

(2) Winifred Austins Crawfordsville--Ind))-2...... 22050220 2. 

Pyrography display— 
@)) WinitredPAlisting= Crawfordsville: Inde ..2. 0726-2025 2-556 

(2) Mrs. C. W. Vance, Paris, Ill. . 

Pyrography portrait from life— 

(1) Winifred Austin, Crawfordsville, Ind....:............... 

(2)P Winitred@Atistin, Crantordswlle;s Indes... 2.524.200. 

Pyrography Indian work— 

GAEL Orndorttiyimdianapoliss:Indeaasescseees nce cee eee 

(QevirsiG-=beebrittain.: Dayton. Onions as... saciertreaei see eee 

CLASS LXVII—PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS 

(Adaline Cates, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Portrait in oil, from life— 

(1) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis. 

@rAlbert Henley, andianapoliss Indias sey sess semiauss Jeon lee 

Portrait in crayon, from life— 

CEN ins aC sere Tipton Day hore @ higie rete Se oa eee 

(2) Edgar Harris, Troy, Ohio.... 

Portrait in pastel, from life— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Portrait in water colors, from life— 

G)yAWinitred: Austins Craw fordsyilles ind. 23.25 202s) 

(2) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis. 

Ideal head in oil— 

(1) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis. 

(2)eAlberterenley windianapolis: limdsss4 vee ee ne ee 

Ideal head in crayon— 

(jy Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia................. 

(evMirssGa bE tintin: Dayton iOhaniu. sete in hake eo eee 

Ideal head in water colors— 

Ce Winttred Austin’ Crawtordsville-sinds sates). eee oe 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.................. 

Ideal head in pastel— 

(1) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis. . 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.................. 

Group figure in oil— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.................. 

(2) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis 

AMATEUR, 

$ Y OU 

50 

00 

00 
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Ideal figure in crayon— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.. 

(2) VETS AC Wee Vian Ces acl sees ee reese ener 

Group figure in water colors— 

(1) Winifred Austin, Crawfordsville, Ind.... 

(2) Mrs. L. M. Buell, Beloit, Wis. ....:....<. 

Specimen, flowers in oil— : 

(141) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia 

(2) Mirs3C> WenVances Paris alle ete aes 

Display, flowérs in oil— 

(14) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Specimen, flowers in water colors— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.. 

@)eiidearvblarris ss rove, Ohios = ssenaeieeree 

Specimen, fruit in oi]l— 

(Gl) eMirsrskaVie ss Biellke Beloit vis cmt eens 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia. . 

Specimen, fruit in water colors— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia. . 

(2) Albert Henley, Indianapolis, Ind......... 

Specimen, vegetable in oil— 

@) Mrs ove Buell, Belorz Wise este eee 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.. 

Specimen, vegetable in water colors— 

CD) Ss Mirsiaii: Mi Biel. sBelorty wise ces. oleic 

(2) Albert Henley, Indianapolis, Ind......... 

Display, fruit or vegetable in oil— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Display, fruit or vegetable in water colors— 

(1) No award. 

(2). Mrs."G.4h. Brittain. Dayton ‘Ohiosw-.s. 4. 

Specimen, animal in oil— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia. . 

(2) Mrs Gre Wr. Vance ae aris alles sain ea ere 

Specimen, animal in water colors— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.. 

(2) MTs Cs SW. VaARGe rear Sen lemcmee ree enor 

Specimen, game in oil— 

(1) Daisy C. Altland, Indianapolis, Ind...... 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia. . 

Specimen, game in water colors— 

@) Hdgar Elarrishe Troy, sOn1On, ki eceteiee a eels 

(2) No award. 

ole ese ages 0 we © ec see 
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Specimen, still life in oil— 

Gh); Mircea MeCBuell SB eloiteswisis care craze icva cierecciors ors cot cceteeheiers a 2 00 

(2): AdbertzHenley, Indianapolis: Inds ness. 22. ov oe ha eee 1 00 

Specimen, still life in water colors— 

(G0) JU) Ib, ihoeacioeboa i baobtehat ysis, IbnGly Gs none tooae boo cooB oT 2 00 

(2)eMrss Mr BuellfsBeloite weiss staetegte tie re ce oie ohn eithe weatacsnatte 1 00 

specimen, landscape in oil-— 

@ Genaek: Ingraham, sindianapolisyeindenac + sos secs 2 0U 

(2) Mrs. G. EH. Brittain, Dayton, Ohio..:. Nei ee ae GPR eee 1 00 

Specimen, landscape in water colors— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.................. 2 00 

QeMirssnveVh MS well rRelolte, Wists, scene cir: cl sterere's aieve,ciams shotters 1 00 

Display landscape paintings— 

(@) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ta..............-..-. 7 OO 

(2) PHO cares Ela ris avn ya O li Owsseniace iota ae vnerhen a cere cakoleroaus 3 50 

Summer scene in oil— 

() Lena LL. Ingraham, Indianapolis, Ind.............. ESOC 2 00 

(2) Fannie Hi. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.....-............ 1 00 

Summer scene in water colors— 

QeMais Mee Buelle 3B clots INS spaces sio actos eines cota ene 2 00 

(2) Fannie Hi. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ila.......:.......... + 00 

Autumn scene in oil— 

CG) eMins-slcs MEE 1 eEll03 ClOltss WAS ces oer clara crctehae oe ol oeeaies Oe 2 00 

(C)pienaiessineraham=s Indiana polish nde oe soe eee ces 1 00 

Autumn scene in water colors— 

(1) Fannie H: Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia.................-. 2 00 

(2peVingsaG seb eSrittain sD aytOMy OllOneteraseiacclscemretn cance ee 1 OU 

Winter scene in oil— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia................. 2 00 

(2)eMVirs cles ME STEM eBeloite: WaASacicies cote custeis cia scrise oe icpeieee ae 1 00 

Winter scene in water colors— 

(10) GES Gig 10, LICE, DEAK, (OMG), stone Baohadedoseuues che 2 00 

(2) No award. 

Marine scene in oil— 

(iekincr heb belolts Wises ot sakeisa wast ang ac ns ce 2 00 

(2) ESAs leat Se vt Verh OT O stents une terre aioeeiore | aoa a onsae vere ts ones 1 00 

Marine scene in water colors— 

@) Fannie EH: Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ta...2............+. 2 00 

(Z2yeMirseG2she vs Titian) aytOnenO hiOmey asin eee oe eer 1 00 

Interior scene, oil— 

Cm Mirs save Telly is Glob, WilS ore at ortocieneeieieiniicecs cree 2°00 

(2) No award. 

Interior scene, water colors— 

@)aWanitred Atistine (\Crawtord swilles imac )0 ch eet oes ae 2 elon 2 00 

(2) eVinsioliee View is Cline elolian Wise cemmeysed tveciilciemiai in cheeraiee 1 00 
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Specimen, pencil drawing— . 

(1) Winifred Austin, Crawfordsville, Ind........ 

(2). Mrsh Coase Vance sdearistallllls ster ce cists 

Specimen, pen and ink sketch— 

(1) Winifred. Aqrstin;. Crawfordsville and: oneness ee ee ae ea 

(2) .Wdsar Harris’ “roy, OniOs 2. nmeees a aeneeee 

Display, pen and ink sketch— 

(1) Winifred Austin, Crawfordsville, Ind........ 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia..... 

Drawing, architectural, original— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Drawing, mechanica]— 

(1) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ila..... 

Display, water colors— 

(4) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia...... 

Q)2Mirs oe MM Buell Beloit swase cee seen seed aes 
Best display in pastels— 

QMehdear Harriss sEroye Onion. coc ce eee ees 

(2) Fannie H. Schoenhut, Marshalltown, Ia...... 

Best entire exhibit paintings and drawings— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

eves ets: .ee, © in sls! 0 

Bie) 6. 0 «© 10) «| 0)» 0 

=) 0 fe116; 0 wits wl.e)"e) le! -6. 

CLASS LXVIII—PAINTINGS AND DRAWINGS. 

(Adaline Cates, Muncie, Ind., Judge.) 

Portrait in oil made in past two years— 

(1) Helen M. Goodwin, New Castle, Ind......... 

(2) Helen M. Goodwin, New Castle, Ind......... 

Portrait in water colors— 

(1) Mrs. J. N. Chamberlain, Beloit,.Wis..:.....2. 

(2) Ellen M. Ingraham, Indianapolis, Ind........ 

Portrait in crayon— 

(1) Mrs. John O. Spahr, Indianapolis, Ind....... 

(2) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio..... 

Portrait in pastel— 

(1) Mrs. John O. Spahr, Indianapolis, Ind..:..°. 

(2) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio..... 

Ideal head in oil— 

~ (1) Mrs. John O. Spahr, Indianapolis, Ind....... 

(2) SrA) Wilson; “Indianapolis; (ud'>:. ns eis er 

ideal head in water colors— 

(1) Mrs. John O. Spahr, Indianapolis, Ind........ 

(2) Mrs: CC: BE. Palmer, Indianapolis; Ind..3..... 

Edy, o (Whois, eae) ofap 

eet Mere wT TS 

214 (ee ere tes we a 

« « orere (oes 6 RY em 

2 00 
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4 00 

2 00 
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Ideal figure in oil— 

@) Louise °S> Williams, Marshalltown, dav’... 7.2. 3....., 22... 

(2) -Hillens Me Ineraham> Indianapolis). Ind)... .es 4-22! sess 

Group figure in oil— 

(1) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio................. 

(2) irs, Sohn..O;" Spahr. hidianapolis; Ind’ 2.2: 26.5 9.320 e: 

Ideal figure in water colors— 

CiMirsO. Pratty Spring” Praitie, Wise J 463.20 6.4. S.6.Beciy ¢ 

(J PMrspw 7B. Galpin: “Indianapolis; Idiot. i 520.8. 2. 

Group figure in water colors—. 

QeMirsJonmuOs Spahr windianapolisy idle. ss. 4.44.54 alte 

Zeit Mer Churhick Brockton, Masses a6 eee e ne eee 

Specimen flowers in oil— 

CHevirssohneOs Spahr sindianapoliss Inder + eee ee eee 

C)aMass Ch He ePalmers indianapolis: pind ss. sie 4. once eee 

Display, 

CDE virs OS Eratt a Sprinon Pe rattie=? Wises. 2 ae) aee eer ee 

(2) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio.................. 

Specimen, flowers in water colors— 

Ch) evouise Walliams, Marshalltown laces os. sos cle eae eee 

(2) Mis Oeraitis iS priney brea hienn Wissen eer ee ae Serene 

Display, flowers in water colors— 

Cg Mire C Hee alimenr ain dianapolisssltidessh =a. seein 

Cevins aN. Chamberlain, Beloiew\Vises seer seal ue. oe 

Specimen, fruit in oil— 

Orvis sO Pritin Sphincwerdiries Wisse as see stesso eee ee 

(2) (Mrs. John ©. Spahr,. Indianapolis, Ind. .2....3..0..0..%.. 

Best original specimen— 

QeMrss Wisk: Galpin’, Indianapolis lmles-. sooecces ese een). 

()EMrs)C..) Palmer) indianapolis), md. 2.5.22. 5.. 22... 4.2 ae 

Specimen, fruit in water colors— 

(@) Louise S: Williams, Marshalltown, Ia...:..:..........+... 

(etliclen Mt Goodywin,. New Castle; “ind... a e.4h os src te ae 

Specimen, vegetable in oil— 

@) Bilen’ MoM. Inmeraham, Indianapolis, Indo. 26 cs soe eee ene 

(2) Louise S. Williams, Marshalltown, Ia.................... 

Specimen, vegetable in water colors— 

@ Louise S) Williams) Marshalltown faleeoee. so)... alee 

2)» Helensiis Goodwins New @astles Ind: ....1+....s sees. ek 

Display fruit or vegetable in oil— 

CORSO SSP rab ban Seto rele a Wis Seyret ee Se a 

(2) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio................. 

Display fruit or vegetable in water colors— 

Gers Je No Ohamberlainee Beloit AWS nce .40 soto eee 

na 

On 

CO 
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Animal in oij— 

(1) Helen M. Goodwin, New Castle, Ind 

(2) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio................. 

Animal in water colors— 

(1) Ella J. Murphy, Indianapolis, Ind.. 

(2) L. M. Churbuck, Brockton, Mass... - 

Game in oil— 

(1) A. L. Orndorff, Indianapolis, Ind... 

(2) Mrs. O. Pratt, Spring Prairie, Wis. . 

Game in water colors— 

oie ,ey 6 feels ole;\= (0: 1c Latie)\e ie) aol oie 

(1) Mrs. W. R. Galpin, Indianapolis, Ind...................: 
(2); Kouise S) Williams, Marshalltown lameon sco eiieeee 

Still life in oil— 

(1) Helen M. Goodwin, New Castle, Ind. 

(2) L. A. Wilson, Indianapolis, Ind.... 

Still life in water colors— 

Se \e.0| ee O10 elie. © #06) \6) 8/6) 6) 8 elle 

@) LouisesS: Williams, Marshalltowies ale says, cer) sale ete ree 

(2); Helen’ M:Goodwin,, New Castle) Ind:.....2 0-5. .-ce o- eee: 

Specimen, landscape in oil— 

(CHOY AGES MOP INE pebibooveve Ibavehtuaehxollise Ibsvol a5 hepausbuccasnos- 

(2), Helen IME Goodwin, iNew, ‘Castle, Und... 5. 2. 22-- sed: oe cee 

Specimen, landscape in water colors— 

@)) Hillen Me Iineraham= indianapolis lide a2. 5 eee cee ae aie 

(2) Me Churbick-iStockionl) Masse cncr sternite career 

Display landscape paintings— 

(Oita ChirhuckySBrocktony Vaiss se et eee en eee 

(2) Mins: (@> Ee Palmer aindianapolis, slide eacssen ieee eee 

Interior scene in oil— 

(1); Etelen= Mi, ‘Goodwin; New. Castle, Ind! =. «2. a. ee eee ee ae 

(2) Mrs) /O: Pratt, asprin os rail ese Walser oeeoe irae eee eee nero 

Interior scene, water colors— 

(dl) Mrs eWeek Galpin; indiana polistslide : eee eee 

(2) a. SAL Walson. Ingman olis lr Ceara ser cent ees ee creer eee ee 

Drawing, from antique, head— 

(CL) SMe. JohnvO> Spahr eingdiamap olisyalin Cle see er mere eee 

(2) Mars=John Ol Spahr indianapolis; inc eee eee eee 

Drawing, from antique, figure— 

(iL). SAS Wilson indianapoliss lim Girne esl a sro nore eee 

(2) Mrs, John OF Spalreindianapolig Windnem ate ee ieee 

Drawing, animal 

() Efelen M. (Goodwin, New Castle; sImdaee.. epee eee 

(2)) Mrs; John7O; Spalreindiamapolis: dec eile ieee are 

Drawing, architectural— 

(1) Helen M. Goodwin, New Castle, Ind 

(2) No award. 
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Drawing, mechanical— 

(1) Henry Fenstermacher, Springfield, Ohio................. 4 00 

(2) Mouse sWillianis: = Manshalitowil, sLdnrsstis ase cel. a eecie es 2 00 

Pen and ink drawing— 

() Wainitred= Austin, Crawtordsvillesoimds 362... -s.c8.S-.- 2 00 

(2) GME Wie Ear Galpin indianapolis Indy sanen tee e555 terse 1 0U 

Charcoal drawing from life— 

Crkoniseswalliams  Marshalltowals lave ccisct oie ee ee 2s oe 3 OU 

(2)Alberts Henley. indianapolis); Und oases sete eri: sie ld te sical 2 OU 

Best display of pastels 

(@) Mrs. John O. Spahr, Indianapolis, Ind......... ey Stee eS Boke 4 0U 

(2) No award. 

Best display of crayons— 

(Gy 2Evelens Me Goodwin.New, Castle indi. ste. 2 beets ee eee 4 00 

(2) No award. 

Best entire exhibit paintings and drawings— 

(OD MrssJohn\O- Spahr indianapolis; Indes... 122... soe - 10 00 

(2) No award. = 

Best display of water colors 

(1) Helen Me Goodwin, New Castley Ind): 2524.05.05 3.02 .2235.0- 4 00 

(2)) bouise Ss. Williams, Marshalltowa Ta: -.o0) 6 oe eee cheese 2 OU 

CLASS LXIX—CHINA—AMATEUR. 

(Mrs. Frank Collett Jones, Frankfort, Ind., Judge.) 

Painting on china, Dresden, specimen— 

COeMirsiohsPaUinaver: Greenticld Indies «cies t tenes ee ose ape ee OU 

(2) Mrste Virol. Garver. (Indianapolis; india..s2 5. neaec 22s 1 00 

Painting on china, Persian, specimen— ; 

COP Mrs Marya Ris Gamers indiana pOls: lita a. se. + lacs oe ne 2 00 

(2) Moras ive Greenstreet,sindianapoliss Ind. 34262.) o- one ooee 1 00 

Painting on china, relief work— 

Ce Marsares Garver. In@giinta pols, Imdss- ese. as se seas. 2 00 

(2) tloraeVi. Greenstreet Indianapolis, Imdis-.2-- 220-2 s0-2.e- 1 00 

Painting on china, enamel 

Clisiioras Ve Greensinect. Indianapolis Indis-.9es 4.29 sc.2s ec 2 00 

C)eMirs SVMiary Ra Ganversingdianapoliss adi scents aes ae 1 00 

Painting on china, colored gold— 

Ch) Vir eH shaver Greene ds liMlGir sat wee kas see le 2 00 

(2) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis. Ind.................. 1 00 

Painting on china, lustre— ; 

(DiMrss Charlies. hy. Kramer Indianapolis) Inds. s:2.-:. 5.42.5 - 2 00 

(A) Moras Vv. Greenstreet,, Indianapolis, Indlz 92222 02.-24e2-..2 1 00 

Painting on china, dusted tinting— 

Qe virs Wallick tugate windiramapoligy mds > 22.2 acess ae. oe 2 00 

@)evirs habs Mav ermriGreentiel dg Under 94 .ssrcr ce ores o ote. 1 GO 
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Painting on china, punch bowl and cup, flowers— 

@eMrsE BithayerwGreentield, Inder as.-ret here ener 

(2) No award. 

Painting on china, punch bow! and cups, fruit— 

Gi)! Mire. 8.22. Dbayer, Greenfield, dnd es. css tees ane 
(@)yMrs) Charlesak:. kramer eindianapoliss indi cere tare 

Painting on china, tankard and cups, flowers— 

Ge virss hy: EE Wolcott, Indiana olisgelinger a ae teevelew eieeiorecns 

(2)) Mrs. Willis, Husate> Indianapolis: Unde ten: -ite ee eleletee eis 

Painting on china, tankard and cups, fruit— 

(Mrs. ee Thayer: vGreenhneld hind ean crercche se-reretetster nett 

(2) Miss Daisy i€: Altland Indianapolis; Und 22s... ms. teil 

Painting on china, claret pitcher— 

@)ieMirsssHs PS Phaver, “Greenivela; mins: cvcie rere ai eversiere muon terateretete 

(2) Hlora Vi. ‘Greenstreet indianapolisi ind 3. ea oe 

Painting on china, jardiniere— 

(1) Miss Stella Huntington, Cumberland, Ind................ 

(2) Mrs. Charles E. Kramer, Indianapolis, Ind...........:.. 

Painting on china, fruit set— : 

(Albert Henleys dndiama polis MiGs Ae cricis ici) srcrsy toes siaucureeie ean 

(2) Mirssck; Pe Dhayer\Greentield, Indi. mic mis once oistertersien ees 

Painting on china, chocolate set— 

GD) SiinsS Mary sk: Garver, indianapolis, ind see. -nt 2 ere ei 

C)EMrss GG. He Brittain, “Day tons \OHIO® <i<le 1.) aicieorstelels ene tevsietote tole 

Painting on china, salad set— 

(Mrs Wallis Hugates Inditanapoliss Tider scree sts miter eit : 

(2) Miss Mary Re Garver: indianapolis) 0G mej .-eetee citesieneiscctst 

Painting on china, tea set— 

@)rvirss Many oh. Garver, InGgianapoliss din is ements cies retete iets 

(2) Mrs. Willis Fugate, Indianapolis, Img. .....-.-5...----.) 

Painting on china, soup set— 

(1) No award. 

(2) No award. 

Painting on china, pudding set— 

(l)) Mrs) Mary Ry Garver, Indianapolisy Indi. ccc swe cietereretetea 

(2) Mis EP. Thayer; Greentields. Umdn asi ttvesminteucsars toreieleter eters 

Painting on china, game set— 

(Debary iC. Altland? ainaianapolise Tm dines ecu oreo terenete ae 

(2) Mrs hs Po Dhayer, (Greentield, nde. mn asic ceeretalen aereneaatenels 

Painting on china, fish set— 

(lL) Mrs:) A. Py Dhayer, Greenfield Mindi... cemeteries 

(2) abDaisy (Cy Altland, Sndigna polis elndiiecct seies weenie 

Painting on china, library set— 

(lh) Mrs Mary oR IGarver: InGgiananolis; alinG sr cc siren ciate 

(2); Mrs, B.S Wolcott, Indianapoliss sind seis cost leeee ea 

bo 
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bo 
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Painting on china, manicure set— 

(1) Mrs. Mary R. Garver,- Indianapolis, Ind.....:..-......... 3 v0 

(2) Ning hs Pay haven Greeniveld wnat! vets tr. a). al lciieta = etal 1 50 

Painting on china, fernery— 

(Gb Swi Gasp ide es Woe neres (Ca wevesownker oe Thots lea aiog dong Giieko. sro ore or 3 00 

(2) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind...,....:......... 1 50 

Painting on china, six plates— 
G)eStellaeEiuntiineton ys Cumberland, lin dips sy aate: see ssl « 4 00 

(2) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind.................. 2 00 

Painting on china, six cups and saucers— 

GQ“ Mrs] Marve Garver, UndianapOlisy EnGyy. Poe sr crscter = ou yo) 3 00 

(Zi NVinssehe ies haven Green tel desl stysicys sc clee sraestayee) +o) eles 1 50 

Painting on china, conventional design— 

(1) Mrs: Mary R. Garver, Indianapolis, Ind................... 3 00 

(2) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind.................. 1 5U 

Painting on china, ideal head— 

(He VMrss Onn Osos palteeln diana pOliss WMG: cei cwayel-ttectetste seat- oe 6 00 

(2) Mrs. Charles #. Kramer, Indianapolis, Ind........-.:..... 3 00 

Painting on china, ideal figure— 

(1) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind.................. 6 00 

(2) >Mirs: Charles BY Krameéer)"Indianapolis, Ind: .5.-%-. 2.2.66 3 00 

Painting on china, portrait— ; 

(1) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind................... 6 00 

(2) iVirsnades MER ITeA Bel Oli tively ccare soe eley eke st lero, aia cade aie Nej na atlonte 3 00 

Painting on china, three ornamental pieces— 

(i) Eloray Vi iGreenstreet, ‘Indianapolis: Ind... 2.4. vase he = ors 3 U0 

()ovMrsse Mary Ra GaLversandana pols: Lind aps cnc cecene eye le 1 50 

Painting on china, best original piece— 

@)i Mrs. GE. Brittain: Dayton, «Ohio... 5.55 ..+ +. Aye 2 00 
(2) Albert Henley sindramapolisns liter. cave yharsic nek slated? eieuciee « 1 00 

Painting on china, under instruction— 

GEeMrss Johns OsnS pallies ard OUIS. | mG. sc a) o.c pleura eueners 1a 4 00 

(2) Flora V. Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Ind........«....<.... 2 00 

Painting on china, best specimen not mentioned— 

GEhirs Charles sh ikcramer lvdianapows, Emden. ss 00 v2 cle 3 00 

(2) Mrs. Charles F. Kramer, Indianapolis, Ind................ 1 50 

Painting on china, tableware display 

CLS Varss sh > aw Rha yer Greene Umass cteis sok ci eleleeat cin. ake ‘5 OU 

(2)pMrss Maryn Garver) Indianapolis, indir. sree bees ons srs 2 00 

Painting on china, mush and milk set— . 

(Oe Mirs Mary Re: Garver indianapolis, Uiadic) 22 neen seis. <--> 4 00 

(2) eNiroiky eT haver MGreentields ender sneck ese oicelac eed tes 2 00 

Painting on china, decorated water pitcher— 

(ChreVirs Eee ha yer Greentiel@ sm dissec. 2 i.e youern aee aieehe 3 00 
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Painting on china, delph— 

(@) irs? EP ihayer Greenfield inde. een eine eee 4 00 

(2) Mrs: Willis Mugate, Indianapolis! singin -2. a sea ee 2 00 

Best entire display china painting— 

@aMirs: SH ee Thaver. Greentield vind. ee eine heer OUD 

(2) Wlora Wa Greenstreet, Indianapolis, Wms tye ons cee eit sr 5 00 

Painting on glass, mineral colors, display— 

@Mirs) ys 2 Rhalyer; Greeniield sain esr cic sentient anette 5 00 

(2) sins Ha Dhaver iG reemiiel dsl yp eeclel eyaacieel tel tye hot riente 2 50 

CLASS LXX—CHINA—PROFESSIONAL. 

(Mrs. Frank Collett Jones, Frankfort, Ind., Judge.) 

Landscape decoration on plaque— 

(PAC Te TOrnd ort ain Gdianapolisteln decrees eaten itr aise OO 

(2eMinrs C2 ealmiers indiamapoOlisse lind sears). eee rae eine 2 00 

Painting on china, Persian specimen— 

(RAS is Ornd ore Indianapolis tin Geemeetes pees eet eee 4 00 

@) Mrs) Minnie lWwalcox, Indianapolis md eer sparen ei 2 00 

Painting on china, three ornamental pieces— 

@aMirsyC. 1h Palmer Indianapolis sind: =.isceiscisecieciee eerste 6 00 

(2) Mrs? viinmie Wilcox. Indianapolis; inde erp cnslencrel tee 3 00 

Painting on china, relief gold— \ 

(1) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis, Ind........ Sie che aeeh taame ne 4 00 

(2) ASS Orndorii, indianapolis’: Ming reece eee einen ne 2 00 

Painting on china, enamel— 

@) Mrs: aivlinnies Waleox: Gndianapolis; inde eee eee 4 00 

(2) Mrs) Wamt cis Welch) indianapolish lm deesen enn cere cue 2 0U 

Painting on china, punch bowl] and cups— 

@) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis; Ind. °..--...-.-2 5... 6 00 

(2) Mrss Wins -E Welch, Indianapolis; Und anc.) eee ern Sy (Oi0) 

Painting on china, game, plaque— 

(1) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis, Ind...... URES Rar ceoeare 5 6 00 

(2) Mrs; “Win: EL. oWielch: Wimdiana polis mde sce er. eens ote 353 OU 

Jardiniere— 

(i) Mrs) Minnie® Waleox, Indiamanolisys indie. ee eae eran 4 00 

(2) AP A Orndorit Indian apolis:ylin di ee mat sree eee eheera eee 2 00 

Painting on china, claret pitcher and cups— 

(1h), Mars) Mannie. Wilcox.) Indiamapolisy imation cncnpaerere 6 00 

(2)' Mrs. "Wm. Welch, Indianapolis indi 7 sic ast wie 5 00 

Painting on china, chocolate set— 

() A Te Ormaorits Indianapolis eum cemeveneeci settee aie ena te 6 OO 

(2); Mrs. Minnie *Wilcox, indianapolis; ind? -\- 5 -ccwie ose 53 00 

Painting on china, tea set— 

(1) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox,” Indianapolis; dnd’ 2.3.60 ees 4 00 

(2) airs.» Wins EL.- Welch; Indianapolis milingte sg... «steric teres 2 00 
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Painting on china, salad set— 

@) Mrs) Mannie Wilcox; Indianapolis, Imd= oy 2s ec hs 4 00 

(22ers: Minnie Walcox, “Indianapolis, Inds. .).2 222. . <1). - 2 00 

Painting on china, library set— 

()eMirs] Minnie VWalcox, Jndianapolis, Imd: o: 22 0. -sst.------ 4 00 

(ireAseite Orndorte sindianapy Olis: mir Aarrersco 02 poe ePacs a ekeyeiets er 2 00 

Painting on china, fruit set— 

(Di Mrs Mannie = Wilcox, Indianapolis, Indi). .2.< 142-5. ).55- 6 00 

(ZQ)eAe er Orndortt.; INGA MapOLis ns MING ciscpe ars ce -csteyetelccer~ suede) ec 3 OO 

Painting on china, pudding set— 

COVirsSoMannies Willcox: sl dianap OliS-e Mads. . bipeete = secon 4 <- 4 00 

(Zovirs Wim. Fl Welch, Indianapolis. Indi circ. es ares. - ae. 2 00 

Painting on china, soup set 

(AD) 22S AUR O raat lori a sayebenobh arog bksy a) hove Lae 9 ere ces renee es corer 5 00 

(2) Mrs. Wm. H. Welch, Indianapolis, Ind.......... sae Nees ho 2 50 

Painting on china, lustre— 

Ch) PAS tie Orndorth .undianapolis;. Minds txts tose sie sel cles - 4 60 

(Zehirs Ca bea Lalmenr. Indianapolisiy Und as a sees Ae. oe chee oes 2 00 

Painting on china, six plates— 

GjeVirss Minnie: Wileox..Indianapoliss Ind!) 22.22.02. acceler 4 OU 

(2) eMrss Cah Palmer, rndianapolis;singl,.-5cme oer sc ae 2 00 

China conventiona! design— 

Q)aMirsSSMiainnie SWwaleox. Indianapolis: slmgler 51 aes )pehe eae te 4 00 

(2) Ae vies OLN gd Often LMC Na OlS ohm Ol corners oe uateys rekon oti 2 0U 

Ideal head, china or porcelain— 

GPAs ie Orndortis indianapolis) mays .eci-< sesiae s y-ses eyo 4 00 

(2) Ae Orndortt elnG@ianapols: ln irre oe ee 2 ck ole sitet toe 2 00 

Ideal figure, china or porcelain— 

()elirsVVim re welch aindianapolisn Endo. ase eerie ass oc 4 00 

(Zip PeOrndoriiverin dian ap OS ss 11 Oarcorescrensirs ecto en creiei aici oie iees 2 00 

Portrait, china, original design— 

G)ehirs: Cah Se almer sIndianapolise Dns) asec ck. ster, eustaleesse/s o.2 , 4 00 

(Ze Mrs] Wino Welch. “Indianapolis; (nds... ccs. + as<srat 2 00 

Painting on china, dusted tinting— 

(vis ©.2H Palmers tndianapolis;eln Genes hes 2 seiaers che, olere ce 4-00 

(2)p Mrs Minnies Wileoxcs Indianapolis; liidin 2s sect. oc sac ene coi 2 00 

Decorated water pitcher— 

CSAS Orndorit. Endianapolissel NG] sera. wee ee cme aes cies Oe 6 00 

QeMirs Minnie SwWileox,Indianapoliss: Ime 2.2 | sec cseekie so 3 00 

Painting on china, under instruction— 

(Gh) VETS SV Ee Vel Ch sin Giattia POLS. SUMO spre) caries resets oe 6 OO 

(Q)eMrse Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis, Snide. 5 oa)psn.cscre seo e 5 OO 

Painting on china, six cups and saucers— 

Gi)e Vrs Money Wicoxs indianapolis, sind a, 5 tee sae soo 6 OO 

(2) Mrs. 2 Wine Ee Welch, Indianapolis, Indi. lays 2). prtevate so. = 3 00 
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Painting on china, punch bowl and cups— 

(1) Mrs. Minnie Wilcox, Indianapolis, Ind....... Seca see eee 4 CU 

(2) Mirss “Wim oH Weleh? indianapolis; mdse serials eee ier eke 2 00 

Painting on china, best specimen not mentioned— 

@) Mrs) Wan. Be Welch) indiana polish lings secret vets merrere nee 4 OO 

(2)? MirsC. Eh spalmer ain dianapolisysln die ciccvereia cit iercnens 2 00 

Painting on china, under glaze display— 

QD AS Tz Orndorit, Indianapolis India). = eres ae Magners sera 6 00 

(2) Mrs. Minnie -Wilcox, Indianapolis; Ind. ...%.2... 0:5... 5 OU 

Painting on glass, mineral colors— ; 

Gh) Ay PeOrndonth, sandianapoliss Indie eeercnesacu: 2 eee jeune 6 00 

(2) 7AS i Orndortt Indian apolish Und te niereeess oie ae ee aa 3 OU 

Painting on delph, decoration— 

Gh) vis SC Uh Palmer mindian ap olism) teresa aere erie te 4 00 

(2) Mrs. ©. I. Palmer, Indianapolis, Ind.......... Sy cs Sfatiercschonetcts 2 00 

Best entire display china painting— 7 

@h) Mirss? Minnie Walcox “Indianapolis; tnd ae ec-snetee es veel 12 00 

(2)eMirs; Wine Ek Welch) Indianapolis; slide. cies 0 secnet-ron eee “6 00 

The following is a list of the exhibitors in the Mechanical De- 

partment of the Indiana State Fair of 1904: 

American Steel and Wire Company, Chicago, Ill. 

Anthony Fence Company, Tecumseh, Mich. 

Adrian Wire Fence Company, Adrian, Mich. 

Appleton Manufacturing Company, Batavia, M1. 

Armour Fertilizer Works, Chicago, Ill. 

American Food Company, Chicago, Ill. 

Anchor Buggy Company, Cincinnati, O. 

Ahlbrand Carriage Company, Seymour, Ind. 

American Harrow Company, Detroit, Mich. 

Ann Arbor Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Acetylene Gas Light Company, Indianapolis. 

Adams, J. D. & Co., Indianapolis. % 

Ben Steele Weigher Company, Peoria, Ill. 

simel Carriage Company, Sidney, Ohio. 

sinkley Buggy Company, Tipton, Ind. 

3uckeye Buggy Company, Columbus, Ohio. 

Burke-Bollmeyer Manufacturing Company, Wauseon, Ohio. 

Boulton Stock Rack Company, Covington, Ohio. 

Blaine Harrow Manufacturing Company, Piqua, Ohio. 

Baker Company, A. D., Swanton, Ohio. 

Bradley, David, Manufacturing Company, Bradley, III. 

Barton-Parish Refrigerator Company, Danville, Ill. 

Brown-Manly Plow Company, Malta, Ohio, 
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Brown Bros., Nappanee, Ind. 

Co-Operative Granite Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Cleyeland Steel Post Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Case, J. I., Threshing Machine Company, Indianapolis. 

Columbia Carriage Company, Hamilton, Ohio. 

Columbus Buggy Company, Columbus, Ohio. 

Capital Gas Engine Company, Indianapolis. 

Clipper Plow Company, Defiance, Ohio. 

Case, J. I., Plow Company, Racine, Wis. 

Conde, H. T., Implement Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Chicago Scale Company, Chicago, Ill. 

Campbell Fanning Mill Company, Detroit, Mich. 

Champion Evaporator Company, Hudson, Ohio. 

Calvin Chase, South Charleston, Ohio. 

Cassopolis Manufacturing Company, Cassopolis, Mich. 

Cutler & Proctor Company, Peoria, Ill. 

Davis, Geo. W., Company, Richmond, Ind. 

Dill Motor Power Pump Company, Danville, Ind. 

Enterprise Foundry and Fence Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Everett Seed Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Eastern Moline Plow Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Evans Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

Frost Wire Fence Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Farmers’ Guide Publishing Company, Huntington, Ind. 

Fisher Automobile Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Fort Wayne Wind Mill Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

. Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Fesser, Frank 8., Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Flint & Walling, Kendallville, Ind. 

Foos Manufacturing Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

Fielder & Ardery, Elizabethtown, Ind. 

Gilbreath Seed Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Galion Buggy Company, Galion, Ohio. 

Gates-Osborne Carriage Company, Indianapolis. 

Grand Rapids Plaster Company, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Gates & Co., F. E., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Goshen Cement Post and Block Company, Goshen, Ind. 

Geneva Metal Wheel Company, Geneya, Ohio. 

Grant Concrete Fence Post Company, Whitestown, Ind. 

Gaumer Engine Company, Marion, Ind. 

German Kali Works, New York City, N. Y. 

Haynes & Hedges, Richmond Dale, Ohio. 

Hadley Derrick Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Hall, J. R., Indianapolis. : 

Huntington & Page, Indianapolis, Ind. 

13—Agri. 
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Hearsey Vehicle Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Hurst & Co., Chas. B., Chillicothe, Ohio. 

Hamilton, J. M., Dayton, Ohio. 

Hoosier Gas Machine Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Heller-Aller Company, Napoleon, Ohio. 

Hunter’s Double Truss Gate Company, Lawrence, Ind. 

Hoover-Prout Company, Avery, Ohio. 

Hayes Pump and Planter Company, Galva, Ill. 

Hocking Valley Manufacturing Company, Lancaster, Ohio. 

Hench & Dromgold Company, York, Pa. 

Hunt-Helm-Ferris Company, Haword, Ill. 

Hutchins Roller Swing Company, Alton, III. 

Imbler Fence Company, Zionsville, Ind. 

Interstate Woven Wire Fence Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indiana Anchor Fence Company, South Bend, Ind. 

Indianapolis Tent and Awning Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Ionia Wagon Company, Ionia, Mich. 

Indiana Oil Tank Line, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Ironton Disc Plow Company, Ironton, Ohio. 

Indiana Road Machine Company, Fort Wayne, Ind. 

International Harvester Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Isch & Ditewig, Peoria, III. 

Indianapolis News, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indianapolis Sentinel, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Indiana Farmer Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Johns, A. L. & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. 

James & Mayer Buggy Company, Lawrenceburg, Ind. 

Janesville Machine Company, Janesville, Wis. 

Johnson Harvester Company, Batavia, N. Y. 

“Kant Swag’? Gate Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Kemp, J. S., Manufacturing Company, Toledo, Ohio. 

Knightstown Buggy Company, Knightstown, Ind. 

Kalamazoo Tank and Silo Company, Kalamazoo, Mich. 

Kenney, E. T., Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Kiler Motor Pump and Supply Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Keystone Manufacturing Company, Sterling, Ill. 

La Baw, Clayton T., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Lamb Wire Fence Company, Adrian, Mich. 

Lawrence Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Loomis Machine Company, Tiffin, Ohio. 

Lincoln Carriage Company, Greensburg, Ind. 

Lambert Gas and Gasoline Engine Company, Anderson, Ind. 

Long-Alstatter Company, Hamilton, Ohio. 

Louden Machinery Company, Fairfield, Ia. 

Manlove Gate Company, Milton, Ind. 
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Morris & Co., Nelson, Mt. Carmel, II. 

Moon Bros. Company, St. Louis, Mo. 

Mier Carriage and Buggy Company, Ligonier, Ind. 

Martinsville Buggy Company, Martinsville, Ind. 

Midland Manufacturing Company, Tarkio, Mo. 

Marion Manufacturing Company, Marion, Ohio. 

Milwaukee Hay Tool Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mast, Foos & Co., Springfield, Ohio. 

Money Weight Scale Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Marion County Mail, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Muncie Manufacturing Company, Muncie, Ind. 

Mast, P. P. & Co., Springfield, Ohio. 

Moses & Baumgartner, Berne, Ind. 

Miller Manure Spreader Company, Columbus, Ohio. 

Manson-Campbell Company, Detroit, Mich. 

McConnell & Ellis, Indianapolis, Ind. °* ’ 

McDonald Bros., Pleasant Hill, Mo. 

National Lawn Furniture Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

New Era Gas Engine Company, Dayton, Ohio. 

National Drill Company, Cambridge City, Ind. 

New Enterprise Machinery Company, Chicago, III. 

National Hot Air Furnace Company, Dayton, Ohio. 

Ohio Rake Company, Dayton, Ohio. \ 

Ohio Cultivator Company, Belleview, Ohio. 

Page Woven Wire Fence Company, Adrian, Mich. 

Poindexter Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Pose Bros. Buggy Company, Columbus, Ohio. 

Parry Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Pope Motor Car Company, Indianapolis, Ind. } 

Porter, J. E., Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Parsons Band Cutter and Self Feeder Company, Newton, Ia. 

Peru Plow Company, Peru, Ill. 

Parsons, Rich & Co., Newton, Ia. 

Petro, C. W., Danville, Ind. 

Plymouth Manufacturing Company, Plymouth, Ohio. 

Parlin & Orndorff, Canton, III. 

Quaker Manufacturing Company, Chicago Heights, II. 

Rhea-Theelson Implement Company, Peoria, Il. 

Reeves & Co., Columbus, Ind. 

208s, HE. W., Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

Rosenthal Corn Husker Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Ross Supply Company,.Anderson, Ind. 

Ralph & Wiest, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Rochester Radiator Company, Rochester, N. Y. 

Russell Wind Stacker Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 
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Root & Vanderwort, Moline, Ill. : 

Rude Bros. Manufacturing Company, Liberty, Ind. 

Rauh, E. & Sons, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Roderick Lean Manufacturing Company, Mansfield, Ohio. 

Smith, T. and H., Company, Pekin, Ill. 

Shimer & Co., Anderson, Ind. 

Shirley, J. N., Lebanon, Ind. 

Spring Steel Fence and Wire Company, Anderson, Ind. 

Safety Shredder Company, New Castle, Ind. 

Smither Roofing Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Sechler & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Stickney, C. A., Company, St. Paul, Minn. 

Syracuse Chilled Plow Company, Syracuse, N. Y. 

Stover Manufacturing Company, Freeport, Ill. 

Stowell Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Sterling Manufacturing Company, Sterling, Ill. 

Smith Manure Spreader Company, Chicago, Il. 

Spring Grain Drill Manufacturing Company, Peru, Ind. 

Shields, Hattie M., Indianapolis, ‘Ind. 

Standard Harrow Company, Utica, N. Y. 

Shuck Plow Company, Bucyrus, Ohio. 

Superior Drill Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

Trolley Mail Box Company, Springfield, Ohio. 

Tristate Post Fence Company, Ingalls, Ind. 

Thomas, J. A: & Co., Indianapolis, Ind. 

Thresher World, Chicago, Ill. 

Thresherman’s Review, St. Joseph, Mich. 

Vaughn Manufacturing Company, Plainfield, Ind. 

Watson, James H., Crawfordsville, Ind. 

Whitman Agricultural Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Woodhull, Morris, Dayton, Ohio. 

Wayne Plow Company, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Wilder Strong Implement Company, Monroe, Mich. 

Wayne Works, Richmond, Ind. 

Wood Bros., Des Moines, Ia. 



REPORT OF ‘/PROGEEDINGS 

OF 

Indiana State Association of Fair Managers, 

Held at State House January 3, 1905. 

The first session of the annual meeting of the Indiana State Asso- 

ciation of Fair Managers was called to order by President J. J. Insley at 

2 o'clock p. m. Tuesday, January 3, 1905. 

The chair announced that the Secretary had not prepared minutes 

of the preyious meeting, as printed copies of the proceedings had been 

furnished to each member of the association. 

Mr. Robert Mitchell of Princeton presided while President Insley 

read his annual address, as follows: 

ROAD CONSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE. 

Much has been said and written upon this topic, and those who desire 

to inform themselves thereupon may do so without much difficulty. A 

few years since a committee of the citizens of Philadelphia offered a 

prize for the best essays on this subject, the State University sitting in 

award, but save Coxey’s celebrated march of hoboes upon the national 

capital, this seems to be all that has been actually done to realize the 

hopes of many. 

It is not with the view of adding to the literature upon this subject, 

for it is already abundant, nor of assuming the attitude of a pioneer in 

a great movement, which must of necessity commence a few years hence, 

that I take up my present task; but it is for the purpose of urging upon 

this body the duty of using to the utmost the great influence which you 

possess, promptly and with due energy, to place our State in the van 

of a special economic advance of vast importance, that I stand before 

you at this time. 

The great pulpit orator, Henry Ward Beecher, once said that a vio- 

lent thunderstorm was more productive of pious reflections and prayer in 

some than a dozen sermons. If this be true, the night of the 6th of July, 

1904, with its frequent loud explosions of thunder that rolled and rever- 

berated for many seconds after the initial crash, the steady, torrential 

(197) 
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downpour of rain and the ebbing and flowing winds that threatened at 

times to reach cyclonic proportions, must have been as productive of 

transient piety as an ordinary protracted meeting. Be that as it may, it 

certainly furnished an object lesson such as ought not soon be forgotten. 

In many counties of our State, and in other States, the morning light 

revealed such a scene of hayoc wrought by the fioods of the previous 

night as afforded the most conclusive evidence of the puerility of our road- 

making and carried conviction to the mind of the immediate necessity for 

a radical change in means and mode of construction. Here, the grade 

had been reduced to a level with the ditch; yonder, the torrents had cut 

their way through in numerous places; beyond these, a great gap showed 

where culvert or bridge had been torn out and swept away, thus demon- 

strating that there had been no adequate calculation of the area of water- 

shed drained into these, and, in some instances, that the water approaches 

were poorly constructed. The damage was so great that for several days 

travel and traffic were reduced to the most primitive forms and propor- 

tions. In lieu of the occasional dust-covered and begoggled chauffeur, 

dashing through the tlocks of the farmer, leaving in his wake a whirl of 

feathers and hair, and causing the family carriage mare, jogging com- 

fortably along, to rear and tumble into the ditch; in lieu of the endless 

procession of wagons, carriages, buggies and carts, the roads wore an 

aspect of loneliness that was peculiar and striking, broken now and then 

by a figure upon horseback picking his way carefully along, reminding 

one forcibly of the days of our fathers, when the roadbed in wet weather 

was a “slough of despond,’ and the only firm ground was the path at 

the side. It was many days ere the roads were restored to not quite 

so good a condition as they were; how many thousand dollars were ex- 

pended therein has not yet been shown. But storms such as that de- 

scribed are by no means the only cause of deterioration; heavy loads, with 

no corresponding width of tire; ruts which are not filled at once, but al- 

lowed to fill with water which stands until passing wheels cut through, 

and, above all, the miserable habit of scraping soil and sod upon the 

roadbed, the very material which the European mender of roads is so 

careful to throw away—these all conspire to undo the work of the pre- 

vious year. Year after year these so-called repairs are made, which serve 

at best but to put the roads in their former condition, or occasionally, when 

the management is paticularly bad, the former standard is not maintained, 

but always a large sum of money is expended with but little to show for 

it but temporary structures, which one year of absolute neglect would 

almost obliterate. Many of our roads are no better than they were a 

quarter of a century since, nor does it appear that a half century of such 

construction and maintenance will improve the situation so long as boards 

of directors, superintendents and supervisors are left without mathemati- 

cally correct plans and specifications which must be strictly adhered to. 

So long as these have no model of any kind before them save that handed 
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down in our present mode of construction and repairs; so long as road 

taxes are “worked” out almost at the will of the worker, under a direc- 

tion which varies with the individual—thus long may we expect to have 

a system of roads which every other form of construction has left in the 

rear of material progress at least half a century. 

It would be superfluous to go into these details were my only object 

that of informing this body. I venture to say that there are none here 

who are not as conversant with these facts as myself and who are not 

as desirous of reform. The questions are, When? and How? in en- 

deavoring to answer these questions I shall reverse this order, and pur- 

suant thereto will consider what has been done in the past. 

Engineers are agreed that the ancient Egyptians must have possessed 

roads of the most solid character, judging by the soil and weight of the 

stones that enter into the structure of their temples, obelisks and pyra- 

mids; but if so, they have entirely disappeared under the drifting sands 

of centuries. Apparently, however, the great road-maker of antiquity 

was Rome. She seems to have adopted this as a part of her military 

system, and in all of her conquests her road-makers marched with her 

legions; and no sooner was her authority established over the invaded 

territory than she fell to making roads therein—good, solid roads, duly 

equipped with bridges, aqueducts, milestones pointing the way to Rome, 

and these were soon connected to her own national system. Prisoners 

taken in war, the subjugated people, slaves and bondsmen were compelled 

to work upon these under the eye of Roman taskmasters, and under the 

guard of the legionaries. Nor was it many moons, until the loot of the 

conquered was pouring along these to fill the imperial coffers and to add 

triumphal arches and marble palaces to the “Queen City of the World.” 

After the first fruit of victory and subjugation came the more sub- 

stantial barter and trade flowing along these artificial channels toward 

the common center of all, passing battalions and cohorts that were hasten- 

ing to fill up the depleted ranks of the victorious legions; the exulting an- 

swer to all inquiry relative to the way was, ‘Go on, all roads lead to 

Rome.” 

At the beginning of the third century, Rome had twenty-nine great 

military roads, which began and finished at the gilt column, or “golden 

milestone,” which stood in the forum, and into these cohyerged very 

many lesser ways. Extending from Rome to Brundusiam was (and is) 

the great Appian Way, twenty feet broad, payed with blocks of dressed 

stone, closely joined together, with curbs upon either side: beyond which 

were paved walks for pedestrians, the whole lined upon either side by 

the marble tombs and monuments of the nation’s mighty dead. Into this 

celebrated highway nine lesser ones ran. With the exception of this road 

all the other principal ones were sixteen feet in the clear, while those 

of minor importance were but eight. According to Antoninus the aggre- 

gate length of the Roman roads was 52,964 miles; these were projected 
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along straight lines, no heed being given to obstructions; they climbed 

hills and mountains, regardless of grade. They were all constructed of 

blocks of stone more or less smoothly dressed, closely joined together and 

laid upon a thick bed of concrete; these were superimposed upon a foun- 

dation of thick blocks of stone, bound together in mass by a bond of 

cement; the entire thickness of the structure was three feet; curbs, aque- 

ducts, bridges, milestones, etc., made the system complete, wanting noth- 

ing; ditches, dikes, aqueducts and bridges were carefully constructed upon 

exact mathematical principles; so that after more than fifteen hundred 

years of use, many yet stand as witness to the skill and knowledge of 

those who planned and constructed them. 

Modern engineers have declared this form of construction far too ex- 

pensive for imitation. Do they take into full account the small cost of 

the maintenance of these, and the marvelous increase of facilities for 

modern construction? Pursuant to her usual policy of binding every in- 

tegral part of hér conquests fast to the empire, no sooner had the legion- 

aries beaten the Britons into subjection than the Romans began to build 

their characteristic roads to all important points of the island, and the 

remains of some of these are still visible, though owing to frequent 

storms, heavy rains, alternate freezing and thawing, the climate has 

tried them much more severely than upon the continent. But with the 

withdrawal of the legions to meet the hordes that were pressing hard 

upon the seven-hill city, and the overthrow of the civil government the 

island soon relapsed into its former condition, the floods covered up the 

Roman roads, and instead of that national surety which the conqueror 

sought through the law, her system of roads, ete., isolation and provin- 

cialism soon reappeared with all their usual. concomitants of jealousy, 

hatred and strife. That the English character was as it appeared in the 

fifteenth century, grave, taciturn and much given to reflecting upon mat- 

ters of religion, was due in some measure to isolation resulting from the 

impassable condition of the roads during a considerable portion of the 

year when fogs, mists, rains and snows and storms held their sway over 

the ocean-lashed island. The great lesson taught by the Romans was 

lost, for the roads continued as wretched as they well could be down to 

the time of Charles II, though as far back as 1350 certain roads had been 

turned over to private corporations to be kept in a passable condition, 

in consideration of the right to exact toll at certain fixed rates. In 1550, 

-arliament imposed upon the parishes through which the roads extended 

the duty of keeping them passable, but the creeping injustice of this act 

and the heavy burden it imposed upon some caused so much clamor that 

it was repealed. In the time of the ‘‘Merry Monarch,’ howwever, the de- 

mands of public travel and trade had grown to such proportions as to 

require better roads and better maintenance, but it was not until the be- 

ginning of the nineteenth century that the present system was also adopted 
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and began to be carried into effect. Now, however, the broad, smooth 

highways of England are a splendid supplement to her railway system, 

and a joy to the touring cyclist and automobilist. 

Early explorers in ancient Peru and Mexico found roads that were 

firm and smooth, connecting all principal points. Humboldt beheld with 

astonishment the great highway of the Incas—twenty feet broad and of 

smooth, even surface. On investigation he found that it was ¢onstructed 

much like those of ancient Rome, only the bond was asphalt, as was the 

top layer. This great road he found to extend two thousand miles, and 

was duly furnished with ditches, aqueducts, bridges, ferries and even post- 

houses. His wonder was greatly increased when he found that these 

builders, instead of carrying their roads over hill and mountain, had actu- 

ally anticipated the modern by tunneling through them. 

Within the territory now covered by the United States, except the 

almost obliterated roads of the mound-builders, which were of inferior 

construction, there were none presented to the eye of the early explorer 

save the Indian trails, which mainly led along the watercourses and 

through the mountain gaps. 

Our notions of road-making were brought from England, and be- 

longed to the time of the “Merry Monarch” rather than a later day. Ac- 

cordingly the white settlers plowed parallel furrows twenty feet apart 

and scraped the dirt to the center, so that when the autumnal rains de- 

scended this dirt was converted into mud, which teamsters were glad to 

escape when they could by guiding the cattle to the higher, unbroken 

and solid ground. No wonder that in the histories of those days we read 

so much concerning “bad roads,” “heavy roads,’ with frequent “stick- 

ing,’ “miring down,” followed by “doubling of teams,’ much cracking of 

whips and vociferous profanity. As in the mother country, there came 

to be toll roads, of somewhat better construction than those of the public. 

In 1796 Congress authorized the construction of a national road. 

This was afterward constructed more or less completely, beginning at 

Baltimore, Maryland, and extending through a part of Pennsylvania, 

through Ohio, Indiana and Lllinois. It was projected upon a large scale; 

its extreme width was eighty feet, thirty feet of which was composed 

of broken stone, gravel and sand, the whole laid, in many places, upon a 

foundation of large blocks of stone. These dimensions may be taken as 

indicative of the fathers’ conception of the future greatness of our coun- 

try and its needs; but if so, they may also indicate that it never entered 

their minds that the motive power of travel would be other than that of 

horses and cattle. If they misconceived the future, we are to be charged 

with a like weakness, who abandoned substantial road-making upon the 

advent of the railroads, as if no other road would ever be required, where 

we are now beginning to perceive that we need these more than ever, not 

only to supplement the railroad, but also, by means of autos and traction 

engines of a swifter sort, to even compete with them. 
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Of the great roads of France, Germany and other Huropean countries, 

time will not suffice to speak except to say that the great highway built 

from Geneva to Milan by Napoleon, who was great in conceiving public 

works and superintending their construction as in commanding armies, 

is yet a marvel of engineering skill. It crosses the Alps by the great 

Simplon pass and stretches, white, smooth and firm, over its many miles, 

with no ruts to shake the traveler from his nap and no dust to cover his 

person. The lines along which it was projected were extremely difficult, 

and therefore the cost was $15,000 per mile, no dollar of which, it is safe 

to say, was misapplied, so well did that master-builder know how to 

handle men and materials. 

It is maintained by trained menders of roads duly equipped with the 

necessary implements of their craft; these are assigned certain sections, 

which they are required to keep in perfect order and even dust-free. The 

material used is broken stone of the dimensions of two and one-half 

inches, well tamped in. It is claimed that this kind of maintenance is 

not practicable in this country because of the great difference in wages, 

but no comparison is made between the primitive tools used by the one 

and the facilities that might be commanded, through the use of which 

the sections might be greatly lengthened. 

That the roads of Europe are so much better than ours, and that there 

are sO many more miles of them is a standing reproach to us, for which 

the greater age of those countries does not offer complete vindication. 

Our pre-eminence in the quantity and quality of road-making machinery 

and accessories that might be brought to bear would soon wipe out our 

reproach were it not for our miserable system that starts out with no 

definite standard of construction and maintenance; with men in charge 

who have no technical knowledge of the work in hand, whose aim it is 

to keep the roads up to the former standard, at a cost which will not 

cause taxpayers to protest. The time of mending of roads is a time of 

general criticising and free profanity; sand, gravel and small boulders, 

which never pack, are dumped in an irregular ridge in the middle of the 

road, dirt and sod are scraped to it, and the whole is left for time and 

chance to smooth out. Culverts are put in without any calculation of 

the territory drained and the yolume of water that must pass through; 

bridges are built with a like ignorance of possibilities, ete. 

Who does not know that all this is mere temporizing, the purpose 

being limited to handing the work over to one’s successor in office at 

least no worse than it was received? Who does not know that no perma- 

nent improvement can result from such work, and therefore that the 

large sums so expended are, to a very considerable degree, wasted? 

In the county of Montgomery, during the year 1908, the township 

expended for road repair $383,662.99, the county $40,000, a total of $73,- 

662.99. The road mileage is something over 550 miles; figure out from 

this what the 11,905 miles of county roads in the State cost annually, then 
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add to this sum the cost of those of the townships. The following, how- 

ever, may convey some notion of the result: In the year 1892 fifty counties 

in the State of New York paid out for road improvement $2,716,000, ex- 

clusive of the sums expended in cities, towns and villages. But I must 

hasten to the conclusion of the matter. 

England now uses the combined Macadam and Telford systems with 

good results. Telford’s system begins with an excavation of ten inches, 

in which stones are laid with their joints broken; the work is open and 

the interstices are filled with small broken stone tightly compacted; the 

superstructure is the same as macadam. In macadam we have succes- 

sive layers of stones broken to the size of 23 to 24 inches laid in successive 

layers and compacted by means of a heavy roller, the small fragments or 

splinters being used to fill with. Roads so made should have a grade 

whose incline is not above 4 or 5 per cent. All soil should be carefully 

removed as fast as it accumulates, ruts filled and firmly tamped at once, 

and the surface now and then sprinkled and rolled. In regulating the 

weight that might be hauled over these, one-inch breadth of tire should 

be required for every 400 pounds. 

As to the sources from which labor may be drawn, the State and 

counties have several which may be drawn upon, when legislative enact- 

ment lends the requisite authority. There are a little more than 1,600 

convicts in the State’s prisons whose labor ought not to be allowed to 

compete with free labor. The jail records of 1901 show 238,987 commit- 

ments; if we subtract 50 per cent. for repeated offenses by the same of- 

fender and for those sent to the State prison, etc., we get a large number 

from which to draw. In 1901 there were 4,338 inmates in the county asy- 

lums; if we deduct 70 per cent. for females and infirm persons, a contin- 

gent is yet left considerable in size; now add to these tramps, vagrants 

and all persons able-bodied who show no visible means of subsistence, and 

we have quite an army. The moral effects of such employment would 

also be considerable; able-bodied tramps and vagrants would speedily find 

it to their interest to labor for themselves, and the State would find how 

utterly foolish it is to destroy a human machine capable of so much labor 

that is needed to make the State yet greater and add to the comforts and 

conveniences of her citizens. 

Any veteran of the Civil War knows that it will prove no great un- 

dertaking for a comparatively small guard furnished with repeating rifles 

to maintain order and prevent escapes; the more desperate and criminal 

might wear red shirts or jackets to pick them out, while the colors denot- 

ing degree of crime might be shaded down to the comparative innocuous 

“bum.” Movable stockades, tents, hospital tents, shanties, ete., would 

furnish for the protection in their kind. 

I have said that we should now, at this session, begin a movement 

looking to the results which we desire. Let a committee of this body call 

upon the Legislature with the request that a resolution be passed ask- 
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ing the Governor to call upon the President and the Governors of other 

States to send a certain number of expert civil engineers to meet in con- 

gress in the city of Indianapolis at an early date for the purpose of con- 

sidering all matters relating to road construction and maintenance, with 

the view of submitting the recommendations to the proper authorities. 

And that this committee be empowered to take such other action in fur- 

therance of this interest as in its judgment is necessary. 

Mr. Mitchell: There is nothing that will build up the agricultural in- 

terests of this State so fast and so permanently as good roads. 1 aite 

tended the national convention of Good Roads Associations in St. Louis, 

aud also the Illinois State convention. I think the people of Indiana 

ought to see that our national legislature makes the bill now pending a 

law. If that is done it will compel the National Government to pay one- 

third the expense of building roads, the State paying one-third and the 

county in which the road is built the other third. That is nothing more 

than other roads have done. I think our present law is good in regard 

to roads. We have built one hundred miles in our county in the last 

five years under our present law. Men who were the most bitter enemies 

of road improvement when we first began now want to extend the roads 

faster than the law will permit. The law says we shall go so far, then 

pay off the debts and begin again. I think that is a very wise law. lL 

think it is a laudable effort to start right in improving the roads of our 

State. The president spoke of the roads of Scotland and England. One 

point has been settled there long since, and that is in regard to the Tel- 

ford system of macadam. That system was a mistake. That system has 

been abandoned for the Macadam system, which is used universally all 

over Great Britain. The contractors here ought to have a uniform size 

for the stone. There are roads being built in Gibson County today in 

which the stone is not uniform. That is a mistake. Have the stone 

broken to a uniform size, then cover with good sand or cement and you 

will have the proper kind of road, a road it is a pleasure to travel over. 

THE ST. LOUIS FAIR AS A PROMOTER OF NATIONAL PROS- 

PERITY, AND ITS OBJECT LESSONS TO MANAGERS 

OF STATE AND LOCAL FAIRS. 

HON. J. E. M’DONALD, LIGONIER. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—W hile I may not be equal to the title, 

I can give you the ideas I gathered from an inspection of the great 

World’s Fair just closed. Of course, we all know that the greatest ad- 

vances mankind has made have been by copying what someone else has 
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done, or collowing in the footsteps of someone else and endeavoring to 

improve what he has done. All nations and all men that have advanced 

have striven to improve upon what other nations and peoples had done. 

In no place on earth can a man learn better what mankind is doing than 

at an exposition of the character just closed in St. Louis. 

While visiting such an exposition the question is often asked, “Does 

it pay?” That question has been discussed by men who are engaged in 

promoting these expositions. In other words, is the flame worth the 

candle? I believe it is. I believe many dollars more might be spent in 

acquiring that schooling which comes from visiting a great exposition, a 

world’s fair, a state fair or a county fair. In a fair such as the one just 

closed the handiwork of the nations of the world is gathered together, 

as well as their art, their mechanics, their ideas and their history. There 

everyone who visits the exposition is able to compare in a way the ad- 

vancement of the different nations. There are lessons there every man 

needs to learn. There the advancement of the different States may be 

noted. And allow me to say here that in the comparison our great State 

of Indiana did not suffer. For the amount of money provided, the citi- 

zens of Indiana who had charge of the Indiana exhibit made a great rep- 

utation for the State and for themselves. I was most agreeably sur- 

prised at the showing made by the agricultural interests of Indiana, and 

I was much gratified at the comparison of our exhibit with that of other 

States by men who did not live in Indiana. The opinion was expressed 

by everybody that the exhibit did great credit to the State. For the men 

who were in charge of the Indiana exhibit I wil) say that we who are 

connected with the State and other fairs are under everlasting obliga- 

tions to them. The horticultural and other exhibits of our State com- 

pared very favorably with other exhibits of a like kind. I believe that 

we, as farmers, as business men and as men engaged in mechanical and 

business pursuits, feel that the money proposition was a very small one 

compared with what this presentation of the resources of Indiana did for 

our great State. I believe it is not a waste of money to invest it in 

such expositions, nor is it a waste to invest it in State and county 

fairs. I do not think the commercial side is the one to, be considered 

all the time. I admit that to a sordid business man it probably 

looked like a bad investment; and I suppose such a man would think 

ably looked like a bad investment; and I suppose such a man would think 

it a bad investment to have $250,000 tied up in fair grounds and buildings 

used only once a year. We have that amount of money invested in our 

State Fair Grounds and buildings, which we use only one week in the 

fifty-two, and the man who undertakes to figure a money profit on every- 

thing will think the result of the investment is not what it should be. 

It looks to the man who figures on the money part of a proposition all 

the time as though the expenditure of millions of dollars in St. Louis 

without any return in sight was not a very good investment. I do not 
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agree with such a man. I believe the money spent by the State of In- 

diana in presenting to the world our resources was well spent, and I be- 

lieve the money of other States and the money of individuals who went 

there to present their resources to the world was well spent, even if the 

returns at this particular time do not seem to meet the outlay. 

As an advertising proposition I believe the best thing in the world 

is to get the article you wish to sell before the individual who needs it. 

I believe the best advertising one can do is to get the article you have 

to sell before the person you wish to interest. In no place can that be 

done to better advantage than in a great exposition or in a fair. I will 

give you a little bit of personal experience. At my home I am interested 

in a particular kind of business. In my trips through the exposition 

grounds in St. Louis I saw a piece of machinery I have felt the need of for 

years. I did not know the machine was in existence until I passed 

through one of the buildings on the grounds. I left my order there for 

that piece of machinery I had been in need of for years. That is not 

the only thing of value I found at the fair. I was at that time a mem- 

ber of a committee to decorate a new club room we were building in my 

town. I had charge of the illuminating, and I had difficulty in finding 

a way to illuminate the rooms so the light would be subdued to a cer- 

tain degree. In a building at the fair I saw a room illuminated in just 

the way I wanted our club building. I got the card of the man in charge 

of the exhibit, and last Friday night at a meeting moved to allow a bill 

for $218 to pay for goods furnished by that firm. We would never have 

bought these goods, or even have known they were manufactured, if L 

had not seen that particular exhibit, although they were manufactured in 

a town not 125 miles from my home. 

People who were interested in stock, or hogs, or grain, got ideas there. 

There are few men or women who visited the fair that did not get some 

ideas that were of value to them. I believe in our fairs, both State and 

county; we ought to bring together as much as possible the interests of 

the whole community. We ought to undertake to show all of our man- 

ufacturing interests, our farming interests, our stock interests and our 

poultry interests, and make the exhibits as varied and as comprehen- 

sive as possible. The broader we niake the exposition, the more we in- 

terest the people directly and indirectly, the better will we serve our 

purpose. In the State fair and in the exposition all interests should be 

represented. I believe the educational interests of Indiana should be rep- 

resented at the fairs. No one thing gave me more pleasure than the edu- 

eational exhibit in St. Louis. I visited that exhibit several times. IL 

want to say, in justice to the people who had it in charge, that it was 

one of the most remarkable exhibits in the exposition. I have had years 

of experience as a teacher in the public schools, but I learned many things 

of the schools of Indiana from that exhibit that I never even dreamed 

existed. The excellence of the work, the high character of the organi- 
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zation and the immense amount of work being done in the schools of our 

State was a revelation to me. The manner in which it was presented 

was one of the very best advertisements that our State ever had. 

I believe at,all our State and founty fairs we ought to give heed to 

the interests of the stock man, the farmer, and the horticulturist, but we 

ought also to do something to stimulate the school system of Indiana, the 

manufacturing interests. and, in fact, everything that will arouse the in- 

terest of the people of the State. 

The exposition at St. Louis, from the standpoint of what it has done 

and what it will do for the business interests of the United States, pre- 

sents a many-sided problem. I believe the exposition marked the be- 

ginning of an era in American industries that is for the good of the peo- 

ple. While the fair was not a success from a financial point of view, I 

do not believe it is the last great exposition I will have an opportunity to 

attend, notwithstanding the fact that I am over the hill and on the way 

down. I believe most of us here will live to see another great exposi- 

tion in this great country of ours. I believe the people of this country so 

thoroughly understand the value of advertising, anid so thoroughly ap- 

preciate what such an exposition can do for our country that similar 

enterprises will be promoted from time to time. 

HOW SHALL WE IMPROVE THE AGRICULTURAL DEPART- 

MENTS OF OUR DISTRICT AND COUNTY. FAIRS AND 

AWAKEN A GREATER POPULAR IN- 

TEREST THEREIN? 

L. B. CLORE, FRANKLIN. 

The agricultural department of not only district and county fairs, 

but also State fairs and National expositions, should stand at the head 

of the various departments, because it represents more wealth than any 

other department and almost equal to the value of all other departments 

combined. These exhibits should be made attractive, and if considered 

correctly it is of great importance as an educator to the farmer who cares 

to improve his crops. The week of the district or county fairs should be 

a week of enjoyment to the farmer, collecting in a few potatoes, squashes, 

pumpkins, corn, wheat, oats, ete., and if well selected will not only pay 

him for his trouble, but he will have a neat sum left, which will more 

than pay his expenses during the fair. If not successful he will en- 

deavor to learn what has been the cause of his failure. It may be a poor 

variety has been selected or some needed preparation of the soil has been 

neglected, or the cultivation has been poor. There can not be a better 
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time not only to compare but to discuss the different specimens. thus en- 

abling the farmer to improve his crops and obtain better results for his 

labor. I would suggest that one of the first and most important things 

to be done is to educate the people to the importance of the agricultural 

department. It is time this department is considered of more importance 

at the present time than it was a few years past, and the first to realize 

this fact were the merchants, manufacturers,. etc., for they know that 

on the success of the farmer hinges the success of all other departments 

of business. While the list of the agricultural department of the district 

and county fairs oniy covers a part of the farmer’s work, crops grown 

from the soil, and also has cattle feeding, dairying, feeding of hogs, rais- 

ing of cattle and many other different lines of work, yet these are largely 

dependent upon the crops that are grown from the soil. If I could say 

something that would cause the tiller of the soil to be more contented and 

to feel that his occupation was at the top of the list, that his work 1s 

with Nature and is closer to God at all times than any class of profes- 

sional work, I would feel well paid for my trouble. I would say to the fair 

managers, place the agricultural department where it belongs—not in a 

shed, but in a well-arranged and attractive building. Uo not place the 

value of the premium on the individual exhibit, but place the value of the 

prize in proportion to what it represents. If the value of the corn crop 

is more than the value of the horse industry, or the cattle industry, why 

should not the value of the prize be in proportion to what they repre- 

sent? If the wheat grown in the United States has an equal value with 

the dairy interests, why should not that stand on an equal footing in 

the list of prizes? The live stock men would reply by saying: “We have 

a large number of breeds of live stock and great progress has been made 

in the improvement of the different breeds.” Which is true. But would 

you stop and consider that there are a larger number of varieties of grain, 

and that the same progress is being made by scientific breeding, and that 

the wealth of the country is being increased faster by the improvement 

of farm crops than through any other industry? I am only making these 

comparisons to prove the importance of the agricultural department, and 

hope to increase a general interest in this department with the Board of 

Fair Managers. Not to look at the exhibitor of the agricultural de- 

partment as a class of men only farming because they do not have the 

ability for any other profession, but that they are agriculturists from a 

matter of choice, and deserve a proper recognition. I would suggest that 

the superintendent of this department be an active, energetic man, one 

that has the confidence and respect of the people and has made a success 

of farming and is familiar with the different standard varieties of grains 

and vegetables. The most disgusting thing that occurs in the agricultural 

department is from the visitors who remark, “I wish that I had@ brought 

such and such a thing that I had at home, as it was far superior to the 

article on exhibition.” Possibly this is true, but as a rule he has over- 
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estimated his product, and is a case of ignorance rather than facts. Hvyen 

should it be so, he had the same privilege to exhibit, and the remark is 

altogether out of place. However, great progress has been made in the 

agricultural department. At the Louisiana Purchase Exposition the agri- 

cultural building was the largest in the grounds and was more compact 

with exhibits. It had the largest attendance and gave a more general 

satisfaction to the visitors than any of the various departments of the 

great exposition. 

Hon. C. B. Benjamin: Mr. Clore has spoken of interesting young 

men, and I believe that is an essential thing. It has been my experience 

that young men are making a creditable showing, not only at county 

fairs and agricultural exhibits, but at the State fair. I think more em- 

phasis should be placed upon the necessity of larger exhibits along the 

agricultural line. These exhibits should take a larger piace in the fairs 

than they do now. They ought to take a place fully equal to that of the 

live stock exhibit. I think the results will be better if we look upon 

agriculture with a little more favor than we have in the past. 

The treatment of the exhibitors has not been touched upon, and I 

think we ought to devote some time to the discussion of that question. 

I think we should meet the exhibitor when he comes, make him feel at 

home, say a pleasant word at parting, and he will be glad to come again. 

Make the quarters assigned the exhibitors inviting. I think the agri- 

cultural buildings should be handsomely built, not mere sheds. Try to 

arrange space to the satisfaction of all. I believe the agricultural peo- 

ple are more easily satisfied by bunching them than are any other class 

of exhibitors attending State and county fairs. Don’t give one exhibitor 

the lion’s share and crowd others. Be courteous and fair to all, and show 

no partiality. Treat everyone alike. Of course there are imperfections 

in human nature, but the superintendent should overlook them and try 

to give no one a reason for fault-finding. Select judges who are fear- 

less, honest, straightforward—judges who will give the award to the 

article exhibited instead of to the exhibitor. Begin on time and follow 

out the plan laid down in the catalogue so far as possible. In this way 

no one need be absent when his exhibit is being judged. Last, but not 

least, I believe in a general superintending of the judging, to see that 

all exhibitors do their part by not interfering, and then everything will 

pass off all right. If we follow this plan we will reap our reward in the 

general feeling of satisfaction that will prevail, and the exhibitors will 

show their appreciation by coming back with exhibits in future years. 

New things are coming up all the time that have to be added to the list, 

and when the exhibitor is interested enough to take part in revising the 

list of exhibits I think we will have accomplished something that is 

needed all over the country. It is rather hard to get a good agricultural 

exhibit in this part of the country, owing to the late crops and early fairs. 

14—Agri. 
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SOME OF THE REQUISITES OF A SUCCESSFUL FAIR, AND 

SOME OF THE MISTAKES OF FAIR MANAGERS. 

PROFESSOR J. H. SKINNER, PURDUE UNIVERSITY. 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Fair Association—With your 

permission I wish to change the subject assigned to, me so as to read 

“Some Requisites of a Successful Fair; or, Suggestions for the Improve- 

ment of County Fairs, Especially the Live Stock Departments.” 

The county fairs deserve much credit, for to them is due, in a meas- 

ure, the improvement in corn, live stock, fruits and other farm products. 

The history of most of them will show a varied career. Where they have 

been properly and wisely managed they have had a telling influence for 

good, and may be classed among the foremost educational institutions in 

the field of agriculture. 

These agricultural associations were originally held for the purpose 

of educating the farmers and breeders. The exhibits made represented 

their ideals as well as they knew how to develop them. Many times com- 

petition was very strong; in fact, I have seen single classes of animals, 

and even departments, at county fairs, in which there were just as strong 

exhibits and where almost as many entries were made as at the State 

fair. Iarmers are always interested in stock and will support any im- 

provement made in this direction. 

Too trequently the fair of today is made up of fakirs, jockeys and 

cheap, undignified amusements. The local fair should furnish social en- 

tertainment and provide recreation and amusement of a proper character, 

but these features should not predominate. It should strive to make all 

exhibits of interest and educational value and such as will appeal to the 

best citizens, whether farmer or merchant. The live stock departments, 

as well as other departments which draw from the farm, should furnish 

ideals for breeders and farmers. The county fair is the stepping stone for 

the inexperienced and ambitious farmer and breeder. Most of the noted 

live stock exhibitors of today began showing at county fairs, and many 

of them learned their best lesson when some competent judge saw fit to 

leave their animals out of the prize list, and then explain why he did so. 

Young men should be encouraged to make exhibits, as such compari- 

sons are profitable. They inspire enthusiasm and ambition and encour- 

age improvement in all branches of agriculture. The fair should be held 

for the agriculture and business of the community. It should bring out 

ideals which showd be so high that all would strive to reach them. 

Many of our county fairs are well managed and serve an excellent 

purpose. Many of them might be improved in many features. Concern- 

ing the larger problem of managing a county fair, I have little to say, 
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as every county has local conditions which must be met by the managers. 

Certainly anything that serves to elevate the people and inspire them to 

better work in their particular line is a desirable feature in the courity 

fair. Every fair association has its difficulties, the chief of which is the 

financial condition of the association. To make a good county fair re- 

quires money. This will be obtained where the association receives the 

hearty support of the farmers and business men of the community. There- 

fore it is necessary for the managers to keep in line with those things 

which will appeal to those of whom they expect support. 

It is true that the fair makes a splendid place for social gathering 

and also a place of recreation and amusement for many country people 

who consider it a great privilege to be able to attend. When we turn our 

attention to the improvement of conditions already in existence, I wish to 

speak more particularly of the live stock department. To begin with, 

much will be gained by getting out the catalogue early in the season. Be- 

fore this is done it is necessary to select superintendents for the various 

departments, and along this line there is much room for improvement. 

Too frequently the directors select superintendents who are not partic- 

ularly interested in the department which they represent, and it may be 

that they are not well informed as to what the department should be. A 

good superintendent in any one of the live stock departments should be. 

a handler or breeder of that particular kind of stock which his department 

“represents. Not only this, but it is preferable if some reliable breeder 

who has had experience in live stock shows be chosen. If such is chosen 

he understands the needs of the department, the needs of the exhibitor 

and the importance of clean, honest judges. The superintendent of the 

department should be a man who is aggressive, and thus able to secure 

exhibitors and make the department first-class. In order to build up the 

department he should be a man of integrity, one in whom people generally 

have confidence, and one who will see that every exhibitor has fair 

treatment. The superintendent should be a man who understands proper 

classifications of stock. as this is one of the things which goes to make 

a good live stock show. 

As nearly as possible the classes should be such as to represent one 

breed only. It is true that where there is a limited premium ftind it is 

impossible to extend the classification as far as that of the State fair, 

and yet for most breeds such a classification is an improvement over the 

old method of throwing several breeds together. Furthermore, there 

should be classes for local exhibitors, county classes if you please, in 

which the young men of the county will be encouraged to exhibit home- 

erown products. _At one county fair where I was privileged to judge, the 

county classes drew out large numbers of animals, and I am quite sure 

that it was of as much real value to the farmers and breeders of the 

county as the open classes. Anything that will encourage the attendance 

of the farmers of the community should be given a place. 
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After the classification is made the next problem is the selection of 

competent judges. In regard to this there is much to be said, as there are 

many difficulties encountered when it comes to securing competent judges. 

The limited funds, the scarcity of capable, honest judges, the lack of in- 

terest in superintendents and the consequent neglect of the matter; and 

maybe the lack of knowledge as to where to find the kind of a man 

wanted, are some of the difficulties encountered. The average invitation 

to judge at a county fair asks for a man who can judge all classes of ani- 

mals and sometimes poultry and pet stock. This doubtkess is due to the 

fact that the board has the idea that one judge can do it all, and thus save 

expense. This supposed lack of funds or economical streak is one of the 

greatest difficulties. In a fair where horses were a prominent feature an 

expert race-horse starter judged all horses, light, coach, heavy draft, ete. 

Such a man might be a judge of light horses, and there is.a bare possi- 

‘bility that he might judge other classes, but it is not probable (and this 

was not true in this case), but it saved the extra expense of securing a 

draft-horse judge. There are but few all-around judges in the country, 

and much will be gained by securing a man who is an expert in some 

particular line. The expense is greater, but it is a legitimate expenditure 

and will prove profitable in the end. It may possibly be better to cut 

the premiums a little, and thus be able to secure a competent judge.. Most 

exhibitors would prefer a cut in premiums to a poor judge. There are 

many men competent to judge one class of animals who will do the work 

for a reasonable sum, and occasionally men who can judge two classes, 

but it is not likely that many will give satisfaction in more than two 

classes, unless specially trained for such work. 

The fair associations ought to help one another in securing judges; 

in fact, a printed list of acceptable judges within the State would be a 

desirable thing. This list should include those who have had experience 

and have proven themselves honest, capable judges. It might also in- 

clude a list of young men who haye had training in some particular line, 

or who have grown up as breeders, and who have qualifications for such 

work. Sometimes the animal husbandry department of the agricultural 

college might be of assistance in securing such men. Many times young 

breeders attend agricultural schools, supplementing their experience and 

knowledge with such training as is given in these institutions. These, of 

course, are inexperienced, but far more capable than the “pick-up,” and in 

most cases strictly fair and honest. The matter of securing judges will 

be very much easier if it is given attention early, as judges often have 

engagements several months ahead. It seems to me that it would be a 

wise plan to have in the catalogue the name of the judge who is to pass 

on the various classes of stock, and then the exhibitors would have no 

complaint on the selection of the judges, as they would know before- 

hand who was to pass on their stock. Finally in regard to this matter, 

it is economy to spend money for good, honest, competent judges—men 
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who are above reproach, and to whom money and fayor count very lit- 

tle. Take the matter up early. See that your live stock departments are 

given honest, reliable, competent men to pass on the classes involved, as 

exhibitors appreciate what belongs to them. 

In my opinion much could be done to improve the county fairs if all 

departments were made of educational value, or, in other words, if edu- 

cational feaures were given a prominent place in every department of the 

county fair, it would appeal very much more strongly to the agricultural 

people. There is too much inclination to furnish cheap special features 

of amusement, you may say. The people who attend the county fairs 

today in‘ large number of cases are persons who are attracted by these 

special features. ‘his does not signify, however, that the best farmers 

would not take an interest in the county fair, if an effort was put forth 

to help their sons to know how to select and produce better animals, grow 

better corn, make a better class of butter or select better farm imple- 

ments. There are improvements along all lines of agriculture in the 

State. The mass of the people are looking for something that will help 

them make more out of their farms; something that will help them to 

a higher living; something that will make them better business men, and 

not so much for cheap amusement as some think. Many of our fairs are 

absolutely degrading. On one hand we find the rum seller and book- 

maker and on the other hand cheap, vile shows, which have nothing to 

commend them. They are said to be the paying features of the fair. If 

such are necessary that fair »s-ociation had better go out of business, as 

it is not fulfilling the original purpose for which it was established and 

is doing the agricultural communities of the State more harm than good. 

The county fair should be an illustration-of good business methods 

as well as a good educator. It requires men who have had some experi- 

ence in matters of business in order to keep the association going. There 

are buildings to keep in repair, fences to keep up, improvements to make, 

money to be spent, and many such things which demand the attention 

of the business man. Yet too frequently we find the directors are law- 

yers and politicians, who are not in sympathy with the agricultural com- 

munities. They seem to have a desire to hold a series of horse races 

for their own amusement and benefit, rather than have a fair which will 

be of value in the upbuilding of the interests of the community. 

Mr. Thomas: I don’t think there is much left for me to say. The 

paper is certainly a good one and covers many points in connection with 

county fairs that-should be observed. [ feel like the young theologian 

who wrote to a friend, after hearing a famous preacher, that he had 

taken all his points. I fear the Professor has taken all the points 1 

had to make. 

The question of success depends very much on how we view it. If 

you are looking solely to the financial side you will have one view; if 
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you are looking solely to the educational benefits you will have another 

view. One man will say, “We want a wide-open fair, and do not want 

any Sunday-school methods.” On the other hand, there are men connected 

with fairs who do not like to see the young folks too chummy. They 

object to the boys and girls eating from the same stick of candy, or eating 

ice cream with the same spoon, or going about the grounds hand in hand. 

We must not be too puritanical. There is a happy medium we can ob- 

serve. It is well enough to have rules to run your fair by, rules you can 

use in case of an emergency; but it is not a good idea to have iron-clad 

rules that can not be changed. I remember one fair I had something to 

do with where they did not allow any vehicles on certain parts of the 

ground. The superintendent was a stickler for rules. An old lady who 

could not walk attended the fair, and was hauled into that part of the 

ground. The superintendent, to be like other mules, took the buggy and 

hauled it out. 

The first essential of a successful fair is to have good business sense’ 

and use it. It will not do to have a rule for one class of men and another 

rule for another class, and it will not do to continually change the men 

who are connected with the fairs. The first thing I would suggest for 

a successful fair would be for the management to have absolute fairness 

in making the awards. They should not tolerate any unfairness. When 

men go to a county fair to exhibit their stock they make a sacrifice to do it, 

and it isan accommodation to the management for them to come. I should 

suggest that whenever you have even a single judge to pass upon a 

matter, let the committee of that department be close by to see that any 

unfairness on the part of the judge shall be at once corrected. 

Another thing necessary to success is for the fair management to 

pay what they offer and pay it promptly. A man who earns a premium 

has been to great expense to do so, and it is of importance to him to get 

his money and get it promptly. There is nothing that inspires the exhib- 

iting public with a_greater degree of confidence in the fair than to know 

that it promptly pays its debts. I have no sympathy with the idea of 

scaling the premiums. It might do to scale the managers’ fees or per 

diem, but not the premiums. - 

I would suggest that courtesy be exhibited on every hand. Every 

man connected with the management of a fair should be a gentleman. 

and he should by all means show courtesy in connection with the county 

fair. And not only should the management be courteous, but they should 

exact the utmost courtesy from every employe. Sometimes when a man 1s 

placed at the gate he feels as fmportant as he would if he were in com- 

mand of the Japanese army about this time. People are often made angry 

by these employes and will not return the following year. 

Of course we all know that mistakes are made in connection with the 

management; but the mistakes of managers often ante-date the fair. 

The directors sometimes meet an@ elect managers that are not at all com 
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petent. A man of this kind will probably think he knows more about 

fairs than he really does, and so there is trouble right from the start. 

Every board of fair managers should, upon their election, take the re- 

ceipts of the preceding year and then fix their expense accounts in accord- 

ance with the minimum receipts of the previous fair. If they do that 

they will never be out of pocket, and they will often have money left to 

repair the buildings and decorate the grounds. Often nien are made man- 

agers of fairs who never give a thought to that business until the time 

comes to begin operations, and they never once think then of there being 

a bottom to the basket. They spend right and left, and when they come to 

count up after the fair is over they find their accounts several thousand 

dollars on the wrong side of the ledger. 

It is also a mistake for the fair management ‘to get too far away from 

the original agricultural idea. <A fair that devotes all its time to the race- 

course is not an agricultural fair; and a fair that has receipts of seven- 

teen hundred dollars and gives premiums to the amount of twenty-eight 

hundred dollars will be in a bad condition. As the gentleman who pre- 

ceded me said, the premiums offered in the agricultural department are 

not as large as they should be. It is a mistake for any fair management 

to neglect the agricultural interests. I believe the largest premiums 

should be offered in the department of farm work. If you do that you 

will interest a larger class of men, you will extend the interest over a 

larger territory, and the result will be you will have more interest in 

the fair. 

It is a mistake for managements to countenance any exhibition on 

the ground that is of a questionable character. It is a mistake to allow 

upon any fair ground any apparatus for the purpose of gambling: I have 

heard managers say, “Why, hieronymus will pay us eighteen hundred 

dollars a year!’ What if it does? It is a mistake to allow anything of 

that kind on the grounds. Ail such things should be discouraged. I 

know that if you are looking at the fair through financial spectacles you 

will consider that these things bring greater revenue than anything else, 

but you wili be making a mistake if you allow them to run. 

It is a mistake for a management to offer sectional prizes or prizes 

for the people of any particular community.’ There are not many fairs 

than can offer two lines of awards, one for the foreign exhibitors and one 

for the home exhibitors. They usually have not the financial ability to 

do it. Even the State Fair, I think, should not attempt that. But { 

would open the exhibits for everybody; I would open them to the world. 

What difference does it make to the persons who go to the fair to look 

at the exhibits? What the people want to see is the best that can be 

produced. There are not many counties in this State in which people 

are not living who can be encouraged by coming in competition with the 

people from the outside. 
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Then I think it is a mistake for a board of managers to neglect their 

gounds. There is nothing so enticing to a visitor from a distance as 

beautiful, well-kept fair grounds. It would not hurt the fair managers 

to go out in the springtime and plant flowers and try to improve the 

grounds. That will attract people much quicker than grounds where there 

is nothing but mud or dust and no shade. 

Professor Skinner: I think sometimes we forget that there are a 

great many exhibitors who are not able to compete with the man who is 

able to go to St. Louis to show his cattle, and many times we cut out the 

young men who would bring out herds that are of as much importance 

to that county as the herd that goes to St. Louis. I think anything we 

can do to encourage our young men to come out and exhibit in competi- 

tion with their neighbors is a good thing. I remember one place where I 

judged eleven herds that were not fit for the higher shows of the State 

or for the larger exhibitions. The people who exhibited them did not 

have the time to make them fit for such exhibitions, but they did want 

to bring them out and exhibit in competition with their neighbors. 

Mr. McDonald: I believe one very important fact has been over- 

looked in this discussion—the individual who goes to the fair. The people 

who go to the fair form a very important part in fair management. The 

gates should not be overlooked. As I said this morning, I believe in the 

educational features of fairs and exhibits. I am a democrat, and I be- 

lieve in democratic principles; but I should like to amend my ideas about 

subsidies and get on the republican proposition long enough to advocate 

subsidies for fairs in order to get them on the high plane suggested by 

the gentleman who preceded me. I believe the people who sometimes 

boast of having successful fairs are the ones who gather in the directors’ 

room at the close of the fair and congratulate themselyes on the fact that 

they have had the largest number of entries known in the history of the 

fair, that the buildings were filled and that, on the whole, it was the 

greatest exhibition they ever had. About that time the secretary may 

say, “Gentlemen, how about the premiums? It is true we have had a 

great fair from an educational and from other points of view, but what is 

the matter with the gates?’ I believe in paying premiums, but it takes 

money to do it, and that money must come from the gates or it must be 

raised by the directors. 

I think we should look carefully after the exhibits and see that noth- 

ing that is degrading to the young of the community is allowed on the 

grounds. However. amusements must be furnished for all fairs. You 

must attract people to your gates and impel them to go down into their 

pockets and dig up the coin of the realm. That will give you something 

with which to pay your premiums. In common with nearly every man, 

woman and child that attended the St. Louis Fair, I went down the Pike. 
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I believe that was one of the most popalar parts of the great exposition. 

I believe it brought in the largest amount of money of any part of the 

institution. I believe without the Pike the exposition would have been a 

greater financial failure than it was. That does not prove, however, that 

a Pike for a county or State fair would be a good thing. I don’t believe 

the Indiana State fair needs a Pike. Indianapolis is Pike enough for the 

State fair. Any stranger who comes here to attend the State fair can 

find all the attractions of the Pike, and a great many more, in our capital 

city. 

The way to make a fair a success is to interest the people of the 

locality, interest business men, manufacturers and merchants as well as 

the farmers. You will have to bring all classes of people through your 

gates, because you need their money, and the way to get it 1s at the gate. 

There is one place in Indiana whose people I wish to congratulate. IL 

read in the papers recently that the County Council of Porter County 

had appropriated four thousand dollars to fix up the county fair grounds, 

to erect new buildings and to put things in good shape generally. I think 

we ought to get a picture of that county council and a picture of that 

fair ground and make it one of the attractions of every county fair. 

SOME OF THE BEST MEANS FOR ADVERTISING FAIRS. 

W. M. BLACKSTOCK. 

As a general rule county or State fairs are more or less successful in 

proportion as they are properly advertised. In their management a large 

amount of publicity is always necessary. They are wholly dependent 

upon popular patronage, and this patronage can only come by public 

solicitation. 

Ticket sales and privilege sales are the only sources of revenue where- 

with to meet expenses and premiums; and while a large attendance is 

always desired, yet the receipts at the gate are often a matter of dis- 

appointment. Frequently good meetings are poorly attended, while those 

of lesser value are more popular because their managers are more skilful 

and have more adroit methods of drawing the crowd. Certainly very 

many of the failures in this line of work come from lack of proper busi- 

nesslike advertisement. 

An agricultural or mechanical fair is unlike any other business. It 

needs peculiar treatment to be successful. Fairs are public benefit insti- 

tutions for the development of social and commercial conditions common 

to the whole community. Consequently the end and purpose of fair adver- 

tising is not merely to publish a cut-and-dried program, but also to further 
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explain its details in such a public manner that the community shall be- 

come interested and actively engaged in the preparation of their best 

specimens of hand and brain work for the coming prize contests. When- 

ever you can get everybody thinking about the fair and talking about it, 

then, and then only, is your meeting well advertised. ' 

Therefore fair managers should always have the public good in mind. 

Their plans should be worthy of pubhe confidence. To gain this con-' 

fidence the first prerequisite is intelligent organization and honest admin- 

istration. These of themselves are good advertisers. The next active step 

begins with the premium list. If well prepared, this is the very best 

possible advertising medium, but, if awkwardly arranged and printed on 

bad paper, indicative of careless preparation, the effect is not good. A 

bad catalogue is a handicap to the meeting it represents. 

The magazines that are read today are all made up in the best style 

known to the printer’s art so as to attract attention.. In like manner the 

fair catalogues that are destined for the library table and to be read at- 

tentively should be in good form and readable publications. The prizes 

may not be large, but the classification of prize items should be carefully 

considered. Special prizes for home productions and for the work of the 

children of the vicinity should be offered, hoping thereby to awaken their 

attention and self-interest. No local industry should be overlooked. All 

branches of mechanic arts that are known in the country should have a 

place at the fair. In former years Indiana was an exclusive agricultural 

State, yet now about one-half of her population are engaged in other 

pursuits, hence the mechanical industries should have full recognition, 

so that all the people from the factory can meet their neighbors from the 

farm at the fair. 

The premium list should have an educational effect. Its classification 

of exhibits should be in accordance with the best authorities on scientific 

production. These lists should have a wide circulation. As far as pos- 

sible a copy should be in every home, so that the old and the young shall 

each become familiar with its contents, for in my observation there is no 

better means of advertisement than a good premium list and the reading 

matter this book should naturally contain.” Also, it must be conceded that 

in nearly every instance the exhibits are the most valuable part of the 

show. The amusement features of fairs are only incidental, and side 

shows usually do their own advertising. 

The relative merits of side shows and other exhibits as cé6mpetitive at- 

tractions was illustrated at the recent World’s Fair, in which nearly 

every amusement concessioner lost money. The Pike was well advertised, 

but the twenty millions of visitors went to St. Louis to study the objects 

of art and handicraft in the industrial buildings, caring but little for the 

Pike. 

The most successful fairs are those that are fitted to the natural 

conditions of the locality in which they are held, and the particular 
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scheme for advertising each meeting must be adapted accordingly. For 

instance, the late International Live Stock Exhibition at Chicago had 

nothing whatever by way of amusements. No diversion of any kind was 

observed in the big show except the music of a single brass band. Nothing 

else was fieeded. The people went to see the exhibits only—anything else 

of a diverting nature at that time and place would have been a seeming 

impertinence. Yet at a county fair in the midst of a rural population, far 

away trom the large cities, the amusement idea is highly proper. It is 

just what the people need. Their fair should be a great annual hand- 

shaking picnic, a general holiday event. Furthermore, the interchange of 

business experiences in conversations about crops or live stock along the 

lines of the limited exhibits which the neighborhood may afford at such 

fairs are always profitable and mutually educational. Each meeting must 

fit its environment and be so advertised. 

Aside from a thoroughly revised premium list, the best means of 

reaching the masses is through the daily papers. A few selected litho- 

graphs to catch the eyes of the passing travelers are necessary, yet the 

majority of persons are more influenced by what they read than by im- 

pressions from flaming posters. This is an age of newspapers, and under 

our rural delivery system daily newspapers are read in nearly every home 

in Indiana. This means of publication is a grand opportunity for the 

managers to take the masses into their confidence. In carefully selected 

items, and edited articles bearing upon this question, everything con- 

nected therewith can be explained in an interesting manner, so as to 

arouse a patriotic spirit in favor of these time-honored institutions. The 

people should be so educated that they will feel a personaf pride in the 

maintenance of their county and State fairs. Henceforth the power of 

the press can be made a valuable promoter of fair work, for the influence 

of a high-class, widely circulated newspaper is incalculable. Public 

opinion is largely made up of what the people read in papers and period- 

icals. © 

Only a small percentage of the people of Indiana really appreciate 

the full importance of these exhibitions. They do not know that indus- 

trial fairs are recognized all over the civilized world by the highest au- 

thorities of those countries, and for hundreds of years, as the greatest of 

all agencies for the development of domestic industry. 

As an educator and an inspiration, there is nothing equal to the com- 

petitive exhibitions of well classified, well conducted show rings. This 

fact is recognized by all the agricultural colleges of this country. The 

scientific principles involyed in scoring and judging exhibits is a matter 

of expert class study in the schools, and the people of this country, in- 

cluding some fair managers, need to be awakened to a higher apprecia- 

tion of this good work. 

All advertisements should be truthful. Fake notices are damaging to 

their publishers. There is a mistaken idea in the minds of some people 
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that the American people like to be humbugged, but it is not true. 

Strangers of the show people class may perpetrate frauds with success, 

but resident fair managers can not win favor on false issues. They must 

deal honestly and honorably with their patrons in everything they adver- 

tise. 

Indiana has two kinds of fairs, viz.: Those under either private or 

public ownership. The first class includes all those associations wherein 

the lands are owned by the stockholders. In the other class the fair 

grounds are owned by the counties and held under lease for fair purposes 

only, and liable to forfeiture. Now these conditions materially affect the 

advertising. Of the first instance the meetings at Elwood, Ciawfords- 

ville and other points are examples. In these associations every stock- 

holder has a permanent investment from which he expects dividends and 

in case of dissolution a profit from the sale of the real estate. Conse- 

quently each stockholder has a moneyed incentive to make his meeting a 

financial success. These meetings are usually well advertised, because 

each individual stockholder is an active agent_in his own interest and is 

always saying something to popularize his fair. 

But of the other class where no dividends are expected, and where 

all-net profits are invested in buildings upon leased lands which upon 

failure or abandonment will revert to the county, the stockholders have 

no incentive for aggressive action other than a patriotic purpose to assist 

in a public educational enterprise, and as a matter of fact in this latter 

class of corporations many stockholders lose their enthusiasm and drop 

out of this public service, leaving the burden of advertising wholly upon 

the few officers in charge. 

In the interest of this latter class of meetings, this paper is written 

and the foregoing suggestions may be briefly stated thus: Get a large 

number of reputable people into your organization. Administer its affairs 

wisely. Revise your catalogue thoroughly. Post a few large bills and a 

great many smaller ones, and then contribute your best persuasive influ- 

ence through the editorial columns of the newspapers and your fair will 

be well advertised. 

Mr. Mitchell: My. Blackstock said that Indiana was formerly an 

agricultural State. That would convey the idea that it is not now an 

agricultural State. While the manufacturing industries of the State have 

grown, Indiana has lost nothing in agricultural growth. 

Mr. Blackstock: I see your point and acknowledge it is a good one. 

I meant that it was formerly exclusively an agricultural State. Forty 

years ago nearly everything manufactured came from the East and the 

State was exclusively an agricultural State. That is not the case now. Ll 

did not mean, however, to convey the idea that agriculture was declining 

in the State, because it is not. 
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Secretary Downing: I don’t think there is much room for discussion 

on Mr. Blackstock’s paper, but I would like to emphasize one feature of 

it, and that is the value of newspaper advertising. I have got to the point 

where I believe fairs ought to be advertised in the newspapers exclu- 

sively. I think the day of posters and lithographs has passed and gone. 

That used to be effective before newspaper reading became so general, 

before rural routes were established all over the country; but in this day 

and age we can, I think, rely wholly and solely upon newspaper adver- 

tising. If I.had my way about the matter I would eliminate all posters 

and lithographs from the advertising list; especially in view of what the 

circus people have done recently. The circus people have arrived at the 

conclusion that it is a useless expense to spend so much money in large, 

flaming posters and bills; and I see from the papers they have agreed not 

to use any of that kind of paper in the future. I think that is all right. 

A man who has not time to read the newspaper has not time to hunt up 

a billboard when he wants to know what is going on. 

In going over our expense account I find we have been expending for 

the past ten years about three or four thousand dollars yearly for posters 

and lithographs and about a thousand dollars for newspaper advertising. 

This last year I cut down the billposter’s list about a thousand dollars and 

added that to the newspaper advertising account. I found it very much 

more effective. The results seem to bear me out in that. Everybody 

talked about the State fair this year because everybody read the news- 

papers. I feel sure I am right in my point of view. I have never heard 

of a man who wanted to see what was going on at the theaters who 

would, after he had gone home in the evening, put on his rubber boots 

and his overcoat and go out on the streets to get that information from 

the posters. He always digs up the newspapers, looks through the amuse- 

ment columns and reads the criticisms of the plays. I know I do that; 

I never think of looking at a billboard to find out what is going at the 

theaters. I think that is true of fair advertising. There is a hardly a 

place in the State where the people can not be reached by newspapers. In 

my county, with a population of from twenty-five to twenty-eight thou- 

sand, nearly every home is reached by one of the three newspapers pub- 

lished in Hancock County. If that is so, and if you get your advertising 

matter in the papers in good shape, everybody is bound to see it. People 

who come to the city on trolley lines these days do not stop at the cross 

roads to see what is posted there; they do not stop long enough when they 

are driving into town to see what is posted there. They drive into town, 

get their newspapers, take them home and read them. They rely alto- 

gether upon the newspapers. 

In advertising the State Fair I found it very advantageous to have a 

good press agent. We employ a press agent for a mere pittance, forty or 

fifty dollars a year. He begins the work about four or five weeks before 

the fair. We furnish him material for his write-ups, and he gets the 
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matter into the newspapers here. He can get it into the newspapers in 

the form of reading matter when we can not begin to get it there. We 

employ a regular reporter on one of the papers who has access to all the 

newspapers. He prepares these slips and presents them at the office. 

They are taken to the managing editor or editor-in-chief, looked over, and 

if the article is in the form of news it goes in without any charge to us. 

We get very effective advertising in that way. Of course we must patron- 

ize the papers with advertisements, for which we pay. We spend about 

$125 with each of the papers here. Then we have a list uf seventy-five or 

eighty papers with which we spend from three to five dollars each. They 

print these slips for us. We send them out already prepared. These 

articles are read in country places where we could not possibly reach the 

people with billboards or posters. Newspaper advertising is the most 

effective advertising we can do. The money we are spending ‘for litho- 

graphs and billboards I think is almost thrown away. I think the day is 

fast coming when we will have to resort altogether to the newspapers 

to advertise our fairs. 

Mr. Blackstock: Our fair has been in the habit of investing one hun- 

dred, one hundred and twenty-five, and sometimes as high as two hundred 

dollars in lithographs. When they were distributed over the county you 

could only see one occasionally. If Buffalo Bill’s show happened to be 

coming about the same time they would put in two or three thousand 

dollars’ worth of posters, and our little bills would be lost sight of. You 

can not advertise fairs in competition with such shows, for it belittles the 

interests of the fairs. If I were secretary of a fair I wonld not buy a 

single poster; | would put what money I had into newspaper advertising, 

as Mr. Downing has suggested. 

Mr. Hulet: I have been advertising fairs for the past seven or eight 

years, and each year I have spent less and less money on lithographs and 

‘posters. Ihave used the newspapers to advertise in more and more as the 

years have gone on. I have been afraid, however, to abandon the poster 

advertising entirely, not knowing what the result would be. I have at 

each fair put out some posters, and have put out little fence stickers with 

vnly the date of the fair on them. The advertising that has counted, 

however, has been the newspaper advertising. We haye some eleven 

newspapers in our county, and thirty days before the fair I had them 

filled each day with references to the fair. These went in as news items. 

I believe in one fair advertising the next. If we have a good fair 

this year the exhibitors will advertise it for next year. If they have been 

well treated at one fair they will talk the year around about it, and will 

be sure to exhibit at the next. Then the .only thing you have to get 

before the people the next year is the date for holding the fair. That 

you can get before them through the newspapers. 
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Dr. Myers: We had a successful fair at Fort Wayne last year. I 

think fairs can be advertised entirely through the newspapers, and this 

advertising can be done cheaper than by the billboards. We had a num- 

ber of local items in the papers every day, and they cost us nothing. We 

spent about fifty dollars with each paper in the city, and averaged from 

three to five doHars with each of about forty country papers in that part 

of the State. We had some large posters, but most of the advertising was 

done through the newspapers. It was my first year as secretary of the 

fair, and at the close of the fair we were four thousand dollars ahead. 

The year prior the fair was forty-three hundred dollars behind. 

We had a Pike at our fair, and one attractive feature was the stock 

parade. We had that every day at 1 o’clock. We did not confine our- 

selves to local exhibitors, but encouraged all the big breeders and im- 

porters to show their stock there. 

I had the pleasure last month of meeting with the Ohio State Fair 

Board of Managers. Every one of the secretaries presenc said they had 

educational exhibits. They recommended that feature highly. Some of 

them said they began with a very small space for that exhibit, but now 

they have the very nicest buildings on the ground for their educational 

exhibits. They say that is a good advertisement. Every child is ex- 

pected to have an exhibit at the county fair, and every child that has an 

exhibit there will surely draw three or four of his own family there to 

see it. They claimed that through that feature they largely increased 

their general admissions. 

President Insley: The next order of business is the eleetion of 

officers. 

Mr. Wallace: I do not think it is out of place for me, as one of the 

younger members of this Board, to suggest to you the name of the man 

who occupies, I believe, the most important position on our Board. We 

have listened to a very interesting discussion of the aftractions that 

should be allowed at fairs. I want to nominate for President of this 

Association Mr. H. L. Nowlin, the man who has charge of our depart- 

ment of privileges. He is one of the most practical fair managers we 

have on our Board. 

Mr. Clore: I had intended to place in nomination for the office of 

President of this Association a man who undoubtedly needs the sympathy 

of this organization, and who certainly needs some recognition—Mr. W. 

E. McDonald. 

Mr. McDonald: I ama Democrat, but I am not looking for office. It 

is not fashionable nowadays for Democrats to be in office. I beg to de- 

cline. 
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Mr. Blackstock: I second the nomination of Mr. Nowlin. 

There being no further nominations for President, Mr. Nowlin was 

elected by acclamation. 

Mr. Hulet, Crawfordsville, was elected Secretary. 

The meeting was then adjourned sine die. 



FIRST ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 

Indiana Live Stock Breeders’ Association. 

At the 1904 meeting of the Indiana Industrial Association a call was 

extended to the various live stock organizations to appoint three members 

each as committees to meet together and consider the organization of a 

State Live Stock Breeders’ Association which would haye’for its object 

the promotion of live stock interests in Indiana. The following associa- 

tions responded to the eéall: 

State Board of Agriculture, Short Horn Breeders, Angus Breeders, 

Indiana Swine Breeders, Hereford Breeders, and Wool Growers. After a 

thorough discussion of the feasibility and possibilities of sucli an organi- 

zation it was decided to organize a State Breeders’ Association, the busi- 

mess of which should be conducted by a board of directors to be composed 

of three members from each of the various breeders’ associations repre- 

sented in the committee. After the election of officers the secretary was 

instructed to prepare and present at the first annual meeting a constitu- 

tion and by-laws. 

OFFICERS AND EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE FOR 1904. 

ETESTMENt=—- Wallis ae VOD DIM Starrs a tayerweice ten deeie eee real ctee, Neteeae Horace 

ViceyPresident— joer Cunning amen sancti dee ek eee ere ies Peru 

CCE ELA e lege sy Kal IN OT Sy ct ays va lors totes ovat is ORCI nope nnays seme Lafayette 

Pirea Surender les eM OMPSOMs seis acres sallohs ee een See Gas City 

PxXeecubiveCommittee—-We- dk BeCket.-24).0 ssc cc eee eerste Indianapolis 

DIRECTORS. 

State Board—Joe Cunningham, Peru; Oscar Hadley, Danville; David 

Wallace, Indianapolis. 

Swine Breeders—Ed Hodson, Anderson; Frank Moore, Rochester; W. 

O. Canaday, Frankton. 

Short Horn Breeders—W. S. Robbins, Horace; J. M. Donnelly, Ander- 

son; Tom Christian, Indianapolis. 

Angus Breeders—George Henderson, Lebanon; William Avery, Wal- 

dron; W. J. Becket, Indianapolis. 

15—Agri. (225) 
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Hereford Breeders—Clem Graves, Bunker Hill; C. BE. Amsden, Shelby- 

ville; W. C. Haueisen, Indianapolis. 

Wool] Growers—J. L. Thompson, Gas City. 

The purpose of this Association is: 

1. Not to do away with existing breeders’ associations; but 

2. To unite them in a common cause; 

3. To give them better standing and greater influence in furthering 

live stock interests; 

4. To secure the best authorities in the United States to discuss 

topics of vital importance and interest to all breeders and feeders at the 

annual meeting; 

5. To bring breeders in contact with one another and promote good 

fellowship among them; 

6. To encour: ge young men in the live stock business; 

7. To give breeders influence with State and National legislative 

bodies, that needed legislation and appropriations for live stock interest 

may be secured. 

CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE INDIANA LIVE STOCK 

BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

Article I. This Association shall be known as The Indiana Live 

Stock Breeders’ Association. 

Article II. The object of this Association shall be to promote live 

stock breeding and feeding, and general improvement in the herds and 

flocks of the State, as well as unite live stock men in a Common cause. 

Article III. The business of this Association shall be conducted by 

a Board of Directors, which shall be composed of three members from 

each of the various breeders’ associations represented in the organization 

and elected or appointed by them for a period of three years. 

Sec. 2. The majority of the members of the Board of Directors shall 

constitute a quorum for the transaction of business for the Association. 

See. 3. This board from its own members shall elect a President, 

Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and one Executive Committeeman, 

each from a different live stock association, who shall appoint such com- 

mittees as they may deem advisable to further the ends of the Associa- 

tion. 

Sec. 4. The Executive Committee shall consist of th President, 

Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and one other elected by the Board 

of Directors from their own number. 

Article IV. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all 

meetings of the Association; to enforce the observance of the constitution, 

by-laws and rules of order, 
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Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the Vice-President to preside at all 

times when the President is absent, and perform the duties of the Presi- 

dent. 

Sec. 3. The Secretary shall keep a record of the members and pro- 

ceedings, receive and make record of all money paid in, conduct all cor- 

respondence of the Association, and present a report of the plans and 

proceedings of the Association at the annual meeting. 

Sec. 4. The Treasurer shall keep all moneys belonging to the Asso- 

ciation, and disburse the same under the direction of the Association and 

according to its laws. He shall present for approval each year at the 

annual meeting a report of all money collected and disbursed, together 

with all obligations and claims of the Association. 

Article V. All elections of officers shall be by ballot, and shall be 

held at the regular annual business meeting, at such time and place as 

the Board of Directors shall designate, after due notice has been given. 

The term of office shall commence immediately after the annual meeting, 

to continue for one year or until others are elected to fill their places. In 

case of a vacancy occurring in any office, the Board of Directors shall pro- 

ceed to an election to fill the vacancy at the first session of the board. 

Article VI. Any person interested in the feeding and breeding of 

pure bred or grade stock or in the promotion of live stock interests in 

the State may become a member of the Association for one year by the 

payment of $1 to the Secretary, who shall give a receipt for same. 

Article VII. The constitution may be amended with the approval of 

two-thirds of the members present at the annual meeting of the Associa- 

tion. Any proposed amendment, addition or repeal must first be approved 

by the Board of Directors. 

BY-LAWS. 

Article I. Meetings of the Association shall be of such length and 

character as the Board of Directors shall agree upon, and shall be held 

annually the first Thursday after the first Monday in January, for the 

purpose of considering any business that may come before the Association, 

and discussing such topics as may be deemed advisable to Turther its ends. 

Sec. 2. The President shall have the power to call a special meeting 

of the Directors at such time as, in his judgment, the affairs of the Asso- 

ciation demand. 

See. 38. All bills incurred by the Association shall be approved by the 

Secretary previous to payment by the Treasurer. The Treasurer shall 

show receipts for all money paid out. 

Sec. 4. The program committee, through the Secretary, shall prepare 

a program for the annual méeting and arrange the details for its ren- 

dering. 
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PROGRAM. 

Thursday Morning, January 5, 1905. 

9:00 a. m. Meeting of Directors. 

10:60 a. m. Address—‘Co-operation Among Live Stock Breeders,” Fred 

H. Rankin, Secretary Illinois Live Stock Breeders’ Asso- 

ciation, Urbana, Il. 

11:00 a. m. Business Session. 

“The Indiana Association, Object, Plans, Etc.,’’ J. H. Skin- 

ner, Lafayette, Ind. 

The meeting will also be addressed by Ex-Senator W. a. Harris and 

others. 

All live stock breeders and feeders are invited to attend the meeting, 

and to become members. 

FIRST ANNUAL MEETING INDIANA LIVE STOCK , 

BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION. 

The first annual meeting of the Indiana Live Stock Breeders’ Associa- 

tion was called together at the State House, Indianapolis, Indiana, on 

January 5, at 11 a. m., with President Will Robbins, of Horace, in the 

chair. 

President Robbins: We have with us to-day Mr. Fred Rankin. Many 

of you know him persenally, and perhaps all of you know him by repu- 

tution. He has kindly agreed to come over here and tell us what he knows 

about certain things in which we are very much interested. I have the 

pleasure, gentlemen, of introducing to you Mr. Fred Rankin, of the Uni- 

versity of Illinois, Secretary of the Illinois Live Stock Breeders’ Associa- 

tion, who will speak to you upon the subject: ‘Co-operation Among Agri- 

cultural Organizations.” 

Mr. Fred Rankin: Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Indiana Live 

Stock Breeders’ Association: 

If agricultural advancement has been rapid in the immediate past, 

it will not be less rapid in the immediate future. We are in the midst 

of the movement, and a thousand new questions and readjustments are 

up for settlement simply because agriculture is assuming new proportions 

on the earth and entering into new relations among the affairs of men. 

Conditions are unusually favorable just now for extreme develop- 

ment in agriculture. There is great public interest in the matter; govern- 

ments, state and national, are committed to the policy of publie aid to 

this end; the educational spirit of the times is in sympathy with indus- 

trial and practical training. ‘Learn to do by doing” is the American 
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motto, and there has never been a time and may never be another so 

favorable for developing American agriculture to its highest possible 

estate. 

Agriculture can not be capitalized like mining or manufacture, and 

its development must therefore depend upon organized public effort. This 

fact is now well recognized and the most immediate question to be deter- 

‘mined now is, who shall lead in this business of the further development 

of American agriculture? 

Great movements do not rise spontaneously and conduct themselves 

to successful conclusions. There must be leadership and rational direc- 

tion, and the practical question before us all just now is the proper man- 

agement of this wave of energy and spirit of progress in such a way that 

it shall not spend itself without accomplishing its full and perfect work. 

Now, I know that in a case like this the tendency is to pray for a 

Moses or a Joshua to lead us. But I do not believe it will ever be done 

that way. 

With the present popular interest in agriculture, champions will not 

be wanting. The larger question is, Who of all those interested in agri- 

culture is best fitted to walk at the head of the procession and carry- the 

flag? Who shall assume the privileges and accept the duties of leader- 

ship; and who by common consent shall be considered as directing this 

great movement for better agriculture? Shall it be the agricultural press, 

which is the exponent of agricultural thought? Shall it be the colleges 

of agriculture, which instruct in advanced ideas? Shall it be the experi- 

ment stations, which are the sources of new discoveries? Shall it be the 

politicians, who make our laws? Or shall it be the farmers themselves, 

who live by agriculture? Or shall it be individuals, institutions, or asso- 

ciations? 

Let us see whose business it is to accept the responsibility of leader- 

ship. 

We all know the power of the press in molding public sentiment, in 

teaching wholesome doctrines, in correcting or causing correction of evils 

both public and private. Is there a more potent power than this to lead 

in this great work? 

We are not unmindful of the great educational value of annual shows, 

from the county fair, bringing together the best of local productions, up 

to the district and State fairs and to the great national and international 

expositions. All are educators in the best and highest sense of the term 

and bring together an illustrative collection that puts to shame our latest 

individual effort, and the marvel always is, what will the next be like. 

But there are other forces to be considered. 

We have at least one college in every State whose special business 

it is to teach the best that has yet been discovered regarding agricultural 

practice. Surely here is a force that must be well to ‘the front and a 

safe exponent of the highest standards. It is easy to See and maintain 
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the position that nowhere else on earth are standards so safe as here, 

where trained men give their lives to the careful study of human experi- 

ence in the line of scientific knowledge; not only that, but every one of 

these colleges is connected with an experiment station, provided with 

funds and trained investigators for further research into unknown fields. 

Can it be possible that anywhere else there is a force at work so potent 

as the college and station for the conservative yet rapid development of 

this great industry? 
And yet it seems to me that we have all along overlooked the ulti- 

mate object that must be reckoned with. To no other force or individual 

does agriculture appeal with such tremendous significance as to the man 

who earns his own bread and butter and supports the life of his family 

by what he is able to get out of the soil. He knows agricultural condi- 

tions as no one else can know them. Itis bone, blood and sinew to him, and 

I submit the proposition that agriculture has a deeper meaning to this 

man that lives upon the land by the labor of his hand and brain than it 

can possibly have to any other man on earth; and, therefore, not the press, 

able and powerful though it is; not the great exposition, successful though 

it may be as a public educator; not the college, whose business it is to 

teach the young, nor the experiment station, even though it may extend 

the boundaries of knowledge far beyond anything attainable by the indi- 

vidual farmer—it is none of these that shall lead the procession that is 

working for the development of agriculture, but it is the farmer himself, 

the man who gets his living from the land, the man who walks upon the . 

earth; it is he who realizes as no other man can realize that all flesh is 

grass. The responsibility is his and he must accept it. No matter what 

the press may print, no matter what the colleges may teach, or stations 

learn, or the expositions exhibit, nothing can be really accomplished until 

this man living upon the land shall put it into actual operation; this man 

who is, and from the nature of the case must be, at once the beginning 

and the end of all real advancement. He is the Alpha and Omega of the 

whole matter. 

But this individual farmer is equal to the task; there is not enough 

of him; his experience is too limited; he may be a fruit grower only, or 

possibly a cattle producer, and he may spend his life in developing a new 

kind of strawberry, or a better method of feeding. Therefore, to be ef- 

fective this individual farmer must be taken collectively and when organ- 

ized into an association, such as this, there is nothing he can not accom- 

plish. 

Gentlemen, if any problem in agriculture is now clear to me it is this: 

That upon associations like yours rests the exclusive responsibility of 

leadership in the development of agriculture. It is saying nothing against 

the agricultural press, the exposition, the college, the station or any other 

of the forces that must labor and whose laborers are all needed for the 

final accomplishment of the purpose—it is saying nothing against any of 
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all these, but it maintains the proposition that leadership is to be by asso- 

ciations such as are here represented. Clearly no other force is so com- 

petent to assume this leadership; and to me no other problem in agricul- 

ture is so clearly solved as this—that the various agricultural associations 

representing the united powers of the men of the State most represent- 

ative of agriculture—these must accept the responsibility of the leader- 

ship, each in its own line. Of all the forces that shall contribute to the 

betterment of this particular branch of agriculture, the improved live 

stock breeders’ associations should take the initiative in everything that 

will better the industry. There are some things the associations can not 

do, and these things must be otherwise provided for. For example, your 

Live Stock Breeders’ Association can not publish a paper. I do not think 

it ought—it is not a machine that will work well in that capacity. I do 

not think it ought tg hold a fair, because it could not be as successful as 

other and broader organizations, such as your State Board of Agriculture, 

have been. I do not think a live stock breeders’ association should con- 

duct a college or even an experiment station, even if it had the available 

funds, but it should see to it that these forces are set in operation and that 

their activities are bestowed in regular and orderly manner, and in such a 

way as will most rapidly advance the live stock interests. 

In maintaining the position that agricultural associations should ac- 

cept the responsibility of leadership of all movements tending to uplift 

and advance the agriculture of the State I do not forget nor would I 

minimize the work of any element of this progress. The agricultural 

press has a work that no other force can accomplish; so it is with the 

exposition, the college and the experiment station. These many activities 

are not conflicting, but supplementary each to the other; but it is impera- 

tive for the best results that we all clearly understand and agree as to 

where leadership belongs. 

Right or wrong, equal or unequal to the task as we may be, it is both 

the privilege and duty of farmers themselves to study the possibilities 

and needs of agriculture and to work in season and out of season for its 

most perfect development. It must be done when it is done, as the result 

of a common sentiment among progressive farmers. When a few scores 

or a few hundreds of thinking men begin to think alike and then perforce 

to act alike, and when it is done it is already put into the lives of the 

people and it lasts forever. 

Last winter in Illinois the chairman of one of our organizations said 

before the appropriations committee, that was considering an item for 

agriculture investigation: ‘We do not ask this appropriation as a favor. 

We do not ask to put our hands in anybody’s pocket. All we ask is to 

be allowed to put our hands in our own pockets and to take out some 

money for the benefit of our business.” 

That is a telling argument. No college or station or paper can talk 

that way, and when the money is voted upon considerations such as this 
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these representatives of the people will hold the associations responsible 

for results, and they ought. 

The colleges, the stations, the fairs and the press are all educators, 

and we can not do without them, but they serve the people, while the 

associations are the people themselves. I would not say a word against 

the efficiency of the college and stations, the fairs or the press; far from 

that, they are powerful agencies of progress. They have been estab- 

lished and supported by the people to do each a particular thing. It is, 

therefore, for the people to sustain them. They may and should criticise 

them, make them better if they can, reorganize them if they must, but 

they must support them, and if they expect results they must support them 

well, for this business of advancing agriculture is an expensive business. 

These agricultural organizations, therefore, are the typical represent- 

atives of the people in matters agricultural, and they can not if they 

would escape their responsibility. If agriculture is not developing as it 

should in Illinois, Indiana, or any other State, we may say the press is 

inefficient, the fairs badly managed, the college and the station lazy or 

incompetent—we may say all these things, and they may be true, but in 

the last analysis the agricultural organizations are chargeable for the 

conditions, and they can not shirk the responsibility. 

These associations are chargeable with the conditions, whatever they 

are, because they represent presumably the foremost men in agriculture; 

they have effected organizations presumably to some purpose and they 

have taken names that carried with them inevitable responsibilities. 

They are responsible for conditions, whether good or bad, because in this 

country the people constitute the court of last resort, and right or wrong, 

we and everybody must abide the final verdict. 

Because in this country the people are sovereign and they alone can 

say what shall and shall not be done, what taxes shall be levied and for 

what purposes, what new enterprises shall be undertaken and what shall 

be abandoned—for this reason, if for no other, a yoluntary association of 

the people, with a formal organization and a name, not only constitutes a 

power for work, but it accepts more responsibilities than can be laid on 

any public officer by the vote of his constituents. 

But when a body of progressive farmers organize in the name of live 

‘stock, for example, they take upon themselves the duty as well as the 

privilege not only of supporting existing agencies for the advancement of 

this interest, but even of effecting reorganization and of 1nstituting new 

agencies for this advancement. 

You of these associations may be taught many things as individuals 

by college and station men, by editors and reporters, and they would not 

do their duty if they did not tell you things you had not known before. 

They may therefore contribute to your education and success in business; 

that is what you keep them for. They may advise, admonish, urge or per- 

suade you as individuals or as an organization, but they can not dictate 
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what you shall do or what your policy shall be. They are dependent upon 

you and not-you upon them. You may support them bountifully and en- 

courage them to better exertions or you may crush the life out of them, 

and nobody but you will answer for it, because you hold the power you 

do, because you occupy the position you do. And I may add as a logical 

sequence, that whatever the efficiency or the lack of it in any agency cal- 

culated to uplift and promote agriculture, it is upon our agricultural 

organizations that shall rest the final verdict. 

Among other things I believe that the agricultural organizations will 

see to it that the colleges and experiment stations, which are their special 

charge, shall receive adequate support, not only because it is their peculiar 

duty, but because it will pay. And when both our colleges and organiza- 

tions shall more fully understand the natural dependence of one and the 

duty of the other, then we shall get on faster with agricultural develop- 

ment. 

It is poor business policy to permit other people and other competing 

countries to know more of our resources and agricultural methods than 

we know ourselves, and yet that is exactly what we are doing. At the 

present time duly commissioned agents of four foreign governments, to 

wit: Germany, Belgium, Japan and Brazil, are traveling through our 

States studying live stock conditions. These experts applied to and were 

given letters of introduction from the Department of Live Stock of the 

Universal Exposition to stockmen in Indiana and other States, and when 

they shall have completed their investigations and made their reports, 

their governments and people will know more about our conditions than we 

ourselves. I hold this to be a bad policy—for us—and that it is poor 

economy to neglect or delay the closest study possible of the industrial 

conditions of this and other countries. 

There is a future for live stock interests not yet dreamed of, and their 

future is very largely in the hands of your Association and will be what 

the live stock people make them. It is for you to say what shall be done, 

and how, and when: The future of your college and station is largely in 

your hands. You have made a splendid beginning; you have given to 

your agricultural college a splendid new building. Will you take the next 

step? I am confident you will not stop with a great building. Special 

appropriations for special purposes—that is the next step—the great prin- 

ciple that will bring about rapid and increased development in agriculture. 

The activity of your college and experiment station and the usefulness 

of your State fair depends upon funds entirely. If there is available for 

the great work which these agencies may accomplish only what can be 

spared out of the appropriations from the general government and the gate 

receipts at the annual fair, the development will be slow indeed, but if 

the agricultural associations represented at this meeting see the need of 

spreading out upon the broader plain of aggressive development and see 

to it that means are provided, your college and station and State fair can 
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do a great and helpful work. One that will be substantial advantage to 

the individual stock man and to the State at large. No other interest 

means quite so much to the State as her live stock, because not only agri- 

cultural values, but all others, are greatly enhanced thereby, and because 

it is the only practical way of maintaining the fertility of the land. These 

interests are yet only in their infancy. Indiana is not only the center of 

population, but is also the center of what is by nature the greatest live 

stock region in the world. The greatest and cheapest of feeds—Indian 

corn—fiourishes here as nowhere else on earth, unless it be across the line 

in Illinois, and the proper destiny of corn is to make meat. It seems to me 

that to sell this corn of ours in the rough for another to feed, to fill an- 

other man’s pockets and to enrich another’s possessions is an agricultural 

crime. Indiana should raise more and better live stock. We have the 

lands, the feed and the brains to doit. All that we lack is the information 

well diffused among the stockmen, but this information is within the reach 

of any live stock community in the world that has the energy and persist- 

ence to get it and to use it. 

I believe that our sister States should lead in a most serious and 

systematic study of this great subject. We must remember that what is 

done or not done rests substantially with this and similar associations. 

because they officially represent the live stock interests. What you say 

should be done, will be done. 

The money that goes into the development of industries is about the 

only taxes that ever return a revenue. You ask, will it pay? I wouid 

say that there is no question that money devoted to investigation pays 

and pays immediately. Will it increase taxes?. Well, yes, it will some- 

what. Illinois two years ago decided to put $50,000 a year into the educa- 

tion of her young men in agriculture in addition to her experimental work. 

Now, that was a little less than $1.00 for every square mile of Illinois 

territory, it was less than $0.01 for each six acres of land, less than a 

nubbin of corn to an acre of ground; and the speaker has yet to find the 

first man who is not willing to give that nubbin to the education of young 

men in practical agriculture. 

There is another way in which we find that co-operation is helping 

Illinois agricultural associations. In addition to the regular program, 

consisting of addresses and discussions, we always hold sessions devoted 

to the judging of different specimens of live stock, where the animals are 

used as object lessons. Reasons are given, explanations made, and ques- 

tions answered in regard to all points under consideration. The subject 

of good breeding and correct feeding is intelligently and profitably con- 

sidered. Last year we held a meat cutting and judging demonstration. 

There were over 500 people in attendance at this session. How many of 

the average stockmen or boys upon the farm have an opportunity to study 

typical specimens of the various classes and market grades of live stock 

and to have their characteristics pointed out by experts? 
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I know that some are saying, ‘‘Let him attend the fairs, that is what 

they are for—to teach the people.” Have any of you ever considered the 

actual condition of an average young man, not a breeder, at our great 

live stock expositions? He is just beginning, we will suppose, or in any 

event, he realizes his deficiencies and has come to learn. 

This friend of ours at the fair, he looks in vain for specimens illus- 

trating market classes—for exhibits representing the market end of the 

live stock business. He sees fine specimens of pure bred animals—under 

blankets. He discovers one uncovered and a number of interested parties 

standing about evidently examining it as an interesting specimen. Being 

eager to learn, he edges up to it a point or two; everybody is looking wise 

and saying little—or nothing. Shortly he ventures a question—of course 

it is an awkward question, but it is an honest one, from a questioner who 

doesn’t know that it is an awkward place for questions and that almost 

anything pointed is out of order. In any event his question is certain to 

express his fundamental ignorance. They were debating, each in his own 

mind, weighty and delicate questions. He does not belong in their class, 

and they know it, and his questions prove it, and he knows it—now, so 

that the answer he gets, while not intended as a: rebuff, serves as such, 

and he soon learns wisdom by experience and keeps still. 

He thinks perchance to fare better with an attendant and gain some 

information through him. Vain hope. He may learn some day that it is 

one of the high arts to get anything valuable out of an attendant. 

But surely this seeker after knowledge, this neophyte who goes about 

expressing his ignorance, hungry for the very crumbs of knowledge, surely 

he will fare better at the show ring. Not very much better. He sees 

perhaps the finest specimens of many breeds—different attempts under 

different conditions to meet needs that stand out clearly defined in the 

minds of great breeders, but that to him have barely an existence with 

the most hazy outlines. 

He sees the judging going on from a distance. He can not get close 

enough to the animals to study them, if he knew how. He sees the 

ribbons tied and knows that a decision has been reached, but it means 

nothing to him. He saw that the judge was in a brown study. What was 

he thinking about? What comparison was he making? He would really 

like to know, but nobody ever will know all that was passing through the 

judge’s mind—the nice discernment to detect good and bad, the keen judg- 

ment to weigh relative values and the diplomatic considerations that went 

to make up the decision. These are the really valuable elements of the 

show, but they are a part of the machinery and not of the show. So 

this man goes home feeling that he has seen some great animals, but 

their connection with market demands, or with his affairs, is yet a puzzle 

to him, and he does not know, and will never learn in this way what con- 

stitute the distinguishing characteristics of either market classes or the 

different breeds. 
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Now, no such amount of mystery should surround this matter. This 

man ought to be able to get before an animal that represents a market 

type or breed, and somebody ought to be there to tell him why it is a repre- 

sentative animal and to point out the typical characteristics. The knowl- 

edge this man seeks is not particularly difficult of acquirement if only 

the conditions are favorable. I am perfectly well aware that this au- 

dience will say that the picture is overdrawn. I tell you it is not over- 

drawn. I have seen these people by the dozen, by the score, by the 

hundred. You whom I address are fayored people. You can find out 

anything you really want to know about an animal, and so can I, now; 

but the time was when I was in exactly the condition I have pictured, 

and I know the predicament of this individual thoroughly well; and I 

know that this species is yet in existence in large numbers. 

Now, I must not be misunderstood in this matter. What I have said 

is not in criticism of our fairs; it has been said to show that they are not 

and can not be educators of the public in all the matters they need to 

know. Live stock expositions are and must be for the exhibition of the 

choicest animals that human skill can breed. They: will likely be pedi- 

greed animals of the highest class, and they can not be indiscriminately 

handled by a curious mob. The judge can not be questioned even by those 

who would like to know what he is thinking about. He can not think 

aloud. He can not give all the reasons that prompted his decision. The 

reputation of whole herds is placed in his hands. Great interests are at 

stake that would suffer more by discussion than by defect in the showing. 

He must care for the interests of breeders, and the judge may not take 

advantage of his temporary position and turn teacher to the multitude. 

The mass of stockmen and young men must get their elementary infor- 

mation somewhere else, and with animals that mean less to their owners 

than do those shown at our great expositions. Naturally, then, the college 

comes to us as the proper institution for disseminating available knowl- 

edge and information among young breeders and farmers. 

I might speak of the work which our association is doing in Illinois 

in co-operation with the station. We find that the closer we keep to our 

agricultural college people the better off we are. I have been connected 

with the college for four years, but all of the remainder of my life was 

spent on the farm, and I still manage my own farm, and I expect to 

return there soon. Four or five of our associations grouped together or 

pulled together and asked help for the experiment station. At the last 

Legislature we had an appropriation. Our association received $25,000.00 

for experimental work in the station; and another association $25,000.00 

for soil investigation; the dairy association, $15,000.00; the corn growers, 
$10,000.00—wwell, there was $85,000.00 spent for experimental work and 

investigation along these lines. The work was controlled by the indivi- 

dual association—there were five members who constituted an advisory 

board or committee, who served for two years. The live stock people at 
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their annual meeting elected five members to serve as advisory members 

for two years and make plans for it. This whole thing was planned out 

by Professor Mumford in co-operation with five leading stockmen of [lli- 

nois. Our soil investigation committee took up their work on that line. 

Nine sub-stations in Illinois tested corn. We have two or three represent- 

atives of the college study actual conditions in regard to feeding cattle 

on the farm, and actual market conditions. They go around and take 

notes and keep records of the weights and gains and the food consump- 

tion. We are trying to bring the work of the college and the stations 

close to the farmers. The question is often asked of us as to whether the 

money is appropriated to the association or to the university. It is given 

to the university for the special purpose of extending different lines of 

investigation. 

Now, I have spoken quite personally in regard to what we have done 

in our own State. We do not do this with a spirit of boastfulness. We 

are trying to bring ourselves up, and the people of Illinois feel personally 

responsible for the work we are doing. The organization stands for 

something. The people have assumed this responsibility and it is to be 

hoped that they will carry it out and follow it up. Now you have a class 

of representative, responsible men interested in this work who can accom- 

plish anything they set about. I know your work will aid us and help us 

in Illinois. 

Gentlemen, I thank you very much for your kind attention. 

President Robbins: I am sure we have had a grand talk from Mr. 

Rankin, but just now our time is very limited. We will take perhaps five 

minutes, if anyone wishes to ask Mr. Rankin a question. He has pretty 

clearly shown us what we should do and it seems to me it is a pretty big 

job he has saddled onto us. 

We have with us teday Colonel Harris, of Chicago, and I am sure he 

is in a position to speak on co-operation among farmers and breeders. 

We will now give him a chance to say something along this line. 

Colonel Harris: Mr. President and Gentlemen—My presence before 

you is entirely accidental. I came down here yesterday in order to make 

a little talk as a representative of the National Shorthorn Breeders’ Asso- 

ciation. Your Secretary wrote me that he would like to have me stay 

over and meet with you. I did not know exactly what topic would be 

discussed, but I am very glad that I could take advantage of the invita- 

tion, as it gives me an opportunity to hear your program, and especially 

as it gave me an opportunity to hear the paper, which was very able and 

very carefully thought out, and very well prepared, on the subject of 

organization. 

I want to say to you now that I want to bring you down to earth. 

It is all well and proper to appeal to your pride and your intelligence. If 

you build up the agricultural interests of your State you must use every 
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power that is within you to advance your own interests in that line in 

the way of developing and improving the business. There is a sterner 

phase of the question and of affairs today that demand your most serious 

attention. You have only begun to consider this subject, and you must 

consider it seriously. You have got to fight the world, the flesh and the 

devil along other lines than self-improvement, and the greatest need of 

organization today, gentlemen, is to fight the enemy on the outside. I 

have been connected with the Shorthorn Breeders’ Association for a great 

many years as director, etc., and in the last year I have been especially 

connected with them representing the interests of that great association. 

We have been meeting with the railroad men, with the ranchmen, pack- 

ing house people, ete., trying to adjust strikes and everything of that 

kind, and I have a very acute sense of the attitude which the live stock 

interest takes toward the rest of the world. . 

I want to talk about the necessity of good, serious organization not 

only for education and improvement and development, but a fighting or- 

ganization by which you can protect each other and your rights as people. 

I would like very much to see a change in the title of your organization. 

I believe it now is the Improved Live Stock Breeders’ Association of the 

State of Indiana. Why not Live Stock Breeders’ Association of Indiana? 

Isn’t every man who feeds steers interested? Isn’t every man that 

ships his cattle to market interested? Isn’t every man who has a 

herd of grade cows or raises calves to sell, whether he feeds them 

himself or not, interested? Isn’t a man interested whether he feeds his 

hogs or sheep on his farm or sells them to someone else to feed? What 

is the situation in the live stock interest? We have got to look at the 

conditions of this great enterprise. It is a stable business. It should not 

go along by fits and starts. As the little boy said, “God himself can not 

make a two-year-old steer ina minute.” It isa matter of gradual produce. 

The production is comparatively stable. There are two great factors. 

These factors are the production and the ultimate consumption. It is 

stable in every essential way, and yet while in the market there is noth- 

ing so fluctuating as the price of live stock. It is up one week and the 

next away down, bringing as a consequence ruin and distress, as it is 

bringing to thousands and thousands who are connected with it. It is 

not alone between the consumer and the producer. First there stands 

the transportation companies who take it down to market; then the man- 

ufacturer is in the way; then comes the retail dealer, and the retail 

marketer, and finally it is retailed to the stock yard companies who con- 

stitute a step in this transfer from the producer to the consumer. We 

also have the commission men. We can not do without the transpor- 

tation companies, of course, and we have no desire to do away with 

them, and they cannot do without us. Every business in the world de- 

pends upon agricultural prosperity. It would mean destruction to every- 

thing in this world if this were taken out. The last two years have been 
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years of war between all of these interests. The producers damn the 

railways, and the railways damn the packers; the packers damn the com- 

mission men, and they pass it on to the stock yard men; the railway men 

damn the producers and all the rest because they do not get just what 

they want. The commission man says that everyone is at fault except 

himself. The simple truth is that packers take advantage and create a 

monopoly and press the market up, and they do this to suit their own 

convenience, and so it goes. It is absolutely chaotic. This is certainly 

a disgrace to the twentieth century. The nineteenth century has been 

marked wonderfully by the creation and extension of the powers of the 

corporations. They are beginning to see, however, that they can not 

stand absolutely in defiance of the public will simply for the sole pur- 

pose of making money. They are permitted to exist because of the serv- 

ice they render to the public. Vhe great packing houses are beginning 

to see that they can not occupy this position of antagonism, and all along 

the line there must be a change. 

Last February I was unexpectedly put upon a committee of cattle- 

men from the West, chiefly to represent the Shorthorn Breeders’ Associa- 

tion. We conferred with the leading railroad men in Chicago who op- 

erated lines northwest and southwest. It was the first time the matter 

had been presented in the way it was. We invited them to be present a 

day at one of our meetings; we also invited the packinghouse men and 

the live stock commission men, and I had the honor of presenting the case 

in behalf of the committee,.and I told them the exact position and con- 

dition of things. We wanted to stand face to face with these men and 

see whether or not they were not honest enough and sincere enough to 

treat this matter upon the basis of mutual interest. We were all very 

much interested and that littl meeting was very successful, and led 

to some very important results. We presented our grievances, which 

were— 

First. Exorbitant charges in many cases; 

Second. Inefficient service, and, 

Third. The taking away of our contract rights. 

These things are now adjusted as a result of that meeting. Many 

other complaints were also adjusted. We did not propose to give up any 

rights that we had; as a result of that meeting, and the results must be 

more or less satisfactory, I attended a great many meetings !n the Hast 

and organized the Interstate Livé Stock Growers’ Association. We pro- 

posed to have some one judge as to the reasonableness of the rights. 

Mutual dependence was made manifest in every possible direction and 

a movement was put on foot for the reorganization of the National Live 

Stock Association. It has been in existence for a number of years. It 

represents the great range associations and many cattle growers’ associa- 

tions of the States west of the Mississippi. We have not yet been able 

to get in touch with the States east of the Mississippi so much as we 
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would like to be, simply because the States east of the Mississippi have 

had no organization. They, too, need to be reached. We must do this 

after we carry on the warfare west of the Mississippi. 

Then came the President’s message. I am glad to say I found more 

common sense in that message than anything I have heard for a num- 

ber of years, and it seems to me he is with us right straight in this fight. 

[Here Colonel Harris read the remarks supposed to have been made 

by President Ingalls, from the President’s message to Congress. ] 

Now, the President of the United States and one of the greatest 

railway men in the country states what I have endeavored to show con- 

cerning this great live stock interest. Next week there will be held at 

Denver one of the greatest and most important meetings held in America 

or on American soil for many, many years. There has been a certain 

désire on the part of a great many concerned, principally Mr. Frank Ha- 

gerbarth, who was elected president of the National Live Stock Associa- 

tion, to make a change in that great organization, and it is absolutely 

necessary there should be live stock organizations in every State in the 

Union who can be in touch and be represented in the affairs of the or- 

ganization, and the plan is given by Mr. Hagerbarth, who is a large 

ranch owner. He is interested in cattle shipping, to say nothing of other 

business. He has been spending months in going around seeing the most 

important railway men in the country. This is a great question, which 

should be settled upon the basis of mutual interest. Everyone has said 

that they are willing to do anything that will Dring about a better under- 

standing, with less friction; that it will help them, and that it will help 

us. He went to see the market houses, and was told by them that they 

would come out in the open and give them a square deal, and that they 

would put any necessary amount of money up to bring about this kind 

of an organization. They are tired of resting under the entire enmity 

of all the American people. They said to him: “We are doing a legiti- 

mate business and we can show it, and we propose to do what we can 

to bring about a betterment of conditions in the market.’ He has seen 

the presidents of the Union. Stock Yards companies in Chicago and IKan- 

sas City, and was assured by them that they were in favor of better 

things. The National Live Stock Commission is only a committee to 

bring these things about. The great difficulty is on account of the unor- 

ganized side of the live stock industry all.over the country. We must 

have organizations like these you are launching today, not only devoted 

to building up and improving the business, but to advance more intelli- 

gent and better methods and all these things, but you must legislate and 

conduct the affairs in connection with the outside world, and you must 

represent your people. You will find men interested in these things 

whom you might not expect to be interested. As Mr. Rankin has well 

said, you must not confine this to the men who have taken a little higher 

position in breeding the improved breeds. You must broaden out and 
/ 
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take any who are interested. What is the plan? The plan in reorgan- 

izing the live stock interests is to have everyone interested in it, in any 

way, shape or form, connected with it. And have the organization ap- 

point a general committee of five or ten or eleven, whichever they like, 

and then this committee will appoint one man who will serve on the 

central or executive committee, and they will appoint a secretary or 

chairman, or both, and employ a suflicient force to make that central com- 

mittee a bureau of information. With this to bring its influence to bear 

on the agricultural department it will extend its work in a great many 

directions. The truth of the matter is that this industry has been a lit- 

tle one-sided. It limped a little on the live stock leg. It has been doing 

a great deal for the farmers and grain growers and planters, but it has 

not yet quite reached what it ought to toward the live stock interests of 

the country. We should have a correct record kept in regard to live 

stock. There should be statistics kept. At the present time no one 

knows very much about this. We do not know whether we are coming 

out ahead or behind. The commission man does not know; no one knows. 

We want to bring about stability. When a man buys a steer for three 

and one-half cents per pound he wants to know with reasonable cer- 

tainty that if he feeds it properly and attends to it properly he will get 

from five to five and a half cents, or whatever it may be. He wants to 

know with a reasonable degree of certainty what will be the outcome of 

the whole affair. A man would like to know what a cow will bring him 

in the course of a few years. At the present time no one knows any- 

thing about it. Now, this great central committee that I speak of will 

represent the railways, the packinghouses and this association, and when 

any question comes up it will be referred to the members of this special 

committee which represents these interests, and if it is possible for an 

ad,ustment by face-to-face, heart-to-heart talks, there will be this cause 

of friction removed. No one gives up any legal rights; no one gives up ” 

the right to appeal to the Interstate Commerce Commission; no one gives 

or says anything about the anti-trust law, but as intelligent, patriotic 

people living in the beginning of the greatest century the world has ever 

known, we want to see if we can not arrive at these things in a fairer, 

better, broader and more business-like manner and in a more Ameri- 

ean spirit. 

Now, gentlemen, I am delighted to find that you are just organizing 

here. I want to say that this is just what should be done in every State 

in the Union. Next week at Denver appeals will be made on behalf of 

the live stock interests in every State, and appeals will be made to the 

live stock interests to get themselves shoulder to shoulder and prepare 

to act with intelligence, and elect representatives, and endeavor to bring 

about an adjustment of all these questions—all of these difficult questions. 

There are lots of them in the way. I anticipate a regular row from one 

end of next week to the other in attempting to settle the matters and 

16—Agri. 
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in attempting to arrive at a basis of understanding. Texas cattlemen are 

opposed to it. They have been fighting the railways through the Inter- 

state Commerce Commission. They think they are almost on the yerge 

of success. We would not stop a movement of that sort. They have 

been fighting the packinghouses. Neither would we stop that. We want 

an organization that will settle these questions in a more pleasant, a bet- 

ter, more intelligent manner. War is becoming unfashionable. It is go- 

ing out of date, and arbitration is beginning to take its place, both na- 

tionally and individually. We are going to work out a plan to this end. 

We think they will be willing to pay what is necessary to bring this 

about. As Mr. Rankin has well said, it is quite true that most of the 

expenses of anything like this fall heavily upon a comparatively few 

men, and yet the expenditure of one dollar per annum per member would 

be all that you could possibly be called upon to give in order to support 

this movement. Of course if it does not prove beneficial in the course of 

two or three years, it will be abandoned, but no intelligent man in view 

of the situation today can say but that it is the right road to travel. The 

difficulties in the way are simply to be overcome; they were made to be 

overcome. That is the way we look at these things. 

I am truly glad you are starting this organization. I wanted to 

eall your attention to what is going to take place in Denver next week. 

I hope we will be successful there and that similar organizations to this 

will be formed all over the country. We have a very strong one in IKan- 

sas; also in Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska. I will be in Nebraska the end 

of the month. Yes, we have a good, strong organization there. 

I want to say to you that this is the situation that confronts this 

great organization, which is the foundation of everything. As I have 

said before, were it not for agriculture there would be nothing. 

Gentlemen, I thank you very much for your kind attention. 

President Robbins: If anyone has a remark concerning either or 

these addresses—the one of Colonel Harris or Mr. Rankin—on any point 

of this subject, we will now hear him, but I should like to ask you to 

be as quick about it as possible, as it is getting about the time we are 

in the habit of eating. 

Secretary J. H. Skinner: I do not want to be spokesman for this 

body, but it does seem to me that we have had our duty pointed out pretty 

clearly by Senator Harris and Mr. Rankin. It looks like we are not in 

this for fun; the need of a good organization has been emphasized. I have 

enjoyed listening to these men, and I think we all realize the possibili- 

ties of the State Live Stock Association in a way we never did before. 

Now in regard to one point that Senator Harris made. He stated 

that they could not put their finger on anyone that represented the live 

stock interests in the States east of the Mississippi. That is the thing 

we are getting in the State organization, and it seems to me that these 
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statements are facts we should think on and keep in mind in all of our 

work, and try to make our association reach all men who are at all in- 

terested. 

I think the suggestion in regard to the name of our association is in 

order. 

President Robbins: If no one wishes to say anything further along 

this line we will adjourn. We have been here longer than we expected. 

This is the first meeting of this association, and { feel that it has been 

a good one. I think I am safe in assuring Colonel Harris and Mr. Rankin 

that if they will come next year we will show them a larger meeting. 

This is a movement that I am heartily in sympathy with myself and I 

think all of those connected with it are, and I am quite sure good will 

come of this. All things have to have a start, and as Colonel Harris 

‘said last night, obstacles will come up, but they were only made to be 

overcome. That is what we will have to do in this matter. 

If there is nothing further we will stand adjourned to meet here the 

first Thursday after the first Monday in January, 1906. 
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OF THE 

Indiana Corn Growers’ Association, 

Held at Indianapolis, January 4, 1905. 

Hos MeMahany (deceased) here sect ei cians .. President. 

DP) AR MATS Ne inc ato, aa se O56 oleae tale esene eens ome Reetene Vice-President. 

Scott wMerkKs: seksi ewes Ge teats elses ciceke Secretary-''reasurer. 

The meeting was called to order in Room 12, State House, January 

4, 1905, by the Vice-President, D. F. Maish, of Frankfort, Indiana, and 

after requesting the members of the association to stand and join in 

repeating the Lord’s Prayer, he made the following remarks: 

Gentlemen of the Indiana Corn Growers’ Association—lI feel that it 

would be ungrateful‘in me if I did not say something of the work done 

by your late lamented President, and I feel that the beginning of this 

meeting is the time to say what I wish before proceeding with the 

program. 

I knew Mr. McMahan to be a man full of life and energy, and it 

seems but yesterday that he was enjoying the pleasures of living. It 

is hard for us to realize that he has passed away, as his death was so 

sudden and unexpected to all who knew him. 

Some of you know that a like sorrow came to me on the 7th of Sep- 

tember, when our home circle was broken by the death of a child eleven 

years old, and you will perhaps realize with what sad feelings I have 

come to this meeting. My heartfelt sympathy is extended to Mrs. Mc- 

Mahan. 

The Indiana Corn Growers not only lose a great and efficient worker, 

but the State of Indiana loses an honorable citizen as well. 

The committee met November 17 and arranged the following program 

for this meeting: 

(244) 
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 4, 1905. 

Morning Session, 9:30 a. m. 

Call to order by President D. F. Maish, Frankfort, Ind. 

Correct Shape of a Grain of Corn........... E. H. Collins, Carmel, Ind. 

Questions and Discussions. 

Vitality of Seed Corn and How to Keep It..A. B. Hostetter, Springfield, Il. 

Questions and Discussions. 

Corn Breeding for Practical Farmers..... A. T. Wianck®d, Lafayette, Ind.. 

Report of Committee on Score Card........... .J. P. Davis, Sheridan, Ind. 

Afternoon Session, 1:15 o’Clock. 

Election of officers. 

Seed Bed and Cultivation of Corn......... J. H. Gwaltney, Poseyville, Ind. 

DISCHSSIONS WeAch eae TM Suen e ed volta mee T. A. Coleman, Rushville, Ind. 

Advantages of Organization and the Market End of Corn........- 

A. B. Hostetter, Springfield, Ill. eee MeN eT SL Slee aie) eels) ee) alo) s)e) a) oLu a *s\\e) 4) she (oe) 's)\e 8) 2 

Questions. 

There are many things which might have been placed upon the pro- 
gram, but we thought it besst to do theroughly a few things and get the 
best results rather than touch lightly on a great number and receive no 

benefit from any. 

The object of this asso ciation is known to you all. It is not only 

to instruct us how to raise c orn, because most of us Know how to do this, 

but it is how to grow better corn in Indiana and to learn more about the 

corn product and its uses. 

I believe that we have ) most of us learned how to produce a perfect 
ear of corn, but do we kno w how to save it, and how to use it, so as 

to utilize every bit of the product? This is an important feature and 
the matter should be looked after so the Indiana farmer may receive the 

best and the most for his « »rn product. I recommend that this organi- 

zation agitate this question , 

There are thousand of acres of’ corn stalks standing in the fields to- 

day, and this is a great \ vaste, anid something should be done so that 

the whole product could | 3e utilizad in some manner and thereby turn 
this waste into profit. 

The corn crop in Indi ana is becayming larger every year, and to give 
you some idea of the ma’ gnitude of thie product I will give you some fig- 
ures on last year’s crop: ‘There were 4,015,179 acres of corn planted in 
Indiana last’ year, and this yielded 14 2,807,478 bushels of corn, averag- 

ing 33.07 bushels to th @ acre. | 
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Counties having the largest acreage in Indiana were as follows: Ben- 

ton, Tippecanoe, Shelby, Rush, Newton and Montgomery, named in order 

of their standing. The‘ highest yield per acre in the State was in Tipton 

County, averaging 46.16 bushels to the acre. 

Mr. Maish was followed by Mr. Collins of Carmel, Indiana, who 

spoke on. \ 

THE CORRECT SHAPE OF A GRAIN OF CORN. 

In selecting corn, if the farmer would pay more especial attention to 

the uniformity of the kernel, shape and size, he would achieve a much 

better stand and crop. : 

It is very essential that the shape of the grain of corn should be 

taken into consideration when the selection is being made for seed. A 

long, wedge-shaped kernel, broad at the tip and one that contains a large 

germ is the best. Every kernel should carry a large germ to insure strong 

vitality. It is also important that we consider the size, color and length 

of the cob when making the selection. 

The ear should taper, with straight rows of kernels, and the tip should 

be well covered, and be sure that the butt and the tip are sound. The 

color of the cob is another important point to be considered when making 

the selection. The color should be the same as that of the seed, as this 

indicates purity. Do not select a cob that is pink while the kernels are 

white, because if you do your corn will be of a mixed variety. 

The ears should be full and strong from the butt to within a short 

distance of the tip. Good butts are considered as important by many 

growers as good tips. 

As to the value of the corn, shape is much more important than 

uniformity. 

_ The space between the rows should be considered and side space 

also, as this aids in good maturity. 

If we desire a good, healthy corn crop, we should use great care in 

selecting our seed to plant and get the best that can be had. 

Mr. Collins had samples of corn showing the difference between a 

good ear and a bad one. He also had drawings illustrating the correct 

shape of a grain of corn which would produce the most satisfactory 

results. 

After the close of Mr. Collins’s address the association had a few 

minutes for discussion. 

Mr. Tindal, of Shelby County, had samples of corn of this year’s 

growth, which be desired the members of the Association to see, and also 

desired their opinion of the quality. 
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After examining the samples it was found that they had not ma- 

tured sufficiently and the grains were in a shriveled state. It was the 

opinion of the members that this was caused by the poor season, and 

although the corn was of good size it lacked the other,points that are 

essential to good seed corn. 

Mr. Walker, of Hancock County, and Mr. Apple, of Marion County, 

took part in the discussion. | 

Mr. Hostetter, of Springfield, Illinois, secretary of the Farmers’ In- 

stitutes of that State, spoke on 

THE VITALITY OF SEED CORN AND HOW TO KEEP IT. 

The life of every grain of corn is’ in the germ, and that means a 

great deal. 

Like all animals and other plants, the corn has two genders, the mas- 

culine and feminine. Although every grain of corn on an ear is of the 

same mother, they are of different parentage on the father’s side. In or- 

der to have the highest vitality both of the parents must be of strong- 

vitality. 

Now, a great many things must be taken into consideration concern- 

ing the vitality of the corn. We can not expect to have the highest 

vitality in a grain of corn if we continue to raise corn on the same land 

year after year until the soil is impoverished, and if we do, the vitality 

will deviate, as the soil is too impoverished to nourish the stalks suffi- 

ciently to give the ear the proper nourishment in order to secure this 

high vitality. ; 

You will also have a poor quality of corn if you plant a poor grade 

of seed. Plant the best that you have on the impoverished soil and you 

will get better corn than if you plant a poor grade of seed on good soil. 

This will prove to us that it is an essential point to consider the quality 

of seed when making your selection for planting, even more than the soil. 

I am glad to see so many young men in this meeting. We are trying 

to get the young men of Illinois interested in the work of corn growing. 

You know it is a very difficult thing to get the men who have become 

fixed in their habits to take up new ideas and methods, and in our State 

we are looking to the young people to carry on the new line of work. _ 

We have an experimental station for the benefit of the farmers of 

Illinois, and we find it to be a great help in getting the people interested 

along this line. 

It is just as essential to maintain the vitality of corn as in any other 

plant life. The corn for seed should be raised under the best possible 

conditions. 
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Corn that may do well and yield a large crop in Illinois might not 

do as well in Indiana. We should bear in mind that corn can not be 

taken too far from its habitat; that it often takes it two or three years 

to become acclimated, and if we do secure a good seed corn from a dis- 

tance and try to grow it, you will be only experimenting and need not 

expect a large yield the first year or so. As a rule it is better to get the 

very best seed corn that can be secured in the neighborhood where it is 

to be planted, and the results will be more satisfactory. 

If you desire to raise seed corn of the highest vitality you want to 

cut off the tassel of all the weak stalks. 

It is wonderful how the corn plant will respond to an intelligent sys- 

tem of breeding and selection. The corn that will yield the most is the 

corn that we want to grow. 

Mr. Hostetter closed his remarks by relating an old Indian legend 

of a beautiful maiden, the corn and the bean, and by quoting Longfel- 

low in “Hiawatha Blessing the Cornfields.” 

“Sing the blessing of the cornfields! 

Buried was the bloody hatchet, 

Buried was the dreadful war-club, 

Buried were all war-like weapons, 

And the war cry was forgotten. 

There was peace among the nations; 

Unmolested roved the hunters, 

Built their birch-canoe for sailing, 

Caught the fish in lake and river, 

Shot the deer and trapped the beaver; 

Unmolested worked the women, 

Made their sugar from the maple, 

Gathered wild rice in the meadows, 

Dressed the skins of deer and beaver. 

All around the happy village 

Stood the maize-fields green and shining, 

Waved the green plumes of Mondamin, 

Waved his soft and sunny tresses, 

Filling all the land with plenty. 

’T was the women who in spring time 

Planted the broad fields and fruitful, 

Buried in the earth Mondamin; 

’Twas the women who in Autumn 

Stripped the yellow husks of harvest, 

Stripped the garments from Mondamin, 

Even as Hiawatha taught them. 

Once when all the maize was planted, 

Hiawatha, wise and thoughtful, 
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Spake and said to Minnehaha, 

To his wife, the Laughing Water: 

‘You shall bless tonight the cornfields, 

Draw a magic circle round them, 

To protect them from destruction, 

Blasts of mildew, blight of insects, 

Wagemin, the thief of cornfields, 

Paimosaid, who steals the maize-ear! 

In the night, when all is silence, 

In the night, when all is darkness, 

When the Spirit of Sleep, Nepahwin, 

Shuts the doors of all the wigwams, 

So that not an ear can hear you, 

So that not an eye can see you; 

Rise up from your bed in silence, 

Lay aside your garments wholly, 

Walk around the fields you planted, 

Round the borders of the cornfields, 

Covered by your tresses only, 

Robed with darkness as a garment. 

Thus the fields shall be more fruitful, 

And the passing of your footsteps 

Draw a magic circle round them, 

So that neither blight nor mildew, 

Neither burrowing worm nor insect, 

Shall pass o’er the magic circle.’ ”’ 

At the close of Mr. Hostetter’s address a discussion followed and 

questions were asked. Mr. Benjamin, of Lake County; Mr. James, of 

Bartholomew County; Mr. Peters, of Clinton County, and Mr. Cunning- 

ham, of Miami County, took part in the discussion. 

Professor A. T. Wiancko, of Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 

gave the following address, illustrating the same with charts: 

CORN BREEDING FOR PRACTICAL FARMERS. 

The improvement of corn by breeding along definite lines is no longer 

a work of the scientist or professional seed grower alone. That it can 

be done easily and by every farmer on his own farm has been proven 

beyond a doubt. The scientists of the country have worked out sim- 

ple and effective methods which any farmer can follow, and, by the use 

of a little judgment in selecting his seed, he can, in a short time, make 

very marked progress towards producing what he wants, 
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It will not be necessary here to enter into a separate discussion of 

theories. Let us proceed at once to take up one or two lines along which 

the ordinary farmer can improve his corn, and outline the methods of 

procedure. ; 

Breeding for Large Yields and Uniform Quality.—To begin with, select 

a number of ears of corn of the desired type. The ears should be of good 

average size. The shape should be as nearly cylindrical as possible, with 

a proper proportion of circumference to length. The rows should be 

straight; the kernels should be deep, moderately rough, of moderate 

breadth and thickness, with a strong, well-developed germ and uniform 

in size and shape throughout the length and circumference of the ear. 

All the ears selected should be as nearly alike in every respect as pos- 

sible. ; 

In making this selection the score card of the Indiana Corn Growers’ 

Association will be a good guide. The larger the number of ears used 

in this work of breeding the more rapid and pronounced will be the prog- 

ress. For the purpose of our illustration, let us assume that twenty ears 

are selected. After a satisfactory selection has been made each ear 

should be tested and proven perfect in germinating power. The ears 

should then be carefully tipped and butted, discarding all irregular, small 

or otherwise imperfect kernels. They may then be shelled and preserved 

separately until planting time, or they may be shelled directly into the 

planter at the time of planting. 
For the breeding plat, select a uniform piece of ground in good 

average condition. This may be located in a place by itself, away from 

all other cornfields, or it may be one side of a regular cornfield. If the 

latter location is chosen, it should be on the windward side of the field, 

i. e., on the side from which the prevailing winds come at the time of 

tasseling. This should be done in order that the rows may be protected 

“as much as possible from the pollen of the corn in the main part of 

the field. . 

The corn from each ear must be planted in a separate row, or in two 

or more rows, according to the length. When more than one row per 

ear is required, the rows should alternate with rows planted from another 

sar. A careful record of the number of the row or rows in which each 

ear is planted should be made. For greater accuracy and as a guide for 

future selection, a brief written description and pedigree of each ear used 

should be made before it is shelled. 

As soon as tassels begin to appear the largest number of desirable 

but alternate rows should be selected for detasseling. If there appears 

to be much difference in the time of tasseling, select the earliest rows for 

detasseling. The outside row, or preferably the two outside rows, should 

not be detasseled. Assuming that the odd numbered rows are selected 

for detasseling, begin with row No. 8, and carefully pull out or cut out 

the tassels as rapidly as they appear. In no case should any of these 
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be allowed to ripen pollen. Aside from these selected rows, all weak or 

otherwise inferior stalks in the tassel rows should also be detasseled, so 

that they may not take part in fertilizing the selected rows. The object 

of this detasseling, you will remember, is to prevent inbreeding. 

When the corn is ripe husk the product of each of the detasseled 

rows separately. In case there was more than one of these planted from 

a single ear, they should be put together. You can now compare the 

products of the various ears and make your selection of single ears for 

the next year’s planting. In determining the lots from which to select, 

the two important factors to be taken into consideration are the yield 

and the proportion of ears of the desired type. Select the rows, or lots, 

which gave the largest yields and the largest proportion of ears true to 

the desired type. Both factors must be considered. Accurate weights 

of the yields must be made, and these should be recorded in the pedigrees 

of the ears which produced them. Selection should be made only from 

the detasseled rows, because they are the only ones of which you are 

sure that they have not been inbred. Inbreeding weakens the consti- 

tution and may result in a very inferior product the next season. Select 

from at least two lots and use the ears from the better one for the 

mother plants,’ or the detasseled rows next year. Possibly three or four 

lots will be good enough to select from. After you have made your selec- 

tion for next year’s seed plat, the remainder of the good ears in the 

good lots should be selected as seed for the next year’s bulk crop. A con- 

tinuation of this method of breeding and selection is bound to result in 

more and better corn, and you will be many times repaid for the entire 

time and labor involved in this work. 

Breeding for Higher Feeding Value.—In breeding for higher feeding 

value the same general methods as in breeding for yield and uniformity 

are followed, with the addition of selecting the ears that are rich in the 

important food constituents—namely, protein and oil. In this selection 

give due attention, first of all, to yielding power and uniformity. These 

qualities must never be lost sight of. The larger the number of ears 

from which you can select the better. 

First select for their general qualities several times the number of 

ears you intend to use, and then go over them again for their feeding 

value, and select for use those ears the kernels of which have a large pro- 

portion of germ and a small proportion of the white floury matter. Ex- 

amine several kernels from each ear by cutting them crosswise near the 

tip and lengthwise through the middle, as shown in the chart. The ker- 

nels of each ear are approximately alike. The relative proportion of 

germ, horny and. floury portions can thus be easily seen. The larger the 

germ the better, because it is richest in protein and contains most of 

the oil. The horny portion contains the largest total amount of protein 

in the kernel. 
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A short discussion followed, led by J. P. Davis, of Sheridan, Ind. 

At the close of Professor Wiancko’s address Vice-President D. F. 

Maish announced that the Committee on Score Card would report to the 

Association what had been done. 

J. P. Davis, of Sheridan, Indiana, made the report of the committee: 

It has been five years since the score card has been changed, and 

revision was necessary. The new score card contains all the essential 

points that go to make up the perfect ear of corn. The following is an 

explanation of points of corn score card: 

Note A. Cuts.—Where the number of points to be cut is not specified 

the scorer must use his best judgment and cut each ear according to 

its degree of variance from the standard and the value of the perfect ear. 

Note B. Disqualifications—A white cob in yellow corn or a yellow 

cob in white corn should disqualify the exhibit. An ear whose vitality 

has been killed should also disqualify the exhibit. 

Note C. Size of Exhibits—Hach exhibit should consist of ten ears. 

1. Trueness to Type or Breed Characteristics (10 Points).—All the 

ears in the exhibit should be true to variety type in size, shape, color, in- 

dentation, size and shape of kernel and other breed characteristics. 

2. Shape of Ears (5 Points).—The shape of the ears should conform 

to the variety type. The ear should be full and strong in the middle por- 

tion and should not taper too rapidly towards the tip. The rows should 

be straight. 

3. Color of Grain and Cob (10 Points).—The color of the grain should 

be true to variety, even in shade and free from moisture. White corn 

should have white cobs and yellow corn red cobs. For one or two mixed 

or crossed kernels on an ear cut + point, for three or four cut 4 point, for 

five or six cut } point, and for more than six cut 1 point. Varying shades 

or color in grain or cob should be cut according to the degree of variance 

from the standard. 

4. Vitality of Seed Condition (10 Points)—The ears should be well 

matured, firm and sound. The germ should be uninjured, large, bright, 

fresh and vigorous looking. 

5. Tips of Ears (5 Points).—The form of the tip should be regular 

and not too tapering. It should be well covered with straight rows of 

regular kernels, of uniform size and shape. Proportion of tip covered 

must be considered, but irregular, shallow or small kernels may be more 

objectionable than uncovered tips. Cut 4 point for each tip exposed one 

inch. Yor irregularities and lesser exposure cut from 1/10 to 1/2 point, 

according to judgment. 

6. Butts of Ears (5 Points).—The rows of kernels should extend in 

regular order over the end of the cob, leaving a depression when the 
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shank is removed. Open, swelled, expanded, flattened and pinched putts 

are objectionable. Cut from 1/10 to 1/2 point, according to judgment. 

7. I<ernel Uniformity (10 Points)——The kernels of all the ears in 

the exhibit should be uniform in size, shape, color and indentation and 

true to the variety type. 

8. Kernel Shape (10 Points)—The kernels should be deep and so 

shaped that their edges touch from tip to crown. The tips of the kernels 

should be full and strong, giving room for large, strong germs, which in- 

sures vigorous as well as high feeding value. Very small or very large 

kernels are undesirable. ‘ 

9. Length of Ears (5 Points).—The length of the ears should 

conform to the standard of the variety. Uniformity in length is desira- 

ble. Add together the deficiencies and excesses in ‘length and for each 

inch so obtained cut the exhibit 4 point. 

10. Circumference of Ears (5 Points)——The circumference of each 

ear should conform to the standard of the variety, or should be in sym- 

metry with the length. Measure the circumference at 4 the distance 

from butt to tip of ear for each inch of the sum of the deficiencies and 

excesses cut the exhibit 4 point. 

11. Space Between Rows and Kernels (10 Points).—The furrows be- 

tween the rows ot kernels should be wide enough to permit the ear to dry 

out readily, but not so wide as to lose in proportion of corn to cob. Space 

between kernels at the cob, in either direction, is highly objectionable, 

denoting immaturity, lack of vitality, low feeding value and a small pro- 

portion of corn to cob. Space of this kind should be cut heavily. 

‘12. Proportion of Corn to Cob (15 Points).—The proportion of corn to 

cob should be determined by weight and should conform to the standard 

for the variety. For each per cent. below standard cut the exhibit 14 

points. 

General Standard of Perfection for Indiana.—A perfect ear of corn 

should be cylindrical, or nearly so, in shape. The length should be not 

less than eight inches and the circumference should be three-quarters of 

the length. The rows should be straight. 

After a short discussion it was moved and seconded that the reso- 

lutions for the adoption of the score card be laid on the table, and the 

Association adjourn until after dinner, the card to be taken up at the 

resumption of business at 1:15 p. m. The meeting adjourned. 

At the afternoon session the score card was again taken up and 

adopted by the meeting. 

A committee composed of Professor’ A. T. Wiancko, of Purdue Uni- 

versity, Lafayette, Indiana; E. H. Collins, of Carmel, Indiana, and J. P. 

Davis, of Sheridan, Indiana, were named as an examining board, before 
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whom all applicants who desire certificates as expert judges must pass 

an examination. Certificates will be issued by this board to all success- 

ful applicants. 

Election of officers for the ensuing year was then taken up by the 

Association and the election resulted as follows: 

President—D. IF. Maish, Frankfort, Indiana. 

- Vice-President—J. P. Davis, Sheridan, Indiana. 

Secretary-Treasurer—a. G. Mace, Lexington, Indiana. 

Owing to the absence of J. H. Gwaltney, of Poseyville, Indiana, who 

was to give a talk on “Seed Bed and Cultivation of Corn,” Mr. Collins, of 

Carmel, was asked to take his place upon the program, which he did, and 

gave the following interesting talk: i 

An old, successful farmer once said that he did not understand why 

we had to use so costly machinery nowadays; that when he was a boy 

he paid 10 cents to sharpen a barshare, and that he broke his corn ground 

with it, harrowed it with a wooden-toothed harrow, marked it off with 

a single shovel, dropped corn by hand, covered it with a straddle-jack 

and tended it with the single shovel; that he grew sixty bushels per acre 

and was out 10 cents, and his tools were not worth ten dollars. Now we 

must have every stump out, ride a fifty-dollar break-plow, twenty-five- 

dollar harrow, twenty-dollar roller and a twenty-seven-dollar cultivator. 

You work your corn from four to six times and don’t secure any larger 

yield than he did. 
My answer is embraced in .two propositions— 

1. In proportion as you work the humus out of your soil you will be 

compelled to use more costly and complicated machinery and to do more 

work on the Jand to wrench a profitable crop out of it. 

2. In proportion as you return the humus to the soil and reinstate 

a natural seed bed will you be able to raise a profitable crop any old way. 

Our common seed beds'are faulty in many ways, one of which is being 

too hard; that is, being puddled on account of lack of humus. The other 

is in being too loose. This sometimes happens by turning under yast 

quantities of strawy crops. This latter condition is made worse by run- 

ning the cultivator too deep in the first plowing. 

If the soil is mellow it should be allowed to remain firm in its lower 

parts. Nature delights in a firm seed bed for root growth. All she asks 

is that it not be puddled. When Mr. Crawford grew his champion straw- 

berries and vines he pounded his seed bed with a maul. If it had been 

as void of humus as some of our fields it would have turned to brick. It 

contained enough vegetable matter to prevent puddling and not enough 

to make it fluffy and open. 
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The plant rootlets that are so tender and porous and such good ab- 

sorbing organs are very numerous in a good natural seed bed. It is in- 

tended that they shall come in contact with moist earth in every fraction 

of their course. 

If the seed bed is filled with air chambers or with puddled clods these 

rootlets can not secure plant food and the plant often sends out roots 

in much larger quantity than necessary in order to secure food. This is 

exhausting on the plant life and dwarfing to its growth and yield. 

The ideal seed bed is well drained, fertile, rich and mellow with 

humus, fine and free from large air chambers and clods. 

After thoroughly discussing the subject of “What Constitutes the 

Best Seed Bed,” it was the opinion of the majority of the members of the 

Association that clover made the best humus after it was properly turned 

under with a large disc. 

Mr. Jones, of Bartholomew County, advocated the following plan: 

First year clover, second corn, third wheat, and fourth clover, ete. By 

following this rotation good crops would be the result and the soil al- 

ways in good condition. 

Mr! C. B. Benjamin, J. J. W. Billingsley and O. A. Somers were ap- 

pointed as a Committee on Resolutions. They submitted the following 

resolutions: 

“Whereas, The very unexpected and lamented death of H. F. Mc- 

Mahan, the President of this Association, has removed from our midst an 

active worker, one who had more to do, probably, in the organization of 

this Association, and did more than any one else in advancing the work 

of corn improvement in this State; therefore, 

“Resolved, That we unitedly express our respect and appreciation of 

the valuable service which he rendered in the work of this Association; 

“further, resolved, That his many virtues and nobleness of charac- 

ter should be emulated by all, in that his life work was helpful to all 

with whom he labored. There was so much in his home and social rela- 

tions—so much in his public spirit and activity, a man so true to his 

word and best impulses, that we are glad to point to him as a splendid 

example of that high type of manhood that should ever challenge our 

admiration; ' 

“Wurther, resolved, That the foregoing statement and resolution be 

made a part of the records of this Association, and that we terder to 

his family our heartfelt sympathy for the loss of one so beloved; and 

that the Secretary of this Association cause a copy of these resolutions 

to be presented to the family.’’ 

After the reading and adoption of the resolutions a few minutes was 

given for expressions of remembrance of the late President. The follow- 

ing members spoke a few words of commendation; 
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Mr. Jones, of Bartholomew County; L. A. Barrett, Danville, Ind.; Mr. 

T. B. Barkley, Franklin County; Mr. George Walker, Hancock, Ind.; Mr. 

H. D. Tufts, Dearborn County; Mr. J. P. Davis, Sheridan, Ind.; A. W. 

Tindal, Shelby County; Mr. L. B. Clora, Franklin, Ind.; Mr. J. P. Prigg, 

Daleville, Ind.; J. C. Richards, Putnam County; Mr. T. A. Coleman, Rush- 

ville, Ind.; Mr. W. A. Alexander, Rush County; Mr. W. Osborn, Randolph 

County; Mr. Jacob Orth, Vigo County; Mr. W. 8S. Dunlap, Marion, Ind., and 

Mr. D. F. Maish, Frankfort, Ind. 

The committee submitted the following resolutions also regarding 

legislation to be sought by the Association before the coming General 

Assembly: 

“We, your committee, desire to congratulate the corn growers of In- 

diana, in behalf of this Association, on the splendid attendance of their 

representatives in this meeting of today, and it is with great pleasure 

we are enabled to note the wonderful progress made in this, the most 

valuable branch of the State’s greatest industry, not only in the improved 

quality, but in the largely increased quantity per acre, and the intelli- 

gent conservation of plant food so essential to the growth of all farm 

crops. 

“By reason of the limited aid rendered our experimental station the 

burden and expense has been borne by the few; therefore, we declare it 

to be the sense of this meeting that State aid wisely rendered and judi- 

ciously applied would insure a benefit to all our people, and we recom- 

mend that a committee of three be appointed to make presentations of 

our needs to the Legislature.”’ 

The resolutions were adopted by the Association and the following 

committee was appointed to act_in co-operation with other agricultural 

committees to aid in getting suitable legislation that will be of benefit to 

the farmers in general: 

Mr. D. F. Maish, Frankfort, Ind.; Mr. T. A. Coleman, Rushville, Ind., 

and Mr. C. B. Clora, Franklin, Ind. 

Senator Moss, of Brazil, gave a short address before the Association. 

He assured the members that their representatives in the coming Gen- 

eral Assembly would do their part if the sentiment was right and if it 

had the people back of it. 

Mr. Hostetter, Springfield, llinois, again addressed the Association 

upon the subject of ; 
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ADVANTAGES OF ORGANIZATION AND THE MARKET END 

OF CORN PRODUCT. 

I am heartily in accord with an organization of this kind, and I be- 

lieve you all are, judging from what I have heard here today. This or- 

ganization is doing a great work for the farmers of Indiana. 

We farmers of Illinois have found that close organization has proven 

to be of great help to us in giving us a better market for our product. 

I believe I told you this morning that our experimental station has 

proven to be a great source of help towards getting the people interested 

in this work. 

An experimental station means a great deal to men who are trying 

to improve the corn product, and the people find that the men in charge 

of this station are always anxious and willing to carry out their wishes. 

It has a tendency to bring about a closer organization amongethe farm- 

ers and helps to form a sentiment for the betterment of the corn product. 

There is no plant on earth that has such a great commercial value 

as corn. There is no other product that the people of the world depend 

on so much as they do on corn. 

We have improved the quality of our corn and now we must find some 

means whereby we can increase the yield per acre as well as the value 

of the corn that is produced. 

All the farmers of the corn-growing States should organize themselves 

into an association and co-operate in pushing this important matter along. 

We held a corn show or carnival at Peoria, Illinois, and it was sur- 

prising how enthusiastic the people all over the State became, not only 

the farmers, but the business men and the railroads took a great in- 

terest. The railroads offered prizes in the shape of a thousand-mile ticket, 

ete., for the best exhibit and gave low rates so as to enable the people 

from all parts of the State to attend. People came for miles to this car- 

nival. The citizens of Peoria became interested and they assisted in 

every way possible to make it a success. And it was indeed a wonderful 

success. 

I was somewhat surprised to hear that the average per acre in In- 

diana the past year was 32 bushels to the acre, as I was under the im- 

pression that Illinois was much farther ahead of Indiana in the corn 

product than that. The average for Illinois the past year was 34 bushels 

per acre. 

If the farmers will- form an association which will enable them to 

hold their grain, and be able to classify it according to quality and grade, 

they will find that it would be a great advantage and that they would 

receive much better prices for their product. 

17—Agri. 
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This could bé done by an organization forming a corporation and 

building grain elevators where the grain could be stored until the mar- 

ket was in a good condition. In this way it could also be classified ac- 

cording to quality. , 

A man connected with the experimental station tells me that about 

one-third of the value of feed is in the stalk and the majority of this ‘is 

going to waste. 

The manufacturers of corn product never allow any part of the corn 

to go to waste. When they buy a bushel of grain they do not allow one 

bit of it to go to waste. If there is no good market for it they make a mar- 

ket, and we ought to do the same—make a market for our stalks; the best 

market is, at the present time, stock on the farm. The farmer should 

learn to utilize the entire corn plant, the grain and stalk. 

In all the work we must look to the experimental station for the best 

work. You should ask your Legislature to give you an appropriation to- 

ward this, and I trust that when you do ask that your request will be 

granted, and that you will get a liberal appropriation to help you along 

with this work. 

After a short discussion of Mr. Hostetter’s address it was moved 

and seconded that the meeting adjourn. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p. m. 

The following names are those who are recognized by the Corn Grow- 

ers’ Association as expert judges of corn: 

ae) ees DG pistes ah Aba cisterns Sra rc on evar BIOn Sheridan, Ind. 

Raleie¢h lias: Wyatt oo. ae. A eels ee ake eee ADEE 2nGs 

QOPI IBOWieLS hie Secale ievs edicts ise tenes es cil) eteserens eee Muncie, Ind. 

Mey ISHED ch, cslaacic ee hale Ces chee ae SLL A VCLLE mene 

Gar CP EGTA VELSOME Grice cite severe teen) eee ete tens Bremen, Ind. 

Gaul. Kerlin hy: he gee cetera eornac nei. 7. . ranklin; “ind: 

121 i) Bb Lo kolo) Chea nears aay OREN Cosi aey LS Sick ih O'd Aonreen ko Lima, Ind. 

Te yiZeto Fed fis, (OD nel Sle eeepc Oras Giereronoh sig Sera Anionic ago Edwards, Ind. ' 

CA Assy STO Will aes Certo ceeaieee Te eee cero Franklin, Ind. 

EB MGIOTE yeheic sn ete. cas tobe eshens Cheticte te tatete te. Aca eee Franklin, Ind. 

WW: AAS, “A CIN OT ks ceafousescctetc ees anene sera oa tee ees Rushville, Ind. 

Te TDS SWANItESIGES AS (Fetch. seta « crontrie Menem rte Franklin, Ind. 

EM Bl. Collins: 2: oe eee oe bah eee eee carme leernGe 



REPORT. 

Ol THE 

’ 

Indiana Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention, 

Held at Lafayette, Ind., January 23-28, 1905. 

The Indiana Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention was called to 

order at 10 o’clock a. m. January 23 by D. F. Maish, President of the In- 

diana Corn Growers’ Association, with a good attendance and bright 

prospects for a good week’s work. 

Professor Shamel of the United States Department of Agriculture 

gave lectures daily on the various phases of corn improvement, namely: 

the improvement of varieties; important characteristics of the root, stalk 

and ear; corn breeding, the selection, storing and drying of seed corn. 

Each afternoon Professor Shamel spent his time in the judging room 

teaching the method of using the score card in selecting seed corn. The 

different varieties of corn were placed at the disposal of the farmers 

for examination, study and judging. 

Professor Hartley, also from the United States Department of Agri- 

culture, was present and gave some valuable information. 

His charts showing the effect of in-breeding and cross-breeding upon 

the vitality of the corn crop were very instructive. 

Mrs. Merideth and Miss Mathers gave lectures on “Home Economics,” 

“Household Sanitation’ and “The Chemistry of Cooking.” 

Quite a number of ladies were present throughout the week, and quite 

a little interest was aroused. 

Mr. T. EK. Orr spent the week giving lectures on poultry. “The Selec- 

tion and Management of the Flock,’ “Methods of Feeding,” “Kinds of 

Feed” and “Marketing”? were some of the subjects discussed. 

(259) 
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Chickens from the Lafayette poultry show were secured to illus- 

trate the types of the different breeds. 

The importance of the bee industry was also discussed in a series 

of lectures by Mr. Rowsome, of Canada. 

Round tables were conducted each morning and the following sub- 

jects discussed: 

“The Preparation of the Seed Bed,’ led by C. B. Benjamin. 

“Planting—Time and Manner; Culture—Manner. Depth and Fre- 

quency,” led by E. H. Collins. ; 

“Harvesting—Storing and Disposition of the Crop,’ led by J. J. W. 

Billingsley; and “Corn Planting, Cultural and Harvesting Machinery,” led 

by J. H. Gwaltney. The discussion was quite animated at each of these 

meetings. 

The different members of the agricultural faculty gave much of their 

time in giving lectures and assisting in the laboratories. 

Each afternoon Professor Skinner conducted the work in live stoecx 

judging at the judging pavilion. The different breeds of cattle and hogs 

at the Purdue farm were used in the work. An unusual interest was 

manifested when Flashlight and the other prize-winners at the late in- 

ternational were brought before the class. 

Professor Holden, of Ames, Iowa, incidentally stopping in Lafayette, 

upon invitation appeared before the convention Friday morning, and the 

corn growers were highly pleased with the few words that he had to of- 

fer. Tis reception was most cordial and aroused great enthusiasm. 

Professor Mumford, of Illinois, gave a lecture on “Economic Beef 

Production.” His lecture was full of good, solid facts that were of great 

benefit to those that heard him. 

The Corn School was undoubtedly the best ever heard. The attend- 

ance passed the four hundred-mark and the interest manifested was 

unusual. 

That this is a great and good work for the State is a_ self-evi- 

dent fact. 

Saturday morning was a business session, and the following are sug- 

gestions as to the needs of a future program: 
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1. The work should be better organized and more definite work done. 

2. The second afternoon a talk on scoring by the expert should be 

given in a separate room from the judging. 

3. The judging room should be under a department superintendent, 

who should require students to attend regularly and on time, or give up 

their places to others. He should require good work instead of visiting. 

4. A few samples of good corn of each variety should be on exhi- 

bition in the scoring room and in the lecture hall. Each sample should 

be plainly tagged, and, if desired, returned to the owner. 

5. Testing cases should also be on exhibition in the main lecture 

room, showing corn actually growing. 

6. Each department should have a superintendent. 

7. Committees may do well to confer with Professors Skinner and 

Van Norman on exhibiting live stock and dairy products in the lectures. 

Fine horses for noted breeders can be secured free of charge and 

would add life and charm to the week’s work. An exhibition of new fea- 

tures in farm machinery, such as edge droppers, spreader attachments for 

furrows, incubators, etc., should also be made. 

The committee might consider the time of holding the Corn School 

either before or after the short course opens. 

_ 8. More illustrations should be given, such as the study of a fat 

steer on foot, followed in a day or two by an exhibition of marbled meats, 

along with lectures by experts. Lectures by experts should also be given 

on foods and their preparation. 

9. Charts illustrating cuts of meat. fertilizers. feeding rations, house 

plans, lawns and the like should be constantly hanging on the wall of 

the main leciure room. 

Bulletins of various kinds should be on tables and a card stating that 

to secure them free one should register his name and address in a book 

on the table. 

A more systematic effort should be made to secure membership to 

the State Corn Growers’ Association, which should not be made em- 

barrassing. 

The following committees were appointed: 

1. Committee on the Future of the Indiana Corn School—E. H. Col- 

lins, Carmel, Indiana; J. B. Burris, Cloverdale, Indiana; E. C. Martindaie, 

Greenfield, Indiana; C. B. Benjamin, Leroy, Indiana; Amos Garretson, Pen- 

dleton, Indiana; J. P. Davis, Sheridan, Indiana; J. P. Prigg, Daleville, In- 

diana, and L. B. Clore, Franklin, Ind. 

2. Committee on Resolutions—J. J. W. Billingsley, Indianapolis, In- 

diana; Oliver Kline, Huntington, Indiana; J. H. Gwaltney, Poseyville, In- 

diana, and A. G. Mace, Lexington, Indiana. 
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3. Committee on Arrangements and Program—J. P. Davis, Sheridan, 

Indiana; C. B. Benjamin, Leroy, Indiana; J. B. Burris, Cloverdale, Indiana; 

Oliver Kline, Huntington, Indiana, and A. G. Mace, Lexington, Indiana. 

The Committee on the Future of the Indiana Corn School submitted 

the following resolutions: 

“We, your Committee on the Future of the Corn School and Stock- 

men’s Convention, report that we conferred with the professors of the 

agricultural college and with the prominent members of the Corn School 

as to the future needs and lines of work helpful to the interests of our 

annual convention. 

“The effort of the State Corn Growers’ Association in co-operation 

with Purdue has aroused such an interest in the study of agriculture that 

our attendance has exceeded our most sanguine expectations. We rec- 

ognize that in the future our duty lies, not only in increasing this interest, 

but also to join with the Purdue authorities to enlarge the scope and in- 

crease its efficiency. 

“Realizing the magnitude of the work before us, your committee re- 

quested, and readily obtained, an audience with President Stone on the 

best methods to pursue which shall insure that continued concert of action 

which has characterized our work up to the present time. Inthe conference 

with Dr. Stone we received a hearty’ welcome, in which the doctor ex- 

pressed his appreciation of the marked success and practical character 

of the work of this Corn School, and gave us his assurance of the con- 

tinued support of Purdue University. 

“Your committee suggests that this Corn School cordially invite all 

farmers of the State and their families to attend and enjoy the lectures 

of the week of the Corn School of 1906. 

“We appreciate the provision for the instruction of women in the pres- 

ent program, and recommend that this school make it a permanent feature 

of our future work. 

“Lastly, we recommend that the chairman appoint an executive com- 

mittee of three members of this school to confer with a similar committee 

of the university in arranging the program and yarious details of our 

Corn School for 1906. 

Respectfully signed, 

EK. H. COLLINS. 

J. B. BURRIS. 

BE. C. MARTINDALE. 

C. B. BENJAMIN. 

AMOS GARRETSON. 

J. P. DAVIS. 

J. P. PRIGG. 

L. B. CLORE.”’ 
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Resolutions adopted by the Indiana Corn School of 1905: 

“Whereas, The large attendance and unabated interest in the work 

of the Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention, which has seemingly in- 

tensified throughout the session; therefore, 

“Resolved, That we wish to commend the work to farmers and their 

sons and daughters throughout the State, and urge upon them to avail 

themselves of the advantages offered in these annual schools. 

“Resolved, That we appreciate the aid that has been extended to the 

school of agriculture by the university authorities in providing for the 

erection of a dairy barn and live stock judging pavilion, and seeing the 

need of a beef cattle wing, favor the erection of the same at an early 

date. 

“Seeing the results of the training and opportunities offered to young 

men in the school of agriculture; therefore, 

“Resolved, That we commend the work most heartily to the people 

of the State, and especially to their sons. 

“Whereas, There is an urgent demand for the training of our daugh- 

ters in domestic science and home economics, in that many heads of fami- 

lies are planning to send their daughters to private schools and to other 

States where such educational facilities are liberally provided; therefore, 

“Resolved, That we feel it is imperative that some provision be made, 

at an early date, for the establishment of a course in domestic science and 

home economics in our own agricultural school, so that it may be said 

that the training of our daughters for their life work is as well provided 

for as that of our sons. ; 

“Resolved, That owing to the great importance of the poultry indus- 

try in this State and the demand for training in such work, we urge that 

a course in poultry raising be provided for in the regular agricultural 

course. : 

“Resolved, further, That in order to strengthen the work in the agri- 

cultural school and broaden its power and influence, we commend to the 

university authorities the favorable consideration of the work thus out- 

lined by strengthening the agricultural faculty by such additions as may 

be found necessary. 

“Realizing the urgent need for investigations in soil improvement, 

corn and crop improvement, live stock feeding and dairy investigations; 

therefore, 

“Resolved, That in order that the Indiana Experimental Station may 

pursue such investigational work, we urge that the State Legislature, now 

in session, make appropriations as provided for in Senate Bill No. 191 

to the accomplishment of this end. 

“Be it further resolved, That we recommend that each member of this 

Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention, on their return home, circulate 
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petitions favoring the appropriations as provided for in the bill before 

named, and that they write to their Representatives and Senators urging 

that they favor and work for the passage of the bill. 

“Whereas, Death las removed from our midst. our esteemed friend 

and fellow-worker, Mr. H. F. McMahan; therefore, be it 

“Resolved, That we place on record this testimonial of our apprecia- 

tion of the great and lasting influences for the upbuilding of agriculture 

which he has had such a large part in setting in motion; be it further, 

“Resolved, By the Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention, in annual 

session assembled, that the Secretary is hereby instructéd to make this 

resolution a permanent record of the Corn Growers’ Association. 

“Be it resolved, That we hereby express our hearty appreciation of 

the work done and services rendered in behalf of the farmers of Indiana 

by Professor P. G. Holden, Professor A. D. Shamel, Professor H. W. Mum- 

ford, Mr. T. E. Orr, Mv. H. R. Rowsome, Miss Mather, Miss Merideth and 

the faculty of Purdue University, who have contributed to the efficiency 

of the work and the success of the Corn School and Stockmen’s Con- 

vention. 

‘Be it resolved, That we hereby tender the thanks of the Corn School 

and Stockmen’s Convention to Mr. Fred Dorner for the flowers which he 

has so generously provided for our enjoyment. 

“Resolved, That the thanks of the Indiana Corn School and Stock- 

men’s Convention are hereby tendered to the Secretary of the United 

States Department of Agriculture for the able and instructive services 

of its assistants, Professor Shamel and Mr. Hartley. 

(Signed.) J.J. W. BILLINGSLEY. 

OLIVER KLINE. 

J. H. GWALTNEY. 

A. G MACE. 

The following is a letter of thanks presented to Professor Stone of 

Purdue University by the Home Makers: 

“Purdue University, 

“Lafayette, Ind., January 28, 1905. 

“W. KE. Stone, Ph. D., President Purdue University: 

“Dear Doctor Stone—We, the undersigned Home Makers, in attend- 

ance at the Indiana Corn School of 1905, heartily thank you for the in- 

structions in home economics and domestic economy which you have pro- 

vided for us. 

“We have greatly enjoyed the instructions and have been benefited 

by it, as it will help us in the everyday work of our homes. 

“We hope that you will be able to provide such instructions at the 

next Corn School. We will gladly tell our neighbors of the good work 

being done at Purdue and we will seek to persuade them to attend next 

vear, 
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“We earnestly endorse the resolutions passed by the Corn School fa- 

yoring instruction in domestic science as a regular feature of work for 

women at Purdue, and we will gladly use our influence to secure any 

needed State aid for such instruction. 

Respectfully, 

MRS. C. N. LINDLEY, Salem. 

MRS. JOHN DARNELL, Worthington. 

MRS. N. EF. FLEMING, Muncie. 

MRS. W. M. MARTIN, Otterbein. 

MRS. GOLDA RANDOLPH, Judson. 

MRS. A. C. HALLIWELL, Chicago. 

MRS. J. B. BURRIS, Cloverdale. 

MRS. HE. L. ELLIOTT, Salem. 

MRS. W. F. POWERS, West Lafayette, 

MISS CLARA WIGGINS, Lafayette. 

MRS. R. R. WYATT, Auburn. 

MRS. 8S. MARKS, Indianapolis. 

MRS. J. B. MARIXS, Kingman. 

MISS PAMILLA SMITH, Milroy. 

MISS FLORENCE LITTLE, Logansport.” 

(The above are only a few of the ladies in attendance.) 

INDIANA CORN JUDGES. 

The following persons have passed a. satisfactory examination and 

certificates have .been issued to them as expert judges by the Indiana 

Corn Growers’ Association: G. C. Grayvenson, Bremen, Ind.; M. L. Fisher, 

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.; Fred J. Orth, Edwards, Ind.; E. H. 

Collins, Carmel, Ind.; J. D. Whitesides, Franklin, Ind.; W. A. Alexander, 

Rushville, Ind.; J. P. Davis, Sheridan, Ind.; R. R. Wyatt, Auburn, Ind. 

PROE. A. T. WYANCKO, 

EK. H. COLLINS, 

Jip Ea LAVAS: 

Examination Committee. 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF 

Indiana Swine Breeders’ Associations. 

INDIANA SWINE BREEDERS. 

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the Indiana Swine Breeders’ 

Association met in their annual session at the State House, Indianapolis. 

January 5, 1905. 

The meeting both in numbers and the interest shown was a surprise 

to the majority of the members. 

All breeders know that the general run of swine business has been 

dull, owing to the falling off in prices of hogs on the market, the scarcity 

and high price of corn; but the two hundred members present seemed to 

have the same interest and enthusiasm as they had when hogs were at 5 

and 6 cents. This meeting comes after all the other associations have held 

their sessions and talked over the fine and weak points in their favorites. 

At this meeting the boys seem to delight in ‘“‘jollying’’ each other about 

the good and bad points in the breed they championed. 

President F. P. Modlin, of New Castle, Indiana, called the meeting 

to order at 10:30 a. m. There were about two hundred members present, 

representing the different breeds of swine throughout the State. 

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

Gentlemen and Brother Breeders of the Indiana Swine Breeders’ As- 

sociation—Under the protecting care of a Divine Providence we are thus 

permitted to come together in this twenty-eighth annual meeting for the 

benefit of the swine breeders’ interests of our great commonwealth. This 

Association is the result of the combined effort of a few earnest, wide- 
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awake men, who saw the needs of those who were engaged in the breed- 

ing of fine hogs. It is certainly very pleasant for persons having a com- 

mon object and a common interest to meet together and exchange social 

solutions at regular intervals and to consult with regard to the best man- 

ner of promoting that common object and interest. Those engaged in 

professional, mercantile and mechanical occupations have associations for 

mutual improvement, and shall the interests of the swine breeders, which 

are of so much importance to all other interests, be unworthy of asso- 

ciated effort? Q 

Association is the origin and apie’ of all progress. The elements 

of every department of society have their expansion and niaturity under 

the vital power of this great principle. When its object is the good of 

all, it is to be commended. So I trust that our coming together on this 

occasion may result in great good to all concerned. When we become 

associated in this respect, we thereby become the servants of one another. 

A short time ago Governor-elect J. Frank Hanly, in addressing a body 

of students at Purdue University, said: ‘“‘No man lives to himself. It 

should be the highest motive of every individual to render service to his 

fellow-man.” 

I hope no one has come to this meeting with a selfish motive. If any 

breeder has come to this Association with some knowledge that he has 

gained by actual experience, he should be willing to impart the same to 

his brother breeders. In so doing he becomes a servant to others. I, 

therefore, urge that in all the discussions of the various subjects that 

shall take place at this session and the sessions that shall follow shall 

be of the most friendly nature, and that the practical suggestions dropped 

here and there, that are of merit to us, shall be treasured up, and prove 

to be of great benefit to us in this line of business. It is needless for 

me to take your valuable time in discussing the magnitude of this in- 

dustry which we represent. But I just want to drop this thought, that 

as we sit beneath the dome of the Capitol of the great State of Indiana 

we should feel that we represent one of the greatest industries on the 

globe. We should, therefore, have a sense of dignity and honor about 

us, that we are public benefactors. 

Someone has said, and truthfully, too, that the prseding and feeding 

of a herd of pure-bred hogs is an art. If we wish to be successful breed- 

ers we should have a love for the business. We will all admit that it 

takes a great deal of labor to properly care for a herd of pure-bred hogs. 

So we must combine labor with intelligence, because labor and intelli- 

gence go hand in hand. It is intelligence that is sold at a premium. 

Were it not for this faculty, which is capable of being expanded and en- 

larged in many ways, we would be of all creatures the most miserable. 

It is this factor pursued in a given line that has given us the draft horse 

of the present day, and in another direction has given us the wonderful 

two-minute rate of speed. It is this same intelligence, directed in another 
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line, that has given us the typical beef cow. And it is the same agent 

that has given us the Poland-China, Berkshire, Chester White and Duroc- 

Jersey hog of the present day. Was it just a happen-so that such noble 

representatives of the breed as Chief Tecumseh II, Chief Perfection II, 

Ideal Sunshine and scores and scores of others equally as good, if not 

better, were produced? You will all agree with me that those animals 

were produced by careful, systematic breeding, or intelligence well 

directed. Is it possible that tne topmost round of the ladder has been 

reached in this breeding problem? Methinks if we were permitted to 

pull aside the curtain of the future and behold the hog of one hundred 

years hence we would be compelled to acknowledge a vast improvement 

over the hog of the present day. 

One other thought and then I will close, and that is this: That all 

members of this Association should encourage all the younger breeders 

of our State to attend these annual meetings and thereby get them in- 

terested in the work of the Association, and, furthermore, I would 

earnestly suggest that all whose names appear on the program with duty 

assigned to them from time to time make an earnest effort to discharge 

the same to the best of their ability. I will not detain you longer. I 

hope that all your discussions and all that is said and done at this meet- 

ing may be of such a character that when this session closes that all may 

feel that they have been amply paid for the time and money they have 

expended in attending this meeting. 

I want to extend to all the members of this Association my sincere 

thanks for the honor you have conferred upon me by selecting me as your 

chairman. © 

The minutes of the last meeting were then read by Secretary Wm. 

Midkiff, Shelbyville, Indiana, and adopted by the Association, after which 

the program was followed. 

The first subject, “Is it profitable to raise two litters of pigs a year?” 

called out a long discussion, as it was a subject in which all seemed to 

be interested. 

This was assigned to C. C. Cotton, Manilla, Indiana. 

Mr. Cotton: I believe it partly pays to raise fall pigs. Under condi- 

tioning, a sow can have two litters a year and do well with them. I do 

not believe in haying a spring gilt have two litters, but by breeding my 

old sows so as to have litters the first half of September, I can save a 

good number of the pigs and grow a comparatively even bunch, but of 

course they do not do as well as my spring farrow. It is impossible to 

keep some of them from being runty, and all will be a little smaller than 

the spring farrow at the same age. The reason I like a fall pig is for 
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my brood sow. I prefer a gilt of fall farrow as a herd sow for the 

reason that she is more fully developed before she has her first litter, 

which makes stronger and better pigs than if she was a younger sow. 

J. L. Manlove, Bentonville, Ind., and Lloyd Mugg, of Kokomo, Ind., 

both stated that they did not raise two litters a year because they did 

not believe there was any money in fall pigs. A spring gilt would sell 

for more money in the fall than a fall gilt would sell for as a yearling 

after having been cared for all winter. 

Mr. Farquhar, Modoc, Ind.: It depends largely on circumstances 

whether they pay or not. If aman has a good pasture and cattle for them 

to follow, with a good place to stay in, you can make fall pigs make 

you money. 

In conclusion the Association decided that it was profitable to raise 

two litters a year if they were cared for properly. 

When the second subject, “Which was Preferred, the Large or Small 

Hog-house, and Why?’ was called, it was found that the parties on this 

subject were absent. 

The discussion was opened by W.S. Johnson, New Augusta, Ind. 

Mr. Johnson: I believe that the large hog-house is the thing for 

saving early litters. Take a house with four pens, about eight feet 

square, gives me the best results. I believe that by cementing the floor 

and foundations, then put in a false oak floor, would give good satisfac- 

tion, as it keeps the wind out and the pens very dry, which is very essen- 

tial. The sow should be placed in the house two or three days before far- 

rowing so that she will become accustomed to the place, which makes 

them quieter after the pigs come and lessens the per cent. of loss from 

over-laying. The house should be heated to about 50 or 60 degrees by 

a stove, but the pigs should not be kept in the place more than one or 

two weeks, owing to the weather, then they should be put out in pens 

by themselves, as too much heat is as detrimental to a hog as too much 

cold. 

Mr. Lindley, of Fountain County, preferred the small single house, 

and said: Make it tight so as to keep the wind off, and give the sow 

plenty of bedding, is the most eflicient way for me to save pigs. Have 

a house that would keep the wind out and then stay with them an hour 

or two after farrowing to get them started right. Then Mr. Piggie would 

do well enough by himself. 

Several other very interesting ideas were brought before the meet- 

ing, all of them undoubtedly successful, but at the conclusion it was de- 

cided that the proper and profitable way to save and raise pigs is by 

having both the large and small hog-houses. d 
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The meeting then adjourned for dinner, to be called to order again 

at 1:00)p: m: : 

One of the new associations of the State is the Indiana Improved 

Live Stock Breeders’ Association, which held its first annual meeting on 

January 5. Prof. J. H. Skinner, Lafayette, Ind., in a short address to the 

Swine Breeders’ Association introduced Fred H. Rankin, Secretary of the 

Illinois State Live Stock Association, of Urbana, Ill., who said: 

“T hope to get an organization which will include all breeders and 

their different classes, with the purpose, not of doing away with any of 

the existing associations, but, 

“First. To unite live stock men in a common cause. 

“Second. To give them better standing and greater influence in fur- 

thering live stock interests. 

“Third. To secure the best authorities in the United States to dis- 

cuss topics of vital interest to all breeders and feeders at the annual 

meeting. 

“Fourth. To bring breeders in touch with one another to promote 

good fellowship among them. 

“Kifth. To encourage young men in the live stock business. 

“Sixth. To give breeders influence with State and National legisla- 

tive bodies, that needed legislation and appropriations for live stock in- 

terest may be secured. 

“By doing this we will undoubtedly. further all our interests and 

bring our stock, regardless of breed, to the front.” 

The third subject, “What are the Results from Feeding Breeding 

Stock for the Show Ring?’ is one which comes before nearly every swine 

breeders’ meeting and calls forth long discussions, in which a lot of old 

material is gone over, much of it belonging to other subjects, and in conclu- 

sion the Association decided that if the animal has been properly han- 

dled it does not materially injure their future usefulness. 

“My Observation of the Swine Exhibits at the Fairs in 1905,” the 

fourth subject on the program, was assigned to Joe Cunningham, 

Peru, Ind. ? 

Mr. Cunningham: I believe the season just passed has been the 

greatest I ever experienced. While the numbers at each of the large 

shows have been considerably smaller, the quality has been something 

out of the ordinary, which shows an improvement over past years and 

that our present methods of crossing are successful. The first fair of 

the season is the Ohio State Fair. I was there, and believe this exhibit 

was the best I have seen on the grounds for five years, with the excep- 

tion of the pig classes, which were not up to the ordinary, owing, it is 
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supposed, to our bad winter and spring. The next show, the Indiana 

State Fair, in which I am more interested than in any other, was, as we 

all know, quality, not quantity. At the close of the season I attended 

the World’s Fair and had more pleasure and greater benefit than at any 

show I attended this year or in any other year. I believe that by fol- 

lowing the great fairs from year to year, you will find them the greatest 

educators there are; in fact, it is the only successful way to compare your 

stock with that of your brother breeders, and by having an honest judge, 

good management of the show and an exhibit of high quality, one can 

learn more in one short week than in years of plodding by yourself. 

W. H. McFadden, Chicago, Ill., followed with a short talk in which . 

he complimented the Indiana breeders and shows, stating that among 

some of the noticeable things in these shows was the lack of good boar 

bigs. He said: In one show I remember there were ninety-eight head 

of boar gigs in the ring, and not one of them worthy of a ribbon. The 

judge did not even want to place the prizes. It was also noticeable that 

at the St. Louis show, as with all late shows, so much of the stock was 

over-fed. As a summary of the season, I believe that the most noticeable 

feature was the lack of boar pigs of merit, and this will also mean a lack 

of good yearlings in the future. 

“Mating to Produce the Best Results’ was assigned to Lloyd Mugg, 

of Kokomo, Ind. This is a subject which one could talk on for hours, 

but Mr. Mugg handled it in a very much to-the-point method. We feel 

sure that many of the younger breeders would have been pleased to have 

had him enlarge on it more fully. In his remarks he said: 

“Wirst I would select a male hog of medium size, not too growthy or 

too small. Our packers don’t want a large hog, therefore there is no 

need of having a 1,000-pound male, but a hog that will weigh from 55¢ 

to 750 will come nearer suiting my purpose. I get him as near perfect 

as I can and extra in the head, back, feet and legs. I would get the 

same quality in the sows, only have her with a little more length. The 

medium-typed hog is what we need in all lines. This is the way I have 

been breeding for the past thirty-five years, and the last load I was com- 

pelled to put on the market topped it at $6.20 per hundred.”’ 

A few minor questions were then asked, which Mr. Mugg answered, 

giving points in his experience as answers. 

The sixth and last subject, “Obstacles to be Overcome by Beginners,” 

was assigned to E. J. Barker, Thorntown, Ind. He being absent, M. 

Barker stated that among the most essential things for a beginner are 

for him to be sure he has a loye for the business before he makes his 

venture. Then get a few extra individuals and ever keep his eye on 

the herd. 
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Col. Fred Reppert, Decatur, Ind., discussed the same from a public 

sile standpoint, and was very earnest in his hope that the breeders would 

cull more. Instead of trying to make a sale of sixty or seventy head 

of average pigs, devote all your time and energies to thirty-five or forty 

head and have them good ones, pigs you are proud of and pigs so deyel- 

oped that when the young breeders buy them they become his models, by 

which he plans his future crossing in hopes to obtain the same results. In 

other words, a pig that will satisfy him with the quality of the stock 

he is raising and makes him push for better things. Get the young breed- 

ers to the meetings, then the older breeders set them an example by living 

up to the statements they make while on dress parade. 

Upon motion all the old officers were re-elected for the coming year, 

as follows: 

President—R. iP sModilinkacs 72s: a) oe eee ele ee ING Wcastle: 

Vaice-President—W- (Gi gue Sent. cabal chee aes eis en hepete Windfall. 

Secretary—= Wi. “Re MG alae ee lere as cis us satay oie e yeue dee Shelbyville. 

Dreagsuner——J./ ROU . amt ra ice cer erema en eerne Vincennes. 

Executive Committee—F. F. Moore, C. C. Cotton, W. S. 

Johnson. 

The breeders did not hold a banquet this season, and many were dis- 

appointed. Upon a rising vote it was decided to hold another banquet, and 

E. K. Morris, David Wallace, A. F. May, C. B. Lockhart and Joe Cun- 

ningham were appointed as a committee on arrangements. A banquet 

will be held next season, at which the boys are expecting to have a rare 

good time. 

William McFadden, Chicago, Ill., and Fred Rankin, Urbana, Ill... were 

taken in as honorary members. 

The following amendment to the State Board of Agriculture was 

drawn up: 

“We, the undersigned swine breeders, petition your honorable body 

to insert in your premium list for 1905 the following: 

Boar and three sows under one year old. 

Four pigs under one year old, the get of one boar or produce 

of one sow. 

Pair of pigs under one year old and over six months old.” 

The meeting then adjourned to meet again in January, 1906. 
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INDIANA DUROC-JERSEY SWINE BREEDERS. 

The annual meeting of this Association was held at Oneida Hotel, 

Indianapolis, at 1:00 p. m. on January 4, President C. C. Cotton in the 

chair. 

There were fifty breeders present at this session, ana in talking with 

the breeders none had any complaint about the past season. They all 

seemed to think that 1905 would be a prosperous year for the breeders. 

lt was conceded by all that there would be more red sales in the United 

States in 1905 than in the history of the breed. 

President C. C. Cotton, of Manilla, Ind., read the following address, 

which was well received: 

» Gentlemen and Brother Swine Breeders—I have only a short address, 

and that is a plea for our standards and a hope expressed that our As- 

sociation will encourage the real fancier and inspire a love for our Breed. 

The Duroc-Jersey has a place at the top in the breeds of swine. Its 

superior merits are universally recognized. The large droves fully ripe, 

ranging in age and size, but bearing the sure mark of the Duroc-Jersey, 

compel the practical farmer and feeder to this breed, and while this con- 

tinues someone must furnish the pure-bred sire and dam. ‘This Associa- 

tion, with those of other States and the Nation, must help the “breeder 

and fancier” to maintain our standard, while our breed is popular, because 

it makes profits to the breeder. Every true fancier knows that back of 

all this and before all this there was a breeder who saw something better 

than the present dollar, and he had an ideal that was not marred by the 

dollar mark. He sacrificed and patiently waited while with skill he 

reared the animals that were to form the foundation for what is today 

our joy and our boast—a superior breed of swine. But, gentlemen, this 

commercial age, when dollars in banks, in bonds, stock or land is the 

insignia for real success, the temptation is great to forsake the real path 

of fancier for that of the money-maker. Excuse me, but I simply stir up 

your pure minds by way of remembrance—*We must not forsake our 

standards.” <A true Duroc-Jersey fancier loves the ideal of our standard 

of perfection. Our breed may suffer from that class of breeders who are 

more in love with the type of some other breeds than he is of ours, and 

hence sacrifices what we hold most dear, and the result will work ulti- 

mate loss to the breed as a whole. Our breed has shown maryelous 

strength and constitutional vigor, and if we sacrifice this for any other 

quality we doom our breed to ultimate extinction. 

Breed for shape, which makes the breed, and color, which marks a 

breed. To bring these better results we must make free use of the knife 

18—Agri. 
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and send many of our good pure-blood to slaughter, as barrows and many 

gilts must pass to the same end. The extravagant statements in some of 

our advertisements work hardship, in that they profess a perfection they 

have not attained. The claims being proven false and dishonest, all of 

us must suffer. High honor among fanciers will work the greater good. 

The shows afford us great opportunity to get before the people our breed, 

and with honest judges and great numbers competing, a stimulus is af- 

forded that could not be otherwise attained. More of us ought to show 

our stock. The low prices prevailing in the sales this year, being about 

an average of $16 per head, ought not in any way discourage a real fan- 

cier, for the prices are not lower than those of other breeds. One good 

effect of these prices will be to drive out the mere speculator. Our faith 

is in our Duroc-Jersey as the one hog that pays always, and since the 

world must have our pork, we conclude that if we maintain our stand- 

ard, be honest, be skillful, be patient, be enterprising, we must reap a 

golden harvest in cash, but we will do more. We will prove ourselves 

benefactors to mankind, and we prove to the swine breeders of the world 

that we are real “fanciers,”’ not just feeders or sellers of “swine.” 

'The following are the officers tor 1905: 

President——Carl™ SeOtt sees secs track eee soe che dimer ane see Muncie. 

Vice-President——W.) (A. Craver. ..6 soso ecles cbse alee Fillmore. 

Secretary and Treasurer—C. BH. Smith....:......... Lincoln. 

Executive Committee—C. B. Lockhart, Martinsville; E. M. 

Clark, Bunker Hill; J. B. Jones, Franklin. 

Program Committee—T. W. Johnson, Marion; EB. BE. Philips, 

Onward; L. Savage, Wagoner. ; 

Banquet Committee—David Wallace, Indianapolis; C. B. 

Lockhart, Martinsville; IE. I<. Morris, Indianapolis. 

The first subject on the program was “The Breeding of Thoroughbred 

Swine.” J. B. Jones, Franklin, said it was an art to breed thoroughbred 

swine to make a success of it, even after you get good ones; it is an art 

to feed and develop them successfully. 

W. A. Craver, Fillmore: If somebody does not keep up pure bred 

hogs, the breed of hogs will run down. I hear farmers say that they 

have grade hogs that are.as good-looking as thoroughbreds, but it takes 

a thoroughbred cross to make the grades good. I take pride in feeding 

thoroughbreds over grades, and you will treat them better and they are 

more profitable in many ways. 

Frank Elliott, Vincennes: You can breed thoroughbreds as easy as 

you can grades, and they will develop faster on less feed. 
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Tom Vinnedge, Hope: I never could understand why a man should 

breed grades over thoroughbreds, for thoroughbreds will go on the mar- 

ket, if you want to market them, quicker and on less feed; then if you 

have any toppy individuals you can get a fancy price for them. 

The next subject discussed was “My Type of Duroc-Jerseys.” 

Carl Scott, Muncie: I could pick you out my type better than J can 

describe it to you. I want good heart girth, broad back, good, deep ham: 

These points I want good sure. The points like the ear, jowl, feet and 

legs are the cheap meats, but I like the latter points good if I can get 

them without sacrificing the strong points. 

Marion Stoltz, Zionsville: I want an animal with good feet and legs, 

then full in neck, for many are narrow in neck and poor in feet. I also 

want good back and ham, having good depth and width. 

C. B. Lockhart, Martinsville: I was thinking of the foot. “That is 

the weakest point I find in purchasing animals. I believe in the old 

adage, “No foot, no horse.” 

Carl Seott: You see, our best feeders are generally down on their 

feet, and I would rather have a good feeder on bad feet than to have a 

poor feeder on good feet. I like a good, broad back, and we ought to 

shorten up the neck. I like to see feet and legs stand out on the corners 

of the animal and not cramped. 

A. C. Clelland, Macy: My type is short neck, good back, good heart 

girth, good feet and legs. I find feeding has a good deal to do with the 

feet. I do not want a long nose, and I want a fancy ear with a crimp in it. 

W. A. Craver: As good a litter as I ever raised was from a boar 

that was bad on his feet. The foot question is what you make it. Get 

short joints, then they will not go down; give them exercise and they 

will hold up. 

Barker, Thorntown: A neat, attractive ear is what attracts most buy- 

ers. It is a minor point, but it is a good seller. 

Clelland: Some breeders think you can’t get a large hog with a 

fancy ear. I have size, length and the tip ear, and I sold an animal that 

weighed 725 pounds, with fancy ears. 

C. C. Cotton: It strikes me that we are inclined to drift away from 

our first type to a type of another breed. We are inclined to get them 

finer and more fat. You see more of that nice, neat, smooth type than 

you do of those that have size and length. 
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Craver: We don’t want to go back to the first type we started with. 

1 want a hog that has good size, medium ear, good feet, wide back, well 

sprung ribs, deep sides, strong loin, arch back, deep ham, straight hind 

legs, good hoofs and good, light cherry red. I always want plenty of size. 

Question-—‘Can any breeder give the detailed standard of the Duroc- 

Jersey ?” 

Barker: I have a copy of the standard. 

The same was read in full. 

Cotton: The highest scoring sow I ever owned and one that out- 

scored all breeds at meeting of Indiana experts at Shelbyville, had a fine, 

tippy ear, plenty of size and length, good ham, good on feet, deep sides, 

well sprung ribs and was what you would call a large, fancy type. 

The following paper on “Preparation for Brood Sow Sale” was read 

by Chas. B. Lockhart, Martinsville: 

Mr. President and Members of the Duroc Association—Ilo me has 

been assigned the subject of “Preparing for a Brood Sow Sale.” As | 

am making preparations for a brood sow sale, 1 know no better way to 

treat the subject than to give a brief account of my own efforts in that 

direction. 

Selection of Sows.—A collection of sows to be offered to Duroc breed- 

ers at a public sale should be the very best, both as to individuality and 

breeding, that can be obtained, and whose produce can reasonably be ex- 

pected to make valuable addition to any Duroe herd. In order to secure 

such an offering, I have attended the best Duroc sales, either in person 

or by reliable representative, and have made it a rule to purchase only 

sows of high individual merit and in most cases the tops of these sales. 

In addition to the sows obtained in this way, I have selected a number of 

the choicest from my own herd. So that I have had altogether about 

sixty sows to breed in order to have at least forty that are safe in pig by 

the time my catalogue goes to the printer. 

Sires Used.—Having constantly in view the improvement and ad- 

vancement of the Duroc, the next important step is to place at the head 

of this collection boars whose produce will be a desirable acquisition to 

any herd in the United States. I think breeding should be commenced 

early enough for sows to begin farrowing in February, and be as careful 

as you may, you will do well to get them bred in time for the last ones 

bred to farrow in April. 

Catalogues.—An attractive catalogue should be issued, giving com- 

plete and reliable information concerning each animal, and mailed about 
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a week or ten days before the sale. I do not think it a good plan to get 

your catalogue out too far in advance, as persons receiving them are apt 

to lay them aside and overlook the sale date. 

Recording.—The American Association has reduced the fee to mem- 

bers to 50 cents. I would advise all breeders who are not members to 

purchase a share of stock and have all animals recorded before selling. 

I intend to have all animals offered in the future sales recorded and de- 

liver certificates of registration to purchasers on the day of sale. 

Auctioneers.—As soon as you have fully determined to make a sale, 

your auctioneers should be employed, first employing your home auctioneer 

and then one or two other men of his profession on whom both buyer and 

seller can rely. Through the efforts of active and energetic auctioneers 

buyers and seller can be brought together, which could be accomplished 

in no other way. Jeep them reliably informed as to the condition of 

your herd that they may keep in touch with their customers. They will 

give you more than value received. 

Advertising.—One of the hardest problems in connection with a public 

sale is the question of judicious and effective advertising. As the Swine 

Breeders’ Journal is exclusively a swine breeders’ paper, there is no ques- 

tion but that your first advertisement should be placed in that paper, es- 

pecially in view of the fact that the valuable services of their representa- 

tives are constantly being exerted in the interest of the patrons of the 

paper, not only to the interest of the advertiser, but the breeder as well. 

It might be advisable to also use a good farm paper, such as the Indiana 

Farmer, the Farmers’ Guide or the Farm Star, and last, but not least, 

don’t fail to advertise liberally in your county papers. 

Comfort of Breeders.—Hspecial care should be taker to inSure the 

comfort and entertainment of visiting breeders, both the night before 

and on the day of sale, as well as at the ringside. This brings us very 

close to the trial of the case, when the Colonels will present the evidence 

and make the argument and the brother breeders, who will be both judge 

and jury, will, if the preparations have been well made on the foundation 

suggested in the beginning of this article, return a verdict that will mean 

both profit and satisfaction to the holder of the sale. 

Marion Stoltz: A man ought to be very careful in not breeding too 

many sows to one boar for a brood sale, especially not to breed too many 

sows to the one boar on one day, and you want your offering in good 

condition. 

Stafford, Manilla: Mr. Lockhart said he was going to record all the 

animals he sold at his sale. That looks like a heavy expense. 

Lockhart: The American Duroc-Jersey Record Association have re- 

duced their recording fee to 50 cents. I think it a good proposition to 

record every animal. 
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Fred Reppart: I think every animal should be recorded that is sold 

at these sales. It saves time and money and will sell them for more 

money. 

J. B. Hilligoss, Anderson: I would just as soon have a pedigree as a 

certificate of registration; then if any of the animals prove worthless, you 

are not out the recording fee. 

Marion Stoltz: I think Mr. Lockhart is right. It would be a paying 

investment to record every animal you sell. 

Craver: It will help get your farmer trade. 1 2m in fayor of re- 

cording every animal. 

J. N. Headington: I think it right, and I will never pay for another 

hog until I get the pedigree or certificate of registration. We are going 

to record all the sows that will be sold at the Portland sale, February T. 

Clelland: I think it the right thing to do and it will help the sales. 

Allie Powell, Wabash: I wish to commend Mr. Lockhart on his 

paper. It is the best paper I ever heard on that subject. The best sales 

I have had this season were of animals that were recorded. The time 

has come that breeders want the certificate of registration for animals 

they purchase at sales. 

Carl Scott: There is not a farmer but that would give $1.00 more 

for a sow that is recorded, and it also educates them and gets them in- 

terested in the business. 

Lockhart: The beginners do not know how to get them recorded, 

and this starts them off right. 

The President called for a standing vote on recording all sows sold at 

a brood sow sale, and the vote stood three to one in favor of recording. 

After this was settled there was a general discussion. 

Scott: I find that a sow bred at a year old will make the most prot- 

itable sow. 

Craver: I had two good gilts to get in pig and it hurt their growth. 

They did not develop. 

Question 

a spring gilt 

“Ts a sow that is a fall yearling harder to get in pig than 
9” 

The general feeling was that they were not. 

J. B. Jones: No gilt ought to be bred until she is nine months old, 

and it would be better for the sow if bred older. 
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Headington: I selected three gilts, bred them and they farrowed 

twenty-five pigs in the spring and in the fall thirty-five pigs, and later 

on one of these sows farrowed eighteen pigs and saved twelve. I have 

made money on sows having pigs at a year old. 

Question—Has any breeder had any experience with a dipping tank?” 

The general feeling was that the dipping tank was a good thing to use. 

Question—‘‘What is a good remedy to give hogs or pigs when they 

have worms?” 

Carl Scott: I feed the following combination: One hundred pounds 

of oil meal, two bushels ashes, one-half bushel salt, one-half bushel of 

lime, five pounds of soda, five pounds of sulphur, two pounds of coperas, 

mix and put in a self-feeder. It will kill all the worms and keep them 

free of worms. 

The Executive Committee made an assessment of 25 cents to the 

member, same to be sent to C. E. Smith, Linton, Indiana, Secretary and 

Treasurer. 

INDIANA CHESTER-WHITE SWINE BREEDERS. 

The members of Chester White Breeders’ Association met in the city 

of Indianapolis, January 5, 1905. 

The President, L. A. Hinshaw, called the meeting to order and de- 

livered the following address: 

Gentlemen and Brother Breeders—After what I hope has been a 

happy and prosperous year, I am glad so many have the best interest of 

the Chester White hog at heart to meet and discuss, instruct and learn 

how to bring our breed closer to that standard called ‘‘Perfection.” 1 

think the meetings have been profitable in a business way, and also 

socially. 

Our hogs must become known and we must become known to an 

advantage to gain the respect and confidence of our customers. We 

should breed for the best and sell only the best. There can be no fixed 

rule to gain the best results, but by careful study of each type and profit 

by our past experiences, whether successful or not, we can mate the hogs 

so that we will gain, not so much in number of pigs raised, although that 

is an item, but of the class raised. 
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We should not be too sparing in the use of our knife, as I think it is 

more money in our pockets to sell on the market something that is not 

first-class than to send it out as a breeder, when it shows no credit to the 

breed. 

Again, I believe more of the boys should be interested in the scoring 

school, and it cannot help but be a benefit to all who attend. 

In the absence of a program, a “question box’? was instituted and the 

subjects taken up in order. 

Garrett Gibson, of the firm of Gibson & Son, read a paper, as fol- 

lows, on ‘The Proper Age to Breed Young Sows”: 

The object in breeding sows is to produce strong, healthy pigs, without 

in/uring the sow. If a sow is bred too young the pigs will be small and 

weak, and the growth of the sow will be checked, thus making a loss to 

the breeder at both ends of the string. A sow that is too young can not 

complete her own growth and bring forth a litter of pigs at the same time. 

At from nine to twelve months of age a sow is beginning to mature, her 

bones are formed, muscles developed. If bred at about this age, that is, 

so as to have pigs at from twelve to fifteen months of age, she is able to 

attend to her own growth and that of her pigs. Even at this age a sow 

must be well cared for to enable her to do herself and pigs justice. 

In discussion of this paper, F. F. Moore said: It is my intention to 

have my sows farrow their pigs at about one year old. I agree with 

Mr. Gibson that it is injurious to the sow and detrimental to the pigs in 

a majority of cases to have a sow farrow under one year. <A sow that 

passes over a year without breeding may become ‘barren. This is more 

often the case that when bred earlier. It is my opinion that the best 

age to farrow the first litter is when the sow is about twelve months old. 

Question—*What makes the best growers and feeders, the produce 

of young or matured sows?” 

Ff. F. Moore: This question is along the line of the paper read, being 

a part which must necessarily be brought out in the discussion. My ex- 

perience would lead me to say that the best results come from matured 

sows, yet I have had some litters from young sows which have been as 

good and paid me as well as any litters from older sows. I feel, though, 

that it is somewhat of a speculation and my system of breeding is to use 

as much as possible matured sows. The per cent. of good ones from these 

sows is higher than where young sows are used. ‘The matured sow sim- 

ply has the development of her pigs to attend to, whereas the young sow 

must do double duty. 

A. J. foland: The question is a deep one and should receive the 

careful study of those present. What we do let us do well. If we only 
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discuss one topic, let us be thorough in it and arrive at some conclusion. 

What age of sows to use to produce the best pigs is a subject which in- 

terests every breeder of Chesters, and a satisfactory answer from those 

assembled here will be of vital importance to the future of our breed. I 

agree with what has been said, and would add to it by saying that I never 

part with a good producer, so long as she gives the results’. In making 

my brooders I start them at a year old, very seldom breeding a sow at an 

earlier age than that. 

W. Milner: I can not say why it is, but my experience is that the 

best results come from matured sows. 

J. C. Weddle: I have raised a large number of pigs, raised them 

from aged and very young sows. It is my experience that to get good, 

strong pigs at the least cost and least trouble you must use matured sows. 

This holds good from farrowing to fatening time, also up to the market. 

W.T. Farquhar: The sow is a machine for making pounds. She has 

a period when she is complete, every organ is matured, and at that point 

ot perfection to do the best work. Previous to that condition what she 

eats goes toward developing that condition. If any extra duty is imposed 

upon ber before that time, then extra care must be given to her that the 

additional work can be properly done. I believe that young sows can ve 

made to preduce the same results, but it will cost more, take more labor, 

and the result is not so certain, the risks greater. I believe that both 

the male and female produce best results at less cost, are more reliable 

when matured, or at the time of their highest maturity, than at any time 

before or after. 

Lloyd Mugg: IL always have thought matured sows produce a 

stronger offspring and one which matures quicker. As to quality, speak- 

ing from points, the young sow frequently produces quality which is lost 

from her inability to fully develop same. Most of us want a young sow 

to produce at a year. It frequently occurs that a young sow does not 

get her milk properly until three or four days after her pigs are farrowed. 

This is very detrimental to the development of the pigs. An old sow is 

always there with the goods, and in some instances with more than the 

pigs can consume. A young boar to an old sow is the cross which, in my 

experience, brings the best results. 

Question—*What in your judgment is the most important thing to 

be done for the success of the Chester White hog?’ 

J. Milner: I suppose that you want me, in discussing this question, 

to point out the defects of our Chester breed. We all know it has de- 

fects, and we are here tonight to discover the consensus of opinion re- 

garding them. The Chester is a good hog, a profitable hog, one we might 
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be proud of, and we should take delight in improving it. It is my opinion 

that more attention should be given to the feet, the bone and the head. 

Mr. Bridges: I have had some experience with the breed, trying all 

the different families. It strikes me that the most important work of 

breeders is to keep blue and black flecks out of the skin and black out 

of the hair. It is very annoying to have a buyer tell you your hog is not © 

pure breed, judging from the color in the skin and hair. I have had 

Chesters which were perfectly white and never threw any other color in 

skin or hair. I have others not so good. I am anxious to get back to 

the old reliable white kind. 

W. T. Farquhar: While I appreciate a pure skin and coat, I feel that 

no other good quality of the Chester should be sacrificed to hold that 

condition. We all understand how the several families have been crossed 

and recrossed, until now it not infrequently happens that an extra good 

and desirable hog will have a mottled skin, or produce that result. To 

dispose of it perhaps would injure our herd or delay us in bringing out 

improvement along other and more important lines. For my part, I would 

prefer to build up the back, ham and bone. They can stand improving. 

Our Chesters have too heavy bone and are not as wide and even in back 

as I would like them. 1 could stand a little more ham. I have noticed 

in our show rings it often occurs that the Chester with a mottled skin 

walks off with a lot of ribbons. The ribbon taker is the style hog I 

want to breed to. 

Question—‘‘Can a breeder successfully raise two litters a year?’ 

S. Brooks: In my experience I find that one litter is almost as prot- 

itable as two, far less work and easier on the sow. As a general rule I 

would not practice raising two litters. 

E. E. Hicks: It depends on what you have to raise them from and 

what arrangements you have for taking care of them. I consider two 

litters will not hurt a matured sow, and believe in some cases it will 

benefit them. I know that fall pigs come in just right the next year for 

the selection of brood sows. They are just at the proper age to breed for 

strong pigs. 

J. Weddle: LIagree with Mr. Hicks. Fall pigs can be made profitable, 

but it takes labor and money. It does not hurt a matured, strong sow to 

raise two litters, nor does it decrease her yalue to go over and only pro- 

duce a single litter yearly. The main consideration is, are we prepared 

to grow these fall pigs at a profit. I am free to admit that I have never 

been able to realize on them to any extent. 

Question—“‘Hfow do you manage your public sales to make them a 

success ?”’ 
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F. F. Moore: I am pleased to say that this question was assigned to 

me, as it indicates that someone considers that I have made a success of 

my sales. I have always considered, from a comparative standpoint, that 

my sales have been successful. I am the pioneer sale breeder in Chester 

White circles. My success, I feel, has come from the fact that I have 

kept continually at it, and have advertised freely. Of course, I have made 

mistakes and am fortunate in being able to recognize them. 

To make a successful sale, first, you must have quality of stock. 

Second, yeu must mix with those you hope to obtain as customers. Third, 

you must buy freely. Fourth, you must advertise freely. Now, right here 

is where you can lose money. You must advertise freely, but your efforts 

must be rightly directed. To advertise freely does not mean to advertise 

everywhere. I did that and lost out. I have been carefully considering 

this question and have solved it in this way: I know we have a bashful 

representative of the Swine Breeders’ Journal with us tonight, but re- 

gardless of his feelings I am going to give my plans for my coming sale. 

I have decided to use only the Swine Breeders’ Journal and my county 

papers this year, making a large announcement in the Swine Breeders’ 

Journal, perhaps a double page. Then I propose to buy from them five 

to seven hundred papers containing the “ad.” and mail them to names I 

have obtained. I also propose to send out special cards to as many ad- 

dresses as I can obtain in the territory I wish to cover. This is my plan 

and I feel it will be successful and that I can recommend it to brother 

breeders. You must advertise, but consider it well and reach your trade 

by the most direct route. The swine papers represent this, and the one 

circulating in your territory is preferable. 

Question—‘*What is the best feed for your pigs?” 

J. Milner: I feed all the milk I can get in addition to shorts. You 

must be careful and not feed too much and overdo the matter. I find 

that more trouble in pigs arises from not feeding properly than from 

: what you feed. 

A. P. Cleland: I also use lots of milk; in fact, all I can get, and mix 

it with shorts. I also use germ oil meal, which is 25 per cent. protein. It 

costs $24.75 per ton and I find it cheaper and better than’corn. When lL 

use it with shorts I mix one-third oil meal and two-thirds shorts. I also 

mix it with sorghum skimmings, using one tub of skimmings to a barrel. 

This ended the discussion, and the meeting took up other business. 

On motion, Frank Moore and Allen Beeler were recommended as judges 

for the Indiana State Fair. 
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The election of officers resulted as follows: 
‘ 

President—Ae VE EMS at Wrecker ier aia ace Zionsville. 

Vice-President—J. At MiiImen ss oie oe sok iaie, sevens el Thorntown. 

Secretary— We) EU LOEEISS sictepal-lathesc¥sncles ook oiste oneal Indianapolis. 

Committee on Arrangements—W. H. Morris, T. A. Farquhar, 

J. Milner. 

The Association then adjourned, to meet in January, 1906. 

CENTRAL POLAND-CHINA RECORD 
ASSOCIATION. 

This Association, one of the oldest in the United States for the record- 

ing of Poland-China swine, met in Indianapolis on the afternoon of Jan- 

uary 5, 1905. The meeting was well attended and yisiting breeders were 

feeling good over prospects for this popular breed of pure-breds. As this 

Association follows the plan of meeting in joint session with the Indiana 

Poland-China Swine Breeders for the consideration of the Management 

and advancement of the Poland-Chinas, the general work in this meeting 

was confined to the transaction of record business. 

. 
The President, Adam KF. May, called the meeting to order. He said: 

I am pleased to note the enthusiasm of past years still continues to ex- 

pand and spread throughout our membership. We have an attendance to- 

day which speaks well for the future of the Central and Poland-China 

hogs in Indiana. The season has had its discouragements, but we have 

overcome them, and today I feel that the coming year will be one of 

great progress. Regardless of the fact that every effort has been put 

forth to draw them to competitive associations, I am pleased to say we 

have lost none and have added twenty-nine new members, with several 

others contemplating membership in correspondence with our Secretary. 

The Central system is such as to appeal to all desiring full and efficient 

service. 

If the members will agree to such action, we will dispense with the 

roll call. 

Agreed. 

Reading of minutes of last meeting; accepted. 

The final report was read and referred. 
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The Secretary made a statement that because of the destruction by 

fire of the early printed signatures of the record, volume 25 had been de- 

layed and could not be issued at a very early date unless issued in two 

parts. The Association decided that such issue should be made so as to 

place at least a part of the issue in the hands of the members. There 

being no committee to report or new business, the Association went into 

the election of a Board of Directors. 

On motion of W. Midkiff, seconded by Lloyd Mugg, it was moved that 

the President nominate the Board, he to act as one of the Board, that 

the Association ratify his selection. So ordered. 

The President announced the following: 

Lloyd Mugg, Kokomo, Ind.; Adam F. May, Flat Rock, Ind.; W. H. 

Midkiff, Shelbyville, Ind.; W. O. Canady, Anderson, Ind.; Tom Lindley, 

Kussiaville, Ind.; Bob Bratton, New Ross, Ind.; A. S. Gilmour, Greens- 

burg, Ind.; Walter Kemp, Anderson, Ind.; J. V. Wright, Grammes, Ind.; 

John L. Manlove, Bentonville, Ind. 

On motion of Linc Lukens, seconded by W. Jack, the unanimous vote 

of the Association was cast for the above for directors for the coming 

year. 

The Board reported the selection of officers as follows: 

PEesidente— lovee es. tee pee yoke cto ake eee Kokomo. 

Hirst) Vice-President—Jr, Ve Wright... 2: .ess204.25% Graimmes. 

Second Vice-President—August Post........... Moulton, Ia. 

Third Vice-President—R. K. Beam............. Ansonia, Ohio. 

Secretary and Treasurer—W. H. Morris........ Indianapolis. 

Executive Committee—W. Hartman, Southport: Lloyd Mugg, 

Kkokomo; W. O. Canaday, Anderson; John Harcourt, 

New Augusta; W. H. Hughes, Brownsburg. 

Vice-Presidents for States: 

Mave aS sare warer-yah, Lath ace ees H. A. Pickett, Greentown. 

JNGbHaKo Ite ey Retr cence Goren J. H. Irwin, Pleasant Plains. 

(OILS CAA occ ROR MCI Re oS on ANSE EO ee ee J. H. Suter, Leipsic. 

emi GKeye, do sate ames tadtay sesso oe H. 8S. Morgan, Whites Station. 

INIGITBISIE Selene dics Biotawibic cam > boone aimisenee HN Moll, GA Ko ig a Keen aA VER 

ARETUTMUECSSCO ars Peete ee teks ol padkohacstes oe Tuggle Bros., Grant. 

MUSSISSIP Dias ech ust teers H. W. Brantley, Marksville. 

TOWabscvecvie seria eae eean ae ev Metz rere airtel: 

AWIED Aird een aVG Lbs tue cs ces Gas eter ee Areal eames Jas. Reany, Jv., Baltimore. 

NE GUISTA MA evel cA tre tin ee oar eee eters ee S. L. James, Angola. 

RECA ae gete ees eR he Parc eke ee ee C. W. Thomas, Pottsboro. 
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Ala barn ae So. aces eisecrotn So elooias Clifton Kirkpatrick, Cahaba. 

TEANSAS Ss Sek Ane eee eee hotter ate Howard Kidds, Oswego. 

CNN yl VATA rae ates ket te roreneree ie S. W. Gutherie, Homer City. 

IMISSOULIS Bele sete ones oe a I eet oe Geo. Young, Millville. 

MAMIE SOLAN eeioy-tats ca Setue chal the tober spree C. D. Smith, St. Charles. 

AIPIKATISAS a) dict check. 4 arson eecelsacre ere eras H. Comstock, Hazen. 

ia! ive) an ket2 ro Re RNR CR Re ei SPRL Seo A. J. Espie, Jonesville. 

* 

The Association then adjourned to meet with the 

INDIANA POLAND-CHINA SWINE BREEDERS. 

President Lloyd Mugg called the meeting to order. In the absence 

of a program a “question box’ was instituted, which the members took up. 

The question of transfers and breeding certificates was introduced. 

W. H. Morris: The subject of transfer and breeding certificates is 

one which is growing into importance. T+ has only been but a few years 

when the breeders of Poland-Chinas were so few it was within our re- 

membrance to call them all by name. Today we have five thousand men 

actively at work in Poland-China circles, selling, buying and exchanging 

stock. Since the advent of public sales popular brooders have after breed- 

ing been offered at different sales, and between the time of service and 

farrow have perhaps passed through several sales, making a transfer for 

every sale, none of which are on record. When the pigs of such a sow 

are presented for record these records of sale and breeding must be ob- 

tained. It frequently occurs that some one or more buyers have neg- 

lected to keep a record of their sale or purchase of the animal, a broken 

link is presented, which causes considerable friction and trouble before it 

is obtained, and frequently it never is obtained, and a good animai with 

her litter is sent to slaughter. The time is now at hand when no pur- 

chaser should accept a pure-bred hog unless all papers are properly drawn 

up and known to be correct. If you feel that there may be any doubt 

that the papers are not complete, submit same to your secretary and have 

them verified. To the seller I would say, always fill out all papers and 

forward them to the purchaser at the time of the sale. Also keep a book 

account of all transfers, services, ete., so that in case of any inquiry your 

home record will protect your customers. 

Line. Lukens: I consider the subject one which should interest every 

breeder of Poland-Chinas, and one which we should freely discuss in a 

meeting of Poland-China breeders. The things we should avoid are those 
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which are liable to cause trouble, and any irregularity in pedigree is sure 

to redound to the disadvantage of the breed. In my experience I have 

had considerable trouble, and today have some excellent brood sows, bred, 

which, unless I can procure the necessary transfers completing their rec- 

ord, it will be necessary that I pork them with their litters. I have 

reached the conclusion that in future all papers must be in my possession 

and I must know them to be correct before I purchase the stock. I have 

also decided that at all my future sales I will have all papers completed 

and ready to tender to the purchaser when settlement is made. I would 

suggest that the only method for preventing future trouble is for all to 

follow this plan. Never accept a purchase unless the pedigree is complete 

and fill the rule of entry of our Association. 

Adam F. May: There is no doubt in my mind that much trouble 

could be avoided and fewer mistakes occur if all of us were to follow the 

plan suggested. It would also follow that our records would be more re- 

liable. It is our duty to assist in this matter of preserving the true history 

of the breed. Carefully kept home records and a promptness in render- 

ing a correct pedigree to our purchasers is necessary to true public records. 

Question—‘“Is there a difference between a breeding and a show type? 

What is it?” 

Joe Cunningham: Yes, there is a difference. I have noticed that 

the winning type is more close and compact than the type generally se- 

lected for breeding. Yet our show hogs, premium winners, are perhaps 

our greatest breeders. I mean by that that the winners in our leading 

shows are used individually on a larger number of sows than the average 

breeding hogs. I also believe that in selecting sows for the show ring we 

select more to the compact kind, whereas in selecting a sow for breeding 

we select those of greater length. 

Question—“How did you feed the hogs that you took to the World’s 

Fair?” 

Lloyd Mugg: I did not get to take my hogs to St. Louis, as you all 

know, yet I had them in shape and would have gladly completed the ar- 

rangements by taking them. As to fitting hogs for the fair, I always 

try to fit them under the conditions which I know they will meet when 

campaigning. I keep them in dry lots with little if any shade, away from 

running water, and feed grains which I can take with me or know I can 

obtain on the fair grounds. I keep them on dry lots and get them used 

to the heat, because I know dry, hot pens and hot, oppressive trips and 

tedious waits is what we meet with on the road. A bunch of hogs fitted 

in a cool, shady woods lot, with running water, fed on milk and other 

delicacies, will not hold up under a fair season where none of these con- 

ditions are present; in fact, the conditions are usually just the reverse. 
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As to the feed, I use corn, bran and shorts mixed with water. I salt 

two or three times a week, feed charcoal and ashes and a little stove 

coal occasionally. I keep increasing the feed until I am feeding them 

all I think they can stand, and then hold them at that. I find that you 

must study each hog separately and feed them according to what in your 

judgment you think is best for them. I did not feed any sugar or oatmeal 

or any food of that kind. gave them plenty of water three times a day. 

Tempered them by keeping them in dry so as to insure them against loss 

by shipping. If exercise was needed I gave it to them. They had some 

grass and at the finish some green corn. I fed the same amount of shorts 

in bulk as I fed bran. Never fed any milk. Never soaked any feed, al- 

Ways mixed fresh, making a good, thick slop, fed all they would clean 

up each meal, never fed but twice a day, morning and evening. I found 

that some hogs preferred corn, others slop. I always gave them what 

they seemed to like the best after they had eaten the other feed. 

7 Question—*How should I care for young pigs?” 

Linc. Lukens: ‘This is a subject which I know can be presented to 

much better advantage by any of the breeders present than I can do it. 

In fact, I never was a success as a developer of pigs. I have lots of 

neighbors in my section who can skin me on raising pigs—do it easily 

and all the time. I have always had better success when I put my sows 

out among these good neighbors and find it much the easiest wa'’y of fit- 

ting my young pigs. As to my individual method, I suppose I do as you 

all do, with one exception. I always let the pigs suckle the old sow as 

long as she will let them. I think sbe furnishes richer food than I can 

mix, and the longer the pigs have it, the better for them. Regarding fur- 

ther treatment, I have separate lots and my pigs cannot mix. This [ find 

of some advantage. 

Question—‘How do you prevent scours in pigs?” . 

Kk. W. Avery: About scours in pigs, some breeders are terribly afraid 

of scours. I have had trouble with scours, but now Iam not at all afraid. 

| can cure them every time. 

Voice: Give us the remedy. 

Mr. Avery: Soda and sulphur, one-half teaspoonful of each to the 

sow, three doses in twenty-four hours. That will knock it every time. 

Question—"“Are we breeding the Poland-China hog too small? If so. 
"99 

can we remedy the evil 

W. M. McFadden: This is a subject which I do not feel that I am 

able to do justice to, especially before a gathering representing a large 

majority of the leading breeders of Poland-Chinas in Indiana. I will say 
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in the first place, I do not know whether we are or not. If we listen to 

the talk which seems to go around wherever a number of breeders of 

Polands get together, we would certainly think the Poland-China hog 

was a big mistake; that as to size and bone it was a fraud; tnuat it was 

gradually falling off in size until in a few years we would have no hog. 

I do not believe the Poland-Chinas are getting too small. { have found 

that size is almost the easiest thing to get. The hardest hog to produce 

is the best hog. I believe the hog that wins the ribbons in our show 

rings is the best hog, is the standard, and you all will agree with me as 

a rule they are plenty large. The standard is the market. The best hog 

for the breeder is the best hog for the farmer, is the best hog for the 

packer, and it is the type which wins under our judges. You often hear 

it said that the small hog wins. I don’t believe it. I can not see any 

use for any more size than what I have seen in a large number of our 

winning hogs, and I attend nearly all the large fairs of the country. The 

champion barrow at St. Louis, pronounced to be as near a perfect hog as 

the judge ever saw, considering the packer’s type, weighed about 521 

pounds, which in my judgment is plenty large enough, and represents the 

best type for the breeder and farmer. 

Question—‘‘What is the most successful treatment for canker sore 

mouth in pigs?” 

Joe Cunningham: I do not have any trouble with sore mouths in 

pigs. Never had but one litier so affected. I take the precaution to nip 

off the large pig teeth, which prevents the pigs from biting each other 

and getting the mouth sore. Do not know if these teeth are the cause, 

but think it a good plan to remove them. 

W. W. McFadden: I have often heard this subject discussed. Ata 

late meeting of breeders I heard a doctor discuss it, and I feel that he was 

practical and posted. He said there was no question but that the dis- 

ease was contagious and that it came from a germ; that cleanliness, a 

liberal use of disinfectants and careful observance of adil sanitary rules 

would protect the herd. After the disease started in a herd it was a very 

difficult matter to stamp it out. 

Question—‘‘Are the Poland-Chinas bred too fine to produce and rear 

large litters?’ 

F. P. Modlin: As a rule the Poland-Chinas are plenty large enough 

and capable to produce and rear large litters. As a rule they farrow 

enough pigs. Occasionally one fails, but nine out of ten sows raise good 

litters. I consider a good litter from seven to nine pigs. If a sdéw raises 

seven good pigs, she is doing well enough for me. A sow that has ten 

or twelve pigs has more or less runts and does not mature this number 

as well as the sow having a litter of seven, 

19—Agri. 
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Line. Lukens: My experience bears out what Mr. Modlin says: Large 

litters nearly always show some runts, and these litters are nearly always 

inferior to the litters of seven or eight. The smaller litters generally de- 

velop and fill out the best. I believe they make the most money, sell at 

better prices, because of the better development of the points. 

Question: ‘How long is a man to keep a sow that fails to come in 

before he should complain to the breeder that sold her?” 

“Line. Lukens: This is a questi6n which interests me, and one on 

which I should be pleased to have the opinion of this meeting. It is a 

vital question with breeders making brood sow sales. We have to give 

a guarantee; now, the length of this guarantee is the point which inter- 

ests me. I think it should not be longer than ninety days. 

Lloyd Mugg: ‘There are but very few sows which will not breed if 

properly handled. I generally request parties I sell to to try again after 

writing me, at the same time I tell them what I would do. Then if the 

sow will not breed, to return to me and I will give them another sow. I 

have had two sows returned, both of which I succeeded in getting in pig. 

One I fed as if I was fattening her for slaughter, then I used a young 

hog on her and succeeded. The other I simply turned on grass with a 

young hog. It depends on how you handle them, and I will say that under 

proper treatment very few sows fail. 

The meeting then adjourned to meet in 1906. 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

— Indiana State Guernsey Cattle Club. 
7 

The annual meeting of the Indiana State Guernsey Cattle Club was 

held-in Room 35, State House, January 5, 1905. John Morgan, President. 

The roll was called and all the members were present. 

The club then elected the following officers for the ensuing year: 

ROMs EO GSMes ccse da deh cteeesseyaree cla ait Sees hae aes Whcest acetate oe President. 

SHOR cessed ate eae aici ane Pate one ee GesE resid ent: 

OlivercsHe Mall Stes cscs ey reece suerte aiedets Secretary. 

PAIN OSe MENS is Ser fen Gaiters OSE e a eee sham emas BS iad Treasurer. - 

Executive Committee—John Morgan, Plainfield; Oliver H. 

Mills, Mooresville; Eli Hawkins, Kokomo. 

The Secretary then read from papers on Guernsey cattle, their origin 

and success as dairy cattle. 

John Morgan then read the following paper: 

GUERNSEY CATTLE IN INDIANA. 

About the’year 1889 | was at a county fair in Tippecanoe County, In- 

diana, and saw my first Guernsey, a fine three-year-old bull. He was a 

rangy-looking fellow, with yellow skin and other characteristics of the 

breed. He attracted but little attention, as eyery dairyman seemed to 

cling to the Holstein and Jersey. From 1892 to 1894 I traveled in a large 

number of the dairy States, selling creameries and purchasing butter. I 

found that wherever the Guernsey cattle were being tested the results 

were very satisfactory. But I only found a few herds, some half-breeds 

and some registered bulls. The color of the butter was so satisfactory 

that I determined to own a cow myself. I tried to purchase one at differ- 

ent places, but they were out of my reach. In the fall of 1894, J. Howard 

Davidson, of Altamont, N. Y., attended the Indiana State Fair with his 

famous Chicago World’s Fair herd. Many of his animals took first prizes 

there, as well as at some seventeen other large State and interstate fairs. 

(291) ~ 
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There were dropped on the fair grounds at Indianapolis two calves, a male 

and a female, in this noted herd. The calves were both sired by Carman 

2060, and out of splendid dams. The difficulty of shipping calves so young 

to the next fair where the stock was entered, Trenton, N. J.—enabled me 

to purchase these animals at a price unheard of for such stock. I took 

both home and raised them by hand. 

I have sold two heifers and eight bulls and have now a herd of three 

cows, two heifers to be fresh in the spring, and two bull calves, in all 

eleven now in the herd, making, with those sold, seventeen head in ten 

years. 

Mr. Oliver Mills has, in partnership with me, Solomon of Homestead 

8499, one of the best Guernsey bulls in America, to which I am now breed- 

ing my cows and heifers. Solomon has only been shown at fairs six 

times, and for these he has six blue ribbons to show, being first twice at 

the Indiana State Fair, and once each at New York, Ohio, Kansas and 

Illinois State fairs. Oliver Mills and his brother, Amos Mills, have some 

twenty-five to thirty heifers by registered Guernsey bulls and good Jersey 

mothers. There are a few full-bloods at or near Kokomo and North Ver- 

non, and in some of the southwestern counties there are a number ot 

grades. Black Bros. have a few. I suppose there are not in the State, 

all told, more than fifty registered Guernseys. 

They are to me the most satisfactory dairy cattle I have ever han- 

dled. I have tried Devons, Holsteins and Jerseys, buf the quiet disposi- 

tion of the Guernseys, free from nervousness, their hardiness and their 

ability at the churn, recommend them to dairymen wherever they have 

a trial. Dairymen in other States have often been known to sell their 

Jerseys and buy Guernseys, but the man who would part with his Guern- 

seys and substitute in their place Jerseys has never been heard of. They 

are to me the grandest of the dairy breeds, good size, hardy constitutions, 

persistent milkers and standing alone in producing the richest colored 

milk, cream and butter of any cow in the world. 

The Club then adjourned, to meet next year at the same time and 

place. 



THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE 

Indiana Shorthorn Breeders’ Association, 

January 4, 1905. 

FIRST SESSION. 

. The first session of the annual convention was convened at 11 o’clock 

a. m., Wednesday, January 4th, Vice-President Christian in the chair. 

Secretary John G. Gartin made the following report: 

Cash balance in Secretary’s hands January 5, 1904................. $9 50 

Received by check from Treasurer, September 15, 1904............ 47 11 

WD MESSLECEIMEU: sx sain Seve oueeier cial ars eed». Sys lelsyarete Dias tier as a Sicha wie areiee siteisra 6 38 00 

EDN EN Bet areca co ct tose er eae cate e eal a lava te cue hste(ehs. brs; dis a orcas ayer oreusiay aides Lcllows $94 61 

EXPENSES OF SECRETARY. 

Morstenosrapher tor repoLvine COMVEMUIOM =r ee.) othe wcll <> cena $22 50 

OSCALE STAMP Sis rokracicdcaeis Gia othe ore ci ateleto ein cs ete S Sears ata wud cde cutie aes 7 00 

Brinn sreports,. Stavlonery, NOTES, TELC. p< is secicicis sles «) ole ci ene ae © 2 airs D4 00 

HROSTANS CAT SU Rta rec cies cree he re erie Sei See oie. ake; Dae tatat area ale atta o's ten ebete Ms aes 1 50 

EREGAS UGE S2CMPCO SO. sat cies Oe cioasletackchans srdiacerebatpee sewer tis castes oo ete cogs 1 00 

PANIC S POL OPA TUS ye ots evox otiaae haven scoien cee ote okeueisy ek cee ion ckeies Eectaumecorspee g LEO) 

MGtAlMER NSC Acces asta teats Rictare clone eis Seo Ae etslyep els oat POk “OO 

Balance in Secretary’s hands, $7.11. 

On motion of Mr. Quick the report of the Secretary was received and 

placed on file. 

Treasurer Silverthorn read the following report: 
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“TREASURER’S REPORT. 

January 4, 1905. 

General fundyon hand: at last-mecting: “2. ee eee cri tenteieets $47 11 

Paid Secretary Gartin to defray expenses of stenographer and 

PRNNS ALeVOLUL.-.c koe een) as OR ene eek I eee eee eee 47 11 

Balance prize fund) on hand atelast meeting er sce eel ot oles A 2D 

1904 prize fund collected acs or acca g Beacoste oe he ele seroma ere 548 60 

ED Otel (Been. Segoe aivdele nigc MeO ee eee IE a ne Cee ee $550 32 

Paid premiums in special prize class at State Fair................ 490 00 

Balance unexpended prize fund:..22. 2... sehen ees "att neta $60 32 

Respectfully submitted, ~ 

JAS. EH. SILVERTHORN, Treasurer. 

On motion of Mr. Quick the report of the Treasurer was received andr 

referred to the Auditing Committee. 

The session was then adjourned to 2 p. m. 

SECOND SESSION. 

The session was called to order at 2 p. m., Wednesday, January 4th, 

Vice-President Christian in the chair. 

The chairman appointed the following members to act as an Auditing 

Committee: Walter Quick, John Robbins and T. J. Christain. 

ADDRESS BY W. E. HARRIS. 

Senator W. E. Harris, of Kansas, addressed the convention as tollows: 

I have no particular subject to speak upon, but expected to hear from 

some of the Indiana breeders before I began my talk. I thought some- 

thing would be brought out in the way of discussion. 

I feel it a very great honor to attend a meeting of the Short-horn 

breeders of Indiana, because Indiana stands high in the breeding of short- 

horn cattle. Indiana is the home of bluegrass, the only state in the Union 

that can claim bluegrass as indigenous to her soil, and cattle have fol- 

lowed naturally. 

When I reached here this morning and went into your agricultural 

rooms one thing excited my regret at once—the lack of pictures of short- 
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horn cattle. I found pictures of Herefords, of Angus and other breeds of 

cattle, but no short-horns. Nor do I find pictures of short-horn cattle in 

the railroad stations or hotels, as we have them in the West. I see pic- 

tures of Herefords everywhere, but no pictures of short-horns. Your state 

exhibited this year what was, to my mind, the only great star attraction 

of any of the great fairs. In St. Louis your state had the only animal that 

at once simply stepped to the head of her class. There was but one ani- 

mal exhibited this year about which there was absolutely no question at 

any of the fairs; she simply walked up to the head of her class and took 

her position without opposition from anyone. Z 

The pushing of a breed of cattle in public esteem is as essential a part 

of the business as anything else. I do not see Mr. Bowen here, but I 

wish to direct my remarks especially to him. He has an animal that 

ought to be sent on down. Others of you have cattle that are near the 

top. No other cattle could compete without the closest contest with the 

cattle exhibited by Robbins Brothers. Pictures of those cattle could be 

engraved and sent all around the country at comparatively small expense, 

either by their owners or by this association. Out in Kansas we have had 

to fight hard to maintain our claim for superiority and for merit before the 

public against the Angus and the Hereford men, and they have always 

had us at a disadvantage in the way of that kind of advertising. They 

show more liberality in the matter of informing the public of the merits of 

“their cattle than we do. We simply rest upon the old, old history of the 

short-horns, the breed of cattle that has followed the English language 

all around the world. We rest upon that history and think that every- 

body else knows it. There are millions of people being born and coming 

up and traveling over the world who know nothing of this history. Fre- 

quently men of wealth see attractive pictures of Herefords or Polled 

Angus cattle. Their attention is caught by them, and the first thing you 

know they are breeding these cattle, paying large prices for their first 

herds. I know of cases of that kind—many of them. When we complain 

of dullness in our business and the rivalry of other breeders we ought 

to see to it that we take advantage of the opportunities we have and 

exploit the cattle we believe in. It is a necessary part of our business, 

and one that should not be neglected. In this great state house, in this 

magnificent city, practically the heart of the state, there should be no lack 

of that kind of advertising on the part of the Indiana breeders of short- 

horn cattle. See that in the agricultural rooms of this building, in the 

hotels of the city and in the railroad stations you have pictures of your 

cattle. That is generally permitted in the West, and I think it would be 

permitted here. You have produced so many grand cattle in this state 

that they ought not to be forgotten by the world at large. 

The condition of the short-horn market, as well as the condition of 

the market for all other breeds of cattle, has not been very good for the 

past year. Commercial cattle have been down. The great range country 
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has had a very disastrous year. In the last two years commercial cattle 

have suffered greatly. There has been complaint, in the first place, of bad 

railroad service. Then we had a great strike in Chicago in the stock 

yards, and that had very disastrous results. However, this is the time 

when short-horn breeders ought to take hold of everything concerning 

proper breeding with firmer energy. This is the time when you can dis- 

card your surplus cattle; this is the time when you can put your house 

in order, because these conditions come in waves, and there is as inevi- 

tably a flood tide as there is an ebb tide. There is an ebb tide today, but 

the flood tide is sure to come, and when it does come the trade will be 

for short-horns. There is an increased desire all over the West to raise 

short-horns. It is a demonstrated fact that the Hereford cattle have not 

been able to sustain themselves where they have been bred for ten or 

twelve years in the great herds. The men owning those great herds have 

all determined to increase the quantity of short-horn blood in their breed- 

ing cows. It seems as though the short-horn cow is pre-eminently the 

mother of the whole bovine race. It has been true always and every- 

where, and it is being unmistakably demonstrated in the West. 

I saw a little item in the London Live Stock Journal the other day 

that interested me. It showed that out of twenty-nine entries in the cross-_ 

bred classes, twenty-eight of them either had a short-horn dam or a short- 

horn sire. The Hereford men seek the short-horn dam, the Angus men 

and the Galloway men following the same method. The glory of the 

northern part of Scotland in the production of beef has rested principally 

on the product of the short-horn cow and the Angus bull, or vice versa. 

They have what our learned professors call free potency to a higher 

degree than any other breed we know anything about. They improve 

every breed they touch. That is unmistakably demonstrated by the fact 

that every attempt to-do without it is followed by deterioration. 

Recently I was looking through sume old papers and came across a 

little supplement I published in 1887, at the time I issued a private cata- 

logue. I have issued one nearly every year for some years. As I looked 

that over, in view of my coming here, I came to the conclusion that I 

could find nothing better for a text than a letter which was really written 

me by Mr. Amos Cruikshank himself. He very seldom wrote for the 

public, or wrote at great length to his private correspondents; but I had 

the pleasure of talking to him several times and of having letters from 

him from time to time. This letter I printed as a part of my catalogue 

that year. I think it contains the sum and substance of everything that 

is really involved in the breeding of short-horn cattle. With your per- 

mission, I will read it and’call attention to a few points: 

“In the breeding of good short-horns some men have aimed at pro- 

ducing a good type for winning prizes; some look to breeding from a par- 

ticular line of blood; some pride themselves on having a herd descended 

from some particular animal; some think nothing of an animal that is 
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not red. All these ideas have led to much notoriety, and some of them tc 

the making of a deal of money; but none of them necessarily to the breed- 

ing of right down good, useful beasts. 

“Suppose a man wants to raise a sire which more or less is intended 

to produce beef cattle. The animal must have a heavy, well fleshed body 

on short legs, a fine bone, a tendency to make the best of all the food 

he eats, and, beyond everything else, a stout, hardy constitution. This 

tendency to make the best of all it eats, combined with a hearty consti- 

tution, is the great point. No straightness of back, roundness of rib, 

length of quarter, well filled neck vein, general ‘smothness’ or redness 

of color will make up for the want of a good constitution and the capacity 

to make much beef or milk out of a little food. When an animal com- 

bines this constitution with this tendency we may safely say that it is of 

a good sort, even if it may happen to be somewhat unsymmetrical. No 

man need look for lasting success unless he breeds from such a sort. 

“The power of judging of this goodness of sort in a strange animal 

is not given to many men, though by experience and care most men may 

learn to avoid the worst kinds, and close observation will soon tell every 

one which are the good and bad sorts dn his own herds. A certain want 

of symmetry need not affect the goodness of the sort, but no man Gaz 

afford to breed unsymmetrical animals, and no one is likely to try, for, 

though this prejudice or that whim has led many a man to breed bad 

sorts, every one sees the need to do what he can to keep up the desirable 

points in the general outline of the animal. In estimating the relative 

value of the various points of form a prudent man will set a high value on 

such as indicate a sound and vigorous constitution. Hence the old- 

fashioned sneer about kitchen beef will not prevent the very highest con- 

sideration for a well-developed fore end and wide chest. 

“The great question witk most breeders is, How are we to use the 

mass of facts which is bound up in our herd books? Are we to go in for 

line breeding? Must every successive sire be of the same tribe? Or are 

we, while generally standing by some line of blood, to allow ourselves 

such liberty as we can find within these limits, or are we to give our 

judgment free play and take a good beast when we can find one? Asa 

matter of theory, the latter plan is no doubt the most defensible, but in 

practice it has serious drawbacks. If our judgment was sufficiently well 

informed it might no doubt be right, but that is not often the case. In 

the second generation an animal has four grandparents, in the third eight, 

in the fourth sixteen, and in the fifth thirty-two. Everyone will admit 

that even in the fifth generation the individual qualities of each of the 

thirty-two ancestors has much to do with the qualities of its descendants. 

But how many breeders are likely to know the individual qualities of 

thirty-two animals living some twenty-five or thirty years ago? Hence, a 

- good sire bred from a sire and dam has often proved a snare, not because 

nature works untruly or because like does not produce like, but because 
-~ 
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we do not know all the elements which go to make up the animal we are 

using. Line breeding, too, has its particular difficulties. A sire bred from 

animals of his own or closely allied tribes has comparatively few causes 

of variation—that is, he is very potent—his capacities are pretty sure to 

descend; but then his capacities may be good or bad, and as any good 

tendeney becomes strongly developed, so does any bad one. The number 

of ‘blue-blooded weeds’ which have been produced of late years since line 

breeding became fashionable is good evidence of the danger which jis 

sure to come unless the system is worked by an unerring genius. Let 

us take the experience of Thomas Bates. He believed in his own blood 

beyond any other man. What was his practice? Up to 1823 and 1824 he 

used hardly any other than Duchess bulls, and it is said that rickety 

calves compelled him to change. Be that as it may, between the years 

1823 and 1828 the great bulk of his calyes were from Red Rose and 

Princess sires; between 1836 and 1848 he fell back on the Duke of North- 

umberland (1940), a Duchess bull, it is true, but with the double cross of 

a Princess sire and a Red Rose great-grandsire. From 1848 to the time 

of his death his calves were principally sired by Oxford bulls, some of 

whose recorded pedigrees would not now entitle them to registration. 

He was too wise a man to be bound by his own theories. 

“The best plan seems to be to take a middle course—in a general way 

stick as much as possible to animals bred by men who have successfully 

earried the ideas at which you aim—and if possible keep to animals with 

some blood connection. Similarity in blood is of advantage, as it reduces 

the tendency to sport, as botanists would say; but do not let a desire to 

have similar blood confine your judgment to too narrow a circle. When 

you have a good sort do not let any prejudice or whim persuade you to 

part with it. That breeder is the best off who has a herd of sufficiently 

good character and enough variety of origin to enable him to keep the best 

of his own produce for his own use without danger of lessening constitu- 

tional vigor; but before a man tries to breed his own sires let him be very 

sure that he has the right sort of stuff to work with. 

“This opinion is no mere theory. It expresses the practice of most of 

the successful men of old, and in the few instances in which it has been 

carried out in modern times its safety has been proved. When the men of 

old found that they had not what they wanted within their own herds 

they never hesitated to make a change. 

“The details of cattle management must vary with soil and climate, 

but there is one general ‘principle which ought to be kept in view every- 

where—let your plan be as nearly as possible nature’s plan. Do not give 

unduly stimulating food; do not fatten at one time and starve at another; 

do not expose unnecessarily to extremes of climate, and do not coddle your 

cattle. 

“Breeders of short-horns haye nothing to fear so long as they keep 

utility in view. Let the proof of the pudding be always in the eating.” 
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Mr. Cruikshank asked why there was such a universal demand in this 

country for red cattle. He himself had been forced to a certain extent 

to answer the demand for red cattle. It seems to me in the little article 

I have read is embodied nearly all the practical sense I have ever read 

on the subject of short-horn breeding. I think there is one application 

the American short-horn breeder ought to make. After Mr. Cruikshank 

had produced Champion of England and Roan Gauntlet he stuck entirely 

to his own herds, and reached in that way pretty. close to the danger line. 

Some years ago, in a conversation with me, he said: “I have got to the 

point: where fresh blood must be introduced, and (pointing to Mr. Duthie 

and myself) you younger men must take up this great work.” 

I fought pretty vigorously from along in the seventies to eighty-six 

and seven against what I thought the greatest danger the short-horn 

breed was being subjected to—line breeding, which had been preached by 

the Bates men. I was disgusted with it, and so fought it as well as I 

could. The cattle were being rendered unfit to compete out in the West- 

ern country with the sturdy Herefords and the short-legged Aberdeen 

Angus. They were being practically wiped out so far as butcher’s animals 

and constitutional vigor were concerned. That was owing to the long 

continued line breeding. In addition to that it was producing an artificial 

estimate upon which to base the value of short-horns. Cattle were ranked 

then, not at all upon their individual merits, but upon a certain paper 

value which they had. They would not at all stand the test of common 

sense. My theory is that whenever fashion ignores common sense it is 

time for common sense to ignore fashion. We are at that point today, 

and I propose to try to do what I can in defense of the real interests of 

the breed. The trouble today is that we are valuing the cattle too much 

by what they are called at the bottom of the pedigree. We take an ani- 

mal bred by Hector McKillup at some insignificant little place in England 

and rank her above any of the old families we have in this country. Is 

it because she is a better animal? No. When we get the Scotch type, 

which I think is desirable; when we get the constitution and the tend- 

ency to make the most of its food by two or three crosses on top of those 

old American families, we have as good cattle as any bred in England or 

Scotland. 

I am absolutely in favor of doing away with the present nomenclature. 

We call an animal Young Mary, or some such name, when she has no 

more of the blood of Young Mary in her than of eight or nine other ani- 

mals. You might as well put a pint of salt water in the river at St. 

Louis and expect to taste it at New Orleans. We see at sales all over 

the country superb young animals going into the ring under the name of 

Young Marys or something of the kind, when they belong to good old 

families. In the herd books stop using the name of the imported cow. 

Give two or three of the top crosses, which is, of course, a key to the 

pedigree, and no longer in recording pedigrees say the animal is of im- 
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ported Young Mary or imported anything else. I think they have been 

long enough on American soil to warrant us in stopping these ailusions to 

the importation. That plan will untie our hands. 

At the St. Louis and Chicago shows, where the cream of everything 

was found, one of the most beautiful animals I have seen for years stood 

first in its class. It was a yearling, and the owner said he would be glad 

to sell it for three hundred dollars, although he had been pricing some 

other animals not so good at one thousand dollars. At the bottom of the 

animal he priced at three hundred dollars was Young Phyllis. Now, what 

was the matter with Young Phyllis? One animal traced to some far-off 

animal in Scotland and the other to Young Phyllis, and the latter was 

the better animal, although offered at a price away down below the other. 

We should not lose sight of the underlying merit and go in entirely 

for the paper part. A dozen leading breeders in this country could rem- 

edy this whole thing. I can pick out a dozen gentlemen in this country 

who, if they would take a bull bred as I have said, tracing on the side of 

the dam to the old fashioned cattle, which were the best of their kind at 

the time they were imported, and which were as good, many of them, as 

those imported today, this thing would disappear. I have asked some of 

them why they did not do it. They say when people come to their herds 

to buy animals they want the straight Scotch sire. What is a pure 

Scotch sire? There is no sych thing in the world. They all have a mix- 

ture of Bates and other cattle in them. There is no more pure Scotch than 

there is a pure Ohio or a pure Indiana strain of cattle. It is absolute non- 

sense and we want to broaden the field and recognize merit. We need 

all the good bulls we have, and a great many more. There are too many 

poor cattle being bred, and if we let down the bars and let everybody’s 

hands be free to use rightfully and properly all the ocean of good blood 

there is in the herd book we would do much better in the way of breeding 

good cattle. 

The American Short-horn Breeders’ Association is a representative 

association, and it is a question whether they will perpetuate in the herd 

books this policy, which, by the use of the name of the imported cow 

continues this discrimination, or whether they will adopt a better method. 

I have been trying to ascertain what is necessary to broaden our trade 

with Mexico, the Argentine Republic, Cuba, and many other places. I 

find this to be one of the barriers. We ourselves put an artificial dis- 

tinction upon some of our cattle and thereby drive away would-be pur- 

chasers. 

While Missouri is supposed to be well supplied with short-horn cattle, 

I have had access to some statistics which show that but tive per cent. of 

all the cattle in that state have short-horn blood. I don’t know whether 

your state can show a better record. We need all the good cattle here 

at home, but when we come to send them abroad we find that Argentina 

has acted more wisely than other countries. She will take only the best 
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eattle; she will not take calves, she will not take young things that have 

not become developed. The broad-gauge men of England today are com- 

plaining bitterly of the injury that is being done to England by the con- 

stant influx of her very best cattle into the Argentine Republic. We have 

no cattle to spare for Argentina and we have none to spare for Mexico. 

It seems to me the breeders of Southern Indiana ought to have their 

eyes opened to the possibility of our Gulf States. They are crying for 

short-horn cattle in those states. There are difficulties in the way of 

sending them there. They must be inoculated and they must be ac- 

climated; but to Americans difficulties are simply things to be overcome. 

I do not see why there should not be an enormous increase in the trade of 

Southern Indiana with the Gulf States. Tne distance to ship is short, 

and Alabama, Louisiana and Mississippi are all crying for something to 

take the place of the scrubs that prevail there. 

Live-stock husbandry is the foundation of everything, for without it 

there is no possibility of maintaining the fertility of the soil. The land 

of a country devoted especially to one crop becomes worn out. The land 

in the Gulf States has been worn out, and a great deal of it is no longer 

eultivated, but is being covered with scrub pine. In the Northwest, where 

most of the country was devoted to wheat-growing, they are beginning to 

appreciate the fact that live stock raising is necessary to maintain the 

fertility of the soil. My own state has learned the lesson that they can 

not exist simply by growing wheat. There are places where wheat has 

been raised continuously for twenty to thirty years, until the soil has been 

absolutely robbed of fertility, and now they are going back to grass and 

cattle. 

I want to urge upon the’breeders present to do everything possible 

to maintain the intrinsic, absolute merit of your cattle. Discard all 

fashion and artificiality. Short-horn breeders, as a rule, are level-headed 

men, yet some of them, when they come to choose sires for their cattle, 

have aS many whims as_a lady choosing a bonnet. A man came to see 

my herd some years ago, and after looking it over very carefully said: 

“T have not been able to find a single bull here that is absolutely without 

any white hairs.” I told him I sincerely hoped he never would find one. 

Roan is the distinguishing mark of a short-horn. It is the hali mark of 

the short-horn breed and therefore I esteem it very highly. I believe 

eattle bred for a number of years simply for the sake of the red color 

will be sure to deteriorate. The fairs and practical use everywhere have 

demonstrated to the satisfaction of the most enthusiastic red maniac of 

twenty years ago that there is nothing in that, and now we have no trou- 

ble about the roans; we no longer find men discarding animals because 

they have white hairs. We have worn out that fallacy, and we will wear 

out the fallacy that we have to go back to the Scotch all the while. I 

believe in American men and I believe in American cattle, but if we can 

not reach the point where we can go on breeding cattle here as good as 
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are bred anywhere else in the world, without a constant recourse to the 

herds of Great Britain, we will have to admit we are failures. 

Last winter in Washington I had a conversation with the Argentina 

Minister. I was speaking to him of the possibility of getting some of 

their quarantine regulations changed. He then asked me why they should 

come to us for cattle when we go constantly to Scotland for ours. That 
is the position they take. “Who bloweth not his own horn, bis horn shall 

not be blown.” ‘That is the common sense of it. Let us blow our own 

horn! Native cattle that have been on this soil for seventy-five years have 

not deteriorated. While we may desire new blood and may desire to 

change the type, as we did in the eighties, having done that we ought 

to stand up before the world and say we can maintain what we have 

achieved. 

No one talks about the American man deteriorating, although I believe 

I did hear of one Englishman who said the American men were going 

back to the type of the American Indian; that they were going back to 

the long, lean, high-boned type. That may be so, but at any rate it can 

not be said of our short-legged short-horn cattle. 

Short-horn cattle have followed the English-speaking people all over 

the world. There is a humanity about short-horns that is lacking in other 

breeds of cattle. An attachment exists between the man who owns short- 

horns and his cattle that you do not find anywhere else. The Herefords 

and the Angus cattle are simply beasts—good ones, no doubt, under cer- 

tain conditions and in certain localities—but the short-horn cattle are 

members of the family. I never was chased out of a pasture by anything 

except an Angus cow. There is a wildness about that breed that does 

not exist in short-horn cattle. These breeds do not answer the purpose 

for general farmers’ cows; they are not animals that can be handled by 

the family. 

We have a very remarkable Secretary of our State Board of ens 

culture in Kansas. He is fond of generalizations and of burrowing into 

things. A year or two he took the records of the old fat stock show 

in Chicago. That show was carried on for about fifteen years. All 

classes of cattle were put in the final test. He took the statistics of that 

great show, tabulated them, and arrived at some general conclusions I 

think mean a great deal. Individual examples of maturity and such things 

do not amount to much. He prepared tables for thirteen years. He took 

all the Hereford, Angus, short-horn and other breeds between three and 

four. The only two that ran at all alike in the display made and the 

number shown were the Herefords and the short-horns. 

The three-year-old Herefords averaged in pounds 1,903, in i 1,271, 

and showed a gain per day of 1.50 pounds. 

The short-horns averaged in pounds 2,115, in days 1,324, and showed a 

gain per day of 1.59 pounds, a gain of .0@ per day more than the Herefords. 

The next class was the two-year-olds. The Herefords averaged in 

pounds 1,642; in days 996, and showed a gain per day of 1.65 pounds. 
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The short-horns averaged in pounds 1, 765; in days 978, and showed a 

gain per day of 1.81 pounds. k 

The yearling Herefords averaged in pounds 1,338; in days 685, and 

showed a gain per day of 1.96 pounds. 

The short-horns averaged in pounds 1,389; in days 650, and showed a 

gain per day of 2.14 pounds. : 

Thus you see that in each of these three classes, taking the hundreds 

of animals that were exhibited, there was a uniform story that in gains 

per day the short-horns outranked all the others. I think that justifies 

the universal popularity of the short-horns. It was an experiment on a 

large scale, and the figures I have given show the general average of all 

the breeds shown. That explains why the Herefords are confined, so far 

as England is concerned, to the little country of Herefordshire. The 

Aberdeen Angus is confined to Scotland, but the short-horn is found 

every where—it is the cosmopolitan breed—so I think we can safely stay 

with it. Properly fed, properly bred and properly handled, there is no 

possibility of a man losing money with a good short-horn herd. My 

experience in the practical handling of cattle covers pretty nearly my 

whole life. The first animal I remember was when I was four years 

old. I have never forgotten being set upon the back of a large, white 

short-horn bull. While men have failed for many reasons—speculation, 

improper breeding or the chasing of some irridescent dream—evyen with 

the-low prices of this year there is a good profit underlying the raising 

of good short-horn cattle in a sensible way. 

Mr. Robbins: I have been much interested in what the speaker has 

said. I don’t think there is anything of more importance confronting us 

than the problem of how to discard this family name. If Colonel Harris 

will take a little more time to tell us how to go about doing away with 

it, 1am sure we would all like to have his views. A few of us have talked 

this matter over, and have even gone so far as to tabulate our pedi- 

grees in our private catalogues. When we speak of the matter people 

usually say: “Well, our short-horn association will not record that kind 

of a pedigree, and we don’t want it.” 

Senator Harris: You can not record very well cattle with a tabulated 

pedigree. Space will not permit it. You can not increase the bulk of your 

columns, but you can give the name of the animal, its age, and the name 

of the breeder; you can say it is by a certain sire, by a certain dam out 

of a certain sire, and stop there. Leave out such words as “tracing to 

Young Mary.” You gentlemen must adopt that rule. The Short-horn 

Association will do whatever its stockholders ask it to do. That should be 

the first step, I think, in this reform, just simply to drop discriminating or 

distinguishing cattle by the name of a cow imported sixty or seventy 

years ago. 
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Mr. Walter Quick: As Mr. Robbins has said, a number of the breeders 

have tabulated the pedigrees of their cattle. We had a little experience 

with our first tabulations. We thought there was just as much impor- 

tance appertaining to the sire’s side of the pedigree as there was to the 

dam's side. Consequently we did not give any more importance in our 

tabulation to the dam’s side, which was the lower half of the tabulation, 

than to the sire’s side. In other words, we did not say ‘tracing from 

imported Young Mary,” on the lower half of the tabulation, leaving it 

as we do the upper..or sire’s side of the tabulation. The question was put 

to us time and again, “What family does this animal belong to?’ We 

would tell them they could find out the family when they got the certified 

copy. Of course we could give the family name, but- they would say 

they might not remember that. It would seem, therefore, that the initia- 

tive must be taken by the American Association. It can not be otherwise. 

It may be I am putting it a little strong to say initiative, because the 

initiative necessarily must come from the stockholders and the breeders, 

possibly from such associations as this. If this association should pass a 

resolution voting that it is the sense of the members that the pedigrees 

be printed in the future as Colonel Harris has suggested, it would have its 

weight, and if every other state association would do the same thing 

it would have still more weight. You can understand why the Messrs. 

Robbins have printed their catalogues with two pedigrees. On the one 

side is the tabulated pedigree, and on the other a pedigree which gives 

only half of the breeding. If you study a tabulated pedigree you will 

find there is only about one-eighth the animals in the five generations 

mentioned. In the ordinary pedigree, which is not nearly so complete, 

it seems the buyers, especially the beginners, find great satisfaction. That 

has caused us to feel that perhaps we made a mistake in not printing 

double catalogues. We have printed our fourth catalogue with all the 

pedigrees tabulated, and we shall follow that plan. I don’t know how 

soon we can drop the fact that the female side traces to a certain im- 

ported cow, but probably not until the Herd Book stops tracing to So 

and So. z 

Chairman Christian: We have the President of the American Asso- 

ciation here, and would like to hear from him. 

Mr. S. F. Lockridge: Colonel Harris’s views are my views on this 

subject. We served a long while ago on the board, and discussed this 

question and various others, on which we usually agreed. This matter 

that you speak of has often been up before, and has been discussed by 

other breeders. There are some difficulties in the way of getting a true 

system of breeding. I think it will be very obvious to you that the 

tabulated form could not be accepted because of the space it would take. 

We publish anywhere from fifty to seventy-five thousand pedigrees a 

year. We have to make each pedigree as short as possible, and refer to 
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other pedigrees in-previous columns. I would like to do away with the 

imported cow with the family. Short-horn cattle originated in Great 

Britain, and we still go there for our fresh blood, and the question will 

nearly always be asked when a man comes to your herd to buy, “What 

is the imported cow?’ You will necessarily have to tell that, because it 

is a matter of history. I think we could easily do away in our registra- 

tion with references to the imported cow. I do not know whether that 

would do away with this feeling or not. It has struck me that the tabu- 

lated form of pedigree is the best way of getting rid of that trouble. 

If the breeders, in issuing their catalogues, would use the tabulated form 

and make no reference whatever to the imported cow, it would do a great 

deal towards straightening this matter out; but I do not see how we who 

are publishing a herd book could publish a tabulated form. It takes a 

whole page to make five crosses in a pedigree alone. We have run as 

high as seventy thousand pedigrees in a single year, and in a short time 

there would be a multiplication of books. 

This is a question that has engaged my attention a great deal, and if 

anyone can suggest anything that will help solve the difficulty I am sure 

the board of directors would like to have it. They are willing at any time 

to take up these matters, because they are only representing the views of 

the stockholders. The only question is to find the ways and means of 

accomplishing it. 

I am like Colonel Harris in this: I would like to have an American 

short-horn. I can not see why it is always necessary for us to go back 

to Great Britain, and I can not see that the imported animal is worth 

any more intrinsically than the one bred right here at home, if the 

individual merits are equal. It is our own fault if we do not make a 

standard of American short-horns. We have the power to do it and we 

ought to do it. ‘ 

Mr. Robbins: When I see a good animal the next thing I want to 

know is how it is bred, and the only thing for me to do is to tabulate 

the pedigree. Why do we have a short-horn association? To furnish us 

information about our short-horn cattle. We have got to turn over a new 

leaf. If you simply drop the imported cow from the present form of 

pedigree and make the record that much shorter, I do not believe it will 

accomplish much. This is a question, I think, of very great importance, 

and I do not think it should be put aside lightly. 

Mr. Lockridge: I think Colonel Harris struck the idea when he said 

it was in our own power to do this. I believe if ten or a dozen of the 

best breeders in this country would throw aside these prejudices and breed 

good cattle everybody else would join in. All the breeders in general 

want is some one to lead them. If the leaders will get together and agree 

to make the change the question would be solved. That is the only way 

I think it can be solved. ; 

20—Agri. 
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Mr. George W. Thomas: We would have to go to a great deal more~ 

trouble to get to the foundation of our pedigrees. We would have to 

look up our imported cows through the pedigrees. We now get these 

through our histories of imported cattle. According to a rule of our 

association everything has to trace to imported cows before they can be 

entered in our herd book. That rule would have to be changed. It seems 

to me, however, the main trouble would be in getting at the foundation 

of our pedigrees. We get that through our histories, and I don’t see how 

we could, without a great deal of work, get the facts unless we refer to 

those imported cows. I don’t see that it would shorten the pedigrees 

much to drop the reference to the imported cows. 

Mr. Walter Quick: Mr. Lockridge has said that the only way to do 

this is by tabulation. However, he said that is impossible in the Herd 

Book, because it would make five books instead of one. That being the 

case, if we can not have a whole loaf it does seem desirable to take what 

we can get. We would aid the herd book solution if we would drop any 

part of the pedigrees. There would be something gained in printing by 

dropping the imported cows. I doubt not Colonel Harris has considered 

this carefully, and when he made that recommendation he probably took 

into consideration the fact that it would be impossible to print the. pedi- 

grees tabulated. Therefore it seems to me it would not be inadvisable for 

this association to pass a resolution giving the sense of this association 

and of the Indiana breeders along this line. This would be a recommenda- 

tion to the American Association. A start has to be made some place. 

This will set people to thinking about the matter, and may lead to having 

the books printed eventually in the way Mr. Lockridge spoke of. It might 

also iead eventually to the dropping of the name of the imported cow. 

It is time we got rid of that old fallacy. I have in mind to offer the 

following resolution: 

“Resolved, That the Indiana Short-horn Breeders’ Association, in its 

annual convention assembled, recommend to the American Short-horn 

Herd Book Association a modification of the present form of recording 

pedigrees, and that final reference or tracing to imported cows (naming the 

cow) be eliminated.” 

Mr. Donley: I am a beginner in the business of breeding short-horn 

cattle, but I am in favor of following the old adage which says, ‘‘Let every 

tub stand on its own bottom.” We new breeders who go to sales and see 

Mr. Robbins or Mrs. Meredith, or some person we regard as a good judge 

of short-horns, giving two or three times as much for an animal referring 

back to an imported cow as they will for one that does not so trace back. 

I have had men say to me, ‘‘Donley, is this a pure Seotch heifer?” and if 

I said it was they would slap on two or three bids, while they would be 

ready to quit at that time if it was not a pure Scotch animal. 
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1 think the proper thing to do is for some of the prominent breeders 

to lay aside such fads. Make this thing practical and don’t worry about 

the tabulation or the paper part of it. 

Mr. Douglas: If we pass this resolution will it not strike a body blow 

to that part of the Herd Book of the American Association which provides 

that no animal shall be entered that can not trace to an animal that has 

a certain place in the English Herd Books? 

Senator Harris: When the new association was formed it was decided 

to admit into the future records of the association all animals already 

recorded. We admit all the English importations provided they trace to 

column 20 of the Hnglish Herd Book. We do discriminate against some. 

families. Of course on the other side they do admit new families. While 

I was one of the directors of the American Herd Book I opposea 

admitting those new families. In the eighties the Scotch created new 
families in order to import them. The Scotch cattle had a want of 

popularity at that time, and I did not think they ought to be allowed to 

unload that kind of cattle on us. England is a little country. When 

an application is made for a new herd the directors can send some one 

out to examine it. They are pretty careful to examine the foundation 

stock and all about it. That is impracticable in this country. England is 

full of what are called “non-pedigreed” cattle. All the great dairy herds 

around London and Liverpool are of this class. At a recent dairy show a 

cow of that class took the champion prize. They have the toundation 

there. Mr. Booth used to say that five crosses of a pure bred bull on any 

dairy cow made a short-horn. I believe five crosses of pure bred bulls on 

any good market cow makes them to all intents and purposes short-horns. 

The question with us is how we shall properly rehabilitate the old breeds 

of cattle that run away back past recent importations. There are old 

families in Ohio and Kentucky that were originally selected with more 

care with reference to their purity of blood than any of the modern 

importations. I think we ought-not to throw away all that magnificent 

foundation. 

Mr. Donley, however, has put his finger on the sore; he got right 

down to the nerve. This thing of whether you tabulate the pedigrees or 

whether you drop the imported cow is not the thing; but let a dozen of 

the prominent breeders take cattle of this kind and use them at the head 

of their herds, and the thing is done. When I had my herd they were all 

imported from Mr. Cruikshank’s herd. After a while I saw the necessity 

for a change. I did not like Mr. Cruikshank’s cattle, after the use of 

Cumberland, especially. They began to get small and weak, and were 

not as sturdy as cattle bred from other sires. I got a Golden Drop cow 

by a Bates bull, and I bred my Cruikshank bulls to this cow, and then used 

her blood on the whole herd. They were the best cattle IT had, and when 

I dispersed my herd they brought the highest price. 
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I think the resolution before this body ought to be passed. Of course 

the Short-horn Breeders’ Association is a representative body and want 

to do what the short-horn breeders of the country want them to do, so 

fas as is consistent and right. They want to know what you think, and I 

believe a resolution of this kind might very properly be passed. That 

is a step, and it shows to the association publishing the herd book that 

you no longer think it the proper thing to refer to some old imported 

cow fifteen crosses back. 

Mr. Robbins: In order to more properly get this before the meeting, 

I move the adoption of Mr. Quick’s resolution. (Seconded.) 

Mrs. Meredith: I do not approve of the resolution and I shall vote 

against it. I say this with great hesitancy in the presence of those who 

haye had more experience than I have had. We must remember that a 

pedigree is a purely artificial thing. If we put aside the imported cow 

what better have we to suggest? The pedigrees must be traced somehow 

in order to make it a good, standard short-horn pedigree. What better 

have -you to suggest than the imported cow? We must admit that the 

association on the other side takes great pains to keep the record of the . 

eligibility of the cow. I wonder how many here remember those two 

little thin books on “Unfashionable Crosses.’ Were they not dreadful 

things? Now, if we do this we will find there will be a standard and 

somebody will get up books like these little volumes on ‘“Unfashionable 

Crosses.”’ 

Senator Harris: I am interested in what Mrs. Meredith says, and I 

should consider it a very great disaster if anything so absoiutely horrible 

as a revival of Haley’s ‘““Unfashionable Crosses” should be brought about. 

This would not do it. This does not take anything out of the herd book 

or admit anything into it, but simply does away with a little underscor- 

ing we are in the habit of using. The information is all in the herd book. 

You still have all the information you need in the herd book, but you do 

away with the artificial distinction I spoke of. It is always interesting 

to know the history of every importation. Nothing I know of is more 

interesting than Mr. Warfield’s History of Imported Cows. That is still 

of record, but we no longer recognize the importance of the imported cow. 

That is, we no longer give an undue proportion of value to the imported 

cow in the pedigree. To that extent it puts things more upon a level and 

gives the tabulated pedigree a chance to become more popular. Of course 

lack of space prohibits the association publishing tabulated pedigrees. 

President Bowen: The resolution, if passed, will not bind the Amer- 

ican Association at all. You have the registration of the animal, but in 

place of tracing to some imported animal it gives the information to the 

party that the animal has the blood of that noted animal in it. That 

is all that tracing to the imported cow does now. 
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Mr. Williams: I do not see that anything will be gained by that until 

the discrimination in the show ring and in the barn yard is dropped. It 

would only lead to confusion. Possibly not to exceed one-fourth of the 

men who attend sales, or of the prospective purchasers who go to your 

farms have the herd book and can trace the breeding in its entirety to 

any certain animal. If an animal is placed in the sales ring without this 

discrimination probably not more than one-fourth of the buyers there had 

familiarized themselves with the breeding of the animal through the herd 

book before the sale. This discrimination going on in the sales ring the 

new breeder would wonder why such was the case and it would start 

an inquiry. If the pedigrees were still carried on and catalogued the same 

as ever they could readily see why discrimination was made. This dis- 

crimination can only be stopped by breeders themselves. People will seek 

out and read and study before going to a sale, and will trace the breed 

back to the imported cow. 

It seems to me there is another objection to this dropping of the im- 

ported cow; it would necessitate the secretary of the National Associa- 

tion looking up the pedigree of an animal before recording it. The lead- 

ing breeders and purchasers of the country can do more to stop this dis- 

crimination than anyone else, and I see nothing to be gained by adopting 

the resolution. 

President Bowen: If I thought this would bring about the desired 

result, I would be for the resolution. I dcn’t see how it can bring about 

anything except a little more work for the party looking up the pedigree. 

The discrimination is brought about in the sale of the cattle. The pedi- 

gree only gives the sires and dams. To be sure, it adds that “tracing to 

Young Mary,” or to some other cow, but what is that if the imported 

cow was not much? I know some imported cows I would not give very 

much for, and some I would not have on my place. To be sure, some 

people might give something for them because they were imported, but 

they would not be showing good judgment in doing so. The American 

people as a rule desire to be humbugged, so the discrimination must be 

brought about by the breeders. They must discriminate between cattle. 

If they do not know a good animal when they see it they ought not to 

be in the business. I say that, knowing that a great many people are 

in the business who do know good cattle and go on breeding in the 

line we are trying to remedy. They do it for the simple reason that they 

have to in order to hoodwink somebody else, or else they dé not make 

any money. As long as we as breeders demand animals that trace to 

imported cows, or as long as we demand pure Scotch, just. that long 

people will be breeding pure Scotch animals, and no longer. 

Mr. Robbins: I did not move the adoption of the resolution because 

I thought it was what we wanted, but because I thought it was the 
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proper way to get it before the meeting. My idea is that we ought to 

find some way to get up tabulated pedigrees. That is the only way I 

know of to get all the information concerning cattle. You can easily 

finish your information if you have a tabulated pedigree in the first five 

crosses. I would rather furnish storage for volumes I might never need 

than to work the pedigrees over and over again. I believe our short-horn 

association ought to try in some way to give us tabulated pedigrees; they 

do the work, while the others do not. 

Mr. Artemus Smith: I would like to suggest that the American Asso- 

ciation make some rule by which anything and everything we call pure 

blood can not be recorded. We ought to have standards; we ought to 

have some bar. There are a great many record animals that do not 

deserve to be on the records at all. If we could find ways of breeding 

better cattle it would be an improvement. We only give two sires and 

then stop, but we give several more on the female side. I never did see 

any reason for that. I believe this other is a matter of more importance. 

Vice-President Christian: Colonel Harris has just said we could not 

send a committee out to examine each herd because the country is too 

big. If we send the pedigree up to the American Association they must 

record it. 

The resolution was voted on and lost. 

Mr.. John E. Robbins: I think we have all been highly entertained 

and benefited by the presence of Senator Harris, and I move that a vote 

of thanks be extended to him. 

The motion was seconded and carried by a rising vote. 

INDIANA CATTLE AT THE WORLD’S FAIR. 

JOHN E. ROBBINS. 

The cattle shown at the St. Louis World’s Fair was made up of ex- 

hibits from Canada and the following twenty-one states, viz.: Connecti- 

cut, Illinois, Iowa, Indiana, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, 

New York, North Carolina, Nebraska, Oregon, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New 

Hampshire, Tennessee, Kansas, Missouri, Winconsin, West Virginia and 

New Jersey. The breeds shown were Short-horn, Hereford, Angus, 

Jalloway, Polled Durham, Red Polled Jersey, Holstein, Brown Swiss. 
* 
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Ayrshire, Guernseys, Devon, Dutch Belted, Kerry and West Highland. 

The championships and first prizes awarded to cattle owned in the above 

twenty-one states and Canada were as follows: 
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As the Dutch Belted, Kerry and West Highland had only one herd 

of each and the Devons only a few entries where there was competition 

I have not credited their winnings to the states in which they were owned. 

Indiana exhibited Short-horns, Herefords, Polled Durhams, Galloways 

and Jerseys. In all these except the Herefords she is ahead and she 

won both senior championships and both grand championships for Here- 

fords. The World’s Fair officials considered the breeders’ premier cham- 

pionship the best prize offered to a breed. Indiana won four out of a 

possible five. On the Short-horn exhibit we had a cash prize on every 

animal shown. We know of no other state with such a record. 

SHORT-HORNS AS DUAL PURPOSE CATTLE AT THE WORLD’S 

FAIR. 

WALTER QUICK 

Professor Busby telephoned me a few days ago and asked me to look 

up the data on the exhibit of short-horns in the dairy classes at the St. 

Louis Fair. He sent me a programme showing the subject he was down 

to discuss. He said he would not be able to attend the meeting and ask2d 

me to take his subject. ‘ 
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At the outset we can safely say that beyond peradventure of a doubt 

the short-horns were the dual purpose cattle at the St. Louis Fair. I 

think the subject should have been ‘‘Short-horns as Dairy Cattle at the 

World’s Fair,” as they were there to demonstrate what they could do as 

dairy, cattle. 

The American Herd Book Association appropriated ten thousand dol- 

lars for the purpose of making this dairy exhibit. Colonel Hinds was 

appointed commissioner to take the matter in hand and select the right 

sort of cattle. He selected a number of cattle from Indiana. If he had 

been successful in getting all the good cattle he selected in his show it 

would have been a wonderful exhibit and would have demonstrated a 

wonderful thing for our breed of cattle. But many things happened to 

prevent those cattle from getting there. Many of the cattle did not calve 

at the proper time to enable them to be shown there to the best 

advantage. The Jersey cattle breeders commenced a year before the 

opening of the exhibit, and bred their cows so they might calve a week 

or ten days before the test would commence. The Holstein breedgrs did 

the same. As a result of this Colonel Hinds in an article in the Breeders’ 

Gazette shows that twenty-four head of cattle made a much greater 

record than was made by the Jersey cattle at the World’s Fair in Chicago. 

The record was phenomenal from the standpoint of any work that was 

ever done with dairy cattle. I think we can appreciate that Colonel Hinds 

feels that some advantage was taken of the short-horns in this dairy 

exhibit. Colonel Hinds says that barrels and barrels of breakfast food 

was fed to the Jersey cattle, and that the experiment was not conducted 

along the same lines. The rations and various other things were different. 

He also called our attention to the fact that of the twenty-nine short- 

horns selected but twenty-four were permitted or were in condition to 

go ‘into the test. However, the averages on the bulletins issued every 

ten days were on twenty-nine instead of twenty-four head. 

AS a matter of fact, we know that no very great attention has been 

given to the breeding of short-horns for exclusive dairy purposes in the 

United States. In some parts of the Eastern States and in the old coun- 

tries short-horns are bred for exclusive dairy purposes. In various parts 

of England the dairy short-horns stand right at the front. I have here 

a little clipping taken from the Breeders’ Gazette in regard to the London 

Dairy Show, which I think will be of special interest to us in considering 

this question at this time. I had the pleasure of visiting the London 

Dairy Show some years ago. It is conducted by the British Farmers’ 

Association, and is certainly the greatest dairy exhibit in the world. In 

fact, it has become so prominent that all the world records are taken 

from this show. 

“The exhibit of dairy cattle numbered 164 head in all, of the follow- 

ing breeds: Short-horns, forty-six; Jerseys, fifty-nine; Guernseys, thir- 

teen; Red Polls, thirteen; Ayrshire, two; Kerry, eight; Dexters, four; 
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cross-breeds, sixteen. One set is awarded each breed by inspection, then 

another set of prizes in a milking competition in which the breeds com- 

pete together. Substantial prizes are awarded the winners in the milk- 

ing competition, and certain cups and prizes to the best animal in each 

breed. The prizes are awarded in this milking competition by allowing 

certain points for each pound of milk, fat and solids produced and some- 

thing for each ten days since calving. The prize does not always go 

therefore to the cow producing the most milk or butter fat. This condi- 

tion occurred this year, and while one short-horn produced the most milk 

and another the most butter fat the prize was awarded to a South Devon 

cow. She had been in milk 177 days and produced an average of 57.5 

pounds of milk per day containing 2.32 pounds of butter fat. The aver- 

age daily yield of milk fat and solids for the leading cow in each breed 

is thus shown: 

Sontps 
MILK. Fart. | Fart. aaa 

Lbs. Per cent. Lbs. Lbs. 
Hedigreed short;hornss pate sss-e ete 2 ee 44.4 3.70 1.65 4.01 
Non-pedigreed Short-horns .. ........... 58 3.63 2.17 5.02 
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PenEeSS a etic ge tr At Ee Wes, ce FERS 396 5.60 2:25 3.59 
Red Polls. SO Se ae ae 56.6 3.71 2.10 4.80 
Marya eg a soe le a oe 38.7 ra) nn as 0) | 3.60 
Dexters . Bacar Sa ps Ane ei 9 40.4 4.08 1.65 3.61 
Cross-breeds ... Ce Mae fe ees ee nls 4.12 2.37 | 5.18 

Of the cross breeds, the majority were of short-horn lineage. While 

some of the short-horns shown were registered animals, the majority were 

of the kind spoken of by Senator Harris as being non-pedigreed short- 

horns. However, they were pure short-horns. 

I regret to say it is impossible for me, and it would have been im- 

possible for Professor Busby, to have an exact report without get- 

ting it from the books of Colonel Hinds. As Colonel Hinds says in this 

article, nothing official has been promulgated by the test committee. I 

learn from the members of the board of the American Association that 

it is doubtful if anything ever will be promulgated. Colonel Hinds kept 

the record himself and has reported to the Herd Book Association. Why 

the official report has not been made is not known. It remains a fact, 

however, that the short-horns made a very creditable showing at ‘the 

World’s Fair. I have decided to read a part of Colonel Hinds’ article on 

that exhibit: 

“Did the Short-horn cows put up any work in this demonstration? 

Yes; they cleaned up and polished off all previous dairy records of short- 

horns in prolonged contests. Going back to history again, the brainy 
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men who manage the affairs of the American Short-horn Breeders’ Asso- 

ciation are entirely out of range of criticism in connection with this dem- 

onstration. It may be understood that they were unwilling participators 

in the demonstration. There were hardly a dozen short-horn cows on 

earth that had ever been pushed for a week’s record, much less for a three 

months’ record. The ability of these cattle in dairy lines was problemat- 

ical. It had been demonstrated time and again that the short-horn was a 

superior beef animal. As an economical machine for the growing of meat 

of the highest quality the breed stood at the top of the pinnacle and looked 

around with but few competitors closely in sight. In all places where the 

short-horn cow had been given a show, on the farm and in the hands of 

the patron of the cheese factory and the creamery, the balance of her credit 

had always appeared on the right side of her owner’s bank account. In 

the few tilts that she had had at the fairs and in the Columbian Dairy 

Test her records as a dairy cow were creditable. It stood much above the 

average of the cattle that the census enumerates as dairy cows. The 

short-horn managers knew that they represented the best general-purpose 

cattle thus far exploited. They felt that if there was to be a show of dual- 

purpose cows at the great Louisiana Purchase Exposition they should 

make a showing. Hence they cheerfully appropriated the bag of money 

necessary to carry out the undertaking. 

“In the work of locating and assembling twenty-five cows at St. Louis 

everything connected with it was somewhat of a lottery. Records of the 

abilities of short-horn cows in dairy lines are not available in this coun- 

try. No owner of short-horn cattle had even considered the propriety of 

breeding some of his best cows in order that they might produce at about 

the proper period to participate in this demonstration. But a single cow 

of the thirty-three short-horns assembled at St. Louis was in the slightest 

degree acclimated in that latitude. A single Missouri cow, coming, how- 

ever, from many miles north of St. Louis, was utilized. Some of the 

cows there assembled were not expected from their previous performance 

to test out worthy to be classed among the twenty-five. Of the twenty- 

five cows entered in Class B, in which seventy cows of the four breeds 

entered, one was entirely overcome by the climatic conditions obtaining 

and at the end of the first 60 day period this cow was destroyed as it 

seemed apparent that she would not have vigor sufficient to live out the 

test. Two other cows at least were so affected by their environments that 

they could not do effective work. The short-horn representative in start- 

ing his twenty-five cows in Class B, which relates to dairying only, not 

only anticipated possible difficulties such as have already been enumer- 

ated with reference to three cows, but well knew that some of the lot, 

under the environments in which we were running, would turn out 

“quitters” and he was very glad to be able to hope that twenty of his 

twenty-five cows in this class would turn out creditable dairy vecords. 

“What is the result? The records of milk flow of these twenty cows 
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in 120 days run from 3,796.5 pounds milk to 5,207.4 pounds milk, having 

a butter fat content running trom 143.6 pounds to 208.5 pounds and from 

337.4 pounds other solids to 446.4 pounds other solids. Their growth in 

114 days of the 120 days was 41 pounds to 143 pounds. The average 

amount of milk »roduced by the twenty cows during the 120 days was 

4,421.6 pounds milk showing an average butter fat content of 165.3 

pounds and an aveiage of 382.7 pounds other solids, and an average 

growth for the 114 days of 105.3 pounds. 

“Stopping for a moment to consider comparatively this record of 

5,207.4 pounds milk showing 208.5 pounds butter fat made by a short- 

horn cow in this demonstration and her farther record of 446.4 pounds 

other solids and the farther fact that in 114 days she grew 139 pounds 

(which is another name for stored energy for future work) and the 

additional fact that this cow produced her last calf February 26 and was 

again bred April 22, we may gather some information as to whether 

this cow is comparatively a good dairy cow or not, without reference 

to her beefing qualities. It should be remembered also that this cow 

was reared in Michigan and was never out of sight of her birthplace 

until the last week of April of this year. In the great Columbian Dairy 

Test, held eleven years ago and which will never be wiped off the pages 

of history as a mile stone along the dairy trail of this and all other coun- 

tries, }ut three cows (all of them Jerseys) equaled the dairy record of 

the short-horn cow we are now considering. Climatic conditions and 

barn environments and all other surroundings were up and away much 

better at Chicago than at St. Louis. These three Jersey cows were all 

champions in the different tests at Chicago. Brown Bessie produced her 

last calf April 21, Merry Maiden produced her last calf April 15, and Ida 

Marigold produced her last calf April 29. None of these cows were 

again bred. Their 120 days’ trial commenced two weeks earlier than the 

St. Louis demonstration and by the same token closed two weeks earlier, 

showing so much less period of lactation than the short-horn. Brown 

Bessie gave 4,768.6 pounds milk, showing a butter fat content of 237.3 

pounds and 436.9 pounds other solids and grew 88 pounds. Merry Maiden 

gave 4,006.2 pounds milk, showing a butter fat content of 219.5 pounds 

and 372.0 pounds other solids and grew 39 pounds. Ida Marigold gave 

4,484.1 pounds milk, showing a butter fat content of 212.9 pounds and 

401.9 pounds other solids, and grew 69 pounds. From all of the above 

we must conclude that the short-horn cow we have been considering, 16th 

Belle of Trowbridge (Vol. 43, page 637 A. H. B.) must certainly take — 

high rank as a dairy cow and that at least four out of five of all of her 

associates by their performance in this demonstrat‘on have proved them- 

selves dairy cows.” 

The American Association board was not in any way to blame for 

failure to have this report made. Colonel Hinds gives this report in the 

November number of the Breeders’ Gazette, after having prepared his 
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report to present to the Herd Book Association. Now, there is something 

of advantage we may draw from this. I can not refrain from making 

the remark that perhaps we are not giving enough attention to the milk- 

ing qualities of the short-horn. I believe it is our paramount duty to see 

that short-horn cows are given the proper sort of ration for the produc- 

tion of milk of a rich quality, not alone from the fact that we want to 

increase the value of the short-horn as dual purpose cattle, but we will 

get our return as breeders in the immediate calf that is being suckled. 

You can not expect a cow to give the right quality of milk on a diet of 

corn; and you can not expect her calf to do as well as if she was given — 

the proper sort of a ration for the production of the right quality of milk. 

It would seem advisable for us to consider these things. It is diffi- 

cult for us to understand the great value of the dual purpose short-horn 

cattle in England. The difference is very great. They have small bones, 

a smaller head, and a little Jonger legs, are less beefy and produce better 

milk. They stand right at the front as dairy cattle. Those that are im- 

ported to us would not give us satisfaction as beef animals if they were 

from the dairy cattle of England. A great many of the cattle in the 

United States are of the dairy class, and the dairy production of this 

class can be brought back to the old position they used to have. 
vm 

Adjournment. 

THIRD SESSION. 

The convention was called to order at 7:30 p. m., Wednesday, January 

4th, President Bowen in the chair. 
> 

The chairman appointed the following Committee on Nominations: 

T. J. Christian, J. W. Donley, and John E. Robbins. 

WHY SHORT-HORNS ARE THE BEST CATTLE FOR INDIANA 

FARMS. 

MRS. VIRGINIA C. MEREDITH. 

Why short-horns are the best cattle for Indiana farms. 

I will name twelve reasons why short-horns are the best cattle for 

Indiana farms—others may be easily given. 

TFirst.—Because the farms are comparatively small, with a rich, fertile 

soil, well adapted to the heavy beef breeds, and well watered. 

Second.—Our farmers are generally engaged in general purpose farm- 

ing—they are not dairymen nor feeders. 
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Third.—The best beef markets are near by; Chicago, Louisville, Cin- 

cinnati, Pittsburg, Indianapolis. 

Fourth.—Many railways render shipping easy. 

Fifth—Better feed for making beef and milk is produced nowhere; 

bluegrass, corn, oats, clover and—alfalfa, shall we add? 

Sixth.—The old time high grade short-horn of Indiana was profitable 

before the dairy cross was made. » 

Seventh.—A. better farmer’s cow does not exist than the short-horn— 

heifers for milk, steers for beef. 

Highth.—A better steer than the short-horn has never been bred. 

Ninth.—High class herds are well established in the State, making 

breeding stock easily accessible. 

Tenth.—Indiana bred prize winners have in every prineipal exhibition 

of the country demonstrated that conditions here are favorable to the 

breed. 

Eleventh.The Indiana farmer lives near the great school of beef 

production, and may attend the International and learn its lessons. 

Twelfth.—The short-horn breeders of the State are liberal in encour- 

aging the local development of the breed by offering special prizes for 

Indiana bred cattle exhibited at the State Fair. 

The business to be profitable requires an investment in courage and 

patience as well as investment of money in cattle. The cattle must be- 

come part of a plan of farming for a long period of years. One must 

farm as if one expected to live forever. Farming goes on forever, and 

our part in it must be carried on with fidelity. I was in a $5000 home 

not long ago that had been paid for by the maturing of a 15-year endow- 

ment policy in a life insurance company. A comfortable home, but can 

you not believe that it took courage and fidelity to a purpose to pay those 

fifteen successive premiums out of a meager salary? An investment in 

cattle must have the element of time provided for, if success is to come 

+it is the accumulated benefits that count. Beef breeds of cattle can not 

be profitable except they have good pasture—and good pasture is itself 

a matter of years—of a long period of time. 

If one asks what is the trend of the beef markets today—asks what 

is the outstanding point in the situation—the answer comes clearly, un- 

mistakably—the demand for the ripe yearling—and he ought to be profit- 

able, for a penny saved is two pence earned and the steer that does not 

go to the market until two or three years old often has pounds laid on 

and then lost. When these pounds are laid on for the second time each 

pound represents the cost of making two pounds. There is then a prac- 

tical argument in favor of the ripe yearling pushed from birth to block. 

Can any animal sell anywhere for six or seven cents, unless he carries 

the blood of some pure breed? Assuredly not. Can the farmer—should 

he—raise the calves which later he markets for beef, or would he better 

allow the man on the ranch to raise the calves, while he feeds and finishes 

them for market? 
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Perhaps after all the essential question is—what kind of farmer are 

we thinking of? One of our agricultural journals recently displayed in 

its columns this suggestive question: “Are you a farmer or a soil rob- 

ber?’ The answer will be yes or no according to the ratio between the 

acres and the cows of the farm. But it is not enough merely to keep 

cows; the kind of cow determines the direct profit—of course the indirect 

profit of improved soil is important—but we want both the direct and 

indirect profit. 

What does the farmer invest in his cow? Feed, shelter, care and a 

purchase price. The purchase price usually indicates the quality of the 

cow, that is, the amount and kind of pure blood she carries. It would 

be easily demonstrated that the ratio between the purchase price and the 

amount invested in feed, care and shelter is a shifting one. At the end 

of five years, ten years, the greater part of the investment is in feed, 

care and shelter—but unchanging and immutable is the potency of her 

breeding, her quality as represented in the purchase price, as a factor in 

profit and loss. Our farmer will find then, if he invests $1,000 in feed, 

shelter and care, that the supremely important thing in the transaction 

is the purchase price_of his cows; and it is for him imperative that he 

know positively which breed is best for him on his farm. Quality inheres 

in breed, and can not be found apart from it. No seven cent beef is 

sold anywhere except it carries the blood of some pure breed. The mar- 

gin between the three cent steer and the seven cent steer is wholly a 

matter of pedigree. The profit which the farmer expects on his invest- 

ment in feed, shelter and care depends upon his judgment in paying the 

initial purchase price for his cows and the sire of their calves. 

In this connection I recall something I once heard Mr. Billingsley say 

in an institute : ‘Go home, marshal your live stock in a procession, and 

as it passes before you ask yourself this question, ‘Does this live stock 

represent my intelligence?’ ” . 

In order to induce the farmers of Indiana to keep short-horn cows, 

pure bred or high grade, we must preach the gospel of their quality, 

their ability to make baby beef of high quality at an economical cost. 

We must preach the gospel of continuing with the cattle, courage and 

patience. We must learn and give out generously the truth about feeding 

and care. 

The most practical plan presented in regard to co-operation among 

farmers was published in the Breeders’ Gazette of December 7 and pro- 

posed by Mr. John Thompson, of Iowa, and I hope that our American 

Short-Horn Association may find it possible to Go some effective work 

along the line suggested by Mr. Thompson. 

Mr. Lockridge: I feel that I can add very little to what has been 

said by Mrs. Meredith on this very important question. When I received 

the programme of this meeting and saw that I was expected to lead in 
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the discussion of the subject assigned Mrs. Meredith, I felt that my part 

of the duty would be very light, because | was sure she would cover the 

ground so completely there would be little for me to do. I think you will 

all admit she has done so. 

I think the short-horn breed of cattle is the best, not only for the 

Indiana farmer, but for the American farmer. I think the farmers of 

Ohio, Iowa, Missouri, or any other state where domesticated animals are 

bred, would be benefited by the use of short-horn blood in their herds, 

- as well as the Indiana farmer. It seems to me this is a fact so well 

known and accepted by everybody that it is a difficult matter to discuss 

it. I think the short-horn is the best breed of cattle for the American 

farmer, for two reasons: First, because of its dual purpose characteris- 

tics, and, second, because of its great ability to adapt itself to every con- 

dition of environment wherever domesticated animals are bred. 

Our shows of recent Gate have proven very conclusively the great 

ability of the short-horn to produce milk and butter. This was shown 

especially in the fairs held at Chicago and at St. Louis. Our fairs every- 

where show what the short-horn can do as a beef producing animal. The 

farmer, as a rule, is a man who has a small area of land and he is not 

able to own an animal especially and one that will produce butter and 

milk; he wants an animal that will produce both, and we know there 

is no animal of the bovine kind on the face of the earth that will do 

both these things so successfully as the short-horn. The short-horn 

will produce all the milk and butter the farmer needs, and at the same 

time yill produce a calf that will make the very best beef on the market. 

Senator Harris spoke this afternoon of the first short-horn he ever 

saw. The first short-horn bull I ever saw was one called Gold Dust, a 

light roan animal bred by George Bedford, of Kentucky. I was a little 

fellow of about five when I first saw that bull on a farm between my 

home and my grandfather’s. At that time and for years after we had 

in this State nothing but short-horn cattle. When I commenced feeding 

steers all the steers I got were high grade short-horns, and I wish to say 

now that the steers I started to feed twenty-five and thirty years ago 

were fifty per cent. better than they are in Indiana today. Why is that? 

At that time there was no beef breed known in this country except the 

short-horn breed. At that time the short-horns had been in this country 

from fifty to seventy-five years. Mrs. Meredith’s father, the late General 

~ Meredith, and Dr. Stevenson, of my county, imported cattle into this State 

sixty years ago. The Hereford was not known in this country, nor were 

the various breeds of black cattle; but we bred the short-horns on the 

grade cows of the country and upon themselves and produced a class 

of steers that we have not today in this country, I will say by fifty per 

cent. 

I believe the short-horns are the best cattle we have. We had a show 

_at St. Louis this fail. Dr. Quick spoke of it this afternoon. It was not 
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altogether satisfactory, but it did prove what the short-horn can do as 

a dual purpose animal. I wish to correct Professor Quick in one respect. 

The American Association did not enter*the dairy show. We entered 

the dual purpose show. We declined to enter the dairy show, so he 

offered us the dual purpose class and we entered that. That was a suc- 

cess except in the case of the calves. Conditions were not carried out 

as agreed upon by the authorities, and our calf show was a failure. 

Twenty-five per cent. was allowed us for the calf. The intention was 

to have nurse cows to push the calves forward. They refused to allow 

us to have nurse cows, and a great many of the calves died. We did 

establish the fact that the short-horn is a dual purpose cow. The cows 

we had down there gained over one hundred pounds and made the great- 

est record ever made by short-horn cows anywhere. We claim the short- 

horn will give the farmer all the milk and butter he needs, and some to 

spare, and then will make a first class beef animal if he wants to make 

a beef animal»of it. I don’t know that I can say anything more on the 

subject, for I am sure we all agree as to the.merits of the short-horn in 

this particular. 

Senator Harris: I was very much interested in Mrs. Meredith’s state- 

ment of reasons why the short-horn is the best cow for the Indiana 

farmer. There is a little broader way in which that question can be 

- put that might touch upon a point she only alluded to. We might ask 

the question, ‘‘Why is the short-horn the best for farmers everywhere on 

land worth from sixty dollars an acre and up?” Some years ago land in 

Eastern Kansas began to go up to fifty and sixty and seventy-five dollars 

an acre; and, while it had seemed a very simple proposition to raise 

eattle on land worth ten or fifteen dollars an acre, often helped out by 

ad oining lands belonging to people in Indiana and elsewhere, when it 

reached the high figures spoken of it was more difficult. With all the 

claims that are made for the other breeds, my experience and observation 

lead me to believe there is no class of cattle which have an equal degree 

of early maturity. The only way to make these farmers see the value of 

the short-horn for that sort of land is to demonstrate its worth to them. 

What convinced me of the value of these animals for such high priced 

land was the production of baby beef. I found it was better to nave 

the calves come in the fall and let them go through the winter with 

their dams, and just as early as possible begin to teach the calf to eat. 

Weaning on my farm was not a very painful process, because when I was 

trying to feed baby beef steers they left their mothers with comparative 

indifference. I had them on practically full feed before I attempted to 

wean them, which was when they were from six to seven months old. 

I found that during the summer the amount of pasturage needed for 

little bullocks of that kind was very small. I fed them right along and 

for a number of years succeeded in producing one or two carloads of 
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little bullocks every season. The average age of the little bullocks was 

twelve to fourteen:months, and they averaged right along a thousand 

pounds. No one can lose money in handling cattle that way. I think if 

every breeder here would make a practice of showing what a few high- 

grade short-horn calves will do in making baby beef, having them ready 

for market at twelve or fourteen months old, he will find he can not lose. 

When I was in the business of raising cattle I did not sell when the little 

bullocks were twelve or fourteen if the market did not suit me. They 

would go on gaining until they were twenty or twenty-two months old, 

but really the most profitable age to market is when they are twelve 

or. fourteen months old. I think it would be a good plan, in order to 

extend the use of short-horn sires, for every man to give his neighbor 

farmer an object lesson. They all want to make money. When you can 

show them that they can take a short-horn sire on an ordinary grade _ 

cow of the country and in twelve or fourteen months have a thousand 

pounds of beef which they can sell at the top of the market anywhere, 

you are leading people into a knowledge of the use of good blood. The 

gain per day in short-horn cattle is always higher than in any other breed. 

The cow that produces the kind of a calf I have spoken of, and the one 

that gives the milk and butter necessary for the use of the family, is the 

best. 

Mr. Douglas: I have always thought the short-horn was the farmer’s 

cow. She always has been for us. My first recollection of short-horn 

cattle is a Kentucky sire my father kept. The cows raised good short- 

horn calves, but we weaned them a little younger than Mr. Lockridge 

says he weaned his calves for baby beef. We milked the cows after- 

wards and made butter. I sometimes think the dual purpose cattle are 

better than the ones we raise exclusively for beef. They were very 

profitable to us when we raised them, because we sold the calves and 

milked the cows. No other cow can compete with the short-horn. She is 

in a class by herself. 

THE EFFECT OF INDIANA STATE CLASS ON THE EXHIBIT AT 

THE STATE FAIR. 

MR. T. J. CHRISTIAN. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Indiana Short-horn Breeders’ Asso- 

ciation: It was*a great surprise to me, upon arriving home Christmas, to 

find a letter from our worthy secretary, informing me that I was on the 

programme of this meeting, topic to be, “The Effect of the Indiana State 

Class on the Exhibit at the State Fair.” Now, John went on fo say: 

- 
21—Agri. 
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“We insist that you respond, as we think your subject a vital one to the 

Indiana breeders and exhibitors at present.” As he came after me so 

strong, I suppose I will have to say something on the subject, although I 

would have preferred to have some one more able prepare the paper. 

The Indiana state class is an important and beneficial one to the 

breeders and exhibitors of this state, and I want to congratulate this 

association on the grand exhibit in this class made at our last State Fair. 

It was gratifying to see the large numbers and good quality of the young 

things brought out, and shows that this class was wisely established 

and is appreciated, and has been the means of encouraging small breeders 

to exhibit their good ones, and is filling its intended mission. 

I wish, also, to congratulate the breeders for the imposing display of 

short-horns in all classes. It was a wonderful show, and I think I can 

safely say the best show of short-horns ever held at our State Fair. 

This was all the more remarkable as the great live stock exhibition of 

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, at St. Louis, was on at the same 

time. This, however, did not seem to detract from the exhibition held 

here as to numbers or quality. It has been a “banner” year for the Red, 

White and Roan, and especially for those from the great state of Indiana. 

Our herds have been found on exhibition at all the state fairs and national 

shows in the United States, and one herd invaded Canada and was on 

exhibition at the great show in Toronto. At all these shows in competi- 

tion with the best lot of cattle ever exhibited, Indiana cattle were always 

in it when the ribbons were distributed. Indiana sent out the senior 

and junior female champions of the breed, neither of which have ever 

been defeated in their class. Indiana exhibitors have reason to feel 

proud of the record they have made in the show-yard during the past 

season. . 

How, and why, were these grand herds of show cattle founded? 

There is always a beginning. Very few men are able to start out at a 

bound with a full herd of cattle able to land within the money. It takes 

experience, it is expensive, and is attended by many trials and lots of 

hard work; but you find the number of exhibitors increasing year by 

year. Why? Because it is like everything else. There is a beginning 

in a small way. A breeder will have one, or a half dozen, young things 

that he considers to be extra good. He probably has been taking in some 

of our fairs, or national shows; and, after looking over the exhibits, he 

concludes that he has some better than the ones he saw there. He begins 

fitting them, with an idea of showing them; he puts them on exhibition 

at his county fair, and if successful in securing a ribbon he looks for 

larger fields to conquer. He gathers a certain amount of enthusiasm, 

and is proud of his success; “‘but,” he says, “I can not go up against those 

professional showmen, who have their herds out on the circuit.” He 

feels a little backward about making his first show in strong competition; 

but when he finds a state class he will probably enter his cattle and take 
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them to the State Fair, thinking that he would at least stand some show 

in this class. He will probably find company here, and will think after 

being in the ring a short time that it is the biggest lot of calves he ever 

saw at a show, both as to size and numbers; but his experience in that 

show ring will be well worth the trouble, as he will figure out where his 

calf is better than the one ahead of him, and will wonder why the judge 

can not see it. At the same time he will keep his eye on several below 

him that look good, and will be afraid that the judge will see them; and 

right here is where the good comes in—it educates. A breeder by com- 

parison sees where his cattle are weak, and strong, and he is enabled to 

get an ideal to work to. He will see where he might have done better in 

the feeding and care of his cattle; he will endeavor to find out the whys 

and wherefores. because he is interested in that show, and not merely 

a spectator, who, after the rings are shown, is off to see other sights. The 

show ring is of much profit to the exhibitor and breeder. It is a great 

educator, and I might also add a great advertisement. 

The state class benefits all in a number of ways. It encourages the 

- breeding and showing of good cattle; encourages the small breeder to 

bring out his few, knowing that in this class every man must breed his 

entry, and he is encouraged to breed good cattle, exhibit them, and receive 

his reward. He will increase his exhibit year by year, and will soon be 

found on the circuit fighting it out with the best of them. It helps build 

up the higher standard, every breeder trying and studying by what 

crosses to produce the perfect animal. It creates enthusiasm, and a de- 

mand for more good cattle, and the large and small breeder are benefited 

alike. In fact, the show yard has become the great educator. The time 

has come when people in buying cattle leok at the individual first, and 

then the pedigree. They want good cattle, and are willing to pay for 

them. I do not mean by this to say that good pedigrees are not essential, 

but the good individual is more essential. 

At all the sales held during the past year good fair averages were 

made on good cattle, while the poor individuals were sold at very low 

prices, and in a number of cases I know the parties would have made 

money and done the short-horn fraternity great good if they had sent the 

whole lot to the block, instead of offering them to the public. The state 

class is one of the best mediums of education, and I hope that this asso- 

ciation will see fit to continue this class, and if possible extend its scope 

and benefits by offering more money and additional classes. I should like 

very much to see a class for calf herds, all to be bred by one exhibitor. 

I was sorry to see so few steers shown in this class. This is an 

important feature and should be encouraged. Our breeders should exhibit 

more steers. It has been the policy of most short-horn breeders to make 

steers out of their cull bulls, but, while this part of it is all right, I think 

we should make steers out of some of our good bulls, then fit and exhibit 

them. We can not demonstrate to the world that we have the greatest 
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beef cattle on earth with a lot of culls. Our Angus, Hereford and Gallo- 

way competitors are making steers of some of their best calves and are 

fitting and showing them, much to our detriment. However, I am glad to 

note that the short-horn breeders are beginning to realize the importance 

of this matter, as at the last international show there was a very credit- 

able display of pure-bred steers, but there is ample room for improvement, 

and I hope next year to see a much larger exhibit and a short-horn 

champion steer, and from Indiana, at that. 

I am in hopes that the Indiana breeders will make a stronger show 

of steers in our state class. It is of great importance, and I hope that 

you will see the wisdom of it and will fit one or two steers; but fit good 

ones. It will be of great benefit to you, and to the breed, and if possible 

would like for this association to offer more money for steers and encour- 

age this feature of the show as much as possible. 

In conclusion, will say that the Indiana state class has been a great 

benefit to the breeders and exhibitors of this state, and can be made a 

strong feature and a great advertisement for Indiana breeders, and I hope 

this association will see to it that this class is continued, and if possible 

enlarge its scope, and I am sure that the result will prove the wisdom 

thereof. 

Mr. David Wallace, Indianapolis: I can tell you what I think about 

this state class. It is simply great! That expresses it. In having these 

classes you encourage the young breeders and the boys. I believe these 

state classes are doing more good, not only in the encouragement of the 

young breeder, but in the encouragement of the breeder who can not go 

out and compete with the regular show men. If we have these state 

classes such breeders pick out the best they have, and, while they are 

often disappointed in the result, they learn a great deal about the animals. 

They will probably learn that their animals were not properly fed and 

fitted, and they go home resolved to do better next time—and usually they 

succeed. In many cases they become show men and exhibit herds of 

cattle. I believe in state classes. Our state fair and county fair man- 

agers ought to encourage them. 

I also believe in tbe steer classes. I think there is as wide a field there 

as in fitting a show herd. You can show what a short-horn is as well 

with a steer as you can with a bull or a cow. One of the first proposi- 

tions I had to deal with after becoming a member of the State Board 

of Agriculture was the State Fair, which was then being discussed, and 

I used my influence in favor of the state classes. I believe we ought 

to make the state classes as interesting as possible. We can do it by 

giving more money and encouraging the young breeders and the older 

breeders who may not have herds to show, but who can show others what 

they are doing. 

Senator Harris: Apropos of what Mr. Christian has said, I wish to 

speak of something that has been a sort of grievance of mine for many 
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years. What is the best form of prize to award? Take the case of the 

young breeder. Ought the premium always to be paid in money, or should 

there be something that will be more permanent than a money prize? 

My mother was the best farmer I ever knew, except my grandmother. 

My mother began showing cattle at an early day, and each of her children 

has today a silver cup which she received as an award. Nearly all of 

them have a soup ladle or two obtained in the same way that have been 

handed down. I have distributed among my children some gold and 

silver medals which are constantly exhibited. In England I have seen 

upon sideboards displays of silver that haye been won in the prize ring” 

by two or three generations of exhibitors. At Dean Willis’s I saw a hum- 

ber of trophies. At other places I saw a number that were of historic 

interest that had been handed down from father to son. I think Colonel 

Wallace and others should consider that question somewhat. It seems to 

me in our awarding of prizes we have put everything on the basis of filthy 

lucre. Can not we devote some of the money, especially in the special 

classes, to a number of permanent souvenirs that will be a constant incen- 

tive to those who come after us? 

Mr. Wallace: That is a splendid idea! In discussing the state classes 

in the board the most serious proposition we ran up against was the 

expense to the exhibitor. They said the exhibitors did not have the 

money. They said it was all right for such men as Mr. Robbins to come, 

because he had a show herd and entered in all classes. It would be but 

a small additional expense for the state board to offer such prizes, and 

I promise I will advocate the furnishing of a cup or medal, or whatever 

the state breeders may suggest. I am still in favor, however, of hanging 

up a liberal purse to help them share the expense. There is a great deal 

of sentiment in this idea, of course, and I don’t know how much senti- 

ment there is in the Indiana breeders of short-horn cattle. 

Senator Harris: I do not mean that the money prizes shall be cut out 

altogether. 

Mr. Wallace: I believe I will advocate the purchase by the board of a 

handsome cup or medal to be offered as a sweepstakes prize, or something 

of that character. I will join with this association in advocating that 

before our board. Then the state association or some individual might 

offer another cup or medal. 

Mr. George W. Thomas: I think there should be a prize offered for 

the younger breeders or the boys to compete for. I have always had in 

mind that something that would increase in valuation was better than 

money prizes. For that reason I think the offer of a pig or a calf would 

be a good idea. Some breeder of hogs might contribute a pig to be com- 

peted for by boys of sixteen. That would encourage the boy and allow 
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him to demonstrate what he could do in the way of breeding hogs. I 

think a pig or a lamb would be a better prize than a cup or a medal. The 

boy could keep flocks or droves from the increase of the animal won as a 

prize as long as he remained in the business. : 

Mr. Walter Quick: It seems to me we had better all have something 

to offer on this subject, or we will not have any prizes to offer at the 

next fair. I think we should keep on offering prizes. That they have 

been of great benefit to the breeders no one can question. It would seem 

as if in these times when cattle prices are a little lower than they have 

been we want to give all the encouragement possible. For that reason I 

think we should make up a little larger purse than heretofore. 

Mr. Wallace: I should like to ask Senator Harris a question. If you 

were to offer a cup or a medal, what would you award it for? 

Senator Harris: If you have plenty of prizes offered all through your 

classes, I think a sterling silver cup might be offered as a sweepstakes 

prize for the championship prize. Even a boy would appreciate that. Its 

value is permanent and it will be kept in the family. It will go on and 

not be obliterated the first time he wants to blow in ten or fifteen dollars 

on his best girl. The giving of such articles as prizes seems to be an 

almost universal custom on the other side, and we can well afford to 

study a great many of their methods. They bestow more individual 

attention on their calves, and we can follow some of their methods with 

profit. 

Mrs. Meredith: There is a very substantial value in a silver cup. At 

our home we never drink water out of anything but silver cups, and they 

nearly all have inscriptions on them. We have fifty-dollar silver pitchers 

that were awarded to General Meredith, and we prize these things very 

highly. The silver cups we use every day on our table are not worth 

more than five dollars apiece, but we value them very highly on account 

of their associations. I do not favor doing away with money prizes, but 

I think an additional silver prize is very suitable. 

Mr. Wallace: I believe in helping a good thing along. I will offer 

a prize of the sort we have been speaking of that will cost from twenty- 

five to fifty dollars. This is my state. Everything I have in the world 

I owe to it, and I am going to do what I can to encourage the breeding of 

good short-horns. The rest of you will have to decide just where you 

want that prize hung up. 

Senator Harris: I would confine it to animals bred by the exhibitor 

in all cases. 

Mr. Wallace: And bred in the state? 

Senator Harris: Yes; that should be a state trophy. 
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Mr. Gartin: I think if Mr. Wallace gives the cup we should call it the 

Wallace Cup. I think the breeders of this state are much indebted to 

Colonel Wallace for maintaining this state ciass. I should like to see the 

cup bear his name. ; 

(It was taken by consent that the cup offered by Colonel Wallace. 

should be called “The Wallace Cup.’’) 

President Bowen: I suppose this will be an annual event? 

Mr. Wallace: If it is a success I may hang up_three cups next year. 

I will leave it to the association to say to what class the cup will be given. 

Mr. Douglas: I think Mr. Christian’s suggestion of a calf herd is a 

very good one. 

President Bowen: The question was asked by Mr. Douglas this after- 

noon whether or not he would be allowed to show in these classes next 

year. I have forgotten what the rule has been in the past as to exhibit- 

ing in these classes, but my impression now is that animals bred in the 

state or calves the property of the exhibitor are entitled to show in these 

classes. Am I correct? 

President Bowen: When Mr. Douglas asked some of us this question 

I said, in order to avoid any confusion at the State Fair next fall, I 

would put the question to the association this evening. Mr. Douglas, as 

you know, formerly resided in this state, but moved to Michigan, mar- 

ried a wife, and now has moved back to the best state in the Union. 

He did not know whether he would be allowed to exhibit animals bred 

in Michigan. To get a clear understanding of the matter I have presented 

the case to the association. 

Mr. Gartin: It has been no small affair heretofore to raise the fund 

to pay for these premiums, and breeders such as Mr. Douglas have been 

the largest contributors to the fund. Mr. Douglas called my attention to 

this matter some three or four weeks ago, and I told him I could see 

no reason why he should not be allowed to make an exhibit. 

Mr. Robbins: We have not yet decided whether we shall have a state 

class next year. I move you that we have a state class next year under 

the same regulations in regard to ownership, breeders, etc., as we had 

last year. (Seconded.) € 

President Bowen: I should like to know just what the regulations are. 

Mr. Gartin: We made the classification first. The classification con- 

sisted of a junior and senior yearling and a junior and senior calf, both 
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male and female. After we made the classification it was ordered that 

the bulls and heifers of these classes be the property of the exhibitors. 

It was then moved and seconded that the steer classes be confined to 

Indiana breeders, bred and owned by Indiana exhibitors. 

President Bowen: Then the proposition is that this association make 

the same offer of premiums for such classes as the executive committee 

may designate, the bulls and heifers to be dropped the property of the 

exhibitor, and the steer classes to be confined to Indiana breeders. 

Mr. Robbins: The steers must be bred in Indiana and be owned by 

the exhibitor from Indiana. 

The motion was voted on and carried. 

Mr. Quick, of the Auditing Committee, read the following report: 

We, the Auditing Committee of the Indiana Short-horn Association, 

for 1905, have examined the books of the Secretary and Treasurer, and 

find them correct. 

WALTER J. QUICK, 

GEORGE W. THOMAS, 

J. EK. ROBBINS. — 

On motion the report of the committee was adopted as read. 

Mr. T. J. Christian, for the Committee on Nominations, reported as 

follows: 

For President, W. F. Christian, Indianapolis. 

For Vice-President, Morris Douglas, Hope. 

For Secretary, John G. Gartin, Burney. 

For Treasurer, John W. Harper, Lafontaine. 

For Director Improved Live Stock Association for one year, W. 8. 

Robbins. 

Mr. Quick: I move that the retiring president cast the ballot of the 

association for the members named by the committee for the officers of 

the association for the ensuing year. 

The motion was seconded and carried by a unanimous vote, and Presi- 

dent Bowen cast the vote of the association as directed. 

Mr. Gartin: I suppose the responsibility of raising the money for 

the state class rests upon the secretary. Last year part of it was raised 

at the meeting and part of it through correspondence with the members. 

Every member of the association was asked to contribute. I think it 

would be a good plan to see how much money can be raised here tonight. 

I like this plan better than to sit down and write two or three letters to a 

member asking him to contribute. We might try to raise part of the fund 

here tonight, and then I shall correspond with the members not present. 
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I want to call the attention of the association to the annual report. 

Last year and the year before we published the annual reports separate 

from the reports of the State Board. Besides mailing copies to all the 

members I mailed copies to every state in the Union. I sent about one 

hundred to Professor Skinner for the’ Purdue students. I should like to 

know at this time whether or not I shall have the proceedings of this 

meeting published. 

Professor Skinner: I want to thank the association for the reports. 

They were received and distributed, and I am sure the young men of the 

institution appreciated them. Some of the associations get these reports 

cheaper by getting an excerpt from the reports of the State Board. The 

state printer gets out the regular State Board reports, embodying reports 

of all the associations, but if there is an arrangement made with the 

printer he will set up the report of the Short-horn Association and do it 

much cheaper than any other printer will. 

President Bowen: I move that the association have the report of this 

meeting published separate from the State Board of Agriculture reports. 

The motion was seconded and carried. 

The convention was then adjourned sine die. 

JIST OF MEMBERS. 

Aikin & Sons, Carlisle. 

Amick, John E., Scipio. 

Anthony, Geo., Cicero. 

Adams, T. E., Columbia City. 

Baird Bros., Wallen. 

Baum, G. W. & Son, Delphi. 

Brockman, W. F., Hartsville. 

Buchanan, James, Metea. 

Biliter, Ben F., Huntington. 

Bowen, E. W., Delphi. 

Busby, T. V., Anderson. 

Blades, John W., Roachdale. 

Cotton, Frank W., Manilla. 

Cunningham & Welsh, Martinsville. 

Christian & Sons, Indianapolis. 

Creek & Sons, Liberty. 

Campbell, Newton, Kempton. 

Chambers, John T., Pendleton. 

Clapp, Samuel E., Hartsville. 

Chapman Bros., Winamac. 

Douglass & Sons, Hope. 

Dye, John T., Indianapolis. 

Eastman, Dr. T. B., Indianapolis. 

Elder, James E., Marshall. 

Grindlé, John H., Akron. 

Gartin, John G. & Son, Burney. 

Green Bros., Farmland. 

Heilman, Ralph L., Hope. 

Hill, Prof., Carthage. 

Hadley, Oscar, Plainfield. 

Haines, James, Rockport. 

Harper, J. W., Lafontaine. 

Harlow, J. R., Iempton. 

Heagy, D. W., Columbus. 

Hollingsworth, W. P., Shadeland. 

Hadley, William, Bloomingdale. 

Holder, Mart, Hope. 

Hobbs, D. C., Atlanta. 
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Keim, Howard H., Ladoga. 

Kersey, A. J., Lebanon. 

Kirk, George & Son, Linwood. 

Kerlin, W. I’., Rockfield. 

Kitchen, Frank B., Greensburg. 

Levering, Mortimer, Indianapolis. 

Lockridge, S. F., Greencastle. 

Morris, Marion, Winchester. 

Madden, Miles M., Kingman. 

McLane, C. E., Danville. 

Mattern, W. H., Bridgeport. 

Meredith, Mrs. V. C., Cambridge 

City. 

Miller, W. T. & Sons, Winchester. 

Moorman, Luther, Winchester. 

Nelson, Chas., Bloomingdale. 

Newson, Albert, Columbus. 

Norvell, C. W., St. Paul. 

Olliphant, G. M., Spencer. 

Peden & Son, Spencer. 

Peters, John C., Ft. Wayne. 

Porter, Robert M., Connersville. 

Palmer, J. W. & Son, Albion. 

Quick, S. R. & Sons, Indianapolis 
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Robbins, J. G. & Sons, Horace. 

Rose, W. W., Rossville. 

Robbins, Earl, Grammer. 

Ringer, George S., Rockfield. 

Smith, John & Ed, Irvington. 

Sanders, J. D., West Newton. 

Smith, Artemus, Deacon. e 

Sowers, E. E., Warren. 

Stout, J. O., Bellmore. 

Smith, H. F., Ashley. 

Strange, Joshua, Arcana. 

Silverthorn, J. E., Rossville. 

Taggart Bros., Charlestown. 

Thomas, G. W., Rushville. 

Turner, W. E., Lebanon. 

Tyre, J. E., Lebanon. 

Vinnedge, Tom, Hope. 

Wallace, Col. David, Indianapolis. 

Wall, Isaiah, Vanburn. 

Williams, J. D., Vincennes. 

Williams, J. W. & Sons, Bryant. 

Witter, Jos., College Corner, Ohio. 

Wood, W. J., Lebanon. 

Wright, J. V., Grammer. _ 



ORGANIZATION 

OF THE 

Indiana Potato Growers’ Association. 

‘For some years prior to the organization of this Association there had 

been a feeling among the more prominent potato growers of our State 

that a closer relation should exist between those farmers who are making 

potato-growing a specialty as well as those who are growing in a 

smaller way. 

There has also been a growing interest in the industry from the fact 

that Indiana imports annually into the State, mostly from northern grow- 

ers, hundreds of carloads of Irish potatoes. There is also large shipments 

made into the State from the South and West, supplying the early mar- 

kets. These facts have led many farmers to believe that while Indiana 

is not considered to be well adapted to the production ‘of this product, 

much improvement can be made by proper soil selection and a better un- 

derstanding as to the various elements that enter into an intelligent 

method of production. 

It is claimed for the Indiana product that we grow a better flavored. 

higher quality Irish potato than is sent to our markets from the great 

potato-growing regions of other States. 

In accordance with these views a conference was held at Lafayette, 

Indiana, the week of Corn School and Stockmen’s Convention, at which 

time it was decided that Mr. Amos Garrettson, of Pendleton, Indiana, 

should issue a call for organization at some time during the week of the 

State Fair. In considering the matter, however, it was decided to call 

the meeting at an earlier date, which was fixed on February 28, 1905, at 

Room 11, State House, Indianapolis, Indiana, 

In response to this call the following persons met on the above date. J. 

M. Gillispie, Jonesboro, Indiana; Will A. Bowman, Daleville, Indiana; W. 

S. Young, Franklin, Indiana; J. J. Millhouse, Valley Mills, Indiana; David 

F. Copeland, Bridgeport, Indiana; J. D. Nysewander, Ben Davis, Indiana; 

Amos Garrettson, Pendleton, Indiana; D. F. Maish, Frankfort, Indiana, 

and upon motion of Mr. Young, proceeded to a temporary organization, in 
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which Mr. Garrettson was chosen chairman and D. F. Maish, Secretary. 

The chairman stated the object of the meeting and invited all present to 

take part in the proceedings. 

Some time being spent in informal remarks upon the subject in hand, 

it was moved that a permanent organization be effected. All present re- 

sponded with the opinion that the time was ripe for such an organization 

and the motion was adopted without a dissenting vote. Upon motion the 

following committee was appointed on constitution and by-laws: J. D. 

Nysewander, D. F. Maish and David F. Copeland, who reported the fol- 

lowing, which was unanimously adopted. 

CONSTITUTION. 

Article 1. This organization shall be known as the Indiana Potato 

Growers’ Association. 

Article 2. The object of this Association shall be to disseminate in- 

formation and increase our knowledge in the production of Irish potatoes 

in the State of Indiana, and to improve the quality and increase the yield 

of the same. 

Article 8. Its members shall consist of all persons interested in agri- 

cultural pursuits, who shall pay into the treasury of the organization, on 

or before the date of the yearly meeting, an anual fee of one dollar ($1.00). 

Article 4. The officers of this Association shall consist of a President, 

Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer, who, together with three mem- 

bers elected by the Association, shall constitute an executive committee 

for the transaction of business. 

BY-LAWS. 

Article 1. The President shall preside at all meetings of the Asso- 

ciation, and shall have power to call meetings of the Executive Committee. 

He shall present to the Association in his annual addréss such sugges- 

tions and recommendations as he may deem appropriate. 

= Article 2. The Vice-President shall preside in the absence of the 

President and assist in the duties of the same. 

Article 8. The Secretary shall keep accounts of all transactions of 

the Association, receive all moneys due and pay the same to the Treasurer, 

taking his receipt for the same. He shall receive and answer all commu- 

nications addressed to the Association, and at the close of his term or 

office, turn over to his successor all books, papers, moneys, ete., belonging 

to the Association. 
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Article 4. The Treasurer shall receive from the Secretary and secure 

all funds of the Association, paying out the same on order of the Secre- 

tary, countersigned by the President. 

Article 5. The officers of this Association shall be elected by ballot 

at the annual meeting of the Association, and shall continue in office for 

one year, or until their successors are duly installed in office. 

Article 6. The method of electing members of the Executive Com- 

mittee, other than the regular officers, shall be as follows: One for one 

year, one for two years, one for three years, one member to be elected 

annually hereafter for a period of three years. It shall be their duty to 

act in conjunction with the President and Vice-President, Secretary and 

Treasurer in preparing programs for all meetings and to look carefully to 

the interest of the Association. 

& Article These by-laws may be altered or amended at any regular 

meeting by a majority vote. 

Article 8. The Association shall hold its annual meeting the first 

week of January of each year, at such place as the Association shall des- 

ignate at its annual meeting. 

The following persons having paid the annual fee of $1.00 are hereby 

registered as charter members: Will A. Bowman, Daleville; Chester A. 

Garrettson, Pendleton; Amos Garrettson, Pendleton; J. J. Millhouse, Val- 

ley Mills; David F. Copeland, Bridgeport; J. D. Nysewander, Ben Davis; 

W.S. Young, Franklin; J. M. Gillispie, Jonesboro; D. F. Maish, Frankfort; 

M. O. Wright, Pennville; Arthur Lewellen, Shidelers, Indiana. 

Upon motion the following officers were chosen for the ensuing year: 

Amos Garrettson, Pendleton, President; Will A. Bowman, Daleville, Vice- 

President; David F. Copeland, Bridgeport, Indiana, Treasurer; J. D. Nyse- 

wander, W. S. Young and J. M. Gillispie, members of Executive Com- 

mittee. 



NINTH ANNUAL REPORT 

OF THE 

Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Companies’ 
Union of Indiana, 

Held at Indianapolis, January 5 and 6, 1905. 

OFFICERS, 

AATONG) ONeSs Eresident .Jcs8 as eee eee eh Cea et Cone ee ee South Bend 

Georges Veuiell, “Vice=PresiGgent.cc.% sek is ces mieiem cioiet eee Huntertown 

Be Is: (Nowlin; Secretary cc focicte ciokis cedars s eke wie iene elec oelaae Lawrenceburg 

J. Thomas; Drea sunen iit Sco eicleletrcnts ooo eke eieeree abhi teeerbee rs Pendleton 

PAID-UP MEMBERSHIP FEBRUARY 1, 1905. 

?atrons’ Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Dearborn County, 

Allen County Mutual. 

Fulton, White and Pulaski Counties Mutual. 

Greene County Mutual. 

Lawrence Township, Marion County, Mutual. 

_ Farmers’ Insurance Company of Kokomo. 

3enton, Jasper and White Counties Mutual. 

Whitley County Mutual. 

Jefferson County Mutual. 

Monroe, Jackson and Lawrence Counties Mutual. 

Clark County Mutual. 

German Baptist of Wayne, Union and Fayette Counties. 

Grant County Farmers’ Mutual. 

St. Joseph County Mutual. 

Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Association of Hamilton County. 

Madison County Farmers’ Mutual. 

Bartholomew County Farmers’ Mutual. 

Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Company of Mulberry. 
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P. of H. Insurance Company of Decatur County. 

-Hancock County Mutual Fire Insurance Association. 

Hendricks County Mutual. 

Shelby and Johnson Counties Mutual. 

Delaware County Insurance Company. 

Jennings County Farmers’ Fire Association. 

Farmers’ Mutual Aid Association of Warrick, Vanderburg and Gibson 

Counties. 

Patrons’ Mutual Aid Society of Toronto, Ind. 

Farmers’ Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Newton County. 

Farmers’ Mutual Fire Insurance Company of Dekalb County. 

Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Company of Montgomery and Fountain 

Counties. 

Henry County Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Company. 

German Baptist Fire Insurance Company of Delaware, Randolph and 

, Henry Counties. 

Mutual Windstorm and Cyclone Insurance Company of Vanderburg, 

Posey, Gibson and Warrick Counties. 

Farmers’ Mutual Indemnifying Company of Pike Township, Marion 

County. 

PROCEEDINGS. 

The first session of the meeting was called to order at 10 o’clock a. m., 

Thursday, January 5, Secretary H. L. Nowlin in the chair. 

In the absence of President Aaron Jones, D. F. Clark of Mulberry was 

selected as temporary chairman. 

The chairman appointed the following Committee on Credentials: H. 

L. Nowlin, R. A. Kirkman, J. H. Biddle. 

On motion of Secretary Nowlin a recess was taken to allow members 

. to register. 

Mr. Kirkman, for the Committee on Credentials, submitted the fol- 

lowing report: 

We, the Committee on Credentials, wish to report that the following 

are entitled to act as delegates in this meeting: 

, Enoch Drumm, B. L. Barrett, J. E. Dye, L. W. Dunfee, L. T. Hale, C. 

G. Hunter, R. A. Kirkman, J. G. Haas, W. A. Kelsey, L. BE. Collier, J. L. 

Smith, J. O. Mendenhall, H. H. Kendall, H. D. Tufts, W. R. Clore, fT. M. 

Jeffras. D. F. Clark, George M. Clark, J. M. Bell, F. M. Gable, Calvin Dell, 

W’. H. Yundt, C. E. Clawson, G. M. Blackstock, J. H. Biddle, Aaron Jones, 
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G. W. Scearce, F. P. Johnson, P. B.. Ewan, J. N. Gullifer, D. O. Dilling, T. 

A. Shafer, J. D. Hoover, Peter Fiant, L. J. Hooke, Emmet Moore, W. P. 

Noffsinger, W. C. Bray, C. D. Zimmer, A.'H. Myers, George M. Young, 

William Watlington, Charles Breck and R. A. Phillips. 

Respectfully, 

R. A. KIRKMAN, 

J. H. BIDDLE, 

H. L. NOWLIN, 

Committee. 

Mr. Saunders: Is there anything limiting the number of delegates a 

company may send here? 

Secretary Nowlin: A company is entitled to one delegate for each 

million dollars of insurance carried. 

On motion the report of the Committee on Credentials was accepted. 

President Jones in the chair. 

President Jones: I notice by the program that I am to deliver an 

address. As my train was late I made the address on the train, which 

was perhaps better than delivering it here, I desire to make a few, and 

only a few, remarks on the question we have met to consider. As the 

years come and go I find the question of mutual insurance is becoming of 

greater and greatér importance. I find also that by careful supervision of 

the companies, not only in this, byt in other States, the number of fires has 

been reduced. One of the great arguments in favor of mutual insurance is 

that the close supervision the members have of their own business will re- 

duce the number of fires and consequently reduce the cost of insurance. It 

does not only limit the extraordinary expense of stock companies, but it 

also saves the country vast sums of money. 

I have taken pains during each and every year to ascertain the results 

of the mutual insurance companies everywhere. Last year I traveled over 

twenty-eight States of the Union, and everywhere observed the working 

of these companies. There is not a single State in the Union where 

mutual insurance obtains a foothold that is not more and more in favor 

of it as times goes on. All of these States, like Indiana, have had a 

spasmodic fight, for the business, with the stock companies. But where- 

ever the mutual companies have stood up and made a manful fight for 

their rights they have prevailed and are absolutely getting the business. 

So successful has been mutual insurance that men in towns and cities are 

trying to get enabling acts in the different States, so that they may get 

out from under the unjust system they are now suffering from. The 

stock companies have become, not only burdens, but their insurance is 

unsatisfactory. You may insure in any company you please, with the 
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exception of a few outside companies not in the insurance union of stock 

companies, and you will have to abide by the rate fixed by a single indi- 

vidual appointed by them. 

Your company may have a standard of expenses, so far as your losses 

are concerned, but it is largely dependent upon the judgment used by the 

directors and the agents in the selection of risks and the placing of poli- 

cies. This is an important feature, and I am sure that every company in 

our country can make such records for themselves that the reports pre- 

sented to our Mutual Union will inspire others to make a careful analysis 

of their business and give it a closer scrutiny and examination with a 

view to reducing the cost of insurance in their localities. The cost of 

insurance can thus be reduced all over the country. 

In Massachusetts the stock companies fixed a rate of $1.75 upon farm 

risks. No farmer could be insured for a less rate than that. We know 

that is a very exorbitant rate. Not only that, but they fixed the amount 

that an insurance company could take on farm property. No company could 

take to exceed fifteen hundred dollars on such farm property. There are 

many fine farm homes and farm buildings in Massachusetts, houses and 

buildings that cost from seven to ten thousand dollars, yet no company 

could take to exceed fifteen hundred dollars on such a building. The 

farmers were forced to go to the Legislature to get an enabling act for the 

establishment of mutual companies. That was three years ago. Since 

they have had the mutual companies they have reduced the insurance to 

the farmer to 25 cents on a hundred dollars. 

All classes of people are now trying to get into the mutual companies 

in Massachusetts, and the same thing is true in nearly all the New Eng- 

land States. Wherever I have traveled in the United States I have found 

that mutual insurance has driven out the stock companies so far as farm 

risks are concerned. In the State of New Hampshire they have had 

mutual companies for a great many years, and their risks are becoming 

better, their losses fewer and the cost of insurance less on account of the 

experienced men in the management. 

I would like to say that, in my judgment, a mutual insurance com- 

pany in the selection of its officers and managers ought to select men with 

qualifications and fitness, not try to pass the honors around among the 

members. That is a most detrimental policy, because we need in these 

positions men of experience, men of training and men of ;udgment. You 

would not pursue such a policy in any other business in the world. If 

you had a superintendent managing a business for you and he had done 

it with success you would not think of changing because you wanted a 

rotation in office. The effort of every member should be to reduce the 

cost of insurance and saye expenses. Good management, when once se- 

cured, I think ought to be retained. Their experience will sharpen their 

ideas and will give them opportunity for securing business and saying 

money. 

22—Agri. 
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I shall not discuss the question any further now, but when the various 

papers are read I shall probably discuss them to some extent. 

Under the subject of “A Model Insurance Company,’ H. D. Tufts 

spoke on “The Application,” as follows: 

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen—To get an application that will be 

equitable and just, both to the company and to the insured, has been a 

matter of study with me. When a person pays his money he wants to 

feel he is insured to the amount he pays for. With my experience in the 

old line companies I found that as long as we paid our premiums and did 

not have any losses all went smoothly and well. But when we met with 

losses we found it was very difficult to get them adjusted equitably. 

I think the application of our own company is equitable and just, and 

shall take that as an illustration. If the application is for insurance on a 

dwelling house, that fact is stated, and is followed by a aescription of the 

house. The size and height of the building are given. The next questions 

would be in regard to the age of the building, the material used in its 

construction and the kind of shingles used on the roof. There are some 

other questions that are sometimes asked. At the end I put the amount 

we will take on the risk. After covering the building I take the personal 

property, itemizing it carefully. I include in the items of personal prop- 

erty the produce on the farm. I think that is essential in any application. 

While it might not be in the building mentioned in the application, it is 

on the farm and should be included. We want it insured if it is on the 

farm. Then comes the farming implements, and then a blank is left for 

other things that may not be specified in the printed form. ‘The live 

stock is itemized separately. 

It is specified in the application that not more than two-thirds the 

cash value of the buildings shall be insured. There is a place allowed to 

describe the condition of the buildings, whether they are in good or bad 

repair, the height of the chimneys and whether they are built from the 

ground up. Then the title is described, and it is shown whether there 

is a mortgage on the building. or not. We consider that an essential thing 

to be included in the application. Then the applicant must certify that 

the answers to the above questions are correct. This is signed by the 

applicant. 

The constitution and by-laws of the company should be made a part 

- of each application, and the application should be signed by the applicant 

himself. If we adopt this rule we have a fair understanding between 

the applicant and the company. I would have nothing in the shape of an 

agreement in the policy that is not in the application. The old line com- 

panies have such agreements in the policies. 

I do not claim that this application is perfect, but I do claim it is 

more perfect than anything we have been able to get since we have been 

doing business as a mutual company. 
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Mr. Kelsey: I understood you to say you made a record of the 

amount of insurance you wrote on each building, but you did not state 

that you made a record of the value of the building. 

Mr. Tufts: We always put down the cash valuation-of the building, 

then the sum we will insure it for. We never take over two-thirds the 

eash valuation. 

Mr. Young: I understood you to say the produce is put in the appli- 

eation. Do you make that broad enough to include hay, corn and every- 

thing grown on the farm without specifying the different articles? 

Mr. Tufts: I consider when I go into an insurance company and pay 

my money I want my property insured against fire to a certain amount. 

If I itemize my property in the application I will probably omit some 

things from the list, and if there is a fire and these particular things are 

burned I will get nothing for them. If I say “produce” in the letter, and 

do not specify the particular items, I can get the value of what is lost 

in case of a fire. 

The meeting was adjourned until 2 o’clock p. m. 

SECOND SESSION. 

The second session was called to order at 2 p. m., Thursday, January 

5, Mr. Jones in the chair. 

Mr. Young: Suppose a man insured some specific horse for one 

thousand dollars, and then trades or sells that horse he must have his 

insurance changed. I never could understand why, if I have a thousand 

dollars’ worth of property in a barn and am willing to pay on a thousand 

dollars’ worth, that insurance should not cover all of it. If I am unfortu- 

nate enough to have a fire you should all assist me to get on my feet 

again. I have always maintained that if we put a thousand dollars of 

insurance on one horse there is less likelihood of that horse being de- 

stroyed by fire or lightning than if we had the same insurance on five 

or ten horses. Our company does limit the amount to be placed on one 

animal, and I have always maintained that it is wrong. We up there as 

neighbors are organized for mutual benefit, and whether I have a thou- 

sand dollars in one horse or whether I have it in five horses makes no 

difference to the company. If I have that much insurance on property 

and a thousand dollars’ worth of that property is destroyed, I have a right 

to get that amount from the company. 

I should like to know how insurance on the contents of a barn can 

be limited. The question resolves itself into the evidence you can gather 

after the fire. The same thing applies to hay or grain or implements, or 
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to any other kind of personal property, as well as to a horse. If you can 

ascertain accurately what the insured had in that barn you certainly can 

ascertain the value of the horse. The people who have the best class of 

property usually make the best members, and they are the people we 

want in our company. Because a man happens to have stock that he 

could not possibly take a hundted dollars a head for is no reason why he 

should be compelled to take a policy in another company to fully protect 

them. That would be a hardship on him. 

President Jones: Why not eliminate all specific insurance and say 

“personal property.” 

Mr. Young: We do. We take the house or barn’ or other structure 

at two-thirds of its actual value. We used to carry eight hundred dollars 

on the contents of a certain barn. Along in June there would probably 

be twelve hundred dollars’ worth of stuff in it, while at other times, when 

the hay was fed out and the corn was gone, and the animals were in the 

pasture, the probability is that if the barn burned the owner could not in 

justice ask or recover more than two hundred and fifty dollars. 

President Jones: The result would be that every time there was a 

loss the amount of insurance would have to be paid. That would make 

the rate of assessment higher, and when comparison was made with stock 

and other companies you would be at a disadvantage. If you itemize 

your accounts you make a lower rate, it shows to the world a lower rate 

of assessment, and thereby gives your company a talking advantage you 

never can get under your plan. 

Mr. Young: This talking advantage is secured at the cost of the 

policy holder. 

Mr. Bray: Iam well aware, and have been for years, that our insur- 

ance costs more than it would under that system of insurance. At the 

same time we cut any rate any old line company can give right in two. 

For over twenty years our assessments have not been over twenty-five 

cents. We lack about fifty-five thousand dollars of having four million 

dollars of insurance in the county today. While our cost of insurance is 

not as low as some others, it is as low in comparison with other insurance. 

We give a man more for Lis money than anyone else. 

Mr. Tufts: In an application I start out with the view of doing no 

injustice to the mutual company, but doing justice to the patrons of the 

company. Hence | take the position that in insuring personal property 

we should cover it as much as we possibly can, and not itemize anything 

if we can possibly help it. We have, however, some patrons who want 

everything itemized, and we allow them to do so in the application. 
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President Jones: We are honored on this occasion with the distin- 

guished presence of the president “of the National Union, Hon. W. D. 

Forbes. 

Mr. Forbes: Gentlemen, I am very glad to meet you. I wish to say 

at the outset that I came here to meet you and not to make a speech. It 

is always a pleasure to me to meet with a body of mutta! insurance men. 

I have been identified with mutual insurance for 35 years, and I haye met 

with you before in your State conventions in this room. I have met many 

Indiana people in national conventions. 

Although I have been interested in mutual insurance for so many 

years I am learning something new about it every day. This subject is a 

great deal like the Good Book—every time we take it up we find some- 

thing new in it. We may meet in these conventions and discuss plans and 

methods, and we always find some new ideas cropping out that somebody 

is going to get some benefit out of. That is the object of State meetings. 

There are few of you who represent companies that do not think you 

have the best companies in the State. Sometimes 1 am asked: “What 

is the use of meeting in these conventions? We have a good company, 

we are doing well, so what is the use of going to the expense of attending 

meetings?” The same argument is used in regard to the national conyven- 

tion. We are doing just the same good to the various States in regard to 

mutual insurance that you are doing to the various companies of your 

State by these conventions. We are growing over the entire United States. 

The principal of mutual insurance is going on; we are branching out into 

all classes of insurance. There was a time when we thought, being 

farmers, we could only handle or control local companies. It was thought 

we did not have the brains or the ability to master a State company and 

handle it successfully. That theory has long ago been exploded, and we 

now have many State companies writing all classes of insurance. I think 

your laws are somewhat lacking in this respect. I was told today that 

you are not allowed to write town dwellings in this State. 

We have in the State of Iowa 190 mutual insurance companies. We 

have 160 county or local companies, the remainder being State companies. 

We are writing every class of insurance that is written by any other com- 

pany. We can just as well afford to do that, and save the patrons of that 

class of insurance just as much money in proportion as we are saving in 

our local companies. That being the case, I think it is highly necessary 

that through your State organizations and the national organization we 

should endeavor to so modify our laws as to permit Indiana and all other 

States to organize and carry and write all classes of insurance for the pro- 

tection of the people. When you do this you have, not only the farmers 

standing behind you in this particular, but you have all classes of business 

men. Now if there is-any one thing a business man likes it is to save 

expense. In that he is like the farmer. 
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There are many questions arising in regard to mutual insurance that 

local companies have not tackled. Some of these relate to the manner of 

doing business, the manner in which we collect our fees or assessments, 

and the amount we collect. It would surprise you if 1 were to tell you 

there are mutual companies in the United States that collect more from 

their patrons when they write the policies than board rates. But they 

pay that back at the rate of 20 or 60 per cent. when the policy is can- 

celed. When the people become interested and understand this method 

it is; I believe, just as satisfactory to collect just what we need as we go on. 

In Iowa we simply abhor a reserve. We don’t believe in taking money 

from the people until we need it, and we always have been successful in 

getting what we ask for and paying our losses and expenses. 

I speak of this to show you -there are many things coming up for dis- 

cussion in these State meetings we have not run up against before. There 

is one point I wish to call attention to that ought to be considered by 

every company—the classification of risks. Old line companies do this, 

especially in mercantile risks. I think when you come to give this matter 

serious thought you will conclude it is to your interest, or to the interest 

of the companies, that you classify the risks. The necessity for this is 

greater now than in years gone by, from the fact that our farmers build 

now under improved methods. If there is any benefit in the protection 

which modern improvements give, the man who insures the property 

ought to have the credit for it. I remember years ago when we used to 

write insurance out on the prairies we would take a risk if a stovepipe 

was running through the roof. The people were poor and did not have 

the money to buy brick for the chimneys. When we wrote the insurance 

we took the chance. It was quantity and not quality we after in the 

beginning. Now we will not write or accept any policy on a building that 

has a stovepipe running through the roof. We have made that classifica- 

tion, and buildings that were erected years ago are greater fire traps 

than the modern buildings. 

I am going to call your attention to a fact that has been talked of 

and discussed in our Iowa meetings in regard to lightning rods. That 

will apply to the classification of your ‘risks. For twelve years I was 

president of the Sac County Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Company, and 

the secretary reports that he has 60 per cent. of his buildings rodded. 

The time has come when we should classify farm risks as well as mer- 

cantile risks. If you do this you will save a large amount of money. I 

made an address before the Iowa State Convention on the subject of 

“Shall we take any measures to lessen the hazard by lightning?’ I wrote 

to 170 fire companies and got 111 replies. The result of the testimony fur- 

nished me by the 111 mutual insurance companies was that they were 

saving 50 per cent. on all buildings rodded. That goes to show that we 

have not yet reached the zenith of the cheapness of co-operative insur- 

ance, That is one reason why our State and national conventions take 
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hold of the matter of recommending the use of a good lightning rod. It 

is not only a saving to the company, but it is a saving to the man who 

uses it. You have only two-thirds of the value of your buildings insured. 

If a farmer has a good lightning rod he is helping to protect the other one- 

third. 

Now in regard to the State companies that do a general insurance 

business. I understand you have none in this State. I would recommend 

that you change your laws. You should have equal and just rights with 

all other classes of insurance. Today a stock insurance company can 

come into your State and meet the requirements of the insurance depart- 

ment and organize any kind of company they see fit. You are hampered 

and can not do this. Then if you have State companies you can reinsure. 

You have a lot of people in your State that would like to take advantage 

of the cheap rates by insuring mercantile risks in a mutual company. It 

is perfectly safe to do this. We have some ten or fifteen companies insur- 

ing mercantile property in the State of Iowa, and they are doing a suc- 

cessful business. They collect a higher rate and what they do not need 

goes back to the members. I would recommend that you appoint a legis- 

lative committee to look after the revision of your laws for this express 

purpose. We have a company in the State of Iowa that has some twenty- 

six million dollars of insurance on town residences only. I think they 

have made three assessments of one mill each in the last 11 years. There 

is no reason why you should not have such companies; I know you can 

run a State company just as well as a county company. 

We have been asked by many States to organize a national fire insur- 

ance company. We shall attempt to organize a company that can go into 

all the States and relieve the companies who would like to place a heavier 

insurance than they can through their local companies. Such States as 

Indiana that can not write mercantile property or town property, or that 

can not place enough insurance in their home companies on farm property, 

would be benefited by this. There are other States that write mercantile 

“property, and all classes that need to reinsure their property, who would 

be benefited by this system. This national company would not assist us 

in lowa because we have about enough insurance companies there to take 

care of all the State insurance. You certainly need such companies in 

your State. You have men who are capable of conducting the business 

of State companies. We have in Iowa and we are doing it. We have the 

largest mutual company in the United States, if not in the world, all run 

by farmers. It was started by farmers; it is a child of our State conven- 
tion, and it now has one hundred and six million dollars of insurance. 
The secretary is nothing but a practical farmer. I refer to the Tornado 
Insurance Company of lowa. We have a town dwelling company that has 
from twenty-six to thirty million dollars of insurance. I believe it is the 
cheapest fire insurance company in the United States. It writes simply 
detached residences in towns and cities. 
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We have great mercantile companies carrying all kinds of risks car- 

ried by other companies. They all pay their losses promptly, their assess- 

ments are not burdensome, and the mercantile people are satisfied. I want 

your State to fall in line and do this kind of business. We are not making 

any money out of it, but we are saving 2 whole lot. That is where we come 

out ahead. There are no high salaried officers connected with these com- 

panies. The men who work for us earn all the money they get. It is a 

cheap proposition, and we are getting our insurance at actual cost. 

I want to say one word in regard to the application. [ do not want 

to take issue with Mr. Tufts: his ideas in the main are good. It is unnec- 

essary to print your articles of incorporation and by-laws on the applica- 

tion. It does not make your contract any more binding, and if your agents 

are like ours the man who signs the application never gets a chance to 

read what is on it. If he reads the face of it he is doing well. You should. 

however, print the articles of incorporation and by-laws on your policy, 

then send it with a circular letter to the man asking him to read it, and 

if he does not like it to send it back. Then when he signs it he agrees 

to abide by the articles and the by-laws. He also has a copy he is bound 

to keep as long as he is insured. 

I want to say a word in regard to live stock. It is the inclination of 

the insured to raise up the amount carried on his buildings as much as 

he can. It is also his inclination to crowd down the live stock as much 

as he can. We came to the conclusion we had to do something to protect 

the members from excessive losses on live stock, principally by lightning. 

Therefore we compel them to take out at least 50 per cent. of the value. 

If we have men who are feeding cattle and want to carry the full value 

of their fat steers, under the applications they can do so. If they want 

to carry any registered animals of any kind for any amount they may do 

so, but they must describe the animals and there must be some evidence 

when the application is taken that the animals are worth the money they 

say they are. Then if a man has a loss we pay him the money, provided 

he can show the animal was in as good condition when it was killed as it 

was when the application was taken. If you do not do this you will be 

paying for a lot of high-priced cattle and horses. We say we will pay $30 

a head for common cattle and $125 for a horse. If a man wants any more 

protection than that he must specify it and specify the animal. It is 

always safe to let the company specify the kind of contract they will 

accept. When a company makes its own contract and a man signs it in 

good faith, the company is under obligations to carry out its part of the 

contract in case of a loss. 

I am glad to have this opportunity to meet you, and if there are any 

questions I can answer in a general way in regard to any kind of insur- 

ance, I shall be very glad to answer them. I thank you for this oppor- 

tunity of meeting with you, and for your kind attention. 
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Mr. 

companies? 

——: Did you ever try the uniform policy for your local 

Mr. Forbes: That has been discussed and men have been asked to 

write on it. They would read the papers, there would be a little discus- 

sion, and that would be the end of it. You can not do it, gentlemen. <A 

uniform policy, as | understand it, would be something established by the 

State. I think the stock companies have demanded a uniform policy, or, 

in other words, that uniform conditions be printed on the policies. Our 

policy is simple. It is a copy of the application, with a little added at the 

head and at the close to make it in the form of a policy. Besides this, 

the policy has the articles of incorporation and the by-laws printed on 

the back. We all have practically the same kind of policies, but we do 

not have the uniform policy. 

THE POLICY. 

B. L. BARRETT. 

The point I wish-to bring to your mind is the printing of the by-laws 

on the back of the application. We have long thought that useless because 

the men who are insured do not read it. It is printed on our policies. 

I find quite a diversity in the printing of policies. We are all aware 

what a policy is for. It is protection offered by some organization whereby 

you may have restored that which is lost. 'It may be of a double char- 

acter. The policy may be of a valued nature or an open nature. It is a 

valued policy when the value of the property is set, as in buildings. On 

personal property it would have to be open. 

I have here a.farmers’ mutual policy which has no by-laws on it. 

Perhaps the by-laws are furnished in a separate pamphlet, but it is better 

always to have them printed on the back of the policy. The policy holder 

may lose the little book, but he will always have them on the policy. 

When we take an application we permit a man to make it on a rea- 

sonable basis of what he thinks he will carry during the year. If he has a 

lot of grain after threshing, or something of that kind. we provide a tem- 

porary policy to cover that grain. As long as he holds this he is pro- 

tected. When he has sold the grain he sends the policy back to us. The 

rate is the same as for other insurance. It is simply to protect the farmer 

while his barns are full. 

Mr. Johnson: Do you charge a fee for that? We make a charge for 

the extra work. 

Mr. Barrett: No; I work by the year and they pile everything they 

can on me. A great many of these policies are asked for over the tele- 

phone, and the directors make them out. The man who has the property 

does not have to sign the policy. 

* 
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Mr. Mendenhall: Where we make one assessment a year some of the 

members take advantage of these special policies. 

Mr. Barrett: We do not make assessments at specific times as you 

do. We make an assessment when the losses run up to a certain AMOONS 

and the members never know when they will be made. 

We make the assessment cover the time the insurance was in force. 

A man is assessed on a special policy of this kind for all the losses that 

occurred while the policy was in force. 

Mr. Bray: We have the same plan. We charge a fee of one dollar. 

Mr. Kirkman: We have a small slip we call a special policy of insur- 

ance. It has to be attached to the regular policy held by the party and 

bears the same number. It thus becomes a part of that policy so long as 

the insured carries it. We require our applicants to sign these slips. In 

signing them they agree that it is subject to the same rules as the regular 

policy. We charge 25 cents for the slips. That goes to the director taking 

the insurance to pay for his trouble. 

Mr. Forbes: They say open confession is good for the soul, and 1 

have one to make today. I have learned something here which I believe 

is a very good thing for the members of our mutual companies, but not a 

very good thing for the companies. ‘This is the first time I have ever 

heard of farmers carrying special insurance on grain. You would prob- 

ably do the same thing with stock. You do not carry much insurance on 

grain in the regular policies where you have those specials. Whatever 

you save to your members you save in insurance. While it is not so good 

for the company, I believe it is a good thing, and whatever you save to 

the members you save in the end to the company. 

Mr. Collier: What points do you consider should be in every policy? 

Mr. Barrett: I prefer a simple contract. I would have, first, a de- 

scription of the property to be insured. Iam in favor of specific policies; 

I don’t want any blanket affairs. 

Mr. Collier: Do you write the owner and tenant jointly? 

Mr. Barrett: Certainly. The tenant gets the same kind of a policy 

on his goods that the owner of the building gets. We have joint policies, 

and have no trouble about that. 

Mr. Clore: In this State an insurance policy is a part of a man’s 

estate. In that case the insurance belongs to that estate until it is admin- 

istered and divided up. 
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Mr. Jones: Iam certain the law would hold that way. 

Mr. Collier: The courts have decided that insurance comes down in 

succession in case of death, the same as any other property. 

THE POLICY RECORD BOOK. 

L. E. COLLIER. 

As you well know, Mr. President, I have repeatedly suggested in these 

State meetings the advisability of a uniform policy and application. 

That would make a uniform record book. I can only speak on the subject 

assigned me by using the plan of policy and application I use. This plan 

may not apply to your companies at all. Still I believe a policy ought to 

conform so it might apply. There would not be much advantage to any 

one in using this unless we all used the same form and saved money on 

our printing bills. My book cost me $22.75. If we had a quantity made 

at one time the cost of each book would be very small. 

(Mr. Collier then exhibited his book and described his method of 

keeping the records in detail.) 

Now I wish to speak a word about short term insurance. We carry 

two columns of the short term business. It is easy to do it equitably, 

_ justly and easily, getting not one cent from any man he should not pay, 

and haying every man pay exactly what he should pay. When the assess- 

ment is made all we have to do is to refer to the column fixed for the 

special policy. Suppose a man takes $500 on the first of August on wheat 

in the barn, but before you make the next assessment the wheat is sold 

and the policy canceled. That does not save him from paying the assess- 

ment; we have the record here and the assessment is paid. The assess- 

ment will be for the life of the special policy. 

Mr. Forbes: Suppose, for the sake of argument, we say you issue a 

special policy on the first of June and on the first of September it is can- 

celed. You have had no losses while it was in force. Do you make any 

assessment at all on that policy in that case? 

Mr. Collier: No, sir. We have not made any assessment on any 

other policy during that time. and why make one on that? 

Mr. Forbes: There is where I think you make a little mistake. Can 

you afford to burden your books with this insurance, and your secretary 

and directors with the work and not charge more than the fifty cents for 

making the enrollment? The company is to some expense for printing and 

other things all through the months the poticy is in force, and I think the 

special policy should pay a share of that expense. 
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Mr. Collier: It does. Our company charges an expense account 

against every policy every year. 

Mr. Kirkman: If no loss occurs during the time a special policy is in 

force we charge twenty-five cents for taking it out and two and one-half 

cents on each hundred dollars to pay annual expenses. Every policy car- 

ried pays five cents a year on each one hundred dollars, for expenses. 2 

Mr. Collier: The parties that carry the best lines of insurance are 

the ones who look most carefully after their short term policies. These 

are the men who come in and say they want to take additional insurance. 

Of course short term policies can only be taken by members. 

We write the personal property of tenant farmers. Suppose a man 

lives on Mr. Smith’s farm this year and next year he moves to Mr. Jones’ 

farm, we must know where he is going. We make an endorsement on 

his policy allowing him to be insured in his new location. There is but 

one place in which the goods are insured. When the goods are moved the 

insurance holds good in the new location. 

We give notice of cancellation. I believe the officers of a company 

should have jurisdiction enough over the business so that if they believe 

a risk is inimical they shall have the privilege of canceling the policy 

after due notice. Again, in the event the provisions of the policy have not 

been complied with, or if the assessment has not been paid, the company 

must make itself safe by mailing an official notice of cancellation to the 

holder of the policy. It is not enough to say on the policy that unless the 

assessment is paid within a certain time the insurance will cease. When- 

ever you notify a man that his policy is canceled for non-payment of 

assessment and dues you are safe. Our notice says the policy may be 

reinstated within a certain time. If I am very particular I register this 

notice. 

REPORT OF A LOSS. 

WILLIAM WATLINGTON, MADISON. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Insurance Companies’ Union—On 

receiving notice from our Secretary assigning to me the topic “Report of 

a Loss,” it was in accepting the same that my thoughts were along the, 

line on which our company makes these reports—which are made in con- 

nection with the adjuster’s report—but on receiving the printed program, 

I found the “‘adjuster’s report” and “report.of a loss” were separate divi- 

sions of this general subject, a ‘‘Model Mutual Insurance Company.” 

So in treating this subject along the line which I have concluded was 

intended by the program I fear I will not able to give, or even suggest, an 

outline for an ideal “report of a loss’? by the insured. 
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Our company prescribes in its by-laws that when any insured property 

shall have been destroyed or damaged by fire or lightning, the insured 

shall forthwith notify the secretary in writing, giving a particular ac- 

count of such loss or damage. But this requirement on the part of the 

insured has never been fully complied with—and many times not even 

partially carried out. So it is that our company makes these reports 

through and in connection with the report made by a director, who adjusts 

the loss. 

The ‘report of a loss” is a very important part of the record and 

work of a mutual insurance company, and should be as full and descrip- 

tive of the circumstances connected with the loss as it is possible to be 

given. But probably no other part of our work is so often. neglected, 

especially when a loss occurs and is supposed to be an honest one—acci- 

dental and unavoidable. In such cases it is more often thought not nec- 

essary to give any particular account of the circumstances connected with 

such loss or damage, because it was thought to be accidental and seem- 

ingly unavoidable, and besides, the owner was an honest man. Neverthe- 

less, it is almost invariably the case that when a loss by fire occurs the 

owner or insured, however honest and upright may have been his past 

record, someone is always ready to suspect and censure him for wrong- 

doing. This more often occurs when high insurance is carried, but those 

so disposed to be suspicious of nearly everybody are always ready to con- 

demn the property and fix their own valuation at such figures as will 

always make the insurance too high. So when the company neglects to 

make full these reports of a loss, it gives those suspicious and fault-finding 

members a shadow of a reason for their complaint. When, on the other 

hand, a complete report is made, full in all its details, the company has in 

this particular done its best, and there is no shadow to serve as a screen 

upon which to reflect a reason for complaint. 

We have reason to believe that few lines of business require a more 

careful record and exact account of its work than does the business of a 

mutual insurance company, because of the numerous individual interests 

connected with it, which, in number, is equal to its members or policy 

holders, each of whom is directly interested in the management of the 

business, and should realize this fact with sufficient interest to post them- 

selves from time to time in regard to the standing of their company, and 

the secretary should be prepared to lay before them such records and 

statements of the business as they may wish to investigate for them- 

selves. 

Therefore, because of these many interests involved, and the diversity 

of understandings among them, makes it doubly necessary that many of 

the transactions should be statements in detail, and to none other would 

this apply more proper, and in place, than to the report of a loss. 

Blank forms should be supplied by every company for making of 

these reports, and should be full and descriptive enough of the property 
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that anyone might understand upon examination. They should also be 

sufficient to contain statements giving all the information connected with 

such loss as could be gotten from those best known to the circumstances. 

At least two disinterested parties should make statements, together with 

that of the owner of the property, who should give the cause of said loss, 

as near as would be possible to do so. If these blanks are not sufficient 

for such statements, they should be affixed to the report and made a part 

of the same. 

These blanks should also be provided with a sheet properly ruled to 

receive and itemize all personal property that has been damaged or de- 

stroyed, which list should be filled out, giving the cash value and insured 

value of each article. These values to be fixed by those best known to 

the property, and if possible to include one disinterested party; and should 

also be provided with a proper blank for making oath to the same. 

These reports to be kept on file for future reference, and for examina- 

tion by any and all policy holders who may wish to know and learn of 

the circumstances connected with any particular loss. 

For convenience in referring to these reports, and other reports, state- 

ments, ete., of the business of the company, I would recommend that each 

be recorded in full in a record journal especially kept for that purpose, 

with a proper index to same. These references then can be made without 

the loss of time, and probably some patience besides. 

REPORT MADE TO POLICY HOLDERS. 

R. A. KIRKMAN. 

I have been asked to give my opinion of what kind of a report should 

be sent out to the members of a mutual insurance company, and as this is 

a brief subject my remarks consequently will be brief also. 

A report as I would make to the members of a model insurance com- 

pany would be something like this: 

in the first place would be to consider what a model insurance com- 

pany was, and of what it consisted. 

In my estimation a model insurance company (especially among 

farmers) is a purely mutual company. One in whose ranks there are 

no secrets and where none but honest, conscientious members are found, 

where all incomes and expenses are made known to each and every mem- 

ber alike. Now this being my term of a model insurance company, IL 

would make my report as plain and explicit as possible, showing all the 

workings of the company from the most minute to the greatest extrava- 

gance, in whatever line it was found, giving everything in as plain a form 

as could possibly be, that the most simple of its members could under- 

stand its purport. Of course I would take into consideration the expense 

of printing, not allowing myself to go into unnecessary exactness to the 

extent of extravagance. 
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While our Madison County company possibly may not be a model 

insurance company in every sense of the word, our reports, which we 

make twice a year, are, we think, what would become a model insurance 

company to send out to its members. j 

It shows forth in as compact a form as possible all losses and ex- 

penses that have occurred during the six months previous to its being sent 

out, itemizing each article separately. It shows amount of insurance in 

force, number of members holding insurance, and the last one sent out for 

the year tells time and place of the annual meeting, gives a cordial invi- 

tation to all its members to be present, and most important of all, it 

informs each member individually of the rate of assessment, the amount 

of his indebtedness to the company. Tells him when and where to pay 

the same, and also apprises him of the consequence of allowing his assess- 

ments to go unpaid beyond a certain length of time. And I feel it is 

every member’s duty to try to make the company with which he is con- 

nected ‘“‘a model insurance company.” 

Mr. Clark: The paper just read touches on a very important sub- 

ject. As far as it went it met the exigencies of the case very well. 

Having written about eighteen annual reports myself, and haying to 

address about five thousand members a year—with Over seven million 

dollars insurance—I have found out there are questions coming up every 

year that are considered paramount. Some of our members become un- 

easy and uncertain as to the position the company ought to occupy. We 

have made it a prominent part of our report to deal with these questions. 

We tell them where every dollar of the money comes from and where 

every dollar of it goes. The men who read the report every year will be 

as well posted as to the workings of the company as if they were in the 

office. In such reports the objections of the old line companies ought to 

be met and dealt with. Farmers are very busy men, and they can not 

give as much time to the study of this kind of insurance as the secretaries 

are compelled to give if they meet the questions that come up every day. 

Your reports should be so written that they will strengthen your members. 

We have members that have been with us.thirty-three years. Our mem- 

bers leave us when they die, but as a rule they stay with us while they 

live. 

President Jones: The managers of every company should aim to 

provide such reasonable information as will convince every member that 

the affairs of the company are all right. 

Adjournment. 

The third session of the meeting was called to order at 9:30 a. m., 

Friday, January 6th, President Jones in the chair. 
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President Jones appointed the following committees: 

Auditing Committee—W. A. Kelsey, L. W. Dunfee, C. G. Hunter. 

Committee on Resolutions—Enoch Drumm, D. O. Dilling, William 

Watlington. 

Legislative Committee—Aaron Jones, D. F. Clark, Hon. George Y. 

Kell, R. A. Kirkman. 

PLAN BY WHICH MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES MAY ASSESS 

PROPERLY RODDED BUILDINGS AT A LESS RATE 

THAN THOSE NOT RODDED. . 

L. W. DUNFEE, COLUMBIA CITY. 

Whether it would be advisable for a mutual insurance company to 

make special rates for certain classes of risks is a debatable question, and 

before a company decides to do it, it would be well to canyass the matter 

thoroughly. It might lead to much contention among the policy holders, 

confusion and trouble for the officers, and work disaster to the company 

itself. In order to have a mutual company each member must place his 

property on a common basis with that of every other member, although 

he may have a much better risk than many of his neighbors. The man 

who has only live stock insured must agree to help pay tor his neighbor’s 

barn that may be burned by a tramp. 

‘The man who has a brick house with a metal roof and heated by a 

furnace must place hig property on a level with that of the man whose 

risk is*not so good. It would be impossible for mutual companies to 

classify the risks as the old line companies do and make different rates. 

It would break the bonds tbat bind the members of a mutual company 

together. . 

It has been demonstrated here by the reports that buildings protected 

by good rods are less liable to be struck by lightning than those not so 

protected. Now, whether tnese facts will warrant the placing of such 

protected buildings in a class by themselves and giving them a less rate, 

I will leave for the gentlemen present to discuss. 

In making a plan by which such assessments could be made, a knowl- 

edge of the by-laws under which the company is to work would be neces- 

sary. For instance, in a series of losses that had all occurred by fire, 

should the protected buildings pay the full or partial rate? Or in a series 

of losses that occurred, partially by fire and partially by lightning, what 

should determine the rate of assessment? All of these points, of course, 

would be provided for by the by-laws, 
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One of the first principles of mutual insurance is fairness and justice 

to all concerned. I can see no way whereby a rodded building could be 

insured at a less rate and do justice to all policy holders. 

Let us assume that a company insures rodded buildings at a rate of 

two-thirds. I have here an assessment that was made October 10, 1903. 

The losses were by lightning $2,945, by fire $1,535, total $4,480, rate of 

assessment 15 cents on each $100. Here is also one of our policies: 

- 
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The dwelling and barn No. 1 we will say are properly rodded. That 

makes $1,850 worth of property that is protected by rods, and $450 worth 

that is not protected. Now the problem presents itself as to how this par-_ 

ticular policy is to be assessed for these losses. We have $2,945 lost by 

lightning and $1,535 by fire. This man had his $1,850 protected by rods 

and $450 not protected. It would not be just to charge him only a two- 

third rate on all his risk because part of his property was not protected 

by rods. Neither would it be right to charge him only a two-third rate 

for the amount lost by fire because his fire risk was just as great as the 

man’s whose buildings were not rodded. So we see in seeking for justice 

to the man who has rods we get into complications that would tax the 

patience and mathematical skill of the ordinary secretary to the utmost. 

If all our losses were caused by lightning the making of assessments 

would be a comparatively easy matter. In keeping the assessment reg- 

ister it would be necessary to open two accounts with each policy; one 

for the part protected~by rods and one for the part not protected. 

In making an assessment on $3,000,000 worth of policies a full rate 

of 15 cents would bring in $4,500. Now suppose instead of the full rate 

we charge only a two-third rate on one million and the full rate on two 

millions. The result is we raise only $4,000. Now this deficit must be 

raised and there is only one way to do it, and that is to charge the two 

millions more than a full rate and the one million a proportionate increase 

on their two-third rate. 

In looking this matter over from various points of view, and taking 

into consideration the fact that rods do not decrease the chances of loss 

by fire, and that our companies do not insure buildings for more than two- 

thirds of their value, it seems that we must come to the conclusion that 

it would be exercising good business judgment to put up rods to add more 

23—Agri. 
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protection to the one-third of our property that is not covered by insurance 

without asking any favors of the company in the way of lower rates. 

Mr. Barrett: We have three classes, first, second and third. I am 

going to urge our people to have another class for properly rodded build- 

ings. Class No. 1 is all wood. If I was going to make an assessment of 

15 cents it would be straight 15 cents on the hundred dollars on that class 

of buildings. No. 2 is a frame building with slate roof, and is entitled 

to 20 per cent. off. No. 3 is a brick building with slate roof, and we only 

make a three-fourths assessment on that. The better buildings a man 

has the more reduction in the rate he is entitled to. 

I do not see any reason why a man should not have a further reduc- 

tion if his buildings ave well rodded. If a man has a good frame house 

with a slate roof, which is insured for fifteen hundred dollars, he is al- 

lowed 20 per cent. reduction. That would be three hundred doilars, so 

when I assess him it is only on twelve hundred dollars. A brick house 

with a slate roof, insured for sixteen hundred dollars, would be assessed 

on twelve hundred dollars. 

President Jones: If a man carries two thousand dollars of insurance, 

twelve hundred on a house of the first class and eight hundred on a barn, 

what elass does the barn go into? The barn is a common wooden building. 

Mr. Barrett: It is classed No. 1, as is also the personal property. 

President Jones: Suppose a man has a frame house with metal roof 

insured for $800 and he also has a barn. Do you separate them in the 

assessment? His house would be No. 2 and his barn No. 1. 

* Mr. Barrett: I would assess them separately. 

President Jones: When you make the assessment and one man who 

has had such a reduction made in his assessment goes and shows it to 

his neighbors who have not had reductions made, don’t you have a great 

deal of trouble correcting mistakes? 

Mr. Barrett: I did at first until I explained to them how I did busi- 

ness. Now they make no complaint. ; 

President Jones: Didn’t you lose a good many members at first? 

Mr. Barrett: I lost no members that were reasonable men. The men 

who were unreasonable I did not care to have in the association. 

President Jones: I ask these questions so as to bring the difficulty 

ef carrying out such a system before the members of this Union. I 

wanted them to know the difficulties that would be met by a company 

‘that had been running on the level assessment plan if they should change 

to the classification plan. 
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Mr. Barrett: We had difficulties, but they were of a slight nature. 

We have been running under this plan for ten years. We ran on the 

level basis for fifteen years. 

Mr. Bray: If a man owns a barn with a metal or slate roof would 

he have the privilege of carrying his insurance at a less rate than a man 

whose barn has a shingle roof? 

Mr. Barrett: Yes, sir, because there is less danger from fire and 

lightning. 

Mr. Bray: If a slate roof is struck by lightning the damage is much 

more than it would be to a shingle roof. 

Mr. Barrett: A shingle roof is much more liable to catch fire from 

sparks from a thresher engine. 

Mr. Young: We all know it is the custom for farmers to group their 

buildings. If the house, the barn and the cattle barns are near each other 

there is danger, if one catches fire, of its communicating to the others 

more readily if they have shingle roofs. : 

Mr. Jones: Did you ever examine the system of classification made 

by the old line insurance companies as to the difference of risk between a 

barn and a house? They make a much larger rate for insuring barns than 

they do for houses. In fact, most of them will not insure a barn unless 

the house is insured with it. If you will get an accurate report of losses 

you will find that more losses occur on barns than on houses. They some- 

times merge the two and make a higher rate on the whole. If you bring 

them down to it they will tell you they have raised the rate on account of 
the barn. 

President Jones: The difficulties you will find when you undertake to 

classify a risk will be very great. It will be a very difficult thing to get a 

classification that will be exactly equitable. In New England they make 

twenty-five cents difference between property occupied by a tenant and 

property occupied by an owner. You would not recognize that distinction. 

An owner of property is apt to be more careful than the tenant. 

Dr. Saunders: The official board of the Madison County Insurance 

Company has long felt the necessity of rodding buildings, and finally hit 
upon the plan of reducing the assessments on rodded buildings. I believe 
the plan will work satisfactorily. If there is any opposition to the plan it 
is from the men who have buildings that are not rodded. The time is 
coming, however, when the majority of our buildings will be rodded. I 
believe this inducement will help the members and encourage them to 
do so. 
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President Jones: Suppose you have a member in your company who 

has a good brick building covered with a metal roof, with every other 

known device for safety against fire, but he does not see fit to rod his 

buildings. A neighbor of his may have a frame building with an old 

shingle roof, but has all his buildings rodded. Would you give him the 

benefit of the lower rate of insurance and not classify the other man or 

give him any benefit for his better protected buildings? If you do that, 

do you think the man with the brick building will be safisfied with the 

ruling of your company? 

Dr. Saunders: He will be after he understands the conditions. I 

think fully 50 per cent. of the losses our company has sustained have been 

from lightning. While a dilapidated house may be more subject to fire 

than a well protected one, it is better protected against lightning if it is 

rodded. If a brick building has a metal roof we make a reduction in the 

assessment. We make a classification there as well as in the case of the 

rodded building. We simply put the man with the frame building that is 

rodded on the same footing with the man whose house is of brick with a 

metal roof. z 

Mr. Kirkman: We only give the benefit on brick or stone buildings 

with slate or metal roofs. If a frame building has a slate or metal roof 

it is in the first class. 

Mr. Dunfee: The past summer we suffered very little from losses 

by lightning. Now in making the assessment if we charge the fellows 

with rodded buildings less than the other we are not doing them justice 

when all the losses occurred by fire. 

Mr. Barrett: In the early part of the year we can not tell whether 

the losses will be from fire or lightning. I think my books will show that 

in the past we have paid out two dollars for losses by lightning to one for 

losses by fire. 

Mr. Forbes: Suppose, for the sake of argument, that all your build- 

ings were rodded and you never had any losses by lightning, you will have 

no insurance to pay for that cause. It is a plain proposition that the men 

who have rods on their buildings and have no losses by lightning ought 

to pay less, because there is no hazard there. We should pay insurance 

according to the hazard. If it is demonstrated that by the use of a good 

lightning rod the danger of loss by lightning is eliminated, the man who 

has rodded buildings should not be expected to pay as large assessments 

as the men who have no rods on their buildings. 

Mr. Tufts: Our company has been running for thirty years and I do 

not think our losses by lightning amount to $800. I don’t say that is be- 

cause we all have lightning rods. We have not made a classification. 
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SHOULD A MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY PAY PARTIAL 

LOSSES IN FULL? 

D. F. CLARK, MULBERRY. 

That which is right, I think we ought to adopt as our rule in insurance 

business, just as we do in other walks of life. Now we came right up to 

the edge of this question yesterday, yet I have not heard any man mention 

the mode of insurance. I think the mode of insurance figures very largely 

into the adjustment question. If you insured all property for its full cash | 

value, there is no question in my mind but that all losses should be paid 

in full. As a rule we insure buildings for two-thirds of their cash value. 

One brother said yesterday that in the majority of the companies in 

Indiana personal property was insured for its full value. We all have con- 

stitutions and by-laws to govern us in these matters. Our constitution says 

that no building shall be insured for more than two-thirds of its fair cash 

value. The contents of the buildings, grain, grain stacks on the farm and 

stock may be insured in our company for a fair cash value. Then when 

we come to that part of the constitution which provides for adjustment 

we go on and say that in case of a loss on buildings we will pay two-thirds 

of that loss, because we insure two-thirds of the value of that building. 

‘When we come to the contents we pay in full, because we have insured 

for the full value; that is, of course, up to the amount of the insurance 

in each case. 

Now, let us throw these safeguards around us and examine the ques- 

tion from that standpoint. Take a house that is worth $900, and we all 

-understand that it can not be insured for more than $600. That house 

may catch fire and two-thirds of it be burned. Of course if «wwe have a 

partial loss we must stop somewhere. I am going to say in this case it 

stopped at two-thirds the value of the house. Suppose a neighbor had a 

similar house, insured for the same amount, and it was entirely burned 
down the same night. Now, under the theory that partial losses should be 
paid in full each man would get the same amount. The man who lost his 
entire house could get but $600, because that was all the insurance he had, 
but he lost $900. Now it is going to be a very hard matter to make the 
man who has lost $900 believe he is being treated fairly when he finds out 
that his neighbor, who has only lost two-thirds as much as he has and 
still retains one-third of his property, gets the same amount of insurance 
as he does. 

Another phase of this question is this: You put a valuation upon a 
building and then you put an insurance on that building. We agree in all 
of our laws everywhere to pay the insurance in case of loss. We agree 
nowhere to pay valuation; but when you pay partial losses in full you pay 
valuation instead of insurance. When you insure a house for two-thirds 
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of its value you agree to carry 662 per cent. of the value of that house, 

and the owner agrees to carry one-third. If you pay a partial loss in full 

you not only pay 66% per cent., but 100 per cent. In that case the man is 

carrying none of the risk; the company is carrying all of it. I believe we 

ought to pay our insurable proportion of a partial loss. 

Now, the question of doing right is the one we are discussing. I 

know there are some companies in Indiana that pay half of the insurance. 

One of them was represented here a year or two ago. The representative 

of that company told us then what a cheap rate of insurance they had. 

That is all right, and if you wipe out the other half it will be still cheaper. 

You would have to go into two companies of that kind to get insurance. 

In thirty-five years our assessments have averaged us 19 cents on the 

hundred, and yet the companies whose representatives came here and said 

they paid half the insurance have had in some years assessments higher 

than ours. I believe justice should be done to all our members. I know 

there is a difference of opinion in our territory on the matter of paying 

partial losses in this way. When we come to discuss this question and 

make it plain to the members who have sustained losses they are apt to 

say it may be all right, but it does not put the money in their pockets. 

I shall give you another illustration. We may have a member who 

has a barn insured for $1,500. This man has a great many broad acres 

surrounding his home, and is in every way well supplied with this world’s 

goods. He has a son of 23 who is married, and to whom he has given 

forty acres of land adjoining his farm. On this forty acres the young 

man builds a small barn at a cost of $150, which he insures for $100. His 

father has his barn insured for $1,000. One night the lightning strikes 

both the big and the little barns, damages the big one to the extent of 

$150 and destroys the little barn entirely. Now, you all know the com- 

pany will pay the young man $100, because that is what it agreed to pay; 

but under the theory that partial losses shall be paid in full the company 

will have to pay the owner of the big barn $150. The owner of the big 

barn has $1,850 of his property left intact, so he has not lost a cent. He 

has taken no risk, he has carried nothing; the insurance company carried 

the entire risk; but the young man who needed protection most has lost 

$50. Why should we carry three-thirds in the one case and only two-thirds 

in the other? I never could understand. That is paying valuation, not 

insurance. 

Mr. Forbes: I am from Iowa, and I have been in the mutual insur- 

ance business for twenty-five years, but I find I have still a great deal to 

learn about it. If you carry insurance on the $1,500 barn and also on 

the $150 barn, and if the latter is wiped out of exisfence and the former 

is damaged to the extent of $150, are you paying a pro rata share to the 

owners of these buildings in proportion to their losses, or in proportion to 

what they have paid? Is it not a fact, if your theory is correct, that in 
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only paying two-thirds of a partial loss the man is only protected for two- 

thirds of the two-thirds in case of a partial loss? He is not paying on two- 

thirds the valuation of his building, but only two-thirds of the two-thirds 

valuation in case of a loss. Out in Iowa we think we are lucky if we get 

what we buy in insurance, but we do want what we pay for. If Mr. 

Clark’s theory is correct I am going back to the State of Iowa and tell 

the companies there how they can save money. Now I want to know 

if this is a correct principle? We have a great many partial losses, and 

if we can get rid of paying a proportionate part of these partial losses 

we are going to make money in Iowa, although I am afraid our members 

would not feel they were getting what they paid for. If I insure a build- 

ing worth $1,500 for $1,000, the only reason you take that building is on 

account of the moral hazard; the only reason you make a distinction in 

regard to valuation is on account of the moral hazard. You say to the 

man who wants insurance, “Because you may be dishonest and burn your 

buildings we will only carry two-thirds of their cash value; but in case 

your property is partially destroyed the company agrees to pay you face 

value up to the extent of your loss.” 

Mr. Clark: Is this the first time you ever heard of this plan of 

paying partial losses? 

Mr. Forbes: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Clarke: When Brother Forbes goes home and begins to study 

over the justice of this plan I think he will change his mind. I believe 

insurance is a matter of justice, and I can not conceive how we can treat 

two men equally when we pay one man the same amount of money as 

another when one has lost one-third more than the other. In the case 

cited one man has lost all his barn and the other has $1,350 worth of 

barn left. In that case we do not pay him 662 per cent. of his loss; we pay 

him three-thirds of his loss. We owe two dollars out of three all the time, 

and the other man carries one-third, which he agrees in the beginning to 

do. We-settle on that basis, and are certainly doing what we agree to 

do in our constitution and by-laws. 

Mr. Forbes: There is only one thing I wish information in regard to. 

A man has buildings worth nine hundred dollars, on which he gets a policy 

of six hundred dollars. Another man gets a policy for the same amount. 

They both pay the same amount of fees and assessments, both losing the 

same amount of money so far as the company is concerned. The company 

knows no one-third in case of a loss; it takes no notice of the one-third 

the man himself has lost. It is only the actual loss the company is looking 

at, and consequently they owe the man who has lost his entire building 

six hundred dollars. The other man saved one-third of his house, but 

as he has paid for six hundred dollars insurance the company should pay 
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him that amount. He has paid as much as the other man, and I can not 

understand why he is not entitled to recover as much. It seems to me 

it is begging the question altogether when you undertake to divide the 

dollars into 663 and 3834 distributed over the entire building. When a 

man’s building is damaged there is no distinction in your application or 

policy; you simply value that man’s building at so much and insure it 

at so much. 

Yesterday you discussed the question of loan companies taking your 

policies as security. There is not a loan company in the United States 

that would take your policies on a two-thirds valuation of loss. Just as 

soon as you cut down the rate of your payment of losses you destroy the 

face value of your policy, which is taken into recognition by all loan com- 

panies. I think you will find the face value is injured one-third by this 

method. 

President Jones: Have you a clause in your policy that provides in 

case of a partial loss on buildings you pay two-thirds of the loss at the 

time of the fire? 

Mr. Clark: We have. 

President Jones: In case of a partial loss on personal property, would 

you pay that in full? 

Mr. Clark: Yes, sir; because we insure personal property for its 

full value. 

President Jones: Is that fair between the two classes of insurers? 

If that is the case, is your constitution based on equity? 

Mr. Clark: I think it is. I will say for your information, Mr. Forbes, 

that from Chicago, Cincinnati and away up into the New England States. 

there is not a loan company that will not take our policies. The North- 

western does refuse, but I am told they will not take an old line policy 

unless it is a paid-up one. 

Mr. Johnson: All old line companies reserve this right. This As- 

sociation reserves the right to repair or rebuild in liquidation of any and 

all losses. If lightning strikes a building and damages it only to the 

extent of $40 or $50 the company can well afford to repair it, or let the 

owner have it done under the supervision of the director and pay for it. 

No member of our company complains of that plan, and it certainly puts 

the assured in good standing with the association. However, if a nine 

hundred dollar building with six hundred dollars of insurance on it should 

be totally destroyed we reserve the right to build. If we should make 

up our minds to build where are we? Are we going to put up a nine 

hundred dollar building or a six hundred dollar building? Usually when 

farm buildings get on fire if two or three buckets of water do not do the 
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business, you might as weli begin to carry out your goods. There are 

very few partial losses of farm buildings. If it goes beyond a couple of 

hundred dollars it is pretty sure to take the whole building. In case light- 

ning strikes a nine hundred dollar building and damages it to the extent 

of one hundred dollars, I don’t believe any mutual company can afford to 

say they will only pay two-thirds of that loss. If the house should be 

entirely destroyed it would be our duty to pay the full two-thirds for 

which it was insured. In our by-laws we say we have a right to repair 

or rebuild, and we do so. 

President Jones: You do not claim that section would be worth any- 

thing if you only paid two-thirds the amount of any damage that might 

occur to a building. You could not repair a $150 damage with $100. A 

few years ago the old line companies doing business in Indiana agreed 

upon a rule of co-insurance compelling the insured to carry a certain pro- 

portion of the risk. If the insured did not carry 20 per cent. of the risk, 

in case of a partial loss they would pay only 80 per cent. of it. Then the 

Legislature of the State passed a law which prohibited that sort of in- 

surance company doing business in the State. Now you have not taken 

the 80 per cent. rule, Mr. Clarke, you have taken the 66% per cent. rule. 

Would you not come under the statute of co-insurance because you com- 

pel the insured to bear a part of the loss? 

Mr. Kelsey: Did not the Legislature exempt farmers’ mutual insur- 

ance companies from that part of the law? Iam sure it did. 

Mr. Mendenhall: Suppose the roof of a dwelling house should catch 

fire and burn half of it off, what part would you take to ad_ust that loss? 

Would you put on one-half of the roof, or would you simply put on two- 

thirds of the part that was destroyed? How would you adjust that? 

Mr. Clark: We would not build anything or repair anything. We 

would find out what the roof was worth, what part of it was destroyed. 

and pay two-thirds of the value of the part destroyed. 

Mr. Tufts: We have a clause in our by-laws which provides that 

we shall pay losses as they occur and as they are approved, up to the 

amount of the policy. carried. 

Mr. Heagey: I am here almost entirely for the purpose of hearing 

this discussion. We have had this question up for some time. We have 

consulted our attorney in regard to the matter, and he says there is no 

law that will permit us to settle a loss on a partial basis; we must pay 

the partial loss in full. We have revised our by-laws to provide for the 

payment of partial losses in full. 

Mr. Clark: Many years ago when we were incorporating this clause 

in our constitution our treasurer and myself differed in regard to the ad- 
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visability of it. We were appointed a committee to investigate the mat- 

ter. We went before the judge of the Circuit Court and both made state- 

ments. We agreed to abide by the decision of the judge. The judge de- 

cided in my fayor and we adopted that clause in our constitution. 

Mr. Doup: Suppose I own a house worth fifteen hundred dollars and 

have it insured for one thousand dollars. I am told by the secretary that 

that is all the insurance I can carry on that building. When I ask who 

is to carry the other one-third he says that I must do that. That divides 

the insurance once, and if the house is partially burned and the company 

does not pay that partial loss in full it is dividing it again. The company 

divided the responsibility in the first place and made the owner assume 

one-third of it, without any possibility of his getting anything for that 

one-third if the house was totally destroyed. The company takes the risk 

on two-thirds and ought to pay every cent of loss up to the amount of 

that two-thirds. 

Mr. Apple: Mr. Forbes says we buy what we get. That is true. 

Take the fifteen hundred dollar barn and the owner pays on the one thou- 

sand dollars insurance he hag on it, according to our rules, two dollars a 

year. If he has had it insured for ten years he has paid twenty dollars. 

The man who has the $150 barn only pays two dollars in ten years. When 

he meets with a total loss we pay him one hundred dollars, and when 

the other man has a partial loss of $150, we pay him that in full. Would 

it be fair to pay him only $100 when he has been paying on $1,000 for ten 

years? 

Mr. Newsom: I should like to ask Mr. Clark why barns and houses 

are not insured for the full value the same as personal property? 

Mr. Barrett: On account of the moral hazard. Sometimes in the his- 

tory of buildings they depreciate very rapidly, and sometimes the changes 

in the construction of buildings is very great. Sometimes people want 

new buildings, and if their old buildings were insured for their full value 

they might get on fire and burn down to make way for the new. 

Mr. Newsom: If moral hazard is going to be distributed through this 

partial loss, why not insure the building for its full value, and then make 

any loss that occurs payable to the extent of two-thirds? It seems to me 

when a question of moral hazard is considered in the case of farm build- 

ings the whole purpose of making the insurance at two-thirds has been 

served. 

Mr. Johnson: Suppose a building is appraised at three thousand dol- 

lars and a mutual company will not take more than two thousand dollars 

on it. If the owner goes to a responsible old line company and they will 

take one thousand dollars on his property, what amount does the mutual 

company have to pay if it burns? 
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Mr. Jones: Unless they were notified they would not have to pay 

anything. If it was done by agreement of both companies they would 

pay two-thirds and the old line company one-third of the loss. 

Mr. Clore: If there is a concurrent insurance on the property the 

loss is pro rated. Suppose there is a partial loss and the insurance carried 

in the mutual is one thousand dollars and on the stock is five hundred 

dollars, the mutual company will pay two-thirds the partial loss and the 

other company one-third. 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. 

DR. SAUNDERS. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Convention—In presenting this 

report as your delegate to the National Association held at Topeka, Kan., 

I shall endeavor to be brief. I do so as a matter of necessity, as I find 

that so much was accomplished and so much was said that it would re- 

quire more than an ordinary volume to relate it. The matter accom- 

plished was all for the advancement and promotion of mutual insurance 

interests, and the things said for the edification and instruction of dele- 

gates assembled. Along these two lines the meeting was certainly a suc- 

cessful one. In point of numbers it surpassed any since the organization 

of the association. I have been present at these yearly meetings since 

-1899, and am able to see the wonderful growth and the pronounced effect 

it is having in the insurance world. Each year brings in additional dele- 

gates and additional States until at this time almost every State in our 

Union is represented. As I viewed this assembly of mutual insurance men 

it was a gratifying assurance to me that while I was a laborer in the 

mutual insurance field that I was not engaged in a work that was only 

experimental in its nature. I have the assurance in no uncertain way 

that the day of trial test was over and that the accepted verdict of the 

people was the universal approyal of the mutual plan. Not universal In 

the sense that all men insure under this plan, but that the plan in itself 

is reasonable and safe in all respects. It was gratifying, too, to me, as 

I viewed this body of men to know that I stood face to face with the 

best intellect and the best representative body of insurance men in the 

land. Men of broad minds and of the kind that have engraven success 

upon their banner in any ‘and all undertakings of life. Without going into 

detail of the four days’ session I shall only attempt to report to this as- 

sociation some of the more important features of its work and the one very 

important one is the one I can not here give, and that is the general dis- 

cussion engaged in by the delegates on various questions pertaining to 

methods, etc. These discussions were both interesting and instructive, 

and is one of the best schools of instruction that any one seeking informa- 

tion in this line can attend. 
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The proposed purpose of the organization of a national insurance com- 

pany to be known as the “National Underwriters” brought out a lively 

discussion. A motion that the National Association extend a vote of en- 

couragement to the movement was carried. 

The ob‘ect of the organization of the National Underwriters is es- 

pecially directed to the interests of small companies, many of which have 

a limit to the amount of their policies which necessitates taking additional 

insurance with stock companies, a procedure that generally works eyil 

and evil influences and impressions against mutual companies. In case 

a policy is greater than a small company desires to carry the insured 

may take additional insurance in the National Underwriters, and by this 

means do not become antagonized with and by stock companies. This is 

more likely to exist in town mutuals where much of the insurance is 

taken in blocks, so to speak, of five, ten or twenty thousand dollars. In 

a State like Indiana, where we have no state companies, but Many com- 

panies of one and two counties, the National Underwriters would be of 

excellent service in assisting us in large risks, and by this means holding 

all that we can to the interest of our mutual system. I desire to state, 

however, that this National Underwriters is not organized by the National 

Association, but that the movement haying been started by men who saw 

the necessity and advantage of it, they have only asked the endorsement, 

and a word of encouragement from the National Association, which was 

given by a decided vote. 

The National Legislative Committee was enlarged by the appointment 

of a member from each State. Judge HE. M. Coffin of Lincoln, Neb., is 

chairman of that committee. By the appointment of a member from each 

State it enables the chairman to more readily get at the facts and needs 

of the various States in matters pertaining to needed legislation. Mr. R. 

A. Kirkman of Pendleton, Ind., who is the present secretary of the Farm- 

ers’ Mutual Company of Madison County, was designated as the man to 

represent Indiana on that committee. 

I wish to repeat the suggestion I offered in your meeting last year, 

that the State Legislative Committee appointed by this body work in 

unison with the national committee, as we can get very much assistance 

from that source. The fact that the State committee is strengthened and 

supported by the assistance of the national body will add much weight in 

the influence we may have in the Legislature, and besides we should en- 

deavor to get laws that govern mutual insurance as nearly uniform in the 

various States as is possible, and in doing this we greatly need the advice, 

influence and council of those who are working to that end. I desire in 

this connection to read to you from article VI, section 4, of the constitu- 

tion, and also the report of Judge BE. M. Coffin, national chairman, at the 

Topeka meeting. 

As a matter of protection against the operation of fraudulent com- 

panies assuming to be mutual, a resolution was passed creating what is 
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known as the “Board of Underwriters of Mutual Fire Insurance Com- 

panies of America.” The object of this board is to determine the stand- 

ing and legality of companies operating in the mutual name. Many fraud- 

ulent companies have been operating in some of our Western States, and 

have proven to be swindlers whereby the people have been deceived at 

their great cost and also at the expense of the honored name Mutual. 

There has been no means devised by which these fraudulent com- 

panies can be detected until after they have accomplished their work and 

are then ready to move to new fields with their booty. These companies 

‘cannot be compelled to submit their plans of operation for investigation 

by this board of underwriters, neither will they request it, but the pur- 

pose of this board is to reach them in a negative way, by asking all com- 

panies doing a legitimate business to submit their plans for investigation. 

A company that attempts to do business without this certificate of good 

standing 1s open to suspicion, and may soon be detected. But understand 

that no company is required to submit to an examination by this board. 

That is left to the discretion of each individual company, but it occurs 

to me that a certificate of good standing and approval by the National 

Board of Underwriters would certainly be a good recommendation to pre- 

sent to the people when soliciting insurance, and a splendid weapon of de- 

fense against attacks frequently made upon us by stock companies. The 

cost of such application and certificate is ten dollars for a State company, 

five dollars for a district company, two dollars for a county company and 

one dollar for a township company. 

I shall consume too much of your valuable time were I to attempt to 

make a more extended report of this interesting meeting, but I desire to 

assure you that while it was interesting to see and to hear the work ac- 

complished, that in effect and in its far-reaching results it is equally in- 

teresting to you, and to every individual mutual insurance company in the 

United States. Interesting by reason of the fact that the National Asso- 

ciation stands as a protector and a promoter of the mutual insurance in- 

terests in all of the States. Gigantic in its construction and powerful in 

its influence for good it is the shield and helmet to all mutual organiza- 

tions and should be strengthened by the support of every mutual company 

in the land. Every company that is identified with the State Mutual In- 

surance Company Union of Indiana owe it to themselves that they see 

that they send delegates to the next meeting, which will be held in Chi- 

cago, Mareh 7, 8, 9, and 10, 1905. Every president and every secretary of 

such companies owe it to themselves and to the companies they represent 

that they attend this meeting, as by so doing they will gather more 

knowledge and assistance in the wise management of their interests and 

thus infuse new light and vigor in the work before them. This I say 

you owe to yourselves, but let me add also that you owe very much more 

to an association that has fathered your interests unsolicited, and associa- 

tion that seeks the prosperity and welfare of every mutual company, no 
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matter how small it may be. I have said unsolicited. Can we today 

realize the fact that while mutual insurance was for years struggling and 

battling for existence, eacb individual company acting independently and 

alone, that there comes to the rescue a band of noble men organized as 

a national association, and which today is the thorn in the flesh to all stock 

companies? Their influence is feared and felt, and as a result of this na- 

tional work in our behalf our interests have grown and prospered. The 

State of Lowa perhaps is better represented in the National Association 

than any other, and as a result I wish to show you in this connection the 

marvelous growth of mutual insurance in that State. It is found by the 

last Auditor’s report that the amount of insurance in force in strictly 

mutual associations had increased from $49,735,098 in 1888 to $392,698,481, 

and that the average amount carried by each association in 1888 was 

$474,584, while on January 1, 1904, the average amount carried by each 

association was $2,082,624. This is certainly a marvelous growth, but the 

promoters of this great work are also the most active and enthusiastic 

workers in the National Association. 

In conclusion of this report I desire in the language of the Psalmist 

to entreat you to “Lift up your eyes unto the hills from whence cometh 

your help.” 

Mr. Forbes: I would like to add a little item to the report. We have 

what is called the Manual Committee. We are getting up a mutual in- 

surance manual that gives the report of every mutual insurance company, 

gives all the methods of doing business and all the particulars we are 

gathered here to discuss. I invite Dr. Saunders in inviting you to come 

to the meeting in Chicago. ‘There is where we started in 1894. Come to 

Chicago and meet with us again, take part with us and help us as we are 

trying to help you. 

Secretary Nowlin read the following report: 

Indianapolis, Ind., January 5, 1905. 

To the Officers and Members of the Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Com- 

panies’ Union of Indiana: 

Gentlemen—As your Secretary I beg to submit the following report 

for the year ending January 5, 1905: 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance on-hand 4ianuarys 8s O0L a. pierce oe es coerce ee S° 27509 

Duesreceiyed*aftercJanuary 8; 19S0Des eee. ae cee se ae eee 16 00 

Cushsfrom: Chius: Downing; Secretary; oh ete eeieie ns oe eee 10 00 

Assessments from twenty-nine companies. ..............0...0000- 12 59 

Membership fees Januaryroy 1905 owe ease ete ss eee eee 9 OO 

Dies: January, GOOG. Asie ates 2 ae Sep eee tN al tloveeereean neta Male en ene 46 00 
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; DISBURSEMENTS. 

MEV 22 el OO SteMORTA PMOL srsctenesesccsis eesreie sales seer tobeveutyere el oLe enssere re $ 20 08 

VPN A Vee Deel Ae SUA ELOM CII sore, cin ctavskels sure encde aie: clei nie- ai ecepahaysliel s. che gslospsze le 4 75 

January 23: LOGOS Express coi. ccs cue © c\suele es Ge, eesc ee we Se OT SOO Ee 25 

PAI ea UL CIV CLOD CS crs tate <pererafay= te io, 5, sfek<deyah2 shee, ©. = Sasselcuelere lace Sijole sharers 30 

VU eee Oa Rap) POSS opetiys allo ss eke ieee aie es oe cle ol ecedenay SOT ae sts aust 30 

Maya2s- 1904+ eprintin a. 2.500 TepOEises = ss 1os\st lies csv ict See aeons = 102 35 

AUZUSE 30019042 printing ‘circular JEtters....542 .. wees. os cle ones 7h, OS) 

WecempereZ et O04 Srl yt OSTA eens so, cnor- acre seus ieee sete os sels oes lee 1 30 

WEecemberAie al G0Sa-E CCID DOO le eraye. si wis lapel) clots Pots cre Sous uhcero eevee omeracs 25 

POSUAS Se SLAM Sy sh OL eel OO ee a cre cycle cssuets ac tavane js love Sep ete ethatsiatere. ajc levied» 10 40 

January), 1905, dues. to. National Association. 2.22.52... 25... ee nes 3 00 

ETO LMS eater otcte samira te as oPaIaes enatti sae e ararsie ale ele letanaertears) sterale. ee cat yaks $145 15 

MeEDyINne aspalancezom: handrOhs s.7-%-i o ataie ore a eataiors te ote eo ets 35 94 

Respectfully submitted, 

H. L. NOWLIN, Secretary. 

On motion the report was referred to the Auditing Committee. 

Mr. Kelsey, for the Auditing Committee, reported that the committee 

had found Mr. Nowlin’s accounts correct. 

Mr. Dilling, for the Committee on Resolutions, presented the follow- 

ing, which were adopted as read: 

Your Committee on Resolutions begs leave to submit the following 

report: 

First. Be it resolved, That we further appreciate the untiring efforts 

of our worthy president, Hon. Aaron Jones, by whose influence and as- 

sistance our organization was effected and brought to its present state of 

usefulness, and we hereby express our sincere hope that he may meet 

with success in the great work in which he is engaged for the better- 

ment of his fellow-man; and we also appreciate his annual greatly. 

Second. Be it resoived, That we further extend to our efficient sec- 

retary, Mr. H. L. Nowlin, our hearty approval of his efficient work and 

the untiring zeal which he has shown in the discharge of his official 

duties. 

Third. Be it resolved, That we try to get the reports of our meeting 

published in the agricultural reports of Indiana. 

Fourth. Be it resolved, That we earnestly urge that our Legislative 

Committee be ever watchful of the interests of the Mutual Insurance 

Companies of our State; and 

We further earnestly solicit that every mutual company in the State 

join this Union. 
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Fifth. Be it resolved, That we appreciate and heartily thank Presi- 

dent Forbes of the National Association for his instructive address before 

this convention; and, be it further 

Resolved, That in behalf of the Mutual Insurance Companies of th« 

State of Indiana the thanks and highest appreciation of this convention 

be and is hereby extended to Professor Dodd, of Des Moines, Lowa, for hi; 

most interesting and instructive lecture demonstrating and illustrating: 

the use of lightning rods before this convention. 

WILLIAM WATLINGTON, 

D. O. DILLING, 

ENOCH DRUMM, 

Comunittee. 

The following officers were elected to serve for the ensuing year: 

President—Aaron Jones, South Bend. 

Vice-President—George V. Kell, Huntertown. 

Secretary—H. L. Nowlin, Lawrenceburg. 

Treasurer—J. L. Thomas, Pendleton. 

The matter of printing the proceedings of the convention was left 

in the hands of Secretary Nowlin. 

REPORTS OF COMPANIES. 

THE FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY Ol DE- 

KALB COUNTY 

Organized 1878. 

Policies in force January 28, 1905..................2,417 for $3,525,000 00 

WOBSES GUEIME py CAG « orcerern) «nh ecole exer eyene are eeneene sees aoe 30 for 7,965 45 

Expense other than losses........ : Seium he 521 32 

One assessment made during year, 20 fore on ane $100. . 6,730 21 

Other sources of revenue, per centum of 10 cents on each 

$100 of new insurance written during the year.......... 4382 88 

uOssesiiCaused! byr Ape... Swine arn lost oie eros larmtalcs Mikes eintenere tale as arenes eee 12 

Losses: caused) by Jghtnine +... wit o sicis oe lee tees opale a oe ie er ereeee tees 18 

HORSES: With, Shin SlesPOOE ssc «couse cereyes cis poten ioescores teipuxe lotlstareds rites RIaen 18 

One with slate roof. 

L. W. Treesh, President, Corunna. 

Philip S. Carper, Secretary, Auburn. 
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FARMERS’ CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF HEN- 

DRICKS COUNTY. 

PONGIES=In- LOLEeydanUary ols 1 G0 ae enc 2 oe eter arse 2,932 for $4,116,165 00 

HE ONSO Se CUTE sy GENT Seer vias ane hel acest nous eh scavehar 6 custa) eustene sim eitere susie abe 7,977 96 

One assessment made during year for....................-- 9,161 57 

George W. Scearce, President, Danville. 

Simon T. Hadley, Secretary, Danville. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION OF WARRICK, VANDER- 

BURGH AND GIBSON COUNTIES. 

Reorganized December 25, 1901. 

EOMGIESsineroOrce: January As. 19052 see. es tee o clas ee 870 for $1,484,000 00 

HORSE Sin UIT Seay Ca Tay. gat Shey nach es Terese ha ah che Sects Sen weno e 13 for 1,884 76 

HX pen serotherstham LOSSESH As stesso ie oz cuceertote he nay as chaeglele « 110 50 

PROPANE IED CISC yr ctcpawct rate tie ciatece vel shoot ice sete knee. bra eisbaveu neh ahehaast « 1,995 26 

One assessment made during year for................2..-:. 1,340 36 

Appraisement fees, conscience fund and delinquencies...... 361 12 

IWOSSCSHEANISC GMD Veil Crs teres = Nap tare. no ees eect eiee ceawoloieneusticls te ehedons minea lowwiteustayate ti 

MOSSES EC AUSE Ue bo yon tot CML sh es ene vad sy eco: yay ios sou nie ier esac toc ake eusloustoneleioe fate 6 

HOSSeSEwatheshinele OO fie sets o oiccc sc. cusors he clans oa) Sie nvario oe s.0f hots alone a one eneir All 

ossesawathemeraleroofe eacccen ance oo attain cio Gove visto wa aie eaieSes Salen leroisione None 

HOSSeSmwileren iil ding was: LOGMeCd 2s oy. om crore chaveiedate.s © acets eee euajenape oe = None 

W. H. Norcross, President, Elberfeld. 

David Hurbner, Secretary, McCutcheonyville. 

THH GERMAN BAPTIST OF WAYNH, UNION AND FAYETTE 

COUNTIES. 

EOUCICS Mil srOncenamllarry 1 OOD set svecente tre se) cetsnere 2,700 for $3,685,000 00 

OSSES wy CUI Cer VOU rs cies eases sate dnsaciets fe eae eee es 30 for 5,518 92 

EEPENSEtOherkhinaTMelOSSECSi ira ect oo asleyeleye chovaaes aia cavalo eiolane Galeton 873 26 

ARO VEE OTS CISC yaercacy co cae. orca ellotewcin col siloit wiles koue aria: ariovet ey at tua meeiodebecees 6,452 18 

One assessment made during year of 20 cents on the hundred 6,157 86 
WWGOSSESHEBUSCOM Dyas Crrsrcteiecctoxccn stavene hedene creel cle voce ave nie occ ce loreeon ene a Palette 15 

OSSESFEAUISCO RD yes VST b ML see y euciaee crak ai en cverstelleie aysueee, olen alevea SiOne Toe hake nie 5 

Losses where building was moddene eRe Uatcvs eestor hen otaneg NU cicun ta eecgeaaee rat ens tate None 

Daniel Fiant, President, Connersville. 

D. O. Dilling, Secretary, Hagerstown. 

24—Agri. 
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JEFFERSON COUNTY PATRONS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE 
COMPANY. 

Organized February 1, 1877. 

Policies. in. force August 1, 1904. 252: cee ee DS LOLs oleracea sue 

MOSSCSEGUELNS: SV. Cay. Foci k oro ew eroa ae ice ees 15 for 1,821 S9 

Hxpenseother thanmrlOsses: 2 ast ais t.clo.sens Se aPeier pies tio ae eee 824 02 

Total GEREN SE hs Ae «orate erereca ete ease orotate A eee ee eee 2,645 91 

Assessments made during year, 10 cents on $100........... 1.418 17 

Other sources of revenue, annual per cent. 10 cents on $100. 1,077 42 

EGsses CAUSEd iby TGs sone LS wee ee ee eee DOR ty arc Be ty ee 8 
Hiosses caused bye btCmim eS  -y sece byob whe teins comets eo ss acer toeee Laer 12 

Bosses swhere: building swaseroG Ged. Aeixcia sa P overs ato «lene (etcne tices sieeeie easter ae None 

D. P. Monroe, President, R. No. 1, Hanover. 

William Watlington, Secretary, Madison. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF GREENE 

COUNTY. 

Organized December, 1897. 

Policies in force October ude 1904. cae ecto s eee tion 845 for $722,545 00 

TOSSES SMUTING SV CAT sare adic,dis te a sroce throne die eisteeclalg eiake Suse note 16 for 1,485 65 

Hapense other than Vosses. he tecriack Gas oie lciok Gs akan tal atte erate eis 160,95 

Total CXPENSE? ss, 2/nc. acs Siswis ss acces soes be shersiage wie air oats er ooheneene 1,646 GO 

One*assessment made during year. LOL. «tosses tet re een 1,485 65 

Other sources of revenue, incidental or contingent 2 Ps Sheena 352 72 

LOSSES’ CAUSEG Diy. TLE... 2. ..cs Soo alse See cies ns wienlate ate lays teteae eke} sie Sa Ne ieee ene dD 

WOSSES CAUSEH DY. is GML aya eeiage evoys. a chews achors aie tebale eismices aie eter lone easier tane 6 

osses’ With) Shin slev TOOL wij wera ce wera wots reals rraie, ofc Suse buel etd lavcy ewes atone alters eeeue 8 

LOSSES HWIEh) MEA! MLOOL ark oe.c c ciawels we fa cota eas tiliots wee tenes recess Seis kiele None 

James H. Kirby, President, Worthington. ‘ 

Charles Breck, Secretary, Linton, R. No. 1. 

LAWRENCE TOWNSHIP FARMERS’ MUTUAL OF MARION 

COUNTY. 

Organized January, 1893. 

Policies in: force .Octobers8; TIO. i icieeis oshes sev ie eae 418 for $635,905 00 

WOBSESW GUTINS RV CATs wcite sees nls oa NOL, sic ting aba cee ae LL for 1,580 55 

Ota] HERP ON SE! are ws «ed EWe he's Ave wie be re scorelegern ie eee eee as 1,799 51 

One ‘assessment made- during, year LOL...) civ sn eie tieinie tines 1,211 76 

TEOSSES CAUSE DY Tle so ai soe key ae See de olan Wie ailelehwiny elettectin pin aaa eiene nares beeen 5 

Losses caused by Wohtmin ss. sei. fcc cw ots ob cobra aus is ier eyecel CRTC Om ee haine terete eee G 

Asa 8S. Newhouse, President, Lawrence. 

J. W. Apple, Secretary, Oaklandon. 
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HANCOCK COUNTY FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE 

ASSOCIATION. 

Organized 1876. 

BOMEIES an Lonce: October s1904s 0 ce os, ¢ ances 1,523 for $1,258,896 00 

MOSSESTOUEIM SVE Amst a et eee eee rae et eae 42 for 4,010 00 

EEX CUS ESROtN Ertl a Te lOSSEStae fasta micts canes cine eat tors 516 00 

diwo) assessments) made during yéar................--.-.«: 4,010 00 

MHOSSESRCATISCUIM Diya TILG reach cer Tete re Teneo ee eee ce ie Sere hale ets NG, 

HOSSeSeCAUSEd sp valle inti oer ee ye hoes oan ee ee nee ee ees 25 

WOssesawathashinslesrook este isc. ae sae ACERS Rec nO OR: 12 

hOSSesawathem etal Ott aetrels sas oe eae reel a ee re ions None 

WOSSeS wheErennimildineywalssnOd deducts 5a cieei secre feats ceieeeie iar cien: One 

William Elsbery, President, Greenfield. 

B. L. Barrett, Secretary, Greenfield, R. R. No. 5. 

THE FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF MONTGOM- 

ERY AND FOUNTAIN COUNTIES. 

Organized September 11, 1877. 

Policies in, force. Aligust 30, 1904.50. ce ek wares « 2,174 for $8,205,377 00 

IOSSESACITIN Say CaT ar tesaeeh Sette ince Seno eR ee 42 for 8,976 72 

PMMCMAGSHOLMIECTetMAnM cOSSEN ss avses secrete eb xcs oe dstéiace oes 736 34 

ARO LeU EXD CTS Cw terey.vascsoee aah sed AateereTs ap reat Shae ko ee 9,718 06 

One assessment made *during year for... 2.6.5 ae ws odec Sea on 7,023 17 

Other sources of revenue, premium and policy fees......... 1,171 82 

WOSSCSMCAUS CUED yoni Geers hhc meee eaten, streets mea ek, avin vd dancers SN ere re 20 

IWOSSESECaUSedab yalneh tint eyes sm ap eels e Ae cel ee tie ieee en eee 22 

R. D. Drollings, President, Veedersburg. 

W. J. Wiles, Secretary, New Market. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL OF BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY. 

Organized June 16, 1900. 

POMCICHANSECOLCE ANIA Fel, AGO ain. cious Shanes eet emer 875 for $800,000 00 

WOSSESM CUTAN SVC als eras sess reeds ue oe eet eae eens 6 for 1,871 00 

Pen sero Uerat MAME OSSESssis sous here eI ees epee 352 02 

PROLMMRC MCHC areca tapers ene Sich see eae ewe oe ee 2,223 02 

Two assessments: made during year for...) 02.0.2 0.008 5.) 1,855 v0 

Other sources of revenue, policy and premium fees........... 428 OV 

HOSSCSECAUSCOR Diy: EGS mre ott lakes tale, aes ae aie ee a ee 3 

LOssesswithe shine esrOotes ss. ms Aoreontat aon teed cee Ae one 

D. W. Heagy, President, Columbus, R. F. D. 7. 

C. G. Hunter, Secretary, Columbus, R. F. D. 10. 
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PATRONS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF DEARBORN 

COUNTY. 

Organized 1877. 

Policies in, force October A 1 GOA ee eee ckaichewe niseepet che helet 414 for $374,528 25 

WOSSES MAUPIN G HV CA Tc. aso o ioe wo cyacstorn dc creee aetna s oaaiomenenerereteh one 5 for 1,874 00 

HpPensev Omer than LOSSES cronccsrcl covey sues, sponser ens saeioke: siete onohanceeiare 401 26 

Total: EXPONSO 5527: Eo, Seacne et Rises ected, scene etace el ic ekeae tr temremae 2,275 26 

Three assessments made during year for..................... 2,167 56 

Other sources of revenue, 20 cents on each $100 new insur- 

ance, cancellation and transfer fees..................... 201 09 

Wosses caused by fin@= .c sate cicrvava oes) nes, css eect el ieee eteene 3 

TOSSES" CAUSEG. Diy: Liat hrm ee oe eee ohare io eee on coae el pue auehe notes onal ieee teens 2 

OSssesPywith shinee wo fyee chao ae cee sees saree) seek aacreel eieiov oie Ince tere a ae 3 

TOSSES With META oPOOE SA. terotss oc create aclede’s. sas ietaiarcteke  orsiotenoteeeraneneeiones -..None 

Losses where building was rodded............ a ee Son Io setee None 

M. F. Holman, President, Correct. 

H. L. Nowlin, Secretary, Lawrenceburg. 

PATRONS’ MUTUAL AID SOCIETY. 

| Organized 187 

LOSses QUEUE XVCAE TE 26 ours cyalevsrs, oreha teat mila pietahaue Peeper en eperetens 3 for $1,100 00 

‘hw0, PSsSessments Mad 6 GUT sy ene wi Ola re © opse- wpataione iinet retorted 900. OO 

LOSSES 2 CAUSE: Dy LITO ces Asireaee a cecatnsreleteneiia (oie a, suey Sia s Uotlopi is talk Peel etieaint oa aheieclrosteaalis 3 

LOSSES swith Shingle TOOL. = hes ae i bisee es iets Fraht oupekn ico kihae) aie: Coates ae enema 3 

W. I. Kerns, President, Toronto. 

Edwin Tiffany, Secretary, Toronto. 

THE MUTUAL WINDSTORM AND CYCLONE INSURANCE 

ASSOCIATION. 

Organized September 12, 1899. 

Policies in force December 31, 1904................... 412 for $492,050 00 

Losses): Gurin Ss YOar seni ie, caqiane ar lain, ona eue dyeapeteee ny al sha gn a eos ee ai None 

Sources of revenue, for membership dues, balance on hand... 151 41 

John Friday, President, R. R. No. 4, Evansville. 

Herman Wortman, Secretary. Inglefield. 
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DELAWARE COUNTY FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY. 

Organized January 5, 1895. 

Policies an foreesOetober Wo; 1904 ie cee eteke «c=, custo shetoh 760 for $872,107 00 

THOSSES HG VUTUT Sy Cee seas rose ee saz dita ear ole jols ausnouele.w aie si aueleilel's 3 for 1,512 00 

HXMeNSenocherrthamelOSSESiuc ceria ic isicaeteciacie wesrenevere lacie, ehaiamalese che 373 76 

RG TAMCGD CIS Coe eo esene toes snot ehaveneae Lottie aos asec ce otece ince eye Sac 1,885 76 

One assessment made during year for 25 cents on the hundred 1,704 36 

Other sources of revenue, new members and balance......... 215 00 

MOSSESMCATISCO neh iy-c IRCA ao soto ove claus crcl sie tece eons oro ae) ble eee erie ahs eu syerenenets ya arsbane 4 

IFOSSCSEEATISEE Dive MT NEM Oro, car hei elec hic @ wre Sicie tae) eure ols ha nie faueodeue terse eaters 3 

TH OSSESS Wilh SHIM Ole rTmOO Ls mcsesicks revere eee eras eae ce aes edie ws eas wre date ote baveluer oases 4 

OSSES! Wat hime tal POOL ta Soe ies, ayorale eects sue hw oa ence tin One es oVebelter ale: Sere eeereus None 

GOSSesy were Duil Ging was! TOUGE ai ccercs, oie 5 sovecee e cieisderae rye leis ei cusienere None 

Enoch Drumm, President, Muncie, R. No. 2. 

J. F. Shoemaker, Secretary, Muncie, R. No. 3. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF ALLEN 

COUNTY. 

INnsuranceswritten- during sVEariacs a. <ocys ¢ ca cloeeecare obe ee sepia cle $622,990 OO 

JWaiSipuee tavern ver avers) (eyo BR eee nines Sitio Oma iaTee I Perso Roa enc aee 324,411 00 

VC tI TUS UT ECC; cant cetanes tad tence te aca ovces elation oierehsaatar sas re aeE SUS S aie ah aioe 298.578 00 

Number of losses 80— : 

Canlsed aby. tahiti nig ele IMO UM pepe ce anclersia yeusie laltcrsiesena a ohelere 1,940 00 

CANSEASDY res AT OU «rons oneree ae a ecceere rere eo caste eve cears 3,756 40 

Receipts— 

From one assessment at 13 cents on each $100. ..$5,800 00 

From -wabharawalSsh. oa sclerosis cveho nie Sea 129° 91 

From new insurance, 10 cents on each $100...... 622 99 $6,552 90 

Expenses— 

OT 1OSSES ery roersanan ara oie eee ate oleae Sis eo als 5,696 40 

AICO Pnerge xp CUSES taconite nates coisa dere oa oe oe eS 818 21 $6,514 61 

1 BESTE VOTS aa canes ele tara.» Bg Ata ave er aie cere ap Aro ty CARR, San eh $ 388 29 

George VY. Kell, President, Huntertown. 

W. A. Kelsey, Secretary, Ft. Wayne. 
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FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY OF SHELBY 

AND JOHNSON COUNTIES. 

Organized March 15, 1894. 

Policies in LOLce: JADA, wis. LOO ern cccgsieielsterel lenst ste 1,514 for $2,188,170 00 

TLOSSCS GUPNIT VVC Al sie ticcee o eisole uevelc) scien Te oletetetsccleln ene 7 for 7,786 35 

HEepenses Others ham lOSSES asec os ereieier cheb ie icreteneteteietelstetenet= lel 250 47 

otal, EXPENSE — cx, sda Shae cents See eae Kissa eee ‘ 8,036 82 

Four assessments made during year for..............+.++.- 7,583 00 

OtherssourcevOt-TEVEMUe cscs tele tt eich chateaeisl one svete ashe etal eietalte iatenaters 5384 00 

UOSSES-GAUSEG! DY: TINO Soc ccun cio ee evcconstone) apes atet otal « ol epeuateielc vera lel> oletale hostel eisiatets 23 

WOSSESE GATISEC aby Mie Hib in ge soapy crete enced olan satetate sheleNesp iste) tebetenleral ba tetetet= 5 

Wosses. with shingle -TOOR sesso) ste eeleie clots oe obec lote eel abeueta ect omelets ofeiate tatals 28 

MOSSES Wahl vM CLA TOO feemic.c wc reimie wie, vere ete) s toi aerate’ oleuris ieirallenetepene otohel er atetede None 

Wossesswhere? billdine was TOGGEOE sews <1. 6 rics otelslare elelens rete ieliewet choles None 

T. M. Jeffras, President, Shelbyville. 

W. R. Clore, Secretary, Franklin. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF BENTON, 

JASPER AND WHITE COUNTIES. 

Organized March 15, 1897. 

Foliciesmin torce danuanry, i) ad O0is ae sje sient ttt eee $1,895,559 32 

TOSSES SCULINS VAT crc orcie. epee cee tekc te toteday a patea ete devate kana |eka teas keietene ts 1,988 43 

Expenses OthersthamslOSs@s\.cic,t reste onesie reve hereue oatelierewe een ler eveie) bere 2,365 20 

One assessment made during year for. ..............-cseeees 3,850 31 

Other sources of revenue, premium on new insurance........ 307 80 

W. H. Cheadle, President, Remington, Ind. 

W. R. Pierce, Secretary, Remington, Ind. 

THE FARMERS’ MUTUAL OF MADISON COUNTY, INDIANA. 

Organized October 31, 1885. 

Policies in’ force January 1G) LOO eects tieet de feats 1,424 for $2,091,240 00 

MOsses GUPING FY CHI ves cles sheveueiae Slee ean evel Sys lare auntie feqadare te asiete ons 6,811 18 

Hxpense. other than MOsyesic.-tarectes-\ seat tel ae eee oli eae eet ee 1,092 20 

Mota TEXPONSS sys pet isvecss ener =e oe ase eave Mohave niet eee teense ceetee 7,903 388 

Two assessments made during year for .................--- 7,903 38 

Losses caused: by “fires o 5 sstiive cue cee te. cheno) ede hw Venta nage re eee 25 

osses: caused: by Wishtning ss a...2. o< sioe. vivce es seeds e's ree amen eee ea 15 

OSSeSs With: ShinPle-TOGE= tac aves © os erxapantele eo met siete eit eke ean ne AT Systre ada 27 

Losses; with metal. TOORS .oss% 2 ac cues os 2 inka el CO hans ks ceo eee ee ere ae None 

Losses: where bulldinge was TOGGEG sim 25 excelsis laootetetiatelsiieestade None 

Joseph Saunders, President, Anderson, Ind. 

R. A. Kirkman, Secretary, Pendleton, Ind. 
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FARMERS’ INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF HAMILTON COUNTY. 

Organized August, 1876. 

Policies in force January at ASOD ts ste cee eae 2,957 for $3,945,855 OO 

HFOSSESHOAUNIM ES y.Cayeies at cisys cre asevel ove svemuece © eidiocs Su aievntees 59 for 7,666 86 

Expense other than losses, including rewriting all insurance 1,496 50 

RO EAN REXD) CNSE Ge eh era etary vec cmerore esa atens ey See ae Sl maituete 9,163 36 

One assessment made during year of 20 cents on each $100.. arenayets 

Os sesaCause de liygllrem xa ccs sats tees ort cocsterete ora e tices Gee heus won tela ae 34 

WOSSe SECA ESE gyi eto Can yen page's ay ot sce -t cr avero teceueiaveret stevens cntyele wots ooo) eve ene eas 25 

Losses with shingle roof, all but two, and they were slate. 

losses; where DuUldime mwas? LOGUE: <i. fee clots oe Sco c nine dcwecee None 

W. C. Bray, President, Noblesville, Ind. 

HENRY COUNTY FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION. 

Organized August, 1895. 

ROlGiespinp forces Octoberm5) 1904 i... lees ae vicrctee ae 1,350 

TOSSES a: CUMINS AV Ca Iedncs mectoun coe cloue  citeceon oe ee eo a ae 9 for $3,883 62 

EXP CU SCNO CNEL y CHAM PLOSSES sis ratoratorae-eieielt oka aren a co lore orrenraee 300 00 

One assessment made during year, 20 cents on the $100........ 3,156 45 

Other sources of revenue, 94 new members.................-. 94 00 

HOSSES MCA USC GAD Vad reric. iy vec ote nis senichal arate och oioko aisle cals eee 8 

IWOSSCSRETUSCH DY clon bMEMN es atone oe sa ae. inks oreiets tetera Teeter Lace eadenae 6 

WOSSCS Sawa he SHIM e Ten POO. eyoc vats heise cabeces see cee ole erste aies oe eee 2 

WOSSes pewter neal oT OO foarte ie sin chooks Ok terse halelestonlatale Shescnisveraareh None 

T. C. Phelps, President, New Castle. 

J. O. Mendenhall, Secretary, New Castle. 

THE GRANT COUNTY FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE 

COMPANY. 

ra Organized August 25, 1891. 

PoliciestineforceeAueust, 29 sl 904n ee ooo eee oie eee $982,341 O00 

TOSSES AIO Sey CA ey ha ah spss ere teh tole ee rela oe eae een TA ce 2,713 93 

EXPENSE OGHeCL Rt ha Ml OSSESmaie tts tee el ke le ecient tee ey ees ee 596 34 

NO CAO KD) CIM SO seam enareretarcorer oar ae Seth She ate, Se eda chamsPosein 3,010: 27 

Four assessments made during year, 324 cents on each $100. 

HOLAMEReCEID iS ROME all SOUNCES Hs aracios 2 Siento pa eee 3,425 73 

WO SSCS MCHULS CUles lyiyae bit Crt ste a crater arcvoretoratre ince asic: seeaoel eos Aa ters Sana a 

HOSSCSE CHUISe ORD Yo lke bral Sas ciare, serves) eomilscas scant a kw oie Scie vels Busisbsrone Res ee She 4 

T. M. Miller, President, Upland. 

L. T. Hale, Secretary, Marion. 
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FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEWTON 

COUNTY. 

Organized February 23, 1898. 

Foliciessinttorece December 15> 1904. pee eee 363 for $454,965 OU 

MOSSES GULINEG VY CAT tere costuce ose soci ndsrote, Sete e eee toy moet 9 for 1,047 41 

Hxpense, others than lOSSeSt -c.cie.c sinister SoC ieee ereueee 231 40 

PROPANE PENSC: Ge 5 EIS eke eae Sees reco oe Se ROI CTE 1,278 81 

One assessment made during year fors....-s.-+esaecsce ces: 400 00 

BDA CO 2 Fae eectaie cctsin cece Soret cae ac Ree aE Pt Se ee ee eS eae 924 20 

Other sources of revenue, premium and policy fees.......... 242 92 

IGOSSeS* caused? by wMiresrsses sess Sereve Sheree in 6) Sater tain I AE CeCe ioe 2-4 

losses: caused ‘by. lightning. <== accices: ike mea Hlatea ude ere nets ieee 3 

nossesiswath? Shine] 6 OOL. ots ca ces he niece Se Oe Ae 3 

W. P. Griggs, President, Brook. 

J. R. Hershman, Secretary, Brook. 

CLARK COUNTY FARMERS’ MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE 

COMPANY. 

Organized September 6, 1880. 

Eolicies}in -foree September 1) 190L eee see arene 938 for $856,861 O00 

OSSES -QULIN SHV Cass tsi ase eee eee eae eee ear 33 for 3,654 40 

Expenses, other than losses s25 cons... ee cote oer eee 871 29 

Three assessments made during year for.................... 3,011 39 

Other sources of revenue, annual dues...................--. 754 30 

TFOSSES CAUSEGM DY. HL ee ieee cin: ee steeae see Ue eee ete hese poe ne renee ere 17 

Iuosses' caused. by? igh tminioy ./2 5 siron © cect a lo cderete’y) s sclatel ob shove eth tpaiels eae ts 17 

Losses swith shingle :rootssi-5. Sneha ese & Sie tio ere tue aie feseeie ee cher eee 16 

Losses with metal roof—some in part. None in full. 

losses where: building was Lodged... cmc cst ee aoe serie ere Petes caer None 

George D. Jackson, President, Sellersburg, R. 2. 

Robert C. Rueff, Secretary, Vienna, Route 1. 

FARMERS’ CO-PARTNERSHIP INSURANCE COMPANY OF FULTON, 

WHITE AND PULASKI COUNTIES. 

Organized May, 1894. 

FOlCIES in? Loree OCtOpDeT ds 1OOA e saancee sta Oe ee eee 908 for $1,065,086 00 

CArMmedsOVert LOSSES LOUD tras ortaveuchs cis. weed mallee eee 6 for 1,848 O07 

TORSCS GULINS VA's snd cis ereessc as es, Ces hag tevey Agned ohanened Grd 16 for 2,666 94 

Hxpense other than OSSeR: ni c.cveiatste kage variant hivyens tae meerctieate 3,254 35 

Total  GEPeNSs:< oisi'e i aieceleeiolcne ota A's. 6a bran he ERE eee eee 7,765 29 
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One assessment made during year for..................... 2,672 99 

Other sources of revenue, loans, collection of general pre- 

TOWN UD OTIS es BASES Sais CaS ee RO PR aO eI e aNE see 5,688 57 

WGSSCSUCATISC Ha yelIL Cater sree eon eeict aac ee ar To eds ta cee wri bee Sets 8 

MOSSES SCATISCAHD yap ott Soe es sa eas a tees ert ha oe ee 8 

HFOSSES howl Uli SINITN SLA OO feat es heer canes ote Oa he wl Sen I eet cs 6 

JCOSSEStawa tila CLA MOOG racer yet er oiatet onl es es roms Se akon HerStaR fe slo BES None 

WOSSeSEwherenpmll dine waiseroddeds «ce cscs ss seater islets None 

W. A. McClung, President, Rochester. 

E. C. Mercer, Secretary, Rochester. 

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY MUTUAL FIRE AND LIGHTNING IN- 

SURANCE COMPANY OF DECATUR COUNTY. 

Organized June 20, 1878. 

POUCIESMNElOECEy ANUATY asl OUD epee celsise e oeee ae ae 1,328 for $2,098,150 00 

HHOSSCSNGUEIN OS yCalee: wots aoe oe roe an aoe oe ae 29 for 5,132 TO 

iPxpense-oLhersthanelOSSC8ris.c sea ee oe cine d A ee eee 749 90 

Ota expPEnSeo wrens ste ater ee snore No orate oe eee 5,882 60 

Onevassessment made during year for-:.2..5......-+-s.--.- 6,193 28 

Other sources of revenue, surplus at beginning of 

Peay cate meee Reet not tig Se yeee: yee Seek Oo $947 09 

Membership skees, <Ct@s 5.005) saeco aot awe 253 63 1,200 72 

THOSSESHCAUISC OM Yelin eG ertee a. 5 reve qee atat ata aaah. SA cet She ra sence eats ete ess ane 20 

IOSSesrcalsedebyaligh ting Ss taceee lass cise okie Sia Dae en eee 9 

LOSsessywath¥shinelesroo hase oe eee ee see ae oe Ea poate 8 

GOSSESaywAth GME LAlenroOLs cs.) meisic sini caval este sea Geet a ase cet None 

WOsses where building was TOdded'=: 2..22..052-0 2 ceeaee es eo omen None 

W. R. Pleak, President, Greensburg. 

S. W. Hillman, Secretary, Greensburg. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF MULBERRY. 

Organized January 1, 1868. 

Policiessin-foreey January, 15 19057 sssce.: es oes se 4,855 for $7,199,181 00 

MOSSESHOUMIN SEV CA eek | eas ei eiles si eck cee ees 99 for 12,139 39 

EDEN SEMOMere thames OSSESata tenn es sic inc ioal ede eee ‘ 3,831 59 

Otel ex CNSESs eters csc eo rere oot eae aL an tee haae Set eee 15,971 98 

Onevassesmentamade: during, year for. . .c.. sce sce ese ee 15,241 92 

Other sources of revenue, advance premium and office rent 

LOTAHOLAINS Mele CON se ce ei) See al era ci Eee 2,970 O1 

I OSSESSEAMTUISE Osi ye Heian ear ee rehe tes et seevcc eos Wee eo Re ne eae 51 

. Losses caused by lightning........ oh cl SEP es a casay ak Ore poems SoS EE Le aeln a ones 48 

Losses where puilding WialSe DOCG tee ase yore ate sgeratoreheee sissgioltre nee eateke None 

James M. Bell, President, Frankfort. 

D. F. Clark, Secretary, Mulberry. 
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GERMAN BAPTIST MUTUAL PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION OF DEL- 

AWARE, HENRY AND RANDOLPH COUNTIES. 

Organized October 1, 1895. 

Policiessn force. January.t,t 90 ban eee eh eee 2,741 for $2,885,147 00 

MOSSES MQUTING SWEAT liseiaiytiter. pects Rao ee Care eae ee 4,051 15 

Expenses: other than losses avs son baie Meee eee ee oe eee 868 00 

ROTA EX PENSO Lessee ive, Tape Ruste eek ee ee aoe oe are label oe 4,919 15 

One assessment made during year of 20 cents on each $100.. ee 

esses Caused Dyshrew ie sio ho sitbeerber chee ease eects Sete ee cee 13 

Osses Caused by le htMine csc abe hoe in ee Oe ee ee ee 23 

Losses where building was rodded, none, except one, and that was dis- 

connected 10 feet above the ground. 

Emmet Moore, President, Hagerstown. 

L. J. Hooke, Secretary, Room 135, The Johnson, Muncie. 

JENNINGS COUNTY FARMERS’ FIRE ASSOCIATION. 

Organized 1891. 

Boliciesintorce: October lO04 se scenes eee 1,196 for $1,060,830 00 

WOsses! during? yeas so. ote dese Seek ae ee eee ee ee 14 for 2,366 50 

Hxpenses® othersthanwlosSGsinc weectsmiereus oc.cte cues nie een akciare ere 541 47 

MNOtal LOX PEN SOs Sse Fpavcye, fe oess eae 8s, Sree oa Tec neers eee eee 2,907 97 

Two assessments made during year for.................... 2,417 53 

Other sources of revenue, membership fees during the year 

(153. smem hers)? 24 -oh is sseass wee ee we eee ne ee Ce 506 00 

MOsses  CAUSEd “Bye hre sis. so isiesccie sl fe Gy ckhiee eis see een eR ete aie eee eee 6 

Qsses| CAUSE. Diy? Tis tIin Sos cise coavet ove ote wre, exe ors eee mateo er hele oeee tele 10 

Losses -with shingle sroots,. sc screw oe ee ee Oi kee CE ee eee 13 

J. G. Marsh, President, North Vernon. 

Jobn W. Davis, Secretary, North Vernon. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF WHITLEY 

COUNTY. 

Organized September 10, 1884. 

eOUCIES an force. January, 4 s1O04s- ce. ..n came inie dea wicteneess $2,922,280 00 

Losses Guring’ years. .is .s,.he sce \oosre bie aleees bee % ebb ater Ree ereaseete 5,495 60 

ASSESSMENTS: Made CUEINS VERT. cin aicrae cin terentaiosste lel eaaraee 8,524 27 

Other sources of revenue, 5 cents on each $100 written and 

delinquents! collected’ by Seentsix. .« .«-seis sec eens 408 78 

IGOSHES)  CRUSEM TD Y TVG eee Shere ie Korres poe elects aie tes, wemie ei orc eren Mineo te nee ee 16 

Losses’ caused Dy lishininig Soe car, wewrde < totaiecs Clerval sicloteke cies Game 19 

I. J. Krider, President, Columbia City. 

L. W. Dunfee, Secretary, Columbia City. 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

Farmers’ State Congress of Indiana. 

Indianapolis, February 2-4, 1904. 

HISTORICAL. 

We have often been asked who originated the Farmers’ National Con- 

gress and what has been its history. We know but little of its history 

prior to 1884. 

The first printed proceedings were those of the fifth annual session, 

held at Indianapolis in 1885. Since then there has been kept a complete 

record of all the proceedings. 

Commencing with only five members, the Congress has grown to be 

an important body, and its non-partisan position gives it great strength 

with legislative bodies. It has accomplished a grand work in presenting 

such measures as the agriculturists of the country need. 

The meetings from 1885 were as follows: - St. Paul, 1886; called meet- 

ing at Washington, D. C., 1887; regular meeting, Chicago, 1887; Topeka, 

Kan., 1888; Montgomery, Ala., 1889; Council Bluffs, Ia., 1890; Sedalia, 

Mo., 1891; Lincoln, Neb., 1892; Savannah, Ga., 1893; Parkersburg, W. Va., 

1894; Atlanta, Ga., 1895; Indianapolis, Ind., 1896; Minneapolis, Minn., 1897; 

Dallas, Texas, 1898; Colorado Springs, Colo., 1899; Boston, Mass., 1900; 

Sioux Falls, S. D., 1901; Macon, Ga., 1902. 

The place of meeting of the National Farmers’ Congress in 1903 was 

Niagara Falls, N. Y., and began September 22, 19038, and continued 

four days. 

In accordance with instructions of the meeting for preliminary ar- 

rangements for the organizing of 2 Farmers’ Congress of Indiana, held 

in Indianapolis on January 8, 1903, Joshua Strange, chairman of that meet- 

ing, issued a call to the presidents of the County Farmers’ Institutes and 

some others for a meeting to be held in Room 12 at the State House at 

10 a. m. on February 3, 1903. 

(379) 
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This meeting was called to order by Joshua Strange, of Grant County, 

chairman of the preliminary meeting, and in the absence of Secretary A. 

L. Heim, W. H. Newsom, of Bartholomew County, was chosen temporary 

secretary. 

The session was devoted to discussion of matters of general interest 

in the field of agriculture, and especially the importance of completing the 

organization of the Farmers’ Congress of Indiana to co-operate with the 

National Farmers’ Congress. 

Chairman Strange gave an excellent talk on the National Farmers’ 

Congress and showed the very material benefit to be derived therefrom. 

He stated that, according to instructions of the previous preliminary meet- 

ing, he had written the chairmen of the county institutes and a number 

of supplementary institutes, to the total number of one hundred and 

twenty-four, and that all replies received were favorable to the movement 

of organization of the Congress, and the writers were in hearty support 

of the same. He also dwelt at length on the methods of organization and 

showed clearly that the congress should be open for all farmers who wish 

te become associated with it and be present, at its meetings. 

The meeting perfected a permanent organization by adopting a con- 

stitution and by-laws and the election of officers to serve for a term of 

two years. 

Hon. Joshua Strange, of Marion, was elected President and W. H. 

Newsom, of Elizabethtown, was elected Secretary. The place of meeting 

for 1904 was fixed at Indianapolis, February 2-3-4. 

LIST OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES. 

Presidente. ccssat eee ae Hon. Joshua Strange, Marion. 

Wice-President? ek 7. koe poe ceee A.» E. Swope, Evansville. 

PeClElLAT Vj. oar ts See W. H. Newsom, Elizabethtown. 

TEASULErss ce A Seta ctete Bate Ellis House, Bicknell. 

Executive Committee—Hon. Joshua Strange, Marion; W. H. Newsom, 

Elizabethtown; H. E. Lockry, Franklin; J. D. Bray, Noblesville; D. F. 

Maish, Frankfort. 

Legislative Committee—Hon. Leroy Templeton, Indianapolis; Hon. 

Aaron Jones, South Bend; Mr. D. F. Maish, Frankfort; Mr. Ellis House, 

Bicknell; Hon. Joshua Strange, Marion; Mr. W. H. Newsom, Elizabeth- 

town. 

Railroad Committee—Hon. Joshua Strange, Marion; Hon. Leroy Tem- 

pleton, Indianapolis; Mr. Wilson Corey, Anderson. 
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CONSTITUTION. 

Section 1. This organization shall be known as the Farmers’ State 

Congress of Indiana, and its object shall be to advance the agricultural » 

_ interests of the State. 

Sec. 2. This Congress shall be composed of one delegate from each 

county, one delegate from each congressional district and two delegates 

from the State at large, the district and State at large delegates being the 

regular credentialed delegates to the National Farmers’ Congress; one dele- 

gate from the State Horticultural Society, one delegate from the Depart- 

ment of State Forestry and one delegate from the Purdue School of 

Agriculture. 

Sec. 8. The officers of this organization shall consist of a President, 

Vice-President, a Secretary and a Treasurer, who shall serve for a term 

of two years, and shall be elected viva voce or by: ballot, as the Congress 

may decide. 

Sec. 4. It shall be the duty of the President to preside at all meetings 

of the Congress, to communicate with them in regard to the objects in 

view and advise with the other officials of the organization, so as to assist 

them in their duties. 

Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of the Vice-President to assume all the 

duties of the President in case of his absence or inability to preside. 

Sec. 6. The Secretary shall keep a complete record of all the pro- 

ceedings of the Congress, keep all papers belonging to same and furnish 

copies when requested to do so by the President. 

Sec. 7. The Treasurer shall take charge of all monies paid to him, 

keep a true and perfect account of the same, and pay out only on orders 

by the President, countersigned by the Secretary. 

Sec. 8. The chairman of each County Farmers’ Institute of the State 

shall be the regular delegate to represent his county. Each County and 

Supplementary Institute is requested to select in open session one or more 

“associate” delegates. Each county shall be entitled to only one vote, ex- 

cept the district vote. If any regular delegate is unable to attend he 

shall appoint his own alternate, who shall have all the rights and privi- 

leges of the regular delegate. Any farmer in the State may be an asso- 

ciate delegate with all the privileges of the regular delegate, excepting 

the right of voting. 

Sec. 9. The annual dues to this Congress shall be one dollar for each 

regular delegate. 
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See. 10. This Congress of Farmers shall assemble annually upon the 

first Tuesday in February, and in special sessions upon call of the Exec- 

utive Committee, and the Congress shall in open session determine the 

place for holding the annual meeting. S 

Sec. 11. A majority of the delegates present shall constitute a 

quorum. 

See. 12. This constitution may be amended upon one year’s notice. 

BY-LAWS. 

Article 1. The President, or, in his absence, the next highest officer 

present, will take the chair at the hour set for the convening of the Con- 

gress or the hour to which it may haye adjourned, and promptly call the 

same to order and cause the journal of the preceding day to be read. 

Art. 2. He shall preserve order and decorum and shall speak to 

points of order in preference to delegates, and shall decide questions of 

order, subject to appeal of any two members. 

Art. 8. <All committees shall consist of five members and be ap- 

pointed by the presiding officer, unless the Congress shall direct otherwise, 

excepting the Committee on Resolutions, which shall consist of one from 

each district represented and be named by the district delegation upon 

call of the roll of districts. The President and Secretary, by virtue of 

their office, shall be members of the Executive Committee. 

Art. 4. A call of the roll by districts and State shall be ordered in 

the determination of any question upon the demand of five delegates. No 

delegate shall be excused from voting except by consent of the Congress. 

Art. 5. Before being presented, all resolutions, petitions, memorials 

and all other papers shall be reduced to writing, signed by the delegate 

presenting the same, together with the name of his county and his post- 

office address. . Said papers to be read by title only, and referred to its 

appropriate committee without debate, unless otherwise ordered by the 

Congress. ; 

Art. 6. The journal being read, the following order shall govern: 

a. Introduction of resolutions, petitions, memorials and other 

papers. 

b. Reports of committees appointed at last session. 

ce. Reports of special committees. 

d. Miscellaneous business. 

e. Addresses and literary papers. 

Art. 7. Unless otherwise ordered, the Committee on Resolutions 

shall submit its final report on the third day of the session at 10 a. m. . 

Art. 8. The rules of parliamentary practice contained in Cushing’s 

Manual shall govern the Congress in all cases not provided for in these 

rules. 
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LIST OF DELEGATES. 

A. G. Mace, Lexington. 

W. P. Bottorff, Utica. 

Lewis DeVilbiss, Bloomington. 

T. G. Day, Correct. 

R. H. Wood, Madison. 

“Thos. Thornburg, Dublin. 

John P. Porter, Vevay: 

P. B. Ewan, Hayden. 

David A. Jordan, Corydon. 

*Lewis Copeland, Warrington. 

Eli B. Hemmer, Holland. 

J. D. Selby, Petersburg. 

D. W. Sherwood, Bryantsville. 

*W.H. Ackenbach, Tipton. 

*Joshua Strange, Marion. 

xeo. Harrell, Duncan. 

*J. G. Kingsbury, Indianapolis 

J. B. Kirby, Bloomington. 

Samuel Sholty, Wabash. 

*A, J. Thomas, Gas City. 

T. W. Logan, Westchester. 

C. N. Libbey, Lagrange. 

Harry Stoops, Brookville. 

*Thos. S. East, Anderson. 

Richard Taylor, Farmersburg. 

J. J. Wheeler, Rome. 

Austin Porter, Loogootee. 

*B. KF. Johnson, Indianapolis. 

*Ellis House, Bicknell. 

Chas. Yaw, Pimento. 
*Dexter Thornburg, Dublin. 

C. C. Dawson, Grand View. 

Walter Goldsmith, Evansville. 

Ed. Bartholomew, Millersburg. 

*J. W. Goodman, Linton. 

Jno. H. Jenkins, Magnolia. 

*J. G. Perry, Columbus. 

John F. Bond, Nashville. 

W. E. Springer, Elizabethtown. 

*Strod Hays, Sulphur Springs. 

B. F. Gaston, Sardinia. 

Oscar Hardman, Orleans. 

BH. L. Daggy, Spencer. 

*Leroy Templeton, Indianapolis. 

F. J. Heacock, Canton. 

Geo. VY. Kell, Huntertown. 

*C. B. Benjamin, LeRoy. 

C. D. Kunkle, Monmouth. 

Geo. Smith, Guilford. 

Grant Williams, Connersville. 

*Oliver Thornburg, Dublin. 

C. C. Ferguson, Boonville. 

P. McHenry, Washington. 

J. M. Schermerhorn, Brimfield. 

J. D. Bray, Noblesville. 

*A.G. Burkhart, Tipton. 

J. F. Robinson, Dana. 

Smith Remster, Veedersburg. 

*W. H. Newsom, Elizabethtown. 

M. L. Hans, Rising Sun. 

*W. H. Stearn, Indianapolis. 

W. H. Reed, Brook. 

Fred Garing, North Judson. 

J. E. Green, Hartford City. 

J. D. Wiley, New Harmony. 

*Q. J. Avery, Indianapolis. 

Vard Finnell, Maxwell. 

A. A. Bruner, Marion. 

*W. R. Wycoff, Southport. 

J. F. Stark, Lebanon. 

John Ingles, Hemlock. 

*H. EH. Lockry, Franklin. 

*W. Ray Collins, Linton. 

J. J. Thomas, Rockville. 

J. W. Brummitt, Valparaiso. 

*D. KF. Maish, Frankfort. 

=H. L. Nowlin, Lawrenceburg. 

Egbert Gawthrop, Milford. 

H. W. Henry, LaPorte. 

I. J. Farquhar, Modoc. 

*\W. H. Freeman, Indianapolis. 

Oliver Kline, Huntington. 

Wm. Beck, Crawfordsville. 

O. L. Coyle, Shelbyville. 

*S. L. Wright, Paris Crossing. 

J. H. Howorth, Oxford. 

385 
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Rk. L. Kennedy, Center Point. 

A. W. Shoemaker, Daleville. 

J. E. Dilgard, Waterloo. 

*Wilson Corey, Anderson. 

Wm. Steelman, Hazelton. 

O. A. Stubbs, Lewisville. 

*I. M. Miller, Upland. 

Matthew Park, Bluffton. 

M. V. Unger, Middlefork. 

*H. P. Burnside, Covington. 

B. F. Nash, Peru. 

L. A. Stockwell, Cloverdale. 

*C. C. Williams, Pendleton. 

B. W. Ross, Teegarden. 

*T. N. Cotton, Indianapolis. 

J. H. Bone, Shadeland. 

G. Kaufman, Montgomery. 

Milton Beyers, Burney. 

S. L. Webster, Newville. 

Wilson Hikenberry, Bringhurst. 

KF. A. Metzger, Granger. 

Jno. Macey, Hagerstown. 

Jno. Harpham, Pleasant Lake. 

*Inman H. Fowler, Spencer. 

W. L. Brown, Rushville. 

W. S. Peter, Monticello. 

EB. H. Hixon, Crown Point. 

*Solon L. Goode, Indianapolis. 

J. W. Luckey, Seymour. 

W. B. Flick, Lawrence. 

J. P. Martin, Logansport. 

N. F. Watson, Columbia City. 

N. W. Slater, Marshfield. 

T. C. Burnside, Liberty. 

M. I. Adams, Rensselaer. 

N. A. McClung, Rochester. 

Walter Swain, Pendleton. 

O. P. Macy, Mooresville. 

C. L. Bader, Pulaski. 

Will Ryan, Tipton. 

*J. H. H. Lovett, Linton. 

Wallace Miller, Colfax. 

W. H. Miller, Mulberry. 

W. J. Becket, Aurora. 

Watt Wilson, Muncie. 

J. L. Powell, Huntingburg, 

J. J. Huffman, Nappanee (No. 5). 

J. E. Crandall, Connersville. 

Thos. Shutts, Newton. 

Wm. Chapell, Oakland City. 

A. J. Spore, Owensville. 

J. S. Floid, Bloomfield. 

Geo. Sage, Linton. 

Win. Holmes, Carmel. 

R. R. Higgins, Willows. 

IF. O. Jordan, Corydon. 

W. C. Hadley, Danville. 

Wim. Curby, Kokomo. 

F. L. Studebaker, Warren. 

E. C. Keller, Brownstown. 

B. R. Lett, Crothersville. 

W. C. Williams, Bryant. 

S. R. Clayeord, Portland. 

John Peterson, Biggor. 

Geo. McCaslin, Trafalgar. 

Frank Elliott, Vincennes. 

HK. N. Long, Etna Green. 

J. IX. Bronson, Manilla. 

W. R. Shearer, Myhart. 

J. W. Dunlap, Scottsburg. 

L. Dunning, Knox. 

N.S. Parker, Shelbyville. 

W. J. Gabbert, Newtonville. 

Chas. Sharp, Alvarado. 

E. Manlove, Tipton. 

J. West, New Lebanon. 

R. M. Hanner, Lafayette. 

G. A. Harlow, Groomsville. 

Win. Young, A rmstrong. 

L. Martin, Dana. 

Chas. Whitcomb, Terre Haute. 

S. M. Lutz, Wabash. 

A. Copeland, Bryantsburg. 

J. F. Craig, Madison. 

H. E. Watson, Edinburg. 

K. S. Cox, Bicknell. 

Jno. Gradner, Warsaw. 

N. D. Yoder, Lagrange. 

Aaron Jones, South Bend. 

J. &. Harron, Scottsburg (No. 1). 

Philip Six, Gwynneville. 

Jasper Heck, Waldron, 
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S. Y. Johnson, Dale. 

I. N. Cox, Sharpsville. 

S. W. Exline, Dugger. 

C. J. Whisler, Lafayette. 

W. P. Hollingsworth, Shadeland. 

BE. W. Allen, Sharpsville. 

Jno. Park, Inglefield. 

J. E. Ellis, Quaker. 

Bruce Whitesel, Libertyville. 

Link Lukens, Disko. 

Wm. Hart, Lafountain. 

Chas. Riggs, Carbondale. 

R. R. Shank, Salem. 

W. H. Hawkins, Arlington. 

J. Brown, Isom. 

J. E. Harkley, Keystone. 

O. V. Lehman, South Whiteley. 

T. E. Adams, Columbia City. 

A. A. Burrier, Marion. 

Allen Moore, Bedford. 

E. Travis, Kingsbury. 

M. L. Hersong, Alliance. 

Geo. Kirk, Anderson. 

N. R. Keesling, Mechanicsburg. 

A. W. Dolph, Teegarden. 

C. C. Poindexter, Burns City. 

Robert Ridgeway, Amboy. 

Chas. Ramsey, Santa Fe. 

W. A. Young, Bloomington. 

Milbert Sayler, Newmarket. 

Ethan Kendall, Mooresville. 

Jas. Little, Kentland. 

Jas. Worth, North. 

Jno. Lindley, Sr., Paoli. 

Wim. Welch, Annapolis. 

Jas. Brock, Montezuma. 

H. Goodwine, Walnut Grove. 

B. F. Martin, Claysville. 

Nathan Hall, Fountain City. 

Wm. Hatton, Milton. 

G. W. Huffman, Bluffton. 

Fred Perry, Burnetts Creek. 

B. F. Billiter, Huntington. 

H. E. Loomis, Union Mills. 

D. L. Dawson, Broad Ripple. 

25—Agri. 

J. B. Hilligoss, Hlorida. 

Leroy Staley, klymouth. 

J. FE. Hoover, Argos. 

N. D. Cliffton, Shoals. 

W. L. Lucas, Bennettsville. 

J. A. Beever, Elliottsville. 

J. T. Stover, Crawfordsville. 

T. C. Campbell, Darlington. 

H. M. Smith, Hall. 

J. A. Burton, Orleans. 

W. V. Peden, Spencer. 

T. J. Lindley, Noblesville. 

J. H. Bone, Shadeland. 

EE. L. Furness, Furnessville. 

W. H. Goodwine, West Lebanon. 

Robert Mitchel, Princeton. 

A. W._Tindall, Shelbyville. 

J. V. Nidlinger, Decatur. 

J. L. Aspy, Geneva. 

Wm. Johnson, Ft. Wayne. 

F. Poirson, Wallen. 

D. W. Heagy, Columbus. 

E. B. Barnett, Forest. 

W. W. Rose, Roseville. 

J. S. Workman, Alfordsville. 

A. S$. Gilmore, Greensburg. 

+. H. H. Schwalter, Butler. 

O. T. Stephens, Moores Hill. 

J. R. Koons, Selma. 

J. W. Grant, Birds Eye. 

Harman Prough, Goshen. 

J. Dehaven, Connersville. 

Wm. Moore, Andersonville. 

Jas. Sample, Metamora. 

E. J. Seal, Fairmount. 

Jerry Hartley, Fairmount. 

L. A. Arbuckle, Hope. 

J. H. McDaniel, Boswell. 

J. D. Hollingsworth, Fowler. 

R. R. Gadbury, Hartford City. 

D. G. Green, Hartford City. 

T. D. Campbell, Needmore. 

J. S. Barnes, Nashville. 

Elvin Barker, Thorntown. 

Wallace Cox, Lebanon. 
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W. Wright, Deer Creek. 

Henry Snyder, Ockley. 
A ol 

Geo. W. Harness, Galveston (No. 3). 

W. R. Hiatt, Galveston. 

J. D. WKigor, Charleston. 

Phil. Ellsworth, Nabb. 

W. R. Risher, Brazil. 

L. T. Butt, Center Point. 

C. C. Bickwine, Noblesville. 

Hiram Dunham, McCordsville. 

Harvey Barrow, Moberly. 

Chas. McLain, Danville. 

N. B. Shaffer, Newcastle. 

Elmer Shrader, Greentown. 

L. C. Hoss, Kokomo. 

J. O. Miller, Huntington. 

J. A. Williams, Rensselaer. 

E. Allen, Wheatfield. 

Capt. Jno. Welch, Martinsville. 

G. M. Shaffer, Kendallville. 

D. F. Kitts, Marion. 

Arthur Ibeman, Brook. 

Wm. Handley, Bloomingdale. 

T. J. Coleman, Algiers. 

AGRICULTURE. 

H. H. Hawkins, Petersburg. 

Jas. Gwaltney, Poseyyille. 

J. H. Williams, Cynthiana. 

L. D. Allen, Monterey. 

I. N. Watts, Winamac. 

Lafe McKee, Bainbridge. 

I. B. Hartman, Roachdale. 

J. W. Bradrick, Farmland. 

L. L. Morman, Winchester. 

J. H. Furnas, Lynn. 

Fred Baar, Ashton. 

Fred Leland, Morris. 

J. T. Seott, Raleigh. 

J. P. Dinford, Carthage. 

H. F. MeMahan, Liberty. 

D. B. Johnson, Mooresville. 

EH. M. C. Habb, Salem. 

H. BE. Lockrey, Franklin. 

J. N. Babcock, Topeka. 

Geo. B. Kell, Ft. Wayne. 

Wm. Blackstock, Lafayette. 

L. A. Stockwell, Cloverdale. 

Geo. Hall, Rushville. 

Harry B. Flesher, West Lebanon. 

*Note—By unanimous consent, delegates were recognized in accord- 

ance with the conditions of the proposed amendments to the constitution, 

which are offered for action at next annual session. 

FIRST DAY. 

The second annual session of the Farmers’ State Congress of Indiana 

was called to order February 2, 1904, by President Joshua Strange, in 

Room 12, State House, at Indianapolis. 

After some preliminary remarks by the President as to the work ac- 

complished by the Farmers’ National Congress and the association of this 

body with the National organization, the following Committee on Creden- 

tials was appointed: D. F. 

Strod Hays and I. N. Cotton. 

Maish, Cc. C. Williams, Oliver Thornberg, 

Hon. John W. Holtzman, Mayor of the City of Indianapolis, was then 

introduced and extended a most hearty welcome to the Congress to the 

City of Indianapolis. (See address of welcome.) 

The Mayor’s welcome was responded to by D. F. Maish, of Frankfort. 
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The President’s annual address was then delivered by President 

Strange. (See annual address.) 

The address was referred to the following committee: Wilson Corey. 

Anderson, Ind.; Ellis House, Bicknell, Ind., and I. N. Cotton, Indian- 

apolis, Ind. 

Hon. W. S. Blatchley then gave a most splendid and able address on 

the subject, “The Utility of Convict Labor in Making Road Material.” 

(See papers.) 

This paper was fully discussed by W. 8S. Corey, D. EF. Maish, S. I. 

Wright, J. H. H. Lovett and Ellis House, all of whom heartily agreed 

with Mr. Blatchley’s views on the subject, and during the whole of the 

discussion a manifest disposition was shown to ask something at the 

hands of the next Legislature along the lines indicated by Mr. Blatch- 

ley’s paper. 

By unanimous consent the Committee on Resolution consisted of 

five members, appointed by the President, as follows: 

Ellis House, I. M. Miller, C. C. Williams, 8. L. Wright, Wilson Corey. 

All resolutions to be submitted by title only and referred to the com- 

mittee without discussion. 

Hon. J. A. Mitchell, of Noblesville, then addressed the Congress fur- 

ther on the broad subject of “Good Roads, Building and Maintaining.” 

(See papers.) 

The discussion of this subject was very general, and it was conceded 

by all that it would be better for Congress to use more money to the 

advancement of good roads and less on the smaller streams which are 

of no practical value as waterways, even after the expenditure of large 

amounts of money on them. It was held by Mr. Williams that a bureau 

should be maintained for the purpose of extensively experimenting to 

learn absolutely the best form of road, and when learned should be car- 

ried out systematically. 

Mr. Mitchell called attention to the lack of interest manifested by 

farmers in regard to matters of legislation generally, and said that there 

were many times when the honest representative would be more than 

glad to have the opoprtunity for consultation with and the advice of the 

progressive agriculturist. He said that the farmers could have a great 

influence in the enactment of just and wholesome laws if they would get 

together and properly present their views before the legislators. 

This subject was discussed by many others, including J. G. Kings- 

bury, of the Indiana Farmer, who said that the whole farm press was 

always glad to give publication to the views of progressive farmers on 

any subject pertaining to their needs or advancement. 

After some further remarks by President Strange concerning the good 

of the Congress and its connection with the National organization, the 

first day’s session closed. 
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SECOND DAY. 

The second day’s session was called to order promptly at 9:30 a. mm. 

The journal of the first day’s session was read and approved as read. 

A letter from Hon. John M. Stahl was received and read, saying that, 

on account of sickness of his wife, it would be impossible for him to at- 

tend these meetings. He assured the Congress that it was a keen disap- 

pointment to him ana that it was the first time that his name had ever 

been placed upon a program with his consent that he was not able to 

attend. 

Hon. W. H. Freeman, secretary of the Indiana State Board of For-: 

estry, was introduced and made a thorough and comprehensive talk on 

the subject of Forestry. (See paper.) Mr. Freeman’s address was very 

generally discussed, it being held that land planted in forest trees of the 

quick growth kind would produce as great or greater income in twenty 

or more years’ time than it would have done if cultivated in farm crops 

and the expense of the tillage deducted, and especially was this view held 

as applying to the cheaper and poorer crop-producing lands. 

It was also brought out that by judicious planting of a very 

small area that each farm would produce its own fence posts and building 

material, at a handsome saving over buying them at prices which must 

prevail in the very near future. 

Hon. L. Ert Slack, State Representative from Johnson County, de- 

livered an address on Public Drainage (see paper), which was very ably 

discussed by Messrs. Lockry, Maish, Corey, Hays, Burkhart, Goode, Hon. 

Leroy Templeton and others. 

The afternoon session was called at 1:30 p. m. 

Hon. W. H. Goodwine not being present, the subject of Our Markets 

was spoken on by Mr. A. G. Burkhart, who handled the whole subject 

in a most comprehensive and thorough way. It was evident from Mr. 

Burkhart’s speech that he had thoroughly considered the subject and 

spoke from things he knew to be true. (It is a matter of much regret 

to the Secretary that he is unable to embody this speech in this annual 

report.) The question was discussed at length by many present, and es- 

pecially by Mr. Templeton, who showed the methods used in the live 

stock markets for controlling prices and compelling feeders and shippers 

to sell to the market the buyer chooses to have him. 

Mr. Templeton spoke from his own actual experience and showed a 

condition existing in the manipulation of the live stock markets which 
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must necessarily be remedied before the feeder and shipper can secure 

fair play and a just and equitable price for his stock, instead of an arbi- 

trary one set by a combination of buyers. 

Hon. W. W. Stevens, World’s Fair Commissioner for Indiana, spoke 

on the subject of Indiana at the St. Louis Exposition. (See paper.) He 

says Indiana has a most excellent building on the grounds, and it is ar- 

ranged ‘solely with the view to making a place for headquarters and a 

home for Indiana people when at the fair. 
) 

It was moved and properly seconded that the following be formed into 

a resolution: 

“That it is the sense of this Congress that each county of the State 

should set aside an amount of money sufficient to assist in making a cred- 

itable showing at the St. Louis Exposition.” Motion was carried. 

$ 

THIRD DAY. 

The journal of the second day’s session was read and approved. 

The financial report of the Secretary was read, including all receipts 

and expenditures to date of February 3, which showed a deficiency of fif- 

teen dollars and thirteen cents ($15.13). 

By motion of Ellis House the rules were suspended and the follow- 

ing resolution was placed upon its passage (see Resolution No. 3). 

Hon. J. A. Everitt, president of the American Society of Equity, was 

present and gave a splendid talk on the subject of obtaining profitable 

prices for farmers’ products by the farmer setting the price, instead of let- 

ting the other fellow name it. (See paper.) 

Mr. Everitt showed that he thoroughly understood the subject of han- 

dling prices from the farmer’s side of the question, and was prepared to 

meet and did meet any and all questions or objections that were offered 

during the general discussion that followed. This speech was one that 

comes home to the farmer in a very material way and one which greatly 

affects the farmer’s income. Mr. Everitt’s plant is well worth the con- 

sideration of all farmers who wish to better the condition of their calling. 

“Mr. Nowlin, of Lawrenceburg, secretary of the Farmers’ Mutual 

Insurance Union of Indiana; gave a talk on the subject of Mutual Insur- 

ance. (See paper.) 

The committee to whom was referred the President’s annual address 

reported and recommended that the address be published in full. Report 

approved. (See report of Committee on President’s Address.) 
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President Strange then appointed the following: Hon. Leroy Tem- 

pleton, of Indianapolis; Hon. Aaron Jones, South Bend; D. F. Maish, 

Frankfort; A. G. Burkhart, Tipton, and Ellis House, Bicknell, who, to- 

gether with the President and Secretary of this Congress, shall constitute 

a Legislative Committee. 

The Committee on Resolutions offered its report, which was accepted, 

and the resolutions offered were adopted. (See report of Committee on 

~ Resolutions.) 

By motion, Mr. Strange, Mr. Templeton and Mr. Corey are to act 

as Railroad Committee, and endeavor to secure railroad rates for our next 

meeting. 

The following amendments to the Constitution were read and sub- 

mitted for action at the next annual session. (See amendments.) 

By motion, the nominations for delegates to be appointed to next Na- 

tional Farmers’ Congress was left with Mr. Strange. 

The Congress adjourned to meet the first Tuesday in February, 1905, 

in Room 12, State House, Indianapolis, Ind. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEH ON RESOLUTIONS. 

To the State Farmers’ Congress of Indiana: 

We, the Committee on Resolutions appointed by the President, in ac- 

cordance with unanimous consent of the Congress, beg to submit the 

following report on resolutions: 

Nos. 1 to 11, inclusive, to be adopted. 

Respectfully submitted and adoption moved by 

; Cc. C. WILLIAMS, 

ELLIS HOUSE, 

WILSON CORY, 

Committee. 

Resolution No. 1. Resolved, That the most excellent suggestions of 

Hon. W. 8. Blatchley concerning the employment of convict labor for the 

purpose of making good road material, so restricted as not to compete 

with free labor, are hereby approved and the same recommended to the 

Legislative Committee of this Congress; and, further, that these recom- 

mendations be referred to the above committee as applicable to county — 

prisoners as well as State. 

Resolution No. 2. Resolved, That the State Farmers’ Congress invite 

the “Good Roads” advocates and members of “Good Roads National Con- 

gress” to become members and a part of this Congress. 

Resolution No. 8. Resolved, That it is the sense of this Congress 

that there be appointed by the President a Legislative Committee of five 

members, who, together with the President and Secretary of this Con- 

gress, shall look after legislative matters either directly of indirectly af- 

fecting the agricultural interests of the State. 
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Resolution No. 4. Resolved, That each county of the State should 

and that they be asked by this Congress to appropriate a sufficient amount 

of money to assist in making a creditable showing at the St. Louis Ex- 

position. 

Resolution No. 5. Resolved, That it is the sense of this Farmers’ 

Congress of Indiana that we ask our representatives in Congress to use 

due care in making appropriations for the improvement of such rivers as 

are of little value to the State in a commercial way as carriers of 

commerce. 

Resolution No. 6. Resolved, That we recommend to the favorable 

action of the Indiana delegation in Congress the good roads bill of Rep- 

resentative Brownlow, or some other biil of equal merit. 

Resolution No. 7. Resolved, That this Congress recommend to its 

Legislative Committee to exert its influence in matters that will continue 

to foster the Farmers’ Mutual Insurance Companies. 

Resolution No. 8. Resolved, That the Legislative Committee of this 

Congress be instructed to propose and forward a measure providing for 

town or city mutual insurance companies. 

Resolution No. 9. Resolved, That it is the sense of this Congress that 

there be legislation providing for State united cyclone insurance com- 

panies, and that the same is hereby recommended to our Legislative 

Committee. 

Resolution No. 10. Resolved, That the interests of the agricultural 

classes of Indiana in regard to laws enacted concerning interurban lines 

should be carefully guarded, and the attention of the Legislative Commit- 

tee is directed especially to this. 

Resolution No. 11. Resolved, That it is the sense of this Congress 

that our license law for the sale of intoxicating liquors should be so 

changed that the applicant for license to sell liquors shall secure the sig- 

natures of a majority of the voters in the township or ward to a petition 

stating that the petitioners desire a saloon in their midst and that the 

applicant is a fit and proper person to conduct it. 

ANNUAL ADDRESS. 

JOSHUA STRANGE, PRESIDENT. 

Members of the Congress—This being the first annual meeting of this 

Congress, and having but one year of existence as a new organization in 

this State, the organizers feel proud of the general interest manifested in 

the timely organization of this Congress, with its broad principles, for 

\the promotion and welfare of the agricultural interests of our State. 

This organization is political, but non-partisan. The functions of this 

Congress are to extend our resources, find new and better markets, raise 

our voices in behalf of wholesome legislation in behalf of the chief in- 
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dustry of our State and country. Great strides have been made along the 

lines of production, but little has been said on the great question of dis- 

tribution. In the midst of plenty are paupers and hungry people, yet 

the missionary raises his voice for the Hindoo and the Chinaman. Over- 

production and under-consumption don’t exist, nor ever did if the pro- 

ducer and consumer can be brought together; hence the question of dis- 

tribution. 

Our insular possessions open another market for the American farmer; 

how are they going to affect our markets? The results of the war with 

Spain added to our territory 125,000 square miles and ten millions of 

people. This, added to our late acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands, 

makes our insular possessions over 130,000 square miles, and adds more 

than ten million to our population. Before many years this will be in- 

creased, perhaps, by 50,000 square miles of Cuba and one and a half mil- 

lions of her population. The problem of the development of this vast 

extent of fertile tropical territory, when taken hold of by American brain, 

brawn and energy, is unsolved, yet the farmers of the States-may and 

should apprehend some changes. 

Alaska, being purchased at $7,200,000 sixteen years ago, was deri- 

sively referred to as a valueless frozen country, but its returns have been 

$150,000,000 in furs, fish and gold. And, in return, it takes annually $10,- 

000,0L0 of our farm products and merchandise, which benefits every 

laborer and farmer in our country. 

Porto Rico has added wonderfully to her annual aggregate, in sugar, 

cotton and tobacco, under American rule. 

The American people are an intensely practical people. They are 

enthusiastic, progressive, and wherever they raise the stars and stripes it 

never, never trails the dust. 

Under its beneficent protection individual opportunities are insured. 

The promoters of extortionate and speculative trusts do not develop 

the resources of a country, but hinder and restrict the development. They 

appropriate the wealth that others create, and by concentrating it in the 

hands of the few, they check production by limiting opportunities and are, 

therefore, injurious to general prosperity. Get-rich-quick trusts, fraudu- 

lent trusts, that great tribe of public robbers, are not confounded with the 

honest men whose superior ability, industry and integrity have brought 

them legitimate wealth. ; 

They confer no benefits on the community. Their money is fraud- 

ulently obtained, and the laws should hold them as publi¢ criminals. 

Secretary Wilson reviews at length the production and exports of 

American agricultural products. The increase in the exports of farm 

products for the half century ended 1901 was from $147,000,000 to $952,- 

000,000—550 per cent. The exports of farm products for the closing de- 

cade of the last century was over $700,000,000, and for 1903 over $878,- 

000,000, an amount second only to that of 1901. 
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Discussing the balances of trade, the Secretary shows that the favor- 

able balance to the credit of this country is due entirely to the farmers. 

The balance of trade in fayor of farm products during the last fourteen 

years, no year excepted, aggregated $4,806,000,000. In products other 

than those of the farm, during the same period the balance of trade was 

adverse to this country to the extent of $865,000,000. Our farmers not 

only canceled this immense obligation, but placed $3,940,000,000 to the 

credit of the nation when the books of international exchange were bal- 

anced. 

There is one crop that the farmers have failed to supply our home 

market with, yet surrounded with favorable conditions. That is wool. 

In the last decade sheep husbandry has been on the decline in the United 

States. The latest estimates show about 39,000,000 sheep, showing a loss 

to the industry in the above named period of about 8,000,000. The cause 

is laid, sometimes, at the door of the politician. If such allegations were 

true, but little need have we with such that would frustrate an industry 

of so much good to the American farmer and of such yast importance to 

the welfare of our whole country. With our abundant resources for 

wool-growing, the balance of trade should not be against us in that one 

important commodity. Every farm in our State ought to have sheep on 

it. They are the only animal that responds so readily with their annual 

and semi-annual dues with so little attention. 

The Grange.—The grange should receive endorsement and encour- 

agement from this organization. Yet by some it may be said its “coun- 

cils” ace in secret conclave, but, notwithstanding, its influences for good 

and its achievements, educational, industrial and political, are self-evident 

as to its usefulness to the farmers of this country. 

Its membership is composed of the best of the yeomanry of our na- 

tion, and its importance to agriculture is individual, collective and na- 

tional. I do not address you as a member of this organization at this 

time, but from past experience as a member, and being in close touch 

with its movements during its entire existence, I know the truth of 

which I speak. 

The great productive, and distributive interests of the American 

farmer, perhaps, are nowhere better understood and more fully dis- 

cussed and digested than they are behind the closed doors of the grange. 

Farm labor has become a matter of vast importance to the farmers 

of our State. The drift of labor being to cities, towns and other industries 

—although with the advantages of improved machinery—the farmers find 

it a difficult task to get their crops harvested and threshed on account 

of short hours and apparent scarcity of labor. 

The potential saving of labor by the use of implements, machinery 

and present-day methods over old-time usages amounts annually to a half 

billion dollars, in round numbers. 
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It seems the phenomenal progress made by producing more, seem- 

ingly at less cost, would result in giving large profits to the farmer, but 

when we look at the balance sheet we find in the expense account not 

so many laborers, but more per labor than by old-time methods, and to 

the potential account by machinery and operating it results with small 

profits to the farmer and an increased aggregate. 

As a rule, the class of labor employed on the farm is not as good as 

formerly, and, in many places, the owner of the farm is almost obliged 

to operate it. Therefore, many times you see crops needing more and bet- 

ter cultivation, and unharvested when they should be, the farmer thereby 

incurring great loss. 

As the labor question now confronts us most seriously in some parts 

of the State, it seems to me that the farmer could profitably meet and 

largely overcome this local (if such it is) labor trouble by growing more 

wool. 

Legislation.—I would recommend that this Congress create a legisla- 

tive committee, either authorizing the executive to act in that capacity or 

by creating a special committee, whose duty shall be to look after, during 

the session of the Legislature, all measures recommended by this Con- 

egress, aS well as all measures that might affect our interests, either di- 

rectly or indirectly, and to further the ends of justice. 

Our road, criminal and convict labor laws might be revised, altered 

or changed so as to be of greater utility to the public road. 

The condition of the public roads in the United States is probably 

worse than in any other civilized country. This condition is due to the 

undeveloped condition of the country, growing out of large landed estates 

and sparse settlement of the rural districts. But our State is mainly out 

of that condition, and the prevailing trouble that has been and is now 

is the lack of knowledge on the part of many of the road officials as to 

the primary principles of road construction, resulting in the injudicious 

use of thousands of dollars annually of the public money. Our country 

is now so developed that all road work should be done with a view of 

future improvement, and the law should take into account the qualifica- 

tion of the road officials, that the public funds would be judiciously ex- 

pended. 

The question of utilization of convict labor in road-making and mak- 

ing road material is now favorably discussed, and the public sentiment is 

largely favoring both propositions. 

And I suggest that a law be passed that the State should purchase 

real estate and stone quarries at central points and suitable places where 

stone, tile and brick could be made into road material, and purchase land 

for agricultural purposes, and erect workhouses and stockades thereon, 

that all criminals convicted under the law of the State, in the lower as 

well as higher courts, shall work out fines and penalties at a per diem 

to the amount imposed upon them. Instead of supporting them in idle- 

——— 
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ness, teach them a trade that will be useful to them after serving their 

sentence. The State should take charge of all convicted for violating its 

laws. The counties should devise means of having every able-bodied pris- 

oner performing some kind of labor during his confinement in jail, with 

compensation according to labor performed, the same to reimburse the 

parties injured, the counties, or, if needed, to the support of their families 

or a pittance to themselves. 

In my opinion such a course pursued with criminals would soon show 

a radical reform in criminal! annals. 

The honest man has to earn his bread by the sweat of his brow, and, 

if the criminal would find he had to do the same, he would, by precept 

or example, soon learn that it would be much easier to do it as a free 

man than in chains. 

Under the legal face of our statutes, according to the sheriffs’ re- 

ports to the secretary of State Board of Charities and Corrections, there 

_ were 12,394 criminals made in the last year by “plain drunks.” A dis- 

grace to the fair name of our State. Legalizing crime! and then punish- 

ing the criminal. I do think, in all justice to humanity, that any busi- 

ness whose influences are baneful to society should be required to get 

the written consent of all persons domiciled within the bounds affected 

by such business over the age of sixteen years before such business could 

be licensed. 

Our Government is founded upon the principles of majority rule. Our 

State recognizes woman’s ability to be governess of the household affairs 

at the age of sixteen years. Therefore, I recommend that this Congress 

demand the “order” be changed, and instead of citizens being compelled 

to petition for the right to do right, that the other fellow must get consent 

of the citizens for the right to do wrong. 

The Louisiana Purchase Exposition centennial, which comes off this 

year, should receive the united efforts of the farmers of this State to 

make our State occupy a place in that, the greatest of world fairs, that 

every Hoosier would be proud of and that will forever, as it were, erase 

that odium, “hayseed,” from that class of people, that ancient people, 

whose calling was looked down upon and who had no standing or note or 

prominence; but show, by the fruits of our labor, the art of which a thou- 

sand and a half millions of people are supported, or depend upon for 

sustenance, and over two hundred million men expend their daily toil, 

that it is the parent art, and as a profession is the precursor of all profes- 

sions. We owe this effort at this opportune time to our great State and 

to ourselves and posterity. 

Every county in the State should make an appropriation sufficient to 

collect and prepare an exhibit in the most approved style, which would 

bring out fully the wonderful advancements of our State. 

The men who compose this Congress represent the noblest calling on 

earth. Upon the farmer rests every other interest. If the farmer pros- 

pers, every other industry and interest prospers. 
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Indiana is a glorious State, glorious on account of the achievements 

of her sons. 

4 First in education; first in reforms, and must be first at the St. Louis 

Exposition. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

JOHN W. HOLTZMAN, MAYOR. 

Mr. President and Members of the Farmers’ State Congress of Indi- 

ana—I feel honored in being permitted to extend to you a most cordial 

welcome to the greatest convention city cf this country. 

We are all justly proud of the Hoosier capital, because it is one of 

the most beautiful and progressive cities in the world, and last, but not 

least, because it is our capital city. The people of Indianapolis are proud 

of her citizenship and proud of the citizenship of our State, and they al- 

ways stand ready to extend the glad hand of welcome to all those who 

honor us by coming within her gates. 

You are to be congratulated upon the formation of this association. 

It shows the proper spirit and the proper desire to keep abreast of the 

times. It has only been in the last few years that the farmers of this 

country have made any general or concerted effort to improve their con- 

dition. I remember the time very well when we would go to town once 

a week to get our mail, and sometimes, when very busy, only once in two 

_ weeks, and unless some neighbor brought our mail we had to go without 

it until some member of the household would get time to go to the 

postofiice. . 

What a wonderful change has taken place! Today you have a free rural 

delivery, and instead of reading news a week or two old, you have it 

brought to you every day and served to you just as fresh as it is to your 

brother in the city, and I predict that in a short time every farmhouse 

will have a telephone, so that you can talk to the city or your neighbors, 

while taking the much-needed rest from the arduous labors of the day. 

You are also to be congratulated upon the fact that you are awakening 

and more fully realize than ever before that you are one of the great 

factors in our body politic, and one that must be reckoned with by the 

great political parties in the future. And also that you are beginning 

to look out for your own interests while helping others. I do not want 

to advocate selfishness, but self-preservation is the first law of nature, 

and if you do not take care of your own interests, there will be no one 

to take care of them for you. 

It is well for you to get together in meetings of this kind and to ex- 

change views on matters relating to your affairs. It broadens your views 
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and establishes a better feeling and arouses a greater interest in the 

work which you have undertaken to do. 

Wishing your organization every possible success, I again bid you 

welcome, and here tender the keys of the city to your President, for your 

use during your stay with us, feeling confident that the privileges thus 

tendered will not be misused. 

THE UTILIZATION OF CONVICT LABOR IN MAKING ROAD 

MATERIAL. 

W. S. BLATCHLEY, INDIANAPOLIS. 

The question of good roads is at present one of the most vital with 

which the farming community of Indiana has to deal. Many of the bet- ° 

ter counties of the State long ago realized the importance of this question, 

and where good road material was conveniently located constructed 

gravel or macadam roads radiating in all directions from their country 

towns. In other counties, possessing a plentiful supply of road mate- 

rial, the importance of the question has not yet been realized, and for six 

months of the year the farmers are practically isolated from market, or, 

if they manage to reach it once a week, can only haul thereto a fraction 

of a load. Such counties are readily recognized as far below the average 

in wealth, prosperity and the public spirit of their citizens. 

Professor Latta, of Purdue University, a few years ago made a care- 

ful study of the good roads question in the State. He received reports 

from hundreds of farmers, some of whom live on good roads once bad, 

and others on roads still bad. From these reports he computed statistics 

- showing that the difference between good and bad roads amounts to 78 

cents an acre annually on the farms. Applying this amount to the whole 

State—36,350 square miles, or 23,264,000 acres—we have the sum of $18,- 

145,920. Of this amount, fully two-thirds is wasted every year in the 

State in the loss of time and in the loss of opportunity in securing the 

best market for the produce of the farm. 

This question of good and bad roads came to me very forcibly in 

the past week while writing a paper on the petroleum industry in Indiana. 

In preparing a map for that paper I found that many farms in the very 

center of productive territory had not been drilled because they were on 

mud roads and distant from railway stations. The iron drive pipe, casing 

and tubing and the derrick timbers necessary for drilling in and pumping 

a productive well are very heavy, and it is almost impossible to haul 

them over many of the roads in the oil field between the first of Novem- 

ber and the first of April. The operator, therefore, develops first those 

leases on pike roads or close to railway stations, leaving those on mud 
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roads to the very last. The farmers living in the oil belt, who are receiv- 

ing or might be receiving large sums in royalty for their oil, should see 

to it that their farms are available at all times. A successful oil operator 

is usually a busy man, who does not wish to lose five-twelfths of his time 

on account of bad roads; hence he leaves the ternitory with mud roads 

and, operates that which he can reach 365 days in the year. 

During the past decade our vehicles for rapid country travel have 

become more numerous and of an entirely different style from what they 

were twenty years ago. Almost every farmer now owns his own buggy 

and carriage. The bicycle, by countless thousands, has come to stay, and 

the automobile will soon be more common on the improved roads of the 

State than the two-horse surrey was a dozen years ago. The owners of 

all these forms of vehicles are demanding. and they will continue to de- 

mand, better roads, and the legislator must soon learn that the question 

is one of the most important which he has to face. 

Another phase of the good roads question came into existence with 

the twentieth century. Five years ago the rural mail carrier was an al- 

-most unknown factor in our State. Now he travels in every county, car- 

rying his messages of joy or sorrow to the farmer’s door each day. The 

daily paper, with its market reports and news of the day, is, or can be, 

put regularly into the farmer’s hands within a dozen hours of its issue, 

even though he lives a score of miles from a railway. ‘Time is the most 

valuable possession given to man on earth, provided he has the ability, 

and some necessity which the rural carrier can bring, is the most im- 

portant advantage of the rural! free delivery system. But this system will 

not, can not and should not be made a permanent factor in the country 

unless the farmers see to it that the roads are kept in such a condition 

that the route can be covered in the time allotted. The United States 

Government, through its Postoffice Department, demands that farmers do 

this much, and the demand is just. 

Those farmers of the State who have had the foresight and good judg- 

ment to improve the roads in their vicinity are, for the most part, con- 

tented and prosperous. Their products are easily gotten to market when 

the price is at its best, and the wolf never rests on his haunches before 

their doors. On the other hand, those living in the bad roads district 

endure for more than a third of their time an enforced idleness which 

makes them poorer and causes them to cry out against their lot in life, 

rather than against their own short-sightedness on the road question. In- 

diana is rich in clay and suitable for vitrified brick, rich in gravel, rich 

in stone for macadam roads. There is no reason, therefore, why every 

public road of any importance in the State should not be improved so that 

it can be traveled with ease any day in the year. 

Let us now take up a second phase of the question. In the peniten- 

tiary at Michigan City and in the reformatory at Jeffersonville are 1,800 

men, most of whom are able-bodied. Only a few years ago half of these 
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in the Michigan City prison were being marched about to furnish them 

exercise, because the labor organizations of our State were opposed to 

their competition. The industry of the honest citizens of the State paid 

for maintaining these criminals in idleness. Even at the present time, 

under the contract system there in vogue, the prisoners at Michigan City 

hre making shirts and socks in competition with sweatshops, and it may 

be said that prison industry has the general effect of degrading free in- 

dustry in the same lines to the sweatshop basis. The making of hollow- 

ware, chairs, brooms, barrels, leather goods, etc., by the prisons of this and 

other States has had a killing effect on these industries. The convict 

contract system does compete with.free labor and free industry, and the 

agitation against it can not and will not cease until it is thoroughly 

abolished. 

At the Jeffersonville reformatory chains are being made in competi- 

tion with the free chain industry of the State. The convicts are com- 

pelled to perform “tasks”? not required of the chain worker, and the con- 

tractor pays 30 to 40 cents a day for each convict, while the chain man- 

ufacturers pay from $4 to $5 a day to the free laborer who performs the 

same work. a threatened increase in the output at Jeffersonville, ‘if car- 

ried out, will mean the destruction of the free chain industry throughout 

this and adjoining States. 

The contract labor system is a slave system, with no reformatory or 

redeeming features about it. It is a system which often leads to the de- 

bauchery and corruption of public officials. It is a system that robs labor, 

destroys factories and turns over to private individuals an asset of labor 

which should be used for the benefit of the people. The lawbreaker owes 

a debt to the community, and any profit from his labor should go to the 

community. : 

The State lost, in 1902, $175,546.29 on its convicts. The average main- 

tenance cost of supporting the convicts, including salaries of prison offi- 

cials and running expenses, approximated 40 cents a day per convict. The 

labor contracts at Michigan City are 40 and 45 cents per man per day, 

hardly a fraction above the cost of their maintenance; and it is said that, 

_ at Jeffersonville, some of the contracts are actually below the maintenance 

cost. Owing to the supposed semi-employment of the convicts on con- 

tracts the State in that year secured from contracts only one-half of the 

maintenance amount. The total maintenance cost of the 1,719 convicts 

was $231,292.82; the total earnings were $115,746.53. The average main- 

tenance cost being $1382 per man, the amount the State lost would BUpDOE 

875 convicts—over half the prison population. 

Taking up a third phase of the question, we find that there are at 

present, in a number of counties in western and southwestern Indiana, 

vast undeveloped deposits of shale and fire-clay, which, by practical tests, 

have been proven suitable in every respect for the making of the best 

grade of paving brick and sewer pipe. Beneath most of these shale beds, 
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and overlying the fire-clay, are thick veins of coal, far more than suffi- 

cient to burn the brick and pipe. The presence of this fuel is a factor of 

great advantage, as it reduces the cost of manufacture of the clay prod- 

ucts to the lowest possible figure. In many counties, especially in the 

northern part of the State, there is an absence of gravel, stone or other 

material suitable for the improvement of the roads. 

Knowing the presence of these raw road materials in inexhaustible 

quantities, and having a knowledge also of the crying necessity on the 

part of the public for better roads, as well as the demand from all labor 

organizations for the abolishment of the contract labor system among our 

convicts, I proposed a few years ago the following plan for utilizing con- 

vict labor for the public good in the lasting improvement of our roadways: 

Let the General Assembly Authorize the purchase of an extensive bed of 

shale in western Indiana, and the erection upon it of a modern paving 

brick factory. Equip this factory with convict labor, and put several 

hundred additional convicts to breaking stone for foundation and cutting 

it for curbing. This brick and stone can then be furnished at the plant 

at less than one-sixth present prices to those counties devoid of other 

road material, or may even be given to them, if they are not willing to 

buy. it. 

The cost of a paving brick plant, completed for work, which has a 

capacity of forty thousand output per day, is about $40,000. One with 

double the capacity costs about $60,000. The greater amount of this 

expense is for building and kilns, which could, by convict labor, be con- 

structed of brick made on the spot, so that the cost to the State would 

be less than half this sum. After the plant is once in operation, with fuel 

and raw material both at hand, the only outlay is for labor. Where the 

daily output is 80,000 brick, and the fuel is mined in connection with the 

shale, the number of hands necessary is about 100. These, at $1.50 each 

per day, would make the cost of the brick with free labor about $2.00 per 

thousand. With convict labor, the actual cost of the brick would be only 

the sum paid out for the maintenance of the prisoners. It costs 40 cents 

a day to maintain a convict. To this add 50 per cent. for wear and tear 

on tools, ete., and the cost would not exceed 60 cents a day. If 400 men 

were put to work making brick, the output for a year of 3800 days would 

be sufficient to pave 194 miles of roadway. There are 42 brick to a square 

yard of roadway and 498,000 to a mile of road 20 feet wide. The cost of 

this brick for a mile of country road made by convict labor would thus 

be $295. The crushed stone necessary for macadam could be prepared by 

convict Jabor with the prison and furnished at not more than 380 cents 

per cubic yard, and the curbing at a correspondingly low price. In Cali- 

fornia the cost of macadam made by convicts is 25 cents a cubie yard. 

Prisoners in Massachusetts are making it at 28 cents. One mile of road- 

way 20 feet wide will require 1,804 yards of macadam to make a founda- 

tion four inches thick, or a total of $365.00, at 28 cents a yard. Adding 
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this to the cost of the brick makes the cost of the material for one mile 

of road $660. Next comes the cost of transportation from the prison to 

the point where needed. The railroads of Indiana would doubtless co- 

operate in any plan of systematic road-building, as they have done in 

Illinois, California, and other States. In California, where there is but 

one railroad company, and that credited with being hostile to the people, 

the material is transported from a State convict plant at the bare cost of 

haulage, the rate being 25 cents a ton for a haul of 100 miles. Good roads 

are important tributaries to railroads, and this accounts for their readi- 

ness to assist in making them. At 25 cents a ton, it would cost $625 to 

transport the brick and $326 to transport the macadam for one mile of 

road 20 feet wide. Adding to this the cost of materials gives $1,611.12 

as the cost of materials on-board cars at the point of use. 

The cost of grading, curbing and laying need not exceed $600 a mile. 

The cost of teaming varies. For an average distance of two and a half 

miles it is 80 cents per yard for macadam. The cost of hauling the brick 

and macadam, based on these figures, would be about $900. 

Therefore, the cost of the brick road, aside from the cost of the ma- 

terials, would be about $1,500, or about one-half the total cost of the road, 

materials and all. It is the general statement of engineers that the cost 

of the materials is about one-half the cost of a road. 

A road of vitrified brick, which, if properly constructed, will last half 

a century or longer, with little expense for maintenance, can then be built 

ata cost of not over $3,100 a mile, the most of which would be for team- 

ing, grading and the laying of the brick. For, understand, the plan pro- 

posed does not consider that the convicts be employed except in the prep- 

aration of the material, the latter to be furnished free to the counties. 

All grading, teaming, bricklaying, etc., should be done by free labor, as 

it is at present. The day of the chain-gang at work on the roadside, sub- 

jected to the gaze and jeers of the passerby, is, rightfully, a thing of the 

past. . If the material is not made by free labor, such a road will never 

be constructed in the country, as its cost would be prohibitive. 

Not only could brick and macadam be made for roadways in the 

prison which I have in mind, but all brick, both ordinary and pressed 

front, could be made for all public buildings, such as jails, court houses, 

school houses, insane asylums and county infirmaries. The shale and 

fire-clay is in every way suitable for such material, and it could be fur- 

nished at cost, which would not be over $1.50 per thousand for the finest 

of pressed brick. The public pay the taxes to erect such buildings, and 

also the taxes for maintaining the prisoners; why not, then, have those 

prisoners prepare the material for public buildings, and so lessen the tax 

burden of the people? 

A few years ago California was in the same situation as Indiana is_ 

to-day. Her convicts were idle, in deference to the wishes of her labor 

organizations. Her legislators passed a law authorizing the employment 

26—Agri. 
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of the convicts in the breaking of stone for road material. To-day that 

State is supplying the prepared stone to the counties at 25 cents a cubic 

yard, on board the cars, which is less than one-third the ordinary market 

price; yet sufficient to pay for the maintenance of the convicts. The rail- 

roads of the State are carrying the material at the bare cost of hauling, 

for they realize that the improved country roads will bring to them in the 

future a great increase in farm products for shipment. 

Many objections to the plan proposed will doubtless arise, for the 

questions to be solved are important ones, and for that reason no plan 

-can or will be presented but will have its weak points. The most serious 

of these objections is the cost of a new prison, which would necessarily 

have to be constructed at the plant. This, however, would be much less 

than is generally supposed, since the shale can be burned into ordinary 

and pressed front brick of the finest quality. The brick could, therefore, 

be made and the prison constructed for a very reasonable cost. 

It seems, therefore, that, given an ever-growing demand for better 

roads, an abundance of nature’s products which can be made in the best 

of road material, a large number of convicts able and willing to work, 

that we have a combination which, under the proper management, would 

give us the improved roads, furnish employment for our convict labor, 

and yet give no offense to that army of honest workingmen whose inter- 

ests and welfare are ever to be upheld. 

GOOD ROADS, BUILDING AND MAINTAINING. 

J. A. MITCHELL, NOBLESVILLE. 

The discussion of the subject of “Good Roads” is very opportune, and 

especially so when this discussion is within a meeting of an organization 

of farmers. 

Good roads bring and keep the farmer and his family in touch with 

the civilization of the larger world; good roads, in fact, make the farmer 

one of the dominant elements of progress, of prosperity, of culture, of 

intellect and of refinement. Man’s nature is social, and demands such 

food for its nurture as is gotten only by mingling with his fellows. Deny 

him this, and he becomes selfish, narrow, sordid and morose. Social 

intercourse adds much tce.a man’s capacity for enjoyment of the good 

things of life. : 

Bad roads separate man from his neighbors by impassable barriers; 

good roads annihilate distance and put him daily in touch with the 

thought and doings of the whole world. The intelligence acquired by this 

mingling with his fellowmen has a very decided commercial value, for a 

well-informed citizen is of far more worth to the State than he who never 
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sees a railroad train or an interurban car, nor reads a daily paper. It 

has been said that the heaviest tax imposed upon the farmer to-day is 

that of bad roads. Bad roads are expensive when we take into account 

the cost of transportation of the products from the farm to the railroad 

station. The difference in the cost of the haul on the railroad, which is 

but an improved highway, compared with that on the common roads is 

very great. 

: Oftentimes it costs more to haul a ton a mile over an unimproved 

highway than to haul it one hundred and fifty times as far on the rail- 

road. But this is not all. Oftentimes it is not possible to haul any load 

for any price for part of the year over our common roads. It makes no 

difference what the market price of farm products may be, unless the 

market can be reached. Time would fail me to enumerate the items that 

go to make up the total loss occasioned by bad roads. This is not always 

to be estimated by dollars and cents, for much of this loss is of those 

things that go to make the ,farmer’s life worth living, and many of these 

are of too great a value to put a price upon, as these may include life 

itself. 

But the farmer is not the only one to be benefited by good roads, nor 

the only one interested in their construction and maintainance; all occu- 

pations and all industries of whatever kind, are the beneficiaries. 

Road-building is to-day a question of importance; one for climatic 

conditions and other reasons hard to solve. It is’said that the only way 

to an improved system of highways lies in the direction of legislation. 

I do not think so; but that public sentiment in favor of good roads must 

precede legislation; and when the public is properly aroused upon this 

subject, as it should be, we will have improved roads, legislation or no 

legislation. That legislation is needed, it is true, as our highway laws 

have become so fragmentary and disconnected by repeal and construction 

that it is next to impossible to tell what the law at present is. In this 

connection it might be well to state that the commission created by the 

last Legislature is now at work on the codification of the highway laws 

of Indiana; and all farmers or others interested in or desiring any changes 

or amendments in the laws from what they now are ought to be ready 

with their suggestions when the report of this commission is made to the 

next General Assembly. 

Public sentiment is hard to awaken against established customs. 

Few people have seen the faintest conception of the enormity of the waste 

of public funds through the so-called road system that prevails in our own 

and many other States, a custom inherited from the old world more than 

a century ago, and long since discarded by it as unsatisfactory and un- 

worthy to have a place in the civilization and progress of to-day. I be- 

lieve that with better methods of road construction and maintainance, 

that without any increase of the burden of taxation, within a few years 

many, if not all, of our roads could be improved. In all other lines the 
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cost of production is being greatly reduced. Why should it not be so in 

this line? 

Iam convinced that it can be. In the construction of a road I men- 

tion three important factors: 1st, Grade; 2d, Drainage; 3d, Material. 

But should I mention them in order of their importance, it would be: 

1st, Drainage; 2d, Drainage; 3d, Drainage. The greatest mistake in road 

construction under any system is want of drainage. 

The grade or grades form an important part in road-building. “A 

chain is no stronger than its weakest link,’ and a road is no better than 

its steepest grade or worst place. By this I mean the amount of tonnage 

or load that can be hauled is determined by the steepest grade; and the 

most important object to be attained in building a road is to reduce the 

cost of the haul to the lowest possible cost. The maximum grade used in 

the construction of the more recent gravel roads in our county (Hamil- 

ton) has not exceeded 38 per cent., but in many counties of the State this 

would be almost or quite impossible; but I would insist that it is false 

economy to build roads on steep grade, as it is impossible to maintain 

them, unless at an immense cost. The cross section of the grade of the 

road is not so important, other than it should be so as to shed the water 

off into the side ditch and should be a slope of not more than 6 inches 

from center line of road to edge of roadbed. If gravel is used for cover- 

ing, the slope may be less than 6 inches, or even flat, the shed for the 

water being made by the placing of the gravel. 

The most important and of the first consideration in the construction 

of a good road is thorough drainage. This should be done by grading the 

road so as to give “fall’ to the side ditches. Open drains or ditches 

should be constructed on each side of the road in width and depth to 

answer the requirements of complete surface drainage, and a tile drain 

on each side and just inside of the outer edge of the roadbed should 

be constructed to a depth of about 4 feet below the finished surface of 

the grade. This drainage should be of good selected drain tile of not less 

than 4 inches, and need not be more than 6 inches in diameter. This 

drainage would drain out and keep dry a bed of earth to depth of 4 feet 

between the drains, and make it next to impossible for a dirt road to get 

bad, much less an improved one. This would also protect against water 

from the fields working into the roadbed, causing it to become soft and | 

spunging and breaking through in the spring. 

The drainage of the road with tile and side drains should be done, 

whether it is improved with gravel or other material. This could be done 

under the present law, and a wonderful change would result in the bet- 

terment of our country roads. These drains in themselves would be a 

first-class improvement for any road and would reduce the quantity of 

the road material to be used in the improvement of the road later fully 

ouc-half. If the drainage is put in, in this way the roadbed becomes 

solid, ind the depth of road metal may be decreased to say 8 inches in 
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depth, or perhaps less. There is nothing that will so cheapen the building 

and maintaining of roads as good drainage. After the roadbed is graded 

and thoroughly drained, with the roadway not less than 32 feet with a 

roadbed 24 feet, place thereon good gravel to the width of 10 feet, 5 feet 

on either side of the center of road, and to a depth of 15 inches on the 

center line and 8 inches on the out edges. Gravel, no doubt, will be the 

most practicable material from which to construct roads in Indiana for 

many years yet to come. I believe, however, the most economical road 

to construct is a double-tracked road, with a roadbed 32 feet wide, 3 feet 

of brick and 24 feet of earth road. I believe that, taking the cost for a 

term of years, this manner of construction would be far cheaper and more 

satisfactory. This would give a line for heavy traffic in winter and also 

a line for summer traffic and lighter travel. The first cost of this would 

burden the present generation too heavy under our present laws and 

would in many cases work great hardship. The successful and equitable’ 

adjustment of the cost of road-making has not yet been found. That the 

whole burden of the cost of road improvements would come from the 

land owners in the immediate vicinity of the improvement, or that the 

whole burden should fall upon land owners only, I do not think will ever 

solve the problem of good roads. 

A bill has been introduced in our national Congress appropriating 

$8,000,000 annually for the next three years in aid of good roads; the 

National Government gives to rivers and harbors some thirty millions 

annually, it gives the cities great public buildings, costing $75,000 to 

$100,C00 each, making an investment in many cases that the Government 

could not get a private corporation to finance under any circumstances. 

But the congressman securing an appropriation in such district is in- 

variably returned. Why not distribute these favors where they will do 

the greatest good to the greatest number, and that is in the improvement 

of our highways? It seems to me that the last Legislature in a small 

way began this work in the right direction by setting aside 5 per cent. 

of all money that comes into the hands of the township trustee for the 

road fund of his township, to keep open and to keep in repair our rural 

mail routes. The general Government, I think, could very appropriately 

assist in this work along these lines, in view of what it has done and is 

doing in the opening up of our rivers and harbors. 

Some good road-building in our county is being done by the people. 

by the method of donation or by assessing themselves. They build the 

road very cheaply in this way. Some good roads have been built at a 

cost of from $600 to $800 per mile. We do not need more laws so much 

as we need more interest in good roads and a determination to have them. 

Many complain, however, that the burden is heavy to the farmer who in- 

tends to make his permanent home on the improvement he donates, be- 

cause of the fact that his lands are afterwards listed higher for taxation 

and the increased burden he has assumed is made permanent. And, in 

turn, it has not been shared by his less progressive neighbors. 

' 
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. The maintenance is, to my mind, more important than road-building. 

We must secure a good method of maintenance before we can secure and 

keep good roads. No road is permanent. A good system of maintenance 

will make a good road better, and a bad system of maintenance will make 

a good road bad. We must first learn to care for bad roads before we 

will be able to have good roads to care for. As soon as a road is im- 

proved it should be cared for, as it begins to need attention at once. A 

“oood road is one that is hard, smooth and serviceable in all seasons of 

the year and under all conditions of the weather.” If we apply this 

definition to Indiana roads we would have very few miles of good roads 

"in our State. 

There are over 8,000 miles of grayel road in our State, principally in 

the northern and central counties, and we spend on the maintenance of 

these over one million five hundred thousand dollars annually. This, 

when estimated by the mile, is quite a great deal, and with all this ex- 

pense our roads are in good condition not more than five or six months in 

the year. F 

While I would not advocate any immediate and radical change in our 

highway laws, as some engineers do, yet I believe there should be a flexi- 

bility given to our laws, so as to permit a variation of our methods of 

maintenance as to enable us, with no greater burden of tax on the people, 

to obtain better results. Cut out the personal method where it is desired 

to do so, and try in its stead the method of “constant attention.” My 

idea is to begin with what we have and where we are and work toward 

better results. -I believe that the amount of money expended now should 

materially increase the quality of our roads. 

I believe that we should divide the roads into sections, and employ 

one man to each section of 10 or 15 miles, and then require the man 

and his team to put in his whole time in caring for that portion of the road 

and keeping it in repair. Thoroughly systematize the work of mainte- 

nance of our roads in this way, and we will have better roads and less 

waste of money. 

I should like very much to go into detail, but time will not permit. I 

wish to say, however, I hope to see the element of politics eliminated from 

road maintenance, and would like to see men appointed to these places 

who would be kept there as long as their work gives satisfaction, and no 

longer—merit and efficiency being their only recommendations. 

FORESTRY, THE ORIGIN AND CAUSE IN THE UNITED STATES. 

W. H. FREEMAN, INDIANAPOLIS. 

Forestry is a sign of the times, a presage in the lumber situation. As 

long as the impassive wall of the forest confronted the lumberman he cut 

regardlessly, heartlessly, thinking only of the present returns and pocket 
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profits. But when shafts of light began to appear between the trunks of 

the trees he stood face to face with hard reality and saw that he had not 

stopped to think about that, unless he could build up where he had torn 

down, he would soon be at the end of his course. Then he began to look 

into forestry. 

To most of us the profession of forestry suggests something new. 

But, be it known, it is not new in any sense of the term of discovery, 

although within the last ten years only has it come before the all-seeing 

American eye and held it. Restrict the statement to this country and 

come nearer the mark by calling it a newly-recognized profession, whose 

future economic conditions now seem to be assured. It is a significant 

fact that the first settlers on the Atlantic coast were the first foresters of 

this country. One of the primordial laws which they enacted as they 

stood on that white strip of sand and rocks between the ocean and a con- 

tinent, black and heavy with endless forests, restricted the size of the 

timber to be cut for cordwood and preserved the long, tapering pines 

suitable for masts. They were emigrants from a country whose policy. 

eyen then, was forest protection; they knew the value of a stand of 

timber; they saw in the young saplings the gigantic trees. In the span of 

years which followed, the crusade of pioneers kept fighting away from 

the Atlantic, and this westward movement, especially in the latter part 

of the nineteenth century, brought about a period of stupendous railway 

building which has never been equaled. The old protective attitude 

toward the forest merged into a mercenary one, mainly because of a 

greater love for the almighty dollar and because the timber supply 

seemed to be inexhaustible. Since then there has been an appalling 

depletion and despoilation of our forests, the culmination of which has 

given rise to a crying necessity of forestry and forest protection. 

A New and Significant Idea.—To the majority of Americans for- 

estry is a new thing. It is safe to say that one-third or the population 

has never heard of forestry, and one-half of those who are acquainted 

with the term have yague, misconceived ideas or no ideas at all. They 

do not dream that it bears directly upon them, that it affects he cities 

as well as the woodlands. President Roosevelt declares that the primary 

object of our forest policy is the making of prosperous homes, not only 

starting them prosperously, but keeping them prosperous. He.has termed 

the forest problem in many ways the most vital of the United States. 

In discussing it he gave utterance as follows: ‘Public opinion through- 

out the United States has moved steadily toward a just appreciation of 

the value of forests, whether planted or of natural growth. The great 

part played by them in the creation and maintenance of the national 

wealth is now more fully realized than ever before. 

“Wise forest protection does not mean the withdrawal of forest re- 

sources, whether of wood, water or grass, from contributing their share 

to the welfare of the people, but, on the contrary, gives the assurance ot 
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larger and more certain supplies. The fundamental idea of forestry is 

the perpetuation of forests by use. Forest protection is not an end of 

itself; it is a means to increase and sustain the resources of our country 

and the industries which depend upon them. The preservation of our 

forests is an imperative business necessity. We have come to see clearly 

that whatever destroys the forest, except to make way for agriculture, 

threatens our well-being.” 

In other respects, as well, it is remarkable how many industries are 

related and dependent upon the forests and, therefore, upon forestry. 

Lumbering, the fourth great industry of our country, has created for- 

estry. That fact alone is an acknowledgment of dependency, and in it 

there are signs which those related to or acquainted with the industry 

can not help but read. Timber is indispensable to mining, manufacturing, 

railway building, transportation and commerce, and even the grazing 

industry is closely allied to forestry in that the large ranges good for 

winter would be worthless without the summer range in the forests. The 

advent of a timber famine evidently means the curtailing of more than 

one great industry. Therefore it is to be expected that men affected 

more or less, in a business way are looking ahead and setting new ideas 

to assure and to perpetuate their industries. 

Forestry, in its briefest definition, is the science of conservative lum- 

bering. It is the study of the management of the forest by which the 

owner secures the greatest returns while, at the same time, he protects 

and perpetuates the younger trees in such a way that he will always have 

a forest from which he can cut lumber at certain periods of rotation. 

There is a cool, breezy sound about forestry that suggests woods, with 

flowers; but, be it understood, in its cardinal aim, there is no entry of the 

aesthetic or the poetic. It is not an apology created for certain men to 

work in the shade and fragrant breezes of the forest. It is a business 

proposition which involves more deep thought, keen foresight and stronger 

physical endurance than are demanded by many other kinds of business. 

When the lumberman accepts forestry, he accepts a common sense fore- 

sightedness in regard to his industry. He treats his forest as a crop, and 

gathers the harvest when ripe. Where tormerly he ruined and despoiled 

the young trees in the cutting of the older ones, he now protects and ma- 

tures them for future lumbering. He sacrifices present minimum profits 

on the small trees for future maximum returns. He takes from the forest, 

yet he leaves the forest standing. There is no complete deforestation. 

Profession and Schools.—Abroad the profession of forestry is an 

old and highly vespected profession. Huropean nations have devel- 

oped it as a science to a point far beyond us, but they have been at it 

hundreds of years. There the forester is as highly honored and respected 

as the doctor or lawyer: He is answering just as great a calling. Like- 

wise, the Huropean forestry schools, especially in Germany, are un- 

equaled. Many students, after taking their training in this country, go 
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abroad to finish their forestry education in the more advanced institu- 

tions, but it has been conceded that conditions in the United States do not 

make it expedient to adopt the foreign methods. 

In the United States the three most widely recognized forestry schools 

are Yale, Cornell and at Biltmore, N. C., known as the Biltmore Forest 

School, on the Vanderbilt estate. The latter, however, does not give a 

degree, its course being for two years only. At Yale and Cornell four 

years are required to obtain a degree, unless the student is a graduate of 

another university, in which case he can graduate in two years. Half of 

the last two years is spent among the mountains in practical study. 

There is a long list of other universities and colleges which offer second- 

ary courses in forestry. Im most cases they are State universities. The 

tendency in the larger schools is, however, to make forestry a separate 

department. 

The United States Policy—The Bureau of Forestry, United States 

Department of Agriculture, has as its policy the encouragement and 

the protection of forestry and the forests, from which policy the 

most gratifying and practical results have been obtained. In circulars , 

issued from time to time during several years past, it has offered assis- 

tance and advice to the lumbermen and owners of woodlands, advice and 

practical assistance on the ground in the handling of their forests. Of 

‘late more requests for aid from the lumber concerns have been received 

than they can respond to—requests from the balsam forests of Maine to 

the long-leaf pine region of Texas; from the hardwood mountain regions 

of the Carolinas to the red domains of California and Washington. The 

motive of such a proposition is to ascertain just what timber there is on 

the specified tracts, what the land will yield under a certain prescribed 

regime, what the regime is and whether or not it will pay in the end. 

In no previous year has such progress in forestry been made as 

during the year just past, and at no time has public sentiment been so 

marked. The practical forest work in the woods was better in quality 

and greater in amount than ever before. But great though the progress 

has been in comparison with other years, it is yet actually small. The 

saving of the forests by wise use is but little greater than it was a year 

ago, except for the wider spread of a knowledge of the nature and objects 

of forestry. The means available, are yet too feeble to make much im- 

pression on the gigantic task of preventing the forest destruction. The 

greatest interest manifested and the rapid progress of sentiment for 

forest preservation during the last year has been nowhere more con- 

spicuous than in the Western States. The greater part of it may be 

traced directly to the growing desire for development in irrigation which 

followed the passage of the national reclamation law. 

The operations of the United States Department of Forestry have 

been devoted to five great divisions: forest management of both public 

and private lands, forest investigation, forest extension, forest products 
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and records, all of which have been elaborately pursued, and the results 

tabulated for publication, to be distributed upon application to the bureau. 

The United States appropriates for the prosecution of this work annually 

about three hundred thousand dollars. 

State Policy.—The attitude of the separate State governments 

has always been in favor of forest protection, but only recently have 

material steps been taken in the accomplishment of the purpose. In 

almost every State laws have been enacted for the propagation and pro- 

tection of the forests. State forest reserves have been established and 

State Bureaus of Forestry created. This policy of the State has been 

quickened into fruition by the work of the United States Bureau of 

Forestry, whose members have had the welfare of the forests and related 

industries at heart, and there is now a movement being inaugurated to 

organize the work of the State and the United States into a uniform 

system. 

Indiana is making splendid progress in forestry. Both the citizens of 

the State and the State itself are manifesting a spirit that tells for the 

future success of the work. The State is maintaining a well organized 

State department, with headquarters at the capitol, and has purchased 

and is supporting a forestry experimental station of 2,000 acres for the 

practical demonstration of timber culture for the education of the people 

in all useful knowledge pertaining thereto. It is the duty of the State 

Forestry Commission to collect, digest and classify information concern- 

ing timber culture, timber preservation, tree planting and general sylvicul- 

ture, and to submit plans and advice to the people of the State concerning 

the same. 

For the brief time (two and one-half years) that forestry, as a State 

institution, has been in operation, the sentiment and activity of all con- 

cerned are beyond criticism. As the past history of Indiana’s forests is 

not excelled by that of any other State, we may prophesy that the for- 

estry interests of Indiana will not be surpassed by that of any other 

State. No State in the Union has better opportunities for successful for- 

estry operations, no State has greater industrial and commercial demands 

than does our own State. It is one of the most internal problems of the 

day; and we, as patriotic citizens to the welfare of all, should give it 

heed. 

PUBLIC DRAINAGE. 

L. ERT SLACK, FRANKLIN. 

I do not know why the committee selected me to discuss “Public 

Drainage,’ unless they found out that I was part Irish, and knew the 

difference between a spade and a scoop shovel. I used to blow a bellows 

in a blacksmith shop, but I confess I am not much of a civil engineer. I 

do not own a farm, and the only real estate I have to drain is my back 
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yard, and i must confess that the snow got banked up in such a condition 

that the thaw came near draining all the water into my cistern. Being 

an attorney—about all the draining they do is to drain the money from 

the people’s pockets into their own—and when it comes to ditching—well, 

they occasionally get into the ditch. An attorney, however, ought to be a 

good authority on draining. <A ditch is generally a subterranean affair, 

and as to subterranean, underground matters attorneys are experts. 

So, after interviewing all my good Irish brethren on the subject of 

laying tile, and counseling with my county surveyor as to what the laws 

were on this subject, it was determined that I should purposely inflict 

upon you the injury your committee has provoked by telling you some 

things you already know. 

Now, the Legislature, theoretically, is all right, but, like a good many 

other ancient organizations, it has become modern and, therefore, a very 

uncertain quantity. I venture to say that if you were to collect the total 

amount of wisdom on the subject of drainage that is usually displayed in 

our Legislature, it would not be of as much practical value as the wisdom 

of a good civil engineer, a practical farmer and a person who has had five 

or ten years’ experience in ditching. There is no doubt but what a good, 

strong, well-read man could change eyery ditch law on our statute books 

if he were so determined and would make the effort in the Legislature. 

This, of course, is not due to the incapacity of our Legislature in general, 

but the subject of drainage is a scientific matter, and not every person is 

informed on the subject. It is “old straw’ in the Legislature, it has been 

repeatedly threshed over, and, like the old questions of ‘When Is Ground 

Hog Day?’ and “How Old Is Ann?’ it comes up every session in some 

form or other, and the general public runs the risk of something slipping 

through. It is my earnest hope that the Codifying Commission appointed 

by our Governor to codify the drainage and other laws will formulate a 

plain, sensible, practical and general law on this subject and that the 

next Legislature will pass it. Our present laws are too specific and are 

full of idle details. We need something more general, more liberal and 

less calculated to confuse the minds of the common people; in fact, that 

the lawyers can understand, at least. There are so few Philadelphia 

lawyers in my part of the State that sometimes we don’t agree about the 

laws and can not understand them. 

The present statutes upon the subject are fair, as compared with 

other States. Indiana at one time was a very swampy State, full of 

marshes and small ponds that were principally used as a loafing place 

for frogs and a sort of headquarters for mosquitoes. By a pretty fair 

system of drainage the farmers, who are after all the salt of the earth. 

have so drained our State that now we may go out of doors at night 

feeling that our friends will recognize us when we return, and our wives 

may stay at home while we go to lodge, and are not afraid of the beauti- 

ful, ecstatic and sweet music of a camp-meeting of bullfrogs as they sing 

their requiems of their departing heroes. 
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Under the present law any number of drains may be constructed on 

one water course and each drain having a separate and distinct allotment, 

when the whole drain could have and should have been constructed under 

one process of law and under one allotment. 

Everything should have a system. There is no use of trying to carry 

off an 8-inch flow of water with a 4-inch tile, and yet I have had more 

than one man come into my office and complain, and offer proof of this 

very kind of drain. In the city of Indianapolis they have a civil engineer, 

and if you want to construct a tile drain or a sewer this city civil engi- 

neer, with his expert knowledge and skill, lays out your work and you 

follow his plans. Why not have just as systematic drainage in the coun- 

try? An expert county surveyor or drainage commission ought to have 

power to control and regulate all our drains and make plans and specifica- 

tions of all that are constructed, whether public or private. The first 

question asked is, ‘Should a drain be constructed?” and in solving this 

question who ought to be the judge? It should be some man who knows. 

Our average viewers are not men of ability and learning in these 

particular matters, but our county commissioner, mindful of a half dozen 

votes that some faithful politician gave him toward his election, tries to 

pay the debt and square accounts by appointing his political friend as 

viewer. And, under the law, it must be a man not near the location of the 

drain and, consequently; as ignorant of the lay of the land as possible. 

Let us start right. If no drain is needful from a scientific investigation, 

made by a competent civil engineer, then don’t construct it. 

The less machinery, the better the machine. On the question of 

damages or benefits, let three good, competent farmers be selected to 

assess them. ; 

There is too much carelessness and considerable incompetency in the 

construction of drains. 

The size of tile, depth of ditch, its fall and particular location are 

important matters that should receive attention from competent, careful 

men. No man wants to pay for something he doesn’t get, and the con- 

struction of drains, good or bad, costs money. 

I have heard of very peculiar cases where men were assessed for 

constructing drains. 

One story is told (1 do not vouch for its being true) where a man was 

assessed more than any of his neighbors, and when he went to the viewers . 

and made his kick and demanded to know why he was assessed so high, 

he was told that it was because he had such a large family.” Another man 

Was assessed high because he raised a considerable quantity of onions 

each year, and the viewers thought the ditch would carry off the smell 

and thereby better protect the public health. 

Ditches do protect the public health, as well as improve the land, and 

right here let me say that this question of all our cities draining the filth 

of fifty, seventy-five or one hundred thousand people into our streams is 
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simply the rankest kind of injustice to our country people—a regular plan 

and organization to spread disease, and this matter should be attended 

to at once by our lawmakers. What is the use of farmers trying to pre- 

vent disease every spring? The swollen rivers carry the winter’s ac- 

cumulation of germs of all contagious diseases from our cities and deposit 

them on the farms, for our cattle, horses, hogs and even ourselves to take 

up in our every-day living. I know no subject that should appeal to the 

people more than this particular matter. While the farmers of our coun- 

try have drained our swamps and driven out malaria, the city folks are 

draining their slaughter-houses and pork-packing houses and ‘shipping it 

by water into the country. It is not worth while for me to denounce it 

further, as all feel deeply this rank injustice. 

One more matter; and I close. A good tile drain is better than an 

open ditch. If you can carry the water with a 20-inch or two 15-inch tile, 

it is better than to have an open ditch. There are several good reasons 

why the tile is the best. It is agreed, first, that a tile will drain more 

territory. I suppose this is due to the fact that the soil becomes accus- 

tomed to the filtration of the water in going to a tile drain, while in an 

open ditch the water goes most overground to the main ditch. 

Second, tile drains wash away no soil. No open ditch can be main- 

tained as it was when first built. It naturally washes away the sides. 

and, if obstructions arise, will try to change its course. 

Third, a tile drain does not take up any space. My observation is 

that farmers need all the land they can get, and even fence corners, and 

having a wide, open ditch through the farm often takes up much valuable 

soil and ofttimes divides your farm into fields that are neither necessary 

or useful. 

Fourth, a tile drain enriches the soil. Water, in getting to a tile 

drain, must filter through the soil. This makes the soil porous, and 

porous soil is always richer and more productive than hard, compact soil. 

The air can reach the roots of the plant better through porous soil, and 

plants must have air containing nitrogen. If the land is good and you 

want to ditch it, put your ditch deep as you ean conveniently, and, if your 

land is poor, put the ditch as near the surface as you can. This is best, 

because a ditch will hold moisture. 

Now, gentlemen, we all must realize that our future happiness de- 

pends largely upon our health and our pocket-book. The drains of this 

country have been the bitter enemy of our country doctors, and have de- 

creased the traffic in quinine; and we should hope that the subject of 

drains will be further extended, as it largely aids our farmers in making 

more money out of their farms. 

Thank. you. 
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INDIANA AT THE WORLD’S FAIR. ‘ 

W. W. STEVENS, SALEM. 

To the greatest exposition of all time—greatest in respect of lavish, 

important and interesting demonstration of the highest achievement of 

art, science and industry, as well as in extent of area and magnitude of 

construction—the Government of the United States and the authorities 

of the Universal Exposition invite your presence. This invitation the 

Indiana Commissioner would second and herewith, through your honor- 

able body, extend to the people of Indiana, and particularly the agricul- 

tural people, an urgent invitation to be present. We do this with a con- 

fidence inspired by personal inspection, having been an eye witness of 

the tremendous preparations now practically completed in the creation 

of the “Ivory City’ at St. Louis, and feeling certain that nothing ap- 

proaching this admirable enterprise and entertainment has ever before 

been projected or is at all likely to be equaled, much less surpassed, by 

our generation. 

Indiana will do herself proud with the $150,000 appropriation made 

by the last Legislature to collect and install exhibits of the various indus- 

tries that are bringing her wealth and reputation. 

In the agricultural display the sum of $20,000 will be expended to 

arrange a mammoth special corn exhibit, a general agricultural display, 

horticulture and live stock, and the interest that has been manifested by 

the good people, not only along these lines, but all others, presages a 

success that. will do great credit to our commonwealth. 

Special appropriations have been set aside to lay out fine displays in 

educational matters, woman’s work, mines and mining manufactures, 

stones, fine arts, and many other industries of which we are proud. 

The Indiana Building, now about completed, will be a credit to the 

State, and we have no hesitancy in saying that every Hoosier will be 

proud to own it and share in the hospitality that will be extened to all 

visitors. 

Besides providing the very best display that can be made with the 

appropriation placed at our disposal, especial attention will be paid to 

earing for all Indiana visitors, and to see that they get what they want. 

We would urge upon every one who can spare the time and means to 

spend a few weeks at this exposition. How the world’s best work can be 

seen housed in the most magnificent palaces ever built for such purposes! 

The student will have the rare privilege of attending an international 

congress of arts and sciences, and’ listening to lectures by the most 

learned men of every civilized country in the world—an opportunity 

which every young aspiring college student in the country should take 

advantage of. The inventor and mechanic will see the latest and best 
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mechanical ingenuity and get new ideas not found in books. The artist 

and architect will see a superb picture of beauty and harmony. The 

citizen who delights in foreign travel can see more strange sights and 

people in a ten days’ visit to St. Louis next summer than can be seen in 

a trip around the world. The farmer will find object lessons showing the 

possibilities in his calling that will inspire him to improved methods, with 

the assurance of richer rewards, and the young and old on pleasure bent 

will have more kinds of entertainment at this World’s Fair than they 

ever dreamed of, and can count on the best time of their lives. The 

economical and calculating can rejoice over the best bargain ever made 

by seeing a fifty-million-dollar show for fifty cents. 

PRACTICAL CO-OPERATION BY FARMERS. 

J. A. EVERITT, INDIANAPOLIS. 

Mr. President and Members of the Farmers’ Congress—I have not 

prepared a speech for this occasion. I want to talk to you a few minutes, 

then I want you to ask me any questions that may occur to you about co- 

operation by farmers, and any and all troubles that you have on the farm, 

and I will tell you how they can be cured on the plan of the American 

Society of Equity. 

I need not tell you that farmers can organize, because they have 

organized before. They were the first people to organize and try co-opera- 

tion on a large scale. That they did not have a perfect plan is not to be 

wondered at. It would have been surprising if the first attempt of any 

large class to co-operate for mutual benefit had been successful. Since 

then, however, we have seen every important industry and profession and 

labor organize and co-operate successfully. At the beginning of the twen- 

tieth century we find the extraordinary condition that the farmers are 

really the only people in the country who are not organized and agriculture 

the only industry that a set of self-appointed people who produce nothing 

attend to the most vital part of the business, viz., price the products. 

It is a fact that can not be successfully disputed that there is not a 

crop raised on the farms that the farmers independently put the value on 

it. True, in some localities the price secured is above the city prices, or 

a few farmers raise superior goods and can demand an extra price, but 

even these are limited and tempered by prices made in the cities by boards 

of trade, food trusts, packers’ combines, cotton factors, commission men, 

cold storage companies, ete. Manufacturers, merchants, laborers, and 

even professional men spend some money to secure .a market for their 

goods. Oftentimes manufacturers expend as much to market their prod- 

4 
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ucts as it costs to make them. Merchants appropriate a large per cent. 

of their receipts to advertising and display to make good markets. Pro- 

fessiona] men pay liberally to protect their professions, and laborers turn 

a considerable percentage of their wages into their union to insure per- 

manency of good wages. So it is with every class and with every industry 

but farming. The farmer and his family work as hard as they can, long ~ 

hours at the hardest labor to produce as big crops as possible, and then 

dump them into the hands of a set of non-producers who are the slickest 

set of individuals in the world to hold and manipulate until the world 

wants them for consumption. It is strange but true that in the enormous 

effort farmers are making to increase the production of their crops, which 

is the most approved method to commit suicide (the larger the crop the 

lower the price), they are goaded on and encouraged by the farm press, 

agricultural colleges and farmers’ institutes, which never have a word of 

advice as to how to get a good price for the crops. 

Former farmers’ societies were organized primarily to buy cheaply. 

In other words, to pull business down to a level with agriculture. The 

American Society of Equity is being established to secure a profitable 

price for every crop farmers grow; in other words, to build agriculture up 

on a level with the best business in the country. The first and great ob- 

ject of the society is to secure profitable prices for all farm products. 

No difference how much a thing may be desired, if it is impossible of 

attainment, expense and effort to accomplish it will be lost. The first 

object of the American Society of Equity is desirable, and it is possible of 

attainment. When it is accomplished all other good things for farmers 

will follow, and every serious farm problem, like labor, boys on the farm, 

education, improvements, fertility, good roads, ete., will speedily be solved. 

The question, therefore, is, How can farmers through the American 

Society of Equity secure profitable prices for farm products? I reply 

briefly, by controlled marketing. To elaborate more fully I will explain 

as follows: The headquarters of the Society is at Indianapolis, Ind. This 

is called the National Union. Farmers are being enrolled as members of 

the National Union all over the country, and wherever ten or more can 

get together a local union is formed. The affairs of the society are man- 

aged by a board of directors. One of the chief duties of the board of di- 

rectors is to decide the price of each crop as it is produced. This is called 

the minimum price, below which none of the crop should be sold. This 

price is communicated to all members, so they have the same advice, al- 

ways at the same time. The medium of communication is an official paper 

published twice a month, and which it is proposed to publish weekly as 

soon as the society develops sufficiently. This minimum price will also 

be printed by other newspapers, so farmers not members will have the 

same information; in fact, we expect it will be printed in all papers print- 

ing market reports, because it will be the market price. It is hoped to 
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secure a million members for the society in a comparatively short time, 

when we predict enough of any crop can be controlled in marketing to 

compel the minimum price. Please understand that we don’t expect 

every one of the million to do exactly as they may be directed about 

marketing. We don’t expect anybody to hold when inconvenient nor to 

market when they don’t want to, but we claim that among the million 

enough will be found who can and will hold back their crops, if neces- 

sary to make and maintain the price. All we want is enough to represent 

the balance of power. Or, to state it differently, to represent that part of 

any crop that appears on the market sometimes and makes a temporary 

surplus, as to teach farmers that as their crops are consumed in a year 

they must market them over a year and keep them out of public ware- 

houses and elevators. 

Please, also, understand that, while the society is getting its millions, 

there will be millions who are not members and will do the very things 

the society contends for because they are right, reasonable and equitable. 

Although the society has less than 100,000 members, the truths it promul- 

gated about the equity of dollar wheat spread so generally that farmers 

did regulate their marketing and did compel a gradual advance in the 

price until it reached the price we set—one dollar. 

Farmers can organize, because they have done so. Farmers will 

co-operate when it pays them to do so, as it will when the object is prof- 

itable prices. Farmers can control marketing. It is the simplest thing 

they ever undertook. Nothing complicated about it at all. They don’t 

need daily advice. All they need to know is the value of the crop when 

produced at the base market, the cost of transportation; and that gives 

them the farm price. Now the only other thing to do is to sell at your 

price when the buyer will give it, and stop the minute he won’t. When 

the year is around all the crop will be sold, because the world must 

have it; and you will have got your price. Consumers will pay a fair 

price for your goods if they can not get them at an unfairly low price. 

The world has not produced a surplus crop for many years. Therefore. 

why may farmers not get a fair price for what the world absolutely must 

have, our food supplies? I have touched on this matter very briefly. It 

is a very prolific subject, and I advise every farmer to think seriously and 

give some attention to the distributing end of his business, as well as the 

producing end. 

Replying. to Mr. Templeton’s statement that he is opposed to a 

farmers’ union to price their products and to all unions, I want to ask 

him or any farmer, Why have not farmers a right to price their goods? 

Somebody prices them. Have the speculators or gamblers a better right? 

Has the food trust a better right? Has the middleman a better right? 

Has the groceryman or miller a better right? When you drive right up 

to the grocery with a load of potatoes or to the mil] with a load of wheat, 

what legal or moral bond compels you to ask, “What will you give me 

27— Agri. 
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for them?’ What curse rests on you that prevents you from saying, 

“My price is so much.” The trouble is not that we have unions, but that 

we have not enough unions. This country wants one more great national 

union, as broad as our country, founded on equity, which every man and 

woman can join and be the better for belonging. The greatest union of 

all, that will temper other unions and even compel an equitable, strong 

government! This is what the American Society of Equity aims to be. 

Its plan is broad enough, its objects are good enough; it rests with the 

farmers if they will build it up quickly. 

FARMERS’ MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES’ UNION OF 

! INDIANA. 

H. L. NOWLIN, LAWRENCEBURG. 

This is an organization of the mutual insurance companies of the 

State and has a membership of thirty. While this seems small, we have 

nearly every company of which the secretary has knowledge sufficient to 

locate the secretary of the local company. There are supposed to be 

near one hundred and fifty local companies in Indiana, and it is the desire 

of the Union to get all of these to join it. With this end in view, we ask 

that you send to H. L. Nowlin, Lawrenceburg, Ind., the name of the com- 

pany within your knowledge, together with the name and address of the 

secretary of said company. . 

According to the reports sent to the Union, there must be consider- 

ably over $200,000,000 of insurance carried by these mutual companies; 

and these reports also show that the average cost in the mutual com- 

panies is about 20 cents on each $100.00 of insurance per year, which 

means a saving to the farmers of over $600,000 per year in the matter 

of insurance. This is likely a very low estimate, as some companies 

carry six million dollars and more, while a very few carry less than one 

million. One thing is very noticeable in the reports, and that is the very 

small loss by lightning where buildings are properly rodded. In fact, so 

few rodded buildings are struck at all, that it might be said that rods 

afford complete protection, as I believe every one that has been reported 

as struck was only slightly damaged. 

Now, I will again request that you assist in giving information that 

will get all the companies in the State into the Union, that all may be 

mutually benefited. I thank you for this opportunity, and will mail a 

complete report of the 1904 meeting of the Union to any person request- 

ing the same and sending a two-cent stamp to pay postage. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

We, the undersigned committee in regard to the President’s address, 

feel that the address, to have the full and best effect, should be published 

in full in the report of this Congress. 

WILSON COREY, Chairman, 

ELLIS HOUSH, 

aN COMLON: 

Committee. 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION. 

To amend section 2, of the constitution, to read: 

Sec. 2. This Congress shall be composed of one or more delegates 

from each county in the State; one or more delegates from each congres- 

sional district, and two delegates for the State at large; the district and 

State at large delegates being the regular credentialed delegates to the 

National Farmers’ Congress; one delegate from the State Horticultural 

Society; one delegate from the Department of State Forestry and one 

delegate from the Prudue School of Agriculture. 

To amend section 8, by cutting out the last five words of the section, 

to read: 

See. 8. The chairman of each County Farmers’ Institute of the 

State shall be the regular delegate to represent his county. Hach county 

and supplementary institute is requested to select in open session one or 

more “associate” delegates. Each county shall be entitled to only one 

vote, except the district vote. If any delegate is unable to attend, he 

shall appoint his own alternate, who shall have all the rights and privi- 

leges of the regular delegate. Any farmer in the State may be an asso- 

ciate delegate, with all the privileges of the regular delegates. 

W. H. NEWSOM, Mover. 

J. G. PERRY, Second. 

To amend section 10, by changing the words “first Tuesday in Febru- 

ary” to the words ‘‘second Tuesday in December,” to read: 

Sec. 10. This Congress of Farmers shall assemble annually on the 

second Tuesday in December, and in special sessions upon call of the 

Executive Committee, and the Congress shall, in open session, determine 

the place for holding the annual meeting. 

D. F. MAISH, Mover. 

A. P. BURNSIDE, Second. 



PROCEEDINGS 

OF, THE 

Forty-Fourth Annual Meeting 

OF THE 

Indiana Horticultural Society 
HELD IN THE STATE HOUSE 

DECEMBER 7th and 8th, 1904. 

The forty-fourth annual meeting of the Indiana Horticultural Society 

was called to order at 1:30 p. m., Wednesday, December 7, 1904, with 

President Warder W. Stevens in the chair, who said: 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I am glad to meet and greet so many of you 

here at the opening session of our annual meeting. As many of you know, 

our summer meeting was omitted because of the fact that nearly all of 

the horticulturalists in the State were engaged in the work of collecting 

and sending fruits to the World’s Fair at St. Louis, and on account of 

this it was thought best to omit our summer meeting. I think we should 

now make it up by putting in good time here along various lines of useful 

things that will be of interest to the Indiana Horticultural Society, 

We will now take up our regular program. The first will be an invo- 

cation by A. W. Shoemaker, of Daleville, Indiana. 

A. W. Shoemaker: Our Father and our God, as we assemble 

here this afternoon we recognize that it is fitting that we should call 

upon Thee and ask Thee to send forth Thy blessing and Tny benediction 

upon us in the hours and days that we are assembled here together. 

Grant that we may realize that we are laboring together with Thee, and 

that without Thee we can do nothing; that all we have and are, or ever 

hope to be comes from Thee, the true and the living God. We come into 

Thy presence this afternoon realizing and recognizing that without ‘vhee 

we can do nothing, and we call for Thy assistance in all that we may at- 

tempt, and grant, dear Heavenly Father, that something may he accom- 

(420) 
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plished in these meetings for the uplifting and betterment of our people. 

Grant that the means of education which this Society shall use shall be 

for the promulgation of the true, the beautiful and the good. We ask 

that 'Thy blessings may rest upon the exercises of the hour, and upon the 

persons here assembled, and grant that it may be the means of such an 

education as shall be of benefit to our people in the State, and that our — 

people may be better able and qualified tor the purpose for which they 

have been called. Give us Thy blessings while we shall live, and when 

death comes may we be gathered home as Thy children. We ask It in 

Thy name. Amen. 

President Stevens: 1 wish to name some of the committees 

which we shall need at this meeting in order that they may take up their 

work as soon as it is ready. The committee to pass on the fruit and 

flower exhibit shall consist of E. Y. Teas, W. H. Lafuse and Mrs. H. M. 

Stout. 

The Auditing Committee shall consist of J. C. Radcliff, John Apple 

and C. N. Lindley. ; 

There may be some other committees, but they will not be appointed 

here, but will be appointed as they are required. 

Is Mr. Swaim, the Vice-President in the room? Mr. Swaim, will you 

please take the chair? 

Chairman Swaim: The next topic upon the program is the Presi- 

dent’s address by W. W. Stevens. 

Mr. W. W. Stevens: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—The 

annual meetings of the Indiana Horticultural Society are always occa- _ 

sions of interest to progressive fruit-growers, who strive to keep pace 

with the world’s progress. Each year the wideawake horticulturist picks 

up new ideas or makes new discoveries along some line of his work that 

are revelations to every other horticulturist, and the object of these meet- 

ings is for us to come together, compare notes and scatter broadcast any 

information we may have obtained by reading, investigation or experi- 

ment. 

This is a business meeting and we are glad to note the practical 

trend of the present-day farmers’ and fruit-growers’ gatherings. In many 

places we notice that local pomological and horticultural societies are 

having their “orchard field days.” These meets are held in orchards, 

where the methods can be demonstrated with the real objects at hand. 

It seems that such surroundings should inspire a society to seek after 

those things which will aid its members in their everyday work. This 

is a very practical age in which we live, and in our business we must be 

very practical if we would win the greatest success. I would not discourage 

wholesome, entertaining meetings among farming classes, for there 

is as urgent need for the latter as there is for the former. Good social 
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times and entertainments will do more to keep the young man and woman 

from contracting the ‘city fever” than any other factor. But when a 

business meeting is announced, make it a business affair, and the infor- 

mation you will receive will generally be in a more available form than 

when diluted with many discussions. If men come to a meeting expecting 

‘to get other’s experience to compare with their own they want it to be 

practical, i. e., given in a simple form, and it is this that we are coming to 

see in the trend of these meetings. 

Time is valuable, and whoever is reading a paper or delivering an ad- 

dress before a meeting of this kind is monopolizing as much time as the 

length of his or her paper or address, multiplied by the number of per- 

sons present. Then, be brief; be explicit, be practical in your work. Flow- 

ers in their place and flowery language and poetry are admirable, but 

geraniums in corrfields and purely oratorical flights in the midst of purely 

practical matters are weedy and should be plucked out. 

If the year 1904 had been left off the calendar or Indiana fruit-growers 

with all their trees and fruits could have slept over until 1905, many 

think it might have been as well. While there may have been satisfac- 

tory results with some fruits in a few favored localities, frosts, droughts 

and unseasonable conditions generally cut the heart out of both pleasure 

and profit of the 1904 fruit crop. Insect and fungus troubles have in- 

creased and the year has been noted for fruit of inferior quality and 

profits very far from satisfactory. Those whose business it has been to 

scour the State for fine specimens of fruit to exhibit at the World’s Fair 

at St. Louis can best testify to the truth of the above statements. 

I fear that very few of us realize what the vast increase in wealth, 

prosperity and refinement among our American people mean to the fruit- 

growing interests of the country. I thing I am safe in saying that where 

a dollar’s worth of fruit was consumed ten years ago ten dollars’ worth 

is wanted now. And unless all signs fail, one hundred dollars’ worth 

will be required to supply the demand ten years hence, and the Indiana 

fruit-grower should be prepared to supply his share of fruits that may be 

wanted. 

This demand, however, is going to be for finer and better fruit, care- 

fully graded and selectel, honestly packed in attractive packages of such 

size as can best be transported directly as possible from field and or- 

chard to consumer. 

Don’t imagine for a moment that you will ever see the markets 

glutted with high-grade fruits. Commercial orcharding offers a most 

profitable opening to all who embark in the business and are willing to 

do things well. I believe that a ten-acre farm in any good fruit section 

of the State, if rightly planted and cultivated in small fruits and orchard, 

will give better support to a family than a two-thousand salary in the 

city. While a twenty-five-acre orchard on some of our hill lands is a 

far better investment than a ten-thousand-dollar life insurance policy. We 
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know of fruit lands in our State that are made to net their cost value 

each year from the sale of fruits grown thereon, and they are priced at 

from $100 up per acre. 

The soil and climatic conditions of Indiana for fruit growing are equal 

to the average of the country, while our nearness to large markets gives 

us a great advantage over many other fruit-growing States. With a net- 

work of electric lines covering a large area of our State, the trolley ex- 

press, rural mail delivery and most important of all, the parcel post that 

is coming next to handle our lighter and more valuable products quickly 

and cheaply, the Indiana land owner has bright prospects before him in 

commercial horticulture. 

The best business in sight today for energetic, educated young men 

and women, if they love the soil and trees and plants that can be grown 

thereon, is commercial horticulture on Indiana lands adapted to fruit cul- 

ture. 

The State now appropriates the sum of $1,500 to advance the interests 

of horticulture. This Society has the management and control of this 

fund. At the end of each year we are required to show where and how 

this money has been expended. I think the time has come when we 

should make an effort to get out into some new paths that may lead to a 

more rapid development of the fruit industry. To this end I would sug- 

gest that such sections of our State as are specially adapted to the grow- 

ing of any kind of fruit be advertised as liberally as our means will al- 

low, thus informing the world what we have, what we can do, as well as 

the cheapness of available lands. 

Apple storage has become one of the most important features of the 

fruit industry. It enables the fruit-grower to have a good market for 

his products the year round instead of about seven months in the year. 

The grower and handler must learn what varieties are suitable for stor- 

age and what are not, what conditions must be provided to secure the 

best and most economical results, and at what time and under what con- 

ditions the different varieties must be put upon the market. Our experi- 

ence at the World’s Fair has shown us that apples are exceedingly vari- 

able in length of keeping. Some varieties cannot be placed in cold storage 

profitably at all. The problem of selecting varieties and storing them 

properly is, therefore, a complex one and this Society should take the 

matter in hand and solve it in so far at least as the producer is inter- 

ested. 

The matter of getting the producer and consumer as near together as 

possible should be looked into carefully and every encouragement possible 

extended to those who are operating commercial orchards. 

I think our funds will justify it, and the importance of our fruit in- 

terests demand that we empower our Secretary to give his entire time to 

this work, the same to be carried on under the instruction and advice of 
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the Executive Commitiece. We should also ask for a room to be set apart 

in the State House for our exclusive use for an office where our property 

may be secure. 

In fine, let us at this meeting plan to do something, and not put in 

all our time telling what we have done in the past or speculating about 

the future. pos 

Chairman Swaim: I believe it is customary to refer the address of 
the President to a committee for action. 

Mr. Flick: The program says discussion and reference. 

Chairman Swaim: Then we will have the discussion before the refer- 

ence. Has anyone any remarks to offer upon the suggestions of Mr. 

Stevens? If they have, we should be glad to hear them now. 

Mr. Flick: I do not feel like discussing this paper, and I shall not 

discuss it, but I just want to say that I like the recommendations, which 
will make this Society a more stable one. and one that will give our So- 
ciety a permanent headquarters and a place where the horticulturists of 

our State who are visiting the city may have a place to call and get such 

information as they feel they need. I think we should have an office which 
is kept open. I especially like that recommendation. I have found that — 

we are hampered for help for a great many things. There are many things 

which should be done and which would be-very useful for the Society 

and would make money for the growers of fruit of the State. but they 

can not be done properly, therefore they are not attempted at all. The 

office at this time keeps a very accurate crop report. which has been very 

useful and is called for by different parties in the United States. Now, 
we ought to have a closer connection with each fruit-grower in the State 

so that we might be able to refer him to the best places for marketing 

his fruit. The Secretary has done this to some small extent, which has 

been a benefit to some fruit growers. We should have a list of the or- 

chards in the State and the comparative amount which they produce each 

year. These and many other things should be done which would be of 

use to horticulturists and advance the interests of the State. 

Mr. Ratliff: The Secretary did not intimate where it would be proper 

to have this office, and inasmuch as we have a room here in the State 

House, Room No. 11, which was set apart for our use, I do not see but 

what that wonld be the one that would be available for this office if 

this suggestion should be carried out. 
I like the idea advanced by the President of incorporating the fruit- 

growers and a dissemination of the idea of better fruit interests, and a™ 
dissemination of the knowledge to those ontside of our own State. I fur- 

thermore endorse the idea of having a list of the fruit-growers available 
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so that when the shippers and consumers desire a list for the purpose of 

patronizing our home growers it can be furnished without much trouble. 

I have been called upon a number of times not only by men in our own 

State, but in others, to furnish a list of such fruit-growers as grow fruits 

that would meet their demands, and when we furnish such a list as this 

the fruit-growers are profited thereby. The only reason I can see why 

an objection should be raised in regard to the office would be to find 

some one that would take charge of it. It would be all right if visitors 

came in every day, but if there were only callers two or three times 2 

week, or three or four times a month, the man that had it in charge 

might feel pretty lonesome sometimes, but this will not be the case. We 

will have plenty of visitors. I think this arrangement will be fine if it 

can only be carried out, then horticulturists can come and talk over 

matters of business and make such arrangements as they think neces- 

sary, and if the Secretary did not happen to be there someone would be 

there who would have charge of the books and other things belonging to 

the Society. 

Mr. Teas: My understanding is that this room was built under the 

direction of the Indiana Horticultural Society in co-operation with the 

State House Commissioners for the special purpose of using it for the 

Horticultural Society, and it seems to be that they have as good a right 

to that room as anyone else has to any other room in the State House. I 

do not see why that room is not good enough. I may be mistaken about 

this, but this is my understanding. 

I think the President’s message informs us that there are probably 

only a few places in the State where fruit-growers can succeed, or where 

fruit growing is possible. I do not believe there is a township in the 

State but what has good fruit land, and a man of good common sense 

need not go to other States to find land that is good.for fruit. 

Mr. Zion: It seems to me that this argument is out of line with Mr. 

Stevens’ suggestions. As far back as I can remember this Society has 

conducted its business according to certain routine lines because of the 

fact that our means were limited. So far as I can see I think we are los- 

ing a good opportunity. We have kept on these old plans for the last ten 

or fifteen years. I think we should take advantage of the opportunity we 

have for raising good fruit, and if our people will not do it we must 

advertise for those out of the State who desire to go into this business. 

It takes money to show up a good industry, but this will pay. Look at 

California and Colorado. I can remember back in the history of Califor- 

nia when the fruit-growing interests of that State were not much better 

thought of than ours are here today. They discovered that they had an 

opportunity to grow fruit. Men came from the East—wealthy men—and 

built up beautiful homes, and they commenced the work of advertising 
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the State, and they never stopped until the good old State had invested 

forty thousand dollars a year for horticultural purposes. Mr. DeLong, 

who holds the same position that Mr. Flick does, received three thousand 

dollars a year for staying in the office and answering calls of the farmers 

and growers of fruit. Men coming to the city will, nine times out of ten, 

go to the horticultural office. At that office they have a splendid collec- 

tion of the best information that can be got for different sections of the 

State and various kinds of fruit. California never made a better invest- 

ment, and neither could she haye made a better investment when she 

paid this man three thousand dollars as a salary. It raised the land from 

ten to twenty-five dollars an acre up to twenty-five hundred dollars, and 

it surprises me that the land owners of Indiana permit themselves to let 

their land go on as they have been doing and do not attempt to avail 

themselves of this golden opportunity. I think we should have ten thou- 

sand dollars a year. This is an insignificant sum when we consider the 

splendid opportunities which we have to make an investment. I think 

we should get out of this routine work and try to do some head work. 

At the World’s Fair people from all over the United States were surprised 

at the apples that were grown in Indiana. They never thought we could 

do it. There is a feeling over the whole State that we have a great op- 

portunity, and it strikes me that this is the time we want to make use 

of it. We want a reasonable, respectable appropriation and we will try 

to make use of it. We do not believe in crimping a good work. When 

the land owners see that they will get a great benefit from fruit growing 

they will turn their attention to it. When a man that owns only forty 

acres of land has an orchard of four or five acres on it, it almost doubles 

the value of the land, and it makes enjoyment and comfort for the boys 

and girls and all the family. I think we should get ten thousand dollars 

from the State. 

Mr. Kingsbury: After that admirable speech of Mr. Zion’s I think 

there ought to be a suggestion made like this, and the suggestion ought 

to be acted upon. That is, that we appoint a committee here to make a 

report, one to the Senate and one to the House, concerning these mat- 

ters, and that we make a showing of the Indiana fruit which has been 

produced in the fruit districts of our State, and at the same time show 

what might be done all over the State with a certain appropriation, as 

Mr. Zion has suggested—ten thousand dollars—to carry on the work. 

This committee should endeavor to get this appropriation. Indiana is 

naturally a fruit-growing State, and it is helped by the large markets 

all around it, and if we had this appropriation we would soon get back 

the ten thousand dollars. I think we should expect this appropriation. 

President Stevens: I would just add a word of explanation with 

regard to an office. I suggested that we secure a room exclusively for 

this purpose. Room 11 is used for public meetings. The Secretary has 
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spoken to me about this matter several times. There is no way of keep- 

ing things secure when we are only here one day in the week. The 

remainder of the time this room is used for all sorts of meetings, and 

our property is carried away, and it is impossible for us to keep it un- 

less we have a room of our own, for we cannot even keep it under lock 

and key. It seems to me that we should have a room that is exclusively 

our own, 

Mr. Kingsbury: It has been suggested here that all kinds of fruit 

will grow in every county of the State. There are certain localities where 

certain kinds do better than certain other kinds, and another county 

where other things will grow to a better advantage, so I think we should 

find out just where these places are, and grow fruit accordingly. Along 

this line I think our information should be investigated and published to 

the world. It seems to me that we should have more money from the 

State thnn we have been having. At the last Legislature we had an ap- 

propriation of fifteen hundred dollars. We must go before them again. 

We must advance and get out of our old ruts. We must keep pace with 

the other States along this line, and if we can show that we are advancing 

the work there will be no trouble in getting almost any appropriation 

which we may ask for. We have started an experimental orchard. The 

Society paid for the farm and the State gave us an appropriation to carry 

it on. If we will select persons from among the horticulturists of the 

State to carry on this work in different portions of the State and advance 

the interests I have no doubt but what the State Legislature, when they 

see that we are doing the work well, will come to us with an appropria- 

tion, a liberal appropriation, but before they will do this we must show 

them that we are trying to do something. We should do this before we 

ask for an increase in the appropriation. It is our place, therefore, to be- 

gin taking advanced steps and commencing something more than we have 

yet done. We should advertise more liberally and extensively than we 

have in the past to keep abreast with the other States. This is the reason 

I make these suggestions. 

Chairman Swaim: Is there anything else along this line? 

Mrs. Robbins: Would you like to have a woman rise and tell you 

what she thinks? I would just like to tell you what I think. If there 

were a headquarters in Marion County every woman could see that it 

would be a benefit to the Society, for when we come to Indianapolis we 

would like to have some one of whom we could ask questions and get 

information. I think we should have a place where we could receive 

counsel. Some one said that it would be a lonesome job for a man to sit 

there all day without any callers. Well, then, put a woman in there, for 

she could bring her knitting. (Applause.) She would lose no time, I am 

sure. I also know this, that the women of Indiana who are interested in 
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horticulture need more information than they have. This would inspire 

the women, and therefore inspire the men, and you would find in an- 

other year if you should start this, as has been suggested, that you would 

have to move more chairs in instead of moving some out, in order to make 

things look right. We would have a large meeting, because Indiana is a 

horticultural State, as all Indianians know. All we need is more en- 

thusiasm. 

Chairman Swaim: If there is nothing further I shall refer this mat- 

ter to the committee, and if there is any further action to be taken it can 

be taken when the report of the committee is heard. This committee 

shall consist of J. M. Zion, H. M. Stout and L. B. Custer. 

President Stevens, I turn the chair over to you. 

Mr. Swaim: If you will allow me just one moment I would like to 

say afew words. This is our forty-fourth meeting. My recollection does 

not go back forty-four years, but as far as it does go back the meetings 

have been called to order by the chairman pounding on the desk with 

his fist or with his pen knife. I do not think it is exactly right for us to 

permit our Chairman to endanger his fists in this manner or ruin his 

knife or the desk by pounding on the desk with it for order, and so I 

have provided here an instrument which is commonly called a gavel. 

This gavel is made in the shape of an apple barrel. It is made out of an 

apple tree, the wood being taken from one of the old pioneer apple trees 

of St. Joseph County. I wish to present this to the Society for the use 

of the Chairman. The tree from which this wood was taken was said 

to have borne when living twenty different varieties of apples, and so it 

might have been called a family tree. 

President Stevens, I place this in your care, hoping that it may never 

fall in less worthy hands. (Applause.) 

President Stevens: I will say on behalf of the Society that we are 

pleased to have this gift from one of our members, and we will treasure 

it up in the archives of this Society for future time. I know ‘that it is an 

instrument which we have needed for a long time, and I know we are all 

glad to get it. 

Sylvester Johnson: Mr. President, I move you that a vote of thanks 

be extended to Mr. Swaim for his valuable gift to this Society. 

Mr. E. Y. Teas: I second the motion. 

(The motion was voted upon and unanimously carried.) 

President Stevens: The next number on the program is the Secre- 

tary’s report. 
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SECRETARY’S FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE YEAR ENDING 

OCTOBER 31, 1904. 

RECEIPTS. 
1903. 

October sis balancesont nandrys sore sees iene eran ooh eee S29R0G 

November 1. Received from the Auditor of State............. 1,500 00 

ROTAE TECCLDUtSicis coo at eae ae nas eo cision baer LD 2o: OO 

EXPENDITURES. 
1903. 

December 3. J. C. Grossman for expenses attending Board meet- 

HNN Bot vayes ae eos Pay 20s Tole oh Sets fone, 5 oS aD Sas aysa eT Cale oh RGN Sue Taeen, BLA le enone $12 50 

December 3. W. C. Reed for expenses attending Board meeting 9 00 

December 3. Caleb W. King for expenses attending Board meet- 

HTT Rae ean ee Vesa at. aie ERO TA RUS ame Shae RTONTN De id ot, aa toi ke pate Bike 5 00 

December 8. A. W. Shoemaker for expenses attending Board 

: DIVES GUNS Recrcnares sre kath cp aenahs SSNs Svein: SuSayESS Ghasee ole Moons cra laper tie: cte Tends 1 10 

December 38. H. W. Henry for expenses attending Board meet- 

= ES TVR ae SR aS oR) LS et GN eae aa er es Se Gn RL 11 90 
December 3. James ‘Troop for expenses attending Board meet- 

FUDD SR raniag ye Mets ar cry cvce(isy tue teenie shotonrs ialtave eTst mal cace eval al aleuer ota ete eriacs es erenttee ar ane iets 6 35 

December 3. Joe A. Burton for salary Superintendent Experi- 

POGKEH Oy re OVW OEE HS Senta me ae wn ec tee ee hee aR KR SAS Mee eet er eee nS ee er 125 00 

December 3. W. B. Flick on salary as Secretary................ 75 00 
December 3. H. H. Swaim for expenses attending Board meet- 

TOES Stee ea ae BRE IO REISE Seer igen Rie retin os eee ae etd 11 60 

December 3. Warder W. Stevens for expenses attending Board 

MUNG LPT EL sei eel caeseas een a eas aie etc ser sah ea ae a areata merece nlc lecle Mrroneaets credits 12 50 

December 3. H. W. Collingwood for attending annual meeting. . 50 00 

December 3. E. Y. Teas for attending Board meeting and clerk 8 75 

December 3. Sentinel Printing Co., printing, postals and sta- 

ML ONT ETRY aa actiay ce stems ora totes oo sees ee is, Sst anaa ere afer Mata ta an eee ome wiesis Wdealetial ceeeer 21 60 

December 3. Walter S. Ratliff, expenses attending Board meet- 

ITN Omer Wares oracle te lotr eave katte he oderav aks vee eelause ott) hose, Se Sake ree Eee eae 5 00 

December 3. Sylvester Johnson, expenses attending Board meet- 

ins and legislative. COmmMiIttCeMAN. ==... ac oo cic ou-lo/-telee See ee 20 00 

December so. -S. Johnson for. premiums paid. cc sau. ae ee eo wee 56 00 

December. 3. Ella A. Shera for reporting annual meeting....... 30 V0 

December 3. W. B. Flick, to reimburse him for amount over- 

Ope TG LA Mieteyz SRD ULE) DAs Gen cha RGU TONET Can CRT RETO Ac CCT cae 43 50 

December 3. Joe A. Burton for expenses Hxperimental Orchard 11 70 

1904. 

Mehbruary 26.) AUStUMeEDEnN yy ATCOMNeY S fees. 2 +.222 sees sae: 10 00 
¢ 
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August 26. WW. °B. Elick on salary as Secretary... <--> ---).--01- 150 00 

September 17. S. Johnson for premiums paid at State Fair..... 98 50 

October 7. Joe A. Burton, Superintendent Experimental Orchard, 

PON a ee ene ee ree eae ree ee Soe re ane 125 00 

October 7. W. B. Flick on salary as Secretary..............-+.-. 150 00 

October 28. W. B. Flick for office expenses..............:..... 163 92 

October 28. Ella A. Shera for reporting Kendallville Horticul- 

tural wimStitute re asec See oe SOE eee oe EE ne 50 00 

October 28. S. Johnson for expenses as Treasurer.............. 50 00 

October 28. Pratt Printing Co., balance printing monograph.... 40 00 

October 28. Ella A. Shera, balance on stenographic work...... 20 00 

Total expenditures ...... See ord teat aoe wel erage LAG Ob ners oie eee $1,498 92 

Balance On Vand 15 ots As Rec, 20st hl on dae ce carewass bac ISR eee ie ee ee 30 14 

Respectfully submitted, 

W. B. FLICK, Secretary. 

Spreciric APPROPRIATION FOR A FENCE AROUND THE EXPERIMENTAL 

ORCHARD. 

RFCEIPTS. 

Received from the State.......... BE ee et oe a8, $250 00 

Motal VECCUPES: sake sc ikeaheseeeee canats easy acerca a cto apie Rete ees $250 00 

F XPENDITURFS. 

Paid for material, labor and construction of the fence around the 

Hxperimental (Orchards oso 2 ee ee te ee, eae mas oe aaa a eee $245 73 

Balance-unexpendedy= >. ee. ors tee noes oo ee aioe fe eee deme det ewes 4 27 

$250 00 

Respectfully submitted, 

W. B. FLICK, Secretary. 

President Stevens: ‘The next on the program is the Treasurer’s re- 

port. 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

RECEIPTS. 

1903. 

November <i. Balance “itt, Treasurys. <n.% se meet ae et sete ee $29 06 

November 1. Amount received from State..................... 1,500 00 

Total receipts stictac ose See dae ee Ee One $1,529 06 
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EXPENDITURES. 
1903. - - 

December 3. Paid on warrants Nos. 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73 to 

74, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 88, 84, 85, 86, 88. November 1, 

GOA 90S Oe 92 93.042 199, 96-97 ANG OSs .cas -\s oie eve oreo oe DL AV OA IS 

all iin Genie tN CAS UA tala perc Rees en pete sposer ois (aay stews apaior ess « Shs (oicrerenarees ower 30 14 

Respectfully submitted, 

SYLVESTER JOHNSON, [reasurer. 

I 

Specrric APPROPRIATION FOR THE FENCE AROUND THE EXPERIMENTAL 

ORCHARD. 

RECEIPTS. 

Re ceivedahrOmMethestates a. eects sem der ercis sree heii ck cee ere ae eee 5250 OO 

TOTALS TECCLPUSH -cterels com ers. «csty somie wee ole season aGhn hase om nie ee OUT OO 

EXPENDITURES. 

Material, labor and construction of fence around Experimental 

(OH EEL AY Teo WB ASS Ne ei eC Wy PARR ORER CNRS chee DECIR ROR RCO Iie PONCE he RY x2 sd | 

BaAlANCERMNEX PEM CO ea chiccsronc Glevetsorte Tes eredis, scale suaie, cone Shesenar ave de ese ea ee 4 27 

$250 00 

Respectfully submitted, 

SYLVESTER JOHNSON, Treasurer. 

Sylvester Johnson: It is hardly worth while to go over these items be- 

cause they agree with the Secretary’s exactly. The balance in the Treas- 

urer’s hands at the end of the year was $29.06. Immediately after or on 

November ist I received $1,500.00 from the State, so that makes the 

amount in the treasury $1,529.06, and the expenditures are just exactly as 

the Secretary has given them. I think there is no use repeating it, but I 

wish the Auditing Committee would look over all the vouchers that are 

filed with the State Auditor. He requires the Treasurer to file his yvouch- 

ers. I hope this committee will go over to the Auditor’s office, which is 

right across the way, and examine them and see if they agree with the 

report. 

Mr. Swaim: I move you that the reports be referred to the Auditing 

Committee. x 

Mr. Kingsbury: I second the motion. 

The motion was voted on and ¢arried. 
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President Stevens: The next thing in order is the report from the 

Experimental Orchard. : 

Prof. James Troop: I notice by the program that I am expected to 

report, and that Mr. Burton is also down for a report, so I suppose the 

main part of the report of the work done at this orchard will be given by 

Mr. Burton. He told me that he expected to be here this morning. You 

know he is in charge of the orchard and has been carrying on considera- 

ble work there on various lines, raising seedling apple trees, top working 

and testing varieties, fertilizers, etc. The committee visited the orchard 

once during the year—last August, I believe. We visited it in a body. 

We went over it and made some suggestions, and that is about all we have 

to report. I will say this, that a fence has been put up during the past 

year by Mr. Burton, which cost $245.73. He tells me that it is a wire 

fence with concrete posts, with wire netting around the bottom so as to 

make it as near as possible rabbit proof and ground hog proof, although 

I have my doubts about its being either, especially ground hog proof. I 

wish to say that the experimental orchard is in good condition. If you 

are ever in that section of the State, any of you, 1 wish you would take 

the time to go and see it. I know that Mr. Burton would be glad to take 

you over it at any time, if you would only let him know that you were 

coming. Many of the different varieties are now beginning to bear, and 

it will not be very long until we will commence getting some returns 

from it. 

1 think this is all 1 have to say on this subject, Mr. President. I am 

quite sure Mr. Burton will be here to give a detailed report. 

President Stevens: Mr. Troop, I should just like to ask what work 

you have outlined for Mr. Burton to do? 

Prof. Troop: Along the lines I have mentioned—testing varieties, top 

working varieties, growing seedlings from selected stock, cross fertilizing 

different varieties and growing seedlings from them. And we also have 

a series of fertilizer experiments, mainly for the purpose of finding out 

if possible something—some remedy—for the root rot in that section. A 

portion of the orchard is devoted to that purpose almost exclusively. This 

is all I think of now that is being carried out. 

President Stevens: Is Mr. Burton present? His report is next in 

order. If he is not present we will have to pass for the present on to 

the next, which is ‘A Fine Apple Orchard,’ by E. Y. Teas, of Center- 

ville. : 

Mr. Williams: We have arranged with Mr. Teas that my son is to 

read my article first and E. Y. Teas will come next. 
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Mr. Williams, Jr.: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—Mr. W. B. 

Flick, our Secretary, asked me to prepare a paper giving my experience 

and how I succeeded in growing each year such fine crops of fruit while 

my neighbors for miles around have none worth naming. With but few 

exceptions I can answer your question by saying that I sprayed my 

trees. 

I have two orchards, which were planted at different times; one of 

four acres, which was planted in the spring of 1882; the other, one of 

sixteen acres, in the spring of 1890, about which my friend, E. Y. Teas, 

of Centerville, Indiana, has kindly volunteered to tell you. I shall 

speak of the four-acre orchard only. This orchard is in the southwestern 

part of Henry County, Indiana, just east of the range of hills that skirt 

the eastern boundary of Blue River Valley. Just five miles below and 

on the same side of this ever-flowing river is the far-famed and noted 

orchard of Thomas T. Newby, of Carthage, Rush County, Indiana. At 

this time let me say that both Mr. Newby’s and my orchards are planted 

on ground that was once covered by heavy timber, black walnut, poplar 

and sugar tree. The soil naturally is a rich clay, sandy loam, underlaid 

with gravel. 
I planted my trees in rows two rods apart in the row and culti- 

yated between them for seven years. I raised corn, potatoes and melons 

between the rows. I cultivated the trees the same as I did my corn, and 

I believe that I did that successfully, being careful each year to thin out 

and prune so as to make a nice symmetrical top. They grew very fast. 

I covered the soil each year thinly with stable manure. They increased 

in bearing, but some years the fruit was knotty and wormy, so I con- 

cluded to buy a spray pump and spray. I did so. 

I gave this orchard three good sprayings with Bordeaux mixture. In 

the fall we picked from 70 Ben Davis trees 490 bushels of marketable 

apples, and apples being a good price, I realized over $100.00 per acre that 

year. It was then that I decided to plant the sixteen-acre orchard. 

I have had several paying crops since then, and they have always 

come when I sprayed my trees well. This four-acre orchard has a stream 

running through it, almost through the center, so I concluded to make a 

“special spray orchard” test out of it this year. The west side of the 

orchard we gave four sprayings, the first time before the buds had 

bloomed, second time just after the blooms had fallen and ten days later 

we sprayed again and the fourth and last spraying ten or fifteen days 

later; result, full of fine apples. The east side of the orchard we only 

sprayed twice, with the exception of a few trees that were sprayed four 

times. I did this to see what would be the result. From the trees that 

we sprayed four times we gathered apples that took the first prize at the 

Indiana State Fair, while the fruit from the trees that only had two 

sprayings, standing near the ones that had four sprayings, was not mar- 

ketable. Every tree that was sprayed in May and June was loaded with 

28— Agri. 
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fine fruit. I have come to the firm conclusion that from many experi- 

ments that I have made that if we expect to raise nice fruit we must 

keep spraying until late in the season, especially so if it is a late and 

backward spring. You may ask me why. The potato beetle and other 

insects that we see do not hatch until the weather gets warm. We all 

know that if we place poison where these insects can get hold of it they 

are soon destroyed; just so with the codling moth. 

Now, in regard to fungus rust, etc. Spraying with Bordeaux will 

keep it off. I could give you a number of proofs of this fact. I will 

mention one or two instances. Every tree that we neglected spraying 

shed its leaves in September, and trees where one-half only was sprayed, 

the side that was not sprayed shed its leaves in September, and the other 

side that was did not shed until late in the fall; conclusive evidence. 

I sprayed most of my Kieffer pears; those I sprayed had no rust on 

the fruit, while those that were not sprayed, rust covered a great many 

of them. 

Now, in conclusion will say, prune, cultivate and feed the trees while 

young, and spray every inch of them early and keep spraying until the 

middle of June, as long as you have an orchard, and you will always have 

plenty of fruit. 

Not knowing what my friend Teas will say about our sixteen-acre 

orchard, I just want to say that it was conducted on the same plan as 

the one that I have uescribed. We sent 30 bushels of fruit from these 

orchards to the St. Louis Exposition and we hear they made a creditable 

showing for Indiana. (Applause.) 

Hundreds of people come to my orchard and have carried away many 

ot the finest fruit before we thought of making this exhibit, and many 

of my finest apples were sold that we might have exhibited here. 

President Stevens: We will now hear from Mr. Teas. 

A FINE INDIANA ORCHARD. 

BY E. Y. TEAS, CENTERVILLE, IND. 

It was my privilege on September 6, 1904, to visit by request the apple 

orchard of Samuel T. S. Williams, situated about two miles southeast of 

IKxnightstown, Henry County, Indiana. 

This orchard of about nine hundred apple trees, occupying sixteen 

acres of high, level land, that was covered fifty years ago with a heavy 

growth of sugar maple and beech timber, has been planted fourteen years. 

During the first five years the land was cultivated in farm crops, corn. 

potatoes, ete. For nine years the orchard has been in clover. 
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Two years ago last June a terrible windstorm passed over this section 

that blew down one hundred and twenty-two of the trees and blew off 

every apple on the trees left standing. 

I have seen a good many orchards in America and Hhukode: but never 

saw an apple orchard that averaged as well as this. The trees are about 

in their prime, and are generally healthy, thrifty, with the limbs bending 

with their load of large, fair, perfect fruit. Yellow Transparent, of which 

there are twenty-four trees, had all been marketed before my visit. Two 

hundred and fifty dollars’ worth of fruit had already beew sold and the 

crop remaining is estimated at 1,200 to 1,500 bushels. 

From fifty to two hundred trees each of the following varieties were 

planted in addition to the Yellow Transparent mentioned above, and are 

esteemed by Mr. Williams nearly as in the order named, with Yellow 

Transparent near the head: Northwestern Greening, York Imperial, In- 

diana Favorite, Wealthy, Salome, Grimes’ Golden, Roman Stem, Smith’s 

Cider, Ben Davis, Pewaukee, Rome Beauty, Northern Spy, Winesap and 

Cranberry Pippin. Comparatively few varieties were planted. Many that 

were omitted might have been found profitable. 

Mr. Williams attributes his success this year mainly to spraying liber- 

ally. The orchard was gone over thoroughly three times and a part of 

it the fourth. A few trees near a line fence could not be reached on one 

side with the spray and the difference on the sprayed and the unsprayed 

portions was very marked, the fruit that was not sprayed being small, 

scabby, ill-shaped and wormy, while the portion of the same tree fully 

reached by the spray was large, bright and perfect. The entire cost of 

material and labor in spraying was about $40, the difference between 

splendid success and almost utter failure. 

Mr. Williams had tound the Northwestern Greening a failure in former 

years, not one apple in ten being fit for market, while this year nearly 

every apple was fine. There are two other features in which the value of 

spraying is manifest. Grimes’ Golden, Wealthy and some others usually 

drop much of the fruit before picking time, which is a great loss. In this 

sprayed orchard there was very little dropped fruit—the fruit hanging 

well and the foliage remaining quite green until the sharp October frosts, 

while in nearby orchards not sprayed the fruit and leaves had largely 

fallen weeks earlier. This feature—the retention of foliage and fruit— 

applies to pears as well as apples, as in this orchard Kieffer pears were 

fair and free from blemish, and the foliage green and fresh until late fall, 

while in a Kieffer orchard not far off both fruit and foliage dropped 

early, the former so rusty and knotty as to be almost worthless. 

I think quite likely thorough spraying would prevent the early drop- 

ping of the fruit of the Vandevere Pippin and Rhode Island Greening, 

once so popular here, and restore these old-time favorites to profit again. 

The other feature noticed by me was the almost entire absence of twig 

blight, so destructive in many orchards, and especially liable to attack 
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Yellow Transparent. In the trees of this variety I could only find one 

small twig on one tree that was affected. 

As I said before, this orchard has been for about nine years in clover. 

The clover is cut twice each summer and left on the ground as a mulch. 

Whenever patches of clover fail from any cause these spots are stirred 

with a harrow in the spring and reseeded, so as to keep up a good 

growth. The clover crop is thought to benefit the trees, as well as keep 

up the fertility of the soil. 

The estimated yield of this orchard at the time of my visit was 1,200 

to 1,500 bushels of apples. The actual crop gathered was about 2,000 

bushels of select fruit and 500 bushels of culls and windfalls, whieh were 

made into cider. The sales have amounted to a little more than $1,400. 

York Imperials from this orchard, shown at the St. Louis World’s 

Fair, were finer specimens of this variety than those from any otHer 

State in the Union. There are thousands of acres of land in this part 

of Indiana as well adapted to apple growing as is the Williams farm. 

To Mr. Williams also belongs the credit of rescuing from oblivion the 

Taylor’s Prolific blackberry, the same having originated in his father’s 

garden, and Sam, when a boy, saved the little seedling, thinking it was 

a peach tree. 

President Stevens: Has anyone a question or a thought to add to the 

subject? 

Sylvester Johnson: I have no questions to ask, but I should like to 

say a few words in regard to the bright boy that has just read the paper. 

He will make a horticulturist some of these days. I must say that the 

paper was well read, and I am sure that this boy takes an interest in hor- 

ticulture, and I wish we had more boys and more young men in our 

country like him. We should make an effort to get more into our So- 

ciety. I think that the paper which this young man read, and also the 

one which Mr. Teas read were very practical and interesting, and I am 

sure when they are printed and read by others it will be of benefit to the 

people. I am a firm believer in spraying. As I have said a great many 

times in St. Louis when people have asked, ‘‘Where and how were these 

apples grown?” I replied “In Indiana by spraying thoroughly.” We cer- 

tainly did have a fine display of apples there, and most all had been 

sprayed. We did this by spraying. I ama firm believer in it, and have been 

for years. I think it is absolutely necessary. It took a long while to get 

people to believe that there was anything in it. They thought it was 

simply a fad, of which we have so many, but there are now very few 

fruit-growers but what believe in spraying. I believe in it firmly. 

Mr. Lafuse: I would like for this young man to tell me what kind of 

poison he used in his spraying material. 
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Master Williams: We used Bordeaux mixture with Paris green. We 

used four ounces of Paris green to fifty gallons of water. 

Prof. Troop: One thing that struck me in the paper of the young man, 

and it explains to me why he has an interest in fruit-growing, is this: 

Did you notice that he spoke of the orchard as “my orchard?” -This is 

why he has an interest in growing apples. 

Mr. Wheeler: I came in here on purpose to find out if I could not 

learn a great many things in regard to horticulture. I have found this 

out, that if we want to raise nice apples we must spray our trees. I was 

like some of my friends. I had been raising little, scrawny, knotty, worm- 

eaten apples. I bought a hand spray pump and tried that and met with 

very poor success with it, but I had a friend that had a big pump that 

was put on a wagon and he had been meeting with success, I likewise 

went and bought one of that kind. We have sprayed for five years, and 

in that five years we have always had apples. Our neighbors have not 

been spraying and the result is they have not had apples except of the — 

kind I spoke of raising before I got my sprayer. Last year two of my 

neighbors, wlio live very close to me, asked to use my spray pump and I 

told them they might. When I would get through spraying they would 

come and get my pump and wagon and spray theirs, and the result was 

that each one of them raised good apples. If all the people in the neigh- 

borhood weuld spray I think we could exterminate these little pests a 

great deal better than one spraying by himself. 

Mr. BE. Y. Teas: I can say that when I visited Mr. Williams’ orchard 

he had one hundred bushels of apples picked, and he did not have half a 

bushel of inferior ones. I never saw such a large per cent. of fine apples 

in my life as he raised. 

Secretary Flick: Mr. Chairman, I had the pleasure of visiting this 

orchard. I think it was in October. I heard from intercourse with other 

horticulturists that this was a fine orchard. I was hunting fruit to ex- 

hibit at the World’s Fair, and I visited the orcharé, and I must say that 

I have scarcely ever seen as large percentage of marketable fruit in any 

orchard I have visited for years. I have seen more fruit on the trees, but 

I have not seen as great a proportion of marketable fruit. Ninety-five per 

cent. were of fine color, smooth and large. I have had some talk with 

Mr. Williams with regard to his orchard, and I find that his sixteen-acre 

orchard is on a ridge, which slopes in all directions, north, south, east and 

west, and that the trees were planted in about the usual way, but the 

trees were gotten from one of the best nurseries in the State, and of 

course they all proved true to name. This orchard received clean culti- 

vation until the bearing age and then it was sowed down to clover, and 

it is still in clover. He keeps it in clover. Some of you may wonder how 
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he can do that. He told me whenever the clover begins to look thin on — 

the ground he waits till the spring of the year, when the ground is nice 

and mellow, then he goes over it and sows the seed in the places where 

it is needed; goes over it twice with a sharp-toothed harrow, and gets a 

good set of clover. 

President Stevens: Does he do that every year, Mr. Flick, or just 

every other year? 
$ 

Mr. Williams: Every other year. 

Mr. Flick: He does it whenever it begins to show that it is about to 

play out. He cuts the clover and weeds and other things that may come 

up, in June and leaves it on the ground as a mulch. He has, as he has 

told you, a very fine orchard. He believes in spraying. On one side of 

the tree where the fruit was sprayed it was perfect, and on the other side 

where it was not sprayed you could not find a perfect specimen. It was 

scrawny, wormy and all scabby. There was not any of this fruit fit for 

the market. I think it is not entirely due to the spraying, but due to the 

eare of the orchard, the keeping of the grounds in condition, ete. The 

clover keeps the ground in a fine condition to support and feed the trees 

so that they are able to bear a fine crop.. Clover will do that. He pastures 

his orchard with pigs frequently to pick up the fruit that is down. This 

is another benefit along the same line as spraying, as they eat the wormy 

fruit up and destroy the codling moth. I would like to say that I should 

like for every one in the State that has been discouraged in raising fruit 

to visit this orchard and see what can be done with proper treatment. 

Mr. Evans: I am a stranger here, but I came for information. I am 

_ here to talk about spraying. I use the sprayer myself. But I have never 

heard what spraying is done for. What do we spray for? 

A. Delegate: We spray to kill or destroy the insect enemies and in- 

jurious diseases. 

Mr. Evans: I spray just after the bloom falls. I do not spray when 

the trees are in blossom, for it would kill my neighbor’s bees, and I 

don’t want to injure my neighbor when not necessary. I should like for 

some one to tell me what varieties he would set out for a profitable com- 

mercial fruit orchard. 

President Stevens: Mr. Williams, inasmuch as your orchard is un- 

der discussion, you may answer his question. 

Mr. Williams: I spray to kill the codling moth, and I spray with Paris 

green. 

President Stevens: When do you spray for codling moth? 
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Mr. Williams: Immediately after the bloom falls. 

President Stevens: And then in ten days after that spray again? 

Mr. Williams: Yes; in ten or fifteen days we spray again. 

Mr. James Little: We ought to understand one thing. Now, suppose 

that your trees have been affected for a number of years with the fungi. 

You can’t spray an orchard of that kind next spring and make it produce 

many fine apples that year. It will take some time to restore the condi- 

tion. The trees have been starved, and the only way that you can get 

apples in an orchard of that kind is to commence and spray until you re- 

store the health of the trees and make the foliage all right, and then your 

spraying will bring good results. 

Mr. Thomas: My experience and observation is that we have to 

spray just as much for fungi as we do for the codling moth and other in- 

sects. I will say right here, Mr. Curculio and codling’ moth are separate 

and distinct insects altogether. If you want to produce nice apples, like 

Mr. Williams has on the exhibition table, you must have a healthy foli- 

age on the tree or you can not produce them, because we can not grow 

these fine apples if they are affected with fungi. The first spraying should 

be done before the buds open. This is to kill the fungi. We spray them 

with the Bordeaux mixture alone. It is not necessary to use the Paris 

green for this spraying: After the petals have fallen spray again.- I use 

four ounces of Paris green to fifty gallons of water, and I spray every 

ten days or oftener if my orchard needs it. You should spray with some 

kind of a spray pump that will throw the spray into the trees with force 

enough to reach every portion of the tree, and you will then get good 

foliage, and then the good apples will follow. 

Mr. Swaim: I would just like to ask Prof. Troop a question. What, 

in your opinion, is the advantage of spraying for curculio? I use a solu- 

tion of Paris green about the time the buds are open. Does the curculio 

feed any at that time? 

Prof. Troop: As far as my experience goes the only time that we 

can do any good is at that season of the year. I like the time the buds are 

opening, but you should use the Bordeaux mixture with the Paris green. 

You will kill more curculios then than if you wait until it commences 

to lay its eggs. 

Mr. Swaim: You would advise the use of Paris green pretty strong 

at this time, then, would you? 

Prof. Troop: Yes, I certainly should, but at this time there is no 

danger of injuring the foliage. After the curculio begins to lay its eggs 
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it will not eat anything to speak of, and you can not kill very many at 

that time. It attends strictly to business when it begins to lay its eggs, 

and does not, seemingly, take any food. 

Mr. Swaim: Mr. Williams spoke of spraying immediately after the 

blossoms fell for the codling moth, and then again in ten days. In case 

there should come a heavy rain immediately after, would you advise 

spraying immediately? 

Prof. Troop: I most assuredly should. Just as soon as it cleared up. 

Mr. Evans: When do the curculios hatch out? 

Prof. Troop: Are you speaking of the plum curculio? 

Mr. Evans: Yes, sir. 

Prof. Troop: We have some after the plums are set, and are as large 

as peas. 

Mr. Eyans: Do they lay their eggs on the outside of the plum? 

Prof. Troop: Yes, sir; on ‘the outside under the skin. 

Mr. Evans: Then your theory is that they are stung when they 

are young? 

Prof. Troop: It does not take very long after the blosoms fall for 

the plums to become as large as peas. 

Mr. Evans: No, I know it doesn’t take very long. Do they lay their 

eggs on, the plum? 

Prof. Troop: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Evans: How long does it take them to hatch? 

Prof. Troop: It depends on the weather; but, generally speaking, 

only a few days. 

Mr. Evans: After that they sting the plum? 

Prof. Troop: They cut a crescent-shaped hole and lay the egg in that. 

Mr. Snodgrass: I want to ask a question of Mr. Troop. I am very 

much interested in these affairs, and I am asking simply for informa- 

tion. I want to know of Mr. Troop if it is dangerous to spray with 

Paris green when there are plenty of birds around. You of course realize 
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that birds are valuable—they are a great help in fighting the insects in 

the orchards—and I want to know if there is any danger of killing the 

birds by spraying for the cankerworm. ‘The birds are likely to pick up 

the worms after they have eaten the poison. Are they likely in this way 

to get enough to kill themselves? 

Proof. Troop: The birds have a way of discriminating. They will 

not eat a poisoned worm if they know it, and they generally know it. 

Mr. Chas. R. Swaim: Some one has said that they are afraid they will 

kill their neighbors’ bees. I would like to kill their bees. They are only 

worth ten or twelve dollars, and if they are let alone they will destroy 

hundreds of dollars’ worth of fruit. They destroy the grapes and the 

Yellow Transparent apples. They can not get ripe on account of the 

bees. I have had my neighbors tell me that they wished I would not 

spray when their bees were coming over there. I always 1old them that 

they would have to keep their bees at home if they didn’t want them to 

get killed, for when I got ready to spray I am going to spray, and I think 

we should all do that way. If you don’t want your bees killed, keep 

them at home. I never heard of any bees being killed by spraying, 

anyhow. When I think the conditions are suitable to spray, I spray. 

I have been in the chicken business for about twenty-five years, and 

if I wanted to kill my young trees I would put the chickens into the 

orchard. They will fix the trees if you don’t cultivate the ground. They 

will pack it so that in a little while the trees will die. I have tried 

this to my sorrow. 

Mr. Garretson: I have cankerworms and I used about one-fourth of a 

pound of Paris green to forty gallons of water, but it didn’t seem to be 

sufficient, so I added one-half pound to fifty gallons of water, which was 

successful. Of course, when I make it stronger with Paris green I add 

more lime. 

Walter Smith: In regard to the killing of the bees I am sorry to see 

the bees killed, and if you kill the bees you will not have apples, because 

they distribute the pollen. They are very important factors in the 

orchard, and in the strawberry patch and all kinds of fruit. 

Prof. Troop: I want to ask Mr. Swaim what objection he has to bees, 

and why he likes to kill them? 

Mr. Swaim: My theory is that you do not kill them when you spray. 

I never saw a dead bee after I sprayed. 

Prof. Troop: That is not the question. What objection do you have 

to bees in the orchard? 

Mr. Swaim: What objection do I have to bees? Why, none at all. 
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Prof. Troop: Then why do you want to kill them? 

Mr. Swaim: I said that if I should kill them it was only a loss of 

about ten or twelve dollars of bees, and probably a hundred dollars’ worth 

of fruit destroyed. 

Prof. Troop: How do you know the bees destroy the fruit? 

Mr. Swaim: I have eyes, I can stand there and see. I have seen _ 

them doing it. 

Mr. Johnson: Bees never do anything like this. 

Prof. Troop: Did you ever see a bee sting one of the grapes, or break 

the skin of the grape? 

Mr. Swaim: Yes, sir; they were on them, and broke the skin and 

sucked the juice. 

Prof. Troop: The skin was broken already. 

Mr. Swaim: I did not mean to say that the bees broke the skin. 

Prof. Troop: No, of course not. You are jumping at conclusions. 

Wasps will break the coat of the skin of the grape; likewise will the 

English sparrow, but all the bees do is to gather the juice and make 

honey out of it. You have never seen a bee cut the skin of a grape in 

your life, and never will. 

Mr. Johnson: For the benefit of this gentleman, and for others 

present, I wish you would give your experience with bees along this line, 

Prof. Troop. 

Prof. Troop: We are taking a great deal of time along about this, 

but I will tell you of this little experiment. A few years ago I tried the 

experiment just for my own satisfaction. I had a fine arbor of grapes, 

and F took a mosquito netting and stretched it on the fence around the 

grapes. I was very careful that I got everything out except the bees, 

before I made this enclosure. I left the bees inside there for three weeks. 

At the end of the three weeks I opened up the mosquito netting and let 

the bees out and I couldn’t find a single grape that had been cut during 

the time the bees were in there. The bees didn’t have anything else 

to_eat, and they did not then bother the grapes. There was not a grape 

injured during the three weeks. Now, I know that people claim that bees 

destroy their grapes, but you can not find a man that will stand up and 

say he saw the bees cut the skin of the grape. I think the bees would be 

mighty poor chumps if they did not come along and gather up the juice 

after the skin is cut and the juice is running out and going to waste. 

Wasps will destroy grapes, but bees never. . 
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Mr. Johnson: Are they wasps or yellow jackets? 

Prof. Troop: These are the same. 

President Stevens: We must confine ourselves more closely to the 

subject under discussion. I anyone has any further remarks to make on 

this subject we would be glad to hear from them now. 

Mr. Lafuse: I have had experience raising plums as well as raising * 

apples. It seems to me that it is impossible to destroy the curculio by 

spraying. I have found that air-slacked lime mixed with wood ashes, 

applied in the morning before the dampness of the dew is off of the trees 

is more successful than spraying. 

In spraying for the codling moth I would say that I spray before 

the leaves are on the trees with the Bordeaux mixture, and as soon as 

the apples begin to form I spray again. The best stuff I have ever used 

is Green’s arsenoid, which is made in Cincinnati. It will stay on the 

foliage three times as long as the solution from Paris green, and I think 

it is more effective. 

This gentlemen spoke about the fruit all being stung by insects. I 

noticed this year that early in the season the insects were very scarce. 

I remember that we had a cold, chilly spring, and that the insects were 

very scarce. Along in the summer when it began to get warmer they 

began to get very numerous. They came along in June and spoiled the 

apples after they were seemingly set on the trees. How late would you 

recommend spraying, Mr. Troop? 

Prof. Troop: Until about the 20th of June. 

Mr. Henby: I should like to ask Mr. Williams one question, and that 

is this: My understanding was that the apple crop in our location, and 

all over the State, was only about fifteen per cent. of the usual apple 

crop. I should just like to ask Mr. Williams as to the per cent. of apples 

he got from his trees compared to the prospect of growth early in the 

spring. Now, we attributed our loss of the apple crop to the cold weather, 

extreme cold weather, during the blooming season. We thought we had 

a hundred per cent. of blooms. It seemed to us that we had the best 

prospect for a crop we ever had, and we didn’t have over fifteen or 

twenty per cent. of a crop. So it seems to me that we certainly could 

not have saved our crop by spraying this season. 

Mr. Williams: I will say that we had a heavy bloom, and we also 

had apples, but [ think the spraying saved nearly every apple that set 

on the tree. I think I should attribute this to the spraying. 

Mr. Henby: What per cent. did you have compared with the bloom. 

supposing you had one hundred per cent. of bloom? 
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Mr. Williams: Well, we had about seventy-five per cent. of bloom. 

President Stevens: Did your trees have all the crop you thought 

they ought to have to have perfectly fine fruit? 

Mr. Williams: Yes, sir. 

President Stevens: Then I should say that you had oné hundred per 

“cent. of fruit, because you had a full crop, and if you had had more you 

would have very likely thinned the fruit. So I should say that you had 

one hundred per cent. of bloom, and one hundred per cent. of fruit. 

Mr. Williams: Yes, I think that is right. 

Mr. Thomas: I should like to emphasize the proposition in regard 

to spraying for fungi. I have in mind an orchard one-half mile from 

where I live. It was very full of blossoms, but this fall when it came 

to gathering the fruit there were very few apples in the orchard except 

the Ben Davis, and they were pretty badly scabbed from the fungi. I 

have in mind a spring a few years ago when we had a bloom for a 

bountiful crop of apples. When the apples began to form the leaves 

dropped off, and at the last of June the leaves were nearly all off on 

account of this fungi. As I have said, they were very full of bloom, but 

the fruit dropped off. When the fungus got on the stem of an apple it 

would drop off in three days. By September all of the leaves were off 

the trees and I feel quite confident that it was on account of the work 

of the fungi. 

Mr. Simpson: I would like to make « remark about the fungi. This 

year I think there was a fair crop of apples in our orchard. Those that 

were not sprayed when in bloom, just as the fungi was coming on, all 

fell off. The apple would seem to be firmly set, too. I sent a number 

of these apples to different places to find the reason why they should 

fall, and it was reported that it was on account of the apple scab fungi. 

In a case like this I think we would be justified in spraying when the 

apples are in bloom. Sometimes when we spray when the trees are in 

full bloom we get the best results. We are sometimes asked not to do 

this on account of the other man’s bees. 

President Stevens: I suppose we have given all the time we can to 

the discussion of this topic. We have quite a lengthy program, as you 

will see by glancing over it. There are some other matters that we 

should take up here. I am now going to call for the reports from the 

Horticultural Committee from the various districts. Is the report ready 

from the First District? If this is not present, is the report ready from 

the Second District? From the Third District? 
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Mr. Reed: I have a report made out, but I left it at home. I did 

not notice this until I got here. I can send it to the Secretary. 

President Stevens: All right. Third District. 

Mr. Lindley: I have a report made out, but I hardly think it is full 

enough, so I wish to retain my report at this time and add more to it. 

President Stevens: I will ask if there are any of the Committee on 

Horticulture here? Are there any ready to report at this time? 

A. W. Shoemaker, of District No. 8: We can not report much in 

the way of fruit, as this section is not in the fruit growing district. The 

land may be adapted to it, but we have not discovered that it is. We are 

not doing much as far as apple growing commercially is concerned. 

REPORT FROM EIGHTH DISTRICT. 

Lying, as it does midway between the northern and southern apple 

belts of Indiana and in one of the best corn growing sections of the State, 

but scant attention is paid in this district to fruit growing, save by a 

very few. The apple orchards of the early settlers, which in their day 

bore abundantly of such old-time favorites as Vandever Pippin, Rambo, 

Belleflower, Smith’s Cider, etc., have mostly disappeared or the site is 

marked by a few straggling trees which seldom bear and are unprofitable 

and unsightly. New orchards have been put out on many farms, ’tis 

true, to supply the home, but very seldom is there a man with sufficient 

courage to attempt a commercial orchard, and they of small dimensions. 

There is apparently a very general lack of knowledge among farmers 

of the way to establish and maintain an orchard. 

Some, in fact the majority, who attempt to set out fruit trees are 

induced to do so by the fruit tree agent. In the interest that he creates 

and attention called to planting trees the agent may in some sense be a 

benefactor, but in general he is a much greater curse than a benefactor. 

He comes to the unsuspecting farmer and with oily tongue expostulates 

upon the superior merits of his whole root or piece-grafted trees, and with 

highly colored pictures of new, hardy and wonderfully prolific varieties, 

excites his wonder and interest. His mouth fairly waters at the recital 

and prospect of raising such fruit, and while under the influence of the 

spell the farmer orders a bill of trees from the smooth rascal, which is 

filled with the cheapest trees he can buy from some convenient nursery- 

man, the trees being labeled to suit the order. The price is usually 

ridiculously high, often being three to four times the ordinary prices of 

honest and reliable nurserymen. The agent lures his victim into this 

deal by deferring a small payment for a year, by throwing in several 

plants or trees, or contracting to replace all that die, ete. 
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You know the consequences if the farmer should care for these trees 

during the tedious years from planting to bearing when he finds to his 

disappointment and disgust that many of his trees are worthless. He 

thinks the time and chances of reaping rewards from his labor too remote 

to begin again and plant an orchard of reliable trees. This experiment 

has been too costly. 

Besides the extravagant price paid for trees, he has no reward for 

his labor and no profit from the land for many years, and he turns from 

fruit culture in disgust to raising hogs and corn and occasionally buys a 

peck of apples from the neighboring store to treat the children. This 

may be an extreme case, for most farms produce a few apples of poor 

quality on account of the unchecked ravages of insect pests, but a very 

small portion produce all that could or should be used in the home. 

What few bearing orchards there are are uncultivated and unsprayed 

and generations of codling moth and cankerworms increase their foul 

breed without let or hindrance. In the township in which I live I know 

of no one save the writer who practices spraying. There may be a few 

in the county, but am reasonably certain that they might be counted on 

the fingers of one hand. Many apple orchards are so infected with can- 

kerworms that in early June the leaves have the appearance of being 

burned with fire and the apple that escapes the codling moth is seldom 

seen. 

The amount of pears, plums and small fruits produced in the aggregate 

in this district, however, appears to be increasing, judging from the fre- 

quent glutting of markets in the seasons of these fruits. 

There are no commercial orchards of any size in the district; a very 

few, perhaps, of 10 or 12 acres in extent. 

In our county three local societies are maintained. These societies, 

however, are more occupied with general farm topics than horticulture. 

However, the sections where these meetings are held are more ad- 

vanced in horticulture than any other. More and better orchards are 

found there. As to causes of the poor conditions of orchards in the dis- 

trict, I would name: 

First. Lack of knowledge how to plant and care for an orchard. 

Second. Lack of time by the general farmer to plant, spray, ete., at 

the time when this must be done. 

Third. Lack of knowledge of what varieties to plant and where to 

get the trees of reliable men, many who have had experience with tree 

agents thinking the whole.tree business a swindle. 

There is need of education along all of these lines through the press 

and local societies, wherever such can be organized and maintained. 

Mr. Thomas: I have a small report from our district. Our district 

is agricultural in the fullest sense of the term. ‘Che farmers are engaged 

in diversified farming, specializing mostly on corn and hogs, some on 

‘ 7 
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cattie, and a few on sheep. There are very few that pay much attention 

to the cultivation of fruits of any kind. It has been my good fortune 

to travel over a great portion of Grant, Miami and Wabash counties in 

a buggy the past summer and fall, and my observations lead me to 

’ believe that there are but few farmers who give much care or attention 

to their orchards, or the cultivation of fruit of any kind. The apple 

crop for the last few years in our part of the State has been so uncer- 

tain that the farmers have become discouraged and are not planting 

trees to take the place of those that are dying, neither giving the care 

to the trees they have that their wants require, corn and hogs being their 

money crop, while their orchards are left to the care of nature. 

The time has been when there was an abundance of humus in the 

soil to retain moisture, and plant food for the building up of a healthy, 

vigorous tree and foliage capable of resisting the attacks of insect pests 

and the diseases to which so many trees succumb in their weakened 

condition when left to the care of nature. When a tree is planted it is 

there to stay the remainder of its life. If the food it requires is not 

sufficient for its wants it makes a poor, weakly growth and is not in con- 

dition to bear good crops of nice, luscious fruit. An apple tree is a fac- 

tory for the manufacture of apples. Every root, fiber and leaf are the 

workmen that operate the factory, and all they require is plenty of raw 

material placed within their reach and a little protection from the ray- 

ages of insect pest and fungi, and they will turn out the finished product. 

That apples can be made profitable in our part of the State, I think 

there can be no doubt, if the farmer will give the care and attention to 

his orchard that he gives to some of his other products. What man has 

done man can do again. Notwithstanding the apple crop this season in 

our immediate locality was almost a failure, Mr. Jacob Fishel informed 

me that he has sold over one hundred dollars’ worth of apples from his 

orchard of an acre and one-half twelve years from planting, which cer- 

tainly is better than corn and hogs. 

I have wandered from my subject of a report of horticultural interests 

in our district. We have two societies, one in Huntington County and 

one in Grant. There is not as much interest taken in our society as 

there was a few years ago, some of our most active members having 

identified themselves with the Patrons of Husbandry, which meets twice 

a month on Saturday, and they feel that another Saturday to the society 

is taking too much of their time. 

Farmers, I think, are planting more ornamental shrubs and plants 

and otherwise beautifying their home surroundings. 

There has been some work done along the line of beautifying country 

school grounds, principally by the school children planting our native 

trees, and I do not think that there was one out of ten planted that 

lived through the first summer. [I think the planting of school grounds 

should be done under the supervision of the township trustee, or some 

party competent to direct such work. 
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Secretary Flick: I have a few announcements which I should like 

to make at this time. There is to be an informal reception and social 

held here tonight in this room, to which all are invited. You are at 

liberty to invite your friends. There will be some light refreshments 

served. I think possibly it would be well to have a Committee on Intro- 

duction, so I will appoint John W. Apple, J. C. Grossman, Prof. Troop 

and Mrs. W. B. Flick. 

I wish also to say that the Secretary is now ready to receive your 

names and your fees for the coming year. Under the Constitution of our 

Society the membership expires on the 31st day of October of each year, 

~ so of course you are now delinquent. I shall be glad to enroll anyone. 

I think you understand the terms. 

We might state that those who have reports, or will have reports 

by tomorrow, will find a place for them on the program and can offer 

them at that time. If we have the time I suppose we will have them 

read. If not, I suppose they will be placed in the hands of the Secretary 

for publication. 

President Stevens: As this finishes our program for today, we will 

now stand adjourned until 7:30 this evening. 

EVENING SESSION. 

President Stevens: Ladies and gentlemen, we will have to change 

our program this evening on account of the absence of Col. John P. Logan, 

of Arkansas, who was to have been with us this evening and speak on. 

““Profits and Pleasures of Fruit-Growing.’” Of course, we do not know 

what has detained Colonel Logan. He promised to be here, and was 

anxious to meet this Society at this time. Possibly the lateness of the 

trains has made it impossible for him to reach us for this evening’s pro- 

gram. Possibly he will be here later, but we can’t wait longer. 

We have with us tonight Mr. Burton, whose paper was omitted this 

afternoon, so we will have first Joe A. Burton’s report as Superintendent 

of the Experimental Orchard. 

Joe A. Burton: Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, I tried to be 

here on time, but our engineer took a notion that we could not run over 

a freight train which had balked, and we stayed back of it, and this put 

us in late. 

My report is not long enough to occupy the time expected to have been 

taken by Colonel Logan, but possibly Brother Zion and a few others can 

express their opinions tonight, and we may occupy the time in the dis- 

cussion of some of my statements. 
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REPORT ON EXPERIMENTAL ORCHARD. 

JOE A, BURTON, SUPERINTENDENT. 

The orchard is now enclosed by a substantial wire fence. The longi- 

tudinal wires, ten in number, are No. 9 coiled spring, save bottom one, 

which is a barb. These have a drawn tension of two rods on each side 

of the orchard. ‘The stay wires, every three feet, are soft No. 9. The 

posts are cedar and corner posts encased in Portland cement. Around 

all is a poultry netting 30 inches high to make the fence rabbit proof. 

This part, however, is a failure. The groundhogs seem averse to climb- 

ing this fence, so they make creep holes wherever they want to pass. I 

counted thirty-nine creep-holes made since September ist. This fence 

cost $245.73, and was paid for by the State. 

But few apple seeds were planted last spring, and none came up. 

The following pedigreed trees were top worked: 

Winesap, pollenized by Grimes; Winesap, pollenized by Rome 

Beauty; Winesap, pollenized by Ben Davis; Ben Davis, pollenized by 

Rome Beauty; Ben Davis, pollenized by Grimes; Benoni, pollenized by 

Early Harvest; Benoni, pollenized by Chenango; Benoni, pollenized by 

Trenton Early; Benoni, pollenized by Yellow Transparent; four trees by 

Grimes inbred. 

The following top-worked with scions from Stark Bros., Louisiana, 

Mo.: One tree with Bay; one tree with E. 5; one tree with Z. 26; one 

tree, Black Ben Davis. 

The following from Albertson & Hobbs, Bridgeport: One tree, with 

Celestia; one tree with Dickey; one tree with Whitney Russet. 

In experiments we get some results. One tree top-worked with Ben 

Davis from bearing tree and nursery stock propagated from nursery stock 

for many years, has borne. No difference in the bearing. This, however, 

is not a fair test. Tree bore prematurely on account of girdling by label 

wires. 

The following to determine whether the stock has any influence on 

the’ nature of the fruit we regard as conclusive, and will not follow it 

further. It is a repetition of the test as given in 1902. Yellow Trans- 

parent was grafted on Wild Crab and the apples grown with all Trans- 

parent leaves removed. The apples were nourished with food prepared 

by crab leaves alone. ‘Two very fine Transparents were grown, and 

when ripe one was tested by Prof. Troop and Mrs. W. W. Stevens, of 

the committee in charge of the orchard, assisted by Mr. Emery Albertson. 

They pronounced it a true Yellow Transparent. The other was sent to 

Prof. Taft at the World’s Fair and by him and other experts there pro- 

nounced a true Yellow Transparent. Prof. Taft ventured the statement 

that ‘‘to raise a baby on goat’s milk Would not make it part goat.” 

29—Agri. 
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Another was to test the variation of varieties. Prof, Bailey tells us 

that every bud is a new creation. That everything is different.- That a 

so-called sport is no mystery; just a bud varying a little more than the 

others. It is quite probable he had better withdraw this statement for the 

present. The dawn of stern facts indicate that a variety can change 

only by a hew creation through the seed or a sport. Once a Ben Davis 

always a Ben Davis. The observed variations in varieties is probably 

due to environment, and when the enyironments become the same, the 

variations will not show. We grafted scions from a Ben Davis bearing 

extremely red apples into one bearing light-colored apples. No difference 

in color could be observed. 

FINANCIAL STATEMENT. 
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President Stevens: Has anyone a question to ask Mr. Burton in rela- 

tion to the Experimental Orchard? 

A Member: I should like to ask Mr. Burton when he gets trees 

from cross-breeding, which tree they most resemble. Suppose it is the 

Ben Davis and the. Grimes Golden. Which one will they most resemble? 

Mr. Burton: We have not reached such results yet. The first time 

we tried this we only knew the parent on the mother’s side. We tried 

four sweet apples this season, but even then we only knew the parent 

on the mother’s side. One of these trees had some apples, but~they 

dropped, as they were not sprayed. Some of the apples reached maturity, 

and this tree was from the Ben Davis side, but if you would stand a few 

steps away it would look like a Grimes Golden. We felt sure it must 

be a cross between the two. I watched impatiently to see about this, 

and one day I was passing and saw an apple on the ground and hurried 

to get it and taste it, and it was a sweet apple. Of course, my faith 

fell, because we didn’t feel that a sweet apple was of much importance. 

I do not know what variety it was. We have only two pedigreed trees. 

This is the Jenett and the Ben Davis. The father side is the Ben 
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Davis. They have not come into bearing as yet. We expect them to 

bear considerable next season. The cultivation of these trees was neg- 

lected this year in order to force them into bearing. Perhaps this was 

a bad move, and we should have grown them another year and had 

them larger. You know we get so anxious along this line that we can 

not wait. 4 

Mr. Zion: Why not adopt the method of spraying down there? Even 

in the Experimental Orchard? 

Mr. Burton: We have no missionaries down there. 

Mr. Little: How do you manage to fertilize the Ben Davis with the 

Jenett when they are so far different in time of blooming? 

Mr. Burton: By a little care you can find a blossom of one over- 

lapping the blossom time of the other. In this case the pollen was saved 

from the Ben Davis and kept in glass cans for a week. We had the pollen 

stored away for a whole week before the Jenett came into bloom. Some 

seasons they bloom so close together that there is no difficulty at all. 

You can save the pollen. I kept some from a wild crab for nearly two 

weeks. 

Mr. Ratliff: Wouldn’t you think it would be better to graft some of 

the tender varieties of apples on the crab stock, such as Yellow Trans- 

parent and Grimes Golden, rather than on the Ben Davis stock? 

Mr. Burton: I do not think the wild crab is nearly as hardy as the 

Ben Davis. I would rather have the Ben Davis. I think the other is 

more subject to disease. 

Mr. Ratliff: I mean any of the crab apples. 

Mr. Burton: I do not think any of the crab apples will grow as fast 

as the larger apples. The tree will not grow as fast. 

President Stevens: Does anyone else have a question? 

Mr. Little: I visited an orchard not long ago, in the northern part 

of the State, and the owner told me that every tree in the orchard was 

raised from Rambo seeds. I went over the orchard and every single 

tree in that orchard had a Rambo tendency, or favored in some way the 

Rambo.- Some of the best sweet apples I ever tasted were in that 

orchard, and the tree was very large and resembled a Rambo. 

Walter Smith: May I ask in grafting Grimes Golden in the other 

stock, is there any advantage in grafting on the body a distance from 

the ground? 
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Mr. Burton: We are growing them that way in the Burton Fruit 

Company’s orchard. We are putting out an orchard on what was 

formerly my own place. We have a thousand trees of Grimes Golden, 

all top worked on Northwestern Greenings. ‘There are a number of 

hardy stocks. We do not have very much trouble with the Grimes like 

they do. in the North. There may not be much benefit in the top worked 

tree, but you possibly then escape the bark diseases. I think it is quite 

well worth the trouble of taking the chance. 

Walter Smith: Is there any way of dealing with the disease? 

Mr. Burton: I never have heard of any. The first thing you notice 

is a deadening of the bark next the surface of the ground and before 

you know it the tree is dead. I would like for these people to look over 

their statements in regard to the variation of varieties: There are three 

or four kinds of Ben Davis, according to them. I would iike to hear 

something from them here. Our experiments are not conclusive along 

the line, but from them there seems to be no such thing as a variation of 

varieties. We might say a great deal about it, but we will test it more. 

Walter Smith: What do you mean by the Black Ben Davis? 

Mr. Burton: It is a separate apple. 

Mr. Smith: Do you mean it is not a Ben Davis at all? 

Mr. Burton: Not one of the ordinary variety. 

Mr. Smith: What about the New York Pippin? 

Mr. Burton: That name is local and is due to environment, I think. 

Mr. Smith: Isn’t it a Ben Davis? 

Mr. Burton: Yes, sir; but they will outsell the Ben Davis. 

Mr. Smith: Isn’t it a larger apple than the Ben Davis? 

Mr. Burton: It is simply a Ben Davis, but for those who will not 

buy a Ben Davis it is a New York Pippin. 

President Stevens: Did I understand you to mean that there is no 

difference in the texture of the apple, or the quality of any variety grown 

on different soils under different conditions? 

Mr. Burton: No, sir; I will say that there is not a particle of differ- 

ence. Ben Davis grown on one soil might seem to be a different apple 

from Ben Davis grown on a different soil. That is all. 
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There is no change of variety, it is simply due to environment. I 

have hardly made a fair investigation along these lines, but this is the 

way I think now. The difference in the Ben Davis, here and there, is due 

to the immediate surroundings. The stock does not in the least change 

the nature of the Yellow Transparent, and I shouldn’t think it would 

change the quality of the Ben Davis. We have a number of varieties 

being tested along on this line. One of these trees was brought into 

bearing quicker because the wire on the label had cut into it. 

President Stevens: Are there any other questions? 

Mr. Lafuse: If it will not be influenced by the stock on whicb 

it is grafted, I want to know whether it would not be probable 

that that would be the way to improve our fruit, to _ seiect 

scions from trees that we know bore superior fruit? Some years ago we 

had a half dozen Rambos in our orchard, and one of the trees, in partic- 

ular, bore fruit almost double the size of the other, and they were soft 

and juicy, while the others seemed to be hard, and not so palatable. 

Mr. Smith: I have a case in point also. A man in Hancock County 

grafted a quince into a pear, and a pear into a quince, and a quince 

into a pear again for six consecutive graftings, and the twig bore quinces 

to all intents and purposes, so far as shape was concerned, but the 

fruit was perfectly dry, with no resemblance whatever to either the 

quince or the pear. 

President Stevens: That is contrary to your experiments, isn’t it, Mr. 

Burton? 

Mr. Burton: My idea is that the root or stock is the same to the 

fruit as the wagon that delivers the wheat to the mill is to the flour. 

If the wagon brings wheat of a good quality to the mill, the mill will 

make good flour. If it brings an inferior quality there will be inferior 

flour, and not much of it. The stock does nothing but nourish the fruit. 

Of course, it must do that. If the root furnishes more food, of course 

the apples will be larger. An apple will not grow without food. If a 

tree will not supply it, it will die. In regard to a tree being grafted, 

and grafted and grafted, it can not get much nourish’nent there. 

Mr. Little: We have always been taught by experience that fruits 

are very closely allied, but the idea of pears growing on hickory or walnut 

trees is a new one to me. I can not believe it. Several years ago a 

neighbor told me he saw a black haw growing on an apple. I said that 

he must be mistaken, for I knew it could hardly be true. He knew it 

must be true, for he knew the man that grafted it, and all about it. I 

did not believe it, although the man was a very truthful man. We agreed 

to go and see it, and we did go, for I didn’t have faith in his word. I 
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went to see the black haw that was growing on an apple tree. There 

happened to be a scrubby, seedling pear growing there, and it was a pear 

instead of a black haw, and it was not an apple at all. I knew it could 

not be possible, and 1 think if you will sift this matter down it will be 

just the same way. 

Mr. Teas: In Mr. Burton’s case the Grimes Golden produced a sweet 

fruit, and in that particular case I believe the root had as much to do 

with the fruit as any other part of the tree. 

President Stevens: It seems that your experiments, Mr. Burton, are 

not yet complete. 

Mr. Burton: No, but facts point our way. I think they are complete 

as far as the influence of the root is concerned. As I said before, the 

wagon brings bad wheat to the market and the miller makes bad flour, 

but that is no fault of the wagon’s. We have not given this question 

close enough study. I do not believe the Creator made things in this way. 

Mr. Ratliff: I would like to know, Mr. Burton, if grafting any variety 

on a seedling stock would be just as well as grafting on a more hardy 

variety whose ripening season corresponds with that of the scion? 

Wouldn’t it be better to graft into the larger, stronger varieties with this 

point in view? It has been advocated by some that varieties that mature 

near the same time should be grafted together. Summer varieties should 

be grafted to stocks that mature during the summer, and autumn varieties 

to those that mature in the autumn, ete. I should like to know if you 

have conducted any experiments along this direction, and, if so, what 

has been the result. 

Mr. Burton: Now, we grafted Yellow Transparent on Wild Crab in 

the proper season, and they have developed very fine Yellow Transparents. 

Prof. Troop will bear evidence to this. If Mr. Ratcliff’s questions were 

to be answered in the affirmative we would have to do things quite dif- 

ferently from what we do now. If this were true we would have queer 

orchards. 

Mr. Lafuse: I think the variation of varieties from seed comes from 

the pollenization at the time of blooming. When you plant a seed you 

have influences at work which were never there before. 

Mr. Burton: I can not say, but I do think it has an influence. When 

you cross pollenize apples I can not see that they are larger or smaller. 

Take a Winesap, for instance. That is au apple that varies the least in 

appearance of ‘any of them. This must be pollenized by something else, 

because it is generally conceded that it has no pollen. I have hunted 

for hours and hours to find some, but I have never succeeded as yet. 
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President Stevens: That is all the time we can give to this discussion. 

We will now take up the next subject on the program, which is ‘‘Observa- 

tions and Experiences at the World’s Fair,” by Mrs. W. W. Stevens. 

Secretary Flick: Mrs. Stevens is unable to be here tonight, but she 

has kindly sent her paper and I have requested Mr. Grossman to read it | 

for her. 

Mr. Grossman: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemeu—I rather hesi- 

tated in taking Mrs. Stevens’ place here tonight, as it seems to me it is 

presuming for me to attempt to read her paper, because you all know 

from past experiences what enthusiasm she puts into her papers when 

she delivers them, and I can not give the expression that the writer would 

give, but if you will bear with me I will do the best I can. 

EXPERIENCES AND OBSERVATIONS AT WORLD’S FAIR. 

: 

My experiences and observations at World’s Fair extended over four- 

teen weeks, divided into three periods, viz: The opening, part of July 

and the whole of August, and the closing. To say that this was a 

pleasant experience does not half way express it, for it was simply a 

grand, glorious experience from opening to closing. ‘There was no fea- 

ture of it that was not full of valuable lessons as well as pleasures. 

There was not a civilized nation on the globe that-»was not there, and 

fitly represented. There seemed to be no trade, calling or profession 

whose followers were not seeking recognition and clamoring for room, 

and no form of amusement without its votaries by the score. The beauti- 

ful grounds with its thousands of flower beds, blooming shrubs, water 

gardens and statuary was a sight of such magnificence that one should 

have felt repaid for the trip, if there had been nothing else to see. The 

“palaces” were each of them an exposition within themselves and con- 

tained an exhaustive display of all interests connected in any way with 

their line of work. The study and comparison of the peoples of the world, 

their manners and customs was one of the striking features to me. But 

when one combines all these things it makes such a stupendous whole 

that one mind can not grasp it all, and the best that can be done is to 

tuke it as a precious jewel in a beautiful setting. After one gets home 

the noise has left their ears, the glamour their eyes, and they have 

time for sober reflection, then and not until then can they classify their 

knowledge and find what they have really learned. 

I take it that our Program Committee has aimed all these ‘‘experiences 

and observations” to have a trend towards horticulture. It is very un- 

fortunate to prepare a paper just now and for this body, because so many 

of you have visited the fair and have seen what I have in a general way, 

and because there is no way that I can give anything definite or in detail 
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as to awards, number of entries made, or in fact any actual information 

along this line. The Palace of Horticulture was a very pretty building, 

adequate in every way and exquisitely arranged for the display of fruits. 

Tt was very unfortunately located, being quite away from the popular 

thoroughfares, on Agricultural Hill. Early in the season this was thought 

to be a serious drawback by our horticulturists, but later it proved not so 

Lad after all. Those who really cared to see and study fruits came 

anyway, and the rabble or “pikers’” would have only been in the way 

and a mild nuisance if they had come. On May Ist, “Opening Day,” 

pandemonium reigned supreme. Hammers and saws, orders and counter- 

orders, the shrieks of engines outside the buildings, with the rumbling of 

trucks over floors on the inside, the shrill screech of the venders of wares, 

the hoarse “barkers” beginning the ‘“‘bark’ that never ceased during the 

entire fair, and the innumerable foreigners who were wildly gesticulating 

and frantically trying to make themselves understood, all this made the 

day one long to be remembered. At 10:30 o’clock all was quiet. The 

order had gone forth,from headquarters the day before that at this time 

all work should be stopped, all goods must be within the exhibition space 

alloted to exhibitors. The fair was duly opened with imposing ceremonies, 

On looking around one saw chaos. Everything seemed at first to be 

without form and void. The visitor asked ‘Is everything ready?’ The ex- 

hibitors echoed the auestion. After a while an official of the Government 

Building very proudly answered, “Yes, Uncle Sam is ready.’’ Then in 

a still, small voice a Hoosier piped out, ‘Yes, Indiana horticulture is 

fully ripe and ready.” And, sure enough, there was Indiana with four 

other States in first-class shape, in which condition she stayed for seven 

months. IL observed that the casual visitor looked with sympathy, dis- 

dain or indifference on our display because we had no array of tall bottles 

containing large or freak fruits; no glitter of plate-glass mirrors and no 

cases of “‘wax fruits.” Hundreds of people told us that they had much 

better fruit at home than was on exhibition, to which we replied that 

our fruit was the very best that was grown by those who had freely con- 

tributed it, and we always asked our criticising friends to send us some 

of their finest, but they never did it. I observed very closely, indeed, 

the exhibits of our sister States, and want to say right here that no one 

had as creditable a display for the money invested as Indiana. Some 

of the States had fifty to seventy-five thousand dollars to Indiana’s five 

‘thousand. Most of them had attendants who were experts in exposition 

affairs, who received good salaries, while our attendants were just plain 

fruit growers, who gave their time to the work because they loved their 

business and were anxious to show their loyalty to their State. 

Our exhibit was nicely located near the center of the Palace, and our 

near neighbors were Missouri, Lowa, Nebraska, Arkansas and Wisconsin, 

and no better, more obliging neighbors ever lived. One of the pleasant 
x 
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features of the show was the hundreds of acquaintances made. During 

the hot days of midsummer, possibly we looked a little bit shabby, but on 

the whole no loyal Hoosier could help but be proud of the exhibit. 

I have no notes before me at this writing, but from memory will say 

that of all the apples taken from cold storage the Salome kept longest 

and looked finest, and the Wagner did poorest. In fact, I don’t think that 

we had but few plates of the latter that were fit to put before the 

judges at all, and they lasted but a few days. Our Ben Davis were 

quite badly scalded in many packages, as were many of the Jenetts. 

One barrel of very fine Rhode Island Greenings acted rather queer. On 

unwrapping them they looked first-class, but in a few hours they began 

to burst and the noise of the explosion could be heard several feet away, 

and in twenty-four hours there was not an unbursted apple in the entire 

barrel. A very noticeable feature of the entire exhibit was the great 

variation of certain varieties of apples. For instance, the Ben Davis 

of some States looked so different from the same variety in other States 

that one could hardly believe them to be the same. But every grower 

acknowledged them to be some better than no apple at all. In fact, I 

gave one young girl a Grimes, a Winesap and a Ben Davis, and she 

asked for the second Ben Davis in preference to one of the others. Hun- 

dreds of elderly people stopped at our booth and asked to just look once 

more at a Yellow Bellflower, Rambo or Milam that had grown in Indiana; 

but, alas, we had but very few of the first two and not one single entry 

of Milams. It was surprising to know how many visitors were at the fair 

from our State, and how many were born in the State and now live some- 

where else. In either case they were delighted to see our exhibit. The 

men and women of fifty or more years would almost always ask after 

the Bellflower and if 1 believed what they said about their grand- 

father’s trees of this variety, these trees were sixty feet tall, four feet 

through, bore every year apples of the most delicious quality, beautifully 

colored and in size anywhere from a quart cup to an ordinary water- 

melon. Truly it is wonderful what a hold on the memories and affections 

of people grandpa’s Bellflower tree has. Can’t some one renew or re- 

suscitate this old favorite before another world’s fair? 

When at all practical we aimed to give an apple to every Hoosier who 

called at the booth and it was wonderful the number of people who at one 

time or another had lived in Indiana. In fact I was “‘worked’’ a number 

of times before I learned that every one who asked for an apple was not 

an honest Hoosier, but for fear of “entertaining angels unawares” 1 

gave when I could to all who asked and the State has not suffered for it. 

When the awards are published Indiana may not take the lion’s share, 

but she will be well up in the line. 

President Stevens: In connection with this paper we have some 

others. The first one will be by Joe M. Burton. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES AT THE WORLD'S FAIR. 

What attracted my attention most was what was not there. I ex- 

pected to find hundreds of varieties of apples. I was aware of the large 

number catalogued. I expected to find these, and many more on exhibi- 

tion. As 1 went from State to State it was Ben Davis, Rome Beauty, 

Winesap, Grimes, Jonathan, Baldwin, Northern Spy, Arkansas Black, 

Mammoth Black Twig, Wealthy, Genet, and in a few States Northwestern 

Greening and Albemarle. Outside of these, all might have veen hauled 

on a market wagon. It is not hard to know what are the business apples 

of the world. : 

It was July 1 when I went to the Fair. Or course the apples on 

exhibition had been kept in cold storage. Their behavior there and when 

put on display was an item of great interest. It was quite observable 

that apples picked and stored before fully ripe did not behave well. A 

barrel of Genets from the north part of the State picked quite green, were 

still green and without flavor. None had rotted, but when placed on 

exhibition all had scalded, or rotted inside one week. Genets from my 

own orchard, fully matured when picked, had been on the plates one 

month when I took charge and were still sound when I left, three weeks 

later. Grimes from my own orchard, picked a little green and sent im- 

mediately to cold storage, never colored up nor developed flavor. Many 

were scalded when opened and all gave down in less than a week. 

Grimes from the north part of the State that had evidently colored up 

before packing were in fine condition, both as to color and flavor and 

stood up on the table for over two weeks. How do I know they were 

colored up before packed? I know it from their associates in the box. 

It is probable that Jonathan is the best of the good flavored apples for 

cold storage. I did not see one that was scalded, nor taste one that had 

lost flavor. 

The State displays were not all equally meritorious. 1 hope Indiana’s 

poorest display was while I was there. To say that I felt humiliated is 

putting it very mildly. Several of the packages I opened would not have 

graded No. 2 when packed. These had to be opened before a gazing pub- 

lic, and I could not do as our Iowa neighbors did when they opened an 

undesirable package, wheel it away to the dump. They had plenty, we 

few to draw from. We had to fill our tables with such as we had. Other 

States had put competent men into the field to hunt up and store good 

apples. They got them. We depended on the voluntary contributions of 

our citizens. We didn’t get them. 

One day when I was probably worried I observed that I imagined that 

I felt like there was a little possibility, though of course improbable, that 

there was a little danger that all horticulturists were not angels. Just 

then my wife wanted me to go with hér to see the Igorrotes, and I went. 
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These unnatural observations were superseded by natural sights. Realiz- 

ing the disyuieting effect of such observations, I devoted my spare time 

to saving apple seeds for the experimental orchard. These might result in 

bringing blessings to the future horticulturists. 

President Stevens: The next is Charles Lindley, of Salem. 

OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIENCES AT THE WORLD’S FAIR. 

Upon the eve of December first the gates closed and there passed into 

history one of the greatest achievements of man—the Louisiana Purchase 

Exposition. No one can estimate the true worth of such practical teach- 

ings, to those who were permitted to view those massive buildings and 

learn lessons from their contents. Here we could compare every line of 

thought and every vocation of life with that of our sister States and 

foreign countries. The manufacturer, the machinist, the artist, the 

teacher, the agriculturist, and the horticulturist—all gave evidence at this 

great meet that there existed—that life of trade—competition, and over 

and above all that a social mingling together which showed clearly that 

no occupation is so fortunate as to be independent, but that a common 

brotherhood must exist for the advancement and upbuilding of a nation. 

Since this great and noble work has been assigned to the past, we must 

now take a retrospective view and note a few things that must impressed 

our minds from the horticulturists’s standpoint. 

On August 18th, with Mr. Fred Dickson, we took charge of the Indiana 

Horticultural Exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition and about the tirst thing 

worthy of notice was the opening upon August 21st of two barrels of cold 

storage apples—the last of the cold storage supply—these were one of 

Winesaps and one of Ingrams—grown in the orchard of and packed by © 

Joe A., the apple man. 

The Winesaps were perfect and two weeks from that day were in ex- 

ceptionally sound condition. The Ingram barrel contained scarcely a 

sound apple. The most common remark made by those who were for- 

tunate enough to taste the Winesaps was, ‘“‘That’s the best apple I ever 

ate.” 

A few plates of lemons and the Indiana bananas caused more curi- 

osity and comment than all else combined in our exhibit. A common re- 

mark was, “I did not know Indiana was a lemon producing State.” Many 

seeming to think that we were producing them for the market. The paw 

paw was a curiosity to many and if they had been ripe I believe there 

could have been a car load disposed of for tasting purposes only. 

Many inquiries were made for the Black Ben Davis apple, but was 

sorry we had not even a sample while I was upon duty. The western 

States, however, had a fine showing of this variety which promises much 

profit in the future. 
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I must make special mention of the plum exhibit—a large number of 

which came from J. C. Grossman and Mrs. B. A. Davis. We could truly 

have said Indiana was far superior to any other State in her plum exhibit 

during the last week in August. We had at this time more plates than all 

other States combined. Indiana was rather handicapped in the manner 

of obtaining fruit for display, while many other States had large appro- 

priations with which to purchase the choicest of the land. Indiana was at 

the merey of public interest and dependent upon the great generosity 

of her fruit growers for her showing. Notwithstanding this serious con- 

dition I would say the Indiana horticulturist was generous and during 

my stay there, considering that the season was midway between summer 

and fall—a time when fresh fruits is at the lowest point; the display was 

exceedingly good. The tables were well filled. 

Missouri, as.right she should, had a mcst wonderful display. Beside 

the fresh fruits which were shown in abundance and of fine appearance, 

she had about 2,000 jars of preserved fruits and altogether near 400 

varieties of horticultural products. 

Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, Nebraska and Arkan- 

sas, all had most excellent exhibits and were well worthy of many hours’ 

study, while Tcxas and California did the big thing as usual. I find it 

difficult to give even some observations in a paper limited to a few hun- 

dred words as this one is. But I am sure of this, that the observations 

which I made at this great fair will materially assist me in being a more 

enthusiastic and better horticulturist, and I doubt not that it will prove 

an inspiration to the horticulturists of our own State and of the world. 

Mr. Tillson: I want to tell of a little experience I had there one Sun- 

day, I think it was the first Sunday I was there. Several other States 

were represented—Michigan, Lowa, Wisconsin, and some other States— 

we were all bragging on our apples. I proposed a test. I said to them 

that their apples were all right, and were pretty good looking, but that 

they were not good for eating. This was the test. That we should select 

certain varieties of apples like the Grimes Golden, and some others, and 

select a committee of five that were not interested, and seat them at a 

table, and bring the apples in to the committee and they were not to know 

where the apples came from, but were to taste them and tell which was 

the best. We tested six varieties, and I'll tell you right here that the 

unanimous yote of that committee was for Indiana every time on the 

quality of the apples. (Applause.) We took some of Mr. Burton’s apples 

and some of Mr. Zion’s Wolf Rivers and others that were just in the right 

shape, and they were away yonder ahead of those of other States. We 

also made a test between the north and the south and Mr. Burton’s apples 

were ahead of the apples grown in the northern part of Indiana—the ones 

grown by Grossman, Indiana was ahead in quality every time. 

President Stevens: I expect this is all the time we can give to this 

discussion this evening. Have you a speech to make tonight, Mr. Flick? 

s 
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Secretary Flick: The people who are here assembled may remain here 

just as long as they please. There is no law whereby to close the doors 

at a certain time. You may stay and hold intercourse and get acquainted, 

and discuss such matters as you may see fit. All stay. 

President Stevens: The Introduction Committee may now take charge. 

The meeting stood adjourned and apples, nuts, cake and candy were 

served to about 300 people. 

THURSDAY MORNING. 

President Stevens: We will now take up the program where we left 

off last night. The first thing in order will be some more reports along 

the lines of the Observations at the World’s Fair. We had a part of those 

on the program last evening. We will hear from H. M. Stout this morn- 

ing. 

H. M. Stout: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I have no apology 

to offer for appearing before you this morning. If I had my way about 

it I would have been a listener rather than a speaker. 

I feel very much out of place in discussing this subject in connection 

with such entertaining speakers and horticulturists as Messrs. Burton, 

Lindley, Swain and Grossman. However, I shall speak of some of the 

things that might be improved upon if we should again exhibit at a 

world’s fair. I think that some one should be in charge of the exhibit who 

could devote all of his time to the work throughout the fair, one who 

thoroughly understands exhibiting fruit to the best advantage and the 

methods of the jurors in scoring the fruit and making their awards. 

For example, some one sends ten plates of fine fruit. It would be bet- 

ter to make up one or two plates of the very best specimens of an even 

size and color and if they are good enough to score above 80, they will win 

a medal for the exhibitor and the other plates can be entered in the State’s 

exhibit and the exhibitor will get credit for them there. There is little to’ 

gain in quantity and you may lose several points in quality. I confess 

that jt was several days before I understood this and then only when 

Prof. ———— explained it to me. This is only one of the many things 

that the person should know, but it will serve as an example. In some 

ways the Indiana exhibit reminded me of an agricultural exhibit when 

we first saw it. You know that is the fad now to exhibit some of the soil 

in which the plant grew along with the plant, but I did not know that 

it had reached horticulture yet. This is no reflection on those who pre- 

ceded us in charge of the exhibit for we soon learned that each plate of 

fruit must be wiped off and the plate cleansed at least every second day. 

The ladies of our party did not go prepared to scrub, but they found 

plenty of it to do. 
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The Indiana display in the last days of September was one that all 

Hoosiers might well be proud of. It differed from any other exhibits in 

the fact that it contained no fruit of the crop of 1903, while some of the 

State’s shows were made up almost altogether of storage fruits of last 

year’s crop. 

Indiana showed a greater variety of the larger fruits than any other 

and it was gratifying to have the judges come to Indiana to compare and 

identify fruits from all parts of the building. 

Indiana horticulturists are well up in nomenclature and made very 

few mistakes in naming the fruit. I call to mind by Mr. Burton, the 

Bough apple. It was claimed by Mr. Irvin, one of the jurors, to be an 

old variety by a local name. 

In looking over the exhibits of other States we found whole tables 

filled with a single variety of one of the leading commercial sorts, as 

Arkansas Black, Ben Davis, Jonathan, etec., while the greater part of the 

fruit shown by Indiana was fruit which has a general or local reputa- 

tion for quality. This I think a compliment to the tastes of her people. 

They prefer to tickle the palate rather than the eye or fill the purse. 

' The pawpaw attracted no little attention and comment. 

The wild nuts drew many questions from the visitors. And the Knox 

County watermelons’ were admired by all, without regard to race or color. 

Of the foreign exhibits the ornamental training of fruit trees were 

the most interesting, and many other features of the horticulture part of 

the fair were of great interest, but space and time will not permit me to 

mention them. Upon the whole, every Indiana fruit grower should feel 

greatly encouraged by the State’s success at the World’s Fair. 

President Stevens: I wish to add a word of explanation. The com- 

mittee having charge of this exhibit realized the fact, as Mr. Stout has 

stated, that it ought to retain one person in charge all the time during the 

entire fair, but as our means was limited it was impossible for us to 

‘maintain one person there all the while. There was no individual that 

could afford to stay there the entire time simply for his expenses, and 

the only thing we could do was to divide it among the fruit men who 

could afford to go there for a couple of weeks and carry on this exhibit. 

The only reason that one person was not put in charge at the beginning 

was on account of the lack of means. We only had five thousand dollars 

appropriated for the entire exhibit, for collecting fruits, cold storage, in- 

stallation, and everything, and so we had to be very economical to carry 

it on at all. I say these few things by way of explanation. 

We will now hear from Mr. J. C. Grossman, of Wolcottville. 

J. C. Grossman: I did not take time to write a paper on this sub- 

ject, because I saw that there were several on for papers and I knew 

that it would be so thoroughly discussed before my turn came that pos- 
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sibly everything would be mentioned by the speakers previous to me. But 

there are things that we can all learn. Possibly some of you would be 

interested in some things which I shall say. I spent a few days at St. 

Louis in the opening days of the Exhibition and assisted in arranging and 

putting out our display ready for the opening of the Fair. We had the 

assistance of Mr. and Mrs. Stevens, and they with the committee, did 

what they thought best at the time. There was a great deal of con- 

fusion among the exhibitors at the opening.’ We had arranged with Chief 

Taylor for plates of a uniform character, and we paid a big price for 

them. We had strict orders to have our exhibit in shape at a certain 

hour on Saturday, the first day of the Fair, but there were no plates on 

hand and it placed us ina very embarrassing position. What to do we did 

not know. After discussing the situation with the States which were 

close to us, and after discussing and talking it over among ourselves, we 

decided that for the reputation of Indiana we would make the best show- 

ing possible at the opening with what fruit we had in cold storage, if we 

had to ‘“‘pile” it on the tables. Fortunately the Superintendent of the New 

York exhibit went to the city and borrowed or rented three thousand 

plates, and I caught a glimpse of them as they were unloading them and 

we rented about five hundred plates of him, and these we had at the 

opening. We selected from cold storage stock what we thought would rep- 

resent fairly each portion of the State. Iowa decided that she would not 

show her best fruit at the beginning, but would save it and put out some 

that wasn’s so good in the beginning. We did not just know what the 

eharacter of all of our fruit was; we did not know whether it was all 

good, or whether there was some poor fruit among it. But we took 

representative packages crom each district in the State, and as a result 

we had some very fine fruit at the opening—much better than a great 

many of the States. I think perhaps this was the best thing that we 

could do under the circumstances. It gave our State the reputation at 

the beginning of having fine fruit and a good display. We did not have 

the fruit that we might have had, for we -did not have the means to 

send men out to gather up the very best. We had to depend upon 

contributions, and they were slow in coming in. The fruit was poor in 

some sections of the State, and we did not get much fruit from those sec- 

tions. Thus we wére curtailed in the amount of fruit that we had, but 

we were very much pleased with the condition of our fruit. Nearly all 

of that that was opened at the first was in a first-class condition, and 

we did not lose out of the entire lot in storage but ten or fifteen per cent. 

of the fruit, and nearly everything came out in first-class shape. 

As Mrs. Stevens mentioned in her paper last night some varieties 

sealded and would not keep after being put out there. Prominent among 

those were the Ben Davis, the Indian, and the Wagner. The Wagner 

especially was poor. On the other hand we had very fine apples, 

such as the Northern Spy, Tompkin’s King, and numerous other varieties 

which were in perfect condition and kept for weeks. 
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Mr. Zion: How about the Wolf River? 

Mr. Grossman: Well, I can hardly say. ‘ 

Secretary Flick: They came out in pretty good shape. 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, that is true. That is a pretty good apple, and it 

created much comment and always attracted attention. Men of twenty 

years’ experience said they had never heard of it before. The apples 

were sound.and stayed in fine condition, and when they were opened 

they made a very fine show. I think it was remarkable the condition 

they were in. 

There was a discussion among the States as to whether or not they 

would make a show at first on account of not having plates, and there 

were a great many that were not ready. They did not have their places 

ready at all at the time of installation, and Missouri was one among the 

number. All she had was some preserved fruit, she did not have any 

fresh fruit at all at the opening; the same can be said of many of the 

other States. Ohio made no show at all. Pennsylvania, New York, Ar- 

kansas, Oregon, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, and ourselves, and possibly a 

few others made an exhibit at the opening, but Illinois didn’t show any- 

thing; Wisconsin didn’t open up any fruit at all. The orders were very 

strict that the exhibit was to be in good shape at ten o’clock on Saturday 

morning, the first day of the Fair. 

I did not get back to the Fair again until the second day of October, 

and at that time everything was arranged nicely. I left the exhibit in 

charge of Mr. Johnson, Mr, Flick, and Mr. and Mrs. Stevens. Upon arriv- 

ing home I found I could not do anything in our section of the State until 

after the fall apples began to ripen. Berries were so perishable that we 

finally decided not to attempt to send them. We made one attempt and 

quit. We shipped plums and early apples. I made a weekly shipment, 

and I think I made some mistakes in sending. I was not careful enough 

in making my selections. I should have cut down the quantity and sent 

only the best specimens and a higher quality. As Mr. Burton has men- 

tioned in his paper that was the fault with others, as well as myself. 

We were not careful enough, but it is hard to get fruit contributed, and 

it took us a good deal of time to get enough. This fall when I went 

this year’s fruit was in its prime, and we had excellent fruit to make a 

show with. Just as everyone did when they first went there, I presume, 

we cleaned up, washed the dishes, washed the tables—and I'll tell you 

we had to do that frequently over there. We had a great deal of fall 

fruit the first day I was there or the first week rather, and we filled five 

hundred plates, but instead of limiting ourselves to that number we in- 

creased it to a thousand. Before I left we had a display fully equal to 

those of any of our neighboring States. We received many compliments 

on the state of things, and many people told us that we had an exhibit 
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that was the equal of any of the States, and far ahead of a great many. 

Our fruit was fresher and brighter looking than some of the States, 

especially New York. While lllinois showed some varieties that were 

ahead of ours I did not think their general exhibit was equal to ours 

during the months of October and November. We showed a great many 

varieties. It was a noticeable fact that we had few of the inferior quali- 

ties of commercial apples on exhibit. The Ben Davis was scarcely 

visible among the other varieties. We had a few plates, but-they did not 

make a show. We had more Grimes Golden, Jonathans, Northern Spys, 

Rhode Island Greenings, Snow, Mackintosh, and another variety of the 

family Fameuse, a Fameuse Sutre. It is a very showy apple, but has a 

poorer quality than the Mackintosh or the Snow. There were many things 

to learn there. 

We received a few plates of fruit from Greencastle that received prob- 

ably as much comment as anything we had on exhibit while we were 

there, and that was some plates of Grimes Golden, and some Salomes. 

They were said to be the finest specimens seen there. The Grimes were 

of average size, not quite so large as some we had, but they were as per- 

fect as a specimen could be made, and they received a very high score. 

This gentleman must have given these trees a very perfect spraying and 

careful attention. The skin was perfectly clear and delicate and waxen. 

We had many calls for apples from people who said they were from 

Indiana, and I think we were worked quite frequently. We found numer- 

ous people, especially St. Louis ladies who claimed that they were born 

in Indiana, and wanted a taste of the Indiana apples. Of course we 

accommodated these people when we could. When we would be clearing 

off the tables the people would take the fruit and appreciate it even 

though it were specked, and we found out before we left that Indiana 

fruit had the reputation of being about as fine in quality and finer really 

than most any of the other States. We had more visitors seemingly than 

any other State in sight. I do not know whether the report had gotten 

out that we gave away apples or whether it was a fact that we had a 

more attractive exhibit. 

Mr. Tillson made a statement last night in regard to the quality of, 

the apples grown by, Joe A. Burton in Southern Indiana. Possibly our 

apples do not ripen as soon, but they are just as good in flavor. We 

can grow better Northern Spys and Kings. Of course we can not grow 

the Winesap in Northern Indiana or the Jenett like they do in Southern 

Indiana, but we can grow good varieties that they can not grow in the 

south. I am confident that the quality of Indiana fruit is better than 

that of the middle west. We had many compliments from the jurors on 

the apples from Indiana all the time, so I can say without boasting that 

Indiana has the reputation of having fruit of the very best quality, and 

now all we need is men with capital to grow the fruit. 

30—Agri. 
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Oregon made a fine show of fruit. They put out a car load of fruit 

one week that was simply immense. They were fine specimens. The 

skin was perfectly clear and colored with the highest color and they 

seemed to be perfect in every respect. Of course it is understood that 

they do not have the quality that the Indiana fruit has. The western 

fruit, as a rule, does not. They showed them in boxes—a large portion 

showing the different styles of packing, and it was certainly a great dis- 

play. They had apples that were immense in size. Such apples as the ; 

Spitzenburg, Jonathan, Winesap and others were placed in boxes with 

shelf paper around them, to take the eye of the customer, and of course 

they could sell them at a high figure. I was much impressed with their 

style of packing, and I am sure that apples will sell better when packed 

so nicely. If we would pack our fruit in packages that could be carried 

away in hand we could sell much more of it and get better prices. I think 

this is one thing we should learn. It is very hard to get apples packed 

correctly. These western packers have become so expert that they know 

from a glance at the size of an apple just how to place it in the package 

to make it fit. They have learned it from experience. 

Mr. Swaim: It seems to me that there is not a great deal to be added 

to what has already been said here. I was at the Fair for two weeks. 

I am of the same opinion as Mr. Stout, that it is a mistake to begin an 

exhibit of that kind without a superintendent that will stay there and 

follow out his own plans throughout the entire time. Of course the men 

that took care of this exhibit were competent and good men, but they 

all had different ideas as to how things should be conducted and it would 

naturally break up the continuity of the exhibit. Of course, as Mr. 

Stevens has explained, that mistake was made from the lack of funds. 

We were seriously handicapped, and I believe as Mrs. Stevens said last 

night, Indiana made the best show for the money invested of any State 

exhibiting there. If we could have had just a little bit more and em- 

ployed a superintendent to stay there we would have had a far better 

show. 

There were some few things that were of special interest there in our 

exhibit, among them was the watermelon. Now I was there when the 

car load of Southern Indiank watermelons were received, and I'll tell 

you they were fine. Many of the superintendents and jurors tested them 

and the highest compliments were paid on every hand to Indiana water- 

melons. 

We found very many people that were really ignorant as to the native 

nuts, such as chestnuts, beech nuts, walnuts and hickory nuts, and a 

great many people from this State, especially the younger generation, 

were ignorant of what they were. They had never seen them in the State 

exhibit and they attracted a great deal of attention. 

There was another thing attracted attention and that was the Hoosier 

banana, or the pawpaw. This is all I have to say in this regard. 
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Mr. Sylvester Johnson: I was not here last night and I realize that 

I missed a feast. I have been much interested in these remarks from the 

gentlemen concerning the World’s Fair. I was there myself a good deal 

of the time. I was proud of the exhibit. I will say that the fruit was in 

fine condition while I was there. On the whole the exhibit was a success, 

and Indiana will have something in the future to be proud of on account 

of the exhibit. 

Secretary Flick: I want to state that as far as possible the whole 

matter of the Horticultural Exhibit at St. Louis will be published in our 

annual report with all the details possible. We have kept a pretty 

accurate: record of all who made entries and the varieties they entered. 

We have also kept a record of when the specimens were put on the 

table and when they were taken off, and all that we found out concern- 

ing the variety, and have kept these for future investigation. We are try- 

ing to see if apples from the northern part of the State, and those from 

the southern part of the State are equally well behaved in cold storage. 

We are trying to find out if apples from a certain soil keep better in cold 

storage, than those from another soil, and there can be a great many facts 

worked out from this exhibit in this way. The number of exhibitors 

were about two hundred. The number of people that put their fruit in 

cold storage last year (1903) were about one hundred. I am not positive, 

not having the figures at hand. Altogether there were over fifteen thou- 

sand plates of fruit exhibited, or put upon the table. Visitors who saw 

on the tables onty five or six hundred plates of fruit should remember we 

changed the fruit frequently, and that it took quite a lot to keep it run- 

ning during the whole time of the Fair, about nine hundred bushels. Our 

showing of apples was good, and there is no doubt about that. Nearly 

everyone gave us that compliment, especially on the better quality of com- 

mercial apples. The committee at the beginning claimed that Indiana 

could grow a good sized commercial apple with more flavor, more color, 

better texture, and better keeping qualities than western States. We 

thought that we were right in that, and it seemed that everyone there, 

whether they were Hoosiers or not, wanted to taste our apples to ascer- 

tain. I think we did as much good in that as we could have in any other 

way. It caused us to have a reputation for apples of fine quality that few 

other States have. 

I was much disappointed in fhe character of the Eastern fruit, the 

fruit from New England, and New York, and Pennsylvania. Their fruit 

was under size, but possibly this was because their orchards are old. 

The flavor was very good. New York is the home of the King, but they 

didn’t show as nice Kings as we did. Neither did they show as nice 

Greenings, or their boasted Baldwins. They were not as nice as the Indi- 

ana apples in size, color nor flavor. 

There has been reference made to the great showing of apples from 

Oregon, That was a compliment that they deserve. It was perhaps the 
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greatest showing of apples ever made in America. It was the cream of 

their orchards. The superintendent told me that they had thousands of 

bushels of apples of an inferior grade that were lying on the ground and 

going to waste because there was no market for them. If they made a 

profit on their apples they would have to get two dollars a bushel when 

shipped as far east as Indianapolis. So we can infer from that that we 

have the advantage of these apple growers, for if we can get two dollars 

a barrel there is a profit for us. Every apple they sell must be a perfect 

apple, and they are at a great expense to assort them and ship them. 

In reference to the nuts. Indiana did make a good showing of nuts. 

There were many kinds that I did not know we grew. There was one 

nut there which especially attracted attention. This was a cross be- 

tween the pecan and the hickory nut. It was probably two inches and a 

half long, and about an inch wide, and three-fourths of an inch thick. 

The shell was thin and full of the kernel, which had the flavor of the 

hickory nut. This nut came from Posey Couhty, and like the pawpaw 

spoken of, we had a time keeping these nuts, for they were usually swiped. 

As to keeping apples in cold storage we found nothing better than the 

Salome. They were picked at different times and crated in different ways 

and when they came out of cold storage they were in fine condition. We 

kept them on the table for a hundred days, from the first days of the Fair 

until the hot days of July and August, and they were in pretty good con- 

dition when we took them off. Of course they were wilted, but they 

were sound and I suppose they would have lasted until now if they 

had been left on the tables. I want to call attention to something else. 

The State early at the beginning of the Fair—or the committee, I should 

say—saw that we were badly in need of advertising literature, so they 

concluded to prepare a pamphlet entitled, “Some Facts about Indiana 

Fruit Culture,’ and we had them published, and distributed about ten 

thousand copies of them at St. Louis. It was something which the people 

were anxious to get and out of the ten thousand which were taken from 

the tables I discovered very few cast away in the corners or on other 

tables. I think we ought to do something more of this kind in the future, 

and this is one of the things which should be undertaken if we conclude 

to make the Secretary’s office permanent. We should get out this kind 

of a pamphlet and spread it all over the country and I am sure they will 

do us much good. We will have to get more capital in our State before 

we can develop the fruit interest properly. I should like for each one 

of you to take one of these books home with you. We have enough of 

them for you on the table in the other room. 

I think that none of us haye a right to be ashamed of our exhibit at 

the Fair. It was the first State exhibit that the State has made. 

We were unused to such work—both the growers and the managers 

were —and possibly next time we can do_ better, but other 

States, even those who had been in the same business for ten or twelve 
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years made mistakes, so I think we should feel satisfied and we hope 

that the growers of the State who have sent in their fruit will receive 

due credit from the jurors for all they have sent. 

Sylvester Johnson: You made a mistake as to this being our first 

State exhibit. I think I took the first one to Philadelphia. 

Secretary Flick: That was not a State exhibit, it was from the 

society. 

Sylvester Johnson: I believe you are right since I come to think about 

it. I know I went there in 1876, but I believe it was simply an exhibit 

from our society. 

Mr. Stout: I think one point has been overlooked, and that is to com- 

pliment the work of this society in doing what it has.’ Hardly any of © 

those ten thousand plates of fruit were sent by anyone outside of this 

society. Almost every plate was from some member of this society and 

I think it deserves great credit. 

Professor Troop: I have been listening to these discussions and it 

. comes to me that one of the things that goes to make up a successful 

fruit grower is belief in the place where he lives. He must believe 

in his State and in the particular section of the State in which he lives, 

and think that it is the best place for growing fruit. If he believes this 

he is going to make a success of fruit growing. In listening to this 

_ discussion these things will crop out. Some think that Southern 

Indiana is the best place for growing apples, and Mr. Grossman insists 

that Northern Indiana is the best section for apples. Now Central Indiana 

can grow apples and good ones, too. I may say that while Tippecanoe 

County is not famed except around Clark’s Hill for their fine apples, lL 

sent some to the World’s Fair from the experiment station and they told 

me that they were the best specimens that they had had, especially the 

Yellow Transparent. I intended to send every week until the close, but a 

big hail storm knocked my expectations all to pieces and the apples, too. 

Now I wish to leave the thought, that in whatever State we may be, or 

whatever section of the State we may live we must believe in that section 

and believe that it is the best, and that goes a long ways in making it a 

success. 

President Stevens: I want to say here on behalf of the Indiana 

World’s Fair Commission that we appreciate the work that has been done 

by Indiana—the Indiana Horticultural Society—and without the assist- 

ance of the various members of our society it would have been impos- 

sible for us to have maintained and kept up a creditable exhibit through- 

out the World’s Fair. Most of the fruit growers of the State contributed 

their fruits gratuitously and put in a great deal of work for which no 
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charge was made, and there were no funds to pay the charges if they 

had been made. So I want to say on behalf of the Indiana Commission 

and on behalf of myself as having charge of this exhibit, that we appre- 

ciate the work that has been done by this State Horticultural Society, 

and we hope that you will get credit for the exhibits made, and will 

secure your returns in the future. 

In view of the. fact that Colonel Logan has not yet come, we will 

take up the subject of “Gathering, Packing and Marketing Apples,” by 

James M. Zion, of Clark’s Hill. 

Mr. Zion: I am surprised that I have been called so early in the 

day. I can not understand why I am put down to talk on so large a sub- 

ject except merely to introduce the matter so that questions can be asked 

and it can be discussed, and I think that is all they put me on the pro- 

gram for. I have read a great many articles on picking and packing 

fruit, and I am always interested in all horticultural papers, and when- 

ever I find an article I read it. They read nicely, and I have been pleased 

with some of them, but I would not attempt to follow them out. I want 

to take up the lines in connection with this subject on which I have had 

personal, practical experience. I think the first is gathering fruit. 

President Stevens: Tell us what you think of the outlook for fruit 

growers. 

Mr. Zion: So far as fruit is concerned, I think that the apple grower 

in the State of Indiana has a more promising prospect than those of any 

State in the Union. I am honest and sincere in this. for we can grow 

good standard varieties with fine flavors—better flavor in fact than any 

other State in the Union. I have tasted apples from almost every State. 

Of course there are certain varieties that will not grow in certain places 

in our State, but it was determined at St. Louis and on other occasions 

where tests have been made that Indiana grows a great variety of good, 

standard apples. 

Some visitors, fruit growers, told me they did not know we could grow 

so many different varieties in Indiana. I told them to see what we were 

doing. 

Secretary Flick: I want to ask you if you think there is any danger 

of Indiana growing too much fruit? 

Mr. Zion: No, not of the right kind. If you will go to the railroad 

yards of this city and see the car loads and car loads of inferior apples 

that are being shipped in from New York in bulk you will think that the 

people of Indiana certainly can grow as good fruit as that. New York and 

other States are shipping a very inferior grade of fruit by the train load 

right now into Indiana and are finding a market for them. I have no 

trouble in finding a market for my apples. , 
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But to return to my subject. The ripening period used to bother me 

a great deal. I have been talking about the growing of apples, now I 

shall talk about picking them. Some folks think you should gather 

apples in the dark of the moon in October. I do not pay any attention 

to the moon myself. I read an article in an agricultural paper saying 

that apples should be picked on the tenth day of October, and things like 

that. Now there is no more reason why we should gather our apples at 

a certain date than we should cut our corn or oats on a certain date. 

Nature has provided a certain time for apples to mature, and there will 

come seasons when certain apples will mature quicker than at other 

times, and they will then begin to fall on the ground. The first that 

fall may have worms in them, but as soon as the good apples begin to 

fall to the ground, don’t lose any time in yathering them. When you 

can put your hand under the fruit, raise it up, and it will separate nicely 

from the stem, then it is ready to be picked. This is the same with 

cherries, plums, pears, etc. It is sometimes best to gather three or four 

times from one tree. Just the same as with berries. This is true with 

the Hubbardston that my friend spoke about. You should commence in 

time to do this. This is also true with the Woit River. There is one 

advantage in this. This apple is a good cooking apple when it is only one- 

third grown and we make apple sauce out of them. There are several 

varieties of apples that should be gathered this way. The Grimes Golden 

must be gathered quickly. As soon as they begin to drop we begin to 

gather them and put them in barrels and ship them to cold storage. I 

have the picking in mind when I choose my trees. I commenced buying 

trees fifteen years ago, and I called for a low top tree with a good stem 

and good roots. At that time many advocated high tops, but I was always 

in favor of the low topped tree. The stem should be protected from the 

cold wind and the hot sun. There is also an advantage when we go to 

gather the apples. Most of my apples can be picked from the ground. 

I can truly say that we ean stand on ite ground and pick one-half of the 

apples. 

Walter Smith: Do they do as well when they grow near the ground? 

Mr. Zion: I think so. I do not notice any differeuce. We have what 

we call a low down or handy wagon with a large platform, sixteen feet 

long and seven feet wide, which will hold from forty to fifty bushel 

baskets. We take everything we are going to pick off the trees and put 

it into the baskets. Now as to packing. I have tried packing right in the 

orchard, but it was very unhandy as the hammers were always lost, you 

couldn’t find the nails, and it was very inconvenient, so now we do all 

of our packing at the packing house where we can have everything in 

readiness. In the packing house for two or three years I graded the 

apples. I am now trying a different plan with some of the varieties. 

I put the apples as they come from the tree in barrels and send them to 
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cold storage with the object of resorting them. I have found that if we 

shipped out a barrel of apples from cold storage that were sorted in 

the packing house, to the groceryman, and there happened to be half a 

dozen rotten apples, he would dock us from fifty cents to a dollar and a 

half on the barrel. They would tell us that the apples were in a very bad 

condition. Now I never let the apples go out until they have been sorted 

and when they go to the groceryman and he talks about there being rot- 

ten apples we know what kind of a man he is. We think it pays us to 

do this. If you do not the grocery man will take advantage’ of you and 

try to dock you if there are only a few rotten ones in the bunch. 

Now as to packing in boxes or barrels. There are advantages and 

disadvantages in packing in boxes. I think it 1s an advantage when you 

have a very superior quality of fruit early in the year. At the fall pack- 

ing time we come in contact with the apples from Michigan that sell 

for from one dollar to one and one-half dollars a barrel. We know that 

we can not compete with these prices. So the first thing I do is to ship 

my apples to cold storage, and after the other apples are off of the market 

I sell mine and get good prices for them. The apples that we would have 

' to sell from one and one-half to three dollars per barrel we can get five 

dollars for when we take them out of cold storage. We have too many 

apples to compete with at that time. And with cold storage we now 

have a facility for taking care of our fruit and demanding better prices. 

I have this to say in regard to packing apples in boxes. I requires an 

expert to pack them. I usually ship my Yellow Transparents in boxes. 

They will bring from a dollar to a dollar and a half for a three-peck box. 

For gathering apples that we can not reach from the ground I use 

a step ladder eight feet high, which is wider at the bottom than it is at 

the top. We use this ladder when we can not reach the apples from the 

ground or the platform of the wagon. 

Walter Smith: How can you get such a wagon under the tree? 

Mr. Zion: We run them under just as far as we can. I have a Sagi- 

naw handy wagon. I could not get along without it. 

Mr. Burton: Do you have springs on the wagon? 

Mr. Zion: Yes, sir, of course we have springs. We load them down 

with apples too. 

Mr. Swaim: Do you get more money for your fruit in boxes according 

to the bulk than you do in barrels? 

Mr. Zion: Yes, but there are exceptions. It is nice to talk about box- 
ing apples but it is not so easy to do. It almost takes an expert to pack 
in boxes. We should pack nothing but fancy fruit in boxes—those that 
have a nice color. In some regions it is necessary to use potash to get 
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color. When they do this it cuts down the profit. This is true in Wash- 

ington, but here the soil has sufficient potash to color nicely. We can 

grow fine apples with very little expense. 

Mr. Swaim: I thought you said you would prefer boxes to barrels in 

some cases. 

Mr. Zion: In some cases, yes; in early, fancy fruit. 

President Stevens: I have observed that a number of fruit growers 

in our State are shipping directly to the consumer from the orchard. 

Have you had any experience along that line? 

Mr. Zion: Not very much. My crop is too large to handle that way. 

One thing I have noticed and that is the groceryman charges the con- 

sumer about 40 per cent. profit and frequently sells culls at the price of 

fancy fruit. We should educate the consumer and when the groceryman 

insists on a high price for his fruit they should insist on a high priced 

fruit. They should demand good apples. There is where the trouble 

comes in. We must reach the consumer. This can be done by educating 

the consumer to demand good apples. I just wish you could see the apples 

that were shipped from New York in here. It is terrible. 

Mr. Williams: What does it cost a month to put apples in cold 

storage? 

Mr. Zion: Ten cents a month or thirty-five cents a season per barrel. 

They will not charge you any extra for six weeks over season-time, but if 

you do not tell them when you put them in, how long you expect them 

to stay, they will likely charge you for the season, because they do not 

like to be moving them around. 

Mr. Hazelett: I would object to hauling the apples in baskets to the 

packing house. I think that the jostling in the baskets would bruise 

them. Of course such apples as the Ben Davis it would not hurt, but I 

should not like for a Yellow Transparent to be treated in that way. 

Mr. Zion: I have not suffered any inconvenience. I get my apples to 

cold storage just as quickly as possible, and when we pack in the packing 

house we will sometimes work until ten or eleven o’clock at night to get 

them off and sent to the express station, and by the next day they are in 

cold storage. When we worked in the orchard we could not do this 

way. I have heard it said that the Ben Davis scalds pretty badly in cold 

storage, but I think this is caused by the apple not being gathered at the 

proper time. 

Mr. Simpson: What kind of picking tables do you use? 
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Mr. Zion: I prefer taking the apples from the baskets and putting 

them into barrels. I can do this pretty fast; I can sort twenty-five barrels 

of apples in three or four hours myself. When three or four men are 

working it is pretty quick work. 

Mr. Simpson: Do they all sort from baskets? 

Mr. Zion: Yes, sir. 

A Woman: Do you sort them when you gather them? 

Mr. Zion: No, we take them to the packing house. 

A Woman: What do you do with the refuse apples? 

Mr. Zion: We make cider out of them. We do not have very many 

of them for cider. I do not have a cider press on my farm, for if I did 

I fear 1 would become a cider maker instead of an apple grower and I 

do not want to do that. The best way is to cultivate your trees, and 

spray them, and see that the rotten, wormy apples are taken out from 

under the trees and get fancy fruit. I am a firm believer in the fact 

that if you leave them under the trees they will injure the other apples. 

Do you use a commercial fertilizer around the trees? 

Mr. Zion: No, sir. 

Mr. ————: I would like to know how the Wolf River does in 

Central Indiana? 

Mr. Zion: I live in Tippecanoe County. forty-eight miles northwest of 

Indianapolis. I have been told by a man that has been all over the United 

States that he has never seen Wolf River apples that were as highly 

colored as mine are. I do not know what particular quality there is in 

my soil that causes this. It was remarked to me often at the World’s 

Fair that mine were more highly colored than they could get them in their 

part of the country. 5 

How would they do here at Indianapolis? 

Mr. Zion: Indeed, I could not say for sure, but I think assuredly 

well. 

What is the character of your ground? 

Mr. Zion: It is good corn ground. It is an alluvial bed with a black 

subsoil. 

Black soil on top with a clay subsoil? 

Mr. Zion: Yes, sir. 
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Mr. Hazelett: Is there gravel under the soil? 

Mr. Zion: I think not. 

Mr. Hazelett: I have beén raising Wolf River apples near Greencastle, 

this state, and they seemed to be very nice—they were very prolific—put 

I could not sell them. I had a hundred bushels or more that went to 

waste. They did this simply for want of a market. I could not sell 

them for half as much as:1 could the Yellow Transparent. I could not 

find Mr. Zion’s market at all. 

Mr. Hobbs: I would like to ask if your Wolf Rivers looked like Mr. 

Zion’s. 

Mr. Hazelett: Yes, sir. They were fine looking apples, but somehow 
or another I could not sell them. 

Mr. Zion: Why did you let them go to waste? Why didn’t you put 

them in cold storage? 

Mr. Hazelett: I could not sell them out, and I was almost afraid to 

put them in. 

Mr. Zion: That is what I do, for this apple comes when there is so 

much other fruit that I put it in cold storage and save it. It is too bad 

that you let them go to waste. I shouldn’t have done it. Did you gather 

them at the proper time? 

Mr. Hazelett: I think I did. As long as there were Wealthy apples 

I could not do a thing witn the Wolf River. I had fifteen or twenty 

different varieties that would sell better than the Wolf Rivers. 

A Woman: They are considered a good cooking apple but not a good 

eating apple. 

Mr. Zion: I have always found the Wolf River a beautiful looking 

apple, and usually has a good flavor. There are exceptions. I might tell 

you that there were different notions about this. I sold a large amount 

of apples to the president of a paper company. He saw my apples at 

the State Fair and ordered ten barrels. I stated to him that the Wolf 

River was a fine cooking apple, but was not very good for eating. Not 

long after I delivered the apples to this gentleman I met him on the 

street, and he said, ‘“Didn’t you tell me the Wolf River was not a good 

eating apple?’ I told him I believed I did. ‘‘Well,” he said, “we think 

it is one of the best we have.” Now that was his opinion. It is getting 

to be the fashion in the hotels nowadays to serve baked apples in quar- 

ters, and the Wolf River fills the bill exactly. Of course there are different 

notions about this apple. If you will give it a fair test it will not disap- 

point you I am sure. I think it is a nice, mellow, good eating apple. 
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Mr. Lafuse: Speaking of eultivated orchards. Do you think you raise 

just as good apples by manuring and mulching, or by cultivating the 

fruit? 

Mr. Zion: I am trying both plans. I have about fifty acres, and one 

half is under cultivation. I have kept it under cultivation for about eight 

years in order that the trees would have good, strong constitutions. I 

have kept them from bearing on purpose. If you take a single tree and 

plant it in a yard and neglect it it will come into bearing very early. I 

think we should cultivate an orchard for seven or eight years to keep 

them from bearing. You will get longer lived trees in this way, and they 

will be better trees. I sowedethe orchard in beans and received from a 

dollar and a auarter to two dollars a bushel for them. ThiS was an easy 

way of taking care of the orchard. After the beans were out of the way 

I gathered the apples. When the apples would fail I would put the pigs in 

to clean them up. Then I planted rye, or corn, or anything of the kind. 

I never let it mature, for that is what takes the life out of the ground. 

I believe in the mulch theory. I cultivate the orchard so that the roots 

will go down, then in the dry seasons the trees are not affected so much. 

If I do not do this the roots will be on top of the ground and the dry 

weather has a wonderful effect upon them. An orchard should be well 

underdrained. If there were a drought it would not hurt my trees. If 

it were not for this I would be in great fear for my fruit. It is very 

dry now in our part of the State, as well as in the southern part of the 

State. I am in favor of the mulching theory. I want to keep the roots 

down if I can. 

President Stevens: Are there any other questions? We still have a 

few minutes. 

Mr. Snodgrass: There have been many things spoken about, but Mr. 

Zion spoke of potash being the agent that colored the apples. It may be 

that I am mistaken, but I have read and have come to the conclusion that 

potash is not the coloring agent. The coloring agent is in the soil. I do 

not wish to say that this is true, but I wish to ask, am I right? 

Mr. Zion: It is asserted that potash is the coloring agent. Of course 

most soils naturally contain some potash and color fruit well. I think 

that the cool weather, changes in temperature, ete., do it. I am not 

authority, but I do believe the cool weather does it, or at least has some- 

thing to do with it. Our beautiful colored apples come in the fall and 

winter. 

We cannot say that this is always true, for apples grown 

in warmer regions are well colored, but I, too, think that the cold weather 

has something to do with it. 
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Walter Smith: You will notice that the side next to the sun is always 

colored, and the other side is not on most kinds of fruits. I think there 

is no question about the sun being the coloring agent. The better colored 

the apple is the better matured it is. I think there is no question about 

this. ; 

Mr. Snodgrass: I was speaking about the coloring agent contained in 

the soil. I think we all realize that the sun colors the apple, or has a 

great influence in coloring it, but I am speaking of the agency in the 

ground, and asked what agent in the soil was the chief coloring agent? 

That is my question. 

Mr. Smith: The sun does the coloring. It acts on something inherent 

in the fruit which the soil supplies. 

Secretary Flick: The question asked just now has brought to my mind 

one thing which I have thought about often. We should have the apple 

studied from a scientific point of view. I think we should insist that our 

experimental stations take up the apple in like manner as the corn grow- 

ers have taken up the subject of corn, and study it from a scientific 

standpoint: what conditions give color, what flavor, texture, ete. Now if 

this question can be answered it ought to be done. I think this subject 

should be studied in this way just as soon as possible. We have lost 

much because this has not been done. We have been studying fruit 

from an experimental standpoint only. 

Mr. Howland: This question cannot be settled here. I think that a 

man that has lived as long as Mr. Zion has, should know that sunshine 

is essential to color, and also to flavor. An apple that has been hidden 

from the sun will not have the color nor the flavor of the one that is sun- 

kissed. You take any kind of fruit and it is the same way. The Kieffer 

pear is no account at all unless so situated; nobody likes It, and no one 

will have it. The sunshine has much to do with the quality of any fruit. 

_ My experience tells me that the potash and ashes would not add the color 

if it were not for the sunshine. 

My friend spoke of reaching the consumer. If any of you can by any 

arrangement bring that about successfully, then you have accomplished a 

very great thing for the consumer, and for the fruit grower as well. 

When fruit lowers in price it takes the groceryman several days to find 

it out, as has been said here. It takes the middleman a longer time to 

find it out. He never is able to see that there is a great supply of fruit 

on the market and the prices down. If it advances he can see it the first 

thing in the morning. The first telegram will tell him, and he will immedi- 

ately inform his customers that fruit is up. 

The best thing we can do is to try to get some plan whereby we can 

tid ourselves of some of these middlemen. If we can do something like 

this we will be a great deal better off. 
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Mr. Kingsbury: What effect has sunshine on the human family? 

Mr. Howland: It has the same effect on the human family that it 

has on apples. It is a health-giver. If the ladies would only get out in 

the sun more they would have more of a bloom on their cheeks, and they 

would be much sweeter. 

Mr. Walter Smith: I do not know whether I am in order just at this 

time, but it certainly comes in connection with this question of sunshine. 

I believe in high-topped trees, as far away from the ground as possible 

and an abundance of sunshine. I think we can get better trees and can 

raise better fruit in this way. I would like for some of the experts to 

tell us something about the trimming of trees. That has not been dis- 

cussed here. I would like to hear from Mr. Flick. He is an expert. 

Secretary Flick: I could not tell you how to trim your trees. This is 

something which a man will have to learn for himself. ‘There are so 

many different conditions. I trim my trees any time I see they need it 

when I am in the orchard and. have a sharp knife. I try to cut off all 

of the dead wood and the water sprouts. If I cut off any very large limbs 

I have them painted as soon as convenient. I do not like high-headed 

trees in our climate. We are subject to storms of wind and hail and 

sleet and other things which make it hazardous and unprofitable to grow 

lofty fruit trees. There are many reasons why the trees should be low 

down. The trimming, spraying, picking the fruit, ete., is much easier 

and cheaper. Fallen fruit does not bruise, winds do not get such a hold 

on the low down tree. If you begin an orchard properly it will need but 

very little trimming. We ought to have an ideal in mind of the shaped 

tree we want, and at the beginning prune and leave enough branches to 

afford that. 

Walter Smith: Would you leave a tree thin enough so you could climb 

through the limbs? 

Secretary Flick: Yes, however we do not climb trees very much, for 

it hurts the tree every time you do that. 

President Stevens: It is now our noon hour and we will adjourn for 

dinner. We will reconvene at 1:30. 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. 

President Stevens: Ladies and Gentlemen: It is now time, for this 

meeting to come to order. The first on program this afternoon is ‘‘Value 

of Statistical Information as Applied to Agricultural and Horticultural 

Pursuits,” by Hon. B. F. Johnson, Chief of the State Bureau of Statistics, 

Indianapolis. 
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B. F. Johnson: It is with some little embarrassment that I come 

before you this afternoon and claim the right of making an apology -for 

my appearance. I was somewhat mislead as to the time of this meeting. 

I was expecting this convention to come off about the 20th of December, 

and I have made very little preparation for this occasion. Possibly you 

are just as well off as if I had had two or three weeks’ time to make 

what I might term the necessary preparations in that I will not take so 

much of your time and will leave it for more important business, possibly. 

I am to speak upon the value of statistical information as applied to 

agricultural and horticultural pursuits. Of course it is generally conceded 

and recognized by all that statistics from any standpoint are good, but 

a man who could bring out of a statistical subject anything of an enter- 

taining character mig it be regarded as a wonder. But, nevertheless, there 

is an individuality whicn has given this subject attention as something 

of importance and something interesting, and they may be presented to us 

from time to time. Perhaps there is no other line of business in the state 

of Indiana that-is so difficult to locate in a statistical sense as the horti- 

cultural business, simply from the fact that there is less organization and 

less organized effort along that line than in many other pursuits of the 

kind. We are compelled to make use of the public officers in different 

counties and townships in the state. The law makes a provision from 

which we may get information from the assessors, trustees and public 

officials, but generally they know so little about horticultural interests— 

these public officials do not seem to come in touch with it—and so it has 

been a very difficult matter for us to get any figures upon which to base 

our horticultural pursuits. You take the average township, and there are 

1,017 townships in Indiana, and in the average township, aside from the 

general interest that may be manifested on the part of the farmers, there 

is very little attention to horticultural pursuits. Each farmer has an 

orchard for himself, but when the gatherer of statistical information 

comes along he does not have his information classified, and he is not 

able to give it in such a way as to be of value to the bureau, and hence 

we are not able, in a great many instances, to get information touching 

this line that would be of value to those who are interested in horticulture. 

This is not true in a sense of agricultural pursuits, because the people of 

Indiana generally are engaged in agricultural pursuits—that is their prin- 

cipal business. The horticultural work is simply a side line. The value 

of the reports along these lines, it may be readily seen, is of not much 

value to the student of statistics. The cultivation of a piece of corn ina 

certain part of the state by a successful farmer, under certain conditions, 

serves as an inspiration to the other farmers, and they try to see if they 

can be successful, and this leads to better results. I have before me 

an instance in which a man under certain conditions raised one hundred 

and twenty bushels of corn on a small acreage of land, per acre. The 

publication of that fact and the conditions under which it was accom- 
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plished, served as an inspiration and an incentive to other farmers to do 

the same along the same lines. For instance, if it can be shown that a 

farmer may sell one acre of clover hay for about eight dollars and he can 

add to that possibly six or eight dollars by selling the seed from the same, 

he is lésing money, it will be of benefit to him. He has thus obtained say 

fourteen or fifteen dollars per acre from the clover crop, but in doing this 

he has not realized the results he should have realized. He is taking 

from the Jand that which he should have applied to the soil, and he has 

left the soil impoverished rather than enriched. On the other hand if 

the farmer pastures on his acre hogs and other stock, the same acre of 

clover that brought a return of fourteen dollars in clover hay and in 

seed, will produce twenty dollars’ worth of meat. And at the same time 

he has left his soil in a good condition. He has done for the soil what he 

started out to do when he sowed it in clover. Now if these results can 

be given in the line of statistical information and the farmer can be 

made to know and understand that in the sowing of the clover and the 
feeding of the swine upon the land he is able to increase his income a 

very large per cent. and at the same time fertilize his soil, he has made 

a good point, and other farmers are willing to do likewise. The same 

thing may be said of the cultivation of wheat in a large way. There was 

a time in the State of Indiana when the raising of wheat was considered 

a profitable business. I can remember when there was but little wheat 

cultivated in Indiana, in the early days of our history, and I am not 

a very old man either, and yet I have seen the original forests of Indiana. 

The first great trouble with us in growing wheat was that it would grow 

up so rank that it would fall down and we had to cut it with a sickle. 

This condition does not exist today. Why not? Simply because we have 

been raising wheat until we haye worn out the soil. We have been 

robbing the soil of the phosphates and not supplying nitrogen to the soil, 

but have been selling it, and have kept this up until the land refuses to 

respond to our efforts to grow wheat. Now, what shall we do in this 

matter? Shall we resort to commercial fertilizers? What is a commer- 

cial fertilizer? What is the principal ingredient? What is the element 

we are supplying to the soil? Largely the nitrogen, when the cheapest 

source of that in the world is all around us, and if we will sow clover, 

and plant peas in our corn field after we are through cultivating it, they 

will do the work for us, and it will be better done than we can do it 

by commercial fertilizers. Peas are good fertilizer. They supply a small 

amount of phosphates, and a large per cent. of nitrogen, and we get 

good results. When we continue to raise wheat year after year on the 

same soil our land is impoverished. Statistics will show that these con- 

ditions are brought about by this kind of farming. 

It seems to me that we should do something toward bettering the con- 

ditions of our farmers and encouraging them along better lines of agri- 

culture at this time. It seems to me that this is one thing that should be 

done. 
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Now take up the cultivation of fruit. A few months ago I visited an 

old neighbor friend of mine in the town of Fowler, and he had in his 

back yard a very nice grape arbor and a few vines which were well cared 

for,-and just across the way was a vineyard, of probably three or four 

acres, that was allowed to grew up in weeds and no attention was given 

to it scarcely. This friend of mine to whom I refer, had gone to the 

pains of spraying during the summer season. He had a rich soil, yet he 

used bone dust fertilizer around the roots of his grape vines, and he kept 

the ground stirred and in a good condition all the while. And he had the 

most luxuriant crop of grapes that-you ever saw growing on a few vines. 

Every grape was perfect. It seemed 10 me that they must be equal to 

those grapes that the children of Israel found when they had been sent 

to the land of Canaan, and when they came back they came with a pole 

on their shoulder with bunches of grapes hanging across the pole, and 

reaching to the ground, and this was their report. This was a kind of a 

statistical report that they made. The fruit told about the fruitfulness 

of the land and the productiveness of the vines in that country. 

Now the publication of things like this is of value to every man inter- 

ested in the cultivation of fruit in the state of Indiana. If you find out a 

good thing do not be selfish about it; do not close up like a clam and keep 

it from the world. Let your neighbors know it; let them know how you 

do things. There is no better way in the world to let things be known 

than to make a report to the Indiana Bureau of Statistics, or to the 

Secretary of the Horticultural Society and we will have it in our reports 

and the people will then hear about it and will understand the conditions 

under which you succeeded or failed, in the production of fruit or corn 

or wheat. These facts, as you know, should be made public. The same 

thing may be said of the production of the potato. Why, what do you 

think? Indiana is one of the best states in the Union for raising all kinds 

of farm produce, including potatoes, and yet, year in and year out, there 

is shipped into Indiana from other states hundreds and thousands of 

bushels of potatoes. I believe I am not exaggerating when I say that 

forty per cent. of the Indiana farmers buy their potatoes, the potatoes 

that they eat at their own tables. Am I not right? Yes, Iam. Why is 

it? Why is it? Is it because we cannot raise potatoes in Indiana? It is 

not that, because there is not a corner in Indiana, be it ever so remote, 

but what potatoes can be cultivated successfully and with good profit. 

What is the trouble? Well, I am not going to tell you all of the things 

that are in the way, but I shall point out a few of them that come in to 

interfere with the farmer in raising potatoes. Bad selection of soil, bad 

seed, poor or improper cultivation. When you are planting plant the early 

varieties just as early as you can plant them, just as soon as you can 

get them into the ground in the spring. And when you are planting your 

late varieties do not plant them until about the fifteenth of June. Try 

the experiment of planting the late potatoes in June and then cultivate 

31—Agri. 
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them just as long as the tops are green. Do not plow deep, but have 

some implements that will just loosen up the top of the ground and keep 

the top loose and conserve the moisture and prevent the ground from 

caking and see if you do not get potatoes, nine times out of ten. If you 

do not, charge it up to the Indiana Bureau of Statistics. 

As I said in the beginning, what I have said to you I have said without 

any special preparation, and you may be very thankful this afternoon 

that I did not have a paper to read because it would have been longer, 

and I have told what I had to say just as well as if I had been reading. 

I thank you very much for your attention. 

Mr. Garretson: I would like to ask when he would break the 2vound 

to plant June potatoes? 

Mr. Johnson: That would depend. I consider the best ground for the 

potato crop is land that has just been brought into cultivation. It is a 

good site for potatoes, and I should break it just before I planted my 

potatoes. If it were planted in clover I would turn it under and then 

plant the potatoes. If I were preparing ground especially for the potato, 

the summer before I would put on a little barn manure, just a light 

dressing. There is no crop that responds so quickly and so readily and 

gives such results if you put on a little manure, as potatoes. 

Are there any questions? 

Mr. Snodgrass: -I am growing potatoes. I have cultivated potatoes 

on the soil where I live, which I have brought up to a high standard of 

production from a point where it was almost a failure when I started in 

seven or eight years ago. I could hardly get as many out of the patch 

as I planted. It was not quite as good as the Irishman who planted a 

bushel and dug a bushel and never lost a potato. Sometimes I would lose 

a few. I think we should take the condition of the soil into consideration 

and see what fertilizer it lacks and supply it. I do not wish to take the 

floor away from the gentleman who had it at first at all, but I wish to 

add a few ideas which are in line with my experience. I do not think 

there has been anything said about treating the potato for the scab. A few 

years ago my potatoes were as scabby as could be; now you can not find a 

seabby potato. This is because I treated them for it. It will work most 

marvelously. A large potato crop is like a fruit crop. If we treat the 

potatoes for fungi as we do a fruit crop we will not have the scab. I pro- 

duced 280 bushels per acre this year. I thought that was good. The dry 

weather struck us just a little bit too soon. I have been working for a 

potato that would produce a crop on black soil. It is hard to find a variety 

that will produce a crop on that kind of soil, but this potato will do it. 

It will grow a good crop on either kind of soil, one just about as good 

as the other, taking dry weather into consideration. We want a good rich 
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soil for potatoes. I have never used anything but barnyard manure, 

- but I used it freely. I used twenty tons to the acre, and I have found 

that it pays. It must be rotted. A potato does not want coarse manure. 

Mr. Howland: I do not think anything should be given in this society 

that is not founded on facts. We should not endorse anything that we 

can not prove to be true. My experience tells me that the ground should 

be broken for the potato that you plant in June, just as soon as it can 

be broken in the spring. I would have it broken just as soon as it becomes 

dry enough to break. It is far better than to wait until the first or tenth 

of June to break it. I should have it broken just as soon as it is in good 

condition to break. It will then retain the moisture better all summer on- 

account of its being broken early in the spring, and if you keep stirring it 

on top I think you will have a better crop, because very frequently, if 

you wait until June the ground will be dry and will remain dry all the 

time, and then your potato crop will not be good. So don’t forget this. 

Break the ground in the spring just as soon as it is in a condition to 

break, and keep it stirred on top. 

My friend over there talked about the scab that he had on his potatoes. 

He thinks that he has a preparation that will remove it. Well, maybe he 

has. I hope he has. So.have I. I haven’t one like he has. Mine is to 

change the potatoes’ ground. This is the same thing as the spraying 

business. It is a mysterious affair. Some will tell you that they sprayed 

and never had so many worms in their life. Another will tell you that 

he sprayed and had a great success. The surroundings have as much 

to do with this as the season. I think you had better spray. I do not 

think there is any harm in it. 

President Stevens: I think this is about all the time we can devote to 

this subject. The next on program is the report of the Committee on 

Awards, by Mr. EB. Y. Teas. 

‘. E. Y. Teas: Your committee begs leave to make the following report 

of awards:— : 

APPLES FOR MARKET. 

Six varieties for market for Central Indiana. 

S. T. S. Williams, Knightstown, first. 

J. M. Zion, Clarks Hill, second. 

PLATES. 

Baldwin, J. M. Zion, first; Chris King, Rushville, second. 

Ben Davis, Chris King, first; suas & Son, Vincennes, second. 

Benoni, Chris King, first. 

Duchess of Oldenburg, Chris King, first. 
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Fallawater, S. T. S. Williams, first; Walter S. Ratliff, Richmond, 

second. ; 
Fameuse or Snow, H. W. Henry, Laporte, first. 

Gideon, J. M. Zion, first. 

Grimes Golden, S. T. H. Williams, first; Samuel H. Hazelett,.Green- 

castle, second. 

Hubbardston, J. M. Zion, first; Frank Moffett, Carmel, second. 

Indian, Chris King, second. 

Indiana Favorite, R. L. Beck, Connersville, first; Chris King, second. 

Rawles Genett, J. C. Grossman, Wolcottville, first; iW. Bs ites 

Lawrence, second. 

Jonathan, Frank Moffett, first. 

King, S. T. S. Williams, second. 

Lawver, R. J. Moffett, first. 

Mann, R. L. Beck, first; J. M. Zion, second. 

Northern Spy, Frank Moffett, first; S. T. S. Williams, second. 

Northwestern Greening,.S. T. S. Williams, first; W. S. Ratliff, second. 

R. I. Greening, J. M. Zion, first; Chris King, second. 

Pewaukee, 8S. T. S. Williams, first. 

Rome Beauty, Samuel H. Hazelett, first; S. T. S. Williams, second. 

Roman Stem, Frank Moffett, first; Chris King, second. 

Salome, S. T. S. Williams, first; Samuel H. Hazelett, second. 

Stark, Chas. M. Lindley, Salem, first; J. M. Zion, second. 

Wagener, H. W. Henry, first; S. T. S. Williams, second. 

Wealthy, Chris King, first. 

White Pippin, Chas. N. Lindley, first; Frank Moffett, second. 

Winesap, Simpson & Son, first; R. J. Moffett, second. 

Wolf River, J. M. Zion, first. _ 

Willow Twig, Chas. N. Lindley, first; W. B. Flick, second. 

Yellow Transparent, Samuel H. Hazelett, first. 

York Imperial, 8. T. S. Williams, first; Samuel H. Hazelett, second. 

Yellow Bellflower, Chris King, first. : 

Meritorious variety not included above, Simpson & Son, first for Aiken. 

Largest apples, J. M. Zion, first for Wolf River. 

PEARS. 

Kieffer, Chris King, first; J. M. Zion, second. 

Winter Nelis, J. M. Zion, first; H. C. Swaim, second. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Orange quince, Chris Ising, first. 

Champion quince, W. B. Flick, first. 

Plate and collection of persimmons, Jas. A. Little, Cartersburg, first: 

H. H. Swaim, second. 

Collection native nuts, Jas. A. Little, first. 
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CUT FLOWERS. 

Round bouquet, Mrs. W. B. Flick, first. 

Flat bouquet, Mrs. W. B. Flick, first. 

Collection mixed cut flowers, Mrs. W. B- Flick, first. 

Sylvester Johnson: Mr. President, I move you that this report be con- 

curred in. 

Mr. Simpson: I second the motion. 

The motion was voted upon and carried. 

President Stevens: We will now have a report from Prof. Troop. 

Prof. Troop: Mr. President, I know that we were generally expected 

to give a report of the work done during the year, and although it was 

not on the program I prepared something of a report, because I considered 

that the office of the State Entomologist is of importance to fruit growers. 

It has been customary to give a report of the work that is done during 

the year, and although this report is not complete, still it gives a practical 

summing of the things that we have been doing. I want you to hear it 

because I want you to realize if you can the importance of the work. 

REPORT OF THE STATE ENTOMOLOGIST. 

BY J. B. TROOP. 

The work of this office during the past year, like the year previous, 

has been confined principally to the inspection of nurseries and orchards, 

and to giving information concerning the hundreds of questions that 

have been asked in regard to the San Jose scale and other insects, ete. 

I have been unable to do much more than this on account of the limited 

funds at my disposal. 

When the present nursery inspection law was passed by the General 

Assembly of 1899, the principal object in view, seemingly, was to provide 

means for guarding against the introduction and spread of the San Jose 

seale, which was being introduced into the State from other states upon 

nursery stoek, and which was so much dreaded by all fruit growers. It 

was the opinion of the committee having the bill in charge that the 

present appropriation, viz., one thousand dollars, would be a _ sufficient 

amount to defray the necessary expenses of carrying the law into effect. 

It was thought, no doubt, that all that the State Entomologist would have 

to do would be to inspect the nurseries of the State once a year, and if 

found free from injuricus insects, ete., to grant the owners certificates to 
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do business. If that were all that is necessary, then the present appro- 

priation would be sufficient. But an experience of six years has shown 

that, while the inspection of nurseries is very important, it is really but 

a small part of the work that should be done, even in connection with the 

San Jose scale alone. As there was no restriction on the interstate ship- 

ment of nursery stock previous to the passage of this law, a large quan- 

tity of scale-infested stock was shipped into the State and planted out 

by the unsuspecting fruit growers. As a result there are a number of 

localities in the State which are seriously infested with this insect, and 

where thousands of dollars of damage has been done, and it is still 

spreading to new localities, so that this is the most serious part of the 

problem which confronts us, and which can be properly dealt with only 

by putting a competent man in the field, as has been done by both 

Illinois and Ohio, and keeping him there until the people have become 

educated up to the point where they can do the work themselves. The 

remedies now recommended by entomologists are inexpensive and easy to 

apply, but somewhat difficult to make properly until one learns how; and 

so the novice is very slow to undertake it, fearing that he will make a 

failure of it, and, in fact, that is often the case. 

Then, too, only a comparatively few persons are able to identify the 

San Jose scale; and so it often happens that whole orchards become in- 

fested before anything wrong is suspected by the owner. An instance 

of that kind came to my notice the past year. A peach orchard in southern 

Indiana, containing neary four thousand trees, was found to be dying. 

My attention was called to it and I found that the whole orchard was 

infested and the scale had been there so Icng that almost every tree was 

completely coated with it. Under those conditions the only thing that 

could be done was to destroy the whole orchard. It was a serious loss to 

the owner and one that could have been avoided had it been noticed in 

time. More than that, it had been serving as a breeding ground for the 

scale for several years and other orchards in the same vicinity had become 

infested. It is safe to say that the saving of that one orchard would have 

been the means of saving more money to the community than the entire 

appropriations for this work amount to in five years. And this is only 

a single case of many that could be mentioned. With an additional ap- 

propriation of two thousand dollars a year for this work the State Ento- 

mologist could employ competent men, with the necessary outfit, to go 

into these infested localities and give demonstrations as to the prepara- 

tion and use of the spraying mixtures, and supervise the werk generally. 

This, in my opinion, is the only way we shall be able to succeed in getting 

control of the San Jose scale in this State. 

In order to show that the amount asked for is within reason, it may 

not be out of place to state that Ohio has appropriated $10,000 and Illinois 

$6,000 annually for this same work. 
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SCALE-INFESTED DISTRICTS. 

During the past year the San Jose scale has been found in several new 

localities, and in a few cases it was found so near to nurseries that it 

became a serious question as to the advisability of giving the owners 

certificates, although the nursery stock was to all appearances free from 

infestation. In all such cases we have edvised the nurserymen to take 

the matter in hand and see that the instructions given t¢ the owners of 

infested stock were carried out. 

Last year thirty-two counties were reported as having had the scale. 

To this list may now be added seven more, yiz., Warrick, Orange, Daviess, 

Jay, Hancock, Randolph and Elkhart. Vanderburgh County is perhaps 

the worst infested county in the State—at least, more infested orchards 

have been found there than elsewhere. During the summer I visited the 

Southern Insane Hospital, near Evansville, and found that the authorities 

there had destroyed a good many trees and shrubs according to the di- 

rections given one year ago; but there were others badly infested which 

_ were condemned. My assistant, Mr. J. G. Gentry, found several infested 

orchards near McCutcheonyille, in the same county, but the owners had 

been using the spray pump to good advantage, so that the outlook in that 

locality is quite encouraging. 

The only infested trees found thus far in Orange County were in Paoli, 

and these had been given such vigorous treatment that scarcely a live 

scale remained at the time of my visit in August. Princeton, Gibson 

County, however, was not so fortunate. Here the scale was found to be 

pretty well scattered all over the city, and while the city council finally 

took some action concerning it, yet practically nothing had been done, 

and the insect was left to continue its depredations indefinitely. 

In the town of Linton, Greene County, where so many of the houses 

are either owned or rented by miners, who have but little time or in- 

clination, for that matter, to devote to such matters, the condition is even 

worse than it was a year ago. Here, too, the town authorities, I believe, 

ordered all infested trees to be destroyed, but made no provisions for 

carrying the order into effect; hence the usual result. It is of no use for 

towns or cities to pass laws relating to this matter without making some 

one responsible for their enforcement. 

A few weeks ago I received a scale-infested branch of an apple tree 

from the village of Fortville, Hancock County. I visited the place and 

found that in one orchard, situated in the edge of town, nearly every tree 

was more or less infested, and some were so near dead as to be past sav- 

ing. Here, as in many other places, I found that the trees which were 

originally infested came from the Hoover & Gains nursery, Dayton, Ohio, 

some years ago, before the firm went out of business. I was informed 

that the agent who sold those trees also filled several other orders there, 

so it is more than likely that other orchards in that locality are infested. 
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Mr. H. H. Swaim, Assistant Inspector for the northern end of the 

State, reported two cases of the scale in the town of Redkey, Jay County, 

and one in Union City, Randolph County. He also found ten city lots in 

the city of Marion which were more or less infested. 

Owing to the watchful eye of Sylvester Johnson, I was enabled to lo- 

cate the presence of scale in several city lots in Irvington, and prescribed 

remedies for the same. 

During the first week in December I! received some scale-infested 

branches from “Washington, Daviess County, which is the first intimation 

of infestation from that quarter. Judging from the appearance of the 

specimens it has been there for some time, and will require heroic meas- 

ures to eradicate it. In all of these cases the owners have been given 

copies of the law governing their cases an-l advised concerning treatment. 

In some cases the seed has fallen on good ground, and is bringing forth 

fruit, but in others it fell among the briars and was apparently choked. 

OTHER SPECIES Ol INSECTS. 

No serious outbreaks of other injurious species have been reported to 

me during the year, although hundreds of letters have been received con- 

cerning different species and their treatment. 

The woolly aphis has been quite troublesome in Switzerland and a 

few other southern counties, but this is found more or less common every 

year in these localities. 

During the latter part of the summer I received specimens of the 

elm borer (Saperda tridentata), which was said to be doing much injury 

to the elm shade trees in the city of Vincennes. This is one of the insects 

which is very difficult to treat after it once gets into the tree, and so we 

must depend very largely upon our friends the parasites for help in 

holding them in check. 

The cottony maple-scale (Pulvinaria enumerabilis) was reperted as 

doing a great amount of damage to the shade trees of Kentland, Newton 

County. 

The corn-root worm (Diabrotica longicornis) has again been heard 

from, and it will continue to make itself known as long as farmers con- 

tinue to grow corn after corn indefinitely. 

A new species of aphis was discoyered on some THoughton gooseberry 

plants on the grounds of Mir. George Blue, Indianapolis, where they were 

doing considerable damage. A curious fact about this insect was that it 

seemed to be very partial to that one variety. Mr. Blue had planted a five- 

acre field to Tloughton, but there was an occasional mixture of some other 

variety. In no case was the mixture touched, while the Houghton plants 

on either side were badly damaged. Not being able to identfy the species, 

IT sent specimens to the United States Entomologist at Washington, D. C.. 
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Who informed me that it was a new species, never before reported. As | 

was not able to secure the winged forms ef the insect, a detailed deserip- 

tion will have to go over till another year. 

NURSHRY INSPECTION. 

During the inspection period, which extends from June 1st to October 

1st, we have inspected one hundred and fifty-eight nurseries. Some of the 

old growers have gone out of business and several new ones have started 

in, so that the number remains practically the same. One was refused a 

certificate on account of the presence of San Jose scale, and several others 

whose stock was found to be too close to the danger line were‘ required 

to fumigate all stock before sending it out. 2 

HINANCIAL STATEMENT’ FOR THE YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 

31, 1904. 

RECEIPTS. 

Amount received from the State Treasurer on vouchers submitted 

ORS Ceti ACUTE OI beat ox cane el Sees cides ccee eee mee Unies ate rane ee cen Abela 999 99 

EXPENDITURES. 

Traveling expenses, including hotel bills and livery hire.. $261 65 

POStdgse express ands telecraimSinne ss sees oe acim aero 20 42 

SAMA OMETAY sell Cl aE LI Oy tepeve icv s anno euats foust chassdetouors ia) siiewa oases 41 67 

EeragemrOm Selina Scis tallitse> sie ay cetera ci cl santana OMOy sa) 

wer = 2909.99 

President Stevens: Any questions or remarks? 

Prof. Troop: I desire to say, while it is fresh in my mind, that I 

very much desire to get this matter before the Legislature this winter in 

a way that they will take some action and give us more help, and I would 

like very much if every one of you who are here would assist, and I hope 

every farmer and fruit grower will make it a point to see your Senators 

and Representatives and explain matters to them, so that when it comes 

up before them they will know what it means. These things often come 

before the Legislature, and before the Committee on Appropriations, and 

they do not know what the value of it is, and they consequently pass it 

by, but if you will make it a point and see your various representatives 

at home before they come here and explain matters and tell them just 

what is needed, it will go a long way. 
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Mr. Apple: Mr. President, the Auditing Committee have the following 

report to submit: 

“Your committee, appointed to audit the accounts of the Secretary and 

Treasurer, report that they have carefully examined the books and 

vouchers and find them to correspond with each other, and believe them 

to be correct. - 

Respectfully submitted, 

JOSEPH C. RATLIFF, 

J. W. APPLE, 

CHARLES N. LINDLEY.” 

Mr. Swaim: I move that the report of the Auditing Committee be 

accepted as read. 

Mr. Grossman: I second the motion. 

The motion was voted upon and carried. 

President Stevens: We are now ready to hear-the report of the com- 

mittee on the President’s address. Mr. Swaim, will you take the chair? 

Mr. Swaim took the chair. 

Mr. Zion: To the Members of the Indiana Horti€ultural Society— 

Your committee, to which was referred the annual address of our Presi- 

dent, W. W. Stevens, report that we found pleasure and instruction 

in his review of the past and present horticultural conditions of the State 

and the urgent need of our people being*instructed in modern horticultural 

methods and how to market their products—and that our society must 

also enlarge its labors, become progressive, practical and businesslike in 

order that it may meet and carry out the increasing demands of our 

horticultural people and domestic consumers—that our people may no 

longer be required to depend upoh New York and other far away states 

for inferior ‘bulk’ apples. 

We have carefully considered his recommendation that the horticul- 

tural interests of our state are now in such a promising condition as to 

require the constant attention of a Secretary, and that our society shall 

have exclusive use of Room 11, according to former arrangements, or 

else secure other rooms that our exhibits, records and literature, may 

be properly cared for, and that the office be open daily to the people 

and the public. We recommend committees to secure financial means 

and rooms as suggested. 

We also recommend a resolution that our Secretary be authorized to 

Inform President Roosevelt, the Postmaster General, and our Congress- 

men and Senators that our society unanimously demand a parcel post 
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system, such as is in England, which will enable our fruit growers and 

gardening merchants to deliver their products to consumers at about 

one-fourth the exorbitant, prohibitive rates now demanded by our ex- 

press companies. 

J. M. ZION, 

H. M. STOUT, 

Committee on President’s Address. 

There is also a minority report. 

Chairman Swaim: We will now hear the minority report. 

Mr. Custer: Your committee, to whom was referred the President’s 

address, report that we found pleasure and instruction in his review of 

the past and present horticultural conditions of the state and the urgent 

need of our people being instructed in modern horticultural methods and 

how to market their products, and that our society must also enlarge its 

‘labors, become progressive and businesslike in order that it may meet 

and carry out the increasing demands of our horticulturists and domestic 

consumers, that our people may no longer be required to depend on New 

York and other far away states for inferior bulk apples. That our society 

shall have the exciusive use of Room 11, according to former arrange- 

ments. We also recommend a resolution that our society be authorized 

to inform the Postmaster General that our society unanimously demand ~ 

a parcel post system that our fruit growers, gardeners and merchants 

may have the benefit of sueh system. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 

L. B. CUSTER. 

Mr. Custer: I move you, Mr. President, that the minority report be 

accepted. 

Sylvester Johnson: I second the motion. 

Mr. Tillson: It may be possible that I don’t hear very well, but I 

didn’t hear so much difference. The majority report was simply a little 

longer. I wish the committee, or some one else, would explain the re- 

ports. 

Mr. Zion: One is progressive and the other wants to keep right along 

in the old ruts. I think this society should be progressive. I think we 

should carry on the business so that it would be a credit to the state. 

The majority report asks for an appropriation large enough to give us a 

permanent office and a secretary who shall devote his whole time to the 

work and keep the office open as a headquarters for horticulturists where 
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there may be kept on exhibition specimens of fruit in its season, a museum 

~of insect pests, diseases, etc., so that they may instruct the people and 

disseminate knowledge among the people who come there for it. I think 

we should have a concurrence in the majority report. 

Professor Troop: I want to ask Mr. Zion if they made a recommenda- 

tion as to the amount of an appropriation they want? 

Mr. Zion: We did not do that, but we might. 

Mr. Custer: The majority report is like the minority report except 

that it contains more. The minority report strikes out from the majority 

report: “We have carefully considered his recommendation that the hor- 

ticultural interests of our state are now in such a promising condition as 

to require the constant attention of our Secretary or some other practical 

horticulturist.””. Then further we strike out: ‘‘and open such to the pub- 

lic.’ The minority report leaves these two sentences out. This is what 

we do not want. 

Mr. Zion: I feel that I should say something more in reference to 

this. It seems to me that the minority wants to remain in the same old 

business rut, so they think we do not need to do anything further. Now 

we want to get out of this old, antiquated rut. We must make progress, 

and I do not think we are asking any too much from the State Legis- 

lature. I think we should have a room open to the public every business 

day in the year. ; . 

Mr. Custer: I am opposed to that. 

Mr. Zion: I believe*we are able to keep open a room in the city of 

Indianapolis every business day and every business hour in the year, and 

transact business, and I want this proposition properly put before the 

Legislature to show them why we want an increased appropriation, and 

how we want to use it, for I believe the Legislature will be liberal and 

give us the contribution if they understand why we want it. There 

should be some way for horticulturists who come to the city to get 

information and knowledge, and they could keep sending in exhibits at 

different times in the year. I would be glad to send specimens of my 

apples at different times. I am deeply interested in this matter, and if 

we are to remain in the same old rut our society and our state will be 

injured and so I am opposed to continuing the association the way it has 

been running for the last five years. I think we should have ten thousand 

dollars from the State of Indiana. The agricultural board received that 

sum from the State of Indiana, and why not the horticultural board... I 

hope the resolution that was offered by the majority of this committee 
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will go through. We want a headquarters and we must have money in 

order to have them. We appeal to you now. This is a good proposition 

and I think it will meet with favor so I ask that the majority report be 

concurred in. 

Mr. Hobbs: I am in favor of the majority report with this exception: 

That is, let us first secure the appropriation and then we can adopt 

this open office method, but I think it unsafe to attempt to keep 

an open office before we get the appropriation. My experience with the 

Indiana Legislature in the last twenty-five years has lead me to believe 

that they are very uncertain in regard to appropriations. I am in 

sympathy with all progressive ideas. 

Mr. Zion: If you will read our report you will see that is what it 

means. We suggested that a committee be appointed to petition for the 

appropriation for this purpose. Of course if we do not receive the appro- 

priation we cannot have an open office. 

Mr. Custer: There is nothing in your report that would indicate that. 

Mr. Swaim: Mr. Hobbs has the floor. 

Mr. Hobbs: If we can secure a sufficient appropriation from the Legis- 

lature to keep an open house during the year I am in favor of doing it 

and I think thereby we will advance the horticultural interests of the 

state. I am not in favor of the majority report unless it carries with it 

the idea of the appropriation first. 

Mr. Custer: Neither report referred to the appropriation first. Neither 

one of these reports says a word about the Legislative Committee and 

the appropriation. 

Mr. Zion: If you'll read the report you will see. 

Mr. Custer: I can not find it in the majority report. Possibly you had 

better find it for me. 

Sylvester Johnson: I seconded the motion to adopt the minority re- 

port, and I had as I thought very good reasons for doing so. I think 

the majority report very impracticable in the first place. That room 

over there was set apart for the State Horticultural Society, but it does 

not control it exclusively and other organizations in the state can have 

their meetings there when they want to. Mr. Flick and I have met in that 

room every Friday. and I think that fully one-half of the time when we 

have come there that room has been occupied. It is used for public meet- 

ings, committee meetings, associations, etc. Other arrangements will have 

to be made if we keep it open permanently. The State House Custodian 

claims that it was set apart for meetings, ete, 
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Mr. Howland: It looks to me that this society needs to make progress 

or quit business. I think Indiana is behind the times if we cannot afford 

to do what Massachusetts did thirty years ago, to my certain knowledge. 

Thirty years ago 1 went to Boston and was passing along down the 

street and I passed by an open door and saw quite a few gentlemen stand- 

ing around and I discovered that there was quite a fruit. display there 

—everything that was growing in that season was there—and I asked 

what the meaning of this was. I asked them why there was so much 

fruit on display. They informed me that this was their custom, that 

they always displayed the fruit of the season in this room and the public 

was invited to come in at all times and inspect it and ask questions in 

regard to its cultivation. Now that was thirty years ago. I had the 

pleasure of visiting an institution of the very kind you are advocating 

right there in Boston. It seems to me that with the rapid strides Indiana 

has made in the last thirty years that we ought to have arrived at the 

point where we ean afford to do what Massachusetts did thirty years 

ago. If our society is worth anything, it is worth everything to us, and 

we should induce the Legislature to carry on this institution by giving 

us the means, and in this way benefit the whole citizenship of the State 

of Indiana. There is no good reason why the Horticultural Society of the 

State of Indiana should not receive encouragement from the state. Other 

institutions do, and there is no good reason why we should not. I have 

been in many of your meetings, but I never took an active part, because I 

was not a fruit grower in what you might call a wholesale way. I grow 

enough fruit to feed my family and friends. I would be pleased to see 

this society take a step forward instead of backward. I think that this is 

a small thing to ask for. The horticuiturists of the State of Indiana con- 

tributed largely to the building of this State House, and we have a right 

to demand certain things, and we are entitled to them. We have a right 

to ask for a room and an appropriation sufficient to run it. 

W. W. Stevens: I have one word to add. J have considered this 'nat- 

ter very carefully and I have nothing at interest but the success of the 

society, and in my address I made such a recommendation as I thought 

was for the best interest of the society and state. When I took into con- 

sideration that we had an appropriation of fifteen hundred dollars it 

seemed to me that it was time to take advanced steps, and I see nothing 

that we can do until we enlarge the duties of our Secretary or some one 

competent to give advice along horticultural lines in this state. It did 

not seem to me that we could do this work successfully with the appro- 

priation we have now of fifteen hundred dollars. Two hundred and fifty 

dollars must go to keeping the experimental orchard. That leaves one 

thousand two hundred and fifty dollars. It seems to me that we might 

cut down our little outside expenses, but I hardly think we could eut 

them down that much. This would leave something in the neighborhood 
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of nine hundred dollars to do this work with, and I think we could then 

go before the next Legislature and ask for more substantial aid. In 

regard to this room. We have only been occupying it one day in the 

week. When we vacate it the other days of course the custodian will 

permit its use to hold meetings. When it is used by other persons it is 

impossible for us to keep records and things there. We have a right to 

an office in this building the same as the Secretary of the Board of Agri- 

culture and the State Statistician, or any other officer that is doing state 

business. Whenever we occupy a room all the while, there will be no 

trouble in getting a room assigned to us for our exclusive use. If there 

is anything better than my suggestions I am ready and willing to take it 

up, but I do insist that we take advanced steps to advance the horti- 

cultural interests. 

Mr. Tillson:. In the first place we can not get a man for less than 

twelve hundred dollars. It seems to me that we can use the money to a 

better advantage than to pay it to a Secretary. I do not think it would 

be advisable to hire the Secretary to stay in the office. 

Mr. Flick: I would like to make this statement. The reason that the 

Secretary does not do his work here in the office is because we can not 

keep our records here and | can not afford to be carrying them back and 

forth from the residence to the office here. We know this, that it would 

not necessarily cost twelve hundred dollars to keep a person in the office. 

It is not necessary for the Secretary to stay in the office, but the office 

could be kept open and someone could be there to take charge of things 

- and answer questions at any time at a much less sum. We might have 

the office occupied by a young man, a woman or girl that could fill the 

position. She could keep up the correspondence, keep the office open, etc., 

and it would not necessarily cost much more that it is costing at the 

present time. That woman or man or girl, whoever it might be, could 

do the routine work in the office, and the Secretary himself could be at 

outside business. He could be going about over the state working up an 

interest in the society. We are not trying to influence anyone, but we 

want to get these facts before you. The State Forestry Association 

maintains an office with two assistants. What do they do in that office? 

For what does our State Statistician keep an office open with three or 

four assistants? Our State Board of Agriculture keeps an office open 

and a man, and employs a typewriter the year round. If this much work 

is necessary and profitable in these branches of our State Government, 

why not necessary in this? I think we should think of these things seri- 

ously and if we can not settle these questions ourselves in convention we 

should refer them to a committee and have them report on it. 

Prof. Troop: It has been stated here that we can not keep our records 

in that room. I would like to know-why it is impossible? We have desks 

there with locks on them, and it seems to me we could keep things 

safely. 
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Secretary Flick: When the office was turned over to me I found 

scarcely anything there but an empty desk and a considerable pile of 

books called a library. Nothing could be !ecked. .The locks were broken. 

I went to the trouble of having a locksmith make new locks, but the 

same thing happened again. 

Prof. Troop: What are the janitors in this building doing? 

Secretary Flick: It is a public room and the public can come and hold 

their meetings because it is claimed that it was set apart in that way. 

Prof. Troop: What are our custodians here for? Shouldn’t they be 

seeing about this? 

~ Secretary Flick: I do not see that they could do anything under the 

circumstances. The fact is we have lost property out of that room 

when under lock and key. That room is open for all sorts of meetings 

according to the laws governing the State House. It is open to the public 

for meetings. I understand there are numerous keys, so that quite a num- 

ber have access to the room, at pleasure. As I understand the report we 

were to have some other room that would be set apart especially and ex- 

clusively for this society. 

Chairman Swaim: There are other matters to come before this society 

this afternoon and we would like to hear this report read. It has been 

called for. 

Mr. Zion then read the majority report. 

Chairman Swaim: The question before the house is to adopt the 

minority report upon the President’s address. 

A rising vote was taken and the motion was lost. 

Mr. Zion: I move the adoption of the majority report. 

Mr. Howland: I second the motion. 

Mr. Reed: I move, as an amendment, that this report be referred to 

a committee to be acted upon next year. 

Sylvester Johnson: I second the motion. 

Mr. Zion: This is simply a matter of killing good time. We have 

cried the strength of this convention, and I feel that we should proceed 

with business. 

Mr. Howland: If that motion carries it means that this matter must 

go over for two years, for the Legislature will not meet again for two 

years. I think we should take it up at once. 
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Chairman Swaim: The question is on the amendment. 

Mr. Hobbs: I am perfectly willing that this shall be referred to a com- 

mittee with power to act favorably in case they get the appropriation. 

I am willing that this money should be spent in this way if we get the 

money to spend. I do not care to commit myself unless I know how this 

is going to come out. 

W. W. Stevens: For your benefit I will say that I recommend it be 

referred to the Executive Committee with power to act. That was the 

recommendation. 

Mr. Tillson: I move an amendment to the amendment by stating “the 

Executive Committee.” 

Mr. Reed: I accept the amendment. 

A rising vote was taken and the amendment was carried. 

Chairman Swaim: The amendment is carried, and the President’s ad- 

dress will be referred to the Executive Committee with power to act. 

Will you now vote on the majority report? 

Sylvester Johnson: J am not much of a parliamentarian, but I think 

when a matter has been moved and seconded and carried in_reference to 

referring a matter to a certain committee that that is the end of it. ~ 

Chairman Swaim: I think we can take action on the majority report. 

This was an amendment to the report and the acceptance of the report 

earries with it the amendment. 

It was voted upon and carried. 

Chairman Swaim: Will you now take the chair, Mr. Stevens? 

President Stevens: Are there any other reports, Mr. Secretary? There 

were some more reports to come in from the different districts. Are 

they in? 

Secretary Flick: I do not believe they are all in, Mr. Chairman. 

Prof. Troop: I move you that these reports be handed to the Secre- 

tary without reading them, and that they be included in his report. 

Mr. Stout: I second the motion. 

It was voted upon and earried. 

President Stevens: The next thing on the program is the election of 

officers. 

32—Agri. 
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Mr. Tillson: I move you, Mr. President, that we proceed at once with 

the election of officers. 

Mr. Swaim: I second the motion. 

The motion was voted upon and carried. 

Mr. Zion: I make a motion that a committee be appointed by this so- 

ciety to look after the furnishing of material to the Indiana Farmer for 

publication along horticultural lines. 

Mr. Stout: I second the motion. 

The motion was voted upon and carried. 

Mr. Snodgrass: 1 do not believe, Mr. President, that these gentlemen 

are in order. We were to proceed with the election of officers. 

Under the usual procedure the following nominations and elections 

were made: 

Messrs. C. W. Foote, H. H. Swaim and Warder W. Stevens were nomi- 

nated for President. Upon balloting Mr. Stevens was elected. 

H. H. Swaim was nominated for Vice-President and upon motion was 

elected by receiving the entire vote of the convention, 

C. M. Hobbs, Sylvester Johnson and L. B. Custer were nominated for 

Treasurer. Mr. Hobbs and Mr. Johnson withdrew and the entire ballot 

was cast for Mr. Custer for Treasurer. 

Prof. Jas. Troop and W. B. Flick were nominated for Secretary. Upon 

balloting Mr. Flick was elected. 

Mr. E. Y. Teas was elected as member of the Executive Committee. 

The following were elected members of the Committee on Horticulture: 

W. J. Ritterskamp, Princeton, First District; W. C. Reed, Vincennes, 

Second District; Chas. N. Lindley, Salem, Third District; John Tilson, 

Franklin, Fourth District; Jas. Little, Cartersburg, Fifth District; D. E. 

Hoffman, Winchester, Sixth District; J. J. Milhous, Valley Mills, Seventh 

District; A. W. Shoemaker, Daleville, Eighth District; J. N. Snodgrass, 

Kirklin, Ninth District; H. W. Henry, Laporte, Tenth District; Snead 

Thomas, Marion, Eleventh District; J. C. Grossman, Wolcottville, Twelfth 

District; C. W. Foote, South Bend, Thirteenth District. 

President Stevens: The election of officers having been completed, 

what is your further pleasure? 

Mr. ©. M. Hobbs: It has been customary to appoint the Legislative 

Committee in open session, before adjournment. 

President Stevens: I would prefer the+ the society appoint the com- 

mittee. 
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Thereupon the society appointed C. M. Hobbs, John Tilson and W. B. 

Flick, as the Legislative Comunittee. 

Secretary Flick: Inasmuch as Mr. Sylvester Johnson, who has de- 

clined to serve any longer as Treasurer and in which office he has served 

us so Jong and faithfully, I deem it fitting and proper to offer the follow- 

ing resolution: 

I move you that we extend to Mr. Johnson, our faithful Treasurer, a 

rising vote of thanks as a small token of our appreciation of his long and 

efficient service as Treasurer of this society. 

Mr. Grossman: I most heartily second the motion. 

The motion was unanimously carried. 

President Stevens: What further business have you? If none, a 

motion to adjourn is in order. 

Mr. Kingsbury: I move that we adjourn. 

Mr. Stout: I second the motion. 

The motion was put to vote and carried and the President declared the 

adjournment. 

MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS—REPORTS FROM 

DISTRICTS AND SOCIETIES. 

REPORTS OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE ON HORTI- 

CULTURE FOR 1904. 

(The following letter was addressed to members of the above com- 

mittees a month previous to the annual meeting:) 

Dear Sir—Please prepare for the annual meeting of our society, De- 

cember 7 and 8, 1904, a report of the condition of horticulture in your 

district. We desire to obtain a full report from each district of the State. 

The idea,being to learn the conditions of the different districts and the 

state at large and devise, if possible, plans for a forward movement all 

along the line. Your assistance is indispensable in this instance. Per- 

haps.from two to four pages of legal cap space would be about right for 

the length. You might cover points of: 

1. General conditions. Is there any advancement or decadence in your 

district in horticultural matters? 

2, Farm orchards and plantings. Are farms generally supplied with 

orchards and fruit gardens? Are they well cared for? Why? Any new 

plantings? Particularize. 
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3. Commercial orchards and gardens. Any commercial orchards? 

Gardens? Give names of owners, postoflice address, and area. Is it a 

profitable investment? What can suitable fruit land be bought for per 

acre for this purpose? 

4. Any forward movement with regard to the beautifying of public 

school grounds, country roads, parks, ete.? 

5. What local horticultural and civic societies in your district? Please 

give name of president and secretary with postoffice address of each. 

6. Suggestions: In your opinion, what is needed to better conditions 

in your district, etc.? 

The above is merely suggestive, and you may follow your own ideas 

as to the nature of the report, however, avoiding the old plan of rehears- 

ing the crop conditions of the previous seasons. Keep in mind that we 

want something as a basis for planning future work. 

Hoping to see you and your family at our annual meeting and earn- 

estly soliciting your active co-operation in the work of our society. 

I am, yours truly, 

W. B. FLICK, 

Secretary. 

teports have been received from almost all the thirteen districts in 

time for publication. 

REPORT OF CONDITIONS OF HORTICULTURE IN FIRST 

DISTRICT. 

To the Members of the Indiana Horticultural Society: 

Gentlemen—Being familiar only with conditions in Gibson, parts of 

Vanderburgh, Pike and Posey counties my report will not be complete as 

to the entire First District. The general condition of orchards in above 

named counties is fair, as nature has been generous in providing condi- 

tions that orchards once planted and fairly well cared for for a few years 

generally take care of themselves pretty well ever after. 

Nearly every farm in this section has its orchard. Sometimes cover- 

ing-an acre, more often five or six of them, while there is quite a 

sprinkling of commercial orchards near Princeton, Oakland City and 

Hazleton, covering in most instances from forty to eighty acres of land. 

Quite a per cent., probably 15 per cent. of the older setting and near 60 

per cent. of the newer, are pear, mostly IKieffer, and the soil and cli- 

mate seem well suited to grow fine IWieffers, nearly fifty car loads 

of them having been shipped from the immediate vicinity of Princeton. 

Whether or not apple orchards are paying I do not know. Pear orchards 

are, while peach orchards are being cut down as unprofitable. Some of 
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our leading apple growers are Hon. C. A. Buskirk, Henry Yeager, A. D. - 

Green, E. P. Downey, all of Princeton; Rev. Wm. Strickland, Francisco; 

Mr. Spain, Hazleton; Col. Cockram and —————, of Oakland City. 

Ben Davis is the only apple grown here in quantities, while Grimes 

Golden and Jonathan are being liberally set in late years. Land suitable 

for orchards would cost from $25 to $30 per acre for broken, hilly sites, 

up to $80 to $100 for fairly level loam near our cities. 

Gibson County will have upwards of 100 miles of rock roads when 

all have been finished that are now under construction and the other 

counties are fast following in the improved road movement. Patoka 

Township will have some fifty miles when those now under construction 

are made. Considering that all the material must be brought by rail from 

thirty to sixty miles distance at an enormous expense, this is a creditable 

showing. 

If more plain and definite knowledge were spread among farmers 

as to how, when and what with and wherefore to spray we could have 

some splendid fruit. There is little spraying done here, excepting Messrs. 

Buskirk, Yeager, and a few others who practice it some. 

W. J. RITTHRSKAMP. 

HORTICULTURAL REPORT FOR FIFTH DISTRICT. 

The past season has been about an average one. Small fruits yielded 

well and prices were very satisfactory. Boxes and crates, however, were 

hard to get and prices higher. Some fruit lost from this reason. Cherries 

were short and wormy, while plums were overabundant, fine quality and 

light demand and low priced. Peaches were plentiful in some localities, 

but trees were allowed to overbear, causing fruit to be small and unde- 

sirable. Pears set a full crop but blight was the worst for years, caus- 

ing not only the fruit to drop but many trees were ruined. Apples where 

sprayed were an average crop, but the neglected orchards were a com- 

plete failure, practically speaking. Twig blight was prevalent in most 

localities and did much damage to newly planted orchards of which there 

are some fine ones in this district. Generally speaking interest in horti- 

culture in this district is on the wane. Most farmers have an orchard 

and some small fruits, but they are badly neglected and are breeding 

places for all bad insects and pests. Repeated trials have been made 

to organize local societies, but those sufficiently interested are so widely 

separated that not enough members can be secured in any locality. 

The need for a live society in each county 1s manifest. Rural school 

grounds are unattractive, farm homes do not receive the attention they 

should, while roadsides are grown up with weeds and brush. This does 

not apply to every section, however, as we have some as beautiful country 

bomes and well kept roads as can be found in the state, but the neglected 

is too mueh in evidence. The rush for money and attempt to run too 

much land is mainly accountable for conditions. 
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There are some paying orchards here, but land is too high priced to 

offer inducements to fruit growers, the price ranging from $40 to $100 

per acre. 3 

Berries and small fruits which seldom fail and always pay well are 

grown commercially, but not as much as should be. 

The only hope for a change is in educating the rising generation by 

teaching agriculture, etc., in the public schools. 
EVAN B. DAVIS. 

= Plainfield. 
> 

REPORT FROM SIXTH DISTRICT. 

Richmond, Ind., December 6, 1904. 

To the Indiana State Horticultural Society: 

Your committee from the sixth congressional district begs leave to 

make its second annual report as follows: 

I have not taken the privilege to visit other counties of my district, 

but to take Wayne County as an average the general conditions of horti- 

culture have not been as good as former years, and especially last year, 

the late, cold spring caused much of the fruit buds to miscarry, even 

where there was an abundance of bloom. The apple crop generally was 

small, knotty, wormy, and inclined to rot on the tree, even the Ben Davis 

was hardly worth picking. Farmers mostly have just orchard enough for 

their own use, and taxe but little care of them. Time in their crops is 

too precious during spraying season for that work. I am not aware of 

many new orchards being set out. No doubt a systematic order of spray- 

ing would help clear the knotty and wormy ones. While our own apples 

are poor, the markets are full of as fine apples as ever grew, and cheap, 

ranging from fifty to seventy-five cents a bushel. They come mostly 

from the north. Pears fared much as the apple, except the Kieffer, which 

were fine and in abundance. The blight played havoe with most of our 

trees. 

Peaches not much good. Last winter was too cold and the buds were 

killed. Wayne County and the Sixth District never had such a crop of. 

plums as the past season, both in quality and quantity. The curculio 

seemed to sit back in awe of the big crop and did not bother it much. 

As to smaller crops, the strawberry took on a second bloom and made 

a full average crop of first-class berries. Dry weather set in and spoiled 

the prospects of a fine raspberry and blackberry crop. ' 

The farmers generally are not so well supplied with fruits as they 

should be. It is not the fault of the soil; neither so much fn the climate, 

as pure neglect and carelessness in the farmers themselves. Those that 

have orchards or fruit of any kind adapted to this climate, where 

they put their heart and time to the work make a success. Mr. Dougherty 

a 
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and Mr. Whitely, near Cambridge City, are examples. ‘{nere is much 

land in the Sixth District that_is broken and hilly, well adapted to fruits 

of almost any kind suitable to this climate. This land can be bought for 

from thirty to fifty dollars per acre, inviting anyone with but little 

capital who is‘willing to put his brains and hands to work in that direc- 

tion, on the road to success. 

I cannot name all the horticultural societies in this district. It is their 

duty to report individually to the state society. The Wayne County Horti- 

cultural Society flourishes and sends in its annual report without fail. 

As to good roads and civic societies: Improvement in the way of good 

roads has become a necessity in order to secure rural mail routes. There 

has been much done in the way of grading and graveling, so that the 

country roads in Wayne County may be considered from fair to good. 

As to beautifying the roadsides by planting trees, shrubbery or otherwise, 

very little, if any, is to be seen. We have a civic society organized within 

the city of Richmond for the purpose of beautifying the city and country 

around about, but its work has been mostly confined to talk and essays, 

without any perceptible signs of improvement by the outside world. 

There is a great need of work along this line. Mostly, country school 

houses are neatly arranged, artistically built, with neat fences and shade 

trees surrounding them; also supplied with libraries. It seems to me 

one of the greatest needs of the farmer today is encouragement in the 

way of planting fruits, especially small fruits for domestic purposes. A 

majority of homes are without these delicacies only as they are bought 

from the gardener. This should not be. I have answered inquiries as 

I understand them, and filled my allotted space. 

CALEB W. KING, 

Member of Committee. 

REPORT FROM THE SEVENTH DISTRICT. 

(Composed of Marion County, Indiana.) 

There seems to be quite a diversity. of opinion in this district on mat- 

ters of horticulture. Some sections are decidedly of the opinion that 

horticulture is a flat failure, that the farmer who plants trees, vines 

and plants for fruit is entirely behind the times, because it is an estab- 

lished fact that trees, vines and plants will not pay the owner anything 

but work and worry and produce a place to spend his money. While in 

other localities farmers are awake to the fact that there is money in 

fruits. and lots of it where the right kinds are planted’ and cared for. 

There are many farms in the district where there is not a half dozen 

fruit trees to be found anywhere on the farm, and no raspberries or 

blackberries only those growing wild along the fence or in the woods. 

A grape vine can not be found. Why? A single vine costs fifty cents, 

and who can afford such extravagance as that? And, as to strawberries— 

the idea! You might know there is nothing of that kind on the farm. 
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There are localities where every farmer has a good orchard of apple, 

pear, peach, plum, cherry and quince, with an ample supply of grapes, 

while strawberries, raspberries and blackberries are in such abundance 

that it takes many hands to harvest the crop, and large loads are taken 

daily to market, usually with good returns. In these neighborhoods we 

usually find better health and more contentment than in the localities 

which are the opposite. 

There are but three commercial apple orchards in the district, viz., 

W. B. Flick, Lawrence, Ind.; Ed. Hickhoff, Wanamaker, Ind., and Chris. 

Muesing, Cumberland, Ind. (The latter ten acres planted in the last two 

years.) 

There have been quite a number of Kieffer pear orchards planted in 

the last fifteen years, but a number of these are on the decline on ac- 

count of blight, some of the largest pear orchardists reporting from 75 

to 100 trees dying yearly. 

Many farmers plant trees each year and sow oats in the orchard as 

soon as the trees are planted, or before, and of course they soon become 

discouraged. 

One great drawback in this district is the price of land, there being 

but little that is at all suitable for fruit growing that can be purchased 

for less than $100 per acre, while a great deal of the land suitable for 

fruit growing is worth from $300 to $500 per acre. 

There has been but little attention given to tree planting along the 

public highways from the fact that so few men have, as yet, learned the 

value of beauty. The school grounds are as a rule without any trees, 

only those supplied by nature before the school house came. Arbor day 

is observed in many places, but the trees -are so poorly planted, and illy 

cared for that scarcely one in a hundred ever grows. As to parks we have 

none save those about the city of Indianapolis, which are becoming places 

of beauty. 

The groves were God’s first temples and today the grove is a fitting 

place to meet and hold sweet communion with Him. 

One correspondent in answering the question, “In your opinion what 

is needed to better conditions in your part of the county?” says, ‘‘Every 

man to vote the Republican ticket at our elections, to vote all the saloons 

out of existence and kill all the dogs and drive the ‘nigger’ back to his 

home in the south. There are other things badly needed here. We need 

more ready cash here in Perry township to buy votes with, and we have a 

few chicken thieves to spare.” 

I think this is a fair sample of many of the would-be horticulturists, 

getting some things where they ought not to be, and doing others which 

are ridiculous in the extreme, hence, with them horticulture is a failure. 

J. J. MILHOUS. 

For Highth District report see page 49. 

Report from Ninth District received too late for this report. 
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HORTICULTURAL REPORT, TENTH DISTRICT. 

The Tenth District is composed of the counties of Laporte, Lake, 

Newton, Jasper, Starke, Pulaski, White, Benton, Warren and Tippecanoe. 

The north border is Lake Michigan, and is cut in two by- the Kankakee 

River. The valley of the Kankakee has been a low marsh, mostly covered 

with water, but the past few years have made a wonderful change in this 

part of the district. The river was dredged and cut into one deep chan- 

nel. Land that was nothing, ten years ago, but bogs and the home of 

the bullfrog, snipe, dogfish and the residence of the hunter and fisher, has 

been turned into valuable farms that are covered with corn fields, the 

finest in the State. This land, which fifteen years,ago could be bought 

for $2 per acre, is now, much of it, worth from $40 to $75 per acre. This 

valley and black prairie soil found in most of the counties, especially 

Newton, Pulaski, Starke, Benton, Jasper and White, I do not think 

will ever be a fruit growing section. It is all right for small fruit, but is 

not the soil adapted to the growing of tree fruits. 

The north tier of counties, including Laporte, Lake and Porter, con- 

tain soil and conditions that are suited to the growing of all kinds of 

fruits. This strip runs through the central part of the counties and is 

from twenty to twenty-five miles wide. The south shore of Lake Mich- 

igan and inland three to five miles, in most places a very light sand, is 

not good for fruit. The climate conditions are not the same on the south 

side of the lake as on the east, where are located the great peach belt of 

Michigan. The reverse seems to be the condition, as peaches will not 

do as well along the south shore of the lake as they will farther inland. 

We raise better peaches twelve miles south of the lake shore than they 

do close to it, and get a crop oftener. 

Along that strip of land, which I have described above as being suit- 

able to fruit culture, there has been in the last ten years considerable 

advancement. here has been a large number of orchards planted, none 

on a very large scale, but I believe that they will run up into the hun- 

dreds that will go beyond an acre or more. There has been an improve- 

ment in the care of old orchards, but the improvement along this line has 

not been as great as it might be. 

E. S. Smith, of Westville, is one of the best apple-growers in the 

northern part of the district. His orchard is kept in an up-to-date con- 

dition by proper cultivation and spraying. His apples consist mostly of 

Prolific Beauty, Baldwins, Jonathan, Northern Spy and a few scattered 

varieties. He has a cold storage in connection with his orchard and 

markets most of his apples during the season at retail, or direct to the 

storekeeper. 

Dr. O. L. Sutherland, of Laporte, has the next largest orchard in the 

northern part of the district. His orchard is not kept in*as good a con- 

_ dition as it should be. He also has a large orchard of peaches, plums and 

some pears. 

. 
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Wm. M. Walton, of Laporte, is a new convert to fruit-growing. His 

orchard is about eight years old, and consists of plums, peaches, pears, 

cherries, currants and gooseberries, covering about thirty acres. It is in 

the pink of perfection, and several thousand bushels of plums were sold 

this season. His orchard is an honor to the fruit-growing industry, and 

a good object lesson. He is an enthusiast of the first class. 

A. J. Barnard, of Porter county, has a large pear, cherry and plum 

orchard about six years old. He is also quite a small fruit grower. 

Sam B. Wood, of Lake county, postoffice Lottieville, has planted sev- 

eral hundred fruit trees in the last few years, consisting of apples, cher- 

ries and peaches. 

James Hamilton and George Biglow, of Porter county, pau 1,000 

cherries nine years ago. 

There has been several thousand peach trees planted in Laporte 

county during the past two years. I could continue this list indefinitely, 

and on the whole I think horticulture in this part of the district has held 

its own and has made some good advancements. 

I have some thirty acres in orchard and small fruits myself. All have 

been plantea in the last ten years. The planting of trees and small fruits. 

in the past ten years which has come under my personal observation will 

amount to at least 300 acres. Some of these plantings have been a fail- 

ure on account of the carelessness of the planter. But where the plant- 

ings have received proper care and cultivation they have proved a val- 

uable investment, emphasizing the fact that the soil and climate con- 

ditions are suitable to fruit growing, if the right man is at the helm. 

There is no cheap land in this district suitable for fruit growing. Most 

of the good fruit farms and orchards are on land worth from $60. to 

$150 per acre. All the land I am using for fruit growing cost me $150 

per acre, without any improvements. Mr. Walton, referred to above, 

paid $200 per acre for his land. 

I confess I am not personalky acquainted with the southern part of 

my district, as it is one of those “shoestring” districts, longer than the 

moral law, and takes in Tippecanoe county, the seat of the best school 

in the State, and also the home of more State officers than any other 

county in the State, and the home of our friend, J. M. Zion, of Clarks Hill, 

an apple grower of State and national reputation; a man we are proud 

of having in our district. While I never had the pleasure of visiting or 

seeing his orchard, I am sure that it is kept up-to-date and an excellent 

example for horticulturists to follow. Most of us have had the pleasure 

of seeing his apples at our meetings and at the State Fair, and without 

his assistance at the World’s Fair one of the best parts of the display 

would have been lacking. Taking out the Kankakee marsh, the Lake 

Michigan sand knolls and the prairie land of the district, I am safe in 

saying that the Tenth District can make as good a showing as any other 
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part of the State and that there has been satisfactory improvement along 

all lines of horticultural work during the last ten years, and that we 

are in good condition to keep them up and moving. 

H. W. HENRY, 

Laporte, Indiana. 

For report from Eleventh District, see page 51. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF J. C. GROSSMAN, COMMITTEEMAN FOR THE 

TWELFTH DISTRICT. 

To the Indiana Horticultural Society, in annual session December 7 and 

8, 1904: 

Mr. President and Members of the Society—I respectfully submit the 

following report: 

The Twelfth District is composed of the counties of Steuben, Lagrange, 

Noble, Dekalb, Allen and Whitley, situated in the northeastern corner of 

the State. These six counties are the eastern portion of the northern fruit 

belt and are in the celebrated lake region of Northern Indiana. The study 

of the topography and geology of the district discloses hundreds of ex- 

cellent orchard sites that would be the equal of any section in the State 

if some one with capital would develop them. 

Our Secretary sent me a suggestive outline, embracing a number of 

questions along horticultural lines as an aid in making up my report, 

in order to bring out certain facts relative to the present horticultural 

conditions of the district. 

. This outline I have endeavored to follow as far as practicable, and as 

a further aid towards having this report accurate and reliable, I sent 

the same questions to several persons in each county in my district, 

asking them to report to me. A number of them complied with my re- 

quest and I incorporate their replies in my report. 

Following are the questions sent out: 

(1) General Conditions.—Is there any advancement or decadence in 

horticultural matters? 

(2) Are farms generally supplied with orchards and fruit gardens? 

Are they well cared for? If not, why? Any new plantings? 

(83) Any commercial orchards? (Give names of owners and postoffice 

address.) Is it a profitable investment? What can suitable land be 

bought at per acre for this purpose? 

(4) Any forward movement in the beautifying of country school 

grounds, public roads, parks, etc.? 

(5) What local horticultural and civic societies? Give names of so- 

ciety, President and Secretary, with postoffice address. 
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(6) In your opinion, what is needed to better conditions in your dis- 

trict? 

We received replies from seven correspondents up to the evening of 

the Gth. 

W. F. DeVilbiss, Fort Wayne, Allen county, reports: 

1. General conditions, of recent years, have improved. Yet most 

farmers haul apples to market in bags or in open wagon beds. 

2. Most farmers haye apple orchards, but few fruit gardens. Both 

are cared for as the ordinary farmer does this work. 

3. There are six or seven who make fruit growing a specialty: Henry 

Tilbury, Fort Wayne; Israel Luther, R. R. 4, Fort Wayne: James Sheri- 

dan, Fort Wayne; Samuel Kinsey, Harlan; James Baxter, R. R. 3, Fort 

Wayne; W. F. DeVilbiss, R. R. 4, Fort Wayne. Yes, it is a profitable 

investment. Suitable land can be purchased for from $75 to $100 per 

acre. 

4 and 5. Very little. The Civic Improvement Society, of Fort Wayne, 

and the Home Makers’ Association of Allen County are working along 

these lines. 

6. More public spirited men and women. 

H. M. Widney, St. Joe, Dekalb county, reports as follows: 

1. About holding our own. 

2. Think there is a decrease in farm orchards. Not properly cared 

for. Cause—Neglect and lack of interest. But few new plantings. 

3. Yes. Howard Northrup, J. D. Leighty and H. M. Widney, all of 

St. Joe. Cherries and apples are profitable, but peaches and plums a 

failure? Price of orchard land, $45 to $100 per acre. 

4. Some; not near what it should be. 

5. One Farmers’ Club at St. Joe. Also, our county organization in 

support of Farmers’ Institutes. Farmers’ Club: H. M. Widney, Presi- 

dent, St. Joe; R. Wyatt, Secretary, Auburn. Dekalb County Farmers’ 

Institute: President, H. M. Widney, St. Joe; Secretary, M. S. Delving, 

Sedan. No horticultural society. 

6. A rousing horticultural society. We are debating the feasibility 

of this matter now. 

A. G. Lodewick, of Auburn, Dekalb county, makes the following 

report: 

1. There is a decadence in horticulture in this county. 

2. No. No. Neglect. Very little. 

3. L know of no commercial orchards in full bearing. I consider 

apples and cherries profitable. From $50 to $100, depending on location. 

4. Some improvement. 

o. There is no horticultural society in the county. 
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6. The land well adapted to profitable general farming, and farmers 

not inclined to assume the extra work and chances of fruit growing. 

More thorough spraying, trimming and cultivation would improve the 

conditions of orchards already set. 

J. W. Moorhouse, Albion, Noble county, Secretary Noble County Horti- 

cultural Society, reports: 

1. There is marked advancement along some lines of Free TEU: 

especially in vegetable growing. 

2. They are. But most orchards should be replaced with new trees. 

Gardens are often poorly kept. 

3. Not to my knowledge. At least there are no orchards worthy the 

name of commercial orchard. Land suitable to apple growing can be 

bought for about $60 per acre. 

4. Yes; there is. - 

5. We have a Grange at Albion. P. J. Stanley, President, Albion; 

Forest Parker, Secretary, Albion. 

6. Better management, more hard work and absolute free trade. 

Wim. E. Kinsey, Salem Center, Steuben county, makes the following 

report: 

1. There is a growing tendency in fruit growing as in other kinds 

of business, to specialty. 

2. Orchards are not being planted as fast as they decay, but a few are 

planting largely and make it a business to supply local demands. 

3. There are some commercial orchards, viz.: Jerry Dutter, Angola, 

Ind.; Johnson, Ashley, Ind.; Frank Johnson, Hudson, Ind. I have 

2,000 plum, 400 peach in bearing. Land suitable for fruit growing can 

be bought at prices from $50 to $75 per acre, owing to location. and im- 

provement. 

4. No; not as to school grounds or parks. Road improvement is 

gradual and constant. 

5. None to my knowledge. 

6. Anything that will create and maintain an interest. The dollar is 

what all are hunting for. Show them that it will pay.and you have 

them. 

Angola, December 4, 1904. 

Mr. J. C. Grossman: 

Dear Sir—Your letter of the 29th inst. came to hand, but was de- 

layed in transit, so my reply will be later as a result. I am not well 

prepared to give the information you wish, as I am engaged in general 

farming and know but little of horticulture, but will do the best I can in 

a general way. To the first would say, there is an advance along these 

lines; no organized movement, but one that is obvious to an observer. 
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Farms are not generally well supplied with orchards and fruit gardens, 

but while orcharding may have declined, fruit gardening has certainly 

much advanced in the last ten years. Orchards are not generally well 

cared for. Where a farmer has but a few trees or small orchard, he is 

almost certain to neglect to properly care for his trees. 

From my observation farmers are yearly planting trees, apples, 

peaches, pears, ete., but to neglect them or let them take their chances. 

“?Twas ever thus.” = 
There are but few commercial orchards in the county. There is a plum 

orchard in the west part of the county, owned by W. E. Kinsey, address 

Hudson, Ind.; the Highland Fruit Farm, once owned by L. D. Creel, now 

owned by Samuel Geely, Fremont, Ind., who is continuing the business 

of orcharding small fruits, ete. Jerry Dutter, Angola, Ind., is a raiser 

of fruits and berries. He has been in the business for many years and 

has made a success of it. The business is profitable if conducted with 

care and system. With regard to the price of land suitable for the busi- 

ness, will say that such land might be bought a few miles from a town 

or railroad station for $50 per acre; would be worth $75 or more near 

Angola. 

There is no movement in the beautifying of school grounds, as far 

as I have observed, and very little in roads or parks. The movement 

with respect to schoolhouses seems to be in providing them with libraries, 

which has been quite successful. - I will not point out the difficulties 

of beautifying school grounds; they must be obvious to you. ‘There are 

no horticultural societies in this county that I know of. A good, live 

horticultural society would no doubt be of great benefit in this county 

in increasing the interest in fruit growing, and would lead to better 

methods of culture and lead up to a higher appreciation of this noble 

vocation. More civie organizations and more discussion of these subjects 

at our Farmers’ Institutes would awaken an interest in the matter of 

beautifying our homes by the raising of flowers and fruits, and through 

this awakening to the making of the waste places glad, of which there 

are many, both along public roads and on farms and about farmhouses. 

There are two florists at Angola—Judge S. A. Powers, who is engaged in 

the business, and Mr. Ford Carpenter, living one and one-half miles out 

of the town, who is engaged in the business of raising flowers. His spe- 

cialty is carnations, of which he has a great number. Both of these gen- 

tlemen have a genuine love.for the business, no doubt, and are making 

a success of it. Would be glad if my knowledge of horticulture were such 

as to enable me to give you more information. Have written this very 

hastily, and if it will do you any good shall be gratified. 

Yours very truly, 

CHAS. M’CLUE. 

Fremont, Ind., R. F. D. 4. 
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Van Buren Township, Lagrange County, December 2, 1904. 

There is not much doing in this township along horticultural lines. 

Most farms have apple orchards, planted years ago for farm use, and 

which receive but little care from year to year. The reason for neglect 

is probably because the owners lack enterprise and genius to improve 

their holdings. Some years ago on hilly land in the west end of the 

township grapes and peaches were extensively planted, but now have 

gone back to nothing in neglect. 

I am sorry to say no farmers’ clubs or mutual improvement associa- 

tions exist for the object of improving or beautifying any local natural 

conditions. 

Louis Fetch, Shipshewana postoffice, has planted many peach trees 

and sells the product in local markets. William Benham has an acre of 

strawberries and has begun to plant peach trees for commercial pur- 

poses. White Pigeon postoffice. Otherwise very little or no interest is 

manifest in new plantings of fruits. 

Commencing in 1882, I planted, mainly for farm use in view, and, 

incidentally, for what commercial advantage there might be in it, three 

acres of new orchard—40 varieties of apples, 10 of pears, 5 of peaches,. 

5 of plums, walnuts, chestnuts, blackberries, dewberries, raspberries, 

strawberries—and since have had a good succession of fruits. Droughty 

summers and hard winters have curtailed success quite a little, and my 

- choicest varieties of grapes, plums and peaches have dwindled out. In 

the light of success and failure, I will commence next year to plant peach 

trees for what pleasure and profit there can be had in so doing. I be- 

lieve it best for those who have the ability and inclination to set a good 

example of thrift in a neighborhood, to exhibit a well-kept orchard, garden 

and home grounds. And then the meeting of a good, live horticultural 

society in such a vicinity will be an added incentive to further the cause 

of fine-tilled farms and well-kept homes. 

I see by your letterhead you have nursery stock. What is it you 

have to distribute? 

Respectfully, 

L. E. FERGUSON. 

White Pigeon, Mich. 

Summarizing the reports received, with my own knowledge of the 

conditions of the district, we find that, though the farmers generally are 

not keeping up the original orchards to their former size, they are aiming 

to keep orchard enough to furnish fruit for their own needs. The interest 

in some portions of the district is gradually increasing. There is not 

very much attention paid to trimming, spraying and cultivating gener- 

ally, owing fo lack of time and proper apparatus for doing the work. The 

new plantings are usualy small, but of the newer and better varieties, 

and with fewer varieties, with an occasional specialist, whom we find 
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in each of the counties, who are planting more extensively. In addition 

to the commercial orchardists mentioned in the letters already given, 

Mr. George Febles, Kendallville, Noble county, Indiana; H. E. Hoak, 

Ligonier, Noble county; Charles Harrah, Wolcottville, Noble county; Ma- 

rion Garmire, Lagrange, Lagrange county; the Ellison Farm, Lagrange, 

Lagrange county, and myself, all have orchards of recent planting for 

commercial purposes. 

With the proper care and conducted in a businesslike way it is a 

profitable investment. Suitable land in the several counties can be bought 

at from $40 to $100 per acre, according to location and improvements. 

There is some movement in. the beautifying of school grounds, but not 

so much as there should be. Public roads in the district have been grad- 

ually improved, so that in many townships they are not excelled. There 

is a general advance in the care of home grounds, and many farms are 

now named, the name usually being symbolic of the natural location, 

scenery surrounding the homestead or of the specialty of the farm. The 

natural parks surrounding the hundreds of beautiful lakes of our district 

are being improved by the building of many beautiful and artistic cot- 

tages, with fine lawns and flower beds. We have two very lively and 

enthusiastic Horticultural Societies in the district, viz.: the Noble County 

Horticultural Society, of which J. C. Kimmell, Ligonier, is President, and 

J. W. Moorhouse, Albion, Secretary. This society has been organized 

seven years and has made a good growth both in interest and numbers, 

they having the largest membership of any society in the State. The La- 

grange County Agricultural and Horticultural Society was organized four 

years ago and we believe it has been of much practical benefit to the 

county. I believe the interest in Dekalb county is sufficient now for an 

active society there. All that is necessary is the orgamzation, which, no 

doubt, will be perfected this winter, more such societies in the district 

and some good business men with capital to push the commercial orchard 

business. 

REPORT OF THIRTEENTH DISTRICT. 

There has been a steady advancement in horticultural interests in the 

Thirteenth District for a number of years, but there is still room for im- 

provement. I do not know how this could be except through local so- 

cieties. Taking our local society as an example, I think would be proof 

enough for me that if there was a horticultural society in every county 

throughout the State, horticulture would make great strides in the future. 

In speaking of our society—I mean the St. Joseph Horticultural Society 

we have twelve meetings a year. We meet at the home of some mem- 

ber the-last Saturday of each month. We take plenty to eat, stay all 

day and discuss matters pertaining to horticulture, have a literary pro- 

gram and a good time in general. 
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Farmers as a general thing are not well supplied with fruit gardens. 

They seem to think they have no time to look after one, and to judge 

from the average farm fruit garden it would look that way. 

There are no large commercial orchards in the Thirteenth District, 

but several small ones that are paying the owners a good profit. There 

are good opportunities for the man with push and energy in this dis- 

trict, as we have a diversity of soil to choose from. Land can be bought 

reasonable that will grow all kinds of fruit adapted to our climate. 

Speaking of the price of land, it is largely owing to the location. It 

can be bought within three or four miles of South Bend for from $60 

to $100 per acre, and South Bend is one of the best markets in the 

world. 

There is not much of a forward movement in regard to the beautifying 

of country school grounds. There has been something done along this 

line by the teachers and pupils on Arbor Day. 

The public roads in a great many localities are sadly neglected, while 

in others there are fine gravel roads with shade trees on each side, pre- 

senting a beautiful appearance. The reason for this is that the localities 

having good roads are well supplied by nature with material for the 

making of roads, while the others are not so fortunate. 

Cc. W. FOOTE, 

Vice-President Thirteenth District. 

REPORT OF THE LAGRANGE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AND 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

The year which has just closed has been the most prosperous one in 

its history. Everything is harmonious. Financially, it is on a sound basis 

for another year’s prosperity. The members are active and full of in- 

terest. It has held six regular meetings. The attendance has been good 

at all meetings. Programs have been more than full. 

The President, Mr. Te: Grossman, and the Secretary, Mrs. Lizzie C. 

Royer, have been present at every meeting. Every meeting has been re- 

ported by the Secretary to the four county papers. Every meeting has 

had a most excellent display of some kind. Premiums have been awarded 

to the sum of $11.80. , 

Held the June meeting jointly with Noble County Society at Island 

Park, Rome City, Noble county, Ind.; had 3,000 year books printed and 

distributed; sent two delegates to Indiana Horticultural Society—Mrs. 

D. B. Schaeffer and Miss Myrtie Vankirk; made a fruit exhibit at State 

Fair through Messrs. Leroy Eshelman, A. H. Bogue and J. C. Grossman, 

with the assistance of other members and the county at large and car- 

ried off the sweepstakes of $50 for best county exhibit, and other pre- 

miums and sale of fruits to the amount in all of $143. 

33—Agri. 
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Eighteen heads of families have been added to our membership list. 

Current expenses for the year, $334.82; on hand, $132.81. 

At the December meeting the following officers were elected and com- 

mittees appointed: 

J. C. Grossman, President; A. H. Bogue, Vice-President; Mrs. Lizzie 

C. Royer, Secretary; Marion Garmire, Treasurer. 

Executive Committee—J. W. Mills, Leroy Eshelman and Charles Smith. 

Program Committee—Mrs. J. W. Mills, Mrs. A. H. Bogue, Mrs. J. 

Low, W. T. Clugston, E. C. Wemple and Charles Rowe. 

Music Committee—Misses Edith Mills, Edith Eshelman, Huldah Sears, 

Veva Deal, Jessie Sherman, Bessie Appleman and Russell Smith. 

Exhibiting Committee—L. L. Eshelman, A. H. Bogue, C. C. Smith, 

J. W. Low, Myrtle Vankirk, Mary Grossman and Sam Rowe. 

Membership Committee for State Society—J. C. Grossman, J. W. Low, 

R. H. Newman, J. W. Mills, Mrs. D. B. Schaeffer and Rile GC. Case. 

Membership Committee for Local Society—Mrs. R. C. Case, Mrs. 

Charles Smith, George Roy, C. W. Sears and Mrs. O. A. Lampman. 

MRS. LIZZIE C. ROYER, 

Secretary. 

REPORT OF THE WAYNE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL AND HORTI- 

CULTURAL SOCIETY FOR 1904. 

BY WALTER S. RATLIFF, SECRETARY. 

I herewith submit the annual report to your honorable body of the 

Wayne County Agricultural and Horticultural Society for the present 

year, with a resume of the agricultural and horticultural conditions in 

this section of Indiana. 

This society has been holding its regular meetings for almost half a 

century, having organized in the city of Richmond in 1856, as the Rich- 

mond Horticultural Society, which name it maintained for several years, 

or until its reorganization. 

The summer sessions are usually held at the residence of some of 

its members, or in some of the publie parks that are to be found in various 

portions of the county. At such meetings, well-filled baskets are usually 

taken and the members and their friends spend the day socially, and in 

the consideration and comparison of the products of the field, orchard 

and garden that are to be found on the exhibition tables. 

The annual festival dinner in Mebruary is unique and successful. From 

premium lists previously issued our lady members good-naturedly vie 

with one another in their competition for premiums on their culinary 

articles that are taken, which are afterwards placed on the large dinner 

tables, making the feast complete, 
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Officers for 1904: President, Oliver Burgess; Vice-President, Stephen 

Kuth; Secretary, Walter S. Ratliff; Treasurer, T. E. Kenworthy, and Cor- 

responding Secretary, Hon. Joseph C. Ratliff. 

Our organization, until within later years, has united with the Rich- 

mond Fair and Trotting Association, which has been holding county fairs 

east of this city, and it has had charge of the exhibits of seeds, grains, 

vegetables, fruits, flowers and culinary articles. 

AGRICULTURE. 

The average farmer has not been blessed as in former years in basket 

and in store, as a combination of circumstances*hath otherwise decreed; 

but has been able to grow, harvest and dispose of his products without 

any very material losses. 

Wheat—The past harvest was relatively a failure. The severe winter 

and spring, together with the attacks of the fly and isosomas rendered the 

crop practically worthless. Many fields were early sown to oats or plowed 

for corn, and of those remaining but an occasional one, when cut and 

threshed, yielded grain that could have but a low rating. The recent 

sowing did poorly, owing to the protracted drouth following seeding time, 

and with serious ravages of the fly on the young plants, it has not en- 

tered the winter in a very flattering condition. 

Corn—A large acreage. The late, wet spring retarded planting, fol- 

lowed by a long spell of dry weather. August showers greened up grow- 

ing corn, and with late frosts, this maize made a late: growth, ripening 

unevenly and slowly. At cribbing time the ears were largely soft and 

chaffy, with a yield of but 35 to 45 bushels to the acre. 

Oats—An unusual crop of fine straw and grain. The season being 

most favorable, an occasional yield of 60 bushels to the acre was har- 

vested. . 

Hay—Clover was heavy and saved in fine condition, but timothy was 

light and not very tall, but with a small acreage of the latter, the prices 

for hay have induced farmers to part with all they can handily spare. 

Live Stock—Low-priced cattle, milch cows and hogs haye had a de- 

pressing effect on feeders, and apparently fewer marketable animals have 

been offered. Later feeding has been advocated to utilize the unsound 

grain. 

FRUITS. 

The average fruit man has not been pleased with his year’s work in 

his plantations and orchards. With a profusion of bloom, the prospects 

were flattering, but the later frequent showers interfered with successful 

spraying with poisonous solutions, and the late frosts lessened the pros- 

pects of the early blooming varieties. A very light consignment of nursery | 

stock was planted this year. 
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Apples—Summer and early autumn varieties were not only abundant, 

but comparatively free from defects. Winter apples were fewer, wormy, 

of smaller size and damaged by the bitter rot in most of the orchards in 

this locality. So that at gathering time but few of our farmers had sut- 

ficient quantity of them to supply their needs. 

Pears—With a few exceptions, the crop of pears equalled that of 

former years, with fruit of good size and excellent flavor. -Notwith- 

standing the blight of the trees was bad in many orchards, but few — 

serious losses have been noted from the entire loss of the trees. In this 

locality the summer and early autumn varieties appear to be mostly 

grown. 

Plums—But few plum trees that were not well laden with this ex- 

cellent fruit, and users of it have had a good opportunity of testing the 

merits of all varieties. The Bradshaw, Abundance, Burbank, Greengage 

and Lombard are the greater favorites. Doubtless the home marke’ as 

not for some time been as thoroughly and satisfactorily supplied as during 

the present year. 

Peaches—An occasional locality in this section had trees that ripened 

a very fair crop of fruit, apparently regardless of protection from wintry 

winds. So uncertain has peach growing become that few orchards are 

being set for future bearing. 

Cherries—The shortness in the cherry yield was doubtless due to the 

late frosts near blooming time. Early varieties were almost an entire 

failure, and those later sorts ripened rather poorly. Many trees have 

been recently set, embracing our standard varieties. 

Quinces—But few quinces grew in this locality. The supply of this 

fruit has been inadequate for many years, which, with the ease of its 

propagation, should be an incentive to grow them more universally. 

Grapes—Not overly plenty. The late frosts evidently are responsible 

for the shortness in the number of ripe bunches of this luscious fruit. 

Among the most popular kinds of later introduction is the Brighton, which 

should be grown in every door-yard. 

Strawberries—The yield was only one-half of an average, and they 

not of the best. Too late freezes are said to have been the cause, the 

early settings of fruit stems being chilled. With the present demand 

for ripe strawberries, an opportunity is afforded for additional plantations 

for berry growing in this locality, at least. 

Raspberries and Blackberries—Both almost entire failure, owing to the 

dry weather covering the period of summer when the canes needed 

moisture to mature the fruit. But few fruit men spend much time in 

the cultivation of these berries, owing to their uncertainty in growth and 

fruiting. 
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ORNITHOLOGY. 

The interest manifested in the study of birds in recent years by the 

general public has been universal as well as problematic, judging from 

the number of Audubon Societies and similar organizations that are found 

in this and other States, and the introduction of the study of ornithology 

into schools and colleges. By the protection afforded through the influence 

of these organizations and favorable legislation, many of our More com- 

mon birds have of late very materially increased in numbers. With this 

increase, their depredations in the orchard and field have kept apace, 

until the husbandmen have already, from the serious losses thus sus- 

tained in fruits and grain, begun to question the advisability of further 

protection. 

INDIANA HORTICULTURE AT THE ST.-LOUIS WORLD’S FAIR. 

BY W. B. FLICK. 

The Legislature, at the session held in 1903, enacted a law appropriat- 

ing one hundred and fifty thousand dollars ($150,000) to bear the expense 

for making a display of the State’s resources at the Louisiana Purchase 

Exposition, to be held at St. Louis, Mo., May 1 to December 1, 1904, and 

providing for the appointment of a Board of Commissioners, one from 

each Congressional District and two at large, to manage the same. New- 

ton W. Gilbert, Fort Wayne; Henry W. Marshall, Lafayette; J. W. Cock- 

rum, Oakland City; W. W. Wicks, Bloomington; W. W. Stevens, Salem; 

W. H. O’Brien, Lawrenceburg; Crawford Fairbanks, Terre Haute; D. 

W. Kinsey, New Castle; Nelson A. Gladding, Indianapolis; Frank C. Ball, 

Muncie; C. C. Shirley, Kokomo; Fremont Goodwine, Williamsport; Joseph 

B. Grass, Huntington; S. B. Fleming, Fort Wayne, and M. W. Mix, Misha- 

waka, were named by Governor Durbin to be the commissioners. At their 

first meeting Newton W. Gilbert was elected President, H. W. Marshall, 

Vice-President, and J. W. Cockrum, Secretary. Warder W. Stevens, Fre- 

mont Goodwine and W. H. O’Brien were appointed a Committee on Agri- 

culture, Horticulture and Live Stock, and to manage these displays. This 

committee appointed a sub-committee entitled “Special Committee on Hor- 

ticulture,’’ composed of W. B. Flick, Lawrence; Sylvester Johnson, Irving- 

ton, and J. C. Grossman, Wolcottville, to make and manage the State’s 

horticultural display at the World’s Fair, and five thousand dollars ($5,000) 

was set apart for this purpose. The committee sent out circular letters 

to farmers, fruit-growers and horticulturists, soliciting exhibits and giving 

details and directions how to select, pick, pack and ship fruit. It was 

thought best and least expensive by the committee to store the fruit here 
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at Indianapolis until the week immediately preceding the opening of the 

World’s Fair, when it could be shipped at car-load rates, to St. Louis. 

There was procured in this way and by purchase about four hundred 

bushels of apples suitable for the tables, less than one half the quantity 

desired. The crop of both apples and pears was very scanty and of poor 

quality throughout most of the State this year, which caused this shortage 

in stored stock. The committee solicited bids at St. Louis for the con- 

struction of the booths, tables, ete., but rejected them all on account of 

their exorbitant prices, the lowest of which was fifteen hundred dollars. 

The contract was let to an Irvington contractor, at a saving of nearly 

one thousand dollars, whose work was conceded to be the most complete 

“and best finished in Horticultural Hall. Green china plates were made 

especially for this fair, of which Indiana ordered 90 dozen, but received 

only 45 dozen. 

Indiana was one among the three or four states that were ready for 

the opening day, May 1. She received 100 per cent. on opening, and had 

her tables full of apples and pears equal to the best there and superior 

to most. 

The fruit had come out of cold storage in fine condition, some of it 

even with a slight bloom on it, as if just picked from the trees. The 

fruit was not rubbed at any time to brighten it up, but was put on the 

tables with the “dew on.” This was thought best by the committee and 

was also in accordance with the rules of the L. P. E. A most excellent 

display was kept on the tables which run down slightly through part of 

August and September, when the cold storage fruit was about exhausted 

and the new crop was not available. As soon as the new crop could be 

drawn on, the display assumed, in quality, a superlative degree, and in 

quantity no inferior rank. Indiana showed a wide range of varieties of © 

well-grown apples, her exhibit having about two hundred varieties. She 

made a reputation for well grown, well flavored and highly colored apples 

for commercial purposes. A few of the poorer quality of commercial 

apples were on the tables, but not enough to attract attention, while most 

all the display of some states were of these varieties. The display of 

watermelons from Knox County, which were not classed in the Horticul- 

tural Department, were the largest and finest at the fair, and it is a pity 

that they could not be judged for prizes. 

On account of the exorbitant charges for transportation, expressage 

and privileges, which threatened to absorb all the appropriation for the 

horticultural display, the commission could not, like other states, engage 

a superintendent to stay at St. Louis and have charge of the exhibit all 

the time, but concluded to let different horticulturists of the State take 

charge at different times. Among those who had charge were Sylvester 

Johnson, W. B. Flick, J. C. Grossman, Geo. P. Campbell, Mr. Millhous, 

Mrs. W. W. Stevens, John Barnett, Evan Davis, Amos Garretson, Chas. 
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N. Lindley, Jas. M. Zion, E. A. Robison, H. W. Henry, H. H. Swaim, 

A. H. Bogue, A. W. Shoemaker, Otto Zink, H. M. Stout, John Tilson, R. 

L. Beck, Fred C. Dickson and Leon Arbuckle. 

There were about two hundred exhibitors in all (a part of the papers 

were lost, and the exact figures are not known). 

Among those who deserve special mention as making large and ex- 

cellent displays, are Thos. T. Newby, of Carthage; Jas. M. Zlon, of Clarks 

Hill, and’ Joe A. Burton, of Mitchell, who each were awarded a gold medal 

for their displays. (For others who made fine displays and carried off 

honors, see the list of awards hereunto appended.) 

There were used and put on the tables, altogether, about fifteen thou- 

sand (15,000) plates of fruit, nuts, ete., and about 900 bushels were used 

for this purpose. On an average, a plate of fruit remained on the tables 

about ten days or two weeks, then was replaced with fresh specimens. 

Indiana, seemingly, had more visitors in Horticultural Hall than any 

other state, and although not keeping a registry book all the time, over 

seven thousand Hoosier visitors wrote their names in our book. All were 

made welcome and seemed to enjoy the hospitality. Indiana’s sons and 

daughters, especially, were pleased to find their native state so nicely 

and cosily fixed for the home people to rest. 

Of the amount ($5,000) set apart for this display the committee turned 

back an unexpended balance of one thousand dollars* ($1,000). 

The members of the State Horticultural Society deserve the thanks of 

the State for the honors won by Indiana’s horticultural display, as nearly 

all the exhibitors were members of this society, and the managers and 

attendants were also members and officers. 

In all, there were one hundred and twenty-three medals awarded to 

this display—four gold, twenty-eight silver and ninety-two bronze medals, 

as follows: 

The following exhibitors were awarded medals as follows: 

Staterotulndiana, for truit,nuts, etes <i. 5.022004 Oo. as ss Gold medal. 

Joe A. Burton, Mitchell, apples and pears.................... Gold medal. 

iMhosaCwNew by. Carthage shruit aos ac. nee aaa cetcls ocala ele levate Gold medal. 

hase Vier Aone lark srenill omit perces sestsieicsvekeletsrsusiaes ee oe ae Gold medal. 

SILVER MEDALS. 

St. Joseph Co. Hort. Society, South Bend, apples............ Silver medal. 

eA th eyee Mad SOMA ENV DCELICS ste r..045 erate, cose itis sitter seat over cite Silver medal. 

Meyer Beard shidiwardSvalle.. Dum) cn.scvcies steele) sale sist esen ea) oes Silver medal. 

JohneeellvillescGrandviews AWDIES< shivers ceereicee cuseuekeletainie tyes Silver medal. 

CeoMWee Burton Orleans Ap Plesiy ante cst clstetele a en etete apes epee taties Silver medal. 

VOhMMeI Charles: WA sranees AM PlES sep. te. shcnsesees a secckere etre cusses te Silver medal. 

Hiennry. Cornelius, Woleottvillewapples. (4. si. 5 ss 6 the seine Silver medal. 

“Not exact figures. 
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Henry Cramer: Wolcottville; apples? .% <0. sc sess ete eels Silver 

Mrs. B. A. Davis, Laporte, fruit........... Se Dee ae NakE ES § Silver 

WW: He DeVilbiss; Fort Wayne; iruite-. 37.9 sro.0 5s ote bier eee Silver 

Mrs. Lucy Farnaman, South Bend, apples.................. Silver 

WB: heck; Lawrence, fruit 205 2. o's 32s s wickets cts ele aroteionerel sisters Silver 

Amos Garretson, Pendleton, raspberries.................... Silver 

J. © Grossman, \Wolcottville® fruits .c. eaate aera ee eae Silver 

Chas. Harrah, Wolcottville, pears and apples............... Silver 

Samuel H. Hazelett, Greeneastle, apples..................- Silver 

We Henry; Laporte, fruits ae se. save a coe wusin Se ato ain sonetenere Silver 

J. p27 Lkenwood, Centerville; apples. a. pte stents teers tera Silver 

Chris King, Rushville; plums*and applesi..5-- 14. - eas... Silver 

Hiam=*Osborn;, Heonomy, apples: <2 teas access saree tnee ..- Silver 

W. J. Ritterskamp, Princeton, apples and peaches.......... Silver 

Reed & Fielding, Glenwood, apples: .... 5.2... 2... ..0.+ se cets Silver 

H. H. Swaim, South Bend, peaches and grapes.............. Silver 

Je We LOGGaaoTaAN Ses A POEs 1. smpeseters cic satel oro eisioleetet tetera Silver 

Ghass-A> PRUrSton; Sted OC AP PlES ac. «as ecierrsieyere = ei verstae te ereiays Silver 

Barney Waldron, Wolcottville, apples.....................- Silver 

S. E.°S. Williams, Knishtstown; apples... «2... so: sis wses se 6 Silver 

Geo: “Wright, “Mitehells apples)... cts. sew de alee ee ee eee Silver 

BRONZE MEDALS. 

Harrison County Agricultural and Horticultural Society, 

GOryaon ; TLuib. <.7,cc.cxstos a Hoon ate nee ote ciate eae Bronze 

Lagrange County Horticultural Society, Lagrange, fruit....Bronze 

Marion County Agricultural and Horticultural Society, Indi- 

GTADAPOLISY~ NUtS. 2 isioic.a:s eters ces cask cetie retsl sist ceretetene seater stenetene Bronze 

Noble County Horticultural Society, Albion, apples......... Bronze 

Albertson & Hobbs, Bridgeport, fruit........... eshte aes Bronze 

Win. H. Andrews, Wolcottville, apples and plums.......... Bronze 

NeAngnstine, South: Bend, apples ccc lerelcieis eater oercieusterers Bronze 

Sate Barnes; HIChMONG, ~APPlLEsi tac cata ete ckecelesiciertcany cee eee ee Bronze 

R. L. Beck, Connersville, apples and peaches.............. Bronze 

J. C. Bieler, New Albany, apples and peaches............. . Bronze 

Blue--Bros., Indisnapolis; “fruttesc tes a me se aint se ise ae Bronze 

AH Bogue? bagrance, Apples. . le rrsteatelela ale salu ste aieteiale eters Bronze 

G: 2; Bradley, South BenG apples. icc. sic cates sy sisietetemucielw wicks Bronze 

Si. ‘Bricker’ Shipshewana, Apples. \. <c.c are stern cicigse lela alevwts, eral Bronze 

AS SWee Brewer, COnyGon, JELULG cai wicrs cue eles aid ete e ei wtcte creates Bronze 

Wi H. Bruce; Bartholomew: County, NWS, < </sicj «sonateieters ier Bronze 

Jno S;. burgess, Moberly, rules. ce .crss w= wide elaleeiaieya eieaa re Bronze 

Geo. P. Campbell, Bloomington, peaches and plums........ Bronze 

Jno, V. Chamberlain, Bloomington, apples and pawpaws...Bronze 

medal. 

medal, 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 
medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 

medal. 
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Win. Chrysler, Lagrange: ADIOS... = cic ssccxcis'ns clase © o\sd wo lshoa Bronze 

Corydon Fair Association, Corydon, apples and pears....... Bronze 

County Harm; Clinton County; APDPICS2)5 <<. « oisieinne os oe 0/9 «le Bronze 

C. W. Cummings & Co., Indianapolis, apples............... Bronze 

Deolen Dougherty, Cambridge City, apples................ Bronze 

Tip ALON, ea STAN SCO MDPICS: cot cc caer e clevcwie's wus haielea d onesie Bronze 

Mrs. Gertrude Eaton, Shipshewana, apples............... Bronze 

L. E. Furguson, White Pigeon, apples.................-.:..Bronze 

JOS Mields = PACTAN SE: APPIES Ss .-.:cle ole c-ole. cieter~)tcciesicist=,07stererer> Bronze 

Marion Garmire; oa srange; APDleSs:c.. cicew oc s <tc cts «ees = es Bronze 

Eeter.Gouzony south Bend; PCAs. acces «cele cele onc vie tees orcs Bronze 

I’. C. Grossman, Lagrange, apples............... AciAt ete Bronze 

Miss Mary Grossman, Wolcottville, fruit................2.. Bronze 

Chasseaines Richmond. APDIESiis< costes 2 ie.es coals «cb ee Bronze 

ESR EDT GG TAN OCT SEEUT Tes cette, che, sos ishels Biases Pie eTaes wislie eles ss 5 Bronze 

Osearsrardman, Orleans, appless: .cuce..cce< «212 0%) aisle 'eraiseiaiars Bronze 

Al eaArinon.- Orleans; Crab aApples..:%.2...s.% =. 00. aslem os Bronze 

Jad en shaw Evans valle: DeacChesi-c. « ssi0-0 é\e1s 2.01 6 ane si sie ese « ou0 Bronze 

Wied Hetner-“Popeka AD DIGS ascoys socio s Siseeovas ote.ety am seisle Bronze 

Dols itzendi AN APOMS Ap PLCS a0.5 ne sec lotecea trial ce. oon oe = Bronze 

DO CMEMISCE se GiLan GA ViCWay ADDIS. 5 /stcrort «a's = sis, oe ola cae is 2 cte eRe oe Bronze 

Wa GEIStoneelome: Citys DIUM s oceo see coe Sere, cie.s) tis Deere Bronze 

De SVE CEV SG TANGAVIE Wa, ADPICS accle cavers) ada vi ave es etavele lelebaiar cone Bronze 

Mrs. Mollie Kaieger, Wolcottville, pears and plums........ Bronze 

De Oe RIMM mer MIVe NAP DIOS axenic issaereve i © wie oe iste Sansionas wee Bronze 

Wire ikdinkners SoutheBbend, ‘aAppless ct. cist). te. a. 6 eeing se ee ae Bronze 

Ben, J. Knaub, North Vernon, apples and pears............ Bronze 

Weenie itiSGss LADCTLYs AD DICSins 6 sia oe «.vyele icy te o.cie sh e,sre lee sveveeete Bronze 

OFas anpman Opeka, ADDICSici ci. soe c Sie ciete eleic o's eitiete ners Bronze 

La Launde Jardin Experiment Station, Clarks Hill, apples. Bronze 

creettN APEANCE “ADDICSL SS. see vs ce os soos at a oes ee Bronze 

DeVVeweOw, -LOopeka; apples and spluamSs2a.. os ss s<2seceseee Bronze 

Det eva sh. rMktOnts CCl tessrerec oleate ec oayerisie cere ae aaloe.c's Bronze 

Sister M. Margaret, Rome City, apples...................- Bronze 

Chase VieGilonran= SUNSHiIne? fTitiit. jcc Cale ts wtiicers cn oe Bronze 

HiijgaheMeMahan. Richmonds-apples.. 22.02 ve< s+ .<1 +. eee Bronze 

MelyilleseillerCorydon.-applesze... seciass-oe vies + cence ee Bronze 

Caka Mosby. Grand Views ADDICSs. <6 of ccceclontecc%c ce ec cs es's Bronze 

Ha eViOuUnts-\ Owensville: peats a. 204225. .,ecidaisldieasee sauce Bronze 

a HosNenmany Shipshewana, apples. i. as.-c. sas ccee.ceb ene Bronze 

al CCCLS: OLaleanaplGSe pet sraces Bite ois, Son oe wu aeae we alleen oe Bronze 

Jee Week MiLip ss PIM CetOn; sap Pls ster crs a. ccsieiasic os) cre ts nee craters Bronze 

Frank Potter, Valley City, apples and pears............... Bronze 

Purdue University, uatayettey apples ccc. oe scsocsc obs sce Bronze 

Wiest ObInSON: SViINCENNES, -APDIES ora. ciel sc scree Save creee are Bronze 
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G. T. Robinson, Greenwood, apples... ......+- sees seeeeeees Bronze 

Samuel Rowe, Lagrange, apples ............."...6--+-.--- Bronze 

Chass Roger, Valentine) Pears sec cm cet crete setae tete te eheieters Bronze 

G. M. Roy, Wolcottville, pears and apples................. Bronze 

DB Schatters Wim -apPlese os erie cis skorts ata eens serene Bronze 

AU Shoemaker) Dalevil les frit asic 2 tcictacsicte etepstersre eiate etre Bronze 

HilmMer Sy Ger agsranse apples reyes cetoela-teleeeieuatets eller oteneiale Bronze 

ie ERS Spencer, Mite ViermOomns CATs a cits oieis ets iel nceyatel folatatelenatsiiste Bronze 

Ty. Stevenson, Wolcottville capples:: 24-0 soe ee Bronze 

{ele Sia geispa Dilan Chess e as Domecq ceadcous somaomoors Bronze 

Stokes G& Lnomas, ‘Sunshine fruits tas see eee selene Bronze 

DALe SOwers) tome, City, -ApDleSa an as 2.5 cl eke ce ete tebe ereieiarere Bronze 

Re ie Thompson; Topeka, «apples... ovtctae ain) sete hays we SPY ete or 5 Bronze 

VASA LroOp mua ayerhe:, APPLES v cry o.cykacesrtetelscoues ket nome nereters Bronze 

HlmeriG. VRuttis: Aurora. LLU Geet too act oie hare eae tananeliate Bronze 

Ae. Lurley. Orleans: (applesiq cs lrekeossn. cis ooh ots cia eer eS LOTLZS 

DW  CuUCcton: Grand View: -ApPPleSw as cs su cele eehatcusaeremarh ene Bronze 

HS Wiese Viannices, Danvalle: cap ples nace tevin sieletalenetena etalen-tetar siete = Bronze 

H. Wehry, North Vernon, apples and plums................ Bronze 

Isaae Whiteley & Son, Cambridge City, apples............. Bronze 

Ge DAWricht Orleans apples sac sc-cyterees decor omsan oe ee Bronze 

H.-A. Yeager, Princeton, apples and pears.:.:.......5.-... Bronze 

Ralph Aion Clarks En pears atte reveue tol terersancye = «ier Bronze 

Ruby-Zion. Clarks sell rap plesire acre erases tetera yekens (ee etatae Bronze 
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REPORE 
OF THE 

District Horticultural Institute 
Held under the Auspices of Purdue School of Agriculture, 

in the Christian Church, Kendallville, Tuesday 
and Wednesday, August 30-31, 1904. 

TUESDAY MORNING SESSION. 

President Latta called the meeting to order. 

Invocation by Rev. C. H. Bass, Pastor of the Christian Church of 

Kendallville, Ind. 

Rey. H. C. Bass: Our dear heavenly Father, we thank thee that it 

is meet and proper at all times for us to call upon thy name, and especially 

at this time we feel that we may call upon thee and ask thy blessings 

on this meeting. Thou hast promised to bless those who walk the way on 

this earth according to thy will, and especially hast thou promised to bless 

us by sending sunshine and rain, and thou hast promised us a seed time, 

and a harvest, and we pray for these blessings as we meet here together 

today. Bless those who labor and earn their bread’ by the sweat of their 

brow, and so fulfill the physical law of their being in the world, and so 

shall our cups be filled and we be strengthened and thy name glorified. 

Bless those who shall speak in this assembly during the coming days; 

lead us unto a higher, more spiritual, and more fruitful way of life, and 

at last bring us to thyself, and thine shall be the glory forever. Amen. 

President Latta: We will now be favored by a greeting by J. S. Con- 

logue, of Kendallville. 

J. 8S. Conlogue: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I am very glad 

this morning that Rey. Dickinson is out of town, as it falls upon me to 

deliver the address of welcome, and you all know I ean do it very 

gracefully. JI am also very glad to know that I only had a moment’s 

notice, for that too will in a measure excuse me if my address is some- 

what informal. I am very glad that this Association saw fit to eome to 

(523) 
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our beautiful little city to honor us with their presence. We have very 

good talent here, and we hope that this will be one of the best meetings 

ever held in the State. We have been saying this for some time. We 

haven’t many here at this morning session, but there will be more later 

on. We have been telling the people for some time what a meeting we 

were going to have, and I am sure that the people who do not attend © 

will miss a great deal. Without discussing the matter further, I will say 

that the city feels highly honored on account of this Institute being held 

here. We are glad you came and hope you will stay a long time, and 

when you go away we hope you will say good things about us whether 

you think them or not. 

President Latta: I see I am on the program for a response. I will give 

this response, then I will turn the meeting over to you. This greeting 

was short and sweet. I will try to make mine as short; as to the sweet- 

ness I will not speak. I really want to say at the opening that meetings 

of this kind are for two or three different purposes. One of course is 

to get information along particular lines. Another is to get the broader 

views that will come from a meeting of this kind. The individual who 

lives within the plane of his own observation lives in a very narrow 

plane. We must enlarge our range, and enlarge our knowledge by calling 

upon one another in these meetings. They afford just this kind of an 

opportunity. Again, these meetings serve to insure us most earnest effort 

and most successful work. I trust that we will realize all of these things 

in this meeting. They will give us practical, helpful information, enlarge 

our views of life, and our relations to life in several lines of work, and 

we will go out stronger in the work we have to do. These are the prime 

ends. Of course we will form pleasant acquaintances during these two 

days, which we trust will last through life. We will be better for meeting 

here, and that will be one of the good things—to develop and foster the 

spirit of fellowship. As a class. I think it may be said that farmers do 

not get together enough. They are isolated. At the present time they 

do not get in close touch with each other like business men do. I have 

thought that if we were more chummy it would be better for us. I hope 

that this spirit will crop out here in these meetings, and will be the invit- 

ing feature of this meeting. We must be social, friendly, helpful; come 

with the purpose of getting and giving, one as well as the other. We want 

to make our contribution. We do not want to be sponges, but accomplish 

our part. I said to a very bright young fellow once who did not wish to 

join our club, but rather sponge, that it was not a good thing to be a 

sponge, and always be absorbing things, for he would find that he would 

have to be squeezed. Now that is one good thing; that under pressure a 

sponge will give out something, and the one that has nothing fails to 

give out anything. So there must be that response on your part of active 

thought. And so I feel that we should enliven our meeting by questions, 
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objections, suggestions, or any way that will be helpful. I am forgetting 

myself. We were to have a short time to devote to the exercises for the 

morning. We have two strong fellows on the program this morning. 

The Possibilities of Fruit Culture in Northern Indiana. I think our people 

realize what these possibilities are. I hope we will give our views on 

this subject—such views as will strengthen our belief in the position of 

fruit culture in Northern Indiana. We have men who realize this responsi- 

bility. We will take the rest of the morning for the discussion of these 

- two topics. It is my pleasure to introduce to you Mr. H. H. Swaim, of 

South Bend, who will speak on this subject. 

H. H. Swaim: Benjamin Franklin said that he could tell all he knew 

on any subject in five minutes, and I think perhaps it is particularly for- 

tunate for me that the time is short. I do not pretend to be able to com- 

pete with Franklin in knowledge, and I assure you it will not take very 

long to tell all I know on the subject of Fruit Possibilities in Northern 

Indiana. When we speak of possibilities a wide field opens before us. 

In this day of progress and invention, we dare not call the wildest dreams 

of man impossible. In the mechanical world we have many inventions 

and appliances in everyday use that fifty years ago were unthought of, 

or if suggested, were considered wholly visionary. In Horticulture many 

of our delicious fruits and beautiful flowers are the product of the last 

half century. Man has brought the apple to its present high standard of 

excellence from the sour wild crab; our juicy, luscious pears had their 

origin in the puckery seedling. Men yet living can trace each step in 

the development of the strawberry. We have learned now to control in- 

sect pests and plant diseases, and each recurring season brings new fruits 

and improved methods; so that when we speak of the possibilities we 

open a wide field for the imagination. But rather than indulge in any 

flights of fancy, let us take a look at the conditions and prospects which 

confront us as fruit growers of Northern Indiana. 

SOIL AND ELEVATION. 

We have an elevation of from seven hundred to one thousand feet 

above sea level, which precludes all danger from floods. The land is suffi- 

ciently rolling to give good air drainage and in some portions is quite 

broken and hilly, sometimes rising abruptly to a height of one hundred 

and fifty feet or more above the surrounding country. The land formation 

is what geologists call drift, that is, soil that was carried and deposited 

here by the advance of the ice fields during the glacial period. As a 

result of this formation we have a great variation in the soils, ranging 

all the way from the muck of the marshes and lowlands to heavy clay 

loam. It is not uncommon to find muck lands, sand and gravel loam 

and heavy clay loam upon the same farm. This makes it possible to grow 
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a great variety of fruits and give each a soil to which it is adapted and 

have all under your personal supervision. This- combining a variety of 

soils, with suitable locations and elevations, makes Northern Indiana an 

ideal locality for all fruits which can be grown in this latitude. 

Now in regard to the apple. This is the natural home of the apple. 

Northern Indiana apples combine as many good points as those of any 

other section of the Union, and can be grown successfully over the entire 

region, except perhaps the prairie lands of the extreme western portion. 

While this is true, it is also a fact that only a small per cent. of the land 

suitable for apple growing is being utilized for that purpose, and our 

cities are compelled to buy hundreds of car loads of apples annually from 

the fruit growers of other states, while our farmers continue to grow 

wheat at a loss upon land much better adapted to growing fruit. 

There are, however, a few wide-awake, energetic men who are turning 

their attention to fruit growing, and their number is increasing each year. 

Fruit farms of from ten to eighty acres are not unusual, and their success 

is inducing others to make the venture. I called upon a young man of 

about twenty-five a short time ago, who has a fine young orchard of fif- 

teen acres just coming into bearing, every tree of which he assured me he 

propagated and grew himself—a record which but few men of his age 

can show, and one of which he may well be proud. 

Pears succeed equally as well as apples in this region, and are equally 

profitable. I have the care of a pear orchard that was planted forty years 

ago, which is still yielding profitable crops of fruit. Another orchard 

planted eleven years ago is now carrying its seventh crop of fruit, not 

having missed a crop in seven years. Last year when pears came the 

nearest being a failure they have for many years, this orchard bore a 

full crop, some of the trees yielding seven and one-half bushels of first- 

elass fruit, which sold in my local market at one dollar and a quarter 

per bushel, wholesale. In fact all the tree fruits attain their highest per- 

fection here and, with the possible exception of peaches, can be profitably 

grown. Do not understand me that peaches cannot be grown here, for 

we do grow fine ones, but climatic conditions are such as to make them 

too uncertain to be valuable as a commercial crop. 

The grape is another fruit to which our hills are naturally adapted, 

and there are thousands of acres of hill-land which could be profitably 

planted to this delicious and health-giving fruit. It yields abundantly, 

seven tons per acre having been shown in my home county, St. Joseph, 

and clusters weighing two pounds each have been produced. 

Berries and all small fruits succeed equally as well as the tree fruits, 

and can be grown in great variety and of a quality that is unsurpassed. 

We have in the cities of Northern Indiana excellent markets for fruit; 

each year more and more people learning the value of a fruit diet, thus 

increasing the demand which we are not able to supply. The network of 

railroads which cover this region gives us the best of shipping facilities 

and access to all the large cities of the country. 
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The advent of the system of preserving fruit by cold storage is a 

boon to the fruit grower. By its use we can avoid the danger of glutted 

markets at harvest time and by distributing sales through a longer season 

can obtain better average prices. ‘his alone opens up great: possibilities 

for the fruit grower of the future, and its use is fast becoming a necessity 

in all fruit-growing centers. 

While our fruit growers have accomplished much in the way of the 

production of fine fruits and generous yields, we are still far from the 

limit. There is an abundance of room for improvement. By better meth- 

ods of culture we may increase the yield and quality of our fruit. Experi- 

menters by crossing and by hybridizing are constantly giving us new 

varieties. These do not always prove superior to those we already have, 

but are the means by which we may expect to finally reach our ideals, 

and much honor is due to those who are making this their life work. 

We are constantly learning better and more efficient methods of fighting 

the insect pests and controlling the diseases which affect our trees and 

plants, so we may confidently expect the future to bring forth greater 

results than anything that has been accomplished in the past. 

The one thing most needful to reach our ideal and place Northern 

Indiana where it belongs among the foremost fruit-producing sections of 

this country is more of the right kind of men. Young men of pluck and 

energy who have been educated for this line of work can find here an 

inviting and hospitable field for their labors, and by their example bring 

others to a realization of the grand opportunities which lie at their door. 

Prof. Latta: Owing to the lateness of the hour we will omit the dis- 

cussion at this point. Is this satisfactory? We would like to give Mr. 

Van Deman more time for the discussion of this important talk. Mr. Van 

Deman, a veteran fruit-grower of New York, will discuss before you how 

these possibilities discussed by Mr. Swaim may be realized, as it is not 

your desire to postpone this discussion until afternoon. 

H. H. Van Deman, Apulia, New York: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and 

. Gentlemen—I have been stopping in New York for a short time. My home 

is now in Washington, but I feel at home all over the country. I was 

born and reared in your neighboring state of Ohio, and conditions that 

we meet here are very familiar to me, and have been from childhood. 

I have always been very much pleased in my travels with the condition of 

things in Northern Indiana and the northern part of Ohio. I know that 

nature has done a great deal for that part of the country. Your soil is 

low, is rich, etc., and while you have a climate that is somewhat rigorous 

at times, as has been suggested by the man who has just spoken, still 

the climate is not so rigorous but that almost all orchard fruits, small 

fruits and grapes may be grown with great success right here and all 

over this part of the State, and neighboring states. You hear folks say, 
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“Yes, but it takes a lot of hard work, backed up by good sense to get good 

fruit.” This is true, but the possibilities that nature has offered you 

will be of no avail whatever unless the fruits are planted and then taken 

care of. The whole thing is bound up in the statement that you must 

plant and then take care of the fruit. Now this brings the responsibility 

direct to you, for nature has done her part. Now, then, will we do our 

part? If we are to realize the possibilities that nature has offered us we 

must do our part. There are not many in this room, but I wonder how 

many of the few that are in this room have all the fruit that they can 

use from the time that berries begin to ripen until the last winter apples 

are gone. I wonder how many have taken steps to provide themselves 

and their families with an abundance of good fruit the year through. We 

can do it. Will we do it? Do we do it? I am sorry to say that I don’t 

believe that all here do it. I will leave this question with you and you can 

answer it each one for himself or herself. But I have never found a 

neighborhood yet where the people have half provided themselves with 

the fruits that they might have had and could have used, and if I should 

ask the question “Why?’ I don’t believe anybody could tell. Perhaps 

it is not laziness, but perhaps that has something to do with it, but it is 

a sort of inattention to business, inattention to our duty that we owe 

to ourselves and to each other, and if I should leave any impression upon 

this audience it would be this fact. I wish you would carry this out. 

Begin next spring, if you don’t begin sooner, to have all kinds of fruit. 

It will pay you in dollars and cents. We may love hog and hominy, but 

you could live a great deal better if you will have an abundance of fruit 

for your diet. What is nicer when springtime comes than an abundance 

of good strawberries, and there is not a piece of land in all this country 

that will not raise good berries. Wherever you can grow corn.you can 

grow strawberries. You can grow all kinds of berries—blackberries, rasp- 

berries, and all the catalogue of berries that are cultivated by the nursery- 

man, and there is no good reasonable excuse why anyone of you, even 

though you live on a town lot, may not have a little piece of ground on 

which you can plant fruit. We have quite a strawberry patch in our 

back yard, and when we lived on the farm we had all we could use, and 

we now feel the privation. There is a great satisfaction in eating fruit 

that you have grown yourself. There are lots of things money will not buy. 

It cannot buy the privilege to go out and pick berries. I want to be right 

up to date. Even when you live in town lots you can have a small garden 

at your command. Now it is surprising how much can be grown on a 

small space of ground. Even on a space no larger than this room we 

might grow half as many strawberries as a family would use, a few 

grapes, and have a few apple trees or pear trees. This could be done in 

a space not larger than this room. And haven’t every one of you that 

much or more space to spare? How many farmers are there that never 

sit down to home-grown berries? Very likely there are some right here. 
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Some say it is cheaper to buy. Yes, but you don’t buy them as a rule. 

This is only an excuse when you say that it is cheaper to buy than to raise 

them. It is not true in the first place, and in the next you don’t do it. 

If you raise them at home you will have them, and as I said before, 

that is one of the points that I wish to impress upon each member. Make 

use of these possibilities by planting at once, and do not put it off until 

some more favorable opportunity, for that opportunity very rarely comes. 

It is like an opportunity in business. You will have to make the oppor- 

tunity yourself. If you don’t do it no one else will make the opportunity 

for you, and it will not be’ done. 

Now, as to orchard fruits. A great many people make a mistake when 

they choose the trees for their orchards. In tie first place I may say that 

every farmer should have what would be properly called a family orchard. 

A commercial orchard is all right, but above all, have a family orchard. 

A family orchard is an orchard which will produce different varieties of 

fruit, from the earliest to the latest, without a gap in time, or a 

time when there will be no fruit at all. Now this is where skill and knowl- 

edge comes in. You should have a knowledge of when certain fruits will 

ripen, whether or not they will-be a success in your particular locality, 

ete. Now we have a good guide in the nurserymen’s catalogue, for I 

want to say to you that nurserymen are about the most philanthropic and 

most useful people in the whole country. They are doing a world of good 

wherever they live, and they are doing the country, as a whole, good. 

They give advice as to what, when and how to plant and take Care of 

fruit. Some of these catalogues are really excellent books on fruit grow- 

ing, and they will tell you, if you do not know by experience, how to do 

things. If you will pay more attention to what is said in these little 

catalogues you will learn a great deal and be very much profited. There 

are books and pamphlets on fruits laid right before our eyes, and yet we 

are so blind we pay no attention and make a kind of a guess. I have 

known apple orchards planted out—and I’ll venture there- are some here— 

where there were five or six or ten Red Astrachans, and a Maiden Blush, 

and then there will be a skip of about two or three weeks when there 

won't be any apples at all. And the next thing is a winter apple that will 

ripen about Christmas. Now the intelligent way to begin is to begin with 

the earliest, say for instance the Yellow Transparent, of which have one ~ 

or two trees, or the Summer Rose, which is another very early apple. 

And three or four trees of the Red Astrachan. That would be an extreme 

number. It would be more probably than you would use. But why not 

have sense and wit enough to plant more than you can use yourself. A 

little later plant those like the Lowell, Jefferson and Hawley and Maiden’s 

Blush, if you like it. I don’t, because I think we have better varieties. 

I would be willing to throw away every variety we have if we could get™ 

something better. Let’s get the best there is, and if we have the best 

there is there is nothing more to do for the men, women and children who 

34—Agri. 
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grow them. The man who tills the soil should live on the cream of the 

earth, and he may if he will. Take the possibilities and work out how 

you can do. The man who tills the soil should be the best fed man on 

earth. When people in the city buy things they do not know where they 

came from. A fish caught out of the water and put in the frying pan is 

lots better than one that has been salted down. You meet the greatest 

privation when you go to the city. I have experienced it and my wife 

talks about it constantly. You get things from market that ought to be 

fresh out of the ground or cut off the trees or bushes, but they are not 

always so. 

If there is a will there is a way. The way is open for every man, 

woman and child to be successful in the raising of fruit. There is no 

excuse. Some of the neighbors like sweet apples. They have Sweet Junes 

planted. A little later Golden Sweet, which will be ripening this month 

and on into September is good. A little later you will have the Randel, 

a sweet apple of the highest character. 

The peach is not so well adapted to this region. There are some locali- 

ties where it does very well, but generally it is a failure in Northern Indi- 

ana, compared with the peach-growing parts of the country, such as the 

peach regions in Michigan, Georgia, Texas, Maryland, Connecticut, and 

other like regions where they grow by the thousands of acres. Of course 

you can have a few at home. ‘ 

This is a good region for cherries and plums. You may have a num- 

ber of varieties of these and there is no exeuse for not having them. The 

quince can also be grown here. 

We might leave the orchard fruits now and go on to the grapes and see 

what a large list of fine grapes we have. We have many different varie- 

ties. 

I am proud to tell you that my great grandfather was one of the fore- 

most fruit growers of his time. They came from Pennsylvania in the lat- 

ter part of the century, about 1796. He grafted seedlings apple trees, 

and he had to take all kinds of chances as to what kind of a variety they 

would produce. We do not have to contend with such things as that 

now. We have lists so long that they are cumbersome. We have so 

many in size, color, form, flavor, that we can choose to suit anybody and 

everybody. It is simply wonderful even in this immediate locality what 

one can do, and that is the question that most concerns you right 

here. And that is “What can we do right here?” That is what we 

want to think about and what we want to work out. I presume that 

this will come up at other times of this discussion, and perhaps those 

present may have something to say then. I will say for your encourage- 

ment that fruit growing is the most estimable occupation in the world. 

It is the poetry of agriculture. Northern Indiana is an excellent fruit 

region and you ought to make use of these great possibilities, and I hope 

you will not forget them. 
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Prof. Latta: We still have some time for questions. Is it practical 

for the farmer who grows fruits for family use—for the use of his family 

only—to employ methods that will insure high class fruit free from 

blights, or is that only practical with the commercial fruit grower? — 

Mr. Van Deman: I say that it is. Anything that is worth doing at 

all is worth doing right, and there is no use leaying all methods of 

fruit culture to the commercial grower. He can have the appliances 

and use them just as cheaply in proportion as the commercial man can. 

Certainly he can, just as easy as 4 man can use a big machine to spray 

a hundred acres. 

Prof. Latta: Is that important? 

Mr. Van Deman: Yes, it is certainly. The person who does not make 

use of the modern methods of fruit culture might just as well quit, or 

he had better never begin. If he sits down and folds his hands idly . 

the worms will spoil his fruit. 1t is entirely practical to use the modern 

spraying apparatus it you are spraying for the family, and one can do 

it just as intelligently as the man who does it for the dollars and cents 

that are in it. I say “yes.” 

Prof. F. Roth, Ann Arbor, Michigan: We have been talking mostly 

about the commercial side of the market. Now two-thirds of the people 

of the United States are farmers, and I have wondered why they don’t 

do something for themselves. Why shouldn’t we provide for the feeding 

of the two-thirds (the farmers) and let the other one-third take care of 

themselves? Here is a question I would like to ask. Isn’t it possible 

to select such fruit, and to carry on fruit culture in such a simple way 

that even the farmer with very small means, and with a small amount of 

intelligence can get along and still do considerably better than he is doing 

at the present time? 

Mr. Van Deman: He certainly could. He can economize in time by 

a little thought. A simple idea followed out will save much time and 

worry, and that is to plant all of your vegetables and fruit plants in 

straight, long rows so that they can be cultivated by a horse. If you do 

not have enough of one kind to make a row, plant several different 

kinds in a row. This hoe gardening is a nuisance. Plant your things in 

straight rows and cultivate them with a horse. Plow your strawberries 

the same as anything else. Plant your garden the same as a cornfield, 

and attend it with a plow and double cultivator. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I have one question that I would like to ask. A 

farmer has much leisure time in the winter, but not much time in the 

summer. I have had experience in the last two or three years, and it 

seems to me that the time is not far distant when we should spray more 
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in the winter and kill the spores in our orchards, and save the fruit 

from scabbing in the summer time. I believe the black rot can be killed 

by spraying in the winter time. I believe that the pores of the fungus 

that causes scab which appears on the apple can be to a great degree 

fought in the winter time. Is this not true? 

Mr. Van Deman: Well, I suppose that question is directed to me. I 

will say, Mr. Chairman, that I do not profess to be an expert on fungous 

diseases. We have a gentleman from Michigan who can better answer 

that. There is a great deal that can be done to kill spores. When you 

kill the spores you cut off a large part of the trouble by nipping it in the- 

bud. 

Prof. Latta: I suppose this will come up in tomorrow’s program. 

It is one of the conditions of success. That is sufficient for this time. Are 

there any more questions? 

Prof. W. P. Hedrick: In talking with other people and with older 

people they almost invariably tell us that if conditions were as they used 

to be they would be glad to plant fruit trees, but now conditions have 

changed, and that it doesn’t pay as it used to. I feel sure that some in 

this audience may feel the same way. 1 should like to have Mi. Van 

-Deman to answer this question. Have conditions changed and how can 

we meet the changed conditions? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I do not think that conditions have changed. It 

séems to me that we can grow better fruit than we ever could. Too 

many are like the man that says he hasn’t time to plant strawberries. | 

‘He has the time but he won’t do it. He ought to do it. When aman says 

he hasn't time he tells what is not true. There was a man came to my 

house one day while I was planting out my strawberry patch. This man 

never raised any strawberries, and I don’t believe he ever bought any. 

He talked and talked away to me, and finally I asked him why he didn’t 

raise a patch of his own, and he replied that he didn’t have time to plant . 

any. I in a jokingly sort of way told him that wasn’t true for he had 

talked to me long enough to have a patch of berries planted, and had 

bothered me in the bargain. He admitted that he believed that was true, 

and started off home to plant a patch. We must urge it on these people. 

Rey. W. H. Talbert, Albion, Ind.: I dislike very much to differ with 

these people here who have had so much experience, but I fear I will 

have to. It has been about sixty-two years since I was a boy. I go 

back to my father’s home to the old trees that were bending with fruit. 

and realize that many conditions have changed since then. There were 

then no such things as these pests that destroy the fruit now. I can not 

remember of any such a thing. Our apples were perfect. I used to take 

an apple or two with me and keep them under the covers and eat them 
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after I had gone to bed. We had the finest kind of fruit. We didn’t have 

the worms and scabs. And to my mind conditions have changed, but I 

believe that the man with energy and brains, not very many, not neces- 

sarily an expert, can grow fine fruit, but it will take more effort and more 

energy than it did fifty years ago. 

Prof. Hedrick: I think conditions have changed to a certain extent. 

I think it is harder to grow fruit, and I only asked the question hoping 

that Mr. Van Deman would answer it, and would state that it requires 

more effort and more skill and harder work to grow fruit now than it 

formerly did. We must meet the new conditions that have come to the 

fruit grower within the last quarter of a century. 

Mr. Fields: My observation in the West—in the State of Washing- 

ton—is this. We have some very fine fruit there, but this same question 

came up there with those fruit growers, and they made it a strong 

point that they had to fight a harder battle to raise fruit now than 

formerly. I simply make this remark. 

Mr. Van Deman: I think it is perfectly clear that conditions have 

changed in some ways. Of course the sun shines just the same as it 

used to; the wind blows, and it rains and we have sudden changes in the 

weather. Yes, we have different conditions from what we had even since 

I can remember. We have more fungous diseases to fight, and we have to 

fight them harder, but we can raise just as good fruit as our grand- 

fathers did. ; 

Mrs. Virginia C. Meredith: Aren’t all these disadvantages more than 

set off by the different varieties and the appliances we have? 

Mr. Van Deman: Yes, we can handle the fruit business much better 

if we will. That is all we lack—the will. 

Prof. Latta: We will now close the discussion for the time. This 

afternoon the subject of forestry will be the one for discussion. The 

speakers are all here and are in the room. We are glad to announce 

this fact, and we want to begin on time. We did not begin on time 

this morning, and I fear we set a bad example. We are to meet at 1:30. 

If possible we will have some music. If not, we will proceed without it. 

Invite your friends to come this afternoon. 

We will now stand adjourned until 1:30 this afternoon. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Tuesday, August 30, 1904, 1:30 p. m. 

Prof. Latta: We are all pleased to see so many faces this afternoon. 

“This will make.a nice nucleus for a healtlry social gathering. If those 

who are in the rear of the room do not hear readily, I would advise you 

to come to the front at the outset so that you may not disturb the 

speaker, and so that you may also give room to those who come in later. 

Our theme is forest preservation and reforestation. I am not a forester. 

We will now have a talk by Mr. Weigle, who is employed by the National 

Department of Forestry. He will give us some account of the work of the 

National Bureau of Forestry. I want him to feel that he has the right 

of way to tell what he thinks the people would care most to hear about, 

Mr. Weigle: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I am sorry for you 

people this afternoon. This program called for our honored Chief of the 

Department, instead of that, a very inferior article is to take his place, and 

so I hope you will not charge up anything against me, but charge it to 

Prof. Latta. 

Prof. Latta: We are very glad to have this department represented 

here. Very glad indeed. 

Mr. Weigle: The topic in the program calls for something on the work 

of the National Bureau of Forestry. That you may understand better 

whether the Bureau of Forestry is progressing or not, it may be well to 

give just a bit of its history. 

Through the agitations of an association of scientists, Congress was 

memorialized to take some measures toward the preservation of our for- 

ests. In 1876 an appropriation of $2,000 was set apart for the employment 

of some person qualified in the natural sciences to look into the condition 

and amount of available timber in the United States. This appropriation 

was made continuous and in 1881 raised to $5,000 and a Division of 

Forestry created. In 1886 Dr. B. E. Fernon, a trained forester, was ap- 

pointed chief, and scientific investigations were at once begun. In 1896 

Dr. Fernon resigned to become director of the Cornell University Forest 

Sehool, and Mr. Gifford Pinchot, the present efficient chief of the Bureau, 

was appointed. The work has grown so rapidly that it became necessary 

to have a reorganization to facilitate its business.. This need was recog- 

nized and in 1901 out of the Division a Bureau of Forestry was created. 

The needs of the work were constantly recognized by increased appro- 

priations from the $2,000 in 1876 to nearly half a million at present. 

Owing to the lack of trained men there was comparatively little field 

work done prior to 1900. At present this want is being supplied by the 

trained men from the several forest schools. 
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After the Division of Forestry took the rank of a Bureau it was re- 

- organized and divided into ‘‘divisions,” each division having an executive 

head known as “Chief.” 

The present organization calls for a division of: 

Forest measurements, 

Dendrology. 

Forest management. 

Forest extension. 

Forest products. 

Records. Oo ww NH 
The executive heads at present are: 

Chief of Bureau and Forester—Gifford Pinchot. 

Division of Measurements—Overton U. Price. 

Division of Dendrology—Geo. B. Sudworth. 

Division of Management—Thomas H. Sherrard. 

Division of Extension—William L. Hall. 

Division of Products—Herman Von Schrenk. 

Division of Records—James B. Adams. 

The Bureau of Forestry aims to perpetuate the forests of the United 

States for their utility. This utility may be in the capacity of protection, 

water conservation or lumber; either of which involves a problem that is 

far more interwoven into the social fabric of the country than the casual 

observer is aware. 

Now, then, as to the problems to -be solved by the several divisions 

I see no better way to inform you of the work of the Bureau than to 

tell you what is being done at the present time, as largely what is being 

done now is a repetition of what has been done and of what shall be done; 

of course, new problems will arise, and some have possibly been settled 

that shall never again arise. 

The work of the Chief of the Bureau is of a general character, mostly 

advisory. It is his business to see that the right kind of men are at the 

head of the several divisions. The needed legislation must be looked 

after by him, he spends much energy in having the lumbermen’ see that 

the Bureau is their friend and not their enemy; he has spent much time 

and energy in bringing about an amicable settlement of the grazing 

problem of the West; he has much to do with the co-operative work with 

the states; the connected problems of forestry and irrigation; tours of 

inspection, ete. 

Division of Forest Measurements.—This has to do with lumbering; 

co-operative state work, and the various kinds of measurements that are 

taken in studying tree growth. The lumbering operations being carried 

on by the Bureau at present are on several of the forest reserves and 

on an Indian Reservation in Northern Minnesota. This reservation is to 

become a national forest reserve after it is lumbered. The work is con- 
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ducted so as to cut the trees above a certain diameter only, and to leave 

a certain number of seed trees, principally white pine, to seed up the _ 

tract. 

This lumbering differs from the usual way of lumbering, in that great 

care is taken to leave the tract, after the merchantable timber is re- 

moved, in a condition whereby another crop is assured. Instead of the 

usual burning of the slash and the destroying of all the young trees 

left on the ground, measures of protection from fire will be installed. 

The tops will be lopped so they will decay quickly. 

Co-operative work is at present being carried on with Wisconsin, 

Maine and California. Season of 19038, with California and New Hamp- 

shire. In this co-operative work with states the state makes an appro- 

priation to be used in forest investigation in co-operation with the 

National Bureau which is willing to spend a similar sum in the in- 

vestigation, 

California appropriated $15,000. This will go largely toward defray- 

ing the expenses of the men in the field. The salaries of these men are 

borne by the Bureau of Forestry. 

The work in California was begun in 1903 and will possibly be com- 

pleted in 1904. The work consists largely of making a type map which 

will show the distribution of the several species; the approximate num- 

ber of thousands of board feet per acre; the burned areas; the lumbered 

areas; timber line on the mountain, and possibly some other things of 

which I at present do not think. 

A critical study is being made of the reproduction of the several 

species, which species is being most lumbered, and why, objections to 

so-called inferior species, location of sawmills, capacity, when they sell 

their product, manner of lumbering, amount and character of waste left 

in the woods, wages paid, sanitary condition in camps, character of men 

employed, ete., a study of fire and grazing problems, and effect upon 

streams in lumbered areas, a study of the rate of growth and measure- 

ments of the heights and diameter of the several species on the different ° 

soils and locations, and many other problems of less importance. 

Division of Dendrology.—By dendrology is meant tree botany. The 

work at present under this division is a study of the Tanbark Oak on the 

Pacific Coast; study of the Four Leaf, Torry and Bishop pines in Cali- 

fornia. A study of the native exotic acacias of California and a study of 

the big thicket country of Texas. This division also has charge of the 

study of the improved methods of turpentine orcharding and of the ex- 

hibit of the Bureau of Forestry at the St. Louis Exposition. The old 

system of turpentining was to cut a deep pocket near the base of the 

tree and allow the pitch to drain into this from a scarified surface 

above. There are many evils about this system. Much of the pitch 

instead of going into the cut pocket would miss it and flow down to 

the ground. This was not only a waste but a great feeder for the annual 

ash: 
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fires that run through the southern pineries. These pockets weakened 

the trees in themselves and often being further weakened by fire many 

thousands of them were broken off by the wind. The new system does 

away with the pocket and instead uses an earthen cup into which the 

pitch is drained. The pitch is drained from the scarified surface of the 

trees by means of two strips of tin stuck in this surface, slanting toward 

each other, one being a little lower than the other. The pitch drains from 

the lower into the cup. The lessened surface of the pitch exposed to the 

air increases its value at least 25 per cent. and as more is caught by the 

new method with less injury to the tree, many turpentine orchardists of 

the South have already taken hold of it, in fact so many that the few 

. factories were unable to supply the demand for cups. 

The exhibit at the St. Louis Exposition is in charge of Mr. Gaskill. 

In this exhibition a collection of pictures lining the walls of a long nar- 

row room fully represent the character of the forests in all parts of the 

United States. A large map of the United States made of putty and paint 

shows the forest regions in color, and by means of colored pins shows the 

location of the National Forest reserves, forest schools, and places and 

kind of work that has been done in the United States by the Bureau 

of Forestry. Piles of railroad ties treated to creosote show some of the 

work of the Division of Forest Products. Samples of piles are shown 

that were in use in southern bays not more than six months which 

were thoroughly honeycombed, while samples of others that had 

been first creosoted and then put in the same place were perfectly sound 

after five years’ service. Outside the building you will find logs of Cedar, 

Red Wood, Bull Pine, Oak, Sycamore, Poplar, ete., of immense size. 

Many of the States, the Philippine Islands and Canada also have most 

excellent exhibits of those forest products. Don’t fail to visit these 

exhibits if you attend the Exposition, as you will surely be much inter- 

ested. 3 

Division of Management.-—_This division is responsible for the making 

of the working plans, commercial tree studies and woodlot examinations. 

At present the Bureau is making working plans for— 

Emmet O’Neal, Northern Alabama. 

Northern Pacific R. R. Co., Idaho. ; 

Hillman Land and Iron Company, Western Kentucky. 

Ansel Dickinson Estate, New Hampshire. 

New York & Texas Land and Cattle Co., Western Texas. 

Weyerhauser Timber Company, Washington. 

United States Coal and Oil Company, West Virginia. BCs OUR See ho MES 

Most of these-represent large areas. The Weyerhauser Timber Com- 

pany of Washington, have more than twelve hundred thousand acres, part 

of which contains some of the finest timber in the world. 
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- Now it may be interesting to you to know just what is done in making 

a working plan. In the first place the owner must express a desire to 

have a plan of management laid down for his forest. This he usually 

does by writing to the Bureau. The Bureau then sends a trained man to 

examine the tract who writes up a report stating in some detail what 

conditions he finds there and whether or not he thinks it would pay the 

man to go to sufficient expense to have a working plan made for the 

tract. This report is made entirely at the expense of the Bureau. If 

this report shows that a working plan should be made an agreement 

is then entered into between the owner and the Bureau to the effect that 

the Bureau will pay the salaries and the owner shall pay the expenses of 

the men while making the working plan. The working plan after it is 

finished usually includes— 

1. Maps showing the boundaries of the tract, ridges, rivers, ponds, 

roads, types of timber, contour lines if hilly, cut-over land, burned 

land, waste land, and anything else of a kindred nature that the 

individual tract would suggest. 

2. A description of the forest by division, natural or artificial. 

8. Tables of yield based on the study of the growth of the different 

trees under conditions now prevailing on the tract, showing how 

much timber can be cut now, and at different periods in the future. 

4. An estimate of the merchantable timber. 

5. Methods and cost of lumbering. 

6. A study of the reproduction of the forest. species, and a plan for 

cutting the mature trees with least injury to the young growth. 

7. A plan for the protection of the forest against fire. 

8. If the forest is too dense, the plan will include instructions for 

thinning. If too thin, a plan for increasing its density. 

9. If the tract has large areas to be planted, it will include directions 

for making and caring for a nursery and the selection of species 

most suitable for the location. 

10. A plan for the management of the tract. 

In making a commercial tree study there are four conditions included: 

1. Commercial considerations. 

2. Biological. 

3. Silvicultural. 

4. Exploitation. 

The first or commercial consideration is the one to which most atten- 

tion is given, and some of the things included in this study are: 

A. The area of commercial distribution of the given species in the 

various states. 

B. Average stand per acre in the different localities of the occurrence 

of the species. 

(These two studies furnish-a basis for a map showing the 

commercial distribution of the species and illustrate by colors the 

yariations in the stand in different localities.) 
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An estimate of the total stand of the species. 

The different commercial uses for which the tree is employed. 

Present stumpage prices. 

Change in the stumpage prices in the last few years showing the 

tendency of the prices. 

G. Size taken on the stump and in the top according to the uses for — 

- which the timber is cut. 

H. To what profitable use could the timber be put which is left in 

the woods. 

I. The drawbacks of the present system of lumbering and its effect 

upon the renewal of the species. 
J. Condition indispensable for the successful renewal of the species. 

K. Time required for the trees remaining after lumbering to attain ; 

merchantable size. 

L. Value of land occupied by the given species, and 

M. Taxes paid on the cut-over land; on the timbered land, and many 

other things. 

The Bureau is now making a commercial tree study of the hardwood 

of the southern Appalachian Mountains, of the Sugar, Western, Yellow 

and Lodge Pole pines in California, Montana, South Dakota, and Wyo- 

ming. 

Division of Reserve Boundaries.—This division of section, has to do 

with looking up the exact boundaries of the reserves, locating new re- 

serves and making releases of some of the land now included within re- 

serves. This work is being carried on in all the Rocky Mountain and 

Coast States, also in Alaska and Hawaii. 

Division of Forest Products.—This division has to do with making 

investigation along the line of seasoning, testing and preserving forest 

products. This investigation in the seasoning of timber is for the pur- 

pose of finding out the methods of piling lumber, whereby it can be 

dried out most quickly with the least amount of checking and warping 

and its increased durability over unseasoned timbers in contact with the 

soil. 

Also in the case of railroad ties. The loss of weight is quite a factor 

in the cost of transportation. While the tie is seasoning the money in- 

vested in it lies idle and interest is lost, but the difference between the 

cost of transporting a seasoned and an unseasoned tie pays the interest 

on the idle money many times over. 

By testing is meant the finding out of how many pounds’ strain a piece 

of timber will hold without breaking or crushing. This information is 

most useful to mechanical engineers, 

By preserving is meant the soaking or forcing into the lumina and 

fibres of the cells a poisonous chemical that will not easily leach out. 

Creosote is the best known. Since all decay is caused by the presence 

of bacteria or fungii, if the wood is saturated with poison there is no 

chance for a fungous attack; therefore no decay. 

SEO 
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Seasoning and preserving experiments are most adaptable to railroad 

ties, telegraph and telephone poles, fence posts, shingles, paving block, and 

bridge timbers. These experiments are being carried on extensively at 

present in co-operation with the Northern Pacific, Southern Pacific, Santa 

Fe and New York Central Railroads, and the American Telephone Com- 

pany. Testing is being done-in co-operation with Yale University, Purdue 

University, University of California, and in the District of Columbia. 

Division of Forest Extension.—This division has to do with investiga- 

tions that lead to a knowledge of the species most suitable for planting 

on different soils and under different climatic conditions. 

The time and how to gather, preserve, test, germinate and plant tree 

seeds, preparation of soil and how to grow and transplant seedlings are 

also treated under this head. Also the study of the silvicultural char- 

acteristics of the different species, especially their shade enduring quali- 

ties, power of reproduction, susceptibility to injury by frost, storm, heat, 

moisture, drought or insects, study of sand dunes and how to reforest 

them, making planting plans for woodlot and shelter belts; study of ero- 

sion and how to reclaim barren wastes that have been gulleyed by heavy” 

rains; study of trees, best suited for planting along the banks of rivers 

to hold the ground intact and prevent overflow. 

Study of trees most suitable to reclaim the arid region of the Geitral 

West, and many other problems of less jmportance. 

The work now in progress that is under the direction of the Division 

of Forest Extension is— 

Work on a large government nursery on San Gabriel Forest Reserve, 

California; work on government nursery, Dismal River, Nebraska, and the 

planting of many thousands of pine on the reserve at the same place. 

These sand hills of Western Nebraska are too dry and barren for agri- 

culture, but by an experiment made about fifteen years ago by what 

was then the Division of Forestry, it has been proven that the western 

yellow pine (Pinnis Ponderosa) grows very well; from this knowledge a 

reserve of two hundred thousand acres was set apart which is practically 

destitute of trees. A portion of this will be planted to pine each year. 

Work is in progress on a government nursery on the Pike’s Peak 

Forest Reserve. A planting plan is in making for Griffett Park, Cali- 

tornia. ‘ ‘ 

Planting plans are being made in co-operation with farmers in Iowa 

and Nebraska. Study of Chaparral in Southern Sierras. Study of the 

results of forest planting in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and South Dakota; 

study of forest replacement in Nebraska, and study of reproduction pre- 

paratory to forest planting in Salt Lake Forest Reserve. 

The planting of the Middle West so far has been largely of post tim- 

ber, such as Catalpas, Locust and Mulberry, and we must expect this to 

continue among the farmers and railroads as it is from these only that 

quick returns can be received. The planting of forest trees in large 

areas will be done mostly by the States and Nation. 
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The leading citizens of the Rocky Mountain region and Coast States 

who but a few years ago set up a howl against the forest reserves have 

practically all learned the benefit they are going to be to the West in the 

way of lumber for her industries and water conservation for irrigation 

and are now praying for the areas to be increased and more efficient 

management, 

WOODLOT PROBLEM. 

Woodlots are not very large, yet the aggregate makes many millions of 

acres of timber. Hence, it was thought by the Bureau that whatever 

could be done to benefit the woodlots would be the most valuable kind 

of forestry. 

Field work was at once begun in the New England States and New 

York, then Michigan, and next Ohio, where I am working at the present 

time. Our method of procedure is to select the names of several repre- 

sentative farmers in each county. These names are gotten from the Agri- 

cultural College Experiment Station, and Superintendents of Farmers’ In- 

stitutes. A circular is sent to each of these farmers which offers a free 

examination of his woodlot, and a written report showing how its con- 

ditions may be made better. If he chooses to avail himself of the offer, 

he sends in an application to the person in charge. The agent of the 

Bureau then visits the woodlot and goes through it carefully with the 

owner and points out the evils that exist and explains how they may be 

remedied, if such is possible, after which a report is written, sent to 

Washington, where it is reviewed, and typewritten, and a copy placed on 

file, and one sent to the owner. 

Some of the evils found in the woodlots are— 

Pasturing of cattle and sheep. 

Absence of leaves and young growth. 

Presence of grass, and stiff sod sometimes. 

Hard dry soil. 

Drainage of fields about aT aalot and lowering of the water 

level. 

6. Trees full of branches down the trunk, and dead at the top. 

Stag headed. 

7. Woodlot open all around so that the prevailing west and north- 

west winds may pass through uninterrupted. 

8. Stand of timber composed of inferior species. 

9. Stand of timber too dense or too open. 

10. Inferior species overtopping the smaller pbecies:s of value and 

shading them out. 

11. Growth of hazel or briars too dense for tree seedlings to have 

a chance to grow. 

SIE Gen or 

_ The best condition for tree growth is realized when you get it just 

like it is in a large virgin forest, the ground covered with a layer of 

~~ 
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humus that is changing into soil and a good mulch of leaves and seedlings 

all over the surface. Under these conditions the moisture is held and the 

ground remains fresh and loose. ; 
Almost everything that is advised in bettering the condition of a wood- 

lot aims at one of three things: (a) Density; (b) species in mixture, or 

(ec) bringing the soil condition back to its virgin state. 

I have briefly gone over the work of the Bureau at the present time. 

This is very characteristic of the work. There are large problems entered 

into between the State and National Bureau. They are of great worth 

and are doing great good in our state forestry work. 

Now 1 will say a few words concerning the work I am doing myself 

in Ohio. I have been sent for to examine the woodlots of Ohio with 

reference to bettering their conditions. 

Prof. Latta: Will you permit of questions being asked you at this 

time? 

Mr. Weigle: I should be glad to answer any questions. 

Prof. Latta: Would you advise thickening up a forest by actual 

planting or letting the forest reseed itself? 

Mr. Weigle: In places I would let the forest reseed itself. Another 

way is to plant walnuts. If you will plant walnuts and keep the stock 

out they will grow, if not the stock will tramp them all down, and ina 

few years’ time you will have the forest replenished. Just stick the 

walnuts in and leave them to themselves and in the spring they will 

start up, and you will soon have a very valuable tree. 

Prof. Latta: Do you find the farmers quite ready to keep the stock 

out? 

Mr. Weigle: I have found no objection to that. I say to them, which 

is more valuable, to turn your cattle in here, or to let the woodlot grow? 

Which is more yaluable the increase you get in your cattle or the in- 

crease you get in the woodlot? Just see here. You have twenty acres of 

forest here, and one hundred and twenty-five sheep. Why not fence off 

a portion of this woodlot for them? The grass doesn’t amount to anything 

at all. It doesn’t contain very much nourishment. You will find good 

grass in the forests in some places, but not very often. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Are you ready to protect the locust against the borer? 

Mr. Weigle: No, sir; only to cut down the tree and start a new 

growth. A number of people will not do that. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Would you advise against planting the locust? 
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Mr. Weigle: No, sir; it is very persistent and will grow anywhere. 

I was in Ohio where a man had quite a number of locust trees and he 

did not know that there was a borer in a single one of them, but there 

was. He planted seven thousand this spring and intends to plant ten 

thousand next spring for fence posts. The old trees are completely full 

of the borer, but they grew all right anyway. If you do not have the 

borer it is all the better. 

A Delegate: What kind of soil did he plant them on? 

Mr. Weigle: A clay soil. That clay soil may be different from the clay 

soil here, however. And it depends upon the kind of clay soil. I am not 

sufficiently up on soils to tell what kind of a clay soil it was, and whether 

it was the kind we have here. There was very little sand in it—all clay 

soil. 

Mr. Swaim: Would the reforestation of land have anything to do 

with the rainfall? Would it increase or decrease it? 

Mr. Weigle: Well possibly it might have a slight effect upon the rain- 

fall, but according to our investigations I do not think it had much to do 

with the total amount of rainfall in the country. Forests keep the rain 

from being carried off of the ground in a very short time. 

Mr. Swaim: Will you give in detail the method for treating timber 

with creosote for preserving it? 

Mr. Weigle: I do not know that I can give you the method in detail. 

But we used to put the timber into a car and run the ear into a large 

eylinder and then they would pour in the creosote, and put on a hydraulic 

pressure which would force the creosote into the fibers and cells of the 

timber, and that would kill all diseases. All decay comes from fungous 

diseases. When you stop this you have brought about the conditions that 

are necessary. An Italian invented this process. It was to force the 

creosote into the cells of the timber first. Fill up the cells with air then 

turn on the creosote and fill up the fibres. Of course some will force its 

way into the cells. When you take off the pressure the air will come 

out of the cavity of the cells. I do not know whether this will be 

practical or not. 

Mr. Swaim: That process is particularly adapted for use in a large 

way? 

Mr. Weigle: Yes, I hardly think it would be practical in a small 

way. Many lumber concerns are doing this with their timber, and you 

might pay them to have yours done likewise. This would be cheaper, 

; 
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Prof. Latta: I think we will have to leave Prof. Weigle just now, and 

if your question hasn’t been answered you will have to hold it for a 

while until we have general questions. Our sister State on the north has 

given attention to forestry and the forestry question in recent years, and 

it has made substantial progress. There are men there. who are very 

much interested in this question, and we are very fortunate to have one 

here. Their southern boundary comes very near to us and what they 

have done there will have close application to what we can do here. 

We will now hear from Prof. Roth, Forest Warden, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Prof. Roth: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—You all remem- 

ber from boyhood and girlhood times when you had hard times account- 

ing for yourselves in school, so you just talked around. Possibly you 

would tell some interesting story so as to get off the main point. I am 

booked to tell you about the reforesting in Michigan, but I can tell you 

ali I know about it in a very few minutes, so it falls to my share to 

talk around. However, I shall try to make clear what we are driving 

at. It is almost necessary to know something of the conditions with 

which we were surrounded in order to appreciate the motives and efforts. 

The State of Michigan, just north of you, is a bigger state than yours, 

we think, in various ways. We have about thirty-six million acres of 

land, and it can all be divided nicely into halves which differ very greatly 

from each other. One-half of our state is really well settled farming 

-ecountry like what you have here in Indiana. In fact when you cross the 

line you would not know that you were going from Indiana to Michigan 

on account of the radical change. Well, as I have said, one-half of our 

land is very well settled. One-half is settled by farmers, and of that 

half at least sixty per cent. of the improved land is cleared and fenced. 

But the other half is very different. One-half of our state is in 

a distinetly unsettled condition, sparsely settled, with very little farming. 

Of that half there is not a county that has as much as thirty per cent. 

of land settled. Taking the land on a whoie, there is scarcely five per cent. 

—five acres out of a hundred—that is improved land. You would not sup- 

pose it when you are coming to visit us where we have nice things and 

good things. You could hardly believe that we were so rich in real wild 

land. In this particular we differ radically from you here. We have in 

our state a large area of country on which we can raise not only all the 

timber that we need, but a great deal more. If we look at the forests and 

the forest lands of Michigan they divide themselves very nicely into three 

great groups. The first group is the farmers’ woods. The farmers in this 

settled half of ours have about twenty-five per cent. of their land still in 

woods in some form or another. They have woodlots like yours which 

occupy the immense area of over four million acres. We have another 

body of land where forests are still growing; mostly forests of hard wood 
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which were in former times mixed with pine. I can not tell you how large 

that body of land really is because nobody has taken the dimensions of 

it. 2 

We have three bodies of forrest land, and the most important from our 

standpoint is the old pinery lands. This is most important to the State 

of Michigan. I will not lament about what has happened to all this, 

but I simply want to tell you that we had immense areas of pinery lands 

which are practically denuded of timber. Our woodlots are just like your 

woodlots. They are very thin, because the best has been cut out. They 

are not producing one-third or one-fourth of what they ought to. The 

farmers seem to think that they do not care what their ten acres are 

producing, except for firewood. ‘This means a great deal to the State of 

Michigan when four million acres of its land is producing only one-fourth 

of what it should produce. Wood in our part of the country is wood. 

It is not so in Indiana. We value wood eyen for, firewood, and it 

produced three dollars on the stump, and if the farmer only gets six 

bits’ worth when he is losing the other part of the three dollars that he 

ought to get from his acre of land, can’t you see what the state is losing? 

The farmers are losing three million dollars a year. This part, however, 

has been amply touched, so I shall not speak of it further. 

The other part of the hardwood lands that I have referred to are the 

forests that have been culled by the lumbermen of bygone times for what 

pine there was in it. There are thousands of acres of just this kind of 

land. But you couldn’t tell it if you were not an experienced woodman, 

for it requires an experienced woodman to tell it. You see elm, maple, 

and basswood, and other varieties of hardwood, very little oak. But 

by the way this is interesting. You see there a mixed forest of hard- 

woods, which trees are from eighty to one hundred feet in height, and the 

difference between the hardwood forests and what are known as the 

pinery lands is so conspicuous that you can follow almost the road in 

many places when walking from one land to another. These forests which 

form the second portion of the land today is being cut off by lumbermen 

at the present time. The lumbermen have refused to sell these lands. 

They have held them, knowing perfectly well that this timber would come 

into market and that they would make big money. Just the other day 

I visited a tract of land north of Rudyard with a man who bought it 

fifteen years ago who paid for it on the average of about three dollars 

an acre. He showed me a number of basswood trees that were worth at 

least four times as much as he paid for a whole acre. That gives an idea 

of what these men are doing, and they know perfectly well what they 

are doing, too. This land is all right. It will be just like the big hard- 

wood body which composed our farm country, and it will be cut off 

by lumber men and sold at from six to ten dollars an acre. Then it will 

be settled up by the farmers of Michigan. 

35—Agri. 
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But the third body of timber lands is the body that concerns us most. 

It is the old pinery lands. Some of you have traveled over this country. 

I know that quite a number of Indiana people come up to our country 

to hunt and fish, and so some of you know perfectly well what these 

lands look like. Some may not know, and I can not tell you, because 

._I am not eloquent enough to tell you how they look, for they look like 

“all possessed.” There are a lot of blackened, fire-charred stumps. This 

comes as near as anything I can say to describe how they look. You 

might travel there for a day and night and not even meet man or beast. 

It seems as if the wild beasts of the forest have deserted the land. Our 

land has not been treated properly. I was speaking with a commercial 

man the other day, and he told me that he didn’t believe that ten per 

cent. of the land was covered with timber like it was even twenty-five 

years ago. It is almost inconceivable what changes have been made in 

these lands. The story is one about like this. You have a sandy soil, 

an immense level country, although, by the way, you are on top of one 

of the highest water-sheds of Michigan; one from which the water goes 

in all directions. We have one large river which we regard as of great 

importance, and we will prove this to the world. You know the character 

of our country. Its history is like this. We once had a magnificent 

forest, with trees from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet in 

_ height, and so large in diameter that they were large enough to drive 

through with a team of horses. But the lumberman came with his 

saw and axe, and along came the fires, and now there is a blackened 

mass of ruins and the forest is gone forever. This is at least the im- 

pression the land makes upon you. Nature is just as kind with you here 

in Indiana as she is to us. At the end of six or eight or ten years you 

will find that she has tried to re-roof the grounds. You will find 

a growth of poplar, birch and oak sprouts six or eight feet high. 

This growth will be all over the country, and it will be a _ pretty 

tolerable growth. But by this time there is just enough dry foliage on 

the ground so that when the man comes along who is forever smoking a 

cigar or a pipe and happens to drop the burning ashes from his pipe with- 

out stopping to see what has happened, this foliage is set on fire, not once 

in a hundred times on purpose, but from mere carelessness. It doesn’t 

occur ,to the one that sets it on fire that these pieces of timber could 

ever be of any value. It never dawned upon them when they were 

setting fire to the woods that that timber could come into market. We 

then have another fire, and whatever nature has produced in the six or 

eight or ten years is gone. She does the same thing over and over 

again, and we have now stretches of country of thousands of acres 

which were in the first fire. We have charred conditions of all stages. — 

This will indicate to you what the pinery lands are. And, mind you, we 

have a great deal of this. Some of you who have gone on the Michigan 

Central will remember when you leave Pine Creek, just north of Bay 
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City, you practically never see any more real forests until you get just 

below Mackinaw. You will see the same thing unless you go farther 

north, Of this land we have, as I have said, millions of acres. We have 

all kinds of people in our country, and some that are not fit to live 

there. I believe too much in the State of Michigan, and that is exactly 

why I am doing what I am doing. We have had these millions of acres 

of land left in these conditions for years and years. Just think of it, 

and think what a loss it is to the State of Michigan. The land in the. 

southern peninsula has not produced any timber for ten or twenty years, 

for the simple reason that fire came along and swept down what nature 

had tried to produce. Thus we have perhaps ten million dollars’ loss per 

year, which means in twenty years a sum big enough to buy all the 

woodlands up there. And we have lost it, not because it could not be 

helped, but simply because the people of Michigan never realized what 

they were losing. They were just like the people who are not in this 

convention today. They should go at these things just as a business 

man does. Just think of what a single forest fire does. And yet the 

State has never employed a single man whose business it should be to 

guard against the fires. We had a law about ’46 which made a man a 

supervisor of a township, and he was asked to do everything. How 

could he succeed? One man can’t attend to all this. 

You can readily see from the conditions of the pinery forests that 

I have described that it would not be very agreeable to have to pay 

taxes on such lands, and the consequence is that most of the old lumber 

companies have left the lands and let them revert back to the State 

for taxes. Today the State of Michigan is in a most remarkable con- 

dition on this account. Just to put the case in a terse way, one-sixth 

part of the State of Michigan is in soak for taxes. Now the State has 

tried to do something with these lands that would be for the good of the 

people. They have tried to get men to take homesteads. I will tell 

you how they take them. A man looks around through a forest until 

he locates a cedar swamp which is worth five or six hundred dollars, 

then he hangs around until he gets the title to the land, and that very 

day, perhaps, sells it to some lumber company. And that is the end of 

that homestead, and the State unfortunately allows him to take another 

one when he gets another cedar swamp located. We have tried another 

thing. The law of the State says that these lands should- be sold, and 

in order not to hamper the man who buys, shail be sold at a price set by 

the man in charge. Fortunately we have honest men in our State. That 

is more than some people can say. 

Prof. Latta: We have some, too. 

Prof. Roth: I am perfectly satisfied. I say that we have honest men 

because they refrain from giving these lands away. They have tried 

to sell the lands and get them on the tax rolls. Last fall eighty thousand 
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acres of land were offered for sale in one county, and out of this eighty 

thousand acres of just such pinery land as I have described, eight thou- 

sand were sold, and I suspect most of that was on account of the cedar 

swamps, and it brought the magnificent sum of $1.25 per acre. The 

United States Government refused to take less than $2.50 for the arid 

lands in Wyoming, Montana, and the bulk of the lands out there, and 

we in the State of Michigan have sold lands at one-half that. We do 

not neglect our duty by not putting the lands on the market. We have 

done our best and failed. It is interesting to know that the State of 

Wyoming has a standing fund and lots of forests to buy up, and the 

maximum price is $25. What does that mean? It means that these 

people are willing to pay for their land, and that they have not lost any 

money at it yet. 

To come back to what we have been trying to do. We tried to get rid 

of the lands, but at last the State has decided it is time to do something 

else besides getting rid of them, and has established a Forest Reserva- 

tion, and has set aside as a starter all the lands that belong to the 

State within three certain townships, and has turned this over to the 

Forest Commission. This leaves the problem to the Forest Commission. 

They have complete authority over these lands. They can sell any of 

these lands if it suits them, and can buy any of the land within any 

of the three townships if they are considered worth the buying. 

Prof. Latta: Does the State provide quite a fund for that purpose? 

Prof. Roth: Yes, the State provides $7,500 per year for the care of 

the Forest Reservation. 

Prof. Latta: They may use this money to purchase new land if they 

care to? 

Prof. Roth: They can use that money in any way they like. They ~ 

can plant trees, hire men to guard the land, ete. Now this little forest 

reserve, for it is certainly a mere baby compared to what we Ought to 

have in our State, is regarded as the nucleus of the State Forest. This 

land is something like the land I have tried to describe to you before. It 

is on the Muskegon River. We all know the geography of our neighbor 

States very well. I will say that his river is one of our biggest rivers. 

It extends away up to the middle of the peninsula, which is Upper Mich- 

igan, but looks as if it didn’t belong to us at all, but we claim it. There 

used to be a lumber town on this river that supported in the neighbor- 

hood of some eighty millions of acres, and got out six or eight hundred 

million feet of timber in a year. The land is level land dotted with 

swamps. The greater part of this has been run over by fires. All the 

dry land has been burned. There is not one single acre of the whole lot 

that has any semblance to the old forests. A man who has not been 

el el ot oS 
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used to these woods would tell you that they were oak forests. You will 

see oak from three to five feet covering from one-tenth to one-third of 

the land, and there is hardly a marketable stick of timber on that land. 

It is no wonder some people object. They say, ‘“‘What do you know about 

this? Have you tried it in Michigan?’ We have to say, ‘‘No.” 

Mr. Swaim: Will you please tell me how you account for the oak 

being there? 

Prof. Roth: That is very interesting. The oak has always been 

there. ln the times when the pine forests were there, the oak had no 

show. The oak, by the way, is the only one of the hard woods that 

survived to any extent. When the loam leaves you all know the basswood 

leaves you. A few yards away none of these trees will be with you, and 

you will have only oak. It is something really remarkable. Now, as 

to being there. It has always been there, but when the pine was there 

it had no show. It does not reach any height or size.- At this time you 

might have walked through the woods and after you came out if any 

man had asked you if theie was any hard wood there you would have 

told him “No.” But the oak has always been there. There are a few 

scrub maples there, also. The lumbermen and the fires together have 

cleaned out the pine forests. The only thing they could not kill was 

the oak, which has a capacity to sprout from the stump and keep itself 

going from year to year and from generation to generation. 

The oak grows fast. It does not reach any great size. Thirty-five 

feet is a mere baby alongside the giant we have here, and sometimes 

they are not more than nine or ten inches in diameter. We used to 

think of such as of very little value, but let me tell you we have learned 

to think of timber differently from what we used to. We used to think 

of nothing less than sixteen inches in pine. I have worked in mills 

where they have refused to take Norway. Today they are glad to pay 

from twelve to fifteen dollars for Norway, but they can’t get it even at 

that. We are offered today, on the Forest Reservation, a dollar per 

thousand for the old, dry, blackened, charred stumps that stand up a 

monument of former glory. We are offered money—good money—and 

we have plenty of applicants for each stick of dry, dead cedar, and 

they will even dig it out of the mud. You will see we have changed 

from what we used to be. Time has changed us. This is what I was 

to speak to you about. The first thing to do ‘s to protect. This is the 

most important feature, even in the matter of reforestation. There is 

hardly any large area up there but what has now, from close examina- 

tion, the making of at least a woods. It would not make a good forest, 

but a poor woods. There are at least fifty, two hundred, three hun- 

dred or four hundred of these oak sprouts coming up, and if they get 

any protection at all against fire it will not be twenty years when we 
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will have a lot of scrub oak which will at least be fine for fuel. It may ~ 

be interesting to you to know that an oak fence post is considered better 

than cedar. Cedar will not outlast oak, as is usually supposed, but oak 

will outlast cedar. I think we have plenty to show for this. Then all 

the money that we are spending hiring men to go about and watch lest 

fires break out, will be justified by this growth which is right there now. 

We have now two Forest Rangers under the direction of a trained young 

man, who is the Forester; and, by the way, our young man Emory, is 

the first man in the State of Michigan eyer employed in all its history to 

protect its greatest property. That may seem singular, and it will be 

a remarkable statement to make when someone writes up the history of 

our State. 

In the year 1903, fifty years after the great slashing of our forests, 

we began to look around to see if this great property, the property worth 

billions of dollars—not millions, but billions—would not be worth pro- 

tecting and looking after, and whether or not it would not be worth 

while to give the citizens something in return for the taxes they should 

have been paying year after year over into the treasury of our State. As 

I said before, we have two Rangers and one Forester. The Rangers 

are Chiefs of Police, and see that no fire breaks out. When a fire breaks 

out, they immediately start to work to have it put out, and the neighbors 

are enlisted to co-operate with them. They will hire men to help put 

the fire out. We are practically at the end of the second season without 

having a single fire that was worth taking into account, and I assure 

you that the man who told you that the fires could not be kept out 

of the forests does not know what he is talking about. They can be 

kept down, and they will. The old country people have demonstrated 

it for the last five or six years. Prussia, France, Switzerland and Den- 

mark have demonstrated this by protecting against forest fires, and they 

consider it a terrible calamity when one-half of a small fire for us is 

consumed in a single year. ‘They have men especially to watch. They 

watch not only for the vandals who seek to destroy the property, but 

also for the careless man. When we sell timber we do not propose that 

a man should make a fourteen-foot road when four feet would do just 

as well. We do not propose they shall do nothing but destroy our forests 

and not build them up. We do this much, anyway. We make a study 

of the land and see what the: different portions are suited for. For let 

it be understood, that the State of Michigan does not want to block the 

farmer from this land. We want him there more than anywhere else. 

Every acre of good farm land will be only too gladly turned over to a 

real settler. We are getting the land classified to know the good from 

the bad, and also to know what to do. Those who live on a farm will 

realize how difficult it is to know what is going on on fifty acres of 

woodland. If it is hard to look after fifty acres properly, what do you 

think of looking after several hundred thousand? Most people do not 

: ay 
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_ go through their wood lots systematically enough to know just what 

they have. We have to be careful about the trees that we attempt to 

raise. There are trees that we know almost of a certainty will thrive 

there. We do not get the Norway pine; we do not get palms. We set 

our trees out, and I think this would interest you. When I was first 

told to set trees out, Mr. Garfield, who is the head, and whom I hoped 

‘to see here, said to me: “Where are you going to get the men to set the 

trees out?” I told him that I would do just as I did in New York State. 

I was detailed to set out even a larger number of trees, and I got Can- 

adians, Frenchmen, ete., whose great-grandfathers before them had never 

done anything but destroy the forests, and I lined them up in the morn- 

ing and gave every one a mattock and told them they should do as I 

did, and I dug the first hole and showed them how. Possibly I would 

surprise you if I should tell you that two-thirds of the lumbermen would 

not know a pine tree when they see it, but this is true. Two-thirds do 

not know what can be done with that seed. But as I said before, we 

lined these men up and commenced to set out the trees. The first day 

they laughed, but the next day they began to take quite a great deal 

of interest. From that day the forest looked entirely different to them. 

Instead of a spirit of wanting to destroy everything, they wanted to 

preserve everything, of wanting to preserve every tree. At first these 

men thought it was folly to be doing as we were doing, but they kept 

on doing as they were told so long as there was $1.50 in it for them. Be- 

fore a week they had a totally different feeling than at the start. I 

have heard such conversations as this: “This will not amount to anything. 

The fire will come along this summer and destroy all this. This is fool- 

ing away a lot of good money.” But at the end of the week something 

like this: ‘If I catch a fellow setting fire to this land,” etc. I am satis- 

fied that if any of that gang of men that were working for me should ° 

see that there was any likelihood of the plantation being burned up, they 

would work like Turks day and night. There was not a single one among 

them that would have thrown a cigar away and gone off to leave it to 

burn. 

I suppose I ought to say something in regard to this planting. You 

will be wondering whether we broke ground. That would be an impos- 

sibility. There are too many pine stumps, half charred, over the whole 

country. We lined the men up and kept about five or six feet apart. I 

told the men to dig up the ground and plant one of these trees wherever 

there was an opening big enough to insure success for that tree. We 

dug up the ground as much as we could, and the last time I visited the 

place I found that the trees were growing beautifully. We have now a 

nursery in which we estimate that we have in the neighborhood of about 

six hundred thousand plants. We will-make this nursery larger and will 

raise trees there by the million. The trees in this nursery are about two 

inches high now, but they will grow some in the next fifty years. 
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Prof. Troop: Is this reforestation going on only on lands controlled 

by your commission? 

Prof. Roth: There is to my knowledge no great enterprise of that 

kind in Michigan. There were a few efforts made, but they were just 

spoken of. 

Prof. Latta: Does the State in any way encourage the introduction 

at the present time? 

Prof. Roth: It hasn’t done so yet. The Michigan Forestry Commis- 

sion is today recommending governmental and legislative arrangements. 

They recommend some legislation which will encourage it. We have the 

same trouble that you have. Precisely the same trouble. Mr. Freeman 

will explain this to you. We have a man who does take care of the woods 

in a most unmerciful way. In one county that I know of, this man— 

and he was none other than the tax gatherer—and he happened to be a 

man who understood about logging, and he estimated the timber at so 

much per thousand and made the tax so high that the man could not 

afford to pay it. This caused the man to destroy his timber. In another 

county the taxes were much lower. The first man was taxed from 

forty to fifty dollars, and the next man was only taxed about eleven 

or twelve dollars. These were taxed under precisely the same conditions. 

You wonder why we are in such a rush. I will tell you why. It was 

only a few years ago since we shipped our pine to every State, almost. 

Kansas City, St. Louis, and those Western places were our principal 

points of shipment, but today there is not a foot goes outside of the State 

of Michigan. We have today in the State of Michigan precisely what 

you have in the State of Indiana. We have in our lumber yards in every 

town in Michigan, Pacific Coast shingles, red cedar shingles from Seattle, 

and we have lumber from the Pacific, and we have yellow pine, as you 

eall it, North Carolina pine, and we have cypress. What does this mean? 

It means that the cost of such things will be very much more than 

formerly, because of the added expense for bringing them over the hot 

prairie country, a distance of nearly two thousand miles, through the 

desert part of the way. You will find more Michigan lumbermen in 

Norfolk, Virginia, possibly, than any place else in the United States. The 

amount of capital that was invested in Michigan in lumber in 1890 was 

just two-fold as great as that invested in 1900. It seems to me this is 

very serious. 

There is another point. We who are thus connected believe that it 

is a waste—a waste of the worst order, a pernicious waste—when the 

State allows millions of acres of this kind of land to lie as waste land. 

This land is a nuisance, besides being a waste, for it affords a rendezvous 

for objectionable people, and whenever times are hard it is a place of 

more meanness than you have ever dreamed of. When all this comes 
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before you it is positively heartrending. We came across a family last 

winter living in a place like this, and they were positively destitute. 

They had nothing in the house but beds, and little enough of them. 

My Ranger found this. This is a very serious matter when you put a 

poor man on a poor acre. Give a poor man a good acre when you want 

to give him something. 

Now, another word with regard to the action of the State. You will 

wonder why the State does not pay more attention to this. If this work 

is to be a go it should not be cast off on charity, but should be a business 

proposition. It should be either that or nothing. And now I want to 

say to you that I have no charity talk to make for forestry. If the 

State of Indiana should find out tomorrow that it would be better for it 

to clear off every acre of land, then by all means clear it. The history 

of Europe is old, and it is one worth studying. These people have gone 

through fire from start to finish, There was a time when they believed 

in burning off the woods. That time has long gone by. It is better in 

history, and still better in tradition. When I was born forestry was no 

longer talked of as an experience. It was a matter of course, the same 

as corn is with you. The State of Michigan today makes $5 an acre over 

and above all expenses on every acre of its farm lands. ‘This is just 

the same as on the farm and with the large corporations. We have 

three forms of forest in our country. When the father is a saving man 

you know what the boy does. The father keeps a very good forest, but 

he steps out when it is about forty years old. The boy says, “I will 

take the money now.” That is the point. The State is just a large indi- 

vidual. A man always wants big interest. I have been asked within 

the last three months, ‘‘How much could we make by handling these 

lands in the way you suggest in the way of interest?’ I answered, “Two 

per cent.” That settles it immediately, for they want eight or twenty 

per cent. They would rather have ten thousand per cent. over night. 

This is the spirit of the American. He wants big interest, and wants it 

quick. What we want is two things—protection and reasonable taxation. 

Take a lumberman in the north, and bring him into court. Or, better 

still, bring in a horse thief and try to convict him for stealing horses. 

It is impossible as long as you have horse thieves on the jury. Now, this 

is just the state of affairs. We have very much just that kind of a time 

up there right now. They seem to have an idea that they must get this 

land away from the United States under any circumstances. 

The next thing is taxation, and that will be dealt with a great deal 

better than I can. But at any rate we will be able to solve this matter 

of taxation before long. 

Prof. Latta: When you ask for a dollar and get two it makes you 

feel good. We asked this gentleman to come over here and give us a 

talk, and he did it. I want you to think of this talk, friends. Mr. 

Freeman, the Secretary of the State Board of Forestry of this State, will 
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speak to you now. We have the methods of the State of Michigan. In 

our State it is a little different. Let us know what is being done along 

these different lines. 

W. H. Freeman: If I were to come before you and talk for a day on 

forestry in Indiana I couldn’t say the things as well, or the things that 

should have been said, better than Mr. Roth has put them to you. 

Our timber situation is somewhat different than that of theirs. Every 

state has its own methods of forestry. The State Forestry Association 

I think will reach direct to the people. 

In order to say the things to you that I want to say, and to say 

them in the best way, I have written my remarks, and will ask you to pay 

close attention while I read, and I will then be glad to answer any 

questions. % 

THE PROGRESS OF FORESTRY IN INDIANA. 

W. H. FREEMAN, SECRETARY STATE FORESTRY BUREAU. 

The progress of forestry in Indiana is without question most compli- 

mentary to all concerned. The advance is clearly observable along twe 

lines, the progress by the state as such and the progress of the people as 

individuals. The work of forestry as advanced by the state is divided 

into three distinct features, yet all are harmoniously linked in control. 

They are a legally established state department, a state experimental 

station and laws for the encouragement of individual forestry. 

The state department consists of a legally created board of five mem- 

bers appointed by the Governor for a term of four years. In this con- 

nection the state also maintains an office in the Capitol and appropriates 

annually funds fairly ample for the prosecution and the execution of the 

duties designated for the board by the law which created the department. 

The original law was amended by the last legislature in several very 

beneficial ways. New and differently occupied persons were provided 

for in the appointment of the succeeding board and the funds for the 

office were augmented. 'The succeeding board will be composed of two 

lumbermen, a farmer and two professiona] men, one a member of our 

State Agricultural School and the other a person of technical forestry 

training to become the secretary of the board and the superintendent 

of the state forest reserves and experimental station. 

In connection with the above advance the state has brought and estab- 

lished a State Forestry Station for experiment and practical demonstra- 

tion of forestry principles, a 2,000 acre farm, and the same is now being 

put into order and operation in Clark County, Southern Indiana. It is 

the purpose to work out and demonstrate the practical problems of for- 
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estry for the benefit of the people of the state and to grow trees for 

distribution to any one within the state applying for them, and con- 

tracting to plant and grow them under instructions from the depart- 

ment. It must, however, be understood that the principal object sought 

in this experimental movement is the demonstration of the practical 

and the financial success of forestry on the cheap broken lands so abund- 

ant in Southern Indiana, and which are at this time almost worthless to 

the owners and thereby to the state. There are about 600,000 acres of 

this character of land which was formerly heavily timbered, but has been 

denuded and now abandoned except for scanty grazing, patch farming 

and for small second growth timber. In a later connection this feature 

will be more fully discussed. 

In 1899 the legislature passed an act for the encouragement of forestry 

by permitting timberland owners to exempt a portion of their holdings 

from the regular land appraisement taxation, but this law has not proven 

very satisfactory, and my opinion of it is that it should be repealed. 

I so speak because it does not meet the requirements of the aims in 

such a law and is perhaps unconstitutional, besides it affords opportuni- 

ties for dishonesty. 

The progress of forestry with the people as individuals I am sure is 

as distinctly evident as by the state. In all parts of the state I find 

the people enthused with the movement, and they are putting into action 

their enthusiasm. A general awakening to the necessity of forestry 

conduct seems to be the universal condition. This sentiment is shown 

in the attempts to economize the present forests and general tree planting. 

This awakening has revealed to forest owners that timber is the most 

valued and most sought product now in the market. It is but recently 

that owners of good trees have found that they are worth big money. 

Consequently their wanton destruction and lavish use has been super- 

seded by a sentiment of high appreciation and saving regard. 

A good old quaker farmer in Hamilton County said to me a few weeks 

ago when I visited him at his request to give him advice for the proper 

handling of some trees and general forestry work on his farm, that his 

forest trees were the most valuable property he had; that the increase 

of value was greater on them than anything he could think of on his 

farms. Pointing to some rather fair oak trees he said, “Three years 

ago I was offered $18 per thousand for them just as they stand, the 

next year I was offered $25 per thousand just as they stand, and this last 

spring I was begged to sell them at $35 just as they stand.” “Why,” 

he says, “do you know that I have cut, rolled into log heaps and burned 

to get them out of my way right on this farm a thousand trees better 

than any of them.” The experience of this farmer is the experience of 

every farmer of land accumulation who has lived in Indiana since the 

Civil War. Because then of this commercial value forest owners are 

taking care of their timber land. They are harvesting only the matured 
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and damaged trees, they are letting nothing go to waste, they are pro- 

tecting them against fires and in every community are forests from which 

stock of every kind is excluded by the owner, that the area may restock 

itself with new trees for the future. Areas that have been cut over 

and have grown up in dense thickets are being cultivated to form a 

future forest. All the weed trees of every sort are cut out and the 

right trees trimmed up to give them the best impetus of growth. Thickets 

in the nooks of fields that have in former years been viewed only as 

rendezvous for rabbits and quail are receiving forestry attention by 

many, and only a few years of waiting will reveal the wisdom of such 

conduct. 

Another feature in which the people are showing their appreciation 

of the forestry movement is in the post and tie timber plantings so 

universally being conducted. In almost every community with which I 

am familiar farmers and land owners are planting black locust, catalpa, 

chestnut and similar trees for fencing posts and railroad ties for the 

future uses. I can not begin to estimate the extent of such plantings, 

but I am sure from the reports of nurserymen from this and adjoining 

states that millions of such trees have been planted in Indiana during 

the few years just passed. 

The progress of forestry by the people as indicated by these features 

just discussed does not excel the progress in ornamental and protective 

tree planting. The Arbor Day planting for shade, ornament and protec- 

tion upon the lawns of both public and private grounds and around the 

farm premises has been made the subject of personal attention every- 

where. 

The one form of forestry that has not received the attention which it 

should is the planting of areas to the hardwoods as commercial invest- 

ments. There have been scarcely any notable tracts of the best hardwood 

trees used in our general manufacture planted to form the supply of 

those needed timbers when the present limited supply is exhausted. It 

seems to me that this feature of forestry should be promoted speedily 

by the State’s making legal conditions for its advancement. I am inclined 

to think that the failure along this line is due to two causes, the best 

of which is the lack of definite knowledge of the time it takes for 

such plantings to mature to profit and also the degree of profit to the 

planter, and secondly the selfish disposition of most people to not do 

anything which they themselves might not reap the benefits from. They 

do not possess any very great altruistic tendencies.. In these elements 

of hindrance there exists mistaken opinicns which I hope will be soon 

displaced by experiments that will no longer leave chance for retarding 

this most essential work. More upon this phase will be brought out 

in a following discussion. : 

The needs of forestry in Indiana are not mythical. By some it is 

viewed as a fad, a cranky hallucination originated by an enthusiast for 
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trees. But there is not a more fundamental movement affecting the 

industrial, economic, climatic and ornamental welfare of the state than it. 

By reason of Indiana’s unexcelled hardwood lumber and timber supply 

in past years there are within the state today, in active operation, 940 

woodworking establishments employing 39,672 persons. In addition, 

caused by other resources in the state, there are 2,746 establishments 

which use lumber and timber more or less in the getting out of their prod- 

ducts of manufacture. Besides these enormous demands for the timber 

which now exists there are nearly 200 coal mines, more than 1,000 gas 

and oil wells using a large amount of lumber and timber in various ways 

in their operation. 

Of the nearly 19,000,000 acres of unsurpassed hardwoods which was 

nature’s existing gift to Indiana, not more than three-quarters of a 

century ago there now remains but about 1-75 of that amount, and not 

more than 1-16 of this fractional part possesses merchantable timber 

such as the manufacturing institutions are seeking and must have. 

The large manufacturing industry, the great productiveness of the 

soil for the larger part, the thickened population now energetically em- 

ployed, together with the depleted forest supply in sight furnish a fine 

problem for economic solution. These manufacturing industries to con- 

tinue in existence must have the material with which to operate. If 

it does not exist within the state then it must be imported or the 

industry exported, which fact will be determined by the corporation 

from the standpoint of its own financial interests. If the material supply 

becomes exhausted the industry will cease. The timber supply within 

the state is small and but little effort has heretofore been made to save 

and replenish it. It can not be manufactured. It must grow. Not all 

the uses of wood can be substituted. Wood is a necessary product in 

the general industries, and hence the logical forestry movement. 

The large population demands that the rich agricultural lands shall 

be devoted to agriculture to supply the daily living necessities. The 

tiller of the soil wants the returns from his land quick, and hence he 

will not indulge, if he possess rich land, largely in forestry, because of 

its remoteness of return, even if he made more and easier money. Hence 

the forestry problem in Indiana. The industries must have wood, and the 

cheap unfit lands for good agriculture must grow the trees to supply 

the demand, and thus leave the rich agriculture lands to sustain the 

population with the products of living. The cheap lands will grow the 

timber if devoted to it systematically. The timber will keep the indus- 

tries, the industries will employ the people, and the people will demand 

the agricultural products of the farmer to live upon, and thus a com- 

plete division of labor of such auxiliary relations within our state that 

even a dyed-in-the-wool pessimist cannot but admire them. 

I do not present this thought to you as a phantom to scare you or 

to hold up to you that upon forestry depends the ultimate and absolute © 
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salvation of Indiana and its industries. But I do present these thoughts 

to you with the firm conviction that active forestry along the lines 

advocated will prove one of the greatest factors of industrial security 

and a wise course of procedure in order to meet the future problem 

when it comes, as come it has to other nations, and come it surely will 

to our nation and to Indiana as a part of it. It may not happen within 

our time, but it will come to our posterity, and to them we owe the 

obligation of an honest effort in this matter. 

In connection then with this major idea of forestry which I have 

presented, and before I take the minor features, I want to give a few 

ideas of legislation which I am of the opinion will do good. I don’t 

mean that we can legislate away the confronting embarrassments. If 

legislation could solve the timber question then it would be fairly easy of 

solution because the people are in sympathy with the movement, but 

that can’t be done. It is action and not law which will solve these 

problems, but legislation may aid action, and that is what I want to 

consider. If a law were enacated which would encourage the devotion 

of the cheap and broken lands to forestry, would it not be a good law? 

I am convinced that nearly all such lands are quite as good for forest 

growing as the rich lands. After careful investigation I am sure that 

the larger part of the wood-working institutions now located within the 

state use as the raw material second-growth hardwoods of from eight 

to twenty-five years growth, and that it possesses the prime attributes 

at such ages for the uses. I am also convinced that under right cultiva- 

tion a good quantity of material can be produced upon an acre in that 

time. We are not sufficiently informed to state facts in this, but already 

we have begun the movement to get these facts and only need more 

time. A great many evidences are available which convince me that 

this major plan is a-good one if backed by suitable legislation and 

administration. I have in mind that if a law were enacted exempting 

from taxation any such or all lands for that matter which the owner will 

contract to devote entirely to forestry for a period of years under the 

direction and instructions of the State Board and that after such period 

the product value only be taxed that it will prove a very beneficial law. 

My opinion is that such a law will cause investments in these lands and 

forest estates will be established which will not only be more profitable 

than endowment insurance to investors, but will enhance the vaiue of 

such lands, solve to a good degree the timber question and generally 

promote the welfare of all. 

Another need which it seems to me should be more looked after by 

the farmers is the devotion of a practical part of the farm to permanent 

forest. If every land owner, it matters not how productive his soil may 

be, will set aside a certain portion of his acres and devote the same 

exclusively to forestry that it will prove a wise course for him financially 

‘and generally, and will go far in the solution of the hampered condi- 
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tions of timber supply in every community. I believe in this connection 

that the law just mentioned should be made to apply. Three things are 

wrong with the present forests, namely: they are poor in the quality of 

timber which they possess, they are more devoted to grazing than to 

forest and are not rightly located on the farm. The vast majority of the 

timber now standing is beech and other similarly valued trees. They are 

mature, damaged, and do not pay a fair dividend for their retention. 

The area is also constantly grazed, and thus a new growth is prevented 

from forming. The location is a result of consequence and not of choice. 

When the farm was planned clearing began at the premises and expanded 

in all directions until the remnant of forest remaining is in the remotest 

corner and perhaps occupies the best land on the farm. In ninety-nine 

cases out of every hundred, if half or even less of the present forest area 

were devoted exclusively to forest purposes and the remaining part to 

grazing far more of each would be obtained. A forest tract if not too 

densely sodded, and if protected from fire and stock, will soon form a 

dense undergrowth, which if given a little forestry attention will in a 

few years exceed the most sanguine expectations. If the natural condi- 

tions are not suited because of sod and lack of seed trees, the ground 

can be broken up and seeds scattered of the kinds desired. Frequently, 

however, when the sod is broken the seeds lying dormant in the humus 

spring forth and sowing is unnecessary. 

It is my judgment that farmers should take this matter under sincere 

consideration and plan new forests on their farms. Place them where 

they will form a protection to the premises or otherwise better located. 

I also think the above law will aid much in the promotion of this feature, 

though I am sure I do not want legislation to usurp the duty individuals 

owe themselves, but this feature largely carried on will be so general 

and so beneficial in results that I think the state should encourage it 

by some legislative action that will insure its being done. It will be 

casting bread upon the waters to be gathered up many days hence, 

some fifty, some sixty, and some a hundred-fold. 

Prof. Latta: If you have any questions now is the time for them. 

Mr. Stanley: In regard to the underbrush that will spring up in the 

woods, will that retard the growth of the timber? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, it will, and should be kept down. That is one 

objection we have got to not turning the sheep in. They will not confine 

themselves to these bushes, however. It would be a fine thing if we could 

educate them to eat just these and nothing else. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you believe that all is true that is claimed for the 

eatalpa? 

Mr. Freeman: I am glad that this question has been asked. I 

intended to express myself on the Catalpa Speciosa. It is my conviction 
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that far greater things are claimed for the catalpa than it can ever reach. 

It is a good tree for its purpose, but it is put on the market now just 

on the same plane as a patent medicine, and when you say that it is 

good for everything it is a mistake. In ihe first place it is not a slender 

tree. It is naturally a small branching tree. If the plant is given the 

right kind of cultivation it grows readily. If you plant the tree and 

give sufficient root space and cut it back to the ground you can get 

good results. John P. Brown, of the Big Four Railroad, had a patch of 

the catalpa trees near Brightwood, Indiana. At the end of five years 

they did not give evidence of doing what was wanted—they grew low 

and branching. He seemed discouraged, and asked what should be done. 

I advised him to cut them back. He did so and they came out fine. The 

entire twenty-five acres were cut back a year ago last March. The first 

season’s growth resulted in straight sprouts ranging in height from ten 

to twenty-five feet without a branch. A picture of this will appear in 

my next report, and will show this season’s growth. The trees are far 

ahead of what they were at the end of five years. I am firmly convinced 

that, this is the only way to treat the catalpa. 

The statement that the catalpa will last a hundred years I believe is 

false. There may have been one that did that, but that is not evidence 

that all of them will do it. 

A Delegate: What trees would you suggest to be planted in a 

wood lot? 

Mr, Freeman: If you will plant hickory, and oaks, and other valuable 

trees you will have a good wood lot. Plant the best commercial hard 

wood that we have. 

Prof. Latta: I would like to ask if a great deal of walnut is not 

planted and protected in Central Indiana? 

Mr. Freeman: Not to my knowledge. 

A Delegate: When is the best time for trimming? 

Mr. Freeman: My experience has taught me that the time for this 

is about the middle of June, or after the sap has returned again. After 

full sap is in. The old law is probably as good as you can get. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Would you plant the ruts in the fall? 

Mr. Freeman: Always. Last fall we gathered twenty-seven bushels 

and put a pile of sand out in the ground. They were subject to the 

freezing and thawing, and in the spring when they came out they were 

bursting and swelling. We planted them and in ten days they were 

through the ground. I have a perfect stand and they are about two feet 

high, and this is the first season’s growth. 
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Mrs. Johnson: There were quite a number of walnuts sprouted in the ~ 

garden. Do you think [ can re-set them? 

Mr. Freeman: Not very well. You would not have very good success 

if you did. 

A Delegate: The acceptable time is in the fall? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, I would advise that. 

A Delegate: I set out my catalpas a year ago last fall, and when 

spring came they were out on fhe ground. Would that be the same with 

the walnut? 

Mr. Freeman: I think not. Some soils will heave out if there is 

considerable freezing and thawing. If you plant in the fall plant deeper. 

I planted some in the fall and planted them rather deep and they did 

nicely. I would advise planting in the spring, however. 

A Delegate: At what age would you commence trimming trees? 

Mr. Freeman: I think not before three years. 

A Delegate: If you intended to plant walnuts would you put them in 

the ground this fall? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, I should. The rule is to plant a seed twice as 

deep as it is thick. 

Prof. Latta: Would you plant them where you wanted them to 

grow? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, sir. 

Prof. Weigle: What is the distance apart you advise in planting? 

Mr. Freeman: I advise five feet. You may think that is too close, 

but I think it is all right. 

Mr. Scott: Would you advise planting the seed of the catalpa? 

Mr. Freeman: I would get the trees of a nurseryman and then trans- 

plant them. 

Mr. Scott: But isn’t there several different species? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, there are four different species, but you are 

almost sure to get the right kind from a nurseryman. 

A Delegate: Would you advise planting catalpas along the roadway 

to be used as posts? 

36—Agri. 
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Mr. Freeman: Not as live posts, I never would do it. I would not 

give such a thought as this a second consideration. In the first place the 

trees will not grow in line. One will grow fast and the other will grow 

slow, and so taking it all in all you will not get good results. 

A Delegate: I do not quite understand you. I was thinking of grow- 

ing them for posts along my line fences. 

Mr. Freeman: I thought you meant to leave them standing, and at- 

tach the wire while they were alive. I would never consider that. 

Mr. Case: Would it be best to set the catalpa or. the black locust 

on sandy ground to make fence posts. Which would be best. 

Mr. Freeman: I am of the opinion that the locust would be best 

because I believe it is a quicker grower and requires less work in order 

to get the best results. I understand that this is a high, sandy soil. Both 

would grow well on this soil. Mr. Mayer, of Logansport, planted fifteen 

thousand black locust trees on his farm last May, and today they will 

average from ten to twelve feet high. This is a year’s growth you mignt 

say. 

Mrs. Meredith: But grass will grow under the locust tree, and when 

we live in a good country we can not afford to give much land to forestry. 

“Mr. Freeman: I think we can. 

Mrs. Meredith: Isn’t that a point in favor of the locust? 

Mr. Freeman: Yes, if we can forget the present idea your idea is a 

good one. Some think blue grass is worth more than trees. 

Mr. Starley: Will these locusts do well on woodlots where they are 

shaded? 

Mr. Freeman: I have not had good success under such conditions. 

Perhaps the stock tramped them down. 

Mr. Lodewick: Would it pay to plant these along our fences? 

Mr. Freeman: &f we were planting wheat or corn we would think 

it would be an injustice to both, but it will not hurt grass so much. 

Perhaps I do not advocate planting trees around over the farm as 

much as I should, but I-think it is better to devote a certain place to 

them, 

Prof. Troop: I would like to ask how much ground you devote to 

your fences? 

Mr. Lodewick: I am in the fruit business and I wanted to plant as 

a wind break. 
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Prof. Troop: Your idea is all right if you plant close enough, but you 

want to plant very close and in single rows. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Would you have to cultivate to make the tree 

grow? 

Mr. Freeman: You are speaking of the black locust? I hardly think 

so. It is a very hardy tree. I propose, however, to get the sod out of 

the way and keep it out for the first year. The trees bunch together and 

you will get body. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: I have noticed that if you plant trees along the 

fence, especially ‘along the woods fence, they will grow so much more 

rapidly. The growth is so much faster in the forest area than it is 

out in the open. 

Mrs. Davis: In regard to planting trees along the fence. We have 

so many vines in our woods, like the poison ivy. We have to contend 

with that. If we have trees along the fences we cannot cultivate 

them like we could in a clear strip of ground. If we try to cultivate them 

we get poisoned. I am very fond of shade trees and I think the 

farmers of today should plant them. 

Mr. Lodewick: Isn’t the ground richer along the fence than out in 

the open? In a rail fence line for instance, we have a better nap, and 

I think this makes it something like new ground. 

Prof. Latta: Are the farmers availing themselves of the present 

law which encourages these woodlots? 

Mr. Freeman: The attempt has been good but the results bad. 

Fifty-seven tried and twenty-three stood the test. This was because of 

the law. In the first place that law is deficient ‘in that it does not 

provide for any systematic execution of the law. It is taken advantage 

of. This can be done every four years. The farmer can cut his tim- 

ber this fall if he cares to, and there is no law to get at him. There- 

fore there is scarcely a timber tract that complies with the law. The 

Attorney-General interpreted that only such trees as were mentioned 

in that law could be cut, so the law is a failure. It is unconstitutional. 

All similar lands should be taxed equally, but it is allowed to stand for 

the good of the cause. 

Prof. Latta: I would like to ask Prof. Roth one question. He has 

given us a large fund of information but I wish to ask this. In the 

old country is there any infallible rule as to the number of trees that 

it is advantageous to keep growing on the acre? Does it vary with 

different kinds of trees, and with different soils? 
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Prof. Roth: If you started with an acre on the upper lands. A 

German forester of fifty years ago would have planted five thousand 

trees, but he would not haye hoped to keep more than five hundred. 

So you see there must be considerable waste. It is impossible in any 

kind of a forest to keep the same number of trees. The idea there 

is always just this. Keep your land and your light all right. The 

light is the foremost source of the food of the tree. The tree gets its 

water, and with it a few mineral salts, but that is all it gets. A tree 

lives just like we do. They can not eat one-half pound or a pound in 

solution, but they must have prepared food material and that comes to 

it from the leaves through the agency of light. If we want to nourish 

the tree from the ground there must be a deep layer of mulch. The 

leaves of the tree should form the topmost layer of this, and the or- 

ganic material will be there. This is the kind of condition the forester 

wants. It was under these conditions that your forests in Indiana are 

what they are. It is under these conditions: that every tree has thrived, 

and besides this let me add, that these are the only conditions under 

which a tree will ever thrive well. You may throw poor farm land 

into woods but there will be a very poor crop of timber. If you want 

a forest that is a forest, and will be a good forest, you must return 

to forest conditions, and this is the simple rule. Keep all the trees 

that the land will stand to utilize the air and soil. Don’t let them 

fight. I must add this, for if you should plant an acre of land with 

five thousand trees at the end of three or four years at the outside, 

they will begin to fight. If you should allow them to go for eight or 

ten years you would wave a thicket through which a man could hardly 

labor. You will find these conditions with the good as well as with the 

poor, for the poor are constantly getting the water and light that the 

good ones sbould have and ought to have. Be sure of this. Do not 

let them fight. 

Prof. Latta: In my mind this is a matter of judgment. 

Mr. Van Deman: I would like to say a few words on this subject. 

I am deeply interested in forests but more deeply interested in orchards. 

The forests conditions of this country, not only in Indiana, but certainly 

everywhere, are in a serious condition. And it is certainly not a day’s 

job lost in taking care of these conditions. It is the very best course that 

a state can take to endeavor to reforest the areas of land that are 

denuded, and to preserve above ail things what we have already. The 

whole of our industries depend upon a certain normal proportion of for- 

estry area. It is so in all parts of the world and it has been so from time 

immemorial. It seems to me that it is the disposition of the American 

people to destroy the last tree that stands before they will begin to 

plant another. We ought to preserve our woodlots and the State of 

Indiana ought to take care of them in the most sensible and reason- 
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able manner, and I am certainly pleased to hear that something is being 
done. I have seen the gredt barren stretches of pine lands, the blis- 

tered, barren portions of Michigan. I have also seen on the Pacific coast - 

sights such as these, and it is enough to make us shed teats to see 

such places, but perhaps if we should manage these places correctly they 

would soon be clothed with verdure and with the native forests. 

One point was spoken of a short time ago in regard to how many 

trees should be planted to the acre. I look to what nature does, and 

nature is certainly a great teacher. I have in mind a region in Vir- 

ginia, which I noticed when I lived there for a shott time, where the 

prevailing timber is two species of pine. It is astonishing how quickly 

nature will reforest a barren place. It was so down in Carolina, but 

more so in Virginia than any place I have ever seen. If you would 

plant a corn field and a potato field there and let them go for five 

years, it would be a solid mat of little pine trees just as thick as the 

hair on a dog’s back—just as thick as they could stand. There date 

millions and billions of pine shoots. They grow not five hundred to the 

acre, or five thousand to the acre, but about five millions to the acre. 

You have them there in all stages from the infant to the yearling. These 

trees gradually die out. They are so thick that some of them must 

die in order to give the others a chance. It is simply the survival of the 

fittest. The decayed matter around the roots is a source of the growth 

of the tree. In the hilly country of Virginia after a heavy rain there will 

be gullies washed out where you might bury a horse and wagon. Nature 

will cover these places and they will grow up. 

Now in regard to the catalpa I want to say that I think it has been 

overestimated. It is a good forest tree. It grows well in the lands 

along the Wabash, on the hills of the Mississippi, etc. I have seen 

them two feet thick, but it is only along these ai!:vial lands that they 

will attain any such proportions. If they are not a‘tended to correctly 

they will branch out and take the form of an orchard, and the trees 

will be almost worthless. The wood is very durable, but its durability 

has been exaggerated. Jt has been stated that the old forts that Gen- 

eral Harrison built in the southern part of this State—at Vincennes— 

were made of catalpa posts, but I was fortunate enough to see one of 

these on exhibit at the State Fair one year, and I said to my friend, Mr. 

Regan, who was with me, “I don’t believe that is a catalpa post.’ So I 

took my knife and cut off a piece and it was a mulberry. The catalpa 

will not last as long as the mulberry. 

Mr. Harvey: Must we go into the thickets and clean them out, or 

allow the undergrowth to develop? 

Prof. Roth: I just want to suggest one thing to you folks here and 

that is this. You folks here in Indiana are most fortunate, and I would 

- suggest that you take under consideration a law, and work for its pas- 
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sage. I believe it would be for the good of Indiana. The state of 

Pennsylvania tried buying all the poor lands all over the state for not to 

exceed five dollars per acre and that they put them in charge if the 

forestry commission. From what I have seen and heard you have made 

the right plans. You have a Forestry Commission which is perfectly 

qualified to take charge of the Jand, and in the end bring great good to 

the State. Let me say one more word here. Remember always that 

when your State of Indiana, or any other state, undertakes a thing of 

this kind, it involves them in a very, very important point and it is 

just this. When the State of Indiana some day or other has timber to 

sell, it will not be merely for the stumpage price of timber, but a sum 

at least double that. We pay a bonus of ten thousand, twenty thou- 

sand or fifty thousand dollars to the man who will come in and start a 

factory. Why do we do that? Because we believe we will have indirect 

benefit, which will be a benefit to the town. We will not get a cent 

of the dividends. The people of the town will get to board the men, 

rent houses, sell goods, etc., and we feel that we can afford to throw 

that much money away—good money—and why do we do it? Simply 

because of the indirect benefit we expect to derive. The benefit of the 

lumber to the State is as this indirect benefit. Every log that can be 

cut in Indiana is worth fifteen or twenty dollars, but a great deal be 

sides this is this great indirect benefit in that it keeps somebody at work 

cutting it down, etec., until it is in finished material. 

Prof. Latta: If you will permit me to make two or three announce- 

ments the meeting will stand adjourned until 7:30 this evening. 

I should like to have a Committee on Resolutions to formulate a set 

of resolutions to set forth to the public the general sentiment of this 

meeting. We have heard things today that people generally ought to 

know, without question. It is a meeting of an educational nature, a 

matter of information as well as education. I will appoint on this 

committee: Mr. Talbert, of Albion; J. C. Kimmell, of Ligonier, and J. 

W. Forker, of Kendallville. : 

I should like for this committee to be ready to report as early as the 

opening of tomorrow afternoon’s session. 

We will now stand adjourned until this evening. 

TUESDAY EVENING SESSION. 

Prof. Latta: The theme for this evening is “Opportunities in Agri- 

culture for Trained Young Men and Women.” This is to be presented 

under three sub-heads—first, ‘The Need of Special Training for Agricul- 

tural Pursuits;’ second, “What the Agricultural Colleges Are Doing to 

Meet This Need,” and third, ‘Opportunities for Those Who Are Specially 

Trained.” 
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The speaker who is to speak on the first topic is an ex-professor in’ 

the University of Michigan of Home Economics, and now has the proud 

distinction of being one of our Indiana farmers. I take great pleasure 

in introducing to you Mrs. Virginia C. Meredith, of Cambridge City. 

Mrs. Virginia C. Meredith: There is one time when I feel proud, 

very proud, and it comes once in ten years, and that is when the census 

taker comes around and says, “What is your occupation?” And I say, 

“Farmer.” And he usually says, “You don’t want me to put your name 

in as a farmer, do you?’ I certainly do, for I am a farmer, and I have 

an opportunity to gratify my pride once in ten years. 

I am to talk this evening on ‘“The Need of Special Training for Agri- 

cultural Pursuits.” I will refer only to those means that could be met 

by the Agricultural College, as I understand what can be or ought to be 

done by an Agricultural College. And by agricultural pursuits I am going 

to include not only those things that have to do with plant and animal 

life, but I will also include a very important part of agriculture, and that 

is the home and the farm, and the need for special training for the one 

who makes that home. 

I suppose, like myself, all here are decidedly enthusiastic about for- 

estry. We see great possibilities in this system, and I am sure we have 

larger and broader views, and certainly a greater fund of knowledge as 

to that subject. Is there any need for special training in agricultural pur- 

suits? Another way of putting the question is: Are we satisfied with 

what the acre is doing for us? Are we satisfied’ the acre is bringing us 

its very best returns? Do we think we are getting enough wheat, enough 

corn; are we getting the quality that we want in apples and pears and 

peaches and strawberries, and are there enough being raised of these 

different fruits? Does everyone have as many apples as they want, as 

many strawberries? Are there any needs atone; this line? Is the acre 

doing for us all that it should? 

I was very much pleased this evening when I was asked to take a 

drive around Kendallville. I saw the beautiful streets and homes, and 

then I saw an onion field where they tell me they will raise nine hundred 

bushels of onions to the acre. Isn’t that a great thing? How many are 

doing that for the aere? And have we any right to expect it from the 

acre? Down in our county we had a yield of wheat of from five to 

seven bushels average. The people are taking five or six acres to raise 

what ought to be raised on one acre of ground. Who gets the thirty 

bushels of wheat to the acre? I have a neighbor—a woman farmer—who 

got thirty-two and one-half bushels to the acre, instead of five or six. 

How did she get thirty-two and one-half bushels to the acre? Was it 

luck, or did she make herself a student of seed vitality’ and the right 

kind of seed for her soil? I say she got thirty-two and one-half bushels 

tothe acre because she studied the subject of seed vitality and the 
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. amount of seed to be sown on her soil. It was not luck. So, then, there 

is a way of getting over thirty bushels of wheat to the acre. Then there 

must be special training. 

I was in France a few years ago and they were harvesting what I 

thought was a good crop of wheat, which was an average of fifty bushels 

to the acre for all of France. Think of that. The average in England, 

as you know, is something over thirty bushels. Now France and England 

were old before the United States of America was discovered, so that 

there must be something in the tending and studying of the soil, vitality 

of the seed, choice of variety, etc., We need it. If we had it we would not 

have to own six acres of land in order to get what we should get from 

one. I think we have a very interesting department resulting from the 

study of the seed corn in Indiana within the last few years. 

I once heard a young man who had spent four years of time and 

money in a college say that if he had learned nothing else but what 

he learned about capillarity he would have been well repaid. He had 

learned it in college, and he had learned it in connection with the culti- 

vation of corn, etc., and in dry seasons he could raise additional bushels. 

So, we who are not getting sixty or eighty bushels of corn are in need 

of special training that will enlighten us about the soil, the acre—about 

the seed and its vitality, and about its cultivation—knowledge of the prin- 

ciples, which is special training. What do we mean? Simply this. First 

to observe accurately and to think correctly, and to draw conclusions 

with sound judgment. A trained mind is able to do that much more 

readily than a mind which is not trained. I am particularly interested, 

and anyone who lives in Indiana must be, in live stock, and yet, what do 

we find? Cattle, sheep, horses, hogs and everything else that have been 

bred in Indiana the same for years. There are great possibilities in this 

line, but yet, how many farmers are there who are equipped with cattle 

that are fit either for meat or beef; sheep that are fit for mutton; horses 

that are fit for draft or speed horses. There needs to be special training 

along these lines, because it is most profitable—the most profitable line 

of husbandry that can be engaged in. I was very much interested a 

short time ago to hear a friend of mine say that he raised tomatoes be- 

cause he found he was able to sell more water in that way than any 

other way, ninety-five per cent. being water, and that took none of the 

vitality away from the farm. So in the matter of live stock. We are 

carrying little fertilizer away from the farm. As you know, there is a 

deep-seated prejudice against pure-breed cattle, the breeds which we call 

pure breeds. A pure breed makes a much better butter cow, much 

better beef. We find any amount of cattle that will lay on perhaps as 

many pounds as the very best pure breeds, but they haven’t the quality 

which, put on the market, bring high prices, so the profit is lost. So we 

need special training along these lines. 

To illustrate: Opportunities often come to people who have this 
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special training. I want to tell you of a young man wno knew how to 

take care of cattle, and his services were engaged by a rich man on a 

fine farm, and he was very successful. In a short time the interests of 

the owner were drifted entirely away from the farm, and he could not 

dispose of it in the way he wanted to. So this young man got an op- 

portunity to buy the pure-bred cattle at a low price, and this was cer- 

tainly a great opportunity. This was on account of his special training. 

I fear we neglect our opportunities. You can read in papers and books 

where someone will tell how he can put on two hundred pounds of 

beef, and another four hundred pounds of beef from the acre of grass 

during the season. This, of course, was done by people who had had 

special training. These things are interesting, and we live in our own 

possibilities in this State of Indiana. 

I want to.tell you about a young man who studied in an agricultural 

school. He was not so very young, for he was about thirty-five years 

of age. He found that he was getting a good deal from his experience, 

because it enabled him to cut double. He did not come with the inten- 

tion of staying the full time, but when he went home and found how 

much he had really learned he went back to the school for the full course, 

and graduated when he was thirty-eight or nine. That man is now rais- 

ing every year four or five thousand range lambs, mostly upon rape, 

which he plants with his corn. He is doing this year after year, and his 

lambs top the market in Chicago. Isn’t this-a wonderful use of the acre 

—that ability to make an acre bring you the very last dollar of profit? 

This special training gives additional power, and we all need it. Who 

has money enough? Certainly no farmer. We want more money from 

our acre. I know a young man who happened to fall heir to some 

land that was very thin. It was not a very promising place on which 

to begin farming. He was a graduate, and of course had this special 

training, so he thought the matter over carefully and found that his land 

was well adapted to melon raising, so he began to raise melons. He sup- 

plied the market with melons and cabbage. In about six years that 

man had saved enough money to build him a house, and he now has a 

more comfortable farm. He has a wife who was instructed in domestic 

science. This man knew that melons would be profitable and could be 

raised well, and he knew this on account of his special training—the 

very training which he got from within the agricultural school—for this 

training gave him an insight into the subject and an enthusiasm for 

it, and this, backed by advice and counsel of older people, caused him 

to make a wonderful success. Now many have the acre and many have 

the special energy that we can put in these different lines. There is 

so much to be said along this line of the acre, and that is the point 

from which we should estimate everything we do on the farm—‘“the 

acre.” 

I wish to speak briefly about some other phases of this subject. 
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People are all the time saying that people are discontented on the 

farm, usually because the women on the farm are not happy and con- 

tented. I believe that there is need of special training of the farmers’ 

daughters along these lines. They should be trained along the point of 

animal life, for that is such a large part of farming. Not that we want 

the girl to be a farmer, but we want her to be in sympathy with the 

life on the farm—with the father and brother—and with the husband. 

She should understand plant and animal life as taught in the classes by 

teachers of enthusiasm. If this is done she will see so much more in 

the farm than before. This special training will also aid them in de- 

signing houses and barns which are fit for farmers to live in. This is 

something that will make their lives more comfortable. This is much 

nicer than being compelled to live in a house which,a carpenter will 

put up for you. The home is the place where the opportunity is given 

for right development of the physical and spiritual natures, and the 

girl who is in school is taught about cookery, about sewing, and the ele- 

mentary principles of hygiene. The girl who is specially trained will 

make a better housekeeper, a better wife, a finer woman, and a greater 

factor in the social life of the country. So, then, we have the greatest 

need of this special training for women who are going to live in the 

country. There is a great need of this. There is a great need every- 

where. I wonder if you would be shocked if I were to say that I think 

there is a special need for the training of women to be farmers. I live 

twelve miles from my father’s, and I drive that many, many times in 

a year, and for six miles on every side of the road every farm is owned 

by a woman, and only one woman lives on her farm. She is a German 

woman who was left a widow with several children, and she was enabled 

by this farm to raise and educate these children. Some of these women 

who owned these farms longed to live on them, but they didn’t know 

how to manage them. One of the greatest changes which has come to 

us in the last fifty years has come through the inheritance laws of the 

United States, which allows a daughter to inherit equally with the sons, 

and:-so it has come to pass that girls inherit farms. Sometimes they do 

not know what to do with them. There are a great many women who 

never get married for the very best of reasons. May be you don’t know 

what they are. There are not enough good men to go around. This 

woman would like to live on the farm if they could make things go, and 

there is no business to my mind so suitable to women as farming. She 

is removed from competitors. If she undertakes to be a doctor, medical 

students will not have a woman in the class if they can help them- 

selves. Ministers will not permit women to preach. Men do not want 

women in the professions, and I for my part, do not want my girl to 

be a clerk, or do any of the things girls do down town. I would so 

much rather she would farm, because I know that every good man on 

a farm will help her if she needs help, and will do it in the very best 
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spirit in the world. We have all seen this many times. If a woman is 

left a widow every man wants to help her. They do not say: ‘You 

shan’t farm here in my neighborhood.” I know a woman who lives on 

an eighty-acre farm that has put four children through the University 

at Bloomington. Wouldn’t you rather see your daughter managing a 

farm, a little one or a big one, than see her working down town? I think 

it is a fine thing. Since girls can get that sort of an education, why not 

give it to the girl that wants it? é 

All along the line I see there is need for special training. We want 

more from our acre—more dollars. Why? We want the dollars that we 

may buy culture; that we may buy comfort; that we may exercise phi- 

lanthropy. The dollar is a beautiful thing when it is correctly used. 

Anyone can earn a dollar, but so few know how to spend them wisely. 

So we want more money from our acre; more fruit; better cattle; more 

butter, more cream, etc. We can do this only by special training. There 

is no such a thing as luck any more. We used to think that the witches 

got into the milk and the butter would not come. But since we have got 

the thermometer we have found that witches did not control the cream. 

The housewife now knows what she is doing, and the reason for doing 

what she is doing. She has the special training which gives the reason 

back of all things, and that gives skill in the art. I think the philosophy 

of.a thing is very important. If we are trained in an agricultural school 

by a professor who understands what he is doing, we will get the science, 

art and philosophy, and we will be equipped to live. It is better to learn 

how to live than to learn how to accumulate dollars. Yet, this special 

training gives power to get dollars, and the power to use the dollars 

wisely. I thank you. (Applause.) 

Prof. Latta: You will see by reference to the program that we have 

put down questions after each one of these divisions. We thought the 

discussion might take this form. Has anyone any questions to ask? 

A Delegate: I would like an explanation of how that man raised 

so many lambs on rape raised in corn? 

Mrs. Meredith: I would not like to say that he raised them on rape 

exclusively. But rape was the principal thing. I know this gentleman 

quite well, and he has been extremely successful. This fact never oc- 

currd to him until after he went to college. While he was there he saw 

some lambs being fed on rape, and he took the method back to the farm. 

So he got this on account of his special training. 

A Delegate: I tried rape in my corn once, to my great disgust. My, 

what a mess there was. You could hardly wade through to cut the 

corn. If I hadn’t had a good hired man he would have left me. 

Mrs. Meredith: Why didn’t you put the sheep in to mow it down? 
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Prof. Roth: I would like to ask Mrs. Meredith in regard to hey 

opinion about the isolation of the farm population. ‘Two-thirds of the 

people of the United States are farmers. It seems to me that we are 

isolated altogether too much in this country, and I have wondered if 

this was not the cause of the discontent. In Germany the farms are not 

so large, and consequently the people are closer together. This makes 

it more like the village method. I wonder if it isn’t likely that we in 

this country will sooner or later adopt the same method. 

Prof. Latta: Doesn’t this question give point to your plea for special 

training? 

Mrs. Meredith: I never felt so lonesome in my life, or so homesick 

as when I was in Germany. I have lived on the farm. It seems to me 

that there is always plenty to occupy one on the farm, so that they could 

not feel lonesome. We have so many advantages on the farm. We 

have good roads, and an ever endless number of good books. We do not 

feel lonesome, I am sure. There is a class of people, and we know them 

very well, who have no resource within themselves and are not satisfied 

unless they are looking out of the window at people passing by. For 

this class of people farming is not the thing. There is one great need 

today, and this is that the country school teacher should have a special 

training. They should be specially taught. I know a girl that is teach- 

ing school that was trained in this way, and she is a wonderful teacher. 

She succeeds in getting the pupils so interested. I know a girl who is 

teaching a country school, and if you will believe it, they raised her 

salary five dollars on the month without being asked to. These are the 

kind of teachers that are needed so much, and in my opinion only the 

teachers who are trained in agricultural colleges are prepared to teach 

about the animal and plant life, etc., the very things which the children 

should know. There is a special need for this kind of teachers. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: I want to say a word about isolation on the farm. 

I lived in a village once, and I never got so lonesome in my life as then. 

I have never been in Germany. I could not stop to take my potatoes 

out in the yard and talk to my neighbor over the back fence while peel- 

ing them. We talk about isolation on the farm. I can not see what 

people mean. We have all the books that have been produced before us 

for study, and all nature to study, a great opportunity to learn. Why, 

then, should we get lonesome? We have just as many advantages on 

the farm as in the city. Pianos are no more expensive, and besides there 

is a feeling that when you sit down to study you can study. There isn’t 

someone to run in and gossip. When you want your children to study 

you can have them study; there is nothing to take their attention or to 

eall them away. I was told not long ago by women who live in the 

city that they did not see how in the world I got so much time to read, 
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for I read more than three or four of them together. The only reason 

is that I am not bothered by somebody running in and out all the time. 

So far as isolation on the farm is concerned I have never found it. Never 

in any way, shape or form, because we always have something interesting 

_ to occupy our time. 

Prof. Latta: If there is no other questions we will pass on to the 

second division of this subject, ‘“What Agricultural Colleges Are Doing to 

Meet This Need,” by Prof. H. E. Van Norman, of Purdue University. 

Prof. H. E. Van Norman: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen— 

Before the program began we who were to furnish the major portion of 

the work this evening were discussing the closeness with which the sub- 

jects were related. When Mrs. Meredith began I thought she was really 

taking a part of my thunder, but before she ended I saw that she had 

added a great deal. . 

_ Will you stop and go back with me to view the requirements which 

every young lady must have to manage her farm? Do you suppose for one 

moment that I expect this young woman to go out and drive up the 

cows and milk them? Pardon my reference to cows, because this is 

next to my heart, as I manage a dairy. Do you suppose the young lady 

is to go out and stack the hay or shuck the corn, or do any of the work 

with her hands? Not for one moment. What must she do? She must 

be the brains of that farm. She must know the difference between farm- 

ing of today and tomorrow, and the farming of the last fifty years. The 

successful farmer is the farmer of now, and there must be a tremendous 

amount of good, hard gray matter put into the work. There must bé 

brain work, if we succeed. There are noi many men who can do a day’s 

work with their hands and a day and a half’s work with their heads. 

So, if we are going to have farming of this kind, it has got to be by 

means of more headwork, and there is where the college comes in. It 

furnishes the training which helps a young man or woman to use the 

head which God has given them. This enables them to make the most 

out of the facilities which they have. Now, then, how does the college 

do this? The college training may be divided into these classes: In the 

first place, it furnishes knowledge of principles. In the next place, it 

furnishes the knowledge of facts. In the next place it gives a moderate 

amount of actual practice along certain lines, which tend to clinch and 

fasten these facts and principles. And finally, it gives that which was 

talked of in the latter part of Mrs. Meredith’s discussion. It takes away 

isolation. It gives breadth and develops man, and enables him to see 

the great pleasures which Mrs. DeVilbiss has spoken of. ‘There are a 

large number of people who feel tremendously that isolation because 

they haven’t that training which Mrs. DeVilbiss evidently has, to get 

joy out of living. They are only able to count the dollars, and be sorry 

they do not live somewhere else. Now, knowledge contributes these 
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things in a man’s or woman’s makeup. Talk about training. I have seen 

on our campus men who are dressed in a somewhat abbréviated uniform, 

running around the campus just as tight as they could run. Why were 

they doing this? Who were they? They were running their very best. 

There were eleven of them. It looked to one looking on as if they 

were playing follow the leader. These men were football men. What 

were they doing? They were training their wind. They were simply 

running in order to develop that tremendous lung power which a man 

must have when he goes into a hard-fought battle and stays in the game 

and isn’t knocked out in the first round when he runs up against his 

competitor. The man who pounds stone ought to have muscle to pound 

anything else. There is accumulated strength there. The man who 

trains his mind to do hard work by thinking out hard problems in alge- 

bra, geometry, Latin and. Greek is also training his mind for other things. 

These things are not useless because we do not have them in everyday 

life. They give us a natural training for other things. How many of 

you are prepared to sit at a desk for three solid hours and not think 

of another thing except one problem, and think that problem through 

to a final, accurate, satisfactory conclusion in view of all the circum- 

stances that are a part of that problem? The majority of you would go 

crazy if you were to try tomorrow, because most of you are not in 

practice. Pardon a personal reference, but I have a brother who is 

rooming with me. He was a freshman last year in college. I have seen 

that young man sit at his desk on the opposite side of mine, and work 

at a problem and think of nothing else from seven until eleven. And 

more than once I have seen him think of just one problem all this time. 

This he does night after night. Now then, tell me, if you will, whether 

the concentration and training which he gets in that close application 

helps him to sit there without getting fidgety and leaning back and 

stretching, and all these things. Tell me whether or not that training 

which enables him to sit there and think out those problems will not 

enable him to sit down and think out perplexing problems in business 

with a great deal more thoroughness, and more accuracy. This is why 

some subjects contribute so largely to the student in the agricultural col- 

lege. In the agricultural school the student is getting just what he needs 

to know when actually farming. He has the practical application. I 

remember with what surprise and wonder some of our farm men looked 

at me when I had charge of the farm work the first summer. There were 

some young men who wanted io form a perfect square of a certain size 

for the variety show. They wanted a perfect square, for we take pleasure 

in having our rows straight, and having everything parallel with the 

fence. As a man used to say, we wanted things to look as if they had 

been put there, and did not happen. These young men were having a 

time to be certain that they had a perfect square. They were measuring 

from stakes, ete. I happened to remember that in geometry there was a 
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theorem which said that the sum of the square of two sides is equal to the 

Square of the hypotenuse. We had to prove that in geometry. If you 

“ will take a right triangle of which the sides are three, four and five feet, 

or any multiple of that number, you have laid out a right triangle, and 

you have one corner of a four-sided parallelogram. It will have to be 

square as the other sides are all of the same length. When we laid out 

the square we took twenty, thirty and forty feet, and marked and put 

stakes there. Of course it came out perfectly square. This was just a 

little bit of an everyday application of college training to common every- 

day work. So then, as I think we will have to leave the illustration, our 

college training contributes largely to our actual work. It contributes a 

knowledge of fundamental principles. And this is a big thing in agricul- 

ture today. A man should understand cause and effect. If you. would 

hang a curtain right here and put a stick through ten feet long anyone 

would know that if you move this end of the stick this way the other end 

will move the other way. Now through all the mysteries of farming 

there are certdin underlying principles which are just as true as this little 

illustration. If this is so something else must be so. It requires a trained © 

mind to know what the cause and what the effect is. You often attribute 

the effect to the wrong cause, and it takes a long time to find out the 

_ cause, which the college gives. Let us take an illustration from the field 

of which we are pleased in the text books to call Agricultural Physics. 

Take the soil. A Kansas man studied the soil problem as to why his 

crops did not get ripe, and he found that it was on account of lack of 

moisture, and he-also believed that there was enough rain fell in the 

year to raise the crops if he could only save it. He studied the movement 

of the water through the soil and said to himself. “If I will stir the soil 

so much water will not evaporate.’ And he tried it. After three or four 

years he proved that he was right. He succeeded in conserving enough 

moisture to ripen his crops. It took him years to prove that. We can 

take a young man or a young woman three weeks and prove to them 

accurately and concisely this same principle, and prove it to them con- 

clusively. We would take two cups of soil. Let one bake and keep the 

other one moist with water. Let one stand and the surface will bake. I 

should say that when we started this test, both cups of soil were just 

alike. Let one stand without breaking the surface and it will bake. Take 

a knife, or sharp stick, or something of the sort, and break up the latter 

one. It will hold more of the moisture. When you weigh these cups © 

which weighed the same to begin with, you will find that the one with 

the baked surface does not weigh so much as the other one. I believe 

in the laboratory last winter this was tried, and it was found that one 

of the cans had lost one-half pound and the other one had lost two and 

one-half pounds. In other words the one with the baked surface had 

lost five times as much as the other one in a given length of time. 

Did you ever try to unite a piece of lamp wick with another piece by 
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pinning them at the bottom? If you did not pin it very tight it would 

not burn very well. It would not jump over. It is just the same with 

the soil. The moisture could not jump over. If you keep the soil loose 

it will not jump over, and therefore the water will remain in the soil. 

This can be proven in the laboratory conclusively; just how it is, how 

much it is, and why it is. I might go on with other illustrations, but I 

will just give one more. 

Why does milk sour? There is no one but knows that it does sour. 

We have experimented with this milk and we find that it sours because 

something gets into it after it leaves the cow. The milk would keep sweet 

just as it comes from the cow, but something gets into it—a germ gets 

into it—and then it sours. These germs are little forms of plant life. 

They change the sugar of the milk into acid and then you say that the 

milk is sour. The only way to keep milk from souring is to keep the 

germs out. Put milk down in some cold place and it will not sour. It 

would remain a long time before there would be enough germs there to do 

any harm. We have kept milk sweet twenty-one days. When milk 

sours one of two things must be true, and that is that it has been too 

warm, or that it was not kept as clean as it should have been. To keep 

milk sweet it must be kept clean. When the milk is kept cold the germs 

cannot multiply, therefore they do not change the milk. 

This brings to my mind the point illustrating the application of 

science. One of my professors once defined science as truth. If you 

know the science of anything you know the truth about it. Now when 

we make butter in the creamery—and we make a lot of it—and when 

milk comes into the creamery that is not over twenty-four hours old that 

is sour, I know that one of two things is sure, and that is, as I have 

said, that it either has not been cold enough to keep the bacteria out, 

or it wasn’t kept clean enough. Even if there are a few germs in the milk 

and it is set in a cold place these little germs cannot do much; they cannot 

grow very fast. Here is an illustration of the application of college train- 

ing in commercial practice. You can carry that right onto the farm. The 

college furnishes the principles and you can make the application in 

everyday life. It also furnishes a certain amount of practice. The young 

man who takes work in stock breeding is able to tell the attributes of a 

perfect beef. He can pick out a perfect animal. We do not learn through 

our eyes only, but we learn through our eyes and hands; therefore this 

teaching is supplemented by actual practice. The boys are taken’ out into 

the showing room. The cattle are brought in there. There are a certain 

number of points for them to notice. For instance they give five for a 

perfect head; so much for a perfect neck, ete. They will soon learn to 

pick out the faults. They may see that he is too narrow between the eyes, 

and cut him a point on that. Little by little they are schooled in these 

regards until they are able to go out and pick out a perfect animal. When 

a number of cattle are being judged our boys can put the first three right 
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where the judges will put them. They are thrown in contact with some 

of the most expert stockmen that we have in the State, and when there 

are fifty or seventy-five to be judged, our boys will place the first three in 

their order—in the order that any good judge would put them. They do 

this because they have not only the theory but the practice. So there 

is practice in stock judging, corn judging, butter making, ete. All the 

way along we link theory with practice. 

The next point I wish to emphasize is college training. This adds to 

the power of judgment in life, and I think we live for these things. First, 

to provide the necessaries of life; and second, to prepare ourselves for the 

hereafter. So the college training adds something to the dollar and cent 

side, and also to the power of enjoyment in life, and gives us a better 

understanding of the hereafter, and a better understanding of nature. I 

would not dare tell you how old I was before I knew that there were any 

other birds besides robins and crows. My father and mother did not 

have the instinct of teachers, to teach and say things about the birds. 

And yet, as I have ridden out through the country with a friend of mine 

who is well versed in such things, I have often thought to myself, that 

he gets more genuine pleasure out of his knowledge of birds than I can 

EXpress. 

I do not know much about pictures. I went to the Chicago World’s 

Fair, and you will remember that there was a tremendous big building 

devoted to pictures. I walked through every room of that building in 

less than two hours. I was doing the Art Department. But just as I was 

going to leave one of the rooms I heard a crowd of people commenting 

on one of the pictures. I thought that here was my chance to learn some- 

thing, so I stopped and again looked at this picture. They commented on 

the lines of expression on that boy’s face as he was going away from 

home, and the look of sorrow on the face of the mother. To me it was 

just like wiping the dust off of that picture. I learned more in that five 

minutes about pictures than I have ever learned before or since. And 

pictures have had a new meaning to me ever since. 

There is another phase in this college work. No one can go to a col- 

lege and mix up with the teachers and the boys and girls without rubbing 

off just a little of some of the rough corners that stick out. It will polish 

you up. It enables one to meet friends with more satisfaction. It does 

more than that. It gives a host of friends for lifetime. The best friends 

that most of us make are made during the time we are in college. I see 

in the audience tonight men who have been to college. Ask them tonight 

if some of the friends that they are so anxious about, and inquire about, 

are not college friends. There is a training given here that enables us to 

grapple with the problems and understand the principles so that we save 

our strength and not waste it. Then we have a certain amount of prac- 

tice that clinches it, and makes us broader men, and gives us more of an 

interest. in our life work. Here is an illustration. A young woman came 

37—Agri. 
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to our college. She ‘wanted to go to school because she wanted to get 

away from the farm. As I said, she came to our college and got inter- 

ested in the dairy work. That was one thing that she could do. She went 

home and told her father that she would take care of the milk and but- 

ter. She did so, and is now selling it in Indianapolis. She is getting 

more pleasure than many a girl that is working in the factory. Of course 

she has to be there on Sunday, but you can’t get anything for nothing. 

She has good health, and is more independent, and is making more money 

than lots of girls that are working on salaries. 

A young man came to our college to get away trom home. He went 

home to make one of the best farmers in the country. So college train- 

ing does do these things. Of course we can’t accomplish much if we do 

not have much to work with. It is not every colt that is trained, and 

bandaged, and fed and slept with that makes the two minute horse. If 

it is not in the colt you can’t get it out. But there isn’t a poor old pelter. 

no matter how stiff and poor, but what if he is bandaged and cared fo1 

and slept with will not go a little faster if he doesn’t fall down and kill 

himself. Occasionally one surprises himself at college. The college train- 

ing is but the commencement to the end. It is not the end. Do not think 

because a man has been to college he knows all there is to know. There 

may be a little more in him, but not as much as there ought to be. If 

a college training isn’t worth getting it is not worth having. If you have 

it is nice to send them. But I do not think it is always wise to do that. 

a son or daughter that wants a college education ‘and you can afford it, 

Most auwyone can get an education by the time they are thirty-eight or 

nine years old. I have been through the mill. Many of you have. If 

a college education is worth having it is worth getting yourself. Earn 

a little today when you are idle, and save it for after awhile when you 

may need it worse. When you want a young man to go to agricultural 

college you must show him the big side of it, the beauties of it. Tell him 

something that he doesn’t know. Show him. how to raise live stock and 

breed cattle, and how to raise corn. Why do they go to college? To get 

something into their heads instead of their hands. They will then have a 

greater interest in the farm. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: One of the strong arguments against the agricultural 

school is this: If we have a bright boy that we have taught to be a prac- 

tical farmer upon the farm, and we send him to agricultural college to get 

an education, we never get him back on the farm. I would like to 

know what per cent. of the college students that take the four years’. 

course go back to the farm? 

Prof. Van Norman: In Indiana I can’t give you the exact figures, 

but we have a very large proportion that go back to the farm. Most 

of the boys that come, own farms of. their own, or are going back to work 

on their father’s farm. I think there were only two men out of nine that — 
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graduated last year that did not go back to the farm. One left because 

he hadn’t any farm; and of course didn’t have anything to go back to, 

and so worked for some one, intending to save enough money to get him- 

self a farm. The other one said that he was not needed at home, so he 

would not settle down immediately, but would travel for a year or two. 

And out of our short course, it is safe to say that ninety-five per cent. 

of the men return to the farms. Last year out of a class of eighty we 

ecouldn’t find five men that wanted a salaried position. In Michigan a 

great many of the boys left the farms. We have established fifty-nine 

colleges inside thirty years, and these have to have teachers trained in 

agricultural schools. Where will you get them if you don’t take the men 

from the farm with a college training? The city man will not do. Is it 

any disgrace that the man who has this training chooses to take a salaried 

position instead of coming back to the farm? Perhaps he can make more 

money out of the position than he could under conditions at home. The 

records of all agricultural colleges show that a large proportion of the 

students go into strictly agricultural pursuits. There is no education to- 

day that is so broad no matter whether a person intends to be a farmer, 

a doctor, a lawyer, or an engineer. President Thompson, of the Uni- 

versity of Ohio, says ‘that he would advise any person to take an agri- 

cultural course no matter what profession he expects to enter, because of 

the broad foundation given. 

The cream of the farm has been leaving it, because the fathers and 

mothers are running down the farm. They don’t see anything in it them- 

selves. They have not seen any of the largeness of the farm, and they 

need not be surprised when the boys want to leave it to broaden their 

horizon. Two years ago there were six colleges looking for teachers, and 

this is pretty tempting when a boy can’t get along with his father. These 

conditions tend to drive boys into the salaried positions. I will go back 

to my former statement. A large per cent. of the boys go back,to the 

farms. I expect that Mr. Latta has had twelve or fifteen calls for men 

within the Jast six months, and we have not had three men to send. 

Why? Because they had farms at home and preferred to go there. 

Prof. Latta: Out of the senior class of nine men every one went back 

on the farm except two of the boys, and they did not have farms to go 

back to, so they worked for other men. 

A Delegate: Why is it that the colleges ask only for farmers’ boys 

to attend these colleges? Take the medical schools. They do not ask 

for just sons of doctors, but they ask for any one. Why don’t the 

other colleges try to get other boys? 

Prof. Van Norman: The facts in the case are these. The colleges 

make no distinction. They cater to the farmer, because they expect to 

find among one thousand farmers more beys for their colleges than from 
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any other class of men. They do ask for other boys, and I hardly think 

it right to say that the agricultural colleges ask only for the farmers’ 

sons. We had one boy that came with his father who was in a profes- 

sion to ask about the school. He asked me what the opportunities were. 

I told him and they were satisfied. He went to work with a will. I 

tell you it is surprising because more people do not see the opportunities. 

Prof. Hedrick: In answer to the previous question why the boys 

do not return to the farms. Dr. Benton took occasion to look up the 

statistics in this regard, in regard to men in different lines. In the 

University of Michigan he found a large per cent. of our students re- 

turned to the farms—a larger per cent. than the percentage of lawyers 

that were educated in the law course. More boys go back to the farms 

than doctors remain in practice after they have been educated along this 

line. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: I would like to ask a question. In taking a boy 

who has eight years in the common school, four years in the high 

school, and four in the agricultural school—in each year for nine or ten 

months—now doesn’t that unfit him for the life on the farm? Isn’t that 

too much mental training for his physical training? Don’t you think our 

children on the farm would get more out of six months’ training under 

these conditions than out of eight or ten? 
/ 

Prof. Van Norman: Well my answer to that is, when we have enough 

of these people whom you are willing to spare from the farm to furnish 

enough teachers in the schools, the schools will be so taught as to show 

the boys and girls the large side of the farm, and during their vacation 

they will take home an interest, and will see the farm side of things, 

instead of running down and complaining of the work. At that time we 

will have such teachers in the high schools, but we can not have such 

conditions until we have enough teachers. We can’t have these condi- 

tions in less than ten years, for it will take ten years to prepare the men. 

If you think that the boys are getting too much schooling send them up 

to the University to take the short course. I want to give you an illus- 

tration. A young man said to me in Chicago. “Did you see the Berk- 

shire that won the prize?’ Now this boy had picked the hog that won 

the prize, and he told me that he would never have picked that one except 

for the training he had got at our college. The things he learned there 

enabled him to pick out the prize winning sow in that show. You all 

know what this show is. It is the greatest stock show, greatest fat 

stock show in the world. 

Mr. Flick: Do the farmers’ girls attend school, and if so, how many 

go back to the farm? 
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Prof. Van Norman: I might say that the best student I ever had was 

a girl. She could do her work better, she mastered the theory, and got 

the practice better than any man I ever had in a class, and she went back 

to the farm. She made only one mistake according to my mind, and that © 

was that she didn’t marry the best farmer in the class. (Laughter.) I 

wasn’t in the same class. 

Mr. Flick: Do the colleges offer any course to girls? 

Prof. Van Norman: They offer the same course as to the men. Let 

me be plain. The Hoosier girls are not quite awake to their oppor- 

tunities. Only yesterday a girl from New York wrote me that she was 

coming to take a course in our college, as she was preparing to take 

charge of the farm that had come to her recently. She comes not on 

account of the recommendation of a farmer, but upon the recommenda- 

tion of a college president, who is her uncle. The girls are taught on the 

same plane as the boys. ¢ 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: They are offering the dollars to the girls the same 

as to the boys. 

Prof. Latta: The next speaker comes from one of dur colleges in a 

sister state, and when I was there I was proud of it, and said it was the 

best, but since I am not connected with it now, but connected with 

another, I am only willing to concede that it is one of the best. Prof. U. 

P. Hedrick, of the Agricultural College of Michigan, will now speak to you 

on “Opportunities for Those Who are Specially Trained.” 

Prof. U. P. Hedrick: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen.—In order. 

that I might give you the facts in the most concise manner possible, I 

have written them, so I will read my address. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THOSE WHO ARE SPECIALLY TRAINED. 

What are the opportunities for trained men in agriculture? Is the 

future for such men full or devoid of hope. We all grant that men must 

be trained for any business or any industry and our question, there- 

fore, should take a turn. We must ask as to the future of agriculture. 

Is it dead, or at a standstill? Or is it alive, progressive and inspiring? 

These questions are of prime interest for you and me, for we want to 

know what is in the future for the occupation in which we have cast our 

lives. 

We are making progress in agriculture. A most wonderful progress. 

But the mere fact of progress is of little importance unless we can 

get at the reasons for it and so be enabled to add to the progression. May 

we not advantageously take stock of our improvements in recent years; 
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then seek for the reasons for their coming; then determine what special 

training has done for agriculture in the nearby past and what it may 

do for the occupation and for the man in it in the future. 

If in taking account of our many improvements in agriculture we 

group together and classify, we shall find— : 

First. That in recent years, agriculture, the cultivation of the soil, 

has become divided into several special industries. A quarter of a century 

ago fruit growing, truck farming, dairying, and animal husbandry as 

special industries did not exist. All were combined under the general 

head of farming. It is not too much to say that the division has com- 

pletely revolutionized agriculture, and to its great betterment. Prepara- 

tion of land, tillage, fertilizing the soil, the handling of breeds of animals 

and varieties of plants, all are better done now under specialization than 

formerly. : : 

Second. We shall name as the second most important development of 

agriculture the great improvement of agricultural implements and the 

invention of many, many labor-saving devices. Nor need I stop to enu- 

merate to any intelligent audience the innumerable devices and machines 

that have come to lighten and lessen the labor of the farm. An old 

writer, who wrote from the farm, exclaims in a burst of enthusiasm: 

“Blessed be agriculture!’ and then adds, with thoughts of the spade, the 

hoe, the fork, the rake, the scythe, and the sickle, ‘if one does not have 

too much of it.”’ Hand tools are now nearly all gone. Machines take their 

places. We are not now likely to get the old man’s ‘“‘too much of it.” 

Third. We grow mary new types of plants and have many new 

breeds of animals. I can not discuss them all, but since my work is horti- 

culture permit me to speak briefly of the new types of fruit. Within the 

memory of middle-aged men, the culture of the raspberry, blackberry, 

dewberry, gooseberry, and cranberry has come into existence. From one 

or two sorts of grapes and native pulms half a century ago, we have ad- 

vanced to as many hundred sorts. So much from the wild fruits of the 

woods in a half century! What may we expect in the future from others 

now coming into cultivation? Many foreign plants and fruits have come 

to us in recent years. Russia, China, and Japan have contributed most. 

Many of these have proved good in themselves, but their numerous and 

variable progeny, better adapted to our conditions, promise still greater 

rewards. 

Fourth. There has been a great increase in the number of varieties 

of our cultivated plants. So great is the number of new sorts that we may 

say that our fruits, farm crops and vegetables are not those of our fathers. 

Old people love to tell us that the new products are no better than those 

of their day. But surely it may be said that they are good, that they 

serve new and more demands, that they have widened the field of agri- 

eulture, and that, in general, the tendency is toward betterment, and that 

is the main thing, 
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Fifth. Great progress has been made in the extension of agricultural 

regions. Corn and all tender plants grow farther north than formerly. 

Pear culture has become profitable in the south by reason of the Kieffer 

pear and its related sorts. Munson’s grapes have extended grape cul- 

ture. Peaches are more widely grown than formerly. These, and the 

extension in the animal industries are so obvious, that the subject needs 

no further application, 

Sixth. Spraying and the treatment of plant diseases have completely 

revolutionized some phases of agriculture in our day. The potato bug, 

chinch bug, Hessian fly, the scale insects and other pests threatened 

the very existence of some crops. We now successfully check all. There 

is certainty and assurance now where before was chance and luck. We 

no longer fear the insiduous and often invisible foes that once threatened 

our industry, and the knowledge and power came at a time when there 

was fear and dismay to inspire hope and to give courage. 

Seventh. We are making great progress in the handling and in the 

.marketing of agricultural produce. This is especially true in such in- 

dustries as dairying, poultry raising, fruit growing and truck gardening— 

industries having to do with perishable products. In olden days all such 

products went to market in bulk, poorly packed, unattractive, and unfit 

for long transportation. Now there are special package industries. Quick 

transportation has brought together the oceans, and, aided by refrigera- 

tion, has united the continents. We now have countries for markets 

where formerly we had counties. 

Highth. The rise of cold storage, canning, preserving, and eyap- 

orating establishments makes a market for products that not long 

since must have gone to waste. In seasons of overproduction, the sales 

of products prepared by some of the above establishments means profit 

where otherwise there would have been loss. It would be difficult to say 

whether the direct products of plant growth or the products of animal 

life has been most benefited by these new economic uses of agricultural 

produce. In this connection, special attention should be called to the 

enormous increase in the kinds and quantities of cereal foods. 

Ninth. As the new economic uses just mentioned came into being, 

new breeds of animals and new yarieties of plants spring into existence 

to serve the: new wants. The sciences of animal and of plant breeding 

have given us products of such a diversity of uses that we are led to 

expect that all possible wants may be met by new varieties in like man- 

ner. No other phase of agriculture gives greater promise to the trained 

agriculturist than the breeding of plants, and the breeding of animals. 

Tenth. The up-to-date agriculturist now studies economics. There 

has always been too great a margin between the amount received by 

the producer and the amount paid by the consumer. Organization, market 

and crop reports, storage and quick transportation facilities have sub- 

Saiaily, and permanently reduced this margin. The agriculturists have 
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learned well, too, the law of cost of production. They know well that 

the locality having advantages of soil, climate, transportation and labor 

over another locality or county can drive the latter out of the markets, 

and, that for example, it would be folly for a man to grow peaches in 

Indiana when that fruit can be produced cheaper in Michigan, or corn 

in Michigan that can be grown, for most part, cheaper in Indiana or 

Illinois. 

Eleventh. And lastly, I may say that many old methods have fallen 

out of use; and still other improved ones than those above named have 

become established; and that many, many others are in the process of 

abandonment or of adoption. 

What is the explanation of these mighty changes? How comes it that 

the giant that tills the soil is thus awakening? Formerly a matter of 

digging and delving in monotonous routine in connection with farm work 

and in accordance with rules handed down from generation to generation, 

agriculture and its several branches are now rounding into resourceful, 

stable industries founded on businesslike systems and on scientifie prin- 

ciples. : 

Is it not true that a half century ago the tiller of the soil availed 

himself but little of the advantages of science and of education? There 

were few or no specially trained agriculturists. And is it not true.that 

at the present time and coincident with the progress in agriculture which 

- I have so briefly sketched, men in all departments of agriculture have 

seized every advantage to develop their facilities; in short, that the 

farmer has become conscious of the meaning and value of educa- 

tion? If we contrast our present agriculture with that of a half century 

ago, Shall we not say that the difference is mainly due to the greater 

influence of science now than then? Brain takes the place of brawn. And 

when we see how, daily, competition is making the adoption of scientific 

methods more general than necessary, we shall rightly infer that success 

in agriculture soon will be impossible without a competent knowledge of 

the sciences having to do with the industry and without special training 

in the arts of agriculture. 

With this brief glimpse of the achievements of the trained agri- 

culturists in recent years, let us glance for a moment at the means of 

training now at the command of the farmer and which half a century 

ago did not exist—means, I believe, which have, in large measure, brought 

about the marvelous growth which we have been discussing. 

At a meeting of the American Pomological Society held just after the 

war, it was a matter of pride and of rejoicing that there were over a 

dozen horticultural societies in the Union. Now there are nearly that 

many national societies in prosperous existence, devoted to horticultural 

interests alone, nearly a hundred to represent states and geographical dis- 

triets, while local organizations run well up toward a thousand. I take it 

that societies have multiplied and thrived in all the special industries of 

agriculture just as they have in horticulture. 
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Within a half century fifty or more agricultural colleges and nearly 

as many experiment stations have been founded and the sentiment among 

farmers has changed from sneering derision and half-hearted toleration to 

hearty and loyal support. Within the same length of time, the United 

States Department of Agriculture has risen from a Bureau for the distri- 

bution of congressional favors to a mighty power for good in agricultural 

work. 
More agricultural books have been written in the past decade—good 

ones, too—than in any century preceding. Agricultural papers have in- 

creased enormously in numbers and in usefulness. \ 

The farmers’ institute is still an infant—scarcely in its teens—but it is 

a goodly child, and, fed by popular sentiment, is growing and is now a 

tower of strength to agriculture. 

I can but mention other forces, as the Grange, Farmers’ Clubs, Home 

Reading Courses, University Extension Work, and Nature Study. Nearly 

all of these are of recent growth and all have been a means of training 

and of education to the farmer. 

I thus set before you the facts as to what training has done in the 

immediate past as the best means of illustrating what the opportunities 

are for those who are now thinking of training themselves for agriculture. 

I want also to hush up any statement or any thought “that education 

for the farmer is all bosh,’” as we sometimes hear from those who have 

mighty little or none of it. And now, with your minds filled with the 

achievements and facts of education and training, I want to briefly dis- 

cuss the methods and needs of agricultural training. 

Searcely any two men agree as to how the farmer’s son or the farmer 

himself should be educated. If we suppose that the training is to be given 

at an agricultural college, one man says that such a school] should teach 

practical agriculture—how to plow, till, prune, milk, bind, and mow— 

to earn one’s bread by the sweat of the brow. A second wants a school 

of science to teach botany, chemistry and the like. One wants the school 

to support itself. Another insists that it should not compete with the 

farmer in selling produce and should therefore be endowed. A third 

wants an experimental farm and a fourth says the model farm is the 

thing. 

The divergencies arise, in the main, however, from two points of view, 

namely as to whether the advocate favors the science.the most or gives 

his preference to the art of farming. We come now to a discussion of 

these two issues. 

The difference between erudition, that is, mere book learning, and true 

education, is nowhere better illustrated than in the study of agriculture. 

“Hrudition,” says Herbert Spencer, “is knowledge gained from books. 

Education is erudition put in action—is knowledge plus practice.” Now 

the student of agriculture, in college or out, should seek not alone the 
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knowledge in the books, and not alone practice in the field, but both. 

Head and hands must be developed together. Only when practice is thus 

joined to the science can the highest results be attained. 

What can the farmer get from books? What should science teach 

him? Not facts alone, for in themselves they are worth but little. We 

memorize them and then forget them. Moreover, we tire of them and 

facts awaken in us no interest nor enthusiasm, and they often create dis- 

like where should be delight and pleasure. No, science and the books 

should give us principles and we should then learn how to apply them. 

We should learn why we till; why we prune; how plants feed; the laws of 

plant and animal breeding; the influence of climate, of environment, the 

evolution of plants and animals. Give dignity and respect to agriculture 

by making it a science. Let the scientific spirit permeate our occupa- 

tion. 

should deepen and broaden his intellect; should open his eyes; should en- 

kindle enthusiasm; should teach habits of thought, of observation and in- 

vestigation; it should give him greater mental stature, for the mind, like 

the body, grows with exercise. It should make him more accurate in his 

judgment, more cautious in generalization, more self-reliant, and more 

alert and fruitful ini his investigations. 

Coming to agriculture as an art, we find that many take the wrong — 

view. They consider the best training in agriculture to be apprentice 

work. Now, apprenticeship, so the great teacher tells us, does not truly 

educate a man. The master says, ‘do so and so; the rule is such and 

such; beueve and ask no questions.” This begets an attitude of submis- 

sion to dogmatic teaching. It puts rule, authority, and personal experience 

ahead of inquiry, reason and science. The apprentice is not often a stu- 

dent, and he is apt to be narrow, opinionated, selfish, unprogressive and to 

lack self-reliance. The apprentice seldom learns how to use time well. 

He works his ten hours; after supper he lights his pipe and goes to 

town. He throws away golden hours that the true student would spend 

with books and plants. 

No, the training in agriculture should not be that which the apprentice 

gets. It should be such that mind and hand are trained. It is well said 

that “The man who relies solely on his hands is a beast of burden.” We 

should expect that the apprentice could set more grafts, plow more. 

acres, cut more grain, and turn a straighter furrow, but we should want 

a well trained man to manage a farm. No, mere skill with the hands 

is not the great thing in agricultural education. It is of far less im- 

portance than inspiration, interest, enthusiasm and the will to work. 

I have not yet specifically mentioned the opportunities for men trained 

for agricultural work. Now, shall I do so? Opportunities innumerable 

lie along the lines in which we are now making progress, and which 

we have discussed somewhat. Agriculture is growing through the work 

Such training in agriculture should make a man more of a man;, 

ee 
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of trained men. It is impossible to state where and when an opportunity 

may be seized. It is beyond the power of man to tell what proportion 

agriculture is to assume in the future, or in what direction it is to de- 

velop most. We are safe, it seems to me, in saying that the impetus to 

agriculture we are now feeling is but the beginning and that the next 

fifty years will show even greater changes than we have seen in the past 

half century. 

Possibly it may be well to point out some of the phases of agricultural 

work which seems prominent and promising at the present time for those 

who seek an active and earnest career in agriculture. I do not wish to 

unduly emphasize the horticultural posibilities in agriculture, but I know 

you will pardon my calling special attention to the commanding and grow- 

ing importance of fruit growing, truck farming, floriculture, and landscape 

gardening. One needs only to compare the last available statistics of 

these industries with those of any previous period to realize the growth 

being made and the opportunities they offer. It is the same, I know, with 

dairying, animal husbandry, poultry raising, and general farming. For 

those lacking capital to start a business of their own, and inclining 

toward the professions in agriculture, if we may so call them, the agri- 

cultural colleges, the experiment stations, the United States Department 

of Agriculture, and the agricultural press are all seeking trained men. 

Those of us‘having to do with these phases of agriculture know that the 

supply is nowhere equal to the demand. I know now of seven yacant 

college and station positions in horticulture, and three places in the 

United States Department of Agriculture, paying from $600 to $1,800 per 

annum, and it is doubtful if men of the right quality can be found to fill 

them. The lack is not in opportunities, but in men well enough trained 

to take advantage of existing opportunities. 

Will it pay to train oneself for a career in agriculture? Will sell- 

ing merchandise pay? Will preaching pay? You answer at once that 

it depends on the man. And so with the man with special training in 

agriculture. A man with the three I’s, intelligence, industry and interest, 

will find that it pays to train himself in agriculture. The man without 

these, and with but little of the art of agriculture and but a smattering 

of the science, can hardly make it pay. Above all, a lazy man, or the 

man who thinks his training is the ‘whole thing,’ can not make it pay. 

To succeed, the trained man must be a worker. He must remember that 

always “the weakest goes to the wall,” and that, as in other industries, 

one ‘‘must fish, cut bait, or get ashore.” Again, he must be in earnest, 

and must be in love with his work. 

“No profit grows where no pleasure is ta’en,” 

And “the labor we delight in physics pain.” 

The trained men with these qualifications can more than make agriculture 

pay. 
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But there is more than money in the career of the trained agri- 

culturist. There is, or should be, much pleasure in it. I can not con- 

ceive of a more pleasant vocation, for instance, than that of the plant 

breeder. He turns sour and bitter fruits into sweet; he makes hard 

fruits soft; he changes the natural green of the wild fruit to crimson and 

gold; he makes two plants grow in the field where one grew before; he 

takes the thorns from the rose and the berry bushes; he doubles the 

pink, increases the fragrance of the violet, and adds color to the daffodil. 

Moreover, he is a true benefactor, for with his magic he brings forth new 

types and new varieties and gives to the laborer of these days comforts 

which a king could not have purchased a century ago. The men who 

make silks and paint pictures put their wares in the palaces and cathe- 

drals. Few there be that see them. The man who creates new fruits 

and flowers, calls to the weary throng, ““‘Whosoever will may come,” to 

be refreshed and cheered. 

Then, too, there is much for the moral life in agriculture. More than 

in any other industry a man puts his mind and soul into his handiwork, 

and materializes them into plants and fruits and flowers. Growing things 

give a charm to the home and keep a man there. They fill one with glad- 

ness and there is small place in the wholesome life of the farmer for the 

devil to hateh his evil brood of anarchy, thievery, jobbery and meanness. 

The Almighty made the first man perfect, and set him to tend the gar- 

den. After Adam had consorted with Eve and the serpent, and had 

sinned and fallen, he quit our profession and turned builder. Growing 

plants bring us in touch with goodness and beauty and set our thoughts 

in accord with true and noble things. a 

In closing, I want to say just a word in regard to our agricultural 

colleges. I shall not say much or go into details, for I realize that for 

most of you, college days are past. Neither do I want to seem to dis- 

parage other means of agricultural training by dwelling on college courses. 

I only want to say that our agricultural colleges stand for the improve- 

ment of agriculture, and the making of men through education. The 

Michigan Agricultural College, and your own institution, I am sure, name 

with pride trained agriculturists who have attained distinction in the 

State or Nation. Out of the right stuff the agricultural colleges can 

make the best of agriculturists. They can make men, too. Manhood first, 

livelihood second. 

(Applause.) 

Prof. Latta: We are now ready for any questions that you may wish 

to ask. 

Mrs. Meredith: I would like to say a word in regard to how special 

training touches so many phases of life in town. A young man in Chi- 

cago who has charge of the boys sent from the Works—they are taken 

away from their home—is helping them in their work, and is having 
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them work with plants, digging the ground, etc. That young man is a 

good Christian young man, but the training that he had in an agri- 

cultural college, in the horticultural department, is the thing that gives 

him the power to influence the boys. I want to say here also that a 

number of reformatories for women are finding that if they want to do 

the bad women any good they must get them out of doors away from 

the prison walls, out in the fields, and they are taking them out in the 

fields and letting them dig with their hands. There have been calls again 

for women to take charge of such as these. So you can see how this 

education touches all phases of life and is a refining principle. That is 

an important thing, : : 

I want to speak of securing positions. I know a number of places 

‘where women with training can take positions as supervisors. These 

positions are open for trained men and women. 

Mr. Williams: I would like to ask one question. I would like to know 

what the direct influence of the agricultural colleges are upon the general 

agriculture of the country, both directly and through agricultural papers 

or bulletins. How much benefit are we deriving from them when we 

are not directly connected with colleges? 

Prof. Hedrick: This is a hard question to answer. It is my opinion 

that the agricultural colleges have been the chief factor for the last fifty 

years in the wonderful progress that agriculture has made. That is about 

as near as I can answer the question. Think of the books that have been 

written, experiments that have been carried on and the work that has 

been done in the departments of agriculture—all along progressive lines— 

and it has been done by men educated in egricultural colleges. I think 

you will say that my statement is not too broad. I believe the work done 

by the agricultural colleges is the strongest force that is moving agri- 

culture forward at the present time. There are many things that I might 

mention here, but time will not permit. - ; 

Mr. Williams: To what extent are these agricultural teachings per- 

meating the country? 

Prof. Hedrick: I am sure agricultural education is finding lodgment 

in every nook and corner of the land. In one way or another it reaches 

almost every farmer in the land, if not every farmer. 

Prof. Van Norman: I want to say another word on this question. 

Of course we always discuss the father’; place and-the boys’ and girls’ 

place, and that is the way with you people. I want to say this, leaving 

out for the moment the experiment station side of it. There was a 

young man graduated in the college just before I did, and he went back 

to the farm. He came back to the college one day and the professors 

asked him how he was getting along. He said that he was getting along 
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all right, but that since he had been to. college all the neighbors asked 

what they should do about things. They consulted him ahout everything. 

This was pretty big for a young man of twenty-one. This simply goes 

to show how much the community expects of a young man who has had 

the opportunity to finish in an agricultural school. Not long since I 

learned that he was now a member of the Legislature. 

Right in our own State a young man from our college cured thirty- 

two cases of milk fever among milch cows. This is one of the most 

dreaded diseases. It took training and common sense to do things of this. 

kind. Look at all of the experiments and tests that have been worked 

out. They are one of the commercial results of education in agricultural 

schools. I know a man that went on a farm at a salary of four thou- 

sand dollars He increased the value of the productions on the farm the 

first year over seven thousand dollars. Of course it was a large farm. 

And he was a man of large ability. It was simply his college training 

that put him into this. 

Mrs. Meredith spoke of the folks that were leaving the farm. Look 

at men like Joe Burton who has apples and pears when other men fail. 

He sprays. He uses his head along with his hands. Look at Morrell, 

the peach man. He ecarefully cultivated the ground, took every weed 

out, cut every branch, so when the frosts came a few years ago and the 

peach crop was ruined, he had a good crop. Why? Because he had thor- 

oughly studied the matter. He did not have an extra branch to be sup- 

ported, or a twig to take the nourishment and the vitality, and it had 

enough vitality to stand what the others couldn’t. Look at the men: who 

take the cattle to Chicago. There are thousands of men feeding steers 

over the country, but they do not turn out such steers as Carrick does. 

Take the cream at my own dairy. I have used cream seven days old. 

This was because we understood how to handle the milk. We averaged 

more than twice what the usual average is. Take the boys and girls 

that want to teach in the district schools. I will go tomorrow to a 

teachers’ institute and deliver a lecture on “The Country School and its 

Relation to Farm Life.’”’ Suppose that superintendent turns around and 

says: “We want a young man like that for our high school. Where 

can we get one?’ I could not tell him where. One of our teachers was 

asked the same question last week. We have the apparatus. What we 

want is the men and women. Such people as these are needed anywhere 

on the farm. 

Prof. Latta: We do not want to hear any more from our college peo- 

ple until we have heard from the others. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I never went to college an hour in my life. But I 

want to say that I see the benefits of a college education. Mr. Van Deman 

has told us how we learn so much. I come to the Farmers’ Institutes 

to learn something, and then go home and practice it. We have sixty 
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thousand people in Allen County, and sometimes we have only sixty in 

some of these meetings. Do we get any benefit? Certainly. Twenty years 

ago we raised twenty bushels of corn. Now we average forty. What is 

the cause? Agricultural education. By what? _ People going to agri- 

cultural institutes, hear what the different men have to say, go home and 

try it, and the man who doesn’t go to the institute looks over the fence 

and copies how it is done. This is like bread cast upon the water. It 

will return in large quantities. 

Prof. Van Deman: It is certainly a fact that is being recognized all 

over the country, that the man who tills the soil has one of the most 

elevated callings in the world. I think it is the most elevated calling. 

And should we go into a life work like this without training, without 

a special education, and a special preparation? It is unreasonable to 

think of such a thing. I had to get what I know by digging it right out 

of the soil, and getting what I could out of books. We are glad you are 

working on this great subject of getting the best results out of the country 

life. Certainly we haye a wonderful problem. 

Now I remember two cases that are in point in this general discussion 

with regard to the knowledge which one will have by having an agricul- 

tural education. When I was teaching in Kansas, in the agricultural col- 

lege there in the 70’s there was a certain young man in the class, we 

had thirty-five young men and women in the same class. There was one 

young man whose aim was to be a lawyer, and after three or four days 

he came to me after the close of the day and said, ‘Professor, I wish 

you would excuse me from taking those lectures in practical horticulture. 

You know I wish to be a lawyer.” I told him that I knew tb*t. He went 

on and said, “I feel that I am wasting my time and that ] do not need 

these lectures.” I said to him, ‘Mr. Wood, don’t you expect to have a 

home some day when you are through college, and are a lawyer living in 

town?’ He said, “Yes, | am very likely to.” I said, “If you are going 

to have a home you want to know how to beautify that home, and to 

take care of it, and you need this training.’ Well that was a new 

thought to him, and so I told him to come back in a week and talk to me. 

In two or three days he was back in the classroom, and he told me 

that he didn’t have any more to say. 

There was a young lady in the class taking a course, in fact there 

were quite a number of young ladies in that class, and among ‘other 

things we were taking grafting. They took it along with the rest of 

the class. Several years after this at one of our institutes I met one of 

these young ladies and she said to me, “I suppose you never thought I 

‘would ever make any use of that grafting, but I have and I would not 

have missed it for anything.” They thought this practical information 

had been of great benefit to them. Of course grafting was only one of 

the many things that were taught during the term. 7 
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I certainly think it is a very proper thing for everyone to have a 

good, thorough training at some agricultural college. 

Mr. Widney: I would like to add one word in regard to the prac-— 

tical part of the bulletins that are sent out from the station. It was my 

misfortune not to have the opportunity to go to college, and to get a 

college education, but I consider that from these bulletins I have had 

an opportunity which is about equal to that given by a correspondence 

school. From these I have gained a great deal. There are several modes 

of education, and one is practical experience. I would like to say to 

those who are starting out in the horticultural world, that to me prac- 

tical experience has been the most expensive thing I have ever had. I 

would also say to anyone who is considering going into this line, by all 

means commence at some agricultural college, and get the benefit of the 

experience of others. 

There is one thing I wish to say about Mr. Morrell’s peach orchard. 

Some of my friends are here. I started out in the fruit culture on that 

line. I believe if there was any man proud I was over my orchard five or 

six years ago. I hoed it once a week regularly as clockwork. Along 

came a hard winter. I had gone to the extreme. My next experience was 

digging out those plum trees and throwing them over back of the barn. 

This was extreme cultivation carried to an extreme. We admit we went 

too far. We cultivated them to the very best of our ability, and so I. 

advise anyone who is thinking of doing this class of work, to go to school. 

I would have been dollars ahead if I had shut up and quit business and 

gone to an agricultural school. 

Mr. Van Norman: A man in doing this class of work must have all 

the conditions right. This man had the other training that went with it. 

There are so many of these conditions that must be handled together it 

takes such a big head to get them all right at the same time. 

Prof. Latta: We have a great many young men and women in our 

college but we can’t prepare them fast enough to meet the demand that 

will grow rapidly in the near future. Mark it if it does not fall true. 

Now I thought it best not to diverge from the main line to answer Mr. 

Stanley’s question, but we will come to his question when we are talk- 

ing of strawberries tomorrow. Tomorrow morning we will give the entire 

session to the strawberry unless we finish it in less time. The afternoon 

will be devoted to the apple. Please bear this in mind, as they are 

practical subjects by practical men of intensely practical means. 
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WEDNESDAY MORNING SESSION. 

Prof. Latta: The hour has come for calling this meeting together. 

I will ask Mr. Talbert, of Albion, to lead us in the invocation. The 

audience will please stand during the prayer. 

Rey. Talbert: Our dear Heavenly Father, we come before thy pres- 

ence this morning to invoke thy blessing upon us. We thank thee for 

those present here this morning, and for the meeting that has been in 

progress here, and we pray that thy blessings may rest upon us. We are 

conscious that we need thy help, for we have learned that every good 

and perfect gift cometh from above, and is from the Father of Life. 

“We pray thee that thou wilt give us wisdom in the work that is before 

us, that we may better our conditions and the conditions of mankind in 

general. Bless the officers of this meeting, and those who have it under 

their direction. We pray that the influence may go out over the entire 

State of Indiana, that the influence of this meeting may be carried from 

one side of the State to the other, and that an interest may be awakened 

all over this great State of Indiana along the lines of agriculture and 

horticulture. We pray that thy blessings may rest upon the meeting, 

upon the speakers, and upon this entire town and vicinity. God grant 

that thy blessings may rest upon all of us. All this we ask, for Christ’s 

sake. Amen. 

Prof. Latta: It is not very inspiring for a speaker to address a hand- 

ful of people, but I want to remind the speakers who are on duty this 

morning, and especially the one who is to open, that we are reminded of 

the words of the bible: “Ye are the salt of the earth; ye are the light of 

the world.” And it is a common expression of mine at our institutes when 

we gather there with a handful of people and there ought to be one or 

two hundred, or more, I simply say, ‘‘Friends, here is the salt of the 

earth, so we will begin.” We must not feel discouraged over such things, 

although we can not help feeling disappointed that there are so many not 

here that might be here to their own profit, and to our mutual good. So 

I would have the speaker remember that he is talking to the leaders, who 

will think, and apply reasons. Take courage; be of good cheer. I learned 

years ago in this institute work not to be discouraged. 1 am often dis- 

appointed, but not discouraged, because if one will permit it, it is easy to 

find occasion for discouragement, and to sit down and say, ‘I will not 

try any longer.” This is a good work, and we are co-operating with the 

farmer, and good will come from every good work and every good word. 

You may rest as sure of it as that the sun is shining. We must have 

faith in the ultimate outcome of our work. 

We will take so much of the morning as may be necessary for the dis- 

cussion of the strawberry, and after we have disposed of that subject 

38—Agri. 
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we will perhaps have a,medley of subjects which will be of interest to 

the practical fruit grower, toward the close of this session. The first sub- 

ject this morning is “The Methods of Planting and Culture,” by Mr. 

Grossman, a practical fruit grower, whom most of you know. Please re- 

member that we have an opportunity for an informal discussion, so 

please follow closely so that you may ee your mite of experience 

when he is through. 

J. C. Grossman: Mr. Chairman.—Rather than being embarrassed I am 

congratulating myself that there is not a larger crowd here than there 

is, for I was placed on this program against my express wish. I have 

been called upon so many times to speak before the same audience that 

almost everyone has heard me over and over again. I can’t tell anything 

very new, but nevertheless I will occupy a portion of the time, but not 

the twenty minutes allotted to me. It will not take me that long to tell 

what I have to say. 

Mr. Van Deman told you yesterday that the strawberry could be 

grown on any of the cultivated soils in the United States, and I believe 

that this is true. There is not a place in the United States where a crop 

can not be cultivated and grown but where the strawberry can be grown, 

more or less successfully. That success will depend to a great extent 

upon the man, the individual, and his methods of caring for his straw- 

berries. Now before taking up the methods of planting and culture, 

the first thing we want to think about is the soil, and the preparation of 

the soil. I always endeavor, and I would endeavor if I had a large 

farm, to select a soil that could be easily worked and easily kept in good 

culture, and rich. There is quite a difference in soils. I have been ac- 

customed to working in a sandy loam, and never have worked in a 

clay soil, so I would not understand it. A gentleman here has it, and he 

no doubt will take up the discussion of this and tell us about his methods. 

I have the land well fertilized, put on a heavy coat of manure in the 

fall, possibly before the ground freezes. This soil or land should be 

cultivated years previous to this planting. I prefer to have some green 

crop on the land, in the fall, and cover it with manure. This makes it 

easy to cultivate and makes it fertile. I plow deep, but not deep enough 

to turn up a heavy coat of subsoil, but down to that, and it has also 

been my custom to cultivate thoroughly before planting. I drag the 

ground, and then harrow it, lapping one-half. I harrow it five or six 

times, or eight if necessary. I get the ground thoroughly fine and com- 

pact, and usually leave it stand two or three days, and possibly a week 

on account of the moisture. The ground was unusually dry this spring 

and we could not get to work early on account of the late spring. I 

worked in the field until the first of June, but I was careful to get the 

ground thoroughly fine, and compact. There was not a clod to be found. 

Under these conditions I can control the weeds. There is not a weed to 

be found in the patch at the present time, and I have not done any culti- 
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yating except yesterday for three or four weeks, and I could carry in my 

hand all there was in the patch. I prefer long, straight rows, therefore 

we make them long and straight, so we can hoe them, and we make the 

rows the same distance apart so that we will not have to change the 

cultivator in turning into the next row. And if you have an awkward 

horse he will not step on so many plants. Therefore I am careful in 

‘that respect. 

I do not plant strawberries on a large scale, so my methods will not 

answer for the person that wishes to plant on a large scale. That would 

not do if you were rushed. My methods could not be used if you were 

planting five or six acres. You would have to use quicker methods than 

I do. I mark out a line perfectly true, and have a wedge-shaped spade 

made for the purpose, ‘this leaves a wedge-shaped hole that is narrow 

at the bottom, and does not leave any air space. I am careful to spread 

the roots out fan shape, and not leave an air space at the bottom. Of 

course it takes longer than some take in setting plants, but I haven’t the 

ground to plant very extensively, and I have time to get all my plants 

planted very carefully and easily, so I use this method. My average is 

usually about one acre, and sometimes one-half acre. But I have the 

satisfaction of knowing after the plants are set, that I will have a stand, 

and a good stand if the plants are in good condition when I set them 

out. I aim to have the plants fresh, if possible, and take one plant at 

a time, and put it in, and put in the dry dirt, and this fresh dirt when 

watered will lay up ‘against the roots, and make it compact around the 

roots, and I have no trouble in having plants to live. I put about a 

quart of water about each plant. If I have the soil soaked thoroughly 

and dry upon the surface, I do not care for a dry season. My plants 

will stand it all right. 

Of course there are other methods of setting plants. There is one 

method that is possibly better, but I have not tried it. It sounds very 

reasonable. That is of using the method that Mr. Kellogg recommends. 

He has a “litter.” It is a cone-shaped affair that he uses. I ordered 

one of these instruments once, but never got it. 

Prof. Troop: I have one, but I never use it. They are not practical. 

Mr. Kellogg states that he does not manufacture them any more. 

Mr. Grossman: I never did use one, and I never saw one used, but 

I think that one of my neighbors has one. I have intended to go over 

and see him use it, but I did not have time to investigate it. There 

is another method that I think is quicker. A spade of the natural 

length is used, and a short handle is attached, so that the person can set 

ahead of himself. The handle should be about ten or twelve inches long, 

then you can set ahead: There are four systems of planting. The hill 

system is very good. I have heard people who used to use that method 

say that they had abandoned it, for the reason that the plants would 
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heave in the winter time. In pianting by the hill system they usually 

plant about two and one-half, or two feet apart, or you can plant eighteen 

inches and have the rows farther apart, but the usual method is to plant 

in the hill and cultivate both ways. 

Prof. Latta: Is that your method? 

Mr. Grossman: No, it is not my method. I never used it. The 

hedge row system is the system that is reeommended by a great number of 

people in this vicinity. This is one of the best methods if you have time 

to do the work. It takes more work than the others, because you have 

to keep the runners off during the summer. The rows should be from 

thirty inches to thirty-two, to three feet, according to the wish, but if you 

have them two and one-half feet, and then plant the hills two and one-half 

feet each way, you wun cultivate both ways. This system is used here 

by several growers. 

Prof. Latta: I believe we would be better served if you would stick 

pretty close to what you do, with the reasons, and let the other fellow 

tell his way. This is on the ground of actual experience. Make this as 

strong aS you can on your own experience. .I want to bring out your ex- 

perience. 

Mr. Grossman: Well, I propose to set the plants thirty inches, or 

three feet apart, and I keep the runners off until the first of July in order 

to get a strong growth of the plants. If I get busy of course I allow 

them to take their own course, but I take off a portion of the runners 

when they get too thick. I have succeeded in getting good berries in this 

way, and plenty of them. I succeed better than with the hedge row. 

I get a good quality of berries, and I find that it is less work and the ex- 

pense is much less. I can get a good crop of berries much cheaper than 

by any other method, and while by the other method they have larger 

- berries, our market is not such that we can get an advance in price fdr 

the difference in the quality. 

Now I wish to speak of the culture. I begin to cultivate these plants 

the minute I get through setting them. If I am delayed so as not to 

finish the patch in one day, I cultivate the patch that is already set, and 

I cultivate it after every shower. If we do not get a shower, I cultivate 

every week anyhow. I hoe them before the weeds can be seen. I am 

very careful to pick out the weeds from the sides of the plant, and not let 

them get started. I am keeping my patch thoroughly clean, and when the 

runners begin to run I have gotten rid of most of the weeds and the soil 

is loose and the runners can take hold. We have had a very severe 

drought this summer. Recently we had a rain and they are beginning 

to root now. The patch is clean so we will not have very much more 

trouble this fall. : 
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I want to emphasize the necessity of cultivating often and thoroughly 

before the weeds show up. And I have learned a lesson this summer, 

which I have known before, but it has been most thoroughly impressed 

on my mind, and that is that by thorough and frequent cultivation when 

it is dry, you can keep the moisture in the ground. When you go out 

in the patch of a morning you can see by your foot tracks that there is 

moisture there, and when you kick the dust away you can see the moist 

dirt. 

Prof. Latta: By frequent cultivation in a dry time do you mean once 

a week or oftener? * 

Mr. Grossman: Oftener would be better, but once a week if you 

have good, fine mulch will probably answer the purpose. I believe this 

is all I have to sav, 

Prof. Latta: We would like to hear from any one who has anything 

to add to this important subiect. ' 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I would like to ask what you use to mulch your 

berries? 

Mr. Grossman: I use rye straw or wheat straw. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Can vou get the straw without the timothy seed 

in it? 

Mr. Grossman: No, I have trouble with the timothy seed, but that 

is the best I can do so I have to take it. I prefer the rye straw. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Why do you prefer the rye straw? 

Mr. Grossman: It is better, cleaner, tougher, and will hold better 

through the picking season when the pickers are working, when the wheat 

straw will rot and get very short. ‘The rye straw will stay cleaner, and 

will keep its length. and it is nicer for the pickers to work on. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you consider it a detriment for the wheat straw 

to break up and get fine? 

Mr. Grossman: No, but it does not mulch the berries as well when it 

breaks up. The berries keep cleaner than they will with wheat straw that 

is all broken up. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: What kind of instrument do you use to cultivate 

your plants? 

Mr. Grossman: I have been using a Planet Junior. But I prefer for 

the first cultivation a five tooth cultivator, and cultivate it deep before the 

roots begin leading out. The fine teeth will smooth it down. While I 
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am not advertising cultivators I like the Osborne. It is short coupled, 

and is shorter than the Planet Junior, and is not so far from the horse. 

It is solid, and yet light. You do not have to be so far away from the 

horse, and you can turn much easier than with other cultivators and it 

works better. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: Do you trim the roots before you set them out? 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, I always trim the tops and the roots. I take 

what I can hold in my hand, which would be about three or four inches, 

and cut all the top off above my hand. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: Then you never take off all the top? 

Mr. Grossman: I never leave but two or three leaves, and if it is 

dry and the plats are large I trim down to two leayes. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you ever puddle the roots? 

Mr. Grossman: No. 

Mr. Williams:- Do you ever try using the hoe in your soil? 

Mr. Grossman: No. 

Mr. Latta: Did you state when you do this mulching, whether before 

or after freezing? 

Mr. Grossman: I did not state that, but I prefer to do it after the 

first freeze, when I can drive across the patch with the wagon and not 

‘eut the ground. This is usually about the first of December with us. 

I am fortunate if I get the material to mulch with this year, for I fear 

it will be’almost impossible unless I get marsh hay at five dollars a ton. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you ever use shredded fodder? 

Mr. Grossman: I have tried it and it was excellent. 

Mr. Latta: Do you ever have any oahle with heaving on this land? 

Mr. Grossman: No, sir. ‘ 

Prof. Latta: Do you find a difference in the heaving among the 

different varieties? 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, sir; there is a difference. I have not paid much 

attention, because I have not had much experience along this line. 

Mr. Williams: Do you ever set plants at this season of the year? 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, sir. 

Prof. Troop: What is your success? 
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Mr. Grossman: Very poor. 

Prof. Troop: Why? 

Mr. Grossman: I think the trouble is I do not have time to give 

them the attention that they should have at this season of the year. 

And possibly the ground is too dry. 

Prof. Troop: Can you get a good, well rooted plant by setting them 

out this season of the year? 

Mr. Grossman: Not very. 

Mr. Flick: How about the potted plants? 

Mr. Grossman: I tried potted plants a few years ago, but I didn’t suc- 

ceed at that time, but I tried again and gave them more attention and 

I had good success. I kept the plants in the shade before the first of 

August, and I had the biggest crop the next year I ever had. Probably 

I was more successful because I had studied handling the plant and 

gave more attention to the work, and didn’t have other business on my 

mind to look after. I have no leisure at the present time so I have 

dropped that method. 

Prof. Troop: I would like to ask one question, as to whether or not 

this is not a good time to set plants so as to get a part of a crop next 

year at any rate. At this season of the year they get close attention 

and plenty of water. 

Mr. Grossman: If they do not get that it is better not to set them. I 

think I would be interested in hearing Mr. Feebles. 

Prof. Latta: Yes, we would like to bear of Mr. Feebles’ experience 

on clay soils, if you please. We would like to hear the points of differ- 

ence. 

Mr. Feebles: I have had some experience on clay land. It is not 

exactly clay soil either, for it varies some. it varies from knobs down 

to nice, rich soil, and the plants grow ranker down on the rich soil. If 

the upper soil is manured a great deal it will raise good berries. But, 

if I were picking soils I would pick one with more sand in it. 1 know 

clay works harder, is harder to handle, is harder to get ready in the 

spring, and is a little more wet in the spring, breaks up in clods and does 

not work as nice and the plants are harder to handle, but it holds moist- 

ure well, and if there is rain just before the berries are ripe, it holds 

it well. 

Prof. Latta: Would fall breaking be advantageous to the clay por- 

tions or not? 
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Mr. Feebles: I do not think it would, for it would settle together and 

get hard. If you plow in the spring at just the right time, it gets 

nice, but you have to learn how to handle it. 

Prof. Latta: If you have both kinds of soil do you find any differ- 

ence in the methods you use for the two kinds? Do you handle the clay 

just the same as the formation on the slope? is 

Mr. Feebles: Yes, I plow over all the place, and go over all at the 

same time, but the plants grow larger of course, on the rich soil. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: The berries are not quite so sweet. They will not 

bring as good a price in the market, will they? 

Mr. Feebles: I think they are not quite as sweet. 

Mr. Swaim: Have you made a discrimination in the varieties you 

plant in the different places? 

Mr. Feebles: No, sir. 

Mr. Van Deman: Which ripens first, the clay or the low land? 

Mr. Feebles: The clay. | 

Mr. Van Deman: Several days? 

Mr. Feebles: No, there is not much difference in time. 

Prof. Latta: Is your method like the method of Mr. Grossman? 

Mr. Feebles: It is very near the same. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Has your soil been washed off a little? 

Mr. Feebles: Well in clay spots there is not much sand. There is 

sand in all this soil, but where the soil washes the sand washes away. 

It is not exactly a clay soil, but a sandy clay. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Is it blue clay? 

Mr. Keebles: No, it is yellow clay. 

Mr. Swaim: I do not wish to interrupt this discussion, but I want to 

call attention to the fact that I anticipate that the next topic on the pro- 

gram is a great deal like this one, and i fear we are taking the wind 

out of someone’s sails. 

Mr. Widney: I believe I am the next one on the program, so just 

give Mr. Feebles all the time he wants. 

Prof. Latta: I am glad you have mentioned this point. We want to 

observe the point. 
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Mr. Feebles: I have the system of hedgerow altogether. They are 

thirty-two inches apart, but we plant them and work both ways until 

the first to the tenth of July, and then we let the runners alone. There 

will be two or three runners between the old ones, and after that we 

keep everything off. This makes a straight row and lets the sun in from 

both sides. The reason I do it is that I raise as many berries as I would if 

I should make my row one foot wide and put in a few more plants, but 

I always pick my berries the second year, and then burn off. 

Mr. Swaim: How do you get the row for the second year? 

Mr. Ieebles:, I let the old plants grow. I have one bed there, I think 

two, which I will pick, and they are a solid row from one end to the 

other. 

Mr. Swaim: What distance apart do you put your rows? 

Mr. Feebles: I put my rows thirty-two inches apart. I plow in cross 

furrows both ways. 

Prof. Latta: Mr. Grossman spoke of the influence of the method 

of planting on the berries. 

Mr. Grossman: I mentioned this in regard to the hill system. 

Prof . Latta: Did you have the same experience? 

Mr. Feebles: I have not had any trouble in this line. I have often 

had them to freeze out, but I guess this was because I didn’t get them 

mulched quick enough. 

Mr. Henry: Do you know what an acre will produce with that method 

of planting? 

Mr. Feebles: I could hardly tell that, for I have used this method in 

a small way, I suppose about three hundred bushels. I have not experi- 

mented, so I can not give it exactly to the acre. 

Mr. Henry: Do you get better prices for the berries raised in this way 

than for those raised in the row? 

Mr. Feebles: No, sir; I do not get a better price. I think it is less 

work, however. Mr. Grossman thought it was not, but I can get more the 

second year. I would cultivate the plants right close to picking time. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Would you do that? That is an important point. I 

should like to know about when we should quit working the strawberries. 

I have heard that we should not work them after the middle or last of 

July, for you would drag the growth off of the runners. Have you had 

any experience along that line? 
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Mr. Feebles: I do this work just after every rain. 

Prof. Latta: About how late—what months do you stop? 

Mr. Feebles: About the latter part of August or the first of Sep- 

tember. Perhaps I will work them once or twice more yet this season. 

Mr. Henry: How many acres can a man take care of during a sea- 

son by that method? 

Mr. Feebles: I don’t know. Not very many. 

Prof. Latta: About how many would you judge? 

Mr. Feebles: I should judge about two acres. 

Mr. Henry: Do you find it profitable to raise just one crop—that is 

do you advocate taking’ just one crop? 

Mr. Grossman: I find that is good. You get the very best berries on 

the first crop. I have found that to be true. Even in the row they look 

fine, but they are not quite as nice as they were the first year. 5 

Mr. Hawkins: I think without exception that is the experience of 

all of us. I would rather plant out a two-acre bed at one time and at- 

tend it rather than to fix the old bed over, for I know that the new one 

will be all right. I think it is easier and cheaper to take care of a new 

bed than to try to take care of an old one. Sometimes I do not do this 

way, because I only plant one-half of my patch new at a time, but while 

one is growing I am getting the other ready, I am putting on fertilizer, 

ete. 

Hr. Henry: I should like to ask Mr. Hawkins if the market might not 

have something to do with the method used? 

Mr. Hawkins: In a market like this it is not worth while to dis- 

criminate in favor of the large berries, at least not enough to justify the 

increased expense. I think it is cheaper to plow up a patch, however. 

Prof. Latta: Do you agree to that, Mr. Grossman? 

Mr. Grossman: As arule, yes. Under ordinary circumstances. Three 

years ago I had a bed of strawberries and unfortunately they did not do 

very well for some reason or other, and I carried them over, and the 

second year they did fine, and then I carried them over the third year and 

I got double the crop the last year that I did the first and I got better 

berries. I only had one-half acre. 

Mr. Hawkins: I think that is exceptional, is it not? 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, sir. But I think it was largely on account of 

rain. The planting, half of it, that I picked this year I carried over. And 
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you will remember that, we had a very dry time here at berry picking 

time. The first berries ripened about the middle of June, and there 

hadn’t been a drop of rain for about three weeks previous to this time, 

but we had a good rain about the fourth of July. It was very cold dur- 

ing the blooming season. My berries were not touched by the frost, 

but the berries were very far behind on account of the cold weather. I 

think we only got a half crop this year. But I will tell you about the 

crop last year. I cultivated until late, until November. If it is con- 

venient and I have time, I bed them then. 

Prof. Latta: Would you advise this on a large commercial scale or 

not? 

Mr. Grossman: Yes, I would cultivate them. 

Prof. Latta: Our experience is different from that. 

Prof. Hedrick; Our commercial growers are more and more planting 

the .cultivated crops, and are cultivating them until about the first of 

September. I would be afraid of the treatment he has just given for the 

late growth makes the plant tender, and I would be afraid of winter 

kill. i 

Prof. Troop: Do you keep your berries covered when there is snow 

on the ground? : 

A Delegate: In the southern part of the State there isn’t much snow. 

Even if there were J would still use the straw in order to have the mulch 

in the spring when I pick my berries. 

Mr. Swaim: I should like to ask one question. What do you growers 

do with the runners that start out after you quit cultivating? 

A Delegate: They let them go. I think the second crop is always 

easier raised than the first crop, but the berries are not so large, and are 

not quite as good. 

Prof. Latta: I would like to know if many of you here have any 

trouble with your plants being killed out by the winter? 

A Delegate: We hardly know whether it is the winter or the late 

culture sometimes. 

Mr. Grossman: I had a few killed out a year ago but not from late 

cultivation. I will tell you why it was. I mulched with straw manure, 

and wherever I mulched I lost the berries. It was not on account of the 

late cultivation. 

Mr. Swaim: I used straw manure as mulch and never saw any bad 
results from it except this year, when I got quite a good crop of timothy 

from it, but you can always expect such as this. 
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Prof. Latta: I do not think it is a question of late cultivation. 

Mr. Lodewick: I think that last winter was a very severe winter. 

Jt was with us, I know. As to Jate cultivation, cultivate just as long as 

possible right up in the fall, and as soon as we finish cultivating we cover 

them with straw. : 

Prof. Latta: Before it freezes? 

Mr. Lodewick: Yes, sir; before it freezes. You can cover-them with- 

out much injury to the ground. 

Prof. Latta: Do you have compact clay? 

Mr. Lodewick: Some of it is. We have a little high ground. I cer- 

tainly approve of late cultivation. Last season was an exception. 

Mr. Henry: I am surprised at the statements as to winter kill. We 

grow strawberries all over the northern part, and there is scarcely a 

winter when we are not troubled with this in some plants. If you lose 

some it usually means the loss of considerable in a large patch, so we 

take extra care. The reason that we cover our plants is that it protects 

them from winter kill. We had considerable loss in our patch on this 

account until I took very stringent means to prevent it. 

Prof. Latta: How many are covering their crops in this part of the 

State? We would like to have a word en this. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: The reason I covered my patch was because I was 

looking over my fence and my neighbor covered his, and had excellent 

results, so I covered mine. From the thousand plants that he planted 

he sold $22 worth of berries, and kept plenty for a large family besides. 

I tried to buy straw that had no timothy in it, but it couldn’t be found. 

I hardly know what to think of this cultivation. No man would go into 

his orchard to cultivate it in this way. I believe this is the reason they 

are having trouble. 

Prof. Latta: Orchards and strawberries are different things. 

Mr. Swaim: Strawberries need a great deal of rain, and they get it 

all winter, for after this time of year we are very apt to have an abund- 

ance of moisture in the soil, for there is plenty of rain. And 

whether we cultivate or not they wili go on and make runners and they 

will keep on until freezing weather, so 1 don’t believe under conditions 

here that it is wrong to cultivate late. We keep the weeds out then we 

want a covering for the crop of some kind... I am very much interested 

in this question. ‘ 

Mr. Kimball: My experience with winter killing is this. The plants 

will heave, and in some cases, even when you have mulched heavily, and 

a Se 
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then cultivated both ways, it leaves the plants on the hill, and the straw 

mulch will settle away and they will freeze out, even when covered. 

Four years ago I had a patch, and I was experimenting with thirty 

different varieties in order to determine which was best for myself. On 

the hills and hillsides I kept the runners off until the middle of September, 

quite a few runners came after that, and I simply let them go, and the 

next spring I didn’t get good results. I had no strawberries that year 

for the plants were all heaved out. So it seems to me that winter killing 

is governed a great deal by the method of planting and the methods of 

caring for the plants. I hardly think you will have any trouble with 

winter killing on account of late cultivation. I have cultivated after we 

have had freezes in the fall. I think the main thing we gain is the killing 

of the weeds that will start out in the spring in great numbers. This is 

more than balances up the danger from loss by cultivating. » 

A Delegate: Conditions are entirely different with us, for we have a 

very black soil—a rather heavy sandy loam, and we do not have any 

trouble with plants heaving. We always mulch just as soon as we can 

get into the patch after the ground freezes. 

Prof. Latta: What about the length of time of cultivation? 

Mr. Kimball: We usually cultivate up until October, and sometimes 

into November. We cultivate once a week or thereabout in order to keep 

the surface loose and the weeds out. So we cultivate up until the first of 

November or along about that time. I never have had any trouble at all 

with plants winter killing. I have tried shredded fodder and straw, but 

that is scarce. 

Mr. Swaim: How do you like shredded fodder for covering? 

Mr. Kimball: First rate. 

Mr. Hawkins: Does it blow off? 

Mr. Kimball: Not any more than the straw. 

Mr. Swaim: Is it any improvement over straw as a moisture pre- 

server? 

Mr. Hawkins: No, I don’t believe it is. 

Mrs. Meredith: Does it have as many weeds and grass seed? 

Mr. Hawkins: I hardly know about that. 

Prof. Troop: In our country we do not have that kind of fodder. 

It is nothing but fodder. I would like to ask if you cultivate your plants 

in the spring before picking time? 
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Mr. DeVilbiss: I have always wanted to cultivate but my ‘wife 

wouldn’t let me do it. We did it once and she thought it spoiled the 

berries. 

Mr. Widney: This winter our strawberries winter killed from a differ-— 

ent cause than a severe winter, and those of you who have been in our sec- 

tion know that we have a natural drainage of soil, in fact we have 

a perfect drainage. We have a gravel bed with a loose clay subsoil 

eight or ten inches thick, and the rest is sandy loam. We lost a great 

many plants by winter killing as we cail it, but we find that it was on 

account of the land. There was frost in the ground and the water could 

not sink through, and could not get away, so it laid on the bed all winter. 

Ordinarily in our soil we are not bothered with winter killing. 

Prof. Troop: Some growers cuitivate in the spring before it is time 

to pick the berries. Some of the growers out our way practice that, but 

not all of them. They take the straw off and cultivate, and put it back 

again. It gives the plants a better send-off in the spring to cultivate be- 

fore picking. Does anyone use a weeder in their strawberries? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Yes, I do; and it is doing fine. ; 

Mr. Feebles: Iwo years agolI did. I tried cultivating in the late fall 

and then using rye straw and the rye came up thick, and I went in and 

pulled the straw off and kept on cultivating until I got all over the patch. 

Mr. Swaim: What is your objection to spring cultivation? 

Mr. Feebles: - I like it because it conserves the moisture, and kills 

the early weeds which would get a good start before the picking season 

would be over. : 

Mr. Swaim: Perhaps you are not in the habit of mulching very heavy. 

Perhaps not enough to keep the weed growth down. I do not see any ob- 

jection to spring cultivation, except that it makes more work and more 

expense. 

Prof. Latta: Would the compactness of the soil have anything to do 

with the question of spring cultivation just before fruiting? 

Mr. Swaim: It might have. 

Prof. Latta: Do you think it would have, Prof. Hedrick? 

Prof. Hedrick: I think it might have. 

Mrs. Meredith: We can count this in different ways. It takes about 

three hundred to the acre to get one hundred and fifty bushels. It takes 

you two years to raise what would be one crop of two hundred and fifty 

‘bushels or five hundred and fifty bushels for three years. I am always 
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thinking of the acre, ana I am going away now, but I do not want you 

to forget to think about the acre. Are you satisfied when it takes the 

acre two years to do what it should do in one? 

/ 

Prof. Troop: Isn’t it better to raise three hundred bushels tnan only 

one hundred? 

Mr. Swaim: I would say that we raise a potato crop after we get the 

strawberries off. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I would like to hear Mr. Henry’s experience in regard 

to late cultivation. ; 

Mr. Henry: We grow ten acres every year. We cultivate just as 

long as we can. I had a good example of this last year. I have a neigh- 

bor across the fence. Our soils are exactly the same, and he is a man that 

likes to copy. He can not get away from home long enough to attend one 

of these Institutes.. He told me this spring that I was the luckiest man 

he ever saw, for I had a crop of berries last year and was going to have 

one this year. There was no luck about it; it was all good management. 

In the first place he planted the weakest plants he could find. ‘That is 

a wrong thing; I would not doit. After he set them out he let them get 

so weedy that when he went to clean them out he couldn’t tell where 

the strawberry plants were. He never puts any manure on the patch. 

Now it was not on account of good luck that I have berries, but on ac- 

count of management. This same man spoke of his varieties. He had 

“Warfields, and he seemed to think they were no good at all, and I showed 

him Warfields which I had, and he wouldn’t believe they were War- 

fields. My rule is to do the thing (not just think about it) which I think 

is the very best thing to do. Last fall about the middle of October I went 

over the rows with a garden rake and raked with all my might, and pulled 

all the runners out and stirred them up, and in a couple of weeks I 

mulched them. You ought to have seen the difference between the ones 

that I treated like this and the ones that I didn’t. I believe this is a good 

plan. 

I want to say something about Michigan. I am in competition with 

Michigan berries. My market is the Chicago market, and I can con- 

scientiously say that I know I get double for my berries what they get 

in Michigan. I will tell you the trouble with Michigan. They have about 

two-thirds of their berries frozen out. Whenever the Michigan berries 

-come into the market the market goes down. The trouble is, Michigan 

raises too many berries, and their berries are poor. If they would raise 

berries like Indiana there would be no kick coming. They raise too 

many, and therefore raise poor ones. Instead of raising ten or fifteen 

acres and not attending to them well, they should raise two, three acres, 

or a half acre, like the people in Indiana do. We put a better class of 

berries on the market. They generally sell theirs from sixty to ninety 

cents. 
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Mr. Grossman: I have been asked as.to mulching. As I have said 

before, I mulch when the ground is frozen hard enough so that the wagon 

does not cut into the ground. - 

Mr. Van Deman: I would like to say that I was out to Mr. Pierce’s 

place, and I noticed something that was new to me. He said he had 

been haying trouble with his berries freezing out, just as we have been 

talking about, so a new idea struck him, and he is raising corn with 

which to mulch his berries. That was a new idea to me. It would cer- 

tainly be clean. He grows the mulch right there on the land. I think 

this idea is worthy of our attention. It would be nice to provide ourselves 

with this mulch right at home. It seems to me that corn would be fine 

to keep the berries clean. I believe in mulching, and I do not know of 

any better material for this than the straw, except for the fact that in 

the straw there are so many kinds of seed. But it is also a dangerous 

thing to put on manure, for it, too, has seeds in it. 

Another thing in regara to spring cultivation. I have tried it, but 

- I would not advise its use. It is too expensive, but I do believe in late 

cultivation. 

Mr. Henry: Wouldn’t you be afraid the corn would shade the ber- 

ries too much? 

Mr. Van Deman: I would sow the corn. I would make it just as 

thick as I could get it to come up. I would cut it with a binder and 

shock it until I needed it. 

Mr. Henry: Wouldn’t the corn be worth more for feed than as a 

mulch? 

Mr. Van Dieman: I think not. 

Prof. Latta: I have had reasons for letting this discussion go on be- 

cause you seemed to be interested, and in such case the Chairman does 

not feel quite competent to conduct this kind of a discussion, and he 

will feel thankful if the leaders in this line will give him their sugges- 

tions. : 

We will hear from Mr. Widney, of St. Joe Station. 

Mr. H. M. Widney: I am like Mr. Grossman, and this has been a 

very embarrassing time for me from the fact that I have not been active 

in strawberry raising, until the past year, for three years. I have been 

in other lines of business, but from what our Chairman has said I con- 

sider that he wants us to give our own practical experience on practical 

fruit growing with practical reasons. 

There is one thing which we have not touched upon in our talks this 

morning, and I feel that it is one of the essentials. You must have a 

first-class plant or your strawberry culture will be a failure, sure. I 
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think this point has not been touched upon. I have in mind my own 

experience. I was swindled by a vagabond strawberry plant salesman, 

and it makes me angry every time I think of it. It seems to me that- 

there are several men that practice these illegitimate practices in our 

profession, so the first thing that we must do is to be careful what kind 

of plants we get, and be sure to buy of some responsible, first-class, legit- 

imate grower. 

Now, as to varieties. I have tried several new varieties, but I have 

found that it is pretty expensive to experiment. 

The first variety that I wish to mention in this line is our old friend, 

Sister Warfield, if you will excuse the expression. She is certainly the 

Queen of the field. No difference whether you have a heavy or a light 

soil, if you have a good plant she will do all right. And it is an excellent 

berry for canning purposes. Every customer that cans berries likes it. 

There will always be berries the second year. I think it is without doubt 

one of the best canning berries we have in the market. The Warfield 

has been a standard for some time, and why should we forsake her now 

and take up some new variety that we know nothing about. I believe I 

would have had dollars where I now have only pennies if I had prac- 

ticed this preaching. 

We find that the Excelsior is a good berry. We have the Excelsior 

between two rows of Warfields this year. Our idea is to have it pollen- 

ized well. 

On high soils or on light soils the Haverland is good, and I believe 

it is good on heavy soils, and we can speak nothing but praise excepting 

for its softness. 

The Bismarck is another one, but on our light soil it is a failure. 

We have no more use for it. We have grown the Tennessee Prolific. 

At first we thought it was all right, but we have discarded it. Our 

reasons are that we ship berries and they will not ship well. 

The Clyde with us produced a good amount of berries, but no foliage 

to speak of on our soil. On heavier soils I understand it is all right. 

The Brandywine is another. Our first crop was immense. We thought 

we had struck the keynote when we got our first crop of these. But it 

failed ever afterwards. It didn’t seem to come up to the standard. 

The Bubach is good. It is a splendid-berry for our home market. It 

is attractive. It has a rich, waxy, glossy appearance, and when it is 

ripe is very good with us. 

We tried the Parker Earl, but in our soils it did not prove what we 

had expected. I understand that it is better on heavy soil. The Glen 

Mary is no good on light soil. We have no use for it. 

We were very much pleased with the Ridgeway. I will tell you that 

we were off of the farm for three years, and the man on the farm neg- 

lected the strawberries. We carried over the bed that had been there 

for three years, because it was a case of necessity. We found some 

39—Agri. ¢: 
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Ridgeways, and they were beauties, and [ am inclined to think that they 

are all right. I think they are good in every respect. It does not grow 

so very large, but it is very beautiful. It is a nice, fine grade of berry. 

Now, concerning the Senator Dunlap. I look forward to this berry 

as an ideal. It has a fine plant growth, and the berries are immense. 

If we have anything that is better than the Warfield, I do not know but 

what this is it. 

We have the Cary, but it is not very good on light soils. We also 

have the Uncle Jim. It is a very sturdy grower. We have some of 

the fruit this year. On the Marie the plant growth is good, but what 

the fruit is I can not say. : 

I-have covered what comes to my mind of these different varieties, 

but if there are any questions I shall gladly try to answer them. This 

matter of varieties is a very deep matter to all of us, but in conclusion 

I will say that I believe experience is the best teacher that we have, 

for what is good for our neighbor will not do well for us, and especially 

if there is a little variation in our soils. 

Mr. Talbert: If you ever operated a sailboat you will know that 

you should stay very close to the shore, so you can not expect me to 

go out very far this morning. I am a very limited strawberry grower, 

yet I have grown some every year for a great many years; for more 

than twenty years, some twenty-five years, I guess. I started with the 

Wilson. That is a magnificent berry, but I haven’t grown that for a 

great many years, having found others that pleased me better, but this 

was my first introduction into the strawberry business. The next berry 

that attracted my attention was the old Meyers Prolific. I am sorry 

I lost that berry. I was wonderfully enthusiastic with it. The berries 

were of a fine quality. The Longfellow was another berry that I have 

grown. I think a great deal of it. It is very fine. In the time that 

I have been trying different varieties of berries, I do not think I have 

tried out of the very large number that is being grown at the present 

time, more than thirty or thirty-five different varieties, so I can not go 

through the whole catalogue. After leaving the Meyers Prolific and the 

Longfellow, I tried the Old Sharpless, which was a magnificent berry in 

quality. Following this I tried the Haverland, and I have stuck to that 

berry and staid by it ever since. The Haverland is one of the most 

productive and best berries to my mind, and I believe it stands at the 

head of the list, and I do not believe I have ever seen it on any soil on 

which it was not a success. It is a success everywhere and under all cir- 

cumstances. It will not disappoint you. I have had it ripen just two 

or three days after the Excelsior and have gathered it when I have 

gathered my last berries, and have gotten good berries all the time. 

Then there is the Wartield that has been spoken of. The Warfield 

bothers me just a little, because it is one of those everlasting growers 

and keeps on growing and taking hold, like Russia. It wants to take 
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hold of everything in its reach, and that makes hard work, but it is a 

magnificent berry, and one that will not disappoint you: In Albion 

market it is a good one, and I have not been able to supply the demand 

for canning purposes. I can sell them at the highest price, and they 

grow on all soils. 4 

‘The Brandywine is another berry that I have had good success with, 

and still have it. They bring about the same price that the Warfield 

does in the canning season. They are red all the way through, a fine 

canning berry, and has an aroma that is peculiar to itself. It is fine. 

There is another berry that I like very much, the Sample. It is one 

of the best berries in the country. I am speaking, too, of berries for 

market as well as for the home. It is a late berry and you get berries 

late. 

The Clyde is fully equal to the Haverland in production. This is a 

berry that will ripen very nearly as soon as the Haverland, and will - 

continue late, and will grow big berries all the time. They never are 

nubbins. They start out big and continue to be big. It is hard to find 

a berry that is better than the Clyde. 

Lovett’s Early is very nice and ripens about the same time as the 

Haverland, and I would recommend it to go with the Haverland. It is 

now called the Lovett. 

The Gandy is a late berry which I admire greatly. I have tried the 

Marshall. I do not know whether I have ever been duped by the 

nurserymen or not, but if I have ever had a Marshall I never want 

another one. The Gandy is one of the greatest late berries I know of, 

and for me it has succeeded admirably on all kinds of soils that I have 

tried. I have a sandy clay soil, but I tried it on a black soil and it 

succeeded fine. While it is not as productive as some berries, yet it 

produces a good crop. : 

Now there are a great many others that I have tried, and I think a 

great deal of some of them, but I am giving the varieties that are best 

adapted for market purposes as well as for the home. There are quite 

a number that I have not given, but I have mentioned the most pro- 

ductive berries. 

Now, so far as soil is concerned, I will say in regard to that. The 
Brandywine with me hasn’t done as well on clay soil as some other 

berries. It produces too many nubbins. On other soils I have had good, 

large, fine berries, and quite a number of them. ‘The other berries that 

I have mentioned, have, so far as my experience has gone, succeeded 

almost universally on the different soils, and I have seen but little differ- 

ence in their production. 

Mr. Kimball: During the last seven years our organization has had 

this subject up a great number of times, and I have always noticed that 

when we get through there have been so many varieties discussed. The 

grower who wishes to plant a small patch for his own use is more at 
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sea than before the discussion began, I believe. I think we should dis- 

cuss these in an intelligent manner, and bring out the best varieties for 

the different soils. I think if each speaker would state in this discus- 

sion the kind of soil he has, and three or four of the best varieties that 

succeed for them best, we could get real good from this discussion. The 

inexperienced grower wants to know what to plant. There are so many 

varieties that we are at sea to know what to plant and what not to 

plant. I will simply state that on heavy clay soil the Gandy has been 

quite a success, and on high soil the Haverland lias been a success. I 

find that the Haverland is a success on all kinds of soils. I also like 

the Warfield. So then, we have three varieties that we can depend on. 

If you have black soil I would not advise you to plant the Gandy. I am 

on the lookout for other good berries. 

Prof. Latta: A request has come to the chair, asking that we ask 

for the best five varieties from the different growers. Suppose we have 

in mind the varieties that are good for market varieties on clay soils, 

or would it be better to limit it to three varieties? 

Mr. Grossman: I think that would be most too narrow. 

Prof. Latta: I would like for the strawberry people to be thinking 

of their soils and the five varieties that are best suited, in their judg- 

ment. We can get a concensus of opinion in a very short time in that 

way. We can accomplish more in the time at our disposal than other- 

wise. Please be getting your names ready. 

Mr. Grossman: My soil is largely loam—sandy, black loam—and I 

' would name first the Warfield, the Bederwood and the Ridgeway, for a 

home berry, and also for fancy market, and the Senator Dunlap. This 

is a good berry and will go with the Warfield. 

Mr. Widney: Our soil is a loam, with a gravel subsoil, and a clay 

strata through it. I would put the Warfield at the head of the list; 

the Haverland second, with the Bederwood and Dunlap, and for a late 

berry the Gandy. 

It seems to me that we should state here what berry we want to 

pollenize another berry with. 

Mr. Van Deman: It will be new to a great many people that there 

are varieties so imperfect that they will not produce berries alone. That 

is something, of course, that skilled horticulturists take for granted and 

- hever think of mentioning. I have known people to grow berries with a 

great deal of care, and raised nothing at all, excepting a very few im- 

perfect berries. ‘There is a great difference in berries. and you must 

be sure to get a pollenizer that flowers at the same time. I thought 

this subject needed to be mentioned. For instance, the Dunlap is ex- 

cellent for the Warfield, and will do for the Haverland. 
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Mr. Swaim: My soil is sandy loam. It is heavy, sandy loam, and 

mixed with clay. Before proceeding with other varieties I have a word to 

add. My observation is that wild berries are the same as tame ones, and 

will not produce without a pollenizer. I Lave found that kind. 

Mr. Van Deman: I do not think it is true of the native American 

type. 

Mr. Swaim: I would place the Warfield with the Dunlap for pollen- 

izer, the Haverland with the Clyde, and the Gandy for late. 

Rey. Talbert: I have two perfect flowering berries and three imper- 

fect—the Haverland, Warfield, Clyde, Sample and Gandy. 

Mr. Henry: What kind of soil have you? 

Rev. Talbert: I think it would fall in the clay soil list. Will you 

give us-a list? . 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Is your soil clay? 

Mr. Henry: Yes, sir. This is the hardest thing in the world to do. 

I would suggest the Warfield, Haverland, Dunlap, Klondyke and Bubach. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: In order, 1 would plant the Bubach, Haverland, 

Michael’s Early all the time for a pollenizer. The Gandy will not ripen 

good and will not fertilize up good. Our subsoil is very heavy clay, and 

the top soil is extremely heavy. 

Mr. Feebles: I have had experience with many, but I have the 

Haverland with Lovett, the Bubach with Lovett, the Brandywine, but 

it did not do very well, so I will not include that. 

Mr. Lodewick: This is a very difficult matter to decide. If we are 

to name only five I would name the Warfield first, Haverland for a late 

berry, and then the Gandy and Sample. I hold part of my patch.back 

to ripen with the Gandy. 

Prof. Troop: I want to add my list. Warfield, Haverland, Clyde, 

Dunlap and Bubach, and I want to add the Gandy for late. I would 

not give the Michael’s Early room. I want a berry that will do some- 

thing besides fertilize. 

Mr. Swaim: The question of varieties is an important one. We want 

to know just what to do, whether to stay by the old or take up with 

the new. There are a number of promising new varieties, that were 

left out here today entirely, but they are very pronising. 

Prof. Latta: We will now hear from Prof. Troop. 
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Prof. Troop: There’ is not much to be said on my subject, ‘“Pre- 

vention of Diseases and Insect Depradations.’” There are a few speci- 

mens of insects that attack the strawberry that have not been men- 

tioned here, and among them is the leaf roller. The leaf roller is a 

little moth that attacks a: plant in the spring of the year, laying its eggs 

on the leaf and rolling them up, and feeding on the green portion of the 

leaf. Now this little insect often does considerable injury to plants, 

especially where plants have been grown for several years in succession. 

When a bed is left in the same place for two or three years, this insect 

may be very bad the last year or so, and if strawberries are grown right 

in the same vicinity year after year it will give serious trouble until 

something is done. This little moth lays its eggs on the leaves and 

begins its work just about the time the fruit is ripening, so it would 

not be possible to poison it on account of poisoning the fruit, and any- 

thing that would poison the insect would poison a person. So then, it 

is not practical to use poison upon it, because the fruit would be poisoned 

at the same time. This little insect must be handled in some different 

way. The only way that I have found to treat it is to burn over the 

strawberry patch after the fruit is picked. There has been quite a good 

deal said about this, but my experience is that this is one of the best 

things that can be done with a strawberry bed if you are going to leave 

it for another crop, is to burn it off. In this way you destroy all the 

leaf rollers, and any other insects that may be there, and at the same 

time destroy all the weeds, and your piants will come on clean and 

healthy and good. Now this one thing tells the whole story in regard 

to most of the insects. Not all. This is fine for the leaf roller and all 

the diseases that attack the leaf of a plant. Many varieties are subject 

to the rust. : 

Mr. Van Deman: Are you troubled with the white grub? 

Prof. Troop: Yes, we are. But when you burn the patch off the 

plant comes up nice and fresh. I wonder how many of the growers 

in this vicinity practice burning over their strawberry beds? A number 

do, but not all. You will find that this is one of the best things you can 

do if you leave the bed two or three years. Some are afraid of burning 

plants because it will kill them, but it will only help them, and you 

will be surprised when they come up again, and see how fresh, vigorous 

and bright the foliage is. Burning will destroy all the insects above the 

ground that attack the strawberry. 

There is a little beetle attacks the roots of the strawberry, and 

another attacks the crown of the plant. The eggs are laid in these 

places. 

The white grub is one of the hardest things to manage. ‘This is 

under ground, and about the only way to kill it is to set moles to 

work and they will do the work, but they are about as bad as the 
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grub. The only practical way is the frequent rotation of the crops. 

Do not allow the plants to stand in one place very long. Plow them 

up. Move the bea to some other place. In this way you will often 

get rid of this insect. Do not give them a chance to increase—do not 

let them get started in one locality. In plowing, plow up the plants 

in the spring and give the birds a chance to get the worms. The 

birds will clean up the white grub better and quicker than anything 

else. If you want to plow in the fall, plow before the birds have gone 

in the fall, and they will take up large quantities of them. 

Another thing is clean culture. You should clean up after a season 

is over. Many insects hybernate in the dead, dry leaves and pass the 

winter in them and come out in the spring and lay their eggs. By clean- 

ing up this rubbish in the fall this is prevented. 

I think this is all I want to say, except to answer questions, if there 

are any. Fann ed pea bel 

Mr. Henry: I would like to ask Prof. Troop about strawberry rust 

over the state. 

Prof. Troop: In some localities it is very bad. In some varieties it 

is much worse than in others. This is a thing that should be studied 

in selecting varieties. You should get varieties that are as near rust 

proof as possible. The Bederwood is early flowering, but it is subject 
° 

to rust. ; et 

Mr. Grossman: i know that, but I have understood that it has been 

held in check by the use of the spray pump. 

Mr. Lodewick: Do you have any preference as to the kind of mulch 

you use? 

Prof. Troop: We use clean wheat straw if we can get it. 

Mr. Lodewick: Isn’t oats just as good? 

Prof. Troop: We do not use oats unless we have to, for it is too 

dirty. 

Mr. Lodewick: In case of burning the bed, does that make any 

difference? 

Prof. Troop: Well, when we do not cultivate before picking time the 

weeds get too much of a start. 

Mr. Lodewick: I always go through the beds with a hoe several 

times. 

Prof. Troop: Well if you do that it will do. 

Mr. Widney: Isn’t it a fact that you find shredded corn fodder about 

as clean a mulch as you ean get? - 
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Prof. Troop: Yes, sir. 

Prof. Latta: Have you any questions about insects? 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: Can you get rid of these insects by simply plowing 

before you plant? 

Prof. Troop: I would not set plants in the ground where there were 

insects. 

Mr. Henry: I have seen green worms on some of the old .beds. 

Is that the same as the currant worm? 

Prof. Troop: I think that is a species of the saw fly. It is another 

species of the currant worm which works on strawberries. 

Mr. Henry: Do you recommend the spray pump: for one crop a 

season? : 

Prof. Troop: I do not do it. There is no use in it. It is only where 

you leave a bed for several years that they are attacked by these insects 

and fungous diseases. It may be that the white grub is in the ground 

and is ready to mature when the plant is there. In that case there 

will be trouble the first year. It takes four years for the grub to mature, 

and it must be in the ground for the first two or three years. ‘Che year 

before it comes to maturity is when it causes trouble. 

Mr. Van Deman: [I think that Prof. Troop has stated the case in as 

concise a manner as possible, and the whole subject of fungous dis- 

eases can be almost abandoned if we will just endeavor to raise just 

one good crop and quit, and plow under, and get another setting of 

young plants. This has been my experience and observation in my 

travels that L have made from north to south and from east to west 

over the country. 

Prof. Latta: Now Mr. Kimmel we will give you a chance. I would 

like to suggest one thing right here, and that is that in your talks 

you would limit yourselves to two minutes, so as to give a chance foi 

quite a variety of questions and expressions of views. 

Mr. Grossman: Will you please explain. Does this discussion con- 

fine us to strawberries or small fruits? 

Prof. Latta: To all horticultural topics except apples. 

Mr. Kimmel: Mr. Chairman—In the short time we have*I shall not 

hold myself in readiness to answer any questions that might be asked, 

for there are many in the audience here who are able to answer any ques- 

tion that may be asked, as they have made quite a study of this. I have 
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not had much experience along this line. i should like to hear from three 

or four of you about pedigreed plants. I should like to hear from Mr. 

Van Deman what he thinks about them. 

Mr. Van Deman: If you ask me I shall have to say that I think 

if you try pedigreed plants one year you will let them alone the next. 

I think there has been a good deal of hob nob on that point, and I will not 

spend any time discussing it. I will let theorists do that. ‘ 

Prof. Latta: -Have you any other questions on this subject that 

you wish to ask at this time? I believe Mrs. Davis has something to 

say to us, and we will give her two minutes right now. 

Mrs. Davis: I would like to answer a question that has been asked 

me a dozen or more times. I have been asked why I raise plums instead 

of letting Mr. Davis raise them. I want to say to you that I was 

fortunate enough to get one of the smartest men in Laporte County, 

‘but he would not raise plums, and I wanted plums, so I went into 

the business myself, and I have made a success of it so far. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss spoke of Mr. Morrell’s orchard and said that his 

peaches did so much better on the hill than in the valley. Our experience 

is entirely different. Mr. Davis took the advice of some Michigan friends 

and planted on the highest spot, and the wind comes along and sweeps 

through the orchard, and three times our fruit has’been killed. In the 

valley the wind is tempered before it reaches the fruit and it does 

not winter kill. Without regard to variety they will kill by freezing. 

I have some of the finest peaches -I have ever seen anwwhere. I sent 

thirty to the World’s Fair by American Express, but it took them four 

days on the way, and when they got there they were spoiled. I find” 

that peaches are very successful in Laporte ‘County, but we did not 

have success on the hills, and I would not advise anyone to plant 

there. 

Mr: Kimmel: I would like to ask Mr. Feebles if he considers it of 

importance to the grower to propagate his berries? 

Mr. Feebles: I think that this is very important. I think that the 

grower should grow his own plants himself, and know just what he is 

growing, and grow only the best. 

Mr. Swaim: If this were to happen what would become of the pro- ~ 

fessional plant growers when each man raised his own plants? 

Mr. Widney: I think that some of them ought to go out of business. 

Mr. Lodewick and myself have had some experience in getting plants 

from professional plant growers—I will not mention their names, but the 
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experiment was very unpleasant. We have both of us tried a firm in 

Michigan which we have found honest and trustworthy and always 

sends us good goods, and we would not change from them. 

Mr. Swaim: I had experience in purchasing from three or four © 

different firms in Michigan and 1 believe the plants were all right when 

they left. ‘Lhey were shipped by express. 

Mr. Widney: When you receive a bunch of plants packed in trash 

you can just decide they are not very good. 

Mr. Swaim: In reply to Mr. Widney’s remark I will say that 1 

would not accept plants received in that condition, and I do not believe 

any man is worthy of the name of professional who sends out berries 

in that condition. 

Mr. Widney: We had paid for them, so what could we do? 

A Delegate: Now, in regard to pedigreed plants, | want to say here 

that you need the experience in selecting strawberry plants the same as 

you do in selecting seed corn. 

Prof. Troop: Will you please explain what you mean by selecting 

plants. Do you mean selecting the breeds year after year, or selecting 

the strongest plants? 

A Delegate: I mean selecting the breed year after year. 

Mr. Kimmel: What is your idea, Mr. ‘Troop. 

Prof. Troop: I think there is: something in it. I will say that I 

have tried Kellog’s plants several years, and I set them out by the side 

of home grown plants, and I attended to them in the ordinary way, 

and the result was, if there was any difference at all, it was in favor 

of the home grown plant. 

Rey. Talbert: Is it not a fact that plants are far more satisfactory 

to the grower if they are taken up and set out the same day right 

in your ground? Are the chances not greater in favor of their living and 

producing good, strong, healthy growths much better than when they ‘are 

removed a long distance? 

Mr. Kimmel: That has been my experience. 

Mr. Van Deman: I think, Mr. Chairman, it is all right to select from 

the very best stock you have. I think that is certainly the correct thing 

to do. I do not believe in any high spun theory on pedigree. I think 

it is a nuisance. I believe in selecting from the best stock you can get. 

But I have seen plants raised right by the side of the home grown 

plants, and if there was any difference it was in favor of the home 
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grown plant. I think it is a good idea to move plants just as short a 

distance, and plant them within as few hours from the time of taking 

up, as you can. I think this is right, and that is one reason you can have 

better success with the plants that are home grown than otherwise. 

I believe in this doctrine. I would practice it wherever possible. 

Mr. Henry: I would like to ask Prof. Troop if he will make a state- 

ment as to what he is doing now. 

Prof. Troop: I will not give results, but I will say that last spring 

we started an experiment along this line. We sent to Kellog to get four ~ 

different varieties of his pedigreed stock, and we got some other varieties 

from a dozen different localities—from four or five different states— 

and we planted them all out together on the same ground and gave them 

the same treatment, and in a year or two we will say something in 

regard to the result of this experiment. At the present time I do not 

see much difference. 

The only advantage that I can see in raising our own plants is that 

we can set them out the same day. ‘The trouble is that we are not 

always ready for the plants when they arrive, and we have to heel them 

in for some time. 

Rev. Talbert: I will say that when I raise a propagating bed for 

planting I will dig the entire row up and throw every plant that is not 

worthy of being set out, and only set out the very best. 

Mr. Williams: When you have a plant bed it throws out runners. 

Where will you get new plants for starting? I will not use an old plant 

to set out a new bed. Do you have any rule by which you cultivate? 

Rey. Valbert: To illustrate. I want to set out a lot of plants next 

spring. This spring I will set out plants and next spring I will take 

up the row and throw away all the weak plants. I will leave the plants 

that are well rooted. I have had poor plants sent to me, but I will not 

put them out unless I have nothing else. I only put out good plants. 

The plants that I set out I take from those that have never produced 

berries, and I follow this plan up year after year. 

Prof. Troop: Do you take the first new plants that are made? 

Rey. Talbert: Yes, sir, I take the strongest plants. 

Mr. Van Deman: I think Mr. Henry told us something of value some 

time ago, and that is to take a forked hoe and go into the patch and 

pull up the runners by the roots and only leave the strong plants. I 

know the common practice is to cut off the runners. Others will come 

out if you do this, but if you follow Mr. Henry’s suggestion they will 

die and never amount to anything, and the mother plant will be a great 
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deal better for your having destroyed theSe young ones. ‘This is the 

case when raising strawberry beds for plants as well as for fruit. This 

month and next month go along and tear up the runners. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Take a weeder and go over the patch and you can 

take three rows at a time. 

Mr. Henry: A weeder isn’t strong enough; it takes more muscle. 

Mr. Van Deman: If you will use the weeder long enough and quick 

enough I think you can succeed. If you wait a day too long you will 

not succeed. 

Prof. Latta: The meeting.stands adjourned until 1:50. 

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION. 

Prof. Latta: The meeting will now please come to order. I think 

that we might take a few minutes right here in regard to the question 

that Mr. Stanley asked last night. He wanted to ask-it again this 

morning, but it seemed that we did not have time for it. I think we can 

discuss it here now while Mr. Van Deman is getting ready to give us 

his discussion. His question is in regard to cultivating during a dry 

time. As I have said, it should have come up this morning, but we 

passed it then, so we will take it up now. Mr. Stanley, will you please 

repeat the question as you would like to have it put? 

Mr. Stanley: I put the question as to the advisability of plowing 

corn frequently during drought in extremely sandy soil, but I will 

change that to any soil, and if there is any difference I should like for it 

to come out in this discussion. 

Prof. Latta: Well now I would like to ask first how many corn 

and strawberry growers do cultivate their corn or strawberries, and 

keep it up during the dry weather? Are there any that cease cultivation 

during the dry time? If so, will you please raise your hands. Now the 

reasons that we will have will be from practice. We will have your 

views first, Mr. Stanley. 

Mr. Stanley: I will say that I cultivate during dry seasons, because 

my father did so and he was a successful corn raiser, I simply did it 

because he did. I do not believe I ever destroyed a crop by doing so. 

I have loam, clay and sandy soil. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I cultivate during a dry time with a fine-toothed 

cultivator, and if it becomes an extremely dry time so that there are 

cracks in the ground I take an old mower wheel and hitch a horse to it 

and drag it through the rows. This will close up the cracks and in the 

driest time will keep the corn green and keep it from firing. 
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Prof. Latta: Would you cultivate in this way once a week or 

oftener? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Oftener if I could. The more I stir the soil the 

better, for I get a mulch of fine soil about two inches deep. 

Mr. Henry: Yes. This keeps evaporation from taking place so 

rapidly, and keeps the soil moist. I think subsoiling is one of the best 

things that can be done. This makes a reservoir for holding water. 

Mr. Widney: If you have noticed after a rain often there will be a 

crust formed on the top of the ground. Whenever this happens it is the 

same as allowing the wick in your lamp to be pinned loosely, the capil- 

lary action of the soil is paralyzed, and that is the reason we ought to 

keep up this constant cultivation. Along this line allow me to mention 

one thing that some of you have heard. Last winter at our institute 

Mr. Johnson was with us. I believe his idea was correct, although our 

spring was so late this year that not many of us got to practice what he 

preached. His idea was to thoroughly pulverize the surface before turn- 

ing over with a plow, and then to pulverize the upper surface. 

Mr. Stanley: I would like to ask this question. During harvest we 

are so busy that we do not have time to go into the corn for possibly 

two weeks. I want to know if it would be injurious to go into the corn 

and cultivate it after it had laid these two weeks, or had we better 

leave it alone? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I believe I have been very successful as a corn grower. 

I go right into the corn and keep the ground stirred. 

Mr. Stanley: The theory advanced is that we should just break the 

~ crust. I do not think it is a wise policy to break the crust after it is 

once formed, for it will break the roots. I allow the crust to remain 

until after a rain comes. 

Prof. Latta: I have been in corn fields and examined them after a 

rainy spell, and if you will examine them after several days of rain you 

will find many little root heads coming close to the surface. This is only 

after a spell of dampness—several days of rain—and in such a case I 

think you will have to choose against a limited amount of root destruction 

and the renewal of the moisture. You may need this for the dry 

weather which will follow. I do not know that we can answer this ques- 

tion more definitely. 

Now I wish to say a word on the question of pulverization. Take 

Prof. King’s first book on the soil, and it is based on actual laboratory 

tests. We have made the same tests in our laboratory that were sug- 

~ gested by him. He discovered that in cans filled with soil the evapora- 

tion was greatly reduced by stirring the top of the soil, not allowing it 
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to settle down again into close relation with the underlying soil. I 

think the best corn growers in the state are following the method of 

repeatedly stirring the ground during dry weather; shallow but frequent 

cultivation. 

Mr. Stanley: I would like to hear from Mr. Harvey on this ques- 

tion. 

Mr. Harvey: I do not have anything to add, except to say that I 

agree with what has been said on this subject. 

Mr. Henry: It is very hard to convince some of our old farmers that 

it is a good thing to cultivate with a small toothed cultivator. They 

would be using the wide cultivator from daylight to dark and think it is 

the best. Is this not on account of the fact that in their younger days 

they planted corn deeper, and for that reason the roots were deeper, 

and they could use the large cultivator to better advantage? I wonder 

if there is anything in this? 

Prof. Latta: Is it not that with the better soil the plants were better 

able to stand it? 

Mr. Henry: Yes, possibly that is true. 

Prof. Latta: This experiment with the cans demonstrated that if the 

soil is let alone the water evaporates from it much quicker than if you 

kept stirring the soil. This principle kas been well established, that 

you want to keep the ground thoroughly pulverized. Jeep it in that form 

by frequent cultivation. 

We have three topics this afternoon, ‘The Care of the Bearing 

Orchard,” “Marketing and Storing,’ and “Enemies of the Apple and 

their Treatment,’ besides some resolutions. We have two gentlemen 

to speak on the “‘Care of the Bearing Orchard.” I think I shall take the 

liberty of saying that each of these men shall speak fifteen minutes 

instead of twenty. We have used some time with the question that was 

left over. Mr. Van Deman will speak first. He is from Washington. 

Mr. Van Deman: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen.—I suppose 

in all the lists of horticultural subjects there -is no one which deserves 

more thorough attention than the care of the bearing orchard. Now in 

practical life there is every sort of treatment for the apple orchard from 

letting them absolutely alone after the hour the trees are planted until 

they are finally vanished or vanquished by weeds. We have in this 

State, and in a great many states of the Union, a great many old orch- 

ards, and I think perhaps we ought to mention this first. There are a 

great many old bearing orchards that have been neglected until they are 

absolutely worthless, or nearly so, and in my opinion there are a -great 

many of these that it would be better to cut down and make into fire- 
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wood and get rid of them entirely that it is to let them stand and cumber 

the ground. But there are a great many others that if they were properly 

cared for would return a good, handsome profit to the owner. I want 

to say that while there may be a great many who believe in the practice 

of using these old orchards as calf pastures and horse pastures and hog 

pastures, and all that sort of thing, but they get from the orchard an 

inferior quality of fruit. While it may be proper in some cases to make 

this kind of a compromise, it is not the proper thing to do as a rule. 

The farm may be so arranged that there is a more logical solution of the 

question, but if we intend to get the real good of these trees, we must 

not undertake to make a pasture or a meadow out of the orchard. 

I presume that you have all heard of the grass mulch method of 

orchard treatment. ‘here are several orchards in this country that are 

in successful bearing under this sort of treatment. They are not among 

the oldest orchards, but still some are quite old. I refer particularly to 

the orchard of Mr. Hitchens, in New York. I have been in this orchard 

many times. Some of the trees are about sixty years old, and are in 

thrifty, healthy, profitable bearing condition standing in the grass. This 

man holds strictly to the practice of taking nothing whatever from the 

ground excepting the apple product. The grass is mowed once a year, 

and he mows this orchard and leaves the hay on it to-rot on the ground. 

Now there is another case in Ohio, near Delaware. The orchard is 

owned by Mr. Burgoyne. These are two of the most notable cases of the 

successful grass mulch method. The soil is adapted to this kind of treat- 

ment. There are springs above them that come out and penetrate the 

soil, keeping it moist and the grass grows rank and green throughout 

the summer. This is not the case in the ordinary apple orchard. Other 

people are trying this method, and some are plowing up their orchards. 

If we would take this matter in hands right away, and would plow up our 

orchards between now and fall before coid weather sets in, it would not 

hurt. I would sow something (cow peas or clover) on this ground, and 

hext spring turn it under. This makes it fertile. The nitrogen will be 

taken up by these growing plants and if left upon the soil helps it. By 

all means do not put hogs in an orchard. Sheep will not hurt old trees, 

especially if you will feed them grain or bran. They will keep adding fer- 

tility to the soil, and what they take from the land wil! be given back 

again. I think a fine thing to plant in an orchard is cow peas. They are 

very fine to turn under to fertilize the ground. You would be surprised to 

see what a condition the soil will be in afterwards. When you have cow 

peas in the orchard you can turn the hogs in and they will not bother 

the trees. The hogs will fatten on it, and you will have brought your 

orchard into a very much better state and so will profit thereby. You 

must not always be taking something away from the orchard and not 

returning anything. The average farmer wants to see how much he can 

take away from his trees instead of how much food he can supply to them. 
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You must add something to the soil for the benefit of the fruit. 1 do 

not believe in the grass treatment for the average orchard, but there are 

conditions under which it is certainly successful. I think it all de- 

pends. You will be surprised at the vigor trees will put on after being 

treated like what I have suggested. In- western New York, which is the 

greatest apple growing section of the United States, a great many of the 

old orchards that have been standing there for years and years in grass, 

have been plowed up and tilled, and they have borne abundant crops 

of fruit, where before they were bearing but scanty crops. In some 

cases the people have taken out an entire row of these big trees. They 

have taken out about three-fourths of the trees and are treating the re- 

maining trees in this manner, and the results from the one-fourth re- 

maining are much more than they could have possibly been from the 

whole number originally there. 

Prof. Latta: That is heroic treatment, isn’t it? 

Mr. Van Deman: Yes, sir; and that is one thing I want to say 

about the general manner of orchard treatment. The apple orchards 

when they get old have changed from apple orchards into apple forests. 

There are a great many people who think they are in the fruit business 

when they are really in the forestry business. Apple forestry. I have 

seen trees, apple trees, and a great many of them in the State of New 

York that were twenty feet to the first limb. The trees were planted 

about twenty-five feet apart. ‘These people are simply in the forestry 

business. And what do they have for fruit? They have a few scrawny 

apples. 

As a whole, young orchards are planted too closely for permanence, 

but not too close for temporary purposes. If I had my choice I would 

plant my permanent trees not nearer than forty feet apart, and I think 

fifty is better, and I would fill in between the permanent trees with 

peaches and plums and pears, and possibly with apple trees that would 

come into bearing early. I feel complimented because I was the origi- 

nator of this idea in Kansas. This I think is the better idea—to put in the 

temporary trees that will come into bearing early and serve their pur- 

pose before they come in conflict with the other permanent trees. I would 

plant these trees with the purpose of cutting them out whenever the time 

came that they interfere with the permanent trees. 

Prof. Troop: Will the average man do this? 

Mr. Van Deman: No, the average man will not. 

Prof. Troop: Wouldn’t he have to take the pledge beforehand? 

Mr. Van Deman: Well, that is true, that might-be a good idea. But 

if a man has sense enough to go into the fruit business he should have 
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enough sense to cut out these trees when they begin to interfere. Why 

not cut them out when the profit from the permanent ones is much greater 

than all combined? 

Mr. Swaim: Won’t the average tree be ready to come out by the 

time they interfere? 

Mr. Van Deman: A great many will, and a great many will be in a 

healthy, thrifty condition right at that time, I might say. I would plant 

such varieties as the Wealthy, Oldenburg, Jonathan, Grimes Golden, 

Wagener, etc. These will come into bearing from five to eight. The Fall 

Pippin is very tardy in coming into bearing. 

Now in regard to cultivating trees. I should expect to cultivate them 

for at least five or six years without having a crop in there, excepting 

something that would be thoroughly tilled during the summer months. 

As soon as the ground can be worked in the spring I would begin to 

cultivate the ground. When an orchard is young it is all right to plant 

corn in it. I would not plant close to the trees, but would leave a space. 

Potatoes and vegetables are good crops to plant. I want to plant some- 

thing that must be tilled during the summer months of May, June, July 

and August, and then cultivation should as a rule stop. I do not believe 

in very late cultivation of apple orchards. I think five years will be the 

limit for this kind of cultivation. It is now time to stop cultivation and 

let the trees have room. I would not let clover stand more than one 

year. As I have said, the trouble is that most people try to take some- 

thing out of the ground and off of the ground into the barn instead of 

devoting the soil to’the orchard crop. That is the great stumbling block 

over which so many fall, and where they make their saddest mistake. 

Nature has supplied the average farm with an inexhaustible supply 

of potash and phosphoric acid, but not nitrogen. But there is nitrogen 

in the air, but we might as well try to dip the ocean dry with a pint 

cup as to take the nitrogen out of the air. We can follow out nature’s 

suggestion by raising cow peas, clover, vetch, and other crops of this 

sort, and get some of this inexhaustible supply of nitrogen. This is the 

one element that we pay more for than anything else when we buy fer- 

tilizer, and it is supplied right at hand.” It fills every particle of space 

about us, and if we will only make use of it we do not need to go to the 

factory for fertilizers. 

I would be glad to hear from anyone that differs with me, and should 

like to know just wherein they differ. 

Prof. Latta: Mr. Flick, have you any questions to ask? 

Mr. Flick: Do I understand Mr. Van Deman to say that this course 

will supply to the soil all that is necessary to keep up the fertility ? 

40—Agri. 
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Mr. Van Deman: I think it will on the average soil. There may 

be poor soils on which it will not apply. 

Mr. Flick: What about phosphoric acid and potash? 

Mr. Van Deman: It is there. 

Mr. Flick: This system that you described would not restore that if 

it was missing? 

Mr. Van Deman: No, sir. It would not add one atom to it. There 

might be soils in which it might be necessary. 

Mr. Flick: I think it is quite frequently so in this State, especially 

as to the acid. 

Mr. Van Deman: It is more seldom than people think. 

Prof. Latta: Mr. Flick, let me ask you if in your experience you 

have found it necessary to use phosphoric acids? 

Mr. Flick: Yes, sir. 

Prof. Latta: To buy them? 

Mr. Flick: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Van Deman: In Western New York they have made quite ex- 

tensive experiments with this purpose in view of determining whether 

or not it is necessary to go to the fertilizer dealer and buy the acid and 

the potash, and I think in some cases they find that it is necessary, but 

in many cases they find that it is not necessary, and not profitable. 

When we buy potash in sacks in the form of fertilizers it will be nitrate 

of potash, which is the cheapest commercial form. By using this it is 

sometimes said that you can tell the difference in the rows. They found 

this difference in regard to the phosphoric acid. I think as a rule it is 

more necessary to buy that than the potash for the average soil ‘in 

Indiana. ; 

Prof. Latta: Are there others that have found as Mr. Flick has found 

that it is necessary to supply phosphoric acid to the orchards? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: I have thirty acres in orchard and I could not get 

a stand of clover, and I hauled ashes to the orchard. I had three hun- 

dred loads of ashes and I put them on the orchard. I want to speak of 

alfalfa. I sowed about two and one-half acres of the alfalfa three years 

ago and I got an excellent stand. It was so thick I could not leave it 

stand another year. I had to have the hay so I cut it and took about 

four loads of hay to the barn. My idea is to continue this, and I have 

sowed another strip of four rows of trees, and it is growing just like 

weeds. 

<2) 2 
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Prof. Latta: That applies to the question of potash, but not to phos- 

phoric acid. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: The clover will grow now where it hasn’t grown for 

years. 

~Mr. Klick: How about the apples? 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Come to the fair. The immediate results are a 

healthy condition of the soil, the growth of clover. This is about all 

we can do with old orchards. I have been doing this and I find it is 

ne plus ultra. Do you think if I continue this I will get too much nitro- 

gen in the ground? 

Mr. Van Deman: There is a chance of that. In Idaho and on the 

Pacific Coast they will not use alfalfa in the orchards there, and are 

condemning its use. 

Mrs. DeVilbiss: Will they leave it on the ground or take it off? 

Mr. Van Deman: They will not sow it there at all. They do not 

even have it there. They plowed it up and destroyed it. I would rather 

work with something else than alfalfa. There may be cases in which it 

will work all right, but as a rule I like something that is more temporary 

in character. It would grow for twenty five years and the roots will 

grow so big you can not cut them with an ordinary plow, and they are 

so mean to cut that I want to take a visit when the alfalfa is to be 

cut, and want a hired man that will not swear. 

Prof. Latta: Mr. Flick, tell us how long you have been getting apples 

from these orchards—the reasons and the results. In other words show 

us your belief in the use of phosphoric acid. Have you foliowed this 

method or another method? 

Mr. Flick: My orchard is now about thirty years old. It has been 

bearing a number of years. I have several varieties of trees. I have been 

trying experiments on my orchard. I try clean cultivation, and in this 

part I plant my garden. Another plot is for partial cultivation. Here 

I cultivate between the trees as far as I can without injuring them. 

The other plot I do not cultivate at all but allow it to grow up in grass 

and weeds. I make a pig pasture of this latter some part of the year. 

Now my apples are usually nice ones. I had a bitter fight with insects. 

but I find my fruit is growing better from year to year. At first my trees 

were not growing properly. I got all the manure I could get in the neigh- 

borhood and put it on. And I was like my friend, Mr. DeVilbiss. I had 

occasion to get some ashes for the hauling of them, and I hauled about 

four tons to the acre and spread it under the trees, all alike in each of 

the plots, and I found this very effective. The next year the trees were 
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more thrifty, and the fruit was larger and had a better color. I have 

sowed cow peas and have excellent results. I have no fault to find-with 

Mr. DeVilbiss’ plan in his orchard, except as to the alfalfa. I can’t say 

as to that. He has given the proper method and the general rule. Some 

might take exceptions to clean cultivation on rolling land. This is our 

problem, ‘“‘to find out what kind of soil we have, and then study out what 

to the best of our judgment it needs.” 

Prof. Latta: With reference to the phosphoric acid in the ashes. Do 

you know what per cent. there was? 

Mr. Flick: I think about two per cent. 

Prof. Latta: May your results not be attributed to the phosphoric 

acid rather than the potash? : 

Mr. Flick: Both, I think. The potash gives flavor and color to the 

fruit. 

Mr. Van Deman: ‘There is no form in wlfich it can be added to the 

_soil better than by the use of wood ashes. If I had the opportunity of 

getting ashes for the hauling, I would haul at night, and would feel 

like hauling on Sunday. If I did not I would think about it. Here is 

one who would haul all the wood ashes he could get on a place. You 

can not get too much. 

Mr. Widney: You have struck a question that is of personal interest 

to me. It is a question that is very hard, and that is when an orchard 

is in a certain condition just what to do. I have a young orchard of 

ten acres. It is now in red clover. Since last season I have Kept it in - 

clover. We have taken one crop of hay off of the orchard. The second 

crop has grown up very nicely, and our intention was to place this 

orchard in potatoes. What do you advise, and what would you follow 

with the next season? 

Mr. Van Deman: I think the potatoes are all right. After the pota- 

toes I would plant in cow peas, even after the potato crop is off, which 

would be in July. Rye or Canada peas would give profit. You would 

have a wonderful crop of humns to nlow under. 

Prof. Latta: How would vetch do in such a case? 

Mr. Van Deman: FPxcellently 

Mr. Widney: Isn’t there danger in cultivating vetch of its becaming 

a pest? 

Mr. Van Deman: I hardly think so. . 
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Mr. Widney: Do you think Canada peas sowed the last of July 

would mature? 

‘Mr. Van Deman: I would not plant them unless I was sure they- 

would. I know some of the best farmers that plant peas in the fall. 

There is one thing about commercial fertilizer. It is put in such a form 

as to be immediately available. It is like setting a bowl of soup before 

hungry men. But if you did not give them soup they would hustle for 

something else. This is just what the tree will do. We can assist the 

tree by giving it land thoroughly tilled. Tilling the soil unlocks the 

potash and phosphoric acid and saves the necessity of going dnd buy- 

ing that which is immediately available. 

Mr. Widney: Have you any certain system of plowing a young 

orchard? 

Mr. Van Deman: This is my plan of plowing a young orchard. Sup- 

pose this middle row was in apple trees. I would break this row thor- 

oughly this year, making a deep furrow next these other two rows. 

Of course I would plow so as not to injure the trees. Next year I would 

reverse the back furrow. Use this alternating plan, and in this way 

keep the ground about level. 

Prof. Latta: This subject is very interesting, but I think we must 

close at this point and take up the next topic. 

We will now take up the next topic. This is by E. H. Williams, of — 

Indianapolis, Indiana. He has been in the commercial fruit business for 

yeays and can speak from intimate acquaintance on this subject—the sub- 

ject of market and also of storage. 

E. H. Williams: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I have noticed 

this fact in all the speakers preceding me, and that is they emphasize 

one feature of their address, and that is the necessity of knowledge 

and information on the subject before us. Solomon said, “In all of your 

gettings, get wisdom.” I am like the persons who wrote the resolu- 

tions. I am sorry there are not more of the young people here to take 

what is said out over the country. If I understand the object of this 

meeting it is for the purpose of creating an interest in horticulture in this 

part of the State. If I may judge by the land and the location of the 

country, this country is very well adapted to horticulture. This occupa- 

tion would be much more profitable than some of the industries that 

are being carried on here. Now I have taken the position that this meet- 

ing is for the purpose of awakening an interest in the industry that would 

be of great benefit to this part of the State, and perhaps the first thing 

that might suggest itself to us is the market. When the average Ameri- 

can looks at a question like this he looks at the financial standpoint and 
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if he does not see dollars and cents in it, his interest lags, and wé have 

to create an interest before we can get people to engage in an industry. 

This would be the first question. Is there a market for my fruit if I 

go into the horticultural business? Fifty years ago fruit culture was 

not known in a commercial sense. It has been developed in the last half 

of the century, and even of that time perhaps within the last twenty- 

five or thirty years. ‘This business has been developed until it is now 

one of the largest industries in this country and one of the most profit- 

able. There are three important factors that have brought this about. 

They have entered into creating the market and developing the fruit 

industry into a commercial size. The first of these is the railway. 

the next the canning industry, and the third the refrigerator, or cold 

storage. These are the three elements that have come into the fruit 

business and have developed it to wonderful proportions. I remember 

when at Indianapolis there was only one man in Marion County 

that was growing strawberries for commercial purposes, and now 

there are hundreds of them. It is being developed all over the State. 

Fruit which we once thought could not be marketed is now 

shipped long distances. We did not think the red raspberry could be 

picked and sent to market, but now they are shipped everywhere. Our 

market is now almost without a limit. The canning industry came in 

for the purpose of taking care of the surplus, and is a factor we should 

not lose sight of. The quantity of apples and berries and fruits that 

have gone into tin is beyond measurement. I wish we had better figures 

so that we could know the amount of fruit that goes into tin. This is 

helping to save the surplus all over the country. I am perhaps better 

posted on the tomato than any other, and know more about how many go 

into tin. I can remember when the tomato was placed on the shelf with 

the pomegranate and the children were told not to handle it, because they 

thought it was poison. Now, what is the result? Last year fifteen 

millions of bushels went into tin, to say nothing of the raw consump- 

tion. So you see what we are doing for the market on this line. So 

there seems to be no opportunity to overstock the market, for when we 

have too much we have this method of storing things away for future 

use. The amount of money interests us. When you take fifteen millions 

of bushels of tomatoes it represents practically fifteen millions of dollars. 

Now this is just one item. So you see this fruit busihess and vegetable 

business is growing into wonderful proportions. It has brought a vast 

amount of money into our country, and we are making use of land that 

is not fit for anything else. ‘This market stands as wide open surely for 

everybody as it does for Indianapolis people. We are engaged in plant- 

ing out orchards of different kinds of fruits, and if more people would 

stop farming and go to raising fruit they would find that their farms 

would pay much better. It seems to me if I were writing on the gate 

post I would write “Ichabod.” Men are making failures because they 
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do not obtain the knowledge that is right at their very doors. Many ot 

you here are experienced horticulturists. With this market before us 

comes another question that is of great importance in this industry, es- 

pecially to men who are engaged in it for the first time, and that is 

the marketing of the fruit. You can grow the finest apples grown in 

the State, and you can grow the finest berries, and you can destroy the 

entire value of them by putting them on the market. There is more in 

my judgment in knowing how to market a crop than there is in growing 

it. A man may be able to grow fine fruit but may destroy his profit when 

he comes to marketing it. Take this as an illustration. A man wrote to 

me once and said: ‘I have some very fine Maiden Blush apples. What 

can you do with them?’ I wrote back and told him that I could sell 

them for him at a profit. This man shipped the apples to me. I was in- 

dignant when they arrived to find that he had shipped them in a sugar 

barrel without even sweeping the sugar out. He had sacks over the 

top, and the apples were loose and had rolled all around in the barrel. 

They were really nice but they did not look very nice fixed up in this 

style. There were five barrels of these and I put them up at what I 

thought they ought to bring and I didn’t get a bidder. I thought I would 

try my hand so I ordered them sent to the shop to be rebarreled. I took 

other barrels and repacked them. Out of the lot I got seven three-bushel 

barrels and I threw away all of the ones that were bruised. I now put 

these on the market and they sold as fast as I could roll them out. 

I got much more for them than I could have under the other conditions. 

There was the profit destroyed for the man. As I have told you, these 

were the finest Maiden Blush apples I had ever seen. 

I had another experience about like this with peaches. There was a 

certain party raised quite a number of peaches and he wanted me to 

handle them for him. I consented to do it. This man happened to be a 

relative of my wife, so I thought I would show him what a bright man 

his cousin had married. I told him how to put the peaches up and when 

they came to me I was surprised. He had gone into the woods and cut 

down a tree and hollowed it out and put boards across the ends and 

‘put the peaches in there and nailed the covers over the sides. I was 

very much surprised when I saw how these peaches had been shipped 

and I could not handle them in this manner so I telegraphed the man 

not to ship any more peaches. He wrote me back a letter that was not 

very complimentary, and, if he was a relative of my wife’s, we have 

never corresponded since that time, and I think he set me down as the 

biggest fraud he ever saw. I can’t help that. If these peaches had been 

shipped in the right kind of packages they would have brought the man 

a profit. As it was they were entirely lost. This is the method usually 

adopted—that of selling throngh the commission man. There are dis- 

honest commission men, I am sure. Well, I presume there are. I don’t 

know whether I ought to say that or not, but of this lam sure, and that 
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is there are good commission men, and these men will look after your 

interests and will give you a great deal of information that will be of 

vast benefit to you. They will give you advice that will make you 

dollars and cents. This brings me again to the question of packages. 

This question has undergone quite a change in the last few years, — 

and it should undergo more. This has been brought about on account of 

cold storage. Part of it is on account of the different markets. Different 

markets demand different packages, but I dislike the non-uniformity of 

the packages. There should be no snide packages. The Horticultural 

Societies should see that packages should be uniform; they should be just 

a certain size and no others ought to be permitted. When they go to 

the consumer it would be much better. I went into the market the 

other day and asked them the price of berries and at one place I was told 

that they were ten cents a quart. At another I was told that they 

were fifteen cents a quart. I asked him if he called the measure a 

quart. He seemed to think so, and I told him I would give him ten 

cents for a quart of the berries. He agreed, and had to sell me three 

boxes before they filled a quart. The honest man is working at a dis- 

advantage until he establishes his reputation. Every man ought to have 

a brand on his box, either his name or the name of the farm on it in 

order to guard against snide packages. They would have to fight hard to ~ 

establish their reputation, but in time it would come. There is a man 

in Indianapolis, and Mr. Flick knows him, who brings currants to me, 

and I have sold every currant before his wagon was in sight at $2.50 

per bushel, more than currants were bringing that were shipped in. 

His fruit being all the same. You did not find bad fruit mixed in. 

You will find that the best fruit will bring the best price, and if you are 

going to sell fruit you might just as well get the best price for it. Do 

not start in with the idea that you can put a stove pipe in the middle of 

a barrel, fill it with small fruit, and have fine on top and build up an 

honest reputation. This will work once only. You can fool all the peo- 

ple some of the time, and fool some of the people all of the time, but 

you can’t fool all the people all the time. 

Now in gathering fruit, gather it at the right time—when it is ripe. 

You will have to govern this of course, by the distance from the market. 

If you are going to ship your fruit to New York or Chicago you will have 

to pick it sooner than if you were going to market it right at home. 

You must bear in mind that the time of transportation will ripen the 

fruit to a certain extent. 

When you are packing fruit, pack it tight. You can’t hurt apples by 

packing them tight. You may mash them flat on the bottom, but when 

you take them out of the barrel they are just as sound as they were when 

you mashed them. 

Mr. Van Deman: What do you think about the apple box? 
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Mr. Williams: I think it will supersede the barrel. ‘The barrel is 

becoming very expensive, and the box has proven that it assists in the 

sale. People will buy a box when you can’t persuade them to take a 

barrel. 

Mr. Swaim: Does the box have any advantage over the barrel in cold 

storage? 

Mr. Williams: That is a question to come in later. I was on market 

in Indianapolis the other day and I found five different sized boxes in 

the same crate of peaches. I went to one stand and asked him what 

he asked for a box. He replied, ‘“I'wenty cents.’”’ I asked another what 

he asked for a box and he told me “Fifteen cents.” I bought this one for 

fifteen cents, and then went to another fellow and asked him what he 

charged, and he told me ‘‘Twenty cents.’ I told him that I had just 

bought one for fifteen cents,‘and he assured me that if they were the 

same size he would give me his box of peaches, as he thought mine 

was a smaller size than his. I thought they were the same, and pulled 

the box out to see, and I found that he was right, for his box was the 

largest, and that in the end it was the cheapest to buy the twenty-cent 

box. You see, it is hard to discriminate between the sizes. The Horti- 

cultural Society should see to it that a law is passed which provides that 

these boxes shall be uniform. There have been laws passed, but they 

have never done any good. : 

Cold storage has been introduced recently. It is very important for 

this reason: It used to be that when the apple time came they had to be 

sold, and ofttimes there would be too many on the market, and of course 

the price would be low. Now, in a case like this they can be put in 

cold storage and sold when we get ready to sell them. They can be held 

off of the market until the market restores itself to natural conditions, 

so that cold storage, which is being established in every fruit section, 

is changing the method of marketing fruit. So if you have a large crop 

of apples there is no danger of your losing on it. People go out and 

buy the fruit and ship it to a large cold storage plant and save it until 

such time as it is necessary to put 1t on the market. You are relieved 

of your surplus fruit in that way very largely until such time as the 

market will take it at a profit to you. You are not placed at the disad- 

vantage of having to put your apples on the market whether you want 

to or not when there is a cold storage plant. You can ship your apples 

to a commission man in Chicago, Indianapolis, or New York City, and 

say to him that you wish your apples held until January or February 

or March. He will put the goods in cold storage and hold them. 

Now, this question of boxes is becoming quite popular in cold storage 

houses, because the boxes are easily packed away, and they do not oc- 

cupy so much space. This is in the experimental stage. Apples are 

usually kept in cold storage at 31° or 32°. If I were going to keep 
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them until spring I would put in at 18° or 20°. They will freeze clear 

to the core, and remain that way until they are ready for the market. 

I would keep them at that temperature until they are ready for the 

market. These are conditions that are being developed very rapidly. 

The Government of the United States, as well as the Experiment Sta- 

tions are taking this up, and by a little energy on your part you can 

get bulletins on how to do these things. It doesn’t make much difference 

how far you ship fruit. You can ship it almost any distance you want 

to and it will arrive in good condition. Glutted markets cau be avoided 

to a very great degree. Of course, the market will sometimes become 

congested with the best that you can do. I believe that cold .storage 

will be a greater success if you will run the temperature down instead 

of up. I do not think that freezing an apple hurts it at all. 

Mr. Flick: Doesn’t this freezing of the apples in cold storage injure 

the keeping qualities of the apples when they are brought out? 

Mr. Williams: I want to say in the first place that I would bring 

up the temperature gradually until I got to the temperature at which I ex- 

pected the apples to be placed when on market. I once ordered a car load 

of apples from Chicago and they were shipped in an open car, and when 

they got to Indianapolis they were frozen solid clear through, and Ill 

tell you I was a mighty blue man. We put them in the cellar, and let 

them stay there two or three weeks and then put them on the market. 

When they came to us they were frozen so hard that they slid all around 

in the barrels, and did not seem to fit any place, but when we went to 

them after they had been here two or three weeks they were as tight 

as they were when they were first put into the barrels. 

I had another experience last year. There happened to be a great 

many Ben Davis apples, and I packed twenty-five or thirty bushels. We 

put them in the ground, and they were not covered very well, and every 

rain that enme wet them through. They laid there and all 

froze as hard as a bone It would thaw then freeze then thaw 

and freeze. I supposed the apples would not be fit for anything. I left 

them there until April, and when I took them out they were as crisp 

and nice as could be. They didn’t commence to rot until the latter part 

of May. I don’t believe we lost a peck of apples until that time. I think 

we have found that cold storage will help us. I’m going to quit, but if 

you care to ask me any questions I will be glad to answer them. 

Mr. Grossman: Do you keep the temperature as low as 18°? 

Mr. Williams: Yes. 

Mr. Swaim: Have you experimented in keeping apples any length of 

time at that temperature? 

iad 
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Mr. Williams: Not any great length of time. 

Mr. Swaim: Isn’t the temperature usually 31° or 32°? 

Mr. Williams: Yes, just below freezing. If there is an insect there 

the 18° will hold it there, and there is no change apparently in the 

apple. But my experience in taking apples out of cold storage is that 

this 31°-32° will hold the insects. If you will go to Indianapolis you will 

find a great many wormy ones there. Insects can not do very much on 

an apple when it is frozen. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you think it would be practical for a man who 

had fifteen or twenty acres in apples to attempt to build a cold storage 

on his own premises? : 

Mr. Williams: That is a question I can hardly answer. I would 

rather infer that someone else had some apples around there if this man 

had fifteen acres, and in that case they might co-operate and.go into 

partnership and build a cold storage. They might do this for the benefit 

of themselves and their neighbors and make money out of it, too. 

Prof. Latta: You have struck the keynote on co-operation, but our 

people are asleep on this question. 

Mr. Grossman: Have you come to any conclusion in regard to the 

cause of the rust and the scald? Is it especially noticeable on certain 

varieties or on all varieties? Does the temperature make any difference? 

Mr. Williams: I think the temperature has something to do with it. 

I am inclined to think it has all to do with it. Experts have not been 

able to decide what is the cause of the scald on the apple. It is being 

experimented on in different temperatures, and I think they have dis- 

covered that certain varieties are affected with the scald much more 

easily than other varieties. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Have you ever noticed them scald when they are 

packed in boxes? 

Mr. Flick: Yes, I have. 

Mr. Williams: I have not seen the scald so extensive when they are 

packed in boxes except on coast apples. Our native fruit has not been 

handled very much in boxes yet, but it is very successful. 

Mr. Flick: There will be a great deal more known about this cold 

storage business after the close of the World’s Fair in St. Louis. We 

have fruit from every part of the United States there. At the close- 

of the Fair we will have a record of the different varieties shown there: 

the different conditions under which they grew, and the different treat- 
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ment of the orchards. We will have a record that will enable us to tell 

something about the influence of temperature, and the influence of boxes, 

and all these things upon cold storage fruit. So at the close of the Fair 

we will know a great deal more about this. Some of these things have 

already been investigated pretty thoroughly, and I think the results of 

our investigation will show this. Apples should be picked before they 

are dead ripe. Some varieties are much more susceptible to scald than 

others. 3 : 

Mr. Williams: In regard to running the temperature down below 

30° or 31°. It has been found that it stops all the insects from work and 

keeps them still. It stops the diseases and the insects that may be 

in there, but when this fruit is brought to market it will not keep; it 

will lose its flavor. These are two very vital points. Fruit when taken 

from the cold storage should be consumed immediately. It may be kept 

a few days until it can be disposed of at a profit. 

Prof. Latta: Isn’t that an argument for the smaller packages? 

Mr. Flick: Yes; at the World’s Fair the fruit is almost all packed in 

bushel boxes. It comes out of the cold storage in a much better con- 

dition then you would imagine. Week before last there was taken out 

of the cold storage at St. Louis some Indiana fruit which had been put 

into cold storage last fall at Indianapolis, and shipped to St. Louis in 

April last, -and we found it in perfect condition. One barrel which was 

wrapped came from this neighborhood. Another ‘which had no wrapping 

was entirely gone down. It was not the same variety of fruit, of course, 

but that doesn’t seem to make much difference. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: Do you think it is better to sell to a commission man 

or to private parties? ‘ . 

Mr. Flick: I would not advise anyone to hunt up a private party to 

whom to sell their fruit. If you have an honest commission man, and 

most are that kind, the best thing to do is to let him sell the fruit. 

Mr. Williams: I had a man that tried to sell to a private party one 

morning. He came to my office and told me that he had sold-his ber- 

ries. I asked him what he got and he said $2.00, and that very day I 

could have.given him $2.50. So you see how it usually comes out. 

Mr. Stanley: I would like to ask this question. Is there any case 

on record where a commission man failed to pay for any produce that 

he bought? 

Mr. Williams: Yes, lots of them. 

Mr. Stanley: Is it any worse this way than to sell through a private 

dealer, or a commission house? - 
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Mr. Williams: It is usually better to sell to a commission man, as you 

are much more safe than to be selling to Tom, Dick or Harry. 

Mr. Stanley: I think we should make ourselves safe with a private 

person just the same as with a commission man. 
~ 

Mr. Williams: Suppose you should ship your fruit to a private party, 

and he had all he needed. What would you do? 

Mr. Stanley: I would consider it a poor business proposition to ship 

the goods before they were sold. I would know that they were sold 

before 1 would make a shipment. 

Mr. Widney: I have had some experience along this line. I tried to 

market some. potatoes in Cleveland. I found this market glutted, and 

the Chicago market glutted, and the market at Pittsburg full, and I 

found an opening at Cincinnati, where they wanted some potatoes. I 

should just like to ask some of these gentlemen who do not believe in 

commission men how they would have gone about the matter of selling 

these three or four cars of potatoes? I went to Cincinnati and investi- 

gated the commission men, and then went and sold my potatees, and Il 

saved from fifty to seventy-five dollars in the way I packed the goods, 

and I got my idea from the commission man, too. They had plenty of 

barrels, and so he told me to load my potatoes in bulk. Now, how would 

you have gone about selling those potatoes without a commission man? 

That is what I would like for someone to explain to me. 

Mr. Swaim: It seems to me that this discussion has arisen on account 

of a misunderstanding. I do not think Mr. Stanley meant to insinuate 

that he would dodge the commission man in any way, he was just talking 

of selling outright and not selling to a commission man. If he got more 

from the commission man he would sell to him just as quick as anyone 

else. 

Mr. Williams: In a great many sections this is being done: When 

there are three or four or five cars of strawberries going out, probably 

there will be a man standing there who will ask you how much you 

will take for your shipment. They are speculating. They sell to the 

dealers in smaller places. He lets the grocer sell them on a commission, 

so the grocer takes no chances at all. 

Mr. Swaim: In justice to the strawberry grower in the State of In- 

diana, I believe I ought to add that I think Mr. Williams is surely mis- 

taken when he says that it took three quart boxes,of berries to fill one 

quart measure. They were certainly pint boxes. If that was the case 

I think he is right. I do not believe there is any strawberry grower in 

the State of Indiana that would do such a thing. 
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Mr. Williams: I did not even say that these were Indiana berries. 1 

would just like to ask the strawberry growers, however, if their boxes 

hold a quart? - 

Mr. Swaim: The Star boxes hold a quart, for I have measured them. 

They have sixty-eight cubic inches. There are several different kinds of 

boxes, however. Three short pints will just make a quart. This makes 

quite a difference. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: When I sell the skimpy ones I always sell them for a 

light. quart. 

Prof. Troop: I want to say a word on the box question. I believe. 

as Mr. Williams says, that this Horticultural Society and the societies 

of this State in every locality should take up this matter—this question 

of uniform packages. I believe the time is coming when the State of 

Indiana ought to have a law requiring all packages to be of a uniform 

size.. If they are not of a uniform size it should be so marked on the 

box. It is a fact that you can go into the market in any town in this 

State where berries are shipped and find two or three different sizes of 

boxes. And the funny part of it is that they are all put on the market 

as quart boxes. Many of them are snide quarts. They hold very much 

less than the others. At the fruit stands and at grocery stores they will 

charge you just the same for them as the others. There are very few 

that know the difference. I think the bottom is farther up on some thin 

on others. I have tried many times, and you take three of these wine 

quart boxes and it will take only two full quart measures to fill them. 

That is the difference. And, as I have already said, I believe some action 

along this line should be taken, and there should be a law compelling the 

manufacturers of boxes to make them of a uniform size. If they are 

not full quarts they should be marked short. and marked in a place 

where everyone could see it, so that they would know they were getting 

a short box. Then no one could make you believe they were all the 

same size. 
. 

Mr. Williams: I think the short boxes should be cut out altogether. 

I think the short boxes should be eliminated entirely, and we should 

have uniform boxes. They are not only in berry boxes, but other kinds 

of boxes as well. 

Prof. Latta. This is a proper subject for a resolution if someone 

wishes to present it. 

Prof. Troop: .I think this should apply to baskets as well as to boxes 

I want to tell you this little incident. Last spring the grocerymen began 

Selling potatoes by the pound, sixty pounds to the bushel, and they sent 

them out in baskets. I bought three bushels of potatoes and the three 

bushels fell short forty pounds. That is not right. 
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Mrs. Harvey: I came to Kendallville last spring and bought a bushel 

of peaches in a basket. I took it home and took the same basket and 

filled it with pears and brought them back to town to sell, and the very 

same man said, “This is not a bushel; it is only three pecks.” I said. 

“Yes, but it was a bushel when you sold the peaches to me.” 

Mr. Lodewick: I want to ask if it would be fair for us to have 

certain kinds of packages when the fruit that is shipped in from other 

~ States is sold in the smaller measures? 

Mr. Williams: I would like to answer that question. That was the 

objection used against this to the State Horticultural Committee ap- 

pointed to draft a bill for the Legislature. It died a-borning, and I have 

never heard of it from then until now. 

Mr. Lodewick: - I notice there is not much difference in the quart 

boxes. 

Mr. Williams: The consumer will notice the difference, and will buy 

the fruit much quicker if it is in the larger box. You should establish a 

reputation that will stick to you. 

Prof. Latta: We will now hear from Prof. Troop. 

Prof. Troop: Possibly most of the people understand many of the 

insects and diseases affecting the orchard, and I brought along this chart 

to illustrate some of the things that I want to say, and we should first 

keep in our mind when we are trying to fight insects of any kind that 

there are two classes of insects so far as their getting their living is con- 

cerned. One class of insects eats its food and the other class sucks its 

food. This class of insects that affect the apple will eat the foliage, an- 

other will eat the fruit. Now this class of insects can be destroyed, 

or held in check, by the use of -some arsenite. Paris green or some- 

thing of that kind. Anything that kills by being taken into the stomach 

will kill them. The other class that may «affect the foliage or stem of the 

fruit is the class that gets its food by sucking. It does not chew its food, 

but simply pierces the tissue of the leaf or stem or twig and sucks the 

juices. You can not kill these bugs with Paris green or arsenic or any- 

thing of that kind. It must be destroyed by some substance that will kill 

it by coming in contact with its body. I am often asked how to kill these 

bugs. One man told me that he found his trees were literally covered with 

them, and that he put Paris green on the trees, but that it didn’t have any 

effect on the bugs whatever. He said it seemed to him as if it only put 

life into them. Of course, it wouldn’t kill them. He didn’t understand 

what he was trying to do. This particular point is not thoroughly un- 

derstood by a great many people. They know how to manage anything 

that will eat the foliage, but a great many have an idea that Paris 
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green will poison anything. This is not true. There is another insect. 

the scurvy scale, that is found in the orchards everywhere. They make 

the branches look as if they might have been whitewashed. Paris green 

will not kill them. You might use something like soapsuds or some- 

thing like that. You will have to use something that comes in contact 

with them, for they will not eat anything and take it into their stomach. 

You may know something about the codling moth. I wonder how many 

fruit growers here have spray pumps and spray their orchards in the 

spring of the year? You might put into practice all the theory that has 

been advanced here this afternoon in regard to cultivating fruit, but if 

you omit this one thing you will make a failure of it. The time has come 

when the apple has so many enemies that you have to fight_and fight 

from the start to the finish in order to get perfect apples. Spraying and 

spraying intelligently will assist you greatly. 

Mr. DeVilbiss: You do not mean to say that you can not get perfect 

apples without spraying, do you? = 

Prof. Troop: I can hardly say anything else. If you do not you 

will find a great many insects and diseases affecting the apple. There 

are but two of the latter that amount to much: The apple scab and the 

orange rust are very bad in some sections of the country. It seems to be 

much worse in some places than in others. Bordeaux mixture is a very~ 

good remedy. The time to spray is about the time the buds are swelling. 

This is when they get in their work. This should be kept in mind if 

you are spraying for any of the plant diseases. Spray before they get 

in their work. Kill them before they get into the tissues. After they 

get into the tissues there is not much use of spraying. You can’t stop 

it. This is true will all of the diseases. This Bordeaux mixture is all 

right with any fruit, if you will only spray at the proper time. I have 

heard people say it didn’t do any good to spray, but I have always 

thought they did not spray at the proper time. As I have said, in spray- 

ing for these two diseases, spray early before the spores get root in 

the tissues. You should spray two or three times, but the first time 

should be about the time the buds ars swelling. I haven’t found a mix- 

ture that is better than the Bordeaux mixture. 

Mr. Swaim: What is you opinion of using copper sulphate in solution? 

Mr. Baxter: This sticks to the tree better if you use it with lime. 

Mr. Swaim: Will spraying at the proper time destroy all the insects 

that bother the apples? 

Prof. Troop: Not all. 

Mr. Swaim: I hardly mean just that. Will it affect all specimens 

of insects? 
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Prof. Troop: It will. 

Mr. Swaim: How about the Rose beetle? 

Prof. Troop: I thought you referred to those affecting the apple. 

This is very difficult to reach with anything. They are the worst enemy 

we have. We have been trying all kinds of methods for this, but we 

haven’t found anything very effective as yet. 

Mr. Van Deman: There is nothing that will kill it. 

Mr. Baxter: I have had some experience along this line, and lessened 

the number quite perceptibly. I used Paris green and sulphate of copper, 

- and lime and sulphur. I thought perhaps they might get it into their 

beaks. I have found quite a number of them dead under the trees that I 

treated. It seems to me they are the worst insect enemy we have. 

Prof. Troop: They could be destroyed, but the thing is to destroy 

the insect without destroying the tree. Some things will kill the foliage 

as well as the insect. A great many of these insects hibernate. When they 

go into the ground it is very difficult to do anything with them. Many 

hibernate in the rubbish and dry grass and leaves. This is one reason 

why clean cultivation is so good. If they are hibernating in the leaves 

and the leaves are cleaned up and destroyed they are destroyed in them. 

They are hard to destroy. 

Mr. Baxter: I thought I killed some of them on account of their 

being under the trees, but they might have been ready to die. 

Prof. Troop: The probabilities are they were ready to die. 

Mr. Baxter: Have you any cut that shows the Rose beetle? 

Prof. Troop: No, I haven’t a cut of that. 

Mr. Baxter: You will remember I sent you some of these insects. 

They were entirely new to me. ; 

Prof. Troop: They are of a yellow brown color with long legs and 

a long snout. 

Mr. Baxter: Why is it that we can not kill them? 

Prof. Troop: I can not answer that. These beetles are very difficult 

to destroy. 

About how large is it? 

Prof. Troop: About one-half inch to three-eighths of an inch. It is of 

a brownish yellow color, with long legs. 

41—Agri, 
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What can be done to prevent pear blight or tomato rot? ~ 

Prof. Troop: That is something the United States department has 

been working on for years. : E 

Mr. Van Deman: There is nothing that will destroy pear blight. All 

you can do is to try to destroy the source of the disease. 

Prof. Troop: You should be very careful in cutting off pear blight 

wood, so as not to inoculate the other parts of the tree if you use the 

same knife again. It becomes a difficult matter to stop pear blight when 

it once gets started. Some varieties are affected more and some less. 

Mr. Van Deman: In the apple it usually doesn’t affect a shoot more 

than a foot. 

Prof. Troop: No, not more than that. 

Mr. Grossman: My Yellow Transparents are blighted so that I fear 

they will die. 

Prof. Troop: That depends on the locatity. I have had so many tell 

me that they are having serious times with their Yellow Transparent, 

and I have some right in among the other trees that are blighted, and 

the Transparents do not have a bit of blight on them. 

Mr. Grossman: I would like to know whether there is any difference 

in the blight between the orchards that «re cultivated and the ones that 

are sprayed? 

Prof. Troop: Someone that has tried that can answer that question. 

There is a great deal of difference in the varieties that blight, and our 

orchards are made up of two or three trees of a kind. Some orchards 

are cultivated and some have been sowed down in grass for years. I be- 

lieve that those that have been cultivated all the time have blighted worse 

this year than others. 

Mr. Grossman: That has been my observation. I have noticed that 

the crabs have blighted seriously this year, and instead of stopping it 

is getting worse and worse. . 

Mr. Flick: Some recent investigations by the Commission appointed 

by the State of California has recommended certain things with regard 

to blight. First, that manuring pear trees should be avoided; second, 

that the trees should be starved partially. 

Prof. Latta: I think with a few announcements we might close. 

Mr. Feebles: I move you that we give a vote of thanks to the people 

of this church for their kindness to us while we have been here, in the 

use of the church and the furnishing of the special music we have had. 
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Mr. DeVilbiss: I second the motion: 

(The motion was carried.) 

Prof. Latta: I think all of you here are interested in this work, and 

you have certainly heard some good talks here within the last two days, 

and it will now rest with you to do the rest. You can carry out these 

ideas if you like, and put them to practice on your farms or in your 

orchards. This is one of the objects in starting these meetings. If they 

are of service we want the meetings to be held. During the coming 

winter we will hold more of the Farmers’ Institutes than ever before 

in the history of the work. The plan is to hold the institutes in the 

county in proportion to the area, and the number of days will vary from 

two to five in the largest counties. I think this county entitled to four 

days, according to the area. i hope the people of this county will rally 

to the support of Mr. Stanley, who takes up the work for the first time, 

and needs your co-operation to push the work forward to the success 

that it ought to have. This is a sample of the work that is being done. 

I think you have had a high-class sample. Now, it is up to you to make © 

use of the sample. It is simply a pattern for you to follow, and I trust 

that you will go out with the determination to support your chairman 

and make these meetings that are held in your own county a success 

during the coming winter. These remarks will apply to all the counties 

as well. The meeting will now stand adjourned. 

NATIONAL FRESH FRUIT EXHIBITS. 

PAPER READ BY WALTER S. RATLIFF, BEFORE THE WAYNE COUNTY HORTICUL- 

TURAL SOCIETY. 

When county fairs are held, special efforts are made to secure exhibits 

of fruits of various kinds from the districts in which these local displays 

are made. These may include many kinds of fruits. or they may embrace 

only such varieties as are available at the time of these exhibitions. In 

the limited space generally allotted and for, the want of time that is. 

necessary in the collection and care of exhibits, together with the light 

premiums generally offered, the displays are far from being extensive. 

In State exhibitions, where fruits are shown, grown in the several 

counties of each State, more effort is made to make and maintain larger 

and more varied exhibits than are found at local fairs. In these, special 

efforts are made to exhibit a larger number of varieties of the staple 

kinds of fruits, as well as plates containing the best specimens of each. 

In order to do this, later methods of keeping fruits out of season have 

been employed in many cases by the exhibitors. This materially enlarges 

the usefulness of State fairs over local ones wherever held, as naturally 

the number of people attending them would be larger, stimulating greater 

effort to make these State exhibitions more complete. 
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In national fairs, interest is not only shown by the people of the 

several States and Territories, but by foreign countries as well. And 

from the care taken by individuals and the funds expended by corpora- 

tions and countries in their management, much is expected to be gained 

therefrom. 

The present World’s Fair at St. Louis is looked upon not so much 

from the extensive’ preparations and exhibits that characterize it as the 

greatest of expositions; but from the character of the displays and the 

means employed to maintain them. It is true that in former international 

shows some effort was made to preserve fresh ripe fruits by the liquid 

process, but it has been left to the present fair to demonstrate the system 

of other means of preservation. : 

At Chicago a few States had displays of fresh fruits in the natural 

state aside from the citrous kinds and grapes. At Buffalo more concerted 

effort was made, but the plans largely failed through a partial failure 

in the fruit crops of the United States. At Paris many of the awards 

for fruit were given to American exhibitors who sent their fruits abroad, 

which was not only gratifying, but largely repaid them for making ex- 

hibits so far from home. 

The extent of the present exhibit can be surmised when it is known 

that thirty of our States and Territories, with Canada, have made the 

entire exhibit. No foreign country has any fresh ripe fruits on exhibition* 

This is quite a disappointment, as foreign fruits are much in demand 

for comparison with our own, as to size, color and flavor. Upon the 

tables in the Horticultural Palace more than 20,000 plates of fresh fruits 

are daily maintained, aside from the large quantities used in designs 

and oddly-arranged decorations. On these plates are placed five of a 

variety, of equal size, color, and free from imperfections. 

Each State elects the qualities upon which its fruits are to be judged, 

and upon these the results of the awards largely depend. Indiana takes 

uniformity of size, good keeping qualities and unequaled flavor. Some 

of the Western States elect large size, high color and good keeping quali- 

ties, especially is this done as compared with fruit from the Central and 

Eastern States, as the texture of flesh and flavor seem to belong to the 

latter. 

Several exhibitors have profited by former exhibitions and have made 

the best showing possible, while several States never before entered an 

international fair. Most of the exhibits not only include last year’s crop, 

but of the present, as fast as it is matured. This will give opportunities 

to observe shipping qualities of many varieties when transported over- 

land, aside from the use of the cold storage system. 

Virtually all of the principal kinds of fruits can be seen on exhibition, 

and most of the principal varieties of each. There are to be found on 

the tables: Choice bunches of grapes from New York, beautiful peaches 

*Mexico, Canada, Honduras had fresh fruit exhibits. - Secretary. 
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from Arkansas, large limes from Arizona, excellent apples from Indiana 

and delicious oranges from California. This accounts largely for the 

smiles and pleasant faces of the visitors in the Palace, as there are thou- 

sands of specked apples, peaches, bananas and oranges given away 

daily to them by the generous exhibitors. Two large wine companies 

of New York State have grape juice ‘‘on tap,’ the revenue from which 

doubtless largely reimburses them for the expense incurred at the build- 

ing, as many of the visitors enjoy sampling the juice. 

Exhibits of fruits demonstrate the value and efficacy of the present 

cold storage system, which, as has been stated, has attained its high 

character within the past few years. Through a long line of experiments 

conducted by individuals, experimental stations, companies and the De- 

partment of Agriculture, covering many years of work and study, the 

present system has been perfected. So near has it become satisfactory 

that the fruit men can and are relying on its efficiency. 

By this system the season of fruiting has been lengthened. Formerly 

perishable fruits lasted from a few days to a fortnight. Now, with proper 

care, the supply of such may be continued for weeks or months after 

picking. 

This system avoids overstocking or glutting the market. It materially 

lessens the danger of a reduction in price, as they can be marketed as the 

demand may require, which not only protects the grower, but the mer- 

chant as well. The expense incurred in handling fruits either for fair 

display or marketing is not exorbitant, in fact, such goods can be han- 

dled and delivered without materially advancing the price to the con- 

sumer, 

These exhibitions demonstrate the necessity of a proper selection of 

fruits. They should be sufficiently ripe and of typical color. Over-ripe 

specimens bécome mealy, scald more easily and “go down” or decay too 

soon. Those that are unmatured never color properly and lack much 

of that characteristic flavor that is so much desired. When the speci- 

mens are of good size, free from insect ravages, scale and scab, properly 

matured and colored, they, during storage and after being placed on the 

tables, properly ripen and color and maintain their good qualities. 

Some diversity of opinion exists relative to the time gathered fruits, 

such as apples, pears, quinces and apricots, should be placed in the 

packages for storage. Most men believe that but few days must elapse 

between picking and storing. Some advocate a sufficient length of time 

fo permit such specimens to show evidences of decay, that would not 

otherwise keep well. The fruit is usually wrapped in two kinds of 

paper and packed. The inner wrapper is a tissue or soft one, the other 

an oiled or parchment paper. The name of the variety of fruit together 

with the name of the grower and his address is placed inside the inner 

wrapper. 

In nearly every case, when apples and pears were kept in barrels, 
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those in the central part “heated” or decayed more or less, indicating that 

boxes should always be used, in bushel sizes and less, in which almost 

invariably the fruit kept uniformly throughout. 

When boxes are removed to storage the temperature is then kept at 

near 32° to 34° Fahrenheit, which has proven most satisfactory. On 

the removal of the boxes from cold storage the lids are removed and 

the fruit is permitted to air at least eight hours before being removed 

from their places. This is done for two reasons. The specimens are 

said to sweat. in warming up and the inner wrapping being a soft tissue 

paper, absorbs the moisture as fast as deposited, and the oiled wrappers 

keeps out the air. 

Requisitions are given, usually once or twice a week, on the stock 

in cold storage, and the exhibits are thus maintained. In this way as 

certain fruits are needed they can be supplied in time to keep up a con- 

tinuous exhibit. 

When fruits are placed on the tables as many plates of five speci- 

mens each as can be secured of each variety that possess merit are se- 

lected and set aside to be passed on by the National Jury of Awards. 

There is an entry made to the Chief of the Division of these plates, when 

the jury is advised to inspect the same and file his or their decision for 

future reference. It might be said that Indiana was the only exhibitor 

that had its dislay in place in the Palace of Horticulture on the day of 

the opening of the fair, thus securing the first one hundred points in the 

grand contest for a medal offered by the division. 'The judges in their re- 

ports showed that Indiana had on exhibition the best plates of Wegener, 

Mann, Winesap and Newby apples yet shown. 

These exhibitions directly indicate the keeping qualities of fruits. 

This is especially seen with the pomaceous and‘stone sorts, such as the 

apple, pear, quince, apricot, plum and peach. But as the staple kinds, 

such as apples and pears, are considered more in a commercial way, it 

is but natural that they should réceive closer consideration. With the 

apples, the Salome, Fink, Winesap, Mann, Ben Davis, Northern Spy, 

Jonathan and Rome Beauty deserve special mention, as many samples 

of these varieties remained longest on the tables when taken from cold 

storage. It was found that the Grimes Golden, Wealthy, Stark, Fal- 

lawater and Yellow Bellflower retained much of their beauty and good 

qualities, but held up poorly when placed on the tables. 

Among the pears late autumn and early winter varieties kept fairly 

well, yet it is a fact that the solid, firm, geod-keeper Kieffer ruins in cold 

storage. It becomes black in color, insipid in taste, and worthless and 

rots quickly. 

Most peaches are too tender to withstand the handling incident to 

packing and storage, and it is thought that they can not be kept satis- 

factorily for commercial purposes. 
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Grapes and quinces do fine if not too ripe, and as they add much to 

the fruit displays they are expected to enter largely in the consignments 

this summer and autumn that will be sent to the fair. 

Citrus fruits, such as oranges, lemons, limes and pomelos have long 

since proven capable of withstanding the shipments with but little danger, 

and no labor and expense has been spared to make it one of the greatest 

displays ever given of these kinds of fruits. 

National fairs furnish the best means of comparison and study of 

fresh ripe fruits, as the choicest specimens availaple are secured for 

such displays, and, laying aside those kept in liquids, no plan could be 

devised to be of greater value. In these opportunities for study not only 

the growers and merchants are interested, but the consumers as well. 

The chance to study the same variety grown on different soils, with a 

diversity of climate, moisture, protection and care, cultivation and spray- 

ing is there supplied. It was the intention of the government pomologist 

to have a series of tables where the same varieties grown in the several 

States could be placed under his direct supervision, and have careful 

comparisons made. 

Many of the older varieties have not of late years been profitably 

grown and the exhibits of newer sorts is of great value to the public 

generally. New ones are being produced each year, and often valuable 

seedlings are lost by not being known or for want of an enterprising 

individual to introduce them. Some varieties that have been known for 

many years have of late attained much prominence in the commercial 

orchard and command much attention now. 

In these exhibits the grower has an opportunity to advertise his busi- 

ness to the commercial fruit man by exhibiting what he can grow. In 

this way he can permit his fruit to be sampled, which is an evidence of 

its value, often convincing his friends of its unquestionable superiority. 

With a knowtedge of where certain kinds, of fruits attain their great- 

est perfection commission men can arrange, often for weeks ahead, for the 

purchase of the products of entire orchards, which is of considerable 

importance to both shipper and grower, as in this case the fruit can be 

gathered and shipped when in prime condition, which is one of the essen- 

tial requisites for its keeping and in the retention of its valuable qualities 

so highly prized by the consumer. 4 

In concluding, it might be stated that through the aid of the cold 

storage system these international exhibits are made possible, and from 

the bulk and character of the fruits displayed there can be no doubt 

that the standard of excellence attained in the varieties thus grown at 

present is equal to any formerly produced, and, considering the exten- 

sive field of operations of horticulturists, there may be expected even 

greater possibilities in the broad and ennobling field of horticulture. 
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REPORT FROM SECOND HORTICULTURAL DISTRICT. 

BY W. C. REED. 

As to general conditions there seems to be considerable improvement 

in horticultural knowledge, so that the average farmer is paying more 

attention to spraying, pruning and other important items. However, it 

will be a long time before we will get all to spray and give their trees and 

plants the care they should have. : 

There has not been as much planting done in this locality the past 

year as there was the year before in fruits, but there is being planted 

quite a number of timber plats. These are mostly in lots of from 500 to 

2,000 trees, and are planted mostly for posts. There has been at least 

200,000 seedlings planted in this one county (Knox) the past season. Ca- 

talpa and black locust are the varieties planted. I think this one of the 

best moves that has been started for some time, and will be of great value 

to each farm in the course of a few years if they are properly cared for. 

Fruit Supply.—There ‘is not one farm in every ten that has enough 

tree or small fruits to supply his own family—in fact, there are a great 

many that have no small fruits whatever, claiming they can buy them 

cheaper than they can grow them, and they do without most of the time. 

There are several commercial orchards in this section that have paid 

very well the past season. Among these are Hon. W. B. Robinson, who 

had one of the best crops he has ever raised on his twenty-five-acre apple 

orchard, this being his third consecutive crop. This orchard is thoroughly 

sprayed and pruned every year, and the clover mowed for mulch several 

times during the summer, being sandy soil with clay subsoil. There is 

also a twenty-five-acre pear orchard located partly within the city limits 

of Vincennes. This orchard has had five consecutive crops the past 

season. There were over 6,000 bushels of Keiffer and Garber pears. This 

has had only very moderate care and very little pruning, with some spray- 

ing. The trees have been very healthy from the start and commenced 

bearing very young. The third summer from setting G00 bushels of fruit 

were gathered. There are quite a number of commercial appie orchards 

around Bicknell, in the upper part of the county, which have paid very 

well, but as a rule they have had very little care, although this is one of 

the best apple sections of the State, especially for Winesaps and apples 

of that family. 

Land in this section of the county can be bought for $35 to $40 per acre 

that is adapted to apples. ve 

There is very little forward movement as to beautifying school 

grounds here as yet, but think the time is not far distant, as the country 

homes and grounds have been improved x great deal during the past few 
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years, and as a nurseryman I can notice a marked advance in the demand 

for roses, shrubs and ornamentals, all of which shows an awakening along 

that line. I think the Civic Improvement League is doing a wonderful 

work in this line, but so far there are no societies of this kind in this 

section. 

I think the interurban railways are going to bring about more im- 

provement than any other one agency, giving the rural population a 

chance to get out more and see how the people live in the cities, and, 

seeing the beautiful yards, they go home with a determination to fix up 

their own premises. 

I think one of the best works that can be done i the Horticultural 

Society would be to give lectures in different parts of the State, these to 

be illustrated with stereopticon views of some of the best kept orchards, 

gardens and lawns. 

. REPORT FROM THIRD HORTICULTURAL DISTRICT. 

BY ©. N. LINDLEY. 

There seems to be quite an advancement in horticulture in the counties 

of the Ohio Valley in small fruits. Floyd County does a wholesale busi- 

ness, many carloads being shipped each day during the berry season, 

from about May 15th till June 15th. Many orchards are being planted 

each year, as this section has proven exceptionally good for fruit of all 

kinds. 

Farmers are not giving as much attention to fruits for home use as 

we would hope to see, as the impression seems to be that the care of an 

orchard or fruit garden interferes with the general farm work, and that 

often the fruit can be purchased cheaper than it can be produced at home. 

There are quite a number of commercial orchards in the counties 

bordering the Ohio River, but I am unable to give names of the owners. 

Mr. Stevens, of Salem, President of the State Horticultural Society, has 

the largest pear orchard in the United States, comprising about ninety 

acres and over 11,000 trees. So far it has never borne a profitable crop. 

but we hope and expect to see a banner crop at no distant day. Mr. 

E. M. C. Hobbs, of Salem, has a mixed orchard of eight acres that is 

promising good returns, as the plums have yielded well and been 

profitable. 

Land in this district suitable for ‘fruit growing can be purchased from 

$10 to $50 per acre, and at these prices no doubt can be made to yield 

a handsome profit upon the investment. 

A few good practical horticultural topics, to be discussed at the 

various Farmers’ Institutes in this section, will create an interest along 

_ the line of both commercial orchards and fruits for the home. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF NOBLE COUNTY HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY. 

This society has now completed its eighth year and numbers 400 

enrolled members. It held meetings during the year 1904 at the home 

of John D. Black in February; at the home of J. O. and Mrs. M. J. Good 

in April; at Rome City with the Lagrange County Society in June; at the 

home of J. C. Kimmell in August; at the-home of George D. Gaby in 

November; at the home of John J. Forker in December. Five hundred 

persons were in attendance at the June meeting and 300 at the November 

meeting. We had an average attendance at all meetings of 200 persons. 

At each meeting some live subject in horticulture, agriculture or economic 

science was taken up and discussed. Occasionally the services of some 

‘speaker of prominence from a distance has been secured. Music, recita- 

tions and readings by the young people have filled out our programs. 

The society dinners have formed a substantial attraction, enlarged our 

attendance and added to our membership. The cash premiums offered at 

its June, August and October meetings have served a good purpose. The 

show of fruits, vegetables and flowers at these meetings have been ex- 

ceptionally fine. 

A good average crop of fruit was grown here last year. An extra 

crop of vegetables was grown, onions forming»the staple commercial crop. 

The society exhibited fruits at the Indiana State Fair, and fruits, 

vegetables and flowers at the Kendallville Fair. We sent a delegate to 

the annual meeting of State Horticultural Society and one to the meeting 

of the State Board of Agriculture. 

The financial report shows receipts for the year of $476.00; expendi- 

tures, $297.64, leaving a balance on hand of $178.42. Our last aunual 

report, of which 2,000 copies have been printed is a fifty-six-page book 

with handsome cover—in style and finish a model of the printer’s art. 

The following officers were elected for the year ensuing: J. C. Kim- 

mell, Ligonier, president; Mrs. D. K. Hitchcock, Brimfield, vice-president; 

John W. Moorhouse, Albion, secretary; William W. Carey, Albion, treas- 

urer; Executive Committee—George D. Gaby, P. J. Stanley and C. L. W. 

Harvey. = 

JNO. W. MOORHOUSE, Secretary. 
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Beeler Jiossebiiie ccccte Soiec see a PNOMSVAUN G's Seslaes iste oliaree Boone. 

Benjamins Cre Bebe aye mace is sieve Crown. Point)s.0..5. 285.5 Lake 

Benton irene tier tends seis aoe ek oe Chicacowsilitery. 2 eeiasseie 

BS OMe Oro tee hetecs fats shaw cieis apeereas os apes Mishawaka’. .,s25% 120. St. Joseph. 

BOGOR Re iersevcires oot fale e-eie hee @hicarorsllliees. species 

BoydicsDrischel?ca. os oc. ss ae sci Cambridge. Cityee.. o.o: Wayne, 

IB eat ve © eas Det ere eters are Srousyalaese cece a Walley Milise 2 s%.S0s/.% n,5 Marion. 

Biurrnsidetgl Oren. cscnza se Segoe oe Iniibertyzetetes-atree crac sles ters Union. 

CCE IN iI 2) Fad Oh cchertse Re ERE ergy Gen tee Kee wainttalnns sy itsecarscrs oi Fulton. 

Canter Mrs yO Hrs. 28.85. Secale Sey MOUtey hte oases ee Jackson. 

Chamiberlatin Wives crs ase cis ose Tuatayeite ss. ciais 0 cee a2 Tippecanoe. 

Chiris trains Minis as ehece5) ais oe ants aye KOKOMO metro a wee eye Howard, 

RGCre Wirwlan as noweie ced voles os Anderson............... Madison. 

Chorney richd o: Deer ie Micanne Ice eee Gomisyilles Koy sce sce 

WOMIPLON AR HG. Gases sa ene oes New Canlisle 2022 s3-2:5%. 2, St. Joseph. 

Wowertsee Cncese thes cos crehorcin Sesvcets Rranikdines. cst siscen 6 Johnson. 

Waris, Os Phe eeetevesrs as oc cece ees 2 Gamdense Nie Y secricci sie 

Dalyan Kime els teas ae eye A Pee oe Carmel trace) hccsiesciescreyenc Hamilton. 

We wWeessWielictss,s tre ctcle-scie.cr~ Plainfield ects: Seictoe Hendricks. 

Dixon Osiris ferns ceed oes asia Garme ligne si ctlerctcierer sins Sei Hamilton. 

1 DK OCG |e) BLS Oa eS eae tote an ee ate AOniet ea yatta eo aN er Miami 

Dun rane amlser mn ertng etic eke coe Indilamapolisterrts seers Marion. 

BISONS Ars Grasiacyae shoe sic heute aisas Nt SWiayne- scaccisc coe Allen. 

RBI WG Wesco ate oar 2 bs atancoran = Sty Claire Miachieeces ac. 

Bre ser GeOkabes 2 scot ne cNeve a ave see Nappanee eis: c.cns seer Elkhart. 

Freese, Edw....... er GAT Na ppaneesenta. ce te sroes Elkhart. 

AUPE IVES, 5 Bee SW rcs ccler sit, oo teers nese as Indianapolis ia2 sis 61.00 Marion. 

GarretsonipNeckins. my citarcconcen nis ecco Rendletonisevanemtrcee Madison. 

Ei 1618 ES Diplee 6 See cen eae aia Aibtlene:yKanens.5 acc ao 

JET ese iach Ue or soie'd CLOW MPOIM 5. eer ote ws re Lake. 

Hellerkts Merz (avant... cic orcas NEw Lork, Ne We 6 es 

emien way bss Bites sora cnee ae ols coe POMS VAN Csr sen eee cle Boone. 

Le LON Hea Bray Bisby opts Shes sca oro, Reese Straughin jy) 4 2:0. oo ELONEY. 

HHioldermants@ Bets, oo) 2). han cst IBremenieietcne ce acces Marshall. 

ol derniariny.) mM pace rat eens eaters aver Blyanouthies. v.55 Marshal]. 

Holloway, SU SS sis ssf sa5c 5 . hee bie North Manchester....... Wabash. 

EVES) aa Goes ok ty Sotelo eee 8S Bite Way Dessict yery-c, te Allen, 
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Name. Town. County. 

Jamison JOhn ASA oe a eee Philadelphia, Pa........ 

Jessup & Antrimes 27. 38s titer ae indianapolis. cer ere Marion. 

solnsons “EL s Wiis Ho See 2. Satm cote ee Mooresville ss a misnts nuaiotor Morgan. 

DGhmnsonil. W554 eh ees nels a oe Indianapolis, Sta. A..... Marion. 

dJohnson GC WAe Mee ora eee cenes eee Acton afer ties eto eae eee Marion. 

Reilsmteyer Bross i i0js 30nd oe Manitowoc, Wis ...... “e 

Mester, Eb We wasn avis Mogens Middletown r75.2242c2n = Henry 

Rent zey Bes Wit Se oe area aie eae Kalamazoo, Mich....... 

Kin Oxmd se MisS ined kee =luebanonaea eases Boone. 

Dene, WEA Ao. baa Go os ador Mooresville vcr csseicree Morgan. 

Iuamont(Chastic. thst os sch ore Mooresville. .... .. Morgan. 

Rennrek, WF rat kileg thtsice ace rae Hannah? ce eae Laporte. 

Teismiann, Ce W i erccst nes ccs See eee @arlistes: <)are cone Sullivan 

MiaeysBros: ck st 2 can Soyeo ee Mooresville 25.27 agsneee Morgan. 

MGI cake yarns, fctastc ach meee New @arlislent=: =e. St. Joseph. 

MeCledx i siion ct: rane secon eee Piptonts, ~..caes wkeee se Tipton. 

McConnell CMe ra eee eee Woodstock, Ohio........ 

MeConnells Sieber seee ase ee Milford Center, Ohio.... 

Miler Oey wee tata Sa ele Inidieuapolismer as eee Marion. 

EULA WOr rk Uants Son thos sheen aes New Castlens< 22: sas: LORRY: 

Males OE mccain oas cen cae Mooresville............. Morgan 

Mitchen dma: Abeta nee ees Chicao oes) = ete 

Newbysihlerbet aces tcp eater ae SPICel Ann sae. acct sce Henry. 

IN EW HOUSE) Siler Woy core cre te. oencsteye oes Wavellye> ic 3 5! sciences Morgan. 

NGwRom; Acid \ccceacn £  Syacrmentcs WestiNewton... 4.5.4: 502 Marion. 

Renrod se Jehu sce aie nee Kewanna snes. cose. Fulton. 

PrattcaOcgbvetcn nc cineca se meena New WorkN.) Yo. 2 ohn 

Reese MIOraGCe s.cn scat amet atueay Piamibeld: so. 0eac.. Hendricks. 

Richmond Cream Co.............. Richmond: 5 3552% sos, te Wayne. 

Rippey, Mrs: Sophie: 2.2%". 5.22.00. : SVIREURE 4 ermine eee Kosciusko. 

RiGoentes Werele ite eae a ee Malottbearkac: (5-4 40.55" Marion. 

RoudebushysCn bier. sees cen tee Colfax. 28s Aeeoan ae Clinton: 

Sedgewick; Riley. iste f eek Rairlandias coro aenenee Shelby. 

Shalligh Cr De eases tees Mishawaka .............St. Joseph. 

Schenck, Mrs M.B.... Se Eo Fo 0) « ore tne AS Boone. 

Shepard’ Weve ern... ete hae ease Wadison, Wis? sfcii7e ee > 

Seltlosser; G06. - cy. ~<cste cde ee CICA On ae nae oF 

Schlosser, Hay, «claro neces een Plymouth ; jie noni ad chat: Marshall. 

SCO ie ial OM Aa rarenrrent aoe oe a che ot Ere hn On Gi yet waeysie he setts Wayne. 

SPATE TD (Vs sc geaeicge cette eee Marion se: teen ete Grant. 

Slater, H N. Sess eae Oty so Isatayette = 22% centc enna Tippecanoe. 

StsJioln; shat We ai west ceases ee Columbus Ohio......... 

Biravinskt, Js Fi Sac ic bie ee Lndiananglists: Sovran. Marion. 

Smith, Frank .... . .. Valley Mills > ..:.- .2i2.. Marion: 

SRULN MIO ean kth aa ee ee Indianapolis............ Marion. 

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, 
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Name. Town. County. 

SLO WMIMeEM Wistar: a Melt le ese MATION tle t ano ...- Grant. 

Yeh Pi iMe Ge 5 La A. ee ee a New Washirgton........ Clark. 

ENGST VST GS | ine oie Mie er Elizabethtown........... Bartholomew. 

Trafalgar Creamery Co ........... Indianapolis .......02%. >... Marion. 

Nigar Nemriwan bt: Eiressie> = 2 aes Balzvetter. son eepec rcs ‘Tippecanoe. 

Wagoner Glass Works............ News York, Ne oiceiz 5 

BVcbslere Wapiti. U4 2t. bom as Indianapolis: 2. aja, aicacct 2 2 Marion. 

WMCUDOER SoM ecracoi. co scious ose 8 Bridgeport. eascasec as - Marion. 

NWA royce DAYS ao le ees eee 1D] bis nseel UWE Rescate nie ris 

Wilsom, Woe ol. eo ae a, Indian apolise. s.2 7... 4 st Marion. 

Winters. Seburseernte cots. oslo oeukess 1 Disito) WA eet aerating ts orare Greene. 

WOO SraSes brie i er 8 See at eyes Crownpoints....<te. oss. - Lake. 

Wianleni Ga Ne oft et bese eee & Indianapolis...0...03. 20: Marion. 
Witte Bie GeomWepe oe. os oor, cay aos Indianapolinis sts 3.2% a0 Marion. 

LIFE MEMBERS. 

BG de Siesta. qth os ole See Se ok Cambridge City.......... Henry. 

ComIMVODE Wich. ie occu ihe cera s oe Centreville tis. s.c ssa aiayarceas Wayne. 

I Brerketel 103) ae Gee Cambridge City......... Henry. 

BOTT Mab foe Ss eel Liha RisWayne soon. ins. Allen. 

PN eres o's vires aL eee eee Columbus, Ohio......... 

mchinsser, Elenry.<).00....22 5. FU SERCIMEE te toe ele Sear Marshall. 

Schlosser,‘samuel;. ..6.. 6225 56...5. Phymaig wile 2 6s cacti ty Marshall. 

"HONORARY MEMBER, 

LELAT IED) 5p) 22 1 le an Dede ge te Columbus, Ohio 

INDIANA CREAMERIBS. 

The following list is based on information at hand since July, 1905. 

Request for information was sent to each creamery in the State so far 

as addresses were at hand. _ Most of them responded. Frequent requests 

for names and addresses of creameries and cheese factories in the State 

are received by the Secretary, and it is hoped that those interested will 

kindly inform him of errors and omissions in this list as well as of the 

establishment or abandonment of any establishments. 

CREAMERIES AND CHEESE FACTORIES. 

Postoffice. County. Manager or Secretary. Butter or Cheese Maker. 

SAUIMD OV ea sae cone cielo Mitamiiter seca see: Ge MenYioarsieae teks aoe F ankA nold. 

An rolaten see hie tes toca. Stembenen.s+ ones: Cow Hoda ayes C.W Hood. 

AMNGSTSONEr eee ses. Ae ON AGTSONS ee oct ace iLanpnoneibEOsetenee t-te Larmore Bros. 

; Wi Sha@oilientcae% @o2cs2 Chas. Silverthurn 

Oy \RYECG en ae Ae ees Hamilton. 252 -.2- Henny Waltzes aero s Henry Waltz. 

IANIMECEONG cee ses nice: Vanderburgh...... dee Wierknieer:sos 2. seer J H. Mu: ger. 

Jalil (Eye a eens Se en oat Nobles sore ee Thos. Hudson.:;........... EB. B. Gates. 

Blountevilleseecsso. 2. <a. Henry ht ere. sen Osh sHedson. >. 2.2 2ec ... O. F. Hodson. 
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Poatofjice. 

Bremen 

Bristol 

*Cambridge City 

Carlisle 

Centerville 

Churubusco 

Chrisney 

Columbia City 

Creston 

Farmersburg......... 

Farmland 

Ft. Wayne 

Freelandville 

Fremont 

Hebron 

Holland 

Huntingburg 

Huntertown 

Inglefield 

Jamestown........... 

*Kingsbury 

Kokomo 

Lamar 

Logansport 

Mishawaka 

Mulberry 

Muncie 

Napanee 

New Carlisle 

New Castle 
*“New Washington 

BOARD OF AGRICULTURE. 

eo veeerees 

“Cheese factories. 

County. Manager or Secretary. Butter or Cheese Maker. 

ina Marshall..........Schlosser Bros........... C. E. Holderman. 

Arete Elkhart...........So0l. Sherwin.............. Edward Nickerson. 

ete Lake JoeAs OGHM Ales acy actiasewiee oo LL ae COLE te 

Baad Dekalb.i-4..- 2% t.0>B) Pessell iss-sies cose bt PeSsells 

Sere Wayne 2G. eW s Drischel <. i. ..+-- eo. Usher 
ee Sullivans/:.: ieee. 0 Wi COOPOT. .ces -.0 2-01 Wie Leman. 

a ae WSyNep... dencda.Ael. OCKRIOR ens ete.) seleones 

Sete Whitley o2. <2: .2 2, WOO ISAY..0.<. s0-02- oe. On He enberger 

ere Spencer ois.) - ewe MLAIE aie. Ses selene. ean CHAS PATRI Gite 
Pi 3. AWIDEELOY, « csr heeiee Rte MG yersis. bs once 

atte Lake................ JohnSchultz......-....-.. John Hofman. 

eter Lake..... 00. +..+. Adolph Lottes..-............D. Strong: 

Soe Spencer...........M. Heichelbeck...........Otto Eberhardt. ~ 

daar Adams........... Brown &Son..........---.1saac Brown. 

Racine Miami’... z.. 0s. ie RODINS:....-s-.+2.0--O. Wildman: 

east Wiarrickcen acta 

eth Carrollye-tacoo nD NOD ENS sac oseee seedete 

Bann Lake...............F. Kalvelage..............John B. Bruescher. 

sordeaigt Orawford). © «ets El. INSULIN yaaa. sen ee GOO Oey nehe 

Pee Sullivan <... .....h.J. Cummins... ....--..kle wu -bennette 

oes Randolphicns-. 4004 Cpil. OOStS. cn cessiess seo. Ose aOORIERE 

Sth Dubois ............0. schneider ..............Chas. Metzgar. 

see Wiayne)icrca..s 0. coke. Pagolen..c snare ae ClonmCuLler: 

Cac ‘Allen: cuwaior cen AGTH FIN GY lors = hue ecctcre Curtis Parks. 

ae KinOxciasetenoeee ak El RU OLi en oon ee medetinciks 

sean Steubenstec a. dence lt ELS brO be nee ese s cae re tA anes 

aici Laporte .o.c. «0ns1dls Hl. JOFden:....0 cesta ce DTANE ienIGk. 

aaa Steubon’..oy cas. Wier NGlu. re ccdgeras ete ately eee Lae 
abel: Porter’ = aces.c. so ee NACHOIS.. <<. ain. eh ceecer RUIN TCRIGRS 

Foes DwbOiB. ccc. be. atte sel RUE 6 ccs cera cae oe CS GTAVGSs 

NE fe DUDOISE Aces oe ee 

ace Allen.. . . 2-0. LU. Greenwell. .t........ D. D: Dennison. 

sai Vanderburgh ..... Thos. W. Peck........... Frank W. Fisher. 

5 aisle I OONO ira cate neetn woe A. M. Southwick......... A.M. Southwick. 

rnces DUDOING Sate cate LAPS tURM acconerciesas A. Medler. 

aaeee Starkeso.. 2c -4a4 GC; Riallingsic..1 seek aa cee: 

aces Fulton.............Clifford & Penrod...-.....J. T. Penrod. 

bag fe Laporte -nicc -cecce ele LLU geese econ ccm Ae BT ene 

sinters Howard........... Thos. E. Christian........ Fred Robinson. 

Se ae Speneer.:... @220.. De M. DBhornsvc. cece peeks Winds Stomun. 

ciate Tippecanoe.......Chamberlain & Son ...... 

Purdue Univ. Creamery.. F. Rasmussen. 

iets Uni0n). ccc ccoutee eS UAT AN ccm seeders LOOlr ey OhnsOnE 

sheets Lagrange.........:.2. Di Craig. .c...... 000. NCOtE Wylie: 

Bie Cass). coe ee CAWPATDO! GY sets ccc Meyers 

SANS Ge St. Joseph.........C. D. Shalloil ............ Herbert Schlosser. 

ee Randolph sc2oocmeks « on nce ce eee pea ele see SLU Wr EMOe nu bbee 

ene Olintowsc seus eer e ec BLIGE > cane cat's 

S OCe Delaware .........Geo. W. Brooks...........B. L. Hollister. 
Howler Coie ncestiscuescees 

QeaW ix Brook Siseus tenets B. L. Martin. 

acre Elkhart...........@eo. Freese’s Sons ....... 

eee St. Joseph.........A. H. Compton ........... Earl Martin. 

eae Henry.............Colson S. Berry.......... Levi Johnson. 

Asicae Clarks. os; «stv oh.o08 GUS WEL. 65 teen cnet are 
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Postoffice. County. Manager or Secretary. Butter or Cheese Maker. 

North Manchester........ Wabash J. 6...0c0e0 Silas Holloway........... Silas Holloway. 

Opland est. fo seacnes faece StewWensot csiest'e sa. G@. M: Rowley..:..........D. L. Coover. 

Ogeaol aatiec cen cease as Ste Josephisrn. ova. lM. Curtisseect cnc cones John Enger. 

CON INUt aoe onto ce ner nr eee Ripley wecute «cee G Herman: x20 4 -4toas see G. Herman. 

Bab litecetacucuaccocsneeens Oranwer. ao osereee Wie Marist. «sti sarecsieses: Frank Libcke. 

Pendleton acm caccone sce. Madison:c.cc:-. 0... DOMME RIS G cereeees came L. C. Chamberlain. 

Ply mothe ccs cers cece Marshall.......... Sam Schlosger........... J.M. Holderman. 

IPYINGELON meee crite Gibsons seseater.tcn-> 

Parkeretooncvanwscsicert ster. Ran dolphins see. SeStpleretac-ciecscetes wor 

Pontlan disc cwws cis cease dit ethtqaeeencauned Tis Gre Olmesiee cc cice = «c's Oscar Warnock. 

Riochesteneenwsdeececei sci Jul litah coheonbatese RASOBryanitionscesiess se J. A. Goodnow. 

Rioclksportiscec ck testes steels PPONCEM< ..ccec cane By PS Bridges) occise etsciisiss* Joseph Sehuhardt. 

A eay-T A hehe lareataopranocomcl abe IBOOME) seen «chic see OPA BECLY thsloss cee: C. Brayhorn. 

Sheridan. steers ceccce Hiamalton 72.2. 

Shicelandtcsecrners ss Ma nryect racer 0 a lis DEaper-sriicas nape t 
Stowe MUM BP race secisec st. <'s Les) Aes Une Deg bood a StS. Dona Roepe oD. John Mingle. 

Birwu wile eie cian ates a0, Henrys ccsehe cece Hone benlyse. okicvrads.« «pai H. W. McGrath. 

Sullivans ew okra ee STD hig gre pacheeer An Woes Soca PEC Oren nacrrnee W.S. Landis. 

South) Watley... eee iWalitlewiernestcsc sant AY. Wis Hollowaycecese stone A. V-Holloway. 

TE pOka@ueecwanica sg vende Lagrange ......... PRR WieeZioO kein. nets <scencenk E. E. Zook. 

Tete) aI eres etoaratsrein = cleiales ViolnS Onecare Frank Hellerick......... Frank Hellerick. 

AA Won ae cmbcce ne Meee Porrysrecieneen sees APM Baller S.ce. cae ar L. F. Bingaman. 

Winione Mia sitesi cevcsee site Waporternec- eee VOHNEB ULC ..er) eeaeiems- John Burch. 
Weallip an ais Oviactesiaccclierstscs Portersacesen sate SoH Rigg cones nstcee« Chas. Morrow. 

Witnl C@NNGs ease times cea Kin OSs cacsraeono et Mrank Pe rimitusie.ises- 6: G. B. Riley. 

Wianiate Dosrentactcorsncese is portOrs cain ccrnect 
NVGDRLOR tari iainwijcethscw’s WAYNE, ccc tenes Ame LOCKrId gelesen sae « Wm. Wilcoper. 

ICE CREAM FACTORIES AND MILK PLANTS. 

Postoffice. County. Firm Name. President or Manager. 

IANUOTEONG een eas te hee. Madisone-.- sac Indiana Dairy Supply Co.W. L. Collier. 

IBY eSB Sontioe Sa Aae rane ser WAR IMIS YS: 4 mesioccre ote ote Cele wore teers teclores tate Swi wists M. A. Neuensch’nder. 

ColumibiaiCitysncs:...20 cae Whitley....n....-.:. Columbia City Cr’y Co...F. L. Myers. 

Connersville sss Eiiccs-icicre.s Hayette-cs..reo7os: Connersville Ice Plant... 

Maliphintrcaaeeisc sites cote see Carrollisttce ee Delphi Ice Cream Co..... D.N. Dane. 

Biltwiood saccade seiieces Milas Oms.cipiesbeicieiete erecta iaterare ridire iota jetcietrmacisriy O. Brumbaugh. 

Mitr WiaiyNemacercem cece: Allene ede abe. teks Mandamin Meadows C.CoT. EH. Ellison. 

Indvanapolisyess-22ch 2... Miairtotiesascete sess American Cond. Milk Co. 
WieH. (Balan eccectac.cws 

1a Vind Ob ogi VA Aeeng qoderceee : 

Indianapolis Cream’y Co.Frank Jackson. 

Jessup & Antrim......... 

Polk Sanitary Milk Co...Sam 0. Dungan. 
_ Putnam Creamery Co.... 

Hafayettertcnemeh cscs sels Tippecanoe...... Chamberlain & Son...... John Chamberlain. 

DA Me HenrinranCorca- osc D. M. Herrin. 

Mun cles seiecccsiete soe ee Delaware ......... Brooks Creamery Co .....Geo. W. Brooks. 

Fowler & Co.............. 

Hinckley Ice Cream Fac .C. E. Hinckley. 

WNiewi Ad banya-cienseti eee loys dscacances Wm. J. & Geo. Goodbut.. 

Sheridamecrccys vesercctecnss Hamilton) sec < Ind. Condensed Milk Co. 

Wil ainsitSO)eeehieen te rscta css Porterseeureeine: SW Ostere.,...cyaventecaisee 

Wrabaishtecssscc cere suinegs as Wabash ata. atlecerciec TAG Sey Gul ENN The alate elle relator 

Wiolcottvillemscccssceciees © Lagrange......... ATMOS! GUpe wee celal iain cies 

1 (pl Vid UI AK) eA croeooe 

RACH mMOMG vseaiseccle.c crete Wayne cei cnesSeae Richmond Cream Co..... C.C.&H.J.Commons. 

42—Agri. 
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ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION OF THE INDIANA STATE DAIRY | 

ASSOCIATION. 

(As amended December 7, 1899.) 

Article 1. The name of this Association shall be “The Indiana State 

Dairy Association.” 

Art. 2. The officers of this Association shall consist of a President, 

Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, and an Executive Committee, 

consisting of the President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer and two 

others elected by the Association. The Secretary is authorized, whenever 

necessary, to employ an assistant secretary of his own appointment, to 

assist at the annual meeting, who shall be paid for his services as the 

Executive Committee may decide. A committee of two, to audit the Sec- 

retary-Treasurer’s accounts, shall be appointed by the President at each 

annual meeting. 

Art. 3. The officers shall be elected to serve one year, or until their 

successors have been elected. 

Art. 4. The regular annual meetings shall occur at such time and 

place as may be designated by the Executive Committee, or by majority 

vote of the Association at the annual meeting. 

Art. 5. Any person can become a member of this Association for one 

year by the payment of a fee of one dollar. Upon the payment of ten 

dollars, a person may become a life member. Honorary members not to 

exceed five may be elected, but said election is not to hold for over two 

years, excepting by re-election. 

Art. 6. The President shall have power to call a special meeting at 

such time as in his judgment the interests of the Association demand. 

Art. 7. The Executive Committee shall have power to transact all 

unfinished business. = 

Art. 8. The Treasurer shall be the custodian of all the funds belong- 

ing to the Association, and pay out the same on the order of the Presi- 

dent. The Treasurer shall also furnish sufficient bond, as determined by 

the Executive Committee, to guarantee all moneys owned by the Associa- © 

tion, handled by him, the said bond to be deposited in such national bank 

as may be designated by the Executive Committee. 

Art. 9. The officers of this Association shall perform such duties as 

usually devolve upon officers of similar organizations. 

Art. 10. The President and Secretary shall each be allowed out of 

the general fund an amount equivalent to their actual expenses while 

attending Association meetings. When the Association receives State aid 

the Treasurer is authorized to meet the expenses of the Executive Com- 

mittee in all cases of called meetings where executive business is trans: 

acted. 

Art. 11. These articles may be amended by a majority vote of the 

members of the Association present. 



FIFTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INDIANA 
STATE DAIRY ASSOCIATION. 

THURSDAY MORNING. 

January 19, 1905. 

The Fifteenth Annual Meeting of the Indiana State Dairy Association 

was held in the Supreme Court Room, State House, second floor, Indian- 

apolis, Indiana, beginning Thursday morning, January 19, 1905, with 

President D. B. Johnson in the chair, who opened the meeting as follows: 

D. B. Johnson: Ladies and Gentlemen—It is now time for us to 

begin the proceedings of this convention. We have run a little over 

time purposely to allow a great many of the dairymen to get up and 

get their cows milked, they had this to do, before they came, and 

get to the convention at the beginning. We have lost half an hour in 

this way and we should like, if possible, to make this up between now 

and 12 o’clock. Before proceeding any further I shall appoint a com- 

mittee to escort our Governor to this room so that he will be here when 

the time comes for him to deliver his address. I shall appoint Dr. 

W. N. Wilson and H. EH. Van Norman on this committee. 

Invocation by Dr. Pierson of Indianapolis. 

President Johnson: I will ask Mr. Calvin, the Vice-President, to take 

the chair until I have read my paper. 

Chairman Calvin: We will now have the 

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

D. B. JOHNSON, MOORESVILLE, 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the 

Indiana State Dairy Association—I am glad to stand before so large a 

number of dairy and factory men of the great State of Indiana. 

We are assembled together these two days to consider questions that 

are of vital interest to all of us. These subjects that are of so much 

importance to us it seems to me can not be thoroughly discussed in any 

(660) 
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other way than in these meetings, where many are so directly interested 

and are in such close touch as the dairymen and factory men. Whatever 

affects one affects the other. Again, by this annual gathering we can 

call to our help the best talent the country has, and thereby keep in 

touch with the best dairy knowledge. 

While Indiana is not the largest State in the Union, there is no 

State any better situated geographically. And I think I am safe in 

Saying that we grow as good grass or corn, wheat, oats and hay as can 

be grown anywhere. Our water privileges are excellent. Our climate 

is good. We have a large manufacturing and mining interest, hence 

a good home market for a large amount of dairy products. We are 

centrally located with good markets all around us, and our network 

of railroads puts us in quick touch with the best markets of the country. 

There is no other line in the economy of the farm that is better 

adapted to building up the fertility of the soil than the farm dairy, 

by being able to feed all the grain and roughage and convert it into 

a finished product. It takes but very little plant food with it. As a 

result practically all the plant food is left on the farm to be used 

to grow more crops to feed more cows. The conditions are near to 

the “ideal farming.” That is to farm forever on the same piece of 

land and that land to get better each year. The increased productiveness 

of our farms means better and more permanent improvements, better 

fences, better barns, better houses, better cows, wear better clothes, 

drive better horses, give our children a better education, build better 

school houses and better churches, and in fact help to meet all the 

conditions to make better citizens. It is-a fact that when you strike 

a dairy community the outward evidences of thrift are plain to be 

seen on every hand, as I have indicated. 

We do not make as much butter and cheese as some States, but 

statistics show that we are coming to the front. Over 90 per cent. of 

the farms report sales of dairy products. We have about 105 working 

creameries. The value of the cows kept for milk is $18,285,000. The 

value of farm property devoted to the dairy is $28,181,000. The value 

of our dairy products amounts to over fifteen and a half million dollars 

per year. Now the present standing of the dairy interests is very good. 

We are making a lot of good butter; we are making a lot of tolerably 

good butter, and a very large per cent. of poor butter. Are we going 

to be satisfied with the present conditions, and let well enough alone? 

Or shall we strive to change these conditions, so that our output will 

be a very large per cent. of good butter, and a very small per cent. of - 

the other two classes? 

In order to increase the dairy products that our dairy interests may 

grow not only in the number of pounds, but in an increase in price, it 

is absolutely necessary to put upon the market a better quality. I 

believe these two words, ‘“‘better quality,’ sound the keynote for the 

\ 
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gathering of this convention these two days that we might confer 

together with the sole thought of being able when we go back to our 

farms and factories to produce better milk, cream and butter, and that 

means an increased consumption and a better demand, and a better price. 

In visiting a number of creameries my observation has been that these 

factories are conducted along well-defined business lines, making the 

best possible product with the equipment and material at hand. My 

own personal experience convinced me years ago that the man that 

feeds the cows, milks and cares.for the product. 

In addition to the educational influences at work in our State, the 

Agricultural College, the Experiment Station, the Dairy Association and 

the agricultural literature, the leading States are sending men into the 

field to instruct the buttermakers in the application of these principles. 

which long and careful experiments have shown are the basis of the 

most successful buttermaking. They are sending men to farms to investi- 

gate the kind of cows kept, returns secured from them, feeds used, 

and from this data are showing the farmers how to increase the profit 

on the cows he is keeping, whether they be few or many, and how to 

improve-the quality of their output. 

In spite of the help to be secured from literature, the men who 

most need the work which has been done are the ones least apt to 

turn to the helps that are available. The history of the educational 

work in New York State shows that very profitable returns have been 

secured from carrying the work of education to the farmer by means of 

such investigation as is suggested above, and by demonstrative experi- 

ments carried on in communities in different parts of the State. The 

neighbors will learn from such experiments more accurately than from 

the printed page. 

Minnesota, as a result of this class of work among her buttermakers, 

has secured a large proportion of the prizes at the recent exhibit at St. 

Louis. The Dairy Commissioner of that State estimates from carefully 

compiled data that the premiums above market quotations received on 

Minnesota butter by creameries which have heeded the suggestions of the 

field instructors has amounted to over $1,000,000 since the system was 

first started some three or four years ago. 

I believe the time has come when the dairy interests of Indiana will 

justify at least a beginning of this character of work, and that the Dairy 

Association can in no other way forward the interests of conservative 

dairying as by the use of their best efforts in securing the field investi- 

gation and instruction in the creameries and dairy farms of the State. - 

In compliance with the instructions of the last convention, our legis- 

lative committee has succeeded in securing the help of the State Live 

Stock Breeders’ Association and Corn Growers’ Association in an effort 

to secure funds for this and similar work with corn and live stock. 

A report of the progress will be submitted by the committee. 
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In. conclusion, I would urge every member of this Association to 

post himself on the work of the joint committee from this Association, 

the Live Stock Breeders’ Association and Corn Growers’ Association. 

To then write at least a postal card to his Senator and Representative 

and urge their aggressive co-operation in securing this legislation. I 

would further urge every member to talk with his neighbors irrespective 

of whether they are interested in the dairy or in the work contemplated, 

which will result in profits to every class of farming in the State. There- 

fore every farmer should be vitally interested in making it possible to 

undertake the work proposed. 

The farming interests of the State pay a very large proportion of 

the taxes (nearly five-sixths), and if they really want the work done, 

a definite expression of their wishes will go very far toward making 

it possible of accomplishment. 

President Johnson: I now have the pleasure of introducing to you 

Governor Hanly, who will deliver an address of welcome. 

(Applause.) 

GREETINGS. 

GOVERNOR HANLY. 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I came here under contract 

- that I was not to make a speech. I was only to say a word of greeting 

to you. I am glad to have the pleasure of meeting so many members 

of this Association. I am glad to meet you personally and to have an 

opportunity to express something of the interest that I have in the 

subject which brings you together. Indiana has become a great State; 

great in her commercial interests; great in her manufacturing interests; 

great in her commercial interests; great in her transportation inter- 

ests; great in her manufacturing interests; great in her educational 

interests, and in her benevolent institutions. Of these facts all 

citizens of Indiana are justly proud. But all of these things of 

which I have just spoken rest upon another class and kind of 

wealth, and a different class and kind of population. They all rest upon 

the farmer—the agricultural interests of Indiana. Every railroad, every 

manufacturing establishment, every commercial enterprise, the great edu- 

cational and benevolent institutions rest on the agricultural interest. 

That is their basis. Then whatever tends to make two blades of grass 

grow where but one has grown, or two stalks of corn where but one 

has grown, or two bushels of grain where but one has been produced, 

‘or two pounds of dairy produce where yesterday there was but one, 

tends to increase Hoosier wealth, Hoosier influence and Hoosier happiness 

and Hoosier enjoyment. I think I might be pardoned, ladies and gentle- 
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men, if I add these words. I have sometimes said them before, and I 

will say them now because I believe them. There is in Indiana no 

other as safe a population, no other as true and tried, or as steadfast in 

its loyalty and education to the institutions that have made the State 

great, and the country great as the agricultural population of Indiana. 

- There is something in the stars and skies at night; there is something 

in the sun rising; there is something in the singing of the birds; there 

is something in the budding flower snd the full blown rose; there is 

something in nature that helps men to a better, nobler and truer life.” 

The streams of life in great cities sometimes become corrupt, but the life 

that develops: in the agricultural district is usually clean, wholesome and 

pure. I believe this to be true. 

It is a pleasure for me to talk to you today, and I wish to say. to you, 

ladies and gentlemen, that if there is anything that I can do for you, 

consistent with my public obligation, I will gladly do it, believing I 

am serving the State and the best interests of all of the people of the 

State. 

More than this I have not time to say. I-.thank you sincerely for 

your courtesy. You are ail welcome at the executive offices at any time. 

Good-bye. 

President Johnson: We will have the response by J. M. Knox, of 

Lebanon, Indiana. 

RESPONSE. 

J. M. KNOX. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I am sorry you let the Governor 

get away. There was something in that man’s face, not only in his 

words, that was a greeting. That was a noble face and a face that was 

full of greeting and a face that means more than simple words; a benevo- 

lent face, and I am sure this man will do a great deal for Indiana. 

I am glad to express my regards for the Governor, and I am also glad 

that Indiana is such a great State and has so good a Governor, and in 

another word I am glad that the Governor has so good a State as Indiana 

to preside over. : 

I did think that I would make a speech, and I had one, but Brother 

Johnson stole it from me. But there is one word that I wish to say here 

while we are seeking knowledge and learning one of another, we want’ to 

bear in mind that Indiana is today the dumping ground of all the frauds 

that we have, and God knows there are plenty of them at the present time. 

We have a pure food law but it is not in force, because we do not have 

the means to detect these frauds, and I hope the Representatives and 

Senators will proceed to give us the means for enforcement of this law 

if they do not do another thing. 
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in Lafayette we have Purdue University Experiment Station, which 

has never been recognized by the State. The State has not given a dollar 

to the support of the Experiment Station. and we feel that at least it 

should give a good appropriation to the three interests that Brother John- 

son spoke of in connection with the Purdue University Experiment Station, 

that there might be general work and better work, and a higher grade and 

order of work than we have. In coming here we leave our home duties. 

We are here for information and we are here for a good time. I am proud 

to stand before you and state that I have been at every meeting of the 

Dairy Association for fourteen years. I have a kind of a tendency to 

hang on to things that are good just as long as I can. I feel younger 

today than I did fourteen years ago; I feel more like learning; I feel more 

my weakness. The field of dairy work that I am in is wonderful. We 

are in our infancy today as to what may be accomplished. We are not 

living up to our opportunities, and I hope each one of us will gather 

things from this meeting which we can take home with us that will be 

of lasting value. ‘ 

Now, I am glad to thank the Governor in his absence for his greeting. 

I thank the dairymen who have honored us with their presence, and I- 

thank you for your indulgence. 

(Applause.) 

THE MARKET OUTLOOK. 

\ D. W. WILLSON. 

Elgin Dairy Report. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I come here this morning at 

the invitation of your Secretary to say a few words along lines that it 

seems to me are quite important. My talk will be along the lines of the 

President’s talk, and that is the marketing of our produce. The raising 

of the produet, or the making of it is all right, but the marketing of it 

is a consideration that requires a great deal of thought and skill to enable 

one to know how to get the best out of it. 

‘Your Governor made one remark which I wish to take exception to. 

He said that we were accomplishing what we should accomplish if we 

made one blade of grass grow that had not been growing, or made two 

stalks of corn grow where one had been growing, and so on. Now I think 

it is more important today for the farmers and the tillers of the soil 

to get a good price for their produce than it is to make more of it. If 

there is a large crop of corn what will these great combinations do? 

They immediately bear the price of the corn down until they get posses- 

sion of it and then raise it up and sell it at their own price. What about 

the beef and meat trust? They buy at the lowest price, bear the market 
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down, but when we want to buy beef they stick the price up to 25 and 

30 cents a pound. It seems to me that these things should be different. 

- Of course we do not have very much to do with these things, but they 

are facts, and they are a detriment and always will be to the good dairy 

producer. 

The great trouble, as our President said, is that we are at the wrong 

end of the procession. There is a small amount of good, a large amount 

of fair, but a whole lot of bad dairy pruduce. The object of this Associa- 

tion is to put these things the other way—a large amount of good, moaer- 

ate amount of fair, and a small amount of bad. Now then, how are you 

going to do that? The education part of this Association has had this 

matter in hands for years and they hope to get the assistance of the 

Legislature in getting men trained in that work to visit the factories, ‘to 

visit the farms. That is the way in which they hope to change things. 

Right here in your city you do not have to pay much more for good milk; 

the milk produces better cream; and really it is a good deal more appetiz- 

ing to know that you are getting cleaner milk, and that the milk when 

it comes to your place has not been subjected to anything to give it either 

a bad flavor or an unwholesome taste. This is the market end of it. 

The people eat more; they would drink more milk, eat more butter. If 

you dairymen understand your business you will know that your most 

important point is quality. That is what makes the price today. Today 

the price of butter is high. It is 30 cents a pound on the market, and 

how much of that butter can you find on the market in Chicago or New 

York, or any other large receiving center? I am sorry to say a very 

small proportion. When you find butter that you can buy for 30 cents 

a pound you will find butter that will grade from 93 to 96, according 

to the standard of grading of butter. I am not just sure of this, but 

think you will have to pay 30% or 31 cents for the general run of fancy 

creamery butter. What is the reason that butter is so high today. There 

is not enough good butter made. That is all there is to it, Mr. President, 

and yet the farmer thinks because he has four or five or six cows he 

knows how to make good butter like grandmother used to make. He 

thinks he has quite a dairy with this many cows. The market today 

demands butter that is better than grandmother used to make, although 

I don’t think we get a great deal of it. Some of our grandmothers made 

better butter than some of .ne creameries do today. It seems to me that 

the butter and bread used to taste sweeter than they do now. It does 

not taste as good to me now as it did when I was a boy ten or twelve 

years old. 

How are we going to improve the quality of our butter? 

Now, Mr. President, I had a nice paper written. Possibly I had 

better read from it: 

Your Secretary asked me to discuss the market outlook before your 

Association; and it seems as if there was but little to say, especially if 

. 
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we should consider the topic from the standpoint of our and your im- 

mediate locality. It might be well to take a broader and more liberal 

view of the industry, and as a beginning in that direction, I will give 

you some facts and figures from the census of 1900. These pertain to 

the whole country; and from them you may be able to get an idea of 

the value and importance of the dairy industry, and what it means to the 

men engaged in it, and to the business and commercial world. 

The number of farms on which dairying is practiced, 4,514,210. The 

number of cows kept for dairy purposes, 18,112,797. Butter made on 

the farms, 1,071,745,127 pounds. Butter made in factories, 420,112,546 

pounds. Total pounds of butter produced, 1,492,699,140. The proportion 

of butter made on the farms 71.9; made in factories 28.1. 

The total value of the dairy products of the country according to the 

_ census, $563,188,850. These are large figures. We can scarcely com- 

prehend what they mean. 

Now what have all these figures to do with the market outlook? 

Very much indeed. The quantity of an article produced determines very 

frequently in a large degree its value. However, that is not the case 

so largely in butter and other dairy products. Their value depends 

more particularly upon their quality. It is an axiom that holds good in 

relation to all dairy products, that the quality determines the demand. 

Good milk, good butter, good cheese, are always in demand at good 

prices. The other sort sometimes sells, sometimes goes a begging, and 

is never satisfactory to either the dealer, the maker, or the consumer. 

Taking a broad view the country over, it is admitted by ail who are 

given to figuring, that the demand for fine dairy products has grown 

in the last ten years faster than the supply; and there has been a general 

tendency towards higher average prices for first-class dairy products. 

This tendency naturally brings up the question, if the increased supply will 

not be found to meet the demand. In the general history of the dairy 

industry, this has only been true to a certain extent. 

During the past ten or fifteen years, a new element has entered into 

the butter trade, purely speculative, which consists in buying June butter, 

or butter when it is cheap in the summer time, putting it in the refrigera- 

tors, holding it until the shortage in the make occurs, then putting it on 

the market as fresh, if possible, or, if not, simply as fancy creamery but- 

ter. This has had a tendency to equalize prices between the flush and 

short make, and has resulted in a more uniform range of values during 

the year. This has also been the practice with cheese, so that summer 

and winter prices both of butter and cheese have remained more uniform. 

When it comes to milk and cream, that are now becoming such im- 

portant factors in connection with the dairy industry, they are an every- 

day production; and everyday consumptive trade absorbs them. And 

here as in other lines, quality determines the amount used. Therefore 

the market outlook for pure, wholesome milk and cream is good. No! 
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There is not likely to be an oversupply. Here is a branch of industry 

that the dairymen of Indiana could engage in very profitably and to the 

advantage and delight of the residents of your many large cities and 

towns. In no other specialty of dairying is the market outlook so good. 

The public are being educated to the fact that there is no one article 

of food of so much value as pure, wholesome milk. f 

You will excuse these digressions, as it were, on general dairy topics, 

but they all have a bearing and an important one, too, on dairy markets. 

It is my belief, and that of many other persons who have opportunity 

to judge of the situation, that it is only by careful education, and devel- 

oping of better dairy methods, that the dairymen of the country will be 

able to supply the demand, unless at prices beyond the reach of the 

ordinary people. 

The number of persons financially able to pay 15 to 20 cents a quart 

for milk and 50 cents for cream, 50 cents to $1 a pound for butter, are 

comparatively few; and yet those prices are paid now, and have been 

paid for the dairy products named for years. The dairymen supplying 

these products at these extravagant figures, so it seems, are getting good 

returns for their investment. But the market has not yet developed 

enough along those very high lines to warrant the ordinary dairyman 

undertaking that practice. 

We must be content, therefore, with producing the very best article 

that will go into consumption in the general market; butter that will 

grade, according to the commercial standard, not less than 90 points; 

cheese the same, and milk with an average fat percentage of 4 pounds 

to the hundred, not to exceed 10,000 bacteria per cubic centimeter. For 

these products there will always be a demand sufficient to give to the 

dairyman a profit for his labor of 50 per cent., provided he produces the 

milk at the lowest possible cost. 

That part of the dairy industry will be brought out by other speakers. 

I may say, right here, that many people believe the dairymen have more 

to fear from the large amount of poor butter produced, than from the 

competition of oleomargarine. One of the largest operators on the 

Elgin Board of Trade said to me a few days ago that 90 per cent. of the 

butter in the ordinary market would not grade extra. I disagreed with 

him, but he may be correct; but the fact remained, nevertheless, that the 

proportion of fine butter is not what it should be, considering the work 

of organizations like this Association, the dairy schools, dairy and cream- 

ery newspapers, and the very many kinds of dairy instruction that have 

been provided so freely. I am somewhat of an optimist in regard to these 

matters, and believe there are better times coming both for the producers 

and consumers of dairy products. For the producers when they. shall 

.have learned how to produce a large amount of the best grade at a profit; 

for the consumers when they shall be able to secure a supply of fine 

goods at reasonable figures. 
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We do not know of any State that is better situated for finding a 

market for its produce than is Indiana today. You are here in a city 

where every kind of goods is manufactured, and you will not have to 

send your dairy produce so far away in order to find a market for it. 

There are also a number of large cities surrounding Indiana. There are 

Cincinnati, Louisville and Chicago, and some others. Then you have a 

good market at home. I wish I had a million farmers to impress it upon 

them that they have a good market in Indiana, not only for dairy produce 

but for anything that is raised on the farm. I do not believe that the 

proportion of farmers here today is very large, for they don’t look to me 

like they had milked the cows before they came here this morning. 

President Johnson: You can’t always tell by their looks, Mr.- Wilson. 

Yor this man’s benefit I should like to know how many in the audience 

have cows at home that they are milking. 

(Three-fourths of the audience voted aye.) 

Mr. Wilson: I declare. That sort of makes me feel good. I did not 

suppose we had so many of that sort of people. If this is true I will begin 

on a different line. When we have our conventions over in Illinois I 

do not believe we have as many dairy farmers as there are here taday. 

I am glad to say this for Indiana, but sorry to say it for Illinois. But 

even so, you people are glad to come and try to get information from the 

people whom the Secretary has asked to talk to you. 

Our people are interested in cream and milk, and are giving a good 

deal of attention to the handling of it, but they are not yet living up to 

their opportunities. I have not had an opportunity to visit any of the 

large sanitary milk plants in this State, and I understand there is one 

in your city, and other places over the State. I think everyone should 

visit these places and see how carefully everything is handled and taken 

eare of. After you see this you will want your cream and milk from 

there, and I am sure you would drink more milk and eat more butter. 

If we could have sanitary milk saloons instead of lager beer saloons the 

country would be a whole lot better off, and the men and women 

would be better off, and so would boys and girls. There is no 

other one by-product of the dairy that would be as much good 

to a community as good, wholesome buttermilk, and if the dairymen 

and manufacturers of creamery butter would take up the question of 

supplying saloons that are already established with buttermilk it would 

be a profitable thing in more ways than one, Mr. President. 

We have been thinking that butter is about the only thing that is of 

value in the milk. We have learned that there are a great many other 

things in the milk that are of use and profit. We have the butter-fat, 

to be sure, to begin with. Then we have the casein, which some of you 

do not know much about, but that it is the part of the milk that is used 
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for making cheese. Casein has been used in different channels of busi-, 

ness, and the by-products of milk have developed into a wonderfully large 

business. So you see we have something besides butter. Here you have 

established not only a market for butter but for others as well—all of the 

by-products. - 

I want to impress this one thing on you all the way through, and that 

is this, that the quality of your produce wilt determine the price you will 

get for it. 

Gentlemen, I thank you. 

President Johnson: We have a large number of dairymen present at 

this convention, and. we ought to have a large membership. I think it 

would be a good idea for two or three solicitors to be appointed to take 

memberships. 

(Motion that President appoint solicitors. Carried.) 

President Johnson: Gentlemen, our time is growing short, so please 

boil down what you have to say as much as possible. 

ALFALFA: GROWING AND FEEDING. 

G. P. NEWSOM, WEST NEWTON. 

Ladies and Gentlemen—I do not know very much about alfalfa, for 

I have not grown it very long. The trouble with the most of the things 

that we raise on the farm is that they take the nutriment from the soil 

and do not put it back, so we must work to do this. Some things put 

nitrogen in the soil, and the chief of these are clover and alfalfa. Clover 

has been grown in Indiana a great deal and has developed agriculture 

wonderfully. There is no longer any doubt about the fact that the alfalfa 

can be grown in Indiana. ‘There are a number of farmers in Indiana | 

that have as much as 10, 20 or 380 acres growing successfully. Another 

thing in its favor is that it does not have to be replanted every season, I 

know of cases, one at least, but not in Indiana, where 42 crops of 

alfalfa have been cut from one field in 14 years, and there was no 

reseeding. ; 

The first thing to do is to get a start. Alfalfa has a fine seed like 

clover, and when we put it in the soil we want it to grow. The time 

of sowing will depend a great deal on the source of the seed. Seed 

grown in a climate like that of Indiana can be sown much earlier in the 
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season than seed grown elsewhere. If you do not know the source of your 

seed it iS better to sow in May. That is what I would suggest. 

This seed is a great deal like clover seed in appearance, and you 

have to treat it a great deal like clover seed. The first thing 

to do is to keep the weeds down until it gets started. I think it is a°good 

plan to sow oats as a nurse crop—about a bushel to the acre. The object 

is not that it helps the alfalfa to grow, but it keeps the other things from 

growing, until the alfalfa can get started. In preparing the soil we 

want it good and fine, and as rich as we can get it. A good coat of 

manure. would be of great benefit. This should all be done before sow- 

ing the seed. The oats are an excellent thing to keep the weeds out. 

You should not expect anything whatever from it the first year. 

When it is cut and left on the ground it aids because it keeps the 

water from heing evaporated so soon. It is pretty safe to say that 

alfalfa will grow anywhere that clover will grow. I understand that 

there have been a great many failures in starting alfalfa. The 

bacteria that grow on the alfalfa root are not the same as grow-on 

the clover root. There is another way to inoculate a field, and that is 

if there is another field near in which alfalfa has been raised get the 

top soil off that field and sprinkle it over the new field and in this way 

inoculate it. The man that I have in mind took soil from a neighboring 

field and sowed it broadcast. The difference was so pronounced that you 

could trace the waves where the soil fell. It had inoculated the field and 

given it a better chance to grow. I am giving this to you for what it is 

worth, and you can do as you like about following my advice. 

I have found that alfalfa is very hard to cure. If you cut it and let 

it lie in the sun a day or two it will become brittle, and when you move 

it the leaves will fall off, and you lose the best part of your hay. A ton or 

alfalfa leaves contain as much protein as 2,800 pounds of wheat bran. 

So we can not afford to lose them. This makes alfalfa growing a little 

more difficult than if we could cure it in the way we cure clover. I cut 

a little down at a time and rake it into small wind rows. I remember 

one time on our farm we cut alfalfa down on Monday morning and 

it was not taken up until Saturday night. It took it the whole week 

to dry. If it had been allowed to lie in the hot sun it would have been 

ruined, and the stock would not have eaten it, but it was not. Alfalfa 

is good for pasture, but if it is used for pasture it must be pastured 

closely, because if the stems are allowed to get very high and stand 

very long they become woody and hard, and the stock, will not eat 

them, and so if you intend to pasture the alfalfa you must pasture it 

closely, so as to keep it tender—keep it clipped down closely. We turned 

our cows in on the pasture this summer, and they went around the fence 

and ate the blue grass out of the corners before they ate the alfalfa, 

the reason was that we had not kept it clipped close enough; it had been 

allowed to stand most too long. Had they been turned in on it sooner I 
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might be able to tell you a different story today. It is good for cows, 

hogs, sheep, horses, in fact, almost all of our live stock. When it is 

made into hay it is not so good for the hogs, but is good for other live 

stock. 

I think this is all I have to say on the subject. Gentlemen, I thank 

you. 

President Johnson: We will now hear from T. EK. Ellison, of Fort 

Mr. Ellison, Jr.: Mr. Ellison is not able to be present today, so he 

has asked me to read his paper. 

Wayne. 

T. E. ELLISON, FORT WAYNE. 

We have been asked to tell something about alfalfa, and we can 

do it best by telling our own experiences. 

We have 31 acres that have been cut for five years, two acres that 

have been cut for four years, six acres for three years, and 21 acres that 

we have cut for two years. It is on a black clay and sand loam that is 

from eight to ten feet deep, with a slight incline toward the north. We 

think that alfalfa will grow anywhere in this country if the land is 

deeply drained, for being a root growing plant it must have plenty of 

ground to grow in. 

In preparation the land must be warm, say from April 10th to 15th, 

a little later than we usually sow oats, plow the land deep, nine or ten 

inches, harrow until it has a fine tilth and when in the most excellent 

condition, roll. . 

In sowing, drill from three pecks to one bushel of oats, then sow 

broadcast on the loose ground from 20 to 25 pounds of bright, good seed 

and roll again. 

Cut when the oats are coming into blossom about June 10th to 15th. 

Let the oats lie till toward evening and before the dew falls cock them 

up into heaps, having about 200 pounds to the cock. The next day open 

them up, throwing four piles towards each other. At night put the four 

together. In 24 or 48 hours throw four of these towards each other, then 

put these four into one and let lie till well cured, being careful not to 

let the cocks lie in one place long enough to injure the young alfalfa. 

We cut again in about six weeks, as the alfalfa begins to show blos- 

soms, and again in September. 

Jovernor Hoard advises against frequent cutting the first year, be- 

cause it creates a tendency of the plant to grow too much top and too 

little root. He may be right, but with our deep alluvial soil we have 

found our way very successful. 

After the first year we cut very early, when-not to exceed one-tenth 

of the blossoms have appeared. Do not be afraid to cut it down, for while 

some of it may be injured by wet weather, the year’s aftergrowth will 

be better and heavier from an early first cutting than from later cutting. 
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We nearly always let the cutting lie till the next day, being careful 

to cock it when tough, so that the leaves will not shatter. We keep 

making the cocks larger as we do with the oats, but not so fast. We 

do not spread it out to dry, after having once put it in the cock, until” 

thoroughly cured, and then we put it in the barn. 

It is encouraging to know that it does not damage as much trom 

rain as other kinds of hay. We expect ours to be from four to six days 

in curing, and to go into the barn with but little brown or bleached 

bunches. 

We cut three times a year. It grows about 24 to 30 inches tall and 

makes a dense mat all over the ground. Last year we hauled 174 large 

loads into the barn from 31 acres, and our hay-racks are 18 feet long. 

We think it would be wisdom to chop it before feeding, although our 

cows eat it readily. 

We believe a ton of alfalfa hay is worth 1,800 pounds of bran. We 

know our cows have done better this year with a ration of ensilage and 

alfalfa, and just a taste of bran. not over one or two pounds a day, than 

they formerly did with ensilage and stover or other hay balanced fully 

with bran and corn-meal enough to make a heavy grain ration. 

President Johnson: I will now announce the names of the gentle- 

men who are to solicit memberships, and they may go right to work: 

George Drischel, Samuel Dungan, Wesley Antrim, and W. N. Wilson. 

The next on the program is J. M. T. Welborn of Bridgeport. 

J. M. T. WELBORN, BRIDGEPORT. 

J. M. T. Welborn: “ My experience with alfalfa has not been very 

satisfactory. In 1902 I sowed two acres of alfalfa and we got a splendid 

catch, and it did nicely until it grew a few inches high, and then it 

began to turn yellow, and we went over it with the mowing machine 

and clipped it off and it commenced to grow again and did the same 

way. I tried to make everything right for the cultivation of the alfalfa, 

but the second year was just the same as the first. I have not been able 

to get enough alfalfa to pay to gather it up. I have learned this, that 

I can not raise alfalfa and chickens together. The chickens love it 

dearly, and they go for it if there is any chance at all. I think per- 

haps if we had inoculated our land it would have made a crop suffi- 

ciently large to have been harvested, but as it is we have not been able 

to get any hay. 

+ When you are buying this seed you want to be very careful about 

what you are getting. You are very likely to get red sorrel, and I think 

that is one of the greatest pests I have ever seen. The only way you 

can get rid of it is to dig it up, and then I think you are following the 

safest plan when you burn it. I think it is one of the greatest pests I 

have ever seen in the way of a weed pest. 

I think alfalfa would be profitable and the stock would eat it readily 

43—Agri. 
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if we could raise it. ‘hat is tne only question with me. We should also 

be careful about not letting other weeds get mixed in with the alfalfa, 

for if we once do,-it will cause trouble. I am with alfalfa like I am with 

~ milk shake. JI have heard a great deal about it but I have never seen 

it, and so I have heard of alfalfa making phenomenal yields, but I have 

never seen it. I have seen several patches through the country here 

that look very much alike to me. ‘There is one west of Indianapolis 

that had a fairly good crop, but the rest looked very much like mine. 

Tam friendly toward alfalfa, but the question with me is how to raise it. 

President Johnson: We have about 10 or 15 minutes left for the 

discussion of this topic. I should like to request that every speaker 

when rising from his seat, address the chair and give his name so that 

the stenographer can get the proceedings in full. If you do not give 

your name we can not give you credit for what you say. The meeting 

is in your hands for a few moments. These meetings are simply what 

we make them. 

%. B. Woods: In regard to the chickens eating alfalfa, I want to_ 

say that I think it is one of the best things that you can feed to chickens. 

: I have a brother-in-law in the chicken business, and he beats anything I 

have ever seen to make the hens lay. He has a machine that cuts this 

very fine and he feeds it to the chickens. He considers it the best food 

he can get for the chickens. He thinks that it is better than oats or 

bran. It is the protein in it. 

I should like to ask, Mr. Ellison, whether or not the inoculation of 

their soil was a benefit to it? 

Mr. Ellison: We have not found it necessary to inoculate our soil. 

We plant it just as it is and get along nicely. 

Mr. Woods: Do you know whether or not it has nodules on the 

roots? 

Mr. Ellison: I can not tell you about that. I am not a farmer, for 

my father is the farmer, and I attend to the dairy business. 

Mr. Slater: I am well acquainted with the land that Mr. Ellison 

speaks about and it is good land, and well adapted to the raising of 

alfalfa. It is better for this than many sections of the State. ‘ 

President Johnson: I think one of the things that we want to get 

clear is the inoculating of the soil. This seems to me important. I am 

wondering if there are nodules on the roots of the alfalfa. Alfalfa will 

not grow if the roots are in water. The land should be high enough 

and well enough drained so that the roots are not in the water. 
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Mr. Greshen: I should like to ask as to the best method- of sowing 

alfalfa. Should it be sowed by hand or with a drill? 

Mr. Ellison: I think it would be better sowed with a drill, for it 

needs to be covered in some way. We sow our oats first and then the 

alfalfa broadcast, and we have very good results, but if we did not sow 

the oats first I should think it would be better to use the drill. 

President Johnson: How much do you put to the acre? 

Mr. Ellison: Twenty to twenty-five pounds of seed broadcast. 

Mr, ——————:_[ think it is a good idea -to have all of the seed 

covered so that it may germinate. ‘There is trouble in getting alfalfa 

to grow thick enough on the ground. If you do not get it thick enough 

at first there is a chance the second time. I should like to hear more 

said on the inoculation of the plant. I am not quite satisfied on that 

point as yet. 

Mr. Glover: I should like to ask Mr. Ellison if sweet clover grows on 

the farm or by the roadside? 

Mr. Ellison: We have none under cultivation; we have no clover 

whatever under cultivation. We have white clover that grows along the 

roadside about three-quarters of a mile from our alfalfa field. 

Mr. Glover: I raised this question because Dr. Hopkins of the 

Illinois Experiment Station states that he has discovered that the bac- 

teria that live on the roots of white clover are the same as those that 

live on the roots of the alfalfa, therefore that is one reason wlfy your 

alfalfa is so good. I think without doubt the same thing is added to the 

field in this way as is added when you take the soil from another field 

and inoculate the new field. I think the germs taken from the sweet 

clover are just as good. It grows two or three or four feet high by the 

roadside, and if cows eat it, it will taint their milk. 

President Johnson: Has anyone anything else to say? 

Prof. Van Norman: I should like to ask Mr. Glover if he thinks it 

‘is out of the experimental stage so that he can have no hesitancy in 

recommending it? 

Mr. Glover: The professor at the Experiment Station in Illinois 

seems to think so. . 

Mr. Woods: How long after you inoculate a field until it loses its — 

power? I remember that I have tried to grow alfalfa time and time 

again, and it is a question with me as to how to do it. I know the 
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theory is that you get a bacteria, that you get a few germs at a time 

and keep om until your soil is thoroughly inoculated with the germs. 

I was in Nebraska where they grow alfalfa by the thousands of acres, 

and it was reported there that the farmers had tried and tried to grow 

it before they could get a good start. If they once get it established 

they have no trouble in growing alfalfa in Nebraska. It sometimes takes 

a long while to get it established. : 

President Johnson: I understand from this discussion that unless 

the alfalfa has nodules at the roots it will not take any nitrogen from the 

air. 

Mr. Glover: If it does not have these nodules it will turn yellow and 

die. These little germs take the nitrogen out of the air and put it in 

the ground, which, if you went to the market to buy, would cost you 

15 cents a pound. This is one of the most important elements of plant 

food. 

Mr. Roberts: I have a field of 12 acres of alfalfa, which looked very 

promising at first. I had my ground in fine condition and sowed 30 

pounds to the acre, and then went over it with the spring-tooth harrow, 

and I must say that it looked very promising until the winter set in. 

Just above me, about two miles, a neighbor has three acres, and he has 

cut it for four or five years, and last season he cut 18 tons off of that three 

acres. He did not guess at it but weighed it, so it must have been accurate. 

He did not say that he had so many loads on an eighteen-foot rigging, 

but he took it to the scales and he had over 18 tons off of the three acres. 

I do not know about his inoculating the soil. I know that he clipped 

it off three times in one season, and it looks all right to me now. 

President Johnson: What condition was that in when it was weighed? 

Mr. Roberts: It was cured. He was putting it in the barn, after 

it was cured and he weighed it, and there was a little over 18 tons on 

the three acres. 

Mr. Millhouse: What kind of soil was it on? 

Mr. Wood: It is on a black loam, and the soil was rather wet. I 

have been contemplating putting alfalfa on one of my fields which is too 

late for corn, as it will hardly mature because it is so late before I can 

get it in. I have been thinking about this for some time, but I rather 

hesitated. 

Mr. Glover: It is a kind of swampy soil, is it not? 
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Mr. Wood: No; not a swampy soil. 

Mr. Glover: Wet early in spring, as I understand it? 

Mr. Wood: Yes, sir. I would like to say right here that I have two 

kinds of land, some on the river bank, and the other is gravel and clay, 

and I should like to ask the advice of some of the alfalfa growers as to 

where to plant my alfalfa for the best results. 

Mr. Glover: I would hardly like to advise you on a question like that, 

for I hardly think any of us know all about it. I should like to say that 

I think the gravel and sand that is mixed more or less with clay would 

be the best place for you to have your alfalfa field. I would rather sow 

it on rolling land, and land more or less gravelly, whether that is heavy, 

light, clay or mountain land. 

Mr. Wood: I should like to ask the gentlemen what is the best 

method of inoculating the soil. I have read in the paper that there are 

three distinct ways; first, with dry soil, then soil that is not dry, and the 

other one I can not call to mind. 

Mr. Glover: Different people differ as to the best way to inoculate 

their soil. We inoculate by using water in a sprinkler, and we find that 

a very satisfactory way, but some folks like dry soil sowed broadcast over 

the land. I believe that the United States Government recommend that 

the seed be dipped, and possibly that is a good way. I think it is really 

a matter of personal choice. 

President Johnson: In using water do you-wet your field? 

Mr. Glover: Yes, we cover the entire field. 

President Johnson: When you use soil is it necessary that you cover 

the entire field? 

Mr. Glover: Yes, because you can tell in many instances where you 

quit putting on the soil whether it is dry or not, and you can almost tell 

to a line where you quit inoculating the seed. 

President Johnson: Wouldn’t the inoculation spread? 

Mr. Glover: Yes, in time. If it is planted on the side of a hill the 

water running over the hill will spread it. In Northern Illinois where 

I worked for a number of years, whenever we had a quantity of sweet 

clover by the wayside, close to a patch of alfalfa, it would grow splen- 

didly, and this is what suggested the experiment to Dr. Hopkins, which 

he thinks is quite correct. 
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Mr. I would suggest that they break the ground in the fall 

and during the winter months take manure and spread over it, give it 

a good surface coat of manure, and then sow your alfalfa, and I believe 

it will beat all of your inoculating. 

: Mr. Colier: I should like to ask the gentleman over there how to 

prepare this seed? 

Mr. Glover: If you will send to the Agricultural Department at 

\ Washington they will send you full directions. There should be so many 

germs and so much water in the tank. If you send they will send you 

a package containing these germs with full directions for using them, 

and that is just what you are paying these fellows for, to tell you 

about these things. They have published a bulletin full of interest along 

this line, and are giving full information if you wiil only ask it. 

Mr. Wilson: The Mississippi Experiment Station have gotten out a 

bulletin telling all about these things, and will be glad to send you 

a copy if you will only make your wishes known. It will be very valu- 

able to you because it is scientific and practical. 

Mr. You must be very careful that you get good seed if you 

expect to get good results. 

President Johnson: Now I have gotten from this discussion that 

every part of the field should be inoculated. I am satisfied that a great 

many failures have been made on account of the seed not having the 

germs on it. Think of the yield that the gentleman spoke of here— 

18 tons on three acres in one year. Now that is equal to about 154 tons 

of bran. We certainly should grow more alfalfa. 

We have spent all of the time on this subject that we can spare at 

present. We are now ready for the next subject. 

THE PATRON’S PART IN GOOD BUTTERMAKING. 

P. H. KIEFFER, ASSISTANT STATE DAIRY COMMISSIONER, IOWA. 

There seems to be an erroneous idea among a great many milk 

producers that the quality of butter depends wholly upon the skill and 

ability of the buttermaker. There are certain faults of the butter which 

ean be charged against the vuttermaker. These are, the body of the 

butter, which is also called the texture, the color of the butter, the 

salting of the butter and the style in which it is packed. If any faults 

are found in any one of these different parts, the buttermaker can not 

trace it back to the patron, therefore the maker is held wholly respon- 
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sible. But now we come to another part in the constitution of butter, 

in which the maker and consumer are mostly interested, and which 

counts for almost half as many points as all the other parts when 

scored. This part which I speak of now is the flavor; if the flavor is 

faulty in butter it can not always be laid to the buttermaker, but as 

a rule it is found to be due to the raw material furnished out of which 

the butter is made. If the raw material is of a poor quality and has not 

received the proper attention and good care which it should have received 

it will ultimately show up in the finished product. Milk, as it comes from 

the cow, is perfectly clean and free from all bad bacteria, and these bac- 

teria get into the milk as the milk becomes more or less exposed to unclean 

conditions or surroundings. If the milk pail- should not be perfectly 

clean, or if the cow’s bag is not properly brushed before milking, or if 

the barn is not properly ventilated, or if the milker’s hands are not 

perfectly clean, or if the milk is not properly cooled, or if the milk be 

run through an unclean hand-separator the milk will become inoculated 

with the different bacteria and at a warm temperature they will double 

once every twenty minutes and become so strong and powerful that even 

all that the buttermaker can do by pasteurization or the use of a starter 

will not overcome the bad effect, and it- will show in the butter. If you 

will take as a rule 20 jars of dairy butter, one is quite apt to find 20 

(different flavors, each one of these flavors tells under what conditions 

the milk or cream was handled, and to what kind of bacteria it was 

exposed. To illustrate this more plainly, take two fresh batches of milk 

from the cow, one lot let set in an unclean cow-barn over night and the 

other set in a cellar where vegetables are kept, and in the morning when 

examining this milk it will not be a very difficult matter for any one to 

tell which has the vegetable flavor and which has the cow-barn flavor, 

and when this milk is made into butter, the butter will have the same 

flavor which the milk has. 

The proper care that milk should receive is an all important question, 

as upon this one point depends the flavor of the butter, and as the flavor 

has considerable to do with the price of the butter, it means dollars and 

cents to the milk producer. 
At the Ames College in Iowa about two years ago a test was made 

as follows: A cow was partly milked under ordinary conditions into a 

milk pail which was washed as milk pails usually are washed, and no 

extra precautions were taken than was customary, then the cow was 

enveloped with a sheet and holes cut through the sheet to allow the teats 

to protrude, then the cow was finished milking by a man who had clean 

clothes and clean hands into a milk pail that had been sterilized, that 

is the pail had been thoroughly scalded so as to be sure to destroy any 

bacteria that might be in the pail or seam. These two different batches 

of milk were set in the same room with a temperature of about 70 or 

75 degrees. The first batch of milk showed sourness and began to get 
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thick in about 38 hours, the second batch of milk, or the one that so much 

care was taken in milking, was still sweet at the end of four days. 

This goes to show that milk must become inoculated with some kind 

of a bacteria in order to bring about the change. The slower this 

inoculation takes place the longer milk will keep sweet. 

It is a well known fact that milk or cream at a warm temperature 

will change and become sour much quicker than when at a cold tempera- 

ture. At a warm temperature the bacteria doubles once in 20 minutes, 

as stated above, and since we know this to be a fact it is very important 

that the milk or cream should be immediately cooled down to the tem- 

perature of well water, or about 50 degrees, as at this temperature very 

few of the bacteria are active, and therefore milk can be kept a longer 

time. 

Furnish your buttermaker a first-class quality of milk or cream, and 

then if the flavor in the butter is not what it should be it is his fault, 

just the same as it would be his fault if the butter was overworked or 

greasy. There has been thousands of dollars expended in creameries and 

experimental stations trying to make first-class butter out of poor milk 

or poor cream, and so far have been unable to accomplish it. The 

only remedy is the milk producer must interest himself and save his 

product from spoiling by devoting a few minutes time in keeping the 

utensils clean, the cow clean and in holding the product at a cold 

temperature. There is nothing on his farm that he can do in as short 

time as it takes to properly care for the milk that will bring him in as 

much money and as good results. 

The man who is producing milk has considerable money invested 

in cows and buildings. He puts in considerable time in raising the crops 

to feed the cows and in milking them, and after doing all this he can not 

afford to neglect to take care of the milk or cream and thereby injure 

the sale of the butter as the difference in price may determine the profit 

or loss in dairying. It would be about the same as a farmer planting 

his corn and then not cultivating the same, and thereby be compelled to 

take considerably less money for the poor corn. The quality in anything 

is what makes the price; if it is a good quality it is a good price; if it 

is a poor quality it is a poor price. 

Secretary Van Norman: I was not here when the President intro- 

duced Mr. Keiffer, so I just want to tell you that Mr. Keiffer is the 

Assistant Dairy Comiissioner of Iowa. I saw him act as expert on 

the butter at St. Louis, and I saw there that he knows butter from the 

cow to the table, and I hope if you have any questions to ask, you will 

ask him, und I am sure he will answer them to the best of his ability. 

Mr. Schlosser: Being interested in the creamery business, I am 

naturally interested in this subject. There is not a man in the house but 

what acknowledges the truthfulness of what Mr. Keiffer says, and the 
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importance of it. How is a creamery man to go about it to get this 

_ before the people so that they will understand the importance of it? 

How are you going to reach the farmers? I should like to have Mr. 

Keiffer’s idea of how they do it in Iowa. 

Mr. Keiffer: We have found that in order for us to get in our work 

it is necessary for us to send a speaker into a neighborhood where the 

milk is produced, and where the butter is made, and let this speaker 

notify all of these people that there will be a meeting held at the school 

house or some other convenient place, and generally there is a great 

deal of interest taken and many questions asked, and we find better 

results from meetings of that kind than we do from our large meetings, 

because as a rule at the State meetings just as at this one here we only 

have the men that manufacture the butter, and the men that make the 

milk are not present. We spread over the State and held what we call 

district meetings. We usually have a few samples of butter there, and 

we can very easily show why this butter has a good flavor and why 

that does not. There is too much milk that is exposed and left in the 

cow-barn. That is one of the greatest troubles in the country in the 

winter time in Iowa. I do not suppose you have so much trouble here 

as we do there, for it is not cold here like it is there. When the milk is 

left in the cow-barn it will be inoculated with bacteria, and they will 

not leave it. You will not then be able to get rid of them. They go 

into the butter and hurt it. 

Mr. Schlosser: Do they send out speakers for that work, or is it 

_ done by the creamery ? 

Mr. Keiffer: So far as our State is concerned it sends out a speaker. 

We have two. They merely have-to say enough to get the patrons 

interested, and they will commence asking questions, and this will 

bring out a discussion, and they will do first rate work at the meeting. 

Mr. Schlosser: How long have you been following up this plan of 

work? : 

Mr. Keiffer: Three years ago we started the first district meeting 

in Iowa. 
} 

Mr. Schlosser: Did you see any marked results? 

Mr. Keiffer: Yes, indeed. Before these meetings were started the 

milk would come in, and the average score was about 90, and at the 

first one of these meetings so much had to be said against the way théy 

were doing that we thought they would not come together again, but 
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_they kept coming, and finally the opera house, which would hold two 

hundred people, was crowded and the average score was 943. It was 

wonderful the change that had taken place there, and moreover there is 

another good thing. We have been the means of getting the farmers 

acquainted with each other. One man will ask another man what kind 

of cows he has and how he takes care of his milk, and how much he 

‘is making out of his cows, ete. It takes time, but all of these things 

come. They make more money in this way because the amount of money 

they make depends upon the attention given to the raw material. We 

must pay attention to our raw material. When you get a high mark 

on your butter and get well paid for every pound you sell, it is a pay- 

ing proposition, and the profit and loss of the cream depends wholly 

upon the care you give the milk and the care you- give the cow from 

vhe time you commence milking her. You must take good care of your 

cow, and good care of your milk. In lowa for some time we have been 

receiving two cents above the New York quotations. It has not had a 

controlling effect on the market. but it has sold higher than the regular 

market price. 

Mr. Ellison: I would like to ask about the relative advantages where 

they do all the separating at the creamery or in the country. 

Mr. Keiffer: I am on the program on the hand separator question 

tomorrow, and that will be fully discussed at that time, and probably 

I had better not take your time to tell you about this now. 

Mr. Wood: I should like to ask Mr. Keiffer if he thinks it is neces- 

sary in putting milk on the market to sterilize it? Isn’t it good enough 

for market consumption without sterilizing it? 

Mr. Keiffer: It is not necessary to pasteurize milk to put it on the 

market in good shape. We are familiar with Mr. Gurler’s plan in Illinois, 

by which he sent milk to the old country and back, and it came back 

sweet, because he kept all bacteria from getting in and destroying the 

milk sugar. 

Mr. Glover: I find that this is one of the most important things we 

have to deal with. I will tell you, ladies and gentlemen, that our milk 

strainers at the creamery after two or three hours sometimes contain 

manure, tops of cans, baby rattles, in fact almost every kind of thing. 

I suppose it is left on the kitchen floor and the baby in playing around 

tosses these things in. When the can came in that had the baby rattle 

we heard a tinkling sound when the can was moved, and when it was 

emptied we found the rattle. I think the farmers should be educated 

to a higher standard of cleanliness. It is one of the most important 
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factors in making good butter, and as Mr. Keiffer belongs to the Dairy 

Association and goes out and tries to educate the farmers, I should like 

to bring this question up before we adjourn this morning. We need 

good clean milk to make cheese out of. We have demonstrated the fact 

that good cheese can be made in Indiana, as good as in any State in the 

Union. We must educate our patrons to a higher standard of cleanliness. 

We find all kinds of people, and I think it is high time that we were 

taking these matters in hand. - 

Mr. I think a good way to do this would be when you engage 

milk of the farmers to tell them that the milk must be brought to the 

factory in such and such a way, and must be prepared in such and such 

a way, and above all it must be clean. If they bring clean milk pay 

them so much money, and if they do not, refuse to take their milk. 

- If you creamery men when you find farmers bringing in dirty milk would 

refuse to pay them for it, I am quite sure they would change their 

methods. : . 

I was at a creamery one morning when a farmer came in with a can 

of milk and set it on the platform, and the manager of the creamery set 

it back and told him he would not take it. The farmer said, ‘Why?’ 

The man said, “If you cah not see I hardly think I should tell you, but 

I will tell you. You haven’t washed your can for a week. The can has 

the same dirt on it that it had a week ago, and your milk is not fit to 

go into good, decent milk.’ After that that farmer did not bring any 

poor milk. You can help the farmers along these lines by hitting in 

their tender spots, and that is their pocketbooks. 

Mr. Slater: I have visited a great many creameries in the State of 

Indiana, and I find that the trouble with the farmers is that they do 

not know how to take care of their milk. When they are trying to 

separate it they will mix hot and cold milk together. I think as a rule 

the farmers of Indiana are pretty clean about their milk, and I will not 

stand for too much being said about their not being clean. 

Mr. Schlosser: I would like to ask whether the creameries in Iowa 

grade their milk and cream as it comes in? 

Mr. Keiffer: Not as a rule. 

President Johnson: What do you mean by grading cream? 

Mr. Schlosser: Paying less for poor cream and milk. I understand 

that some of the Western creameries are doing it. If it does not come 

up to the standard they will not take it. 
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Mr. Keiffer: That will come up under the hand separator talk to- 

morrow. It is a large subject and will take considerable time to get 

into it. : 

President Johnson: We will now have the report of the Secretary- 

Treasurer for last year. 

: Secretary-Treasurer Van Norman: Before I begin to inflict these 

figures upon you I can not refrain from expressing my personal gratifica- 

tion at the attendance which we have this morning. I have been asked 

by a great many people why we came to Indianapolis for a dairy  con- 

vention, because we would not be able to get a corporal’s guard. With 

the executive committee we canvassed the situation very carefully, and 

consulted the enthusiastic ones living within 20 miles of this place, and 

they seemed to think if we worked we could have a good convention 

here, and we are here today, and this is the result. 

(See financial statement, page 126.) 

President Johnson: Our time is now up, and if there is nothing 

further to come before the Association at this time we will adjourn to 

meet at 1:30 this afternoon. Please be prompt. 

(The meeting stood adjourned until 1:30.) 

THURSDAY AFTERNOON. 

President Johnson: The first thing on the program this afternoon 

is the appointment of committees, but for the present we will pass this, 

_ and take it up later. We will now take up “The Profitable Cow,” by Prof.’ 

C. 8S. Plumb. Prof. Plumb was one of the charter members of the Indiana 

Dairy Association. Mr. Plumb has seen fit to leave our State and to 

go to Ohio, and is now with the Ohio State University, as Professor 

- of Animal Husbandry. f 

Prof. C. 8. Plumb: It may surprise some people in this audience, 

in view of the fact that I come from Ohio, that I probably know more 

people in this room than any convention 1 could go to in the United States. 

' That means that I am probably as much at home here as anywhere. I 

see a good many faces—people who have been coming to these conven- 

tions from the beginning—but I guess I am the only person in the room 

who attended the first meeting of the Dairy Association in 1891. 

My address is not as short as I wish it were, but if I make slow time, 

I'll cut it off in places, 
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THE PROFITABLE DAIRY COW. 

PROF. C. S. PLUMB, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 

Some years ago a young man named John Winslow graduated at an 

agricultural college. He was born and reared on a New England hill 

farm. here his father won a living for the family, in the main from the 

keep of a herd of cows, the milk of which was sold to a nearby creamery. 

It was slow work, for the profits were not large, but they made a living. 

‘’he young man had a love for the country and the farm home. He 

had received a district school education, and gradually the idea had 

crystallized in his mind that he needed more education. His attention 

was directed to the agricultural college. An investigation convinced him 

that this was the type of institution that would enable him to become 

a broader, brainier and more capable farmer. Ambition, health, work 

brought ‘him through college. The four years passed by rapidly, and 

once again he was back on the farm. 

But this was a different young man returning to the farm from the 

callow youth who had gone out from Kockdale four years before. His 

intellectual forces had strengthened and his capacity for grasping and 

solving problems had rapidly grown. His father soon realized that the 

young man of 22 was no longer a boy. He was a man whose judgment 

he could rely upon. 

On various occasions during his college life, when visiting home, 

John had looked over the herd, and the thought gradually grew upon 

his mind that the cattle in the stable were not what they should be. 

In his Junior year he had taken a course of instruction, which involved 

a term of work studying breeds of live stock, another term was partly 

devoted to the principles of breeding, and the subject of feeds and feeding 

occupied several hours a week the third term. All through this year of 

study, he had been given practical work in judging live stock. His father 

owned a dairy herd, and the instructor in animal husbandry in the 

college had been teaching him important lessons, which in his opinion 

had a direct application to the conditions at home. 

What were some of the real practical truths: that he had been taught 

leading up to success? He had learned by repeated illustrations, that like 

produces like, and that it was a law of breeding that was a part of the 

creed of every great breeder. That poor animals mated produced poor 

animals. That sires from superior ancestry produced superior offspring. 

That no great breeder had ever risen to heights of eminence and built 

up a great herd, excepting by weeding out the inferior and breeding to 

the superior. That pedigree was worth nothing unless backed by consti- 

tution and individual merit. That no man could be regarded as an intelli- 

gent breeder who did not breed on the basis of a knowledge of some of 

these things. 
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The laboratory or practical work in judging in those college days 

commended itself to John in no uncertain manner. There was a large 

room in one corner of the cattle barn. Tanbark covered the floor. 

Here the instructor brought his class of young men. A cow was brought 

in. The students were instructed in the various points which go to make 

up the animal form, and their relative importance to each other. They 

were told what the ideal, mature cow of this kind should resemble. 

Then they were requested to take blank score cards and judge and score - 

the cow before them, and see how she would compare with the ideal 

described. That was not easy the first day, but more practice smoothed 

the way. Finally several cows were brought into the room and were 

ranged up side by side, and the class was directed to judge and place 

them in their relative order of merit. That is just what the judge 

did at the county fair, only he was obliged to give a written explanation 

on a specially prepared sheet of paper, as to why he placed those cows 

in the positions he did. Then finally the instructor placed them as he 

thought they should be, which was followed by a discussion of the plac- 

ings of both students and teacher. That sort of thing was interesting, 

and John saw a connecting link here between this college work and the 

home herd. 

There was a most important phase to this study of stock. As the 

lessons continued, it was pointed out that there were different types of 

cattle that had gradually developed into high degrees of perfection, each 

in its class. This was beautifully illustrated on one occasion when this 

subject was first discussed. Three’cows were led into the room, each 

quite distinct in type. One was spare of flesh, in fact her ribs showed 

somewhat, but she had a big body, rather short, clean cut handsome legs, 

a thin fairly long neck and a gracefully turned rather short head. Back 

between her thin, muscular thighs below a broad, level rump, was sus- 

pended an immense udder, shaped like a half moon, while extending along 

the belly away from the udder were two big milk veins, twisted like a 

snake, remarkable in their development. ‘The instructor told the class 

that such an udder should extend well forward along under the belly and 

up high behind the thighs, be level below and thick, with four medium 

sized teats at each corner of the udder, and when milked out it should 

shrink up and feel mellow and pliable in the hand. ‘This was a cow of 

the true dairy type, just a grade, but she was rarely beautiful John 

thought. And when she was milked out before the class, all that strik- 

ing fullness disappeared and a shriveled, wrinkled udder one-half the 

original size was in its place. He had never seen such a cow as that at 

Rockdale. Alongside of her stood a broad backed, deep bodied cow, full 

and thick in bosom and hind quarter, short of leg and strong of neck. 

She was smooth and rather fleshy, and her udder was not important, 

but she would cut some great steaks. Then he was taught that this 

was.a cow of the beef type, given to converting food into meat as the 
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dairy cow did hers into milk. Then there was a third cow, neither lean 

nor fat, sort of half way between the other two, with a fairly large 

udder, that they were informed was a “dual purpose cow.” As this 

young man from that mountain farm compared these cows, and as he 

later on came to be more and more acquainted with the details of 

difference, he began to feel that the herd at home was far, far from 

its profitable possibilities. 

There were other lessons taught at this agricultural college that bore 

much on future problems to be solved. The college instructor in dairy- 

ing required the students to test the cows of the college herd occasionally. 

They were obliged to take samples of the milk of each cow of the herd 

at each milking for a number of days in succession, and find out how 

much fat there was in the milk, so as to compare values. Here John 

learned that two cows might be giving exactly the same amount of milk, 

though that of one contained twice as much butter-fat as the other. As 

creameries paid for milk on the basis of its butter-fat content, he soon 

saw that quality as well as quantity was an important consideration with 

milk production. Thus as he attended his daily duties about the college, 

he came to see that success on that dairy farm was dependent on several 

things, each important in itself. 

These were some of the things taught this young man during the four 

years prior to his home-coming, and their value was never underestimated 

by him. Not long after his return his father gave him a half interest in 

the farm, and he settled down in a partnership full of anticipation of 

the future. : 

There was in his herd at Rockdale 16 native cows. They were just 

common, plain, everyday scrubs. John’s father fancied some of them 

mightily, but he was not fortified by facts in this position. One day the 

junior member of the firm came home with a spring balance. He 

proposed to begin weighing the daily milk yield of each cow. He knew 

it would not take much extra time, and they would learn something of 

what the cows were doing. The senior member smiled, but thought it 

a harmless pastime. © 

John said, “Father, we don’t know enough about what our cows are 

doing. Do you know that records show that the average dairy cow in 

this State -produces only 150 pounds of butter a year? There have been 

some mighty interesting investigations made by some of our experiment 

stations, which prove that we dairymen have some truths to learn that 

we should have learned long ago. Now, for example, the Illinois Experi- 

ment Station years ago, published a bulletin giving records of individual 

cows on eight farms in that State. It showed that there were 144 cows 

in these eight herds for a year’s test. One herd made a net loss of $4.54 

on each cow, some made a small profit and one got good results. Just 

think, six of these eight herds had cows that did not pay for the food 

they consumed. They found all sorts of records among these cows, but 
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the one that had the best showing gave, 8,949 pounds of milk and made 

472 pounds of butter, while the poorest cow produced only 1,482 pounds 

of milk, which yielded but 68 pounds of butter. The average production 

of butter of seven of the herds was only 202 pounds a year, and I don’t 

see how there is any money of importance in it for us if we can’t beat 

that sort of record. So I propose to find out what our cows are doing.” 

It wasn’t long before the whole family had begun to study the daily 

milk sheet. The days crept by, and the milk record grew more and more 

interesting. Finally John proposed buying a Babcock fat testing machine, 

and testing the milk of the individual cows for butter-fat content. They 

had tested the herd milk at the creamery, but this was not enough. 

This innovation came in more easily. The fascinating and suggestive 

work of the scales was emphasized by the Babcock. The months rolled 

by, and all the time John was investigating and thinking. Bill Brown, 

their nearest neighbor, didn’t take any stock in such foolishness, and he 

knew the Winslow family would land in the poorhouse yet. He was 

just waiting for that joyful day, when he might say, “I told you so.” 

You remember that John learned something of dairy and beef type 

when in college. Atter he graduated, Prof. Haecker, of the Minnesota 

Experiment Station wrote a bulletin which contained a record of his 

researches on dairy cattle, in which he showed that cows of the dairy 

type had a special value over the other sort. This bulletin laid on the 

dining room table, and the old gentleman picked it up and began to 

glance over its contents. There were some pictures in it, and these caught 

his eye. They represented cows of different types. Then he began to 

look over the contents of the bulletin. Finally he said, “John, just look 

here. You know you have talked to me about this farm business with 

cows, but it never struck me as amounting to much. But this man 

Haecker seems to have a‘pretty good bit of evidence here that there is 

some meat in the cocoanut. He has been feeding some cows out there 

at the Minnesota Station, and he kept a record of every bit of food they 

ate and of all the milk each cow made and of the butter fat in her milk. 

My, but that was a big job though. Now, he has divided up his herd 

into those with dairy type and those of general purpose type, and this 

is what he shows they have done. Te had 20 yearly records for each z 

class. The dairy type cows produced an average of 7,876 pounds of milk 

and 430 pounds of butter. The general purpose type produced an average 

of 6,035 pounds of milk and 295 pounds of butter. In this book here, 

he says, that by valuing the skim milk at 15 cents per hundred and 

allowing one-eighth the milk for cream, there is an excess of $2.42 in 

favor of the dairy type cow for skim milk, and allowing 16 cents 

for butter, the 135 pounds gain of the butter of this type gives a further 

gain of $21.65. Adding this to the $2.42 gives a total of $24.07 in favor 

of dairy over general purpose type. He also found that the fatter the 

cows were, or the less belly they had, the less money there was in them. 

Guess we'd better look into that, John.” 
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As the months rolled by, it became clear to father and son that radical 

changes must be made in that herd. The cows showed an average for 

the herd at the end of the first year of only 180 pounds of butter fat 

each, which at 25 cents a pound yielded a gross return of $45.00. The 

feed and cost of keep ran up to $40.00 each, so where was the profit? 

And the scales and Babcock showed that some of the sows were board- 

ing at the expense of the Winslow family. It was interesting, for the 

fact is, these robber cows lacked dairy type. John discussed them with 

his father. There were six of them, and he showed them up in their true 

light. Pointing to one of them, she had made only 2,000 pounds of five 

per cent. milk that year, he said, “Look at her beefy thighs and smooth 

meaty back. She hasn’t any room between her thighs there for an udder 

anyway. The sooner we get rid of her the better off we'll be. Then 

take old Speckle. She never did have any belly, and her bag is all 

cut up in front so her fore teats are three inches above the others. She 

isn’t a good feeder, and a poor feeder never made a good breeder or 

milker. Let’s cut down the whole herd by throwing out these six. It’s 

money in our pockets.” Old man Winslow saw the wisdom of this 

proposition. He couldn’t think of any argument quite equal to the facts 

produced by scale and Babcock test. Furthermore the arguments on cow 

shape which John and Haecker presented were invincible. So the cows 

were sold. 

You have heard the saying that ‘‘blood will tell,’ and that “every 

man has a right to be well born.” Scientific men apply this to the 

beasts of the field as well as to the man who directs their destinies. 

The Winslow family had little surplus money. It was representative of 

many a hill family in worldly goods. Things must be accompished gradu- 

ally. But Mr. John Winslow had not forgotten his lessons of other days. 

He had studied pedigrees as a student. He had learned of famous cows 

and great sires. Had not thousands of pure bred dairy cows records of 

14 or more pounds of butter fat in seven days? Had not the descendants 

of Golden Lad, King of St. Lambert, Paul DeKol, Sarcastic Lad, Ameri- 

can Champion and others proven the unquestioned value of blood? They 

certainly had. “And blood, blue blood if you please, was wanted in the 

herd,” said Mr. John Winslow to his father. Said the son: ‘‘Father, we 

have never had the influence of a good bull in our herd. We have used 

the common grade stock of our neighbors. It has brought us nothing of 

value. The calves are without merit, and the-heifers are like the other 

poor ones of the community. We have got rid of six of the herd.’ Let’s 

buy a young bull that we can use on the remaining cows, that will bring 

us something worth having. Let’s buy a bull from a splendid pure-bred 

cow of dairy type, sired by a bull that has proved himself a breeder. 

Think what it means! To many men think only of the cost of a bull 

in money. The value of a bull is measured down through future genera- 

tions. The first calves have 50 per cent. of his blood, and if he is a good 

44—Agri.- 
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breeder he should wonderfully tone up our herd and greatly add to our 

milk and butter record. This is simply the experience of the best breeders 

in history. We can use this sire on our herd and the stock of the neigh- 

bors for two or three years, and then sell him while he is vigorous and 

valuable, and then buy another not closely related to him to breed on the 

old cows and their daughters. Instead of buying a $20.00 grade bull, let 

us seek a pure-bred one, that is a good individual and well bred, and 

pay the price. We ought to get a good one for our purpose for $100, but 

let’s get the right one anyway.” 

If you have a son, a partner of yours, who is earnest, business-like, 

industrious and intelligent, you had better do as old man Winslow did, 

and let him take the lines in his hands. If you don’t the chances are 

you will be sorry. 

So the hunt for a bull began, and it ended in the purchase of an animal 

of a style-and quality that neighborhood had never seen before. He was 

a breeder, as had been his sire before him and his calves showed constitu- 

tion, style and quality. 

The second year the Winslow herd averaged 250 pounds of butter 

and things were generally improving. The old gentleman began to see 

more uniformity in the cows, in style and make-up. The calves he said 

were just liké so many peas. They used to wonder what sort of milkers 

the heifers would develop into. Then began the study of calf form, and 

calf udders. It was seen that some of the calves had not only well 

developed udders, extending out front and behind, but they also had 

the thin thighs so essential for room between. Those were good signs, 

thought John. 

In New England more than elsewhere in America, feeding stuffs are 

high in price, because in the main they are produced far away. on the 

fertile lands of the West. The farmers bought prudently of grain, and 

Many gave painstaking study to the relative cost of feed stuffs and their 

value in combinations. There were men about Rockdale who were in- 

tensely interested in what they fed their cows, but they had not reached 

the point of learning whether they were feeding profit-producing cows or 

not. Winslow senior always watched the grain bin, much as did his 

neighbors, but until his son brought new ideas to his attention, he had 

quite overlooked ‘the significance of the individuality of the cow. The 

Minnesota experiments of Haecker had interested him greatly. Later on, 

Prof. Beach, of the Connecticut Agricultural College, published some 

, 

experiments of the same kind, that he thought was even more telling ~ 

than those of Haecker. Beach had 50 cows, which he divided into-three 

‘groups. There were 85 classed as of the dairy type, which from the 

pictures resembled some in their own herd, which John said had the 

proper shape._ Some others had shallow bodies and lacked belly and 

digestive capacity, while eight others were smooth and fleshy in type. 

These cows had credited to them 148 annual milking records, 80 of which 

were produced by those of the dairy type. 
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The results secured show clearly and decisively that the dairy type 

was the money maker. The little pamphlet which contained this report 

expressed it in figures this way: ; 

; No. of Cost of Yield Butter 
Cows. Food. Fat, Pounds. Profit. 

Dairy Liypel Ser Ss ae eee a5 35 $54 43 301 $28 09 

‘Shallow body type......... Fr 49 42 201 5 81 

Mleshyp. type Je os Sat aEOONS 50 50 206 6 09 

In discussing this report with his father, said John: ‘‘We do not pay 

attention enough to the character and type of the animals in our herd. 

There really is not a great deal of difference in the cost of the food which 

-the different kinds of cows ate, but see what a difference there is in 

what they produce! Those dairy type cows made an average profit of 

over $20 more per head than the other two kinds. Here it states that 

one of them made 511 pounds of butter, which yielded a net profit of 

$57.25. In my opinion too many of our dairymen are forgetting that 

feeding is secondary to breeding, that they first must have the right 

sort of cow to get the best kind of results. This bulletin ought to be 

read and studied by every dairy farmer in the State.” 

The records of the Winslow herd were improving steadily. At the 

end of the third year the books showed that the cows had averaged about 

275 pounds of butter fat, while the cost of feed had not grown. Some 

of the heifers, soon to be fresh, were full of promise to John. “We'll 

aim high,” said John, “and breed this up to a 400 herd. Why not? 

Plenty of cows have done that well in some of our great herds. The 

Guernsey cow, Lily Ella, produced 782 pounds of butter fat, and it is 

said that Pauline Paul, the Holstein, made 1,153 pounds of butter, while 

there are many Jerseys that have produced sensational records. Yes, 

I guess we can make it 400 without much trouble. That’s the sort of 

production that makes profit.” 

Young men of energy and brains, no matter what their business, 

want to know what the other fellow is doing and how he does it. This 

has a general application, irrespective of business. The farmer’s institute 

grew out of this feeling. The institute is an educational medium to help 

farmers. Under right conditions, it introduces new ideas into a com- 

munity. Consequently, when the first institute was held’ at Rockdale, 

the Winslows took a lively interest. They could not help it because the 

dairy cow was up for discussion. The principal speaker was a great 

dairy authority, who had two characteristics of a delightful sort. Next 

to telling a good story, he most enjoyed talking about the cow. He told 

some mighty truths, even if he did say that whenever he saw a cow he 

wanted to take his bat off to her as though she was a lady. John got 

some new inspiration from him, and came away surer than ever that he 

was working in the right direction. 
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Five years after John’s return home the herd had come up to an aver- 

age yield of 350 pounds of butter fat, and the three year old heifers were 

beauties, for the bull first bought had proven a great breeder. He was 

sold for almost what he cost to a neighbor and then another of the same 

breed, of somewhat different blood lines took his place. He was of the 

same type and character, and thus they hoped to continue the uniform 

development of the herd. It gratified John not a little bit that a neighbor 

should want to own the oid bull, for it meant that the gospel of good 

breeding was spreading in the community. 

The health of their stock had been good ever since the new Samiiniee 

tion began. The lessons which he had learned from the college veterinary 

instructor had been helpful on occasions, and simply emphasized the use- 

ful character of his training during those four years. Milk fever, the 

dread of all dairy cattle men, had visited him but a little. His motto was, 

“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,’ so he fed cooling, 

laxative foods before and after calving, kept the cows clean and in healthy 

condition and then acted quickly if sickness occurred. Later on in his 

eareer, when he had many heavy milkers, he adopted the method of in- 

jecting sterilized air into the udder when milk fever occurred and with 

highly gratifying results. 

As the herd grew in age and quale the subject of future improve- 

ment was never lost sight of. Good dairy literature found its way onto 

the sitting room tables, including both experiment station publications 

and dairy and live stock journals. 

One day at the dinner table, John surprised the family by announc- 

ing that he was seriously considering going to the World’s Fair. He 

would enjoy the change, but as he said, “Father, I would like to see the 

dairy cattle test and study the cows there a bit. As those animals 

represent select ones of different breeds from over the country, I should 

like to examine them and study both type and breed.” ‘“‘Well, if I were you 

John,” said the elder, “I would not only see those cattle, but would 

stop at Syracuse and Rochester and see those two herds of Firth and 

Bogswell. We have read a deal of them and of the remarkable records 

some of their cows have made, and it might pay you to stop en route 

and see them. You might pick up some ideas on breeding and manage- 

ment.” 

This accounts for John going away on a vacation in July after the 

haying was finished, a thing he had never been guilty of before. He 

felt kind of guilty as he was driven to the station, all dressed up in his 

Sunday best, for he knew the folks home would have to do his chores. 

But he believed it would pay. He did not realize then, like many another 

good brother, that travel is a great education in itself. He learned that 

later. As he sped across country in the rapidly moving train, through fer- 

tile valleys, over rich bottoms and along by rolling uplands, he saw many 

herds of cattle, kept mainly for milk production. He was greatly im- 
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pressed with their variation and their apparent inferiority, even when 

seen from the cars. It was a revelation to him. In later years, when 

traveling through the green pastures of England and Scotland, among 

the many uniform herds there, his mind harked back to that trip across 

American soil on that warm July day. The contrast was striking, and 

he felt full sure that it was educational in its effect. If some of his 

fellow countrymen could have seen these sights as he did, he was sure 

they would have taken the lesson well to heart. 

The exposition reached, the cows soon came in for examination. 

They represented both dairy and general purpose type, but it impressed 

him:that from the point of dairy value, the closer the cows adhered 

to dairy type, the better they ranked in production. There were excep- 

tions, but the average of a class was what he judged by. From the profit 

point of view, he saw more money in the udder of capacity than he did 

in the thick buttocks and meaty back and breast. The working dairy 

records were also demonstrating that one class gave better returns than 

another. He was particularly impressed with several individuals, not so 

much for breed as for dairy character. 

On the return home a short stop was made at the two herds referred 

to by his father, and here he saw many great cows of wonderful 

capacity. He noticed that they had wonderfully well lighted barns on 

their farms, and he saw their advantage,, knowing that tuberculosis, 

that dread disease among cattle, would not thrive in plenty of light. He 

also noticed that the calves were provided with nice healthy pens, where 

the sun in winter could reach them. These stables were not especially 

expensive, but they were sanitary, furnishing absolutely necessary condi- 

tions for producing the best grade of milk. The stables were clean, the 

cattle free from dirt and dust, and though kept in during the day in this 

hot July weather on account of flies, they were in clean, healthful sur- 

roundings. These two farms sold milk to a very particular trade, one 

of them shipping to New York City. Recent years have seen patrons of 

milk producers calling for far more care in milk production, giving them 

an essentially germ-free milk: To show how particular some buyers are, 

Mr. Frith showed John a letter, of which the following is a copy: 

“Please ship me two quarts of pasteurized milk from a cow whose 

bag has been washed in peroxide hydrogen and wrapped in antiseptic cot- 

ton during the heat of the day. I desire this from a cow that is given 

distilled drinking water, and is fed microbe-disinfected meadow grass, 

free from noxious weeds. Also see that her temperature is down to 80 

degrees Fahrenheit when she is milked. See that the stable is thoroughly 

disinfected daily.” 

These herds showed strikingly the effects of careful breeding. He 

noticed the bulls used were short-legged and strong bodied, with much 

quality. He found that the owners used sires from dams that had udders 

of very superior shape, and they stated that the daughters of these bulls 
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tended to reproduce through them the mother’s characteristics. Bogswell 

brought out a ring of four grand cows. He called them “The Big Four.’ 

and lined them up for his inspection, udders toward him. He marvelled 

at their size and apparent capacity. The owners laid much emphasis on 

the part the bulls played in fixing this type. Bogswell more than once 

_said: “Mr. Winslow, the bull is more than half the herd; yes, sir, more 

than half the herd.” 

John reached home after ten days of what seemed to him to be a most 

profitable and enjoyable trip. At the supper table that night he began 

the story of that journey and the lights didn’t go out in the sitting-room 

' till far later than was common in the Winslow family. “John,” said the 

old man, ‘what made the biggest impression on you in that dairy cattle 

barn at the fair?’ “The dairy type,” said John. “I was satisfied after 

my inspection that these smooth, meaty cows, could not do the business 

we want done.” , : 

Later that fall the final report on this exposition herd of ten different 

breeds was made. The father, after supper one night, pulled the wrapper 

from his “Dairy Intelligencer’ and read the results of the test. Looking 

it over, he said: ‘John, your judgment on the exposition cows was 

good. Hear this from the report about results: A Guernsey, Mary Mar- 

shall, produced in six months a butter profit of $59.40, ranking first. A 

Red Poll cow, named Maytlower, of a very milky type, which I remember 

you especially told about, stood second, her butter making a profit of 

$52.10. Excepting for this one case, the other cows of the first ranking 

ten were all cows of dairy breeds. Where the total record of five cows 

in each breed is recorded, I see that they show the Guernsey first, with 

butter fat worth $230; the Jerseys second, with $225. credit; the Ayrshire 

third, with $218; and the Holsteins fourth, at $211. From the butter point 

of view, the dairy breeds beat the others out of their boots. We had better 

stick to our type and work deeper into the breed, my son.” “Yes, father,’ 

said John; ‘I believe it is absolutely essential, if we are to get the very 

best dairy results from our herd, that we must stick to cow type and 

never lose sight of its importance.” 

Seven years had passed by since young Winslow had returned to the 

farm. The herd had gone through a remarkable change. The process 

of selection, culling out and breeding up, the butter yield had increased 

from 180 to 400 pounds a year. The merits of the herd were becoming 

known the.whole country round and the farmers of the neighborhood 

really began to take a just pride in the Rockdale herd. In fact, the herd 

was known far more than locally. Enterprising agricultural journalists 

had discovered its existence and had advertised it over a wide territory. 

One day the neighbor who had purchased the first bull John had 

placed at the head of the herd, made a call and engaged in conversation. 

He was a fairly good man, but like many other persons owning stock, 

gave his herd less careful attention than good business warranted. He 
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not only knew the Winslows laid great emphasis on the importance of 

correct breeding, but he was well aware that the Rockdale herd was 

carefully fed and attended to. He recognized the fact that his own cat- 

tle looked thinner in flesh, more ill-kept, dirtier and more starved than 

that of his now prosperous neighbor. 

After passing the customary comments on the weather and crops, John 

remarked: “‘Mr. Lee, that bvil you purchased of us sired a likely lot of 

calves for you, didn’t he?” “Yes,” said Mr. Lee, “he certainly did. The 

heifers now in milk are better than anything we have ever owned before. 

Still, it seems to me that our herd is not doing as well as it should, and 

our cattle are not in the condition that yours are. I haye been wondering 

how much feed and care had to do with this difference. Our barn is 

fairly warm and comfortable and yet our cattle do not look thriving.” 

“How about your feeding and growing?’ inquired John. ‘I feed plenty 

of hay and straw,’ was the reply; “but I never have felt that we could ~ 

afford to feed much grain. The cost is too great. We don’t use much 

proyender, I know.” , 

“Tt is sort of curious,’ remarked the junior member of the Winslow 

firm, “but I have just been studying over a pamphlet which I received 

from the Cornell University Experiment Station. You know that there 

are in the different States agricultural experiment stations that are work- 

ing in the interest of the farmer, studying problems in soils, fertilizers, 

feeding stock, etc. Each of these stations publishes several times a year 

bulletins as they are called, which tell about their experiments. These 

are free to those who desire them. The professors at the agricultural col- 

lege used-to make students study over some of the more important bulle- 

tins, and since I graduated I have been getting bulletins from some of 

the States whose publications I thought would help me. Now, in this bul- 

letin Professor Wing and Mr. Ford tell of ‘An attempt to increase the 

fat in milk by means of liberal feeding,’ which is somewhat in the line 

our conversation has fallen into. They planned an experiment to find 

out whether a herd of dairy cows previously kept under adverse condi- 

tions could be made more profitable by better feeding and care. So they 

went out into the country near the station and found a herd of 21 cows 

with a reputation of being poorly fed that had been on the same farm 

for some time, that had a large proportion of comparatively young ani- 

mals, most of which had calved as nearly as possible at the same time. 

In this herd only four of the cows were more than eight years old, all but 

one had calved within a period of two consecutive months, and all were 

real thin in flesh, much as yours are. Like yours, they represented native 

and mixed breeding. The experiment then begun by the station, ran 

somewhat like this. A record was kept-of the production of the herd in 

milk and fat for one entire milking period on the farm of the owner, 

without in any way changing the conditions under which the animals 

had lived. The man who owned the cows, Mr. Gibson, fed and cared 
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for them just as he had always. ‘The station arranged for him to weigh 

the daily milk yield and take frequent samples of the milk of each cow, 

which was once a week tested for their butter fat composition by a 

representative of the station. After the first milking period was over 10 

of the cows were brought to the station and taken to its farm, where 

they were cared for and fed liberally for two years. A record was kept 

of all the food they ate, and the milk they produced was weighed daily, 

and its fat composition measured. While these cows were being studied 

the other cows left on the Gibson farm were also being studied just as 

they were the first year. On the fourth period of milking the 10 cows 

they bought were taken back to the Gibson farm and again subjected to 

the same conditions they were under when the experiment began.> Dur- 

ing the second milking period at the station they fed the cows all the 

easily digested food they would consume without getting them out of 

condition, economy of production being not considered. During the third 

milking period they tried to feed all the coarse fodder each cow would 

readily eat, and all the grain that could be eaten in addition such as 

would give return at the pail. I might say here that this third method 

really represents our policy at Rockdale farm, to feed liberally yet eco- 

nomically. Those cows for coarse fodder were fed red clover, timothy 

hay and silage. When the cows were on pasture they also got a grain 

ration, until the milk yield became very small. 

“Now, what was the result of this careful experiment covering four 

years, bearing as it did on the health and vigor of the herd and its pro- 

ducing capacity? Well, I notice in the first place that the total yield of 

milk and butter fat was in nearly every case much increased while 

the cows were at the experiment station under satisfactory care. Of the 

10 cows it is shown that by liberal feeding the yield was increased 46 

per cent. in milk and 55 per cent. in fat. These 10 cows were not the 

-best in the herd of 21. They simply represented a fair average of the 

herd. Here is a fair sample of the way those cows did, taking Polly for 

example: The first year she produced 3,148 pounds of milk and 177 

pounds of fat; the second years she produced 5,526 pounds of milk and 

346 pounds of fat; the third year she produced 4,802 pounds of milk and 

283 pounds of fat; the fourth year she produced 2,945 pounds of milk and 

184 pounds of fat. 

“Some of the other cows show an even greater influence from feed 

and care than this. 

“In regard to the cost of the milk and fat during these different feed- 

ing periods, it is interesting to note that the average cost of 100 pounds 

of milk the first period on the Gibson farm was 53 cents, the fat being 

12 cents a pound; the second period, when economy was not considered, 

it was only 65 cents an 100 pounds for the milk and 14 cents a pound for 

the fat, while the third period of good feeding the cost was reduced to 

45-cents an 100 pounds for the milk and 10 cents a pound for the butter 
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fat. Another interesting thing in this bulletin that I see is the change 

in the appearance of the cows due to generous feeding and care. 

“It seems to me that this bulletin teaches an important lesson to us 

dairy cattle men, for it proves by a four years’ actual trial that liberal 

feeding not only pays in increased production, but it also pays by a more 

vigorous development of the herd. If the herd is more vigorous, then 

this vigor is transmitted to the offspring. In my opinion, too many dairy 

cattle men fail to see the relationship of’ample feed to proper nutrition 

and continuous herd vitality.” 

The average man is fair minded, and is willing to be influenced by 

a rational presentation of facts. The contents of this bulletin as pre- 

sented by John to Mr. Lee, made a deep impression on his mind. Said 

he: ‘John, that is a good piece of work those agricultural experimenters 

have done, and I believe enough in the results which they have secured 

to profit by it myself through better care and more generous feeding of 

my own herd. I am mighty glad that I happened to drop in on you this 

rainy day.” ’ 

There are many things which go to make up success in any one’s busi- 

ness and life, but some of them are of more importance than others. 

John Winslow was a fair representative of many a bright New Hngland 

lad of parts who is ambitious to be useful and earn a living on a better 

standard than the commonplace employe. He was fortunate in a father 

who was willing to aid and assist him in a useful education, and who was 

willing to put'his education to the test. 

John Winslow is a young man yet. The herd, which is yet one of 

partnership, has increased in its productive capacity from 180 to 400 

pounds of butter a year. While the cows with heavier yield, eat some- 

what more food, the degree of profit is far greater in excess of cost of pro- 

duction. In discussing the Situation, the subject of this narrative said: 

“It is not a difficult thing to develop a profitable herd. It goes almost 

without saying that the average cow is a consumer rather than a pro- 

ducer. My own experience, covering but a comparatively few years and 

several generations of cow life, demonstrates to my entire satisfaction 

that the foundation of successful herd development rests primarily on 

breeding the proper type. A large degree of my success has been due 

to breeding consistently and persistently to that purpose. A suitable 

bull in type and breeding will yield results of no uncertain character if 

mated to cows approaching the deep bodied, full uddered dairy type. I 

recently read an article by Hark Comstock on improving the dairy cow, 

in which he expressed some truths that have had much application in 

the improvement of the Rockdale herd. He says: ‘According to the 

statistics of the Department of Agriculture the average dairy cow of the 

country gives 130 pounds of butter a year. In the dairy demonstration 

now in progress on the World’s Fair grounds at St. Louis the entire Jersey 

team of 25 cows has averaged more than that in 60 days. Admitting that 
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better care and better food have to do with the question, there yet remains 
a very wide margin that can only be credited to the functional capacity 

of the cows bred in the bone. When farmers began to select their bulls 

from pure bred herds possessing these great dairy values, letting the beef 

question and all side issues take care of themselves, they began to es- 

tablish improved machinery in the shape of dairy cows. Nearly 12,000,- 

000 cows are devoted to buttermaking in the United States, and the 

product in round numbers is 1,500,000,000 pounds of butter, worth, at 18 

cents a pound, $270,000,000. Suppose that each of these cows could pro- 

duce a heifer calf by a high class Jersey bull, and the improvement in - 

butter capacity for the new generation were even as little as 5 per cent., 

which would be an exceedingly small estimate, the increased butter out- 

put for a single year, assuming that the price was not lowered, would be 

worth $13,500,000, a net profit over present income due solely to the use 

of improved cow machinery.’ This improved cow machinery referred to 

by Hark Comstock is due to the patient and intelligent efforts of a com- 

paratively few breeders, who have developed individuals and families of 

great productive capacity, whereby the mass of breeders may improve 

their herds. It is due to the work of such men that the improvement of 

Rockdale herd has been possible in so short a time. To them American 

stockmen owe a deep debt of gratitude. If our herds are not productive 

and profitable, it is due to neglecting the opportunities provided through 

the agricultural college, the experiment station, dairy and live stock lit- 

erature and the help of intelligent breeders. These all point the way 

toward success.” 

In drawing this narrative to a close, it is unnecessary to concern our- 

selves regarding the identity of the subject of the sketch. He still lives 

on Rockdale Farm in fair New England, where he continues to work 

among the herd he loves so well, for his is a labor of love, not of suffer- 

ance. He has been an unconscious instrument on his part in uplifting the 

agricultural dignity of his community and State, while he stands as a 

strong example of what a man may do to demonstrate the usefulness of 

the modern agricultural education. You may not know him personally, 

but as the years go by you may discover his counterpart here and there 

when perhaps least expected. If, when in future, you chance upon a 

strong herd of dairy cows that appears to you much what Rockdale herd 

is at the completion of this narrative, if you will trace up its history, I 

am sure you will learn some valuable lessons, even if it does not prove 

the property of Winslow & Son. . } 

President Johnson: We have two other subjects, so we will hurry 

through. 
* 

\ 
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THE DAIRY ON THE FARM. 

MRS. JOHN CARTER, SEYMOUR, IND. 

One year ago last April we decided to purchase a hand separator, 

because we thought it would save some labor in caring for the milk and 

would also skim closer in warm weather than we could skim by the 

gravity process. = 

Then we decided to purchase a rectangular butter printer and also 

to wrap our butter in parchment paper. We were milking only 

four cows at that time and had been retailing our butter the 

year around at 20 cents, which is the best price at our town for 

what is known as the best country butter. We built a neat dairy room 

between the stable and the house in which we placed our separator, re- 

frigerator, churn, etc. With this process of extracting butter of course 

we had more and of better quality. The grocer offered me 20 cents for 

all I could make, so I raised the price to 25 cents on all my customers 

and did not lose one. ‘ . 

We felt encouraged and decided that we would slowly work into the 

business until we could keep a herd of 10 cows, then, if satisfactory, still 

further increase our herd, for we think it much better to grow into a 

business than to jump into it headlong. So we began buying cows, the 

best we could find ‘for sale in the neighborhood round about until at the 

end of the year we had 10 cows. Before this time we had decided that 

for our small farm of 60 acres, located,*as it is, near a city~of 7,000 

inhabitants, the butter business was the best thing we could undertake 

in the live stock line, and would go along very well with the small fruit 

business which we had entered into to some extent. 

- Having decided to make butter, we determined that we would make 

butter that commanded the highest price on our market, so I attended the 

10 days’ butter school at Purdue one year ago last December. Asa result 

of instructions received from Profs. Van Norman and Slater, I made 

butter which our grocer readily agreed to take at 22%4 cents the year 

around, also the buttermilk at 10 cents a gallon. We find this suits us 

much better than retailing. It saves time and anyone can deliver to the 

store. We had a triangular butter-worker made, also a seven-gallon 

cream can and a butter-carrier. From that time to this our butter and 

milk were delivered regularly every Wednesday and Saturday morning. 

We had the initial C stamped on every half pound and we guarantee 

every pound of it, and we agreed to take back all butter not perfectly 

satisfactory. We have never heard of a single complaint or objection, 

and Mr. Mills, who buys our butter, has told me often that he wished 

I would bring him twice as much as I do. i 
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But to return to the cows, we aim to keep nothing but fine Jerseys 

as soon as we can-get to that. We have bought and sold and bought and 

sold, until at present we have only nine cows and just seven of them are 

giving milk. Six of them are full blood Jerseys, not registered, but 

descendants of registered stock. We are using a good but plain old ~ 

fashioned barn, and do not use stanchions, but use the box stall. Each 

stall is about twelve by twelve feet. We place two cows in each stah, 

thus giving the whole size of the stall to each cow for exercise. We keep 

them well bedded, so it is something like Terry’s barn lot. 

We believe the comfort of the cow counts for something, and it does 

seem there would be a good deal of monotony about standing in a 

stanchion all day long. Men and women were formerly placed in similar 

devices as a punishment for small crimes. I am not arguing against 

stanchions, and when we build a new barn we shall probably put them 

in just to be up with the times. Yet we will do it with a feeling that 

they are not altogether free from objections. 

We have not yet built a silo. You see it is only a year since we 

decided to go into the butter business. We intended to build one last 

summer but we were trying to get the summer work done first, and 

by the time that was done our crop of corn was too far advanced for 

silage. We are fully aware of the merits of the silo, and would not 

think of continuing our business without one. We shall have silage to 

feed next winter. We use shredded fodder, clover and timothy hay for 

roughage, using timothy when we can not get the clover. In the way of 

mill feeds we use wheat bran, hominy meal and oat meal. I sometimes 

use a mixture of one measure of hominy meal to two of bran. Some- 

times, but not often, we use wheat bran alone, and often we put a 

pint cupful of oatmeal in the bran. We give each cow a two-gallon 

bucketful at each feed except when hominy meal is part of the mixture, 

then we give a little less, because the meal is much heayier than the 

bran. The hominy meal we use is from a local mill and has not had the 

oil extracted from it. We usually add about one ounce of salt to each 

feed. In summer our cows run on pasture that is a mixture of clover 

and grass, and have a small amount of bran twice a day, varying the 

amount from a half gallon cupful up, according to the condition of the 

pasture. 

We have purchased a registered Jersey sire and will try to build our 

herd up by saving calves from our best cows. The others we sell to the 

butcher as soon as we can get him to take them. All calves are taken 

from cows immediately and fed on mothers’ milk until about nine days 

old, then a mixture of whole milk and a little oat meal, bran, shelled 

corn, or whatever is most convenient. 

We do not keep our accounts in pounds but in dollars and cents. 

We sell a good deal of milk to the milkman who passes our house. He 

phones ahead and we have it ready for him when he comes past. He 

- 
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gives us 15 cents per gallon for milk and 64 cents per gallon for cream. 

Our cows brought us in an average of $55 per cow between January 1, 

1904, and January 1, 1905. In addition to this we have had our own 

cream, butter and milk, and we use no small amount of cream, especially 

in the berry and ice cream season. We also had skim milk to feed to the 

hogs, of which we aim to keep just a sufficient number to take the skim 

milk and slop produced. 

There has been a very marked improvement in our hogs since we 

have had plenty of fresh milk for them. They have grown faster, fat- 

tened better and have been healthier and better in every way. ‘The one 

thing’ that induced us to turn our eyes toward dairying was the improve- 

ment of our soil. We saw that our crops were getting lighter and knew 

that we must manage some way to increase them. Dairying has solved 

the problem. We not only return our crops to the soil but take along 

with them a part of some other farmer’s crops. We paid the owner of 

a shredder 4 cents a bushel for husking and shredding our corn, and we 

paid him for 70 bushels per acre, exclusive of the corn shredded by the 

shredder, which was about three or four bushels per acre. 

We are beginners in the business. We hope to continue, but our 

future as well as the future of nearly all buttermakers great or small, 

depends very largely upon the action of the present Congress. The oleo 

manufacturers are seeking legislation that will be disastrous to our inter- 

ests, and it behooves us to join hands with the other farm organizations 

and put forth our best efforts to maintain our own interests. 

President Johnson: Before we take up the next subject, I believe I 

will say that we will not discuss any subject until the next one is pre- 

sented. But first I will ask the Secretary to read the names of the 

committees that have been selected, the Auditing, Nominating, Resolution 

and Legislative. We will now have the names of the persons selected. 

Secretary Van Norman: Nominating—T. C. Burnside, J. M. Knox, 

Chas. Lamont, G. V. Woollen, G. W. Drischel. 

Resolution—George Freese, G. P. Newsom, J. V. Shugart, G. P. Swan. 

Auditing—A. H. Compton, W. W. Fisk. 

Legislative—To be appointed later. 

President Johnson: Now, these committees are appointed, and we 

should like to hear from them tomorrow afternoon. 

The next subject on the program is ‘Possibilities for Profitable Cows 

on the Farm,” by A. J. Glover, associate editor of Hoard’s Dairyman. 

I understand that Mr. Glover has had large experience in the dairies of 

northern Illinois. 
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POSSIBILITIES OF PROFITABLE COWS. ON THE FARM. 

A. J. GLOVER, OF HOARD’S DAIRYMAN. 

For over three years the department of dairy husbandry of the Uni- 

versity of Illinois has been conducting field work among the dairymen of 

the State. A number of them were persuaded to weigh and sample each 

mess of milk a sufficient number of times during the year so that the 

performance of each cow could be estimated with a considerable degree 

of accuracy. It has been demonstrated by a number of our experiment 

stations that many cows are kept in the dairy at a very small profit 

and some at an actual loss. In order to determine the facts and to lead 

the dairyman to realize their full force and meaning, a man was sent into 

the field to persuade a number of them to keep a record of every cow 1n 

their herds. While this paper gives no facts new to science, yet it pre- 

sents a line of work on which we have but little data and it brings the 

farmers face to face with facts.that exist upon their own farms. It shows 

them that some herds are kept at a good profit, some at a small profit, 

and others at an actual loss. 

HOW THE FARM TEST WAS MADE. 

The farmers who took up this work were required to weigh and 

sample the milk from each, cow in the herd every seventh week for 14 

consecutive milkings. After each cow was milked the milk was poured 

into a weighing pail, weighed, and the weight recorded on a milk sheet 

directly under the cow’s name. A small sample of milk was then taken 

with a sample dipper or a milk thief and put into the sample bottles. 

Corrosive sublimate tablets were used to preserve the samples of milk. 

Instructions were given to each man to shake the composite samples each 

day, so as to mix the fresh samples with the rest of the milk and keep 

the cream from becoming dry or hard on the sides of the bottle. The 

jars that were used for keeping the composite samples were one-half 

pint, tin top, covered bottles. When the period of weighing and sampling 

was completed, the samples were tested either on the farm or at the 

creamery. 

CALCULATING THE AMOUNT OF MILK AND BUTTER FAT. 

The milk was weighed and sampled ‘during the fourth week of the 

seven-weeks period. From the total amount of milk that each cow gave 

during this time, and the per cent. of fat, was calculated the amount of 

butter fat produced in the week. From these results were estimated the 
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amount of milk and butter fat each cow produced during the three weeks 

before, and the three weeks following the test. The cow’s yearly record 

was made up from these tests, and in this way the total amount of milk 

and butter fat that she produced during the entire year was determined. 

It may be objected to that this method did not secure results absolutely 

correct. On this it may be said that the chief object was to secure data 

from which cows could be compared with each other, and that this object 

was fully attained even though the totals may have been either slightly 

too large or too small. Check methods show, however, that the data are 

‘very close to the actual amounts produced. In many cases the dairymen 

also kept an approximate account of the grain and roughage that each 

cow consumed during the year. Where this was done the records are 

of exceptionally*high value, for they clearly show the profit or loss of 

every cow kept in the dairy. 

Ten dairy herds, namely, A, B, C, E, F, 1, J, L, M and N, have been 

tested for two years, and I will give you the summary of the 10 herds and 

a detail report of two dairies. In the 10 herds, 145 cows completed their 

second year’s work. The best cow gave an average yield of 7,190 pounds 

of milk, 8367 pounds of butter fat, and 428 pounds of butter. The poorest 

matured cow gave an average yield of 4,560 pounds of milk, 135 pounds 

of butter fat and 158 pounds of butter. 3 

. In the first two years the average production of the herds was 4,944 

pounds of milk, 201 pounds of butter fat, and 235 pounds of butter. The 

second year the average was 5,611 pounds of milk, 229 pounds of butter 

fat, and 267 pounds of butter. 

The average production for the two years was 5,261 pounds of milk, 

” 214 pounds of butter fat and 249 pounds of butter. 

Herd A made the greatest increase in the second year’s test. It pro- 

duced-1,285 pounds more milk and 60 pounds more butter fat per cow than 

it did in the first year’s work. The percentage of increase was 32.4 per 

cent. of milk and 42.5 per cent. of butter fat. - 

In herd FE there was a small decrease in the second year’s test, it 

gave 61 pounds less milk and five pounds less butter fat per cow than 

in the first year’s test. All the herds, except H, in the second year’s 

test showed an increased yield of milk and butter fat over the first 

year. 

The average percentage of increase in the second year per cow was 

3.7 per cent. of milk and 13.9 per cent. of butter fat. 
In other words the average increase per cow was 667 pounds of milk, 

28 pounds of butter fat, and 82 pounds of butter. 

The increase seems to be due to the following: (1). The cows on the 

whole received better care. (2) The herds were fed better rations. (38) 

From nearly all the herds a few poor cows were sold. (4) In some cases 

cows were purchased that proved to be good dairy animals. 

I shall give a report of herds A and F. It should be observed that 

great improvement was made in each of these dairies. 
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REPORT OF HERD A, 

At the end of the first year’s test, the owner of this herd disposed of 

a few of the poorest cows, but the herd still contained many poor dairy 

animals. The herd was composed of natives, grade Holsteins, and grade 

Shorthorns, which were by no means of the dairy type. The cows were 

in better condition during the second year than they were in the first 

year’s test. 

In the second year the herd received a better ration, the rough fodder - 

was about the same, but the meal portion of the ration consisted of 

shorts and Peoria gluten, instead of corn meal and ground rye. which 

were the chief concentrates during the first year. The kind of concen- 

trates and roughage fed during the two years was as follows: 

First year—Corn meal, ground rye, ground oats, crushed corn and 

cob meal, corn silage, timothy hay. 

Second year—Shorts, Peoria gluten, corn stover, corn silage, timothy 

hay. 

It will be seen as reported in Bulletin 85, that this herd received 

rather poor rations during the first year, which were about as follows: 

The fresh cows received a small allowance of bran and corn meal, 

together with timothy hay and silage, from October 1, 1901, to January. 

1, 1902. During the months of January and February to the cows giving 

the largest flows of milk, was given approximately the following ration: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

COrneIMe a yen cihe on piace te ate 10 8.91 .790 6.670 .430 

UAC Pewee din iio ers errva beatae teusteacier 35 7.31 15 3.959 245 

SURO GY: VIEL o ays. este cet stale arcs, oy 10 8.68 .280 4.34 140 

AWOUCUE Si ouehnakcy olds eee he cate ase 24.90 1.385 14.965 815 

The ration which the cows received from March 1 to May 1 was 

perhaps somewhat better than the ration fed in January and February, 

but it conld have been much improved with mill feed. The ration to the 

fresh cows was about as follows: . 

Dry Carbo- = 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

UV iGitn te tner vasa ft Oa Micth a he aoe 4 3.54 396 2.704 .044 

Crushed corn and cob meal... 4 3.40 176 2.400 SL 

PEA ie atc also sitts ciao ae acaeee 35 Weal .oLO 3.955 , 245 

PETIITO LY) SY vet ieydceytuciee 4 ws h fe 6.08 196 3.038 .098 

Totals MUERLGMtS ti cae ie ecues 20.33 1,083 12,097 5038 
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May 1 ground oats were substituted in the place of rye. The cows 

were turned out to pasture about May 25, but were given a small allow- 

ance of silage to July 1. From this time to the completion of the year’s 

work they received nothing but grass. 

It is plain to the skillful feeder that the rations the herd received 

were very poor. The general unsatisfactory condition of the herd bears 

out this fact. The dairy was fed somewhat better during the second 

year. 

From October 1 to November 15, 1902, the herd received a little shock 

corn with grass. Beginning November 15 and continuing to February 1, 

1903, the best cows received about the following ration: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

SligttSas--c sonics Rae R Es ions 9 7.94 1.098 4.500 342 

SIDES Sor eo ae are eae 25 (eau! 315 3.955 245 

WOTTHAREOV ET ete ette otels = cio eee es 15 8.91 255 4.860 . -105 

ANG) trl so hy melas 0 tear ee ar eo a 24.16 1.668 13.315 .692 

During the months of February, March and April the best milkers 

received the following ration: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

NSLIVO ES) <5 GR eat eee eee C.D 5.18 193 3.25 247 

PCOLaes MUON Stirs vc soce eit ne aleiene 2D 229 582 1.26 .067 

SUPT GS SAS acters 40 8.36 .360 4.52 .280 

RO PAleTUITI ONES 9 «cts ct o:oais"s eo) sheds 16.34 1.735 9.030 594 

In connection with the above ration either corn stover or timothy 

hay was given in quantities large enough to satisfy the animal’s appetite. 

May 1 the herd was turned out to pasture, and during this month 

received all the silage they would eat. From June 1 to the completion 

of the test the dairy received nothing but grass. 

Average yearly record of herd A for two years, and average production 

for fhat period: 

No. of Milk, Fat, Fat, Butter, 
ear’s Work. Cows. Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. 

Las igi ae a ee ee Oe Me 18 3,970 3.55 141 164 

SOCOM Mann tae otra in aitierain ids cco 14 5,255 3.82 201 234 

Average LOD CWO) WCAES a scan «sh < 4,613 3.71 171 199 

The herd in the second year gave 1,285 pounds more milk and 60 

pounds more butter fat per cow than it did in the first year. This 

45— Agri. 
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increase in milk and butter fat was largely due to better system of feed- 

ing during the second year. There were, however, a few new cows in 

the second year, and a few of the poor cows were sold at the end of 

the first year. This change, of course, had something to do with the 

increased yield of the herd. There were still a few cows kept upon this 

farm that were so poor that the owner would not enter them in the test. 

Record for cow No. 6 for two years, and her average production for 

that period: : 

Year's Age, Date of Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Pounds. Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

First .... 3.5 - Native 5/29/02 1,838 4.43 - 81 95 210 

Second .. 45 Native 5/4/03 3,624 3.84 189 162 238 

Average for two years........ Dials FROZE PALO Ss A228 224 

Cow No. 6, the poorest animal in herd A, in two years gave 5,462 

pounds of milk and 220 pounds of butter fat. A good dairy cow should 

produce as much in one year as three animals of this kind. 

Record of cow No. 10 for two years and her average production for 

that period: 

Year’s Age, Date of Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Pounds. Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

| Ey oh a 4 Native. 3/5/02 3,833 3.37 129 150 245 

mecond.s/....5; Native 3/1/03 3,503 3.50," 126)\— 147 298 

Average for two years tse cusreiots 3,693 3.45 128 ~ 149 272 

The average of cow No. 10 is very low. Why she produced more milk 

and butter fat in the first year’s test than in the second, when a better 

ration was fed, can not be intelligently answered. 

Record for cow No. 15 for two years and her average production for 

that period: . 

Year’s Age, Date of Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Lbs. Cent. Lbs. Lbs. Milk. 

First ... 9 Gr. PolledS.H. 11/4/01 6,145 3.638 223 260 294 

Second .. 10 Gr. PolledS.H. 11/15/02 6,874 3.87 266 310 273 

Average for two years........... 6,510: . 3:76 245 285 283 

Cow No. 15, which was the best animal in herd A, gave considerably 

more milk and butter fat in the second year’s test than she did in the 

first. Her increased yield seemed to be entirely due to a better system of 

feeding. 
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REPORT OF HERD F, 

There were seventeen Holstein cows in the second year’s test; their 

average weight was about 1,100 pounds. The herd was kept in a com- 

fortable barn, in healthy condition during the two years and did a much 

better year’s work during the second test. 

The cows were given but little grain during the first year. For a 

period of seven weeks in the winter they received no grain, but were fed 

corn silage, clover and corn stover. During the second year the herd 

received a liberal allowance of grain. 

The kind of concentrates and roughage fed during the two years was 

as follows: 

First year—Bran, oats, grano gluten, clover hay, corn stover, corn 

silage. ; 

Second year—Bran, oats, dried malt, dried brewers’ grain, clover hay, 

corn stover, corn silage, timothy hay. é 

The herd was fed during the first year as follows: 

From October 15 to December 1, 1901, the best cows received about 

the following ration: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein- hydrates. Fat. 

PREEUI: F. Petree reget tara eee wna ia Sores sass 4 3.54 .516 1.604 168 

Oats Stree eaten etaras s AGacie 4 3.56 868 1.892 085 

Clover Haye sac onsen see coe 5 4.25 .340 1.790 -085 

Stover totes foe tw bee 10 5.95 170 3.240 O70 

Olas Ogiaeioei an coasts een tes 35 7.31 315 3.955 .245 

ALOUCIL TIGNES) 4 Bb Be GoeeoOnooS 24.59 1.709 12.481 -T04 

From December 1, 1902, to February 1, 1902, the ration consisted of 

35 pounds of silage, five pounds of clover hay, and all the corn stover they 

would eat. 

The best cows received about the following ration from the first of 

February until they were turned out to grass: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

(Cuehavopeeduinieiil ys Som oa oe Om opem ete 2 1.88 o4 776 .248 

Silage. Ayes ees ws Stik 35 7.31 015 ~ 3.955 245 

Clovernshaiyinereetes icin eich 5 4,23 340 1.790 085 

Corn StOVErm er ieee roe 10 5.95 170 3.240 070 

Total MUGrICWtS cones cere a ws = sos 19.37 “1.359 9.761 .648 

Oat straw ad libitum. 
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The cows were turned out to pasture about June 19. The owner did 

not have enough pasturage to feed his herd entirely, so the ration was 

supplemented with 30 pounds of corn silage a day. This ration was con- 

tinued to the completion of the test. 

The best cows were fed on an average during the second year approxi- 

mately as follows: 

From October 25, 1902, to February 10, 1903, the best milkers received 

about the following ration: 

Dry Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. Fat. 

Tey Wo Wickn eect oe eh Nesey ROTI Pa cae 4 3.54 — 516 1.604. 136 

Oats Raner Glec eioere trae tonne 4 3.56 868 1.892 163 

lovers ldynax wee. cor sete. cae os 2 1.68 136 .716 .034 

Timothy hay ..............-- 3 226 084 1.302 042 
SUPER oie isos a su ceases 40 8.36 .390 4.520 .280 

WOUNESTOVEL teenie oe okets fo. oie is 15 8.92 .255 4.860. 105 

Total. sutriente:': (sete ana seer 28.32 1.709 14.894 .760 

From February 10 until the cows were turned out* to pasture they 

received about the following ration: 

Diyas 7 Carbo- 
Food Stuffs. Lbs. Matter. Protein. hydrates. ‘Fat. 

BAT hee Schaar dts vedo ors eater tense 2 ETAT .258 .802 .068 

Oats 't. a statins ease ta ban eee 2, 1.78 .184 .946 .O84 

DTIC SIN AICS footers) 5 ayrle ge oP yesyees 2 1.84 314 .716 102 

SUA C oe wore clare. aera ee wets 60 12.54 -540 6.780 -400 

Paver hay. tiacs: Ls iehe oe eae Re rae i .136 .720 .034 
AW baaveyd ah ea) Ch eR Sean cae atoa re 3 2.26 .084 1.302 042 

TOCA STL TNGS estes sisieis ioietets ee Le Sie 1.516 11.266 -730 

The cows were turned out to pasture May 20 and were allowed to 

graze about two hours each day. In connection with pasture grass the 

herd received two pounds of bran, two pounds of dried brewers’ grain, 

and 25 pounds of silage a day. In July and August most of the cows 

went dry and were fed 25 pounds of silage and pasture grass. The 

majority of the cows calved in September and October, thus beginning 

their third year’s work. 

Average yearly record of herd F for two years, and average production 

for that period: 

No. of Milk, Fat, Fat, Butter, 
Year’s Work. Cows. Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. 

HULSE Sig oat pete se anclhtanks ie. tore 14 5,846 3.32 194 227 

SOCOUGE satire ieoiet cow Se eee 17 fi Galirct 3.29 236 275 

Average for two ycars .......... 6.509 3.30 215 251 
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The herd in the second year gave 1,325 pounds more milk and 42 

pounds more butter fat per cow than it did in the first. This can be 

accounted for in three ways: (1) The cows received during the second 

year’s test a better ration. (2) Many of the poor producing animals were 

disposed of at the end of the first year’s test. (3) A few new cows were 

purchased that proved to be good producing animals. 

Yearly record of Joe’s Bride for two years and average production 

for that period: 

Year’s Age, Date of Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Pounds. Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

Furst... 2 Holstein 4/5/02 5,186 3.00 145 180 275 

Second ... 10 Holstein 9/10/03 3,984 291 116 1385 274 

Average for two years......... 4,560 2.96 135 158 274 

Joe’s bride, the poorest cow in this herd, produced in two years 9,120 

pounds of milk and 270 pounds of butter fat. There is no reason why a 

good dairy cow with no adverse periods should not produce in one year as 

much as she did in two years. 

Yearly record of Check for two years and average production for that 

period: 

Year’s Age, Date of Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Pounds. Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

Hirst « 5-24 — Holstein —20/25/"02:.-6,812-— 3.16. -210~;, 251. “252 

Second ..16 Holstein 3/27/03 5,475 336 184 215 259 

AVerage for Ewo, Years... ..2..s2 6,144 3.25 200%" 233° 256 

Check’s record is not high, buc it is fairly good when her age is con- 

sidered. In her fifteenth year she made 12.2 pounds of butter fat in seven 

consecutive days. This record permitted her to enter the Holstein-Friesian 

Advance Registry. 
> 

Yearly record of Alfrida for two years and average production for that 

period: 

Year’s Age, Date of © Milk, Fat, Per Fat, Butter, Days in 
Work. Years. Breed. Calving. Pounds. Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

First ... 7 Holstein 10/14/01 T6415. -3:22° 2246... 287 —. 336 

Second... 8 Holstein 11/8/02 11,445 340 389 454 365 

Average for two years......... O43 o:oon] Volse tah 350 

Alfrida, the best cow in herd F, did considerably better in her second 

year than she did during the first. At the beginning of her second year 

she was officially tested but failed to qualify, making only 11.9 pounds 
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of butter fat in seven consecutive days. Notwithstanding this she gave 

11,445 pounds of milk and 389 pounds of butter fat, which made 454 

pounds of butter. While Check the year before was officially tested and 

qualified, making 12.2 pounds of butter fat in seven consecutive days, yet, 

she gave during that year only 6,812 pounds of milk and made only 215 

pounds of butter fat, and 251 pounds of butter. In other words, Alfrida 

failed to enter the Holstein-Friesian Advanced Registry, but produced 

4,633 pounds more milk and 174 pounds more butter fat in one year than 

Check, that entered the Holstein-Friesian Advanced Registry. Moreover, — 

Alfrida’s average record for the two years is greater by 3,399 pounds of 

milk and 18 pounds of butter fat. The point is, does one week’s record 

in a whole year give the true value-of a dairy cow? 

It is plain to every thoughtful man that we must be guided by yearly 

records and place but little, if any, confidence in the weekly test. But we 

must not stop with one year’s record and base our selection upon one’s 

year work. 

While the scales and Babcock test can be of great service in the 

selection of our dairy animals, they must, however, be used with judg- 

ment. Dairy cows have their ‘off years,’ and this must be considered 

when the herd is being culled. If we do not bear this fact in mind, we 

are apt to sell some of the best cows from our herds. The writer has 

in mind the cow Sweet Briar, of the Minnesota Experiment Station, that 

produced for ten years an average of 358.07 pounds of butter a year, 

while in 1898 she produced only 206.62 pounds of butter, but in 1899 she 

made 306.53 pounds, and in 1901 3870.53 pounds. If the merits of Sweet 

Briar had been wholly based on the work she did in 1898 she would have 

been classed as a very ordinary cow, and perhaps sold. The great value 

of scales and Babcock test lies in their continued use in the dairy herd 

and not in one year’s test. Good heifers usually come from the best dairy 

cows, but it sometimes happens that a promising heifer may do very 

poorly for the first year. In such cases the heifer’s individuality, together 

with her breeding, should be considered before she is sold. The testing 

of cows should, however, be carried on in every dairy if a systematic 

selection is to be made. A good cow seldom has two “off years” in suc- 

cession. 

In closing, let me present a few tables comparing the result of differ- 

ent cows and herds and also comparing the first and second year’s work. 

Table 1, comparing the average performance of the best and the poor- 

est herds; also giving the average performance of all the herds tested: 

Milk, Fat, Fat, Butter, Days in 
Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

ICT. NOLG). scnareerteiecomt prorat aren 6,444 4.17 269 313 330 

EOOKECAC HELGA. onan oie cael 4,613 oul a ly ek 199 271 
a 

Average of herds ........ 5,261 4.06 214 249 300 
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Table 2, giving average record of the cow producing the most butter 

fat of all the cows tested, for two years and average record of the cow 

producing the least butter fat: 

Milk, Fat, Fat, Butter, Days in 
Name of Cow. Herd. Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. Milk. 

Ret WESE CON.) tente ore N. 7,190 5.10 367 428 315 

JOSS Bidet oc pkesia<iatans Be. 4,560 2.96 - . 135 158 274 

Pet of herd N gave for the two years an average of 2,630 pound more 

milk, 232 pounds more butter fat and 270 pounds more butter per year 

than Joe’s Bride, of herd F. 

Pet, of herd N, has the highest average record of all the cows tested, 

and Joe’s Bride, of herd I’, the lowest. 

Table 3, giving the total amount of milk and butter fat produced by 

the ten herds in the first and the second year, also the total number of 

cows: 

Cows, Miik, Fat, Fat, Butter, 
Year’s Work. No. Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. 

Wins (atte eee tects tees oe 160 791,088 4.057 32,099 37,449 

SGGOnG Ses chtes roc acres 145 813,586 4.081 33,200 38,733 

There were 15 more cows in the first than in the second year, but the 

145 animals produced 22,498 pounds more milk and 1,101 pounds more 

butter fat in the second year than the 160 cows gave in the first. 

Table 4, giving the average yearly production for all the herds that 

have been tested for two years: 

Milk, Fat, Fat, Butter, 
Year’s Work. Pounds. Per Cent. Pounds. Pounds. 

| Cnt f Bie icy & Siac hRs COLO Cie ee Re Ce eae 4,944 4.06 201 235 

SOCom Gl rgeweierseae crate eer atrerote ce teakcate pene alk 4.07 229 267 

The percentage of increase in the second year per cow of the ten 

herds tested was 13.7 per cent. of milk and 13.9 per cent. of butter fat. 

In other words, the average increase per cow was 667 pounds of milk, 28 

pounds of butter fat, and 32 pounds of butter. 

Mr. Woollen: It seems to me that this would be a very great loss if 

we should allow this paper to go by without any discussion, for there are 

a great many people here who have had practical experience, and who are 

educated, and it has been my experience that the discussions ofttimes pro- 

duce more good and a great deal more instruction can be gotten from 

them than from the papers themselves. I do not mean to reflect upon the 

papers this afternoon, because they are high class, and for this reason 

they should bring out discussion. Of course we must have these papers in 

order to have the discussion, but, after all, there is a practical side to 

farming. I am a dairyman only by proxy, but I enjoy seeing two or three 
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men of opposite views get up and give reasons for their views. In this 

lies the life and instruction of the meeting. It seems to me that this 

paper should not pass without a discussion. 

President Johnson: If there is no discussion on this subject we will 

pass on to the next “Lessons from the Herd Test at St. Louis,’ by nay 

Jenkins, of Indianapolis. 

I have just received word from Mr. Jenkins that his father is sick, 

and that the rush of work will compel him to be absent from these meet- 

ings, but Mr. Van Pelt is here and at my request will make a few off- 

hand remarks. Mr. Van Pelt fed the Jersey herd at the St. Louis test. 

LESSONS FROM THE HERD TEST AT ST. LOUIS. 

BY HUGH G. VAN PELT. 

(Edited by Secretary.) 

Mr. Van Pelt called attention to the fact that many valuable lessons 

can be gotten from the work at St. Louis, that in seeking these lessons it 

~must be borne in mind that the conditions under which the cows were of 

necessity kept, was radically different from ordinary farm conditions and 

that due allowance must be made for these conditions. At the same time 

certain vital principles were manifest and are not influenced by the sur- 

roundings. 

The average annual production of butter fat of the Indiana cow is 

about 150 pounds in 865 days. The poorest cow in the St. Louis test gave 

nearly that much in 120 days. The poorest Jersey exceeded it by 70 

pounds in 120 days, while the best Jersey produced 30 pounds more than 

double that amount in 120 days. Selection of the animal, its ancestry, 

care and feed given it and its manner of handling are responsible for this 

much larger and nioreeconomical production. 

One of the first lessons to be learned is that the unprofitable cows in 

the average herd should be gotten rid of and in their places should be kept 

only those having larger ability to convert the feed eaten into profitable 

returns. 

The cows selected for the Jersey test were gotten together some time 

previous to the opening of the test in order that they might freshen under 

the conditions in which they would have to work, in order that the feeders 

and milkers might become acquainted with the individual characteristics 

of the several cows. In this test much attention was given to the pecu- 

liarities and individual characteristics of each cow. In this preliminary 

period specia) attention was given to getting the cows dry in order that 
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they might have a rest before the severe strain that was to be put on them 

began, to allow the cooling of the system and rest for the digestive tract, 

adding strength and flesh. One conspicuous lesson was the value of 

oxygen treatment for milk fever. Kvery cow which suffered from this 

dreaded disease was carried sately through and made a very creditable 

record. ’ 

Mr. Van Pelt thinks that the results secured at this show with alfalfa 

-hay and silage emphasize the practical importance of allowing the cows 

to run dry during the season when she may be on grass and cheap food, 

at the time when she is not producing, when the grass is naturally cooling 

and its effect is particularly desirable. ‘The calf born in the fall can be 

carefully wintered and ready to go on grass next spring, doing well the 

entire year. “The cow will yield from 10 to 20 per cent. more milk in 

a year and produce a larger amount during the season of high prices. 

Without exception the cows in the Jersey barn carried all the fat that 

could be placed on them without resorting to heayy feeding and useless 

overtaxing of the digestive tracts. During the resting period bran was 

used to a considerable extent because of its bulk and cooling nature, ana 

proved its value. Oats were used extensively to impart strength and 

stamina and it wili be found before we have advanced far in the feeding 

of cows, that oats have a feeding value for dairy cows and are in advance 

of that indicated by their composition and digestible nutrients. Oil meal 

was used in a limited way, aiding digestion. Corn meal was tried and used 

for its cheapness and fattening qualities. Our first rewards came with 

the calving of the cows. Each of the 44 cows had strong and vigorous 

calyes and every one of them was sent home to its owner save one that 

received injuries from falling in play. We could not haye expected such 

results had we allowed the cows to milk up to the day of calving without 

rest and plenty of muscle and bone-forming food from which to nourish 

the embryo calf. 

“IT am thoroughly of the opinion that the future usefulness and great- 

ness of the animal is not so much influenced as by the treatment and 

nourishment it receives while in the dam, and no doubt most weaknesses 

experienced with dairy calves are directly due to the improper care and 

feed of the pregnant dam.” 

A skilful feeder who finds his cow responding to the feed must be care-. 

ful not to crowd her too fast or increase her feed once too often. If this 

happens it is almost impossibie to get her back to her best work. Every 

cow has two limits to her feeding qualities. First, there is a limit to her 

capacity, that is, the total amount of food she can possibly eat. Secondly, 

there is a limit to the amount of food eaten that can be made use of in 

keeping up her energies and producing milk. All foods supplied between 

these limits are worse than wasted, because it not only gives no return, 

but once in the stomach, it requires extra work for the cow to rid herself 

of it. To find the limit is a problem confronting the feeder, for only expe- 
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rience and close observation and study of the animal will determine, and 

seldom it ever, is there a feeder who will not overstep the bounds, for the 

reason that we sometimes find cows whose capacity is less than their 

ability to convert food into milk. This, however, is a rare occurrence. 

In this test it was shown to be profitable where they were trying to— 

secure the maximum, economical production, to study each cow’s likes and 

dislikes, how and when she was watered, exercised and milked and which 

feeds she liked best. One cow was particularly fond of alfalfa hay and 

would eat more by far than any of the others, which, with corn and oats, 

would produce the best results at the pail. All of which suggests the im- 

portance of giving much more attention to the individual than is the com- 

mon practice. Knowledge of the individual, her requirements and her 

returns is the key to success. 

Prof. Plumb: I think there is some danger of the college men leading 

us to believe that it is all in feeding, and I fear that before some of these 

folks get out of here they will wonder where they are at after this dis- 

cussion is over. In my address that was the point I tried to bring out— 

that the cow herself was the first and most important thing, and the feed 

second to the cow. You must study the individuality of the cow. There 

is not an experiment station in the United States that would propose or 

attempt to tell you just what the rations should be for each individual 

cow. I believe in a special combination of rations. For example, you 

have corn, bran and oats, and some other things are good, and when you 

have mixed these up you have got a good ration, but you will have to 

make changes for some animals according to their individuality, and this 

you will have to study out yourself. Sometimes you will have to feed 

seven pounds of this mixture to one animal and nine to another. You 

must feed the animals according to their individual needs. Down in St. 

Louis they tested each different animal as thoroughly as possible to bring 

out her individuality. They had one person to look after this alone. There 

is always a question from the dollars and cents standpoint. It seems to 

me that a man that has a number of cows can afford a man to look after 

the feeding of his cows, and to study out their individuality. In the long 

run it will pay him from a dollar and cents standpoint. We must study 

the question of prices. It seems to me that this is the only thing for a 

layman to do. You must find out whether or not you are making anything 

off of your butter. You must figure out what your butter fat is costing 

you. You must also study your conditions. When it comes to feeding 

your cows the more individuality you put into it the more you will accom- 

plish. ‘It makes a great difference with different people as to what the 

cows will produce. 

Mr. Wood: I have been in the dairy business for 15 years, and I think 

a whole lot of this talk does not fit our case in the least. Every farmer 
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in this country has food stuffs in his barn. 1 have a half gallon tin which 

I measure bran in. I know just about how much each cow ought to have. 

I have been testing this method for a long time. We can make conditions 

suitable to our own herd and I can feed my herd better than any one 

else. I have been watching these matters. This settles the question with 

me in regard to the breeds of common cattle. I want to tell you that it 

is every day practical business to attempt to feed cows. You must learn 

something about the balancing of rations. Some think it is better to sell 

the corn and buy bran. There is a good deal to learn. 

Mr. I should like to say that I don’t know very much about 

the science of cow feeding, but I have fed enough to know that we must 

have a balanced ration to make good cows. 1 think Prof. Plumb was right 

in what he said. You do not just want to commence with the cow, but 

you want to begin with the heifer. There is a good deal in bringing up 

the heifer. Begin early. 

Mr. ——: i do not like the method of using the tin cup as a measure. 

It would take twenty years to find out with that what you could find out 

with a pair of scales in a week. 

Mr. Wood: I want to say in regard to the tin cup that I have used 

it until I can guess within a few ounces of what I have, and I can do it 

so much quicker than to have to take the scales. 

; President Johnson: It is growing rather late, and unless there is some- 

thing important to bring up in connection with this subject, I think we had 

better pass it. 

Mr. I should like to ask what it the value of cotton seed meal 

compared with Buffalo gluten meal, and how much should be fed at a 

time? 

Mr. Van Pelt: Cotton seed is 39 per cent. protein, and the Buffalo 

gluten meal is 24. I would not feed over two pounds under ordinary con- 

ditions. It would not pay. It is usually very expensive and a pound 

will add a great deal of protein to the rations. 

Mr. It is not as expensive as the Buffalo meal. At least that is 

what I found out when I went to buy it. The cotton seed is $22 and the 

Buffalo is $24.50. 

President Johnson: This afternoon there was a private buttermaker 

asked me if she could have the privilege of bringing her butter here in 

the morning and have it tested that she might know what was the matter 
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with it. She would not bring her butter to compete for the prize. I as- 

sured her that she was welcome to bring her butter, and that the butter 

2xperts here would tell her what was the trouble with her butter. I 

delieve it is one of the things that every buttermaker should know. 

Secretary-Treasurer Van Norman: We only have an hour and a half 

in the morning, so let’s all be on time and do all we can in that time. 

President Johnson: If there is nothing further to come before this 

meeting at this time we will stand adjourned until 9:00 o’clock tomorrow 

morning. 

(The meeting stood adjourned.) 

In place of the usual evening session a banquet was served in the 

Hotel Denison, to which S86 members and friends of the Association sat 

down. A number of informal toasts were responded to, Dr. Woollen of 

Indianapolis acting as toastmaster. Prof. Plumb, now of the Ohio State 

University, a charter member, three times President and once Secretary 

of the Association was a guest of the Association. This banquet custom 

began three years ago and has become a regular and pleasing feature of 

the annual conventions. 

FRIDAY MORNING. 

President Johnson: I think it would be advisable for those interested 

in the butter scoring to get as close around this table as possible. 

P. H. Keiffer: I haye had the pleasure of going through this butter 

with Mr. Slater, and I am pleased to say that I found the butter much 

better than I expected to find it when I came here. Away out in the 

Western States of Iowa and Nebraska we think we are the whole thing 

in the butter business. I see that the manufacturers of butter in this State 

and the milk producers who make butter here are right in line—they are 

on the right track, and are guided right—and I must tell you right here 

that the butter is much better than I expected to find when I came. I 

expected it to score from about 92 down. It is better than that; it runs 

from that up, and this is very pleasing to me. 

We haven’t very much time, we are late in starting and I'll try to 

hurry along as fast as I can. Now Mr. Chairman, I think it would be 

better for each one of the people interested to taste the butter. 

Prof. Van Norman: We will make this something of a school and 

pass the score cards around and let each person that feels like it score 

the butter when it is passed around, then when the score is given you 

can compare yours with it. 
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Mr. Keiffer: If anyone tasting this butter feels like putting a score on 

it I should be glad to hear from them. I*or those that do not know how 

this is done I will tell you: One hundred is perfect; flavor counts 45; tex- 

ture and body, 25; color, 15, which should be uniform; it should not be 

streaked or wavy in spots; and if you eat the butter without noticing par- 

ticularly about the salt it is perfectly salted and would be allowed 10 

points. If it is not perfect in salt it will remind you that there is too much 

or not enough salt. Perfect package is allowed 5 points, and taking all to- 

gether it makes 100. We will not cut on the shades of color in the butter 

because there are light shades and dark shades, but the shade should be 

uniform; it should not contain streaks or spots, and if it does it should be 

cut down in color. Butter must not be churned at a high temperature, as 

it makes it spongy, and should be cut accordingly if it is. It should have a 

nice creamy flavor. When you eat the butter it should remind you of good 

fresh cream, or good fresh milk; that is what we call the creamy flavor. 

As a rule judges will not give perfect on flavor because none of 

them want to go on record as saying it is up to the height of 

perfection, and that it can not be improved, but we give pretty high 

gradings on flavor. There is considerable butter scored at 48, which is 

within two points of perfect, and the flavor is cut in proportion to what 

you estimate in your mind it would be if it were ideal in flavor and had 

a good milk or creamy flavor. If you find some other flavor it is 

caused by some bacteria which got in before the butter was churned. 

It will show up in the butter after it is made. When we give the 

score you can think in your own mind how near or how far away from 

the score you were. 

There is considerable on the program this morning, so we must 

hurry along. This butter scored a total of 94 points. It scored 39 on 

flavor. You will see it was cut six points on flavor. It scored perfect on 

body and on the workmanship, and was perfect in color and salt, but 

there were six points taken off on flavor. When it becomes known 

that the flavor was what the butter was cut on I think we will 

be able to get the flavor which we want. Butter that will score 93 is 

graded as an “extra,’’ and will go on the markets of the United States 

for the highest price, and when it goes to a house and their expert 

says that the butter scores from 93 to 94 they must take the butter. 

There is no way of getting out of it. They can not then dodge out of 

the contract after it scores 93. This is good butter, and the man that 

made it understands how to make butter. 

This butter here was worked too much, which made it greasy. It 

then has a flavor that you don’t like. I saw a lady make a face when 

she tasted it. This goes to show that you are all judges of butter, and 

you must make butter which you would like to buy. That butter is 

a trifie rancid; the cream was held too long—the cream was old, and 

the maker did not get a chance to do his best, because the raw material 
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was not what it should have been when he made it, nevertheless he 

has overworked it and made a mistake in that way. It scored 33 on 

flavor because it was not good on flavor. It would not be desirable 

butter to have on the table. It is a low ‘“‘first,’ it would not go into 

the extra class at all. If this butter were on the New York or Chicago 

market it would be turned down; they could not sell it. Now, the first 

trouble with it is the flavor. It has an off flavor; it has a trifle unclean 

flavor. It is butter that hasn’t a creamy and rich flavor. The only way 

to obtain this flavor is for the raw material to be in perfect condition. 

‘\ 
Mr. How ‘1o you know when the butter is worked enough? 

Mr. Keiffer: This is the way I find out when the butter is worked 

enough. <A great many work it right in the churn. We work the butter 

all at one time. A few years ago it used to be worked more than once. 

With the inexperienced I think it is a pretty good plan. Work it a 

short time and then set it away until the salt disappears, and then work 

it again. When it is free from streaks you want to stop. When you 

work it any more you are working it too much. It will then have a salvy 

appearance. 

Mr. How much would you take off for that salvy appearance? 

Mr. Keiffer. Just enough to call the maker’s attention to it. Possibly 

a half point. 

Mr. Millhouse: Will you please tell us what a half point is, This 

lady over here would like to know. 

Mr. Keiffer: Well, I hardly know how to make it plainer. If the 

butter is perfect we give it 100, and if not, we cut off in proportion to 

what we think it should be cut. 

Prof. Van Norman: May I say a word on this scoring? As you will 

see by the butter score card the standard is 100. Now, you are to place 

a numerical value on the butter. We have seales with which to measure 

the pounds, yardsticks with which to measure distances, but there is 

nothing of the sort by which we can measure butter quality, so we 

adopt this method of scoring. Our butter judges fix a standard in their 

minds, as Mr. Keiffer, who was a critic down at St. Louis, said to me, 

I divide the classes in my mind, and a certain class I will eall 98 butter, 

and if it comes plainly into that class I will give it 98, and if it does 

not come up to these requirements in a small particular I drop one-half 

point, and if more than that, more points accordingly. Butter is marketed 

as extra, first, second, etc., and the extra butter must score at least 

93 out of a possible 100. These points are a matter of judgment. At 
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St. Louis there were three judges, one from New York, one from Chitago, 

and one from Boston. I have seen them as much as three points apart 

on some particular lot of butter, and then run along for eight or ten 

tubs and not be one-half point apart. If they were very much apart they 

would go over it again and try to find where the difference was, and 

decide together. They would finally get together. Many times a com- 

mission man is a first class judge of butter, but he may not be worth 

anything in scoring butter. He has not had training in expressing his 

judgment in’a numerical value. 

Mr. Keiffer: This package here is the highest scoring package. Most 

of you had a taste of it last night. After it leaves your mouth you will 

notice it reminds you of sweet milk or cream. Its score is 96. The 

maker of that butter had good material, and understood taking care 

of that raw material, and turned out a fancy piece of butter. If any 

State in the Union could make butter like that they would have a cinch 

on the market. 
No. 29 has a pretty good flavor. It is too salty, as you will find when 

you taste it. I think I will get the support of everyone that tastes that 

butter that it is-too salty, because when you bite into it you think of 

the salt the first thing, and as soon as you think of the salt that shows 

that there is a defect in that respect, and the question arises, ““How large 

a defect is there?’ It seems to me there is a great one. If it were 

not for this the score would have been higher. The person that made 

this butter had good raw material and knew how to handle it, and then 

finally spoiled it by adding more salt than was necessary. It is so 

salty that it is gritty. You can bite the salt between your teeth. This 

butter is scored 38 on fiavor and 2444 on body. The salt injured the 

texture, and it was cut 2% per cent. on account of the salt. Of course 

some folks like to have their butter salty, and others do not, and so 

you have to salt it for the market, not for individual tastes. You must 

take into consideration what the general market demands. 

No. 33 is a piece of butter that was made out of cream that was 

held too long at a cold temperature before lactic acid bacteria went 

to work, so that it acquired a bitter flavor. You will notice it decidedly; 

when in this condition it takes longer to churn. That butter is cut 11 

points on flavor, giving it 34 for flavor; it would be a poor first on the 

market. First means butter that scores between 88 and 93, and this 

simply gets-into the “first.” 

I am informed that there was a package brought in pretty late this 

morning that someone wishes scored. I will do that now, and put the 

score on it. 

You will notice that this is a different style of package, it is put 

in such a shape that it makes you think of limburger cheese. It is 

not the style of package that the market demands. The package will 
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cut from its value. I like the creamery packages best, and there is 

no law that prohibits you from making yours the same. It is a com- 

mercial package. If you should ship butter like this to Chicago you 

would not get as good a price on it as you would if it were in another 

kind of package, even though it is the same kind of butter, and as a 

consequence you would lose money on account of the style of package. 

This butter was made under what we call “natural conditions.” The 

cream was allowed to ripen naturally without any aid from inoculation. 

It has a rather coarse flavor which usually accompanies that kind of 

ripening. While it might be acceptable on the table it is not quite as 

nice a piece of butter as could be made with the proper treatment. I 

should give it 3714 for flavor, and workmanship perfect, which gives 

it 9214 score. 
I want to say that the dairymen in this State are making good butter. 

I am surprised to see the quality of butter made. All of this butter 

shows good care. 

President Johnson: I should like to say a word. There is butter 

sold here in Indianapolis on the market. The butter is in prints the 

same as this, and then is wrapped in parchment paper, and enclosed 

in a pasteboard case, and is marked ‘‘Renovated butter.” I should like 

to ask what sort that is and where it gets its hame. 

Mr. Keiffer: It is butter made out of what we call “ladel” goods. 

For instance, you take a poor dairy where butter is made on the farm 

and you get butter that scores about 87 to 89. That is not fit for the 

table, and this butter is taken and melted, and then air is blown through 

it to drive out the odors, then it is put into ice water, and made in the 

right form, then salted, packed, and sent out as renovated butter. Reno- 

vating takes out some of the bad flavor and makes it uniform. When 

it is put out from the dairy one tub may be pretty good and another 

one bad, but when renovated butter is put on the market it is all alike. 

It is vniform in grade and the quality has been improved. I think it 

brings five cents a pound less than creamery butter. 

Prof. Van Norman: I should like to say that we are sending out 

of this State thousands and thousands of pounds of country butter that 

go into the market for 10 to 14 cents, and the grocer sells it for three 

or four cents higher, and it goes to the renovating factory. The hux- 

ters go over the country and gather up all kinds of butter, some good, 

some bad, and some indifferent, and send it to the renovating factories. 

Much of the finest butter used in our State is bought outside of the State. 

If you go to the leading stores in Indianapolis that cater to the carriage 

trade you will find that they go out of the State for much fancy butter. 

You will find this is true in Lafayette, Ft. Wayne and some of the 

other cities. This emphasizes what I have claimed for eight years. We 
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make too much low grade butter. You will find that groceries in Lafay- 

ette paying 18 cents for butter that they sell to the renovating factory 

for eleven cents. They lose on the butter, but the farmers puy their 

groceries of them, possibly $10 or $12 worth, and in that way they get 

even. Of course the groceries cover the loss on the butter. This is 

where the farmers are losing money all the time. If you can not make 

butter right, only make enough for your own table, your own use. The 

market wants good butter. Elgin butter is quoted at 291% cents today, 

and there is not enough of the best on the market to supply the demand. 

Mr. Miller: I should like to hear about butter from the time you 

take the milk from the cows until the butter is ready to be sold. 

President Johnson: Yesterday was devoted to handling milk and 

butter, and our time is passing rapidly. 

‘Mr. Miller: I have not heard anything of that yet. 

Mr. Scott: I want to know something about a starter. What is it, 

and can butter be made without it? 

Mr. Keiffer: Certainly it can be made without it. A starter is used 

in order to hasten the ripening; it inoculates the cream and hastens the 

ripening. If you can not churn every day you can keep your cream 

in a good, sweet condition, until you have enough for a churning, and 

then raise the temperature to 65 or 68 degrees until the cream sours 

and you will have good butter unless it has been exposed to some unfavor- 

able bacteria. . 

Mr. Scott: How do you get the starter? 

Mr. Keiffer: There are several kinds of commercial starters on the 

market now. You can make a starter by taking good fresh milk and 

setting it away at a temperature of 75 degrees. Hold that sample at 

75 degrees and it will become thick in twenty-four hours, or possibly 

thirty-six or forty hours before it becomes thick. If it is in a Mason 

jar, after it becomes thick you can look at it, and see whether or not 

it is full of pin holes. You can tell from the smell whether or not 

it has a, nice, pleasant sour flavor—no foreign flavor—and if so, you can 

rest assured that you have a good starter right there, and take a spoon- 

ful of that and add it to a quart of pasteurized milk. After you pasteurize 

your milk, do not take chances of contamination by exposure. Of course 

it must be cold. By pasteurizing I mean to heat the milk to 180 or 

200, and hold it there for about twenty minutes, and cool it down by 

placing it in ice water or cold water, and when it gets to about 90 

degrees add one tablespoonful of the starter you have prepared and 

that cream will change in about 18 hours, so that it will be thick. 

46—Agri. 
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Mr. Wilson: ‘There is one thing that Mr. Van Norman said about 

the farmers and their butter that I think is very true. When there is-a 

creamery in your neighborhood you should patronize it. When you go 

to the grocery what do they do for you? They will buy your butter 

at 18 or 20 cents a pound and probably sell it at 10 cents. Now, where 

do they make their profit? They sell you your groceries, and I can 

assure you they do not lose money on you, even though they do pay you 

more than your butter is worth—even though they do get your butter 

for 20 cents and sell it for 10 or 11 cents. Why do they do these things? 

It is simply because they want to keep your trade. They certainly in a 

ease like that charge more than they should for their groceries. When 

there is a creamery established in your neighborhood and it will only 

pay you 15 or 16 cents for your butter, and the grocery man will pay 

you 20, you had better sell to the creamery man, for in that way you 

will get a market for your cream and milk and you can then take your 

money and buy your groceries wherever you please. I think you are 

wise to patronize the creamery. 

Mr. Glover: I should like to say a few words in regard to the 

cheese. This cheese has a good flavor, and is firm and mellow and 

rich, and has a very good body. I should say that the milk which went 

into this cheese was very good, and the cheese would keep a long time 

without becoming strong. If we could have this kind of cheese on the 

market continually we would eat ten times as much cheese as we are now 

eating. There is no danger in overproduction of cheese of this quality. 

In Ft. Atkinson I have been able only once to select cheese that is 

anywhere equal to this cheese. If better cheese were made more people 

would eat it. 

President Johnson: I am sorry to stop this discussion, but we must 

hurry along this morning. 

CRITICISM ON EXHIBITS BY MESSRS. KIEFFER AND SLATER. 

Tub No. 1. Flavor a trifle unclean. Butter also shows up a little 

salvy, as though it had been a trifle overworked. 

Tub No. 2. A good piece of butter. 

Tub No. 3. Flavor very flat. Milk should have been ripened a trifle 

more to produce lactic acid flavor. Body very brittle, indicates that it 

was churned. at a high temperature and immediately chilled. 

Tub No. 4. Flavor a trifle unclean, has a coarse flavor, indicates that 

cream was ripened at too high a degree of acidity. 

Tub No. 5. Butter has an old milk flavor, as though milk was held 

in unclean cans for some time. The use of live steam for the heating 

of milk also produces an unclean flavor. Body weak; indicates that the 

butter was a trifle overworked. 
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Tub No. 6 Flavor is a trifle on the bitter order, otherwise a good 

piece of butter. 

Tub No. 7. Butter has a lardy flavor, possibly due to frozen milk. 

It has also a flavor as though considerable oil meal was fed to the 

cows. Cream should have been ripened to a higher degree of acidity, so 

as to produce more lactic acid. Indications are that your butter was 

a trifle overworked. 

Tub No. 8. Flavor very unclean. Indicates old, overripe cream. 

Butter rancid. Butter salvy, overworked. Too light in salt. More salt 

would have been a benefit. 
Tub No. 9. Flavor a trifle unclean and has too high an acid, what 

we call a coarse flavor. Cream was ripened at too high an acidity. It 

seems to be too fresh for scoring. Body greasy, soft, indicates over- 

working. 

Tub No. 10. Has a trifle unclean flavor, also shows that cream 

earried too high degree of acidity, indicates cream and milk were kept 

under unclean conditions. Trifle aged. 

Tub No. 16. ,Butter has unclean flavor, indicates old cream. Cream 

and milk should be delivered in good sweet condition in order to make 

a good piece of butter. This butter is too fresh for scoring. Body is 

weak and salvy. By fresh butter we mean butter that is being scored 

too soon after being churned. 

DAIRY BUTTER. 

Tub No. 26. Has a tallowy flavor. 

Tub No. 27. Flavor unclean; has a foreign flavor. Butter mottled. 

Should have been worked a little more. 

Tub No. 28. Has a decided foreign flavor. Something on the paint 

order. 

Tub No. 29. Very badly oversalted. Has hurt the body and flavor. 

Tub No. 30. Flavor good; badly mottled. More working would have 

overcome that. 

Tub No. 31. Some silage flavor. 

Tub No. 32. Flat. More salt would help, A little acidity in the 

cream ‘would help. . 
Tub No. 33. Bitter. Due to cream being held too long at low tempera- 

ture before churning 
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THE VALUE OF EDUCATION, READING, AND SCORING 

CONTESTS. 

EARL MARTIN, NEW CARLISLE. 

Winner of Two Silver Cups. 

Within the past few years, many changes have taken place in the art 

of buttermaking. Some years ago when I took my first steps in the great 

industry, I knew but little of what was before me. At that time almost ~ 

any one who was neat and clean and had some knowledge of how to 

operate ordinary creamery machinery fairly well, how to ripen his cream, 

when and how to churn and work butter, was considered a first class 

man, and could command $40 to $50 per month. The same man today 

is still laboring along in the same old way, and making a very poor 

grade of butter, and still gets the same old pay, but some of these men 

have woke up and can see that they must get out of the old rut or go © 

under. They have seen by what others are doing that they must get 

into the collar and go to some dairy school where the art of butter- 

making is taught in every detail by the best men that our great country 

can produce. We find in most cases the man who has taken the course 

and one who studies and works are the boys who are getting the silver 

cups and medals and from $75 to $150 per month. We can not expect 

to get to the top in one year, but by study, work and stick to it, it will 

come. 

The buttermaker of today must have the get-there spirit in him, if 

he expects to make it a success, as success in any business never comes 

by chance or luck. Chauncey Depew being asked by a young man to 

give the secret of success, replied: ‘“‘My boy, there is no secret to it; 

it is just dig, dig, dig.” So it is with the buttermaker, if he expects to 

succeed he must dig, dig, dig. 

I will give a little of my experience in the past few years of how 

I have worked up from $35 per month. ‘The first four years I knew 

nothing of starters, acid tests or bacteria, and what influence they had 

on the product. By this time I had read some of the dairy papers, and 

had seen what some of the boys were doing by using starters and acid 

tests, and knowing how to use them. About this time Mr. H. E. Van 

Norman, professor of the dairy school, called on me and explained to 

me how I could benefit myself by taking a course at the dairy school, 

which I concluded to do that winter. The expense was small and the 

returns great. It has increased my salary to $95 per month, and the 

creamery company is getting from 1% to 1 cent more per pound for their 

butter. Buttermaking without the use of starter is like making bread 
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without good yeast—it lacks the good taste. But first you must know how 

to handle and make good starters. Without the education in bacteria 

growth you are lost. You must know when you have got the kind of 

flavor producing bacteria, which gives to the butter that fine, sweet 

flavor. Next, where and how are we to learn the use of these starters. 

You can read the dairy papers and learn how this buttermaker made his 

high-scoring butter, and another, how. he won a silver cup, and so on. 

But still you are not satisfied, because you have not had the experience 

in handling them yourself. 

Now boys, don’t be satisfied until you have taken a course in the 

dairy school, where you can learn how to make and handle starters, 

and can see the different kinds of culture and educate your taste so as to 

be able to tell when you have got the right kind of bacteria. Then go 

back to your factory and roll up your sleeves and go to work in good 

spirit, knowing that by work and study you can win the silver cup 

and not be afraid to class your butter with the best. 

The dairy papers also do a great deal towards educating the butter- 

maker. I can not see how some of the boys get along without them. 

You may visit the creameries in any State, and where you find an 

industrious, up-to-date buttermaker, you will find on the office desk dairy 

papers of all descriptions. That is the kind of boys we want more of. 

When you-get through with your day’s work, it is a pleasure to take 

up your dairy papers, and see what the boys are doing around you. 

I am safe in saying there is not a buttermaker in the State of Indiana 

that can not be greatly benefited by reading more of the dairy papers. 

Another great educator is the scoring contest. There is not enough 

_ interest taken in the scoring of your butter. I once heard a butter- 

maker say that he did not believe it was of any benefit to him. If you 

could see his factory you would think he could be greatly benefited by it. 

It has been a great benefit to me I can assure you. I think I am 

safe in saying that the scoring contests have raised the standard of 

butter in the past three years two points, especially in some of the West- 

ern States. It will do the same for Indiana if the boys will take hold 

of it and say, “We want a State scoring contest,” and let the State 

Dairy Association give some inducements in offering a silver cup or 

medals for the highest average score. 

Now boys, if there is any real buttermaking spirit in you, we can 

have a contest. If you wish to be at the top, first take a course at 

the dairy school, study and work, read the dairy papers, and don’t forget 

to enter in the scoring contests, and you are on the road to success. 

(Applause.) 

President Johnson: We will now spend a few minutes in the discus: 

sion of this paper if you have anything to offer. 

Silas Holloway: Do you use a commercial starter? 
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Mr. Martin: I can not get along without a commercial starter. I use 

them all the time. 

Mr. Holloway: Have you any special choice as to kind? 

Mr. Martin: Well, no. I think they are all good. I think when a 

man gets used to one kind it is better for him to stand by it, and use 

it all the time. 

Mr. Holloway: How long will a commercial starter last for you? 

Mr. Martin: I do not like to use them too long. They sometimes get 

slimy after they get too old. It seems to me it loses its life. 

Mr. Holloway: How long can you carry a starter without getting a 

new one with good results? 

Mr. Martin: Well, I have carried them from one day to six weeks. 

It all depends on the starter. Some of them are not right when you get 

them. Of course as soon as you try them the first time you can tell 

whether it is right or not. I have sometimes used a starter for six weeks 

with pretty good results, but I would not advise you to try it, but I have 

done it myself. 

Mr. Holloway: UHaven’t I heard of persons using a starter for six 

months? It seems to me so. 

Mr. Slater: I made that statement myself and I think I have done 

a good deal of harm by saying that. I went to a creamery this fall, and 

the man was putting a starter into his cream. You could smell it before 

you got to it. I told him it would spoil the butter, and he informed 

me that I had said a starter could be used six months and he had used 

it only four or five months. Now, this starter would have spoiled any 

butter that you inoculated with it. I am very sorry I made such a 

statement and am trying to correct it now. 

Mr. Hursh: I have a ripening vat, and we separate our cream into 

four different cans six inches in diameter, and when we get ready we 

put the cream into a ripening vat and turn on the steam until it reaches 

about seventy-tive degrees. This is necessary this time of year. When 

it is ripened sufficiently we cool it down possibly 12 hours before churn- 

ing. We do not put in any starter, possibly it would be better if we did. 

but would you advise it under these circumstances? 

Mr. Martin: I would not advise any one to leave the starter alone. 

I do not think there is a piece of butter but what would be benefited 

about two points by the use of a good starter. 

President Johnson: Well two points are certainly of value, 
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Mr. Martin: Before I knew its value I had never secured a score 

higher than 94, and I am sure the raw material was just as good as 

I could have had, but after using it I am sure I could raise it two 

points. I do not have as good raw material now as I had at that time, 

but I have been able to make butter that scored higher. 

Mr. Hursh: Would you advise us to use a commercial starter or the 

one that Prof. Keiffer has told us about—the ones that we could make 

ourselves? 

Mr. Martin: I think he had reference to a commercial starter. 

- 

Mr. Keiffer: No, 1 had reference to what we call a home-made 

starter. I would advise you to set several samples of the best milk for 

starter, and then pick out the one that you think is the best. I would 

not like to advise you definitely in regard to the use of a starter, because 

we do not know all of the conditions under which you are working. 

Sometimes the cream itself will bring about the lactic acid change, even 

without any inoculation of other bacteria. You can make good butter 

with what I call a home-made starter. 

Mr. Martin: I am not satisfied with the interest the boys are taking 

in the scoring contest. For my part I should like to see a yearly contest. 

Since I have been entering these contests my butter has been raised 

about three points, and in the last year I have been scored some- 

thing like 82 scorings, and I have learned from every scoring. I 

should like to see the boys of this State take it into their hands and 

send the butter which they produce down to Mr. Slater, who will score it, 

and will be very glad to, and his suggestions would be of immense benefit ~ 

to us, and at the same time instead of giving the cup to the man that 

scored the highest at the convention, give it to the one that had the 

highest average score for 12 months; he is the man that is entitled to it. 

Any company would give you a pound a month to send away to be 

scored. It would cost you about 15 cents to send it down. Now, I should 

like to see the boys get at this. There is no reason why this State should 

not make just as good butter as any other. I am ashamed of some of 

the butter that is put out by buttermakers in the State. They do not 

seem to take any interest in what they are doing. I wish you would 

urge this upon the people when you go back home and get them to 

enter this contest. We want to shove these things along if possible. 

Mr. Schlosser: Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen—I think I have 

an important matter to present to you at this time. It has been touched 

upon several times during this meeting, and that is the legislative work. 

There is a movement on foot at the present time to secure an appropria- 

tion from the legislature for the benefit of our Agricultural Experiment 
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Station at Lafayette. It is not generally known throughout the State 

that our experiment station is supported entirely by a national appro- 

priation of $15,000 a year. We think of our experiment station as a part 

of Purdue University, and a great many people think that it is supported 

by the general fund, the same as the school. This is not the case. The 

experiment station is supported by $15,000 a year from the national 

government. In 1887 there was a law passed giving every State in the 

Union the same amount. We find that the $15,000 that we are receiving 

does not answer our needs. The buildings need repairing, as any one who 

has been there lately knows. We are handicapped seriously because we 

haven’t funds. There are bulletins to be issued, but no money to issue 

_them. The State Dairy Association at its last meeting appointed a legis- 

lative committee, and I was chairman of that committee. We discussed 

this subject of securing help from the Legislature, and after considering 

all sides of the question we have concluded to work with the other agri- 

cultural societies of the State to secure an appropriation of as much 

as we can get. At the present time we are working with the Corn 

Growers’ and Live Stock men, and we have a joint committee preparing 

a bill to present to the Legislature within the next day or two. This 

matter is one that will require the assistance of every farmer in the 

State. The farmers of Indiana cast about 60 per cent. of the vote of the 

State—at least I am told so by a man that ought to know—and I suppose 

they pay about the same proportion of taxes, if not more, and if so, 

you can easily see where the farmers stand with the Legislature. We 

must have an appropriation if we expect to keep up with neighboring 

States. It will be absolutely necessary that the work of the experiment 

station be enlarged. The work will be excellent which will be done with 

this added money if we get it, and I believe we will if we make the right 

kind of an effort. We want the farmers of the State to help us. The 

committee can do all in its power and yet will not accomplish results 

by themselves, but the individual work of every farmer in the State 

is wanted. Every man and woman here has some influence. If they 

would drop a postal card to each representative or see them before you 

leave town—interview them, and tell them that the farmers want and 

must have it, and that we are going to get it—if you will go to work in 

that way we will get it, but we shall fail if you leave everything to us. 

You must not expect the committee to do everything. If you would take 

it upon yourselves to see the representatives personally we might accom- 

plish this easily. The legislators would not think of turning down the 

farmers. I want to present this matter at this time so that you can 

see the legislators before you leave town, and help us along in this work. 

President Johnson: Do you know what our neighboring States are 

doing? 

Mr. Schlosser: Illinois has $85,000 for the benefit of the experiment 

station; Ohio has $61,000, and we ought to have more than we are asking. 
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If these States can get this amount of money we ought to be able to get 

$25,000 a year. This is not as much as the other States are getting. We 

could get the same help if we would make our wants and wishes known 

in the same way that the other States have. They made theirs known 

in an effective way. We have the power within our hands to get whatever 

we want. The farmers in the State do not realize the influence they 

have, because they are not united and organized. If the railways had the 

influence that the farmers have they could do anything. Of course we 

want a committee to push this work. We want help. 

President Johnson: May I suggest that the best time to tell the 

representatives things like this is before election; if you wait until after 

they are elected I fear you will get left. 

Mr. ————: If we wait until they are elected again we will have to 

wait two years longer, and a great many of these men will not be dead 

in the next two years, and they will want to be re-elected, and for that 

reason they will listen to what you say when you come around. 

Mr. ———-: I do not know whether they can think two years ahead 

or not. 

President Johnson: Those people are elected to represent the people, 

and it is our business to let them know what we want. They are the 

servants of Indiana; that is what they are for. 

Mr. Billingsley: I have been before our legislatures in different 

capacities for a number of years—for the Dairy Association, the Poultry 

Association, and other associations, and they gave the State Board of 

Agriculture an appropriation to help carry on the different associations. 

I have been before them so many times that I have begun to despair 

of getting very much, for I know what they will say to us. The general 

opinion is that they do help the experiment station, which is not the 

ease. They are absolutely indifferent, and I think this should be pre- 

sented to the Legislature that it is not for Purdue University, and see if 

they will not help us out in this respect. 

Mr. Schlosser: This State Dairy Association is a large association. 

We have ten members on the committee and I shall read them to you. 

They are as follows: J. M. Knox, Lebanon; J. W. Drischel, Cambridge 

City; T. C. Burnsides, Liberty; Tae WwW, Billingsley, Malott Park; C. B. 

Benjamin, LeRoy; S. B. Woods, Crown Point; George Freese, Nappanee; 

G. B. Swan, New Washington; I. C. Calvin, Kewanna. 

These gentlemen come from the different parts of the State. Now, I 

certainly should appreciate it if the farmers of the State would take 

this matter up and help us. If you hear of anything that would help 

us in this matter, kindly let me know and I will look it right up. 
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Mrs. Woolen: If in order, I should like to move that Dr. Hurty of 

this city explain the pure food laws to this meeting, and tell us why 

they are not enforced in the State of Indiana. I am told that Mr. 

Hurty can be here at any time after 11:00. I should like to make this 

a motion, that Dr. Hurty talk to us on the pure food laws, and oe us 

why they are not enforced here. 

Prof. Van Norman: It seems to me we ought to finish the other subject 

first. 

Mr. Drischel: I think this niatter should be urged upon every member 

of the Association. We should impress the farmers by having it in the 

local papers, and I am quite sure it would have some effect. I should 

like every farmer to send his Representative a postal card within the 

next 10 days, telling just what he wants. 

Mr. Knox: I would suggest that a strong resolution be passed at this 

meeting. I also suggest that the committee on resolutions make a strong 

resolution and bring it before this meeting, and let it be passed by a 

unanimous vote, urging the Representatives to act favorably in regard 

to this matter, and then have it put in every paper—in every horti- 

cultural and agricultural paper, and the papers at all the county seats, 

and especially the dairy papers. 

Prof. Van Norman: The experiment station stands ready to do any 

work in the way of agricultural investigation for which funds are pro- 

vided. ‘They have no funds to do anything more than they are doing, 

and if the farmers of the State of Indiana want work done along the 

line of field work, dairy work, or anything of the kind—feeding animals, 

or anything of the sort—we are perfectly-willing to do these things if the 

funds are provided. All that is needed is the funds, for the executive 

heads stand ready and willing to do whatever they can do. I think this 

should be done in Indiana. And it would be done if the farmers would 

furnish the money to carry on the investigation. In Illinois the farmers 

decided that they wanted this kind of work carried on, and they appointed 

a committee which went to work and showed just what they wanted 

done, and they got over a quarter million dollars from their legislature 

for the different branches of agricultural investigation and education. 

The creamery interest took the lead in the fight against oleomargarine 

’ in this country, requiring that it should be sold only on its merits. They 

had to fight the strongest and largest trust and corporation in the United 

States, with an unlimited amount of money back of it. Everything that 

could be done by the use of money was done in behalf of oleomargarine, 

but in spite of this fact Congress passed a law. Why? Because the 

dairy people made it known, by correspondence and postal cards, that 

they wanted that law passed. I remember that when it was finally about 
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passed, through some mistake the rumor went out that the affairs were 

going wrong, and the word was telegraphed all over the country, “Send 

in postal cards.”: This was done and after the law had been practically 

passed Congress was flooded with postal cards and other communica-. 

tions and expressions from the dairymen of the United States. They 

commenced it again this year when it was understood the oleomargarine 

interests would ask for a modification of the bill passed. I speak of 

these things to show you the power the farmers have when they unite 

—when they act in mass. If the farmers of Indiana would send in these 

cards by the thousands they would get any reasonable thing they want. 

Of course if the legislators, on account of their position and knowledge 

of affairs, think it is best to hold off a year, we must abide by what they 

say, but they will do the best that can be done for us if we will send 

in our cards and tell them just what we want. 

President Johnson: Perhaps enough has been said on this subject, 

There was no second to the motion of the lady in regard to Dr. Hurty. 

Do we care to hear him speak? 

(Motion carried.) 

Mr. Rowe: I wish to state that he is now here, ready to speak to us 

immediately. I think we ought to hear this man. 

Mr. Slater: We must hear Mr. Keiffer before noon, as he is obliged 

to go away this afternoon, and we have brought him all the way from 

Iowa to talk to us and we must hear him while he is here. 

President Johnson: I will give five minutes to Dr. Hurty. 

Dr. Hurty: I do not wish to take your time, but I presume you 

would like to understand while we are on the question why the pure 

food law of 1899 is not enforced. We have one of the best pure food 

laws anywhere to be found in any of the States, yet it is only laid 

down upon the statute books and is not enforced, and they expect the 

State board to enforce it. I take it that you are all interested in this 

question. There are many impure foods on the market here, but we 

can not enforce the law. Now, this tells the whole story. Every Legis- 

lature has had that law up since 1899, and have been asked to enforce 

it. There is much adulteration going on in Indianapolis, but we can 

not go ahead and stop it. Of course under the present arrangement of 

things it will go on unenforced for the next two years. The fact is 

that from 40 to 50 per cent. of all the foods put on. the market are 

adulterated. The fruit jars that contain fruit are not what they purporv 

to be at all. They ship it in from Ohio here. They take glucose and 
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color it, add timothy seed to make it appear like fruit, and then label 

it pure raspberry jelly. They never saw such a thing as a raspberry. 

Those things that can be are watered. Butter should not contain more 

than 15 per cent. of water, but when it comes to the showdown it will‘ 

contain as much as 26 and 28 per cent. of water. It should not contain 

more than eight or ten, and, at the most, 15 per cent. of water. This 

reflects more or less on the dairymen of the State. I have heard no 

special kick, but I have gone into the market and found the watered 

butter. We should have experienced food chemists at work at all hours 

examining food and bringing prosecutions wherever we find adulterated 

foods. At Wabash, Indiana, we found a baking powder that was com- 

posed of 30 per cent. of clay. Think of it. I am told that one of our 

legislators is one of the attorneys that represents the firm that makes 

it. I believe the statement to be true. Now, do you want clay in your 

baking powder. You will see the influences that prevent the enforcement 

of the pure food law. 

We tested the vinegar once upon a time, and out of 12 samples of 

vinegar that were sold for pure cider vinegar there was not one found 

as represented. All were made by oxidizing alcohol, and such product 

is known a¢ whisky, malt or grain vinegar. Do you want to be treated 

in that way? Do you want to pay for pure cider vinegar and get whisky? 

There are so many things that they load with water, starch, ete. I 

appeal to you to help us call on the Legislature, and see in the name of 

economy, and in the name of righteousness, if we can not enforce the 

pure food law which we have. I thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

President Johnson: The next subject on the program is 

THE HAND SEPARATOR PROBLEM. 

P. H. KEIFFER, ASSISTANT DAIRY COMMISSIONER, IOWA. 

The hand separator problem is a pretty live subject especially in the 

State from which I come, and I suppose that is the reason I was selected 

to speak upon this subject. It is true that the hand separator is being 

opposed by the best buttermakers in the milk producing section of the 

country. And why do they oppose the hand separator? It is admitted 

that the skimmed milk is better directly from the cow for the calf than 

it is after it has been returned from the creamery in a sour condition. 

Admitting that, still the buttermaker is opposed to it, for the reason 

rt, 
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that at the present time he can not make a good quality of butter out 

of it, because when the milk is delivered to the creamery it must be 

sweet in order to be skimmed, and the hand separator cream does not 

have to be sweet in order to dump it into the vat. This is where the 

_trouble is, and is one reason why the hand separator is fought. The 

system is all right, but in the early stages of the hand separator it was 

started wrong. When it was first sold in Kansas, Iowa, and Nebraska, 

the agents gave the people to understand that all that was necessary for 

them to do was to run their milk through the separator and then they 

had done their work and would receive the best price for their cream, 

and moreover in order to make a sale of the separator they would tell 

the farmers that it was not necessary to wash it every time after it was 

used. The creamery would take the cream from the farmer in a poor con- 

dition, just whenever they got ready they would send it to the creamery, 

and sometimes the cream was in what we would call a “rotten condition” 

or “rotten cream.” They did not complain to the farmer about this cream, 

_but just let him go on in the same old way. What are the results? Three 

years after the industry was started they changed their plans. They 

did not say anything at first because they wanted to sell their separators 

and increase their business, and when they run across a small creamery 

that was particular about its butter and milk it was very easy to put 

them out of business, because if you bought a separator you could hold 

your cream until the can was full to save transportation, -and then you 

could ship it in and get the highest market price. They have gone on 

three years, and what is the result now? They have control practically 

of two of the States—Nebraska and Kansas—and they have control of 

Iowa to some extent. They issue a leaflet that is sent to every one of 

their patrons and prospective buyers in ‘their territory, and they are now 

telling them a different story. They try now to enforce the necessity for 

good cream and milk to make good butter. Here is what they say: 

“Permanent success in the dairy industry depends upon maintaining good 

prices for butter.” Iam sure none of us will question the truth of that 

statement. They go on and say: “This can only be done when good 

cream can be had for making the best butter, which is always in demand 

at the highest price.” They never said anything of this kind until 

recently, and even told their patrons to hold their cream until their cans 

were full to save transportation. “First grade cream is cream that is 

sweet and fresh. This cream must have a desirable flavor and odor, 

and test not less than 30 per cent. butter fat.’ I dare say you have had 

an experience in the State of Indiana. How many received milk this 

morning that would answer these requirements: “It must be sweet and 

fresh, with no undesirable flavor or odor?’ It is a hard thing to solve 

the hand separator problem. When they are so strict as that it is a 

hard thing for a dairyman to furnish them first grade cream. Now, they 

have another grade of cream. ‘The second grade of cream is a sour 
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cream that has no undesirable flavor or odor.” Do you see what they 

are up against? This hand separator problem is going to be a hard 

one to solve. Do you see that they will not take cream which tests less 

than 80 per cent. butter fat. It would be a hard matter for the farmers 

to send in their cream so that it would grade under the first class. They 

now say, “Old, stale cream can not be used in making butter, and so 

is not desirable and will not be received.” ‘That is the whole business, 

They do not want it as soon as the separators are sold. They have found 

out by the use of large sums of money that they can not make A No. 1 

butter out of this class of milk and cream. They spent large sums of 

money on it—in fact they spared no money—they hired two expert men to 

go into the factory and try to make good butter out of this sort of cream. 

They had the most improved machinery and the best of everything, but 

they have come to the conclusion that the only way to produce good but- 

ter is to get A No. 1 raw material. They have also found out that it is 

not best for the producer to deliver them the sort of cream he delivers 

from the hand separator under their former directions, but if they had 

told the farmer this in the first place they would have been afraid it 

would have put a check on their selling separators, as, indeed, it would 

have done. So they just went ahead at this practice and thought they 

could contrive some way by which they could use this kind of milk 

and cream. Now, this was the plan that most hand separator agents 

worked on. 

We should like to have them join us in making good butter. We 

want them to take an interest in dairying. We have a lot of traveling 

men in lowa who sell the creameries supplies, and these sort of men 

have done more for the State than we give them any credit for. They 

try to impress upon the people that they should be more careful with 

their raw material and thereby make better butter. They are working on 

that principle. We want the hand separator people and the salesmen to 

be with us, and help us to raise the standard. When they go to a farm- 

er’s house and tell him it is not necessary to wash their machines carefully 

you can either know that the man is not familiar with his business or 

he is just telling them that little story in order to sell his separator. 

It seems to me that if a lady should come here to Indianapolis to buy 

dishes and she should go into a store to look at them and the clerk 

should tell her that these dishes did not need washing at all, I am quite 

sure she would walk out of the store. She would not want such dishes 

in the first place, and she would know that it was not true in the second 

place. It is the same with hand separators if not worse. It is really 

worse, because the separators become inoculated with germs and the 

flavor becomes so bad that when it is made into butter it is very notice- 

able. I do not like to antagonize these men, but I should like them to 

come in with us and do these things right. .We do not want to go to 

the farmers in a community and dictate to them and say you must do this 
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and that, and use this separator or this system in handling your milk. 

If you desire to put in hand separators it is all right with us. That is 

your privilege, but we do ask, in the name of the business, and in the 

name of everything else, that you will do it right if you start in. 

It has been admitted that milk as it comes from the cow is practically 

pure. If that is the case, if it is not inoculated with any unfavorable 

bacteria, and it is immediately run through the separator, it depends upon 

the separator in what condition that cream comes out. If that milk is 

run through a clean separator the cream will come out in a good condi- 

tion—just as good a condition as it was in when it went in—therefore it is 

very important that the separator be perfectly clean. The milk that is 

just taken from the cow should not have a bad odor. The milking should 

be done in a cleanly manner, run through a clean separator, and the cream 

should be clean. You take that cream and put it in one of the Cooley 

cans and then put it in cold water and stir it, and in a very short time it 

will be cooled down. Five minutes will do it. In that length of time you 

can cool it down to the temperature of the water almost. It will cool 

50 degrees. After you get it down to 50 degrees you have it where the 

bacteria in it can not work very rapidly, and you should then cover it 

up tightly. Do not leave it exposed to the air, then you are certain 

that nothing can get into it. When you separate next time run the cream 

into another can; do not run it into the old can. Go through the same 

process with it. If you do not care to put it down to 50, 55 is pretty 

good. When you get both down to the same temperature you can pour 

the cream from one can into the other can, and stir it up. In this way 

you will have sweet cream for some time unless there are some bacteria 

in it and the temperature rises and they get in their work. If you do this 

you will have A No. 1 cream to send to your creamery. It is absolutely 

imperative that everything that is used about milk be scrupulousty clean. 

I was called to a creamery over in Iowa because they were having trou- 

ble with their butter on account of it smelling and tasting musty—it had 

a musty flavor. I was sent for to see what the trouble was. We went 

carefully through the creamery to see where the musty flavor came from. 

I followed the milk from the time it was received from the farmers until 

it was cream. I hunted and hunted and could not find what caused the 

musty flavor and I began to feel as if I had run against a tough proposi- 

tion. I stayed all night that night, and the next morning I went over to 

the creamery with the first man there, and saw him put the separator 

together. It was clean and bright. There was evidently nothing the mat- 

ter with the separator, and I saw that the vats were clean. I went 

through the milk and critically examined it, and it was all right. I saw 

that everything was all right, as I thought, and the creamery had no 

more than commenced to run until he brought some of the cream to me 

and told me that it was just the same as ever. I smelled it, and, sure 

enough, it was musty. I think you could have knocked me over with a 
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feather at that time, for I was so astonished. I though it could hardly 

be possible. I followed the cream down the spout into the vat and it was 

perfectly clean as far as I could see. I went to the separator and caught 

the cream and it was decidedly musty. I said: “It is not clean.” I was 

immediately assured that it was, and that it was steamed out every day. 

I had not run up against such a proposition before in my life and I was 

determined to find the cause. I told him I thought the vat was at fault. 

The directors were notified to come in. They had been notified the day 

before and were all there. We stopped the separator and took the pump ~ 

apart, and when we did this we found the musty flavor. I turned the 

steam hose on for five minutes and we could not kill the smell. We took 

it apart and. I took it into the fire room and threw it in the firebox. They 

thought it would burst the pump, and I was a little uneasy myself about 

it, for I thought it would crack it, but I knew that it was the only way 

to destroy the bacteria. We got through with this, put it together again, 

started it to running and the cream that came out was as nice as you 

have ever seen. They made butter from it that scored 98. You must 

keep things perfectly clean to avoid this trouble with hand separator | 

cream. I thank you. 

(Applause.) 

Mr. Cheesmen: Did you learn how often they took that pump apart 

and cleaned it thoroughly? 

Mr. Keiffer: I do not think they took it apart very often, but they put 

in the hose and cleaned it thoroughly in that way. 

Mr. Schlosser: May I ask Mr. Keiffer if he knows how the creamery 

company grades the milk, as No. 1, 2, and 3? 

Mr. Keiffer: I do not know. 

Mr. Schlosser: I have noticed in the paper that they have established 

a grading system, and I was just wondering about this. , 

Mr. Newby: I have seen some cream at the station on the way to 

their factory that was simply rotten. It was not fit for making butter at 

all. At that time they were taking it and paying the regular price for it 

just the same. I can make good butter out of hand separator cream, but 

the cream must be in good shape. If you have good cream you will not 

have any trouble making good butter. 

Mr. Wilson: I should like to ask Mr. Keiffer if they are adopting any 

law for grading the cream in Iowa. I should think that was more appli- 

cable to our conditions here and in Illinois. 
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Mr. Keiffer: I was in one creamery just before 1 came down here 

and I have a circular in my pocket now in regard to it. The conditions 

there are similar to those, and he gave me to understand that they were 

trying to get on the grading basis. They did not dare turn the milk down 

for fear of losing their patrons—for fear they would go somewhere else— 

but he told me that just as soon as they could they were going to estab- 

lish this plan. It is not effective as yet. 

Mr. Wilson: Have you ever heard of its being adopted only in iso- 

lated cases? 

Mr. Keiffer: The only kick I have heard them make is in regard. to 

hand separator and gravity cream. They will not pay as much for that. 

Mr. Wilson: I was told by parties that they had adopted this plan 

in some places—I think it was a creamery in the northern part of the 

State—and I understand they graded from 85 to 90 and from 90 to 95. 

Mr. Fisher: I should like to ask what the co-operative creameries are 

doing. 

Mr. Keiffer: Iowa is the home of the co-operative ereameries. There 

is where it originated, and they have been running successfully there. 

These people are simply taking out the running expenses of the cream- 

ery. Everything else is turned back to the farmer, except the expense of 

running it. 

Mr. Holloway: I would like to ask in regard to the eentralizing plant. 

There is one that comes into my territory. Most of the milk is separated 

by the hand separators. But they come into my territory and say to my 

patrons: “You sell us your cream, and it don’t make any difference when 

you send it to us. Send it to us when the ean is full.’ Now, you know 

that it usually takes about 10 days for a can to get full. I had, been 

insisting on getting their cream at least twice a week. I understand 

they are trying to work in a number of places in the same way. This 

makes it hard on me. I should like to know what to do under such cir- 

cumstances. 

Mr. Schlosser: It looks to me as if the small creamery plant would 

have a certain advantage over these plants, inasmuch as you can come 

in personal touch with your patrons, while they can not do it. I think 

the best thing you can do under the circumstances is to remain friends 

with your patrons, and let those that will leave you, but you can possibly 

keep the best ones. I think the hand separator problem is coming here 

in Indiana just the same as in other places in the western States. We 

will have to admit that advertising has been done to sell separators, and 

47— Agri. 
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in some cases we will have to admit that it has been quite unscrupulous 

on the part of the manufacturers. You will find that they tell the farmer 

a great.many things which they can not live up to when the time comes. 

We should do something to teach these fellows to sell their goods on their 

own meirts and not in the underhanded mothers) which they are employ- 

ing to sell their separators. 

Mr. Slater: Opposition is the best thing we can have. When we 

commence to have opposition we will commence having a creamery State. 

That is what makes it. 

President Johnson: It is now time to eat, so I think we had better 

adjourn to meet at 1:15 this afternoon. Please be on time. 

(The meeting stood adjourned.) 

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, 

President Johnson: Some of our committees are now ready to report, 

so we will hear from them first thing. Is the Auditing Committee ready 

to report? 1 

Secretary Van Norman: The chairman of the Auditing Committee is 

not here, but he has handed in his report, which I will read: 

“We have checked over the Secretary’s report and find it correct. 

OW. OW: sr ISiRg 

“A... H. -COMPTON”” 

Mr. Calvin: I move that the report of the committee be accepted. 

Mr. Hursh: I second the motion. 

(Motion carried.) 

President Johnson: Is the Committee on Resolutions ready to report? 

(They were not quite ready.) 

Then we will have the report of the Nominatint Committee. 

G. W. Drischel: 'The report of the Nominating Committee is as 

follows: 

Yor President—D. B. Johnson, of Mooresville. 

For Vice-President—I. B. Calvin, of Kewanna. 

For Secretary-Treasurer—H. EB. Van Norman, of Lafayette. 

For Executive Committee—The Officers and A. W. Antrim, of Indi- 

anapolis; J, W, Knox, of Lebanon, 
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Mr. Schlosser: I move that the report of the committee be accepted. 

Mr. Swan: I second the motion. 

(The motion was voted upon and carried.) 

President Johnson: I had not expected to act as your President an- 

other year, but you have nominated me, and have elected me, and, as 

the balance of the officers are the same as previously, and they have not 

kicked out, I guess I can not. 

I want to say that when we took hold of affairs last year we were 

determined that we would have a successful meeting in the central part 

of the State. We put forth quite a good deal of effort to do this, and 

you know the results. We would appreciate it if this were repeated again _ 

next year. We are not able to do this ourselves. We are perfectly 

willing to do all we can, but we must have your assistanee. We have 

had a fairly good meeting this year, but let’s resolve now that our next 

year’s meeting shall be better. 

Is there any other preliminary work before we start on the program? 

Prof. Van: Norman: It is customary at this time to receive an invita- 

tion from the towns who desire the next meeting, and these invitations 

are referred to the Executive Committee, with power to act. If there is 

_a place that wants it they are entitled to present their requests for con- 

sideration. 

Mr. Hursh: I have been thinking this matter over seriously for some 

time, and I consulted with Mr. Ellison, at Ft. Wayne, and he rather 

cast a damper over me, for he told me that the poorest convention that 

was ever held was held at Ft. Wayne, and that he went $50 in the hole. 

But I think conditions have changed in Allen county and that the next 

one would be more successful. We have a beautiful room in which to 

hold the convention in the court house, and I have talked to several peo- 

ple and they say that they would be anxious and happy to have the con- 

vention there, and I am here to tell you that Allen County extends to 

you a cordial invitation if it is your pleasure to bring the convention to 

Ft. Wayne. 

President Johnson: If there are any other invitations the Hxecutive 

Committee is ready to hear them. If there are no more invitations we will 

pass on to the program. The first thing which we wish to take up is: 
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INDIANA CREAMERY CONDITIONS : 

H. N. SLATER, PURDUE UNIVERSITY. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I do not want you to take this 

to heart too much, and at the same time I want you to appreciate the situ- 

ation. I went out this fall for the purpose of finding out what influence 

conditions will have, and I shall give them to you just as I believe them, 

and let it hit where it will. 

We have many good cows in the State of Indiana, more, in fact, than 

are in many other creamery districts. We have small farms in Indiana, 

and in most instances there are three or four cows on the farm. The 

farmer consumes at least one-half of the milk produced by those cows, 

and that leaves one or two cows to produce butter for market. In a case 

like that it means that a farmer can hardly afford to harness up and drive 

to a creamery in order to deliver that small amount of milk, and for that 

reason I advocate pretty strongly for the State of Indiana the hand 

separators. Milk is scarce and hard to get together. There is a lack of 

interest and education among the farmers in a dairy way. The people 

that attend these conventions are not the ones which we would like 

to talk to along these lines. There are hundreds of thousands of them 

that were never in a dairy convention, and we can not get them in, and 

they are the ones which we would like to talk to. We can not reach 

them. Buttermakers and managers of creameries do not do their part. 

I know buttermakers in this State that are not acquainted with their 

patrons—they would not know them if they should meet them face to face 

in the road. As I told you this morning the best thing for these conditions 

is opposition. I know, because I have been in opposition. If this man 

here who owns a creamery does not do the right thing the patrons will 

not go to him, but will go to the man a mile farther on, and he knows 

he has got to do the right thing. He has got to pay as much for their 

butter fat as the others are paying. This is true when the creameries 

are close together, but when they are 25 or 380 miles apart it is differ- 

ent. Then they are not acquainted with one another. These conventions 

are good things, because if they attend the conventions they get acquainted 

with each other, and then they get to meeting in their own counties. In 

Martina and Miami counties, Minnesota, they meet at least once or twice 

a month, and 20 or 30 buttermakers get together and discuss subjects that 

are of interest to them. They get the assistance of each other and also of 

Prof. Heacker. It is not enough to call the people together only once a 

year. If they can not do better than that it is better than not at all, but 

it is not enough. There is money in cream and milk. There are lots of 
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people that would rather have dairy butter than creamery butter. I must 

say that the butter which we have had at this convention today is very 

good. The dairy butter especially is something to be proud of. In many 

cases it is more profitable to make poor butter in the State of Indiana than 

it is to make good. Woesn’t that seem queer? Nevertheless it is a fact. 

We have got to send out eight or ten miles in order to collect the milk— 

milk enough to run a creamery. We get lots of milk when the cows are 

all’ fresh, but when they begin to dry up halt the cans will hold the 

' milk, and so we commence sending after it once every other day. You 

see it costs so much for each trip and if we can cut down the number of - 

trips to half, then we have cut that expense in two. Ih this way you may 

be able to make some money out of it. I know two co-operative cream- 

eries that never expect to make any money during the Tushed season, 

but when the cows begin to give less nrilk they make their money. lI 

know lots of creameries that do not think of paying over $10 a week for 

a buttermaker—they are perfectly contented with a $10 man to operate 

their creamery. How can a man on a salary like that afford to go to 

school and educate himself. It seems to me he could go out in the field 

and follow the plow and make more money than he could following the 

creamery business at that price. 

President Johnson: Allow me to interrupt a moment. In looking over 

some of the committees I have found that some of the people have gone 

home and I do not believe there is much, if any, work done at this time, 

so I shall appoint a new committee, and I wish that they would go to 

work immediately so that we may have their report before the close of 

the meeting. I will appoint Messrs. Knox, Calvin, Drischel and Woods 

on the Resolutions Committee. 

Mr. Slater: We have as much brains in Indiana as they have in Iowa 

and Wisconsin, and all we need is to educate ourselves. We have the 

same things to contend with here in Indiana now that we had in southern 

Minnesota 10 or 12 years ago. Tbe farmers could not understand how their 

tests varied from day to day, and from month to month. They could not 

understand how it would be five points higher or five points lower. When 

it was higher you never heard of it, but when it was lower, look out. Some 

of the folks using the hand separators will put in their milk before get- 

ting up speed, and will try to separate night and morning’s milk together, 

and then expect the machine to do good work in that way. They will 

have it full one time and the next time have it half full. In rinsing the 

separator some use skimmed milk and others water. Another thing, when 

a sample test is taken the cream should be thoroughly stirred. This is 

the part for the creamery man to attend to. It is hard to mix up and get 

an accurate test of it when it is three or four days old. I have found 

that the individual creameries in the different States are kept in a much 
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better condition than the co-operative ones, except in one instance. Indi- 

vidual creameries in this State are a credit to our State, as they are to 

most places. They have good buildings, good machinery, and better but- 

termakers than the co-operative ones. I do not know whether they are 

making more money or what is the reason. They pay about the same 

for the butter fat as the co-operative creameries. The individual man 

usually keeps things in Letter shape than the co-operative creamery. The 

individual keeps his buildings and machinery in good repair, while the co- 

operative do not allow anything for the wear and tear on their machinery. 

I am not kicking the co-operative creameries, but I think they should be 

run by successful buttermakers. I know of one that is different from 

the majority. In this one the buttermaker was cheerftl with the patrons. 

They all liked their buttermaker, and, indeed, the patrons did not think 

they could get along without him, and all he had to do was to make a 

kick and they would raise his wages. He is now getting $95 a month. 

Do you suppose it is because he is good looking? Nota bit of it. He 

is getting it because he is worth it. If they didn’t think he was worth 

it you may be sure he would not be getting it. I have worked for $35 

a month myself in a creamery. Butter contests have done a great deal 

for me. I shall not say very much because I am the man that the boys 

send their butter to be scored, but I am sure it would help them a great 

deal. Any one wanting to have their butter scored can send it in at any 

time. We will criticise it and send back their score and tell them what 

we think is the matter with it. They should not send it with the expecta- 

tion that it will come back scoring 97 and be disappointed if it does not. 

Be sure to keep the outside of your creamery looking nice. Don’t 

have old chairs and stools and rubbish of all sorts setting around. I think 

it is so much nicer to have a nice flower garden in front of the creamery, 

and when a farmer comes in who is mad because the cow kicked him that 

morning and has decided he will take his spite out on you, he will see 

the flowers and get in a good humor without having said an abusive word. 

Our markets are good. We have excellent places to ship our goods. 

When the butter has to be shipped the commission man gets a whack at 

it, and the railroad company gets a whack at it, and so you see what it 

has to sell for. 

Speaking of circulars and bulletins. I do not believe in them myself. 

It takes a long time to get up these bulletins and thousands and thousands 

of dollars to get them out, and when they are out they are not appre- 

ciated. What is the matter? What we want to do is to get next to the 

farmer and that is the place for the buttermaker to go to work—get out 

among the patrons. Call meetings at the school houses in order to get the 

people interested and to get acquainted with them. Even if a man does 

not buy any more cows he will take an interest in what he has got, and 

will commence to study up the feeding of the cows. They must learn 

this, that they must feed in order to get milk. The co-operative butter- 
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makers should write a few articles for the county papers. They do not 

have to be long ones, you might just say a few words. You will get so 

that you can say more, and pretty soon you will be a nuisance to the 

paper. I never saw a man that was a good buttermaker but what made 

a success of his business. You want to get some kind of a dairy paper 

into each patron’s home, and into his hands. If he will not take one him- 

self send one to him and make him take it. Spend $25 in that way. It 

will do you good. 

(Applause.) 

Mr. Bosey: I have been in 27 different States and I have yet to find 

a place better fitted for the dairy business, than Indiana. People talk 

about the great dairy possibilities in northern Wisconsin, for instance. 

These possibilities are nothing in comparison to the possibilities which pre- 

sent themselves in Indiana. The climatic conditions are better; the soil 

is better; we can grow alfalfa—the greatest dairy food we have. When 

I came to Indiana three years ago full of enthusiasm put into me 

by Prof. Henry, like Mr. Slater’s suggestion, I commenced to write articles 

for the newspaper. I found it very difficult to get the farmers to take 

the agricultural papers. 1 remember one instance in Brown County when 

I went to a man and wanted him to take the Indiana Farmer for one 

year at 25 cents. He explained to me that he did not have very much 

time to read, and I explained to him that he would have all he could read 

there, and said that every little helps, and he said to me: “That is the 

reason why I want to keep my quarter in my pocket.” I kept on writing 

and pretty soon I wrote on the dairy possibilities of Indiana, of central 

Indiana, I should say. Not nearly all that I wrote was published, for 

they did not have room for it. What the people need here is some sort 

of an awakening. Indiana has blessed its citizens bountifully in the past. 

I have been able to make a living without doing much. I was talking 

this question over with a man from Benton County and he said he would 

not give the snap of his fingers for a farmer’s institute or agricultural 

journals. He insisted that it took practical experience to make a farmer. 

He had good soil up there, and I’ll venture to say he could not tell the 

difference—the points of difference—in a dairy cow and a common beef 

cow. When it comes to scientific farming, which we must get into in 

the future, he would lag behind. It is easy to make a living.when you 

do not have to do anything with the soil to make it produce. But soils 

that have been good producers in the past are becoming tired out. and in 

the years to come when the dairy cow is found to be the cheapest of any 

form of live stock, she will stay after all other kinds of live stock have 

passed out of existence. The people of Indiana should be awakened to 

see these things. There are possibilities lying right at their door if they 

will only take them in. There is the old saying that necessity is the 
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mother of invention, and whenever the mortgage becomes due on the Indi- 

ana farms and the people can not hang onto their farms any longer, then 

the dairy cow will be thought of and will become the leading industry of 

the State. .We have here a class of young men that consider a fast horse, 

a rubber tired top buggy, and a pretty girl living, but they never spend an 

honest thought about how to make a living. When you go to hire a 

young man to work on the farm, his first question is, “Can 1 have my 

horse fed?’ When Saturday night comes you do not see any more of the 

young man until Monday morning. ‘These conditions must be changed. 

It is a pity to see many of our farmer’s sons that have been brought 

up in good homes, when they become of marriageable ages, they are 

willing to marry and live in a dirty room in a back woods, in a rented 

house, and rent 10 or 20 or 30 acres of corn ground. Do you know a 

remedy for it? There can be but one. Whenever the time comes that 

people can not make a living off of the grain farm they will start in 

to keeping the dairy cow. In Brown County, the banner county of the 

State, we have many such farms, and these farms can be kept profitably. 

There is a wrong impression among the farmers in regard to this. I 

know of people in Iowa who attend their farm and milk 16 and 20 

cows morning and night. It doesn’t take long to milk that many cows. 

People could do these things if they would only think they could. 

I thank you very much for your kind attention, and should like to 

hear from someone else on this subject. 

(Applause.) 

President Johnson: We will now have to leave this subject and take 

up the next one, “Oleomargarine.” This subject was to be given by 

Mr. Shilling, but he is not present I understand, so Prof. Van Norman 

will give his ideas. 

Prof. Van Norman: I am very sorry Mr. Shilling could not be here 

and present for himself the following thoughts. The law which forbids 

oleomargarine to be sold as butter has been worth many dollars to the 

dairymen the last year. I shall now read Mr. Shilling’s letter: 
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‘ 

OLEOMARGARINE. 

Ss. B. SHILLING, PRESIDENT NATIONAL DAIRY UNION, CHICAGO. 

Gentlemen—It hardly seems necessary for me to again enter into any- 

thing of an extended account of our organization. Its aims and objects 

are already well known to you, and the simple fact that our work has 

shrunk the output of oleomargarine the first two years of the existence 

of the law we secured, from 125,000,000 to less than 50,000,000 pounds 

is of itself sufficient evidence that we should be entitled to some con- 

sideration at your hands. . 

One year ago when J had the pleasure of standing before you we 

were in considerable doubt as to whether our law was going to stand 

the test as to its constitutionality, but I am glad to be able to inform 

you that doubt no longer remains; every case that was then pending 

before the Supreme Court of the United States has since been decided 

in our favor, and we have every assurance that our law protecting our 

industry as dairymen is proof against any onslaught that may be made 

as to its constitutionality. 

But in the past year a new danger has arisen. The oleomargarine 

manufacturers, recognizing the impossibility. of being, able to overthrow 

or nullify the law, have formed an organization for the purpose of secur- 

ing a modification of that law, in that they are asking for a reduction 

of the present ten cent tax to four cents, and also making such other 

provisions and changes as wouéd practically nullify the present law. 

This has been met with prompt action by the National Dairy Union 

and the machinery of the organization put in motion to combat any move 

looking to any change in our present law. Our success will depend 

entirely upon the support we receive from the dairymen at large. We 

believe we make no mistake or can not be accused of egotism when we say 

the present healthy condition of the butter market is due to our organiza- 

tion, and we feel that this should entitle us to consideration at the hands 

of every dairyman and creamery man in the country. 

Our annual meeting is soon to be held, on February 3, at Mason City, 

fowa, and it is the wish of the officers that we have a large meeting, 

and also it is our wish that we know before undertaking another year’s 

work whether we are going to have the support necessary to take up 

this new struggle we feel is coming and carry it on successfully. Pass 

a strong resolution commending our work, then take the individual action 

necessary before our annual meeting so we may know whether we can 

depend upon you in the future. 
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Indiana in comparison to the amount of her dairy industry has been 

quite liberal with us, and we feel safe in saying that if you will stand 

back of us in the future the way you have in the past it will be a long 

time before they can succeed in any way changing our present law. 

Mr. Miller: I have a few words to say in regard to these meetings. 

I do not think we have them often enough. Why can’t we appoint chair- 

men in the different districts here and there, and meet once a month and 

report to headquarters just what we are doing, and then come in touch 

with the people all over the United States in that way. 

President Johnson: That is a subject on which we can all act as a 

committee of one. 

Mr. Schlosser: I listened to Mr. Shilling’s paper, and I think he 

was right when he said that the dairymen of the country were not fully 

awake on this oleomargarine question. We have an inkling that in 

Chicago they are selling it right along—that is the present law is being 

violated. It might be hard to catch the parties, but that they are doing 

it seems evident. I was told just the day before yesterday by one of 

our salesmen that he had been told by the representatives of a butterine 

manufacturing concern that there were a few men in Chicago that have a 

big room in which they manufacture oleomargarine—they are carrying 

it on just the same as they used to do. It seems to me they are taking 

desperate chances. This man says that he knows where this is taking 

place. He was not exposing anyone, but of course they do that as much 

in secret as possible. They will continue this until they are caught, and 

then we hope they will pay the penalty. I have heard of a man who was 

sent to prison six months for violating this law. ; 

I have noticed that one of the Chicago Congressmen is thinking of 

springing a bill for the reduction of the color tax to four cents. Now, 

we need to watch these movements closely. This is a ticklish proposi- 

tion. For this reason we should support the National Dairy Union. 

President Johnson: I think we have devoted all of the time we can 

spare to this subject. We will now take up 
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LESSONS FROM THE WORK AMONG THE DAIRYMEN OF 

NORTHERN ILLINOIS. 

A. J. GLOVER, ASSOCIATE EDITOR, HOARD’S DAIRYMAN,. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen—I scarcely feel that I am an up- 

to-date young man according to the description I have heard this after- 

noon, for I never owned a rubber-tired top buggy, or enjoyed the com- 

pany of a beautiful girl. While my wife is not very good looking, yet, 

she is the best I have. 

The Secretary wants me to tell you something about the lessons that 

I drew from my work in Illinois. I told you yesterday that I had con- 

ducted the field work for about three years, and in that time had observed 

a number of things of interest. We might study the needs of the dairy 

farmer. Now what is the object of this work? What was the object 

of the Illinois appropriation of $10,000 annually for the dairy field work? 

Was it an investment that she would never get interest upon? Was it 

to give men good positions? I was a Minnesota boy and hadn’t the 

faintest idea of coming to Illinois until they approached me to take this 

position in the field. Certainly, then, it was not with a view to giving 

her boys employment, but rather of getting value received for the amount 

of money invested. 

The object of this work was to make the farmers see themselves as 

other people saw them. Many experiment stations had found out that 

certain cows were kept with profit, some with intermediate loss, and 

others with material loss. In order to have the farmers see these things, 

in order to bring them face to face with the facts as they existed upon 

the farm, I was sent into the field to show them the way. The results of 

that work have been of considerable interest to me, and it has been 

of a great deal of value. I hope, I sincerely hope, that I may tell you 

something that will be of interest to you. The increase in the dairy 

work has been very marked. If I could increase every dairy like the one 

I tested I should be pleased. You will remember that I told you yester- 

day that from 145 cows the second year they received more milk and 

more butter fat than they did from the 160 the first year. There were 

15 less to milk and feed, and there was an increase of over 1,000 pounds 

of butter fat. In my work I have observed how many poor cows are 

kept. Cows are kept that have no particular excuse for being. It is 

a serious mistake for a dairy farmer to start out in that way. Some 

farmers will buy a certain breed of cattle and get along nicely for a time 

and then change from one breed to another. What I mean is this. A 

man will start out with a beautiful herd of Jerseys. He keeps those for 
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a time until he happens to see a Shorthorn that attracts him and he 

begins to mix the breeds. He goes from one to another until his breed 

is all mixed up. He then tries the dual purpose cows, which have made 

a phenomenal record, and in a short time he hasn’t as good a class of 

cattle as the day he began. Breeding dairy cattle is a very simple thing, 

and yet it is very complicated, too. If you start out with a breed of 

eattle you should select cattle to your taste, the same as you select your 

wife. A man selects his wife according to his own taste and not accord- 

ing to the taste of someone else, and if he has been fortunate he finds 

himself quite comfortably situated in middle life, although those of us 

who are married know that women are not perfect, although we may 

think so before we married them. It will be just the same when you go 

to select certain breeds of cattle. You must go according to your indi- 

vidual likings. Each breed has its merits, and you must find out which 

one you want before you decide which you will have. If you start out 

with one and stick to it, after a life of toil you can look back with a 

great degree of happiness as you look back with happiness over the 

life you have lead with your partner. : 

I might say that right around Elgin there is produced more milk 

than in any other State in the Union. There are high class dairy barns, 

well ventilated, and last year there was very, very little attention 

paid to selecting the sire, and yet he was. one-half of the herd. 

They seem to think anything will do, and they go out and select 

their animal. What does it mean to procure a sire that will 

produce cows that will produce over 300 pounds, and a ‘sire that 

will produce cows that only produce 150 pounds. The difference 

is inestimable. It can not be measured in dollars and cents. That 

is what the dairymen are doing in that State. They select very inferior 

sires. I suppose it is because they can get them cheaper. You will remem- 

ber that it takes about 150 pounds to pay for a cow’s keep one year, and 

when you get a cow that produces 151 pounds you have one pound of 

profit, and if you have a cow that produces 152 pounds you have two 

pounds of profit. Therefore, the cow that produces 152 pounds is twice: 

as good as the cow that produces 151 pounds. Isn’t that right? I will 

leave this question with you. How much better is the cow that produces 

300 pounds than the one that produces 150 pounds of butter? 

The production of milk and the development of dairy cattle is very 

much neglected in certain portions of Illinois. In the northwestern por- 

tion cows are turned out in the cornfield to feed on the dry material, 

which has very little nutrition in it, and it takes more energy than it is 

worth to go after it. It is like feeding wood. I think you can remember 

my story from yesterday. I think the barns in which the cows are kept 

should be well ventilated, and well lighted, and kept clean. I think a 

great deal should be said in regard to ventilation and light, because we 

are face to face with a serious problem and that is tuberculosis. I think 

that is the greatest enemy we have today. Ventilation and light are 
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two of the greatest preventives. The barn should also be kept warm 

and comfortable. If you want to produce good butter you must take 

good care of your cows. | 

I must agree with what the Governor said yesterday in regard to 

two blades of grass growing where one had been growing. I think I 

must take exception to what Mr. Wilson said. He seemed to think that 

we did not want to produce any more, but wanted to produce a better 

quality. We want to produce more, because there is a great demand for 

‘ butter, good butter. When butter is 35 cents a pound it is beyond the 

reach of common people. You want to make two pounds where one was 

before. We are using a pound of butter a day in my home. Can a man 

that is getting $1.50 or $2.00 a day afford to pay 30 cents a day for butter. 

I am afraid he can scarcely afford to do it. Of course we must have 

quality. We must not forget that. I suppose that now one pound of. 

butter fat costs 20 cents to produce it. Wouldn’t it be possible to make 

this for seven and a half cents a pound? If this were true, couldn’t you 

afford to sell it for 15 cents. If this were true we would consume more, 

and it would all work together for good to all people. How will we 

manage to make it cheaper? We will have to use cheaper foods. We 

will have to get better cows and learn the comparative value of feeding. 

I find in my field work that the farmers do not study the comparative 

value of feeds. For instance in the illustration I gave you yesterday, 

that man could have sold his ton of corn and bought one ton of some- 

thing else that would have contained more protein. Alfalfa is good in 

a case like this. We must look for better cows and cheaper feed. 

I should encourage the use of silos where they are taken care of 

correctly. It takes about 12 tons of corn silage to feed a cow 12 months. 

It is a cheap feed. On this kind of feed a cow would require about 

seven or eight pounds of hay, and a few pounds of grain to produce 350 

or 400 pounds of butter. It certainly does make a splendid feed when 

it is put up right. You should be careful about the premises, and not 

let it Jay around in the alley or on the barn floor. If you do not see 

that there is none left lying around the result will be the infection 

of your milk. 

We must be careful in raising our crops about the fertility of the soil, 

this must be taken into consideration. We know that in many of the 

older agricultural regions they are using dollars and dollars worth of 

commercial fertilizers. We scarcely realize the immense amount of 

money that is being paid out for fertilizers in this country. We must 

think seriously of these things. For instance, when you sell one hundred 

bushels of corn from your farm you sell about $18 worth of fertilizer, 

that is, if you had to go into the open-market and buy the fertilizer 

that you take from the soil in 100 bushels of corn, it would cost you 

about $18. When you sell 500 pounds of butter fat which is equal to 

100 bushels of corn you sell 15 cents worth of fertilizer from the soil, 

and in 10,000 pounds of milk only $8 worth of fertilizer. 
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So you sve it is much better for the land when you sell the butter. 

It really doesn’t cost you anything, for you are building up the soil; 

furthermore; when you compare the dairy fields of central Illinois, and 

those of the great corn belt in the northern part you will see that there 

is a great difference in the land in favor of the dairy fields. They have 

begun to realize that the dairy section can raise more corn than they do; 

indeed this is a question worth thinking about. No matter how rich 

your soil may be, you can ruin it, just the same, as no matter how rich 

a man may be if he continually takes from his bank account and does 

not replenish it, some day he will reach the end. It is the same with 

the soil. 

In Minnesota, the State in which I was born, the State has done a 

great deal for itself through the dairy interests. We are not content 

with just one dairy meeting, so we go out and hold county meetings. 

We meet in one county one time, and the next time go to another county 

and hold our meetings. We send circulars to the farmers and ask them to 

come in and meet with us, and get them interested in the dairy cow, and 

in this way Minnesota has made great strides from a State with a very 

few creameries 10 years ago to one that now shows over 700. These meet- 

ings cause a good deal of thought and interest. There are 18 townships in 

Steel County and nine creameries. and every creamery receives a goodly 

supply of milk. In that little county last year they sold more butter 

than was ever sold in the history of Steel County before. They support 

all of these creameries and make a good living. There was one time in 

that State when the farmers had a time to keep their farms, they had 

them mortgaged to such an extent. My father and I moved out of that 

country and went to North Dakota, but we returned in about two years. 

We came back and started in the co-operative creamery.: Up to that 

time it had been hard for the farmers to borrow money at the bank, ~ 

but after that when they went into the bank with milk orm their boots 

and trousers, and asked them to loan them $100, the president would say 

“Most assuredly.”” And if they came in dressed up nicely, without the 

milk on their boots they were likely to be refused, for they couldn’t 

borrow $5. The only trouble is that the farmers are not face to face 

with the facts as they exist. They must understand that it is neces- 

sary that they have nitrogen in their soil. If they will go to Purdue 

University they will tell them all about these things. The reason so many 

people are failures is because they do not understand their work. I may 

be a little previous, but it seems to me that agriculture should be taught 

in our Common schools. When I was in school they never thought of 

such a thing, and I never saw a text book on the subject until I was 

about 17 years of age. When the farmer boys are in school, and expect 

to be farmers, [ think it is no more than right that this should be taught. 

Plants must have nitrogen, and children should be taught how they 

can get it. When you go into the open market and buy it you have to 
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pay for it at the rate of fifteen cents a pound. Nitrogen is the most 

important element of plant food. Shouldn’t the boys in the common 

schools be taught that nodules grow on the roots of clover, and on alfalfa, 

and that they obtain the supply of nitrogen from the air. Wouldn’t it 

be better to use these in their arithmetic problems than to say A, B and 

C loaned money to D for so much. Something concrete would be so 

much better than something abstract. Some folks think that agriculture 

was only made for the common people. The trouble with all of us is 

that we do not see the beauties that lie within our reach—they are 

lying around us. We do not see them because we, as boys and girls, 

were not taught about them. Think of the beautiful lessons we can 

get out of the habits of the different kinds of birds. Do you know that 

insect life would become so thick that we could not live if it were not 

for these little creatures. Some people say there is no happiness on the 

farm. Burke Cochran has well said, ‘“‘SSome people think a man can be 

happy if he is only famous, but a man is not famous until after he is 

dead.” Other people seek happiness through work, and I have found that 

the greatest happiness comes in the performance of some form of effec- 

tive labor. We hear of the eight-hour plan—eight hours in the forenoon 

and eight hours in the afternoon, but I have found that the man and 

woman who are the most successful are the man or woman who has 

worked 16 hours a day. The children should be taught some of these 

things. Teach them the elements of agriculture in our common schools; 

teach children about the care of the milk and the bacteria that are souring 

milk, interest them in buttermaking, and in this way we can make them 

a great deal happier. In the city of Chicago not long ago President 

Harper said to the graduating class: ‘‘You are about to leave this school 

and those of you who are to gain success will find already too many 

in the field; and those of you who will be successful for the first few 

years will find the wolf will be the only company at your door.” You 

only have to look about you to see the number of teachers who are 

looking for positions—they are making applications for positions. The 

school boards are besiezed night and day by teachers who want positions. 

If the dean of an agricultural college should say those things to a grad- 

uating class, “the wolf will be the only companion at the door,’ I would 

as soon expect to find myself sitting on some distant star and reading 

in the morning paper that everything was in an everlasting smashup. 

In the words of Joseph Custer, superintendent of a high school and 

farmer, “I will close my address.” I thank you. 

President Johnson: We will have to cut the discussion of that paper 

out if we get through with the program. The next thing is 
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THE MILK SHIPPING BUSINESS IN NORTHERN INDIANA. 

SAM B. WOODS, CROWN POINT. 

Seventy years ago northwestern Indiana was a wilderness. “The rank 

thistle nodded in the wind and the wild fox dug his hole unscared.” The 

deer roamed the woods and prairies and was only hunted by the red men 

for their fiesh for food and their skins for clothing. This country was 

the happy hunting ground of the Pottawattomies, who held the terri- 

tory between the Kankakee River and Lake Michigan. Up to 1882 there 

was no white man in all this region, except fur traders, perchance some 

hunters and trappers and some soldiers at Fort Dearborn, now Chicago. 

In 1834 to 1836 white people began to move in and divide the wilderness 

with the Pottawattomies, and from that time on northwestern Indiana 

has kept pace with the march of civilization. It is peculiarly situated. 

Its northwestern corner is within 12 miles of the court house of Chicago, 

and occupies the space south of the head of Lake Michigan—across its 

territory every railroad must pass which, from the east or southeast, 

enters the great city. There are twelve trunk lines which pass over Lake 

County, besides several belt lines, which gives a great portion of the 

farmers of northwestern Indiana good facilities for shipping milk to 

Chicago and the outlying towns of South Chicago, Hammond, Hast Chi- 

cago, Indiana Harbor, Whiting, and others. My first recollection of the 

dairy business in this section was in milking outdoors in zero weather, 

when the cows’ teats would freeze, the milk would freeze on the pail, 

and my fingers so cold it was liable to spoil a good disposition, and with 

all the suffering a very little milk. From that time to this the dairy 

interests of northwestern Indiana have gradually improved, until, at the 

present time, we feel that by comparison we can make as good a showing 

as any section of Indiana or any territory which ships milk to Chicago. 

Wheeler Station, situated between Valparaiso and Hobart, on the 

Pittsburgh & Fort Wayne Railroad, I think has the honor of being the 

pioneer district in the milk shipping business of northwestern Indiana. 

The railroad company would place a ear on the side track at that point 

in the evening, and the farmers would fill it ready to return the next 

morning. 

About 20 years ago we found a man on Archer avenue, Chicago, who 

would buy our milk, he furnishing the cans and paying $1.30 per can 

of eight gallons, ticket costing 15 cents. At that time the Grand Trunk 

had no milk train, but by seeing the officials we succeeded in getting 

them to carry it on their express train in the evening. It made good 
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money for us, and we thought if we could have a regular equipped milk 

train for the convenience of the business it would be a good thing indi- 

vidually and for the company. The railway company agreed if enough 

would sign a petition agreeing to ship so it would pay them, they would 

put an accommodation train on. Someone went up and down the section 

tributary to the Grand Trunk soliciting, and several farmers agreed to 

ship the grand total of 16 cans. With very small hopes we reported to 

the officials of the railroad, and told them farmers were rather slow in 

taking hold of a new enterprise, but we believed when they saw their 

neighbors putting milk into Chicago they would join in, and the business 

would rapidly increase if they would put on a train. 

They seemed to.think so too, and it was put on, and it has made its 

regular daily trips from that time to this. The Grand Trunk is now and 

has been for some time carrying daily about 450 cans. The Erie Rail- 

way delivers in Chicago 555 cans, besides unloading a large amount at 

Hammond, Hegeswick and other suburban towns. The Pittsburgh & 

Fort Wayne 350 cans daily to Chicago, and as much more to South 

Chicago and other outlying towns. The Monon handles 125 cans; Balti- 

more & Ohio, 200 cans to Chicago, besides supplying Indiana Harbor and 

Whiting and other towns; the Panhandle, 100 cans daily, besides drop- 

ping some before they get to the city proper. Total number of cans ship- 

ped to Chicago from northwestern Indiana, 1,313. That is what goes down 

town—about one-tenth of the total amount that enters Chicago. These 

figures are given me by Mr. Eugene Smith, of the firm of Richmond- 

Smith Company, who are the milk agency of the city. He says, from the 

best figures it is possible to gather, there is a total of about 14,000 eight- 

gallon cans of milk entering Chicago daily. 

Up to about 20 years ago, the Elgin, Dundee and other sections north 

and west of Chicago furnished most of the milk for the city. Prices and 

the demand were good, and the shippers made money. With the growth 

of the city the growth of the milk shipping territory to the south and 

east more than kept pace with it, until there was more milk than there 

was a demand for, and shippers once in the market would sell their milk 

at most any price to most anybody until the price got down below the 

cost of producing it. Besides, a great many selling to irresponsible deal- 

ers lost milk cans and the whole business was in bad shape. In 1895 

and 1896 we received on the average for the year 58 cents per can after 

the price of the ticket was deducted. The producers virtually had noth- 

ing to say us to price. The dealers in Chicago were made up of all the 

nationalities on earth, and as to their moral and business reputation there 

was good, bad and indifferent, and at times it seemed as if the bad were 

in the majority. 

Farmers were so anxious to ship their milk to Chicago that they would 

send it to any old thing that had any kind of an old horse and wagon if 

he would only say he would take it, and the bargain was he would pay 

48—Agcri. 
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what the rest of the dealers did at the end of the month. So at the end 

of the month a lot of these Bohemians, Pollocks, Dutch and Irish would 

meet around at the corner saloon, take a pretzel, swie glass beer, and 

decide what us farmers should have for our milk that they had already 

sold at a fixed price to the consumers. It went from bad to worse, until 

it was a shame for a decent farmer to ship milk to Chicago. The ship- 

pers became tired of this condition of things and met in Chicago in the 

month of March, 1897, and organized what is called “The Milk Shippers’ 

Union,” of which the following is the constitution: 

CONSTITUTION OF THE MILK SHIPPERS’ UNION. 

Preamble.—We, the milk shippers tributary to Chicago, believing it to 

be for our mutual interests, do hereby organize the Milk Shippers’ Union, 

and agree to be bound by the following constitution: 

Objects.—This association is formed for the purpose of promoting the 

prosperity of the producers of milk tributary to Chicago, for mutual pro- 

tection against unreliable dealers, for securing uniform action in all mat- 

ters pertaining to the general good of the trade; for correcting the abuses 

which hamper it, and for encouraging and building up a common union 

for the general good of its membership. 

Name.—This organization shall be called the Milk Shippers’ Union. 

Membership.—Any person or firm engaged in producing milk or ship- 

ping it to market may become a member of this association upon signing 

an application for membership in which said applicant accepts and agrees 

to abide by the provisions of the constitution governing this association. 

Such application must be accompanied by the membership fee for one 

year. 
Plan.—The organization shall consist of local unions, composed of mem- 

bers at a shipping station or platform, and a central union composed of 

one delegate from each local union, and the board of directors, and also 

division unions ¢omposed of the members on a railroad division for the 

purpose of electing and controlling a director. 

Board of Directors.—A board of directors composed of one member 

from each division of railroad bringing milk to Chicago, elected by the 

members of each of said divisions at or before the annual meeting every 

year with the regular officers of the central union, shall constitute the 

board of directors of the union. 

Officers of the Central Union.—The regular officers of the central union 

shall be a president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer, who shall be 

farmers or milk producers, and shall be elected annually by ballot at the 

regular annual meeting, and hold their offices for the term of one year, 

or until their successors are elected and qualified. 

Duties of the Board of Directors.—The board of directors shall have 

general charge and direction of the affairs of the union, and shall direct 
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the secretary and treasurer in the discharge of their duties. It shall have 

full control of the finances of the union and shall determine upon all 

points affecting its policy. The board of directors may require any officer 

to give a bond. 

Meeting of Directors.—The board of directors shall meet on the first 

Monday of April and the first Monday of October, or on call of the presi- 

dent and secretary or the concurrent demand of any five directors. 

Quorum.—A quorum to do business shall consist of nine directors. 

Auditing Committee.—An auditing committee of not more than three 

shall be chosen by the board of directors, who shall examine the accounts 

of the secretary and treasurer and report thereon at the annual meeting 

or at such other time as may be deemed expedient. 

Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting of the Milk Shippers’ Union ~ 

shall be held in the city of Chicago on the last Monday in February, each 

year, for the election of officers and the transaction of such other business 

as may properly come before the meeting. A special meeting may be 

called by the president and secretary or by any five members of the board 

of directors, at such time as they may determine, in the city of Chicago. 

Notice of all meetings of the central union shall be given by the secretary 

or by the five members of the board of directors in writing to the officers 

of each local organization at least seven days prior to said meeting, stat- 

ing the object for which the meeting is called. 

Annual Dues.—The dues shall be fixed by the.board of directors, not 

exceeding two ($2.00) dollars a year, for which every member shall be 

liable until he gives notice in writing of his intention to withdraw. 

EXxpenses.—The total expenses of the union in any year shall never ex- 

ceed the revenue during that year. No money shall be expended for any 

purpose unless voted by the directors, at a legal meeting, and all appro- 

priations shall be subject to the above condition. 

Vacancies.—Whenever a vacancy occurs in the board of directors or 

officers of the central union it may be filled by the board of directors at 

any legal meeting or by the qualified voters at any legal meeting of the 

central union. 

Amendments.—This constitution may be amended at the annual meet- 

ing of the central union or at any special meeting, provided notice of the 

proposed amendment shall have been given in the call for the meeting. 

The directors meet semiannually—spring and fall—to suggest a price 

at which milk shall be sold for the coming six months. It is a very easy 

thing to suggest a price, but the next thing is to maintain it. A great 

many shippers never joined the union and would sell a little under the 

union price and place their milk to good advantage. And a great many 

who did join the union could not place their milk readily at the established 

price and would sell under the price suggested by the union, and the 

members that were true to their principle could not place their milk and 
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had to make the best use of it they could at a great loss. But for all 

the discouragements we have had there were a few true blue that stood 

by their guns and have worked wonders in the interests of the milk ship- 

pers about Chicago. Some four years ago a gentleman by the name of 

Richmond, who is largely interested in the Elgin district, associated him- 

self with Eugene Smith and organized what is known as the “Milk 

Agency,” whereby the farmer signs an agreement with the agency to 

pay them one cent per can for selling the milk to a good responsible party, 

looking after the cans and collecting the money and sending it to the 

farmer. The agency is to sell the milk at a price suggested by the milk 

shippers’ union. 

This relieves the shipper of the trouble and anxiety of selling his 

milk, looking up lost cans (which is a big item), and going in to collect 

his money at the end’of every month, which is necessary to do in most 

cases, as the majority of the dealers have not enough business in them 

to deposit their money in a bank and make out a check. ‘I am now 

speaking of the small dealers as a class. There are as good business men 

in Chicago who handle and distribute milk as there are in any city or in 

any business—Bordens, Kee & Chaple, Ira J. Mix, Wanzer & Son, and 

others, that do a big business on business principles. The agency’s idea 

was to reduce the whole business to business principles—but they are 

having a hard time of it. With the lack of business principles with the 

farmers and also with the dealers they are like being between the two 

millstones we read about. But we as milk shippers are gaining ground. 

We have an organization—a head to work from. The health department 

of the city works with us to better the conditions of the milk suppiy. In- 

stead of an average of 58 cents per can net in 1895 and 1896, we received 

in 1908 an average net price of 87% cents for 3.6 per cent. milk. The city 

standard is 3 per cent, but the standard established by the shippers and 

dealers is 3.6 per cent, and that is now what a shipper must furnish if 

he wants a permanent demand for his milk. Those who have an extra 

good and rich article can demand an extra price. 

Mr. Gurler, of Illinois, makes what is called a certified milk. Every- 

thing connected with the making is the best and the cleanest, and I 

understand he gets § cents per quart for his product wholesale. Since the 

dawn of the new era of dairying in northwestern Indiana the improve- 

ments of the farms, buildings, lands and cows is something wonderful. 

Large red barns and fine farmhouses have sprung up as if by magic. 

Miles of drain tile have been laid, silos built, and, with the manure from 

the cows applied to tre land, has made the land very productive. ‘The 

shippers soon found when they began to measure their milk every night 

and morning in a milk can there was a great difference in cows, and the 

more progressive soon concluded it was a hard job to buy good cows, so 

they bought good bulls (mostly Holstein) and raised their heifer calves 

from their best cows, and with proper care it was no uncommon thing to 
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double the capacity of their Gows. There is one thing that too many 

are slow to learn, and something they must learn to be good dairymen, 

and that is feeding the cows a balanced ration. So many will feed what 

they grow on the farm wiiether or not it is the proper ration for the cow. 

As a general thing too much corn is fed and not enough of the protein 

foods. If we would grow more clover, cowpeas, Canada peas, alfalfa 

and not so much corn, we could balance up. But we do not, so we must 

buy it, and buy it in the article where we can get the most protein for a 

dollar. In our section we have been using Buffalo gluten feed for 15 

years, and it is rapidly gaining in favor. We can get nothing that will 

make the cows give the quantity and quality as Buffalo gluten feed or 

gluten meal. Wheat bran and middlings are good, but they cost too 

much. 

I believe the dairymen of northwestern Indiana are ‘on to their job” 

as much or more so than any community of dairymen in Indiana. 

(Applause.) 

President Johnson: We will close shortly, so please do not leave the © 

room until we have finished. We will stop now to announce the prize 

winners and award their prizes. 

Secretary Van Norman: I have the pleasure of stating that the first 

prize was awarded to Mr. Martin, of New Carlisle, on his creamery butter. 

On behalf*‘of the Indiana State Dairy Association I have the pleasure of 

presenting to you, Mr. Martin, this evidence of the Asociation’s appre- 

ciation of your skili as a buttermaker, and extend to you the wishes of 

the Association and my personal wishes that it may be the kind of butter 

which you put on the market at all times. 

Mr. Martin: Ladies and Gentlemen—I can not express the gratitude 

that is in my heart toward the dairy school, because that was where I 

learned to make good butter. As a buttermaker I appreciate the work, 

and the education that those two men, Prof. Van Norman and Prof. 

Slater, have given me. I assure you that there are plenty of boys in the 

State that could do just as well as I am doing if they would only go to 

work. It takes study to do it. Of course I appreciate getting the silver 

cup, but I should like to see some one else get it. If some one else can 

make a better score than I can it is my wish that they get the cup. If 

the boys will get up and work and study they will be able to do some- 

thing. I have done it and I am quite sure they could if they would. It 

was at this dairy school that I got my knowledge and information. I 

can not express my thoughts, but I assure you I appreciate what you 

have done for me. I thank you. 

Secretary Van Norman: I would like to say in response to Mr. Mar- 

tin’s words of appreciation that it is gratifying to have started some folks 
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out—those who are willing to put in honest work at study—and we appre- 

ciate having boys like Mr. Martin in our school. The question of indi- 

viduality comes in pretty strong in a case of this kind. It is gratifying 

to see a boy apply himself like this boy did when he was a student. When 

you see some one taking the cups like this boy has you may be pretty sure 

that somehow, somewhere, there must be something in the student as well 

as in the instruction. 

To Mr. G. W. Drischel, for Boyd & Drischel, makers of the highest 

scoring cheese, on behalf of the State Dairy Association I wish to present 

to Mr. Drischel, in recognition of your skill as a cheesemaker, this cup, 

and I hesitate to wish you continued success, as you have had first place 

so long. I am sure your generosity would recommend that if you have 

a worthy competitor he should receive a cup instead of yourself once in 

a while. ‘ 

Mr. Drischel: I will frankly confess that I would like some one else 

to get this once in a while. We have been getting it in our firm since 

they have been, giving cups, which commenced in 1897. It is an honor, 

and we appreciate it, but it is getting monotonous, and as I have said 

previously, we would rather some one else would win it once in a while. 

I think the reason that we get the premium on our cheese is because we 

get good milk. We have been very firm with our patrons, and insist on 

having good, sweet milk. If it is not up to the standard of sweetness 

or cleanliness, we reject it. We depend entirely on the tests we make. 

We have taken 27 different premiums on our cheese in the past seven 

years. I think this shows that the dairymen should take a little bit of 

pride or interest in the cleanliness of the milk. It will show the results 

in butter the same as it does in cheese. We thank you for the honors that 

have been conferred upon us, but we hope that at the next association 

some one else will get it. 

Secretary Van Norman: Mrs. Rippy is not present, so we can not 

present this cup to her. It is hardly necessary, but I should like to say 

a few words. It is a striking fact that these persons who have been 

winning the first prizes time and time again have done it with different 

judges. This year we had a judge from Iowa, and I wish to say that in 

every contest the entries have been numbered and there has been abso- 

lutely no suggestion as to whose exhibit it was, and when we have judges 

from Iowa, from Chicago, and from different places score the butter and 

continue to give the first prizes to these same people, it seems to me that 

this is evidence that they have the quality. I think it is impossible for 

a man to go into a contest and win the first prize without doing his 

work better every day than he did before. I should like to encourage 

that class who are not first prize winners. I think it takes a good deal 
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of courage for a man to enter a contest when his .ccords have shown 

before that it is almost useless for him to expect first prize. It takes 

courage to go in when one’s chances are slim. I hope these people will 

keep on trying and finally win out. 

President Johnson: The next thing on the program is— 

SUPPLYING BUTTER TO PRIVATE CUSTOMERS. 

MRS. M. B. SCHENCK, LEBANON. 

Retailing to private customers is the surest way of obtaining a fancy 

price for butter through the entire year. For one beginning this work, 

the first thing to be considered is the quality of the butter to be supplied. 

Uniformity is one of the essentials. In order to have this there must be 

system in the work of making. Principles must be understood, and rules 

be observed, not inflexible, ironclad rules that are never changed to suit 

conditions, but such as, used with judgment, will bring about the desired 

result. Method counts for a great deal, provided one has the correct. 

method. I have known persons who observed religiously something like 

the following: The cream is skimmed by hand and placed in a stone jar 

until enough is secured for a churning; this is placed on the reservoir of 

the cook stove to ripen. When ready to be churned, a member of the 

family suggests a visit to a neighbor. ‘‘Yes, the churning can wait, of 

course.” Late returning leaves this to be done the next morning, when 

the casein is in large solid pieces in the bottom of the jar. The tempera- 

ture is taken by dipping the finger in the cream and applying to the face 

of the operator. If found to be too cold, boiling water is added, which 

cooks the casein above mentioned. The result, a spongy mottled mass. 

This method has little to recommend it. 

To make a good grade of butter, the milk should be kept as nearly as 

possible tree from foreign substance; care and cleanliness in milking, 

separating immediately, and cooling to 50 degrees will usually give a good 

cream, unless bad feed or period of lactation have an influence. Al! 

utensils should be thoroughly cleaned with brush: first, with lukewarm 

water, as this frees them from the casein and albumen of the milk; then 

with water containing an alkaline, and last with boiling water until heated 

thoroughly. 

When enough cream is secured for a churning the can containing 

cream should be placed in a large can of water at the desired temperature. 
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This is a great help in maintaining the correct temperature, as water is 

not subject to such rapid changes as is air, and should it change, is easily 

remedied by adding warm or cold water. Frequent stirring of the cream 

causes it to ripen evenly, and gives a smooth body, free from lumps. 

Knowing just when the cream has enough acid to give correct flavor to 

the butter and make churning reasonably easy is one of the fine points in 

buttermaking. The acid test is a great help in determining this. Over- 

ripe cream may make rancid butter, while that from underripe cream 

tends to Jack flavor and keeping qualities. The temperature for churn- 

ing should be as low as can be used and secure the butter in a reasonable 

time. Churning should be stopped while granules are small to give thor- 

ough washing and even distribution of salt. Wash water should be near 

the same temperature as butter milk to avoid streaks in butter from 

unequal salting. 

Work the butter by pressure as much as possible, as rubbing or rolling 

out into thin sheets tends to injure texture. A rectangular print wrapped 

in parchment paper is a desirable form for retail trade, as it is convenient 

for putting up and has a neat appearance, which usually counts in secur- 

ing customers. 

It may seem unnecessary to say anything about the correctness of 

weight of each print, for dairy people are of course all honest, but we have 

known of some making mistakes to the amount of four ounces to the 

print. Sixteen ounces are not an over-abundance when selling by the 

pound. 

Regularity of delivery is always an important part of the work. We 

find that customers will come to the wagon for their butter, which saves 

much time, especially if one has to do their own driving and hitching. 

Customers who remain at home during the year are preferable to those 

who pay a fancy price during the winter and are away during the summer 

months, when butter is more plentiful. Have found it the best plan to 

sell for cash; then there is no collecting or hunting for persons who find 

it convenient to move frequently. 

When speaking of our work we often hear the question, “Isn’t it a 

life of drudgery, this making and peddling butter?’ If one chooses to 

consider work drudgery it most surely is, for there is plenty of hard work |. 

necessary to success. While to the one who is willing to put thought and 

earnest application to the work, thinking of the improvement to be made, 

of the mastery of principles and applying of same, there is interesting and 

profitable employment. When we begun the dairy business we studied 

every bulletin we could lay our hands on, and got everything that we 

thought would give us information along these lines. We studied on the 

question of what kind of a cow we should choose for a butter cow, and 

we made some very good selections, but 1 think there was more luck 

about it than anything else. We bought five cows, and we now have a 

herd of nine, and we have been keeping a record of them for eight months. 
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In the eight months they have made 250 pounds of butter each. We 

did not hope to reach the 300 score, but you can readily see that we are 

going to more than reach it. We were very fortunate in our selection of 

cattle, even more so than some folks we know who are much better versed 

on things of this kind than we, therefore I say it must have been good 

luck. 

(Applause.) 

Chairman Johnson: I think that the resolution committee is now 

ready to report. If so, we will have that report at this time by Mr. 

Knox. 

REPORT OF RESOLUTION COMMITTEE. 

Resolved, that this Association extend its sincere thanks to Prof. 

Plumb, Mr. Weiffer, of the Iowa Dairy Commission, and Mr. Glover, of 

Hoard’s Dairyman, for their valuable services. We also appreciate the 

help of our local speakers. 

Resolved, that we appreciate and in this manner express our thanks 

to Governor Hanly for his kindly greeting and encouraging words. 

Whereas, we have a national law which is proving effective in com- 

pelling oleomargarine to be sold for what it is, and 

Whereas, we are informed that the oleomargarine interests are striv- — 

ing to have national legislation enacted that will modify and possibly 

nullify the purpose of the present law, therefore be it 

Resolved, that this Association in annual convention assembled call 

upon its representatives in Congress to use their best efforts to maintain 

the present law in spirit and in letter. 

Whereas, the success of the present oleomargarine laws depends 

largely on their efficient administration, therefore be it 

Resolved, that we commend the work of the National Department of 

Agriculture, Dairy Division, and the Internal Revenue Service for the 

thoroughness of its work. 

Whereas, it is brought to the attention of this Association that death 

has removed from his respousible position of active work in behalf of the 

dairy interests of the country our chief of the Dairy Division, Major 

Alvord, therefore be it 

Resolved, by the Indiana State Dairy Association, in annual conven- 

tion assembled, that it place on record this brief expression of our appre- 

ciation of the valued and lasting services performed in behalf of the dairy 

interests by Major Alvord. 

Whereas, recognizing the need of aggressive measures for the advance- 

ment of Indiana agriculture, the Indiana Live Stock Breeders’ Association, 
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the State Dairy Association, and the Corn Growers’ Association, recently 

appointed a joint committee to present their request to the Legislature 

for an appropriation to the State Agricultural Experiment Station at 

Lafayette, and 

Whereas, in order to make this request as effective as possible the 

committee must have the intelligent co-operation of the farmers of the 

State, it therefore submits the following statement for your information: 

The committee finds that practically the only fund available for experi- 

mental work in Indiana is the annual appropriation by the Unjted States 

Government and that Indiana has never appropriated one cent for the 

work of the Experiment Station, as was contemplated when the govern- 

ment first made its appropriation. Twenty-six States are appropriating 

to their several experiment stations amounts varying from a few thou- 

sand dollars to as high as $42,000 in Minnesota, and $87,000 in New York, 

while the States adjoining Indiana on the east and west appropriated last 

year amounts as follows: Illinois, $85,000; and Ohio, $61,000. 

The work accomplished by the Indiana Experiment Station fully justi- 

fies the expenditure by the State of $25,000 asked for by the several 

associations, through their joint committee, especially as this appropria- 

tion will be in the nature of an investment which will bring large returns 

to the State. 

It is proposed that this appropriation shall be applied in the following 

specific lines of work: For live stock, including investigation and study 

of successful combinations of feeding stuffs, methods and conditions of 

meat production, and preparation of animals for market in Indiana; for 

co-operative and other experiments with corn and other crops, soils and 

fertilizers, including breeding of improved varieties of crops and their 

adaptation to different soils of the State, and the fertilizer needs of soils 

in different sections of the State; and for investigation and study of cows 

kept, feeds used and returns secured from the milch cows on Indiana 

farms and losses in skim milk; also for advancing the work of the station 

now in progress, therefore be it 

Resolved, that this Association in annual convention assembled urge 

its members to second the work of its committee in every possible way. 

Recognizing the valuable services of Secretary Van Norman, 

Resolved, that we extend to him our thanks and appreciation of his 

work. 

Resolved, That we thank the supply men for their contributions and 

kindly interest takeu in the convention. 

Resolved, that the thanks of this Association are hereby extended to 

the judges of the Indiana Supreme Court for the use of their room, and 

to the State Board of Agriculture for the use of their room, No. 12. 

Resolved, that the thanks of the Association are due the Indianapolis 

Cold Storage Company for their services in hauling and handling the 

butter and cheese for exhibition. 
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Resolved, that the Association express its appreciation of the work of 

those Indianapolis men who have contributed of their time and money 

to the success of this convention. 

J. M. KNOX, 

I. B. CALVIN, 

G. W. DRISCHEL, 

S. B. WOODS. 

Mr. Newson: I move you that the report of the committee be accepted. 

Mr. Dungan: I second the motion, and also move that the committee 

be discharged. 

Mr. Woollen: I do not know whether it is an opportune time to offer 

what I am going to offer at this time or not, but if it is not you can Say so. 

I may not be in accordance with the constitution and by-laws. I have 

been secretary of several associations for a number of years; and I know 

what a great amount of labor it takes to do this work, and I should like 

to make an amendment to that resolution offered in regard to Secretary 

Van Norman, that his salary be increased to $100 a year. 

Mr. Duncan: I should like to second that motion. I was just think- 

ing of that myself. I think we should attend to this at once. 

Mr. Knox: I think it would be the proper thing to make that a sepa- 

rate resolution. ; 

Secretary Van Norman: Being an interested party permit me to say 

that I am doing gladly what I am doing. As far as the salary part is 

concerned I do not:think the Association can afford at the present status 

of the game to give any more than they are giving. I might say that I 

am working everyone I can, and am doing as little of the work as I can 

myself, and if the Association will approve the bills I send in for clerical 

work it will be satisfactory to me. Further, the salary of the Secretary 

is in the hands of the Hxecutive Committee, and you would have to 

instruct the Executive Committee in regard to this. It seems with the 

present indications in the Legislature we will have harder sliding next 

year than we are having this year. 

Mr. Woollen: I would like to make the motion if it is the sense of 

the Executive Committee and of the organization, that the Secretary’s 

salary be increased to $100. 

(The motion was seconded, voted upon and carried.) 

President Johnson: Now we are ready to vote on the adoption of the 

resolutions. 
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They were voted upon and carried. 

Mr. Calvin: As a member of the Committee on Resolutions there is 

one resolution which, if it is made effective will require a motion, and I 

desire that we do something to make this effective. If we do not do 

this we might just as well have left that resolution out, and that is the 

resolution in regard to oleomargarine. I would like to move you that the 

Secretary of our Association forward to our United States Congressmen, 

and United States Senators, and members of the lower house, a copy of 

this resolution, with the sense of the Association. 

(Motion carried.) 

President Johnson: Has this committee any further report to make? 

Are the Legislative Committee in the room? 

Secretary Van Norman: JI think they are still at work. 

President Johnson: We will then go on with the program. 

RETAILING MILK. 

F, W. HEMENWAY, ZIONSVILLE. 

I had a paper prepared on this subject but I hardly think I shall read 

it. I seriously objected to having anything to say on the subject when the 

matter was first mentioned to me, but the Secretary called me a goose, 

and told me that the discussion was the best part anyhow, so I surren- 

dered. If you should go to him and ask him he would probably give you 

a different story, but these are the facts. 

I should like to tell you of an interview I had with a farmer a few days 

ago. To make it more explicit it was as I came down here today. He 

told me that he had just sold his farm of eighty acres near a town of 

1,600 inhabitants, and was looking for a new location in order to get into 

the retail milk business. He thought his farm was not large enough. 

I hardly agree with him. 

I have been in this business for a number of years. Our business all 

depends upon the law of supply and demand. We started our business a 

while ago in one tin pail taken by my little boy on his way to school every 

morning, and after a while it became necessary to purchase another tin 
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pail, and in 4 short time still more. I should like to give you a word of 

warning right here while we are on this subject. You will have to watch 

the average tin pail that you get at the hardware stores for they do not 

give good measure, and you do not want to subject yourself to criticism 

and embarrassment on this account. We have graduated from the tin 

pail to the cleaner and more convenient bottle. 

The problem that we come in contact with most is the problem of the 

town cow. There are only abeut 1,000 inhabitants in our town, and yet the 

other day we were counting it up, and we found that there were about 40 

cows in that town. Of course some of these are devoted exclusively to the 

manufacture of butter. They are so distributed that most of the people in 

the village depend on the town cow for their supply of milk. Where does 

our chance come in? Right here. We have a good grade of Jersey cows, 

and some thoroughbreds, and I find that the milk and cream is good; in 

fact our patrons tell us it is the best milk they have ever had. The town 

cows will go dry. We try to keep enough cows to supply our trade and a 

little more. When the town cow goes dry their patrons will telephone over 

to us to bring them milk. Now, right here comes in a little heart to 

heart talk—a business talk—with them. We ask them if they are going 

to want milk of us permanently, or if they are simply going to make a 

convenience of us and go back to their former man as soon as he has a 

fresh cow, and only patronize us while they are taking a rest. If this is 

true we will not take care of them. If they will stay with us it is worth 

our while to let them have milk. 

There is another class of business which we meet. This is the cream 

trade. We keep a surplus of milk that we can run through our hand 

separator. We have a large Sunday cream supply. The cream brings 

more than the milk, and so we are glad to sell it. We keep two kinds 

of cream—fresh cream and cream that is about 24 hours old, that is in 

good condition to whip, and we find that this is very much in demand 

among the housewives. We are accommodating to the extent of putting 

a boy on a bicycle and sending him to the other end of town with a single 

pint of milk to our regular customers. We have managed to build up a 

good trade there in that little town, and we now hope for better things. 

I thought this afternoon that we were rather out of the race, and 

hardly up to date, because we can not talk bacteria and microbes and cul- 

tures. We have a great many things to contend with in the retail milk 

business. We do not work on a farm because neither myself nor my boys 

are large, and we could not handle the heavy work on the farm very well, 

but we can milk, and even the youngest can drive a wagon and handle 

milk bottles, and I have two or three that are good buttermakers, but I 

have figured this matter out carefully, and I can see more income from 

my cows in selling my milk at five cents a quart than I can in selling 

butter at 25 cents. 

We have good Jersey cows, as I told you in the beginning. Of course 

there are drawbacks, for instance, if I want to increase my herd. I can 
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not sell my milk and feed the calves, too; so what am I going to do, for 

of course I would want to save my heifers. How can you raise calves 

and sell milk? Now comes in the question of rations to take the place of 

the milk. We must figure this out. Of course we are near a small town, 

but the demand for milk is reasonably steady. We market our goods at a 

good price without a very great deal of expenditure of labor. We do it 

much easier than we could farm, for farming is sometimes done by main 

strength and awkwardness, and we can not fill the strength part of it, 

but as I have said, we can milk. You will be surprised to learn that in a 

town the size of ours it is hard to get good butter even at a good price. 

Most of the better class of people buy their butter in Indianapolis, but 

even considering the good price that is paid for butter we can make more 

off of selling our milk. We used to make butter too, but our business 

has grown so rapidly that we can not take care of it, so we have had to 

drop the butter end of it. 

This is a good business and J think more people ought to engage in it. 

Mr. Wilson: Has your demand for cream grown more rapidly than 

your demand for milk? 

Mr. Hemenway: No, sir; about the same. Here is one feature of the 

cream trade. There are people who buy their milk of the town cow and 

telephone over to our place for cream. ‘This is another fine thing—to 

have a telephone in your house. We have gotten many orders on account 

of people being able to call us and tell us to leave them milk or cream. 

Mr. ————: Will you furnish cream to the town cow customers? 

Mr. Hemenway: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Miller: f should think you would not let them have cream unless 

they took milk of you, and if they wanted your cream bad enough they 

would come to you for both. 

Mr. Hemenway: I try to keep cream on hands all the time. I keep 

Sweet cream right fresh from the separator, and keep some about 24 

hours old for whipping purposes, because the sweet cream will not whip. 

and T find a great demand for it. The reason I supply folks with cream 

who are not customers of mine is that the town cows are not good cream 

cows. Our milk even is fine from our Jersey cows. I have been told 

often by my patrons that when they have company and they see the 

milk bottles they will say, “Why you are going to have cream for dinner. 

lots of cream,’”’ when in fact it is only the milk bottle. That is the kind 

of milk we sell. That is the way we put the town cow out of business, 

by furnishing better milk than they can furnish. I could make almost 
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as good a quality as some of them sell with a pump and pulverized 

chalk, 

President Johnson: We will have to leave this subject and pass on 

to the next. which is 

INDIANA DAIRY INTERESTS AT THE WORLD’S FAIR. 

H. E. VAN NORMAN, SUPERINTENDENT, LAFAYETTE, 

Indiana’s Dairy exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition occupied 

one section in the immense refrigerator provided for the exhibition of but- 

ter. The section was 12 feet high, having an eight-foot floor space and eight 

feet square of triple glass front, and in common with others was: cooled 

by ammonia expansion coils. The display consisted of butter in commer- 

cial packages, tubs, prints and in form suitable for table service, the 

whole arranged in an attractive design, presenting a pleasing contrast 

to the sculptured figures from the other States. The chief feature was 

a structure consisting of four columns, two short ones in the foreground 

representing by the number of prints required to make them the number 

of pounds of butter annually produced by the average cow of Indiana, 

as reported in the last census. In the center background two tall columns 

connected with the shorter ones by a balustrade of unwrapped prints. 

These tall columns showed the number of pounds of butter produced in 

one year by a good cow. 

The superstructure surmounting the taJl columns consisted of prints 

bearing wrappers from those creameries in the State which market their 

butter in parchment wrappers, arranged in a pleasing design around the 

seroll, “Indiana.” 

The prints in the lower portion of each column bore the mark in large 

type, ‘Cost,’ while the upper part bore the legend, “Profit,” thus show- 

ing what proportion of the total year’s production in each case was 

required to pay for the feed consumed. In the case of the average cow 

the short columns showed 167 pounds as the annual production of the 

average Indiana cow, of which 158 pounds were required to pay for the 

feed consumed, leaving only nine pounds profit. In the case of the tall 

columns there were shown 303 pounds as the annual production, which 

is secured by many successful dairymen, of which 164 pounds must be 

sold at market price to pay for the grain, roughage and pasture consumed 

during the year, leaving a profit of 130 pounds, thus presenting to the 
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Drawing of Indiana’s Butter Exhibit in the Refrigerator, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 

St. Louis. Blocks were one-pound prints. 

Designed by H, E. Van Norman, 
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eye in a graphic manner the above difference in the yield anu profit 

between the good and common cow, of which many of the latter are even 

kept at an actual loss. 

Between the tall columns stood a pyramid of varying sized tubs, so 

placed as to show the exposed surface of the butter. These columns and 

the pyramid stood on a raised platform approached by three steps. The 

unoccupied floor space and approach to the platform was paved with half- 

pound prints, the edges of the steps covered with purple in pleasing con- 

trast with the yellow of the floor design. In the center of the foreground 

was a low table on which was displayed butter in various forms, suitable 

for table service, especially individual serving. The wall forming the 

background was covered with purple velveteen, and the space set aside 

for Indiana’s portion outlined with a border design composed of half- 

pound prints arranged in a geometrical pattern. 

The short columns on either hand in the foreground were surmounted 

by tall jars; on the left showing two gallons of whole milk and in smaller 

jars the food constituents in milk, as follows: 1014 ounces of butter fat, 

14 ounces of milk sugar, 8% ounces of casein and albumen, and 2 ounces 

of ash or mineral. while on the right was two gallons of skim milk and 

with this the constituents, each in a separate jar, 1444 ounces of milk 

sugar, 9% ounces of casein and 2 ounces vf ash. Cards explained that 

by the addition of two cents’ worth of flax seed meal or one cent’s worth 

of corn meal to the other constituents of skim milk, thus substituting 

vegetable fat for 12% cents’ worth of butter fat in the whole milk we 

had a feeding value equal to that of the whole milk, and have effected a 

saving of 10 cents per day or $3 per month on the cost of raising a calf. 

The exhibit as a whole was arranged with the thought of presenting 

three important facts in such a manner as to be easily apparent to the 

casual observer, as follows: 

First. The great difference in yield by the average cows and the 

good cows. 

Second. The small difference in the amount required to pay for the 

feed of both elasses of cows. 

Third. The great difference in the profits over and above the cost of 

feed with the two classes. ; 

Fourth. How butter in marketable forms and packages lend them- 

selves to an attractive display and varied shapes for serving on the 

table. 

An occasional question was asked why Indiana did not compete in 

the sculptured designs with the various elaborate displays from some of 

the other States. The only answer is that the funds available for all 

the expenses incident to Indiana’s exhibit were less than the amount paid 

the sculptors by some of the other States, to say nothing of the refriger- 

ator, butter required, labor, traveling expenses, ete. 

49— Agri. 
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The New Carlisle Creamery Co., New Carlisle; Schlosser Bros., Oak 

Grove Creamery, Plymouth; and Purdue University Creamery, Lafayette, 

contributed butter for the general design. The butter wrappers used in 

the structure surmounting the tall columns were secured from the cream- 

eries at Avilla, Lima, Carlisle, Kewanna, New Carlisle, Plymouth, Or- 

land, Mondamin Meadow Co., It. Wayne, and Purdue University 

Creamery. 

In the monthly scoring contest, where diplomas and medals were 

awarded on the basis of the average of four entries, namely in June, July, 

September and October, respectively, the following is the list of the Indi- 

ana entries: 

CREAMERY BUTTER. 

Buttermaker. Creamery at_ June. July. September. October. Average. 

J. M. Holderman..Plymouth.. 91 913 943 953 933 

Frank Lennick. .. Hanna..... 92 91 93 92 92 

134 1UE Wyo Poon oe New Castle 94 943 953 94 943 

2H. Penrod -45..2%.. Kewanna.. 93 93 89 92 913 

Ajo leh itwlollite an 5c Oydlenael 255, Be 94 88 92 913 

DAIRY BUTTER. 

Group A. June. July. September. October. Average. 

Mrs. M. J. Rippey.Syracuse .. 94 943 95 90 93.37 

Group B. June. July. September. October. Average. 

Brenson:Doud®,.../;,Chili,....14 86 90 90 94 90 
Mrs. Chas. Lamont Mooresville 933 91 85 873 89} _ 

The following made one or more entries, but for one reason or another 

were prevented from taking part in all four: 

Creamery Butter—G. Herman, Osgood; J. B. Pessel, Butler; W. E. 

Osborn, Modoc; C. E. Holderman, Bremen; BE. K. Carpenter, Fremont. 

Dairy Butter—Edith Parsons, Clayton; A. V. Hightshue, Clemont; 

Hemenway Bros., Zionsville. 

CHEESE. 

Indiana is not conspicuous in the number of its cheese factories, 

though one of them has made a very favorable record on the quality of its 

product. In the large refrigerator case provided for the cheese exhibit 

Boyd & Drischel, of Cambridge City, and G. P. Swan, of New Washing- 

ton, were each represented with Young America and full cream Cheddar ~ 

cheese. They also took part in the four scorings, as follows: 

June. July. September. October. Average. 

Boyd & Drischel. Cambridge City.. 93 93 86 91 90% 

G. P. Swan .....New Washington. 93 64 81 68 764 
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PHOTOGRAPHS. 

On the small floor space beside, and adjoining the butter refrigerator 

space there was arranged a table and display case containing photo- 

graphs from a number of prominent dairies and herds in the State. More 

were received than there was space for in this case, and these were 

placed in Indiana’s general agricultural exhibit nearby. The following . 

were represented by one or more photographs of either animals or equip- 

ment: 

J. V. Shugart, Marion; S. B. Woods, Crownpoint; D. F. Maish, Frank- 

fort; M. J. Rippey, Syracuse; A. P. Walker, Rushville; Schlosser Bros., 

Plymouth; Amboy Creamery, Amboy; Chrisney Creamery, Chrisney; 

Fountain City Creamery, Fountain City. - 

The most striking lesson to my mind brought out by the work I did 

in behalf of Indiana’s dairy exhibit and the observations which I was able 

to make, is that Indiana has a few creameries and cheese factories that 

are turning out products that are acceptable in the most critical market, 

that there is no inherent reason why we can not compete with the best in 

these markets. 'The only reason that the number is small is that the 

number of makers who have had thorough training in their work is small. 

The States which carried off the honors of high scores not only had many 

entries, but uniformly high scores. Inquiry reveals the fact that in Minne- 

sota every buttermaker exhibiting not only had received instruction in 

the dairy school of that State, but was aided by the most efficient system 

of traveling instruction conducted by their State Dairy Commissioner. 

The most skillful men in the State, to the number of half a dozen or more, 

give all their time to traveling from one creamery to another, helping the 

buttermaker to improve his method and product; in extreme cases when 

necessary, bringing legal action to enforce their demand for cleanliness 

both in the creamery and on the part of the patron supplying milk. It 

was the general opinion of the superintendents of the dairy exhibits of 

the various States that to this advance system of instruction and educa- 

tion for her buttermakers, together with their united and hearty co-opera- 

tion with the educational forces of the other States, was due the con- 

spicuous success which these buttermakers scored. I think it was three 

out of four times that Minnesota scored two to four out of six highest 

scoring tubs. 

A few words as to the manner in which this work was done may be 

interesting to the buttermakers who are not privileged to attend the fair. 

The butter from most of the States was assembled at some central point 

and shipped from there by refrigerator service. Indiana shipped to Chi- 

cago, joining with the exhibits from Wisconsin and Illinois, to whose 

superintendents. Mr. Loomis, of Wisconsin, and Mr. Hunt, of Illinois, 

our exhibitors are indebted for helpful co-operation. They were delivered 

at the refrigerator in the Agricultural building by the transportation 
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authorities, and the superintendents checked up their respective exhibits 

to know that all packages were present. The superintendent of the 

department, Mr. Sudendorf, then took charge of the tubs, numbering 

them in accordance with his record, and removing all tags and marks 

of identification. They were piled ready for the judges, who were that 

veteran judge, Mr. Orin Dougias, of Boston; John Mittlestadt, of Chicago; 

B. D. White, formerly of Minnesota, at that time from Canajoharie, N. Y. 

In one end of the refrigerator case was a light room where the tempera- 

ture was a little more moderate than in the storage room. Here the 

judges worked. ‘The tubs were opened, one at a time, each judge drawing 

a trier full, examining the same and expressing his opinion. When any 

difference of opinion was apparent on first expression the differences 

were discussed and studied until the three agreed on the score which the 

package was entitled to. A clerk recorded the results of their agree- 

ment, the package and score card haying only the number as a means of 

identification. When a tub was found that scored above 95 it was set 

aside for further consideration, this pile being called the “Shake Down.” 

Working in another part of the room was the expert/critic, P. H. Keiffer, 

of Iowa. After the judges were through with a tub of butter the critic 

took it, examined it together with the entry blank marked with the 

buttermaker’s number only and dictated to his clerk suggestions to the 

buttermaker for overcoming the faults apparent. It was both gratifying 

and amazing to the speaker, who had the privilege of seeing the first 

two scorings, numbering some 450 tubs, and a number of tubs in the 

later ones scored by the judges and criticised by the critic, to note the 

remarkable agreement as a rule in their estimate of what the score should 

be. Time after time the critic would say to his clerk, ‘What did the 

judges give this one, 9114?” or “9414?” and rarely was he one half point 

off, time and again hitting it exactly. Again he would remark as he tested 

a sample, “That must have so and so’s starter in it,” and the clerk 

-would look at the entry blank to find that the critic was correct. There 

was absolutely no room for partiality nor any unfairness of any kind. 

After all of the tubs had been gone tlirough the judges came to the 

“Shake Down.’ At this time all disturbing factors, interruptions and 

visitors were excluded, five or six tubs placed in a row were opened up 

and one by one, the lowest scoring of these were eliminated as fast as 

the score was agreed on until finally it narrowed down to four or five 

“toppers.”” If in any of the tubs there could be the least distinction made 

they did not receive the same score. ‘this work required in each case 

from three to four days to go over some 450 tubs entered each month. 

Neither the judges nor the critic nor even the State superintendents, 

after they had checked over their butter from the transportation company 

were able to identify the tubs from their own State, much less that of 

any individual, 
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Mr. Knox: In recognition of the services of Prof. Plumb in the early 

life of this Association, I want to move you that he be made an nonorary 

member of this Association. It seems to me that it is the proper thing 

to do at this time. 

Mr. Woods: I second the motion. 

(The motion was voted upon and carried.) 

President Johnson: Is there anything further to offer this afternoon? 

There being nothing further, the meeting will stand adjourned. 

TREASURER’S REPORT. 

Lafayette. Ind., January 18, 1905. 

To the Officers and Members of the Indiana State Dairy Association: 

I beg leave to submit the following report as Treasurer: 

RECEIPTS. 

Balancer onmiandelastarepolctin..-f. ac scissors « cists lets <2" e sicta efoto ee ee $307 (7 

Salem tex USprere aeetaree aie Mata e, eote e's, aie ioe Rim! A ate siat Hale oye tal Tacsl te te 85 48 

Hoard’s Dairyman share in creamery, patron investigation’ in 

Mian trea RC OU bya eee ceice sate ars etsee cre edie = Tole vin sieve ctarois eievele se 55 00 

Contribution to Premium Fund last year— 

JEURIEE cs WIA, Jena Stay Geeks enbre Gees SRO IC cae ER RR CRC rane $10 00 

Deav ale Separator pOOS cise. pevochoats tks avousN- sais, aca, ols hays ene 15 00 

COlLOMTAIE Sa lies CO yee soe sei as eee sie eae arate SIRI S tereievelonate: 15 00 

V CLINONLe arma Machine sO sags cscs «seit cia tee sje baie ed ede 10 00 

- a 50 00 

Contribution to Premium fund for 1905— 

Lier Sharpless Separators COmee* = sca cece de caeeusesee ees $25 00 

MmipiregCream Separator GOP sai: care sciiciiaece ole cusrets ears 10 00 

OAD OU SAS mabe cy is Sere tah Rane a hd ere i ee aot aah 5 00. 

IA GTAM ASU ORSON sey lee tevys eh suse, tie jers'e! 8.8 alobeieicee thera e aleke 15 00 

Adee Barer, CLeaimeryaSuUpplyaCOwede. siotoeue cet. 10 00 

- 65 00 

TAStS POL sD ainyMenEsol dy era twee rs op sceehert clactavecer aie ace wien suerors 20 00 

Stale CAP DEOMI ALLOW. . one yvti ic age ere alee Me teas ayer siete a chaste ciate 500 00 

HLGMIAClLeAMEeMes LOM MN Str ChLOM ei cenromecerel crate eel renee orcier ce) 20 00 

ANNUATSMIEMIDETS HUD 2 yee eee cine ee teks Sie eee eh Ree eer re oheue 65 00 

ERO GAL eros cua ewete tela caus, cot sUMtare, at akevss s/sicaiatelaeise es (ethiaiy reels aes oueie $1.168 25 
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DISBURSEMENTS. 

Led en eav gig at< oF (0 lem Pein oio cern lair oro pibio Ok obnic cog os Ob osicne $137 

Speakers CXPeNses'\s.ce-se seis o ede po edeelos ouster evot neta hel ete Mees 50 

Praveline ExpPensesmOL (OMLCCES seers et-leletelelelol-leletele eet i elasienal 22 

Postage on reports, programs, circulars, etc.......-.....-...... 38 

HIXIONESS ANG = CALTAL Che tects ate oye c, tiotelotaieneletolaioie te elite lle tense Fr eeuet eres 5 

Printing programs, letter heads, paper and score cards......... 31 

Clerical Welp he eyes = ea since saree pete tae Clerusbaie sche eiekeceiete etek Raretet sneer 19 

Melephonessands teleeraimSycctee ssiechete pects eactals Mede ele letenatete steele otras 3 

Services Of | Secretaryse ects ctarcle cea crow oth haters oi teloeebe oie te etree notaers 50 

Stenographie report of convention...................-......--- 35 

Printing Thirteenth Annual Report and separates..............-- 7 

Printing Fourteenth Annual! Report. --<. jf... -e- e 65 

[Dick habatede (Gb) si Menino Go Serato aCooAdo Spo on.cD code Good aes Srise i 

RentrOL sty PCW ETeCERONe eNO UU Mery acts ete ae ae terete ais ete tee +4 

IMiscellaneCOuse sis cco che cio eke ete oe rerses eee capris enc) ce asiehh earn okie 15 

Hdueational: work, 4 cece. seesem pce emis doles as aera eel epee ore 51 

A No) 6: es, arn ene Ree ein REE TEED io oes CONE Bit is Chd 8 Aclet oO's $624 

IME OtALSTECEIPES® acon io wea ae chelereme Sere etic shies chee irene ete eae $1,168 

RotaladiSDULSeCMEeNtSm. nm cise bie ola ee retells aoeie ie orolcieiete's ietetarsrnsieres 624 

Gashvon( hand? 5220056 a. uae ft asthe ec saaasaioe s SR ea eae $544 

Respectfully submitted, 

H. E. VAN NORMAN, Sec.-Treas. 

This is to certify that we have carefully checked over the Treasurer’s 

report, and find it correct. 

(Signed) W.! W. FISK, 

A. H. COMPTON. 

January 20, 195. 
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AMERICAN DAIRY JOURNALS. 

The publishers of these journals will, no doubt, gladly send sample 

copies to those who may apply for them: 

American Cheese Maker, Grand Rapids, Mich. Monthly. 

American Dairyman, New York. Weekly. 

Canadian Dairyman, Toronto, Canada. Semi-Monthly. 

Cheese and Dairy Journal, Whitewater, Wis. Monthly. 

Chicago Produce, Chicago, Ill. Weekly. 

Creamery Journal, Waterloo, lowa. Monthly. 

Dairy and Produce Review, San Francisco, Cal. Weekly. 

Dairy Record, St. Paul, Minn. Weekly. 

Dairy World, Chicago, Ill., Monthly. 

Hlgin Dairy Report, Elgin, Ill. Weekly. 

Hoard’s Dairyman, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Weekly. 

Jersey Bulletin and Dairy Farmer, Indianapolis, Ind. Weekly. 

Kimball’s Dairy Farmer, Waterloo, Iowa. Semi-Monthly. 

Milk News, Chicago, Il]. Semi-Monthly. 

New York Produce Review and American Creamery, New York City. 

Weekly. 

St. Paul Dairy Reporter, St. Paul, Minn. Weekly. 

Note.——The National oleomargarine and the filled cheese laws are 

printed in full in the 1897 Report of the Dairy Association. The Indiana 

pure food law is printed in the 1898 Report of the Dairy Association. 

The new, or amendments to the National Oleomargarine Laws are 

printed in the 1903 Report of the Dairy Association. 
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INDIANA 

HARMERS INSTITUTES 

FOR THE YEAR 1904-05. 

BY 

WG] EATEA; 

SUPERINTENDENT FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 

1905. 
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Indiana Farmers’ Institutes 

REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT. 

The sixteenth year (1904-5) of the Farmers’ Institute work has not 

differed materially from previous years. More meetings have been held, 

the Institutes have been more equitably distributed, the work has been 

better systematized, the co-operation of the local officers has, as a rule, 

been more effective, and an earnest effort has been made to have the 

instruction more definitely practical and helpful. 

The untimely death, in October, 1904, of Mr. H. F. McMahan, one of 

the most effective and deservedly popular Institute speakers, was a 

severe blow to the work. 

In the early part of the Institute season the subject of “Good Roads” 

was presented in many southern counties. Increased attention was given to 

“Rural School Improvement,” and there was a more general and more in- 

telligent effort to make the Institute work interesting and helpful to the 

young people of the farm. There has been no definite campaign, however, 

in either of the above lines. The aim has been, rather, to co-operate 

actively with the local officers along such lines as seemed to them to be 

most important. There has been but one really new feature of the work 

for the current year—the holding of a series of summer Institutes for 

the special benefit of farmers’ wives and children. 

The work of the year may be summarized as follows: 

(1) The preparation of a resume of the Institute work, from its 

inception in 1882, under the auspices of the State Board of Agriculture, 

to 1904, and its publication in the biennial report early in 1995: 

(2) The arrangement and publication of the schedule of Institutes 

for 1904-5; 

3) The holding of the seventh annual State Conference of Institute 

Workers in October, 1904: 

(4) The holding of 226 Winter Institutes, 109 being one-day meetings 

and 117 two-day meetings; 

(5) The holding of 31 one-day Summer Institutes in June and early 

July, 1905. 
a 

The important features of the work of the year will be referred to 

under appropriate headings, below: 

(781) 
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTH WORKERS. 

The Seventh Annual Conference of I‘armers’ Institute Workers was 

held at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, October 12-138, 1904. The 

following is the 

PROGRAM OF THE CONFERENCE. 

Wednesday, 9:30 a. m. 

J. A. Blasdel, Fowler, presiding. 

Invocation—Rey. A. W. Conner, pastor Christian Chureh, Lafayette. 

Welcome—President Stone. 

Theme: Perfecting Local Organization for Institute Work. 

1. Success Attained; How Secured. 

Discussion led by D. B. Johnson, Mooresville. 

2. Difficulties Encountered; How Overcome. 

Discussion led by J. H. Gwaltney, Poseyville. 

3. Are Changes, in Plan or Method, Needed? 

Discussion led by Mrs. C. N. Lindley, Salem. 

Wednesday, 1:30 p.m. 

Mrs. Lydia Evans, Plymouth, presiding. 

Music. ° 

Theme: Woman's Auxiliaries. 

1. Some Good Things They May Accomplish—Miss Grace Erwin 

Bourbon. 

Discussion. 

2. What Has Been Done in Illinois—Mrs. 8. Noble King, Urbana, Ill. 

Questions. 

Music. 

38. How Perfect These Organizations in Indiana—Mrs. Virginia C. 

Meredith, Cambridge City. 

Questions and discussion. 

Musie. 

Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. 

BE. B. Hemmer, Huntingburg, presiding. 

Theme: Farmers’ institutes and the Rural Schools. 

1. What the Rural Schools Should Do for Agriculture—President 

Stone. 

Questions. 

Progress in Rural School Improvement. 

(a) School Gardens—O. J. Kern, County Superintendent of 

Schools, Rockford, Tl. 

) 
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(b) Experiments by School Boys—J. F. Haines, County Superin- 

tendent of Schools, Noblesville. 

(c) Preparation of Teachers—G. M. Wilson, County Superintend- 

ent of Schools, Danville. 

(d) Centralization; Plans for the Future, etc.—Fassett A. Cotton, 

State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Indianapolis. 

How Rural School May Co-operate with Farmers’ Institutes—W. 

O. Headlee, County Superintendent of Schools, Rushville. 

Questions and discussion. 

Thursday, 9:30 a. m. 

J. J. Doan, Amo, presiding. 

Invocation—Rey. H. M. Bell, pastor Baptist Church, West Lafayette. 

Theme: 

al 

2. 

oo 

Farmers’ Institutes and the Young People. 

What Has Been Done for the Boys and Girls. 

Discussion led by Mrs. J. W. Bates, Broad Ripple. 

Young People’s Sessions. 

Discussion led by J. J. W. Billingsley, Malott Park. 

Why and How Interést and Enlist the Young Folks—H. F. Mc- 

Mahan, Liberty. 

Questions and discussion. 

Thursday, 1:30 p. m. 

F. M. Buckner, Poneto, presiding. 

Theme: 

ile 

2. 

ot) 

’ Sta 

Committee Reports on Plans for Future Institute Work. 

As to Permanent Local Organizations—J. H. Gwaltney, chairman. 

Questions. 

As to Woman’s Auxiliaries—Mrs. Virginia C. Meredith, chairman. 

Questions. : 

As to Rural School and the Young People—H. F. McMahan, chair- 

man. 
Questions. 

As to Arranging for and Conducting the Institutes—J. J. W. Bil- 

lingsley, chairman. 

Questions. 

Announcements. 

Adjournment. 

te Superintendent Cotton was unable to be present, but his deputy, 

Mr. Lawrence McTurnan, took his place in discussing ‘““Rural School Cen- 

tralization.” 7 

The place of Mr. McMahan was taken by Mr. O. A. Somers, of Ko- 

komo. Both of these substitutes rendered excellent service. 

Highty-eight counties were represented at the Conference by 175 reg- 

istered delegates. Though the attendance was less than in the two years 
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previous, the number of counties represented was greater than in any 

former year. The four counties not represented were Daviess, Gibson, 

Kosciusko and Parke. 
The sudden death, on the eve of the Conference, of Henry F. Mc- 

Mahan, who had been assigned a place on the program, threw a dark pall 

over the meeting. The regular order was suspended for ,\an hour the 

afternoon of the first day, to pay a tribute of respect to the memory of 

Mr. MeMahan. 

The important features of the Conference were: Discussions on 

“Local Organization,’ ‘‘Woman’s Auxiliaries,’ ‘Rural Schools” and the 

“Young People.” 

The views of the delegates were formulated by large committees, and 

their reports, which appear below, were unanimously adopted by the 

Conference. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT ORGANIZATION. 

Your committee appointed to consider permanent local organization, 

after giving the matter due consideration, begs to submit the following 

report: 

It is the sense of this committee that the proposed plan of organiza- 

tion, adopted by the Conference of last year, meets the present needs of 

the work, and, therefore, should remain as passed by the said Conference. 

We would urge, also, that the counties which have not adopted this 

plan of organization do so in their own interest. 

J. H. GWALTNEY, Chairman. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON WOMAN’S AUXILIARIES. 

We recognize that a very close relation exists between the farm and 

the home on the farm. We believe that whatever promotes the making 

of better homes naturally increases the efficiency of the individuals in the 

home, and thus contributes directly to the improved farming which 

secures a larger income, a better intelligence in methods and a greater 

joy in country life. Therefore we recommend: 

First. That in every Farmers’ Institute program at least one session, 

or part of one session, be given to the consideration of home topics, such 

as health, clothing, furnishings, food, standards of living, the use of 

money, etc. 

Second. That County Superintendents of Institutes be instructed to 

secure the co-operation of a committee of women in preparing Institute 

programs. : 

Third. That Institute officers be instructed to encourage the organi- 

gation of local Home Maker's Clubs. with the privilege of separate ses- 

sions. 

—————— Ul 
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Fourth. That the State Superintendent of Institutes be requested to 

secure the services of speakers trained in home economics, and to give 

financial assistance to summer meetings of Home Maker’s Clubs. 

VIRGINIA C. MEREDITH, Chairman. 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RURAL SCHOOLS AND THE 

YOUNG PEOPLE. 

It is the sense of this committee that a better sentiment and a higher 

appreciation of farm life and farm business must be created before the 

Farmers’ Institute and farm life and work will become more attractive 

and more profitable, and that these conditions can only be secured by the 

farmers taking more pride in their vocation and by, word and act showing 

a higher appreciation of their calling. 

And that we have no cause for complaint on account of the abandon- 

ment of the farm by the young men and women of the land who seek 

other professions, the allurements of which we have magnified by the 

disparagement of our own. 

We recommend that, wherever practicable, joint sessions of Teachers’ 

Associations and Institutes and of Farmers’ Institutes be held, and the 

giving of one-half day sessions of the Farmers’ Institutes over to the 

pupils of the district, or locality, in which the Institute is held, for such 

work as the teachers and county superintendents may deem best. 

ORLANDO A. SOMERS, Chairman. 

PAPERS OF LOCAL SPEAKERS. 

For a number of years the State Board of Agriculture has kindly 

permitted the publication of papers of local Institute workers in connec- 

tion with the report of the State Superintendent of Institutes. Following 

this report will be found a number of such papers, which are printed 

without appreciable change or abridgment. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 

The undersigned desires to again express his appreciation of the sub- 

stantial service rendered by the railway companies of the State in grant- 

ing special rates to the Institute speakers. 

He is, also, grateful to the general and local press of the State for 

many courtesies extended to the general management, and for the publi- 

cation of numerous and valuable reports of the Institute meetings. 

He further takes pleasure in expressing his appreciation of the cordial 

and effective co-operation of Institute speakers and officers generally, and 

50—Agri. 
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of the gratuitous services rendered by the other members of the General 

Committee on Institutes, as well as by other officers and members of the 

faculty of Purdue University. 

Wr Cia AMIsAs 

Superintendent Farmers’ Institutes. 

Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., June 30, 1905. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ARRANGING FOR AND CONDUCT- 

ING FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

In the selection of places for holding Institutes it is well to take into 

. account the conveniences of travel—the general character of the people 

for enterprise and intelligence, and the probability of their hearty co- 

operation together with subjects most likely to interest them. 

The Place of Meeting.—Warm, comfortable rooms, easy of access, 

should be secured. ; 

Advertising the Meetings.—Institutes should be well advertised by 

using large posters, by posting them two or more weeks in advance of 

the meeting. By distributing programs of the meetings, through the 

schools and otherwise, by calling attention to the meetings of the insti- 

tute on public occasions, postal cards may be used and addressed to indi- 

viduals requesting their hearty co-operation. ‘The local press should be 

used freely for weeks in advance; publish the programs; have short 

paragraphs inserted calling attention to the Institute. 

Program.—In the preparation of the program, after having selected 

the principal subjects, for the Institute, write to the State speakers, 

giving the trend of the work desired, and request them to make such 

suggestions as they think may be helpful in the work. They may help 

you in grouping the subjects so as to get the greater benetits out of the 

work. Print the programs in time to distribute them quite generally 

among those who may be expected to attend—holding a number sufficient 

to accommodate all who attend. Neat, well-printed programs will tend to 

put a business face on the work of the Institute. In the preparation of 

programs, select subjects for each session embracing kindred topics, that 

have a local adaptation to the interest of the people along agricultural 

lines. In the selection of local speakers, secure men and women who are 

practical and are known to be successful in the line of the subject they 

treat. If possible, secure a few young people to take a place on the 

program and give them a prominence in the work. So far as practical, 

secure the aid of the schools and local school teachers at the evening 

sessions. So arrange the order of exercises for plenty of time to discuss 

the leading topics presented by State and local speakers. Avoid a stuff- 

ing of the program with miscellaneous exercises. Some changes are 

needful, but it is easy to waste time and waste money set apart for 

Institute work. 
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Time of Meeting.—At the time appointed for the meeting of the 

Institute the officers should be at the place promptly and see that every- 

thing is in order and receive and greet the people as they come in. See 

to it that everything, so far as possible, shall contribute to their comfort. 

Duties of Chairman.—As the success of the Institute largely depends 

on the promptness and efficiency of the Chairman, he should see to it that 

the sessions should begin promptly on time, except for sufficient reasons 

for delay. The Chairman can add greatly to the interest and enthusiasm 

by not allowing any of the order of exercises to drag. Change from one 

topic to another quickly; keep the audience in a state of keen expectancy; 

call out the experience of local men who may be in attendance and insist 

upon their giving a little of their experience if they have a local reputa- 

tion for success in the line of the subject under discussion. Be prompt 

in putting motions, appointing committees, etc. In a word, put life into 

the discussions; make few changes in the order of the work provided for 

in the program. 

Keep a careful account of the attendance at each session and the 

degree of interest manifested, and report the same promptly at the close 

of the Institute to the Superintendent of the Institute work. 

Respectfully submitted, 

J. J. W. BILLINGSLEY. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO RECOMMEND BOOKS FOR TEACH- 

ERS’ AND CHILDREN’S READING COURSES AND FOR 

TRAVELING LIBRARIBS. 

Your committee appointed at the meeting of the Sixth Annual Con- 

ference of Institute Workers, in October, 1908, under the following reso- 

lution: 

“Resolved, That we recommend this Conference to appoint a com- 

mittee of three to confer with the managers of the Children’s Reading 

Circle of the State, also with the managers of the Teachers’ Reading 

Circle Work, in order to urge them to introduce more books on Nature 

Study for the use of the children in the schools, and some good text-book 

on the study of Agriculture for the teachers of the State.” 

Begs leave to report as follows: 

First. After a careful survey of the subject your committee is of 

the opinion that the present illy-co-ordinated and spasmodic efforts in 

lines of work bearing upon practical agriculture and presented under the 

general title of Nature Study are due to an imperfect appreciation upon 

the part of teachers of the real significance and immense importance of 

the subject. Your committee feels that if good results are to be obtained 

it is imperative that the attitude of mind of the teachers, both as regards 

the subject itself and its presentation, be radically changed. Because of 
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these beliefs it recommends to this conference that the managers of the 

Teachers’ Reading Circle of the State be requested to place upon their 

list of books for the ensuing year “The Nature Study Idea” by Prof. 

Liberty H. Bailey, Director of the College of Agriculture of Cornell Uni- 

versity. Published by Doubleday, Page & Co.; $1 net. No more illuminat- 

ing and suggestive study of the movement to put the child in sympathy 

with nature and his environments, to the end that his life may be stronger 

and more resourceful, has as yet been presented. 

It is further recommended that this request to the managers of the - 

‘Teachers’ Reading Circle be urged as strongly as possible, since, in the 

opinion of your committee, in a greater degree than any other recent 

movement, will the Nature Study movement touch the masses with a new 

educational impulse. ‘ 

Second. The committee further recommends that the managers of 

the Children’s Reading Circle include the First Principles of Agriculture, 

by Goff & Mayne, and Agriculture for Beginners, by Burket, Stevens & 

Hill, in the list for the seventh and eighth grades; and further, that this 

conference recommend these books to those teachers of the State who 

wish to present the underlying principles of agriculture in a systematic 

manner. 

Third. Your committee, at the suggestion of the Superintendent, 

ventures to exceed the letter of its instructions and make the following 

further recommendations: It recognizes in the work of the State Library 

Commission in the establishment of traveling libraries one of the great 

educational movements of the day, and one which promises much for the 

advancement of the intellectual ideas of the State. It feels, however, 

that, considering the large percentage of our population engaged in occu- 

pations bringing them in constant and intimate relations with nature, 

much effective service might be done by the commission in making these 

relations sympathetic and helpful. Your committee therefore recom- 

mends that the State Library Commission be requested to consider the 

propriety of including in each traveling library a definite percentage of 

books, say 10 per cent., bearing upon nature in its manifold and important 

relations to man. It further recommends that the Library Commission, 

if in its view such a plan is feasible, be requested to put it into opera- 

tion at as early a date as possible, this latter request being based not 

merely upon the necessity of some such plan, but also upon its very high 

intellectual and economic value. 

To make such suggestions to the commission as little burdensome as 

possible, the committee suggests that the following, list of books be 

recommended as meeting the views of this conference under Recom- 

mendation 8. Sixty-four titles suggested: 
\ 
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PLANT LIFE. 

Plant Relations: -J. Me ‘Coulter’ D.Appleton’& Co... 2. 22 $1 20 

The Great World’s Farm. Selina Gaye. MacMillan Co............ 1 00 

Botany, an Elementary Text. L. H. Bailey. MacMillan Co........ 1 10 

First Studies of Plant Life. G. F. Atkinson. Ginn & Co.......... 70 

How to Know the Wild Flowers. Mrs. Dana. Scribner’s......... 2 00 

Familiar Flowers of Field and Garden. §S. Matthews. D. Appleton 

Aah GIT a eae! Lee, Oe Bice Re Scone aT AeA ed Ses ce oe Paka ATs 

Field Book of American Wild Flowers. S. Matthews. D. Appleton — 

Re EE Tee Het ee tae hapetarahe ia hic cs Sb ee eo elae Were nantes TS 

Corn Plants. F. L. Sargent. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.............. 60 

Sesil iDiierell WWe died serie ele shibeuics (Con ec aren armeercbeou ose 40 

Elow.to Know the Herns: Parsons. \Seribner’s).. |. 22/22. .59-0 lee 1 50 

Mushrooms. Geo. F. Atkinscn. Andres & Church, Ithica, N. Y.... 3 00 

With the Wild Flowers. Maud Going. Baker, Taylor Co......... 1 00 

Field, Forest and Wayside Flowers. Maud Going. Baker Taylor 

(ClO gmc ee SER Co CPD Sane Ze PRO nc ied SAP eC | i art WA IER 1 50 

Our Native (irees- Harriet-Keelers Seribner’S2a22 552-2. he ees 22 2 O00 

Our Northern Shrubs. Harriet Keeler. Scribner’s.....-........... 2 00 

Familiar Trees and Their Leaves. S. Matthews. Appletons....... ey 

Whesnirss Book of: MOrestiy= wot Ginnt&: Cor 220525 ce - oer a - 1 00 

Among Green Trees. Julia E. Rogers. Mumford.................. 3 00 

irecs Suribs and Vines. Parkhurst. NSeribners::.2..<.--22.2--= 1 50 

Practical Forestry. John Gifford. D. Appleton & Co.............. 1 20 

Ten New England Blossoms. C. H. Weed. Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1 25 

Flowers and Their Insect Visitors. Gibson. Newson & Co........ 1 00 

How to Make School Gardens. Hemenway. Doubleday, Page & Co. 1 00 

ANIMALS OTHER THAN INSECTS AND BIRDS. 

Animal Life. Jordan & Kellogg. D. Appleton & Co............... $1 25 

Wild Life in Orchard and Field. Ernest Ingersoll. Harpers....... 2 00 

Wild Neizhbors. HErnést Ingersoll. -Eiarpers..° =... «.+.2--.<.3:-.- 2 00 

Wild Animals I Have Known. Ernest T. Seton. Scribner’s........ 2 00 

kindredvotoiuer Wild. Roberts. Io) Cx Paces 22h oi cigiit owas eee - 2 00 

Wild Life Near Home. Dallas L. Sharp. Century Co............. 2 00 

Ways of the Wood Folk. W. J. Long. Ginn & Co..........5....: 50 

WildernesseWays.. Wid. Lone. Ginn’ & Conc. 5.524 facie te vee 45 

Secrets of the Woods! W. J. Lone Ginn & Co... . 5.4.2.2 42-5 22 50 

Familiar Life in Field and Forest. S. Matthews. D. Appleton & Co. 1 TA 

The Story of the Fishes. J. N. Baskett. D. Appleton & Co........ 65 

Hanmilian Mish a Macdrthiya .Os-Appletoan! &iCot.)-)45- yj e)s.9- cians (rh 1 50 

Story of the Birds. James N. Baskett. D. Appleton & Co........ 65 

hes tird:bo00k. ~Hisstorm. ~.-C, Heath & Cor. .n 224.5% 222 Se eon SO 
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Birds of Village and Field. Florence Merriam. Houghton, Mifflin 

85: GO oes hays sate co exci a so Stoel ore sais ehevepeuel se larok ats flee eee Rates eee eter oe 2 

The Relation of Birds to Man. Weed and Dearborn. Lippincott... 2 

The Woodpeckers. Heckstorm. Houghton, Mifflin & Co............ 1 

How to Attract the Birds. Neltje Blanchan. Doubleday, Page & 

DO seis a Asie rels Syetayevekere ol bie ee CaS INS ote esos Rene ONE, FUR 1 

Keys to Determine Species of Birds. 

Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America. Chapman. Apple- 

COM sere i renctstitecs tere Cele atures loud > Siene es Cheerios eee a RCO EE eee 3 00 

Color Key to North American Birds. Chapman & Reed. Double- 

Gay arene (COs coke ser. soto «nate ee IE OCIS ONO: One 2 50 

INSECTS. 

Everyday Butterflies. 8. H. Scudder. Houghton, Miffiin & Co..... $2 00 

Moths and Butterflies. Mary C. Dickerson. Ginn & Co........... 2 50 

Catterpillars and Their Moths. Elliot & Soule. Century Co....... 2 00 

Outdoor Studies. James B. Needham. American Book Co........ 40 

The Beer. Malterlincks Dodd). Mead &.Cov.... 21..s..- ot oe eee 1 50 

The Bee People. Margaret W. Morley. A. C. McClurg..:......... 125 

Wasps and Their Ways. Margaret W. Morley. Dodd, Mead & Co. 1 50 

Nature Biographies. Weed. Doubleday, Page & Co............... 1 35 

The Ways of the Six-Footed. Anna B. Comstock. Ginn & Co...... 40 

Inseci Lite. J. «Comstock. yAppletons&. Coleen ee ee eee alr (3) 

Manual for Study of Insects. J. H. Comstock. Comstock GCo., Ith- 

ASTRONOMY AND GEOLOGY. 

Staniand: + Balls> (Ginn cr Goss bs tet. ce toe ee Oe eee $1 00 

A Study of the Sky. Howe. Flood and Vincent................... 1 00 

Geological Story Briefly Told. Dana. American Book Co.......... 1 15 

The Story of Our Continent. Shaler. Ginn & Co............-.-5.. 85 

More Expensive Books, Published by Doubleday, Page & Co., but of 

Especial Interest and Value to Farmers. 

Wature’s;Garden;. WNeltje. Blanchane <i bes. sea eee eee ee 3 00 

Bird ‘Neighbors. _Neltje Blanchan.a..5 os eee ees oan ee eo) 

Bird “Homes: :,Dugmore; 22. Soe ser aeaee ee cle ee ee 3 00 

American: Animals, “Sronese Gram santa acess 3. ee ye ne eer 4 00 

Food and Game Wishes. Jordan & Hivermann..................... 4 00 

This list has been selected after an examination of nearly four hun- 

dred books, and is practically that recommended by the New York Lec- 
tures on the Farm Library. 

Fourth. Your Committee would further commend the following 
books as suitable for the District School Library, or for the Juvenile ‘Sec- 

— = 
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tions of Traveling Libraries. Each of the books has been examined by 

‘some member of the committee, and the list is submitted as perhaps of 

some value in the selection of nature books for children. Thirty-two 

Respectfully submitted, 

STANLEY COULTER, 

W. B. FLICK, 

MRS. OLIVER KLINE, 

titles: 

Plants and Their Children. Dana. American Book Company...... $0 65 

Mother Nature’s Children. Gould: Ginn & Co....:....5.......... 1 00 

Flowers and Their Friends. Margaret Morley. Ginn & Co........ 60 

Seed Babies. Margaret Morley. Ginn & Co................000055 39 

Kirststudies of Plant Lite. \ Atkinson; Ginn’ & Co... 5)...4......-.. 70 

Chapters of Plant Life. Herrick. American Book Co.............. 60 

Glimpses of Plant World. Bergen. Ginn & Co...............5.... 50 

Theshlowen Eeoplen rales iGinne &) COs neste adem osc ces casio eae 45 

Poetry of the Seasons. Lovejoy. Silver, Burdett & Co............ 60 

Nature imeVverse, - lovejoy. Silver, Burdett. & Coan...) 028, gi. 60 

Hlectrical Experiments. Bonney. Whittaker & Co................ 75 

Squirrels and Other Fur Bearers. John Burroughs. Houghton, 

AVEC FELT ENE Cres CoO ie focal teva nce meses eo Sich SN cP TRING) 6 Gos ro EE ale rales SO oats 1 00 

WitysroraWoodl Holks Jones) «Ginn iis COns ...-:2)2 qetels)s sees se hia es 50 

WAICEIMESS Via Ss MuOnes anG nny on CO. o4 Sieve ao ota stain Sameer icc «ie lok 45 

NecrersnOm che Woods lone Gimmi gio. sc. sso os eles eee 50 

Stories of Animal Life. Holder. American Book Co.............. 60 

Stories of Insect Life. Murtfeldt & Weed. Ginn & Co............ 35 

Short Stories of Our Shy Neighbors. Kelly. American Book Co.. 60 

Wasps and Their Ways. Morley.. Dodd, Mead & Co.............. 1 50 

Ways of the Six-Footed. A. B. Comstock. Ginn & Co............ 40 

mscctanolks, wMorleys Ginn COsk.ccis.cs ets oa Moise © oaSe cielo onielo 45 

Bird Neighbors. Neltje Blanchan. Doubleday, Page & Co........ 2 00 

hee Stonveor, Birds“ Baskett, SAppletons., 2. 2; 2. o.c< 2 is oslec none 60 

Stories of Bird Land, two volumes. Chase. Educational Publishing i 

SH AM ee aed ave ces ye Car oh eats ne be aieee tLniale Sains ies Wahi ea garetts Hach 30 

Birds of Song and Story. E. and J. Grinnell. Mumford........... 1 00 

_ Our Native Birds: How to Protect 'Them and How to Attract Them 

7 LOROur ELomes;. ): shane: “Macmillan, Cos. si). a0 so geo ee< 1 00 

ThemunelesBook..-lsipline> (Centuty Cone. ssc.5.j06- oc occ fe be see 1-50 

The sSecond Jungle Book. Kipling.’ Century Co.........25........ 1 50 

Life on the Farm. Shepard. A. Flannagan & Co.................. 50 

Stories of Our Mother Earth. Whittaker & Ray, San Francisco.... 50 

Brooks brook Basins... Hrye., Ginn, & (O05. «<a. dies soc eeas es. 70 

The marinand Sky. Stickney. Ginn.& Cos... .002 6. os. ce ssw eto. 85 

Committee. 
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The special committee, appointed to draft appropriate resolutions oii 

the death of Mr. H. F. McMahan, submitted the following: 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON THE DEATH OF H. F. McMAHAN. 

At this, the annual meeting of the Officers and Farmers’ Institute 

Workers of the State, many of us had anticipated the pleasure of meeting 

and greeting our brother and fellow-worker, -H. F. McMahan, but, to 

our great sorrow, we have the sad intelligence of his sudden and un- 

expected death. To us who are familiar with his efficiency and helpful- 

ness in the work, and in other enterprises and undertakings in his life, 

his taking out of this life is seemingly at a time when his sturdy and 

noble manhood gaye promise of a broader and more effective service in 

the future of his life-work. ‘ 

That, while it is ours to bow our heads in sorrow to the inevitable, 

yet, in a retrospect of his work during the few brief years that we have 

known him, we are led to exclaim: 

“How much there was in him! Who was more loving in his home 

life? Who more steadfast to his friendships? Who more true to his 

word? Who more earnest in his endeavors and efforts to learn the 

whole truth in the lines of his work? Who more ready to help others to 

higher and broader spheres of usefulness? Who more true in all that 

goes to make that nobleness of character so faithfully wrought out by our 

friend and fellow-worker?” 

That we tender to his family our heartfelt sympathy, and commend 

them to the care and keeping of our Heavenly Father, who, alone, can 

bring peace—perfect peace—to sorrowing hearts. 

Signed by the Committee 

J. J. W. BILLINGSLEY. 

OLIVER KLINE, 

ROBERT H. WOOD, 

MRS. C. N. LINDLEY, 

MRS. VIRGINIA C. MEREDITH. 

J. H. SKINNER. 

ee 
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WINTER INSTITUTES. 

The Institute season for 1904-05 opened November lo, 1904, and 

continued without interruption, except during the holiday season and the 

week of the Corn School, 

March. 

January 2] 23- 28, 1905, to the close early in 

The schedule of meetings previously arranged by the State Superin- 

tendent of. Institutes is as follows: 

SCHEDULE OF WINTER FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Annual meetings designated by bold=face type. 

Speakers assigned but one day of two-day institutes have dates on the right of names. 

In case of no figures on the right the speaker is assigned both days. 

Place of Meeting and Chairman 
of Institute. 

Date. Assigned Speakers. 

Brown, Needmore 
Wm. M. Waltman, Beanblossom. 

Brown, Nashville 
Wm.M. Waltman, Beanblossom. 

Clark, New Washington.............. 
W.P. Bottorff, Charlestown, R. 2. 

Clark, Otisco. 
W.P. Bottorff, Charlestown, R. 2. 

Crawford, English................ 
Jno. H. Jenkins, Magnolia. 

Pike, Winslow 
A. H. Johnson, Petersburg....... 

PSE Ye NAIM rcs cis. cohen 6 Secneee oe ees 
J.J. Wheeler, Rome 

Pariy ey OnOY seas 8 2c.) 2 dels toe orhee cistarerecs 
JeoaWinoeler, OMe) sac. acec oe 

DDENCOLAMLOGEDONU> 3.2 de secc cian oe ota 
C. C. Dawson, Grandview 

Dubois, Ireland 
KE. B. Hemmer, Huntingburg. 

Dubois, Ferdinan tS a an aN 
Hemmer, Huntingburg. 

Vanderburgh, McCutchanville .. 
W.C. Goldsmith, Evansville, R.5 

Decatur, Greensburg............... 
B. F. Gaston, Westport, R. 2 

Ripley, Napoleon .................. 
T. G. Day, Correct 

Dearborn, Ebenezer Church ...... 
NOD Ourntis Aurora. .<csae.. 

Jennings, Butlerville.............. | 
Jno. E. Amick, Scipio......... .. 

Jefferson, Tryus Church .......... 
R. H. Wood, Madison, R. 4....... 

Beet Lexington USeeserie 
H. Collings, Vienna, R.1. 

Switzerland, Vevay............... 
Jno. P. Porter, Vevay 

Owen, Ornin ceyerana tec gic sae 
A. L, Pochin, Spencer. 

November 15 

November 16 
November 17 

November 14 

November 15 

November 16. ........ 
November 17 
November 18 
November 19 

November 14 
November 15 
November 16 
November 17 
November 18......... 
November 19. ....... 

November 16 

November 17 

November 18 
November 19 

November 21 
| November 22 
November 23 

| November 24 
' November 25 
November 26 

November 21 
November 22 
November 23 
November 24 
November 25 

November 25......... 
November 26 

November 28......... 

| 
| J. A. Burton. 

| J. A. Burton. 
Mrs. L. G. Fitzpatrick. 

J. H. Gwaltney. 

| J. H. Gwaltney. 

U. M. Stewart (16). 
J.H. Gwaltney. 
J.A. Burton (18). 
J. H.,Gwaltney. 

L. A. Stockwell. 
Le B. Anderson. 
L. A. Stockwell. 
W. B. Anderson. 
Prof. H &. Van Norman (19). 
L. A. Stockwell. 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 

J.J.W. Billingsley. 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 
W.B. Anderson (19). 

E. H. Collins. 
D. W. King (22) 
D. W. King (23) 
E. H. Collins 
E. H.C: llins. 
D. W. King (26) 

D. W. King (21) 
J.A. Burton. 
J.A. Burton. 
D. W. King (24). 
U.M. Stewart. 

J. A. Burton. 
J. W. Cooperider. 

J. A. Burton. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman Date 
of Institute. Assigned Speakers. 

Owen wHreed omy, 2. - eed naiee November 29......... J. A. Rurton, D. W. King. 
A. L. Pochin, Spencer. 

Shelby, Bogestown 2 ER, See ae November 30......... J.J.W. Billingsley. 
O. L. Coyle, Shelbyville. 

Shelby Blat Rocks. 7.4.04 .te-c- Decemberl.......... J.J. W. Billingsley. 
O. L. Coyle, Shelbyville. 

| 

Wecatur Suck adhe: veccces ass oon | December'2.. 240... 000 J.J. W. Billingsley. 
B. F. Gaston, Westport, R. 2. 

Decatur, New Point. 2. 9.225 ..2 December 3.......... J.J. W. Billingsley. 
B. F. Gaston, Westport. 

icone Bloampfieldtes2 2 20. aces November 28........ D. W. King (28). . 
B. Taylor, Blocmfield...... November 29......... J.H. Gwaltney. 

Dubois, Huntingburg . November 30 D. W. King (30). 
E. B. Hemmer, Huntingburg me December oa5-5 cee J. H. Gwaltney. 

Harrison, Elizabeth. Bo) DOCOMPEr at. soe. s ee D. W. King. 
TW. Eurton, tlizabeth. | 

Harrison, liacontaea ee eesosec.aes en December 3.......... D. W. King. 
PW Usarten, Hivabath. 

Daviess, Washington .............. December 2 --555-6-- W. J. Ritterskamp (2). 
P. McHenry, Washington........ December 3.......... J. H. Gwaltney. 

Washington, Little York............. December 1......... | D. B. Johnson. 
eacock, Canton. | | 

Washington, Kossuth ............... December 22:22... D. B. Johnson. 
J Heacock, Canton. 

Wastin etonwbekint §tlcsneecc Decemberianceoeceke D.B. Johnson. 
F. J. Heacock, Canton. 

Hendricks, Danville.............. November 30....,.... | U. M. Stewart. 
dive) cD ORT WAIMO ee teen a an December 1 ./..2...2. Mrs. C. N. Lindley (1). 

Madison, Alexandria -.<¢.:. 22-.0<< December2.... .... | Mrs. O. E. Carter (2). 
I. B. Jones, Pendleton ........... Décemberisea.scos.s: U. M. Stewart 

Allen, Fort Wayne. eee [November 285.5. -5. M. L. Fisher (28). 
Geo. V. Kell, Huntertown ....... November 29.........| E. C. Martindale. 

Slog SWSYZ6On nee a thee Soon acta | November 30.....-... E.C. Martindale. 
ree Burrier, Marion R.1...... Decemberl .........| Mrs. N.'De Vilbiss (1). 

Delaware Albany SARS Aeooion Een Oee December 2.......... | E. C. Martindale. 
.P Prigg, Daleville R. 1. / 

Johnson, White River Township...., December3.......... E.C. Martindale. 
H. E. Lochry, Franklin. 

‘ 

aU TA yrpaletaro dF 00 Lae Pac co tmechoodnentosy December 2.......... J.P. Davis (2) 
Ss; K- BellhPortlandis:- seas" December 38.......... | W.B. Flick. 

Montgomery, Crawfordsville ..... November 29......... A.P. Durnsi 
Geo. Harshbarger, Ladoga....... November 30......... ProterAcaeey aaiGka (30). 

Mountain, Covington, s.. ollsk. see Decemberl1.......... Mrs. va C. Meredith. 
Theo. Romine, Veedersburg..... 

Hountain sKingmantcect a tetcc cetess December 2.......... Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 
Theo. Romine Veedersburg. 

Warrenybine) Villagete cache se. ee December 3.......... Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 
Cc. Cc. ivans, Hedrick. 

Wie lis NOSHTAN: oo. 3) auontere ccna ante November 28......... A. G. Burkhart. 
M. Buckner, Poneto. 

W ells, ‘Key FELOTLG tee wees cree ee November 29,........| A. G@. Burkhart. 
F. M. Buckner, Poneto. 

White, Chalmers . | Decemberl1.........:| A. G. Burkhart. 
Ss. Myers, Monticello. 

W bile. Monon . ae, Pattee December 2 ......-... A. G. Burkhart. 
S. W. Myers, Monticello. 

White, Mee Gia -(:) a eeey ener December 3.......... A. G@. Burkhart. 
8S. W. Myers, Monticello. | | 

« 

wy 
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Place of Boone aaa Chairman | Date. Assigned Speakers. 

Hake; bransywick -eehess ssacee. oan December5..-:...:- | J.J. W. Billingsley. 
ee ra Leroy. | ; 

Lake, bowolle2 co a een December6.......... J.J. W. Billingsley. 
C. B. Benjamin, Leroy. 

INewitom,s MivAyr sce ao: eben | December7 .......... eb svelien Wis ee ecles 
W.wW. Miller, Mat Aty ried ent esses December 8 .......... J. W. Mills (8). 

White, Monticello ..... .......... | December9.......... | Prof H. E. Van Norman (9). 
S. W. Myers, Monticello.......... December 10......... J.J.W Billingsley. 

Adams, Decatur..................... December5.......... | E OC. Martindale. 
C.D. Kunkle, Decatur .......... December6...... ... D. F. Maish (6). 

Vermillion, Dana............. .... December 7.......-.. | Chas. Davis (7). 
BertiCook, Quaker) .t2:<...2:-1-2-- December 8°.........- O. F. Lane. 

Bartholomew, Columbus ....... December 5.......... U.M. Stewart. 
John L. Jones, Columbus R.3...| December 6.......... A. G. Burkhart (6). 

Warion, Broad Ripple ............. December7.......... J.W_ Mills (7). 
J.J. Millhouse, Bplay Mills ....| December 8......... U. M. Stewart. 

Morgan, Monrovia .\4-.. -..:2s-2.<. | Deeember9......... U.M Stewart. 
. Macy, Mooresville. : 

Morgan, Eminence. ......- -.---.| December 10..... ...| U. M. Stewart. 
. Macy, Mooresville. 

Elkhart, Goshen ................... December 5......... A. P. Burnside. 
S.A. Hoover, Goshen ............ December 6.........| J. M Cantley (6).7 

Ha pOrbWeEstVILlG! 000 ores. cooce ce cos December 7 A. P. Burnside. 
H. W. Henry, Laporte. ; 

Laport, MaeCrUSsel Ok ot ele December 8......... A.P. Burnside. 
H W. Henry, Laporte. : 

HApOLLO Elana: | fe) ee )-bec adc cn sos: December 9......... A. P. Burnside. 
H. W. Henry, Laporte. 

Sd bre Georgetown. ve December 5........ J.H. Gwaltney. 
S. Summers, Georgetown. J. | Decemberebs... jos D. W. King 6). 

Spencer, Ghrisney: 2 e26s.2oc654 oe December 7........ D. W. King (7). 
C. C. Dawson, Grandview ....... December 8......... J.H. Gwaltney. 

Warrick, Boonville pte eg an ee, December 9........ J. W. Cooperider. 
C.C. Ferguson, Boonyille......... Decemberl0........ D. W. King (10). 

Owen, puecer aS: ct BAS December 5 ........ D. W. King (5). 
ochin, Spencer............ December 6.........| J. W. Cooperider. 

Lawren« Ga) Mitchelie.) oe tacts occ December 7 ....... J. W. Cooperider. 
.S. Duncan, Bedford ........... Deceimber 8........ D. W. King (38). 

Orange, Grleansine fasee keene: | December 9........ D. W. King (9). 
J. W.Monical, Orleans .......... | December 10.........| J. H. Gwaltney. 

Monroe. Bloomington.. Sid ago |) CE ye Vrs ane ee A. G. Burkhart. 
J.B. Kirby, Bloomington ootenese December 8.........| W. B. Anderson (8). 

Martin, Loogootee.................. December 9........ W.B. Anderson (9). 
A.C. Porter, Loogootee .......... December 10.........| A. G. Burkhart. 

Knox; Nreelandville’....-¢...022.-2. December 10......... W.B. Anderson. 
Capt. Ellis House, Bicknell. 

Shelby, Shelbyville. .......--| December12... Prof. H. E Van Norman (12). 
. L. Coyle, Shelbyville . pone, oe December 13 .. A. G. Burkhart. 

Franklin, Brookville . .. ... | December 14. A. G. Burkhart. 
Harry M. Stoops, Brookville... December 15 Mrs. O. E. Carter. 

Ohio, Mt. Pleasant*................ | December 16 Mrs. O. E. Carter. 
M. L. Harris, Rising Sun.........| December 17. A. G. Burkhurt. 

Elsinicoe kanWallowiesser ese elec December 12......... J.B. Burris. Ae! 
Vard Finnell, Maxwell. 

Randolph, Modoc _.. ..-| Decemberl13......... J.B. Burris. 
ic . Farquhar, Modoc, R 27. 

Wells, Biatitoneeerewreeee ss .udee 5 arae December 14......... J.B. Burris. 
F. M. Buckner, Poneto........... December 15......... Alva Agee (15). 

Huntington, Wetrrenmi ity ibe +k. December 16......... C. B. Benjamin. 
Oliver Kline, Huntington, R. 1. 
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: | 
Place of Bi hace ery ae aan of | Date Assigned Speakers. 

Hniantmeton, Mit. Hit oo! see esle se | December 17......... C. B. Benjamin. 
Oliver Kline, Huntington, R.1. | 

ay Se Romney a Aoeeticncoceeea: | December 17......... A. P. Burnside. 
ilber F. Kolb, fafaseite, Reo: 

Ihagranee, PLrObine cee caeee ston ors December 12......... Alva Agee. 
CEN. Libey, Lima. 

Lagrange, Topeka .................. December 13. .......| Alva Agee. 
C.N. Libey, Lima. 

Whitley, Churubusco ........ Bc boar | December 14......... Alva Agee. 
N.F. Watson, Columbia City, R.7. 

Wabash, Lafontaine BS | pase December 16......... Alva Agee. 
Jas. B.) Mack, Wabash, R. 1. 

ee North Manchester Keene Scar December 17......... Alva Agee. 
E. Mack, Wabash, R.1. j 

Knox, Oaktown. | December 12......... W.D. Zinn. 
Capt. Ellis House, Bicknell 

Cg Frichton. ae ae 
Capt. Ellis House, Bicknell..... 

Jackson, Brownstown 
Luckey, Seymour. 

Washington, Campbellsburg 
F.J. Heacock, Canton 

reas Algiers 
. Johnson, Petersburg. 

Vandorbarehy St. Joe 
Wace Goldsmith, cae R.5. 

Mobles Albion scctcesstteacethaecaces 
Perry J. Stanley, Albion. 

Noble, pada ae 
Perry J. Stanley, Albion. 

Huntington, Roanoke.. 
Oliver Kline, Huntington, Rial 

Huntington, Markle 
Oliver Kline, Huntington, R.1. 

Monroe, South Granger 
J. B. Kirby, Bloomington. 

Monroe, Harrodsburg 
. Kirby, Bloomington. 

Putnam, Cloverdale 
L. A. Stockwell, Cloverdale. 

Putnam, Bainbridge . 
L. A. Stockwell, Cloverdale. 

Berton a adenweetccceaen te aces 
J. A. Blasdel, Fowler, R. 2. 

Boone, Terhune .. ¥ 
. Holloman, Lebanon, R. 7. 

Tipton, Sharpsville Aenea ne | 
Pernial Blazer, Tipton. 

Boone, Jamestown 
R. G. Holloman, Lebanon, R. 7. 

Rush, Manila..... 
W.L. Rrown, Rushville. 

Rush, Carthage 
W.L L. Brown, Rushville. 

Greene, Lyons ae 
George B. Taylor, Bloomfield .. 

Vigo, Cy Creek Grange. 
Tyler, Terre Haute, R.4..... 

Poseyville : 
. Gwaltney, Poseyville....... cE vim 

December 13 
December 14 

| December 15 
| December 15 

| December 17 

December 15 

December 17 

December 19 

December 20 

December 21 

| December 20 

| December 21 

| 

December 21 

| December 22 

December 23 

| DacpmiberiGuee isa 

December 22......... 

| December 19......... 

| December 22......... 

December 20........ 

December 20. ....... 

December 21 

December 27 
December 28......... 
December 29 
December 80 

January 7... 
| ANALY Os oce tance ast 

Miss M. Waters. 
Miss M. Waters. 

inn. 
J. W. Cooperider. 

J _W. Cooperider (16). 
W.D. Zi 

J.H. Gwaltney. 

J. H. Gwaltney. 

1nn. 

D. B. Johnson. 

D. B. Johnson. 

C. B. Benjamin. 

C.B. Benjamin. 

W.D. Zinn. 

W. D. Zinn. 

W.D. Zinn. 

W.D. Zinn. 

J.H. 

. Gwaltney. 

Gwaltney. 

. Gwaltney. 

. Gwaltney. 

E.C. 

E.C. Martindale. 

Prof. W. C. Latta (27), 
W.B. Anderson. 
H. N. Slater (29). 
W.B. Anderson. 

| Wm. H. Jack (6). 
J. W. Cooperider. 

Martindale. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman 

=I Lid — 

BME Cate. Date. Assigned Speakers. 

| 

Boone, Lebanon . | AMIMATY | Olporsetice 5. Prof. J. H. Skinner (7). 
R.G. Holloman, Lebanon, Bits JNU Ye ieee. sac E. C. Martindale. 

FNGRTNS, (BOLNG wae aics hse ceert nen sce AMUN: Viaeeear ace W.A. Hart. 
_ C.D. Kunkle, Decatur. 

Hendol hh, Winchester............ January 6 ese Hone -.| T.S. Nugen (6). 
arquhar, Modoe, R. 27..... AANM AT Varhesee teases | A. G. Burkhart. 

Tippeeance, Byaiydio nian tasers cece | JRNWMAT Vala tans Ace ate | Prof. H. E. Van Norman. 
F. Kolb, Lafayette, R. 5. * 

Franklin, Hairfi sid ceitghh Mivesk « Ajeynbne7 (5 occasqnaeoe T. A. Coleman (6). 
Harry M. Stoops, Brookville..... JMU Ya ence voces | D B. Johnson. 

rata be Maenarigecperecmccn conn | caM ays Ogee tee A. G. Burkhart. 
N. Libey, TST 2 ae Oe ae ae Jananyal Oe ter nines a B. M. Thorne (10). 

Ap nls Ni ¥-40) enn Gees gence Januanyslicce eke. | A. G. Burkhart. 
T.W Teegarden. Pleasant Lake. Ayo eh, WE Ae ae saa J. M. Cantley (12). 

Dekalb, St. Joe Station............ | January 13.........5. J. M. Cantley (138). 
H. M. Widney, St. Joe........... Jamuapyilaecn see coe te A. G. Burkhart. 

INO Dew alOULOM cc ecttecas cotsce fawas je daTilay) Oe snete es = D. B. Johnson. 
Perry J. Stanley, Albion» 

Noble, Wolf Lake. ... January 10) 222 ..2.8. D. B. Johnson. 
Perry Ae Stanley, Albion. 

Kosciusko, Milford’: :.22-5.25...0.:.. Jama ary ils cae ee D. B. Johnson. 
H W. Reber. Warsaw. 

Kosciusko, North Webster.......... | January 12........... D. B. Johnson. 
H. W. Reber, Warsaw. } 

Marshall, Plymouth. ............. January 13...........| Haines (13). 
Dayid J. Van Vactor, Plymouth.| January 14...... .| J. P. Davis. 

Newton wkentland@sr..j\..0eschsecbe.. JanWaTysG tas gece J.J.W. Billingsley. 
W.W. Maller wMteAyre cece. 40. January 10.......... | J. H. Gwaltney. 

Benton, Boswell ei ied uN enor eee ve Jue ee (11). 
J.A.Blasdel, Fowler, BMoee Ce. SAM MAT ip pices see J.J. W. Billingsley. 

Warren, Williamsport MSS ANU Velowease ee J.J.W.Billingsley. 
C. C. Evans, Hedrick............ January 14.......... Prof. A. T. Wiancko (14). 

Blackford, Hartford City 
O. K. Moore, Hartford City 

Delaware, Muncie. 
J.P. Prigg, Daleville, R.1 

Grant, Mariaiies jo hob w le 
A. A. Burrier, Marion, R. 1 

Howard, Kokomo 
Jno. Ingels, Center. 

Clinton, Piddle Fork 
Maish, Frankfort 

Carroll, Flora. 
W. Eikenberry, Bringhurst. 

Carroll, Deer Creek . 
_W. Hikenberry, Bringhurst. 

Martin, Burns City............ PR titi 
Porter, Loogootee. 

Sullivan, Fairbanks... 
Chas. Lawson, Staffordshire 

Clay, Center Point . 
Maj.R.L. Kennedy, Center Point. 

Porter, Shea eise 
L. G. Furness, Furnessville...... 

Laporte, Laporte. Bia ysisiatetusateiaye 
H. enry, Waporte............ 

St. nok South Bend 
A. Metzger, Granger 

January 9 

| January 11.. 

| January 12 

January Ossees oe 

January 12.. 
January 13 
January 14 

January 9.. 
January 10.. 
January 1l.. 
January 12.. 

January 14 

AMAT el OL s-e ook ee 

January 11 
January 12 
January 13 
January 14 

January 9 
January 10 
January 11 

January 13 
January 14 

January 13.......... | 

Cy RY 

Mrs. V -C. Meredith. 
T.S. Nugen (10). 
T.S. Nugen (11). 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith. ' 
J. W. Mills. 

. B. Burris. 
. Fouts (10). 
. Fouts (11). 

. B. Burris. 

. B. Burris. 

. B. Burris. 

. F, Lane. 

F. Lane. 
M. Stewart (12). 

U.M Tear (13). 
ane. F.L 

. O. Lockridge. 
iss Grace Erwin (10). 

Lockridge. 
Gwaltney (12). 
Somers (13). 
Lockridge. 

[=) 

ease 

Potpe> 

3(0)- 
Bs i 
5 ING 
. 0. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman wee Ra ee Date. Assigned Speakers. 

Fayette, Connersville .............. JSABUALY ot a eececus T. A. Coleman (9). 
Grant Williams,Connersville,R.3, January 10........... E. C. Martindale. 

Jackgons Mooneyn. oss hace eee January, lilecses oe sees J. A Burton. 
J. uckey, Seymour. < : 

Ripleys Versailles. o). scerenpe se cece JaANUary Us on. - eae E C. Martindale. 
TAG Day Gorrect. esses. eeeee. January 12.5 2.4.2 ~| J. A. Burton (12). 

Lawrence, Heltonville............... January 13..... .....| J. A. Burton (13). 
R.S8. Duncan, Bedford.......... January Lh eit. cscs, E.C. Martindale. 

WEA smad Macy, 92552. 25chiecenese seo SANUWaArye Oss sae Freeman (9). 
. F. Nash, Peru 

Fulton, Rochester 
Frank Montgomery, Rochester... 

ues tar Nappanee. 
. A. Hoover, Goshen 

Dearborn, Manchester 
no. D. Curtis, Aurora. 

Scott, Scottsburg 
A. H. Collings, Vienna, R.1. 

Orang, Bromer 
AS Monibale ‘Orleans. 

Orainze, Paoli 
J onical, Orleans. 

Harrison, Crandall. Re 
dt Eurton, Elizabeth. 

Harrison, DePauw : 
T. W. Eurton, Elizabeth. 

Montgomery, Waveland 
Geo. Harsbbarger, Ladoga. 

Montgomery, Darlington . ao 
Geo. Harshbarger, Ladoga. 

Clinton, Frankfort . 
D. F. Maish, Frankfort 

. Tippecanoe, Lafayette 
Wilbur F. Kolb, Lafayette, R.5.. 

Pulaski. Winamac. kas 
J.E Lackey, Medaryville . 

Starke, North Judson 
Fred Garing, North Judson 

Lake, Crown Point 
C. B. Benjamin, Leroy 

8 Walton 
J M. Cantley, = 

Jasper, Remington.. 
Wm. Augspurger, Rensselaer R. 3) 

peper: Rensselaer . 
m HAA Te Rensselaer R.3 

Jasper, Wheatfield . 
Wm. Augspurger, Rensselaer R. 3) 

wogansport. 

Henry, New Castle. 
Will O’Harra, Mt. Summit R. 1. 

Hancock, Greenfield. 
Vard Finnell, Maxwell... 

Hendricks, Pittsboro..... . a3 
JDO ATO stuehs v seve a2ee 

Jackson, Seymour 
tate Seymour. 

Johnson, Franklin. este 
H. E. Lochry. Franklin .. 

muah Rushville... 7 
. L. Brown, Rushville. 

January 10 
January 11 
January 12 
January 13 
January 14 

January 9 

January 10 

January ll 

January 12 

..| January 13 

January 14 

January 16 

January 17 

January 18 
January 19 
January 20 
Ae) ) 7 Ce eee 

January 16 
January 17 
January 18 
Sa DUT Ilo esenetaae ee 
Janvary 20ueces- ase 
January 21 

January 16 

January 17 
January 18 
January 19 
January 20 
January 21 

.| January 16 
January 17 
January 18 
January 19 
January 20 
January 21 

January 16 
| January 17 | Alva Agee. 

2H) DaMUany, 1B ieee. 
| January 19.. 
January 20.. 
January 21... 

.H Collins. 
B. M. Thorne (11). 
E.H Collins. 
Prof J. Troop (138). 
E. H. Collins. 

U. M. Stewart. 

L. A. Stockwell. 

J. W. Cooperider. 

J. W. Cooperider. 

J. W. Cooperider. 

J. W. Cooperider. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

.J.H. Skinner (18). 
V.C. Meredith. 

. Maish. 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 

. B. Flick. 
T. Fouts (17). 
Prof. H. E. Van Norman (18). 
W.B Flick. 
W.B. Flick (20). 
J.J. W. Billingsley. 

A. G. Burkhart. 

Mrs. L. G. ieee (18). 
A. G. Burkh 
ag Mois Veber (19). 
A. Burkhart. , 
A. G. Burkhart. 

. M. Cantley (16). 

. H. Gwaltney. 
. W. Butler (18). 

. H. Gwaltney. 
G. P. Newsom (20). 
J.H. Gw itney. 

Mrs. L. G. Fitzpatrick (16). 

G. P. Newsom (18). 
Alva Agee. 
J. A. Burton (20). 
Alva Agee. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman 
of Institute. 

Porter, McCool . Saas 
Ga Furness, Furnessville. 

Pulaski, Medaryville 
J. E. Lackey, Medaryville 

Porter, Kouts.... arnt 
L: G. Furness, Furnessville. 

Starke, Knox pe 
Fred Garing, North Judson. 

Kosciusko. Mentone.............,..- 
H.W. Reber, Warsaw. 

Kosciusko, Warsaw........... .. 
H. W. Reber, Wa saw. 

Putnam, Greencastle 
L. A. Stockwell, Cloverdale, ects 

Jennings, Scipio ... ae ere 
Jno. E. Amick, Seipio. 

Bartholomew, Azalia. 
Jno. L. Jones, Columbus. R. 3. 

Eee nOlomey Newberne. 
L. Jones, Columbus, noe 

vate Rat che 
Grant Williams Connersville, R.3 

Wayne, Cambridge City .. 
Thos. A. ee Cambridge City, 

Howard SY. CAMOLE <4. ...5 sees sce os: 
Jno. Ingels, Center. 

Hamilton, Noblesville ........... 
Perry Johnson, Noblesville...... 

Marion, West Newton 
J.J. Milhous, Valley Mills 

Tippecanoe, Montmorenci. ......... 
Wilber F. Kolb, Lafayette, R. 5. 

Miadison, Anderson ............... 
IVE Busby,/Anderson snesc.ceee 

Randolphsiearker 0 .2sccscbicces.c-- 
ide Farquhar, Modog, R. 27. 

Wore: Green’s Fork 
ore: Henty, Campades City, 

Re ; 
Union, Liberty. Rao ocCrne 

'T.. €. Burnside, Liberty.....-...-. 

Morgan, Mooresville... ........... 
P. Macy, Mooresville......... 

HamiltnnwArCadisiass..sceosesc te cck 
Perry Johnson, Noblesville. 

Hamilton a@anmelcr. st. a) osc-hsc = +> 
Perry Johnson, Noblesville. 

Allens Humtertowiie.2. 2: tes os 6-- 
Geo. V. Kell, Huntertown. 

Steuben, Ashley. BS HE ee ete Re Meee 
Teegarden, Pleasant Lake. 

Allen, Monroeville ...... 
Geo. V. Kell, Huntertown. 

Allen, Hoagland SMe Hoanadeiene We tie ce 
Geo. V. Kell. Huntertown. 

Cass, Logansport: j.cancceccccs cue. 
J.M. Cantley, Logansport...... 

Parke, Rockvilliepic: cements cee since 
Lewis Boyd, Rockville........... 

Montgomery: Lad doga_...- bea th 
Geo. Harshbarger, Ladoga. 

Fountain, Veedersburg............ 
Theo. Romine, Veedersburg 

Wiarren, State line: se-eetees cents nace 
Cyrus C. Evans, Hedrick. 

Assigned Speakers. 

Via MUETYUlifieeeeede he 

Dewalt ad ket eer wesae 
AE one he Ee ee ae 
VAMWAnyi 20 sees. ee 

SANUALY Aliases. ocee 

SMUMALY, Lipase sae 

AMMA YOLS. cele tee 
amarye WO) cece eat 
January 20 
SaAMW ARVs eee acc 
JS ANUAN YOO son vee ons 12 

JanWanyialia-ee. sake 

Hebrwary, less eee 

Webritarye2e secs 2s 

Hebruanyion eee 

Mebruary.4ies. cn oss 

JaniwaTyolee sauces 

Mebrilanye lessees scec 
Hebritary2i a eee: 
Hebrianyviow eee ce 
Hebruary 44s. 2a. ces. 

Webritary tee te acess 

Kebruanyaties cs. sce es 
Webruany: Senses: seen 
NebruaGy: See. ss econ 

Rebruany:9e-cs occ. ee 

February 10......... 
February J0.°.... 2.2: 
Hebruaryillancssseo- 

February 6........... 
Mebruanrye fete. 
iHebruanyiSa.ecsica: 

Hebruany/ oes. eee 

Hebruiany ise sce: 

Hebrwany sees eee 

Hebruary Sitsse..-- 

Mebruanys Ol. .ctctss 

HebruaryilOm ss). 
iebruaryillen rere 

HebriaryiOecees. css: 
Hebruanyalensesdeeee 
HebruarnyS: 2 cee sce 

Rebruary. 9.5.42. -2-- 
Hebruary, 102.224 --+- 
HWebruary llesc.. as 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 

T. Fouts (18). 
J.J.W. Billingsley. 
Jo By Barris. 

J.B. Burris. 

Jeb yburrise 

B. M. Thorne (18). 
J.B Burris. 
D. B. Johnson. 
Prot. J. H. Skinner (21). 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 

Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 

E. H. Collins (8).7 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

A.G. Burkhart. 

W.B Flick (1). 
A.G. Burkharl 
Mrs. L. G. Fitzpatrick (3). 
A.G. Burkhart. 

Prof. J. Troop. 

J.B. Burris. 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith. 
A. G@. Burkhart. 

G. Burkhart. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 
J. H. Gwaltney. 
Mrs. V.C. Meredith (11). 

A. W. Butler (6). 
J. H. Gwaltney. 
J.H. Gwaltney. 

J.H. Gwaltney. 

E. C. Martindale. 

H.C. 

. Martindale. 

. Martindale. 

Martindale. 

. Martindale. 
Prof. H. E. Van Norman (10). 

F. Maish (6). 
B. Johnson. 
B. Johnson. 

12 
B 

ibe 

. Newsom (9). 
. Johnson. 
Johnson. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman 
of Institute. 

Gibson, Ft. Branch. 
A. G. Holeomb, Ft. Branch | 

Warrick, pankeetown ve 
erguson, Boonville .. 

Posey, wt. Vernon 
J. H. Gwaltney, Poseyville 

Miami, Bunker Hill 
B. F. Nash, Peru 

ob 

Fulton, Kewanna .. 
Frank Montgomery, Rochester. | 

Carron Owasso. oe kis ot Sacre ee 
J.W. Eikenberry, Bringhurst..... 

Clay, ae Green 
aj. R.L. Kennedy, Center Point 

Vigo, Toreaiatter ne tee kos | 
. Tyler, Terre Haute, R.4. a 

Daviess, Elnora 
P. McHenry, Washington........ 

Wea) Yorktown 
Prigg, Daleville, R. 1. 

Wabash, Roann .. | 
Jas. B. Jack, Wabash, Ral. 

Wabash, Wabash ke as Sse. 
Jas. E. Jack, Wabash, R. 1. 

Lake, Leroy 
C. B. Benjamin, Leroy. 

ee Mooreland 
Will O’Harra, Mt.Summitt, R.1. 

ones Middletowitescacceoete 
Will O’Harra, Mt.Summitt, R.1., 

Tipton, Tipton 
Pernial Blazer, Tipton 

Jay, Pennville 
p52. Bell} Portland 73... --r1 

Marshall, Culver 
David . VanVactor, Plymouth. 

St. Joe, Wyatt 
E. A. Metzger, Granger. 

EL A. Metzger, Granger. 
Hotln Corunna. ae a 

. Widney, St. Joe. 

Park eioctve ui Uaet at ccaecdicee clint tac ree 
Lewis Boyd, Rockville. 

PAT Or eke reece tia cam lae ain 
Lewis Boyd, Rockville. 

Renton, Otterbein sets) ees os. 
. Blasdell, Fowler, R.2..... 

Lies. Mt. Olympus; felvee veces eaves 
. Holeomb, Ft. Branch. 

Gibson ; Somerville. 
AY G Holeomb, Ft. Branch. 

Crawford, Pilot Knob 
Jno. H. Jenkins, Magnolia. 

| February 17 

| February 15 

| February 16 

Date. 

February 13..-........ 
February 14.... 
February 15.... 
February 16 
February 17 
February 18 

February 13 
February 14 
February 15 

February 16 

February 17 
Webrugry 18.......-.. 
February 13......... 
February 14 
Rebruary, 15)-0-- +---.- 
February 16 

February 18 

February 14 

February 17 

| February 20 

| February 21 

Wabruary 22,.-..+ 26 
February 53 eo 
February '24..:...... 
February 25.......... 

February 20 

February 21 

February 22 

February 23........../ 

February 24 

| F ebruary as 

b Mebroe ry 23 ie. a eres 

| February 24 
| February 25 

Marah.) sachs one 

Marohi2ices i esc.s seks 

March 4 

Assigned Speakers. 

Martindale. 
Gwaltney (14). 
. Gwaltney (15). 
. Martindale. 

. Ritterskamp (17). 
. Martindale. 

i a Stewart. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

| D. F. Maish (17). 
Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 
Chas. Davis (13). 
J.B. Burris. 
Prof. H. E. Van Norman (15). 
J.B. Burris. 
W.B. Anderson 117). 
J.B. Burris. 

|W. A. Hart. 

D.B. Johnson. 

| D. B. Johnson. 

| D. B. Johnson. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

D. F. Maish (22). 
Mrs. V_ C. Meredith. 

| W.B. Flick (24). 
Mrs. V. C. Meredith. 

E. C. Martindale. 

. C. Martindale. 

. C. Martindale. 

. C. Martindale. 

BE. C. Martindale. 

A. G. Burkhart. 
H.C. Martindale (25). 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 

J.J. W. Billingsley. 
Prof. W. CU. Latta (25). 

J. H. Gwaltney. 

J. H. Gwaltney. 

J.H. Gwaltney. 
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Place of Meeting and Chairman Water aarti tTices Assigned Speakers. 

UchiionnGni Ohne nt poe keoseesbeaebooee Manchil s2 2... esos cae | J. A. Burton (1). 
R. Wood, Madison, R.4....... Mian eh 22) ccsans ...--| L. A. Stockwell. 

Switzerland, Moorefielde on J.5. 2: Marches cats. aeseo 2a: | L. A. Stockwell. 
Jno. P. Porter, Vevay. 

Jennings, Comiskey, Yaa oan ECE Mamchistecren cece: | D. B. Johnson. 
Jno. E. Amick, Scipio. 

Sullltvan\, Canlislels sc. -..c: 20-10%» Minnchiols-.eeeas oe. sal W.B. Flick (3). 
Chas. Lawson, Staffordshire ..... Marcht4s sce: | J. B. Burris. 

Clarks Prather’ {var tl ene e---ae-- March Seca. cenee oon vine.) ae G Fitzpatrick (3). 
W. P. Bottorff, Charlestown, R.2.| March 4.............. | J. J. W. Billingsley. 

HultonsyAkEOMG i sy. Wek -e ce stes so March 3....... ee A. G@. Burkhart. 
Frank Montgomery, Rochester. 

Twelve of the meetings arranged for in the foregoing schedule failed 

to materialize through want of co-operation of the local authorities. A 

few meetings were postponed, and a few additional institutes were held. 

making a total of 226 meetings, as previously stated. 

SUMMER INSTITUTES. 

Thirty-one one-day Summer Institutes, especially for farmers’ wives 

and children, were held in June and early July, 1905. Domestite Science, 

Household Conveniences, Poultry Raising, Diseases of Poultry, Juvenile 

Farming, Advantages of Farmers’ Boys and Girls, Industrial Education 

and Education for Home Making were the topics most frequently dis- 

cussed at these summer meetings. 

The schedule of Summer Institutes is as follows: 

SCHEDULE OF SUMMER FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

: 
County, Place and Local Chair- | wan: | Date. Speakers. 

| 

Pap tpn Lup LOW ssn: Koen sese lowists cele Thursday, June 1....| Miss M. M. Mather. 
Mrs. W. L. Berryman, Tipton. Prof. W. C. Latta. 

Union, Wabertysrssecssect ater ses: Friday, June 2....... Miss Mather. 
Oliver Lafuze, Liberty. G. W. Spitzer. 

Wayne, near Centerville............. Saturday, June3....| Miss Mather. __ 
Walter McConaha, Centerville. Prof. H. E. VanNorman. 

Washington, Salem! 222. s5-t4 aac. s+ Monday, June 5...... Miss Mather. 
Mrs. E. L. R. Elliott, Salem. Mr. Spitzer. 

| 

COMVMENCEVENT PURDUE 
HINGIS VB) RRS TIDY G og eee esa rs June 7. 

Cass Of aTISPOED 05-2 cr sce eiseas cee Thursday, June 8 .. | Miss Mather. 
Miss F. Little, Logansport. Mr. Spitzer 

(Adlenyah ts Waynes vc cane as Friday, June 9....... Miss Mather. 
Mrs. M.L. epeneen Ft. Wayne. Mr. Spitzer. 

Huntington, Huntington ............ Saturday, June 10...| Miss Mather. 
B. F. Biliter, Huntington. 

51— Agri. 
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County, Place and Local 
hairman. 

Warren, West Lebanon........-..... 
H. B. Flesher, West Lebanon. 

Boone, Webanonesorcses cies wees eee 
Mrs. M. B. Sonetek: Lebanon. 

Madison, near Anderson. 
Herman Hughel, Anderson. 

Tippecanoe, Wea High School Bldg. 
S. W. Brady, Lafayette R 10. 

RUsh RMS hVillee er. cetaceans 
Mrs. L.B. Harris, Rushville, Ril. 

Hamilton, Sheridan 
P. Davis, Sheridan. 

‘Benton, Boswell: ies cencee cesercee 
James Hooker, Talbot, R. R. 

White Monticello 
Mrs. James Dickey, Monticello. 

Jasper, Rensselaer . : 
rs. He J. Dexter, Rensselaer. 

Lake, ee Point Ae eeeteoas 
Mrs. C. E. Black, Lowell. 

Marshall, Plymoth . Es 
Mrs. M. W. Ross, ‘Teegarden. 

Noble, La Otto 
P.J.Stanley, Albion. 

Hamilton, Carmel 
ollins, Carmel. 

Putnam, Bainbridge 
. C. Bridges, Bainbridge. 

Parke, Rockville . 
Mrs. Chas. Davis, ‘Rockville. 

Vanderburgh, 8tringtown 
W.C. Goldemith, Evansville, R.5., 

Spencer, Rockport . 
Mrs. Carrol Bridges, ‘Rockport. 

Gibson, Owensville. .. de 
Miss Matt Waters, Owensville. 

Carroll, Deer Creek 
Taylor Fouts, Camden. 

Hancock, Greenfield. ............:. 
EB. C. Bartindale, Greenfield. 

Jackson, Reddington 
Mrs. O. E. Carter, Seymour. 

Fountain, Stone Bluft 
Theo. Romine, Veedersburg. 

Vigo, Honey Creek Grange .......... 
Mrs. L. E. Rigney, T’ te H’ te, R.3. 

Sullivan, Paxion. 
_Soseph Shepherd, ‘Carlisle. 

Date. Speakers. 

Monday, June 12 

Tuesday, June 13.... 

Wednesday, June 14. 

Thursday, June 15... 

Friday, June 16 

Saturday, Junel7... 

| Monday, June l9.... 

Tuesday, June 20.... 

| Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. - 

Miss Mather. 
President Stone. 
Dr. Craig. 

| Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 

Wednesday, June 21.| 

Thursday, June 22... | 

Friday, June 23. 

Saturday, June 24 ... 

Monday, June 26 

Tuesday, June 27... 

Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
r. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. J. Troop. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
| Mr. Spitzer. 

Wednesday, June 28. | 

Thursday, June 29... 

Friday, June 30. 

Saturday, July 1 

| Monday, July 10 

Tuesday, July 11 

Wednesday, July 

Thursday, July 15 

Friday, July 14. 

12. 

OU wee 

Saturday, July 15.... 

Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

| Miss Mather. 
| Mr. Spitzer. 

| Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Migs Mather. 
Mr. Spitzer. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 

Miss Mather. 
Pres. W. E. Stone. 

Miss wel 
Dr. R. A. Craig. 

Miss Mather. 
Prof. Latta. 



ATTENDANCE AT THE INSTITUTES. 

FARMERS INSTITUTES. 803 

The attendance at the early winter meetings was, in some cases, 

disappointing, owing to the lateness of the corn crop and wet weather 

in the late autumn. Throughout the latter half of November and early 

December the farmers felt the necessity of gathering corn whenever con- 

ditions were favorable, and this, necessarily, greatly reduced the attend- 

ance at many meetings in these months. 

In the following table will be found the data as to number of meet- 

ings, number of sessions, attendance at the several meetings in 1904-05, 

and a comparison, by counties, of attendance for the two years—1903-04 

and 1904-05. , 

TABLE SHOWING ATTENDANCE AT WINTER FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

County. 

Boone... 

Daviess . 

Dearborn 

Decatur . 

Dekalb.. 

Delaware 

cess tases i.... 

Place, 1904-1905. 

1a Wi nd odin podemanode ae 
HUN teRcowen ole eateeeen = 
Monroeville ............. 
Hoarlandicnti acess ssaes on 
Mecatura ccs ess cseeaese. 
IBErnommertocomacck ect 

IBORwelll acceso teecroeosee 
Otterbein oe eeeee nee 
Hartford City.oc cece = ce 
Merhime eecnssesecce one 
JAMESTOWN, fosces.s2 ess 
Meabanonterssetw sseee ees 
INe@edimoren: 26 csccsearee ee 
INaishivalVemeeeese sewer. 
WloraAstcaseencncuce sachs 

Wisltonteaoncatecanccuseose 
Mogansporte-cncs secre ss 
New Washington........ 
OLISCOVE foo hee aah eens 
Prathercacescn-csceccece 
CenterPomts: ccc cceee 
Bowling Green .......... 
Mid dlethonkesscanccceke sees 
Hranktontie-cctjccccssciss = 
Wnelishteascre soe e osses te 
Pilinte WMO sess nese cles oe ee 
Washington) )5.0.05-0.5.- 
MOT Aa ce nc oe cele ce. seat 
Ebenezer Church........ 
Manchester..........-... 
Greeneburgis:ceccs-ce sss) 
Sta Paulirtecescessescee: 
St Joe Station........... 
Cortnmasc. oess cases 

Number of 
Sessions 

DOH DD OO OTD CON OT RR OOO Oro Gn bs CO DO OTD OT CO CT CTD BR bY Cobo DO PO ODO te bo on 

Number 
Present. 

Attendance by 
Counties. 

1904-05. | 1903-04. 

1,045 922 

551 230 

| 873 674 

559 150 
338 375 

431 496 

340 128 

| 923 387 

| 813 436 

519 651 

500 895 

1,329 1,508 

412 421 

573 537 

463 780 

131 550 

1,448 855 

399 630 
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AT WINTER FARMERS’ INSTITUTES—Continued. - 

County. Place, 1904-1905. 

Dubois 

BMWharteas ibs case 
Wavettcw sansa cecccutee, 

IiWanyels,  Ssce Gycose saa 

iano eC Ks sereineciee ene 

Harnisonecse ieee 

Jasper . 

BN QUUTURILIER civ ee states tel Ba 

Johnson.. 

Kinomice ties a cictee 

IGROMUB Os wanes ay ine 

Prelandissc cece ke sess kites | 

Bolla disse ack Perr cvie dee ae 
Goshen 
Nappanee 
Connersville................- 
Ralimouthises. coetonulereeeen 
Georgetown. ¢- 7-2-6 --2-- | 
GCowing toner teem eae: 
Kancman er tasetiene beascarce 
Wieedersburgee ss. 2tert io ee 
BrOOKVANLG hc ctescse see lees 
Rainfield =) seer se eee 
OCHRE Tiscews caleoae sie sere 

Akron 
MiiBranche:..ccsco aeaceoens 
MteOlymipuse ce --es-heaee 
Somenvilloesp coer eres 
Siwayzeess vec a siete Perea 
Marion.. See le dyad eh | 
Bloomiislde takes: | 
VONSi sce ee ones ie peeeen 

Greenfieliliess. cease cesses = 
LN DEA ACL nae. cocoons hace abo 

Dra euge ana paoetacs aeoa Gone 
PAttsboro ne asset seen 1h 
INiewa@astlesateet pan oeanemets 
Moorelands: scot ience se < ssa 
Middletown eerste 
IK GIEOMIOs oe Ghee tee tema 
Sycamore. +: a) setes cele 
Finntingtonsesce see seers 
Wiamrens. kaAcctun eau wns mae | 
Mito tn ay. ce oeae, ec toneeee 

Wisin Klee Stic cece aeons 
IBTOWNStOWI chose acc cece | 
Soy miour iti aeeee ces 
RGM IN SON, oc serie soe eaehion ne 
RIG@NEBGL ASL: csedeamancc. mee 
Wiheatheldr: tavcsstene coke 
Rontlandins caccaeon oes 
Penn ville se serccemrisccoca ment 
Wirt.. 
Tryus Church . 
Changamcotmect ce easek 
Butlerville. sc, ccs es te a 
Scipio.. ah Mees 
Comiskey . ; 
White River Township..... 
Franklin. 
Mreclandvill@nosvcuacdtdesieccs 
Oaktown.......... 
HMyrichtoricse scenes © 
North Webster.... 
Mentone: Bo ces  o-) cee eelewee 
WOES. Pecew tits ot. cance tateoes 

Number of 

DO DONO BS BS NS Co DO OT OT DS FS OT OTE DO 00 G9 CO TTDS DD Go CT OT OT OT Go DOD OTH OT OT SN Or Or Cob ODS C1 OTOT ey bo 

2 

Sessions, Present. 
Number 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

| 

| 
| 
| 

Attendance by 
Counties. 

1904-05. 1903-04. 

320 506 

2,628 2,025 

503 166 
276 194 

640 512 

963 762 

1,475 826 

1,041 1,155 

1,481 | 776 

340 129 

685 458 

785 802 

929 208 

623 126 

3,150 1,259 

917 512 

82 i ] 199 

365 367 

1,226 293 

527 299 

925 | 812 

685 260 

738 1,285 
} 

963 799 

17 405 
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FAR 
es 
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INSTITUTES—Continued. 

> 

os re | Attendance by 
5S Gls | Counties. 

County. Place, 1904-1905. 24 ee \e 
Ao eel | | 
5M 3a | = , | 1904 05. | 1903-04. 

| 

maportoms ose eee Wiestvillloer meee serra ee. 3 200 | 
Ih aGrossenaccee oe kaete es 3 175 
Jah e aan ais folseonie cokes Bae 3 7 | 
AD ORLO aioranehins oe satay Sec 5 400 | SEO) lp 1a 

Wralehe Sats Scaatcms BUTS WIG Ke sticker ccs senot. 2 5t 
Lowell. ... 2 301 
Crown Point.. 5 539 
MGOLOVasece ee 2 137 TOSI = 275 

agranges. -.a- <- MOpekiae sete ween So veeeieee 2 138 
TR Sran cereneaee ee eee 5 1,500 15638m | 9 15032 

IEE ARCINE? seo5" nooo oogell WOTG ANE a on osteene qenobes 5 137 | | 
Heltonwilletestscs seas tcl. 5 ‘17 254 | 125 

Madrsones- see a: -- MISS EH ht eee sae Re eae 5 203 
VAAGTG KL sates oe eceeddtae Bene 5 1,113 1,316 892 

Minions -er- pte =u + Broad Ripples. .4--eseee eee 5 264 
WiestiNiewtons-cessccesce. ee 5 640 904 | 515 

Marshall.......... Plymouthieeseascctece ee cres 5 440 | 
COVer ete ee ooh to oiececk 5 353 793 874 

Miantint raises. 2.6 poesontee:: 5 108 | 108 145 
ittenrniee see as ioes acac|| IV ROW ch tye Ge ce tine og Parte 5 288 | 

Burkes FUT eeecele ce nec: 5 275 | 563 82 
Mont0erenssse5-< ~- Bloomington................. 5 199. 

Harrodsburg. 2.2.5 esos. s: 2 109 | 308 | 170 
Montgomery...... GrawiordSvallemeesos.c eh 5 103 | 

Wiaivelande: 2 renee teas 3 942 | 
Pain stone. eeecee eee asa 2 94 | 
ad OLE AOM acter a 250 | 689 | 881] 

MOT 2 aN err see oaressalls ane e sows aes 5 619 | 619 627 
INGDLGeI ER eres nel AI DLONG 8 1hcecnegtios< ce seco 3 325 | 

Kena alllwnllen sn. tee sane 3 42 | 
fan Oiiont rons Sco eae 3 450 || 
Wolf Halkervssece nent: 2 210 || 1,027 261 

ING WO Deer See ceo MEE eA YT! ce Sa avek ihe kena 5 By | 
Krenitland ee esseseesce ore 3 207 | 264 505 

Oise owe omeapiaeee IMesPleaisamts chee ecee 5 183 183 132 
Orangercs cdr 50/0.- Orleanationss tare ote ks 5 294 || 

IB ROMER cee satre Ae cate oes 5 382° 676 370 
Owenteeieeo es os ee ce SEN fee oe ae ee 2 30 

ROCCOM eee oa Ae oe ees 2 61 
PON GCODEA tee etc Mee ee 5 375 466 196 

Parke Rockville: 2.22 0 bere hah ote 4 840 
Marshalls: fete. stares ye 28 2 438 || 
ose daloucy oo R25 sete she 2 360 1,638 782 

Perry CON OYE Witten ee he ein AD ee 4 78 
Derbys eee ae 5 376 | 454 432 

PIK Gara see tase Wit ST OWreien to cos: tee ee eae 4 290 |} 
EN i Ghd Sete ne cetiene keebe ne Z 130 420 | 476 

PONG ress See Malliparaiso=tn. eye eee 5 267 | 
NCO GOI I seeks ene ae 3 145. | 412 885 

POR OY Sse ieee ste Boseyvililex: ss sos ssenenee 6 468 | 
t. Vernon Nene ore 5 660 | T1283), 1,092 

Polaskites. sate Win arma pease rh Po 5 102 | 
IMedamvivalilesccs ne eee 5 Dail 353 494 

utnamiv, peer ce Cloverdaless sete et a5 ceee. a) 459 f 
Greencastle sees cco eee 5 600 1,050 706 

Randolph INO DOG ts Ong ae cn ena ceen 2 51 
Whnichesten > sean enetor ce) 5 838 a 

. Ranketehe ear icedaete tac ncer 3 250 1,139 jal 
Rapleyceras ecient: Napoleon 3) 310 

Versailles 5 336 646 714 
IR UNEI sige seesae ARE Miami ahseseeaisen es 5 450 

Canthamesecpo seen wee 4 600 
Rushville... 5 842 1,942 890 

Scott | exam gonterece eee ae 3 154 
Scottshurese ee ek eee 5 200 354 219 
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ATTENDANCE AT WINTER FARMERS’ INSTITUTES—Continued. 

e 

a od Attendance by a 
Ae ae Counties. 

County. Place, 1904-1905. — a rae eS 
o ak | 

=} =a net hey Z z | 1901-05 | 1903-04 

! 

Shelbyotseces cnet ore: Bogestown.. 2 | 45 
Flat Rock .. 2 | 40 
Shelbyville . 5) 703 788 | 763 

SPONCOR shoei Rockport.... feo 648 
Chrisney .... 5 |) Abe 1,110 | 1,191 

StAEka@s a) eek recent North Judso 3 104 
NOX sae 3 57 161 | 269 

Stewbetincsavecsscte sa. Angola... 5 494 
Hamilton . Heed 3 650 1,144 850 

Sullivans s.-6 o wrwaces Rairbankey.2 oo oee esse eae 5 206 
Carlisle icc aierces eee see. 5 492 698 151 

Sto Josephiic-s: .--cc.o- Houth pende st yeecess- ase 5 2,050 
Wiyaittired one ao teoe dap ted 2 425 

: New Carlisleocos. sccseneces 3 725 3,200 2,007 
Switzerland........... Wie Vays tae osonosie sonmen non 5 289 

: Moorefieldle nce ccc csc ce carole | 5 300 589 - 547 
Tippecanoe........... Day tons serous cseessaoss eee 5 300 

Piafayette. conser neceriee sae: 5 200 
IVOMNOY erates ecctceces caelss 2 27 
Montmorencis--e- senses ses 2 | 157 684 953 

eipgone- ee sees, Bip tpn, ates oho es5 see leads 1,875 1,875 | 1,288 
NU theeemtdooosh mac It0 DAbepbye tees ecas be cn wea as tas 5 699 699 1,007 

Vanderburgh.......... Motntehanwille Seer Sie eee: 5 563 
Vanderburgh.......... EU SIGTcs estas Rasebe Babee aboaor 3 160 723 363 
Wermillions cena. .cere | Dan ade nacemip caceee se ame eines 5 235 235 575 
Wig Oree eee teteee Honey Creek Grange ....... | 4 150 
Vigo.. irk ee Donte veLanlbel) omens on coe eee | 4 168 318 | 65 
Washington........... Deis tle Work: src nce eens 2 27 
Warhington........... WSSU theo tone acne eae | 2 86 
Washingtn........... Pp Rings knee poe apa eees ie oe 103 | 
Washington........... Ganiplenebang Bee oye oe 4 81 |} 297 | 595 
WD Halle cee ch eee cats Wafontaines son cece seaeescon 2 143 | 
Wabash. ............ | North Manchester.......... 2 438 | 
Wabash .. A|ROMNN isc cece eae eee 2 232 
Widnes liei =) asta sk sceo| UWE basic. cs sso cas meen 2) te] 214 1,027 | 178 
Warren scr... ees West lebanon {5.2 , <2) =o: 5 76 
WikRhenes eo. sea Le GL OUEY eee game anaatione 2 237 
Wiarron cacao cues Statens. .scee SE eee 2 110 T2avel 884 
Wiatrick = 8 S.23).0 tek PMCeL OM scie sean 5 158 
Warrick... .. ........| Boonville Rie ae nek 4 121 279 | 380 
Waynelcrcnta ernst Cambridge City. Re) Tes ie os 2 _ 400 

BONG eens ee oe CATOO MA MONK ence ale selataseaaeel 5 500 900 700 
WiSllet Atecre so. eo ROBSIBT eae tele nes itece ame ae 3 100 - 
Wiel steer ay hice hy RWeyatone mc. .seeeneanreins 2 eit) 
Wells ae ee enh Bote ee Bluitton teresa ca een 5 329 | 560 677 
WANES C eres cs eerie: CHaIMersins. isven fo acteto in. 1 15% | 
AWIHTHOHS ors erste aeiat WIMOnGiik acoeinscs tears eee eee 3 134 
Wihiteres cee ster: Burnett's Creek .....<....... | 5 503 | 
IWIHita tones att isas Mionitreellomen sctes neers 5 375 || 1,027 484 
WIRES Y sna ese tecnae: | P@hurubUbe Gece: seule > en 3 175 | 
Wihttlaviccocp.wscnee Columbia Oxty sos. os oe a 5 594 769 1,024 

CE OVA ieee tne to onl hackle erccc raoi a teerrca en th otto 226 74,467 | 74,467 59,189 
| os Me : ' bo. Bd eh eee 

Corona ye ination of the able: it appears that fitty- five ‘gouaties 

show an increased attendance, and thirty-seven counties a decreased at- 

tendance in 1904-05 as compared with the previous year. 

The average attendance in 1904-5 was 329+, being nine less than in 

the previous year. 

The aggregate attendance at the winter meetings 1904-05, shown 

above, was 15,278 greater than in any previous year. 
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TABLE SHOWING ATTENDANCE AT THE SUMMER INSTITUTES. 

COUNTY. No. 
Sessions.| 

No. 
Present. 

Cass e252. 
Fountain . 
Gibson ..... 
Hamilton . ae 
Hamil tome sme accion caen 
Hancock .... 
Huntingt 

- Jackson. 

Madison 
Marshall 

Spencer. 
Sullivan. 

Washingtome =. ..62g205- | 
Wayne. 
White... 

on. 

Stein tow Memes sera esas Teer eens. 
iinioneyzCreeksGran gees. os aces es soepecoeis ener 

Deer Creek 
Logansport 

| Stone Bluff 
Owensville. .. 
Sheridan. .. 

| Mt. Carmel . .| 
Greenfield ...... Bei ae Beha afl 

| Huntington 
Hed danetoners saat era aie era ao enone 
EER SBOl ATA eas ences Solna Sees Re 
ACG, Atal 2Ceih 1h 324 Sake a a pee ares ae 
AMUGTSOD toetcinirgt once Giotto. cecemaone aes 
Prva ou Ghee, heen et ea eran he Oe 
NAOKO eee erat ie re ee en eerste | 
TOC V LLG: saci secant oe Meaet aetioer neetee 

Ubu ote Sbas058 Goss cna andadococ sa50 0 260 Fue 

Wert Webpanon: soins c.civens senna ocean aaas 
Salemige Ween Rete ee ans bo eee oe eon manatee 
Caentonvillen. oie cr anscas cecaon nematenctas oamootone 
IMGniti Cello vss: Sotcrnnsceronyanecr ne iter es 

for} bo | WN NNN DN NNN NNNWNNPNNNNNNMMPYNhNWNMhywyN ty 

The local officers were allowed no State funds for advertising the 

summer meetings, and many of the local chairmen were without experi- 

ence in arranging for and conducting Institutes. In view of these facts, 

and the rush of work when the meetings were being held, the attendance 

was very gratifying in many cases. 

Although farmers attended all of the meetings, the farmers’ wives 

and children largely predominated in the audiences, as was expected. 

From three-fourths to nine-tenths of those in attendance were women and 

children, and from 10 to 50 per cent. of those in attendance were boys 

and girls, and young folks under twenty. 

In nearly all cases the interest was exceptional, showing that the 

people are ready and eager for information pertaining to home sanitation. 

household management, training of children and the care of poultry. 

SUMMARY OF ATTENDANCE AT INSTITUTES. 

Winter Institutes, 226; average 329+; aggregate, 74,467. 

Summer Institutes, 31; average, 177+; aggregate, 5,497. 

Summer and Winter Institutes, 257; average, 311; aggregate, 79,964. 

In making up the foregoing tables of attendance, the reports of the 
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secretaries and speakers have been consulted, and their averages taken, 

except in a few instances where one report or the other was, evidently, 

in error. 

In calculating the approximate number of different persons in attend- 

ance at each meeting the method adopted by the American Farmers’ Insti- 

tute Workers’ Association was followed, that is. the number present at 

the largest session is increased by one-half the number attending the 

next largest session. This is, of course, not strictly accurate, but has 

been found to be approximately correct. 

DISBURSEMENTS OF THE STATE INSTITUTE FUND. 

The following classified statement gives the disbursements of the 

State Institute fund for Farmers’ Institutes, from November 1, 1904, to 

June 80, 1905: 

xpense of 226° Winter, Institutes. sn... 2 ses = $6,301 01 

Partial expense of 31 Summer Institutes......... 289 96 

Salary of Superintendent: a. 22.2 ose + sere atucroe ie. 666 67 

Clerical: works frsctssoicke wrth apo sleraee © Sect eetetaes ae ee eee _ 461 64 

Printing, stationery and postage................: 297 00 

Supplies, including typewriting machine.......... “97 40 

Miscellaneous expenses, freight, express, telegrams, 

CK Cra eats a A po os ot ge ERAN RAN, SALADS A ala ain fa sine 31 34 

Unexpended jageileakercy =r fobaver si05 IMIS, Che pod hom cre ne 1,874 98 

TPO tau Sea cesta ese) hoacjewore Ree wolsasee oR: cis eee $10,000 CO 

The unexpended balance, $1,874.98, will be used to complete the series 

of Summer Institutes, provide for the Annual Conference of Institute 

Workers in 1904-05, and defray the expenses of the Superintendent’s office 

for the rest of the year ending October 31, 1905. 

PLANS FOR THE COMING SEASON—1905-06. 

Plans for the coming year were begun by sending out, early in March, 

a circular letter to the County Institute chairmen, requesting them to in- 

dicate the places and dates desired for the meetings in their respective 

counties, and the subjects to be presented. With very few exceptions, the 

blanks sent in were properly filled out, and are now in the Superintend- 

ent’s office in readiness for making up the schedule of meetings for 1905-06. 

The subjects suggested to the county chairmen, from which they 

were expected to make selections for their respective meetings, are as fol- 

lows: 

(1) The Soil, (2) Grain Crops, (8) Leguminous Crops, (4) Other Forage 

Crops, (5) Pastures, (6) Stable and Green Manures, (7) Commercial Fer- 
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tilizers, (8) Horses, (9) Cattle, (10) Hogs, (11) Sheep, (12) Poultry, (13) Bees, 

(14) Principles of Breeding, (15) Principles of Feeding, (16) Fitting and 

Marketing Live Stock, (17) The Farm Dairy, (18) The Creamery, (19) Silage 

for Dairy Stock, (20) Silage for Butcher Stock, (21) Producing Fine Dairy 

Products, (22) Orchard Fruits, (23) Small Fruits, (24) The Kitchen Garden, 

(25) Market Gardening, (26) Forestry, (27) Bird Protection, (28) Farm 

Accounts, (29) Farm Arrangement, (80) Farm Buildings, (81) Highway 

Improvement, (82) Domestic Science, (83) Sanitary Homes, (34) Agricul- 

tural Education, (35) Agriculture in the Country Schools, (86) Rural School 

Improvement. 

During the coming year the number of meetings to be held in the 

yarious counties will be in direct ratio to the area. Counties having an 

area less than 200 square miles will have but two days of Institute work. 

Those having 200 to 350 square miles will have three days of Institute 

work. Counties having over 350 and under 500 square miles will have 

four days of Institute work, while the counties containing 500 or more 

square miles will be entitled to five days of Institute work. Judging from 

the replies in the Superintendent’s office, every county will, probably. 

have its full quota of Institute work the coming year. 

CORN GROWING. 

JAMES BOONE, CARLISLE, IND. 

[Read before the Sullivan County Farmers’ Institute.| 

It is possible within a few years to double the average production of 

corn per acre in the United States and to accomplish it without any 

increase in work or expense. 

It is not to be understood from this statement that it is desirable to 

double the present corn crop, but that it is desirable to produce the same 

yield on a smaller number of acres and with less labor. If 60 bushels 

are raised on one acre instead of on two, the labor of plowing, harrowing, 

planting, cultivating and harvesting is greatly reduced. The demands 

control the quantity that should be grown. 

To meet the demands the producers of the United States have during 

previous to 1904 averaged in round numbers 2,000,000,000 bushels of corn 

yearly. In producing this a little more than 82,000,000 acres have yearly 

been devoted to corn growing. The average yield per acre has been 24.5 

bushels. Very few farmers would like to acknowledge that their average 

production for the past ten years has been less than 25 bushels per acre, 

but from the best estimates that have been made the conclusion is un 
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avoidable, that half of those who grow corn harvested less than 25 

bushels per acre. Twice this quantity is a fair crop, three times 20 is 

a good crop, and four times 25 bushels per acre is frequently produced. 

We find that there are 3,488 hills of corn on one acre and two stalks to 

the hill would be 6,976 stalks. An ear would have to weigh five and 

one-half ounces’ to yield 34 bushels per acre. An ear that would weigh one 

pound each would make 100 bushels of corn per,acre. A five and one-half- 

ounce ear is but a nubbin, but we do not realize how many stalks have no 

ear at all. Therefore, we should be very careful in selecting our seed corn. 

In gathering your corn for seed you should go in your field just after the 

corn has matured if you have no seed plot and gather your seed corn 

for the next year. Gather the perfect ears and see that there are no 

barren stalks close to have fertilized this ear. 

As to the method of drying it, you should have a good building with 

plenty of air and light and a good roof. Take and drive nails through an 

inch board, then turn this board over and arrange as shelves. Stick the 

ears on the nails so that they will not touch each other. This will let 

the air circulate around the ears and cause them to dry nicely. We 

should test every ear we plant in this or some other manner. Number 

your ears as they stand on the board. Take a shallow pan that has got 

some moist soil in it, then take a piece of thin board or a piece of tin 

and make some small holes in them. Place this on the soil and then 

number the holes and take ear number one and put three or four grains 

in hole number one, and so on. Then put a damp cloth over this and put 

in a warm place, wait about one week or ten days till corn has sprouted. 

If there are any that did not sprout you will know the ear by the num- 

ber on your board or tin that the grains are put in. Then you can dis- 

card it, and should any not grow thrifty discard it also. In this way 

you can help to improve your corn as well as the yield. You should test 

every ear you plant, for no man can tell the germination power of an 

ear by looking at it. You should nub each ear you plant. Every corn 

grower should grow his seed corn in a plot and select his seed corn from 

this for the next year. You should plant each ear to itself in a row or 

rows in your seed plot and select from the rows that come up quickly 

and grow off rapidly, and pull tassels from the rows that don’t grow 

off thrifty, for as we know ihe tassels make the pollination for the 

corn. The opportunity for the improvement of the soil offers a wide and 

inviting field of effort to the intelligent and progressive farmer. While 

the methods to be adopted vary with the character and condition of the 

soll and climatic conditions and the use that is to be made of the land. 

There are 3,000 tons of atmospheric nitrogen resting on every acre of 

land a certain quantity of which ean be transformed into available plant 

food every time that we grow a crop of cow peas or red clover. This is 

one of nature's ways of fertilizing the soil. Therefore, we should heip 
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nature in improving the soil by growing and plowing under leguminous 

plants which wili fill the ground full of humous which will loosen the soil. 

Therefore, I should prefer a clover sod for corn. First take and disk the 

soil good, so as to cut up al! vegetation and to preserve moisture. Plow 

in spring when ground is dry. As to time, according to amount to be 

plowed. If small crop and plenty of labor wait a little later in the 

spring than if you had a large crop and less labor. Plow six inches deep 

and always use jointer. Always keep the plowed ground harrowed 

up with the breaking, to save moisture. In preparing the seed bed put 

plenty of time on it, for here is where we can greatly benefit our corn 

crop. Get it as fine as possible, which will aid in holding moisture as 

well as making more plant food available. As soon as the ground is 

warm enough in the spring, drill your corn from 14 to 16 inches, 

according to the soil and seed. Plant in furrow as deep as possible not 

to molest the trash you turned under, for instance, about half way in 

the seed bed. Then cover the corn from one to three inches deep accord- 

ing to soil and moisture, generally about one and one-half inches deep. 

If it rains before corn comes up, harrow or use weeder the same way 

the rows run and roll in a iittle dirt so as to get rid of the crust; this. 

will also help hold moisture and make crust soft so corn can come up 

easy. When corn comes up use harrow or weeder same way rows run, 

and be careful not to fill the harrow very fast. Cultivate shallow with 

small shovels if the ground is full of humerous; if not, use large shovel 

and plow deep for the first time or so. Then plow shallow, as the roots 

are getting near the surface, and keep the ground level and fine on top 

so as to make a blanket to preserve moisture. After corn gets past 

plowing with a cultivator should a rain come and the wind does not blow 

the corn down you should break the crust and form a mulch about two 

inches deep to hold the moisture. Use a small-toothed cultivator. How 

many times the corn is to be plowed is according to the season. It 

should be cultivated often enough to keep the weeds down and maintain 

the mulch to hold the moisture. Should a heavy soaking rain come, we 

should plow deep to loosen the soil and dry it out, as a hard soil will not 

hold moisture, but this cultivation should be followed up as soon as the 

soil is dried a little with a shallow cultivator. It is all a mistake about 

plowing to hold moisture when it is dry weather, if you have the proper 

mulch. Of course we should cultivate enough to keep the weeds down. 

Should you allow your ground to pack and brake so that it will plow 

up in large clods when you attempt to cultivate it it will do the crop 

more injury to cultivate this ground than to leave it alone. 

Now, brother farmers, there are three things within our power if 

we own the land: First, to have good soil; second, to have good seed; 

third, to give proper cultivation. 
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POULTRY. 

MRS. JEFFERSON RAY, ROCKPORT. 

[Read before the Spencer County Farmers’ Institute.] 

My paper may not fit the topic assigned me very well, as I did 

not know exactly what it was. I suppose so it is about “‘chickens” it 

will be all right. The poultry question is one which interests most all 

farmers and their wives—fanciers and cranks. You may bring together 

any number of farmers or farmers’ wives and it will not be long until 

the chicken question will receive due consideration. Many questions will 

be asked and answered and notes compared. Is it any wonder when we 

realize the increased magnitude of this industry? 

The time of year is on when we may begin our work for next year; 

and in what way could we do this in a better manner than to study our 

work, make our plans, profit by our past experiences and learn new and 

better methods by attending the Farmers’ Institute? 

The State, realizing our needs, is ever ready to give us all help in 

her power to make us better citizens by making us prosperous and happy: 

in other words, by educating us up to the best standard of citizenship, 

hence she sends to us such men as we have with us today instructing us 

in this business of poultry raising, together with other branches that may 

prove of benefit to us in our daily vocation in life. These gentlemen come 

to us prepared to give the best thoughts and perhaps more advanced ideas 

than most of “we” farmer people have been in a position to gain other- 

wise. To show our appreciation note the number present and the interest 

taken. While we are, or at least the most of us, interested in poultry 

raising, we do not consider that we get out of it all the profit there is 

possible for us to get, nor do we consider our methods above the average. 

My experience has not extended over more than twenty years. The 

earlier part of that time I gave the poultry only such of my time and 

thought as was necessary to supply our own table. It.is only the past 

two years that I have kept a record. 

The question comes to us naturally which is the better plan? To hatch 

our chickens in the natural way or by use of the incubator? TI have tried 

the latter way for only two years and can not say that I have had 

perfect success. But you well know how loth we are to parade our fail- 

ures, rather would we talk of our successes. Now I realize that while 

I am to some extent acquainted with my machine (which is a Victor), I 

have many things to learn concerning its successful operation. Never- 

theless I am very much in favor of hatching chickens by use of the 

incubator. First, because you can keep the hens laying: second, because 
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the little chicks are turned out of the machine free from vermin. ‘Then 

you can save so much time and strength in caring for the machine. I 

operate my machine in a small room leading from the kitchen, which had 

been originally intended for a bath room. Here in twenty minutes in the 

morning and less time at night I attend to filling and trimming the lamp, 

turning and airing the eggs, etc. The brooding of the same number of 

eggs would require the time and attention of 14 hens, and you all know 

something of the time it might require should some of that number be 

inclined to fight or change their minds in regard to setting, etc. Another 

feature yet, the whole 14 hens would be out of the laying business (which 

we consider so profitable) for say eight weeks at least. 

One of my troubles has been infertile eggs; another to know just the 

right amount of moisture. Following the instructions given ‘with the 

machine very closely, yet I find many chicks in eggs that pip but never 

get out. I find the Plymouth Rock eggs very hard shelled and often the 

egg will pip but the lining membrane being so tough it does not yield and 

the chick dies in the shell. - 

Now it is to learn how to overcome these things that I am here, and 

to gain any other useful knowledge that I may. I do believe that the time 

we spend in farmers’ institute is well and profitably spent. A few years 

ago I spent one day at institute at Chrisney and listened to Mr. Todd 

talk on poultry. He told us how to avoid bowel trouble with young 

chicks, which proves so fatal sometimes. This to me was a valuable 

lesson. Now just before my incubator hatches I ‘put a large bake pan 

full of clean sand in the range oven and heat it and cover the floor of the 

brooder with it. On this sand the chicks are placed and here they get 

their first meal together with the necessary grit to digest it. I wish to 

speak of one mistake i made in selecting a brooder. It might save some 

one eise the same. When I bowght my machine I bought a brooder, for 

which I paid $11, and as a brooder it was worth about that many cents. 

It sent the heat up from beneath the chicks, and that it not nature’s way 

of warming them up. You see I “didn’t think,’ and that costs us a lot 

of trouble sometimes. While we may use artificial means we must work 

in accord with nature. The old hen hoovers. her chicks and warms their 

backs, where many of the nerve centers are, and they are healthy and 

happy thereby. This mistake necessitated the purchase of a brooder this © 

year, and I have a daisy. works like a charm. It has a tank of water 

overhead heated by a lamp; hoovers hang from top of machine on both 

sides of the tank, there is plenty of space outside the hoovers if they find 

it too warm within. 

In my own case I look to the sale of eggs for my profit rather than 

the chicken sale. ,This year, however. my flock was invaded by disease, 

such as roup, limber neck and cholera, which cut quite a figure in the 

profits. At the beginning of the present year I had about fifteen dozen 

hens. From January 1 until November 1 we gathered 955 dozen eggs and 
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sold of that number 706 dozen, which realized us $106.60. Now I eonsider 

this clear profit, and when the head of the firm inquires where the pay 

comes from for feed I point him to the fact that something over 100 

chickens have been used on the table, and while I can not give the 

exact number of eggs used, if we take the difference between those 

gathered and sold we find it to be 249 dozen; this, of course, includes what 

were set, but still leaves a goodly number for use. So we feel like we 

have paid a very good price for our chicken feed. 

MONEY IN POULTRY. 

MRS. CHARLES DAVIS, ROCKVILLE, IND. 

{Read before the Parke County Farmers’ Institute.| 

The value of the poultry industry is best comprehended when it is 

compared with some other farm product. The government statisti¢s place 

the annual sale of eggs and dressed poultry in the United States next to 

cotton and wheat. The industry is growing, too. Farmers, from whom 

the greater per cent. of poultry supplies come, are beginning to realize 

what profits can be made if poultry receive as much care in proportion 

as other stock, so they are giving them better care in the way of housing 

and feeding. : 

It is a common thing now to see flocks of standard-bred poultry which 

have been selected with some definite end in view. These fowls are 

doubly valued because the choicest specimens can be easily disposed of 

as breeders at fancy prices, and eggs for hatching in season command 

more than market price; while the remainder make good market stuff. 

There are several phases of the poultry industry, and one can now 

choose from past records that breed which is best suited to their purpose, 

themselves, and their surroundings. After a selection has been made 

stick to it. A fortune is not made in one or two years. It is the man 

who has the perseverance who attains success. If eggs alone are desired. 

the Mediterranean ‘strains (Leghorns, Minoreas and Spanish) are the 

acknowledged leaders. 

If you wish fowls for meat and table use, the Asiatic breeds (Brahma, 

Cochin and Langshan) have the largest dressed carcass. These, however, 

are more profitable as matured fowls because the young chickens are 

growing the frame which must support such weights and are apt to be 

leggy and gaunt until past the broiler age. 

If a general purpose fowl] is desired the American breeds (Plymouth, 

Wyandottes and Javas) are about as good as ean be found. These are 

but a couple of pounds lighter than the Asiaties, while their egg records 
compare very favorably with the Mediterranean breeds. An Eastern egg 
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farmer made a yearly average of 196 eggs from a flock of 600 White Leg- 

horns, while his neighbor made a yearly average of 194 eggs from a flock 

of 140 Barred Plymouth Rock hens. The latter flock, being smaller than 

the former, the average could not be said to be equal, but the comparison 

shows what is possible with the American breeds. 'The common egg 

record for a pullet is 120, but breeders are striving for the 200-egg hen, 

and I expect she will soon be produced. 

The Utah experiment station claims that a two-year-old hen lays but 

half the number of eggs a pullet does and a three-year-old hen one-third. 

So it stands to reason that a flock of old hens is not a paying investment. 

To obtain the high-priced winter eggs it is necessary to prepare for 

it the spring before. Pullets should be hatched early enough to begin 

laying before cold weather sets in, otherwise they will not lay before 

the last of January or February. 

As to the feeding: The greater variety the better. Wheat, oats, corn 

(not in excess), sunflower seed and millet (sparingly) are all grains which 

can be raised on the farm and these fed in a litter (so as to induce exer- 

cise) will keep the hens scratching, and hence healthy and in good laying 

condition. Nearly all authorities recommend a warm mash once a day, 

but differ on the time it is to be fed. The mash is composed of moistened 

ground grain, table scraps, parings (cooked preferred), with some animal 

food of some kind, such as blood meal, meat meal, tankage, or green cut 

bone or beef scraps if you are near enough to the market to feed while 

fresh. These contain in a very large per cent. the protein which is so 

necessary for egg production. These are better than condition powders, 

for they keep the fowls healthy and produce eggs without stimulants. 

The fowls must have an abundant ration during egg laying, in fact, 

“must be fed to the maximum.” 

The house must be comfortable and free from drafts. They can easily 

be made so by stripping, with double walls or lining with tarred paper, 

and the expense will soon be repaid and good interest given in the number 

of extra eggs produced. Then there should be windows to let in the 

sunlight and give the chickens a chance to find every grain in the litter. 

Clean water, grit, charcoal and dust baths are self-evident necessities, so 

we do not dwell on them. 

A good profit can be obtained by combining the egg and broiler busi- 

ness. Broilers to be choice should be rushed almost from the time they 

leave the shell until they are on the market. The ancestry of the fowl] is 

of importance then, so that the broiler may have by inheritance a strong 

constitution which can assimilate food readily and respond quickly in 

growth. : 

Form is of next importance. We want a chicken which will be at- 

tractive when dressed. It should be full, deep-breasted, broad back, short, 

thick thighs and strong legs, yellow preferred, as that usually bespeaks 

a yellow skin, though the latter is often obtained from grass runs. If we 
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wish to cater to the most exacting market, white plumage is required, 

because the fowl is killed when growing feathers and the white pin 

feathers show the least in a dressed fowl. To be sure of all these points 

it is best to obtain the eggs from which the broilers are to be hatched 

from one’s own flock. There can be no uniformity in a bunch of broilers 

of different varieties and it is of advantage to place all on the market at 

one time. The broiler market opens in February and extends into “young 

chicken” times, but the price steadily decreases. Therefore the quicker 

the fowl can be prepared for market, the better the price and profit. 

Ground feed produces one pound gain at a less cost than whole grain. 

Concentrated protein food adds materially to the growth, general health 

and causes more food to be assimilated. One pound of 60 per cent. tank- 

age has a feeding value of three gallons of skimmed milk and averages not 

quite 2 cents per pound. Linseed meal (though not so rich in protein) and 

blood meal will also hasten the growth. A bunch of broilers was fed 

chiefly on ground feed with linseed meal in a mash and in 113 weeks they 

averaged 23 pounds... The next year during the same month a bunch of 

broilers was fed the same ration with tankage in place of linseed meal 

and in 11 weeks they averaged 24 pounds. As the estimated cost of 

raising a broiler is 25 cents per head and the market price then 20 cents 

per pound, there was a profit of 25 cents per chicken. 

There is no doubt that there is money in poultry or the industry would 

not be developing so rapidly. Farmers can surely make money out of 

poultry since they raise nearly all their own feed and the fowls have free 

range of the farm and can pick up a good deal of their own living. 

HOME ‘AND FARM SANITATION. 

{Read before the Sullivan County Farmers’ Institute.| 

This is a subject which is of extreme interest and importance to each 

and all. The greatest influence upon health is exerted by those things 

which we most freely and frequently require for our existence, and this 

is especially true of water and air. 

In the sanitation of the home, the first thing of importance is the 

location of the house on the farm. It should be on the highest elevation 

of the ground, so that all refuse and filth can be carried away from the 

house, either by natural or artificial drainage. It is possible, of course, 

to secure drainage in towns and cities where systems of sewerage and 

water works have been introduced without recourse to marked elevation, 

but in villages and country districts not so favored it is absolutely of the 

greatest importance. Take for instance the ordinary farm residence. 
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where slops, dish water, etc., are usually thrown out at one place at no 

great distance from the buildings. This may possibly prove no menace to 

health during the winter months, particularly in northern latitudes. But 

the same can not be said of the summer. ‘The hot sun is certain to have 

such an effect on these places that the air becomes poisoned, and poisoned 

air, as all physicians know, makes possible the life of the bacteria and 

germs responsible for nearly all the most dreaded of our infectious dis- 

eases. It is best not to throw slops on the ground at all, for they can be 

more profitably used, either fed to the poultry or pigs. Another reason 

is that it places the home in a dryer atmosphere above the heavy damp 

stratas of air that are found on the lower land. Nearly every one has 

noticed a fog over these low parts early in the morning during different 

seasons of the year, which has a tendency ‘to cause chills and other 

diseases. 

It is also very important to ventilate the house thoroughly, as noxious 

exhalations and organic vapors of various kinds collect in every occupied 

house. They may be harmless at first, but in time become subject to 

decomposition, and are then decidedly hurtful, although their presence 

may not be detected at all. Open your house every day if possible, so that 

a strong current of air may sweep through it. The living room is better 

on the southeast side of the house, so as to receive plenty of sunlight. 

There should be transoms over all the doors and plenty of windows, so 

that a sufficient amount of pure air can be admitted. It is very unhealthy 

to sleep in a closely shut up room without a circulation of fresh air. 

Good sanitation requires painted walls, well seasoned woodwork with all 

cracks puttied up, and painted floors, laid close and not requiring car- 

peting; furniture without upholstering, that may gather dirt, germs, etc. 

Caution should be taken against sweeping in such a manner as to stir up 

disease-breeding germs. Damp brooms, damp floors and as little agitation 

as possible, combined with the use of a damp dust cloth, would reduce 

this to a minimum. 

A great many people think that any out-of-the-way place will do for 

a bathroom, where it is dark and badly ventilated. But this room should 

be as light, clean and well ventilated as any other room in the house. 

The closets are often repositories for old mops, rags, dirt, ete., but it 

should be the rule of every housekeeper to keep the closets clean and 

pure, so that they will not be the hiding place of many loitering germs. 

Cellars are best built elsewhere than under the house, because of 

dampness affecting the entire house, bad odors and germs of decaying 

vegetables and other objectionable reasons. But where situated under 

the house care should be taken to thoroughly ventilate it. Failure to give 

this part of the house the same attention as the living rooms is a fruitful 

source of disease. Nothing is more conducive to bad health than a wet, 

clammy and poorly ventilated cellar. If you are to build a new house 

make the ventilation and drainage of your cellar an important considera- 

§Z— Agri. 
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tion. The money spent in haying it right you can rest assured will be 

well spent. The best ventilation is by use of a chimney starting from ~ 

the ground and built larger than is customary in many places. It should 

be at least 20x12 inches inside the flue, with a small register at the 

bottom. There is no better ventilation made than the old-fashioned fire- 

place, and one should be in every cellar. In the spring everything likely 

to decay should be taken out, all the windows opened, and the whole 

cellar, walls and ceiling given a good coat of lime whitewash. 

Since so much depends on the health of the family from the water 

supply, we can see the necessity of having the yard surrounding the well 

kept neat and clean. It has been demonstrated that the well can be con- 

taminated by leaching whatever may be on the surface within a radius 

of 40 feet. For this reason it can be easily seen that poultry yards, barn 

lots and all out-buildings should be adjusted at a sufficient distance from 

the well and house. The up-to-date well is cemented, so that no surface 

water can get in. As an illustration of the pollution of water, take for 

instance the epidemic of typhoid fever at Butler, Pa. On December 5th 

1,180 cases were reported to the board of health, due to the infection of 

the water supply. The water was pumped directly from a creek, when 

there were many cases of typhoid fever on the tributaries of the stream. 

At Springdale; a part of Butler, only two cases were reported, one a 

child who had been going to school at Butler and the other a laborer at 

the same city. The population at this town obtained its water from a 

number of artesian wells and was not provided with the water of the 

main city. But very few realize the bad effects of open rain barrels 

during the warm season of the year in the breeding of mosquitoes, which 

are the direct cause of malarial sickness. It can be easily obviated by 

the use of a little coal oil poured in the barrel. 

For the welfare of our animals, cattle and horses, especially the 

barns and stables should have plenty of light admitted to the rear of 

the animals. Provision should also be made for abundant fresh air. Air 

which contains 10 to’12 per cent. of carbon dioxide will no longer sustain 

life. The deleterious effect is due partly to the lack of oxygen in such a 

re-breathed air, but also to the excess of the poisonous carbon dioxide, 

volatile organic matter and other injurious products. Air which contains 

even 1 per cent. of carbon dioxide produced by breathing is injurious to 

a marked degree. In a perfectly close place where there can be no access 

of fresh air a horse would contaminate to this extent over 7,000 cubic feet 

in 24 hours. The dairy department is another very important factor 

in the health of the family, Impure milk is equal to water in the breeding 

of germs. How can you expect clean, pure milk when your cow is 

allowed to eat any kind of green feed dumped into a filthy barnyard or 

to drink from a stagnant pond? Many yards into which dairy cows are 

turned each day for their drink and exercise are knee deep with mud . 
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during the winter and spring, if not nearly the entire year. No swine 

pen should be nearer than 200 feet, on account of the odors from it being 

readily absorbed by milk. 

For the general sanitation of the land there should be either natural 

or artificial drainage. All dead animals or poultry should be buried or 

burned and not left lying around on the farm. 

Since our knowledge of the nature of infectious diseases has been 

more and more defined scientific methods for their prevention have been 

applied. We have learned, too, that in addition to the germ there must 

be a suitable soil for its proliferation, and that sanitation will not only 

destroy the environments for its development without the body but also 

place the system in the best possible condition to resist its toxic action. 

Progress has crowned our past. We will not retrograde. Let us hand 

in hand with heart and mind join in promoting the welfare of American . 

sanitation until it has reached the proudest pinnacle in the world of 

science, until she has become the fountain head of knowledge for the 

benefit of mankind. 

SAVING STRENGTH. 

MRS. JOSEPH T. MOORE, MONTICELLO, IND. 

{Read before the White County Summer Institute.]| 

Although the life of the farmer’s wife has many advantages, it also 

has its disadvantages. Perhaps her greatest advantage is her great free- 

dom. Instead of having to be content with a fraction of an acre for a 

home and all its luxuries and accommodations, as her city sister is, she 

has the freedom of from forty to hundreds of acres. 

This seemingly great advantage is, unquestionably, her greatest dis- 

advantage. If it is more convenient to unload the fuel ten or fifteen rods 

from the house, or to save the expense of two wells or piping water to 

the barn, to place one well half way between the house and barn, and to 

have the chicken park and garden likewise as unsuitably located, it re- 

quires her, in doing the necessary work of a day, to travel many unneces- 

sary miles. It is not so much the amount of work she has to do, but the 

inconvenient location of the things with which she works. 

Much of this great disadvantage is the fault of the husband. But let 

us look in the house, her home, and should be her throne—how is it 

arranged? 
If you ever had occasion to examine a set of plans for a dwelling 

house prepared by a professional architect, you surely were impressed 

by the great amount of careful thought given to every little detail of the 

building, just where every cupboard should be and where every window 
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should be placed, so as to accommodate certain pieces of furniture. Do 

you think farmers give equal attention to all these little items when 

building a house, or do they build in a certain form because it is the 

custom to build so? The real comfort one takes in a house is due to the 

careful planning of items that save strength more than to the color of 

the house or the number of rooms it contains. If careful attention can 

be given to the planning of but one room in the house, that should be the 

kitchen. Did you ever know a woman who takes five steps going and 

coming to a certain cupboard when she might easily move the cupboard 

where it would require only four steps? 

_ Pardon me if I give you a little personal experience. Some time ago 

I realized that the arrangement of my kitchen was not saving me steps 

as it should. One rainy day my husband and I rearranged it as con- 

veniently as we could plan. By a little calculation I found that in the 

task of baking four pies the new arrangement saved me 330 steps, or 

10 rods. 

A woman spends 3865 days getting meals and the other work neces- 

sary in her home, only to realize that the members of her household are 

still as hungry as they have been, and that they will be hungry every day 

of the next year. Her work has become routine; yet she is conscious 

that, unless this same round of labor and each little duty are carefully 

performed, there will be a serious interruption to the success and happi- 

ness of her home. Dull routine may be drudgery, but intelligent interest 

adds pleasure. The conversion of housework from drudgery into a 

pleasant occupation depends, first, upon the mental attitude toward it; 

second, upon making every detail a matter of special attention; third, 

upon the effort to put forth in any task only just enough force to accom- - 

plish it. The intelligent worker finds pleasure in her effort to save time 

and strength and her reward, in a large degree, is the pleasure.to her 

family and herself. 

One thing is certain, when 4 woman has crowded forty-eight hours of 

work into twenty-four, and still finds the windows not washed, nor the 

sewing touched, to say nothing of being able to find time to read or to 

return calls, she must study what she can best leave undone and what 

things she must do with the least expenditure of time and strength. She 

should plan each day’s work. Perhaps giving five minutes to planning 

a piece of work may save the equivalent of an hour at the end. Do we 

sometimes go on and on with a weary routine just because our mothers 

did, or we have followed it so long we have ceased to think about it? 

But we must not think our work the only think to consider. To 

suggest to women who, in their daily occupation, are usually ‘‘on the go,” 

some, not only from sunrise to sunset, but several hours more, that 

physical culture would be a good thing for them seems, at first, alto- 

gether absurd. I can almost hear the busy, energetic woman say: “Phys- 

ical culture! What nonense! I have exercise enough in my work.’ The 
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tired. weary. overworked woman sighs: “Don’t talk to me of more exer- 

cise. What I want is a chance to rest.’ Such reasoning is reasonable, 

but I do not mean an increase of the same kind of exercise necessary to 

perform the daily work. The farmer and wife often need some kind of 

physical exercise to correct the physical faults of the daily work. The 

prevalence of worn, crooked and prematurely old men and women on 

the farms is proof enough that physical betterment is needed. Is the 

country producing as good physical men and women as the towns and 

cities are? 

Doubtless some overworked woman thinks it no use to talk to her of 

this even if it is a good thing, because she has so much to do she has 

no time to learn anything. 

If an old, worn-out stove burns twice as much wood and gives out 

two-thirds as much heat as a new stove would, it is a saving of money 

to spend it for a new stove. Likewise if in using the body in an incor- 

rect way more neryous energy is consumed and less work accomplished 

than by using it correctly, surely it is a saving of time to take time to 

learn how to use the body more economically. The actual amount of 

work can not be lessened, but it is true that practical physical culture 

will enable women to lessen the fatigue attendant on their work. 

How many of us realize how much our health, strength and endur- 

ance, how much ease in work and youthfulness of figure depend upon the 

backbone? 

When in its natural position, this wonderful twenty-four jointed bone 

forms a double curve. Upon the maintenance of this double curve de- 

pends the attitude of the body as a whole and the correct position of all 

the vital organs. It is the right line for the backbone always to keep 

when the body is simply erect, either when standing or sitting, but it is 

also true that deviations from this true line are continually occurring 

during the numerous movements of the body. The adjustability of the 

spine to the movement desired is of great service to us in the use of our 

bodies, but we must be sure to’bring the spine back to its natural position 

after every act that causes it to bend or twist. The failure to do this is 

one of the chief causes of the aging of the body, of undue fatigue from 

work and of the “‘ills that flesh is not heir to.” 

It is a very bad position when persons stand or sit with the back 

bowed out in a single curve and the muscles of the chest collapsed. Such 

positions as collapse the chest disastrously interfere with the three vital 

functions of life—respiration, circulation and digestion. A full, deep 

breath is impossible. Pressure on the veins and arteries caused by the 

sagging of the heavy upper trunk impedes the circulation, while the 

stomach is literally crowded out of house and home. Another bad posi- 

tion, also common, is where the upper part of the trunk is thrust too far 

back and the lower part too far forward. 
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These unnatural positions cause backache, heaviness of movement, 

unnecessary fatigue, nervousness and other serious troubles. In a good 

standing position a line extending vertically upward from the toetips 

would not touch the body below the chest. Now all muscles are firm, 

the vital organs well-supported, the greatest weight over the balls of the 

feet, the chest high and active, the shoulders flattened. All muscles are 

free from. strain and no cramping, crowding, or sagging will be found. 

All movements should be made with the least expenditure of neryous 

energy and the least interference with vital functions. Nature’s bending 

» places are the hip-joints and the knees. In standing at a table to wash 

dishes, etc., it is important to keep the head and chest well up and in - 

order not to have some undue strain, even when one bends forward from 

the hips in the right way, kitchen tables, ironing boards, sinks and wash- 

tub stands should be made considerably higher than they usually are. 

The height of a common dining table is too low for most women and 

causes them to almost unavoidably sin against their health. Tables should 

be made to fit the women who work at them, not the woman be obliged 

to fit her height to the table. For the woman of average height, which 

is 5 feet 4 inches, a work table should be 31 inches high. It is better for 

a short woman to reach somewhat upward than for a tall woman to stoop. 

Sweeping is an exercise which most women find arduous, mainly on 

account of two things: the excessive force applied to the broom and the 

bad position assumed by the sweeper. 

If they will stand erect, with head and chest up, using the broom with 

a drawing instead of a pushing motion, making it steady as possible and 

with the least muscular effort, they will find a difference. 

In the effort to pick up an object from the floor the average woman 

will keep the limbs rigid, bend the body like a closing jack-knife and 

reach stiffly for the object. This means strain for every muscle in the 

boy and waste of energy. Stand very close to the object, bend the knees 

and sink downward. Thus the object is reached easily, quickly, grace- 

fully and the back is not strained. 

“A penny saved is a penny earned” in physical as well as commercial 

life. Many pennies of nervous energy can be saved in a day’s work by 

using only the muscles necessary to accomplish the task. 

Direct your four sturdy servants to lift, to carry, to wash, to scrub, 

to walk, to stoop, to mount stairs, to sweep, to write, to sew. Command 

them in every way possible to save the delicate and more essential muscles 

of the trunk from labor unfitted for them. Let your arms lift a chair, 

not the muscles of the whole body. 

Women who have formed the habit of standing in a bent, back-bur- 

dened position exaggerate it when they walk, especially if there is a sense 

of “hurry” in the brain. Can you not recall some neighbor, hurrying, in 

a soft of a dog-trot gait, about her work with body bent far forward, with 

head and shoulders quite in advance of the rest of the body, as if the © 
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body could not or would not go fast enough for the impatient brain? 

This is the “haste that makes waste” and brings heaviness of spirit and 

oldness of body. It shows that woman is not master of her work, but 

that her work masters and drives her. . 

There is an Arab proverb which well says that “Hurry is the devil.” 

Worry is worse. Let us keep serene and free from the malign influence 

of his Satanic majesty. Calmly wait until we reach the bridge before 

we cross and trust a higher hand to lead us through our difficulties. 

It is in the actual movements themselves, the constant succession of 

liftings, bendings, reachings, and so on, that make up housekeeping, that 

the valuable physical training lies. To make them wrong means that 

work is drudgery. To make them right means not only that housework 

itself becomes easy and interesting, but in a short time every other movye- 

ment made will be done in the same easy manner. 

It is but natural to expend all of one’s energy in the duties of the 

house, and stop only when weariness compels it. The wise woman will 

not fail to take a few minutes for rest several times during her busiest 

and most taxing day. The very best way is to lie down for a while, 

even five minutes is much gain. Or, lose yourself a few minutes in a 

book; forget your work and duties in what you read. 

To the woman who considers her duty to her family the main 

point, these suggestions doubtless seem nonsense. Nevertheless, it is 

body-saving, good, common sense. Duty to one’s self should lead women 

to save the health and strength before the necessity to save it arises, 

while there yet remains a fund to draw from. The aging of the body 

is not a matter of years. It is rather a matter of condition, and the way 

one habitually uses the body largely determines what its ultimate condi- 

tion will be. If to lie down when not sick, would be to brand oneself 

shiftless, try stretching the muscles in ways different from customary 

use. Stretch and relax alternately, for one or two minutes, take long, 

deep breaths often and yawn whenever you can. 

A dejected physical attitude tends to develop a dejected mental 

state. On the other hand there is nothing more effective for ridding 

oneself of the blues, than to stretch the body to its full height, to breathe 

deeply and to express lightness and joy in bodily action. Recall some 

witty saying and laugh over it. ‘Laugh and the world laughs with you. 

Weep and you weep alone.” Do you laugh enough? Sing a bit of some 

merry song, or go out and talk to the chickens, cows or horses. They 

are appreciative friends if you but think so. Don’t forget all the things 

you loved before you married and “settled down.” That settling down, 

physically and mentally, is perhaps the thing of all things to avoid. 

We speak of persons bowed down with grief. Trouble of all sorts, 

if yielded to, does bow the body down, and a depressed mental state has 

an involuntary restrictive effect upon the vital processes. To be blue 

or sad is to have the breathing and circulation less than normal. The 

muscles relax, the chest sinks, the head droops and the feet drag. 
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Take yourself in hand and courage begins to replace despondency. 

When everything is topsy-turvy and your feelings are likewise criss-cross, 

instead of clouding the day with irritability, or grieving some one by an 

angry word or unkind tone, try a physical culture remedy. Stand per- 

fectly still for a full minute. Breathe full and deep. Let go the tension 

in the muscles, loosen that hard-set jaw, smooth the forehead frown. 

“Let go” physically and the mental let go will follow. 

Let us step lightly over the troubled days and try to find all the 

pleasures and poetry in our way. We home-makers must try to remember 

that there is poetry even in soapsuds and clothespins, for there is a poet 

Who says, 

“Her arms asplashing in the suds, 

Her song a warbling free.” 

I don’t know who wrote it, but it is quite enough to know that the 

laundry has been immortalized by at least one poet. Yes, and come to 

think of it, there’s another who sang of the maid hanging clothes in the 

garden of the royal palace and the black-bird who took her nose for 

a ripe cherry. 

Household work requires as much thought as any other occupation 

and thoughtlessness in doing the work occasions unnecessary labor. 

Often the housewife does not realize that strength can be lost. Nothing 

we can do will pay so large a dividend as good care of the body. How 

much are you investing in it? 

Each woman has her own problem, and she needs to study conditions 

in her own household in order to determine what can be done to make 

her work easier. It is necessary for a woman to simplify in order to 

accomplish her work and to keep a bright lookout for the enjoyments and 

privileges of life. 

Home making is a high art, and it is not necessary that a woman’s 

health and happiness should be sacrificed in doing that which, to do 

well, is elevating and essential to the comfort and happiness of the 

human race. 
Let us learn to save our strength before temporary weariness or per- 

manent break-down necessitates it, and keep it for the emergencies of 

life, instead of using it unnecessarily in details when it is in abundance. 
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SOCIAL SIDE OF FARM LIFE. 

MRS. CARROLL BRIDGES, ROCKPORT, IND. 

[Read before the Spencer County Farmers’ Institutes.| 

In any discussion of the rights, the privileges and the pleasures of 

the people whose homes are in the country, probably no subject should 

have greater prominence than their attitude toward the social life of the 

community. 

When we have asked the reasons why the: farmer’s family grows 

discontented and finally leaves the farm, the very first to be given and 

emphasized is the declaration that the social life is so barren and the 

opportunity for social pleasures so limited that farm life becomes unen- 

durable. No doubt there is much truth in the statement and no doubt 

it is much easier for a certain class to move to town where they find 

their entertainment “ready made” than to exert themselves to be neigh- 

borly. 

Let us notice the existing conditions which prevent social activity 

on the farm. 

First, the isolation of the farm life if not controlled and guided 

fosters a sort of spirit of intolerance which will prevent a deep social 

life. If we are not in touch with our neighbor we do not care about his 

progress. We are not interested in his plans. A ‘difference of opinion in 

religion or politics widens the gulf and it seems that in such cases small 

differences of opinion, in some unaccountable way, have greater power to 

keep people apart than have large mutual interests to bring them together, 

but in the country the mutual interests must be great. In this day of 

good roads, the telephone, rural mail delivery and later the electric rail- 

way, we are not isolated but are brought closer together and the neigh- 

borhood is afforded opportunities for an enlarged social life. : 

That farmers have mutual interests is shown by the unbounded suc- 

cess of these institutes. ‘‘Friction of minds sharpens intellect’ and the 

exchange of plans and ideas, discussion of theories and practical demon- 

strations have promoted the general welfare and has also done much to 

brush aside the antagonism and petty jealousy between town and country. 

It has been said that society is no comfort to one not sociable, so if we 

are so absorbed in crop rotation and market reports as to forget that we 

have neighbors we lose much of life’s pleasures. 

Mrs. Meredith says: “Social activity, sociai pleasures the world over, 

when of the higher order are under the patronage of women,” so it is the 

women of the farm home who must take the initiative in planning and 

carrying out social affairs and to whom we must look for a social awaken- 

ing of the neighborhood, As homemakers the women of the country do 
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not always rise to the level of their opportunities in a social way. We 

are too easily discouraged by the criticism such a movement would eall 

forth from those not socially inclined. And again we fail to realize that 

the family life should be the type of a high social life and that all social 

interest in neighborhood affairs must center there. 

The most successful method of furthering social interest in the 

country seems to be the organization of clubs. It matters not what may 

be the declared purpose of the club so it includes a higher degree of cul- 

ture, a broader outlook and a feeling of good will toward our fellow 

workers. If that word “club” sounds to the men like cold dinners and 

neglected homes, call it something else, but appoint officers, a definite 

time of meeting, or you can never get the members together. 

In the meetings compare means and methods and discuss perplexing 

home problems as well as the latest books and magazine articles. Take 

advantage of the state circulating library if possible and it will repay 

many times the small sum invested. Sometimes it will seem almost im- 

possible to find time to attend the meetings, but remember those people 

who work all the time do not accomplish as much as others who judi- 

ciously plan their work for some recreation and take it up again with 

better spirits. You will find that an afternoon spent in this way combines 

a round of visits with your neighbors for which you would perhaps not 

find time in a whole year. 

When a women’s club has succeeded in bringing in the younger 

women, the daughters and later the men it has justified its existence, 

for no social conditions are sane unless ample provision is made for the 

enjoyment of the young people, and if there is no other way to get the 

men to go, promise them something to eat. Encourage the young people 

to form a literary society, but remember it is not best to encourage only 

those occasions which are instructive but also provide for good times 

and fun—pure and ‘unadulterated. Guide and guard their recreations, 

make their homes attractive and hospitable, a place where friends are 

always welcome, provide good literature, and the boys and girls will 

not turnsfrom the farm home to the glaring diversions of the city. I 

wish to speak briefly of the attempts toward social organization in our 

own community. The Country Club has been in existence about four 

years and you are more or less familiar with the organization, but to 

its members and their friends it has been a great success socially. The 

members are subscribers to the State circulating library and derive great 

benefit from a supply of literature for the winter. But there is another 

club in our community known as the “Social Circle.’ It was organized 

about a year ago with eighteen charter members, a president, secretary 

and treasurer. ; 

The meetings are held weekly except during the busy season. A lit- 

erary program is provided, a question box is provided and discussed, the 

hostess provides sewing for the guests and serves light refreshments. Oc- 
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casionally the members give entertainments of various kinds and each one 

is privileged to invite friends. The men are included in these entertain- 

ments, and withal the society has proved an important factor in uniting 

and uplifting the neighborhood. These are only examples of what might 

be done and yet attend faithfully to household duties. 

The lives of farm women must necessarily be many-sided, but we 

must not become exclusively domestic else we become commonplace. Do 

not grow only in a single direction, but be a “friend of your friends, a 

housekeeper and a member of society.” In a spirit of good fellowship 

let us be more sociable. Get acquainted, strengthen personal friendships, 

gain other friends and make the farm life ideal, as it should be, for— 

“Life is the mirror of king and slave, 

*Tis just what you are and do, 

Give to the world the best that you have 

And the best will come back to you.” 

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

EARLE C. SALISBURY, ORLAND, IND. 

|Read before the Steuben County Farmers’ Institute.] 

I believe all present appreciate the value of an education. To you 

who are skeptical upon the point, I need but point you to the great men 

of our country, men who really serve their fellow men, and not those who 

amass fortunes by niggardliness. How many of our presidents were not - 

graduates of colleges? How many of the Senators or Cabinet officers 

are not trained men? Very few indeed, and then when you come to con- 

sider what a small proportion are educated then you will realize how 

many more chances a college man has for positions of trust and honor. 

A book entitled “Who’s Who in America” gives an exhaustive treatise 

of the value of education, the editors of which induced ten thousand of 

noted men in every line of reputable endeavor to report their education. 

They didn’t find an uneducated man and only twenty-four were self- 

taught. A boy with a common school education had in round numbers 

one chance in nine thousand to become noted; one with a high school 

education had one chance in four hundred, while one with a college train- 

ing had one chance in forty. 

How do these people get their education, their training? It is got- 

ten by learning facts and the relation which they bear to each other, 

whether they be that of the dead languages, mathematics, nature study 

or the details of some trade or profession. Since it is the learning of 

facts that produces this effect, why can not useful facts give the desired 

effect as well as the impractical, uninteresting stuff which is taught in 
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so many of our institutions of higher learning as well as the grades. 

For instance, I was taught when in the grades how to parse and diagram 

and many other things which I have had no occasion to use since that 

time. The same way in the high school. Had I been taught some of the 

interesting things of nature, things I could see and handle, I would have 

taken much more interest in them and in my school work. Had I been 

taught that the ground mole is an immense destroyer of insects, there- 

fore.a friend of the farmer, I would not have killed any. I used to won- 

der how it was that a snake could swallow a frog when the body of the 

victim was twice as large as that of the victor. When I was taught in 

college that the jaw of the reptile is attached to the skull by means of 

an elastic cord I could understand how he got that frog down his throat. 

I used to marvel at the snake charmers in the side shows at the county 

fair. It’s all simple now, as snakes never bite, they strike. As long as 

they are not coiled they are harmless. Had I known that I might have 

found Mr. Streaked Snake a congenial companion in place of a deadly 

enemy. 

One of the greatest objects of education is to train the seeing eye. 

That is an eye which pierces to the depth of things, an eye which can see 

beauty in every object in nature and a mind which understands the 

“why” of the different actions of man and nature. How many of our 

college graduates know that insects breathe through pores in the sides 

of their bodies? And yet they will go back to ancient Greece and Rome 

and find ‘something to study about. He doesn’t care whether it is lace- 

winged or scale-winged, whether. it feeds upon fruit or upon weeds. He 

thinks he is doing mankind a great service by deciphering hieroglyphics 

which treat of events which happened centuries ago. I appeal to you, 

are not the things which God has made more interesting and more ele- 

vating than that which insignificant man has made? Then let us have 

move nature study and less of that which trains for training’s sake. 

There is another reason why we should have nature study. It will help 

to stop the emigration from farm to village, from village to town, from 

town to city. A few statistics from Wright’s Sociology show the city- 

yard tendency in the United States. In 1790, 3.85 per cent. of the total 

pepulation lived in cities of 8,000 or more; in 1850, 12.49 per cent.; in 1880, 

22.57 per cent., and in 1900, 83.1 per cent. This transplantation has far- 

reaching results. Volitically it gives the cities the predominance and 

increases the urgency of municipal laws. There are many times more 

laws on our statute books to protect city citizens than country citizens. 

They are needed more where people have less respect for the rights of 

others. Socially it increases the number of classes most exposed to agi- 

tation and discontent, intensifies the danger of social upheaval and widens 

the chasm between the two classes. It tends to bring the wealth of the 

nation into fewer hands and react profoundly upon the material as well 

as the social and political life of the nation. 
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It is strange that large numbers of people will leave the country 

where homes are cheap, air pure, all men equal and extreme poverty 

unknown, and crowd into cities where the reverse is true, where smoke 

and dirt and sin shorten life and cause the race to lose its vitality. It 

has been said that ‘there is no such thing as the fourth and fifth genera- 

tion in the city,’ so that fresh blood must be supplied from the country 

and small towns to fill the places of those who can not keep up in the 

maddening race for wealth and position. Viewing the movement from 

the standpoint of a student of sociology and not of the individual we 

realize that the movement will only add to the trouble of the municipal 

governments which are already almost breaking down with corruption 

and inefficiency. He knows that crime is increasing ‘in the cities and that 

the massing of dense population means impaired public health and morals. 

The constant depopulation of the smaller towns and country by steadily 

drawing away the best can not help lowering the tone of village and | 

farm life. It prevents to a great measure the improvement of educa- 

tional methods and tends to exclude the people of the country from those 

cultural influences of modern life which ought to be common to all. 

Viewing the city from the standpoint of the individual, we see that it 

offers better social opportunities. Undeniably the city has superior at- 

tractions for the well-to-do. Even the poorest classes seem to find in the 

noises, the excitements, the crowds, and even the filthy tenements, a 

charm that makes them remain when they know that better conditions 

are to be feund in the country. The city offers greater opportunity for 

promotion. 

Our schools and school teachers has been looking not towards the 

farm but away from it. Is it anyone’s fault? No; it is everybody’s 

fault. Through education our young men will be brought to see the dig- 

luty, the beauty, the profit and the honor of farming. It presents vast 

problems worthy of the mettle of any young man. When every other 

art und science shall have been worked out to their utmost limit, the 

science and practice of agriculture will present boundless unexplored 

fields for work and research. The idea that anybody can farm who has 

the brawn has been drilled into them until they completely overlook the 

wonderful opportunities that agriculture presents. The very magnitude 

of the problems yet to be solved cause them to fail to see them. Their 

eyes are too close to the picture. The successful farmer must be a busi- 

ness man of no mean order. Very few occupations require a broader 

knowledge. He deals not only with men but also with animals and plants 

and machines, so that he must know something of botany, zodlogy, 

chemistry, physics, bacteriology, veterinary, medicine and mechanics. 

The farmer must be an accurate observer and have plenty of room for 

the exercise of keen judgment. He can not hope to become immensely 

wealthy, but by careful management he can secure riches enough to min- 

ister to the needs of the ideal family life. 
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Our young men too often look upon the distasteful features of coun- 

try life as things which can not be helped, which is a false conception, as 

much of the isolation and monotony have been already overcome by the 

telephone, the rural delivery of mail and the organization of the farmers 

into associations such as the Institutes and the Grange. 

Agriculture will never be taught in the rural schools till they are 

centralized. One teacher can not possibly teach more than twenty-five 

or thirty classes, as is the case in the country schools today. City school 

children have drawing, music, needlework and nature study, while the 

country children do not and never will till their schools are larger. There- 

fore the immediate problem before us is to centralize our schools. It will 

also enable us to employ more efficient teachers, the attendance will be 

more regular, the health of the pupils better and they will do better work, 

as there is enthusiasm in numbers. 

Young farmer, don’t think that you don’t need an education for your 

calling. You know the standing of an uneducated doctor; we call him 

a “quack.” In all other callings the well educated man leads. And why 

do the farmers feel satisfied with a common school or high school edu- 

cation? The late Mr. Mahan said, “It is because they can make a living 

so easily that they haven‘t felt the need of it.” There is much truth in that 

statement, despite the conception among many farmers that living in town 

is like living in a bed of roses. Ninety-seven per cent. of the so-called 

business men fail; only 3 per cent. succeed. I tell you, my friends, if 

the farmer would put one-half the study and application to his business 

that every successful city business man does the howl that ‘farming 

doesn’t pay’? would become a whisper. How many farmers can balance 

a ration? If you ask him about protein or potash, likely as not he will 

begin to talk about habeas corpus or use a technical term of some other 

business. Things well enough for him to know, but not essential to him 

in his business.. How many farmers keep accounts so that they know 

where every penny comes from and where it goes? They know they 

make money, but they don’t know except in a general way where it comes 

from or where the leaks are. What does it cost to produce a pound of 

pork? a bushel of corn? a pound of butter? How many pounds of pork 

can be made from a bushel of corn? There is a farm in New York State 

which can not supply the demand for butter at $1 per pound. During a 

three months’ stay at the great fair at St. Louis, I met a young man who 

owns an 80-acre farm within the limits of New York City who pays a 

tax of $80 per acre. He pays what we would call an exorbitant price for 

labor, and yet cleared something like $70 per acre this last year. 

The educated farmer profits by the experience of others. He doesn’t 

have to learn everything by experience and thus he can begin life several 

years in advance of his uneducated brother. He appreciates and knows 

how to utilize the information which can be obtained from the agricultural 

experiment stations. To the country boy who thinks he doesn’t want to 
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live on the farm, I would suggest that he take the agricultural course 

anyway. The department of agriculture at Washington can not secure 

enough trained men to carry on its work. President Stone of Purdue 

University at an open meeting of the Grange at that place showed twenty 

applications from the civil service which had .come to his desk within two 

weeks for positions which could only be filled by graduates of agricul- 

tural schools. Five of the twenty positions had a salary of less than 

$1,000 per year the first year and three above $2,000, one of which was 

$2,500 and the others intermediate. Each of these salaries is increased 

liberally during the first few years. The officials of the department com- 

plain that they can not keep their help as private concerns come along 

and offer still higher pay. 

There is a growing demand for teachers who can teach argriculture 

not only in colleges but in the high schools. Agricultural high schools are 

being founded and there are very few who are capable of taking charge 

of them. In Wisconsin, which possibly has the lead in this line, they re- 

quire a teacher to be a bachelor of science in agriculture, to have lived on 

the farm and to have had previous experience in teaching. Teachers 

having these qualifications are rare and their salary is proportionally 

high. Last fall seven or eight young men who had taken engineering 

work at Purdue for a year changed their course to take agriculture. 

Others would have followed their example had they had any encourage- 

ment from home. In fact several said ther parents would not furnish 

them money to study agriculture (they could learn that at home), so that 

in order to get an education they took something else. 

Of our class of nine which graduated last spring from the agricultural 

department, two have gone to New York State, one as manager of a four- 

hundred acre farm with twelve men under him, the other to run a cream- 

ery in connection with the same farm with six helpers; one a chemist in 

his father’s fertilizer works in Indianapolis; one has gone to Oklahoma 

to run a refrigerator plant, the only one who is not engaged in strictly 

agricultural pursuits; another who prepared himself for the agricultural 

press, is now editor of the Orange Judd Farmer. This fellow took a 

business course at Vories’ business college at Indianapolis because his 

parents objected to his studying agriculture, like many another fond but 

mistaken parent which he wanted to do in the first place. He stayed 

with this for some time, even though he didn’t like it, but was successful 

as success goes. He took the short course at Purdue and then came back 

for the four years’ course. He was editor of the college paper last year. 

After graduation he began to work for the experiment station with Dr. 

Arthur on rusts. October 1 he resigned to take a position with the 

Phelps Publishing Company at Springfield, Mass. He came to the Inter- 

national Live Stock Show at Chicago to report the show. ‘The chief 

editor of the Orange Judd Farmer, which is published by the same com- 

pany, was taken ill and my class mate was put in. The remaining four 
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of us have returned to our home farms better farmers by far than we 

could possibly have been otherwise. Our circle of influence may not be 

as wide as of those who are more conspicuously before the public but we 

are striving to improve the condition of our fellow farmer. We are glad 

to be of service to him, but don’t expect too much of us. Nature has 

bestowed gifts upon some to such an extent that they without any educa- 

tion are better farmers than others who have B. 8. in agriculture attached 

to their names. 

I will end with a quotation from Prof. W. A. Stevenson of Iowa. 

“A new agriculture is dawning, an agriculture with more numerous and 

complex problems, an agriculture which demands that hand work must be 

combined with the head work, an agriculture which will not give a fruitful 

return to the man who only knows how to plow, harrow, reap, and sow, 

but an agriculture which will abundantly bless the one who brings to his 

assistance every resource of a fertile brain as well as a skilled hand.” 

BUREAU OF STATISTICS. 

(Published by permission of Hon. Joseph H. Stubbs, Chief.) 

Indianapolis, Ind., July 15, 1905. 

The following facts have been compiled from reports made to this 

Bureau by Township Assessors for the year ended April 1, 1905. \ 

There are 1,016 of these officers and every one has made his report. 

These facts are given for the whole State under the following heads: 

GRAIN AND HAY. 

Wheat sowedin M904 cia: ci. sole Nobu te ota de anche sree GRCS) manda Getaeoeuy 

Corn planted and to be planted in 1905..................(aeres) 4,018,432 

Oats sowed and to be sowed in 1905........5......0. 05. (acres) 1,981,476 

Timothy meadow in LO05..6 225 ese cs sie be a hisie cue ow operele | (LCRES)) panaeeone 

Glover nieadow.inelOOb tex pee ee eee Oe Nee ee (acres) 1,040,336 

Glover seed nin’ 190d tse cit eects as ed as ea ne (bushels) 330,811 

VEGETABLES. 

Potatoes planted and to be planted in 1905..............(aeres) 66,885 

Tomatoes planted and to be planted in 1905............. (acres) 15,227 

Peas planted and to be planted in 1905.................(acres) ; 12,218 

Watermelons planted and to be planted in 1905..........(aeres) 8,232 

Cantaloupes planted and to be planted in 1905........... (acres) 2,916 

Tobacco planted and to be planted in 1905..............(aeres) 13,972 
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LIVE STOCK. 

stoma) Oval Inenarel AVgalGl IM US 5555 okcoophoomooodon Oooo bo OOIAEE 596,156 

EIST SOMGT SONA ERG Reo Sob oo dbowe Gd somo bSaouoedslod GoOpbl ode 81,916 

WITS om ingiivel Ayo ale Us A Sade aueoscoe cocoon nousbocodsodoe 60,150 

INTEUSS SOG! THIS AER Sonos co donbon sooo oo CeOOmoGCeb ooo Cooan 23,044 

Denia? eaadleronidorn el AQomll il Ie Ue oo eapenoonooopdood Doo GOT 562,412 

IRE Condes oo ineweok Wool TAR soo aocne Upooon Roo ooOU UD ooS 395,168 

RCC EN bbl esSOLO pa Sty weal rel creverstr cic) sierstel che lc store: oie! «| <leue/ ee \et ella ielicverele re 431,786 

Hogs over three months old on hand April 1, 1905............. 1,834,125 

FIGS SESOLGG DAS tMyCAT en Peicie tet cc ialm aihe eyscele erarcren tipi, oxt0S 2G oars 6. os aes 2,612,480 

HO ssidiedFOr Giseasel Pasty Caliente syciers)sietera) reicie aie; s.clersls elole oreo)! <i> 275,774 

Sheepronshang Aprilet; 1905. '.. 6 cas Sere trove es 00 cb cae tee eels 596,156 
Sheep sold past year........... Sefer Re Vascagnde rae eto leiete: beara eis ter ot one 440,296 

PSNeepLGicCG of GISCASe Past VEAL 2 20.2 «yess seis ee cievele we Sie =.0 siecle ic 36,631 

WOGLClip ORNL G04 22 ccs caee act ayes: sce se tus ofelece Wexehetote ee (pounds) 38,245,412 

BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

FB MGheemMma deny astiy Gals acces ss ieraie),sfevarale ss sis) eleiaroe\e) 645 )0\.61es ee (pounds) 36,903,795 

CHEESE IMAC ET PASTY CAS ey vereto is lo cbs]c siatete ch stele laucle, te ol enchetaleis « (pounds) 1,066,875 

POURDERYS 

Poultry, of all kinds raised’ past year... .%:2.....00...... (dozen) 1,534,860 

Heorssoalle kinds produced: last yea. ./ tiie oc. cfes01- oie oye (dozen) 61,572,937 

FRUIT TREES IN BEARING. 

PAN IOMERCES Is tocis ate tara evepa aeecee el voice custeres Gubial’e Wie piere aie ays (number) 4,222,078 

IP EET CORRES) Oo Hel Genoese (old Di Oy iB eno OrROne ic ence en OI (number) 635,801 

PEUTIC CSE rete erevare auido syethe ae, & slele cle iphee a elevate Sepwie aid (number) 671,449 

PRCA CHMERCESM a epee noo avcearere al eversiere (ore. © Gaslaie oie" ba pocie ee ere (number) 1,569,688 

(Chevelciaye “Reyes Bar, SOI INET DiOeT OLS BEIT aor Orin rer (number) 672,971 

NUE OME THI Gast TCOS sche sco ere ais too Swt aio wtonceh Seve lei siece es enolate (number) 532,883 

Sra AMM PAIS TRH eaesre aie reh even cere ere P RONG, aioe Nicol oye ar aia evadaiwia uieteceerbtenas (acres) 7,464 

COMPARISONS AND DISCUSSIONS OF THESE REPORTS MADE 

APRIL 1, 1905. 

CORN. 

Corn is the leading crop in Indiana and its acreage varies but little 

from year to year. For the last ten years the acreage and average yield 

per acre has been as follows: 

Year. Acreage. Average Yield. 

HSC NEMS meta ee eles So; shave edt Mare rote oreo reltor ters 4,005,690 37.09 bushels 

BUS Geter ate 8s sist rae eta vere pope area meer nice 4,101,665 30.35 bushels 

BLS) Sieg temme reper ae cic, ow iehcnts rlbataue ie Mie ecne dar reser eae eke 3,915,131 38.08 bushels 

53—Agri. 
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Year. Acreage. Average Yield. 

SOOKE 1% Kye ePera is, cis dele sbnete ieee eie gs wists eer eeers 3,837,959 . 89.04 bushels 

DOO che SEE tania vets fo cree veri aloins lee Mieeiete siete e 4,005,766 42.41 bushels 

HOOT ES. Ae een ho eccved Niet cians ce emesis 4,385,447 23.00 bushels 

QOD aes Farha Rie larch ewes aloes ler okes fe erclorete 4,282,317 42.12 bushels 

OOS ey hake chokes che ele eek Gh oe te tee ane ee eto has 4,008,968 35.68 bushels 

IS (0) A ee ARP ec eat ak reir SO ae 3 4,015,179 33.07 bushels 

WM RY et ea rT, fatto bis talictodeis’ sidiote hieetere ots ote ten 4,018,482 

The ten leading counties for acreage for 1905, are: 

IERCTULOI, SA aie ta craic avayeve te cuetaters’ coats ate: ate ieslaverate care ohel eielotone late tase one aie ae 99,540 acres 

EDO DECATIOR = tein, steritescleccrevelatseteteaatess Rs winteve Bie hie Ere oe leietaress is ..... 92,538 acres 

HESTON he cs hoes ties see, sus <e aiane Breieve Sheree ens ay kare OTe ah oe ae entcl stesso ee 85,568 acres 

MOMUtS OME Hk Sess see sateran eis tcee ala vabice® a eitithe chet anetemsleyeeranete 79,597 acres 

UIMtON! 25h os wo YoRanOsoGbbcocbib0 Hobos oot ad soko 5406920 74,327 acres 

SOOO hye, 5 Sieland sieves S15 Snsieseb,0 0 pista e akd SUI ALS Oto tete eats reas ones eee tes 71,666 acres 

VV AUTEM os aep ie exevors cecil etedetere See ee eee 69,672 acres 

SASD CIM 2 a5 if afeetee diesaye ove ere Rene atats lake Ooo tole fale: era eke lays Pouce a euntahe ora ete 67,4238 acres 

RANG Ol wi. 2 PESTS css Se hea ree lligtel cpeMaberta oie 6 ae wimorneta 6 66,979 acres 

GU SOTI GS 2h e wotel che arate ts a cuhere ate amole cecal ae ee eke Tce whee ais eta ee eat ante 65,327 acres 

OATS. 

The acreage of oats in 1905 is the largest in the history of the State. 

For comparison, a table showing the acreage and yield for the past” 

ten years is given below: 

Year. Acreage. Average Yield. 

SOG sm mre aicrs cracete ets te ole ove tere’ Sis lovee eae Ware aha ere 1,180,057 20.07 bushels 

BOT vaten ate okettnie cis eafels ce aie ake ett ae Cistavers eke 1,208,269 29.44 bushels 

US OS eas ees see slat nedorcvarers che, door paren, oe repanake rover 1,162,451 28.71 bushels 

SOO Bei ie) te eeee shy Shenstacs siete aise wlareloiete steit mete 999,100 36.82 bushels 

EL SOUO Pere rec crortemeRbette tts aeiehs nie sere esauhon eed 1,485,604 34.38 bushels 

OUI SW ate tepheks Sar stk a sara eaters Ste ate ato 1,499,980 . 27.96 bushels 

LHD rea. Mah Pee Ake asain sh f ha on crs ie Sik Meta 1,488,037 36.65 bushels 

LUBED Gara tetet nats er ote auceels Gots tere nip eaeI NS 1,428,381 25.71 bushels 

Oar b srthar Ae Arora cietols fo bits book hie er lores te 1,621,114 30.72 bushels 

OOS il tok ereeisterante cnlewe tetas eantace cieie! saueteee 1,981,476 ' 

The leading ten counties for 1905 in acreage are: 

SOTTO leis Merete Saale haere Sree ee wien TMS eae ee eee Toein eo eR eats 82,392 acres 

EI PWECAMOE: li ticrs tyes ttolts favtere » etasaiateeha s aueiete sec cuetohe ee whcke oie Paiste ie uta foes 58,569 acres 

AWN TUE Os fe ele is torevesctesabeteiecs’ a\ate aioe lakh Waele ain er aaneek Geeta Pe ena viere 56,985 acres 

CUMTON, gs srctets steeds taaehe bites erecta wie coerced tors Lee ne 50,718 acres 

4: io) 5 ee coe See eR ee iy tL ASeN ey ~) eR Ms a Gn ir 50,577 acres 

TRO EOI. arn CON cede eee MoE a Genes earn URL Se 50,092 acres 
MTONTSOMEIY: is oS irises 4 tocstitin cearale ote tia te tote ciel olereiet rovers meats 49,774 acres 

ARDETY: Sid Be iste roh wis stis aco aes LMT aN 0% grav aPets oo scott ete oo Pearce SNL ee ee . 48,576 acres 

CAT LO rn 3? pispath les 2/4.0:s¥e tel'n shou euat ovttake a ket ioPeraber recat sre teva ls Tear amar: rena en 46,979 acres 

PORN GOL 45: sn seateua she niece areth ww me ciealec wi tharhareie sie Nie w cir MORSE 42,794 acres 

Ly 

/ 
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- WHEAT. 

The wheat acreage for 1905 is 80 per cent. above that of 1904. 

for 1905 is 1,644,934 acres, an increase of 382,741 acres over that of 

835 

That 

1904. 

It will be observed from the following table that the acreage for 1904 

was the smallest in ten years: 

Year. Acreage. Yield. 
ICT Batis. oe Bae epee arora oi ity OCI ORE 2,862,236 8.58 bushels 

TIS SY ets, OS Siete aaa aera ee ae teach ce Ree eee 2,479,077 15.23 bushels 

OSM Mee ss oF erctatesteee an ats co cuahe store PPE, Aan 3,012,332 16.98 bushels 

Lo a6.5 5 Sc LROE nine Dine yea Clnic, Fir pee ro bieae 3,039,933 10.30 bushels 

OOO Seasis se Stree een tee nde ate cele eee erik 2,674,918 2.93, busheis 

TET U a ES Ter hari Ach Peres ae A Rey on Poke, era 2,170,339 15.37 bushels 

OO DeePea Sct ticity ate uses alee alae ouclaja) eine 2,613,275 16.97 bushels 

TC aesG cla there Bie Sie ease bicker ene aI nmeRG IA ogee tra irae 2,308,510 12.00 bushels 

SLO Bb sof Se tlle 5 eels ee cent ans AO rama ia ALY 1,262,193 10.59 bushels 

TSU eran Hee aS es IEMOIS Se OIE DERE IER Re ea 1,644,934 

The average acreage of wheat for the past ten years is 2,406,474 

acres, and the average yield per acre 12.3 bushels. 

The leading ten counties in wheat acreage for 1905 are: 

TEQDRTERY so el eae ey cto RCD eG ate ca Peon ates ee ea a ory a RR a Baa 74,562 

(SHO SOI, “ci See al Renee Tees, Se i aten ty a UE et) 8 dN A, dR 64,803 

NSSIN Caer oe AI. HLT etaTAS e ay oe Satoh elel aiaons teltioleis ec onapeterereine were 50,125 

EMC amIeaN ue fale Netemce ie oh ca len, AAAs wer eichstorehslern lets ate e es -.... 49,880 

1 DIDIS TOSS) > BG Shays RGR EMA IEG RROD RSP aEEE LAI a Pigs te bec Dear a rege 42,959 

15 FCI) he eae me Ale eas Seuce & Deak ey Rt Saree airy mn hae ee NER RRO ee 42,212 

SSTECETO AY uy 3 Seat RAP ERE Sec Noche AEM MMM cct ie Mn RAs Seem ROR ea -» 40,806 

STUTECRE «55, Bs Steels CaN Cicis CRIES AIOE REE ES het etre Baa te 39,857 

As LOLOUTE Warsstene errata one eines ths fate Sioiee Mela otela sinicte oe sae 39,217 

EGULS Mee iee Page ere pet etna Bayete teeter ala AIS Tok Sige eae Nd work Sok Wa cet 37,483 

TIMOTHY MEADOW. 

The following table gives the acreage and yield of timothy fo 

ten years last past: 

Year. Acreage. Yi 
SIMRAN! SM aires Doctorates hae aioe so niN witeeneic oe 1,243,969 1:32 

PEM Ge bis o's tol siin sta ouster ate ne tsbe oly e's, fetid vee’) 1,150,586 1.48 

Severn cysts, «0 <hs wets eae bacidelecowactncé od 1,175,390 1.56 

UES 2S RS Rp IRE SERS 2. ik Silden aa ane, ecg Cee 1,123,903 1.27 

MMB aE 2.5) c¥- x0: 5st Ecsta ede MMe aah a yrs a Alda ees 1,146,163 1.41 

eB PE NO 5! oN: ole syste eRe es Lente) a mee ep ear 1,234,899 1.40 

erry eet asa! 0. 'a'c 4 lone Rt Serhate te a aaa eateiie Ale 1,012,191 1.60 

Se eee tee) 22s, o -pensgetaf ee oe aore oes ei ie ose 1,125,404 1.26 

eT MeN aise oe, § b ahevdie ane RIS a aealane oe Nets 1,534,978 1.40 

Meet ra cia! aid. o) daisbt daa N ote SE aia ge ted So 1,422,875 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

r the 

eld. 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 

tons 
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The ten counties leading in acreage for 1905 are: 

Ripley 

Allen 

1 UC tee oe ee Ae Re Ce EE ena Et AGIA Ooo ot Ooi Ook 

Clay ple «lec(6\ ae © © 0) 00 © 0) 0.» '@ 6 (60) 616 a.) 6,618 6 9) 6 (0 1980's 6. 8a 210) 686 © 1p sis (@ Sie lols « 

Boone 

Owen 

io etn wicks © 6s © ¢) ec. s\0 ele 0 @.01e S26 0.0 (6's) 6 6)10)0 0 0 60) 6 » 1s\\e) 00. wis ele) ele ele ates 

ae apave oe) ele 616 a 06.0 aele eke 0\'ee 06).9 6 0/6, 0,6) 6 \e70le 06 elsisie lus 6 oie (el e.ere ms) a, 

e(e sleuel.e es © s\\4,le, eo} ave) o).0) 1 1s) .0/8] (©, 60 .e10), €{6 oleh so. 6iele 6 610s) ole elec ele 

CLOVER MEADOW. 

~ 

48,349 

43,784 

37,863 

33,093 

32,226 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

acres 

The acreage of this crop shows a great variation in the last ten years. 

The following table will give the acreage and the yield by years tor 

this period: 

Year. Acreage. Yield. 

EUR Gages ve ere le, oreo ace Sh te siete Fou cePe aa i's (ogeite vores fare 713,555 1.32 tons 

ISCO (Nee en AAP He? Bit LIER SE In tO ee ok 1,007,831 1.34 tons 

SOR < stacgaiersets Biot eerake ie eenemere tavege oar eiee et eee 1,805,579 1.48 tons 

SOO Somes erate cides Sake aaotere ee ce epenarseavetavokate steHioay 1,240,988 1.60 tons 

A OOOH Ati tres oreo oro a arerere cobs akovarst suationeehorabe etek 897,715 1.56 tons 

LION, hapets ebeye ts “ate cud 2 ceisieie ate favsrrote ta osins ve ce ter ohe lone teas 1,012,191 1.60 tons 

EL SOD aes sores as foray cienaroenctia crete ven ace cavetaton chal Me, suave 809,918 1.65 tons 

QOS eset da escocas eyastaraid ee tatage Si sic a epee 1,080,636 1.64 tons 

LO AIS oA ses rd 0 fictia ovoid corecates oa Octo eels aie wreca Ye 918,562 1.48 tons 

OME aes ichaicis ae coer sic eve Stave TN ele epete slaueiss a) eet 1,040,336 

The ten leading counties in acreage of clover for 1905 are: 

ER ZUTU OL OLIN oxic eratota totets inde Toyalin fo l<so nates Yaiiata, alates sovetotatslatetet aieleidiaialntstens 25,074 acres 

CUT Worn Ate MMA AOS Grab Daca e a0 oO r OO On 0 oun biokaDyan 3 25,011 acres 

(VV CTV OT OR hates <a chorea ee eee SECA Re totote ote nice @ avelosmns ate 24,420 acres 

VRE gcse oc tale aifet ois a: sacze euerater atels go ated abichobel tone! elerscoheistaNclene (ole (Revels (elt tated 22,293 acres 

ES CTL Gis! aaa) vee'a’ o fel ate ovale atehat orotate ate ndichoteerctiala terete er evorete els sioee acetate 21,5387 acres 

SVOUTISOM gy sie co, 0) oss vce wiocere levees teiess ereyedersisveies eseutvapoieys ope ie ehale te mahcharet helt 21,350 acres 

VIG e Ura oracles oly apostle vshebelennie rseretetelet.etetelie "efekens iat ele larehete cretere lett 21,281 acres 

RSLS ate Scie levies cle’ Sugiiov en cia Wis roten Sue Sie Pecey wie) oat rsitol shel ole ca)che ety aT elena a atene Mie 20,827 acres 

SSINGMD Wit ative os wie scused edicts cheteneiatois\a atte lehay ei opetapere, Cievehane wile Chetan ieeaetare 20,091 acres 

NV OTRESOMNOIY? o1s ior col c'cdeio.s soba Slarsceuscataleieres nether ot oehhe, siniste eis tigie fe renenees 19,882 acres 

The crop of clover seed in 1904 was 333,811 bushels, the following ten 

counties leading: 

Dubois 

Shelby 

Johnson 

eee ee ee ee eer ee eee eee ee ee ee ee sees eeseeeeseeeseseses 

eee ere eee eee ee ee eee sees esseeeseseseseseeeseeeeeses 

ples 0 a'0 6 a8 62.6 6's 6.8 ole 6 oe ce ole €6.0.6 © 8 BA a 616 6.0.6 0. t Die 6 Bins 

13,506 bushels 

13,110 bushels 

11,359 bushels 
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[PAL pee ae Ppa cise RAN RRR ais oe 8 2k geo ee ae at 10,599 bushels 
LENSING O Chee A oars oe chins cea rey sree bate ote esas a: 57S Bio fe wh ateheteleteveuate ot ave 10,546 bushels 

TEST TN WTO RAR eo os ee es SS, ai Ie Ee aoe PR 10,208 bushels 

CCU OI - BGG cap CR RORAL CAGE HOR IA ROU Ie RI a Beer enn) inten Ee 10,166 bushels 

RST CCTs shut rate a ns Share aici ea are ee ee sim tates as Shaper ela olecva tha etter 9,649 bushels 

FEMI aALA CHL CHINL NYE eveyone alaveirere aor RAMEY Se a! a eLev ane. oca/'ate co ooh. sehen etoreumionatets 9,349 bushels 

EN OMOVJUIEN tra, Aoec's cie,'s cts e: ole Sao aia, averauh pace ONE Sco a Givin vecora Ye sata rsjerdndehans 9,166 bushels 

POTATOES. 

The acreage of potatoes has declined during the last ten years until 

the present crop is but little over two-thirds of what it was in 1895. 

The following table gives the acreage and yield by years since 1896: 

Year. Acreage. Yield. 

LESS Gees, ciao) oops Grad ve care cies cue ela a ois Biota srobelcl eo siaiis 91,502 64 bushels 

HS ee. eu mer mee ee eweren Ste fetofetaurs sates Maret eicuss: & 92,742 42 bushels 

Meee ase fsa se le vocap ten Reet eese & wteteyn gate ovata, ooh 66,205 71 bushels 

TheOe) eNAINereisic bcc clo oS OEIC neice Re Eee 68,561 79 bushels 

TEED Os HERERO PRERE SN otk ChGIE-O oe. EIEIO OIE ICE ec eee 69,768 87 bushels 

TiS ee be eae EG ROS. ERE aoe eee 65:67%3 > 28 bushels . 

Oe rree rae ccatel as ayaa alate fodata Saree sisi gates Fe be Bele 13,227 95 bushels 

OOS rae hicks 2 AN rate fee are teiaiore) site oh e amiet deals s&s 17,153 68 bushels 

OE, Pere ete to en ataete se oreiae are we oe Se sies 60,657 86 bushels 

eget er chen ok ot cue eee ee Nai Tote es cae She Silva eR le hbo ae 66,885 

TOMATOES AND PEAS. 

The large acreage of these crops—15,297 of the former and 12,213 of 

the latter—makes 1905 the banner year for these products. Scott County 

with 1,828 acres in tomatoes leads the counties of the State, and Knox, 

with 2,026 in peas, stands first in that particular. 

WATERMELONS AND CANTALOUPES. 

The acreage of watermelons for 1905 is 8,232, and for cantaloupes 

2,916 acres. Both these fall below the acreage of 1904. Knox County 

leads in both these crops with 2,085 acres of the former and 941 acres 

of the latter. 

TOBACCO. 

The tobacco crop of 1905 is more than 60 per cent. in excess of that 

of 1904 in acres planted. That of 1905 is 13,972. There are 65 counties 

reporting this crop, a larger number than ever before. 

The leading counties are: 

SNA Cra Giepetein ei eic gates. paar Pe trod ey Stat ies Rt 07 aan Wl 2,332 acres 

NGSTUCTESIOT Te ge phe cect ie i125 Re ee an oe a Oi cs pee Sea ee 2.308 acres 

SP OTUCEI eine tains: ddr ape orca ras ay Sante NCUA saa coral Gt APS ad Johar, ayokewanateme 2,201 acres 
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WLESOU ES rd slate ete sracotes of al ohoh oh ile tober 515 oS ofesBhal Petal chatetere te whchcl et duet chet eal peters 2,181 acres 

AUYCre arc] rai 2) Alea ME LE oll | Meats Mie wiih Seeat A he vy oh “1,770 acres 
ICA DOI Berrie. ats o.cis 6. olese big dss cunts: Raters Tet ehelee Gel atom teleraber aay aie Cena teke 750 acres 

ONTON RA A seneitere vaso chats ih ropekovens ureeeehete rotune ie ta bekeel cake tent dat etleyes eee eee as 635 acres 

OT EANEISg 788! Vestn Srep rey succyor chovee love tokatertas hs st choke etamebe tat sWelaneeabemarehen Rolenaye COROT ARTE EES 350 acres 

[E2206 | 0) | 00 a ea a Oe UR PRM RY One ey Tol Wo ' 269 acres 

SSO bibag e fayal site date co oat afl, ongkct aad SEA, s fot ottey Ast Sheraweo nL a aos ad tee ree sven oe 119 acres 

LIVE STOCK. 

A ten-year comparison of horses, mules and cattle on hand April 1 for 

1905, are: 

——- Cattle 
Year. Horses. Mules. Dairy. Beef. 
SO GRY pratt eters i - 692,917 . 60,075 486,096 468,043 

Isto 6G SOG ae Ween 56,445 472,553 498,488 

1BIS elie). dna +2 O14,303 48,956 497,762 587,832 

Wee AS ooo se oe latene: 46,118 492,680 665,478 

MOO ORR cts 6 cee 586,524 45,621 510,378 695,219 

OO Meee eres, seers 2s 5 622,872 49,521 543,048 792,966 

OOD enckeraiepacat. tre 634,860 57,235 547,590 753,871 

(el aa eee ee 615,889 53,763 541,755 784,265 

Ike olgis iondinia.00 625,422 55,753 558,581 740,977 

IM Vain Sekt 05 oF 596,156 60,150 562,412 395,168 

Reports of live stock sold have been made for but three years, and 

they are given for horses, mules and cattle in the following table: 

Horses Sold Mules Sold 
Year. During Year. uring Year. Cattle Sold. 

ME weicttte re Aiatwe scale cia eiaheks dad nce ek areie 81,073 17,186 449 577 

TEENS Sigel Se nese SSA otc aR A Beer ais 82,519 18,023 466,706 

USO sive he oto so a chenskoreinhenoseue efere seeutns fe 81,916 23,044 481,786 

A comparative table for the past ten years, giving the number of 

hogs and sheep on hand April 1, of each year, the number of each dying 

from disease, and the wool-clip is given herewith. 

———_ Hogs — — - Sheep = 
Year. On Hand. Died. On Hand. Died. Wool Clip. 
SOG zene steve wicks hotel a eas 1,472,332 581,260 741,743 45,308 4,075,275 

1 Cliche: Grek one CLE DION he 1,411,949 899,457 683,814 74,998 3,687,547 

SOR ped ctefes sve deve e leks 1,887,384 372,868 747,878 52,588 3,582,812 

SOG naan erate ere tes) 3 1,756,476 553,930 861,024 55,284 4,631,477 

DOO rere cisveccere aio avane 1,824,653 282,550 832,856 58,437 4,537,975 

OOM dae eted ove bets 1,685,672 236,870 874,541 88,754 4,545,150 

MO 2 terion eee kere nite 1,729,473 197,491 752,529 51,737 4,186,274 

BOD St heastoct wed 1,581,366 295,726, 600,609 58,391 8,381,044 

NE ee cea ehiatonal ie 1,764,291 349,610 589,201 42,592 3,561,255 

MAO era tcses: sehaleie Ss 1,834,125 275,774 509,565 36,631 3,245,412 
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The number of hogs and sheep sold for the last three years is given 

below: 

Hogs Sold Sheep Sold 
Year. During Year. During Year 

LD Sepereeenee Patel. hctohr atte Nh torah el ake eo veee coi relate Boel ahd cuss .. 2,400,646 459,633 

Te SSR Ee eee See acer he a SE ee a WO 2,550,616 400,522 

PU yrapewet ee ers tatoo a I woth oor NS ES eal ad ncn Sisko care ioe 2,612,480 440,296 

The ten counties reporting the largest number of horses on hand 

April 1, 1905, are: 

VTENTL OME © SG eoo ater a dyaconaves eiteeara a Scne USAT LON lp pave sic aey cians apeveds 9,826 

PLETE sd cus ers eran aeate Tene lel OOO OMAGISON <2 S23 Si, cree aes 9,783 

Montizomery A868... 6 LOMedie OO Chimtone Sse. 2 le os tale oe ee 9,727 

ISOOHE? fh Nes nH et eee tie.a eels LO:SOGHOe Sty Josephs. wiser sac te eee 9,288 

DW eTAWare . iain wos. a ails LOMA MESHED | seco ctor cietosneirs 9,270 

Those leading in mules on hand are: 

POSE ioe bie ba octolcd es lasting aon © Vanderbnrg iy (er. jaye as te aie 2,067 
REINO Gs Sy cuaroce ea tatesesiee eins 2,482 ° Bartholomew .......... pep ais Ero 

Gapsonike FUCA weet gee DAG SMP arise car serosa a) Got dei ae ees 1,596 
WACKSOM GS eseiecisiee a tee Wels Pe eee 2,338 IW DERICK Fis ie. ceases aos 1,591 

IBEMEOM Masao tierra ican eos 2,110 IDAVIESSEy Nie oe evelac eaten ee Once 1,480 

VOW OG tecisrs eetee il de. cveirele a elias te Deli Gey e EVA UNCOMY! dia deters, eave cee ele Suarshs 1,598 

EOMtSOMICT Ye aloe stereys weve 2056) GPP arke rn fea ces SaMeryarcsewct 4 Saks 1,596 

FM aitstie eet ere oscieehnal isha cress etods M926 Wr Randolph ssivec.ce eet se fe 1,595 

PACLEDINS is tiloct are foseceus. Besar aoa tye 1,803 Shelloyasswna ce aceon g ee cee 1,562 

SOONERS Matte cicte ea hae gare TF GS2/ PT OWA EEO FS co cictdie\s S sccete cess 1,503 

EMU GT ENTIN G faite cf a vere ccsaceeteranareie eis MF OO Gate LACK SOM re hecicrs ctor saysere sist aeess . 611 

WD) CCATUPA RE Scnere nee ocala nee? GrECHORELS Hes nce tee em ele 568 

MOMESOMIEDY: yey. -.o2 set's ase ee Ose WIGS S Marcel s tava. o) Atala a crate aaetare 555 

JEXO SVEN) fet ira: aa tegen EE tC SUS Parken cccice kocceee fea tiaieieds 538 

SUES 70h A PA a Ae ae SE2uSullivane vor Vets Gas 7 534 

PUTT a aistiga ae SIO ars, Bie one oes 14 OD Mio pe hart SY rcrstete «alerts duetorere 9,858 

1 BIS aE ee AHR hte fee ee ee RAR 12,690 ER POTG Hy Se aNa ease iatre ee 9,747 

R.OLGET ia. ei sie sie ata elens she h oa. ee/4 25a BOONE UME Man sk Skea ee 8,863 

EVIL Eset valle Voile ovations ete iere Bib ince 11,986 IDI CR RAD PES eRIO ior 8,843 

OSD co noche arheisia sie are LOMO IGS MV OMG sc .c ia hcyeveveeccisreua erarer stele 8,841 
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Those leading in beef cattle on hand April 1, 1905, are: 

SET y> Kescntereeny cles toe icles chev 11,152 

PVUGM ST etee eeate ite sl erete esac 10,552 

ECON Ore erate sigeinie See 9,564 

Hendricks 2... .).5 5002050: 9,478 

WWialbashityr cee cca Pilae secre ore 9,315 

The counties leading in beef cattle sold the past year are: 

FRCNUTICKSe s..3ciecaste here oom ee 12,788 

(POMC Siege ts fete ore Mtavcterous Glvas oo aae 10,582 

EATEN AIM Ps 1a cc leiicleys sytiersie, clone 10,012 

WUINTON Wie te a ae he eS ene Os 9,993 

ERAS ive. = ho, cer iseetet 3152 ites eects or ehee 9,884 

JASPER tee necesita 8,420 

BOONE estates athe eek see 8,284 

Barke) Shs). sie netonieinnio aye oe 7,294 

IVOSCIUSKONS. .alseccesteloncte eee 6,632 

EMamilton S22 ,o2-e ne eee 6,615 

Jasper’ 2.24 ste Mreioe noe ee 9,703 

BROOME: a 2.30 cots etccecte eee 9,654 

| Roget) ASI Ate Me eee 9,393 

KOSGIUSKON s+ ee eel eter 8,396 

Randolph) <eh iets -cse cee 8,219 

The counties showing the largest number of hogs on hand April 1, 

1905, are: 

GlintoOntAe retro. eee oe 48,846 

HUG OTICKS® Secs: ar-ke o¥orevore oleae Gis 42,028 

ISOOTIC? cis celsin te Be oe cs hokts ese 46,926 

MOntZOMEerY 2. vos ese lee ee 45,864 

TIS TAY aaa: fo sdarcua ies enc ouconenegete rane 43,921 

MOTE Yarra toe sachs: ie eetawislele sisie « 72,556 

SOONG Os tre soy rere o fas eleuaeusior® 69,564 

Clintons sr eaasckh etnies ye. 68,991 

ULI SHS taro erate aiat forenoon iene bs 68,767 

ELA IMTLCOM tape ace ore seccsteloeic 68,069 

The leading counties in sheep on hand April 1, 1905, are: 

WT STANT GO 155. 5.5) oes cus ol eaeterelarele 26,837 

POLE UCI tie. ateieteuars onehe (olchatetotens 25,624 

DSA ceicicte Qisccevels oigcoierese ye 17,153 

NODC iste ieee cisrstaseit alec ciotegete alte 16,798 

COSINE tech ats pietnteden ech tietousacoke 16,017 

Those leading in sheep sold the past year are: 

WP TANS OA oes 57s "ove vorscere Rime seks 28,973 

BS VELOC Miva ve, ofsterarel shore toraiey ait oiens 26,524 

INO IDLO: Ssrateis: alate vajelete: el cleeeseuerone 17,755 

RSAULUL VAM Notes, tue test wiacecohstevaatele hs 16,852 

TRONGIUSKO ec civve le. cuties ie testere 16,425 

Eamiltonig. te cc oe 40,358 

1a iba Men AE mest oS 39,561 

Delaware: "5 ea scien 37,681 

Randolphi ncaa eee 36,315 

Garroll ints coke eee oe 29,789 

Montgomery, 3. 07). eoee ee 63,1385 

Wiaylle > 2.2 ecm ncerceeers 56,451 

Delaware, 2.08, «2 epee 56,356 

DAY 2 Sais.s eto ae ees eae 55,990 

Randolph) ieee. cease eee 55,839 

AlTen* (oes cents & ote eras 14,571 

Monteomery: cece eae 12,181 

Marshalls :.0i.cn<c eit 11,220 

1D) Fa nha De eee EMS ich Zr me 10,855 

Dekalb  #ik-co aces ones 14,606 

Marshall 2.5. ..ahavonm iano 10,825 

Montgomery”. <4... er 10,669 

Greele is mas ees eon ae 9,737 

ANON ei pects. cvatatehen Cesena 9,572 
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The leading counties in the wool-clip for 1904 are: 

SRIGTH OLSsele 2 Ass ot teciesenee alec POZ ANG VIKOSCIUSKO Milas syielerie sede eee 90.625 

INO lear tyswetat ee satersghscescsaserets 138,666) Allens (eek ae take Shcteis ae le sie ef one 85,926 

MPO ATS GWA oe aleve tevatiel a; syorsusievere NZS SSH ey 5 SAV s thie’ sah stevelay stare ausicleke elorepets 82,339 

Dekalb .... ot. 3s BES ance 118,726 MONOMER eiekta Ns <in.s oktdeteiets 77,114 

(GEIS FoGdina.co Siti REO aeromroor 107,399 Karts Fentorarnetsiaisas sseceeterne 72,641 

BUTTER AND CHEESE. 

The comparative table below will be found interesting: 

Pounds of Pounds of 
Year. Butter. Cheese. 
SENG ete ay sia ia. Soi lice uoies) stator aac otes sie, eusio) sho atreiol ays le: 35,200,916 394,645 

MSO Mematel sale ciasssbeiet set sciaus Jods oop ODAC OD aD BOO ue 34,112,817 412,148 

list fee, Aes cic’ » Coo Oh Boece ea DVO rm tees 35,953,710 1,279,349 

SOON. ats) exeielstsyas er etek c) sysyoietecc, syslohe (ove cloreseysse 4sis 31,905,140 1,083,403 

POOO) 73.2) sac shehidePotsnngorsoiewiieneie’ sel pele sp cheneisre ad ¥e) ee 30,509,014 791,660 

ISU ere ederim etic oc aciarorc 6 bre ci cing ORR Rene 34,639,017 241,339 

UD 2a eosncs: ovata) oust heyenslsy efavevetey si8)aielenaoyelie j6:8 o's. Suereis 34,755,464 762,731 

MOO ehiopee tices eR oN auto nasubieds laveleNsic) re fa We.5 bs 33,122,182 630,488 

Te EES Voldd iad Action ated role DCR OR OO ener Ree 34,956,788 622,364 

OOD: genpsy staystshotats 2: feisiek eps. = celsy sisi oles eusrelisret 4»; sive 604 165 36,903,795 1,066,876 

The counties leading in the production of butter the past year are: 

PAL CTEM e Te Rartre Arse Siahe tos ctle eicls eran wha lols Crawls ibelehe aire e 1,167,792 pounds 

SERED CSVpaerene epeen eden arenes Meinucce eieicrere’ Se cucreva: Shares) ocivacacdietavete orsie eels 880,803 pounds 

i) Seay ACM MeL Ce coca Sia eos erate toe Feels oe wae ahs wiete amoebae 816,691 pounds 

SEV atV ANG taeener aetna owayarc a tateneioteks faierere erena a Sestele ate a mitanenareomi aac. 728,568 pounds 

UPA CENTERED 5 Sons th GG OOOO OE RIL Eee ORO hee 691,000 pounds 

MINES TOM ays ac « sietele cays o ole aisyelcters, eloieisca¥e sie tiersiene ce alarerere 666,682 pounds 

SOOM CMM erat ce reta sol ake Sear atte or cr/enan lene ae aid eee tauanandeave eras sheveratels 618,861 pounds 

(GAIN MAS nisin isle Shale; sss sce ete le cee eee cece eect cee e ee ees 603,176 pounds 

ETT LOM peewee, ates cher ateter es oS ieve af vey e\scceiby of Grote: shat aeky Soaratis a-a-atere’ 601,689 pounds 

ESO SCISSOR ay sysretereceaere terete lcser von Reere eiane aie ete re aisle we be wytimerets 601,549 pounds 

Those leading in cheese are: 

BVA Obert reheat tous fous cr sti irata abel alt reira ue Sls) 6, S1ar el PSnIale Sete eas See es 201,366 pounds 

EW UDLOWitper spe tacanst ered elie Ach soe set hal Sieh Cares ats) oa uelollef soatiet sterar al slebatowy 199,717 pounds 

TDG ETA ie Beet ASE Oo GIO RERREE EN ACR POT aac RTE a ACSI artery ears 156,955 pounds 

AMIN GD) ros 2 n/5ic ee ales bio Ono Babi Ic - CSID CO Aa Do pio.c re O10 Oe 102,951 pounds 

NTA chore osc oescae aaa A eas cea Decal Ma wa Naa Bays 95,168 pounds 

BRVEDTTUS  Wascethsite iota Seagecoh sped stavel dionek sfovevonata nel Geelce dlehenaacclet nal atoatehale bares 72,908 pounds 

Jackson 2) iy CREE ity Sn Os SY NET At Se a A Rn A cee Roe oe 55,072 pounds 

BV SUV GTA Cat ote aye 2 kat Mert apabereveaeltonsh srekel thet akeMereteliel ove) Senate Ie es hea eee this 48,895 pounds 

EME MOIST CS ick cca spn Barer tetenahoverai oial stot evokars: ehalestateTaieletany state: ovshaihets 26,865 pounds 

NWA SEI Sir Siete a tsa a: Severs, opoMevste Stepan s ecenele Wi che avai sin a Steweye. ehete reters ahebtbs 23,398 pounds 
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POULTRY AND EGGS. 

There were produced 1,534,860 dozens of poultry and 61,572,957 dozens 

of eggs the past year. Estimating the poultry at five dollars a dozen 

we have $7,698,617 as the value of the poultry alone. If we place the 

price of eggs at 124 cents a dozen, we have $7,673.300, or both combined. 

$15,371,917 as the value of the poultry products of the State for one year. 

A ten-year comparative table of the poultry products of the State 

follows: 

Poultry, Eggs, 
Year. Dozen. Dozen. 

MROGT cst G capeie eras cove pievsie te Rend) enerd ave teyaphiel ove) oitslats hare 952,877 30,860,797 

OMe ce cals letav its, sxare Coake Seed cto ten utes ait wip eitelomieres 1,012,142 31,172,618 

SOS rene slays iar crevane aiare, cute eS taaaha ole! suerte siti terse 1,455,181 34,992,097 

BOO te cstewsis.<r0 WPS aol os's, pana lake laneiore ole CoMiauatet es meee 1,241,702 39,069,760 

RAHN Seren pas “cts Mais, auaaie s wie earcelp’e. atemen ere ie 1,345,286 38,987,348 

OMe ate ore Gusier'e’ siccclorevatiseiete oes toler che eeauehers aioe 1,486,131 46,363,259 

TOO QZE Pera Meardvche pic aistans age Shei ts) otetaban stle vend ate toeneds fore 1,114,807 47,203,311 

OBS ee cleks ate sale hous, evorenete« Hasarss AD Nore e lets ia, cs fhstee 1,071,630 49,582,129 

A SOAs 5 80. Aha tacos avettcenteatence Mtouais aie ETO ee ee ene 1,148,957 51,034,086 

ADO see, Kee ons ceva we iey cater avetalts, o]icbass ioharoharane: stelietsteanste 1,534,860 61,572,937 

The counties leading in poultry the past year are 

125) 0) Cy CeO ee a eekdene Picks CCL HSER OKT ERO EUR MOREL SID Caso. Ot 50,688 dozen 

FVATICO]PHs isrsicve cto oh tee sie lo Sse bo Sis fs one Ole ai ey sheLei ole tavedods sna 48,650 dozen 

TD CCAT UT eraks o thavass erate sete Geone ceettone Ue tol etoastee was erenniate cotta overages enc iaia 43,386 dozen 

FTO NATICK Givers sievattiaid cc cieet abeha ae ay seve leh ore eek cleun cic HeLs tte ne eee rseee c 41,232 dozen 

JOG TR, au) 1 Se See PPA CERO LCD TO Mee IGE Ora Oe OOR ocontc 37,243 dozen 

ES GOMES a Mean psiateta tare vjctetet cee eis pate te VON ei the \raclustierssikial seit aah op neeebeae ome 36,856 dozen 

VTL OTA ay ee Aah vara terol atele ieee io Gnloseletebateeeegyeleeal pile Sens aus loys aeak ee opeke : 36,688 dozen 

ELANGCOGK has dec e's oes lahat ahiactesh ats ue eke S¥es eae cat hadey lea let Sande fg enya sss 36,353 dozen 

PUUEIV ATI ein teeta eels Sie er etebel shila ale oma ie to ctevepetete aie s. Peteish svepe te Cadets ets 34,668 dozen 

OTOL Vi tar ntahe s lecolekcuene out Sgeiche ides coSeiept Pefokole wiehoy Si abba ene.c cle elope ER cara 30,820 dozen 

Those in the production of eggs the past year are: 

110] 0) (eC ee nar eae an ei SPs oe IIe aE AS aS iy 1,398,086 dozen 

UU PR ID ie tei hoe, Svcie ‘evs yarancsl aPU-6 a/c te Bae eseragelaite iver setae aie uicke Guia mares 1,029,097 dozen 

PAST STA carey hey ova loys bra oue tone foxes ol cers, Sie Uais bal overcast ie ini Thor cte ask etc e eT eES 1,006,768 dozen 

EPID LGUs Reps svoteteltians sis cc odertue slicks va tthe ic wilttct others aca ral oie siaeatctebere bats 1,000,841 dozen 

RUE Vee ctrst'an'e Nella etartol a6ifoun' sO euakotets sexhaioc Adc osehe iaiite inre aha eased beet cis ie eee 946,582 dozen 

(Rccve ge RITE GS #5203 -t \,u; o-w oho bao hn tieirore  Midcarode pericla CEST See 866,761 dozen 
DATONG S52.) aia ane g alevecet'evnre covectl age! bide Sw Otel el he wadlereteaate bt titocene 843,224 dozen 

PRIGTUUTIN Wists 6 sant care joys Ste evap apate soars le, sraPenh aCeualy Gea era she eledshevieNene enae 826,551 dozen 

MPG ID Osha Vi enssiieneten led ates’ bta-clateuchel elas aletis scat. e leis tanene cre ahevs Puree 815,415 dozen 

ERI DWEGATOE. siete wis <% o.w ewes vincsteve ove Steinke tos i Aiveis be aoe eae 803,180 dozen 
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